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PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY,
1885-6.

I. NOTES ON ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY. By the

E/EV. PROFESSOR SKEAT.

(Read at the Society's Meeting on Friday, Nov. 7, 1884.)

Listre. In Piers Plowman, B. v. 138, the character of

Wrath is introduced, who says, amongst other things,
" On

limitoures and listres : lesynges I ymped ;

"
i.e. I engrafted

lies upon limitors and listres, or in other words, I taught
such men how to lie. The meaning of limitor is known

;
it

implied a friar who begged within certain fixed limits. The

word listre is explained by the Lat. lector in the Prompt.

Parv., as said in my Notes, where I have also remarked that

lector was the name of one of the minor orders in the church.

I am now told, on excellent authority, that the name lector,

in this sense, is not now, nor ever was, a familiar word
;
for

a man can still, as he always could, be appointed to all the

minor orders successively in one day, and so become a deacon

at once
;
and such a man cares very little for the title of

lector, which he never uses. On the other hand, lector was

a name given to what is known in English as a lecturer, i.e.

an occasional preacher ; see the definitions of lecturer in

Bailey and Johnson. Thus the listres were the preaching

friars, mainly (I suppose) Dominicans, who were also called

Friars Preachers
; just as the limitors were the begging

friars, mainly Franciscans. This clears up the sense, and

will be found to suit the passage exactly, the subject being
the angry quarrels between the friars and the parish

priests.

All that remains is to trace the etymology of listre. I am
not able to explain the s, yet it seems to answer to the O.F. t,

litre, which is one of the not very numerous words whichO \ vj

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 1 '
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2 NOTES ON ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY. PROF. SKEAT.

were derived from a Latin nominative case
;
the ordinary F.

lecteur is from the Lat. ace. lectorem, but litre represents the

very form lector itself. Littre, s.v. lecteur, quotes the O.F.

litre, from the Dictionary of La Curne de la Palaye, with a

quotation ;
and observes that litre is from the nom. lector.

On reference to La Curne, I can only find the form listre.
1

I have been led to discuss this word because it throws some

light also upon the word accoutre. Dr. Murray is inclined

to adopt my derivation of the O.F. coustre from a Low Lat.

form custor, a by-form of custos; and the formation is exactly

parallel. As litre is from lector, so coustre is from custor
;

to which I may add that so extremely cautious a writer as

Kluge assumes a Low Lat. custor without hesitation, as

being the only form which could possibly have given rise to

the mod. G. buster, a sacristan.

When we consider the final -re in such words as listre and

coustre, I suppose that the r is here due to the Latin r
;

though it seems to me not wholly impossible that the Latin

-or might have fallen away, and that, in the suffix -re,

the r may possibly be intrusive. However this may be,

I wish to draw attention to the frequent occurrence of an

intrusive r after t, and especially st, as being a phenomenon

worthy of more notice than it has perhaps at present
received.

We find, for example, in Piers Plowman, B. vii. 14, the

word legistre, a legist. This answers to an O.F. legittte, also

legistre, which is nothing but the Low Lat. legista, a word

formed by adding the suffix -ista (of Greek origin) to the

base leg- of the Lat. lex. Thus the r is merely intrusive.

Again we find, in Piers Plowman, C. xvi. 85, the word

decretistre
;
this answers to an O.F. deeretintre or decretiste,

from Low Lat. decretista. Examples of decretistre and

legistre are given in Littre*, both s.v. decretiste. Here, once

more, the r is intrusive. And now we are in a position to

explain the curious word divinistre in Chaucer's Knightes

1 Littre's quotation is copied from Lacurne, s.v. listre. He does not tell us

why he alters the form to litre ; we must suppose that he considered the s as in-

organic, as indeed it must be.
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Tale, 1953, which occurs as a rime to registre. I remember

seeing a remark, I think in Notes and Queries, that this form

baffles explanation ; and, at any rate, Dr. Morris has not

explained it. However, it presents no difficulty ;
the r is

merely intrusive, and the word is equivalent to a Low Lat.

diuin-ista, formed by adding -ista to the stem of diuin-us.

To those who tell us that we cannot explain the r in this

word, we have merely to reply that we are not called upon to

do more than to declare it to be intrusive.

Once more. Bailey gives the equivalent forms sophist and

sophuter, which he defines as
' a subtil cavilling disputer ;

also a young student at the University of Cambridge.'
Here we have an O.F. sopkiste, or (with intrusive r) sophistre,

and the intrusive r has actually produced an additional

syllable in modern English, by confusion with the very
common suffix -er. In precisely the same way we can best

explain the word alchemister in Murray's Dictionary ;
the

suffix -er is really due to an O.F. alchemistre, which is

nothing but alcheniiate with an intrusive r after the t. The

word is written alchemistre in three of the MSS. of Chaucer

which Dr. Murray duly cites.

Under alehemister, Dr. Murray refers us to barrister, as

being of similar formation. I have no doubt that he is

right, and that barrister really demands, for its explanation,

no longer a form than a Low Lat. barrista
;
and a barrister

might just as well have been called a barrist. I regret that

I cannot find the word either in Low Latin or in O.F.
;

it

does not seem to be an early word.

Our late President further refers us to chorister. This I

take to represent an O.F. choristre, with intrusive r
;

it

means no more than a chorist. Ducange gives the Low Lat.

chorista, arid Cotgrave has F. choriste,
' a chorist, a singing

man in a queer.'

A very curious example is in the word roistering. Pro-

perly speaking, roister is a sb., from the O.F. rustre,
' a

roister'; in Cotgrave. Rustre is the same word as O.F.

ruste, from the Lat. ace. rusticuin, a countryman, a clownish

person. See rustre in Littre. We have since added another
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final -er, and talk of a roisterer. It is worth notice that a

roisterer means no more than a roister
;
and again, that

a roister means no more than a roist, i.e. a rustic. Hence

the final -erer in roist-erer has actually been suggested by a

mere intrusive r. I accordingly explain the final -er in

such words as the familiar E. suffix, the addition of which

was suggested by the occurrence of a final -re in the corre-

sponding F. words
;
but in the F. forms I look upon the

r as intrusive, -stre being put for -ste.

Another clear and well-known example of an intrusive r,

after rt, occurs in cartridge, from the F. cartouche. In the

word partridge, the intrusive r occurred originally after rd

rather than rt, the F. word being perdrix. This leads us to con-

sider the possible intrusion of r after other letters. Yet I

must not dismiss the consideration of the occurrence of r

after t without a passing mention of what is, I think, the

most astonishing example of all, viz. in the word treasure, F.

tre'sor, from the Lat. ace. thesaurum.

The next letter to be considered is naturally d; I have

already mentioned perdrix. It will be convenient to con-

sider the letter / at the same time
;
Brachet gives us the

very curious example of fr for f in the F. fronde, a sling,

from the Lat. Junda.

I shall first of all take the word philosopher, where ph has

the sound of f. This is spelt philosofre in Chaucer ;
and I

contend that the r is merely intrusive. It is precisely the

same word as the O.F. philosophe, from the Lat. ace. philoso-

phum. This being so, I am not convinced that Brachet has

rightly explained the F. coffre, E. coffer. He derives it from

the Lat. cophinum, by supposing it contracted to cophnum,

after which the O.F. cofre results by the change of n to r.

This seems to me questionable. We find, indeed, an O.F.

cofin (see Godefroy), whence E. coffin ;
but the usual method

of formation of O.F. words requires the rejection of the

medial vowel i, and it seems to me that we should hence

obtain a form cqffe, just as the Lat. terminum produces the

F. terme. We could also obtain a form cofre by the intru-

sion of r
;
and this will give us the E. coffer. Under these
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circumstances, it becomes interesting to look for an O.F.

cojfe ;
and I find two examples of this form in Godefroy,

with the sense of a small tub or vessel for containing
1 water

;

whilst Roquefort explains cojfe as meaning a coffer, a sort of

vase. Even in the word order, F. ordre, I do not feel quite

sure that the n of the accusative ordinem is absolutely

required to account for the r, as is usually said ; at any rate,

I would say that, if there was really such a substitution, it

was readily brought about by the ease with which r could be

sounded in this position. I would say the same of the

famous word Londrcs for London, which is usually derived

from the Latin Londiniwn, with the change of n to r. I do

not know how old the F. Londres may be
;
but it seems to

me quite as easy to derive it from the A.S. Lunden, and

to suppose the r to be intrusive or excrescent. As to the

final s, I confess that it puzzles me.

The intrusive r may have originated in England just as

well as in France. We have an instance in the word

lavender, M.E. lauendre, from F. lavande
;

so also we may
most easily account for provender, from F. provende.

I have now considered the occurrence of intrusive r, at

any rate in some cases, after t, d,f. The other letters which

would be most likely to admit of it are k (or hard c], g,p,

and b. I am not aware of any examples in English except

the word jasper, and possibly culprit. The former is a clear

case
;
the O.F. janpre is formed with intrusive r from the

O.F. jaspe, which results from the Lat. ia^pidem. As to

culprit, it may possibly stand from culpate, for the Lat.

culpatu-s ;
but it is well known to be a difficult word. Dr.

Morris also instances the words bridegroom, hoarse, and

corporal. In the word bridegroom, we find r intruded after

g in a word of English origin. The other two examples are

of a different character, and due to a misunderstanding of

the vowel-sound, which led to a vicious spelling.

But, before concluding this investigation, we must re-

member that / is interchangeable with r, and we have to

enquire if there are any instances of intrusive /, especially

after t, d, f, h, p, or b. Putting aside the intrusive I in
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could, the examples given by Dr. Morris are the following,

viz. myrtle* manciple, participle, principle, and syllable.

I ana not quite sure about myrtle, because there was a

F. diminutive form myrtil, Low Lat. myrtillus. But in the

words manciple, participle, principle, syllable, the / is certainly

intrusive, and the intrusion seems to have taken place in

English only. I have at least three more words to add
;

these are treacle, O.F. triacle, from Lat. theriacuin ; chronicle,

O.F. chronique, from the Lat. pi. chronica
; canticle, O.F.

cantique, from the Lat. canticum. In the last instance, Littre

gives canticle, with intrusive I, as a Burgundian form. I

have no faith in the suggestion, that the -le in canticle is a

diminutive suffix
;

for the Canticles are called Cantique de

Cantiques in French, and Cantica Canticorum in Latin.

Andiron. I have given this as borrowed from an O.F.

andier, the word now spelt landier by coalescence with the

def. article. This is verified by the occurrence of the six-

teenth century form laund-iron, which exhibits the same

phenomenon. In A.D. 1541, 'ij. old great found-irons' are

valued at five shillings; Lancashire Wills, Chetham Soc., i.

128; and in A.D. 1557, 'two launde-irons' are again men-

tioned in company with 'one payre of tonges'; id. i. 172.

Mr. Peacock, in his Glossary of Manley and Corringham

Words, quotes
" one iyron potte and one land-iyron

" from

an inventory dated 1685.

Bezique, a game at cards. (F. Pers.). Spelt bezique in

Ogilvie's Dictionary. F. besigue (also spelt besy] ;
Littre.

It would seem as if the E. spelling with q is due to the

mistake of putting the common combination qu for the less

common gu. ft. (Mr. Francis, of the Cambridge University

Library, kindly points out that the word is Persian.) Pers.

bdz'ichi, sport, a game ;
Palmer's Pers. Diet. col. 67. Cf.

also bdzigar, a juggler; from the verb bdzidan, to play. We
also find Pers. bdzi, play, sport ;

id. col. 66 ;
this accounts

for the parallel F. form bfay, and thus clinches the etymology.

Caoutchouc, indian rubber. (Ecuador.) This name for

what is now called indian rubber is now but little used
;

it is

a clumsy and unfamiliar form, and will probably soon die
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out. It is usually said to be of Brazilian origin, and I have

endeavoured to test this assertion. In this matter, I have

received most kind help from Professor Alexander, of Rio

de Janeiro. He refers me to one of Roret's Industrial

Manuals, called " Nouveau Manuel complet du Fabricant

d'Objets de Caoutchouc
; par M. Maigne

"
;

also to La

Condamine, Abregee d'un Voyage fait dans 1'Interieur de

1'Amerique Meridionale (1745). From the former book it

appears that indian-rubber has various names among the

different S. American tribes. The natives of the province
of Las Esmeraldas (Ecuador) call it hev

;
whilst the name

caoutchouc, used at Quito, belongs to the idiom of the Indians

of the province of Ma'inas, and signifies "juice of a tree."

These Indians live on the banks of the Marona and the

lower Pastaza, tributaries of the Amazon in Ecuador, and

are the near neighbours of the Omaguas. Black's Atlas

gives the rivers Marouna and Pastaca, flowing down from,

the Andes (in the neighbourhood of Chituborazo) into the

Amazon. La Condamine says that the "gum, called cahuchu

in the parts of the province of Quito which are near the sea,

is also very common on the banks of the Maranon," which

is another name for the Amazon. The net results are (1)

that the word means "
juice of a tree

"
;
and (2) that the

home of the word is not Brazil, but Ecuador, and in par-

ticular that part of it? near Quito, where tributaries of the

Amazon flow down southwards from the neighbourhood of

Chimborazo. As the Amazon is a river of great length, it

is useful to know that the name is only known near the

source of that river, not near its mouth. Prof. Alexander

adds that La Condamine seems to have sent a detailed

account of caoutchouc and its uses in a Memoire to the

Academy in 1738-9.

Con
(1). M.E. cunnien, to taste, try. I merely wish to

say that, in my Dictionary, I have omitted to add the re-

ference. It occurs in the Ancren Riwle, p. 114.

Curmudgeon. I have met with this word in Hazlitt's Old

Plays, xi. 195, in a play dated 1614. It is known that the

old spelling of this word was corn-mudgin, as in Holland's
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Pliny; and I have suggested that mudgin stands for mudrjing,

i.e. hiding, from the O.F. mucer, to hide. Cf. M.E. muc/ten,

to hide
; prov. E. mouch, mich, to play truant. My object in

again alluding to this word is to draw attention to a very

remarkable passage in Robert of Brunne's Handlyng Synne,

ed. Furnivall, 11. 6227-6234 :

"
perfore hyt were bettyr here

Dyspende here J>yng on gode manere

pan for to lay hyt vp yn mucche [i.e.
in hiding]

0]>er yn cofre oj>er in hucche.

Aueryce, ryche and harde

Ys a J?efe, a mokerade [var. reading mokerarde]

When he mucchep pryuely

pat many man myjt lyue by."

Here we have mucchen, vb., to hide up ; mucche, sb., hiding,

and mokerarde, a curmudgeon. Again, in another passage,

11. 6067, 6068 :

"
Against mokerers wyl y ]>repe

pat gadren pens vn-to an hepe."

This gives us mokerer, with the same sense of curmudgeon.
The Prompt. Parv. has :

"
muglard, or nyggard, or pynchar,

tenax, avarus ;

" and Way refers to Cotgrave, who has "
mugotter,

to hoord, mugot, a hoord, or secret heap of treasure." Sigart

gives the Walloon words mucker, to hide, muche, a hoard
;

muchette, hide and seek.

All these forms seem to proceed from a base muk, some-

times weakened to mug, or palatalised to much. I have

hitherto said that the derivation of the O.F. mucer, to hide,

is unknown
;
but I now find that Kluge gives a Teutonic

root muk, to lurk secretly, which he treats of under meuchel

as it appears in meuchel-mord, assassination, i.e. secret murder;
and he adds that there is a Celtic root mug with the same

sense, appearing in the O. Irish for-muigthe, hidden, for-

muichdetu, a hiding. There can now be little doubt that the

O.F. mucer, to hide, is from this root, and that all the other

words above mentioned may be traced bu"k to it likewise.

Saunter. I have made a guess, in the Academy, that this

difficult word is from an O.F. s'auntrer, to adventure my-
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self. I here note that this form actually occurs in the Year

Book of the 11-12 year of Edward III. (Rolls Series), p. 619,

where we find mention of a man 'qe sauntre en ewe,' i.e. who
adventures himself upon the water, or, as we now say, who

puts to sea. I have already noted, in the Supplement to my
Dictionary, that the two earliest examples of the E. word

which I have yet seen occur in the still unpublished edition

of the York Mysteries, which I hope will soon appear.

Sausage. It has been kindly pointed out to me by Prof.

Nettleship that the original Latin form of sausage is not

salcitia, nor salsiciiim, but salsicia, a fern. sb. The Ital. form

is salsiccia, and the F. saucisse is likewise feminine. The

sb. salsicia, a sausage, occurs in the Cruquian scholiast on

Horace, 2 Sat. 3. 229. The adj. sakicim is given by Georges
in his Latin Dictionary. Prof. Nettleship thinks that the

sb. salsicia may be as old as the fourth century. I may add,

that the spelling sausage (with a) is false
;

it should rather

be sausige (with '),
as in Cotgrave. Moreover, sausige is a

weakened form of sausice=F. sememe.

Scan. I have said that, in the phrase to scan a verse, scan

is short for scand, but I was unable to produce that form. I

have since found it. In Pinkerton's Ancient Scottish

Poetry, ii. 267, there is a poem addressed to Miss Maitland,

and taken from one of the Maitland MSS., in which one of

the lines ends with "
quho list thy vers to scand." It rimes

with land. The date of the poem is 1586.

Service tree, a kind of wild pear-tree. (L. and E.) The
service-tree is a name given to the Pyrus domesfica. A better

known tree of a similar kind is the mountain-ash or Pyrus

aucuparia, sometimes called the fowler's service-tree. It is

well explained in Ogilvie's Dictionary, where the remark is

hazarded, that the name is corrupted from the Latin sorbus.

This idea is, in the main, correct, but it demands a closer

investigation, since the connection in form between service

and sorbus is, at first sight, very slight. It can, however, be

traced, as follows. The Lat. sorbus took, in A.S., the form

si/rf or syrfe ;
for I assume that this A.S. syrfe is merely the

Latin word in an English spelling, rather than consider the
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Latin and E. words as cognate. The change of o to y is

common in A.S. words, when due to an i in the following

syllable ;
it may have taken place, in the present case, by

analogy with other instances. The final ./ in A.S. syrf is

curious
;
but we find / used to represent a Latin v, as in

Jers, a verse
;
and the use of it for a Latin b, especially at

the end of a word, is not surprising. We may also compare
E. salve, A.S. seal/, with the Gothic salbon, to anoint. /3. The

A.S. Dictionaries do not give the word syrf or syrfe, with the

exception of Leo's Glossary, where it is explained wrongly ;

but it is given, with references, in the Glossary to Cockayne's
Leechdoms. Cockayne gives it as syrfe, fern, sb

, gen. syrfan,

a service-tree, also syrf-treow as a compound sb., and explains

it by
" Lat. sorbus, pirus domestica, very rare in England,

and pints aitcuparia, very common." One reference is to

Kemble's Codex Diplomaticus, vol. vi. p. 234, No. 430,

where we find, in a list of boundaries, the expression
' 'Sonon

on 'Sa syrfan' thence to the service-trees. 7. The M.E. form

was serf or serue in the singular (which does not occur),

and semes or serves in the plural. The word is extremely

rare, and is omitted in the Glossary to Palladius on Hus-

bandry, but it occurs, nevertheless, in the text
;

see the

E.E.T.S. edition, p. 52, bk. ii. st. 33, 1. 227.
" In Jane, in Feveryere, and Marche in cold

Erthe, October and November in hoote

Erthe, is settyng of serves noble holde," etc.

I.e. it is considered a good plan to plant serves in cold ground in

January, February, and March, but in hot gi'ound in October

and November. It follows that serves, or in the Northern dia-

lect servt's, is really a dissyllabic plural ;
and a servis-tree is

really a tree bearing serres. In precisely the same manner

there was a fruit called a quin, and the tree which bore it was

called either a quin-tree or a quins-tree ; here, also, the plural

form prevailed, and the tree is now always called a quince-

tree, the substitution of ce for s being due to ignorance of

the meaning of the word combined with a laudable desire to

achieve a phonetic spelling. In Tudor-English, the spell-

ings servis-tree and service-tree were convertible ; they occur
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in different parts of the same book. In Holland's translation

of Pliny, bk. xvi. c. 18, we have remarks on "the servis-

tree
"

: in bk. xv., the title of ch. 21 is : "Of services, four

kinds," where services= serves-es is a double plural, like

quinc-es=quin-s-es. Mr. Palmer, in his Folk-Etymology,

suggests the derivation from sorbm, but fails to explain the

spelling. He supplies, however, a capital quotation from

Burton's Anat. of Melancholy, Democritus to the Reader,

p. 69 :

" Crato utterly forbids all manner of fruits, as peares,

apples, plumms, cherries, strawberries, nuts, medlers, serves,

etc." I think it is now clear that a service-tree is a serves-

tree, i.e. a tree bearing serves, where serves is the plural of a

word which appears in A.S. as st/rfe, or, in composition, as

syrf. And I farther consider this A.S. syrfe to be merely a

slightly disguised form of the Lat. sorbus. I think we may
now entirely reject the derivation suggested by Dr. Prior,

that service is a corruption of the Latin wrvisirt, beer, because

beer was made from its berries. Every Englishman knows

what beer is, and he could easily have called a tree a beer-tree,

if he wished to be understood by others. Besides, we now
know that the very fruit of the tree was called serves, and

we cannot suppose that the beer grew ready made. I may
add that, in Latin, the fruit was called sorbum, whilst the

tree itself was sorbus. Bailey's Dictionary has :

"
Service,

a sort of fruit, called also a sorb-apple
"

; showing that the

word sorb was again borrowed from Latin at a later period.

Set. When we speak of a set of tea-things, the word set

is only a peculiar use of the Latin secta, which we also have

in English in the form of sept, with the sense of 'following'

or 'clan.' This I have already said. I now find some

excellent examples of the Latin secta in this sense. In the

York Wills, ed. Raine, ii. 102, we find a testator leaving a

goblet which was one of a set of six : "lego j. goblet unde

sunt vj. de secta." He also leaves a flat
"
piece," i.e. silver

cup, which had been one of a set of five: "lego . . .
j.

flat

peciam unde fuerunt quinque de secta." I believe this use

of secta is very common. The date of the will is 1444. I

do not know how old the word set is in this sense
;

if it be
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not of great antiquity, it may have been borrowed imme-

diately from the Ital. setta (Low Lat. secta).

Spruce. I have shown that spruce is the same as pruce,

i.e. Prussian. I now find that, in the York Wills, ed.

Raine, the words pruce kist and pruce cofer, i.e. Prussian

chest and Prussian coffer, occur repeatedly, and that pruce is

very often replaced by spruce. Examples abound. There

is a striking example in vol. ii. pp. 194, 195, where, in one

and the same will, dated 1445, we find "
j.

cistam vocatam

a pruce kyste," and just below,
"

j. pruce coffre
"

;
and

again,
"

j.
cistam vocatam sprusse coffre," in the last line.

Tawdry. The usual account of this word is that tawdry

stands for St. Awdr//, and that Aicdry means Etheldreda, as

she is usually called. I am here concerned only with the

etymology of this name, which is wrongly explained in my
Dictionary from a form ^SJteldryht, occurring in the A.S.

Chronicle. This form is incorrect
;

so also are the forms

JEpeldnf& as used in Alfred's translation of Beda, and

JEpeldrip in the Laud MS. of the Chronicle
;
but they are

very nearly right. The right form is ^Epcfyrifo. of which

JEfieldrtfS and JEfieldrip are easy corruptions. This occurs

in the Parker MS. of the A.S. Chronicle. "Anno 679.

Her JElfwine wees ofslsegen, and Sancte -ZEj>elJ7ry}> for)>-

ferde." Cf. "
-ZE^ePSry'S regina," occurring AD. 714, in

Kernble, Codex Diplomaticus, No. 999. The sense is
' noble

strength.' Grein gives /;y/8, firi/&u, strength; Sievers (A.S.

Gramm. 269) marks the y as long. This seems to be right;

see the articles on pri&r in Yigfusson and in Schade. We
have the same suffix in Ger-trude, i.e.

'

spear-strength,' a

name not of E., but of O.H.G. origin.

Teetotum. The etymology is clearly from the fact that

the winning side of the toy was marked T, signifying fofum.

Another side of the toy was marked N, meaning nihil. I

have to add that I have lately found an allusion to it in

Dunbar's Address "
to the king," st. 15, 1. 4 :

" He playis

with totum, and I with nichell." Sibbald has a note on the

word, and refers us to Rabelais, bk. i. c. 22.
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II. CRITICAL ETYMOLOGIES. By HENSLEIGH

WEDGWOOD, M.A.

1. AGOG; 2. ALOOF; 3. SHELTER; 4. SCREW (an old horse) ;
5. To TED

;
6.

GULL (a dupe) ; 7. SOUND (of the sea) ;
8. To SOUND (depth).

(Read at the Society's Meeting on Friday, Nov. 1, 1884.)

AGOG. Explained by Dr. Murray,
" In eager readiness,

expectation or desire, on the move, astir." Yet he compares
it with Fr. vivre d gogo 'to live like a lord, in abundance,'

and suggests that perhaps the word may be an adaptation

of the Fr. en gogues; estre en ses gogues 'to be frolicke,

livelie, all-a-hoit, in a pleasant humour, in a vein of mirth '

:

Cotgr. If agog was an adaptation of the French expression,

it must have undergone a wonderful change of meaning
in passing into English. It is not easy to understand

the temptation to resort to these Fr. terms, as the import
of the word is fully accounted for by the significance of

the elements gig, gag, gog, in expressing the idea of vibratory
or palpitating movement exhibited in numerous words in

English and German, as well as in Gaelic and Welsh.

The derivation of a word is commonly to be sought in

an exaggerated form of the thing signified, and the highest

degree of eagerness for anything takes effect in a state

of nervous excitement that makes it impossible to keep
still. A person in such a state is said in Scotch to be

fidging fain, that is, so desirous as to be twitching with

excitement. 'A good illustration of such a state may be

cited from a late novel (' Her Dearest Foe,' p. 489) :

" Yet

I must go soon I cannot stay, and Fanny is vibrating

to the points of her toes in her eagerness to take flight."

In Yorkshire the expression is on the gig.
"

Gig, a state

of flurry. 'He's on the gig to be off.'
' In a gig to go.'

"

Mid Yorksh. Gloss. E.D.S. The syllables gig, gag, gog,

are widely used to convey the image of short abrupt move-

ments. In English, gog has the sense of wavering or shaking
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in gogmirc 'a quagmire' (Halliwell), and in the frequentative

goggle, used in the prologue to Beryn in the sense of wagging
the head :

" Then passid they forth boystly goglyng with

their hedis." A goggle eye is properly a rolling eye.

Gael, gog 'nod'; gogach 'nodding, wavering'; gog-shuil
' a rolling eye.' Welsh gogi, ysgogi

'
to shake

'

; gogr
' a

sieve.' Bavarian gigelen, gigkelen 'to palpitate, quiver, twitch,

from tickling, desire, anger,' etc. Es gigkelet mir das Herz

nach etwas '

my heart is all agog for something, is on the

gig for it.' Einige gigelen so gewaltig nach dem Heuraten
* some itch so after marriage, are so agog for it.'

" I

ha' set her agog to-day for a husband "
: Cowley in Murray.

Skeat, in his supplement, cites from Gascoigne, "Or at

the least, yt setts the harte on gogge
"

: sets it palpitating.

"Perhaps," he says,
"
agog=:on gog, in agitation, in a

state of activity." Here he just misses the radical image
of nervous twitching, but having come so near the mark,

it is strange that he should throw up the scent, because,

as he supposes, gog is not a genuine Celtic word
;

"so

that this solution also fails." If gog in E. as well as

in W. and Gael, signifies vibratory movement, what does

it signify to the etymology of agog, whether the E. gog

has been borrowed from Welsh or Gaelic, or whether the

same element in the latter languages has been borrowed

from the English ? Or whether it may have been inherited

both by Celtic and Teutonic stocks from a common ancestry?
ALOOF. Dr. Murray gives rather a hazy account of the

original metaphor. "From the idea of keeping a ship's

head to the wind, and thus clear of the leeshore or quarter
towards which she might drift, came the general sense of

'steering clear of,' or 'giving a wide berth to' anything
with which one might otherwise come in contact."

The metaphorical sense is simply and universally 'out

of reach.' Being a nautical metaphor, it naturally supposes
the speaker to be on board a ship, when any object to

windward of him or on his loof, will be comparatively out

of his reach."

SHELTER. Protection, or whatever protects or shields one
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against some injurious action. The simplest, and as it

seems, a completely satisfactory explanation would be to

regard the word as a frequentative form of A.S. scildan,

sceohlan (Grein), to shield. But Skeat gives us a history

of the way in which he supposes the word to have been

corrupted from M.E. sheld-trnme, a compact body of soldiers
;

A.S. scild-truma, from set Id, shield, and truina, a band of men.
" The corruption," he says,

" took place early, possibly

from some confusion with squadron (of F. origin), with

which it seems to 'have been assimilated, at least in its

termination. Thus sheld-tnime soon became scheld-trome,

sheltrome, sheJtrone, sheltroun, the force of the latter part of

the wcrd being utterly lost, so that at the last -roun was

confused with the common suffix -er, and the word shelter

was the result." But this theoretical pedigree is wholly
without historical support. We have nothing to bridge

over the passage from sheltron to shelter. Sheltron is not

known in any other sense than that of a troop or compact

body of men, nor shelter in other than the sense of pro-

tection. Skeat indeed, in his Supplement, says that " we

actually find the corrupt form jeltron, but used in the sense

of shield or shelter in Hick Scorner; Dodsley's Old Plays,

i. 149. This links shelter with M.E. sheltroun, past all

question." The actual quotation gives small ground for so

confident a persuasion. The passage in Hick Scorner runs :

Of prelates and priests I am their patron.

No armour so strong in no distress,

Habergeon, helm, ne yet no jeltron.

Here it is manifest that jeltron is the name of some

particular piece of armour like helm or habergeon, and

certainly does not signify shelter, as it is interpreted by
Skeat. It is also an utterly unfounded assumption that it

is a corruption of sheltron. I know of no instance of an

initial sh passing by corruption into j\ and it is most

improbable that a word signifying troop should have been

used to designate a particular piece of armour.

Moreover, Skeat quite ignores the fact that the word is

found in German, certainly not as a loan-word from E.
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Schelter in Swabia signifies the fender or guard of a stove,

Schmid ; schilter-ham (Schmid), schilder-ham (Sanders), a

sentinel's box or shelter-hut.

SCREW. A depreciatory term for ' a horse,' explained

by Skeat as ' a vicious horse,' under the foregone conclusion

that it is the same word with shrew 'a vicious or scolding

woman/ spelt screw in Political Songs, ed. Wright. But

screiv is never used to signify
' a vicious horse.' An

old screw is a worn-out or unsound horse, usually, says

Webster, of good appearance, but not able to do the work

of a sound horse of similar breed and training.

To TED. To ted hay is to spread abroad the grass which

has been laid in swathes by the scythe in mowing. Derived

by Skeat from Icel. te*8ja, which he translates
*
to spread

manure.' It simply means ' to manure, to dung,' from

toft 'dung,' and of course includes the sense of spreading,

which is an essential part of manuring the field, but it

is not specially applied to the operation of scattering the

manure. Nor is it ever transferred to the sense of spreading

hay. On the other hand the E. ted is never used to

signify spreading manure, which should have been its primary

signification, if it had been an adoption of the Icel. te&ja,

N. tedja. How then should the word have been imported
into E. in the sense of spreading the new-mown grass ?

There can be no reason for forcing a derivation from

a Scandinavian stock when we find undoubted correlatives

of E. ted in sister-dialects of the Teutonic branch, in which,

moreover, the word has the more general sense of spreading
in small portions, without reference to the nature of the

substance spread. The Bavarian zetten, or zetteln, is
'

to

strew, to spill, or let fall in small portions.' Venetfen,

of the Angel Gabriel,
' to let fall the feathers of his wing

'

:

Hans Sachs. Har' zetteln, as in E. '

to ted flax, to spread

out flax thin upon the ground in the process of retting.'

Kraut zetteln
'

to strew the sliced cabbage in even layers

in the cask, in making sour kraut
'

: Schmeller. Zetten,

in Switzerland, is specifically used in the sense of tedding

hay : Stalder. Skeat derives these G. forms from O.H.G.
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zntd, zotd (mod. G. zotte)
' a rag,' and strangely connects

them with the Icel. te&ja by the assumption that "
all

these words can be derived from a sb. of which the Teut.

type is TADA ' that which is spread, a rag, manure.'
'

As if the prominent characteristic either of dung or of

a rag lay in the fact of being scattered. Nor has he

the slightest evidence to show of a corresponding O.H.G.

form signifying dung or manure. I have shown a much
more rational origin in my Diet, in Swiss zdttern

'
to rattle

like a heavy shower of rain.' Ich hore das wasser zdttern.

Zdttern, zdttern, zuttern
'
to let a little fall at a time, to

sprinkle.' Low G. toddeln, 'to trickle like corn from a

hole in a sack
'

: Danneil.

GULL, TO GULL. "Gull, a dupe. So called from an

untrue notion that the gull was a stupid bird." Skeat. It

would be hard to say whence he gets his authority for this

assertion. Where did he ever hear a gull spoken of as

a stupid bird ? In support of his explanation, Skeat

proceeds :

" Thus a person who entraps dupes is called

a gull-catcher, Tio. Nt. ii. 5, 204
;
and the word is identical

with Gull(l)," i.e. with Seagull. But nothing can be more

ineffective for his purpose than this citation. Maria, in

a passage previously cited by Skeat, speaks of 'yond gull

Malvolio,' where the word is plainly to be understood in the

figurative sense of dupe. Why then should it be supposed
that when Sir Toby Belch calls Maria his gull-catcher, that

the word is to be understood in any other sense than a

catcher of dupes ? There is nothing in the expression of

gull-catcher that drives us to the supposition that the radical

image of catching a bird was present to the mind of the

speaker. No one ever heard of a catcher of such worthless

game as seagulls would be, but to catch or take in a dupe
is a perfectly natural expression. Florio explains the It.

pippione, a pidgeon, as,
'

metaphorically a silly gull, one

that is soon caught and trapanned.' Gull is provincially

used in the sense of a young bird, and it is plain from

the passage in Hen. IV., where mention is made of
" that

ungentle gull the cuckoo's bird," that Shakspere was familiar

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 2
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with that sense of the word. Skeat has not a word to

say against the repeated analogies that I have cited in

my dictionary in proof of the position that gull in the

sense of a dupe is a metaphor from the helplessness of

a young unfledged hird. So Fr. niais
' a nestling/ is applied

to a simpleton ;

' a novice, ninny, witless and inexperienced

gull': Cotgrave. Fr. bejaune (bec-jaune 'yellow heak'),

properly a young hird, is explained by Cot. ' a novice,

a simple inexperienced ass, a ninny.'

SOUND. A strait or inlet of the sea. Skeat adheres to

the old derivation from A.S. sund ' a swimming,' indicating

such a breadth of water as may be swum over. But not

only is the word applied to channels of water far too wide

for crossing in that way, but sund in Icelandic has the

more general sense of an interval or space by which objects

are kept apart or separated from each other. In Grettis

Saga it is said on one occasion that Gretti never pursued

harder,
" en sund var i milli peirra

"
but there remained

a distance between them : Fritzner. Var sund boritt millum

knarranna ok skerSanna ' a stretch of water was kept up
between the merchantmen and the fighting ships.' It is

used in the sense of a lane, alley, narrow passage on land.

JBiiftar-sund
' the lane between two booths

'

; bcejav-sund
' the

lane between two walls.'
" I sundinu milli husanna ' in

the lane between the houses
' "

: Cleasby.
Thus the sense would be satisfactorily accounted for by

a derivation from the element which signifies separation

in the Icel. word sundra '
to sunder.' Skeat, indeed,

says that such a derivation is "like deriving wind from

icindoio, and, indeed, much worse, since in the latter case

there really is some connection." He does not observe

that in the latter branch of his stricture he is simply

begging the question ;
and under Sunder he expressly states

that the word is clearly a comparative form from a positive

form SUND.
To SOUND. To measure the depth of water with a plum-

met. Skeat rightly discredits Diez' futile suggestion of

a Lat. subundare. "
But," he says,

" the Sp. sonda means
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not only, a sounding-line, but also a sound or channel,

and it is far more likely that the Fr. sonder was taken

from the Scand. word sund 'a narrow strait or channel

of water.'
' The assertion that Sp. sonda signifies a sound

or narrow channel is, I believe, a mistake, arising apparently
from the rendering in JSTeuman and Baretti,

" Sonda ' sound-

ing, sound, any place in the sea where the ground may
be reached with the lead and line.'

' The meaning of

the word in Sp., Port, and Catalan is simply soundings ;

the intermediate equivalent, 'sound,' in Neuman's rendering,

having probably arisen from a vague notion that a sound

was so called from being within soundings. As the verb

to pound has no equivalent in Scandinavian, and there is no

equivalent of the Icel. sund 'a strait or channel,' in Fr.

or Sp., it is impossible that Fr. sonder should come from

Icel. sund ; nor, indeed, is there any intrinsic probability
in such a derivation, as the comparative depth of the water

is no part of the conception of a sound in nautical language.
In early A.S. Glosses (reaching as far back as the seventh

century) we have '

Bolidis, sund-gyrdj
'

Cataprorates, sund-

linie,' 'Bolidis, sund-gerd in scipe, vel metrap,'= sounding-
rod in ship or measuring- rope. Wright's Gloss., 2nd ed.

Here it is evident that the element sund- has the fully-

developed meaning of Fr. sonder ; a rod or a line for

measuring the depth of the water
;

and as we have no

A.S. verb corresponding to Fr. sonder or E. sound, we are

led to conjecture that the element sund in these nautical

terms must have been a borrowed form.

My own opinion still is that the origin of the Fr. sonder

is to be found in Breton sounn '

perpendicular.'
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III. PALI MISCELLANIES;* NOTES AND QUERIES

ON PALI. By the REV. RICHARD MORRIS, M.A., LL.D.

(Read at the Meeting of the Society on Friday, Dec. 5, 1884.)

ATANI.

This word is rendered 'bed-frame' in the Vinaya Texts,

part ii. p. 53. See Jat. ii. pp. 337, 424. Cf. Marathi ad-ant,
1 a metal or wooden three-legged stand,' a term for the two

cross-pieces of wood supporting a stool.

ANDA.

Cammanda ' water bag
'

(Jat. i. p. 249) corresponds to

cammaghataka (Jat. ii. p. 345). Cf. andaka 'round fruit, as

the jujube-fruit.' Hindi andaka ' one of the bags forming
a pannier.'

ATRICCHA.

"
Ayam pana Mittavindako . . . atriccho hutva

"
(Jat. iii.

p. 206).

'

" Catubbhi atth' ajjhagama atthahi pi ca solasa
|
solasahi

ca battimsa, atriccham cakkam asado
|
icchahatassa posassa

cakkam bhamati matthake" (Jat. iii. p. 207. See Jat. i.

p. 414).
" Tasinim khane Sakko lokam olokento tarn atricchata-

hatam . . . disva," etc. (Jat. iii. p. 222, 1. 8, 26).
" Sa bala atricchatdya evarupam vyasanam patta

"
(Jat. iii.

p. 222, 1. 6, p. 223, 1. 23).

Atriccha-=.
f

exceedingly covetous'; atricchatd'=c excessive

lust
'

;
atricchahata (Jat. iii. p. 222, 1. 26) corresponds to

icchdhata (Jat. iii. p. 207).

* This paper appears also in the Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1884,

pp. 69-10&, under the heading,
" Notes and Queries."
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In Jat. i. p. 414, atriccham is explained by atra atra

icchanto. There must have been a verb atricchati, having
the same sense as anugijjhati (Jat. iii. p. 207, 1. 22), but

not equivalent to atra -\-icchati, but to ati -\-iccliati (aticchati].

But there was an earlier word, aticchati (see Childers, s.v.

Aticcliatha), and perhaps an r was inserted in order to

maintain a distinction between two verbs alike in form,

but different in meaning.

ANAMHA.
" Anamha-keile Sussoni kinnu jagghasi sobhane ti" (Jat.

iii. p. 223).
"
Why, pray, did you laugh, beautiful Sussoni, when you

were crying ?
"

Anamha-kdle is explained in the Com. by arodana-kale ' in

weeping- time.'
" The woman Sussoni was crying over the loss of husband

and lover, when Indra caused her to burst out into sudden

and unexpected laughter."
Ana-mha 1 I take to be 'crying/ literally

'

un-laughing
'

(cf. abbhdkutika (

smiling/ literally
'

un-frowning '),
from

the \/smi, which in Pali appears as mha. Cf. vi-mhayatit from

smi+vi ; umhayati 'to laugh out, roar out with laughter/
from ami+ud (see Jat. ii. p. 131

;
iii. p. 44).

ANTAGGAHIKi DITTHL

This expression occurs in the Mahavagga, iv. 16. 12, and

the translators of the Yinaya Texts, pt. i. p. 344, leave antaggd-

Jiikd untranslated, stating that the meaning is unknown to

them.

I have somewhere met with the phrase (spoken of an

arahat) "na awaMm'dharati"= 'he does not hold the (doctrine

of) the antas,'

Antaggahika ditthi is the (heretical) doctrine of maintain-

ing or holding the three antas or goals, which, according to

1 Ana for an is well established, as in ana-matagga, ana-bhuva (see Vinaya
Texts, pt. iip. 113).
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the Sangiti-Sutta, are : sakkayo anto, sakkayasamuddo anto,

and sakkayanirodJto anto (see Childers, s.v. sakkayo).

APASSENA.

Apassena, in apassena-phalaka, is rendered by the trans-

lators of the Yinaya as
'
a reclining-board

'

; but apassena-

pJtalaka corresponds in meaning to alambana-phalaka (Jat.

i. 8), and means, we think,
' a bolster-slab.' Apassena =.

Sk. apa$rayana has the same meaning as apassaya, used by

Buddhaghosa in his comment on sattahga (Cullav. vi. 2. 4.)

as a 'rest' or 'support,' corresponding to Sk. aapaqraya,

explained by Boehtlingk and Roth as 'Kopfpolster (an einem

Lehnsessel) A.V. 13. 3. 8.'

We actually find apassaya-ptthaka = ' a chair with a head-

rest,' in Jat. iii. p. 235, 1. 23
;
and also kanthakappassaya

' a bolster or head-rest filled with natural thorns, or with

artificial iron ones' (Jat. i. p. 493; iii. p. 235, 1. 20).

There is an interesting passage in the Puggala-Pannatti,

p. 55, in which this is alluded to :

"So ... ukkutiko pi hoti ukkutippadhanam anuyutto,

kantakapassayiko pi hoti kantakdpassaye seyyam kappeti,

sayam tatiyakam pi udakarohananuyogam anuyutto viharati."

With thiswe may compare the following from Jat. iii. p. 235:
"
Ajja ekacce vaygulivatam caratha, ekacce kanthakaseyyam

kappetha, .... ekacce ukkutikappadhanam anuyuiijatha,
ekacce udakogahana\!i%mma.m karotha."

Here, for kanthakaseyyam, or kanthasaseyyam, kappetha we
must read kanthakappassaye seyyam kappetha (see Jat. iii. p. 74).

Childers gives no examples of fri + apa (see Jat. iii. p.

425
; Thera-Gatha, p. 75

; Cullavagga, p. 175
;

Suttavi-

bhanga, i. pp. 74, 76).

AYHETI.

Avheti=pakkosati (Jat. ii. 10, 252
; Tevijja Sutta, i. 19).

ALA.

Ala 'a claw,' not in Childers, occurs in Jat. i. p. 223;
ii. p. 342

; iii. pp. 295, 297. Cf. vicchikdNka=' & scorpion's
claw' (Mahavagga, v. 2. 3).
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ALAYA.

This word does not occur' in Guilders. It means 'feint,

pretence,' (^/li) cf. matdlayam karitvd (Jat. iii. p. 533, 1. 6) ;

matdlayam dassetvd (Jat. iii. p. 533, 1. 23).

AYIJJHATI.

In Jat. ii. p. 406, 11. 5, 6 dvijjhitvd seems to have the sense

of rid/id
'
to arrange, set in order,' with the same meaning

exactly as samvidahitvd (Jat. ii. p. 408, 1. 26) ; di'ijjhitvd from

d 4- ryadh occurs in the same Jataka, p. 408, 1. 7. Cf. Jat. i.

pp. 153, 170; Dipavamsa, p. 87. See avijjhi in Suttavibhanga,

i. p. 332
;
and compare with Dipavamsa i. 81, and Maha-

vamsa i. 43. There is a Yedic ^/vidfi
'
to dispose.'

ASIYATI AND YISIYETI.

Dr. Trenckner derives dsiyati from Sk. d^ydyati^ and agrees

with Childers in referring visiceti to Sk. vi-gyapayati 'to

uncongeal, thaw,' hence,
'
to warm oneself (Dh. 177), from

The passage in the Milinda Pafiha does not bear out Dr.

Trenckuer's explanation of '
to be congealed,' nor that of

Dr. Edward Miiller's 'to cool oneself (Pali Gr. p. 40).
" Kaddame (padumam) jayati, udake dsiyati ti

"
(Mil. Pan.

p. 75).

This seems to mean that " the lotus springs up (or has its

origin) in the ooze of the lake (where it grows) and in the

water comes to perfection."

In other passages, where a similar metaphor is employed,
the verb pavaddhati, or sammddhati, is employed, showing
that the meaning of dsiyati is

' becomes ripe,'
' comes to

perfection, or maturity,' and must be referred to the root grd

(grai, gai, or $rt), the causative of which [grdpayati] would

with m give us vi&iveti, with its proper meaning of ' to warm

oneself,' etc.

Cf. "Yatha maharaja padumam udake jatam udake sam-

vaddham . . . etc." (Mil. Panha, p. 378; see also Sept.

Suttas Palis, p. 141).

i
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"Yathapi udake jatam pundarikamjaam^Aa^', etc." (Thera-

Gatha, v. 700).

The proper term from \/}/ai for 'to uncongeal,' 'thaw/
'

melt/ would be patisiveti, Sk. pratiydpayati, but we do not

find this in Pali. The expression sariram sedeti, however,

occurs in Jat. i. p. 324, in the sense of to warm the body
after being exposed to severe cold, to steam (see Jat. i. p. 52).

In Jat. ii. p. 68, we find
"
aggim viszcetum,"

'
to warm one-

self by the fire,' and at p. 69 a double causative, visivapeti,
'
to

let one warm oneself before the fire,' and the Commentary
makes use of an explanatory and similar phrase :

"
Aggina

. . . jhapento" (see Milinda Panha, pp. 47, 102). In the

Suttavibhahga ii. Pac. Ivi. 3. 1-3, we find visibbeti=.vish-eti

explained by tappati (Ivi. 3, 3), and visibbana-=vistvana (see

Mahavagga, i. 20. 15).

IHUNDARIKA.

"Tena kho pana samayena bhagava tatth' eva Rajagahe
vassam vasi, tattha hemantam, tattha gimham.

" Manussa ujjhayanti khij^anti vipacenti : dhundarikd

samananam Sakyaputtiyanam disa andhakara na imesam disa

pakkhayanti ti" (Mahavagga, i. 53. 1).

The translators of the Vinaya Texts leave the perplexing
term dhundarikd untranslated, and offer no explanation of it.

Dr. Oldenberg gives from B, a Sinhalese MS., the variant

reading dhuntdkirakd. This crux occurs again in a similar

passage in the Bhikkhuni-vibhanga Pac. x. 1. 1. (with the

variant reading dhuntarikd, an attempt, perhaps, to connect

it with antarita or antardyika) ;
and the Com. explains it by

sambddhd. Accepting the Commentator's explanation, ought
we not to read dhundarikd from the ^/hund, with the prefix d ?

In Boehtlingk and Roth's Dictionary the \/hund is explained

by samghdte, and this would give to dhundarikd the sense of

aambdd/id or dsambddhd 'crowded up, blocked up, impassable.'

The word is evidently part of a stock passage that we find in

Pali and Sanskrit: "na . . . disa pakkhayanti dhamma pi

mam na patibhanti," see Mahaparinibbana Sutta, p. 22, and

I
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cf. the following passage from the Mahabharata (Virata

Parvva 48, v. 18) :

"
Vyakulac ca dicah sarva hridayam vyathativa me

dhvajena pahitah sada diga na pratibhanti me.

INGHlLA, INGHELA.

Pali abounds in variant forms, as mucchati and mussati,

lageti and laketi, etc. So we are not surprised to find

inghdla and inghela as well as angdra (see Theri-Gatha,

v. 386). Cf. Marathi ingala 'a live coal.' The change
from angdra to inghdla is quite regular, cf. Pali ingha with

Sk. anga (see Journal of the Pali Text Society for 1883,

p. 84). Ihglidla-khuyd=ahgdra-kdsuyd, but Childers has no

mention of khu in this sense.

UK-KACETL

In Jat. ii. p. 70, ukkdceti is used like tissincati,
' to bale out

water.' The English bale, 'to empty by means of bails or

buckets,' helps us to see the origin of this word. It must

be a denominative from kdca or kdja. Childers quotes,

Anotatte kdje atth' dnesum dine dine, 'they brought every

day eight men's loads of A. water
'

(Mah. 22). Cf. Anotattoda-

kam kdjam (Dipavamsa, xii. 3).

UTTARIBHANGA.
This term seems to exclude rice, curry, etc., the four sweet

foods, and to include flesh, fish, and fowl (Cullav. iv. 4. 5).

In Jat. i. No. 30, p. 196, it is applied to pig's flesh. In

Jat. i. p. 349, it has reference to dried fish, and in Dhamma-

pada, p. 171, it is used of the flesh of a cock.

UPAKULITA.

Upakulita occurs in the Theri-Gatha, p. 201, v. 258, as

equivalent to palisedhika (see Jat. ii. p. 386), but in Jat. i.

p. 405,
1

upakulitd is explained by addhajjhdmaka.

1 Cf. upaktisita =jhAmo sayati, Jat. ii. p. 134. The Commentary gives
another reading, upak-Ajita.
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The first must be referred to the ^kul,
'
to obstruct

'

(cf.

patikkula), the second to y/kul or kud,
'
to singe.'

TJPASIMSAKA.
" Yatha maharaja unduro ito c'ito ca vicaranto aharu-

pasimsako yeva carati, evam eva," etc. (Milinda-Panha, p.

393). Ought we not to read upasihghako, from the root

singh (see Jat. ii. 339) ? Upasihghati occurs in Jat. ii. p. 408.

TJPATA.

"
Rajam upatam vatena yatha megho pasamaye

"
(Thera-

Gatha, v. 675, p. 69).

MS. A. reads upatam, which seems to be metrically the

correct reading, the up=upp. "As the cloud lays the dust

raised by the wind, etc."

Dr. Oldenberg refers the word iipdtam to Sk. upatta, from

upd-dd, but the sense seems to require uppdtam,
1 from the

root pat. Cf. Sk. utpdtardta,
' a whirlwind,' and nt-pata,

'

flying up.' See Dasaratha Jat. p. 6, v. 9
; p. 9, 11. 3, 23.

The usual expression is "rajam uhatam vatena." See

Suttav. Par. iii. 1. 3, "Seyyathapi bhikkave gimhanam pac-

chime mase uhatam rajojallam tarn enam malm akalamegho
thanaso antaradhapeti vupasameti.

TJHAD AND UHAN.

There appears to be some confusion in Pali between uhan
'
to throw up

' and iihad '
to evacuate the faeces.' Uhad,

which Dr. E. Miiller believes to be avahad (Pali Gr. p. 49),
makes its p.p. uhata, and not uhanna (see Cullavagga, viii.

30. 3). "We find the gerund uhacca = uhadya = vaccam katra

in Jat. ii. p. 71, and we have uhanti (Ib. p. 73), and uhananti

(Suttav. Pac. xiv. 1. 2).

In Jat. ii. p. 355, we find ohadamase explained by dhadd-

ma pi omuttema pi (see ohaneti in Cariya Pitaka, ii. 5. 4).

for upputita, cf. paffa=patita in pattakkhandha,W\\. 5
;

Ass. S. 17. Uduta=udatta = &k. udurta (from the root ri) is a possible form.
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Of. uhananti pi ummihanti pi (Suttav. I. Nisagg. xiv. 1
;

II. Pac. Ixv. 1), and omuttenti pi uhadayanti pi (Dham.

p. 283).

ODAHI.

Odahi migavo pdsam (Thera-Gatha, v. 774)= 'the trapper

set a snare.' Cf. luddo pdsam iv' oddiya (Theri-Gatha, v. 73).

I do not recollect odahati from avadhd ' to set snares,' as

that is usually expressed by uddeti or oddeti.

Odahati is
'
to put in, deposit,' cf. aranne odahi visam (Jat.

iii. p. 201). We must, I think, read oddayi for odahi.

KAMPURI.

This occurs in the Theri-Gatha, v. 262 :
"
Sanhsi-kampurl

va suppamajjitva sobhate su giva pure mama."

The Commentary does not, at first sight, afford us much
assistance :

" santhakammudi va suppamajjita |
suttha

pamajjita santhakam suvannasankha viya." Here for

santhakammudi va we must read sanha-kambu-r-iva and

alter santhakam to sanhakd. The correct reading of the

text will therefore be sanha-kambu-r-iva, etc., the meaning
of which is now clear. The Theri's neck was once like

a smooth shell
;

cf. kambugh'd,
' a neck marked with lines or

folds like a shell
'

(Dasaratha Jataka, p. 12).

KAMMAKARANA OR KAMMAKARANl.

In Jataka, ii. p. 398, Milinda Pafiha, pp. 290, 358, kamma-

karana occurs for the '

punishment of evil deeds, inflicted

upon usurpers, thieves, etc.' (see Milinda Pafiha, p. 197, and

note on CATUKKA). But as kammakarana usually signifies
'

work, service, duty,' we ought, I think to write kamma-

kdrand, for &<inm<l='pain, torment, punishment' (cf. Karana-

ghara, Jat. ii. 128; and see Ang. Nik. p. 41
; Notes, p. 113).

KlLASUTTA.

There are three passages where this word occurs in our

printed texts as one of the carpenter's requisites.

(1) In Ten Jatakas (p. 25) Prof. Fausboll translates it by
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'

knot,' and further on he explains it by
' a black (tarred ?)

rope.'

(2) It occurs again in Jat. ii. No. 283, p. 405,
" vaddha-

kissa rukkhatacchanakale . . . vasipharasunikhadanamug-

gare aharati kdfa-wtfakotiyam ganhati."

Kalasutta seems to be a carpenter's
'

measuring line
'
or

'rule,' made perhaps of iron wire, and hence 'black,' cf. Sk.

sutradhdra, 'a carpenter' (lit. 'a rule-holder').

Before the carpenter sawed or lopped off the trunk or

branch of a tree, he put his iron-line round it as a guide in

sawing or lopping it off accurately (see Cullavagga, p. 317).

(3) In the Milinda-Panha, p. 413, this act is referred to

as follows :

"Yatha maharaja tacchako kdla-suttam anulometva ruk-

kham tucchati evam eva," etc.

There is a curious passage in the Mahavastu (ed. Senart,

p. 17, 1. 9) that closely corresponds to this quotation from

the Milinda-Panha :

" Tattra tarn nairayika nirayapala ardravrikse va varjetva

kalasutravacena taksanti astamce pi sadamce pi caturamce

pi."

The word occurs again on pp. 5, 12, 20. Prof. Senart

thinks that kdlasutra is some instrument of punishment or

of torture, but from p. 5 it must be a kind of iron rope,

or wire, for binding the limbs before they were sawn or

lopped off by axes and hatchets.

In the Puranic accounts of the Kalasutra hell it is simply
called

' black
'

(krishna), and no mention is made of the

kdlasutra. 1 But in Prof. Beal's Catena, p. 61, there is a

description of this hell that deserves to be compared with

that in the Mahavastu (p. 5, 11. 7, 8), where kdlasutra seems

to be rendered by
' iron-wire

' and sutrita by
' lashed.'

"The Kala-Sutra Hell
(
= Chinese Heh-Sieh, i.e. 'black

cord or thread
'), so called because the wretches confined

therein are lashed with burning iron wires, their limbs hacked

1 See Manu iv. 88. Dr. Hopkins explains Kulasutra by
" Thread of Death."
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with iron hatchets, their bones slowly sawn asunder with

iron saws."

Of course the 'burning iron wires' would cause pain and

so become a means of torture
;
but we venture to think that

kdlasutta is only the carpenter's
' rule

'

or '

measuring line.'

Just as this article was going to press I have noticed the

following confirmatory passage in the Paiicu-gati-dipana

(verse 9) :

" kalasuttanusarena phalyante daru vayato,

kakkaccehi jalantehi kalasuttam tato matam,"
which M. Leon Feer translates in the appendix to his

Kandjour Extracts (p. 516) as follows :

" Parce que, selon un fil noir, ils y sont fendus, comme
des troncs d'arbre, avec des scies et d'autres instruments, de

la vient le nom de kalasutra (fil noir)."

KULANKA OR KULAKA.

Kulahka in kulankapddaka (Cullavagga, vi. 3. 4) is referred

by Dr. E. Miiller (Pali Gr. p. 30) to the Sk. putanka 'a roof.'

The Pali, however, does not mean 'roof,' but is applied
to a log or beam for shoring up an old wall (see the

Commentator's remarks, Cullav. p 321).

There is a passage in Jataka, ii. No. 283, that throws some

light upon kulahka :

" Attano thitatthanassa purato ekani parimandalam avatam

khanapesi, pacchato ekam kullaka-ssLJithanam anupubbanin-
nam pabbharasadisam.

"
(p. 406),

"
gantva &w/M--mukhassa

tiriyam
"

(p. 408).

There is a variant reading kulka, ? kulaka.

In the Introduction to the Jataka, kullaka answers to bhitti

'a buttress.' It is also called avata l

(p. 407, 1. 24).

JJLullaka I take to be for Mlaka', cf. 8k. kuia 'slope, bank' ;

kulaka '

bank, dike, shore.'

The Eng. dike means '

trench, embankment,' and is the

same as ditch (cf. Ger. teich
' a pond '). The Ditch at New-

1 i.e avuta-tata (see Jat. iii. p. 508).
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market is an embankment. In Middle English dike is used

to translate spelunca (see Hampole's Psalter).

KOLAPA.

This word occurs in Jat. iii. p. 495, in reference to a tree

full of holes, sapless and dry,
" rukkho khanumatto hutva

chiddavacchiddo vate paharante
"

(Ib. pp. 491, 496).

The Com. explains it thus: "
kolape ti vate paharante

akotita saddam viya muiicamane nissare" (see Milinda Panha,

p. 151).
GIRIBBAJA.

Dr. Oldenberg translates giribbaja by 'dwelling in the

mountain* (Dipavamsa, xiii. 16). It seems to mean, how-

ever, 'a hill-run, a cattle-run on the hills,' cf. "ekasmim

yeva gribbaje pannasalani mapetva vasam kappesi
"

(Jat. iii.

p. 479), "he made a hermitage right upon the 'hill-run,' and

dwelt there." "
Giribbajaseuasane vihasi," etc. (Ib. p. 479,

1. 3). In 1. 5, "giribbajam pavesetva" refers to the elikd that are

made to turn into the hill-runs and graze there. In line 9,
"
giribbajadvare atthasi

" must refer to the entrance of the

pens on the 'runs.' Cf. vaja 'a pen' (Dh. p. 238, 1. 9), vajad-

fdra (Ib. p. 238, 1. 15). Cf. Marathi vraja,
' a village or

station of cowherds
;

' Hindi vrq/a,
' a cow-pen.'

1

CATFKKA.
" Catukke catukke paharanta . . . sisam assa chinditva

sariram sule uttasetha" (Jat. i. p. 326).
" Catukke (catukke} kasahi talente" (Jat. ii. p. 123; see Jat.

iii. p. 41).

Catukka 'a collection or set of four things.' Childers

gives only one quotation for its use in this sense :

" sabba-

catukkam nam' assa dapesi" (Dh. 292) 'he caused all the four

kinds of things to be given him,' viz. four elephants, four

horses, four thousand pence, four women, four slaves, four

best villages, etc. See Cullav. 4. 6.

In Jat. iii. p. 44, 428, 429, we find "sabba-caw/i-a-yanila"=

1 Cf. Scotch '

sheep-rai/*,' a sheep-run ; Mid. Eng. rayke, rake ' a path.'
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'
all the four kinds of sacrifices/ viz. four elephants, four

horses, four bulls, and four men
;
and in Jat. iii. p. 44 we

have sabba-catukkena yajitva = '

offering a sacrifice of all the

four kinds.'

Instead of using sabba catukka,
'
all the four sets of things

'

could be expressed by the repetition of catukka, as in the

passages quoted above, so that catukke catukke ia[eti or cat cat

paharati signifies
'
to strike all the four sets of blows,' i.e.

to administer all the four kinds of punishments inflicted upon
malefactors. The question is, what are they ? Fortunately

they are not unknown. A full list is contained in the second

part of the Anguttara Nikaya, II. i. i. and in the Milinda

Panha, p. 197. For an explanation of the terms used to

denote these punishments, see Ang. Nik. pp. 113, 114. *

The term kharapataceMka may be connected with the Sk.

ksharaya
'
to torment,' by means of kshdra or corrosive sub-

stances.

ClLETL

Childers has no instance of cdleti in the sense of '
to sift.'

See Mahavagga, vi. 10, 1, and cf. Marathi ^Tdb'^t
' to sift

;

'

^T35TT
' a sieve, strainer.'

Camti,
'
to graze.' See Jat. iii. p. 479

;
Mahavam. p. 22,

1. 9. Cf. Marathi ^?;*!J, 'to graze;' 'qi^, ^X^W> 'pasture,

grazing.'

CHADAYATI.

This form occurs in Jat. iii. p. 144, and is explained by
pineti, toseti. It must be referred to the root chad

(Vedic)
chand ' to please.'

TATTAKA.

This word occurs frequently in the Jatakas in the sense of
*

dish,' or ' bowl for containing food.' There seems to be no

corresponding form in Sanskrit. It may be connected with

1 In the erakavattika and elrakavusika punishments strips of skin were cut off

the back (cf. Psalm cxxix. 3
;
and see Notes and Queries, No. 251, p. 308,

Oct. 18th, 1884).
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the Marathi tasta
' a metal vessel to hold water, an ewer/

See Dham. p. 356; Jat. iii. pp. 97, 538.

TAMATAGGA.
" Ye hi keci Ananda etarahi va maraam va accayena

attadipa . . . tamatagge me te Ananda bkikkhu bhavissati
"

(Paririibbana-Sutta, p. 23).

Buddhaghosa says tamatagge is tamagge, the t in the

middle being euphonic, and renders it 'the most pre-eminent,

the very chief.' Prof. Rhys Davids, in his translation of

this Sutta, has adopted the explanation of the commentator,

and translates
' the very topmost height.'

Tamas here means '

darkness,' i.e. mental darkness, one of

the five avijjas in the Sankhya philosophy ; tama-t-agge

must therefore mean ' at the extremity of the darkness,

beyond the region of darkness,' i.e. in ' the light,' in

Nirvana, cf. bhavagge 'at the end of existence, in Nirvana': cf.

"Imehi kho maharaja sattahi bojjhahgaratanehi patimandito
bhikkhu sabbam tamam abhibhuyya sadevakam lokam obha-

seti," etc. (Milinda-Panha, p. 340).

We find in Sanskrit tamah pare, answering to tama-t-agge :

" Sa hi devah parara jyotis tamah pare
"

(Kumara Sam-

bhava, ii. 58).

For that deity is the supreme luminary existing at the

extremity of darkness (beyond the region of tamas), i.e. in

the region of light.

TAMATI.

Childers has not registered the v
7 torn

'
to choke, suffocate,'

but we find in the Suttavibhariga, i. p. 84, uttanto, with the

various readings vuttanto, uttamanto (Ib. p. 272).
" So bhikkhu uttanto anassasako kalam akasi

"
(Suttav.

Par. iii. 5. 22) :

" That bhikkhu, becoming suffocated and

unable to get his breath, (through his brethren tickling him)
died."

THASOTU .

" Tail ca appativaniyan ti
|
tan ca pana dhammam anivatti-

tabhavavaham niyyanikam abhikkantataya thasotujana-&a.\a.-
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namanoharabhavena (sic) avasecaniyam (sic) asecakam (sic)

anasittakam pakatiya 'va mahavasam tato eva ojavantam |

"

(Theri-Gatha, p. 181).

At first sight thdwtu appears to be a blunder for phdsuto,

but probably the original reading was thdnaso tu, etc.
'

truly,

indeed'; so that instead of thasotujancf, we must read thdnaso

tu jana.
The Commentary explains asecanaka l

(Theri-Gatha, v. 55)

by andsittaka (see my note on dsevakattam, in the Anguttara
Nik. i. p. 102).

There is a somewhat similar passage in the Suttavibhanga,
see i. p. 271, where asecanaka is explained by andsittaka, abbo-

kitmrt and pdtekka, none of which words are in Childers
;
nor

has he any mention of upasecana (cf. mamsupasecana) in Sutta-

vibhanga Sekkhiya, 69, p. 204. See also Cullavagga, v. 19
;

Thera-Gatha, v. 842, p. 80
;
Jat. ii. p. 422

;
Jat. iii. pp. 29,

32, 144, 516.

DANDA-YUDDHA. PATTALHAKA.

There is a reference to these terms, which occur in the

Brahma-jala-Sutta, p. 9
;

in Jat. iii. p. 541, vv. 112, 113:
" dandehi yuddham pi samajjamajjhe," is explained in the Com.

by dandayuddha.
Mitam d/Aa/^w=:dhanna-mapaka-kammam. See Sutta-

vibhahga, I. xiii. 1. 2.

DISO-DISAM.

It is well known that dvi, as well as ava, becomes o (see

Ed. Miiller's Pali Gr. p. 12). Is diso disam, in Dr. Olden-

berg's edition of the Thera-Gatha (p. 63, vv. 615, 616), a relic

of the Sk. corresponding phrase where diso is the ablative

disfis, or is it the same as disdcidisam, which we find in the

Milinda Paiiha, pp. 259, 260 ?
2 Pali has no instances of an

1 See Milinda Pafiha, p. 405
;
Suttav. Par. iii. 1. 3.

2 Silam vilepanam settham yena vati diso disatp. (Thera-Gatha, v. 615.)
Silam settho ativaho yena vati diso disam. (Ib. v. 616).

(udakamj uddham-adho disavtdisaw gacchati. (Mil. Panha, pp. 259, 260.)

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 3
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ablative case in -o answering to Sk. -as, except -to
(
= -

and, moreover, it usually treats disd as a fern, noun in -d, cf.

disdfidisd with Sk. disodisas, Mil. Paiiha, p. 398 (see also

p. 251), Sk. dinmudha with Pali disdmulha; and Sk. aparas-

param with Pali apardparam.
I think we must, with Prof. Fausboll, write disoclisam

(Jat. iii. p. 491) as one word. 1

DHAMMASUDHAMMATA.

For this compound see Thera-Gratha, vv. 24, 286, 479.

Is the reading dhammesu dhammata, Jat. i. p. 325, a

mistake, or a various reading for dhammasudhammatd, ?

(Jat. i. pp. 461, 462; Jat. ii. pp. 159.)

NIKHADANA.

In the passage from Jataka, ii. p. 405, quoted in illustration

of Kdlasutta,
'
vasi-pharasuni khadana-miujgare' is wrongly

printed for vasi-pharasu-nikhadana-mugyare, where nikhcL-

dana must be ' a chisel.' It occurs in the Suttavibhanga, i.

Par. iv. 1. 3, Sangh. vi. 1. 1. The translators of the Vinaya
Texts render it by 'spade' (Cullav. vi. 15. 2).

For nikhadante in the Ang. Nik. p. 113, 1. 3 from bottom,

read nikhManena.

NIDDHUNIYA.

This term is given as one of the synonyms of makkha

(Puggala-Paiinatti, p. 18). Is it from the root d/ivan, 'to

cover,' meaning
'

concealment,'
'

hypocrisy
'

?

NIMINATI.

Niminati, not in Childers, signifies 'to barter,' from the

\/me ; nimimhase (Jat. ii. p. 369) ; nimineyija (Jat. iii. pp.

63, 222) ;
nimini (=parivattesi), Jat. iii. p. 63, is written

niminni (Ib. p. 221).

1 "We fmd disddisam iii a foot-note.
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PAKKATTHAPETVA.

Udakam pakkatthdpetvd
'

having caused the water to boil
'

(Jat. i. p. 472). We ought, perhaps, to read pakkatthapetva.

Prof Fausboll gives, in a foot-note, the variant reading

pakkutth&petva. There is authority forpakkutth and pakkatth?

(pakuth}. Of. pakkatthate khtrasniim= e in boiling milk'

(Telakatahagatha, p. 53, last line), pakkatthitatek (Dham.

p. 178). In the Theri-Gatha kuthita is explained by pakku-

thita (see v. 504), pakkuthite udake (Ib. p. 182).

Childers has no examples either of the simple use of

^kvath or of its compounds. See Dr. E. Miiller's Pali Gr.

p. 41
; Yinaya Texts, ii. p. 57 ; Suttavibhariga, i. Par.

iv. 9. 4.

PANCANGULIKA.

This curious word occurs several times in connection with

tree- worship, and is rendered by Childers ' a measure of five

fingers' breadth.' Prof. Fausboll translates gandha-pancah-

gulika (Jat. ii. p. 104) by
'
five finger-lengths of scent.'

See Jat. iii. p. 23, where it occurs again. In Jat. iii. p. 160,

we have the very curious compound lohitapancahgulik&ni,

i.e. 'blood pancarigulikas
' made of the human viscera

(antavatti). At the " Feast of the Dead," a goat brought
to be sacrificed is washed and ornamented about its neck

with a pancangulika, which Prof. Rhys Davids calls 'a

measure of corn
'

(see Jat. i. No. 18, and Eng. Trans, p.

227). In Wilson's Essays on the Religion of the Hindus, vol.

ii. p. 171, we read that " Cows and bulls are washed and fed

with part of an oblation first offered to Indra
; being also

painted and adorned with leafy and flowery chaplets."

Professor Senart points out the use of pancangula in the

Mahdvastu (p. 269, 1. 14
;
note p. 579), and thinks that it

was some kind of ornament, and this view must be correct.

But what kind of ornament was it ? It was probably com-

posed of shoots or sprouts of five finger-lengths, artificially

scented, arranged in the form of a hand, and hung round

some object of worship.
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Tumour (Mahav. p. 193) translates panc by
' ornaments

radiating like the five fingers.' See Cullavagga, v. 18, 1.

The Hindus appear to have made decorations or ornaments

of this kind. " The Vijankura is what is known in Marathi,

at least in Konkan, by the name ugavana, or riij'avana,

'young sprouts of corn/ generally of rice or wheat, artificially

grown under shade and watered with any dye that the young
blades are required to take. The blades assume the desired

colour, and after they grow to the height of five or six inches,

they are put by the women in their hair, like flowers. It is

also known by the name of saravara, or dhanya. On the

dasara holiday it is worn by men of the lower classes on their

turbans
"
(Raghuvamsa, ed. Shankar P. Pandit, pt. ii. pp. 58,

59).

Could the original expression have been pancankurika
' the

collection or aggregate of the five sprouts,' corrupted to

pancangurika, and then to pancahgulika ?

PATINASIKA, PATISISAKA.

These words are not in Childers
;
the first means ' a false

nose
'

(Jat. i. p. 455), the second ' a false top-knot/
Patisisakam patimuncitca (Jat. ii. p. 197

;
Milinda Panha,

p. 90).

PATIMANETL

Navam patimdnento,
'

waiting for (looking out for) a ship
'

(Jat. ii. p. 423). See Jat. i. 258
; Cullavagga, vi. 13, 2

;

Suttavibhahga Par. iii. 5, 4; Bhikkhunivibhanga Par. i. 1.

We have no use of <Jman with prati in this sense in

Sanskrit, but Pali has numerous examples of forms and

meanings not to be found in Sanskrit. Childers has not

registered the meaning of niharati that belongs to pan&meti.
See Jat. ii. p. 28

; Thera-Gatha, ii. 53, 59
; Suttavibhanga

Par. iii. 5, 4.

PAKIPATETL

Childers has no example of the causal of paripatati ; but

see Jat. ii. p. 208, and Milinda-Panha, p. 367, where

paripdtiyanto= (

being attacked.'
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PALIPA.

This word occurs in three passages in our printed texts.

(1)
" Uttinna panka palipd, patala parivajjita

"
(Thera-

Gatha, T. 89).

(2)
" Latthi-hattho pure asim so dani migaluddako

asaya palipd ghora nasakkhim param etase" (Theri-

Gatha, v. 291).

The Com. explains palipd by
'

kamapankato ditthipan-

kato ca.'

(3)
" Panko ca kama palipd ca nama "

(Jat. iii. p. 241).

The Com. explains palipa by
'

marsh, quagmire.'
"
Palipo vuccati mahakaddamo yamhi lagga sukara-

migadayo pi sihapi varanapi attanam uddharitva gantuni
na sakkouti," etc.

Sk. has no form corresponding to palipa. It has, however,

palva-la
= Pali pallala in the sense of '

pond, pool,' which

must be a derivative of a simpler palm (not found in the Sk.

Dictionaries), to be compared with Greek TnyXo? (=7ra\Fo<;)

TraXtfo?, Lat. palm (cf. Sk. palala, palita 'mud, mire,' Ir.

poll
'

mud,' whence Eng.
'

pool ').

In Pali such a form as palva would become palla or paluva

or palica (cf. Pali beluva, bella with Sk. bailva and bilva).

P in Pali often occurs as the representative of a Sk. v
t

as

paldpa, e/mj9=Sk. paldva, gam\ so a Sk. palca would in

Pali become palipa.

The curious form pali-patha (Dh. 73, 432)
' a miry road,

slough, quagmire,' is by Childers referred to Sk. pari-

patha ;
but Pali has pari-pantha in the sense of '

obstacle,

danger,' so that the first element in palipatha is not pari, but

pali in the sense of '

muddy, miry.' The Scholiast says that

palipatha metaphorically denotes '
lust

' and the other klesas,

and thus corresponds closely to the sense of palipa in the

passages already quoted.

The root-meaning of pal seems to be '

grey, hoary/ cf.

Sk. palita
'

grey,' paldgni 'bile' (lit. 'black-fire,' melanc/idlia),

pal-k-ni,Tivt\di\.palakni 'an old woman;' Gr. TreXXo?;
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PiTIFAMANA, CIKKHASSANTA, ACAMAYAMANA.

"Ditthapubbo pana taya maharaja koci ahina dattho manta-

padena visam patiyamano visam cikkhassanto uddham-adho

acayamano
"

(Milinda-Paiiha, p. 152).

Of the three participles in the extract quoted above, the

editor says he " can make nothing."

(1) But may not pdtiyamdna be referred to the VPaf
' to remove/ meaning in the causative ' to expel, eradicate

'

(cf. the use of dkaddhati, Jat. iii. p. 297) ;
or can it be

referred to the causal of pra-\-at 'to cause to go forth, to

expel
'

?

The old Sinhalese version renders it by baswana ladddica.

(2) Cikkhassanta must, I venture to think, be referred to

\/kshar
'
to ooze out,' and here signifies

'

causing to ooze out.'

The Old Sinhalese version has sanhin duwana ladddwa=.

'causing to run out softly.'

(3) Acamayamdna, if the reading is correct, must be re-

ferred to ^/cam,
'

to rinse,' with the causal sense of '
to wash

out, purge, cleanse.'

Dr. Trenckner remarks that paccdcam and dcamc mean 'to

resorb,' and must belong to \/cam, though we find them

written paccdmm and dvanf. Here perhaps we ought to

read dvamayamdna, the caus. part, of -dvnm .

The Sinhalese version does not help us in its substitution

of ' temana ladddica,' unless it means '

washing out/ instead

of '

wetting
'

or '

moistening.'
The general sense of the passage quoted is by no means

difficult to make out, if we recollect that there were three

ways of treating a person who had been bitten by a snake :

(1) by causing the offending reptile to extract or 'resorb'

the poison ; (2) by muttering spells ; (3) by the use of

drugs as emetics or purgatives.
We find some reference to these methods in Jat. i. p. 311

;

iii. p. 297
; Milinda Pauha, p. 150.

In the first reference paccdcamati (text has paccdvamati) is

explained by kadd/iati, and in the second dcamdmi is equiva-
lent to dkctddhdmi.
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The Milinda Paiiha extract might be translated as follows :

"But have you ever before seen, great king, a man who
has been bitten by a snake expelling the poison by means

of a spell-verse, causing the poison to ooze out, and [by
means of drugs] purging himself upwards and downwards."

I now give the corresponding passage from the Old Sin-

halese version, by Hinati-Kumbara-Sumarigala-TJnnanse :

(p. 191 of the 1877 Colombo edition) :

"
Maharajaneni wisa winasa karana nawu mantra pada-

yakin, wisa baswana ladddwu, wisa sanhin duwana ladddwu,

wisa urddhadho bhayayehi ausadha jalayena temana ladddwu

nayaku wisin dasta karana laddawu kisiwik topa wisin

dakna ladde dseyi."

PILIKOLIKA.

Pilikolika is equivalent to akkhiguthaka (Theri-Gatha,
v. 395). The commentary gives pilikd as the first part of

the compound, but makes no remark upon the second ele-

ment. Was the original ptlikdvillika or pilikdvilika from

ptlika+vellika? Cf. Sk. ird-villika
' a pimple.'

Pali has pilakd
'

a boil, pustule
'

;
but this is the only

passage where pilikd is to be found. For dvi=.o see Diso-

disam. Is the Commentary right ? can the word be referred to

pili-kothaka? Cf. Hindi kotha, Sk. kotha 'inflammation or

ulceration at the angles of the eyelids.'

PUNNAGHATA.

This term is mentioned in connection with festival decora-

tions (see Jat. i. p. 52
; Eng. Trans, p. 66). Prof. Rhys

Davids renders it a '
well-filled water-pot.' It occurs again

in the Dipavamsa, vi. 65
;

xiv. 30 : punnaghatam subham

[thapayantu], translated by Dr. Oldenberg as 'auspicious

brimming jars' (Dham. p. 149
; Mahavamsa, p. 193). I find

punnapaUa=piinnaghata in the Putimamsa Jataka, iii. p. 535,

where I have translated it by 'the flowing bowl, the full

bowl,' and have added the following note of explanation :

"The full bowl was a lucky omen. It sometimes denoted
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a box crammed with presents to be distributed at a fi

(Folklore Journal for Jan. 1885).

PUPPHA-CHAPDAKA.

Ahosim puppha-chaddako (Thera-Gatha, v. 620). Piifpha-

chaddako 'a flower-seller, garland or nosegay-maker.' Cf.

Sk. pushpalaca
' a nosegay-maker.'

Puppha-chadda-kamma is mentioned as one of the 'low*

occupations in the Suttavibhanga, ii. 2. 1. Chaddaka in

rtipiya-chaddaka has a different signification.

POXTI.

This occurs in Theri-Gatha, v. 422. The Com. shows we

must read poti
'

cloth,' cf. L.'s reading, pothi. But ponti

might be a dialectic form, cf. Marathi bontha= '

a, cloth

thrown over the head and body as a cloak.'

BUBBULAKA.
" Yattani-r-iva kotar' ohita majjhe-bubbulaka saassuka

"

(Theri-Gatha, v. 395).

The Commentator explains majjif by "akkhidala-majjhethi-
ta

jalabubbalasadisa .

"

The only meaning that is given by Childers to bubbtifakd

is 'bubble.' Cf. Sanskrit budbuda, 'pupil of the eye,' and

Marathi bubula, bubala,
' the eyeball, the pupil and iris.'

BHA-KARA, YA-KARA.

These terms occur in the Suttavibhanga Pac. ii. 2. 1

amongst the ' low
'

terms of abuse (hino akkoso) ;
cf.

Marathi ca-kari, a cant term for 'a backbiter,' and bak-

bhaka, bakbaka '

gabbling, chattering,' bJiupakdra
' the

whoop of monkeys,' bhokara, a contemptuous term for the

mouth or face when distorted by bellowing or yawning.
The term kdtakotacikd (Pac. ii. 2. 1), another term of abuse,

is explained by the Commentary as a compound in which

kdta =purisa-nimitta, kotacika = itfhi-nimitta, cf. Hindi

kdda=2Jitdendum virile (compare Tela-kat-g. verse 79).
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BHAKUTI, BHAKUTIKA.

In the Suttavibhanga I. Sangh xiii. 1. 3. we find bhakutika-

bhakutika 'frowning severely,' and abbhakutika 'smiling' (i.e.

'not frowning').
Dr. E. Miiller (Pali Gr. p. 11) says b/idkuti=Sk. bhrukuti

'eye-brow,' but in the passage referred to it must signify
' a frown

'

;
cf. Marathi bhrukuti ' a frown, contraction of

the brows.'

We also find bhakuti=Sk. bhrukuti in Jat No. 329, p. 99 :

" Caleti kannam bhakutim karoti," spoken of a monkey that

wriggles its ears and frowns in order to frighten the young

princes in the palace of Dhananjaya.
The translators of the Vinaya Texts have wrongly rendered

"kvayam abalabalo viya mandamando viya bhakutibhaku-

tiko viya" (Cullav. i. 13. 3) :
" Who is this fellow like a

fool of fools, or like an idiot of idiots, or like a simpleton

of simpletons ?
"

It should be " Who is this fellow (coming

along) as if (he were) very feeble, as if very sluggish and as

if frowning severely?"

Buddhaghosa explains it by sankutita-mukhatdya ; he

seems to have got this meaning out of uttanamukha. See

note on Sankutika.

BHtrttlSISA.

This word occurs in Dipavamsa, xv. 26, and I)r. Oldenberg
translates it by 'hill.' In Jat. ii. p. 406 it seems to mean

the highest point of sloping ground.

BHENDU OR GEXDU?

In Jataka iii. No. 359, p. 184, we find the compound
"
ratta-kambala-6teitt/M," for which there is the variant read-

ing
"
ratta-kambala-<7CM</M," with which we may compare

"
ratta-kambala-j9ww/a

"
(Jat. i. No. 12, p. 149).

Prof. Davids translates, 'a chtffer of (red) kamala-flowers
*

(see Jat. i. Xo. 72, p. 319). In Thera-Gatha, v. 164, we find

sata-bhendu (explained by the commentary as "anekasata-
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niyyuho"), for which we find the variant reading sata-gendu

(see Jat. ii. p. 334).

It is quite possible in Sinhalese MSS. to mistake bhendu

for gendu. The question is, however, which is the correct

reading ? I am inclined to read gendu in all cases, and to

compare it with gedu-ka
' a ball/ The meaning of gendu in

"ratta-kambala-<70wrf" must be 'a tuft,tufted ball,' or 'cluster/

cf . Marathi genda
' a tufted head of flowers like the globe

amaranth.' It also signifies
* a knob, a boss of silk or silver,'

and this meaning seems to explain bhendu (i.e. gendu] in

bhendu-pilandhanani (Jat. i. No. 93, p. 386).

Cf. Sinhalese gedi 'a ball,' and gedige 'an ornamental arch.'

MAMSASULA.

Mamsasula occurs in the Sasa-Jataka. In my translation

of it,
1 I have, in following Childers, wrongly translated it by

'

spit
'

instead of ' a bit of roasted meat,' corresponding to

Sk. sulyamdmsa 'roasted meat' (see Jat. iii. p. 220, 11. 13,

15, 16).

Siila means a stake, the impaling stake, also a skewer, spit,

but it also represents a form sulla = Sk. sulya (see Jat. iii.

p. 220, 1. 16). In fact, Pali sida represents English stake

and steak. So Pali mula stands for Sk. mula and mulya.

It is curious to find that Childers omits the very common

phrase sitle uttaseii 'to impale' (Jat. i. pp. 326, 499, 500).

Fausboll has mule dvunitvd (J. iii. p. 35, 1. 11), for which

we ought to read (nimbassa) sule . . . &mnitva, corresponding
to appenti nimbasu/asmim (Jat. iii. p. 34, 1. 26).

MAEUMBA.

For examples of the use of this terra see Mahavamsa,

p. 169, 1. 8; Dipavamsa, xix. 2. Dr. Oldeuberg says, "I
cannot define the exact meaning of marumba. Tumour
translates this word by

'

incense,' which is decidedly wrong.
To me it seems to mean something like

'

gravel.'
"

It

1 Folklore Journal for Nov. 1884
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generally occurs in combination with pdsdna, sakkham and

kathala (Suttavibhangaii. Pac. x. 1. 1). In the Milinda-Panha,

p. 197,
1 we find khara '

sharp
' 2

applied to marumba. It may
be compared with Marathi muruma ' a kind of fissile stone

'

;

Hindi mnrama ' a kind of gravelly soil.'

MUCCHATI, MUCCHETI.

Childers quotes muccati in the sense of '
to curdle,' under

mitncati (\/muc), but perhaps we ought to read mucchati,

from the ^murcch. He has no example of i/ muccJt, in the

sense of ' to tune.' cf. vinam mucchetvd, Jat. iii. p. 188.

Cf.
" Musilavinavadako pi vinam uttama-mucchanaya muc-

chetvd vadesi
"

(Jat. ii. p. 249, 11. 2, 7, 13).
" Vinam muccheti" (Jat. iii. p. 188).

MUTTHASSATI.

In the first volume of his Dictionary Childers, influenced

no doubt by the use of the root muh and its derivatives,

made muttha to be another form for mulha or muddha. In

the additional matter appended to the second part of the

Dictionary he refers it, on account of pamuttha, to the root

nmsh.

The translators of the Vinaya Texts, Mahavagga, x. 3, in

a note on pari-muUha (bewildered), also lend their support to

this etymology of nnittha (though Sk. parimush usually means
' to steal

'),
and refer to the Sanskrit mushitd-smriti in Katha-

Sarit-Sagara, 56 :

"Atha 'ekada 'anupasyaiva samdhiyam askhalitanghrikah
sa sushavapa Nalah pana-madena mushita-sm-ritih," i.e.

' Nala

lost his senses through drunkenness and forgot to say his

evening-prayer and to wash his hands.'

But Pali, as far as we can judge from the printed texts,

does not use mutthassati in this sense.

1 In this passage avatta = 'whirlpools,' gapgalaka 'eddies,' vanJca 'bends,

windings
'

;
but I can make nothing out of cadika. One MS. has vadika, but

ought we not to read velika '

surges
'

?
2 Is this an error for kathala ?
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Sati in Buddhist phraseology had acquired for the most

part a higher meaning than ' senses
'
or '

involuntary con-

sciousness/ and denoted '

attention,' that was under the

control of the will, as seen in such phrases as kayagata sati,

'meditation on the body,' marana-satim bhdreti= (
to dwell

on the thought of death,' sati-patthana=' earnest meditation,'

sati-sdmpajanna=
( mindfulness and thoughtfulness.' In fact

the use of the English mind in the sense of 'to remember,'

and '
to attend,' suggests

' mindful
' and ' mindfulness

'

as fit

renderings of sata and sati (in sato sampajanno, asancicca

asatiyd). Mutthassati, 'inattentive, unmindful,' is opposed
to upatthasati (in the Sallekha-Sutta), 'attentive, mindful,'

just as mutthd sati (Thera-Gatha, v. 98, 99) is opposed to

upatthd sati.
" Satim patthapetum

"= 'to fix the attention.'

The correct expression in Pali for ' to lose one's senses

through, drink,' is visanni hoti, and visanmbhtita, = Sanskrit

mushita-smriti.

(1) "Apatabbayuttakam pivitva visannibhutd satim pattha-

petum asakkonta" (Jat. i. pp. 362; see visanni honti, Ib.

p. 361
;
visanni katcd, Ib. p. 269).

(2) "Yatha bhandam gahetva madhum pivanto visannino

hutva sisam ukkhipitum na sakkonti" (Thera-Gatha, p. 181).
" Satim paccupatthapetum asakkonto

"
is used of a person

who, through grief on account of loss of wealth, is unable to

have command over his feelings (Jat. i. p. 353).
At one time I thought that muttha might be another form

of tnucchita, from the root murcch, just as we find ussita for

ucchita=ucchrita, and itthaicchita. Now a form mussati

does actually occur in Cullavagga, x. 8, in connection with

the feminine mutthassatinl^ for which we find a variant

reading muyhati (see Cullavagga, p. 327), which shows that

there existed some confusion between the two forms.

The reading pammuttha (Dhammapada, pp. 247, 248
;

1 TassS mutthassatiniya gahito-gahito mussati.

Upalavanna had such an unretentive memory that she forgot the Vinaya,
though it was frequently repeated to her.

In the Mahavagga we find sati-vepullapatto applied to one who had regained
full possession of his faculties.
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Jat. iii. 511 T

)
seems to be an orthographical error for

samnntttha. Dr. Oldenberg always prints sammuttha, with

'the variant reading pamuttha (Suttavibhanga i. Pac. i. 2. 6
;

and pp. 165, 275).

In the Puggala Paiinatti, pp. 21, 25, we find, as a synonym
of sati, the term sammussanatd, which must be referred to

a Pali verb mussati, which, as we have already seen, does

occur. See Sutta Nipata, iv. 7. 2.

On looking over the Dhatu-maiijusa I find mtts 'to steal/

and mm 'to wander [in mind]
'

explained by sammose (cf. sati-

sammosa? Milinda-Pafiha, p. 266
; Sept Suttas Palis, p. 248

;

Puggala Panfiatti, iii. 7), mulavimhe.

This v
7 mus 'to wander, to be bewildered,' must, we

venture to think, be referred to Sk. mrish vergessen vernach-

lassigen, sich aus dem .sinne schlagen (B. and R.). Sk.

mris/id becomes in Pali musd, so that there is no difficulty in

regard to the regularity of its form. In Prakrit we find

pamhusai, pamhuttha\ pamhattha? (Ravanavaha, 6. 12.), which

Dr. E. M tiller, following P. Goldschmidt, refers to \fsmrish

(Pali Gr. pp. 57, 58).

RINDI.

"
Pinavattapahitauggata ubho sobhate su thanaka pure

mama
Te rindl va lambante 'nodaka

"
(Theri-Gatha, v. 265).

The editor says, "I am unable to make out the correct

reading." Dr. Pischel has laid his readers under great

obligations by his liberal quotations from the Commentary,
without which no emendations could be attempted.
The Comment explains te rindl, as follows :

" Thertti* m lampantanodakci ti
\

te ubho pi me thana

anudaka galitajala venudandake thapitam udakabhasma viya
lambanti."

1 A foot-note gives the reading pamultha.
2 Cf. sammoha in this sense (Puggala Panfiatti, p. 21)
3 In Rav. xi. 58, iv. 42, it is glossed hy pramushita.
4 This seems a mispelling for te riti, i.e. te rittL
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The various readings for te rindi are theriti, theriti, therindi,

terindi, theriki, from which we might construct the readable

te ritf tva lambante, etc.

But te rittiva is for te rittd iva, a long vowel being elided

before iva. Cf. ma palujjiti for ma palujje iti (Mahaparinib-

bana-Sutta, p. 36; see Childers, "On Sandhi in Pali/' 105. 15).

Ritta of course refers to thanakd, and means *

empty, dry/
and this is supported by the comment, which describes the

breasts of the Theri as containing no moisture, and hanging
like dry water-bags at the end of a bamboo-stick (-bhasmd

in the Com. is a blunder for -bhastra).

Ritta and rittaka are common terms for
'

empty
' from the

root rinc (not in Childers). See Theri-Gatha i. 93, p. 183
;

Jat. iii. p. 492.

LAKUTA.

Lahuta ' a club
'

(Milinda-Panha, pp. 367, 368) ;
cf. Hindi

lakuta ' a stick
'

;
Sk. laguda ;

Pali lagula ;
Marathi lakuda,

Idhkiida.

VAGGULI-VATA.

See Note on APASSENA.

Vagguli-vata seems to mean the '

swinging-penance/ and

answers to Marathi bagdda
' a religious mortification.'

"
Swinging by means of a hook introduced under the muscles

of the back, from a cross piece passing over a post either

planted in the ground or fixed on a moving cart."

YAJJHA.

Ftf/y/m-sukariyo, i.e. 'barren old sows' (Jat. ii. p. 406, 1. 5).

The more usual form is mnjha (Jat. iii. p. 426
;
Suttavi-

bhanga, ii. p. 70).

VAMBHETI OR VAMHETI.

Dr. Oldenberg always prints vambheti (see Suttavibhanga

Sangh. iii. 3. 1
; Thera-Gatha, v. 621).

It is often used in contrast to ukkamseti, as
" n'eva attanam

ukkam&eti no param vambheti" (Ahg. Nik. pt. iv.).
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Prof. Fausboll prints vamheti, cf.
" Parassa ce vamhayitena

hino"=:'if one becomes low by another's censure' (Sutta

Nipata, v. 905).
' Khumsenti mmhenti' (Jat. i. p. 191).

In Jat. i. p. 356, 11. 3, 6, 10, vamheti signifies
'
to boast/

and in Jat. i. p. 359, vam7i#=pavikatthita, vikatthita.

Prof. Senart compares nirvamhanl in Mahavastu, p. 314,

with vamheti, and this would doubtless be all right if vrimh
' to roar/ or vangh

'
to blame/ were the true root, but I think

the MSS. are in favour of vambh . In an excellent MS. of

the Apadana, in my own possession, I always find vambh ,

and not vamh .
1

Professor Fausboll also prints mmhdmi for sumbh and

dsumhi for asumbhi (Jat. iii. p. 185 ;
Jat. iii. p. 435) ;

but

see dsiimbh (Suttavibhahga ii. Pac. viii. 1, p. 265), nisumblf

(Thera-Gatha, v. 302).

VIDAMSETL

Just as the roots ghrish and hrish give rise to ghamsati and

hamsati, so, in later texts, we find vidamseti for the more

usual vidasseti.

" Pavittho padipo andhakaram vidhameti, obhasam janeti,

alokam vidamseti, rupani pakatani karoti" (Milinda-Panha,

p. 39)'.

Pilandhanam vidamsenti (Theri-Gatha, v. 74, p. 131).

Cf. alokafi ca dassessdmi (Dipavamsa, xii. 31).

VILAPANATA.

This word occurs as one of the synonyms of mutthasacca

(Puggala Paimatti, p. 25), while avilapanata is that of sati.

These must be referred to the \/lz, cf. apildpana (Milinda-

Pauha, p. 37). See Dr. Rhys Davids' note on itpalapand at

Mahaparinibbana Sutta, i. 95.

VISIYATI.

"Kamam bhijjatu 'yam kayo mamsapesi visiyarum" (Thera-

Gatha, 312). Visiyati is not in Childers
;

it means 'to be

1 We find parisumbh in Jat. iii. p. 347.
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reduced to atoms, to be broken to pieces/ from the root gri=

far, cf. Mahavastu, p. 23 :

"Te dani narakapala kasya dani yuyam atra sanjnapaya-

mana pratyudgacchatheti tarn praharanti yatha dadhighatika

evarp qiryanti vifiryanti" cf. seyyasi, viseyyasi, visinna (Jat.

i. 174
;
Dh. 147).

VEGHA-MISSAKENA. 1

This is confessedly a difficult word to deal with. Dr.

Rhys Davids says its meaning is not clear, and for it he

adopts another reading. It occurs in the Hahaparinibbana

Sutta (ed. Childers, p. 22) :

"Seyyathapi Ananda jarasakatam vegha-missakena yapeti

evam eva kho Ananda vegha-missakena maiiue Tathagatassa

kayo yapeti."

This passage Dr. Rhys Davids translates as follows :

" And just as a worn-out cart, Ananda, can only with much

additional care be made to move along, so methinks the body
of the Tathagata can only be kept going with much additional

care
"

(Buddhist Suttas, in " Sacred Books of the East," vol.

xi. p. 37).

The translator prefers the reading of the Burmese MSS.

vekha-missakena, and takes vekha to be a shortened form

of Sanskrit aveksha '

care,' a most ingenious way of getting

some meaning out of the word. Buddhaghosa, however,

gives a different explanation of it. His words are :

"
vegha-missakend ti bahabandhana - cakkabandhanadina

patisankharanena vegha-missakena."
The commentator evidently understood regha in the second

part of the sentence (as it stands in the text) in a meta-

phorical sense:
" marine ti jarasakatam viya vegha-missakena mail fie yapeti

arahatta-phala-veghanena catu-iriyapatha-kappanam hoti

nidasseti."

The word seems to be used metaphorically, however, in

the following verse, where vegha is an adjective:

1 See Academy, Oct. 4, 1884, No. 648.
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"Ye kho te vegha-missena nanatthena ca kammuna manusse

uparundhati pharusupakkama jana te pi tath' eva kiranti

\_*ic~\
na hi kammara panassati" (Thera-Gdthd, ed. Oldeuberg,

p. *0, 1. 143).

The learned editor offers no note of explanation beyond
the quotation from the commentary, (" regharnissena ti va-

rattakkhandhadina siladisu t^Atf-danena veghamissena ti pali

so ev' attho "), and refers to Dr. Rhys Davids's Buddhist

Suttas.

Looking for the present only to the interpretations of the

commentaries, it is evident that vegha is to be explained by
'

band,'
'
tie

'

(bandhana), or by
'
bit of leather,'

'

thong/

'strap,' etc. (varatta-kkhandadi}. According to Buddha-

ghosa, an old cart had to be kept from dropping to pieces

by lashing of the shafts and wheels with pieces of string,

rope, leather, etc. It seems to have been an ancient usage,

and still survives, if the following description of "Riding in

a Dak "
is to be relied on :

"It is interesting to see the nondescript vehicles crazy

concerns, with plank trucks, bamboo frames, and not a pin,

bolt, or scrap of iron about them, the pieces of the rickety

things all tied together icith ropes and strings. With a knife

we could in two minutes make one of them as complete
a ruin as Holmes' * One-horse Shay

' "
(Our New Way Round

the World, London, 1883, p. 129).

We cannot, I venture to think, explain vegha-missakena,

according to the Sumangala Vildsini, both literally and

metaphorically in one and the same passage without de-

stroying the balance of the whole sentence, and spoiling the

comparison intended by Buddha between an old cart and the

enfeebled body of an old man. The translation from the

Pali already quoted might be amended somewhat as follows :

"And just as an old cart, Ananda, is kept going by lash-

ings of ropes, etc., so methinks the (enfeebled) body of the

Tathagatha is only kept up (or supported) by bandages,

ligatures, etc."

The body of an old man would need some protection from

heat and cold, hence the use of a band/tana. The modern

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 4
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Hindus, for instance, protect their faces by the use of the

dhdthd-bdndhnd, the "dhatha" being (according to Bate's

Hindi Dictionary) "a handkerchief tied over the head

and ears."

But how about the curious form vegha ? "What are its

etymological connections ? With Dr. Davids, I unhesi-

tatingly adopt, for other reasons than his, the Burmese

reading vekha, or rather vekkha, and would refer it to San-

skrit veshka, 'a noose, lasso' (with lasso compare English

lace and lath). Bohtlingk and Roth give only two references

for the use of veshka (Qat. Br. iii. 8, 15, and Katy. Qr. vi.

5, 19). On referring to the second quotation, I find that the

commentator explains veshka by gald-veshtaka.

The change of shk to kkh is quite regular, cf. Sanskrit

nishka and Pali nikkha. Etymologically, vekkha is equivalent

to vinculum, and must be referred to the root vik
'
to bind/

preserved in Sanskrit vesht, Latin rincire, etc.

Professor Kern says :
" It seems to me somewhat doubtful

whether the Pali word vegha must be considered to repre-

sent a bad reading. So far as I am able to judge, vegha

is quite correct as to its form, and admits of a ready ex-

planation. I would venture to take it as the equivalent of

Sanskrit vighna,
'

difficulty, trouble,' so that the meaning of

the well-known passage in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta would

come to this :
'

just as an old cart moves with difficulty,

so does the body of Tathagata.' Mmakena is here used

adverbially, whereas veghamixsa in Thera-Gatha, as quoted

by Dr. R. Morris, is an adjective, meaning, if I am not

mistaken,
'

molesting, troublesome.'
" Instances of Sanskrit '

i
'

passing into Prakrit '

e,' es-

pecially in syllables which are long, naturally or by position,

are not wanting, e.g. Sanskrit dpida, but Prakrit and Pali

dvelo, dveld
; idrga becomes edisa, eriaa ; for Vifvab/iti, Vi^vd-

mitra, Vigvantara, Pali shows Vessabhu, Vessdmitta, Vessantara.

In Prakrit we find penda as a substitute to Sanskrit pinda,

and in one of the inscriptions at Barhut AnAdhapedika for

Andthapmilika. By a similar process Sanskrit vighna will

become viggha, veggha, vegha, or cigglia, vlyha, vegha. The
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change of the original vowel sound points to a tendency in

some dialects to pronounce the 'i' in the manner of the

English 'i,' e.g. in ship, and the Dutch short vowel in the

corresponding word schip, the plural of which is sounded

schepen, with a lengthened
'
e.'

"There are a few instances of a short 'i' passing into

e e.g. in Pali mahesi, Sanskrit rnahisthi, veha in vehdgamana.

The discussion of these cases would be superfluous, as throw-

ing no more light on the word in question.
" I have tried to show that the change of vighna into vegha

may have taken place according to well-established phonetic
rules. I am, however, not prepared to uphold the theory
that vegha is necessarily the remote offspring of vighna ; for,

in the language of the Zend-Avesta, we meet with voighna,

where the particle showed itself in Guna form. It is just

possible that, along with the form vighna, there existed in

some Indian dialect another veghna, which would correspond
to voighna, except in gender."
To this I replied that " If we were quite sure that vegha

has the sense of 'difficulty' or 'trouble' in the passages

already referred to, then Prof. Kern's suggestion would be

perfectly convincing. Pali has the word vigyha, which

Childers rightly refers to Sanskrit vighna : and it is quite

possible, too, for a prakritised variant vegha to have co-

existed along with viggha, for we have nekkha, as well as

nikkha (from 'niska'), and ihghdla and angara. But there

are one or two points that seem to militate against Prof.

Kern's theory that vegha-=.
1

difficulty.'

"1. The explanation of the two commentators quoted is

dead against it. Their interpretation, traditional though it

be, should count for something. My etymology is based

upon the remarks of the commentaries, and, if they are

wrong, my explanation and derivation fall to the ground.
I venture to think that '

binding
'

or '

obligatory
' would suit

the context of veghamissena better than '

troublesome.'

"2. The force and appropriateness of the comparison seem

to be spoiled by the use of vegha in the sense of '

difficulty
'

;

for would there not be a difficult// in keeping up or main-
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taining anything that was old and shaky ? Why should an

old cart be specially mentioned ? Why not an old bed, chair,

lamp, in fact anything old and rickety ?

"
It is possible to let the reading of the Sinhalese MSS.

stand as a variant of cekha or vekkha. Dr. Trenckner has

shown that Pali has such duplicates as lageti and laketi,

lagula and lakuta, chagana and chakana,
1

paligha and paKkha.

Why, then, may there not have been a vegha as well as a

vekha ?
2

Perhaps the form vegha was preferred to vekha be-

cause, as sacrifices were an abomination to the early Buddhists,

they would not be anxious to preserve that form of the

word which would remind them of its true origin and con-

nexion with sacrificial rites.

" Whether vegha. or cekha be the correct form, or whether

it is to be explained as '

difficult,' etc., must be left for those

more competent than myself to decide
;

but Prof. Kern's

explanation is valuable and suggestive ;
and he certainly

proves that a Pali form vegha is a representative of Sanskrit

vighna."

VERAMBA.

Veramba-vata seems to mean 'a strong sharp cutting wind'

(see Jat. iii. pp. 255, 256, 484; Thera-Gatha, vv. 597, 598).

The Jataka contains a story of a conceited vulture that

flew beyond its proper range, and passing through the black-

wind, got under the influence of the veramba-wind and was

reduced to atoms (see Dhammapada, p. 163). A variant

reading gives verambha. The root seems to be rambh or

lanibh 'to roar, bellow,' cf. Sk. rambhd 'lowing.'

SADDHA.

At p. 84 of the " Journal of the Pali Text Society," for

1883, Mr. Bendall requests his readers "to cite any further

authority for saddha=graddha
"

that they may come across.

1
Cf. Pali laMra (not in Childers)

' a chain attached to a well,' with MarathJ
Inngara (Mil. P. p. 378).

- The literary Prakrits have mekha for meyha, and Marathi has regha for

rekha, showing that gh and kh were unstable sounds, not accurately discriminated,
and showing a tendency to pass into h.
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The following instance is from Prof. Carpenter's transcript

of the Ambattha-Sutta (i. 27, 28) :

"
Api nu nam brahmana

bhojeyyum saddhe va thalipake va yanne va pahune va ti."

Mr. Bendall says (Journal, p. 80) that " there must have

existed a various reading for the words pamuncantu saddham."

We find this in the Parayana-Sutta of the Sutta-Nipata, v. 23 :

" Yatha ahu Vakkali muttasaddho

Evam eva tvam pi pamuncayassu saddham"

which is thus translated by Prof. Fausboll in " Sacred Books

of the East," vol. x. p. 213 :

" As Yakkali was delivered by
faith, so shalt thou let faith deliver thee."

Muttasaddha does not usually mean " delivered by faith
"

;

that is expressed by saddhd-vimutta.

Dr. Rhys Davids has another rendering of this passage in

his " Hibbert Lectures/' p. 173.

SANKUTIKA OR SANKUTITA.

Sankutika, not in Childers, occurs in Jat. ii. p. 68, in the

sense of 'cowering, squatting with knees up to the nose,

doubled up with cold.' In Jataka, ii. p. 225, we find

sankutito nipajji, where a various reading has sa[n~\kutiko for

sahkutiko.

Buddhaghosa, in his comments on bhdkutika bhakutika, has

sankutita 'puckered, drawn up.' Sankutika seems to be

correct, and may be compared with ukkutika '

crouching,

squatting on the haunches,' cf. "patikutito patisakki" (Culla-

vagga, vii. 3, 12).

SAMBADHA.
"Ekacca apagatavattha pakatabhibhaccha-sflwia^/?a#/m?m

(Jat. i. p. 61).

Professor Rhys Davids (Jataka, Eng. Trans, p. 81) trans-

lates the foregoing passage as follows :

" Some with their

dress in disorder plainly revealed as mere horrible sources

of mental distress." But sambadhatthana signifies
'

private

parts,' cf. sambddha = muttakarana (Suttavibhanga, ii. p. 260,

Pac. ii. 2), pudendum muliebre, Sk. sambddhana. It also

occurs in Mahavagga, vi. 22. 1-3
; Cullavagga, v. 27. 4.
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HIRAHIRAM.

Hirahiram karoti signifies 'to cut into strips.' In Jat. i. p. 9,
"
muiija-tinam hirahiram katva

"= '

making (three) strips or

strings out of (the fibre of) muiija-grass
'

as a girdle for the

bark-dress of an ascetic.

In Dham. p. 176, it seems to mean ' to ribbons, to strips.'

Childers gives no etymology. Can it be referred to a Sk.

hira= '

strip, band,' cf. Sk. hira=mekhald ?

HURAM.

For huram in the phrase
" idha va huram va

"
(Kh. 7

;

Dham. 4) various etymologies have been proposed.

Prof. Fausboll (Dhammapada, p. 409) suggests svaram.

Prof. Kern, according to Childers, ingeniously refers it to

Sk. aparam. Neither of these explanations accounts for the

initial /?, which here seems to be organic, and therefore

unlike the h in hetatn and hcva, that ought to be written

h* etrnn and h' eva.

The editor of the Dhammapada renders huram by
'

illic,'

and he is no doubt right as far as the mere sense goes, for it

is opposed to idha 'here, in this world'
;
and the phrase "idha

. . . huram" is equivalent to "idha . . . pecca" "idha . . .

paraloke."
l

As paramhi is so often opposed to idha in the sense of
' in the other world,' it seems very doubtful whether huram

can be a prakritised form of aparam. It would not be an

easy matter to quote any passage in Pali where apara has

reference to the other or next world.

Huram is a rare form occurring only, as far as we know,
in the poetical books, and may after all be an archaic term.

Can it be referred to Sk. hurnk (hiruk), a weakened form of

an original hiirak ' out of sight, away.' Cf . Sk. tiriyak and
mandk with Pali tinyam and manam.

1 In our own language
' here and there

'
are used to denote ' this world and the

next
'

; cf. Hymns Ancient and Modern (225) :

" Brief life is here our portion,

The tearless life is there."
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HURAHURAM.
Hurahuram has generally been connected with the fore-

going huram. It occurs in v. 334 of the Dhammapada :

"
Manujassa pamattacarino tanha vadclhati raaluva viya

so palavati hurahuram phalam iccham va vanasmim va-

naro."

Prof. Fausboll renders this as follows :

"Hominis socorditer viventis libido increscit maluva velut,

is currit hue et illuc fructum desiderans sicut in sylva simia."

Prof. Max Miiller renders it thus :

"The thirst of a thoughtless man grows like a creeper;

he runs from life to fife, like a monkey seeking fruit in the

forest." L

Gray's version is nearly the same, and he translates hurd-

huram by
' from one existence to another.'

The only authority for the renderings 'from life to life,' etc.,

is the commentator's explanation bhave bhave (in various

rounds of re-birth). But this phrase is comparatively a

late one, cf. "Das'ime . . . kayanugata dhamma bhave bhace

anudhavanti" (Mil. Paiiha, p. 253). In the older books too

the term sandhacati is usually employed for samsarati (see

Sept Suttas Palis, p. 21).

Prof. Kern looks upon hurahuram as another form of Sk.

aparasparam, which we find in Pali as apardparam, frequently

used with verbs of motion in the sense of * on and on,'
*

continuously.' But, as Childers remarks, there are very

great difficulties in the way of this identification. Objection
too must be taken to Childers' comparison of hurdh/ruram

with phaldphalam, since we have no proof that hura was

ever employed as a noun in the sense of ' birth
'
or '

re-birth.'

If huram be an adverb, meaning
*

yonder/ then huram

huram like
'

styham styham might become hurahuram, the

nasal vowel being replaced by a long one, as in siha for

simha and sdrambha for samrambha. It is not very clear,

however, that huram, in the phrase
" idha rd huram va," has

any etymological connection with hurahuram.

1 In the first edition Prof. Max Miiller translates hur by
' hither and thither.'
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The simile in v. 334 of the Dhammapada does not quite

bear out the explanation of 'from birth to birth,' or 'in

various births.' The monkey in seeking for fruit in a forest

does not run on continually from one state of life to another,

but he does run about eagerly, excitedly, and restlessly

from place to place intent on getting something to eat and

on satisfying the cravings of hunger.

The desire or lust of one who lives thoughtlessly increases

in this world and causes him to go about eagerly and

hankeringly in search of that, and that alone, which shall

satisfy his desire
;
and we note too that in verses 333, 334,

' loke
'

occurs with reference to tanhd.

We may of course apply the term '

running
'

metaphori-

cally to the thoughtof the careless liver, cf. "cittam vidhai-ati

ekaggatam na labhati" (Jat. i. p. 7). A good illustration

of tanhd causing people to run about eagerly in this life is

contained in Jat. ii. No. 260,
" ime satta udaraduta ianlid

vasena vicaranti; tanhd ca ime satte vicdreti." The whole

story is an excellent comment upon the word now under

consideration.

The meaning of hitrdhuram might be explained by 'far

and wide/ corresponding to an older uram uram, with in-

organic h ; but it is far more probable that it is of the same

origin as the Marathi ^"^FT! 'regretting, uneasy hankering,'
and signifies

'

eagerly, hankeringly.'

ALLUSIONS TO JATAKA STORIES IN MANU.

In Manu, bk. iv. verses 30, 192, and 197, we have allusions to

the crane and cat as symbols of cruelty and craft, taken, doubt-

less, from two well-known old Hindu tales. The story of the

crane is the Baka Jdtaka, No. 38, i. 220. See Eng. transla-

tion by Dr. Rhys Davids, pp. 317-321
;
that of the cat is

the Bildra Jdtaka, No. 129, Fausboll, i. p. 460.

There is also a reference to the cat in Manu iv. 195 :

"
Dharmadhvajo sada Iubdha9chadmiko lokadambhakah.

vaidalavratiko jneyo himsrah. sarvabhisandhakah."

Dr. Hopkins notes that Medhatithi, one of the com-
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mentators on Manu, says that some read the following

verse from the fourth book of the Mahabharata :

"
Yasya dharmadhvajo nityam suradhvaja ivo 'cchritah

prachannani ca papani vaidalam nama tad vratara iti."

With the foregoing we may compare the following verse

from the Bilara Jataka :

" Yo ve dhammadhajam katva nigulho papam acare

vissasayitva bhutani bilaram nama tarn vatan ti."

ONOMATOPOEIAS.
In Jat. iii. p. 223, we find the curious onomatopoeia ahuha-

liya 'a roar of laughter/ cf. Sk. halahala 'a shout'
;

hulahu.ll

' a joyful shout, or exclamation.'

Another word of this kind is dadddbha and dabhakka (Jat.

iii. p. 76)
' the pattering sound made by the falling of a bilva

fruit on the leaves of a palm-tree,' hence the denom. dadda-

bhdyati (Ib. p. 77). Perhaps the ^dabh 'to deceive' has

some connection with it
;

cf. Marathi dhab-dltaba ' used of

the sound of water dashing down from a height, of heavy
bodies falling rapidly.'

Kinakindyati kinikindyati 'to ring like small bells' (kin-

kini], see Jat. iii. p. 315.

Surusura, Grogerly says,
'

sucking up food
'

; Childers,
' a word imitative of the sound made when curry or rice is

eaten hastily/ but gives no reference (see Pat. 22
; Sekkhiya

Dharnma, 51
; Vinaya Texts, part i. p. 65). In the Sutta-

vibhanga, ii. p. 197, it is used to represent the sound made in

drinking milk.

Kili ' a splashing sound '

(Jat. ii. p. 363
;
Jat. iii. p. 225) ;

4 a tinkling sound '

(Jat. ii. p. 397). Cf. Sk. kilakila
' a sound

expressing joy.'

Capu capu is used to express 'grunting at stool' (see

Khudda Sikkha, xvi. 5, p. 98) ; 'smacking the lips' (Pat.

50th Sekkhiya Dhamma).

Ghtirughurayati
'

snoring like a pig
'

(Jat. iii. p. 538).

Cf. murumura ' a crunching sound in eating raw flesh
'

(Jat.

i. p. 461) ;
whence the denominatives murumurapeti, muru-

murupeti (Jat. iii. p. 134).

Hukku ' the noise made by a jackal' (Jat. iii. p. 113). Cf.
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Marathi hiiki, hukki, ttuka 'the cry of the jackal.' Hindi

hukhitka 'sobbing, crying.'

Kiki, sound made by monkeys (Jat. ii. p. 71).

Khatakhnta,
' a noisy sound, chattering

'

(Mahavagga,
v. 63). The translators of the Vinaya Texts render it

1 harsh tones.' Cf. Sk. khatakhulaya,
'
to spring or issue

forth with a noise.' Marathi khatkhata,
'

fuss, bother,

altercation, chattering.'

Tfrf/gii,
' a sweet sound made by a young peacock

'

(Jat. ii.

p. 439).
1

PARROTS AND HILL-PADDY.
" The parrots brought nine thousand loads of hill-paddy,

which was picked out by rats" (Dipavamsa, vi. 1 1, pp. 4 J, 147).

On parrots furnishing
'

hill-paddy/ see Jat. i. pp. 325, 3'~
)

7,

Mahavani. p. '22.

TRACES OF JATAKA TALES IX THE PANJAB.

In the story of " Raja Rasalu" in R. C. Temple's
LEGENDS OK THE PANJAB (p. 45), we have a very interesting

and curious variant of the SurannakaRkata Jataka (Jat.

iii. p. 293), in which a scorpion takes the place of the croir,

and a hedgehog that of the crab in the Pali story. The

hedgehog kills both the scorpion (Kalir) and the serpent

(Talir). See Folk-Lore Journal, vol. iii. pt. 1, p. 243.

In WIDE-AWAKE STORIES we find a very inferior variant

of the Vanarinda Jataka (Jat. i. p. 278) under the title of

"The Jackal and the Crocodile." In the Pali story it

is a monkey that outwits the crocodile. In the story of

"The Jackal and the Partridge" we have a variant

of the Sm'nsumara Jdtaka (Jat. ii. p. 158). In the Panjabi

legend the crocodile is outwitted by the partridge telling

the crocodile that " the jackal is not such a fool as to take

his life with him on these little excursions; he leaves it at

home locked up in the cupboard." In the Jataka tale it

is the monkey that pretends that it has left its heart behind,

hanging on an udumbara tree.

1 Cbilders has no instances of kujat\-=patadati (Jat. ii. p. 439, v. 130).



ON THE REVISED VERSION OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT. By BESJAMIX DAWSOV, Baa, B.A.

^ P^ar nrf fcftry flfc fHMtfttml Sedetym Tni*yt Jfkrs* , IMS.

THE Revised Version of the Old Testament win, it is said, be

published immediately after Easter ; it will doubtless engross
attention. The prevent therefore srcms to be a convenient

time for
"
taking stock," to ose a rommmiil phrase, of die

Revised Version of the New Testament. The R. V. has

been attacked from so many quarters, and on so many
grounds, by critics of so many different schools, that there

appears tome some danger of correct notions of proportion

being lost, with perhaps the lamentable result that R.V.

should hold a false position in public estimation. I propose
therefore this evening to make a few remarks on the excel-

lences and defects of R.V. from a linguistic point of view,

drawing my examples almost entirely from The Ad* oftke

Apostle*, and chiefly from chapter xviL Setting -aridr all

passages involving doctrinal questions and disputes, the fol-

lowing proposition may be laid down: The correctness of 2LV.

as a translation has been of gradual growth, the result of the

elimination of previous errors; it therefore follows that it is

the most correct T^ngliah rendering of the Greek original

TTL:::. ^~
possess.

Firstly, then, let me direct your attention to Acts xviL 11,

0W&9swvjaarrqwTwr96faMsAsMJm> The coarse

of the narrative is plain MM! simple. The f*A**r leises of

the chapter report the disturbance created by the preaching:

of Paul at Tnessalonica ; and the attack made by a party
of Jews with the mob upon Jason's honae, where Paul and

Silas had taken refuge. The apostles, however, csftiprd

capture, and were sent off by night to Berea; and in the

most natural manure- v. 11 proceeds to compare the Jews of

the two places. But, oddly enough, this simple passage seem*

to have been misunderstood by Tyndale and Cranmer,as well

as by Luther. By an error in translating: they give ns tins

somewhat i?""p'*f"Mail'fc dtistiiirtiim of the
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" These were the noblest of byrthe amonge them of Thessa-

lonica," "Denn sie waren die Edelsten unter denen zu

Thessalonich
"

;
as if the Jews of Thessalonica were being

described, not those of Berea. The mistake is not made in

the Genevan " These were more worthy men then they

which were at Thessalonica," nor in the Rheims version.

Modifying A.V. slightly, R.V. now gives us " Now these

were more noble than those in Thessalonica." How the

course of the narrative was so misunderstood, I cannot

explain ;
the error, as a matter of translation, is easily

detected. It consisted in the extraordinary blunder of mis-

taking the genitive of comparison for the partitive genitive,

notwithstanding the absence of the definite article.

This passage is an example of greater accuracy in transla-

tion in A.V. than in some previous versions. The next

shows us R.V. correcting one of A. V.'s mistranslations.

Acts xvii. 14, EvOews Be rore TOV Uav\ov e%aTre<rrei\av 01

a8e\,(j)ol iropeveadat, 005 eVt Ti]V 6a\.ao-<rav, "And then immedi-

ately the brethren sent away Paul to go as it were to the

sea." In thus rendering this sentence A.V. has followed the

versions of Tyndale, Cranmer, and Geneva, and has been

itself reproduced in " comme pour aller du cote de la mer."

It is a curious fact, which I may mention in passing, that

in the argument or "heading" to the chapter, there is

evidently some mistake. It runs as follows,
"

v. 13 Being

persecuted at Thessalonica, 15 he cometh to Athens" which

seems almost to imply that Paul was supposed to have re-

turned to Thessalonica from Berea; whereas the narrative

plainly tells us that he went by night from Thessalonica to

Berea, from Berea to the sea, and so to Athens. In

Bagster's Comprehensive Bible the "heading" is slightly

changed into,
"
Being persecuted by Jews from Thessalonica,

13-15
;
he cometh to Athens." The Commentators have much,

to say on this &>9 eVt rrjv QdXacrcrav (Acts xvii. 14), and some

of their comments are very interesting. In Scott's Com-

mentary we find this note :

"They therefore conducted him towards the sea-coast, that it

might be supposed lie was about to embark for Asia."
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Dr. Adam Clarke in his Commentary says :

" This passage is generally understood to mean that the disciples

took Paul towards the sea, as if he had intended to embark, and

return to Troas, but with the real design to go to Athens. But it

is more likely that his conductors, in order to his greater safety,

left the public or more frequented road, and took him coastwise to

Athens. Or, by taking a vessel at that part of the sea nearest to

Berea, they may have coasted it to Athens, which was quite a

possible case
; and, as we do not hear of his stopping at any place

on his journey to preach, it is very probable that he went by sea

to this city. Though sleights and feints may be allowable in cases

of life and death, yet there does not appear an absolute necessity

for any in this case. And, as the text does not necessarily point

any out, so we need not have recourse to any. I take it for

granted, therefore, that Paul went by sea to Athens."

Now it seems almost a pity to spoil such an interesting

argument, but the fact is that the erroneous translation of

&><? by "as it were" has caused all the difficulty. The right

sense is given by Wyclif, translating from the Vulgate, and

by Luther "dass er ging bis an das Meer," also \>y the

Rheims "
to go unto the sea," and finally by R. V. "

to go
as far as to the sea." The mistake in translation consisted

in taking to? separately as a conjunction or adverb, instead of

joining it closely with ITTI and its ace. rrjv OaXacra-av. This

ft>? eVt idiom is illustrated in Liddell and Scott's Lexicon and

Jelf's Greek Grammar, and the meaning in this particular

passage is conclusively established by Dean Alford (1861).

All fear of any recurrence of the mistake is done away with

by the fact that the Revisers have removed <? to the

Margin, and transferred e&>? to the Text. Before leaving
this part of my subject, the disappearance of erroneous

translations from R.Y., I may mention the correction of the

rendering of the well-known phrase, occurring three times

(Matt. v. 21, 27, and 33), "It hath been said by them of

old time
" A.Y. The Marginal rendering

"
to them " shows

us that the "
tyrant majority

"
of that Company must have

carried their point against the better Greek scholars of the

minority. The words are eppedrj rot? ap^alotf, clearly the

dative of the recipient, the gen. with VTTO would have given
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the agent. Now R.V. agrees with Wyclif, and Tyndale, and

Luther, in verses 21 and 33,
" Ye have heard that it was

said to them of old time," but differs in v. 27 by omitting
the phrase

"
to them of old time."

Although v. 6 distinctly states that "Jason and certain

brethren
" were taken before the magistrates after the attack

upon his house, in v. 9 A.V. tells us that they were let go
after security was taken " of Jason and of the other

"
;
as if

security was required from Jason and one other only. The

Greek KOL rwv XOCTTWV is rightly rendered in R.V. " and the

rest." There is no question here of mistranslation in A.Y.
;

the plural must have been intended. Some commentators

ingeniously, but erroneously, supply brethren from v. 6
; by

this rough and ready process they convey the right sense,

but grammatically speaking in the wrong way, because "
the

other" seems to be used substantively, not adjectively, in

this passage. But why does the A.V. read "
of the other"

if it means of the others ? It is a question of the history of

the word other, and its modern pi. others. Maetzner (iii. 280)

quotes from A.Y. to prove the existence of the pi. others.

In Cruden's Concordance there are forty-seven references for

the pi. others used as a substantive, against ten where the pi.

is other. Maetzner would have better shown the date of the

pi. others by quoting from the Rheims Version, which was

published twenty-nine years before A.V., and is much more

modern in its style. The A.V. ought to be considered

proof for the early part of the sixteenth rather than of

the seventeenth century. But to return to the passage in

question. The old pi.
"
the other(e]

" was retained from

Tyndale, Cranmer, and Genevan in this v. 9, although the

newer pi. others was introduced into verses 32 and 34 of this

same chapter. Why was it retained ? It is clear that other

might be used as an old-fashioned plural ;
but that others

was the customary plural of other when used substantively in

1611, is proved by A.V. itself, in which others occurs

much more frequently than other, as well as by its frequent
use in Shakspere and Spenser. "When Maetzner quotes
A.V. as authority for pi. others, he merely does not give
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us .the earliest example of its use which might be easily

found
;

hut if a grammarian quotes A.V. for pi. other, he

thoroughly misleads the inquirer. And this, it appears to

me, is a point which has been lost sight of. The A.V. is an

authority when it initiates, but when it retains unaltered the

words or phrases of earlier versions, it is no authority at all

for its date, and cannot fail to mislead. If therefore it is

used at all as an authority for grammatical forms (which is

natural, being so convenient and accessible as a book of

reference), it ought to be used with great caution.

In R.V. clearness has been greatly promoted by small

changes made with excellent effect in very many passages.

As examples may be cited, Acts vi. 14 " which Moses

delivered unto us," for "delivered us" A.Y., showing the

dative
;
Acts vii. 4 the substitution of " God "

for " he
"

(without Capital) of A.V. removes a momentary ambiguity ;

Acts xvi. 16, the "As we were going to the place of prayer"
of R.V. prepares the reader for the encounter in the streets

better than A.V.'s " As we went to prayer." And, returning

to our chapter (Acts xvii.), it might well be suggested that

v. 6 might have been improved on the same principle. As

the Apostles were not present, the "
these

"
of A.V. might

well have been changed into the men or those men, as a

rendering of ot . . . ovrot.

The passages hitherto cited have gone to prove the

superiority of R.V. to other versions in regard to the very

important point, correctness of rendering, and to establish

my proposition that it is the most correct English translation.

The remaining passages will tend to show how much remains

to be desired. Some of these matters one might think it

almost reasonable to hope may be attended to
;
others again

are doubtless "
past praying for."

Canon Kennedy, in 1882, published his Ely Lectures on

the Revised Version. On p. ^5 he says, "Its faults (for what

human work is faultless ?) should be noted with a view to

correction." In that spirit my few Notes have been made.

Nor need any one fear being accused of carping at insignifi-

cant trifles, seeing that Dr. Scrivener in his Authorized
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Edition of the Bible (1611), published in the autumn of 1884,

at the Camb. Univ. Press, amongst other interesting and

exhaustive details on the grammar of A.V., devotes about a

dozen lines (p. 113) to the question whether the interjection

should be spelt with or without h, when going before

a vocative case, and when preceding an optative sentence.

Firstly, then, it may be objected that R.Y. has not acted

consistently with respect to modernizing grammatical forms.

We have seen that in Acts xvii. 9 the other of A.V. has been

assimilated in R.Y. to the others of xvii. 32, 34
;
but in other

passages A.Y.'s "
the other

"
has been retained as a rendering

of ol Se, and of aXX^Xoy?. Now Dr. Scrivener (p. 87, n. 1),

speaking of "other" remarks, "that antiquated plural is

very common in our version." If "antiquated" in 1611,

what must it be in 1881 ! Again, in Acts xvii. 18, ol Se

following Tfci>e9 is translated by other some in A.Y., and the

phrase is entered as a curiosity by Dr. Richard Morris, Eng.

Accidence, 244. Here, again, we have R.Y. retaining the

antiquated phrase other some, when others or some others were

ready to their hands ! Surely what Dr. Scrivener (p. 115)

says, when speaking of the A.Y. with respect to the use of

capitals, may be applied to his company of revisers here and

elsewhere,
" But indeed the practice of our Translators in

this matter is little more consistent than in certain others."

Dr. Scrivener (p. 104) seems to consider that you was intended

as a nominative, a Subject, in such phrases as, Build you,

Num. xxxii. 24
;
Wash you, Isa. i. 16

; Get you, Zech. vi. 7
;

Turn you, Zech. ix. 12. Others explain all these as Com-

plements, in the dat. or ace., as the case may be. But

whether Dr. Scrivener's explanation is correct, or the other,

though of very great importance with respect to A.Y., on

which he has treated so exhaustively, has no bearing on this

evening's subject, the R.Y. Is you nominative or not in

(1 Cor. xiv. 18)
" I speak with tongues more than you all

"
?

If it is nom., it is the only nom. you I have met with in

R.Y. If you is not nominative, the phrase does not match

with " than they," which occurs three times (1 Cor. xv. 10
;

Rom. iii. 9
;

Heb. i. 4). In a former paper I ventured to
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hope that the you in this passage was merely a misprint, but

the remarks on you (p. 104) make this explanation doubtful.

By the help of Dr. Scrivener's notes on an hundred (p. 107)
I have found one solitary exception in modern editions of

A.Y. to the rule of an hundred; a hundred occurs in Isa.

xxxvii. 36.

In some of the minor changes made in R.Y. it is difficult

to realize the point of view of the "
tyrant majority." Take

for instance Acts xii. 10, "They came unto the iron gate that

leadeth unto the city ;
which opened to them of his own ac-

cord" A.Y. Here R.Y. changes his into its, thus seeming to

recognize the fact that his in A.Y. was the genitive singular

neuter as well as masculine. On the same principle his be-

comes its in Matt. xii. 33 and Luke vi. 44. But a different

mode of treatment is adopted with respect to A.Y.'s " When
his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves," Matt.

xxiv. 32, and " When her branch is yet tender, and putteth
forth leaves," Mark xiii. 28. These two passages (the Greek

is almost identical, not quite) are assimilated in R.Y. "When
her branch is now become tender, and putteth forth its

leaves." Here we seem to have Personification, the fig-tree

is made a she, and one of her branches an it
; yet in Mark

xi. 13 the fig-tree is spoken of as it (in R.Y. as well as in

A.Y.), and in Rev. xxii. 2 A.Y.'s her is changed to its in

reference to
" the tree of life." But why should the fig-

tree be personified in these two passages ? Tyndale wrote

"his" (its not then existing), Wyclif "his"; but R.Y. gives

us "her." Has the love of Personification so increased as

to make this desirable in a Yictorian Revision ? In Acts

xvii. 26 R.Y. gives us "for to dwell," Acts v. 31 "for

to give," Acts viii. 27 " for to worship
"

;
in Acts xx. 30

"your own selves"; in Acts viii. 36 " unto a certain water."

In Acts xvii. 27 A.Y.'s subjunctive
"
though he be

"
is

turned into an indicative, although there is perhaps no more

striking characteristic of an antiquated style (which R.Y.

rightly affects) than the frequent use of the subjunctive

mood. Such inconsistencies as these must be looked to by
the Revisers, if they do not wish to lay themselves open to

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 5
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the charge of want of consistency which Dr. Scrivener

brings, and justly, against A.V.

On matters of taste, on the other hand, differences

of opinion will continue. Some like English begin better

than French hissing commence
;

some prefer plain love

to the sneeze-suggesting charity ;
"and so ad infinitum"

On such matters it is useless to speak. But as an ex-

planation of the want of enthusiasm in favour of R.V.,

notwithstanding its superior correctness and its greater

clearness, I will mention two points connected with the

Esthetics of Translation in which it fails to approach the

beau ideal.

1st. The order of words. What an English sentence have

we in Acts iii. 26 !
" Unto you first God, having raised up

his Son Jesus, sent him to bless you, in turning away every

one of you from his iniquities," A.V. The order is the exact

Greek order
;
and it is retained in R.Y. Here, perhaps, it may

be said, the sentence is not an easy one to manage, and the

wisest course R.V. could adopt was to let A.Y. alone. Let

it be so ; although it must be conceded that the same sen-

tence may be a worse sentence now than it was formerly,

because sentences have grown shorter of late years, and

now-a-days two short sentences are thought better than one

long one. But in Acts iv. 21, R.Y. gives us a different order

from A.Y., and as some think a worse order worse for two

reasons, (a) It is the Greek order and (should not this be

the canon?) good Greek order bad English order, (b) By
giving such prominence to the "they" R.Y. seems to indicate

the Apostles, the central figures in the scene, so that the

momentary thought in the mind on beginning the verse is

that the Apostles are referred to. This confusion is avoided

by A.Y. Acts xv. 30 gives another example of A.Y/s

order being changed for the worse.

The second point provokingly disappointing in R.V. is the

frequent sacrifice of picturesqueness of phrase (a peculiar

feature in A.V.) for mere verbal accuracy. Look, for in-

stance, at Acts xvii. 32,
" We will hear thee again of this

matter"= aKovaofieBd <rov ird\iv irepl TOVTOV (close enough
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surely with its italicised matter) ;
this has become in R.V.

"We will hear thee concerning this yet again," the Greek

being aicovcrofAedd crov irepl rovrov /ecu iraXiv. Here we have

a simple example of what it seems to me is the great fault of

R.V. The life, the vigour, the animation, the picturesqueness

of the old translators, these are dwindling away beneath the

incubus of a Company's majority, which aims at a word-for-

word, representation of the original; a representation which

can scarcely be called Translation, it is not Transliteration,

it needs a new word to designate it, Transverbation.

In a paper printed in our Society's Proceedings, Dec. 10th,

1852, recently brought to light once more by the publication

of the General Index, Mr. Watts assigns to Coverdale the

invention or creation of-^the phrase "God save the King."
What will be the fate of this happy phrase in R.V. of Old

Testament ? In 1 Sam. x. 24, for instance, will Let the King
lice be promoted from the Margin to the Text ? Will the

Old Testament Company of Revisers consider that Coverdale

had a right to make the Subject "King" into a Complement,
and to introduce a Subject not found in the Hebrew text ?

I live in fear, but console myself with the reflection that

their power does not extend to the National Anthem, where

Coverdale will still reign supreme with his " God save the

Queen," despite of the "
Vivat Regina

"
of the play-bills, or

the " Let the King live
"

of the Margin. Mr. Watts further

claims for Coverdale the glory of the invention of the phrase
which occurs in Psalm xc. 10 "threescore years and ten."

What will our revisers do with this phrase, so full of beauty,
so rhythmical, so suggestive of the long and weary pilgrim-

age of life ? Will they substitute for it plain Seventy, as the

Hebrew text and the Margin would justify ? In Acts vii.

14 "threescore and fifteen souls" has been retained in R.V.

There is no fear of mistranslation in R.V. I have shown

that where A.V. has corrected error, R.V. has adopted the

correction
;
where A.Y. itself has erred, R.V. has corrected.

But we shall look in vain for new and original examples
of such word-painting as " threescore years and ten

"
in

any translation made like A.Y. and R.Y. We have, there-
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fore, nothing to look forward to but the gradual formation

of a kind of dead level of correctness, with all faults and

all beauties too polished away by cold-blooded aim at Dry-
asdust precision.

Note. The quotations (except A.V.) are taken from The English Hexapla.

(Samuel Bagster and Sons, 1841.)

V. TITIN. A STUDY OF CHILD LANGUAGE.
By Sr. D. A. MACHADO Y ALVAREZ, of Seville.

[ Translated from the Spanish by the Rev. WALTER GREGOR, Pitsligo, with the

help of the Author.]

Trrix is the name of my youngest son
; high priest, he bap-

tized himself, calling himself Titin, parodying the name by
which he was baptized Joaquin, in memory of his maternal

uncle and of the day on which he was born. He calls

himself Titin, his uncles call him Titin, his mother and his

little brothers call him Titin, and Titin we all call him

How has the word Joaquin been turned into Titin ? What

analogy is there between the phonetic elements of the two

words ? By what process have the aspirated j and q or the

hard c (the Greek K) passed into the dental t ? What is the

extraordinary reduction of the diphthong oa into the first i of

Titin ? From the utterance of the infant, who is a savant,

because he is the faithful representative of nature, that teaches

us through him, his father, who is an ignoramus, that

represents the tiresome and useless accomplishments of a

conventional and deficient culture, has formed an hypothesis
which I wish to communicate, if the confutation of the

gravest errors which it contains could throw any light upon
what I consider the still obscure problem of the formation

of child-language, and of the infinite series of unintelligible

words, preserved at present with such scrupulous fidelity and

attention by mythographs and philologists of all countries.

The language of children, as all language, as everything,

is not formed in a moment, as Genesis tells us light was

formed, 11K TV u Let there be light, and there was light."
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Child-language is formed by a series of growths and trans-

formations, internal and external, which are, as the stages of

all growth, slow and imperceptible. Already in the cry,

with which the child salutes its entrance into the world,

which is the simple result of the change of temperature it

suffers on emerging from the warm abode in which it was

into the free air, are the germs of human language. From
that first cry of pain to the age of three years or thereabouts,

the child forms for itself its first vocabulary, a complete

language ;
from that moment to that age it will be necessary

to watch it without interruption every moment, and to go on

carefully marking all the sounds and all the articulations it

gives forth. In them philologists and students of phonetics
will meet with most important materials for their studies,

and perhaps the key to open important problems. For that

undertaking, without doubt, is required a series of very special

conditions time, patience, love for the work, education both

of the ear and the voice, and modes of writing capable of

preserving and of being able to reproduce what has been

heard.

According to my imperfect observations, or, it may be,

the fancies that I have fdrmed on them, beyond the crying
and the first wailings, a union of sounds and perhaps of very

light articulations, which I cannot decipher or distinguish,

comes for three or four months, the classic one of aj . . . joo,

with which the mother, the scholar of the infant, encourages
it to complete the effort to which nature calls it. The first

indication by which the first perceptible germ of human

language is shown is, then, not what we call a vowel or a

consonant, or a monosyllable. That interesting sound, which

has no recognized signification we know of, and has no other

origin than the desire of the mother to help the natural

attempts of the child to pronounce it, it is not possible to

discuss with fit linguistic knowledge. It may be allowed us

to call attention to the strong guttural character (Greek %)
of the first consonant employed, and to the a which precedes

it, and to the 6 which terminates it. From the a to the 6

there is a real scale of sounds and an infinity of inappreciable
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shades of sound bound by the guttural which serves as the

connecting link. Before pronouncing the aj . . . Joo, which

the mother says to it, the child has repeated a thousand

times something that may perhaps be represented by an

ah . . . h6o, ag . . goo. The aj . . joo, which is, if not the

first, one of the first of the elegancies of the acquisitions

habilidades (artificial works) of the child, is for me a datum

which leads me to think that the organism does not produce

in the first stage of life those phonic phenomena which we

call vowels and consonants. In children, at least in my own,

I have noticed sounds which I might call gutfuratizations,

as a kind of ghghgh-gghgghggh, at the end of which I believe

I always heard, as it were, the sound of a vowel. There is

in all these gutturalizations something analogous to the

steps expressed by the Arabic letters, which Glaire in his

grammar calls , ~, ~ (which here we call j'd) and c,

and something resembling also the .ZEolic F. Be that as

it may, it appears that the gutturals are the first letters

that are formed in the first months of infant life
; guttural

letters or forced sounds (esfuerzos), I do not know whether

instinctive or voluntary, conscious or unconscious, which

prepare the vocal organs for the performance of their com-

plicated functions. After these first manifestations, which

have something of the grunt, more or less plain, of certain

mammals
;
which appear movements rather of a reflex than

conscious kind, and under which at times the plexus of

phonetic elements seem to show themselves, which have to be

one day words with a fixed value, such as aghua-agua, succeeds

a second period, which commonly begins at ten or twelve

months.

At that age or somewhat later, according to the degree of

development, children begin to pronounce isolated mono-

syllables of a labial kind
; pa-pa, ma-ma, and sometimes me

or pe occupies a longer or shorter period in which one is

wearied making observations without noting any progress.
The child appears a torpid scholar that makes no effort to

join syllables. This seems to be the period of monosyllabic
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language ; pa and ma, and ta and te, which come after the

teeth are formed, sound clearly, distinctly, with precision, as

certain notes and syllables of parrots.

The employment of the monosyllabic labials pa, ma, ba,

the last of which is the origin of the infantile sport, which

consists in the mother or nurse giving little slaps on the

mouth with the palm of the hand, making it say, ba baa baaa

baaa baa baaa, and the dentals id or te is followed by the

pronunciation of other consonants, whose order of appear-

ance we have neither sufficient power nor patience to observe
1

.

In that period, or from the age of eighteen months (onwards)

they begin, not merely to pronounce a few more consonants

than those indicated (b, p, m, t), but to repeat monosyllables

by joining them, e.g. papa mama tata.

My son Pepe, at the age of twenty months, spoke the

following words :

1. papa. 9. fo.

2. mama. 10. osa.

3. tete. 11. oncha.

4. tata. 12. pa.

5. eche. 13. ma.
'

6. omo. 14. apa.

7. oche. 15. uchacha.

8. fa. 16. aba.

On these sixteen words, which formed, with the exception

of a slight omission, the vocabulary of my son Pepe, at the

age of twenty months, I have only the following observa-

tions to make : by fo he meant to say flor ; by tata, bota
;

uchacha, muchacha
; aba, agua ; pa, pan ; Ocha, Oncha, Concha

(the name of the maid), and by tete, tio Pepe. C, as one

sees, and other consonants, he did not pronounce at all; /
was, of those quoted, the last he pronounced, and he had as

his teacher of that a fine black cat, that scratched him several

times, at the same time uttering ////, a sound which he

pretended to imitate.

My son Joaquin's vocabulary, at the age of nineteen
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months, was as follows, which I give with the usual meanings
of the words :

1. Papa.
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As to the vowel elements, the second vocabulary is much
richer than the first, since in it they can be reduced to :

a-d-6 o o

a a o e

ad o a

e e uaa

while in the second

a-i-o ad ei oo

aa ai ao

ee ui ea

ii ia oa

On the preceding facts, which must certainly appear as very
small and prolix to those not interested in such subjects, as

poor and scanty to philologists, rests that which we should

have called more than a hypothesis the explication of the

word Titin.

We believe, in fact we can affirm, in view of the above-

mentioned vocabularies, that into all these infantile words

both monosyllabic and dissyllabic, there enters but one single

component consonant, isolated as in pa, but repeated as in

papa ;
children at the period to which we allude say papa,

mama, tata, but never pata, tapa, mata. In saying Joaquin,

therefore, to imitate the word, my younger child was under

the necessity of using some repeated consonant; but which

consonant ? Clearly one of those which he pronounced when

he for the first time formed the word, that is, p, m, or t, and

not f, n, or soft r, or hard c, or q, which he pronounced at a

later period, p, m, t, was the fonetic material at his disposal

when he pronounced that word for the first time. With

respect to the vowels, it is plain he had to employ the sound

which dominated in the word Joaquin, that is, i, and in em-

ploying it, he had to repeat it in the two syllables as was the

case in papa, mama, and tata, which then formed his whole

language. Why did he prefer t to m and p ? In my opinion

for two reasons; first, because that dental articulation is

more nearly allied to / and q than the labials b and m
;
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second, because t being the letter he had last begun to pro-

nounce, he used it most frequently.
I did not mark definitely the day on which he began to

pronounce the word Titin, but this much is certain that that

word preceded Tetin and Caquin.
The words Tetin and Caquin (the latter being much nearer

Joaquin than the former) mark two important steps in what

may be called almost the phonetic biology of a name.

Tetin supposes a progress over Titin, because the children

(I mean my own) as they say in the first stage of their lan-

guage tata and papa and notpata and tapa, they say tata and

tete and not teta and fate. Thus to say Tetin is an advance

compared to saying Tete and Titin. Tetin was in fact the

second name by which my son tried to imitate his own name

and e-in certainly appears nearer oa-in than i-in. E-in sup-

poses with respect to i-in a differentiation (cliferenciacion),
an

increase, an advance, imperceptible if you wish, still a step

towards the end.

Later, my son, in attempting to pronounce
'

Encarnacion,'

the name of a young woman that was fond of him, pro-

nounced c. I remember that during those days he pronounced

many little words with c\ the letter did not fall from his

mouth in its common use, he said coca instead of toca, cocos,

instead of mocos, etc. Then he called himself Caquin, a word,

which, under the same law as the former, supposes a new and

more marked step in advance, in that one of the syllables quin

coincides exactly with the second syllable imitated, and in

a-in being much more analogous to oa-in than e-in.

The words cocon, cacon, cancon, and also as/ton (Andalu-
sians pronounce c as s and say Encarnasion in the place of

Encarnacion) and Quica, in place of Francisca, obey the law

which we believe ruled the formation of the words Caquin,

Tetin and Titin, words which I am anxious to engrave on

the hearts of all good mothers, and to turn into a motive of

study for all the philologists of Europe.
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VI._ NOTES ON ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY; AND
ON WORDS OF BRAZILIAN AND PERUVIAN
ORIGIN. By the Rev. Prof. SKEAT.

(Paper read by the President at the Annual Meeting, May 15, 1885.)

AT the Annual Meeting on May 15, the President explained
that the Council had resolved to depart from the usual

practice, which expected the President to give a summary
of the chief results obtained hy philological research in the

course of the past year. It seemed to them that it would

be sufficient to give such a summary biennially only. He
then proceeded to read the following paper.

Barge. I have already noted that there is evidence of the

Egyptian origin of bans, a row-boat, in the fact that there

is a Coptic word ban, meaning a boat. I have since noticed

that, in a Dictionary of Old Egyptian by the Rev. H.

Tattam, published at Oxford in 1835, we find "
barahe,

plaustrum et navigium, baris"; and "berehi, currus." Thus

the original sense appears to be '

vehicle,' without reference

to the element over which the vehicle travels. N.B. This

note really refers to the word baris
;
Dr. Murray thinks that

the connection of E. barge with baris is extremely doubtful.

Bat
(2). I have suggested (1) that bat is the M.E. bakke,

and (2) that bakke has lost an /, and stands for blakke. I

wish to add that the very word blak, a bat, occurs in Robert

of Brunne, Handling Synne, 1. 11863.

Battlement. I have suggested that this E. word answers

to an O.F. bastillement, from bastir, to build. I now find that

Godefroy actually gives an O.F. batillement, which he ex-

plains by a rampart or redoubt. This comes to the same

thing; for batillement is merely a variant of bastillement, just

as batillier, according to Godefroy, is a variant of bastiller, to

fortify with ramparts.
Beef- eater. I am glad to find that Dr. Pegge has long

ago shown the impossibility of connecting the E. beef-eater
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with the (imaginary and still undiscovered) F. substantive

which was fancied to mean a waiter at a buffet or side-board.

He has written an excellent treatise on the duties of the

royal body-guard under the Tudor sovereigns, and says

expressly that the beef-eaters " never had any connection

with the ancient cupboard or the more modern beau/ct, which

was always kept by an officer of superior rank, originally a

gentleman usher, an esquire of the body, etc." See Pegge's

Curialia, ed. 1791, part 3, p. 31.

Bewray. For this word, I refer to Chaucer, and Miitzner

has no earlier example than William of Palerne, where,

however, it is spelt bewrie. But it occurs still earlier, viz. in

Robert of Brunne's Handlyng Synne, 1. 3621 "}>at y ne

wylle telle ne bewrey" i.e. disclose.

Blue. I have given the etymology of this word incorrectly,

taking it as being of Scandinavian origin. The fact is that

there are two distinct forms of the word in Middle-English.
One of these is bio, chiefly in the sense of

'

livid,' which I

correctly connect with the Icel. bldr, livid. But this form

is obsolete. 1 The other M.E. word, really answering to our

Mod. E. blue, is blew, it occurs in the Cursor Mundi, 1. 9920,

spelt bleu in one MS., and blew in the other three. I have

not found any earlier instance of it. This form of the word

is borrowed from French, as is obvious from the spelling.

The Anglo-French form is bin or blew. I have already noted

that the pi. blus occurs in the Liber Custumarum, p. 129
;

to which I have now to add that the sing, blu occurs in

Royal Wills, ed. J. Nichols, p. 36, under the date 1360
;
and

blew in the same, p. 84, under the date 1361
;

and again, in

Testamenta Eboracensia, i. 198, we find " un drape de blew

saye ;

"
A.D. 1394. Littre shows that the earliest O.F. form

is bloi, later bloe, blau, bleu. The O.F. word is borrowed

from the O.H.Gr. bldo, meaning both blue and livid
; cognate

with the Icel. bldr above. Thus the E. word is not (Scand.),

but (F. O.H.G.). The word is obsolete in Italian, except

dialectally ;
but it is interesting to observe, in connection

Except in the prov. E. blaeberries, bilberries.
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with the vagueness with which words denoting colour are

used, that Florio has "
Biauo, a bright, pale yellow colour

;

"

though it is merely borrowed from the same O.H.G. word.

In fact, Schade notes that the O.H.G. bldo also has the sense

of the Lat. flauus, and this enables us to identify our blue

with the Lat. flauus, to which it exactly corresponds according

to Grimm's Law. The A.S. forms of the word are very
scarce. The form bldo rests only, according to the Dic-

tionaries, on the authority of Somner. But Wiilcker's

edition of Wright's Vocabularies has : Blauum, color est

uestis, bleo, 196. 19
; Color, bleo, 542. 37

; Myrteus, bleoreod,

163. 23
; Myrteus, bleoread, musfealu, 448. 9

; Color, bleoh,

163. 3
; Perseus, blaewen, 163. 29. Here bleo really answers

to M.E. blee, colour, complexion, and the only entry really

relating to blue is the last. We also have the ace. blcehicene

in Levit. viii. 7. The ce is long. Note the Low Lat. blauus,

which is really the Latinised form of the Teutonic or Romance

word. It brings out very clearly the exact equivalence of

our blue to the Lat. flauus. I observe that the O.F. bloi

occurs in the original of the Romance of Guy of Warwick ;

see Zupitza's edition of the Auchinleck MS., p. 6, 1. 69.

Breast-summer or Bressomer. This architectural term is

explained in my Dictionary under the word Sumpter, but a

cross-reference to Sumpter is not given. I have given the

explanation (in Webster) that a breast- summer is "a summer

or beam placed breast-wise to support a superincumbent
wall." I might have added that the word breast possibly

has its architectural meaning, and refers to a part of a

column called the breast, or in Latin torus. Bailey, ed. 1745,

has this term, with the spelling brest
; and, immediately after

it, the word brest-summer. This use of the term breast is not

very clear
;

the reference may be merely to the position of

the beam, passing as it does across the midst of the front of

a building ;
but this is a point which will be best solved by

the slips for the New English Dictionary. I cannot agree to

the suggestion that the word is from a Belgian bret-sommer
;

in this hybrid word, bret(t) is High German, and sommer

(=sommier) is French. Besides, the E. word breast-summer
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is no novelty ;
it already occurs in the Glossographia Angli-

cana (1719), and is probably much older.

Bull. I am rather surprised to find that bull, in the sense

of jest, appears as early as 1637. In Shirley's play of

The Gamester, Act 3, sc. 3, we have the following lines :

" And swear he is the father of all bulls

Since Adam
;

if all fail, he has a project

To print his jests.

Wild. His bulls, you mean."

However, Dr. Morris informs me that this use of the word

occurs very early, viz. in the Cursor Mundi. I suppose it

will appear that this contemptuous use of the word originated

in an English estimate of the value of papal edicts.

Catgut. The obvious etymology of this word is surely the

correct one, and I do not quite understand why it has often

been objected to. The following quotation from Marston's

play of What you Will, Act 3, sc. 1, is sufficiently explicit :

" the musitions

Hover with nimble sticks ore squeaking crowds,

Tickling the dryed guttes of a mewing cat."

Here crowds axe fiddles.

That harp-strings were made from the entrails of various

animals, appears from the curious belief as to the terribly

discordant effect produced by a string made from the entrails

of a u-olf; see N. & Q. 6 S. xi. 264.

Charter. I regret that I have given a wrong etymology
of this word

;
and curiously enough, the account in Littre

seems to be wrong also. The English word answers, of

course, to the O.F. chartre, found frequently in Anglo-
French ;

see the references in my list of Anglo-French
words. Scheler rightly explains chartre as modified from

the Low Lat. chartula, a form of which Ducange gives several

examples, s.v. Charta. Chartula is, of course, a diminutive

form. Littre merely explains chartre as a variation of chart?,

Lat. charta, and supposes that the r is due to confusion with

F. chartre, a prison ;
but he himself gives an example of O.F.

cartre in the eleventh century. In fact, it occurs in the
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Chanson de Roland, 1. 1684, and Gautier notes, in his Glos-

sary, that the O.F. pi. cartres = Lat. chartulas. Professor

Max Miiller gives the same account of charter in his Chips
from a German Workshop, iii. p. 175, and cites, as similar

formations, the F. apotre (apostolwn), esclandre (E. slander,

from scandaluni), 'and chapitre (E. chapter, from capitulum).

Chopine, a high-heeled shoe; Hamlet, ii. 2. 447. The

etymology of this word is concealed by a misspelling. It

should be chapine, with a, not o
; perhaps the spelling with o

was due to a confusion with the common F. word chopine, a

pint-measure. Mr. Aldis Wright, in his note on the passage,

points out that Coryat uses the spelling chapiney, and that the

Spanish form is chapin, explained by Minsheu as ' a high cork

shoe.' He also kindly points out to me that Ben Jonson has

the plural cioppini, as if it were an Italian word. In

Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1, Hedon says, "I do wish myself one

of my mistress's cioppini. Another demands, why would he

be one of his mistress's cioppini ? A third answers, because

he would make her higher ;" etc. But there is no such

Italian word in the Dictionaries, nor any proof that Ben
Jonson's spelling is correct. On the other hand, by looking
out for the spelling with a, we ab once find the word in

Cotgrave, who has :

"
Chappins, choppins, a kinde of high

slippers for low women
;

" and in Godefroy, who has :

"
Chappin, C/iapin," with a suggestion that it is another

form of O.F. escarpin. This suggestion is out of the ques-

tion, as it suits neither the form nor the sense
;
for the F.

escarpins means "pumps, light, or single-soled shooes," as

Cotgrave tell us. We must set aside escarpin, and the forms

chopine and cioppini', we then have left the O.F. chapin or

chappin, and the Span, chapin. The latter is still in use
;

Neuman gives :

"
Chapin, clog with a cork sole lined with

Morocco leather, worn by women to keep their shoes clean
;

"

with various derivatives. It is probable that the word is

really Spanish, not Italian
; though the remoter origin of it

is not apparent. It seems worth while to quote Minsheu's

Spanish Dictionary at greater length. He gives us :

"
Chapin

de muger, a womans shooes, such as they vse in Spaine,
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mules, or high corke shooes
;

" and again : Chapino akorque,

a corke slipper, or pantofle." The use of cork points

especially to Spain as the country where this shoe first came

into use. In Monlau's Etymological Spanish Dictionary,

it is suggested that chapin is merely an extension of chapa,

now chiefly used in the sense of a thin metal plate, but found

in the Romance languages with numerous senses. Even in

English it appears in four forms, viz. cape, cape, cap, chape,

and the original sense seems to have been simply
'

covering.'

We may note that the etymology of chopin from Span, chapin,

and of chapin from Span, chapa, was suggested by Skinner in

1671
;
and Blount has the spelling chapin.

Cipres, Cypress (2). I suggested, in my last Supplement,
that cypress, in the sense of '

lawn,' may possibly be

merely another form of crape, O.F. crespe, Lowl. Sc. kirsp, of

which Jamieson gives two examples besides those which I

have quoted from Dunbar, and which he omits. It is use-

ful to note the varying forms which the words crape and

cipres assume in old wills. Thus, in the Testamenta Ebora-

censia, I find such examples as these :

" unum [velum] de

cypres" a cipres veil, i. 240 (A.D. 1398); "flameolam meam
de crinpn" my crape veil, i. 220 (1397) ;

"
j.
flammeolum de

cryzpe" one crape veil, i. 271 (1400); "flameolum dekrespe,"

i. 382 (1415) ;

"
ij.

flameola de cipres," i. 289 (1402). In

one and the same will, dated 1401, vol. i. p. 280, we find

"iij. peces flameol', videlicet
ij.

de serico, et j.
de kryspe,"

three pieces for veils, viz. two of silk, and one of crape ;
and

in the next line :
" Item lego . . . dimidiam peciae de cipers,"

i.e. I bequeath half a piece of cipres.

On the other hand, owing to the great difficulty of so

violent a transposition, it may be better to consider cipres as

really meaning
' lawn of Cyprus.' Already, in the Romance

of Alexander (ed. Stevenson), the same spelling sipris means

(1) Cyprus, (2) cypress-tree ;
see lines 4600, 5290. The

word cipres, in the sense of 'lawn,' occurs in Piers Plowman,
B. xv. 224, in connection with tartarine, a stuff named from

Tartary.

Cistvaen. This word should rather, according to Welsh
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orthography, be written with /, as cistfaen. The account in

Spurrell's Welsh Dictionary is sufficient. He gives "cisffaen,

a British monument, consisting of four flat stones placed at

right angles, with a fifth on the top." They thus form

a stone chest; and the etymology is obvious, viz. from "W.

cist, a chest, Lat. cista, and maen, a stone (see Dolmen). The

word cisteaen is not in Webster ;
and Ogilvie, who

rightly explains it, gives no etymology beyond the Lat.

cista.

Dolmen. This is a name given to stones raised upon two

others so as to form a sort of table. Sometimes, but not

invariably, they have holes formed in them. There is a

note upon this word in Max Miiller's Chips from a German

Workshop, vol. iii. p. 283, where it is explained to mean
" a holed stone," and is derived from the Cornish men-an-tol,

lit. stone with a hole, where men mean 'stone,' an is the

definite article, and tol means a hole. The importance of

verifying such statements appears from the fact that this

derivation, even though given by so great a scholar, is

certainly wrong. It is improbable, on the face of it, that

Englishmen should have had the wit to turn men-an-tol

into dolmen
;

it implies a greater familiarity with Cornish

than most of us possess. The fact seems to be that the word

was borrowed by us from France, and that the form of it is

not Cornish, but Breton. It already occurs in Legonidec's
Breton Dictionary, in 1821, and I copy his article upon it,

as fully accounting for the word. "
Dolmen, s.f. Autel.

C'est le nom que Ton donne communement a ces monumens

en forme d'autel ou de table, que Ton rencontre en assez grand
nombre en Bretagne, et dont on attribue 1'erection aux

Druides ou a leurs sectateurs. Ce mot est compose de dol

pour taol ou tol, table, et de mean ou men, pierre." He also

duly gives taol, a table, with the note that, except in Leon,
it is called tol. The sense is therefore 'table-stone.' Littre

gives a similar explanation, but calls the word Gaelic,

whereas I cannot find tol, a table, in the Gaelic Dictionary.
I suppose that the Breton taol, a table, is peculiar to Breton

;

it is marked by Legonidec as being a word of doubtful

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 6
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origin, and it would not surprise me to learn that it is merely
an adaptation of the Lat. tabula. On the other hand, the

Breton taol, in the sense of '

hole,' is a genuine Celtic word,

and occurs as toll in 0. Irish.

As to the latter part of the word, it is well known to be

Celtic
;
the Breton is mean, Corn, and Welsh maen, a stone

;

familiar to travellers in Wales as being found in Penmaen-

rnawr and the Trifaen. It also explains the word cistvaen,

a term used by some antiquaries. See above.

Futtocks. I have already given Bailey's suggestion, that

futtocks = foot-hooks. This is confirmed by the naval use of

the term breast-hooks, for which see Phillips and Bailey.

Gallowglas. A correction of my etymology of this word

was contributed by Mr. Mayhew to Notes & Queries,

6 S. x. p. 145. He pointed out the use of the word in

Spenser's View of the State of Ireland (Globe Edition),

p. 640, where Spenser is quite right in saying that "
Gattogla

signifies an English servitour or yeoman." In fact, the Irish

galloglach, which I have explained already as meaning
" a

servant, a heavy-armed soldier," signifies literally, "an

English or foreign soldier," being compounded of gall, a

foreigner, and oafach, lit. a youth, also a soldier. The

word oglacli appears in O. Irish as oclach, an extension of

6c, young.
Glanders. The etymology of charter, from L. cliartula

(see above), gives us the key to the etymology of glanders.

Scheler notices this, remarking (s. v. chartre) that O.F.

chartre comes from chartula just as O.F. glandre comes

from glandnla. Hence glander, like charter, is merely the

diminutive form. The O.F. glandre is cited by Wedgwood,
who gives the same quotation as that given by Littre, s.v.

glande.
" El col nuees glandres out," i.e. in her neck she had

naked glandular swellings ;
Life of King Edward the Con-

fessor, 1. 2612. The Lat. glandulae is used by Celsus, in the

sense of swollen glands ; see Lewis and Short.

Hurdygurdy. I have not found that this word occurs, in

the usual sense, earlier than the middle of the last century.

I have explained it as of imitative origin, and have compared
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it with the Lowland Scotch hur, to snarl, gurr, to growl, and

have quoted Trevisa as using
"
harryng and garryng

"
in the

sense of snarling and growling. I now find that the word

is of considerable antiquity, in the very sense suggested, to

denote a disagreeable noise. In the Tale of Cockelbie Sow,

11. 180-184, in Laing's Select Remains of Ancient Scottish

Poetry, we find :

" Rouch rumple out ran

Weill mo than I tell can,

"With sick a din and a dirdy,

A garray and a hirdy-girdy"

After making a note of this passage, I found that it is quoted
in Jamieson. But he explains it by

" confusion
"
or "

dis-

order," whereas it rather means " a confused noise." It is,

however, sometimes used adverbially, to mean "in confusion";

see examples from Sir W. Scott, quoted in Jamieson. This

secondary meaning is easily deducible. Curiously enough,
from the word dirdy or dirdum, meaning

" a din," and

occurring in the same passage, we have hirdum-dirdutn,

rightly explained by Jamieson as " confused noisy mirth
"

;

and this word is also used adverbially, with the same sense

as before, viz.
" in confusion

"
or topsy-turvy. We need not

resort to Jamieson's derivation of hirdmn-dirdum from the

G. Her und dar, here and there
;

for dar is not an E. form
;

neither need we, with him, derive hirdy-girdy from the A.S.

hired, a household.

The modern hurdygurdy is plainly of Lowland-Scotch

origin, i.e. it was suggested by a Scotchman.

Jereed, Jerreed (a blunted javelin, Arabic). Byron, in his

Giaour, has the couplet.

" Swift as the hurl'd on high Jerreed

Springs to the touch his startled steed."

He explains it in note 17 to the Poem. It occurs in Zen-

ker's Turkish Dictionary as jerid, a branched stick, a rod for

throwing in a game, p. 355. Also in Palmer's Persian

Dictionary, col. 168, as jarid, a lance, spear. But the word

is Arabic, as marked by Palmer
; and, in Richardson's
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Arabic Dictionary, p. 505, we find : "jarid, a palm-branch

stripped of its leaves
;
a tree despoiled of its branches, leaves,

and bark
;
a lance, spear."

Jew's Harp. It is curious to find, in Todd's Johnson, a

passage quoted from Pegge, in which it is gravely argued
that the Jews had no such instrument of music, and there-

fore it has nothing to do with them
;

whence it must be

derived from the F. jeu, play, or from jaw, quasi jaws'-harp.

But neither will serve
;
we should thus only get jeu-harp or

jaw- harp, without the s. It is, I think, obvious that it was

a term of derision, and meant "such a harp as the Jews

played on in the time of David." I find no early example
of the word

;
but Jew's trump, of similar formation, and

meaning the same thing, occurs in Beaumont & Fletcher's

Lover's Progress, according to Johnson, who gives no more

exact reference. The passage is easily found
;

it occurs in

the first scene in the play.

Junk (1). I have explained junk, a vessel, as being the

Portuguese junco, a word borrowed from Chinese, and I give

the Chinese form. Professor Alexander, of Brazil, verifies

this. He says,
" The Portuguese junco is, like the English

vessel, used as the name only of Chinese or East-Indian

vessels, and is here
[i.e. in Brazil] supposed to be an Asiatic

word. Junco, a rush, Lat. juncus, is treated by the Portu-

guese as quite a separate word."

Kilderkin. The etymology of kilderkin from the O.Du.

kindeken is proved by the fact that the word occurs, spelt

with an n, even in English. We find it, with an unoriginal

final d, in the form kinderkind, in Peele's play of Edward I.,

ed. Dyce, 1861, p. 383, col. 1.

Limehound. The etymology of this word is practically

given in Wedgwood, but we require to see the history of the

word more clearly. The F. limier, a limehound, in Cotgrave,

does not really help us
;

it is a mere coincidence, due to the

fact that the E. limehound and F. limier are independent
formations from the same source. The E. word is simply

short for Ham-hound, where Ham is the M.E. word for leash,

thong, or line. The very form liamhound occurs in Turber-
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ville's Booke of Hunting, p. 242 (ed. 1575) ;
and again, at

p. 240, Turberville says :

" The string wherewith wee leade

a Grey hounde is called a Lease, and for a Hounde a Lt/ame."

See the full explanation in the excellent Glossary to Croft's

edition of Elyot's Governour, s.v. lyam. Lyam is a mere

doublet of the word which appears as lien
1 in Mod. E. and

in Mod. French. The m is due to the older spelling of the

latter word. Thus Littre, s.v. lien, quotes the O.F. Hem,

which is regularly contracted from the Lat. ligamen. Cot-

grave, s.v. Chien, gives the proverb: "d meschant chien court

lien, a froward cur must be tied short," lit. must have a short

Ham. I may add that the F. limier, a limehound, is exactly

represented by the M.E. lymere, with the same sense
; lymere

occurs in the Book of St. Alban's, fol. e4, line 3, spelt lijmer

at 1. 1. Limier stands for liemier, as shown in Littre.

Loom. The M. E. lorne is a general word for a tool or

instrument of any sort. It is therefore worth noting that

the particular machine now called a loom was formerly called

a web-lome, i.e. a loom for weaving. This word is not noticed

either by Bosworth or Stratmann
;

but there is a good

example of it in the York Wills, where a Tapeter, or

tapestry-maker, of York, leaves to his daughter Katherine
" illud instrumentum, Anglice weblome, in qu'o Johannes

maritus suus operatur." See Testamenta Eboracensia, vol. i.

p 191 ;
A.I). 1393. In the Records of the Borough of

Nottingham, vol. ii. p. 22, under the date of Aug. 27, 1404,

we find mention of a wollyn weblome (woollen web-loom) and

a lynyn lome. So also at p. 70, under the date of Oct. 2,

1410.

Loose. I here note that Prof. Zupitza, in an article which

has appeared in Anglia, vol. vii. p. 152, points out the Scan-

dinavian origin of this word. He shows that the Scand.

diphthong au sometimes appears as oo in M.E.
;
thus Icel.

gaumr, heed, attention, is gom (=goom) in the Ormulum.

The mod. E. stoop, a cup, is rather from the Icel. staup than

from the A.S. steap. So the mod. E. loose is from Icel. laus,

1 As a law term
;
but it is the same word.
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whilst the A.S. leas has given us the M.E. suffix -lees, mod.

E. -less.

Menial. This word is, of course, an adjective formed from

the O.F. maisnee, a household. But I have not found any

example of this adjective, in a French form, in the Dic-

tionaries. I therefore note that it occurs, in Anglo-French,
in a passage in the York Wills. "Jeo devyse que touz

ceaux, qui a moy appendent meignialx en ma maison, soient

vestuz en bluw a mes costagez," I will that all those who

belong to me as menials in my house, be clothed in blue at

my cost; Testamenta Eboracensia, vol. i. p. 198 (A.D. 1394).

Occamy. I make a note that this form of the word

alchemy is not noticed as yet in the New English Dictionary;

it will be found in Nares. Miss M. Haig sends me an earlier

example, with the spelling occam, in Hakluyt's Voyages,
ii. 229, 1. 3.

Ornithology. This apparently simple word is likely to

give a lexicographer a great deal of trouble unless he happens
to find the clue to the history of its introduction into

English. In my Dictionary, I have stated, quite correctly,

that it occurs in Blount's Glossographia, ed. 1674, where it

is said to be " the title of a late book." This caught the

attention of Professor Newton, whose profound knowledge of

the subject enabled him to declare, at once, that the state-

ment in Blount is, at first sight, incredible, because the very
earliest book on the subject is that by Francis Willughby,

entitled,
"
Ornithologise Libri tres," which was not published

till two years later than 1674, viz. in 1676
;

whilst the

English version of the same book, by John Ray, entitled,
"
Ornithology," did not appear till 1678, or two years later

still; see Bohn's Lowndes, 1864, p. 2939. The puzzle is

increased by observing that the edition of Blount's Glosso-

graphia published in 1674 is only the fourth edition
; and

the same statement is found (as at least I believe) in earlier

editions, perhaps even in the first edition of 1656.

The solution of the difficulty is that ornithology is used in

two senses. As regards the scientific use of the word, Prof.

Newton is, as might be expected, perfectly correct. But
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that excellent and playful author dear to us by the name of

Thomas Fuller had already appropriated the word in a

humorous sense. In Bonn's Lowndes, p. 848, col. 2, we
find the entry :

"
ORNITHO-LOGIE, or the Speech of Birds,

also the Speech of Flowers : partly morall, partly mysticall.

London, 1663, 12mo., with engraved title." Lowndes also

notes an earlier edition, in 1655, containing 53 pages, besides

title and dedication, two leaves. The work is anonymous,
but it is always attributed to Fuller, and may easily be his.

Observe that the first edition of this book, in 1655, preceded
the first edition of Blount, in 1656, by just one year ;

which

exactly fits the description of Ornithology as being
" the title

of a late book." I have seen a copy of the first edition of

the work in the Cambridge University Library, and it is

certainly not a scientific treatise in the ordinary sense.

Rivulet. The Dictionaries give us no good account of the

suffixes in this word. The explanation is, that it is disguised

by a false spelling. The true form is rivolet, but the o has

been turned to u by association with the Lat. riculus. I find

this form in the following :

" A rivolet of good fresh water ";

1699, "W. Dampier, A New Voyage, i. 91. In this form,

the word is Italian. In Torriano's Dictionary (1688) occurs

the entry :

"
Riiolo, Rivoletto, a rivulet, a rill." Florio

omits rivoletto, but it was doubtless in use in his time. In

English, the word occurs in Drayton's Polyolbion, and

perhaps earlier. In Chalmers' edition of Drayton, it is

spelt rivulet. The F. equivalent is riverotte, which occurs in

Cotgrave.

Soy. This word is rightly said to be Japanese ;
and some

say it is the name of the bean from which this kind of sauce

is made. It is rather the name of the sauce itself. In

attempting to verify this, I found the following entry in the

Japanese-French Dictionary by M. Leon-Pages, printed at

Paris in 1868. "
Choyou, liqueur qui repond au vinaigre,

mais qui est salee, et sert a assaisonner les mets. On

1'appelle aussi soutate." Richardson refers us, for the

English form soy, to Dampier's Voyages, but gives no refer-

ence. The right reference is to A New Voyage, by W.
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Dampier, ed. 1699, vol. ii. pt. i. p. 28. Further information

is to be found in an English-Japanese Dictionary by E. M.

Satow and I. Masakata, published by Triibner and Co. in

1876. Two of the entries are as follows. "Soy, n. shoyu."
"
Soy-bean, n. daidzu." Hence it is quite clear that sot/ is

properly the sauce itself, made from the bean called daidzu.

The bean has since received the scientific name of Dolichos

soja, where the Latinised form soja has been transferred

from the sauce to the bean itself; thus introducing some

confusion. It may be observed that the F. spelling

choyou corresponds, with fair exactitude, to the E. spelling

shoyu.

Stoup, Stoop, a cup. Not from A.S. steap, as given in my
Dictionary, but from Icel. staup, as pointed out by Zupitza

in his article on loose; Anglia, vii. 152. See Loose (above).

Tassel
(1). I have shown that taxsell must have been

derived from the O.F. tassel, Lat. taxillus, orig. a small die.

The O.F. tassel is not found, as far as I am aware, in the

sense of die; but the etymology is singularly confirmed by
the entry

"
Tessera, tasul," in the Corpus Glossary of the

eighth century.

Tattoo. In addition to what I have already said as to

this word, I may add the following references. "Tattoicing,

or puncturing the skin," Cook, Voyages, 1777, i. 218 ;

"Punctured, or curiously tattoiced," id. i. 308. In a Table of

Languages at the end of vol. ii. we find: " Puncturation
"

is expressed by "Tdtoo" in the language of Otaheite ;
and

we are directed to sound the a as Ital. a, and the oo as oo in

good. In vol. i. p. 75, we have a story which I suppose
illustrates the word. " Mr. Hodges made drawings of most

of them [i.e. the New Zealanders] : this occasioned them to

give him the name of Toe-toe, which word, we supposed,

signifies marking or painting."

According to a New Zealand Dictionary by W. Williams,

1852, pp. 148, 304, the word ta means to tattoo
;
and is also

now used in the sense '
to print/

Tout. The following passage is, I think, of value in two

respects. First, it establishes the fact that tout was formerly
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pronounced toot, thus identifying it with A.S. tot/an, to

project, hence to help out; and secondly, it gives a hint

as to when and where the modern use of the word arose.

" Sown pease or heans, when they first appear above ground,

are said in Derbyshire, to toot; and to tout, in the Canting

Dictionary,
1

signifies to look up sharp. Hence, I presume,

comes tooting at Tunbridge Wells, when the servants at the

inns go in the evening to look out for the company coming to

the Wells, and to get their custom to their masters' houses.

[See] Byrom's Poems,
2

p. 5. The word is used by Spenser

[Shep. Kal. March, 66] in the sense of to pry, or prep."

S. Pegge, Anonymiana, ed. 1818, cent. vii. 64.

Yankee. Considering the known difficulty of this word, I

think it ought not to be lost sight of that Yanky was in use

as a surname more than two centuries since.
"
Captain

Yanky
"

is mentioned several times by Dampier, who, in his

Voyages, ed. 1699, vol. i. pp. 38, 39, tells us that Captain

Yanky joined his [Dampier's] party, because he " had no

commission, and was afraid the French would take away
his Bark." With reference to the verb to yank, mentioned

in my Dictionary, a correspondent kindly sends me a story

of an Oxford scholar, who went angling "out West," with

expensive fishing apparatus, including a costly artificial bait
;

to whom a native thus spake :
" I'm amazed, stranger, to see

you slinging a dollar bug at the end of a ten-dollar pole,

when you might yank 'em out with a wum [worm] and a

stick."

NOTES UPON WORDS OF BRAZILIAN ORIGIN.

Jaguar. I have received some excellent notes on this, and

some other words, from Professor Alexander, of Rio de

Janeiro. He says :

" My authorities are Cabral, an ama-

nuensis of the Public Library, who had access to the notes

of our late great Guarani scholar Baptista Caetano
;
Amaro

Cavalcanti, the author of a little work, in English, on Tupi-

1 Published about 1699. 2 Published in 1773.
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Guarani
;

and General Henrique Beaurepaire, who has a

practical knowledge of Brazilian." Mr. Amaro Cavalcanti

has also very kindly sent me a copy of his Grammar of the

Brazilian Language. As to jaguar, I need not quote what I

have already said in my Dictionary, but I proceed at once to

give the information furnished to me, premising that the

sound-symbols employed are mostly Portuguese.

The following notes refer to jaguar.

Cabral says : The animal that eats people, or perhaps a

modification of Guarani taharyahar, that which seizes : the

ounce, the dog. A generic name for all animals of the genus
Felis. With the addition of a prefix or suffix it may form

the name of many carnivorous animals, even those of birds,

fishes, and insects. Cavalcanti says: Jagoar is the name

given by the Indians to animals of the genus FeUs, and is

used also in composition with other qualifying words. Any
carnivorous animal. (It should be written yagoar, for there

is no j in Tupi-Guarani.) The radical part of the word is

ya, a root found in many names of animals
; g is a mere

connecting letter, and -ar denotes the agent or possessor.

The doubt as to the exact sense of the word is limited to ya,

which may mean either the seizing of prey, or the eating
of flesh. 1

Beaurepaire says : The Indians of Brazil give the name

of jagudra to the dog, and of jaguara-ete or jagudrete to the

Pelis onga (jaguar). Even now in the province of St. Paul's,

a dog that is worthless for the chase is called by the present

inhabitants a jaguara. The word jaguar was taken by the

French from the Tupi, the name generally adopted in Portu-

guese Brazil being on$a pintada (painted ounce).

I think we may safely conclude that a more correct spell-

ing of the word is yagoar or yahoar. It seems to be clearly

a word of general meaning, not necessarily restricted to the

animal known to us by that name
;
and it means either

'eater' or 'seizer.' In Cavalcanti's Grammar of the Brazi-

1 This is Cavalcanti's opinion, evidently founded on Caetano's notes. In his

Grammar, p. 64, he thinks that idu-ara, a dog, means ' one who barks,' and that

itiu is an imitative word.
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lian language, printed at Rio Janeiro in 1883, p. 159, I

observe that he tells a story in Brazilian, with a translation,

one sentence meaning :

" the basket became transformed into

a panther." For panther, he writes idudra-ete in Brazilian,

which seems to intimate that the letter g in yagoar can hardly
have the hard sound which we give it in English; and again,
at p. 123, he gives ydudra, a dog. I may add that T-upi and

Quarani are the most important of the native Brazilian

dialects, and are very closely related to each other. By the

expression Tupi-Guarani I suppose we are to understand that

a word so denoted is common to the two dialects.

Ipecacuanha. This is a Portuguese spelling of a Brazilian

word. I have quoted in my Supplement the statement that

the Brazilian name is said to be i-pe-caa-guen, or " smaller-

roadside-sickmaking plant." This is not far wrong ;
for the

word is solved by Cavalcanti as follows. He says : ipecacuanha

should be ipe-kaa-guena, as it is spelt in old books. Ipe

ipeb, low, creeping ; kaa, herb, plant ; guena, to vomit, i.e. a

creeping plant that causes vomit. In his Grammar, he

remarks that letters are often dropped in composition, which

accounts for the shortening of ipeb to ipe. After making
further search in his Grammar, I find, at p. 34, that the

prefix i may be euphonic, as in imura for mura, wood, such

euphonic prefixes being in common use. The former ex-

planation was that i means smaller
;
but I doubt if this can

be right, since Cavalcanti says again, at p. 43, that *, mean-

ing
' small

'

is a suffix, and that diminutives are expressed

by suffixes only. At p. 139, he gives pel, flat, low
;
from

which I should conclude that ipeb is merely the euphonic
form ofpeb. At p. 137, he gives

"
kad, wood, leaves of tree

;

cf. ipeka-kuanha or pckad-giiana, medicinal herb; (pe=peb,
flat, low

; kad, herb
; guana, to vomit)." This clearly shows

that the initial i is merely euphonic, and can be dropped at

pleasure. Hence the word may be regarded as fully solved.

The varying spellings of these Guarani words, such as we
observe above, where the same person writes kttanha, guana,
and guena, to denote the same word, is simply due to the

difficulty of writing down the words at all. The spoken
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sounds are constantly changing, and considerable alterations

have taken place in these dialects since the time when they
were first observed.

Tapioca. My explanation of this word, wholly copied
from Littre, seems to be fairly correct. Beaurepaire says

that in some provinces of Portuguese Brazil the word tipioca

is still used in its original source. Cavalcanti gives a very

satisfactory etymology of the word. He says : tipioca or

tipidca is from tipi, residue, dregs, essence -t-om or dca, to

draw or take from by force. Hence tipioca means ' a residue-

essence extracted by force or pressure.' In his Grammar,
at p. 139, he gives, as one of the root-words of the language,

the following:
"
og=6k, to take by force, to pull, to pluck

off; and also, [that] which is squeezed out or sprung forth

[extracted] from one
[i.e. a] thing squeezed."

Tapir. Cabral says : The largest American pachyderm.
This name is also given by the Indians to cattle, but under

the form tapiira=tapiro similis (like the tapir). Cavalcanti

says : Tapir or tapira is a name also given to cattle. At p.

123 of his Grammar, he remarks that apegdua, a man, and

kurtfta, a woman, are used to denote gender. Hence tapyra-

apegdua an ox (lit. man-tapir), and tapyra-kunha, a cow (lit.

woman-tapir). This information he repeats at p. 40, slightly

varying the spelling to tapir, instead of tapyra. It is clear

that the i (Portuguese i)
is long, and it is probable that the

original sense of the word was vague, and perhaps meant

no more than '

large quadruped.' Beaurepaire says : Our

Indians termed tapiyra the tapir or anta [by which he must

mean, termed the tapir or anta tapiyra]. The Guaranis

called it tapii, and both in Guarani and Tupi there were

other names to designate that animal
;

the word tapir is

evidently of Tupi origin.
Toucan. I have quoted Buffon as saying that this word

means ' a feather,' which is not satisfactory ;
also the opinion

of Burton, that the bird is named from its cry. Cavalcanti

is also of the latter opinion. Beaurepaire says : The Gua-

ranis called the bird tuca, and it is supposed that the Tupis
had a similar term, for the word tucano is generally employed
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throughout Brazil. Cabral follows the notes of Caetano,

who was much esteemed as an authority on Tupi-Guarani,
and gives a very curious solution. He says : Toucan is the

French way of writing the Portuguese tucano
;
and adds,

with reference to the Guarani tuca, this remark : The true

etymology is from #?, nose-\-cdng, bone; i.e. a nose of

bone.

Now the bill of this bird is so very remarkable that it

seems hardly possible that it should have been named for

any other reason
;

so that we may be allowed, perhaps, to

hope that this is correct. I observe that Cavalcanti, in his

Grammar, p. 143, gives the word for ' nose
'
as Urn. Since

the Portuguese final m is nasal, this is precisely the word

which Cabral spells ft.

NOTES UPON WORDS OF PERUVIAN ORIGIN.

Alpaca. The Peruvian Dictionary (see Condor below)

gives:
"
Pacocha, o [or^Paco, Carnerillos de la tierra lanudos,

y chicos para came," i.e. small sheep of the country, woolly,

and not very fleshy ; p. 268, col. 1. The prefix al- is the

common Span, prefix (of Arabic origin).

Condor. The etymology of this word, from the Peruvian

cuntur, I have already given. By way of verification, I find

that the Cambridge University Library possesses a copy of a

very curious book, which is no other than a Peruvian-Spanish

Dictionary of an early date, and I suppose we can have no

better authority. The title is
" Yocabulario de la lengua de

Peru," by D. Goncalez, printed in 1608 at "la Ciudad de

los Reyes," the city of the Kings. I am sorry to say I do

not exactly know what place is meant, unless it is Cuzco, the

ancient capital. At any rate, it was printed in Peru, after

a primitive fashion, with peculiar type and ink. At p. 47,

col. 2, is the entry,
"
Cuntur, el aue condor," i.e. the bird

called the condor.

Guanaco (Span.-Peruvian). The term guanaco is given in

the New English Dictionary, s.v. alpaca, in company with
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the alpaca. Pineda's Spanish Dictionary gives :

"
Guanaco,

a Beast in the West- Indies, like a great Sheep, in which the

Bezoar Stone is found." The Peruvian Dictionary gives :

"
Huanacu, carnero silvestre," i.e. wild sheep ; p. 175, col. 2.

The rendering of the Peruvian h by Spanish g recurs in the

word guano, q.v.

Guano. The Peruvian Dictionary gives :

"
Hiianu, estier-

col," i.e. dung, p. 176, col. 2.

Jerked Beef. It is said that this is a corruption of the

Peruvian name. The Peruvian Dictionary gives : "Ccharqui,

tassajo o cecina o cuerpo seco o el flaquissimo," i.e. slice of

flesh or hung beef or dried body or that which is very weak,

p. 90, col. 1. Also :

"
Ccharquuti, hazer tassajo o cecina,"

i.e. to make hung beef. And, as a matter of fact, it is from
this verb that the word is really derived. This is proved by
the fact that the older form of the word in English was not

ierked beef, but jerkin beef ;
the word jerkin being evidently

adopted as coming nearer than any other English word to the

Peruvian ccharquini. It should also be noted that these

Peruvian words are given with Spanish spelling, and that qui

is the Spanish method of indicating ki. A very early example
of the English form appears in the Works of Capt. John Smith,

ed, Arber, p. 63, under the date 1607-9. "Their fish and

flesh they boyle either very tenderly, or broyle it so long on

hurdles over the fire
;

or else, after the Spanish fashion,

putting it on a spit, they turne first the one side, then the

other, till it be as drie as their ierkin beefe in the west

Indies, that they may keepe it a month or more without

putrefying."
Llama. I have copied, in my Dictionary, Ihe statement by

Prescott, that "
Llama, according to Garcilasso de la Vega,

is a Peruvian word signifying flock." I have tried to verify

this by help of the old Peruvian Dictionary mentioned under

Condor above. At p. 204, col. 1, I find "
Llama, carnero de

la tierra," meaning, as I suppose, "the sheep of the country."

Pineda's Spanish-English Dictionary, 1740, says that the

Spanish sometimes called the Llama by the name Carnero de

las Indias, i.e., sheep of the Indies
;
and he gives a long
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account of the animal, copied from Acosta, who wrote a

Natural History of the West Indies.

I also find :

"
Llamamichic, pastor," i.e. shepherd. There

are two other entries which refer to the word, and seem to

convey the idea that Llama could be used, in a general sense,

for quadruped or animal. I copy them as I find them.

Llamacuna, o [i.e. or] manayuyakcuna, todos los animales,"

i.e. all animals. And, just below,
"
nauraycunallama, o

ricchakcunallama, toda bestia, o animal terrestre," i.e. every

beast, or land animal. I conclude that there is no good
reason for supposing that llama meant ' a flock.' It was

simply the Peruvian name of the animal still so called,

and probably meant originally no more than ' beast
'

or
'

quadruped.' Llamacuna is merely the plural of llama; see

Vicuna (below).

Oca. Miss Margaret Haig kindly informs me that oca is

supposed to be a Peruvian word, and that it designates the

Oxalis crenata, or notched wood-sorrel,
" a tuberous-rooted

esculent cultivated in Peru . . . introduced into England
from Lima in 1829, and [which] was rapidly spread over

the continent
"

;
see E. S. Delamer, 1861, The Kitchen

Garden, p. 49. Now the Peruvian Dictionary has the

following entry :

"
Occa, cierta rayz llamada assi de comer,"

i.e. a certain edible root so called, p. 262. This is evidently

the same word, and proves that the supposed Peruvian

origin is correct.

Pampas. The Peruvian Dictionary gives
"
Pampa, placa,

suelo llano o llanada, pasto, 9auana, o campo," i.e. place,

flat ground or plain, pasture, savannah, or field
; p. 273,

col. 1.

Puma. The Peruvian Dictionary gives: "Puma, leon," i.e.

lion; "puma puma, o [or] nauraycuna puma, todas las heras;"

i.e. all wild animals; p. 293, col. 1.

Quinine. This is not in the above Dictionary. The qui is

the Span, qui, sounded like ki. (See my Etym. Diet.)

Vicuna. This seems to be another name for the alpaca. I

do not find this word in the Peruvian Dictionary, and suspect

it to be a corruption. But it is worth noting that the Peru-
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vian Grammar (in the same volume) tells us that -cuna is

the common plural suffix of substantives
;
and the Peruvian

origin of the word cannot be doubted.

NOTE. One of the best authorities on West-Indian words

is Acosta's Natural History of the Indies, written in Spanish
in 1590, and translated into French in 1600, and into

English in 1604. He gives paco and guanaco in bk. iii. c.

20
; condor, guano, iv. 37

; llama, the general name for

sheep, iv. 31
; cusc/iargui, dried flesh, iv. 41

; oca, iv. 18
;

vicuna, iv. 40. See also Pineda's Spanish-English Dictionary

(1740).
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VII. CELTIC DECLENSION. By WHITLEY STOKES,

D.C.L., Hon. Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford, and Cor-

respondent of the Institute of France (Academie des

Inscriptions).

THE objects of this paper are, first, to give a complete set

of the declensional paradigms of Old-Irish the Gothic, as

Schleicher called it, of the Celtic languages and to put
under their respective declensions several Old-Irish nouns

and adjectives which have hitherto been ignored or mis-

placed; secondly, to state the relics of the Celtic declensional

system to be found in the British languages ; thirdly, to set

out the oldest monuments of Celtic speech ; and, lastly,

with the aid of these monuments and of the laws of Irish

desinence,
1 to restore the principal protoceltic declensions.

OLD-IRISH DECLENSION.

The process of discovering the true system of the Irish

declensions has taken a long time. For the native gram-

marians, being unacquainted with the methods of comparative

philology, and having no access to Old-Irish codices, went

hopelessly astray;
3 and (with the exceptions of Bopp and

1 Most of these have been established by Windisch. in his paper Die irischen

Auslautsgesetee, in Paul und Braune's Beitrage zur Gesch. d. deutsch. Spr. iv.

204-270. Translated in The Scottish Celtic Review, Glasgow, 1881, pp. 28-40,
81-106.

2 For instance, the best of them, 0'Donovan (A Grammar of the Irish

Language, 1845), has, like the old Latin grammars, but five declensions. Of the

first his paradigms are bard 'poet,' a masc. o-stem, srothdn 'streamlet,' aniasc. o-

stern, and fdsach
'

wilderness,' a masc. (in Old-Irish neut.) o-stem, which passes
in the plural over to the s-declension. Of the second his paradigms are cailleach

'hag,' a fern, a-stem, fearnog 'aldertree,' a fern, a-stem, and ceim 'degree'
a stem in men, and he places under this declension the i-stems obair '

work,'
cuis '

cause,' earnail ' a kind,' gnfiis
' the countenance,' the fern. -stem deoch ' a

drink,' the fern. ?-stem inis '

island,' and the ^-stem coill
' a wood,' Of the third

his paradigms are treas '

battle,' a masc. M-stem, aoibhneas '

delight,' a masc.

?/-stem, and mallacht '

curse,' a fern, w-stem, and he places under it i-stems such

as teanoir ' old man,' gabhdil
'

taking,' leanamhain '

following,' c-stems like lair
'

mare,' and Ainmire, masc. -stems like breitheamh '

judge,' stems in men such

as greim 'morsel,' naid/nn 'lien,' and stems in tar such as athair 'father,'

brdthair' brother.' Of the fourth his paradigms are easbha 'defect,' phonetic

spelling for eaubhaidh (Old-Irish esbaid), a fern, i-stem, and he places under it

masc. jio-stems such as iasgaire 'fisherman,' rf-stems like draoi 'druid,' and ^-sterns

like teine '
fire.' Of the fifth his paradigm is lanamha ' a married couple,' a

corruption of the Old-Irish fern, t-stem lanamain, and he places under it stems

in n like utcha 'beard,' the Z-stem teanga 'tongue,' the d-$tem Jile 'poet,' the

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 7

I
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Pictet) foreign writers on the neoceltic languages were

content to follow their guidance. It is now forty-seven

$r-stem ri 'king,' and, lastly, participial stems in nt like cara '
friend.' He then

gives as "irregular substantives," dia 'god,' a quite regular masc. o-stem= Lat.

divus, Id 'day,' an o-stem, cno 'nut' (0. Ir. cnu], a fern. 5-stem, o (leg. o) or ua

'grandson' ((). Ir. haue), a masc. o-stem, ga 'javelin' (0. Ir.^a'j,Gaul. gaison), a

masc. o-stem, ml '

month,' a stem in ns, caora 'sheep,' a e-stem, bru 'womb,' a stem

in nd, bean '

woman,' a fern, a-stem, ceo '

fog,' a c-stem, ere '

clay,' a ^-stem,
and cro '

hut,' an o-stem. He classes adjectives under four declensions. Of the

first his paradigm is mor '

great,' an o-stem, of the second min '

smooth,' an

t-stem, of the third geanamhail
'

lovely,' also an i-stem, and of the fourth dona

'miserable,' an to-stern. Leo (Ferienschriften, Halle, 1852) follows O'Donovan.
C. H. H. Wright (A Grammar of the Modern Irish Language, 2nd edition,

1860) undRourke (The College Irish Grammar, nth ed. 1868) also follow O'Donovan.

Wright's paradigm of the first declension is ball (limb), a masc. o-stem; of the

second, cos (foot), a fern, a-stem
;

of the third, Jigheadoir (weaver), an -stem
;

of the fourth, fainne (ring, 0. Ir. ainnt), a fern. ta-stem
;
of the fifth, comhwsa

(neighbour) ,
a stem in n. He puts the stems in tar and in c under his third declension.

O'Molloy (Grammatica Latino-hibernica, Eomae, 1677) gives only one

paradigm, namely cos, a fern, a-stem. Edward Lhuyd (Archaologia Britannica,

Oxford, 1707, pp. 302, 303) copies this paradigm from O'Molloy: says that
" there are no inexceptionable directions for the Declension of Nouns, besides the

Authority of approv'd Writers
;
and that the Dative and Ablative Plural must end

constantly in ziA;" and observes that " there are several Nouns that have no
Variation of Case, especially

in the Singular, as Duine 'A man,' uisge 'water,' and
such like

;
and others which in the singular number vary only in the Genitive : as

fear 'A Man or Husband,' Gen. an fhir, etc." MacCurtin (The Elements

of the Irish Language, London, 1728) has five declensions, the first io- and ea-

sterns
;
the second stems in nn (derna), t, d and nt

;
the third stems in o (including

nouns ending in ach), u, and s
;
the fourth stems in a (inghen), the fifth stems in

t and c (dair). Vallancey (A Grammar of the Iberno-celtic or Irish Language,
Dublin, 1773) follows MacCurtin. His paradigm of the first declension is bogha,
a stem in io; his paradigms of the second are dearna,fala, and the <-stem slighe;
of his third the paradigms &iefoghmhar, soighneann, dealoghadh,manach, eanach,

sruth, rann, and the *-stem teach ; of his fourth the paradigms are the fern, a-

stems inghean, cos, ait/dear and tulach ; of his fifth the paradigms are five t-stems

(foghluidh, foghail, muir, luibh, inis), two c-stems (Teamhair and dair], and

cailin, which is, I think, an o-stem. The Rev. Wm. Neilson (An
Introduction to the Irish Language, Dublin, 1808, which O'Donovan

says was the joint production of Dr. Neilson and Patrick Lynch, a

native of the Co. Down) has four declensions, the first o-stems, the second a-

stems, the third j-stems, and r-stems
;
the fourth stems in io, g, d, and *. Owen

Connellan (A Practical Grammar of the Irish Language, Dublin, 1844) has six

declensions, the first o-stems, the second fern, a-stems, an w-stem (MM), and an
w-stem (beatinughadh) ;

the third i-stems
;
the fourth to-stems, i-stems (teine),

and ^-sterns ; the fifth w-stems ; the sixth c-stems. John H. Molloy (Fonts
Teangan na Gaeilge, A Grammar of the Irish Language, Dublin, 1878) has six

declensions, the first o-stems, the second rt-stems, the third i-stems, under which
he puts the men-stem druim, the fourth to-stems, the fifth -stems, the sixth c-

stems. He closely follows Connellan. The most wonderful of all is the Eev.
Paul O'Brien (A Practical Grammar of the Irish Language, Dublin, 1809), who
begins by stating that " the ancient Irish never inflected their nouns by termina-

tions, but by initials," and, accordingly, has only three declensions: the first

comprising '-all nouns whose genitives begin with vowels"; the second,
"

all

nouns whose primitive [he means '
initial '] consonants in the genitive singular

retain their natural sounds "
; the third,

"
all nouns whose initial consonants

require aspiration
in the genitive singular." Our wretched lexicographer

O'fieilly, in the Grammar prefixed to his Irish-English Dictionary, Dublin,
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years since Bopp
l found out that the aspirations and

eclipses of the modern Irish declension are due to the

after-action of the old case-endings of the article. Bopp
and Pictet 2 also recognized the consonantal w-stems ando
the nouns of relationship in tar. Then Zeuss, in the first

edition of the Grammatica Celtica (1852), gave (in his

1821, follows Paul O'Brien in principle and says (p. 4) : "I think that our initial

variations should determine the number of our declensions, and I shall call that

class of nouns, beginning with vowels that take no variation in the initials of the

cases of the singular number, but are aspirated in the genitive, the first declen-

sion. The nouns beginning with vowels, that require t prefixed to the nominative

and accusative cases singular, and allow no initial change in the gen. singular, I

shall call the second declension. All nouns beginning with mutable consonants,

that suffer aspiration in the nominative and accusative singular, and preserve their

simple powers in the genitive singular, I call the third declension ;
and all nouns

whose initials are aspirable consonants, but do not suffer aspiration in the nomina-
tive or accusative singular, and are aspirated in the genitive singular, are of the

fourth declension." His paradigms are, of his first declension an oigh, 'the virgin,'
a fern, ff-stem, rectius ogh; of his second, an t-iasg

' the fish,' a masc. o-stem; of

his third colam 'dove,' sigh [leg. s?dh]
'

sprite,' slat 'rod' ; of the fourth, sop
'

wisp,' an o-stem, and sruth [leg. sruith~\
' a learned [leg. old] man,' an -stem.

The M-stems and consonantal stems are left out in the cold or placed among the
"
heteroclites," of which he gives a list of fifty-one, almost all of which are quite

regular.
The Highlander Stewart (Elements of Gaelic Grammar, second edition,

Edinburgh, 1812) is equally astray. He distributes all his nouns into two

declensions, the first comprehending those in which the last vowel of the nomina-
tive is a 'broad vowel' (i.e. a, o, or u) ;

the second, those in which the last

vowel of the nominative is a 'small' vowel (i.e. e or i). His paradigms of the

first declension are, accordingly, bard (a masc. o-stem) and cluas (a fern, a-stem).
His paradigms of the second declension are cealgair (a corruption of the masc.

to-stem celyaire) and dais (a fern, t-stem).
The Manxman, Kelly (A Practical Grammar of the Antient Gaelic, or Lan-

guage of the Isle of Man, usually called Hanks, Douglas, 1859), makes five de-

clensions. Of the first his paradigms are sooil (eye), Ir. suil, a fern, i-stem, cass

(foot), Ir. cos, a fern, a-stem, thie (house), Ir. teg, an s-stem, baase (death), Ir.

has, a neut. o-stem, bannish (wedding), Ir. banais, a fern, i-stem. Of the second

his paradigms are caggey (war), Ir. c<jcacf, gloyr (glory), Ir. g'loir, and cruinney

(globe) Ir. cruinne, all c-j-w-stems in Manx, making their pi. in -aghyn. Of his

third declension the paradigms are sourey (summer), Ir. samrad, a masc. o-stem,
moir (mother), IT. mathair, a tar-stem, feill (flesh), Ir. feoil, an /-stem, and
cloan (children), Ir. eland, a fern. -stem. Of the fourth declension his paradigms
are cagliagh m. (boundary), which seems to be the Ir. cocrlch, a fern, a-stem; raan-

tagh (a bail), of which I know not any cognate, delve (sword), Ir. claideb, annytn

(soul), Ir. anim, an n-stem, keeill (church), Ir. cell, a fern, a-stem, ble'in (year), Ir.

bliadain, an -stem. His fifth declension is exemplified by doarn (fist), Ir. dorn,
cron (mast), Ir. craim, kione (head), Ir. cenn, mac (son), "fer (man), bolg (belly),

kellngh (cock), Ir. cailtch, modde (dog), Ir. matad, all o-stems, booa (cow), Ir. bo,

a diphthongal stem, guiy (goose), Ir. ged, a fern, a-stem, and keyrrey (sheep), Ir.

caera, a c-stem. Leo, in the Grammar which he made out of the Manx New
Testament (Ferienschriften , Halle, 1847), gives no paradigms only lists of sub-

stantives making their nom. pi. in what he supposes to be the same way, and
a list of 17 nouns of which the genitives sg. occur in the N.T.

1 Ueber die Keltischen Sprachen vom Gesichtspunkte der vergleichenden Sprach-
forschung, Berlin, 1838.

2 De rafimite des langues celtiques avec le Sanscrit, Paris, 1837.
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Ordo Prior) paradigms of the masc. and neut. stems in io,

i, u, the feminine stems in ia and a, and also (in his Ordo

Posterior) paradigms of stems in , r, c and d. But he did

so, apparently, without seeing the identity of these stems

with the similar stems in the other Indo-European tongues.
The credit of expressly recognizing this identity, and of

seeing that Zeuss' Ordo Prior was the vocalic, his Ordo

Posterior the consonantal, declension, is due to Ebel, who
in his paper, Celtische Studien 4. Die Declination,

1 showed

that Zeuss' first series comprised eo-stems, his second o-stems,

his third stems in i and in u, his fourth feminine m-stems,

his fifth feminine stems in a and i. He also showed that

Zeuss' second series comprised ^-sterns, r-stems and ^-sterns,

and he saw, by comparison with Welsh, that fili (poet) and

traig (foot) were stems in t. He also saw that the so-called

datives pi. in -aib were really instrumentals representing the

Skr. -abhis. Siegfried then suggested that the non-aspirat-

ing gen. sg. of Irish fern, a-stems represented a Gaulish

-es, which caused the "
legionis secundes Italics

"

of a Latin inscription at Vaison
; explained the

-ea of the gen. sg. of w-stems as = -eo? in (e.g.)

^Seo? (an Indo-European -evos), and the -a of pronominal

genitives as=Lat. -lus
;
and found in the dat. sg. of the

neut. men-declension a trace of the instrumental in -bi.
2

To these discoveries I was able in 1858 to add those of

c-stems, a solitary gr-stem, participial stems in nt, nominal

stems in MS, and adjectival stems in i. I also quoted instances

of the locative and ablative singular, explained the t of the

article, and pointed out the light derivable from the com-

parison of Gaulish and Ogmic inscriptions.
3 And in my

Irish Glosses, 1860, I gave paradigms of vocalic stems in o,

io, i, u, d, id, and of consonantal stems in c, g, d, n, men, nt,

and r. Schleicher, then, in his Compendium der vergl. Gram-

1 Printed in 1858, in Kuhn und Schleicher's Beitruge zur vergleichenden

Sprachforschung .

Kuhn und Schleicher's Beitrage, i. p. 452, where he compares the Greek

3 See Kuhn und Schleicher's Beitrage, i. 334, 340, 449, 451, 452, 454, 457,

458, 461, 464.
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matik, confronted with the corresponding stems in the other

Indo-European languages, the Irish consonantal stems in g,

n, nt, and -tar and vocalic stems in u, i, o, a, io, and id.

Some years afterwards, Ebel discovered that seven Irish

neuters belonged to the es-declension. 1 And in 1871 he

published, in the second edition of the Grammatica Celtica,

paradigms of the following stems, omitting, however, the

locative and ablative :

Ordo Prior. Series I. a. masc. o-steins, b. masc. io-stems.

Ser. II. masc. i-stems. Ser. III. masc. u-stems. Ser. IY.

a. fern, a-stems, b. fern, ia-stems. Ser. V. fern, i-stems.

Ordo Posterior. Ser. I. masc. d-stems and masc. nt-stems.

Ser. II. c-stems. Ser. III. tar-stems. Ser. IY. ion-stems

and ion-stems. Ser. Y. neut. men-stems. Ser. YI. s-stems.

The diphthongal themes would, he says, constitute a seventh

series, but of these there is only one sure example, namely,

bd=/3ov<;, bos, from bom, in some of the oblique cases.

Since 1871, so far as I know, the only advances made in

the knowledge of the Irish declension have been Windisch's

discovery of the instrumental singular in o- and a-stems
;

Zimmer's explanation of the plural ending -a of the pret.

passive as the nom. pi. in -dses of a participle ;
Mahlow's

explanations of the voc. pi. of masc. o-stems, the gen. sg. of

neut. men-stems, and the oblique cases of ben (woman) ; my
own observation on those neuters ending in -ach, -ech, which

decline in the singular like o-stems, in the plural like s-stems
;

Thurneysen's discovery of fern, z-stems
;
and such new results

set forth in the present paper as may stand the scrutiny of

competent philologists.

It will have been observed that Ebel gave no paradigms
of neuter stems in o, io, i and u

;
that he omits altogether

to notice the fern, z-stems and the neuters ending in

-ach ; that his arrangement of the consonantal stems is

faulty ;
that he gives no paradigms of ^-sterns, nc-stems,

^-sterns, or nd-stems. Furthermore, though he has (pp. 222,

253) a scheme of the protoceltic case-endings of the con-

sonantal stems and the masc. o-stems, he has no such scheme

1 ibid. vi. 222.
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for the other stems ending in vowels. Lastly, in one instance

(Uth voc. sg.) his paradigm is incorrect : in his lists, four

examples, namely, Corpimaqvas, formet, sirid, arcon, are non-

existent : some nouns and adjectives, e.g. imm (butter),

dasian (asperitate, Sao-eta), menman (mentis, p. 267), seiche

(uxoris), crann (tree), meith (fat), Brmccos, are placed in

series, or under cases or genders, to which they do not

properly belong; and his paradigms of the flexion of the

numerals 2, 3, and 4 are insufficient.

Windisch (Irische Grammatik, 1879) gives a far completer
set of paradigms. But his arrangement of the consonantal

stems resembles Ebel's ; he omits the vocative of w-stems ;

he ignores fern, stems in u and t, neuters ending in -ach,

pi. -aige, and adjectives ending in -amail\ he misplaces the

o-stem Ulaid l * Ulstermen
'

with the stems in d. Lastly, in his

paradigms of the neuter stems in /, u, men and es, he inserts

in the nom. and ace. singular the transported n, which, when

it does occur, is merely syntactical and due to the false

analogy of the neuter stems in o and io.

In the paradigms I have prefixed the article so as to

exhibit the initial mutations in the case of words beginning
with vowels and the consonants c, t, g, d, b,f, and *. I have

also used a turned comma
(')

to denote the vocalic infection,

or (as Irish grammarians say)
*

aspiration
'

of following con-

sonants. And throughout this paper I shall use a horizontal

stroke to denote a long vowel, and keep the acute accent to

mark a tonic vowel.

A. YOCALIC DECLENSION.

1. MASCULINE STEMS is 0.

Sing.

Nom. in ball

Gen. in' baill

Dat. don' baull, bull

Ace. in mball-n
Voc. a' baill

Example : ball
' member '=

Dual

iu da' ball

in da' ball

dondib mballaib .

in da' ball

Plur.

in' baill

inna mball-n
donaib ballaib

inna baullu

a' baullu

1 The meaning appears
to be barbati, cf. Skr.pitla 'horripilation.' In Gaulish

.we seem to have it in the tribe name Trt-ulatti, Plin. iii. 20. '24, where in is an
intensive prefix and ulalti a mistake for ulati (ttlati?).
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The loc. sg. would be baill, but this case occurs too rarely

to justify its insertion in the paradigm. The only sure

instance is cinn (nom. sg. cenn ' head
'),

which occurs in the

gloss cinn (gl. capite) Tur. 54, and in the phrases cfnd noi

mis (at the end of nine months), cind blladna (at the end of

a year), dim rehe (at the end of the space), Wb. 4 11. The

adv. etir, itir (omnino), protoceltic enteroi, may be added.

The peritonic voc. sg. is due to the old ending -e=Lat. e,

Gr. -e. The gen. dual points to a protoceltic -o, which

agrees with Zend -o, Old Slav. -u, Lith. -u. EbePs theory,

that this case has been replaced by the gen. pi., will not hold,

for the transported n is never found after the gen. dual.

The datives dual and plural are originally instrumental, the

protoceltic terminations being respectively = -abin, -abis.

In the nom. plural, the Irish agrees with Greek and Latin

in using the pronominal -i. A trace of the old ending -dses

(Vedic dfsds, Goth, os, from dses) is found in the -a of the

pret. passive, which, as Ebel saw, was originally a participle.

The vocative -u comes from os, and is only accidentally like

the accusative -u from oss, ons.

Like ball are declined arg (hero)=ap^;o5 ;
bard (poet) ;

bond

(sole)= Lat./wm/tts; bran
(raven) =Slav. vranti, Lith. varna-s;

brott (goad); earn (heap of stones); do (nail)= Lat. clavus;

coll (hazel)= O.H.G. had m.',fer (man)=Lat. vir (Skr. mra) ;

colomb (dove)=Lat. columbus
;

cul (back)=Lat. culus, dia

(god)=Lat. divus (Skr. deva], gen. d<ki\ ech (horse) =Lat.

equus (Skr. a$va) ;
eo (yew-tree) = A.J. iv, O.N. yr; fen

(wagon) =O.N. vagn; fescor (evening) =Gr. Feairepo^ ; frass

(shower) = Skr. varsha; giall (hostage)= O.N. gisl; glonn (calf),

gen. gluinn\ gort (field) =Lat. hortus, Gr. ^0/3x09; lasc (fish),

Goth, fisks /m=plexus ; /osc=Xo|6? ;
nett (nest) =Lat. nidus

;

ore (pig)=Lat. porcus; suan (sleep)
= VTTVOS ;

tarb (bull)
=

Lat, taurus, Gr. ravpos from rapf-os; tromm (elder-tree),

gen. truimm; uan (lamb)= Lat. agnus ;
and the loan-words

aingel (angelus) ; apstal (apostolus) ;
articol (articulus) ; borgg,

bore (burgus) ;
carmocol l

(carbunculus) ;
catt (cattus) ;

cercol

1 From *carmnocol = & Low-Latin *carbnuculus.
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(circulus) ;
cUrech (clericus) ; epscop (episcopus) ; felsub

(philosophus) ; flch (vicus) ;
Idech (hero)=laicus ;

lebor

(liber), loc (locus), manach (rnonachus), mod (modus), mid

(mulus), pardos (paradisus), popul (populus), salm (psalmus),

senod (synodus), son (sonus), sorn (furnus), sug (sucus), trop

(tropus), ymnmn (hymnus).
It will be seen that all these agree not only in meaning,

but in gender and declension, with their respective reflexes in

Latin, Sanskrit and Gothic. The originals of some loan-words

belonging to this declension are in classical latinity feminine,

as senod (synodus), or neuter, as corp (corpus), fial (velum),

Idol (idolum), ifurnn (infernum), tempul (templum). But it

is possible that in the Low-Latin, whence the Irish got them,

they were masculine.

To the o-declension belong the following names from the

Book of Armagh : Dubthach, gen. Dubthaich ; Ere, gen.

Eire; Slan, gen. Slain; Fiacc, gen. Feecc, better Feicc
; Nlall,

gen. Neill; Ulaid (Ulidians), ace. pi. Ultu, 8b
,
1

; Amolngad,

gen. -gid ; Dallbronach, gen. -brom'g ; Cairten, gen. Cairtin ;

Locharnach, Litgar (gen. -air) ; Eogan, gen. Eogin ; Cuilenn

(gen. -inn); Gabrdn, Colomb, gen. Coluimb ; Dall, gen. Daill;

Feradach, Cronan, Sardn, Fdilan, Failgnad, Sechnassach.

Laigen, ace. pi. Laigniu ; Boidmal, gen. Boidmail; Cetgen

(=Cintugenos) ; Crimthann, dat. Crimthunn.

2. NEUTER STEMS IN 0.

Example : dliged
'

law/ W. dylyed, dyled, protoceltic dligeto-n.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. a ndliged-n in da ndliged inna *dliged, dligeda
Gen. in dligid in da dliged inna ndliged-n
Dat. don dligud dondib ndligedaib donaib dligedaib
Ace. a ndliged-n in da ndliged inna *dliged, dligetha
Toe. a dliged-n *a dliged, a dligetha

So are declined arm (weapon), biad (food, /Storo?), cenel

(nation, W. cenetl), ce#=Lat. centum, crann (tree)
=W. prenn,

protoceltic qerno-n, cognate with Lat. quernus ; ^raw^Lat.

grdnum; /e^(half); mil (beast) =Gr. /^Xov; 67/(seed); trlan

(a third), perhaps also larn (iron). So also the loan-words
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grad (gradus), caissel (castellum), or (aurum), sraigell (fla-

gelluin), ifern (infernum).

Instrumentals sg. are, perhaps, triun in the phrase mo triun

arailiu (greater than another third), Brocc. h. 1. 80
;

dessiul

(righthandwise) in phrases like dothoet dessiul; and ceneul in

the adv. in decheneul (gl. bigenere).

The original ending (-a) of the plural nom., ace. and voc.,

would, according to the laws of desinence, be lost
;
and ac-

cordingly we find sd tarmorcenn (six terminations), arm aili

(other arms), membur (membra), trl-chet (three hundreds),

G. C.2 226=Ved. tri $ata (Windisch), to which may be

added inna comtherchomrac (gl. conuenticula) Ml. 81, fcss

(scita), inna gran (Lat. grand] Sg. 184b . Forms in -a are due

to the analogy of the feminine a-stems, and (e.g.) cenela

(nationes) may be compared with Ital. le arme, Lat. ilia

arma (Ebel).

Whether Irish ever possessed fern, stems in o, like the Lat.

fagus, Gr. ^77769, is doubtful. Froech (heather, cognate with

epeUrf) makes its nom. pi. inna dcercae froich (gl. uaccinia

calta), Sg. 49a 10. Etar, the name of Gand's wife, seems to

make E^air in the gen. sg., LL. 194b.

3. MASCULINE STEMS IN 10.

Example : cele
'

companion/ W. cilydd, protoceltic celio-s.

Shiff. Dual flur.

Nom. in cele in da chele in cheli

Gen. in cheli in da chele inna c5le-n

Dat. don cheliu(-i) dondib celib donaib celib

Ace. in cele-n in da chele inna celiu

Voc. a cheli a cheliu

These stems are to be compared with Latin like filius, Goth,

like hairdeis, Gr. aAAo? from aXto?.

Like cele are declined aicme (tribe), haue (grandson,

descendant)= Trat? ex iraFjo-s, dalte (pupil), daire (oakwood),
ere (burden), tigerne (lord), uisce (water), and the loan-word

cuthe (puteus). So are declined the participles pret. passive.

So, too, are declined the following names from the Book of

Armagh: Daire, gen. Dairi; Ldiguire, gen. Ldiguiri, Lofguri;

Machthene, gen. (Maccu}machtheni ; Colpde; Ferchertne; Liphe
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(the Liffey), gen. Liphi ; Blaitine, dat. Blaitiniu] Laithphe,

gen. Laithphi ; Tuirtre, gen. Tuirtri ; Dagre, gen. Dagri ;

Sege, gen. Segi ; Taidcne, gen. Taidcni ; Coithrige, gen. -gi ;

Cothirbe, gen. -bi; Cuine, gen. -m; Cerrige, gen. -gi; Nairne,

dat. -niu ; Caere, Segene, Coirpre, Maine, Caitne, Ende, Icne,

Sebuirge, Lugne, Cummdne, and Seine, gen. Setni. Dagdae,

dat. Dagdu, also belongs to this declension, and Ogma=
Gaul. Oy/uo?.

1

4. NEUTEE STEMS IN 10.

Example : cride
'

heart,' W. craidd, protoceltic crad'io-n :

cf. icapSia.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Norn, a cride-n in da chride inna cride

Gen. in chridi in da chride inna cride-n

Dat. don chridiu dondib cridib donaib cridib

Ace. a cride-n in da chride inna cride

Voc. a chride-n a chride

Sg. voc. na briss indiu, mo chride (break not to-day, my
heart

!), Longes mac nllsnig.

In ba mo amru arailiu (it was greater than [any] other

marvel, amre), we have, according to Windisch, an instru-

mental sg. of this declension.

Like cride are declined arbe, orpe (heritage) Goth, arbi,

belre (language), fiadnisse (testimony)=A. S. ge-witnesse, trede

(threeness), Skr. Maya. Perhaps also side (elf), which

Windisch connects with Skr. sadhya, and the loan-word

caille=pallium. They correspond with Latin nouns like

odium, Gr. like epeiinov.

5. STEMS (OF ALL SENDEES) IN I.

Example : faith
'

prophet/ protoceltic fdti-s, Lat. votes.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Norn, in faith da faith ind faithi

Gen. ind fatho (-0, -a) da fatho inna fathe-n

Dat. dond faith dib faithib donaib faithib

Ace. in faith-n da iaith inna faithi

Voc. a faith a fathi

1
Rhys (Lectures, pp. 293-295) equates "W. ofydd (written ouit in the Black

Book of Carmarthen) with Ogma, "Ojfiios. But could the group ogm become
ov ? Can ofydd, which in Old Welsh means '

leader,' be connected with Ir. ubh

(sword-point), root pug inpungo?
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There is one example of a loc. sg. fern. : mebuir (in memoria)
Wb. 20a

,
one of a locative sg. neut. : ni domnu ni muir

(there is nothing deeper in the sea), Sg. Incant., and one,

perhaps, of an instrumental : is uaisliu cech duil (it is nobler

than every creature), Ml. 25a
. That the -o of the gen. sing,

was long in the oldest Irish is proved by the form aloo

*

rupis/ which occurs in the Book of Armagh, fo. 20. b. 1.

Like faith are declined aig (ice)=O.N. jaki ; aird (point)=
apScs; buain (harvest), protocelt. bogni; Boind, gen. Boindeo;

bliadain (year), cruim,f. (worm)= Lat. (c}vermis, Lith. klrmis,

Skr. krmi
;

cluain (meadow), duil, f.
(element) =Skr. dhuli

(dust)
J

; feith (sinew), Lat. vitis
; flaith (kingdom), fochaid

(tribulation),fochricc (reward), liaig (physician)= Goth, leikeis;

gnuis (countenance) ;
mil (honey) = Lat. mel\ tain (a driving,

*tu-ag-ni] ; buaid, n. (victory) ;
the loan-word suist (fustis) ;

and many loan-words, such as enair (Januarius), proind

(prandium), beist (bestia), stoir (historia),/zs (visio), from stems

in -io, -ia, -ion. The infinitive stems in -i (Ved. -aye] and -ti

(Lith. and Slav, -ti, Yed. -taye) also belong to this declension.

To this declension belong the following names in the Book

of Armagh : A.UUI, gen. Ailello
; Fedilmid, gen. Feidilmedo,

Fedeilmtheo, Fedelmtheo ; Forfailid, gen. Forfdilto ; Hereaith.

By analogj'' to the neut. stems in o, the neut. stems in i

sometimes take an n after the nom., ace. and voc. sg. Thus :

muir n-lcht (the Ictian sea) ;
a buaid n-dc n- Ulad (0 victory

of the warriors of Ulster !) LU. 100*. In the nom. and ace.

pi. they have -a or (where the root-vowel is
i)

-e. The nouns

rind (sidus) and mind (insigne) also drop the ending in the

nom. and ace. plural.

One or two fern, ^'-sterns have no ending in the gen. sg.

Thus: ind firinne inna stoir (the truth of the story) Ml. 53;

tomailt na feoil (the consuming of the flesh) Tain bo Fraich,

53
;
Tain bo Flidais (cattlespoil of Flidais) LL. 247a

. So

the masc. loan-words posit (positivi), superlait (superlativi),

abbgitir (abgitorii, i.e. alphabeti).

The neut. /-stems gein (birth) and tlr (land) make their

Fick compares Lith. dulkes and Lat. ftillgo.
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gen. sg. gene and tire. Of these gene may perhaps belong

to the s-declension and be =761/609, generis.

6. MASCULINE AND NEUTER STEMS IN IT.

Example : bith m. 'world,' W. yc=Gaulish bitu-s.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Norn, bith da bith bithi

Gen. betho <La betho bithe-n
Dat. biuth dib mbethaib bethaib

Ace. bith n da bith bithu

Voc. a betho a bithu

Voc. sg. 'mi domine Aido,' Book of Armagh, 20a. 1.

Aido mecc Bricc benibula, Mone's Hymni Latini Medii Aevi,

iii. 181, where for ' mecc Bricc,' the MS. has mech Prich.

A locative sg., congaib lethu Ath Fithot (he sets up with

them at F.'s ford), occurs in Ar. 18a. 2, and a gen. dual da

loch occurs in Brocc. h. 20.

Like bith are declined ath 1

(ford), ith (corn)= Skr. pitii

(nahrung), fid (wood)=O.H.G. vitu, giun (mouth)=Skr. hanu

(jaw), mug (slave) =Goth. magu\ and cath (battle)= O.H.G.

hadu-, AS. hecf&o : probably also breo (flame ;
in breo taith-

neamach, O'Dav. s.v, caindelbra), from *bresu : the names

Oingus, gen. Oingmso, Fergus, gen. Fergusso, Ross, gen. Rossa,

Fenius, gen. Feniusa: verbal nouns (infinitives) in -udiyettu
and -ad=ayatu ; and the loan-words els (census), fers (versus),

fin (vinum), sens, sians (sensus), and splrut (spiritus).

Neut. stems in -u are /ocA=Lat. lacus, suth (fetus) and

dorus (door), protocelt. dvorestu; mid=iie6v, recht (right), tes

(heat). By analogy to neut. stems in o they sometimes

take n after the nom. and ace. sg., and add -a, -e in the

nom. ace. and voc. pi. In one instance, however, there is

no ending (frisna torus ' ad portas,' Ml. 98, but voc. a

doirsea, Ml. 98).

Daur (oak), Sg. 38a
9, whence daurauth (gl. quercetum)

53a
6, daurde (quernus), 38a

10, gen. daro, c?r=W. derw-en,

and cognate with Sopv, Skr. ddru, seems to belong to this

declension.

1

Cognate with Skr. path, Gr. irdros, Lat. pon(t}s.
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Two instances (obscure to me) of the dat. sg. of a raasc.

-stem ending in a vowel are don spirutu ntkm (to the Holy

Ghost) LU. 31b
,
and dia mogha manchuine (to his workingman)

Laws ii. 22. A nom. pi. in -ea is tri tuimthea gleso in letraira

dedenach (three dippings of the tool (pen) in the last page)
Arm. 78a. 2.

The dat. dual and pi. -(lib, not -uib, is probably due to the

false analogy of stems in o and a. In the adverb dib-hnaib (e

duabus partibus, utrimque) we seem to have the old instru-

mental meaning.

FEMININE STEMS IN IT.

There seem to have been feminine stems in u. Thus deug

Tur. 71, later deog, deoch 'drink/ points to a protoceltic

dcgu, but in the oblique cases it has gone over to the fern,

d-declension. Examples are : sg. gen. riathar inna dige Ml.

43, ace. innan-dig (in eorum potum), Wb. 27a
. So the w-in-

fection in triub (tribus), sg. ace. triub Ml. 37r
, gen. frebe, pi.

ace. tribu, Ml. 34d 9, points to a protoceltic trebu. Fiad(deer),

gen. fiada, and gabul (fork, protoceltic gablu-s ?), sg. gen. na

gabla, dat. gabul, dual gen. da gabul: pi. nom. and ace. gabla,

seem, at all events in the gen. and dat. singular, to belong
to this declension. The name Medb generally makes its gen.

Medba, as if it were an u-stem
;
dat. do Medb, LU. 65a

, ace. la

Medb, 63b
,
but sometimes in this case (Meidbe), and generally in

the dat. (Meidb) and ace. (Meidb-n], it agrees with the a-stems.

The names Buan and Samer also make their genitives in -a.

Soferb (cow), sg. gen. ferba brachtche, LU. 109a
.

7. FEMININE STEMS IN A.

Example : tuath '

folk,' "W. tud, Osc. tovto, Goth, piuda, proto-

celtic touta.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. in tiaath' in di thuaith inna tuatha

Qen. inna tuaithe in da thuath inna tuath-n

Dat. don tuaith' dondib tQathaib donaib tuathaib

Ace. in tuaith-n in di thuaith inna tuatha

Toe. a thuath' a thQatha
Loe. tuaith
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One or two other locatives singular of this declension are

quotable : each conair (in every way, conar] LIT. 16a
, 39

b
,40

b
,

tuarcain (conterendo) Sg. 184b, and perhaps the adverbs an-

echtair, sechtair (extrinsecus). An instrumental, perhaps, is

lia turern (more than can be counted). And Windisch thinks

uare, ore (quia) is the abl. of uar, a fern, d-stem
;
the gen. and

abl. sg. coinciding as in Sanskrit. But this is questionable.

The postposition etar, etor, in the adv. itnmanetar, immenetor,

'inviceni'=Lat. mtrd(d), is an abl. sg. of this declension.

So the prepositions echtar=~Lat. extra, and for (aspirating)=
Lat. 8-upra, Gr. vTreprj-.

The non-aspirating genitive points to a protoceltic -es :

the European as (^a>pa<;, familids, gibos) is represented by

nma, gen. sg. of ben (woman). The peritonic accusative is

due to an invasion by the /-declension. I know not what

case is diis (nom. sing, dias ' duitas '), which occurs with the

possessive pronouns in such phrases as atiaam arn-diis (we
two are), mani bet an-diis (unless they two are).

Like tuath are declined cennadach (province) ;
ciall (intellect)

=~W. pwyll\ cetach (mantle); clock (stone) =Kpotcr); curnal

(she-slave) ;
cos (foot) =Lat. coxa

;
err (tail, from ersa] =

ovpa (from opera) ; faed (cry, W. gicaedd)= Gr. d-FoiSrj fcrg

(anger) ir^Gr. 0/3777 ; glass (fetter), frass (shower), Skr.

varsha, Hz (lova), gen. Iae\ ingen (girl); lam (hand)^=

Lat. palma, iraXd^'r), O.H.G. folma; lecc (flag-stone) :=

Lat. planca ;
muinter (family) ;

run (secret) = Goth, runa ;

sere (love)=W. sereh= a-ropyij ; tulach (hill, TV\T), ruXo?) ;

and the loan-words almsan (eleemosyna), baislec (basilica),

braissech (brassica), cell (cella), eland (planta), clum (pluma),

conson (consona), corcur (purpura), crock (crux), fedb (vidua),

fiugor (figura), focul (vocula), gluas (glossa), liter (littera),

lurech (lorica), mlas (mensa), not (nota), persan (persona),

plan (poena), plag (plaga), Rom (Roma), rlagol (regula),

senisler (fenestra), saiyet (sagitta), scol (schola), sillab

(syllaba).

To this declension belong the following river-names from

the Book of Armagh : Dea, gen. Dee
; Muad, gen. Muaide ;

Boand) dat. Boind: Slicech gen. Slicichce, and the women's
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names Coigell, Fedelm. The nom. pi. in -ea : foirrgea, Arm.

14b
2, and ace. pi. coirnea (gl. coronas) ibid. 180a

2, are

obscure.

8. FEMININE STEMS IN IA.
%

Example : soillse
'

light,' protoceltic svalnastia.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. in t- soillse in dl soillsi inna soillsi

Gen. inna soillse in da soillse inna soillse-n

Lat. don t-soillsi dondib soillsib donaib soillsib

Ace. in soillsi in dl soillsi inna soillsi

Voc. a soillse a soillsi

A locative, perhaps, is Toicuile, Tlr. 2. Ablatives are

cobre (cupidine) Wb. 29
; felire (gl. codice), the adverb

sldne (fully, lit. in, or with, fulness) Fel. Oct. 30, hi sochaide

(in a multitude) Patrick's h., Maccuil diMane *M. of (the

isle of) Man,' Ar. 6b 1. (W. Manaw, Pliny's Nonapia, leg.

Manavia ?} and de Vertrige, ib. 15a
1.

The i- in the ace. sg. and nom. and ace. pi. is due to an

invasion by the ^-declension. Like soillse are declined

Ailbine, aille (praise), Nachae (Armagh), erdathe (judgment),

fertae (grave), tuare (food), Slane (Slane), Sleibte (Sletty),

the river-name Succae
(
= Graul. Suppia?}, and the loan-words

caimmse (camisia), fellsube (philosophia), pairche (parochia),

ungae (uncia), usca (axungia).

These stems correspond with Latin like filia (acie-s,

according to Schleicher), Skr. like vrajya (wandering), vidya

(science), and represent Gr. nouns like Soretpa, Qpaaaa,

Kpija-cra, respectively from Sorepia, 0pqKia, Kprjna.

9. FEMININE STEMS IN I.

Ebel (Kuhn's Beitrage, i. 180) says that by-forms like

muing (mane) appear to be z-stems, and at p. 340 of the

same volume I gave a paradigm, which lacks the dual and

is wrong in the gen. sg. and nom. pi. Thurneysen was the

first to show that those fern, nouns, which in the nom. sg.

resemble *-stems, but which make their dat. and ace. sg.
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as if they were id-stems, belong to the z-declension. They

correspond, in Europe, with Greek feminines like eX,7r/9 and

Old-Norse like y/#r=Skr.

Example : inis
*

island,' W. ynys, protoceltic eneste.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. inis inis insi

Gen. inse, inseo, inis inse ? inse-n

l)at. insi, inis insib insib

Ace. insi-n, inis-n inis insi

Voc. inis insi

Sg. Muchatocc Inse Fall Arm. 18a
2, gen. familia Dam-inse

15a
2, Augustin Inseo Bices 18a 2

;
dat. in insi, ond insi, Saltair

na Rann, 4008, 4009. So is declined Brigit (Skr. brhati),

gen. Brigtce, Arm. 19a
1, Brigte, Sanctbrigte, Brocc. h. 13,

15, 95, Brigta 35, 43 (Brigtce in the Franciscan copy), Brigte

89, 103, 104, dat. Brigti? ace. Brigti-n (ar sanchtbrigti,

Brocc. h. 23, la Brigte, 70= la Brigtcs, Franciscan copy) ;

vneit
'

greatness,' (W. maint) gen. meite
; setig

'

wife/ gen.

seiche, Wb. 10a
;
dat. ace. seitchi ibid., adaig (night), gen.

aidche, dat. aidchi, GK C. 253.

We also find the genitives sing, airUse, bliadne (anni),

brithe (ferendi) Wb. 25b
,

cuile (secessus), Arm. 15a
2, fuile

(sanguinis) Wb. 2b, fochricce (praemii) Wb. 10b
,
lubae (fru-

ticis), Scirte, Arm. 15b 1, taidchrecce (redemptionis) Wb. 21%
tesbuithe (defectus) Cr. 3b

,
which come respectively from the

nominatives airlis, bliadain, brith, cml, fuil, fochricc, luib,

Scirit, taidchricc, tesbuith : the datives sg. gruade (leg.

gruaidi], Lupaiti, maisi, samuisci, which come respectively

from gruaid (cheek), Lupait (name of a sister of S.

Patrick), mais (mass), samaisc (heifer).
2 And the accusa-

1 Mahlow: Die Langen vocale a, e, o, Berlin 1879, p. 146, where the oldest

flexion of l\iris is thus given : *eAirty e'ATriSos *^A?rt *t\irlt> and t\irtSa, Voc.

*^Air, *t\irifs, t\iri$wv, f\iri<rt t\irls and ^AwiSos, where S has come from/.
2
cuinnegar dia yruaide gris (it is levied from his ruddy cheek) O'Dav. 64 : dia

fiair \. Lupati (to his sister, i.e. Lupait) Trip. Life, Rawl. B. 512, fo. 6a 2 : ise dona

cetni rotheip Dia asin maisi (now this is the first thing that God severed from the

mass) Laws, i. 26 : dia n-airbera samuisci cona hwlib iardaigib (if he eats a

heifer with all her . . .) O'Dav. 97.
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tives sing, airlisi
1

(septum), bliadni (annum) Or. 32b
(Gr.C.

1

p. 1050), fell (feriam ;
admunter a fell

' thou veneratest

his festival/ Fel. Oct. 2), fuili (sanguinem), Wb. 31b

(Gr.C.
1

1040), glaissi (rivulum : rodoirt-si intamin blegon

na n-erc isin-glaissi, she then spilt the milk of the cows

into the stream, glais, Rev. Celt. vi. 188) : issin monai (into

the bog, moin] LU. 62b, forsin monai, LU. 131, 1. 1, rathi,

(fort,
' sonum . . . gentilium . . . facientium rathi,' Ar. 6b .

1), frisin rig ocus in rlgnai (to the king and the queen,

*ngain
2= Skr. rajni) Tain bo Fraich, 1. 54, tuc tdnai mbo

a Feraib Roiss (he took a driving tain of kine out of

Fir Hoiss) LL. 124a 10. PI. gen. rignce (reginarum) Cod.

S. Paul, quoted Ir. Texte i. 3. 20.

The loan-word trlndoit (Trinity) has gen. sg. trlndoti Ml. 2d,

2, trlnoite Fiacc h. 42, trinoit Patr. h., the dat. din trindoti,

Ml. 15b
. It may be compared with ccetate (=civitate) in

Giansi-cvetate, Quicherat, 114. The loan-word eclis (ecclesia)

makes its gen. sg. cecilse Wb. 22a
,
but also ccolso, cecolsa,

ceccalsa. In the name Mag-inis (Lecale), we seem to have a

genitive like stoir, feoil, supra.

There is one example of the loc. sg. of this declension : rdith

(con-congab raith Foalascich 'till he set up at Falascach's fort'),

Tir. 2.

For purposes of comparison I give from "Whitney, 356,

the corresponding Vedic forms.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Norn, nadls nadia nadias

Gen. nadias nadios nadmam

Dat. nadie nadlbhyam nadibhyas
Ace. nadiam nadia nadias

Voc. nadi

These explain well enough the Irish gen. sg. in -e, dat.

in -i, ace. in -i-n, and nom. and ace. pi. The Irish nom. sg.,

1
i sechmall na athgalhala do breith in-airlisi airech aird no eclasa (neglecting

to bring the distress into the pound of an Aire Ard or the Church), Laws i. 96.
2 I have only met with the nom. sing, rlgan. The gen. sing, rigna (in sin-

nach na banrigna 'the queen's fox,' Franciscan Lib. Hymn. p. 42) seems to come
from an t-stem.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 8
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the nom. and ace. dual, and the by-forms in the gen. (-eo)

and dat. sg. seem to be due to an intrusion of the -declension.

"Whether there were Irish masc. stems in I, like Skr.

rathi-s (charioteer), is doubtful : the gen. sg. Dunlinge (nom.

sg. Dunlaing) occurs in the Book of Armagh, fo. 10b 1,

15b
1, 18b 1, and ' muince buachaele' (nom. sg. buachail, fiov-

/coXos) ibid. fo. 15s
1, and Maccu-Greccae, Arm. 5b 2, lustianus

mac hli Daimene, 9b 1, Mace Ercae, 14b 2, Mace Rime, 14b

2, Corcu-Theimne, 15a
2,

'
fir Gimmce,' ingen Anfolmithe,

17a
2, Fergus mor mace Nise, 18b 2 (of which I do not know

the nominatives).

B. DIPHTHONGAL STEMS.

Of these there seem to be only three, namely, bo 'cow,'

glao, glo 'ball,' and nau, no 'ship/ Glao, glo (=Skr. glau)

occurs only in composition with snathe '
thread.' Nau, no

(Skr. nau, Gr. vav<t) is quotable only in the sg. nom. (nau,

no), gen. (naue, noe), dat. (ndi, noe} and the pi. dat. (noib).

And bo (Lat. bos) is irregular, forming its nom. sg., dual

and pi., from a stem bov, dat. and ace. sg. from a stem bon,

or bona : and its ace. pi. from bo (cf. ace. pi. /Sou? from

*/3o)i>9) . -Bo is thus declined :

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. b5 dl ba bai, ba
Gen. bou, bo da bo bo-n
Dat. boin dib mbuaib buaib
Ace. boin-n di ba (boin) bu

The vocative I have not found. Gen. dual : mac da bo,

Corm. s.v. dedel.

In di (sheep) =019, 0*9, or is, and roi (a plain) from *rusi,

cogn. with Lat. rus, the diphthong has been produced by the

regular loss of intervocalic v and s.

C. CONSONANTAL STEMS.

These may be arranged as follows : 1, guttural stems
; 2,

lingual stems (stems in r) ; 3, dental stems (stems in t, d, nt) ;

stems in the dental nasal, n : stems in the dental sibilant s.
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1. GUTTURAL STEMS.

(0) stems in C.

Example : cathair
'

city,' W. caer, protoceltic castrix.

Sing.
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(i) stems in G.

Example: rl 'king,' W. rhi, protoceltic rlx.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. rl da rig rig
Gen. rig da rig rig-n
Dat. rig dib rigaib rigaib
Ace. rlg-n da rig riga
Voc. a rl a riga

So seems declined bri (hill), gen. breg, dat. brig (leg. brig?),

Brocc. h. 51, LH. (Franciscan copy)= 6n, LH. (T.C.D.), ace.

brig-n (cingit go brigh, O'Dav.), ace. pi. Brega, Arm. 2b . 1.

These stems correspond with Latin, like reg in r&r,=Skr.

raj in Dharma-rdj, and Gr. like <Ax>7 in <X6f.

The dat. dual is not exemplified in the Gr. Celtica : ar dib

rigaibh, Corm. B. s.v. lotar, is an instance.

(0) stems in NO.

Example : lia m. '

stone,' protoceltic livanx.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. lia da liic liic

Gen. liac da liac liac-n

Dat. liic dib liacaib liacaib

Ace. liic-n da liic liaca

This is a dissyllable, as appears from the line blog don liic

logmair (a fragment of the precious stone), Felire, Oct. 5.

It is, perhaps, cognate with Gr. \dlyi;.

Dual nom. : commemdatar in da liic (so that the two stones

broke) LIT. 59b . An abl. sg. occurs in Sg. 65a 1 : doronta

dia dind liac (a god was made of the stone).

The so-called absolute form of the cardinal 10, the dissyllable

deac, is a gen. sg. belonging to this declension, and seems to

stand for a protoceltic digancos, cognate with Goth, tigu and

(if this mean ' sum of the fingers ')
Lat. digitus.

2. LINGUAL STEMS.

Example: athir 'father '= Lat. pater.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. int-athir in da atbir ind athir

Gen. ind-atbar in da athar inna n-athre-n

Dat. dond athir dondib n-athrib ? donaib athrib

Ace. inn-athir-n in da athir inna athrea

Voc. a athir a athrea
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So are declined the er-stems brdthir (brother), mdthir

(mother), perhaps amnair (maternal uncle), and the or stem

siur, siuur, fiur (sister), gen. sethar, fethar. The Highland

piuthair (sister) comes from fiuur, as pill from Jill.

Teoir, the fem. form of the numeral 3, gen. teora-n, dat.

teoraib, ace. teora, belongs to this declension. The corre-

sponding Skr. forms are tisras, ttsrndm, tisrbhis, tisras. We
have also the fem. cethir 'four'=Dor. reVope? and cetheora-=.

Skr. ace. catasras.

The nom. sg. of the er-stems points to a protoceltic -tr=er:

that of the or-stem to a protoceltic -or : cf. (frpdrcop : the

nom. dual, to a protoceltic ending in -e=Gr. -e, Skr. -a, in

the dual compound mdtara-pitarau (Mahlow, 39).

In Middle- Irish these stems pass over to the a-declension

(ar ecnairc do mdithre, Fel. Ep. 526), and the c-declension

(n.pl. sethracha, LIT. 2b). Even in Old-Irish uasalathair

(patriarch), influenced, perhaps, by the desinence of Lat.

patriarchy passes in the pi. to the c-declension.

3. DENTAL STEMS.

(a) Stems in T.

Example : cing (warrior), Gaul, stem cinget.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. cing da chingid cingid
Gen. cinged da chinged cinged-n
Dat. cingid dib cingedaib cingedaib
Ace. cingid-n da chingid cingeda
Voc. a ching a chingeda

Locative, probably, cingid : cf. in-huraid (last year), where

huraid is = Trepvrt, (p)aravati. So are declined tin (crime),

eirr (the fighter in a war-chariot), Doath, gen. sg. Arm. 17a.

1, lucli (mouse) ace. pi. lochtha, LL. 207a
. 2, nia (nephew) =-

Lat. nepos, seir (heel), n. dual da seirith, Corm. s.v. prull ;

traig (foot), W. troed, and the loan-words abb (abbas) and

mil (miles).

These stems are the weak forms of w^-stems.

To this declension also belong stems in -aiat, like ara

(charioteer), asca (rival) ;
stems in -iat, like fili (poet,=W.
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gwyliat seer), leine (shirt), digi (guest), slige (road), tene (fire),

Icnge (tongue), dat. pi. tengthaib, LU. 30 : stems in -iot, like

coinidiu (lord); stems in -tot (from -tat], like bethu (life)
=

yStoTT;?, dentil (unitas), Uu (thirst) ;
and stems in -ntot (from

ntat], like danatu (audacia), foirbthetu (perfectio).

Locatives sg. of iat-stems are : toided remuinn sligid saethraig

(let him go before us on a toilsome way), Pref. to Felire,

amal doratad Recht tall arthus tenid (as the Law was there

given at first in fire), LB. 52a
. Compare Skr. forms like

iuhvati.

The aspiration after abb in abb Thlre da glas, note to Fel.

May 1, tends to show that in protoceltic these steins had not

the case-sign s in the nom. sg.

(1} Stems in D.

Example : drui '

wizard/ "W. dryw, protoceltic druis.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. drui da druid druid

Gen. druad da druad druad-n
Dat. druid dib ndruidib druidib

Ace. druid-n da druid druide

Voc. drui a druide

Ablative, probably drued. So is declined ere (clay)=W.

pridd.

As intervocalic t often becomes d, and as th is sometimes

miswritten for d, it is impossible to say of several nouns

whether they are stems in t or stems in d. Thus brmga

(hospitaler), caur (champion), did (fool), sui (sage), sab (chief).

And as Indo-Eur. dh becomes d in Celtic, some Irish stems

in d may correspond with Greek stems in #, like 6pvis.

(c) Stems in NT.

Example cara '

friend,' W. car, protoceltic cariass.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. cara da cbarit carit

Gen. carat da charat carat-n

Dal. carit dib cairtib cairtib

Ace. carit-n da cbarit cairtea

Voc. a chara a cbairtea

These stems correspond with the Latin and Greek parti-

ciples in -ant, -ent, -ovr, -ievr (^a/>/ei?)
and Gothic nouns like

fy'and-s. The numerals for 20 (fiche], 30 (tricha), 40 (ccthracha),
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50 (coica, contracted from coicecha), 60 (sesca), 70 (sechtmoga),

80 (ochtmoga), 90 (nocha) are declined like cara. So are

brage (neck), loche (lightning=Lat. lucens), namae (foe), tipra

(well). Sul (sun), gen. sulut (leg. sulot?}, is a stem in -ont.

The u in dlnu (lamb), fiadu (God), and Nuadu points to proto-

celtic stems in -ont. Echredd, Arm. 10b
2, Tolat, 13d

2, may-
be genitives sg. of names belonging to this declension.

(rf) Stems in KD (NN).

These correspond with Greek nouns like eXfitvs, gen.

eXfjiivdos, Treipivs, Tlpvvs. The substantives bru (womb), gen.
bronn : heirp (deer), n. pi. herbind

; oub, ob (river), gen. obann,

and perhaps retglu (star) belong to this declension.

In composition, when the first element is a dental stem, we
sometimes find it in the nominative sg. Thus : sui-epscop,

tene-folt (gl. rufus).

NASAL STEMS.

Of these there are six kinds : stems in on, stems in on,

stems in ian, stems in tion, stems in idn, and neut. stems in en.

() Stems in -on.

Example: brithem 'judge/ protoceltic britemo.

Sing.

Norn, brithem
G>-n. brithemon

Dat. brithemain

Ace. brithemain

Toe. a' brithem
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con, is=Skr. $vd, gen. $unas. The name Dichu and Huirchu

in the Book of Armagh is declined likewise.

A case which Ebel doubtfully calls the ablative is ex-

emplified by ben bis oc bleth bron (a woman who is grinding
at the quern), Corm. s.v. Cumal, and by dobur di threthan

(water from sea, nom. triath], ibid. s.v. Coire Brecain.

(1} Stems in Bn.

Example : aru f

kidney,' "W. aren f.

Sing.

Nom. aru

Gen. aran

Dat. arain

Ace. arain-n

Voc. aru

Dual

da arain

da aran

dib n-arnib

da arain

Pirn:

araiu

aran-n

airnib

arna

a arna

So are declined Almu (a woman's name), Ann ('mater
deorum hibernensium '), aursu, irsu (door-post), cethramthu

(quarter), Cruachu (gen. Crochan), fiadu (witness),
1

ic/u

(birth-pang), lachu (duck), lecco (cheek, Pruss. laygnan for

laycnan, Windisch), lutu (little-finger), ordu, f. (thumb),

patu (hare), Mumu (Munster), perhaps Lathru de genere

Lathron, Arm. 15a
2. Also, in Mid. and Mod. Irish, the

loan-word persa (persona). The Gaulish Kovpiwves, Ptol.,

belongs to this declension.

Compare Latin nouns like homo, Naso, Gr. like

Lith. like akmu (G. Meyer, p. 268).

(c) Stems in -ion.

Example : inge
'

nail,' W. ewin, protoceltic ingio.

Sing.

Nom. inge
Gen. ingan
Dat. ingain
Ace. ingain-n
Voc. a inge

Duil

da ingain ?

da ingan ?

dib n-ingnaib
da ingain

Plur.

ingain

ingan-n
ingnaib

ingna
a ingna

Compare for the stem-ending N.H.G. hase ex has/an.

Like inge are declined Alba (Scotland, urkelt. Albion-),

hirga (crus), menme (mens), ulcha (beard).

Ace. sing. Jiadain, Ml. 48d 11.
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(d) Stems in -tion, weak -tin.

Example : toimtiu f .

'

meaning/ protoceltic tumentio.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Norn, toimtiu da thoimtin toimtin

Gen. toimten da thoimten toimten-n

Dat. toimtin dib toimtenaib toimtenaib

Ace. toimtin da thoimtin toimtena

Voc. a thoimtiu

So are declined digthiu (fearing), air-mitiu (honos, cf. Lat.

mentio), apt/in (exitium), Maistin (Mullaghmast), dat. Maistin,

Arm. 1 O a
2, Foimsiu, gen. Foimsen, Arm. 13a

2, Taittiu (Teltown),

epettu (perishing), foditu (endurance), tuistiu (generation,

child), and the loan-words coibse (confessio), genitiu (geneti-

vus), liachtu (lectio).

The aspiration of c in foditu chruche (toleratio crucis), Cam.,

shows that in protoceltic the nom. sg. had no case-sign -s.

In the oblique cases the weak form of the suffix prevails.

Caisiu (sight), protoceltic castio, and the compounds aicsiu,

deicsiu, frescsiu (expectation), immcaisiu (consideration),

remdeicsiu (providence), belong to this declension. Its

instrumental (?) sg. occurs in the gloss caisin sochmacht (well

able to see), Aug. Sol. 98.

() Masc. and fern, stems in -idn, weak -an.

Example : yoba m. '

smith/ W. gof, protoceltic gobia.
1

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. goba da gobainn . gobann
Gen. gobann da gobann gobann-n
Dat. gobainn dib ngobannaib gobannaib
Ace. gobain-n da gooainn gobanna
Voc. b goba

So are declined bara (anger), derna (palm), and the loan-

word obla (oblatio), gen. sg. oblann, Arm. 77a
1. So Cuala

mac Breogain diata Sliab Cualann, Rawl. B. 512, fo. 8P 2, and

dlle (diluvium), gen. sg. dllenn. A group of nouns with -iu in

the nom. sg. and -enn in the gen., seems to be stems in ion.

Thus adircliu (cornix), iriu (land), and the proper names

1 Cf. the Gaulish names Golannitio (Fabricius), Gobannicno, and the British

place-name Gobannium. With these "Windisch connects Gr. yo-/j.-^>6u (I fasten

with bolts or nails) .
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Airiu, Bricriu, Ebliu, Enu(=W. Iwerddon], Derdriu, Ethne

(Ethniu ?), gen. Eithnend, Goibniu, Ualu. The gen. Huimnonn

in '

episcopus et antestes Arddac Huimnonn,' Arm. 6b 1,

belongs to this declension, but I know not the nom. sg.

(/) Neuter stems in en. en, and men.

Example : ainm '

name,' W. enw, protoceltic anmen = Lat.

nomen, Church-Si. imq.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. ace. voc. ainm da ainm anmann
Gen. anme da anmann anmann-n
Dat. anmaimm dib n-anmannaib anmannaib

So are declined dww=Lat. agmen, ex-dmen; beim (blow),

protocelt. benmen; boim (bit), ceim (step), cindruimm (alveus),

cnirm (ale, Kovpfu, W. cwrw), deilm (noise), feidm (effort, ser-

vice), dirim (multitude), dithim (delay), druim (ridge, proto-

celt. drosmen, Lat. dorsum), fordiiiclaim (swallowing up),fuaim

(noise), ingreim (persecution), gairm (cry), and its compounds

togairm, etc., leim (leap), loim (sip), naidm and its

compounds fornaidm (nexus), etc., reitnm (course), seinm

(sounding), sesbeim, sleidm (sanies), sruaim (stream), teidm

(disease), tomaidm (outbreak), totaim (a falling), uaim (cave).

The gen. dual is not exemplified in the Grammatica Cel-

tica : Inis da drumand (isle of two ridges), Cogad Goedel,

etc., is an example.
Imb (butter)= Lat. unguen, sg. gen. imbe, dat. im[rn]im,

Laws ii. 254, and mlr (bit, protoceltic micre(n}, cogn. with

cr/it/cpo'?),
ace. pi. mirenn, LIT. lllb

,
seem neuter' e'w-stems.

Arbe (corn), gen. sg. ind arbe, Wb. 10d
, pi. ace. na harbhanna,

Bk. of Fermoy cited by O'Reilly s.v. Arbha, is a neut. stem

in en, like Slav, imp, seme, which Leskien refers to enmen and

semen, and compares (for the ending) with Skr. ndmd.

Here (as Siegfried showed) the dat. sg. is really an old

instrumental. As it aspirates (isind anmmaimm chetnidiu :

hi togarmimfrecndairc), it ended in a vowel, and represents

a protoceltic anmenbi. The double nn in the plural seems

due to the accent.
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In the gen. sg. the -e is from the old ending -ens which

Mahlow compares with Skr. pitur from *pitars. In the Book

of Armagh druim makes its gen. sg. drommo, and the dat.

is sometimes like the nom. Thus : in Druim moccu-Echach,

5b 2, in Druim Findich, 18b 2, i Fordruim, ib.

NEUTEE STEMS IN S.

Example: teg, tech 'house,' W. fy,~Teyo9.

Sing. Dual Plur.

N
ACC' 1

teg> tech da thech tige

Gen. tige da thige tige-n
Dat. tig dib tigib tigib

So are declined au, 6 (ear), gen. we=Slav. ucho, gen.

ucese : dun (fortress), glenn (valley), glun (knee), gne (form),

leth (side)=Lat. latus, log (reward), mag (plain) =Skr. mahas
;

onn (stone), gen. uinde = Lat. pondus ; nem, better neb,

(heaven) z= Skr. nabhas, Gr. i/e0o?, Slav, nebo ;
sal (sea),

Gr. craXo? ;
sliab (mountain) ="W. llwyf? and the compounds

of teg, such as daltech, sotech, etc. So, perhaps, baa (good)

= <o&>9, favor, clu (fame)= Skr. graras, Gr. K\OS, cru

(blood)= Lat. c-ruor, Gr. tcpea? (flesh), and ll (colour)= Lat.

livor.

In Middle-Irish the fern, a-stem run (secret) from

analogy to dun and glun ? passes in the plural over to

this declension.

In the nom. and ace. sg. these stems sometimes, by false

analogy to the neut. o-stems, take a transported n.

Examples of the dual are : nom. a da glun, LU. 89a
.

a da glun inadiaid, Talland Etair, LL. gen. cechtar a da glune

(each of his two knees), LM. 85b . ace. con-dernai da leth LU.

53b
: talam isil itir da sliab (low ground between two moun-

tains), H. 2, 16, col. 107, etir da tech (between two houses),

Laws ii. 234, 238.

The isolated gen. sg. Menueh in the Inchaguile inscription

(Lie Luguaedon macci Menueh) perhaps belongs to a stem in

us, and is^rSkr. manushas.
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STEMS is XS.

Example : mi '

month,' "W. mis, Gr. ^v, Ion.

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. mi (dla mis) mis

Gen. mis (da mis) mTs-n
Dat. mis (dib misaib) mlsaib

Ace. mls-n dla mis misa

Voe. a mT ?

Dual acc. dm mis ondiu dobertliar duit anlsin, LIT. 131, 1. 25.

The comparatives in -iu (protoceltic -ids, = Lat. -ior, -ius)

and -a (protoceltic -as) were doubtless originally so declined.

But of these stems no declensional ending appears in the

oldest MSS.

There are no stems in neo-celtic corresponding with Greek

and Latin labial stems, such as 71^, %Xf-\Jr, xaT^Xi^r, coelebs,

forceps.

IRREGULAR NOUNS.

These in Irish, as in other languages, are mostly nouns of

which two stems exist, or which are declined as if such

stems existed. The most numerous are neuter nouns ending
in -ch.

Example: etach 'garment.'

Sing. Dual Plur.

N m '

\ etach-n da n-etach etaigeAce.
)

Gen. etaig da etach (etaige) ,
etacb.

Dat. etucb dib n-etaigib etaigib

Here the singular conforms to the o-declension
;
but the

plural (perhaps, as Windisch suggests, from false analogy
to tech) conforms to the s-declension. So in German, nouns

like grab (ex graba-m) make their plural grabir (ex grabisa,

grabasa), now grdber. A somewhat similar case of hetero-

clisia is Gr. O-KOTOS, sg. gen. crtcorov (o-declension) and cr/corou?

(s-declension) .

According to this paradigm are declined ainech (face,

honour),
1 airenach (forefront), apach (entrails), aslach (temp-

1 Skr. anlka n., Gr. evuiro (KOT' fvuira lS<av, II. xv. 320, where Bekker has

), Mahlow 79.
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tation), aurddrach (phantom), coblach (a fleet), ertach (refec-

tion},fdsach (wilderness), goethlach (marsh), denach (a fair),

ordlach (inch), sonnach (palisade), timthach (array), and the

loan-word domnach (church). And in modern Irish many
nouns in -ach and -each, which can hardly have been neuters,

are declined like etach. Thus bromach (colt), coileach (cock),

cullach (boar), searrach (foal), sionnach (fox).

Ard (a height) makes its gen. airdd in Arm., but also arddae.

Be (woman), sg. voc. be, seeras=Skr. jdyd, Lat. Oaja.

But it is preceded by the neut. article (am-be, Saltair 5974),

and is sometimes followed by the transported n (be n-Anann,
Corm. sv. Buanann, be n-imroma .i. merdrech, L. Lecain Yoc.

108).

Ben (woman) is in the nom. sg. from a stem gdnd=Gtoth.

qino, O.Bulg. zena : in the gen. dual and pi. from a stem

gdnd (which we also find in compounds) ;
and in the other

cases from a stem gna (bnd, wa)=Skr. gnd (gen. gnds in

gnds-pati), 0. Bact. ghena, Gr. yvvij, (3avd.
1 It was thus

declined :

Sing. Dual Plur.

Nom. ben mnai ? mna
Gen. mna ban ban-n

Dat. mnai mnaib? mnaib

Ace. mnai-n mnai mna
Voc. a* ben a* mna

The loan-word case (pascha) and its compounds minchasc,

samchasc, make the gen. case, dat. caisc, ace. caisc(ri).

Duine (homo) forms its singular and dual from a stem

donio (cf. Ov-rjTos ?), its plural perhaps from a stem doinio,

root dya/=Skr. dhyai 'to contemplate'; whence also the

name Doinus, Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 197.

Re (space) f. makes its gen. ree, ace. re-n
; pi. nom. rei, dat.

reib. The ace. sg. seems to belong to a masc. or neut. stem.

Thus : boe Dauid re mor foleith (David was for a great space
of time apart), Saltair, 6265.

1 See Mahlow and Schmidt in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxv. 129.
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Set (a way, W. hynt, Goth, sinths), gen. sg. seta, dat. set

and seit, pi. nora. aeit and seti, ace. seotu.

Set (a treasure) pi. nom. seuit, seoit, and seuti.

Triath (sea), stem treiton, makes its gen. trethan from a

stem triton.

ADJECTIVAL STEMS.

These all differ in declension from substantive stems in

having no dual, dual nouns taking plural adjectives (so

in Welsh den was ieueinc and in Hebrew, Gesenius Gr.

188). Stems in o make the ace. pi., for all genders, in -a

(e.g. retu noiba '
res sanctas,' Sg. 33a

).
And the stems in i

and n, in certain cases, pass over to other declensions.

10. ADJECTIVAL STEMS IN 0, FEM. IN A.

Example : marb '

dead/ = "W. mane, protoceltic marvos,

marm, marvon, Gr. fiavpos.

Mass. Fern. Neuter.

Sing. nom. marb marb marb-n

gen. mairb mairbe mairb
dat. maurb mairb maurb
ace. marb-n mairb-n marb-n
voc. mairb marb marb-n

Plur. nom. mairb marba marba

gen. marb-n marb-n marb-n
dat. marbaib marbaib marbaib
ace. marba marba marba
voc. marba marba marba

So are declined ard (high)=Lat. arditits; btcc (little) =W.
bach

;
bodar (deaf)= Skr. badhira; caech=iiat. caecus; camm

;=Gr. o-/ca/x/S6?; c/oen=Goth. Mains
; c!oth=GfT. /cXuro?; coel

(narrow) ;
cnn (withered) ;

dall (blind) = Goth, drals
;

deed

(deses) ;
dess (right, W. deheti)= (joih. taihsvs

;
ere (speckled)

=7rep/co? ; fas ( waste;= Lat. vastus; i/z;*=Lat. rents; garg

(fierce)= 70/370? ; ger (sharp); gnath= yvajros ;
/a = Lat.

plenus; mael (bald); meld^^Groth. milds
;

nocht (naked) =.

Goth, naqaths; oei=O.Pers. naiba\ oac, oc (young, W. iouenc)

= Goth. juggs; olc (bad) =0X1705 from 0X705; ruad (red)=
Goth, rauds, Lat. robus, rufus, sesc=Lat. siccus (from siscus) ;

soer (noble) = Skr. surlra
;
tren (strong) ;

uar (cold)z^W. oer,

protoceltic ogro-s, and the loan-word amprom = Liat. iinprobus.
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Tana (thin, ~W. teneu, protocelt. tenevos) belongs to this declen-

sion, and is=Gr. rava(F)6<;. Like /d=Lat. flavus, and blu

( alive)= Lat. vlvus, and the future participles pass, in -I, -i=

Lat. -Ims, it has no case-endings. Adjectives in -cell make the

dat. sg. masc. and n. in -euch (aittoitech gl. fulgido, Ml. 40d
, 4,

is a scribal error) : adjectives in -ach (from dco) have no

change in the dat. sg. masc. and n. In the nom. pi. neut.,

Iscl (low, from *inslos, *indtlos], has Isle. This, no doubt, is

due to progressive assimilation.

Superlatives in -am,
1

-em,
2
-imem, belong to this declension:

Thus sg. dat. kin uachtarchom (in supremo), Saltair, 669,

pi. n. nessaim, ibid. 534, dat. or comnessmaib (a proximis

nostris) LB. 67 a
,

ace. carait immurro a comnesmu mar

nos-carait fen (gl. proximos hautem ut se ipsos diligunt),

LB. 67b 40.

It is only when used as substantives that masc. adjectives

have u in the ace. and voc. pi. Correct, accordingly, Gr.

Celt. 227.

In the adverb in-biucc (gl. paulatim) we have, according
to Windisch, the instrumental singular of an o-stein, to be

compared with O.H.G. mil muatu. Similar adverbs are in-

rembic 3
(gl. paulo ante) Aug. Solil. 28, and in-nephdilius (gl.

improprie). And in the phrases creitmech sin as messa

ancreitmech (fidelis ilia quae est deterior quam infidelis)

and ind adaig thussech (in the first night) we have, ac-

cording to Wmdisch, instrumental of fern, d-stems. They
rather seem ablatives, to be classed with 6 menmain naimtinech

(obnoxio animo) Ml. 65b 10, fon cheill toissech (in relation to

the primitive meaning), Sg. 67* 9.

11. ADJECTIVAL STEIU.S IN 10.

Example: nue (nuie, Wb. 4b 29), *new/=:Welsh neivydd,

Gaulish novios, novid, novion.

1 Cf. Gr.
2 Cf. Lat. minimus.
3 Here iu seems to have become i, just as in gin (mouth) for giun : so final -iu

has become -i in the datives sg. duini, tigerni, Wb. 4& 8d.
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Mate. Fein. Neuter.

Sinff. nom. nue nue nue-n

gen. nui nue nui
dat. nuu nui nuu
ace. nue-n nui-n nue-n
voc. nui nue nue-n

Plur. nom. nui nui *nue, nui

gen. nue-n nue-n nue-n
dat. nuib nuib nuib
ace. nui nui *nue, nui

Adjectives of this declension seem to have an ablative sg.

in -id used adverbially, which Ebel compares with the Gaulish

bratu-de (ex decreto). Examples are in-bastaid (gl. letaliter),

in-doractid (gl. dorice). A fern. abl. sg. is cetne, in isin chetne

tuiste (in the first creation). In the ace. pi. masc. -in has

been shortened to -i.

Like nue are declined annse
(difficult)=W. anhawdd; buide

(yellow)= Lat. badius ; doe (slow), protocelt. dausio-s, cogn.

with O.H.Gr. tusic (stultus) :
1 the ordinals cetne (first), tdnise

(second) : also the participles pret. passive. Stems in aio, like

madae=/j,dTai,os, have, in the singular, no change in the

case-endings.

12. ADJECTIVAL STEMS IK I.

Example : maith 'good/ W. mad, protoceltic mati-s, neut.

mati.

Masc. Fern. Neuter.

Sina.nom.^\ ^ maith maith
VOC. }

gen. maith maithe maith
dat. maith maith maith
ace. maith-n maith-n maith-n

Plur. nom ace. \ m maithi itM
and voc. }

gen. maithe-n maithe-n maithe-n

dat. maithib maithib maithib

So are declined airdire, erdirc, urdairc (conspicuous), dlaind

(lovely), attaid (wild.) , angid (wicked), arsaid (old), bind (melo-

dious, from bandi, cf. Skr. bhandishtha], blaith (gentle), brisc

(fragile), cennais (gentle), coair, coir (meet), cruaid (hard),

dereoil (trifling), deeming (difficult), demin (safe), dilmain

(free), diuit (simple), ecmailt (unusual), ecndirc (absent), ecoir

(incongruous), emilt (troublesome), enirt (infirm), estsamin

1
"Windisch, Kuhn's Beitr. viii. 428.
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(fearless), failid (blithe) fairsing (ample), feuchuir (severe),

frecndirc (present), fudomain (deep), fulumain (volubilis), gair

(short), garait (short), glicc (cunning), goirt (bitter), indemin

(imbecillus), inmain (dear), inricc (worthy), leir (industrious),

mediiir (jocund), mm (smooth), mithig (meet), dibinu (delight-

ful), saint (pleasant), sain (different), seim (slender), sochoisc

(teachable), sonairt (firm), sulbair (eloquent), suthain (peren-

nis), tais
1

(soft), tin
2
(tender). Of many of these adjectives

the corresponding substantives are 0- or a-stems, just as in

the case of Lat. inermis, in/amis, etc.

Except in the case of compounds of (s)#w<w7=Lat. similis,

adjectival /-stems in the masc. and neut. gen. sg. pass over to the

o-declension. So sometimes in the gen. dual : fell da Sinchell

suthain (the feast of two perennial Sinchells), Fel. March 26.

In the gen. pi. of all genders they still keep to the /-de-

clension : secfit cet willed mblaithe (seven hundreds of gentle

soldiers), Fel. Sep. 18
;
da noi mlled maithe (two nines of

goodly soldiers), ibid. July 23
; fil and mor n-ard n-aille (there

is therein much of delightful assonances, ard fern.), ibid.

Ep. 83. But in Early Middle Irish we find bind-n as the

gen. pi. fern. : coinnmed teora mbliadan fnbind (a feast of three

melodious years), LH. 34a 2
;

oc contain salm mbuan mbind

(a-chanting lasting, melodious psalms), Fel. Feb. 17, note;

croctii loeg n-allaid (skins of fawns, lit, wild calves), ibid.

March 5, note. In the fern. gen. sg. they pass over to the

fern, a-declension.

But compounds of (s}amail, such as banamail (womanly),
barramail (statelyj, cosmil (like), dathamail (comely), ecsamail

(unlike), feramail (manly) genamail (lovely), glasamail

(greenish), sainemail (excellent), in Modern Irish, and there-

fore presumably in Old-Irish, make the gen. sg. for all

genders in -amhla.

By analogy to the neut. o-adjectives, neut. /-adjectives

have a transported n in the nom. and ace. sg. Thus is

dilinain ndo chcchtar (it is free to each of the two), inmain

n-ainm (a dear name).

1 Cf. the Gaulish name Taxi-magulus.
2 Cf. the Gaulish name Teni-genonia, and perhaps the Old British Tin-cotnmios

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 9
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13. ADJECTIVAL STEMS IN TJ.

Example : tiug
'

thick,' ~W. tew, protoceltic tigu-s, neut.

tigu, Lith. tingu-s, O.N. thykki.

Mate. Fern. Neuter.

Sing. nom. tiug tiug tiug

gen. tig tige tig
dat. tiug tig tiug
ace. tiug-n tig-n tiug
voc. tig tiug tiug

Plur. nom. tigi tigi tigi

gen. tige-n tige-n tige-n
dat. ti^ib tigib tigib
ace. tigi tigi tigi

voc. tigi tigi tigi

So are declined anbsud (unstable), cobsud (stable), diriug,

dlriuch (direct), dub (black), fiu (worthy, Skr. vasu), flinch

(moist), follus (clear), // (many= Goth, filu),
1

lau=e-\axfo:
lobur (infirm), ocus (near), teo (hot=Vedic tap-it), comparative

teou, Ir. Texte, 190, 1. 30. The forms in the oblique cases

are mostly hypothetical. Mall, from maldus=(3paSvs from

yu,pa8u9, probably belonged to this declension. With the

fern. gen. sg. cf. ^Sei'a? from r)$v<$. In cetu (primo) we seem

to have the abl. sg. of cet=Qa.u\. cintu.

Adjectival stems belonging to the consonantal declension

are rare. I know only tee (hot), an w^-stem,
2 and the stems

in d, bidbu (guilty), indba (rich), and dindba (poor).

BRITISH DECLENSION.

Before proceeding to the next portion of this paper,

namely, the oldest monuments of Celtic speech, let us take

a glance at the British languages.

Most of the relics of the declensional system to be found

in these time-worn tongues have been collected by Rhys, in

the Revue Celtique, ii. 115, and in his Lectures on Wehh

Philology, 2nd ed. pp. 143-153. Siegfried had previously

1 Tres souvent il est place apres le substantif : in tomais il (gl. multi

ponderis) Ml. 20a
, eosin taidbse il (gl. cum multa ostensione) Ml. 30b . (Nigra).

2
Sg. nom. tee, Ld. 62 te (leg. te?), LH. Goid.2

p. 141, pi. n. 1. teit Wb.
29a 1 (

= tepentes) : dat. -tetib (leg. -tetib), Fel. prol. 40. A similar '-stem teith

(
=

tepeti-s) also occurs: lacht teith, Corm. s.v. leinuacht, and in composition
srotha teith-milki, LU. 131, 1. 32.
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explained the plurals in -on, -an, as belonging to -stems :

Ebel had discovered traces in Welsh of stems in o, i, t, n,

and r
;

and both Siegfried and Norris had observed the

dat. sg. in er-bi/n.

0-stems : sing. gen. duiu=deivi, Lat. dlvi, nora. din, now

dmc=deivos, nora. pen (=pennos, cvennos, 'head'), dat. pyn (
=

*pennu in the nominal prep., er-byn (against)= Ir. ar-chiunn.

Ace. peunyd (q\iotidie)=peupn-dyd, Br. bem-dez. Dual nom.

den Wydel uonhcm (two bare-soled Irishmen, Givydel bonhcm],

deu was penngrych (two curly-headed youths, givas),
1 deu uab

(two sons), and the loan-word deu mil gadarn (two strong

mules, mul). Plur. norn. guyr (men,=?m, sg. gur=vir),
beird (bards,= bardl, sg. bard), geifr (goats,= gabrl, sg. gafr

=Ir. gabor, Gaul, gabro-s), meirch
( horses, =marci, sg. march),

wyn (lambs, sg. oen= Ir. uan, protocelt. ognos), and hundreds of

other peritonic plural nouns. So in loan-words: snnt (sanctus),

pi. seint (sancti). The Ir. ace. pi. in -it, protoceltic -6s, Lat. -6s,

Gr. -ou<?, is, I think, represented by Welsh plurals in -I, e.g.

seiri=lT. saeru (fabros) and the loan-word menechil.'r. mancJiu

(monachos). For Welsh iu cf. ci, cit, din, glin, rw= Ir. cu,

cul, dun, glim, rim. Ebel (G. C. 1087a
) approved of this con-

jecture. Rhys (Lectures 28-30) identifies the plural -i with

the affix in masc. abstract nouns like caledi, trueni, and explains
this affix as isya, asya : cpg. a\r)Qeia from aXrjdecria. But this

is not convincing. In the British languages, when the tonic

accent preceded the ya- suffix, either the suffix became i or

the semivowel was assimilated
;
but when this accent was

on the suffix, the semivowel developed a d and then dropt.

Thus To/3to? becomes W. Ti/wi, and dlios (Ir. dile, Gr. a'XAo?),

becomes W. all. But the oxyton Skr. sasyd (seed), and priyd

appear in Welsh as haidd (barley), and rht/dd (free) ;
the oxyton

Gr. veios (new land, ex vefios) appears in Welsh as newydd

(new) ;
and the old collectives in ya, represented in Greek by

the oxyton dvdpatcid, Bwped (Bcopid Hesych.), /iupyti^/cta, veomd,

1 The instance deu deirw burrwyunion (two pure white hulls, tarw, pi. taino),
cited by Rhys, Lectures, p. 151, is an instance of the plural wrongly used for the

dual. Tr Eifl (the Forks), which he quotes in the same page as a dual, is also

a plural, the g of Geifl being infected.
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o-n-oStd, (TToid, and in Skr. by gai'yd (a herd of cows),

(a quantity of cords), appear in, AVelsh as plurals in -edd

(Corn, -eth, Br. -cz).

Tlau'd (poor, needy) rX^ro?, is an adj. belonging to this

declension. A plural adjective is ysgeifn, sg. ysgafn (light).

Corresponding nouns in Cornish are margh (horse), pi.

mergh, and the loan-word sans (sanctus), pi. syns. In

Breton we have : gctffr (goat), pi. gueffr> and the loan-

words e-icop (episcopus), pi. esquep, sant (sanctus), pi. sent:

yO-stems : cilydd (fellow) =Ir. cele (protoceltic celio-s) ;

l

carennydd (friendship)= Ir. cairde (protoceltic carantio] ;

defnydd (material) =Ir. damnae, efydd (bronze) = Ir. umae
;

haidd (barley)= Skr. msyd-m, Zend hahya (corn);
2

Ueferydd

(utterance)= Ir. labra: Icguenid, now llaicenydd (joy)
= Ir. /dine,

Lat. Lavinia : tewydd (thickness) Ir. tige : the adjectives

rhydd^kr. prii/d, Goth.frei-s, rheirydd (lewd)=O.N. Frigg,

gen. Friggjar: hawdd (easy)= Ir. sa (in an-sa '

difficult'), newydd

(new)= Ir. nue, and the ordinals trydydd (third), pedicarydd

(fourth), protocelt. trityo, qetvaryo, cognate with Skr. Mlya,

(ca}turlya. In mynci (harae)= Ir. muince, the -io seems to

have become I, as in the surname Tyfi-=.Tobyos, gen. Toftlov,

Ptol. The adjectives o//= Ir. uih and arall= ].r. araile,

protoceltic 6/yo, ardlio, were also originally yo-stems, the semi-

vowel here being assimilated to /.

Z-stems. As I does not cause umlaut in TVelsh, Cornish,

or Breton, we cannot expect to find any trace of the ?'-de-

clension in the nom. sg. of British stems. Comparison
with Irish shows that the following probably belonged to

this declension: bod (being) = Ir. bitith, budd (gain) = Ir.

buaid; bicyell (axe)= Ir. biail, stem btali; gawr (clamour), Ir.

gdir: gms-g ves-tis : giclad (region) = Ir. flmth (realm);

haul (sun)=Ir. suil (eye) ;
mor (sea)= Ir. muir, Gaul, mori,

Lat. mare; peth (piece) =Ir. cuit\ prcm, now^ry/(wonn)=Ir.
cniim, Lat (c)vermis; rhyn (headland) =Ir. rinn; tir (land)
*

1 The pretonic e is weakened in Welsh to t. Had the e heen accented, we should

have had cwyli or cwyll.
3 The Gaulish sasia, if this he the word underlying Pliny's corrupt

" Secale

Taurini sub Alpibus asiam vocant." Here the final s of Alpibus may have caused

the scribe to drop the initial s of the following sasiam.
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= Ir. fir. The ending -oedd, by which all these nouns (with
the exceptions of budd l and pri/f'

2
)
make their plurals,

3 seems

to descend from -oyes, or -oyis, the proto-Britannic ending of

the /-stems in the nom. plural.
4 Nouns in -tit (e.g. duiutit)

correspond with Latin nouns in -tuti, Gothic in -duthi. The

noun /w=Ir. luib, which occurs compounded with garth=.

Ir. gort in ttuarth (garden, Ir. lubgort), pi. luird for lu-irth,

doubtless belonged to this declension.

Adjectives originally belonging to this declension are hafal

= Ir. samail, Lat. similis; han (gl. alium)= Ir. sain (cognate
with Lat. sine, Goth, sun-dro) ; hylafar (eloquent), Ir. sulbair

;

hynerth (firm) = Ir. sonairt
; llwyr (total) = Ir. leir

; llyfti

(smooth)= Ir. slemain; mad (good)= Ir. maith
; melys (sweet)

=Ir. mills, and mynych (frequens) =Ir. menicc. Gwyllt (wild),

perhaps borrowed from A.S. vild, does not change its y to e in

the fern., and therefore, possibly, belongs to this declension.

Masc. C^-stems. A clear instance is Corn, maw (servant),

which R. Williams 5 calls
" another form of mab" but which

is obviously (with the regular loss of intervocalic ^)= Ir. mug,
Goth, mayu-s. The corresponding Welsh word is (as Rhys
has seen) in meu-dwy

'

hermit/ lit.
' servus Dei.' Another in-

stance is briio from brusu, where intervocalic s has disappeared.

Other British w-stems are brant, braicd (judgment)=Ir. brath,

Gaul, bratu
; byd (world) = Ir. bith, Gaul, bitu

; cat, cad

(battle) =Ir. cath, Gaul, catu
;
dawn (gift)=:Ir. dan

; drus,

now drws (door), pi. dressou, Laws L. 8 = Ir. dorus
; gnif

(toil)^Ir. gnlm\ gwydd (a wood)=Ir. fid, Gaul. mdu\ hencass

(old tale), pi. hencassou, Juv. p. 49 = Ir. senchas, proto-

celt, seno-castn
;

medd (mead) = Ir. med, Gr. fiedv ; pryd

(aspect) = Ir. cruth
;
rhaith (rule) = Ir. recht ;

tant (string),

Ir. tet, Skr. tantu\ yd (corn)=Ir. ith, Skr. pitu ; and the

loan-word llwch (lacus), 0. Corn. pi. lichou, Bodl. 572, fo. 44b .

Probably also nouns in -awdt e.g. diot (drink), y
'

dhe, cernawd,

1

yivladoedd, heuloedd, moroedd, rkynoedd, tiroedd.
2

pi. buddion.
3

pi. pryfed.
4 The Gaulish and prehistoric ending of the nom. pi. of the t-stems was -e-is,

from -ey-es. Both -oy-es and -ey-es may descend from an Indo-European -ayas.
6 Lexicon Cornu-britannicum, p. 248.
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penawd, which Rhys connects with Latin nouns like magis-

trdtus (Rev. Celt. ii. 118). These all make their plurals in

-ou (now -au), or, with an intercalated i, i-ou (now i-au).

This ending may descend from -ov-es or 6c-ls, the proto-

Britannic ending of the M-stems in the nom. plural.
1 The

proper names Gttorgwt=zlLr. Fergus, and Ungttst=Ir. Oenyiis,

belong to this declension.

Adjectives belonging to this declension are : agos (near)

= Ir. ocus
;
du (black) =Ir. dub

; gwiw (worthy), Skr. vam,

Ir. fin ; and teu, now tew (thick) = Ir. tiug, where, as in

Corn, maw, intervocalic g has disappeared, and w represents

the stem-vowel.

Cornish w-stems are (besides maw) dagr (tear), pi. dagrou,

daras (door), pi. darasou.

Breton w-stems are dazr (tear), pi. dazrou, dazlou, and the

loan-word speredou (spiritus).

Fem. Z7-stems. A trace in Old-Br. treb, pi. trebou (gl.

turmae)=Lat. tribus, f. Umbr. trifus. The corresponding
W. tref is fern.

Fem. ,4-sterns : awr (hour)= Ir. uar\ ben=benna', byddin=
Ir. buiden

;
coes (leg)=Ir. coss, Lat. coxa; delw (image)=

Ir. delb (protocelt. delva] ; giceddw (widow)= Ir. fedb, Lat.

mdva\ gwledd (feast)= Ir. fled\ lldth (rod) = Ir. slate
;
Haw

(hand)rr:Ir. lam, Lat. palma, Gr. ira\d^ ; meft (disgrace) =
J.r.mebul; were/ft (girl), Lith. nierga; rhan (part)=Ir.rann; rhin

(secret)= Ir. run; rhod (wheel) =Ir. rath, Lat. rota, and the

loan-words cilcet, cylched (culcita), maneg (manica). To these

may be added nouns in -ell (ex -ilia) and -es (ex -issa). Other

nouns (like the loan-word llythyr m.=littera) seem to have

gone over to the masc. o-declension
;
amser m. (time)=:Ir.

aimser, i. pwyll (reason)=Ir. ctallf.; serchm. (love) Ir. sere

f. ; ton (skin), Ir. tonn f., tud m. (region) =Ir. tuath f. and the

loan-word gramadeg (grammatica). Nominatives plural of this

declension are, perhaps, adar (birds), cognate with trrepov

for rrerepov; moc/t (pigs)=Ir. mucca; plant (children) =Ir.

The prehistoric ending of the nom. pi. of the t<-stems seem to have been
e-is. from ev-is

;
cf. Gr. -ffj (the Epic ftpaSits, tvptts, ripiffffees, os, iroA'j,

rax&s, uitifs, K.T.\., Gustav Meyer, Giiech. Gramm. 35S), Skr. suiiat-as.
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clanda; and the loan-words gem (gems)= Ir. gemma, llythyr

(letters)
= Ir. litre, and pluf (feathers) =Ir. cluma.

A trace of masc. a-stems is perhaps to be found in Cymraes

(Welshwoman) and Cymraeg (the Welsh language).
Feminine adjectives of this declension are, brech (freckled),

protocelt. brecca
; given (white), protocelt. vinda (root vid, cf.

Skr. tinnd, Gr. a-l^vrf} ; gwleb (wet), protocelt. vligva; melen

(yellow), protocelt. melina Grr. /trjXivr) ;
crom (curved), proto-

celt. crumba
;
from (heavy), protocelt. trumba

;
and the loan-

words fferf (firm a) and seek (sicca).

Fern. jLi-stems. These fall into two classes. In the first d

has been developed before the semivowel of the accented end-

ing ;
in the second the toneless id has become I. Examples of

the first class are: anhunedd=iia,t. insomnia; camedd (curva-

ture) =Ir. caimnie, ace. cammi, Ml. 99d
1; caredd (iniquity)

= Ir. caire\ cledd (left hand) =Ir. cU (protocelt. cliyd, Goth.

hlei-diima) ;
culedd (leanness) = Ir. coile

;
chwerwedd (bitter-

ness) == Ir. serbe
; gwirionedd (truth) =Ir. i/tnwe; gulled, gwyledd

(bashfulness) = Ir. fele\ llonedd (fulness found only in com-

pounds)=Ir. laine
; llyfredd (cowardice)= Ir. lobre

;
moeledd

(baldness)= Ir. maile ;
noethedd (nakedness)= Ir. nochtae

;
truedd

(wretchedness) =Ir. troige; trugaredd (mercy)= Ir. trocaire.

Of these gwirionedd and trugaredd are said to be masc. But

if so, they must have been originally feminine. The common

plurals in -edd may be added, if Rhys be right in regarding
them as feminine abstracts, and in comparing the Old-Bulg.

bratija (brotherhood) used as the pi. of bratti, (brother).

Examples of the second class are breni (gl. proram), Ir.

brdine ;
celli (grove), from cdldia, cognate with Ir. caill from

caldit ; gweddi (prayer) = Ir. Joigde, protoceltic vugadia.

It is possible that some feminines ending in -i may repre-

sent Greek stems like vavrla, with the accent on the t, and

that some feminines ending in -edd may represent oxytons

like ayvid.

./-stems : maint, Ir. meit, is an instance of a masc. z-stem.

Perhaps ynys (island), pi. ynysoedd, is an instance of a fern

In riain garedd (delight of ladies) we have a gen. plural=Ir.

rlgnae-(n).
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Consonantal Stems.

c-stems : None quotable.

r-steras : sg. n. bre (hill), dat. fry, used as an adverb
;
rhl

(king)= Ir. rl, Gaul, rlx, reix, nom. dual dou rig ; Cymro, plur.

nom. Cymry, gen. Ciwed Gryinru= civitas Combrogum.
r-stems : bratcd (brother), pi. brodyr. In chwaer (sister) =

svesr, pi. chwiorhyddwetffr-yo, we have addition of a suffix

used to make plurals to the equivalent of Lat. sorores, Skr.

svasdras. Mawdr 'mother
'= Gaul, mdtr, occurs only in the

compound modr(f}ydaf
' beehive.' The fein. numerals teir

(three), pedeir (four), belong to this declension.

^-sterns: tan (fire)
= Ir. tene gen. tened; llyg (fieldmouse)=

Ir. Inch, gen. loch'ad, and the loan-word diced (civitas).

Oblique cases are represented by undod (unity), Ir. ointaith,

nom. sg. ointu, and troed (foot)=Ir. traigid, nom. sg. traig.

/-sterns : drytv=.1.r. drui 1

(soothsayer, V dni, Teut. V
'

tru) ;

pridd (earth, soil)
= Ir. creid, dat. sg., or creid-n, ace. sg.

of crd.

westerns: car (friend), pi. carant (Mab. ii. 30, 1. 3)=Ir.

cara, nom. pi. carait; net/ (nephew), pi. nyeint ;
N-udd=.

Ir. Nuada, gen. Nuadut
;
breuant (windpipe) = Ir. bragait,

dat. sg., or brdgalt-n, ace. sg., of brage ; gof (smith), pi.

gofaint ; ugain for itgaint
'

twenty,' =Ir. fichit dat. sg., or

fichit-n, ace. of fiche. Corn, car, pi. Kerens.

wrf-stems: bru (womb)=Ir. bru, gen. bronn.

masc. M-stems : ci (hound) pi. CM.'=Ir. cu, pi. n. cona
;

ewin (nail)=Ir. ingin, dat. sg., or ingin-n, ace. sg., of inge\

gorsin (doorpost) = Ir. ursain, dat. sg., or wsain-n, ace.

sg., of ursa
; safn (mouth), Zend $taman\ elin (elbow)=

Ir. uilinn, dat. sg. or uilinn-n, ace. sg. of uille
;

Iwerddon

(Ireland) =J2rinn, dat. sg., or Erinn-n, ace. sg. of Erin,

protoceltic Trend; ych (ox), pi. ychen, Goth, auhsans; and the

loan-words lleydyr (latro), pi. Matron, and lleng (legio), gen.

pi. lleon in Caer-lleon, Carreg y Ikon. For the dual the nom.

1 The noun derwydd, which Rhys quotes as an oblique case of dryw, seems to

be = 0. -Bret, dorguid, a compound of der, dor = tu-\-ar, and gu-ydd=yuid, a

derivative of the root vid.
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sg. is employed in deu vilgi vromvynnion vrychion (two white-

breasted, brindled greyhounds, milgi=Ir. mllchu}. But here

the infection of the initials of the adjectives bronwynn and

Iri/ch points to an original vocalic desinence of the noun with

which they agree.

Cornish ky (hound), pi. kuen (i.e. kun), and the loan-word

lader (latro), pi. laddron. Bret, qui (hound), pi. con, and the

loan-word lazr (latro), pi. lazron.

In Breton ana/von (souls), and gadon (hares), seem to

belong to this declension.

neut. w-stems : ymen-yn (butter)= Lat. unguen.

neut. men-stems : ami (name), pi. enuein, Mart. Cap. 1 a.b.

11 a.a.
;
cam (gradus), pi. cemmein\ garm (cry)=Ir. gairm,

G. C. 821
;

ruirn (vinculum), pi. ruimmein, Juv. p. 55
;
trum

(ridge), pi. ar drumain mor (on a sea's ridges), Cynddelw,
cited by Pugh, s.v. truman. And in* Cornish Irani (crepitus

ventris), pi. bremmyn ;
colm (nodus), pi. colmen

;
hanow

(name), pi. hymvyn ;
bom (blow, Ir. beini), pi. bommyn ;

tarn

(frustum), pi. tyinmyn. The umlaut here points to collectives

in -ya.

s-stems: din (fortress)= Ir. dun; glin (knee)= Ir. glun; ma
in cibrac-ma (battlefield), Ghfff/nfa=Ir. Findmag, Gaul. Vindo-

magos- nef (heaven) =Ir. nem, better neb
; iy (house), pi. te,

tai=Ir. teg, n. pi. tige, Gr. reject. Maes seems from *mag's,

protoceltic magesos (Ir. maige] or magesi (Ir. maig), as nos

(night), from *nots, *nocts. 1

ws-stems : mis (month) = Ir. nils, dat. sg., or mls-n, ace.

sg., of ml. To this may certainly be added the comparatives
in ach, ex ass, ans ; though I cannot see why, in the

former case, ns should have become s, and, in the latter,

ch.
2

1
Rh^s (Lectures, p. 32) explains words like cawr (giant), pi. cewri, maen

(stone), pi. meini, as instances of nouns which in the singular belong to the o-de-

clension, in the plural to the s-declension. This, though improbable, is possible.
But his attempt to explain benyw (female) and teu in teu-lu (household) = Ir.

teglach, protoceltic tcgoslougos, as the genitives sg. of stems in s, and equal, respec-

tively, to benesos and tegesos, seems to me a failure from the phonetic point of view.
2 -ach from ass, ai/s, seems also in track (beyond) = Lat. trans, but also traws.

The pi. ending -ach inplantach (little children) is probably an abstract ending, like

-assus in Goth, ibnassus Ifforijs. So in bocsaeh (gloriatio), cyjeddach (comessatio).

cyfeilliach (amicitia).
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OLD-CELTIC INSCRIPTIONS.

Now, to cleave to the great principle of passing from the

known to the unknown, rather than from the unknown to the

known, we must, before attempting to restore the protoceltic

forms of the principal Old-Irish declensions, set out, first,

the more important monuments of the Old-Celtic dialects
;

and, secondly, the changes which comparison with cognate

tongues proves that the desinences have undergone in the

passage from protoceltic to Old-Irish.

Of these relics of the Old-Celtic languages the most

valuable are the Gaulish inscriptions, now about twenty-eight
in number. 1

They may be divided into three groups, the first

written in North-Etruscan characters, and found in Italy ;

the second written in Greek letters, and found in Southern

Gaul, that is, not far from the Greek colony of Massilia
;
the

third written in the Roman alphabet.
2 In trying to interpret

these inscriptions I shall assume, first, that Gaulish belongs
to the Indo-European family, and, secondly, that its nearest

relatives are the neoceltic languages.

I. INSCRIPTIONS IN NORTH-ETRUSCAN CHARACTERS.

1. The Bilingual of Todi?

(Letters in parenthesis are not now legible.)

(ATEGXATO) (ATEGNATO)
(DRVTEI VRDVM) (DE)V(T)EI VRDVM

1 "Vielleicht sind jetzt im ganzen gegen drei Dutzend bekannt (einige mehr
oder einige weniger), in denen gallische Worter und Namen mit gallischen

Endungen auftreten." Keltisclie Sprachen, in Ersch und Griiber's Encyclopiidie,
s. 144, col. 1.

2 Collections of them are in Roget de Belloguet's Ethnogenie gauloise, 2 ed.

Paris, 1872; Dictionnaire A.rcheologique de la Gaule, t. 1, Paris, 1875; Kuhn
und Schleicher's Beitrdge znr vergl. Sprachforschung, ii. 100, iii. 162-172.

3 Now in the Museo Gregoriano in Eome. Printed in the Corpus Insc. Lat. i.

262. In Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 66, Lottner points out the impossibility of regarding
the non-Latin parts of this bilingual as Umbrian. If they were Umbrian, (1)

they would have been written from right to left, and (2) we should have had
Tnitikns instead of Tnttiknos, lokam instead of lokan, and a nomen gentile instead

of the patronymic Trutiknos. To these arguments Becker (Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 180)
added (3) that the diphthong oi (in Koisis) does not occur in Umbrian

(
Voisienier

in the Asisi inscription is a mistake for Voisienier) ; (4) that the compounds with

ffitatos and cnos, the nom. sg. in is (Koisis}, the gen. sg. in -i, the verbal ending in

-u, are distinctly un-Umbrian
;
and (5) that the names Ategnatos and Lrutos

(Druta) occur in Keltic localities. These arguments are confirmed by the subse-
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(C)OISIS (C)OISIS DRVTI . F
DKVTEI . F. FRATER FRATER . EIVS
EIVS (M)INIMVS . LOCAVIT E(T)
MINIMVS . LOCAV (ST)ATVITQVE
IT . ET . STATVIT (AT)EKNATl . TRVTIKN(I)
ATEKNATI . TRVT (KAR)NITV . LOKAN . KO(ISIS)

1

IKNI . KARNITV (TR)VTIKNOS
ARTVAIXI KOISIS . T
RVTIKNOS

The Latin seems to mean " For Ategnatus (son) of Drutus

Coisis, son of Drutus, his youngest brother, placed and erected

a barrow." I conjecture that the a-rra% Xeyofjtevov urdum

means '

tumulum/ and is a deriv. from i/vardh, as tumulus

from ^Jtu, As the North-Etruscan alphabet had no signs

for G and D, and as ixl represented a sharp s, we are entitled

to transcribe the Gaulish parts thus :

Ategnati Druticni carnitu artvass Coisis Druticnos.

Ategnati Druticni carnitu logan Coisis Druticnos.

In each of these sentences carnitu is obviously the verb

governing the singular logan in the one, the plural artvass in

the other. Coisis Druticnos are nominatives singular, and

Ategnati Druticni are genitives. With Coisis compare, for the

ending, the names Amadis, Cosmis, lunis, Mastucis (Becker,

Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 348), and, for the meaning, the Skr. keca

'hair' (for kaisa), and the names Kesarin, Kegava. The diph-

thong in Coisis shows that the non-Latin part of this inscrip-

tion was not (as Aufrecht and Kirchhoff supposed) Umbrian. 2

It occurs in the Gaulish names Coinus, Coinagus, Doiros, and

Koipus. Ategnati is the gen. sg. of Ategnatos, the masc. of

the fern. Ategnata, which occurs on two Pannonian inscrip-

tions. It is a compound of the prep, ate, Ir. aith, W. ad,

quent discovery of karnitus on the Novara inscription, the celticity of which cannot

possibly be doubted. All this is ignored by Mommsen, Corpus Inscr. Lat. (1863),
t. i. p. 262, where he calls Drutus and Coisis "

praenoniina Umbra," and also

by Biicheler, in his Vmbriea, 1883, p. 175.
1
Campanari has KO . . . , Mommseu et.

2 Of the characters of the Novara inscription (No. 2) Mommsen writes (Corpus
Inscr. v. p. 720) : "Alphabetum idem atque aureorum Salassorum et inscriptionis
Tudertince

\_i.e.
the non-Latin part of the Todi bilingual], vol. i. No. 1408,

hodie proprium iudicatur Gallorum probabiliter." He does not say why the

Umbrians should have used an alphabet "proprium Gallorum."
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and gnatos-=.Grr. yvrjros in Kaa-l-yvijTOS, Lat. gnatus in aynatus,

co-gnatm. Druticnos, sg. gen. Druticni, is a patronymic,
like Oppianicnos, Nantonicn(os), Versicnos, Toutissicnos, infra,

'ApriKvos (Movaavos 'Apritcvov, Murat, p. 643), and Gobanni-

cnos ('Gobannilno,' Murat. p. 1384, 4). Dannotalicnoi, infra.

No. 2, is the same patronymic in the nom. plural. In the

first part of these names (Druti-, Oppiani-, Nantoni-, Versi-,

Tontixsi-, Arti-, Gobanni-, Danotali-} Pictet and Becker saw

genitives sg. governed by -cnos. But Flechia, with more

reason, finds here forms phonetically modified from the

themes Druto-, Oppiano-, etc., and compares Lat. coelicola

from coelo-cola, terrigena from terra-gena. Certainly in the

Gaulish Maina-cnos and Tarmm-cnos we have no genitives.

"With -cnos, pi. n. -cnoi, the Ir. cenel, W. cenedl, and the Ir.

verb cinim 'I descend,' are connected. So, too, seem the

Oscan loufrikoiwss (' liberigenos,' ingenuos), Corssen, Kuhn's

Zeitschr. xi. 417
;

Skr. hand, kanya (girl). Dmtos (fern.

Druta, infra No. 21) is now represented by "W. dnid

'hero,' and is=Lith. drutas 'firm.'

So much for the nouns in the nom. and gen. Logan is

the ace. sg. of loga = Old-Welsh lo (in the Llanfechan

Ogham, Trenaccat lo
' Trenaccat's tomb '), and cognate with

Ir. lige (bed), laige (to lie), Lat. lec-tus, lec-tica, Gr. Xe^o?,

X,6^;o9, Goth, lagja (lay), liga (lie). Artcass, ace. pi. of

artva, is cognate with Gaul. Artemia l and Ir. art (stone,

gravestone), arteini (pebbles) Corm., which, with regular
loss of initial p and metathesis of r, seems = Trerpa. For

the termination compare the Oscan ekass, viass, teremniss.

Carnitu, in form identical with the Latin supine in -tu, is

either cognate with the neoceltic earn (congeries lapidum,

tumulus), carric (rock), and the Greek /cpavads (rocky), or is

a denominative from the stem carno (=Skr. carana, effectio,

confectio, opus, root kar), thought to be found in the names

Carnavi, Carnonacae, Carnuntum, Carnuntes. The latter sug-

1 Name of a '

petra
' mentioned in the life of Domitian, Abbot of Susa

(Segusio, in Gallia Transpadana), Boll. lul. i. 53. Artaios, an epithet for

Mercury (Rev. Celt. iv. 17), and the name Artos (ibid. i. 293) may also be

co-mate.
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gestion is Flechia's. But the absence from the neoceltic

languages of any derivative from the root kar is strongly in

favour of the former. The following may therefore be given

as a tentative translation :

Ategnati Druti filii lapides sepulchrales congessit Coisis

Druti filius.

Ategnati Druti filii tumulum congessit Coisis Druti

filius.

This sepulchral record may be compared with the inscription

at Penmachno :
l Carausius hie tacit in hoc congeries lapidum :

with the following extract from Nennius, 73 :

" Arthur

postea congregavit congestum lapidum sub lapide in quo erat

vestigium canis sui, et vocatur earn Cabal :

" and with the fol-

lowing extracts from two of the oldest Latin writings of the

Irish: " Et sepiliuit ilium aurigam Totum Caluum id est

Totmdel, et congregauit lapides erga sepulcrum," Book of

Armagh, 13a, 2: "post expleta baptizationis ministeria . . .

eodem in loco consequenter obiit, ibidemque socii, congesto

lapidum aceruo, sepeliunt," Adamnan's Life of Columba, ed.

Reeves, p. 63.

2. The Inscription of Novara. 2

K(VI)TESASOIOIKEN

g TANOTALIKNOI
> KVITOS
H LEKATOS
O ANOKOPOKIOS

SETVPOKIOS

g ESANEKOTI
ANAHEVIIXIEOS

^ TANOTALOS
KARNITVS

1
Hiibner, Inscriptt. Brit. Christianae, No. 136. Haddan and Stubbs,

Councils, i. 166.
2 Di un' iscrizione celtica trovata nel Novarese, par G. Flechia, Torino, 1864.

Reviewed by Ebel, Kuhn's Beitrage, iv. 486. Tbere is a photograph of this

inscription in the Dictionnaire archeologiqiie de la Gaule, t. i. inscriptions

gauloises, No. 10, and a cast in the Museum of Saint Germain. Flechia dates it

about the middle of the seventh century of Home, say 154 B.C. In the Corpus
Inscr. t. v. p. 719, Mommsen gives the first line as "

esaioivil(?)ani
" and the

lateral line as " takos (?) k(?;
ositosit. ..." I hope I shall not be thought want-

ing in the respect due to a great scholar, if I say that the notes of interrogation
are the best parts of these lections.
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That is, substituting medials for dentals where necessary,

and inserting the omitted letters where there has been
'

singling,' or assimilation and singling :

E/Dt[n\te8 asoioiken Dannotaliknoi, !Tvi[n]to8, Legatos,

Andokobogios, Setubogios, Esandekotti, Andarevisseos,

Dannotalos karnitus. Tekos toutiu(s).

"
(This sepulchre) the grandsons (?) of Quinta, (who

were) also the sons of Dannotalos, (namely)

Quintos, Legatos, Andocombogios, Setubogios,

Exandecottis, Andarevisseos, (and) Dannotalos,

heaped together. Tecos (being) magistrate."

Here karnitus (pi. of karnitu in the Todi inscription) is ob-

viously the verb. The nominatives in the commemorative

part of the inscription are six singulars, namely, Kvitos 1

(borrowed from Quintus), Legatos (borrowed from Legatus),

Andocombogios, Setubogios, Exandecotti[s~\, Andarevisseos, and

Dannotalos, and two plurals, viz., Dannotalicnoi, or sons

of Dannotalos, and asoioi, which denotes, perhaps, the
'

grandsons
'

of Kvita (Quinta), with the gen. sing, of

whose name the first line begins. For the dropping of

n in Kcitos and K(vi}tes compare Lat. Quite in Wordsworth,

Early Latin, p. 23. As to the patronymic DannotaUcnoi see No.

1. Asoioi, nom. pi. of asoios, which, like as-an 'blood,' Goth.

ast-s, may be a derivative of the root as (werfen, schiessen).

As there is no suffix -oio, asoios must stand for asovios, with

the same loss of intervocalic v that we find in loincata,

loincatius, loincissius, compared with lovincillus. With
*asovios compare Lexovii, Segovii, and the town-names Segovia,

Ovivvoviov (Vinnovion] . The Latin Pacttriits, Vesuvius,

Lanuvium, the Umbr. Krapuuio (later Grabovio], Fisovio

may also be compared. With Ando-com-bogios cf. the Ando-

cum-borins of Caesar, Gltick, K.N. 26. The prefix ando

seems = Skr. adha in adhara, adhama. Setu-bogios occurs,

latinised, in De Wai, p. 200 (Setubogius Esuggi f,). Like

Ando-com-bogios it is a compound of bogios, which occurs

1
Quintus also occurs in the place-name Quintiacum now Quincieux (Isere).
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in A-brextu-bogius, Ad-bogins, Tu-bogius, Ver-com-bogius, and

is perhaps cognate with Slav, bogii
'

good/ Skr. bhaga.

With Setu- cf. Setonius and possibly Nappi-setu, infra No.

27. Ex-ande-cotti is for -cottis, as Sumeli, infra No. 24, for

Snmelis. With cottis are cognate Cottius, Cottos, Mclo-cottius,

Ate-cotti, and Corn. co^A (old), Br. coz. And-are-visseos, like

Viaionius (Steiner, 800), seems derived from the root vid

(visseos ex vid-teos) : with the first part of the word cf. the

coin-legend Annoroveci, Rev. Celt. ii. 95.

Danno-talos is a compound of talos (forehead), which we find

also in Argio-talus, Carrio-talus, Dubno-talm, Ro-talus, Samo-

tahis, and W. Tal-iesin. The first element, Dan-no (if this be

the true reading), occurs infra No. 18, and also in Danno-

manis, Danno-rix, Rev. Celt. iii. 165. Danus and Dano-tale,

with a single n, also occur, ibid.

Tekos toutiu(s) is a nom. absolute. Tekos in neoceltic is

represented by W. tec (in Teemed 'Fair-neck'), now teg

'pulcher' (cf. the Latin names Pulcher, Pulcheria}. Toutiu(s)

(
= the TOOVTIOVS of No. 6 infra) must be a masc. stem in t,

d, or n, related to touta, Ir. tuath, W. tud, as Goth, thiudans

(rex) is to thiuda (folk). As the gen. Toutionis occurs

(Mommsen, Inscr. Helv. No. 284), toutiu(s] probably is a stem

in n.

The ken is probably a conjunction, but its etymology is

obscure.

3. The Inscription of Voltino (Lago di Garda).
1

TETVMVS
SEXTI
DVGIAVA
SA|x|ADIS
TOWEDECAVI
OBVLDINV TINV.

Tetumus (filius} Sexti, Curator Sassarensis, me addixit

Obuldino Tino.

1 Drawn in Mommsen's Nordetruskische Alphabets, taf. ii. 1 7, and in Kuhn's

Beitiage, iii. 170, No. 16 :
" immurato in campanile (Tuna delle chiesicciuole de'

monti Cenacensi non molto lungi da Limone." The first three lines are in Koman
letters.
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The third character of the fifth line (W) occurs in other

inscriptions in the names RAWEANA, IAWO, LELLAWO,
SOWILI (Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 205), which must be read

Rameana, lamo, Lettamo, Somili. But two of the characters

in which the last two lines are written do not occur elsewhere.

They are '.'., which occurs at the beginning of the fifth,

or o o> which is the ninth character of the sixth line, and

letters like arrows in the fifth place of line 5, and in

the fifth place of line 6. The first of these characters must

be either a vowel or a consonant. It cannot be a vowel,

for all the vowels a, e, i, o, u are represented otherwise in

these two lines. It must therefore be a consonant, not b,

c, I, m, n, nor v, which are otherwise represented in these

lines : it must, in other words, be d, f, g, h, p, q, r, or t.

Of these t is preferable, as it yields in the last line an

intelligible Timi, dat. sg. of the name of the deity =Etr. Tina,

and in the penultimate line the intelligible prefix fo-= Ir.

toneless do-. The signs like arrows must then be either

^ /> ff> h, p, q, or r. Of these d is preferable, as we then get

in the penultimate line the intelligible -decaci.

Here dwjiam (obviously in apposition with the K-stem Tetu-

mus) may be a masc. a-stem, like Ateula, infra; and cognate
with dugeonteo, No. 18, and the names Dugius, Dugenius, a

woman's name, Dugiavva, Rev. Celt. iii. 167, and see the Corp.

Inscr. lat. v. p. 512, No. 4887. Sassaris (theD of the inscrip-

tion is probably to be read r), an adjectival /-stem agreeing with

ducjiam to- may be=the Old-Irish accented prepositional

prefix tit
;

the WE (i.e. me) may be the infixed pronoun ;

to-deccui, a pret. act. sg. 3 from a verb of which the O.-Ir.

dodechaim is the neoceltic reflex, and which is cognate with

Lat. dico, Gr. Seitc-vv-fj,i, Goth, teiha (nuntio). Obuldinu Titiu

seems the name of the deity (Obuldinos Tinos) in the dat. sg.,

to whom was dedicated the object on which the inscription is

found. Tinos may be the Gaulish reflex of the Etruscan

Tinia, Tina, which corresponded with the Gr. Zeus (Preller,

Romische Mythology, 1865, p. 165).

For the omission of a word corresponding with '

filius
'

before the father's name, compare Doiros Segomari, infra No.
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17, Nartialis Dannotali, No. 18, and in Greek
'

6 K\iviov.

4. The Inscription of Verona. 1

This inscription is written from right to left. The sign

(like o with a perpendicular tail) here represented by Q 2

is read d by Mommsen and regarded as a mark of inter-

punction by Cuno. But it closely resembles the Greek sign
for the koppa, the Semitic guttural qoph occuring in qoptv-

dodev, yXavqcoTTtSt , "Eqrwp,
3 K.T.\. For ss the inscription has

the sign (iXl), used also in the Todi inscription, to denote

the sharp s, which descends from ns. Read therefore :

Qaninio Qikoremies hiiss qasova khik Vepisones.

Here Qaninio, hiiss and qasova are obviously nominatives

singular, and Qikoremies and Vepisones are genitives sg.

Qaninio (like Sosio infra) is a fern, id-stem = Caninia,

Steiner, No. 2225, the fern, of Caninius, Knabl, Mitth. d.

hist. V.f. Steiermark, 4, 197.

Qikoremies, gen. sg. of Qicoremio, another fern, ta-stem,

cognate with Cicaru (Frohner cited Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 188).

For the suffix compare Artemia, Artemius, G.C.

Jims may represent an earlier piens, pien(t}s, a participial

formation from the root pt=Trd, whence Trao?, TTT/O? 'kinsman.'

For the change ofp to h compare the Irish liaue, Heriu, hilar,

hetho, honn, huide, cognate, respectively, with TraiV, Iliepia,

TroXvs, Skr. pitu, Lat. pondus, Skr. padya.

Qasova may be the fern, of Cassavus, Gliick, K.N. 85, 105,

and cognate with the Gaulish casamo, ca$samo (gl. adsectator),

Casatus (Gruter, 643, 1), the Ir. casaim (flecto, verto, from

qastdmi), casal (gl. paenula, lacerna, from qastlo] and Lat.

quasillus, -urn, ^/quas.

1 On a metal plate found near Verona. Mommsen, NordetruskiieheA Iphabtte,

s. 210, tafel ii. n. 19. Cuno, Neue Jahrbiieher fur Philologie u. Padagogik, 66.

113 u. 114, ss. 227-229.
2 The sound is rendered, Latin-fashion, hy QV in the names Sequano, Quadiates

(Orelli, 626), and Quigo, Quordaio (Steiner, 2817), which last may be connected

with W. porth (auxilium, subsidium), Texquisins (Steiner, 1486).
3 See G. Meyer, Griechische Grammatik, 1880, 191.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 10
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Khik (leg. kve-k P),
1 a double copulative particle, like eti-c

infra and Lat. at-que, a-c.

Vepisones, gen. sg. of Vepi-sona, a compound of which the

first element seems connected with the Gaulish names Vepus,

Vepo, Veponins, Veponia (W. giceb
'

visage '),
and the second

with sonos, sonios in the names Togisonus, Vegi-sonius, and

perhaps Tarbei-sonius infra, No. 14.

The following is a tentative translation :

"
Caninia, a kinswoman of Cicoremia and also a

follower of Yepisona."

5. The Inscription of Este?

TARKNO VOSSENO.

This is only a woman's name. Two fern, a-stems in the

nom. sg. (Ebel, Kuhn's Beitr. v. 80, note). Three explana-
tions of Tarkno have been suggested. It may be abbreviated

for Tarikno '

daughter of Taros
'

(cf. the names Tapo-

Bovvov, Brogi-taros], a fern, form corresponding with masc.

patronymics in -cnos, like Drutiknos supra. It may, secondly,
be a compound of -kno with the prepositional prefix tar, which

we have in Tar-con-di-motus. It may, lastly, be the Gaulish

reflex of the Etruscan Tarchnas. Here, as elsewhere, we
must practise the ars nesciendi. As to Vosseno, for the root

compare Vossis, Vossins, Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 405, and for

the suffix, Advolenus, Advolena, Belenus.

II. INSCRIPTIONS IN GREEK CHARACTERS.

6. First Inscription of Vaison.
3

CErOMAPOC
OYIAAONEOC
TOOYTIOYC
NAMAYCATIC
EIWPOYBHAH
CAMICOCIN
NEMHTON

1

^i 1 1 ^M bve% might easily be miscopied by the engraver as )\\&){ khik.

Auf dem bauche eines thongefasses von rother farbe, 0,14 meter hoch, 0,70
brest. Gefunden bei Este in den von Obizzi veranstalteten ausgrabungen, jetzt
im museum von Catajo (Oberitalien), Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 172, 173.

3
Inscription votive gravee en lettres greeques cursives sur une petite dalle de

pierre blanche a peu pres carree, provenant de Vaison, aujourd'hui au musee
d' Avignon, Dictionnaire Arch., Inscr. Gauloises, No. 2.
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That is : Segomaros Villoneos, toutius Namausatis, eioru-

Belesami sosin nemeton.

"
Segomaros, son of Villonos, a magistrate of Nemausus

(Nimes), made for Belesama this temple."

Here Sego-mdros (gen. Segomari, No. 17) is a compound
of the adj. maros (Ir. mar, mor '

great,' W. mawr) and the

stem of segos, which seems to have had two meanings,

(1) 'strength,' (2) 'sagacity/ Sego-s 'strength' (in Sego-

briga, Sego-dunmn, and in the derivatives Segomo, Segovia),

comes from the root sagh, whence Skr. sahas '

strength/ Gr.

e'^o), e%i>/oo9, o-)(vp6<$,
the Teut. sigis, Sigmar, and the mod.

Irish sedh, seadh (strength, Four Masters, A.D. 1568), which

seems misspelt for segh, seagh. Segos (sagacity) comes from

the root sag, whence also Lat. sagio, sagax, and Ir. seaghmhar

(Gael, seadhmhor '

sagax'), which seems exactly the reflex of

our Segomaros.

Villoneos (=Vitlonius, Gruter 488, 5), like Condilleos,

Litumareos, Elusconios, Illiakeos, Tarbeisonios, and Liscius, is

a patronymic, formed like Greek 'ATrdXXcavios, AIOVVGLOS,

Lat. Marius, Octavia, and Skr. Kauracya-s (Bopp, Y.G. 899).

The father's name, Villonos, may be connected with Ir. fell
'

horse/ which points to a protoceltic villos.

Toutius (also perhaps in the Novara inscription, No. 2)

seems nom. sg. of a consonantal stem, meaning some kind

of magistrate.

Namatisatis an adj. in -aft formed from Namausos

JVe/xauo-09 : cf. dunatis, randosatis, Gaulish epithets of Mars,

and sinquatis, an epithet of Silvanus.

Eioru, written ieuru in seven other inscriptions (Nos.

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20), is obviously the verb

of the sentence. It seems to be compounded with the prep.

/=Gr. em, Skr. api, with regular loss of p. The root

may be ur 'to make/ which Mowat 1 finds in the Lat. ur-na

(cf. fictilia from fi-n-go], and which may also be the source

of Gr. vp-xn, whence Lat. urceus. In Irish this root

1
Explication d'une inscription ceramique gauloise,Comptes rendus de 1'Academie

des Inscriptions, Decembre, 1880.
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apparently occurs, compounded with z=eVt, in iiirad (gl.

factura est), Arm. 189b . 1, and in the following forms from

the Lebor na hTJidre 1
: mairg luras inn-orgain sa! for Lomna

('woe to him who causes this destruction!' says L.), LU.
87b., iurthar ind orgain (let the ruin be wrought), 88a

.,

iurthar lat ind orgain innocht (let the ruin be wrought by
thee to-night), 88a

., mad mo chomarle dognethe and, nl iurfaithe

ind orgain (if my advice had been acted upon, the ruin would

not have been wrought), 88a
.

Belesami, dat. sg. of Belesama, a Gaulish Minerva, the

JBelisama, of an inscription of Conserans (Orelli, 1431
;

De Wai, 52).
2

8osin, also in JSTo. 18 for sosion (as Old Latin alis, alid,

for alius, aliud, and in Umbr. ocrem Fisim 'montem Fisium'),

seems a demonstrative pronoun agreeing with the accusative

nemeton=Ir. nemed (gl. sacellum), and also in Apv-vefjuerov

(Strabo), Auyova-TO-ve/j,Tov and Nepero-jSpi^/a (Ptol.), Ne-

meto-cenna (Caesar) and Nemetodurum, later Nemptodorum, the

phonetic equivalent of Nemthor, Fiacc's hymn, 1.

7. First Inscription of Nimes.3

TAPTAB : : IAAANOYIAKOS AEAE
MATPEBONAMAYZIKABOBPATOYDE

That is: Gartab(os) Illanoviacos dede Mdtrebo Namausicabo

brdtude."

"Gartabos, (son) of Illanoviax, placed (this) for the

Nemausian Mothers by decree."

1 Quoted by Kuno Meyer, Eev. Celt. vi. pp. 191, 192. From constant associa-

tion with the noun orgain, the verb iuraim seems to have got in later Middle-
Irish the meaning

' to destroy.' Thus : ro-iurtha mace secht mbUadan di cech

brothairniu (a seven-years child was destroyed for every hair), LL. 252b . So

O'Clery: iur ^ ur .i. orgain. The Old-Irish forms friss-iurr (gl. auersabor),

fritnmm-ior-sa (gl. me adficiet), fritamm-iurat (me adficient) are connected by
Thurneysen (Rev. Celt. vi. p. 95) with fris-n-orr (quod inficiet), fris-n-orgar

(afficitur), fris-oirctis (adversabantur) ,
and seem to be s-futures from the com-

pound verb *l-orgim, the simple stem orgs regularly becoming orx, ors, orr, and
even or.

2 Ce surnom de Minerve peut s'interpreter par bellicnsa, de lei guerre, en

gallois, et de sama = Scr. sama, Gr. 6pos, Lat. similis, anc. irl. samal, amal, etc.

Cf. le goth. et anc. all. sama, et sam dans les composes analogues, arbeitsam,

ersam, ratsam, etc. (Pictet).
3 Sur le tailloir d'un chapiteau, en beaux caracteres grecs d'une epoque ancienne
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Here dede (also in Nos. 8 and 13) is the verb, cognate with

Tt-0T)/j,i, Skr. dadhami.

Matrebo Namausicdbo are the datives pi. of the names

of the mother-goddesses
l to whom the object was dedi-

cated : with -abo, cf. the abus of Lat. datives, Wordsworth 50.

Bratu-de is a formula (also in Nos. 8, 12 and 13) corre-

sponding to the Latin 'ex imperio,'
2
'imperio' or 'jussu.'

The theme of brdtu-de is brdtu z=Ir. brath, W. brawd, and

the -de is compared by Pictet with the dha of Zend abla-

tives such as qafna-dha (somnio) $raoshadha (obedientia),

akhstae-dha (pace). I rather think our de (Ir. di) is=Lat.

de, here used as a postposition like the Umbrian -ante);

-ad, -kum, -en, -tu, and -per in nomne-per, okri-per.

Similar postpositions occur in neoceltic. Thus Mid. Br.

boed-er larg (gl. large en viande, boet), Rev. Celt. i. 398,

tuhen (leg. lech-en] uhel (gl. locus alt [us] in quo), Corn.

cnes-en (in skin) Meriasek, 3144. Remain the first two

words, which the analogy of Nos. 3, 17, and 18 leads one to

regard as the donor's name, followed by the gen. sg. of the

name of the donor's father, rather than (as Pictet thinks)

the donor's own name followed by an adjective in the nom.

sg. m. Gartabos is formed like Arabtis, Intarabus, and the

place-names Cenabum, Aballaba. With Illanoviax, cf. Illan-

vissa (Steiner, 1862), and the Irishman's name Illann Find,

one of the actors in the tale of Deirdre.

8. Second Inscription of Nimes.^

KACCITAAOC
OYEPCIKNOCA
EAEBPATOYA
EKANTENAAA

qu'on tie pent pas preciser. Dictionnaire Areheologique de la Gaule, Inscr

fauloises,

No. 1 (where it is drawn). Translated by Siegfried, in Kuhn und
chleicher's Beitrage, i. p. 451. Now "dans le temple de Diane," near which

it was found in 1742.
1 As to these goddesses, see Vallentin, Rev. Celt. iv. 27.
2 For instance : Matronis Afliabus M. Marius Marcellus pro se et suis ex

imperio ipsarum, De Wai, De Moederyodinnen, p. 88.
'

6 Also in Sratu-spanlium, cognate with Mandu-bratius and Cassi-bratius.
4 d'Arbois de Jubainville, Revue des Societes savantcs, t. iv. 6e serie (1876), p.
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That is: Cassitalos Versicnos dede brdtude cantena La ....

"
Cassitalos, son of Versos, placed by decree cantena to La . . . ."

The fifth line has been read MIEINOVII ;
but this is

almost certainly wrong.
Cassi-talos

' fair-brow
'

(supra, No. 3) : cassi from cad-ti. 1

Versos is cognate with Skr. varshlyas (upper), Lat. verruca,

from versuca, Ion. oupo? (mountain), 'Opecm??, 0. Sax. vriaelik

(' riesig'). As to the formula dede brdtude, see No. 7. Cantena

is an ace. pi. neut. The meaning is unknown.

9. Third Inscription of Nimes.*

ECKirro
PEIZKO
NAIAAE
OC

That is: Etcingoreix Condilleos,
"
Excingorix, son of

Condillos."

Escingo-reix is a compound of ex-cingo-s (pervalidus) and

reix (rex). As to the patronymic in -eos, v. supra, No. 6.

266. E. Ernault, Bulletin Mensuel de la faculte des Lettres de Poitiers, Fevrier,

1885, p. 88.

.

l d'Arbois de Jubainville, Revue des Societes savantes, t. iv. 6e serie, 1876.
2 Revue Celtique. t.v. p. 120. The original has disappeared, but a copy by Seguier

is preserved in the library at Nimes. In his text he gives KONAE IAAEOC >

but in his transliteration Kov$i\\eos. M. Ernault thinks, perhaps rightly, that this

inscription is Greek. He also thinks that the inscription of Gargas (Vaucluse)

ECKEITAI BAAOOYIKOYNIAI. "to Exeinga, daughter of Balovi-

cunos
"

is Greek, the two words being datives.

The same may perhaps be said of the letters on a stele in the museum at

Avignon (Bull. Soc. Antiquaires, 1879, p. 128).

OYAAIKIO
ONEPECT
AlOYNIAI

" On a trouve," writes M. Gaidoz (24 Juillet, 1879),
" dans une armoire du musee

de Nimes un fragment d' inscription longtemps negligee, mais qui est Gaulois, si

la seconde ligne contient. comme il est probable, le mot tooutious. Voici le

fragment, en lettres Grecques :

.... MBATI

.... TOOY
TIM

La seconde ligne est seule entiere. La premiere est mutilee par le haut, la troisieme

par le bas."
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10. The First Inscription of St.-Remy (Ntmes}}-

BIMMOC AITOYMAPEOC
That is : Bimmos Litumareos,

"
Bimmos, son of Litu-

maros." On a stele.

As to the patronymic in -eos, v. supra, No. 6.

11. The Second Inscription of St.-ftemy.
9

OYPITAKOC
HAOYC
KON1OC

That is : Uritacos
( Vritdcos ?) Elusconios,

" Uritacos

(Vritacos ?), son of Elusconos." On another stele.

With Uritacos H. Mowat (Explication, etc., ubi supra)

connects Urittius, Ate-untus, Aturita, and refers them all to

the root ur (facere), which we have already found in eiora.

As to the patronymic in -ios, v. supra, No. 6.

12. The Inscription of Malaucene (Vaucluse)?

///AOYC/
/IAAIAKEO/
MACEAOYB
PATOYAE
KANTEAA

That is : ... lous(os] Illiakeo(s} maselu bratude cantela.

"
. . . . lusos, son of Illiacos, by order set (these)

cantela."

As to the patronymic in -eos, v. supra, No. 6. As to

1 2 Revue Celtique, i. iii. p. 506, citing the Congres archeologique de France,
1877, p. 523-528.

3 E. Ernault, Bulletin menstiel de la Faeulte den Lettrex de Poitiers, Fevrier,

1885, p. 86, where the third line is read (from a plaster-cast) MACEAOYB.
"La 3e ligne," says M. Ernault, "a ete lue, par M. Allmer, MACEAOY.
et par M. H. de Ville-fosse PACEAOYB (Bulletin epigraphique, raai-juin,

1884, p. 141), puis IACEAOY, puis avec M. Rochetin (r)PACEAOY
(Aena, p. 136, 1; 136, 3)." There is an almost illegible heliogravure of this

inscription in the Revue Archeol. for Nov. Dec., 1884, p. 380.
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bratu-de, supra, No. 7. In go-bedbi we shall find a verbal

prefix go-, and in the verb ma-selu, the ma- is perhaps another

verbal prefix= the Yedic sma : the root may be that of

crreXXo) (e-arrak^v), stellen. For the loss of t cf. "W. seilio

(fundare), sail (fundamentum), also from <Jstal\ W. safn

(os, oris), Br. staffn (palatum), Gr. crro^a, Zend gtaman ;
W.

ser-en (stella), Br. tier, Zend ftare ;
W. sain (sonus), OTO-

vo9, ^/stan ;
ar (stratum), \/star, whence sterna, aropvv^i ;

se/v/W (stare), ^/sta-m: serch (love), Ir. sere, Gr. crrbpyij : serfyll

(caducus), \/starb ; sofl-yn (stipula). The ace. pi. cantela

should possibly be read cantena, see supra No. 8, and infra

No. 13. It may be cognate with cantus, camb-tos, Thurneysen

Keltoromanisches, 53.

13. The Inscription of Colias (Gard).
1

ZKOAIO
C P I O Y
MAN
E Y A N

AO////VA
NA/O A E

AEBPATO
YAEKAN
TEN

This inscription must have been inaccurately copied. It

obviously contains the formula dede bratude, No. 7 supra, an

accusative pi. canten(a), Nos. 7, 8, and perhaps 12, and it seems

to begin with the name (E)xcolios
2

;
but the remainder is

quite obscure.

III. INSCRIPTIONS IN ROMAN CHARACTERS.

Of these there are fifteen. Let us first take the seven

containing the verb ieuru.

1 F. Germer-Durand, Bulletin epfyraphique, 1884, p. 253. Found " a 1'Ermi-

tage de Notre Dame de Laval, pr6s Colias (Gard)." An oblong stone employed
as " moellon dans le mur meridional de la Chapelle."

a Cf. perhaps the Gaulish colisatum a kind of chariot, Ir. cul.
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14. Inscription of Vieux-Poitiers.
1

EATIN BRIVATIOM
FRONTV . TARBEISONIOS

IEVRV.

That is :

"
Propugnaculum pontilium Fronto, Tarbeisoni

filius, fecit."

The -TIN of ratin (=Ir. raith-n) is represented by a

monogram in which the I joins horizontally the T and N.

Brivatiom ('pontilium') is the gen. pi. of a derivative of

briva (bridge), in Brim Isarae (Pontoise), Samaro-briva, Brivo-

durum, etc., as us(e)ilom infra is the gen. pi. of an *useilon=

Lat. velum. Of. Latin genitives pi. like Romanom, seatertium,

procum, patricium, Wordsworth, 59. The Gauls seem to have

kept the m in the genitive pi. to distinguish this case from

the ace. sg. where, as in Greek, the primeval m was weakened

to n. The prehistoric Irish changed m in both cases to n.

Frontu is borrowed from the Latin name Fronto. Tarbei-

sonios is a patronymic, supra No. 6.

15. Inscription of Volnay?

ICCAVOS . OP
PIANICNOS . IEV
RV . BRIGINDONI
CANTALON.

That is :

"
Iccavos, son of Oppianos, made for Brigindu

a cantalon."

Iccavos is connected with Icos, Iccius, Iccianus, Icco.

Cantalon, like nemeton and celicnon, is probably the name
of some edifice, cognate with the cantus in Canti cantus, now
Cachan (Seine). Pictet, however, regards it as the ace. sg.

of *cantalos, a Gaulish loan from Lat. cantharus.

1 " Sur la face nord d'un menhir plante au lieu dit Vieux-Poitiers, pres la rive

du Clain." Dictionnaire archeologique de la Gaule, Inscriptions gauloises, Nos. 3

et 3 bis.
2 " Pierre meplate provenant de Volnay, conservee au Musee de Beaune. L'in-

scription, gravee en beaux caracteres sur un champ refouille et jadis entoure d'un

cadre, presente encore des restes du mastic rouge qui remplissait les creux des

lettres, ce qui permet, quoiqu'elle soit un peu fruste, de la lire sans hesitation.''

Ibid. No. 4.
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16. Inscription of Atitun. 1

LICNOS CON
TEXTOS IEVRV
ANVALONNACV
CANECOSEDLON-

"Licnos Contextos made for Anvalonnacos a golden

chair."

In its Latinised form Licnus occurs on an inscription near

Aquileia (Kuhn's Beitr. iii. p. 428), and also as a potter's

name at Bavai (Rev. Celt. ii. p. 257), and seems cognate

with Liccaius, Licaim, Licnos, and the Ir. lecc, W. llech (a

flagstone). In con-iextos, as in JEptfS-a-texto-rigi, No. 23,

the group XT seems to stand for CHT, as in Epaft-atexto-rigi,

infra, DIVIXTVS 2
compared with DIVICTA,3 LVXTIIRIOC 4

=Lucterius 5
: PIXTILOS=PICTILOS, 6 VENEXTOC 7 com-

pared with Vennectis. 8 The root may be teg, whence the

Irish teg, tech (house), W. ty, the Gr. reyo? and the Lat.

tego, tec-turn, O.N. thak, Eng. thatch. In form, then,

contejctos is the Lat. participle contectus
;

9 but it probably
had the active meaning of '

protector.' Of the god-name
An-mlonnacos the root must be val, whence the Ogmic gen.

sg. Talamni,
10 the Ir. verb subst./*7 (there is), and the Lat.

vulere. The intensive prefix an- is the Lat. an (up) in an-

helo, cognate with Gr. ava, avto, and still kept in the neo-

celtic languages, Ir. an-fad (storm), Corn, an-auhel (gl.

procella)=W. en-awel, Br. am-prefan (rubeta). Siegfried

conjectured that caneco-sedlon meant ' a golden chair,' and

compared with -sedlon, the Lat. sella (for sedla], A.S. setl,

Eng. settle, N.H.G. sessel, and "W. gor-sedd, Ir. snide, with

1 "Pierre meplate avec cadre et champ refouille pour 1'inscription, trouvee a

Autun, et conservee dans le Musee archeologique de cette ville." Ibid. No. 5.

* Cited by Mowat, Rev. Archeol. Fev.-Mars, 1878.
3 Ibid.

'

4
Hucber, Rev. Celt. ii. p. 100.

5
Caesar, Belt. Gall. vii. 5.

6 Rev. Celt. i. p. 297. Hucher, VArt Gauloise, t. ii. p. 152.
7 Eev. Celt. i. p. 298. Hucher, Inc. cit. p. 155.
8 Mowat, loc. cit. from the inscription of Nizy-le-Comte, now in the museum

of Soissons.
9 Other Gaulish participles in -to are KeXror, Crestus, Graptus, Meltus.
10

Rhys, Early Britain, p. 282, from " Roovesmore in the parish of Aglish,
co. Cork, Ord. Sheet, 72."
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caneco, the Skr. kanaka 'gold.' Pictet, p. 39, justly objects

that kanaka is not found in any other Aryan tongue,
and that it is unlikely that Gaulish alone should have pre-

served it. The Skr. cognate is, I think, kancana (gold,

golden), which Fick l

compares with Gr. KWiicfa, Dor. icva/cos,
'

yellow,' and Pruss. cucan (kuka-n)
' brown.' The Ir. plant-

name canach, and Gr. tcvrj/cos, are also cognate.

17. Inscription of D/jon.
2

DOIROS SEGOMARI
IEVRV ALISANV

"Doiros, (son) .of Segomaros, made (this) for Alisanos."

Doiros is, perhaps, cognate with Lat. di-rus, Gr. Sei-vos,

Zend d'vaetha (fear), root dvi.

18. Inscription of Alise?

MART1ALIS DANNOTALI
IEVRV VCVETE SOSIN

CELICNON ETIC
GOBEDBI DVGIIONTIIO

VCVETIN
IN ALISIIA.

"
Martialis, son of Dannotalos, made this tower for

Ucuetis, and the work pleased Ucuetis in Alisea."

The name Dannotalos occurs also in No. 2. Ucuete must

be the dative sg., as Ucuetin is the ace. sg., of the name of

the person for whom the celicnon was made. Cognate is the

potter's name Ucumus and the place-name Ucetia. If, as so

regularly happens, these words have lost initial p, we may
connect them with TTVKLVOS, irwcvfa. As Jacob Grimm and

Bishop Graves saw independently, celicnon is the Goth.

1
Bezzenberger's Beitrage, ii. p. 196.

2 " Sur le mauche d'une patere en bronze trouvee pres de Dijon en 1853, et

deposee au Musee de cette ville." Diet. Areheol. Inscription gauloises, Nos. 6

et 6 bis.

3 " Cartouche avec moulures et queues d'aronde trouve sur le plateau d'Alise,

porte d'abord au Musee de Dijon, et rapporte finalement a son lieu d'origine dans

le petit Musee qui y a ete coustruit sur des fonds donnes par Xapoleon III."

Ibid. No. 1.
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loan-word kelikn, which Ulfilas uses twice for irvp>yo<*
'

tower,'

and once for dvalyyaiov
'

upper chamber/ Furthermore, sosin

is identical with the aoatv of No. 6
;

eti-c seems a conjunc-
tion = at-que; go-bedbi is a verb with the prefix go = Goth.

ga, and radically connected with "W. boddaw '
to please/ Skr.

bhad-ra, Lat. fastm, festivm fromfad-tus,fed-tivus, Goth, bats,

Eng. better; and, as Ebel saw, dugeonteo (II, as in many
cases, stands for E) is a fern, ea-stem, from a participle dugiont,

formed like Latin mpientia, Gr. <yepova-ta for ^epovna, and

Gaulish Urigantia, Aventia, Segontia, and from the same

root as O.H.G. tugundi (Ebel, Kuhn's Beitr. v. 80, note),

Goth, and A.S. dugan. This root, in its Indo-European

form, must have been dhugh ;
and dhugh (according to

Grassmann's law) would be TU^ in Greek, whence rev^a),

T6y%o9=N.H.G. Tvgend.

19. Inscription of Gueret (Dep. de la Creuse).
1

SACER PEROCO

IEVRV DVORI

CO . V . S . L . M

Sacer Peroco ieuru dvorico, v(otum) s(olvit) l(ubens)

m(erito). "Sacer Peroco made (these) porticoes,

votum," etc.

Sacer seems borrowed from the Latin. Compare, however,
the dimin. Sacrillos, Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 188. Peroco is con-

nected with the names Penis, Perillus, Peronius, Perulius, and

possibly Piraco-bruna, Brambach, No. 760. Pictet regarded
dvorico as an ace. pi. neut., meaning

'

porticoes,' of a dvoricon

=Skr. dvaraka-m (gate). He quotes, in support of this view,

two Latin inscriptions, in one of which (Orelli, 4956) Lucius

Vallius Solon "
porticum ex voto fecit

"
for Silvanus sanctus,

and in another (Steiner, 4137) L. Servillius
"
porticum fecit

pecunia sua
"

for Neptune.

1
Pictet, Nouvel Essai sur let inscriptions Gauloises, Paris, 1867, p. 45 :

Bulletin epigraphique, 1881, p. 38, where M. F. Vallentin supposes that Dvorico
is the name of a god in the dat. sg. Drawn, ibid. Planche ix. fig. i.
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20. Inscription of Nevers. 1

ANDE
CAMV
LOSTOVTT
SSICNOS
1EVRV

That is : Andecamulos Toutissicnos ieuru.

"Andecamulos son of Toutissos made (this)."

Here Ande-camulos is a compound of the prep, ande and

camulos, the name of a Gaulish war-god, represented, perhaps,

by the Irish CumaZ, gen. Cumail, the name of the father of

Find,
2 and cumal, gen. cumaile (a she-slave). It may be

radically connected with Grr. /cd/ji-vw, ai$iipo-K/j,tf<;, and with

the Skr. gam (work), and the verbal stems pra-gamaya (to

kill), pra-gamaya (to conquer). Toutissos is a derivative

of touta (folk), as to which see Nos. 2 and 6.

21. Inscription of Vieil Evreux.3

S CRISPOS BOVI
RAMEDON
AXTACBITI EV

.... DO CARAQ-ITONV

.... NIA SEIANI SEBOBOV
EEMI FILIA

. ODRVTA GISACI civis SVES .

"II y a la un singulier melange de noins propres et de

mots gaulois et latins, et il est impossible d'en tirer aucun

sens continu." Pictet, Essai, p. 49. He conjectures that

ramedon is an ace. sg., meaning a road, and compares the

Ir. ramat, Skr. rantu, from ram-tu=W. crych. Crispos is the

nom. Axtacbiti is the verb : eu (leg. eu ?) seems the dat. sg.

of a pronoun and=Lat. eo : CamOitonu and Seboddu are also

datives sg.

1

Becker, in Kuhn u. Schleicher's Beitrage, iii. 167.
* Out of Find mace Cumail Macpherson has manufactured his Fingal.
3 "

Fragment de table en bronze existant au Musee d'Evreux, et provenant de

fouilles faites au lieu dit Vieil Evreux." Dictionnaire Arch., Inscr. gauloises,
No. 8.
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22. Inscription of Bavai.^

That is : uritu, (vritu?} Escingos. "Excingos made (this)."

Here, if we read uritu, we have a formation from \/ur,

to make, supra, No. 6. If we read vritu, we have a forma-

tion from ^/ver (whence also Ir.feraim). In either case, the

formation resembles carnitu, No. 1. Es-cingos
2
is a compound of

the prepositional prefix ex and eingus (valiant), also in Ate-

cingus, and cognate with Cingetus, Cingetorix, Ver-dngetorix.

23. Inscription of N6ris-les-Bains (Allier)?

BRATRONOS
NANTONICN
EPAQATEXTO

. RIGI .LEVCVLLO
SVIOREBE . LOCI
TOK.

That is : Bratronos Nantonicn(os] Epadatextorigi Leucullosu

iorebe locito-k,*
"
Bratronos, son of Nantonios, made

(this) acceptably (?) for Epassatectorix Leucullosos."

Bratronos is a noun derived from 5mter=Lat. frater, as

patronm from pater. Nantonicn is an abbreviation of

Nantonicnos, a patronymic like Drutienox and others col-

lected, supra, No. 1, meaning 'son of Nantonios.' This

name occurs, in its Latinised form Nantonius, on an inscrip-

tion now in the museum at York (Matribm M. Nantoniw

1 On a patella,
" ou assiette a bords evases, de 19 centimefares de diametre."

R. Mowat, Comptes-rendus de VAcademic des inscriptions et belles-lettres, Decembre,
1880, Revue Celtique, T. 119, 120.

2 Also in the compounds Excingo-latis, Excingo-magus, Mowat, Explication,

etc., p. 9.

3 Revue Archeologique, Fevrier et Mars, 1878. Revue Celtique, v. 116. On
a square block of calcareous stone, now in tbe museum of Cluny.

4 The last letter
' consiste en un jambage auquel s'appuie un trait oblique, a

la maniere du bras superieur d'un K.
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Orbiotal(us) v. s. L m.), and is a derivative from nanto-
'

valley.' Epass-atexto-rigi is the dat. sg. of a compound of

rlx (rex), like (Marti) Albio-rigi,
1

(Marti) Catu-rigi,
2

(Apol-

lini) Toutio-rigi? The other elements are, first, epass cognate
with the Greek stem linra^ in nrTra? (cavalry), and the Gaulish

epo-rcdicas ('bonos equorum domitores'), Epona ('mulionum

dea'), Epamaigus, Epaticcm; Tr. ech, W. ep in ebawl; and,

secondly, atexio-, from atecto (supra, No. 16), itself a compound
of the preposition a and iecto-, a participle formation from the

root teg.
" Atextorix pourrait done avoir la signification de

' chef protecteur,' et subsequemment Epadatextorix celle de

seigneur protecteur, clieu tutelaire des cheraux ou de la cava-

lerie."

The fourth, fifth, and sixth words M. Mowat reads

Leucullo suiorebe, locitoi
;
he takes Lcucullo to be a dat. sg. of

Leucullos, a diminutive like Cintnllus, Marcettm : he supposes
that su is the common laudatory prefix, and he conjectures

that 'suiorebe locitoi' may mean something like "libenter

ex voto posuit." But, first, Leucullos is an o-stem, and the

Gaulish dat. sg. of o-stems ends in u, not in 6
; secondly, in

neoceltic, and therefore, probably, in Gaulish, the prefix su

(W. hy) is found with nouns and adjectives, but never with

verbs
; and, thirdly, the last letter of the sixth word is k, not i.

Leuculloms doubtless means, and is cognate with, Lat. lucu-

lentus. The Latin name Lucullus, apparently, M. Mowat

thinks, borrowed from Cisalpine Gaul, like Galba, Livius,

Plinius, and Vergilim is also cognate. So is Aovfcertd, as

the Emperor Julian 4 calls the bright city of the Ilapiaioi,.

Non-celtic cognates will be found in Curtius, G.E. No. 88.

For the suffix -oso from onso cf. Tolosa, and Lat. Marcellosus.

The verb iorebe is certainly cognate with eiwpov, ieuru which

1 Revue des Societes savantes, 6e serie, torn. i. (1875), p. 166.
2

Orelli, No. 1980. I have not verified this or the last reference.
3
Brambach, No. 1529.

*
Misopogon (ed. Teubner, 1875), p. 438. The spelling Lutetia is due to

scribal confusion of c and t.
" Ou peut croire," says M. Mowat, "que cette

denomination \_Lucetid\ a pour origine la couleur claire du calcaire employe dans
la construction du chef-lieu des Parisii. ou 1' exploitation des carrieres renommees,
de platre dont il etait entoure : comparez le nom de ville Alba, tres-frequent, et

celui de Eobrica (pour Rubrica " la rouge ").
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occurs on so many other inscriptions. As to locitok, I con-

jecture it to be a formula analogous to bratu-de, and to consist

of the ablative sing, of lociton which, with regular loss of

p, is=Lat. placitum,
1 and cognate also with vrXa^ and flach

and a -k which I take to be a postposition= Lat. ec (in

ec-fero, ec-fatus, ec se produnto), Gr. CK and which, in neoceltic,

is found in the prep, ech-tar, W. eithr,=0sc. eh-trad (extra).

For other postpositions see supra No. 7.

24. Inscription of Beaumont (near Vaison).
2

IYBRON

SVMELI

VORETO
ViEIVS . F .

" An iubron Sumelis son of Yoretoviros made."

A mixed inscription, all the words, save the Gaulish accu-

sative, being Latin or Latinised.

The translation is due to Rhys. Here Sumeli (for Sumelis ?}

is the nom. sg. of an /-stem compounded (like Su-melonius,

Steiner, 2875) of the prefix su, and a cognate of the name

Melffifoiua (Quicherat, Melanges, 368), Ir. mills (sweet), W.
melys, Gr. //.eXt, Lat. mel, Goth, inilith. It seems to occur

(again without the final s) in the Pyrenaean inscription

(Kuhn's Beitr. iii. 188), Deo Baicorixi Andossu Piando[s~\

Somilif(ecit) v. s. I. m. Voretovirim is a Latinised patronymic
like those explained supra, No. 6. The father's name,

Voretoviros, would be in Welsh givaredwr 'succourer/ O.W.

guoretur, from guo (
= Gaul. w in voberg(ensis), voredos, Gliick,

K.N. 89), and the root ret, whence the Ir. verb foirithim

(I succour), and the Old-Welsh an-guorit, an-guoraut. Iubron

may possibly be cognate with Lat. iubar, and mean a lamp or

candelabrum.

1 For Gaulish o = Lat. a, cf. mori (sea), Lat. mare and brogae, Lat. margo,
Goth. mark.

2 " Autre fragment de cippe en pierre de Beaumont," A. Delove, bibl. de

1'E'cole des Chartes, 1847-1848, 2rae serie, t. iv. p. 326, No. viii. Becker, Kuhn's
Beitr. iii. 167.
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Pictet regards Sumeli and Voreto (rectius Sumele Voretu)

as datives, and considers that the inscription commemorates

the making of a vase by Virius for Sumelis Voretos, an un-

known Gaulish god.

25. Inscription of Bourges.
1

BVSCILLASOSIOLEGASITINALIXIEMAGALV

That is : Buscilla Sosio legasit in Alixie Magalu.

" Buscilla Sosia placed (this) in Alisia to Magalos."

Here Buscilla is a diminutive like Ex-cingilla, Gabrilla,

Vindilla, and many others, from a root the same as that of

Lat. fuscns. Sosio, nom. sg. of a fern, m-stem, the second

name of Buscilla, seems borrowed from the Roman Sosia.

Legaait, like loga-n supra No. 1, comes from the root leg, log.

Alixie (x here, as often, replacing s) is the abl. sg. of the fern.

-stem Alisio, and Magalu is the dat. sg. of the masc. o-stem

Magalos, here the name of a deity, is in Livy (xxi. 9)

that of a king of the Boii.

26. Inscriptions on three Galloroman altars found in

Notre-Dame?

These altars are now in the Musee des Thermes et de 1'hotel

de Cluny. The first, like each of the others, has four sides :123 4
TIB- CAESARE- ..... EVBISES SEXANI VSEILOM
AVGIOVIOPTVMO

MAXSVMO(S)V(MMO)
NAVTAE-PARISIACI
PVBLICE- POSIERV

That is : Tiberio Caesare Augusta- lorn Optumo Maxsumo
Summo Nautae Parisiaci publice posierunt ....
eurises senani useilom (leg. useHorn?).

1 " Tracee a la pointe sur le col d'un vase de terre noire a large ouverture que
son style parait remonter au IV siecle de notre ere.'' Revue archeologique, vi.

annee ii. p. 1849-50, p. 554-556, with facsimile. Found in 1848. In possession
of M. Girardot, Secretary of the Prefecture of the Cher- departments.

2 Drawn in Desjardins' Geographic historique et administrative de la Gaule

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 11
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This is, as Cuno has seen, a bilingual inscription, the

Gaulish words, eurises senani ttseilom, being a free rendering
of ' nautae Parisiaci posierunt.' The word now illegible on

the second side of the altar was probably the Gaulish

expression corresponding with '

publice.' Eur-i-ses seems to

be a verb in the third pi. pret. act. corresponding with

Latin forms like dixere from dic-sese. The nom. is senani,

nom. pi. of senanos (an ancient), a derivative from seno-s,

(old, in Seno-gnato, Muratori, p. 1282, No. 5), cognate with

Ir. sen, W. hen, Lat. sen-ex. Only four letters of the next

word namely Y, I, L, and O, are now legible. When Mautour

made his copy, he read (say MM. Mowat and Desjardins)

YSEILOM. This should probably be usellom, from *vexellom,

a gen. pi. (like brivatiom, supra) of the noun *vexellon= lLa,t.

vexillum, and cognate with velum from vexlum. Senani usellom

must mean (as Pictet says) 'anciens des voiles,' a corporation

of the mariners of the Seine.

On the second altar are :123 4
IOVIS VOLCANVS ESVS TARVOS TRI GARANVS

Under 1 is a figure of a sceptred Jupiter standing; under

2 is a Yulcan with a cape, a hammer in the right hand,

tongs in the left
;
under 3 a male figure with a lifted axe

hewing branches off a tree; under 4 a bull, with, apparently,

three forelegs and with three birds (cranes) on his back.

In these birds Siegfried (Kuhn's Beitr. i. 473) suspected a

reference to the Yedic Yishnu with the three strides, garan
in Welsh meaning 'crane' as well as

'

leg.'

Here Esus is the name of a Gaulish war-god. An w-stem,

as we see from the compound Esu-nertos. The e is long, as

we see from Lucan's Hesm.

Here, too, tarvos (Ir. tarbfi, W. tarw}. is=Lat. taurus,

Gr. rav/309, from rapFos. Hence the dimin. Tarvillus,

Steiner, No. 1484. Here, also, trl garanus means "three

Romaine, Paris, 1885, t. iii. pp. 261-268; Bulletin tpigr. 1881, p. 49. On the

third face of the first altar Desjardins has EVRESES. but Mowat (Bulletin

epiyraphique, 1883) gives EVRISES, which is likelier to he right.
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cranes," trl (Ir. trl] being the masc. numeral, and garanus

(from *garanous, *garanoces ?) being the nom. pi. of an

w-stem.

On the third altai4 are :123 4

CASTOR (POLLVX) CERNVNNOS SMERT(ULITAN)OS

Here Cernunnos is over the figure of an old man, with a

beard, long ears and staghorns, from which hang rings. It

is cognate with the Galatian icapvov, Ir. corn, Lat. cornu.

Compare for the ending Adiatunnus (Caesar), and the fern. Ve-

sunna, Vibunna. Smertulitanos (M. Mowat reads SMERT . . .

but the final -os must have been recently legible) is over

a male figure smiting a snake with a club. It is no

doubt cognate with Ro-smerta, whose name occurs in fifteen

lapidary texts, Smertorix, and Smertullus. The gen. sg. Smer-

tulitani occurs as a man's name in Brambach, No. 891.

27. Inscription on a Golden Ring.

ADIA|NTVN |
NENI

[
EXVE

|

RTIN
|
INAP

|
PISET

|
V

That is : Adiantunneni Exvertini Nappisetu, "Nappi-
setu (gave this) to Adiantunnena (daughter) of

Exvertinios."

The ring is octagonal, belongs to the Roman epoch, was

found "dit-on, dans un de nos departements de 1'Est," and

is now in the collection of the Academic des Inscriptions et

Belles Lettres.

Here Adiantunnena is connected with the Gaulish names

Adiantunnos, Adianto, Gliick KN. 6, 150, W. add-iant (long-

ing), Ir. et (zelus), Skr. yatna. Ex-rer-tinios (compounded
with the two prepositions ex and ver= i>7rep) is radically

connected with Gr. <rQevo<s, crdeveos, 26eve\os. Nappi- is an

'-stem compounded with setu. For the pp, cf. the Gaulish

names Drappes, Luppo, Peppo, Tapponia. The -setu is prob-

ably nom. sg. of a stem in n, whence Setonius, De Wai,

Myth. Septen. No. 314.
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28. Inscription of Poitiers. 1

BISDONTAVRIOXANALABISBISDONTAVRIOX

DEANALABISBISDOXTAVRIOSDATALAGES

VIMDAXIMAVIMSPATERNAMASTA

MAGIARSSECVTATEIVSTINAQVEM
PEPERITSARRA

Bis : Dontaurion anala . bis, bis. Dontaurion deanala .

bis, bis. Dontaurion datalaycs. Vim danima. Vim

spaternam
2 asta. Magi ars secuta [est] te, Justina

quern (leg. quam) peperit Sarra.

Another mixed inscription, in corrupt Roman cbaracters

of the 5th or 6th century after Christ. The Celtic words

possibly mean :

" Breathe on Dontaurios : breathe away
Dontaurios. Thou shouldst convict the Dontaurii. Embolden

force."

Don-taurios (ace. pi. Dontaurios) Siegfried supposed to be the

name of a demon meaning
'

Embryo-destroyer/ and connected

don- with Skr. dhdna '

grain,' and taurio with the Aryan root

tur, fur
'
to wound/

'

to destroy.' Anala (blow), de-ana la (blow

away !) are verbs cognate with Ir. and./, W. anadl '

breath/ y'an.

Compare Rv. 1. 33. 9, translated by Muir :

" Thou Indra,

with the believers, didst blow against the unbelievers
;
with

the priests thou didst blow away the Dasyu." Datalages

seems 2nd sg. conj. of a verb derived from datalo=O.W.
datl (gl. forum), dataleu (causae, judicia), Ir. ddl. Danima an

imperative connected with Ir. ddna '

bold/ ddnatu '
audacia.'

'Justina' is the virgin of Antioch,
3 whom, according to the

well-known legend, the '

magus
'

Cyprian endeavoured to

1 Traced on a plate of silver, probably an amulet. Facsimile opposite p. 170 of

Kuhn u. Schleicher's Beitrage, iii. Tentatively translated by Siegfried in a posthu-
mous pamphlet On the Gaulish Inscription of Poitiers, Dublin, 1863. Prof.

d'Arbois de Jubainville's explanation (Revue Celtique, i. 499) of dontaxrinn

(which he reads gontaurion] as = Kevravpeiov is not convincing. Nor can I believe

in his ce nnal<ibis = Ka\ ava\a./3fis, c(ifalaats = Ka.ra\\ayrfs, and s=s[citicet],
2 Low Latin for paternam. So the Ir. loan-words scipar (pepper) and spreidh

(cattle) point to Low-Latin s-piptr, s-praedn.
3 The maker of the spell either supposed Sarra to be Justina's mother, or

confounded Antioch with Tyre (
=

Sarra).
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inflame with lust. The words seem a spell against male

impotency rather than female sterility.

To these inscriptions may fitly be added some

GAULISH COIN-LEGENDS,

From the Dictionnaire Archeologique de la Gaule.

ABVDOS. Nos. 144, 1545 (Bituriges).

ATEVLA. X. VLATOS. No. 195.

ATISIOS REMOS. No. ios (Remi).

BVCIOS. No. 153.

CALIACIIIS. No. 158 (Carnutes).

COIOS R- ORCITIRIX. No. 76 (Aedui).

COM M IOS .
No. 89 (Atrebates).

DIARILOS. No. 184.

DIASVLOS. No 149 (Aedui).

cf. Diablintres, Gliick, K.N. 93. Here dia seems =Gr. Std.

DVBNOREIX. No. 65 (Aedui).

DVRNACOS. No. 167.

Ir. dornach.

ECCAIOS. No. 86 (Kemi).

EAKECOOYIZ. X. TASGITIIOS- No. 73 (Carnutes).

EPENOS. z. enHNOC(Remi).
LVXTIIRIOS. No. 71 (Cadurci).

Here as in PIXT I LOS infra, the X seems the Greek x, and to

represent the guttural spirant produced from c by a subsequent
t. If so, cf. Ir. lv.chtai.re.

MAGVRIX. No. 229.

PICTILOS. No. 132 (Arverni). PIXTILOS- No. 228 (Aulerci).

RATVMACOS. No. 46.

SEQVANOIOTVOS (Sequani).

Seems a compound: sequano-iotvos, Rev. Celt. ii. 275, n.

SIMISSOS
' PVPLICOS '

LIXOVIO. x. CISIAMBOS '

CATTOS ' VERCOBRETO. No. 78.

Here (as M. Mowat saw, Revue Celtique, v. pp. 122, 123) Lixovio and
Vercobreto are two nominatives in the dual, the former corresponding
with Simissos and Pupticos, the latter with Cisiambos and Cation.

Lixovio is probably cognate with the tribe-name Lexovii
; but the

meaning is obscure. Vercobretos, from vergobretos, with the

hardening (common in Irish) of g after r, means 'judicium exse-

quens ;' cf. O.W. gutrg (gl. efficax) and Ir. breth (judicium).

SVTICOS. X. VELIOCA0I. No. 45 (Veliocasses).
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TOGIRIX. No. 176 (Sequani).

TVRONOS. Z. CANTOR IX (Turones).

TVRONOS. x. TRICCOS.
VANDIILOS. No. 157 (Carnutes).

VENEXTOS. No. 144 (Parisii).

To these may be added ARTOS, Xev. Celt. i. 293, flENNO-
OYI NAOC (Pennovindos), ibid. 297. BE LI NOS, ibid. ii. 96.

LIXOVIATIS, ibid. 100. BOIKOS, CICUTANOS,
PEN NILE, ibid. Hi. 249.

ENDLICHER'S GLOSSARY.

De nominibus gallicis.

Lugduno, desiderate monte, dunum enim montem.

Aremorici, antemarini
; quia are ante.

Arevernus, ante obsta.

Roth, violentura, Dan, et in gallico et in hebreo, iudicium

ideo hrodanus, iudex uiolentus.

Brio, ponte.

Ambe, riuo. Interambes, inter riuos.

Lautro (for lautru ?), balneo.

Nanto, ualle. Trinanto, tres ualles.

Anatn [leg. Anan, Anian ?] paludem.

Caio, breiolo siue bigardio.

Onno, flumen.

Nate [leg. Gnate] fili.

Cambiare, rem pro re dare.

Avallo, poma.

Doro, osteo.

Renne, arborem grandem.

Treicle, pede.
1

OGHAM INSCRIPTIONS.

Of these inscriptions the older have hitherto been found

only in South Wales, North Wales (only one), Devon (only

two), Cornwall (only one), and Ireland,
" in the counties

1
Catalogus Codd. MSS. Bibl. Palat. Vindob. pars i. Vindobonae, 1836, p. 199.

The MS. containing this glossary is of the ninth century. Printed and com-
mented upon in Kuhn und Schleicher's Beitrage, vi. 227.
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chiefly of "Waterford, Cork, and Kerry."
*

Many of the

Irish Oghams have been wrongly read : about a third of

Mr. Brash's readings are inaccurate, according to Prof. Rhys,
from whom we may expect a critical edition of all the old

inscriptions in the British islands.

The Ogham characters with their equivalents in Roman
letters :
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Here Trenagum for Trenagusus seems gen. sg. of an M-stem,

the final s being dropt. So on the Bridell stone (Hiibner, No.

107) Nettasagru magi mucoi Bred, Maqi is gen. sg. of

maqos, whence Ir. mace and O.W. map have descended. It

occurs, spelt macci, on the Inchaguile inscription : Lie

Luguaedon macci Menueh. It is cognate, according to Gliick

(Renos, Moinos und Mogontiacon, 1865, p. 27) with "W". macu,

now niagu (nutrire), Gr.
fjidfcap, pa/epos, prjicos, Lith. moku

(possum), mads (potestas), macnus (potens).

The Bilingual of St. Dogmael's (near Cardigan).

(Hiibner, No. 106.)

SAGRANI FILI CUNOTAMI.

Ogham : Sagramni maqi Cunatami.

"
(The stone) of Sagramnos son of Cunotamos."

Here Sagramni, cognate with (Netta) sagru supra and

Sagarettos infra, seems to be a middle participle (Gr. -fievo-s,

Lat. -mini), and Cunatami (W. Condaf) to be a superlative of

the adj. cuno-s.

The Bilingual of Fardel (Devonshire).

(Hiibner, No 24.)

(a) FANONI MAQVIRINI. (b) SAGRAMXI (?)

Ogham : Svaqquci maqi Qici.

Rhys conjectures that the svaqq- here is=W. chwap 'quick.'

Let us now give fifteen of the numerous Irish Ogmic
inscriptions.

The Inscription of Whitefield (co. Kerry).

(Ferguson.)

(Dti)nocati maqi maqi Re . . . maqi mucoi Uddami.
"
(The stone) of Dunocatos, son of the son of Re . . . ,

son

of Udamos."

Compare the Latin part of the bilingual near Crickhowel :

Turpilli ic iacit puveri Triluni Dunocati.

trustworthy collection of Irish Oghams yet published is the Fasciculus of Prints

from Photographs of Casts of Ogham Inscriptions, by Sir Samuel Ferguson,
Dublin, 1881.
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.The Inscription of Ballycrovane (co. Cork).

(Rhys, Lectures, ii. 164.)

maqi Decceddas avi Toranias.

" The stone of the son of Deces grandson of Toranis."

The gen. Decceddas occurs, spelt Decedda, in the inscription

of Minard, co. Kerry : Maqqi Decedda is on one of the seven

Ballintaggart inscriptions : Maqi Decceda Olasiconas= Ir.

Glaschon, gen. of Glaschu; and on one of the stones atKilleen

Cormac, Maqi Ddeceda maqi Marin.

The Second Inscription of Monataggart (co. Cork).

(Ferguson, pi. iii. fig. 2.)

Dalayni maqi Dali.

"
(The stone) of Dalagnos son of Dalos."

The Third Inscription, of Monataggart.

(Ferguson, pi. iii. fig. 3.)

Broenioonas poinetat Trenalugos.
"
(The stone) of Broinio, the penitent (son) of Trenolugus."

The Ogham character allows one to read the first word

Broenienas. It is, in any case, the gen. sg. of a stem in n.

In poinetat we have, I think, the abbreviated gen. sg. of an

nt-stem, borrowed from the Latin poenitem. The poi has

hitherto been supposed to be the pret. sg. 3 of the verb

substantive and to occur in another inscription : Corpi poi

macui Labradi, cited by Bishop Graves, Progs. R.I.A. i. 292.

But Rhys has seen this monument, and reads it Corb^ maqi

Labrid
t
.

The Second Inscription of Ballyhank (co. Cork).

(Ferguson, pi. v. fig. 1.)

Corbagni.

"
(The stone) of Corbagnos."

This name would be *Cot'bdn or *Corpdn in Irish.
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Tlte Inscription of Etnlagh East (near Dingle).

Brusccos maqqi Caliaci.

"
(The stone) of Bruscus, son of Caliacos."

The name Bruscu-s,gen.Bruscds, is latinised Broscus in Arm.

9b 2, gen. Brusci, ace. Bruscum, ibid. lla
1. With Caliaci (gen.

sg of Caliacus) cf. the Gaulish coin-legend CALIACIIIS, supra.

The Inscription of Balhnrannig (Dingle Peninsula).

Ccicamini.

The cc = ch is, as Rhys suggests, due to the vocalic

desinence of the governing word, meaning
' stone

'

or
'

body,' here, as elsewhere, omitted.

The Inscription of Ardmore (co. Waterford).

(Rh)s, Brash, 247.)

Lugudeccas maqi (mu) coi Netasegamonas Dolati bigaisgobi.

Here, Lugudeccas is certainly the gen. sg. of a e-stem,

and= O.Ir. Luigdech, gen. sg. of Lugaid. In Net-a- we have

a stem in t (=Ir. nia champion) and a connective vowel, and

-segamonas (also in the next inscription) is the gen. sg. of

a stem in mon, from the root sagh, supra p. 147.

The Inscription of Island, Stradbatty (co. Waterford).

(Rhys, Brash, 253.)

Cunanettas m(aqi) mucoi Nettasegamonas.

Here, Cunanettas is the gen. sg. either of a stem in t (net,

Ir. nia '

champion,' gen. niath], or of a masc. stem in a, like

paricida, iTnroTa, and Vedic panthd. For Gaulish masc. a-

stems see infra.

The Inscription of Killorylin.

(Progs. R.I. Academy, January, 1885, p. 279.)

Oaleotos.

gen. sg. of a stem in t. Cognate with Ir. gal, Gaul.
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The Inscription of Ballywiheen (co. Kerry).

(Bishop Graves, Progs. R.I. Academy, Jan. 1885, p. 281.)

Togitacc maqi Sagarettos.

Here Togitacc should certainly be Togitacci, gen. sg. of

*Togitacos, which in Old-Irish would be *Toigthach, or (with

forward-working assimilation) *Toigthech. Bishop Graves

identifies Togitacc with Toictheach, a name occurring in the

Annals of the Four Masters, A.D. 808. But this would be,

in primeval Irish, Toccitecos (cf. Gaul. Toccinus), or Tonciteco-s.

I connect our *Togi-tacos with the numerous Gaulish names

beginning with togi-, collected by Gliick in his Keltische

Namen, p. 71, n. 2 : Togi-rix, Togi-sonus, Togius, Togia,

Togionius, Togidia, Togiacus, Togiacia. The second element

of the name, taco-s, may be cognate with the Old-Welsh

Tacit, now Tegyd, unless, indeed, this be borrowed from the

Latin Tacitus. As to the gen. sg. Sagarettos, Bishop Graves

naively says,
" Now I can hardly believe that any scholar

will question the following etymological equivalence :

Sacerdos Sacerd= (Ir.) Sagart Sagarettos,"

and thinks that Sagarettos is a loan-word "of a comparatively
late period, pedantically disguised by a Greek termination

.... the nominative ending
"

in -os. But, first, the Old-

Irish representative of sacerdos is sacard or sacart (G. C. 61,

69, 226), gen. sacaird, and the c in this word did not sink to

g until after the twelfth century. The inscription must

therefore, according to Bishop Graves, have been engraved

after the twelfth century, which is impossible. Secondly,

according to Bishop Graves, a word with a nominative

ending is here " made to do duty in grammatical regimen as

a genitive," which is unlikely. Sagarettos is the gen. sg. of

a genuine Irish stem in t. It probably stands for *Sagretos

(the second a being a vowel fragment), and is cognate
with the Sagramni of the St. Dogmael's bilingual and the

(Netta-}sagru of the Bridell stone. The European root seems

sag (whence, also, 0-61777, saguin) : the suffix, ret.
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The Bilingual of Killeen Cormac (co. Kildare).

(M. Siokes, Christian Inscriptions, vol. ii. pi. i.)

IVVENE DRVVIDES.

Ogham : Ovanos am Ivacattos.

"
(The stone) of luvenis grandson of Ivocatis

"
(Eochaid).

This is the reading preferred by Prof. Rhys, who has

examined the stone. Others read Uvanos avi Evacattos.

With Ovanos (Uvanos), Lat. juvenis (the gen. sg. of an

w-stem) is identical.

The Inscription on Brandon Mountain.

(Rhys, Lectures, ii. 348.)

Qrimitirros.

"
(The stone) of a priest (' Cruimther '=Low Latin prebiter,

presbyter, W. premier, pryfder}.

The Inscription of Ballintaggart.

(Rhys, Lectures, ii. 25, 353.)

tria maqa Mailagni.

"
(The stone) of (the) three sons of Mailagnos."

Mailagnos would be Mdeldn or Hoeldn in Irish.

The Inscription of Roocesmore (now in the British Museum).

(Rhys, Lectures, ii. 187.)

maqi JErcias maqi Valamni.

"
(The stone) of the son of Ercis, son of Valainnos."

Following the example of Pictet (Nouvel Essai, etc.,

pp. 80-86) I will now sum up the grammatical results de-

rivable, first, from these inscriptions and legends ; secondly,
from the Celtic words which seem to have been handed down,
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in their original forms, by Greek and Roman writers,
1
and,

lastly, from the Glossary, printed supra p. 166.

VOCALIC DECLENSION.

Masc. 0-stems : sg. nom. -os : tarvos, and the proper

names Abudos, Andecamulos, Bimmos, Bratronos, Cassitalos,

Cattos, Cernunnos, Cisiambos, Coniextos, Crispos, Dannotalos,

Diarilos, Diasulos, Doiros, Euenos, Escingos, Iccavos, Kvi(n)tos,

Legates, Licnos, Pictilos, Puplicos, Ratumacos, Remos,

Segomaros, Simissos, Siiticos, Tecos, Turonos, Vandelos,

Venextos, Vlatos, Vritacos : the patronymics in -cnos :

Druti-cnos, Nantoni-cn(os), Oppiani-cnos, Toutissi-cnos, Versi-

cnos, the river-name 'Aovos (Ptol.), the plant-name odocos

in Marcellus Burdigalensis. Gen. -I : Ategnati, Dannotali,

Druticni, Segomari, Sexti, the Ogmic avi, maqi, and the proper
names Bred, Cunacennivi, Cunatami, DaU, Dolati, (Du)nocati,

Qvici, Sagramni, Svaqquci, Treni, TTddami, Valamni, and the

patronymics Corbagni, Dala-gni, Maila-gni. Dat. -it: Alisanu,

Anvalonnacu, CaraOitomi, Magalu, Andossu, SeboOOu, and

(if the Limone inscription be Gaulish) Obuldinu Tinu.

Yoc. \_g~\nate.
Dual nom. -o: vercobrefo. Plural nom. -oi, -I:

Da(n}notaMcnoi, asoioi (?), Senani and perhaps Strabo's BdpSoi,

and Arrian's oveprpayot, (gl. TroSco/cet? /cvves). Gen. the

Ogmic maqa(m).
Neuter o-stems : sg. nom. 'A/SovSlaicov (Ptolemy) : /cdpvov

TYJV aak'm'Yya (Hesych.) ;
dat. lautro (gl. balneo) : ace. celicnon,

caneco-scdlon, cantalon, iubron; nemeton (avv^yovro 8e et? TOV

Ka\ov/j,evov Apwe^erov, Strab.), abl. doro, Lug-duno, nanto

(gl. valle), Endl. Gl., and (with suffixed prep.) locito-k.

Plural nom. (or ace.?) tri nanto (gl. tres valles), Endl. Gl.

avallo (gl. poma) ibid., and many place-names in -dca, e.g.

Canabiaca, Curmiliaca, Solimariaca, Tasicaca. Gen. mellom (?)

'velorum'; ace. dvorico, cantena.

Masc. JO-stems : sing. nom. Alisio*, Andocombogios,

1 Collections of these words are in Diefenbach's Origines Europaeae, Frankfurt,

1861, and in de Belloguet's Ethnogenie Gauloise, Paris, 1872.
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Bacios, Commios, Elmconion, Esandecotti, Luxterios (i.e.

Luchterios, Ir. luchtaire), Setubogios, Tarbeisonios, Olicios (Rev.
Celt. ii. 412). Lucian's "O<y/j,to<;, Ptolemy's Noovios, now the

Nith. For -ios we find -eos in Andarevisseos, Condilleos,

Illiaceos, Litumareos, Tasgiteos, Villoneos. Whether Cows

and Eccaioa are o-stems or zo-stems I cannot say. With the

latter cf. the dat. Bednio, Orelli, 1964, Mammaius. Gen.

Excertini and Ogmic Cicamini, avi. Accusative, Dontaurion.

Dual nom. lixovio. Plural ace. dontaurios (i.e. -ids).

In composition Agio-marm, Ounio-rix,
1

Magio-rix, Toutio-

rlx, Nitio-genna, Novio-magus, Nerio-magus, Argio-talus.

Stems in aio : Bedaius.

/-stems : masc. sing. nom. Coisis, 8umeli[s], the river-name

$povn<; (Ptol.), the plant-names baditis (nymphaea) in Mar-

cellus Burdigalensis, and ratis (fern, Ir. raith, W. rhed], Yen.

Fortunatus' vernemetis fanum ingens, Cicero's mataris, are-

pennis (derived from arepo-, aporpov, Rev. Celt. iii. 131) : adj.

namausatis,
2 sassaris : gen. the Ogmic Toranias, Ercias, JEva-

cattos (leg. -6s), dat. Ucuete, ambe (gl. rivo): ace. sg. Ucuetin,

ratin. Plural gen. brivatiom (cf. usellom], Ogmic trio, (for

Man], ace. inter ambes (gl. inter rivos), Endl. Gl.

Strabo's gloss, Ovdrei<i &e lepoiroLol KOI (f>vcrio\dyoi, may
possibly preserve the Gaulish nom. pi. of vdtis. So Isidore's

Alpeis seems the nom. pi. of Alp is.

Neut. /-stems : sg. nom. perhaps condate (confluence), ace.

renne (gl. arborem grandem).
/-stems in composition : Cassi-talos, Mori-cambe, Mori-

taxgus, Tati-cenus (leg. -genus), (Brambach, 407), Ogri-

genus, Brogi-mara, Ande-broci-rix (leg. -brogi-), Cogi-dubnus,

Epo-redi-rix, Magi-marm, Mati-donnus, Taxi-magulm, Teni-

genonia.

Cisterns : masc. sing. nom. Esus, Tetumus, gen. the Ogmic
Brmccos (leg. -6s), Trenalugos (leg. -6s), but in Britain

Nettasagru, Trenagmu : abl. bratu-de and karnitu, which,

1 Deo Ouniorigi Saturnalia Pauli Jilius ex volo p(osuit), Inscription found at

Chatelet (Haute-Marne), Quicherat, Melanges, 405.
2 As Martialis (inscription of Alise) is borrowed from the Latin, I do not cite it

here. I am not sure whether VeliocaQi is a nom. sg. standing for Feliocassis, or

the nom. pi. of an o-stem.
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though a verb, is, like the Lat. supine in tw, originally the

abl. sg. of a stem in u. Plur. nom. Lugoves, garanus : ace.

kartiitus, also a verb, but originally the ace. pi. of an

-stem.

Neut. w-stems : onno (from onnu ?) ;
vasso in Vasso

Galatae, the name of the temple of the Arverni (Greg.

Tur. Hist. Franc, i. c. 30), is from ?assu=Gr. Fdcrrv, Skr.

vastu, vdstu.

As the first element of a compound : Bitu-rix, Belatu-

cadrus, Busm-gnata, Cafa-svalis, Cmtii-gnatus, lantu-marus,

Litu-mara, Lugti-dunum, Mandu-bratius, Matu-genus, 'Medu-

genus, Vitu-durum, Esu-nertus, Reitu-genus (Kuhn's Beitr. iii.

198), Rextn-genos? Smertu-litanus, Taranu-cno.

Mase. a-stems 2
: Ateula (=Ateura, Rev. Celt. ii. 508),

ditgiaca, and a number of potters' names cited by Pictet

from Froehner and Stein er.3 Verica on a British coin.

Atepilla, Rev. Celt. iii. 157. Gen. sg. perhaps Galatae in

the name
(
Vasso Galatae} of the temple of the Arverni :

ace. sg. fjidpfcav (horse, Paus. x. 19) ;
n. pi. Belgae, Volcae,

Celtae ('qui ipsorum lingua Celtae, nostra Galli appellantur/

Caesar), Bacaudae (Aurel. Victor).

Feminine d-stems : sg. nom. Buscilla, qasova, perhaps

braca, Cebenna (Plin.), briva (bridge) and Pliny's alauda (lark),

Ptolemy's BovvivSa, Buvinda, Ptolemy's Afjova, Deva, and the

Abona (Avon) of the geographer of Ravenna. Cumba (valley)

^Kvpft-r),
t

Dfrona(=8kr. demna), Celtarum lingua, fons addite

divis.' Quintilian's reda, Festus' benna, bulga, Jerome's leuga,

Strabo's Iqina, Apuleius'pempedula (cinquefoil), Servius' amella

(thyme, from *ampella, cogn. with apis, e/^Tri?), another plant-

name Kopva (dpye/jL&wr]) Diosc., Isidore's caterva, arinca, bascauda

(basket, also in Martial), Bebronna, betulla (Fr. boule], crotta.

Some have -6 for a like Gr. NIKCO, Goth, midjo, ninjo : thus

Tarkno Vosseno, and the names Banio, Cobluto, Fremantio

and perhaps Vitou-surio, cited by Mowat, Bulletin epigr.

1881, p. 55, and the Ogmic Hereto gen. Kvi[n~\tes, Vepisones:

1 First pointed out by Pictet, Essai, 56.
2 Revue des Sucietes Sal-antes, t. viii. 1878, p. 105.
3
Cabuca, Cacava, Fesa, lusa, Lossa, Lova, Marca, Masa, Eica, Vaga, Yeca.
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dat. Belesami, Adiantunneni : ace. Zogan, anam (leg. anan] :

abl. brio (gl. ponte) : pi. dat. namausicabo :
l ace. artvass.

Feminine m-stems : sing. nora. Quninio, Soaio, dugeonteo,

camisia, ccrvisia, cateia, artemia, Columella's atinia (-ea), the

river-name Druentia (Durance), and Isidore's taxed : geu.

Qicorenries : ace. the rpifjuipicia-iav of Pausanias : abl. Alisea,

Alixie.

Masculine e-stems may be ake-s (Fick, iii. 28, s.v. elha),

Tat,crcnr)<$ (Polyb.), TaXaTT??, and o /^aviatcr]?.

Feminine e-stems Tunccetace, Moricambe and perhaps the

names- of the rivers Anione, Orbione : the mountain Mimate :

the towns Aballone, Alanthione, Albarnone, Arelate, Acenione,

Bannave-m (ace. for nom.), Confessio S. Patricii, Brivate^

Cabillone, Carpeniorate, Cerate, Divione, Lerate, Matiscone,

Reiteste, Sigusterone, Tarascone. 'MENIMAKII,' E,ev. Celt,

iii. 302.

Guttural stems : (7-stems : sing. nom. esox : Kapvv%

(trumpet, Eustath.) : gen. Illanoviakos, Ogmic Lugudeccas

(protoceltic Lagudecos, nom. Lagu-dex ju-dex) : nom. pi.

perhaps the tribal names ending in vices, cognate with Skr.

vig, in vigpati, Lith. te*z in reszpats. /3pa/ce9 (Hesych.) : ace.

pi. Sassigniacas, a corruption of Saxoniacas, now Sassegnies,

Quicherat 38,
"
eporedicas Galli bonos equorum domitores

vocant" (Pliny, iii. 17, 21, ed. Sillig) ;
but the readings

-., -ion, -icos, also occur. Cr-stems: Dubnoreix, Elcesovix,

Escingoreix, Magurix, Orcitirix, Togirix, Nvpat; vroXt? K\TIKIJ

(Hecataeus) : dat. Epcf&atextorigi. PL n. 'AXXa-ftpoye?, Ptol.

ace. Biturigas'
2
(Florus and Greg. Tur.).

jB-stems : sing. nom. perhaps the plant-name /Sa/c/cap

(Dioscorides), and the river-names Arar, Liger : gen. the

Ogmic Qrinntirros : plural dat. mdtrebo.

JNT-stems: sing. nom. Nappisetu, Frontu Peroco, Alingu, Rev.

Celt. ii. 137. Quintilian's casamo ' adsectator
' and the place-

na.meAballo (Avallon) are Latinised just as Ptolemy's Apaflaiv,

1 As to the loss of here and in matrebo, compare the Lucretian infantibu,

omnibu, rebu.
2 This and the other examples of the ace. pi. of Gaulish consonantal stems are

taken from the Kevue Celtique, i. 320 (d'Arbois), ii. 403 (Ebel).
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Aretaeus' aaTrcov, are Grecised. Stems in ion : the plant-name

blutthagio (Marc. Burdig.), and place-names such as Brigantio

(}$ria,ncon),Cabeltio (Cavaillon),Z)m0 (Dijon), Vesontio (Besan-

9on), Vasio(Vaison),Minurio (Rev. Celt. ii.4L3) : gen.theOgmic

Broinioonas, Glasi-conas, Segamonas uvanos : ace. perhaps

ye\a<rovev, Dioscor. Plur. nom. Kevrpoves (Ptol.), Lingo^es

(Lucan), ace. Ceutronas (Tab. Peut.), Lingonds (Lucan, Tac.,

Eutrop., and Tab. Peut), Pictonas (Oros.), Santonas (Greg.

Tur.), Senonas (Oros.), Sexsionas (Greg. Tur.), Suessonas (Itin.

Anton.), Suessionas (Greg. Tur.) Pictones, Redones, ('PqSoves),

Santones. Ambrones, Combennones (Festus), Kovpiwves, Sues-

siones. Neut. men-stems ; airmen, Ducange.
T-stems : sing. nom. perhaps toutius: gen. Ogm. Sagarettos,

Galeotos. PI. Cornacates (Plin.), Caeracates (Tac.), Atrebates

(Caesar), and Diablintes : ace. Carmtas (Florus), Atrebatas

(Oros.), Namnetas (Greg. Tur.), Curiosolitas (Caes.). A
nom. pi. of a neuter Astern perhaps is \eyou(r/jiaTa or

Xeiova-fjLara, the Galatian for a kind of mailcoat (flesych.),

where legusma in form resembles \vyia-pa.

CT-stems : PL nom. Silvanectes, ace. -as.

JVT-stems : sing. nom. Miss ex (p)ient-s ? cf. Lat. Hbes

for libens, Wordsworth, 22 : dat. deo Mogonti, De Wai.,

No. 168-171 : pi. nom. Trinovantes (Tacitus)= Tpivoavres

(Ptol.).

.D-stems : sg. gen. Decceddas : nom. pi. druides (Caesar),

and perhaps a&e? TroSe?, Hesych.^Skr. padas: gemmades

(" mulieres lucae dominicae linguae gallicae," Gloss. Isid.)
'

cavalry.'

S-stems : Clitophon's AovyvBovvos (^Dio Cassius' Aovyov-

Bovvov) embodies the protoceltic reflex of the Irish neuter s-

stem dun. Ptolemy's Oviv$d-(j,ayo<;=Ir. Findmag,W. Gwynfa.
1

PL nom. Baio-casses, Duro-casxes, Tri-casses
;

ace. Tricassas

(Amm. Marc.).

Atis-maria, Cartis-mandua, and Civis-marus (Gliick, K.N.

1 The gen. sg. of a word belonging to this declension, may, according to Rhys,
Lectures, ii. 398, be in the last word of the Llandysilio inscription : Clotorigijili,
Paulini marinilatio (

' of the seaside
'

), where he thinks latio is for lateso=1Lat.

lateris. Ir. lethe. But I suspect we should read C. f. P. Marini latio, equate latio

with W. llaid, and translate :
" the clay of Clotorix, son of Paulinus Marinus."

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 12
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133), seem to exhibit s-stems in composition. But perhaps
we should analyse thus : Ati-smaria, Carti-smandua, Civi-

smarus.

An /-stem is, possibly, treicle (pede), Endl. Gl. In com-

position we have /-stems, perhaps, in Arial-dunum and

Bisal-dunum (d'Arbois, Introduction, p. 26). Does the Old-

Trish Feccol (uiri, id est servi Feccol Ferchertni, Arm. 3b 1)

belong to this declension ?

The form go-bedbi, which Pictet (Nouvel Essai, p. 86) cites

as the ablative plural of a stem in d, is certainly a verb.

The prefix go is perhaps equal to the Gothic ga-, and the

suffix -bi, like the suffix -be in iorebe, is equal to Lat. -vit. If

axtacbiti in the inscription of Vieil-Evreux be rightly read, it

seems to embody the oldest form of this suffix. The b here

is probably written for v (cf. properabit on the Margam cross) .

In to-me-decavi the v is kept. The root of ax-tac-biti

is tak, to which Fick, i. 588, refers TLKTO) and rda-aco for

ratc/a).

The other verbs in the Gaulish inscriptions are :

anala (blow), deanala (blow away), danima, imperatives

act. in sg. 2. The etic, which Pictet explains as an impera-

tive, seems to me a conjunction, equal to the Lat. atque.
1

i-euru, ei-topov
'

fecit,' a preterite with the particle -u

agglutinated as in the Skr. imperative gachatu, pi. gachantu,

and Old-Irish ces-u, mas-u, mat-u.

ma-selu (posuit ?) root stel ? with verbal prefix ma= Skr.

sma ? and agglutinated u.

de.de
'

posuit,' a reduplicated preterite, Skr. a-dadhe, root

d/id, 0e.

carnitu (congessit), pi. carnitus (congesserunt), to be com-

pared (as I have done supra) with the Latin supines in tu.

Vritu (fecit), cf. Ir.feraim, is another instance.

legasit (leg. legassit), an s-aorist in sg. 3, to be compared
with Irish forms in -ais, Welsh in -as, and Latin in -isset.

Lottner (Kuhn's Beitr. ii. 316) explains the Irish double ss

as representing the s-preterite of the root es, which was

1 Another conjunction seems the khik (leg. Jcvek ?) of the Novara inscription.
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suffixed to verbal stems in aia and ia, like the -sso in Old-

Latin futura exacta (levasso). The corresponding person in

the plural is exemplified by eurises, where the -ses is

(according to Cuno)=Lat. -sere, from -sew, in, e.g., dixere,

and the -{- is= the i in O.W. lin-i-sant (gl. lauare).

datalages seems the 2nd sg. conjunctive of a denominative 1

formed from datlo, as Old-Welsh scamnhegint (gl. leuant)

Juv., p. 4, now ysgafnaant, from scamn, now ysgqfn. The

Ir. denominatives in -aigim, Gr. in -a<a> from -ayj'a), may be

compared.

Lastly, a-texto- and con-texlos are participles with an active

meaning. The root of each is taks, Fick, i. 589, whence the

Irish name Tassach.

DESINENTIAL CHANGES.

We have now to set forth the changes which comparison
with the cognate Indo-European languages proves that the

desinences have undergone in the change from protoceltic to

Old-Irish.

A. Desinences with Short Towels.

1. -a (Indo-Fur. ), is lost, but infects a following con-

sonant and breaks a preceding i or u.

Examples : Nom. sg. fern. %cbp-a, equa, Skr. afvd, Goth.

thiud-a, Ir. tuath (folk). Nom. and ace. pi. neut. fierp-a, vyd,

Yed. yuga, Lat. juga, grdnn= Ir. gran (grains) : Yed. stdv-d

(I will praise), Ir. er-bar (dicam).

2. -a (Indo-Eur. a) is lost : nrapd, Ir. ar.

3. -as (Indo-Eur. -as) is lost, breaking a preceding i or u.

Example : 7^701/09, Ir. cechan (cecinisti).

4. -ayos becomes 6, o, a.

Example : gen. sg. of e'-stem TroXe-to?. Ir. aloo (rupis),

fdt/io (vatis).

1 To complete this list of Gaulish verbal forms, I may add the caesar
(' quod

Gallorum lingua dimitte significat') mentioned hy Servius ad Aen. xi. 743, and
the arevernus (gl. ante obsta) of Endlicher's Glossarj. In both cases the

reading is doubtful.
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0. -e is lost, but infects a following consonant and a pre-

ceding vowel.

Examples : Yoc. sing. iTnre, eque\r. eich (horses). Nom.

dual; /n?7Tep-e=Ir. dl mdthair; <j>povT-e, Ir. (da) charait
;

07T-e, Ir. (ffdjrig. The numeral Trevr-e, quinqu-e, Gca\i[.pempe=

Ir. coic (five). The 2nd sg. imperative <e/3-e=Ir. bet'r, 2nd

pi. imperat. </>eper-e=:Ir. berid. The 3rd sg. perf. <yeyov-e, Ir.

cechuin (cecinit).

6. -en (Indo-Eur. -em) is lost, or prefixed to a following

vowel, nasalizes a following media. It infects a preceding
vowel.

Examples: Ace. sg. fmtr-eni lr. brdthir-n; reg-em=.~ir.

rlg-n ; homin-em, Ir. talmain-n. The numerals noveiit, evvea

=Ir. noi-n
; decem, Se/ca=Ir. deich-n.

7. -g>^ (Indo-Eur. -ew) is treated like No. 6.

Example : Nom. and ace. sg. nomen~\Y. ainm.

8. -ens becomes -e.

Example: protoceltic *anmens=T.r. anme (nominis).

9. -er is kept.

Examples : w 7rarep=Ir. a athir. Lat. inter'=Ir. eter,

etir.

10. -es is lost, infecting a preceding vowel.

Examples : Nom. pi. oV-e?, Ir. rig (kings) ; (>epovT-<;, Ir.

carait (friends), /i7/Tep-e5=Ir. mathair. The fern, numeral

feoiV from tesres, Skr. tisras. Second sg. pres., e-fapes,

a-bharas, Ir. -6ez>, -bir.

11. -esa becomes -e.

Example : genera (from *genesa), Te7e(o-)a=Ir. ^e (houses).

12. -ese'i becomes -i
;
bhdvaae Ti-6e-<rat. Ir. beri.

13. -csi is lost, infecting preceding vowels and following

consonants.

Examples : Dat. sg. /xem (from *fjt,evecn), z/e<et'= Ir. nim,

reiyi=Ir. tig (house).

14. -eson (Indo-Eur. -esom) becomes -e-n.

Example: Gen. pi. latemm (from *latesom) ; ve<f>(ov
Ir.

nime-n (caelorum).
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15. -esos becomes e.

Example : Gen. sg. Lat. gener-m (-is), i>6<e(o-)o9=Ir. nime

(caeli) ,

16. -etei becomes -it/i, id
;

Skr. bhdvate, ri-de-rat, Ir.

bend.

17. -eyon becomes -e-n.

Example: TroXe-ftw, Ir.fdithe-n (vatum).
18. -i is lost, infecting preceding vowels and following

consonants.

Examples : a/*<t, Ir. imb, imm. Nom. sg. Lat. mare

(from mari)=Ir. muir (sea). Dat. sg. f. x^P^' ^icy, Old-

Latin equal= Vedic agvdi, Goth, gibai ;
Ir. rainn (parti),

tuaith (populo). Dat. sg. consonantal stems; OTT-I, Ir. rig;

<f>epoi>T-i, Ir. carait; /i?/Tp-t
= Ir. mathir. Nona. pi. of masc.

o-stems
; ITTTTO-I, Lat. eque-i, cqul= Lv. eich. 3rd sg. pres.

indie, act. Skr. bharat-i, <f>epei=Ir. bertd, 3rd pi. bharant-i,

Dor. <f>povr-i, Ir. berit.

19. -iass becomes -e, -a.

Example: ^ap/et? (st. ^apte^r), Ir. care, caret (friend, stem

carayant), loc/ie (lightning, stem locaiant), file (poet, stem

viliat}.

20. -in (Indo-Eur. -ini) infects preceding vowels, and is

either lost or transposed to a following vowel or media.

Examples : iroKi-v, irocn-v
;

Ir. faith-n.

21. -is is lost, infecting preceding vowels.

Examples: TroXi-*?, TTOO-I-?, Lat. ovi-s= Ir. oi, faith.

22. -it is lost, infecting preceding vowels.

Examples: Lat. ag-it=lr. aig (in atom-aig}, do-beir from

tu-be'rit; Gr. e'-$epe.

23. -on (Indo-Eur. -om) is lost, breaking a preceding
i or u, and transposing the n to a following vowel or

media.

Examples: ace. sg. \VKOV, /r-MW= Ir. fer-n; gen. pi.

Lat. div-um=.Ir. dla-n, reg~um = Ir. rlg-n ; fratr-um=.
brdthar-n.

24. -ontei becomes -it ; bhavante, \vovrai, Ir. berit.

25. -onto becomes -at.

Examples: Skr. bharanta=Ir. (as}berat (efferunt).
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26. -os is lost, the o breaking a preceding i or u.

Examples : Nom. sg. ITTTTO-?, equo-s, equu-s, Skr. acva-s=

IT. ech\ reyo9=Ir. teg, tech', gen. sg. /A?;Tp-6?=Ir. mdthar

(from mdthr) ; OTT-O?, Ir. rig : KVV-OS = Ir. con (hound's) ;

TTOifiev-os, Ir. talman.

27. -w is lost.

Examples : Nom. sg. neut. fizOv, cornu
;

Ir. recht ; TTO\V,

Goth, filu, Ir. il. In the masc. breo (flame), protoceltic bresu,

(cf. Old Norse brasa, Eng. to braze), the -w (after the loss of inter-

vocalic s) has formed a diphthong with the preceding vowel.

28. -tin is lost, the n being transported to a following

vowel or medial.

Examples : viicv-v, fructu-m ;
Ir. bith-n.

29. -us is lost, the u sometimes assimilating a preceding
vowel.

Examples: Nom. sing. masc. veicv-s, fructu-s, Skr. sunu-s;

Goth. magti-s=Ir. mug; Ir. bith,fiss.

30. -vo-s is lost.

Examples : Goth, taihsvs, W. deheu, Ir. dess.

B. Desinences with Long Towels.

31. -as becomes -a.

Examples: Nom. pi. Goth, gibos, thiudos=Ir. tuatha\ 2nd

sing. conj. pres. Lat. ferds, Skr. bharas, Ir. as bera (efFeras,

dicas).

32. -dses becomes -a.

Example: Vedic a$vdsas (horses): Ir. ro-ceta (cantati sunt).

33. -dss becomes -a.

Examples: Ace. pi. fern. %<wpa9, equas, Skr. a$vas, Osc. ekass,

riass, Ir. ranna.

34. -at becomes -a.

Examples: Lat. ferat, Ved. bhardt, Ir. (as)-bera (dicat).

35. -e becomes -I in monosyllables : Skr. dve, Ir. di

(two, f.).

36. -er becomes -ir.

Examples: 7rarijp= Ir. athir; (f>par^p=Ir. brdthir, (j,drrjp

mdthir.
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37. -es becomes e, infecting a preceding vowel.

Examples: Gen. sg. fern. Skr. afvdi/ds; Gaul. Kvi[n~\tes,

Vepisones ;
Ir. rainne,

38. -I is lost, infecting a preceding vowel.

Examples : Nom. and ace. dual i-stems
;
Skr. an, kavl

;
Ir.

(da)fdith (two prophets), (dl}suil (two eyes).

39. -6 becomes -u and is lost, changing a preceding a to

au, and e to in or eo.

Examples: (f>ep-(o, fero ;
Ir. (ns)biur (effero, dico) ;

Lat.

mentio
;

Ir. air-mitiu (reverentia) ; iTnry, equo = Ir. eoch
;

pt>o=Ir. j\ur.

40. -or becomes -r.

Examples: soror (from swsor)
= Ir. mr.

-OB becomes -w, pi. nom. Osc. Nuvlanus, Umbr. Ikuvinus ;

Ir. pi. voc. ballu, firu.

41. -oss (from -ows) becomes -u.

Example: Cret. TOI/?, Heracl. rtu?, Att. TOW; Lat. virds

Ir. ace. ^rw.

42. -/dfl? becomes -fe.

Example : 2nd sg. imperative Ved. -vahatdd, Ir. cluinte

(hear!).

43. -fr>s becomes -<e*.

Example : /Stor?/? (protocelt. llvetds) ;
Ir. beothu.

44. -M (from -6) is lost.

Example : Nom. dual : Skr. bdhu (two arms) ;
Ir. da mug.

45. -uss (from uns) becomes -u.

Examples: Lat. fructus ;
Goth. maguns=Lr. mogu.

C. Desinences with Diphthongs.

46. -ai is lost, infecting a preceding vowel : Trapal, Gaul.

are, Ir. /r.

47. -flwos becomes -e ; Trepato?, Ir. ire.

PROTOCELTIC PARADIGMS.

We are now in a position to attempt to restore the principal

protoceltic declensional forms, so far as regards the nouns

and adjectives.
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I. VOCALIC DECLENSION.

MASC. O-STEMS.

Example : ballo
' member.'

Sing.

Nom, ballos

Gen. ball!

Dat. ballu

Ace. ballon

Voe. balle

Lot. balloi (-1)

Instr.

Dual.

ballo

ballo

ballobin

ballo

balls

ballobin

Plur.

balloi (-1)

ballom
ballobos

balloss

ballos

ballobis

Nom.. ate.. ) ,. ,

,' J dligetonana roc.
)

Gen. dliget!
Dat. dligetu

Instr.

NETJTEB STEMS IN 0.

Example : dligeto
' law.'

dligeto

dligeto

dligetobin

dligeta

dligetom
dligetobos
dligetobis

MASC. STEMS IN 10.

Example : celio
'

companion.'

Nom. celios

Gen. celiT

Dat. celiu

dec. celion

Voe. celie

Jtitt.

celio

celio

celiobin

celio

celiT

celiom

celiobos

celioss

celios

celiobis

Nom., ace., ) ,.
,'

'

f cradion
and voc.

\

Gen. cradiT

Dat. cradiu

Instr.

NETJTEK STEMS ix 10.

Example : cradio
' heart.'

cradio

cradiS

cradiobin

cradia

cradiom

cradiobos

cradiobis

STEMS IN I.

Example : vati m. '

prophet.'

Nom. vatis

Gtn. vatayos
Dat. vati

Ace. vatin

Voe. vatis

Instr.

vati

vatayo
vatibin

viifi

vateyes, vateis

vatayem
vatibos

vateyess, vateiss

vateyes, vateis

vatibis
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STEMS IN IT.

Example : bitu m. '
world.'

Stuff. Dual

Norn, bitus bitu

Gen. bitavos, bitus bitavo

Dat bitu bitubin

Ace. bitun bitu

Voc. bitavo

Instr.

Flur.

bitaves, bitus

bitavein

bitubos

bituss

bitus

bitubis.

FEMININE STEMS IN A.

Example : redd ' chariot/

Norn, reda

Gen. redes

Dat. rede (redi?)
Ace. redin

Voc. reda

Abl. redad

Loc. rede

Iiistr. reda.

rede (red! ?)

redo

rediibin

rede (red!?)

redas.

redam.
redabos.

redfiss.

redas.

redabis

II. DIPHTHONGAL DECLENSION.

Example : bou '

cow.'

Nom. bous
Gen. bovos

Dat. boni

Ace. bonen
Voc. bou

lntr.

bave
bovo
bovin
bave

baves

bovam
bovebos
b5ss

bovebis

III. CONSONANTAL DECLENSION.

C-STEMS.

Example : esoc
' salmon.'

Nom. esox

Gen. esocos

Dat. esoci

Ace. esocen

Voc. esox

Iitstr.

esoce

esocS

esocebin

esoce

esoce

esoces

esocom
esocebos

esocess

esoces

esocebis
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Sing.

Nom. rTi

Gen. rigos
Dat. rigi
Ace. rigen
Voc. rix

Instr.

G-STEMS.

Example: rig m. 'king.'

Dual

rige

rigo

rigebin

rige

R-STEMS.

Example : mater f.
' mother

Nom. matlr
Gen. matvos

Dat. matri

Ace. matron
Voc. mater

Instr.

matre
matrS
matrebin

matre

Plttr.

riges

rigom
rigebos

riggss

rlgebis

matres

matriom
matrebos
matriess

matries

matrebis

So were declined ater m. 'father,' brater m. 'brother,'

svesor f .

'
sister

'

;
and (in the plural) the numerals tesores,

qetvores.

Here in the dat. pi. and dual we have a connective vowel

(bindevocal), and in the gen. and ace. plur. we have a passage

to the /-declension.

T-STEMS.

Example : cinget
'
warrior.'

Siny.

Norn, cinges
Gen. cingetos
Dat. cingeti
Ace. cingeton
Voc. cinges

Instr.

Dual

cingete

cingetS

cingetebin

cingete

Plur.

cingetes

cingetom
eingetebos

cingetess

cingetes

cingetebis

Nom. druis

Gen. druidos

Dat. druidi

Ace. druiden

Voc. druis

Instr.

D-STEMS.

Example : druid ' wizard.'

druide

druido

druidebin

druide

druides

druidi im

druidebos

druidiess

druidies

druidebis
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STEMS IN NT.

Example : cariant
'
friend.'

Sing.

Nom. caria

Gen. cariantos

Dat. carianti

Ace. carianten

Voc. caria

Instr.

Dual

cariante

carianto

cariantebin

cariaiite

Plur.

cariantes

cariantom
cariantebos

cariantiess

carianties

cariantebis

STEMS IN N.

Example : casmon '

follower,' Gaulish casamo.

Nom. casmo
Gen. casmonos
Dat. casmoni
Ace. casmonen
Voc. casmo

Instr.

casmone
casmono
casmonebin
casmone

casmones

casmonom
casmonebos
casmoness

casmonebis

Nom., ace.,\ *
and voc. j

a

Gen. anmens
Sat. anmeni

Inslr. anmeiibi

NETJTEK STEMS IN MEN.

Example : anmen ' name.'

amnene

anmen6
anmenebin

anraena

anmenom
anmenebos
anmenebis

Nom., ace

and voc.

Gen. tegesos
Dat. tegesi (tegei)

Instr.

NETJTEK STEMS IN S.

Example : tcgos
'
house.'

tegese

tegeso

tegesebin

tegesom
tegesebos

tegesebis

NUMERALS.

The simple neoceltic cardinal numerals for the first nine

numbers, the tens, 100, and 1000, are in Old-Irish as follows.

Of the British I give the oldest forms quotable.
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The numbers above 100 are regularly made by prefixing

the smaller number to the greater, governed by the prep. ar.

Thus, a ocht deac ar chet (118), fiche ar diet (120), cdecca ar

cet (150), coic ar tri cetaib (305), dl blladain dec ar mill (1012

years). We also find the prep, for : e.g. da bliadain nochat

for dib cetaib (292 years), and the conjunction ocus : a se ocus

den fiche dec (226), a hoendec ocus cethri fichit ocus coic cet

(591). Multiplication of fiche (20) and coica (50) is also

used. Thus secht fichit (140), trl cdicait (150), noi fichit (180).

So in Welsh we have (with the conjunction 'and') chwech

marchawc thrugeint a phum-cant (5QQ knights), and in Cornish.

we have multiplication by a prefixed number: vi. ugons (120),

vii. ugons (140).

The inflection of the cardinal numbers is in some respects

irregular. In the Irish numerals gender is distinguished only

by 1, 2, 3, and 4. Thus :

1. din, gen. masc. and neut. din, aine, oena, dat. din, ace.

oen-n.

Here oena seems=Lat. unius.

2. da is dual only, and is thus declined :

Masc. Fern. Neut.
Nom. dau, da dl, dTa da-n

jlcc. da di, dla da-n

The form dan seems to occur as well with nouns (dau mace

Briuin, Arm. 19 a 2)
1 as without (it a-dau coicat ar chet, they

are, 152). Without a noun we have dau and do : a do trichat

(32) a do sescat (62), a d5 sechtmogat (72), do nochat (92).

Of the fern, dla I have found four examples : dia loit (two

blankets, lodices), Corm. s. v. Cermnas, Mac Firbis' copy :

dia prlmfeil (two chief feasts), Fel. May 31, ace. dla mis (two

months), LU. 131b, doemet a da Ion a dia arainn (its two

haunches cover its two kidneys), Laws ii. 248. The neut.

da-n seems related to the Skr. neuter form *dvan in dvandva

(Kuhn's Zeitschr. xxii. 3). The dat. deib-n, dib-n is=an
Indo-Eur. instrumental *dvabhin, where -bhin bears nearly
the same relation to -bhis that -btiyam bears to -bhyas.

1 But here perhaps Dau is a proper name = Skr. dhava.
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3. Masc. Fern. Neut.

Norn, tri teoir, teora, teor. tri'

Gen. tri-n teora-n trl-n

J)at. trib teoraib trib

Ace. tri teora, teor tri'

In the nom. and ace. fern, the form teor is found : nom.

teor buidne (three troops), Rawl. B. 512, fol. 9a 1, ace. la teor

mile, Fel. Sep. 1. In the dat. pi. neut. the mark of length
is once found : cona trib cetaib, LU. 55a

. But this is

probably a scribal error, as the dat. masc. and neut. is=

the Skr. instr. tribhis. The tri
1 of the nom. and ace.

neut. seems=Gr. rput, Lat. tria, as the tri of the masc. is

=
Tpefc, tres. If, however, the omission of the mark of

length in the neut. is accidental, we should rather compare
the Yedic tri.

4. Masc. Fern. Neut.

Nom. cethir (cetheoir),
1 cetheora cethir'

Gen. cetheora-n

Dat. cetheoraib

Ace. cetheora cethir'

Cethri (protoceltic qetvareis) is found in Middle Irish codices

used for all genders and cases. But the only instance of it

in an Old-Irish codex is the ace. masc. etir inna cethri fersu

(among the four verses), Ml. 58a 11.

The dat. pi. fern, (cetheoraib zz: Skr. instr. catasrbhis) is

in LU. 23a
: oc cluchiu forsna cetheoraib uditnib kccdaib

(playing on the four stone pillars). The neut. nom. (and

ace. ?) cethir infects : cethir diet ' four hundreds.' It

must therefore have ended in a vowel, which the i of the

second syllables shows to have been slender. It may,

accordingly, be equated with Skr. catvdri, rather than with

Gr. retrcrapa.

5. Coic aspirates in the nom. and ace. (coic fir
'

quinque

viri,' Egerton, 93, fo. 9a 1 : ace. amal bitis coic sutralla

( as they were five lamps,' ibid. 7b 2
;

cuic thseoit, 2

Laws, 20). In the gen. it nasalises : la cumail v. mbo

1 '

cetJieoiraS cited by Ascoli (Note irlandesi 29, n. 3) from Ml. 118d
,
seems

a clerical or typographical error for cetheoir = Skr. nom. catasras.
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(with a cumal of five cows), O'Dav. s.v. derusc : boge

.u. huinge
' catinus quinque unciarum,' Corm. But this

is probably from analogy to the declension of nouns and

adjectives.

6. Se in the nom. aspirates in Lebar Brecc (se fotha .x.

p. 120b), but never in older MSS. In the gen. it nasalises :

co cend se mbliadan dec (to the end of seven years), LU. 29d
,

na se mbo '

(a reprisal) of seven cows,' Laws i. 66. This,

too, seems from analogy.

7, 8, 9. Secht-n, ocht-n, noi-n have no inflection. The -n

of secht-n and ocht-n is due to the analogy of noi-n and

deich-n. As to secht, in composition the nasal is sometimes

present, sometimes wanting. Thus condid dithetacht inspirto

secht .n. delbichsin is(iri)tsollumim sechtmanach forsi(nd] ceclis

Mii . gradich (so that the . . of the septiform Spirit is, in

the hebdomadal solemnity, on the seven-graded Church),
Arm. 170b 2. It is absent in the compound sechtaret

(septentrio), and the derivative sechtae (septenarius) . Com-

pare the Latin septu- in septu-ennis. As to ocht, in composi-
tion and derivatives there is no nasal. Thus forruim

(.i. rogon) tend (.i. Zaech) do chrund ochtga .i. do crund gai imbit

ocht lama (he laid low (slew) a hero with a spear-shaft wherein

are eight hands, i.e. a shaft eight hand-breadths long?), LU.
7a

. So the numeral substantive ochtur (eight persons) and

the adj. ochte (octonarius), gen. sg. ochti.

10. deich-n is thus declined :

Nom. and Ace. deich-n

Gen. dech-n abs. deac, deec
Dat. deich-n abs. dechib

Examples of the gen. and dat. are cethruime na cumaile

na ndfch mbo (the fourth of the cumal of the ten cows),

Laws, ii. 278 : condeich n-uagaib (with 10 virgins), Fel.

Jan. 27 : tri chet for secht ndechib (370, lit. 300 on seven

tens), Fel. Oct. 10.

The tens, ficlie (20), tricha (30), etc., are declined regu-

larly as stems in nt.

Cet (100) is declined regularly as a neuter o-stem.
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Mile (1000) is declined regularly as a fern, w-stem.

In the British numerals the gender is distinguished by
2, 3 and 4

;
but there is no trace of declension except in

the tens.

2. Masc. dou, fern, dm, diu. Of the form din (which is

regular in Cornish and Breton, spelt d?w
y deu, di/u, diu, diou),

an Old-Welsh instance is ithr ir diu ail (between the two

eye-brows), Martianus Capella, 9b 2. All these forms sonan-

tise, and their protoceltic forms must therefore have ended

in vowels.

3. Masc. tri, fern. teir. The aspiration of c and p after tri

is due to the protoceltic -s. This s is assimilated in Cornish

forms, such as treddeth (three days), treffer (three fairs),

tremmyl (3000), tremmys (three months). See Beunans

Meriasek, 3895, 2191, 1516, 1491.

4. Masc. petguar, fern, (peteir) pedeir.

The numerals seith and (oith], wyth, though now they

nasalise, do not do so in the oldest monuments. Thus seith

blenet (seven years), Laws, i. 2, 3. But they produce the

vocalic infection : seyth ulenet (i.e. vlenet), Laws 2, 1, 1, wyth

drawst (eight beams, frauwl= transtrum), Mab. 2, 211, and

point, accordingly, to protoceltic septu, odd. Nasalisation

is found after nau (nau myu, nine cows, byu], and, prob-

ably, dec.

In the British languages the sound-group pd becomes pt,

and pt (passing, apparently, through an intermediate ct]

becomes th. Hence the Welsh pymthec (fifteen, pimp -\-dec],

Corn, pemdhaek, Br. pcmzec.

The Breton nauntek (19), Mod. Corn, nawnsack, points to

a protoceltic neventi-decen, where nevenii is an abstract noun

= the Old. Slav, devetl
'

nine,' literally a nineness, Zend

navaiti.

In the tens nceint (20), trimuceint (30), douceint (40),

tri-uceint (b'O), petivar ugeint (4x20=80), we have other

abstract nouns in -yo (-yd ?), ugeint being = a protoceltic

vicentio-n or vicentia, cognate with Ir. fiche, and the termina-

tion of tri-muceint being comparable with the dat. or ace. of

Ir. secht-moga (70) or ocht-moga (80).
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The ordinals for 1 to 10 are as follows :

i.

3.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

.50.

100.

Old-Irish.

( cetne

\ oenmad
1

(aile
2. -Mede 2

(^tanise
( tress 3

( tris /

. ( cetharmad ? *

'

\ cethrammad
5

6. coiced

sessed

sechtmad
ochtmad
nomad
dechmad
oenmad .

aile deac

tres . . . deac

cethrammad deac

coiced deac

sesed deac

sechtmad deac

ochtmad deac

nomad deac

fichetmad

cdicetmad

cetmad

deac

1000. mllmad

Welsh.

( kyntaf )

I unvet }

eU

trydyd

(peduare
|

pedwyryd j

pimphet
chuechet
seithvet

wythvet
nawvet
decvet

unvet ardec

deudecuet

tredyt ar dec

peduuaret ar dec

pemdecvet
unvet ar pemdec

canvet

milled

Cornish.
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Gen. neut. dorus inotachta in chetramad nime (the entrance

door of the fourth heaven), LIT. 29 a
.

Dat. neut. iar cethrarnad Inithiu (gl. anudus quartana die),

Arm. 177b 2
;

fern, ism choiced bliadain dec (in the fifteenth

year), LU. 120b
;

issint-sessed bliadain (in the sixth year),

LU. 58b
;

isint-sechtmad bliadain dec (in the seventeenth

year), LU. 29b
.

Ace. cosin cetramad ndoms (to the fourth door), LU. 29a
.

For the purpose of the present paper it is unnecessary
to notice the neoceltic numeral substantives and adverbs.

I conclude this part of my subject by attempting to restore

the protoceltic cardinals and ordinals.

Masc.

1. Norn, oinos

Gen. oim
Dat. oinu

Ace. oinon

Cardinals.

Fern.

oma
oines

oim
oinon

Neut.

oinon
oini

oinu

oinon

Cognate with the Old-Latin oinos, Gr. olvrj (oneness),

Goth. aim.

Masc. Fern. Neut.

dvau, dva dve" dvan
2. Norn.}

Ace. )

Gen.

Dat.
Instr.

dva
dvabon
dvebiu

In composition and derivation : dee.

Here the theme is dva, the flexions are those of the dual.

In the nom. masc. and fern, dvau is=Skr. dvau, Lat. duo,

Gr. &v(0 : dce= Skr. dve, dvdn=Skr. *dvam in dvandva, from

*dvatn-dvam. 1 The gen. dva is obscure to me. The instr.

dvebin (to which the Ir. dat. deib-n undoubtedly points) is

also obscure. The Gaulish nom. fern, (dl, dvl?) seems to

have left a trace in Di-s-ouche (Loire)
' duae olcae.'

Masc. Fern. Neut.

3. Nom.
Gen.

Dat.
Instr.

Ace.

tris

trTom

tribos

tribis

tris

tesores

tesorom

tesorebos

tesorebis

tesorass

tria

triom
tribos

tribis

tria

See Gustav Meyer in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxii. 3.
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The Gaulish tri in trl garanus has lost the final s. In com-

position tre= theSkr. theme traya, whence the gen. trayanam.

Masc. Fern. 2feut.

4. Nom. qetvores qetvasores qetvori
Gen. qetvorom qetvasorom qetvorom
J)at. qetvorebos qetvasorebos qetvorebos
Instr. qetvorebis qetvasorebis qetvorebis
Ace. qetvorass qetvasorass qetvori

A theme qetvori (= Old-Slav, eetun), in the nom. and ace.

qt>tcarets, gave rise to Old-Irish cethri, used for all genders

and cases.

In composition : qvetni (whence Gaul, petru-), Lat. quadru-
= 0. Slav, cetvoro, cetvero.

5. qenqe = Gaulish pempe, Aeol. Trip-ire.

6. svex = ff, Zend. Tchsvas.

7. sectu = Skr. sapta, Lat. septv.

8. octo = Lat. octo, Gr. oKrca, Skr. ashtau.

9. neven = Skr. navan.

10. decen = Skr. da^an.

11. oindecen=Lat. undecim.

20. vicens (gen. vicentos) = Skr. vinfati, Lat. viginti, Gr. PmaTt.

30. tricens, trimucens (gen. tricentos) tringat, triginta, rptdKovra.

40. qetvarocens (gen. qetvarocentos)=ca<t;MciMfa<, Lat. quadraginta,
rtffffdpaKOvra.

50. qenqecens (gen. -centos) =pancasat, irevr^Kovra.

60. svexacens (gen. -centos) =sexaginta, e^Kovra.
70. sectuamucens (gen. -centos)

= t^o^Kovra.
100. centon (n.)=Lat. centum, e-Kar&v, Skr. fatd-m.

1000. rnilo-s, milia (f.), cognate with Gr. 8-fu\os, 6-/j.l\la, Skr. mela. There
is no ground for connecting the latter word with Lat. mille, meilia

(Corp. Inscr. Lat. i. No. 551), which Havet thinks is from mirle,
and cognate with /j.vptoi.

Ordinals.

The principal Ordinals may be restored as follows :

1. cintinios, oinometos 8. octometos

2. alios, dvetios, tanistios 9. nevometos

3. tristos, tristis 10. decometos

4. qetvormetos 11. oinometos degancos

5. qenqetos 12. alios degancos

6. svexetos 20. vicintimetos

7. sectumetos ICO. centometos
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PRONOMINAL DECLENSION.

[Note. I had here intended to treat of the neoceltic pronouns ; but find that I

have at present neither the time nor the knowledge necessary to solve the

many problems which they present. The section relating to the pronouns
of the first and second persons and the absolute forms of the pronouns of

the third person, will here be given as a specimen of the way in which I

hope some time to handle the whole of this difficult subject.]

Zeuss and Ebel treat the Irish pronouns under the follow-

ing heads : a. Personal, b. Possessive, c. Relative, d. Demon-

strative, e. Interrogative, /. Pronominal adjectives (other, all,

everyone, anyone), g. Pronominal substantives, h. Pronominal

formulas. This division will here be followed, merely in-

serting under head d the article (in-t, ind, a-n), which Zeuss

and Ebel treat separately.

The much-abraded forms of the neoceltic pronouns renders

their comparison and restoration a matter of much difficulty,

especially as the only Gaulish pronominal forms which

have been found are the demonstrative sosin, the infixed

personal me, and perhaps the dative sg. eu='Lat. eo. True,

the tau min al, in Vergil's lines to Tucca, Catalect. Quinctil.

Inst. Orat. viii. 3 : Corinthiorum amator iste verborum,

Thucydides Britannus, Atticae febres, Tau Gallicum, Afin,

Al, spinae illi sit. Ita omnia ista verba miscuit fratri have

been explained by Kiinssberg as=O.H.G. du min al, N.H.G.

du mein alles. But Diefenbach treats the equation with

ridicule. See his Origg. Eur., p. 427, and Kuhn's Beitr.

iii. 377. Can they be the names of the Gaulish letters

t, m, a borrowed respectively from the Shemitic tav, mem,

aleph ? I have not seen the explanation which, I under-

stand, Biicheler has given in the Rheinisches Museum,
xxxviii. 507.

a. Personal Pronouns.

Each of these pronouns is found in three forms: 1. absolute

forms
;

2. abbreviated forms infixed between verbs and their

adverbial or prepositional prefixes ;
3. abbreviated forms

suffixed to prepositions and (rarely) verbs.
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Pronouns of the First Person, absolute form.

Singular. Dual Plural.

( ni, osm, sni,

Norn, me, osme, sme < snisni, snini,

( sninni, sinde, sinn.

Gen. mui. nathar, nar
'

The corresponding Welsh forms are :

Singular. Plural.

mi, i ( ni

Norn. < mivi
|

nini

minneu, inneu ( ninneu
"

Here me is=Lat. me, where the long e corresponds with

the long a of the Skr. ace. md, just as the e of rex cor-

responds with the a of raj. The I of the Welsh mi is due,

perhaps, to the analogy of the other personal pronouns ti

and hi. In the emphatic os-me the os is possibly cognate
with

v-fyi, v-^rov. The s in sme (ol-sme,
'

say I/ H. 2. 16,

col. 388), is obscure. Perhaps sme stands for an Indo-European

*asma, ace. sg. of the stem whence the Skr. ace. pi. asmdn

and the Gr. a^pe. Of the genitive I have found the follow-

ing examples : mui, Sg. 200b 10
; genitiu chintig A. mei mui

(gl. epaov et /*aovrov), Sg. 209a 8
;
muisse (gl. meam) Wb.

lb : innam-muisea .i. documenta 1. persona (gl. mea) Wb.
19% ad Galatas ii. 6

;
mui mo chelmaine .i. isl mo chelmaine

dam, Adamnan's prayer, Lib. Hymn. 28V an(i (with Middle

Irish diphthongisation of the tonic u when followed by a

slender vowel) moai mo rose .i. rop Hum mo dare 'let my
sight be with me,' LB. 241 a

;
mu-in mai .i. as learn mo

sealbh '

my property is with me/ O'Clery's Glossary. The
Old Irish mui is properly the gen. sg. masc. of the posses-

sive pron. mu, just as Lat. mei is the gen. sg. masc. of meus. 2

The gen. dual nathar (contracted nar} is a formation from

*na, *ndi= Gr. vw, vwi, like the epic wwiVepo?. The plural

m, like the Lat. nos, represents an Indo-European nds, for

1

Goidelica, 2nd ed. p. 173.
2 I know not whether amai (in the common ejaculation^ atnai ' woe is me ! ')

is to be equated with ^uoi.
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which Skr. has the ace. nets, with short a. Sni is obscure

to me. So are sinde and sinn.

The Welsh forms are clear enough, with the exceptions

of minneu and ninneu. Here Ebel sees min-teu (or min-teu)

and nin-teu. Here min may be=Skr. mam 'me/ but the

nin in nin-teu is obscure. Can it represent an original ace.

pi. like *ndns, the s disappearing between n and t ? As to teu,

Rhys suggests that it may stand for ta-ge, where ge is=the

76 of ey&vye.

Infijced Forms.

Sing, umm (omm), mm, dumm (domm). Plur. un, nn, don.

The corresponding Welsh forms are : sing, m (not in-

fecting), pi. n (not infecting). Here umm seems=a proto-

celtic osmu, dat. sg. of a stem 0.w?o= Skr. asrna, and mm
(which infects) stands for m'b', urcelt. mibl, formed like Lat.

tibi, sibi. The b is provected to^? before th in nl-mptha (non

sum), Wb. 8d . Dumm is a compound of the prep, tu and

m'b' (-=.mibi), the t of the prep, sinking to d as the u is

toneless. In the pi. un, nn, do-n (ex tu-nti) we seem to have

the representative of Grr. a/A/ze, a///u(v), m being weakened

to n in an atonic syllable. A strange misuse of the possessives

(mo, ar-n} for the infixed personal pronoun is found in

Middle Irish. 1

Suffixed Forms.

Sing -umm, -mm. Plur. -unn (-onn), nn.

The corresponding Welsh forms are : Sing, -af, -of, yf, and

in the dative m. Plur. -am, -om, -ym, and in the dative -.

1 These forms are not mentioned either in the Grammatica Celtica or Wind-
isch's Grammar. Examples are : of mo : is oen uaib no-mo-mairnfe, (it is one
of you will betray me), LB. 49b

,
1. 12; of ar-n ; con-or-tinoltar (gl. locemur),

LH. 3b
; raymuidne at degaig (leg. it degaid} isin muir con-orin-baiter and (we

will go after thee into the sea, so that we may be drowned therein), H. 2.

16, col. 371. So in the Book of Leinster :

Dingaib din do chranntabaill.

Nor-forraig do gleo garb gl.
Eor-briss is ror-buaidre.

('
Take away thy sling from us. Thy rough, clear fighting destroys us,

hath broken us and confounded us.')
"We even find dar ' nobis

'

(a combination of tu and /) in 0' Clery's Glossary :

no-dar-be-ne A. biaidh Untie. Compare the like use of the possessives to and
bat -n in atodaimtt, and do-barn-gaif cited infra.
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Here -umm, -mm, -unn, -nn, are identical with the infixed

forms above noticed. The Welsh singular forms in/ (an in-

fected m) point to primeval amu, dmu, emu. The hard m in

the dative points to m'b', mibi. The hard m in the plural

points to some form like a/iiyite.
The dative -n seems to repre-

sent some form like Skr. nas : but the n may possibly stand

for nn, unn.

Pronoun of the second person.

Sing. nom. tu. Plur. sib, sissi.

voe. a thu.

The corresponding Welsh forms are : Sing, ti, redupl. iidi

emph. titheu. Plur. km, later chwi, redupl. chwichwi, emph.
chicitheu.

Here tit is= the Skr. ace* sing, tva
;

sib is a reduplicated

form=srisvt, W. chwichwi: sissi is=sib+ sib. The Welsh ti

is regularly=Ir. tu: tidi is a reduplicated form=,-f& and

titheu is= tit+teu.

Infixed Forms.

Singular, -t'-. Plural, -v-.

Corresponding Welsh forms : sg. th', pi. ch. Corn. sg. t,

th, pi. s, gas, ges, gis. Bret. sg. z, pi. oz, ouz, hoz, ho.

Here, uninfected t stands for tve = Doric re for rfe, and thi

British th (z), either is due to the action of the v (cf. Zend

thwa 'te'), or represents a tt produced by assimilation of the

v. In the pi. the Welsh ch points to an anlaut sv, repre-

sented regularly by Ir. v,
1 written b in the MSS. The sound-

group sv has at least two representatives in Irish, namely,
and v (written b,

1

), possibly also a third, c, as in eanisin

(ourselves)= sva-nl-sin, G.C. 367, cadesin G.C. 367 =fadesin

(himself), cadesne, ZU. 246
=fadexne (themselves) sva-, and

possibly in ci-chib-foruireth ('what has led you forth?'

1 So in the loan-words breib (brevis), loib (lovem), cerbsire (cerevisiarius).
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Crowe) LL. 252a
. But here perhaps we should analyse

thus: cichi-b-f., and regard cichi as a reduplicated interrogative

pronoun. In the Cornish ga-s, Br. o-z, we have a combina-

tion of preposition and pronoun gas being an abbreviated

form of aga-s used as a possessive pronoun : oz, ouz, being a

combination of worth- and 2.

Suffixed Forms.

Sing. -t. Plur. b.

Corresponding British forms are : sing, t, Corn, s, Br. t, z,

plur. -'irch, Corn, iigh (ygh), Br. itch (och).

Some of the Irish forms (e.g. dui-t, iiai-t] show the i-infec-

tion of the vowel of the preposition. Others (e.g. cenut, eruf,

frint and iarmut, Ml. 70, and torut] show the w-infeetion.

In the first case, probably, the t represents a protoceltic tve

Lat. te, Skr. tea
;

in the second a protoceltic tm, which may
have been originally an instrumental = Zend thicd, Skr.

tvaya. The plural forms (e.g. duib, etruib, uaib) always
exhibit the e-infection. The b, therefore, points to a proto-

celtic svi. For the initial vowel of the British forms I have

no satisfactory explanation.

Pronouns of the Third Person.

Absolute forms.

Mase. Fern. Feut.

Sing. Nom. e, se 1
hi,

2
e, si ed,

3

Gen. ai ai 4 ai?

Ace. T 5

1
for-se, ar-se, ol-se (saith he) passim ;

bid fir cem, ot-se-som (erit verum

autem, inquiit ille ipse) Ml. cited G.C. 3 497, where Ebel mistranslates olsesom

by
'

propter hoc ipsum.' Here for (bar is also found) stands for srar.
2 tucad co tlr hi tarsia (thereafter she was brought to land) LTJ. 40a ;

ashert

Comgall robo less hi, ar is 'na ferund mgabad A' (C. said that she belonged to

him, for in his land she was taken) LTJ. 41a
; 'totfiasu sin, tra,' ol-isi

('
thou

shalt have that, then,' says she) LU. 41 a .

3 ix-he-se An an dechnr (this below is their difference) Sg. 201* ; on which Ebel
founds his statement (G.C. 326) that e is also neuter nom., seems a verbal error

for ishtdse, etc.
4 leic dl an-asn-ai (leave to her, the Church, what is hers), Fothud's poem,

pref. to Felire.
5 rucsat hi co Tech Dabeoc (they brought her to Dabeoc's House), LTJ. 41 a .
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Plur. Norn, e, Tat (eat), slat (seat)
1 e e

Gen. ai (ae)
J)at. Tb* ib ib

Ace. lat 3

Of the British personal pronouns the corresponding forms

are only the sg. fern hi = Ir. si
;
and the pi. wy, wynt = Ir. e,

l<d. The British possessives ei (his), ei-h (her), exactly

represent thelrish personal genitives ai,which (as we shall see)

are weakened in the proclitic possessives to a, a-h.

The h which is so often prefixed to some of the Irish

forms (is he, is hed, it he, hi, hlb] is simply due to the follow-

ing acute accent. As to the aspiration of accented vowels in

"Welsh, see Rhys, Lectures, p. 230.

Here e stands for a protoceltic eis, Lat. is, Skr. ai/am. The

fern. I is= Skr. iyam, Lat. ea. The fern, e is perhaps= Skr.

eahd, with regular loss of intervocalic .<?.

se is= Skr. syas. The fem. st is= Skr. si/d.

The neut. ed is= Skr. id-am, Goth, ita, Lat. id. The masc.

gen. ai (the toneless form of which aspirates and must there-

fore have ended in a vowel) is=Skr. asya. The fem. gen. dl

(the toneless form of which does not aspirate or eclipse, and

must therefore have ended in a consonant other than n) is=

Skr. asyas.

The fem. ace. I (only found in Middle and Modern Irish) is

perhaps only the nom. si with its initial infected.

The plur. nom. e (in the three genders) =Lat. ii, ei, eae, ea.

The form lat, szat, protoceltic ei-onto, sei-onto, is obscure to me.

Perhaps onto is=Umbr. ont, hont. The gen. ai is=Skr.

masc. and neut. esham. The dat. ib is=the Skr. raasc. and

neut. instrumental ebhis.

1
ar-siat, or-siat, ol-siat (say tbey) LIT. 3a . et passim ; ol-siat, Trip. Life, Eawl.

B. 512, fo. 7b . 2
; ol-seat-som, Ml. 12b . Sg. 201 b

. LU. 24 ft
.

2 dona hib faithcib sin, Laws, ii. p. 10, 1. 22
;
isna hibh setuib; ibid. p. 70; and

(withprothetic/) coma-jib, dona-fib, LU. 27 a
. 31 a

; isnnfiih, LB. 117a . 1. 23.
i

3 coron-intia-rba nert Brettm fodeoid iat (so that the Britons' might at last

expelled them) LU. 3a.
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VIII. THE NEO-CELTIC VERB SUBSTANTIVE. By
WHITLEY STOKES, D.C.L., Hon. Fellow of Jesus College,

Oxford, aud Correspondent of the Institute of France

(Academie des Inscriptions).

To express the verb substantive, Latin uses two roots (es,fu),

English three (es, bu, vas) ;
but for this purpose no less than

ten are employed by the Neo-Celtic languages. The Old-

Irish verb substantive is made up of forms belonging to nine

different roots, namely ba, ben, blv, bu, es, gab, i, td and val.

The British verb substantive is made up of forms belonging
to eight, namely ba, ben, blv, bu, es, i, mag and ta.

Ba is Gr. /3a (in e-ftriv, /3t-/3a9, /Sa-ro?), Skr. gd. Ben is

Gr. fBav (in fiaivco ex ftavfco), Umbr. Osc. ben, Lat. (g)i'en in

(g}venio, Skr. gan, in d-ganma, a-ganmahi, ganvahi, and

yac/anvdns.
1 Blv is Gr. $iF (from fiiF, Curtius, G. E. No.

640), Lat. (g}nv, Skr. giv. Bu is Gr. <f>v,
Lat. fit, Skr.

bhu. Es is Lat. es, Gr. 69, Skr. as. Gab (from Indo-

Eur. ghabh) is Lat. V hob. I is Gr. I (in i-evcu, l'-/iei>,

l-o)v), Lat. and Skr. i. Mag represents either an Indo-

European V mag, whence /*eya9, mag-nus, Goth, mikils, or an

Indo-European V magh, whence ^^09, Goth, mag (possum),
Skr. mahat, mahan. The latter root seems the more likely.

Ta is Lat. std, Gr. arr), Skr. sthd, tha (in ut-thdtum, rk-t/id).
2

Val (properly
'

posse
'

: cf. mag supra) is Lat. val, whence

valeo, validm. From a like root col, val seem to come, in

Greek the adj. oy\os (ex foXo?) in ovKai Ko^ai 'a strong

(thick) head of hair,' and in Sanskrit the so-called suffix rala

in, e.g. krsl-tala 'peasant/ lit. 'mighty at ploughing,' krsi. 3

1
Whitney, Grammar, 212, quotes these forms as instances of the rule that

final radical m is changed (in internal combination) to n when it comes before

m or v. But it seems preferable to assume, with Biihler, that Sanskrit had two

roots, one yan=ftav, the other gam = Goth, qam (qiman, gam).
2 Cited by Whitney, 233, from the Pancavinya-Brahmana.
3 Skr. bala kraft, which Curtius, G.E. 5 594, puts with Lat. valcre, seems to

come from quite a different root, represented in Church Slavonic by bolij (maior)
and in Celtic by Irish ad-bol.
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For the use of roots meaning
'

go
'

(ba, ben, i) to express

'be,' compare in Sanskrit such phrases as sa pancatvam agatah

(he became the five elements, i.e. died), samatdm eti (he goes
to equality, i.e. becomes equal), Whitney, 274a

. From

'becoming' to 'being* is an easy step. For the like use of

a root meaning 'live' (blv], compare the Plautine employ-
ment of vivere. For the like use of a root meaning

' stand
'

(to), compare the Italian stato. The similar use in Spanish

(ser] and in Gothic (visan) of verbs meaning respectively
' to

sit' and 'to dwell' will occur to every one.

All the forms belonging respectively to the roots ba, blv

and bu, and some of those belonging to the roots es and ta,

are mixed together in the Grammatica Celtica
;
and the chief

object of this paper is to sort them under their several roots.

Except in the case of a very few conjectural forms, inserted

to complete the paradigms and marked with an asterisk,

examples (with the context) will be given of all forms here

cited which are not found in the Grammatica Oeltica. The

mark '

is here used to denote the acute accent, and not, as

is invariably the case in Irish MSS.,
1 the length of the vowel

over which it is placed. A hyphen is here prefixed to forms

occurring only after conjunctions and particles.

As Windisch and, probably, other leading Celtologues

hold that all forms of the Irish verb substantive which begin
with b are derived from the root bu,

2 and as this opinion
seems to me contrary to the rules of Irish phonetics, I think

that, before considering the several roots and the forms

respectively belonging thereto, it may be well to state and

illustrate the ways in which Old-Irish treats the proto-

1
Thurneysen (Rev. Celtique, vi. 130, note 5) says: "Nous verrons cependant

que 1' accent aigu est assez souvent employe pour marquer simplement la voyelle

tonique, meme devant une consonne simple (surtout dans "W.," i.e. the Wiirz-

burg Codex Paulinus) . I cannot find a single sure instance of this either in his

paper or elsewhere. The forms do-ri-geni, do-ri-gtnsam, do-ri-gensat, which he

cites, pp. 132-133, seem simply examples of the verbal prefix ri = Lat. prl (in

pri-dem, pri-die, pri-mus), which also occurs in do-rl-ltiset and remi-ri-erchoil.
A cognate verbal prefix re (whence the prefix rem-) seems also to occur in

nachan relic, etc.
2 Thus in ^301 of his excellent Irische Grammatik he gives V>u as a present,

roba (leg. roba) and rabi and butar as perfects, from Vbhu. So in the Revue

Celtique, vi. 156, Thurneysen gives bi (bat), be (bae) as the post-tonic forms of

boi, } bu. They really are (as we shall see) the post-tonic forms of bi, ^/biv.
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Celtic (urkeltisch)
1 short vowels a, e, and u, the long vowels

a and I, and the diphthongs di, ei, au, and ou.

I. acute a

(1) remains intact :

(2) followed by a slender vowel
(P., e, i, 2)

becomes al, e, el,

i, au, ol or ill :

(3) followed by u becomes au or u :

(4) followed by v becomes (with the v) au, 6 or u : This

au, o, when (owing to shift of accent) it occurs in a

post-tonic syllable, becomes u :

(5) followed by r or / combined with another consonant

becomes a :

(6) followed by p becomes au, u :

(7) by compensatory lengthening becomes a, and in one

case (der) e : This a or e, when (owing to shift of

accent) it occurs in a post-tonic syllable, becomes i :

(8) by metathesis and crasis with a fragmentary vowel 2

becomes a :

II. toneless or grave a

(1) remains intact or becomes o :

(2) followed by a slender vowel becomes at, e, el, i or ul :

(3) followed by o becomes o :

(4) followed by u or u, becomes u :

(5) followed by vi or vl, becomes (with the vi, vl] eu (eo) :

(6) followed by p or b, becomes au or u :

(7) by compensatory lengthening becomes a.

III. acute e

(1) remains intact :

(2) followed by a slender vowel becomes el or i and

(rarely) ai:

1 This paper originally appeared in Kuhn's Zeitschrift fiir vergl. Sprnchfor-

schwiff, and contained in many places the contractions ''urkelt." (i.>. urkeltisch),
and "urir." (i.e. uririsch), 'primeval Celtic,' 'primeval Irish,' or '

proto-Celtic,'
'

proto- Irish.' I have let these convenient contractions stand in the present
edition of my paper.

2 Some philologists call this an 'irrational vowel,' others call it stmrubhakti.

The latter term is objectionable, first, because no one save a Sanskritist under-

stands it, secondly, because it properly means a vowel-fragment inserted b.

r and a following consonant. But in Irish we have vowel-fragments also

between / and a consonant whether preceding or following.
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(3) followed by u, becomes iu or eo :

(4) followed by s, becomes (with the s) I :

(5) followed by 0, becomes (with the v) u :

(6) followed by r or / combined with another consonant,

becomes e or I :

(7) by compensatory lengthening becomes e,
1 and this e

(a) when (the accent having disappeared or retreated)

it occurs in a toneless or post-tonic syllable, becomes

a or 2,

(/S)
when followed by a slender vowel, becomes eui, eoi,

mi (loi), unless when the lost letter is nasalis sonans,

in which case the e becomes ei. "When (the accent

having shifted) eui occurs in a post-tonic syllable, it

becomes i.

IV. toneless or grave e

(1) becomes a or i, or (after infecting a previous vowel) is

lost :

(2) followed by a slender vowel, becomes i :

(3) followed by v becomes (with the v) au, u :

(4) by compensatory lengthening becomes e, which (when
followed by a slender vowel) becomes ei. When (the

accent having shifted) this ei occurs in a post-tonic

syllable, it becomes i.

V. acute u

(1) remains intact :

(2) followed by a or o, becomes o :

(3) followed by a slender vowel, becomes either ui or

(oftener) the diphthong oi (oe) ;
for which ai (aoi) is

written in Middle- and Modern-, and sometimes even

in Old-Irish :

(4) by compensatory lengthening, becomes ua or u.

VI. toneless or grave u

(1) remains intact, or becomes o or (in suffix-syllables)

a or o :

1 In ccol (music) ex cvecvlo (RhJ-s, Rev. Celt. vi. oOn : cf. "W. pib, 0. "W.

pispaur [leg. piipaur~\, G. C. 1056) we seem to have eo ex ecv. This eo, when
followed by i, becomes edi or iui.
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(2) followed by a slender vowel, becomes ol :

(3) followed by v, becomes (with the v) 6.

VII. acute a

(1) remains intact or becomes 6 or I: when (owing to

a shift of accent) this a occurs in a post- tonic syllable,

it becomes a :

(2) followed by a slender vowel becomes al or ol :

(3) followed by v, becomes (with the v) ao, o.

VIII. toneless or grave a

(1) becomes a and (when next after the tonic syllable) is

sometimes lost :

(2) followed by a slender vowel, becomes al or i:

(3) followed by u becomes u.

IX. acute I

(1) remains intact :

(2) followed by o becomes e.

X. toneless or grave I becomes i, e, or a, or (when next

after the tonic syllable) is sometimes lost after infect-

ing the preceding vowel.

XI. acute ai

(1) remains intact or becomes oi :

(2) followed by a or o, becomes ae or oe.

XII. toneless ai becomes a
;
but grave ai remains intact

or becomes oi or (when followed by a) ae.

XIII. acute ei

(1) becomes la,
2
or, in desinence, I :

(2) followed by a slender vowel, becomes e, el, lal or I.

1 In the loan-word din = (ie)iunium, acute u is diphthongized in the same way.
2 There seems to have been a protoceltic non-diphthongal acute &, which arose

from reduplication. Old-Irish treats it like ei, viz. changes it to Fa, which, how-

ever, when grave and followed by a slender vowel, becomes edi. Thus ftasur,

fiastar, -Jvid, siasair (sed-sar-i), V
'

sed, du-diastae (from du-dechim}, ad-rTastar

(adrittg), for-dtastar (fordingim), du-ffastar (dufecMin), nnastar (midiur), Kas

(lingim). "When grave and followed by a slender vowel we have eoi : o ro-

tdisfcoin (do-as-fenim), Ir. Texte, p. 258, 1. 15, urkelt. tu-ex-svene, where the

stem is exactly the Skr. perfect stem of V
'

svan. The same stem occurs in the

fern, noun sian (cry), urkelt. svena from *svesvena, ^
'

sven. This root begins with

/, not only in the verbs as-fenimm (testificor) "Wb. 22a, do-ds-fcpha, LU. 17a,

do-dir-fenus (exploravi) "Wb. 18d
,
but also in the nouns fet (music) ex svento,

dir-Jitiud (spielen) ; cf. sollus, follus, ^/svel, and suan, fiu, V svep. In Welsh

hoedl from protoceltic setlo-n = luat. seculum from seclum, ^se, ? becomes oe.
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XIV. toneless or grave ei becomes e or i, which in desinence

(after infecting a preceding vowel) is often dropt.

XV. acute au

(1) remains intact or becomes ao or o :

(2) followed by a slender vowel becomes oe or (in loan-

words) ill.

XVI. toneless or grave au becomes u ?

XVII. acute ou

(1) becomes o or ua or (in desinence) u :

(2) followed by a slender vowel, becomes ol or uaL

XVIII. toneless or grave on remains intact or becomes

(o or) a.

Examples.

I. (1) cdnim (cano), urkelt. cdnami :

(2) saigim (adeo), urkelt. sdgidmi, Goth, sokja : atbail

(moritur), urkelt. ati-bdlit, Teut. ^/qual : maicc (filii)

ogamic mdql : air-, aur-, er-, ir-, urkelt. dri- : aith-,

and-, ed-, ad-, urkelt. dti- : dair (quercus), urkelt.

ddric- = Lat. laric- : inge (unguis), urkelt. dngion- :

muir (sea), gen. maro, LU. 23b, Gaul, mori, urkelt.

wan= Lat. mare: buide (yellow)
= Lat. bddius: baith,

beith, buith (esse), urkelt. bati- : coire (caldron), W.
pair, urkelt. cvdrio-, Skr. carii.

(3) baull (membro), ace. pi. bullu, urkelt. ballu, ballus : lugu

(less), urkelt. -lag-iu(n)s.

(4) haue, Jwa (nepos), urkelt. (p)dvio-s : suil (oculus), urkelt.

sdvili-s, cf. Goth, sauil (sun). Where owing to retreat

of accent the au, o becomes post-tonic : iarm-ui (gl.

abnepotes) Ml. 119b.

(5) do-airci (efficit), failte (gaudium).

(6) popdn (master) borrowed from irdirira^ : popp from

pa(m)pinm.

(7) ar (slaughter, W. aer], urkelt. dgro-s : anal (breath,

W. anadl), urkelt. andtla : dal, 0. Welsh datl (forum) :

mdl (prince) W. mael, urkelt. mdglo : al (ofispring),

Ohg. fasel, urkelt. (p)dslo. In foditiu (endurance),
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urkelt. rudd(m)tion-, the accent has shifted to the

first syllable.

(8) lam (hand), urkelt. (p}lama ex pal
a
ma, Lat. palma :

slan (sal-vus) ex salano : Ian (full) ex (p}al
ano = Skr.

purna : brage (neck) ex bai^giont, Lat. gurget- : cnam

(bone) ex canama, Ohg. hamma, Gr. KVYHMT] : ad-gladur

(appello) ex ad-gal
adur.

II. (1) torann (tonitru, W. taran], urkelt. tarana : atMr

(father), urkelt. ater.

(2) cechain, cecJniin (cecinit), urkelt. cecanit : mogai (ser-

vants), urkelt. mogaves : imm
(ajjuftf), urkelt. ambi :

imbliu (ofj,(f)a\6<;} ,
urkelt. ambition- : indrith (incursus),

urkelt. ande-rito- : imb (butter, Lat. unguen), urkelt.

amben [cf. for the accent Skr. uddn '

water,' ma ftan

'greatness'] : cride (icapSta), urkelt. cardto-.

(3) aloo (rupis), fatho (vatis), urkelt. (p)dkayo8t vatayos.

(4) crdbud (piety, religious practice), urkelt. crdbdtu, which

AYindisch compares with Skr. vi-crambha.

(5) Eugcn, Eogan, urkelt. Avi-genos : see G. C. p. 82.

(6) bavptaist borrowed from baptista : pupall (tent) from

papilio : itball (an apple), urkelt. abdllo.

(7) amrn (agmen), urkelt. agmen : anal (f. breath, "W.

anadl, m.), urkelt. anatla.

III. (1) berim (fero), urkelt. berami.

(2) no-beir (fert), urkelt. nu-brit : deich (ten), urkelt.

decen, Lat. decem : midiur (judicio), urkelt. mediu-r

/icSoyuat : bligim (I milk), urkelt. m legami, Ohg.
melchan : mil (honey), urkelt. meli-s, Gr. yaeXtr-

1
:

ad-gainemmar (from, ath-genur), corro-craitea (from

cretim, *cred-dim), praidchas (from predcltim, predico).

(3) do-biur (affero, do), urkelt. tu-bdru : fiu (dormivit),

urkelt. sv&vcpe : eochu (equos), urkelt. ecvus : atcoch

(I pray), urkelt. ada-tecu.

(4) flu (worthy), W. gwiw, Gaul, vesu (in Vesu-avus, Vesu-

vius, C. I. Lat. V. Nos. 7854, 5002), Skr. vdsu.

1 The Lat. me?, gen. mellis, seems to come from *medvi (with the common change
of d to 1},

and to be cognate with the Old-Irish woman's name Medb Mvdva.
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(5) clu (glory), urkelt. clevos-, Gr.

(6) nom-erpimm : dirge (de-rige) : m-dlltai (de-luadi).

(7) et (zelus), "W. iant, urkelt. yento, Skr. yatna : set (via,

~W. hynt, Goth, sinth-s), urkelt. sento-n : cet (primus,

W. cynt], Gaul, cmtu- : tren (mighty), urkelt. trexno-s :

en (bird, 0. "W". etn), urkelt. (p}etno-s, ^pet : seel

(narratio, W. chicedl], urkelt. scvdtlo-n : <Jsecv = ITT :

cenel (genus, W. cenetl], urkelt. ceneth-n : ml (mensis),

gen. mis, urkelt. mens, gen. mensos. Where the lost

consonant represented nasalis sonans : cet (hundred),

W. cant=e-KaTov : det (tooth), W. dant, Skr. ddnta-s :

tet (string), W. tant = Skr. tdntu-s.

(a) cit-a-blat : forcitul from for-cetlo-n, urkelt. ver-

cdntlo : airfitiud (playing) from air-fetiud, urkelt.

are-srentUu : dac (young) ex ovec, W. iouenc, urkelt.

yovenco-s.

(/3) et, gen. eoit, urkelt. ydntl : set, gen. setiit, urkelt.

senti : tren, gen. sg. m. trluin, urkelt. trexni : en,

gen. coin, urkelt. etnl : seel, gen. sccoil, sceuil, urkelt.

scretll : cenel, gen. ceneuil, urkelt. cenetll : tais-feoin,

urkelt. tu-ex-svene (Indo-Eur. -svesrene) : aith-geoin

(recognovit), urkelt. ati-gegne, ^/gna, Skr. jajnau.

Where the lost consonant represents nasalis

sonans : cet (hundred), gen. . sg. ceit, urkelt.

Cf-nti : brec (lie, Skr. bhramga), ace. sg. breic,

urkelt. brencin : det (tooth), dat. sg. deit, urkelt.

denti : meit (greatness), W. maint, urkelt, men-

ti-s : teit-bind (sweet-stringed), urkelt. tento-bindis :

treicim (I forsake), urkelt. tar-encami, \/enk : eicen

(necessitas), urkelt. encina : con-eicni(g]ssety Tur.

133.

IV. (1) ainm (name, W. amc), urkelt. anm&n- : tana (thin, W.
teneu], urkelt. tenevos = ravafos : the prepositions ass,

la from ex, letos : siur (sister), urkelt. svesdr : lingim

(I leap), urkelt. vlengdmi, \/valg : cingim (I go), urkelt.

-, cengdmi : ma (nephew), urkelt. nepdt-, Lat. nepot- :

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. U
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a maicc (O son), urkelt. mdcve : beir (<>epe), urkelt.

bere : berid (^epere), urkelt. berete.

(2) dligid (legis), urkelt. dligetl.

(3) naue, nue (new), W. neicydd, protoceltic nevios, Gr.

veto's : duthracim (I wish), urkelt. de-vu-tarcami

(Thurneysen), \/tark (Windisch).

(4) ceimm (gradus), reimm (cursus), urkelt. cengmen,

retmen. After the accent has shifted to the first

syllable : to-chimm, zmm-rimm.

V. (1) snith (stream), W. ffrwd, urkelt. sfriitn-s, \/spru.

(2) srotha (stream's), urkelt. sfrutavos : bond (sole), urkelt.

bundo-s Lat. fundus : to (ex to-o, silent), urkelt.

tuso-s, Skr. ^/tush.

(3) fo-rui-rmed (was computed), proto-irish vu-ru-rlmiato :

dnii, Mid. Ir. drai, Mod. Ir. draoi, urir. druis : foessam,

faesam (support, protection), urir. vu-sestdmo : foisitiu

(confessio), urir. I'u-sestdmtion- (cf. vtyla-Tvj/j.i) : foisin,

faoisin, urir. rus-sini : noir, doir, urir. su-viro-s (Skr.

suvlra, Zend hnra), duviro-s : impaidach (versutus),

urir. ambi-suticos : coemthecht (company), urir. cum-

teigtu ;
and a host of verbal forms with the three pre-

fixes cum (=cumo),
1

fu (=v7ro) and ru (=Lat. pro).

Thus, first cum : coima (conservet), urkelt. cum'-emdt :nl

c6enmis (non poteris), urkelt. nl ciim'-eangsi, \/an(/ :

focoimlactar (pertulerunt), urir. vii-cum' -
lelagontor :

focoemallag-sa (pertuli) Aug. Solil. 2, urir. i'ii-cum'-

lelaga : nl coimnactar (non potuerunt), urir. m-cu/,<-

nenancontor, \/nanc : docoemnachtar (lavarunt), urir.

tu-cum'-nenagontor, ^nag, Skr. nig : dochoimmarraig

(gl. spoliavit), duchoimmarraig (gl. exuerit) G. C. 874,

immediately Irom du-cum-imm-ar-raig, urir. tu-cum-

ambi-aro-rage, with four prepositional prefixes.

Secondly fu : ni foiret (non efficiunt), urir.

-iu-verionti : na-faerlangtar (non sustinuerunt), LL.

240a
, urir. ~vu-ru-lelangontor : rofailsad, Ir. Texte

1 Formed (according to Windisch) from the prefix cu
(
= Lat. co?) as summus

from *snp-mo aud (I think) imus from *ins-mo.
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p. 77, 1. 2 (sustinuerit), urir. ru-vu-lelangseto : ni con-

foigebat, Ml. 69a
8, urir. -rugegbonto, y'gab.

Thirdly ru : ad-roi-gegrannatar (persecuti sunt),

urir. ad'-ru-gegrendontor, \/grend, Lat. \/grad : for-tan-

roi-chechnatar (nos docuerunt) Ml. 63b 1, urkelt. ver-

tusnis-ru-cecanontor, \/can : for-roe-bling (he sprang)

LTJ. 1 9a
: co raeblangtdr (so that they leapt), urir. -ru-

vlevlengontor, \/rleng, Skr. sg. 3 vavalga : for-roi-chan

(gl. institui), urir. ver-ru-cecana, cf. for-tan-roi-chan

(gl. nos . . . commonisti) : fo-roi-chlaid (effodit), urir.

vu-rii-ceclade, \/clad : aro-b-roi-nasc (vos despondi), urir.

aro-sns-ru-nenasca, nasc from snat-Q : cor-rai-mdetar

(that they broke), urir. -ru-memadontor : ad-roi-theach

(supplicavi) = ad-roe-tach, Sanct. 20, urir. ado-rii-

tetaca : in-roi-grann (persecutus sum), urir. ende-rh-ge-

grenda : nad roeglaind (non didicit), urir. -rii-geglende :

do-roe-madair, Saltair, 7955, urir. tu-rii-memader,

\/mad : do-roigu, do-roe-gu (elegit), urir. tu-rii-geguse,

^gus : du-roi-mnibetar (obliviscentur), Ml. 77a
12, urir.

tu-ru-meniabantor, \/men : do-roi-mless (consumpsi),

F^l. p. cxl, urir. tu-ru-mehassu : arndom-roi-chlis-se

(quod me abstulisti), Ml. 74d 7 : dom-roi-sechtatar

(mihi succurrerunt), urir. tn-me-ru-segtontor.

(4) cuanene (pugil) from *cuan, borrowed from Lat.

pugnus : cuala (audivit), urir. cucleve : cuairt (um-

kreis), urkelt. cucmtis, -\/cur : cul (culus, properly
'

ring des Hintern '), urkelt. cuclo-s = KVK\OS.

YI. (1) nu, no (verbal particle) = Gr. toneless vv : du-, do-

(inseparable prefix of dispraise), urkelt. dus- = Su9,

Skr. dus- and the corresponding laudatory prefix SM-,

so-:=Skr. su- : druad, urkelt. druddos : cloth (famous),

urkelt. clut6-s=K\vr6<;. So the verbal prefixes fu, ru,

tu, ud when toneless become fo, ro, do, od. So in the

loan-words corcor, corcar, credal, escal, ligordae, Sg.

109% respectively from Lat. purpura, credulus, esculus,

ligus, llgiiris.

(2) soiscele (gospel), urkelt. su-scvetlio-.
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(3) dac (young, "W. iouenc], urkelt. yuvenco-s =. Lat. in-

vencus.

VII. (1) mdfhir, urkelt. mater, Lat. mater : &r<2$tr= Lat.

frdter (W. braut(r) is = brdfros, brdtri or brdtren) :

mor (great)= urkelt. mdros : fir (true), urkelt. vlro-s,

OHG. war, Lat. rents : rl (king), Skr. raj (in samrdj}.

In dthach (breeze), urkelt. vdtaca, -y/m, the accent has

shifted to the first syllable.

(2) faith (vates), urkelt. vdfi-s : mdir, moir (magni), urkelt.

marl : mdire, moire (magnae), urkelt. mares.

(3) brao, bro (quern), gen. broon=Skr. grdvan.

VIII. (1) blathad (fiiorijTOs), urkelt. blvotdtos : nlfodlat (non

dividunt), urir. nl vudalionto.

(2) blathid (fiioTrjTi), urkelt. blrotdti : tathaim (periit),

urkelt. idtame (Skr. tdtnyati} : ibim (bibo), urkelt.

(p)ibdmi.

(3) forcongur (praecipio), urkelt. ver-c,um'-gdru : cf.
777/91"?.

IX. (1) ll (colour), urkelt. lfi~os, Lat. llvor : crlthid (emax),
urkelt. krftati-s, Skr. y/krl.

(2) beo, bm, (vlvus), urkelt. bwo-s, Lat. (g}vlvu-s : do-

gneo, (faciam), from dognlu (facio) : fdthi (vates, ace.

pi.), urkelt. vatls. So when owing to the retreat of

the accent the I becomes post-tonic : ailithir (pilgrim),

urkelt. aliotiro-s : berthi (ferendus), urkelt. beretlvo-s :

fognam (servitium), urkelt. vu-geneimu-s : tuirem, dram

(numerare), urkelt. tu-rlma, ad-rima\ and the loan-

words cucenn, espartain, muilenn, ola respectively from

Lat. coqtnna, vespertina, mollna, oltva. 1

X. crenim (I buy), urkelt. crinami, Skr. krlndmi : foruirmed

(was computed), Ml. 74C
20, urkelt. vu-ru-rlmiato :

ainech, enech (face, Corn. Br. enep), urkelt. dnikvo-,

Skr. dnika.

XL did (fire)
= aWo?, Lat. aedes : loeg (calf), Goth, laikan :

cloen (iniquus), Goth, hlains : den, den = Lat. unus

from oinos : and the loan-word laeochu = lalcos.

1
espartain and ola point perhaps to Low-Latin *vesperfina, *6liva.
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XII. I have no example of the toneless urkelt. diphthong di.

But the neoceltic diphthong ai arising from the loss

of intervocalic s or y becomes a when toneless. Thus

di (suus), W. ei = Skr. asi/a, when used as a proclitic

possessive pronoun becomes a.

Post-tonic di : degmaini (beneficia), ddgmoini, comd-

essa : forosna (illuminat) from ver-sonnai.

XIII. rlad (currus), Gaul. r5da, Ohg. reita : lasc (fish),

urkelt. eisco-s : ad-feded, ad-fladat (they declare), Skr.

veda : flach (debt), urkelt. veico-s, pi. n. fetch, urkelt.

veicl : llalg (medicus)= Goth. leikeis : tlgim
l
^\eLj(fa :

tei = orei^et.

XIV. I have no sure example of toneless ei : inna, gen. eg.

fem. of the article, urkelt. sindeis, is perhaps one.

Where the accent has shifted we seem to have I.

Thus larn (iron), rlathor (cataract), trlan (a third),

grlan (gravel). Grave ei is exemplified by for-tacht,

coim-thecht, urir. ver-teigta, cum-teigta : fidchell (chess-

board) = W. gwyddbwyll : do-imm-thigim (advenio),

urir. tu-dmbi-teigo (teigo, Ir. Uagaim= a-rel'xci)) :fuirsire

(parasite), urir. ver-serio-s (sere 'food,' cogn. with

o-t-T09 : eich (horses), urir. ecvei = Lat. equi : fdthi

(prophets), urkelt. vateis, Gaul, ovareis.

XV. an, o (auris) : gldo-snathe (a line, lit. a ball-thread), cf.

Skr. glau : bo (cow), Skr. gau-s, pi. gen. inna\_m~\-bao Sg.
22b 11 : gau, go (falsus), cf. xavvos, gue (falsitatis) :

no, gen. naite, noe = Skr. nau, vavs, nans, and the

loan-words cois (causa), coisid (causativus).

XVI. maccu, urkelt. mdccaus ? and the loan-word Essu (Esau) .

XVII. (1) slog, sluag (host), urkelt. slougo-s : tuath (popu-

lus), urkelt. touta, Goth, thiuda : ruad (red), urkelt.

roudo-s, Goth, raud-s. In desinence in-diu (hodie),

Skr. dyos.

(2) sloig (hosts), urkelt. slougei : tuaith (populo), urkelt.

touti, but loche (lightning), urkelt. I6ucen(t}s
= Lat.

lucens.

1
redupl. 5-fut. pi. 3, lilsit (gl. tingent), Ml. 89d 14.
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XVIII. sruaim (stream), urkelt. sroumen.

We can now lay down with confidence that, in the Irish

verb substantive, the forms beginning with ba, bd, be, bei, bl,

belong to ^/ba : that those beginning with ban, ben, biun

belong to ^/ben : that those being or beginning with be, bl,

lla belong to <Jblv : and, lastly, that those being or beginning

with bdi, bde, boi, boe, bo belong to \/bu.

I. BA.

The forms belonging to this root are used as mere copulas.

When they are preceded by conjunctions or particles, they

are enclitics. When not so preceded, they are proclitics.

Present indicative active.

Sg. *ba,pa,
1
-pd-m 1. pi. bammi, *-bam

bd-t 2. *baithi, *-baid

beith, bid 2
\ f*baitt

-bd,
3
-pa^

|
3.

I
-bet, -bat, -pat

5

rel. bass ) { rel. bite,
6 bat-n 7

These forms when combined with stems of verbs of the

three series make the so-called 5-futures, except in the first

sg., subjoined form. The b is aspirated, and we have the

following sets of endings :

1 acht ro-pa airderc sa, inaith cenco beind acht denla for demon (provided I am
renowned, it is well though I be only one day in the world), LU. 61b . But here

perhaps ro-pa is 1st sg. injunctive.
2 ma-beith (si est) Sg. 210a 4, 212a 13, amal bid ind-aimser feisin, Sg.

188" 26.
3 from *bat, which occurs in O'Clery's Glossary with a suffixed pronoun :

bath-at A. ata aige
' she has.' In ba-coir do-cach-cristaide cut tioc/nad each

trdtha (it is, it were? proper for every Christian though he should weep at

every watch), Saltair 8017, 8018, I know not whether the ba is present or

injunctive.
*
ni-pa diless diiit am hit&i (non est proprium tibi id quod es), "Wb. 5b .

5 ro-bTat arcJiuit folid cenid ru-bat archuit suin, Sg. 138a 5 ;
acht ro-pat

saini, Sg. 199 1.
6 Such plural relative forms aspirate, and must therefore have originally

ended in a vowel. I see, accordingly, in the -e the neo-celtic reflex of the Vedic

ya (for the classical yani, Whitney, 509), the nom. pi. neutr. of the rel. pron.
yds = fo. The sg. relative forms in -s also aspirate, because (as I conjecture)

they are formed by adding to the secondary ending of sg. 3 a neuter pronoun
equivalent to Gr. TO, Skr. tat. For example, bass (qui, quae, quod, est) is from
*bast =bat+to, caras (qui amat) is from *carast=carayat-to. Compare, for the

change of t-t to s-t, tinfesta (flatilis) from tu-in-vet-tia\ fris* from vrit-tu, etc.
7 am-batn-erchoissi ind auctair inna cloine (when the authors of the wrong are

hurt), Ml. 73 9 : am-bat-n-airbirthi Iriuth, ML 94d 10.
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Active.

$g,fa,fat \ (fimme, fimmi, fimmit

fait,fet )
' P '

( -bam, -bem, -fain, -fern

-fe, be, -fea 2. bthe, -fid

fid, bid \ rfail, fit, fit

-fa, -bea, -fea ? 3. ,, < -fat, -fet, -faitit

Tel.fass, fess / \ rel. fite

Deponential.

Sg. fer,far, 1. pi. fimmir, -fammar

*faider, fide 2. fide, -fid

*faider, } ( *faitir, *fitir,

-fathar )
"

I -fatar, -fetar.

For the use of the present of a verb meaning 'to go
'
to

express the future compare the French so-called 'instant

future
'

(je vais chanter, nous allons partir, etc.)

Injunctive.

Sg. -bam, -bamm 1. pi. bami, 'bam, -ban

ba, -bd,
1

-pa ) ( beithe, bede,
5

bat, -pat )
"

( -bad, -beith 6

beith, beth,
2 bed \ ( beit, bit, bet

-bd,
3 3.

j
-bat, -pat

-b* -p
^ rel. bete, beta, betan. 7

Of the sg. 1 used as an injunctive I have found only
two instances : Potiphar's wife says to Joseph : tdir rdmum

is-tech nar-bam crimnach (come before me into the house so

that I may not be fearful), Saltair 3202 : man bamm imeclach

dia rdd (unless I am afraid to utter it), H. 2. 17, p. 168a
.

Here m (mm) is suffixed to bd = Gr. ?<w. Bam occurs as

1
nir-ba-truag (thou shouldst not be sad), Saltair 3295.

2 This absolute form occurs in Ml. 35 2 cona con-beth, and in the Saltair

1999, after arna, surely a grammatical error !

3 In ni-bba, Sg. 36b 1, the bb is due to the accent.
* In com

(
= con + b), Sg. 39a 27, the assimilated b is not written.

5 Middle-Ir. bethi, Saltair 1233.
6 ni-beith-si (gl. ne . . . . sitis), Ml. 46a 10.
'

betan-aerasaigthi (gl. irrita non esse), Ml. 34d 3; betan-aitherrech, Sg.
32b 14.
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a future in the Saltair 851 : bam ri . . . . fom-gmfet ind-

ilaingil, befit ind-dngeilfom-trdig (I will be a king : the many

angels shall serve me : the angels shall be under my foot),

in-lied bam beo .... ni-fdllub form-thtgerna (so long as I

shall be alive, I will not practise deceit on my master), ibid.

3187, and Windisch (Ir. Gr. 205) has nipam (non ero).

Bed and -bat (-pat] aspirate (bed chuimnech, G. C. 182 : acht

ropat saint, G. C. 182) : they must therefore have ended in

vowels. In bipartite questions the subjoined form of the

third sg. occurs with almost permanent aspiration of the b.

Thus : in-duit fern fa do-nach ailiu (whether it is thine own

[or] may-be some other's), Sg. 209b
: imb anacol dom fa-nacc

(whether I have a safeguard [or] may-be not), Wb. 23a
:

in-roleg fa-nacc (whether he read [it or] may-be not), Sg.

148a
: in-etaste fa-naic, Ml. 43d 17: im\b~\ . . . fa, Sg. 12b 7.

In LU. 98a the aspiration is omitted :

'

Noconfetursa,' ohe,

'in cuil, bd in corrmll, bd in sengdn nomgaib isin crecht'

(" I know not," says he,
" whether it is a fly, or a tick (?),

or an ant, that I have 1 in the wound"). In co-nai-b (ne sit),

Ml. 31d
9, we have the negative particle nd combined with

the b of the same form of the 3rd sg.

The prefix neb (G. C. 861) is, as Prof. Zimmer suggests,

a combination of a negative particle ni, ne with this same b.

Compare the English ne'erdowett, the German Thunichtgut

Furchtegott. That the current spelling nemh- (neamh-) is

etymologically wrong is clear from the form nep-proinde (non

prandendi), Wb. 19a
, which can only be explained from neb

-\- proinde.

To express
'

quicunque
' we have sechi-b, sechi-p and drop-

ping the labial) saichi, seich (lit. id sit), a combination of

the demonstrative pronoun saich, seek 2
(urkelt. sa-cve, where

sa is = Skr. sa, Gr. 6, and eve is = Lat. que). In dam (ex

cia-n-b) Ml. 32a
12, the assimilated b is not written.

The 3rd sg. was also used to form expressions for 'habeam
'

1 Lit. ' that takes me.'
2 See this exemplified in G. C. 717, 718, where Ebel confounds this pronoun

with the preposition seek = Lat. secus. There is an Irish adjective saich. used

in opposition to mail ft (good), which, like secus, signifies
' autrement qu'il ne

faut, mal.'
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and 'non habeam': e.g. nitraib (= ni-t-roi-b] sdim suidi na

Idigi (mayst thou not have rest of sitting or lying down !),

H. 2. 16, p. 761.

Imperative.

Sg. 1. pi. ban

ba 2. ,, bad

bad, pad
1

3. bat.

As ba, ban and bat aspirate (na-ba thoirscch 'noli tristis

esse,' ban chossmaili, bat chosmuli
('
simus similes, sint s.,'

Gr. C. 181, 182), they must have each ended in a vowel.

Secondary present ('
eram ').

Sg. bin 2 1. pi. bemmis, beimmis

*bet/ia, -ptlia
3 2. bethe

beithf bith, bid, bad~\

-bad, -pad
5

I ( betis, beitis?

-beth, -bed f "
I -btis, -bdis*

rel. bedn, badn 6

1 Wb. 5C . Here (as in many other forms belonging to */ba) the p seems due to

the accent. So in the Middle-Irish loan-words Pdrlhalon Q.-Ir. Burthalom

(Bartolomaeus), peist-=bestia, pimnann (sheaf, Eng. bundle), ponaire (beans,

Mhg. bone]. The accent also accounts for the similar change of d to t in ni tinat

(non faciunt), Wb. 24a
,
and the imperative tale, Ml. 36a .

2 The spellings nom-bin, com-min, nam-min, G. C. 4S5, are hardly due to

scribal carelessness. The singleness of the n is owing to the absence of accent.
3

tii-ptha Idbar (ne sis arrogans), "Wb. 5b .

* This absolute form occurs in Fiacc's hymn, 38 : beith in-geillius Mdicc
Mdire (he used to be, or 'he was,' in the service of Mary's Son). Other such
forms are cdnaid (canebat), ibid. 30, reduplicated cdchnaith, Saltair 2694, foaid

(dormiebat), Fiacc's h. 31, iccaid (sanabat), ibid. 34, bTaid (erat), Fel. prol.
139, Leb. Brecc.

(
= ba, Laud 610). Windisch thinks that we have here the

middle primary ending -te.
5
co-na-pad firdla mac, Ml. 21 12 ; ro-ppad, Sg. Ill* 2

; nl-bbad, Sg.
58b 5; mani-bbad, Sg. 17* 8; ro-pad ferr dun techt 'nar-corp dochmn nime (it

were better for us to go to heaven in our bodies), Saltair '2739. With a prefixed

negative and a suffixed pronoun bad becomes bd in Middle-Irish. Thus :

nabdat dolam, eirg don-crdunn (thou shouldst not be slow : go to the tree),
Saltair 1253.

6 arna-tomnad nech .... bedn-ecen .... an-gldnad (lest any one should
think that their purification is necessary), Ml. 51 a 19 ; ddig linn bedn-acuit, Sg.
30a 8 ; am-bad n-inlmaigthe (gl. inrettitus), Ml. 39d 19.

7 Fel. Ep. 125 (Laud 610), cia-beitis secht-tengtha im-gin (though there were
seven tongues in my mouth).

8 In ro-m-dis (=ro-m-betis), Ml. 48d 12, the assimilated b has not been
written. So in airmdis (= at an- betis}, Ml. 54a 12, aintis

( an-betis], Ml. 34a

10, comtis
(
= com- betis), Sg. 7b 2.
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As -bad aspirates (na-bad cJiotarsne 'ne sit contrarium,'

G. 0. 182 ; nl bad samlaid son, Sg. 4b 4), it must have ended

in a vowel, and doubtless was, in Old-Celtic, bato, where -to

is= the Skr. secondary middle-ending -td.

These forms, when combined with the stems of verbs of

the three series, make the so-called secondary 6-futures. The

b is aspirated, and we have the following set of endings :

Sg. fainn,finn 1. pi. femmis, fimmis,

feda 2. *fithe,

fad, fed 3. faitis, fitis.

Future.

Sg. be 1. pi. bimmi, bemmit, -bem 1

*be, bat 2 2. bethi, -beth*

bith, bid \ ( bit,
5

betit, beitit
6

-ba, -pa > 3.
|
-bat, -pat, -pdat,"

1 -bet*

rel. bess, bas 3 J \ rel. bete,
g
beta, bite

10

The two relative forms aspirate (bes chobuir, bes chotarsnae,

1 cein lemmitni im-bethaid (so long as we shall be alive), LIT., but I omitted

to note the page and column
; m-ruibem cen-t ig nd&enna (we will not be without

a human king), Saltair 5540.
2 bat cumachtach in tdlman (thou shalt be mighty over the earth), LB. 205b .

3
regat lat intan bas furidhe each ret (I will go with thee when everything

shall be ready), H. 2. 17, p. 218.
4 bethi mdirb diand-essabair (if ye shall eat it, ye will be dead), Saltair, 1232 :

rein bethifor-druing [leg. druimm ?] domuin (so long as ye shall be on the ridge
of the world), ibid. 2400 : bethi uli .... hir-richtain lessa loseiph (ye will all

be needing Joseph), ibid. 3084 : in-hed bethi
'sin-dithrub nochnfor-t/ia ....

dirchra b%id no etaig (so long as ye shall be in the wilderness ye shall not have

perishing of food or raiment), ibid. 4062 : ni-bet[K\-bronaig (ye will not be sad),
Fel. prol. 188.

5
phonetically spelt bid, Sg. 187a (ar bid timmarti).

6 ar betit lai<h do samla .... i cind airge frit, H. 2. 17, p. 144b
,
betit ad-

huatba ddbail (they will be terrible, vast), Saltair 8158, betit indringeil fomtrdig
(the angels will be under my foot), Saltair 853, beitit sdcairt 7 epscuip dot chviniil

(priests and bishops will be of thy kin), Rawl. B. 512, fol. 13b 1, beitit co Irath,

,ibid. 14a 2. These forms in -tit, tat (which occur also in the present indicative)
have not yet been explained. Beit-i (with suffixed pers. pron. of pi. 3) occurs in

Bawl. B. 512, fo. 13" 1.
7 iatsom nipdat duthaine ica-fulatig tria-bitliu (they will not be transitory,

enduring it for ever), Saltair, 8355. A deponential batir occurs, H. 2. 17, pp.
129a, 149b

,
159b .

8 an-am-bet ecailsi (gl. non discutiendi) ,
Ml. 15d 7.

9 iii-ba-cian mbete oca cloinib (it will not be long that they shall be at their

wrongs), Ml. 28a 10.
10 hilaniatu inna-dimsire mbi'e s6m isind-fognam (the multiplicity of the time

that they will be in the servitude), Ml. 28b 9.
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Ml. 94b 16, beta thuicsi, G.C. 181), and must therefore, in

protoceltic, have ended in vowels. The forms bes-n, beta-n,

which occur in ML 94a
, 4, 5, are doubtless due to analogy.

Secondary Future.

-beinn 1. pi. bemmls

-betha 2. *-beithe

-bed, -pad 3. -btis, -ptis

Preterite.

Sg. bd-sa \

-ba, -bam > 1. pi. -bdmmar

-b-sa,
1
-p-sa /

ba 2 2. -bald

ba, -ba*oa, -oa \

, 4 f o f batir, batar b

-b, -p* 3. 1
'

7 = (
- batar, -btar,ban 5

/
i,

5 j
1 -batar, -btar, -ptar? -bdar*

1 In romsa (for n-m-b-ta) Ml. 49b 13, arromsa (for an-ro-m-b-sa) Ml. 48b 9
=.arrumsa Ml. 27b 8,arrutntar Ml. 34^ 10, a-na-m-tar Sg. 6a 12, amtar

(
= an-

batar] Sg. 3 lb 7, the assimilated b is not written.
2 nl-maith rom-ba, a Adaim (not good hast thou been to me, Adam !), Saltair

1400.
3 ar ba-firianu Aeneas, Sg. 43a 1, ro-ba ic-formnit (he was envying) Saltair

4640. seek [for sech-is ' that is'] ba foirbthe, G.C. 717. In baba hua in Noe sin

d'> Chathair Mor (that Noe was a grandson of Cathair the Great's), LB. 240b, we have
either a reduplicated preterite or (more likely) a scribal error. Ha is used with a

plural subject: ba-dlmdaig dTb sloig tuora mac n-fsrael (the great hosts of the

children of Israel were thankless for them), Saltair 5519, and see ibid. 5619.

Another instance of a singular verb with a plural subject is se'iss int-slftaig inna-
srtthaib (the hosts will sit in their ranges), Saltair 8266, where seiss is sg. 3
of the s-future of suidim.

.

4 nl-r-b dnhumnl (he was not unhumble), Saltair 3206 ; rop-foyMnnfid, ro-p

fdlsam (he was a teacher, he was a philosopher), Saltair 2702. In Middle-Irish
the combinations ndr(b), nachar(h), nocho-r-b (non fuit) often drop the b. Thus:
't'oe/tur uailcha fer a aoisi (no man of his age was prouder), Glenn Mas&in MS. p.

3, col. 1. The same MS., p. 7, col. 2, contains the wonderful form solf (=resiu
ra-bh] : dofiufraig fothri solf air a fregra (he asked thrice before he had his

answer). In mp-au chaii/iu rocloth do (this was not fairer which was heard of

him) LU. 81 b
, we seem to have suffixed the Irish reflex of the demonstr. pron. ova.

3 am-ban-indrisse (gl. inuasso) Ml. 18C 14 ; am-bnn-diuscartae (gl. depossita)
Ml. 19 15

;
ni ru-ban-aiid (quod non fuit) Sg. 3b 8

;
tntan bri n-imtrasrrad,

infan ba n-imdirech (when there was wrestling, when there was mutual stripping),
LU. 60b .

6 batar ic-ddrad Idol (they were adoring idols) Saltair 2788, and see ibid. 3245,
3553, 3885, 4049, 4072, 4088, 5888, 7427.

^ ro-bbutar, Sg. 57b 1, ro-bator, Ilawl. B. 512, fo. 26a 2, ro-ptar snlmnig iar-
setaib (they were weary along the ways) Saltair 3449. When the interrogative
particle inn is prefixed, for inn-batar we get imtar, Saltair 4659, 4661, 4(562,

4664, or imdar ibid. 4663.
8 nf-bdar dimdaig (they were not thankless) Saltair 3550; ro-bdar dimdaig, ibid.
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Sg. bethir, bithir l

\

-bether j
P l

Present Indicative Passive.

( betir

( *-betar

The rare form betir is found in Ml. 54a 17 : cia-betir (gl.

pulsentur).

Secondary Present Passive.

Sg. -bethe 3. plur. *-betis.

no-m-bethe son, Ml. 39* 19. ica-gellad dl no-bethe dia-reir

(promising to her that it would be according to her will),

H. 2. 17, p. 139a
.

Verbal noun : baith, beith, bilk, buith and, when followed

by -s, buit.
2

In the injunctive forms with e, the e seems due to the

subsequent slender vowel.

In the pi. 1 the imperative ban, which aspirates,
3 and

must therefore have ended in a vowel, the m of the toneless

person-ending dma has become n.

In the secondary present, bin, when compared with the

"Welsh be-wn, appears to be a contraction of *bein, urkelt.

bedni, a middle-form, according to Windisch.

The preterite is almost altogether composed of aoristic

forms. Thus in sg. 1, bd is=Gr. e-ftrjv, Skr. a-gdm. In sg. 3,

bd is=Skr. a-gdt, Gr. {3rj, Lat. -bat, -bat in the imperfect of

every active verb.4 A trace of the pristine ^-ending of this

4051; ffiabdar = ciaptar, ibid. 5781.; amdar lana a .ui. bliadna (when his six

years were complete) LIT. 61a . A suffixed relative occurs in amtar m ball (gl.

submersis), Ml. 84d 5.
1

is hi fochaidib bithir hi-suidib, Ml. 56b 15.
2 abuit-sem Sg. 2l6b 2 : cf. for the deaspiration before a sibilant, co adcot-sa,

Ml. 60 6, faitsine from faith, baitui from baithsi-i : cipsi crick isin doiintn in-

dtchsat-som, Edinb. MS. XV. p. 4*. I know not whether mat-coscrach (if ye go
victorious) is an instance of deaspiration or scribal carelessness. For deaspiratiou
of th after /, n or *, see Windisch, Ir. Gr. 64.

3 ban-chossmaili friar-tiiissech ocus friar-sdcart (let us be like unto our leader

and our priest) Wb. 33b . Ban is also used for the injunctive pi. 1 : cowman

(
= con-ban) dessimrecht do-chSch (that we should be an example to every one) "\Vb.

31C
. Windisch (Ir. Gr. 20o) supposes that in ban, -dan we have the suffixed

pron. of pi. 1. But this would have been bann, -dann, and would, moreover, not

nave aspirated.
* In prehistoric Latin -bat, like Gr. ?-/3ij(r) and Skr. a-gat, seems to have had

an augment, which, as in Greek, was p. Here we have an explanation of the

long e in the imperfects of the third and fourth conjugations. Regebat, for

example, is = rr<ra+e-but, lit.
' he went ruling,' where a is the stem-vowel and a is

the augment. So audtebat = audia+e-bat, lit.
' he went hearing.'
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bd is visible in the duplication of m in ba mmebul lee (it was

a shame to her), LL. 249", and in the h(=th) which regularly

follows bd when it precedes a substantive, adjective or pronoun

beginning with a vowel. Thus : bd h-irc (it was destruction),

Saltair 1691, bd h-drd (he was high), urkelt. bat drdfos,

bd h-e (he was), urkelt. bat eis. In Middle-Irish the ending
of the ss-preterite passive, proper to roots ending in t,

d and s, was added to this form. Thus : ron-bds bath (we
have had death, lit. nobis fuit mors), Saltair 4050 : dochoid

dia-scoraib .... ocits ro-bass ica-othrus intib cofdta (he went

to his camp and therein he was long a-healing himself),

H. 2. 17, p. 163a
. With a suffixed pronoun it was used

impersonally. Thus ropsam (I have been) Rev. Celt. vi. 186,

where it is wrongly rendered
;
ndrbsat firgaeth (that thou

wert not truly- wise, nd-ro-bdss-at), Saltair 1318; ciapsat gmr
fri crdbud ngle (though thou hast been zealous at clear devo-

tion, cia-bdss-at), Saltair 8807. The pi. batar, urkelt. ba-ntor,

with its deponential r, is Gr. (3dv (from /3a-vr), Lat. -bd-nt,

only that the to is a primary middle ending.

The verbal noun bith is (as Ascoli has taught us) identical

with Skr. gati, Gr. /Sacri? (from */&m9), Aesch. Choeph. 452.

The form beith given by Windisch, Ir. Texte, i. p. 398, as

an infinitive, is really a secondary pres. sg. 3, in the absolute

form. It is correctly translated in Goidilica 2 132.

The impersonal construction is found with this root. Thus,

in addition to ropsam, narbsat, ciapsat cited supra/ we have

bid-for-cosgraig (ye will not be victorious), Saltair 4706,

ni[b~\-forn-adaltraig (ye shall not be adulterous), Rawl. B.

512, fo. 99a
,
narbbar- 1

[MS. narbar] dtirc\li\ridig (that ye
should not be hard-hearted), Saltair 4842, nlbfor-cetludaig

(ye should not be ....), ibid. 4872.

This verb sometimes takes an accusative : da beitis secht-

tengtha im-gin (though seven tongues were in my mouth),
Fel. Ep. 125, where tengtha is the ace. pi. of tenge.

The root ba is compounded with the following prepositions:

1 This bar, far (pronounced var), urkelt. svostro, is = Lat. vester, just as ar,
urkelt. (ii)ostro is = Lat. noster.
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ad-en : fut. pass. sg. 3, ocubether (gl. contingetur), Ml. 53b 17,

leg. dcubether, a dependent, wrongly used for an inde-

pendent, form.

air (Gaulish are, Gr. Trapai) : secondary pres. sg. 1, airbin fiu

leu etir, Ml. 44C
2.

ar-a l
: fut. pi. 3 : arabeitfet-som (leg. arafet-som\ Ml. 46 C

8.

aith 'wieder,' 're-' (W. et, urkelt. ati,
2 but Gr. en): pres.

indie, sg. 3, nad dithbe (that ebbeth not), Fel. Apl. 15,

Aug. 12. Verbal noun : dithbe, sg. dat. in-dithbm (gl.

remeat), G. C. 864 note.

cit-a: secondary pres. pi. 3, cita-m-betis (gl. sapere), Ml. 29C
:

pret. sg. 1 lase citarobasa (gl. sentiendo), Ml. 44b 22

(cit, accented ctt=W. cant, Corn, cans, Br. gant, Gaul.

canto]. Verbal noun: cetbaith=W. canfod, Corn, caucas,

fcard/Sacris.

ess (Lat. ex, Gr. eg) : pres. indie, pi. 3, edbdt, LU. Ir. Texte,

p. 529, 1. 3.

ess-a : inj. sg. 3, esebd, ibid. fut. conna eseba, LU. 35b
.

Verbal noun esfaid : Ba snim trd la hErcoil 7 lasna

miledaib olchena in mdcc . . . do esfaid uadib (so Hercules

and the soldiers besides had grief that the boy had gone
from themj, Edinb. MS. XV. 5b

.

1 This preposition occurs in compound verbs after the preposition imm, urkelt.

ambi, when there is a crasis of the consecutive vowels (imme also written imm a).

It also appears in at least thirteen other Old-Irish verhs, viz. ab-d-menim

(opto), ammj ar-d-biu, ar-d-ckelaim, ar-d-chrinim, ar-d-ehuilim, ar-d-foc/ur,

ar-d-foimim, ass-d-Jiud, asu-d-yninim, *ass-d-guu [asdgu dia, Ml. 58h 9], ass-

d-ffuasim, *cit-d-bau, cit-a-blu, fo-d-eanim, iarm-d-faigim, and t-d-bto- used,

generally, as the dependent form of do-biur. Like the (possibly cognate) Skr.

a (Whitney, 1080, Gr. i, K.Z. XXVII. 478), it hardly ever occurs in front of

any of the other prepositional verbal prefixes. It also seems to occur in the

nouns asca, arose (proverb, a-ro-scvo- : cf. rnsc cn(ha), and in the adverb

a-fnthissi. It is identical with the British verbal prefix a (G.C. 420, 423, 425),
with the a in a-ddef, a-ddysg, and with the Greek a in SATO = O-O-ATO (Curtius),

o-/xjX0aA.<$e<7<7a', Iliad fl 753, and the Greek 4- (weakened from o-), commonly
called the syllabic augment. And it may possibly be the a- in the Gaulish
a-lauda (whence Fr. alouette: cf. Ir. luad). So in Greek i (

=
&) seems to occur

in -Ff\5<ap and eS\-rjpa=^-F\ripa, Dor. a$\vipa.
=

a.-F\ripa., Lat. (v)lo>'a.
2 I write ati, not dti, because the Old-Irish aith- '

re-,' when followed by c or

g or b, never gives rise to ec or ep, as it would do if the th were post-tonic. Thus
we have aith-gne (recognition), ad-gen-sa (I recognise), do-r-nd-chinir (redemit),
t-did-chriec (redemptio), an-do-n-aith-chuiredar (gl. redeunte), aith-be (re-meat).
But when we have the other prefix aith-, urkelt. dti, Gaul, dee, Skr. dti (across,

beyond, over), we find ticdid
(
=

aitk-codid'), ecmai (=aith-cum-ai), ecne ' know-

ledge' (=dilh-ffne) t
and epil=dith-bail.
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for (Gaul, ver, Gr. v-rrep) : inj. sg. 3, dia-forraib [=/0r-ro-&]

fuidel (if a remnant should be over), Saltair 3919, pi. 3,

bennacht Brigte ocus-D&fordon-rdbat immalle (let Brigit's

blessing and God's be upon us together !),
Brocc. h. 104

;

secondary pres. pi. 3, rlaslu no-forbaitdis, H. 2. 17, p.

167a
; pret. sg. 3, ra-forba, Ir. Texte, p. 567, but roforb,

H. 2. 17, pp. 155a
,
167a

; passive pret. sg. ra-forbad,

ibid. pi. 3, rO'fdrbaide, ibid.
;
verbal noun forbe, forba,

sg. dat. forbu, G. C. 230
; part. pret. pass. sg. forbthe.

for'-for : pass. pres. indie, sg. 3 : ho burorbaither in-gnim

(when the deed shall have been completed), ML 15a
6.

pret. pi. 3, fororbaide laithi na cainti (the days of the

lamentation were completed), Rawl. B. 512, fol. 12b 1.

for-ro : ss-pret. sg. 3 : forro-r-b(a)is (gl. superavit), Ml. 34 16.

imm (= Lat. ambi, Gr.
a/j,(f>t,

Skr. abhi) : inj. sg. 3: ciambad

[ cia-immbad~\ lonnbrass dlgal De (although God's

vengeance be bitter-great), Saltair 3617
; pret. pi. 3 :

ciamtar (=cia immbatar) dmrai ilardai (though they were

wonderful, numerous), ibid. 5800.

tu l
: inj. sg. 3: airn-dib, Ml. 17 8, con-dib (ut sit), con-dip,

arndomroibse (ut mihi &\i-=aran-tu-mm-ro-b-se} , Wb. 10d
,

v. 12, codonroib (ut nobis sit, co-tu-nn-ro-b'), Wb. 20, v. 9.

tu-a : fut. sg. 3 (with suffixed pron.), dabus buan a bithmairg

(the constant sorrow for it will be lasting), Glenn Masain

MS. p. 4, col. 1.

tit- ess : pass pret. sg. -tesbad, Brocc. h. 88, -thesbad Ir. Texte,

p. 97, 1. 18. The verbal noun is t&buith, Z. 2
881, better

tdssbatth, sg. ace. tre-thesbaid, Sg. 5a 15.

tu-ess-a : inj. sg. 3: ni tJtesaba maith na hordan foirb, H. 2.

17, p. 136b
; -teseba, LU. Ir. Texte, p. 214, 1. 4

; perf.

sg. 3, tdsarbae (gl. aberat, tu-ess-a-ro-bae), Ml. 34 16.

tu-for: du/orbaithe (gl. ueniretur), Ml. 31 11; perf. sg. 3,

do-t-r-or-bai peist, Corm.

1 As Thurneysen has pointed out (Rev. Celt. vi. 145), iu is the accented and

primitive form of the prep, of which the pretonic form is generally do. (In Ml.

43d 27, I find a pretonic to : coic bliadnai deac to-tormiiich.) So in Gaulish :

Tu-bogivs, and perhaps to-me-decavi. When in compound verbs tu follows for,
we get the form fort (fort-gillim, Wb. 4e

foirt-be .i. gearrfaidh, O'CL): when
it follows frith (W. gwrth], we get friss (th-d regularly becomes t, but t(,

th-t and d-t regularly become ss).
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tu-ru : pret. sg. 1, m ru-tJwrba-sa, Ml. 44C 29
; sg. 3, darorbai

(gl. cuia interfuit), Sg. 203a
18, an-dororpai (gl. et

ueniens), 106b 8, domrorbai .... rz^A roraith in slogsa

(the course which this host ran hath profited me,

tu-mm-ru-ro-bai), Fel. prol. 25
; pi. 3, hl-ro-thorbatar

m'aithir (in which my fathers profited), Ml. 44 29
;

verbal noun torbe (=tu-ro-baio).

From this root also comes Old-Ir. bdi, bde, Middle-Ir. baa,

ba .i. maith (good), O'Cl. .i. torba (profit), O'Dav. nl bdi lib

(lit. non honum apud vos), manducare dominicam cenam,

"Wb. ll d
Jtore nar'bu bee la-Iudeu cretem (because the Jews

did not like belief, lit. quia non fuit bona apud ludaeos fides),

Wb. 5b . This is compounded with the propositions ad, de,

ess, fo and tu-ro, and we have thus abba (rofail am a mor-abba

damsa, indeed I have great cause therefore), LL. 177a
;
ar

aba (because) O'Don. Gr. 265
; ar-apai-dhe (because thereof),

H. 2. 17, p. 13 l
a

;
d&e (discrepance, difference), Ml. 50b 12;

debe mec (i.e. mbecc, a slight difference), Ml. 40a 20
; ds-bae,

es-pae
'
inutilis

'

(whence es-pac/i), Gr. C. 870, 1. 1 ; fu-bae,

Sg. 26a
8.

Other derivatives are cobait/i, cuibdiud (concinnitas), de-baid

Tdissension) Ml. 50 18 (whence debthach, dephthaigim), com-

chet-baith, forbaide (forbuide], foirbthe. And yet another is

tig-bae (superstes), where tig (end) seems cognate with any-^
(punctum).

Before considering the corresponding forms in the British

languages, it will be well to see how Welsh deals with the

acute and the toneless vowels a, u, a, I, and the diphthongs

ai, ei and ou.

I. acute a

(1) remains intact :

(2) followed by e or i or the vowel y, becomes e or o :

(3) followed by the semivowel y (written i) or (in loan-

words) by I from u (o), becomes the diphthong ei :

(4) followed by o or u (w), becomes o :

(5) followed by cs, ct, gs, gr, gl, becomes (with the guttural)
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(6) becomes a in monosyllables ending in g, d, b : dd,f:

ch, thy ff': s(= st), and n or / not formerly doubled

or accompanied by another consonant. This a, when

a syllable is added, reverts to d.

II. toneless a

(1) remains intact or becomes e :

(2) followed by i, becomes e or the vowel y :

(3) followed by the semivowel y, becomes ei :

(4) followed by o or u, becomes the vowel y.

III. acute u

(1) remains intact :

(2) becomes w :

(3) followed by a, becomes o :

(4) followed by g, becomes (with the g) on :

(5) followed by b, becomes (with the b) u :

(6) becomes w in monosyllables ending in g, d, b (=urbrit.

c, t, p), dd, /; ch, th, ff\ s (ex st), and n and I when
not formerly doubled or accompanied by another con-

sonant.

IV. toneless u

(1) becomes e or the vowel y :

(2) followed by g, becomes (with the g) ou :

(3) in loan-words, when immediately followed by i, becomes

ew
; by 6y becomes aw.

V. acute a

(1) becomes au (aic) :

(2) followed by a flexional or derivative syllable, becomes

o or i :

(3) followed by i, becomes ew :

(4) followed by v or g, becomes (with the v or g) eu :

(0) followed by the semivowel y, becomes the diphthong ai.

VI. toneless a becomes a.

VII. acute I

(1) remains intact :

(2) becomes the diphthong ai.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 15
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VIII. toneless I

(1) remains intact :

(2) becomes e, I or the vowel y :

(3) before v, becomes (with the v) iu (yic) or ui (wy).

IX. acute ai

(1) remains intact :

(2) becomes oe :

(3) followed by e or i, becomes ei :

(4) followed by u, becomes (with the u) yw or ew.

X. toneless ai becomes a or e ?

XI. acute ei

(1) becomes ui (wy) or (when followed by another syllable)

wy :

(2) in modern monosyllables becomes ai, which (when a

syllable is added) reverts to ei.

XII. toneless ei

(1) remains intact :

(2) becomes i:

(3) followed by vo, becomes (with the vo) iu or uw.

XIII. acute ou

(1) becomes u :

(2) in some obscure words becomes uw, which, when a

syllable is added, becomes u.

XIV. toneless ou becomes u.

Examples.

I. (1) car (aroicus, Ir. cam) : guds (servus, Ir. foss) : md

(locus, Ir. mag) : cat (pugna, Ir. cath) : map (filius,

Ir. mace) : and perhaps cam (curvus), though the

cognate Gr. <r:a/i/3o? is oxyton.

(2) glendid (munditia) from glan : heli (salsugo) from

halen : iechyd (sanitas) from iach : plentyn (a child)

from plant : rheffyn (corda) from rhaff : cledijf

(gladius, Ir. claideb) : mor (mare), Gaul, mori, urkelt.

man : canfod (videre), urkelt. cantobati.
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I

(3) lleiddiad (occisor) from lladd,\/stad : edifeirwl (poe-

nitens) from edifar : meibion
(filti)

from mob : gcir

(verbum) now gair, pi. geiriau, from *gdryo : brein

(corvi) sg. bran, from *brdnya, a collective : geill

(potest) from *gdlyat : guo-deimisauch (sustulistis)

from fu-ddmyass-. So in the loan-words breich

(braich), reid (rhaidd), yspeit (yspaid), Meir (Hair]

from brdchium, radius, spdtium^ Maria, pronounced

brdcKyum, rddyus, spdtyum, Mdrya. So in dreic (draig)

from *draci = draco, lleidr from *latrl = latrb, and

dy-spaidd (eunuch) from *spadi=spadd, cnrd^wv.

(4) nodicydd (acus), Br. nadoez, Ir. snathat and the loan-

word mort/iol=*mdrtnlu$.

(5) llaes laxus, am-lais (circumsolutus), llaeth (milk) =
lact- : traeth (littus)= Ir. tracht : aer (praelium), Ir.

dr=ar

ypa : caffael (adipisci), urkelt. cabdgli.

(6) gwdg (vacuus), tad (pater), cldf (aegrotus), urkelt.

clamo-s : glds (glaucus), urkelt. glasto : gldn (mundus),
but comparative gldnach.

II. (1) Caratauc=Carat(icos, Gfxassaufi= Vassaco-s, and the

loan-words canghell, caxtell, mantcll : but cenawl.

(2) lemenic (gl. salax), urkelt. lambanico and the loan-words

Icebyster (capistrumj, selaic (salsiciumj.

(3) meneich from *monachia pronounced monachya.

(4) myrthwl from martulus.

[II. (1) hucc (sus). Tuscois (gl. tuscus).

(2) ttio (oath, Ir. luge], stcch, cicn, drwg, diofn, rhwd :

MaelgwnMaglocunos (but Cynfael=^Cunomdglos}^

C3) bock (cheek) from Lat. bucca.

(4) iou (yoke) =iugum.

(5) du (dark, black) =Ir. dub, Grr. ri/</>-Xo9.

(6) pwl (obtusus, hebes.)

[V. (1) ffer (ankle) =<r<f)vp6v :

(2) poulloraur (writing-tablets), Ir. polirepugillares :

1 I am indebted to Prof. Rhys for this excellent illustration of the different

treatment of accented and of toneless u.
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(3) rheicm=ndna : cyatraicen=.comtrudndum.

V. (1) lau (hand, Ir. lam) : paup=Ir. each : laun (llaicn)
=

Ir. Ian, Lat. plenns : di-auc (segnis, cf. &>/eu<?) :

(2) hestoriou pi. of hesfaur = sextarim : brodyr pi. of

braicd]
1

primeval Welsh bratr=fratrem : toddi (to

melt, taicdd (molten).

(3) llewni (to fill) from tlatcn=lT. fan.

(4) breuant (windpipe)
= Ir. bragat- : breuan (quern)

=
Ir. bro, gen. broon, Skr. gramn.

(5) braich (arm) borrowed from Lat. brdchium pronounced

brachyum.

VI. sarhaet (contumelia)= Ir. sarugud, urkelt. saragetu, and

the loan-word jfurfafen=fit'tnamdntum.

VII. (1) guir (verus, Ir. fir), hir (longus) = Ir. sir : iir

(terra) =Ir. fir.

(2) claiar (tepidus), which Davies compares with ^XZa/oo?

(from cr/cXZapo9 ? Rhys), daiar, daear (terra), haiarn

(ferrum), Ir. larn, Gaul. Isnrno- : gaem, gayaf (hiems) :

graian (glarea), Ir. gnan : traian (triens), Ir.trlan, and

the loan-word ceroenhou (leg. -nou), pi. of ceroen=.

carlna. In cysticyaf= cantlgo, ig has become wy.

VIII. (1) larnwallon, urkelt. Inarnoveldunos (-veldmnos ?).

(2) heddwch (pax), Ir. sld : amclredd (untruth), urkelt.

anvereyd : prymdig (emptus), urkelt. prlnatico-s : and

the loan-word dewin=.difinus.

(3) byw (vivus)=Skr. givd : buyt, bwyt (cibus), Ir. Mad
Skr. glvdtu.

IX. (1) Aipht=*Aiyv(f>TO<; : cf. Mod. Gr.

(2) oet (age) aetas, and the loan-word Ebroec.

(3) cein (bene), Ir. cam, urkelt. (s)caini.

(4) Gryw=Grdius, Mid. W. Ebryw=Hebrdcm, but Iddcw

= luddeus.

1 For the loss of the final r compare arad (plough) from aratr, Ir. arathar,
and the loan-word traicst from transtrum. So (as Rhys ingeniously proposed) the

comparatives of equality in -et (G.C. 300) are to he equated with the Irish forms
in -ithvr ecus and -it/ierjti, O'Don. Gr. 371.
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X. "No sure example. Old Welsh caitoir (gl. pube), leg.

caitoir ? is now cedor : Cynfal is a primitive Welsh

Conmae/, urkelt. Cunomdglos.

XL (1) pui (gl. quid), Ir. da, Lat. quei : cruitr (gl. pala), Ir.

crlathar : luit (fuscus), Ir. hath : gwydd (goose), pi.

gwyddau (Rhy*s, Lectures, 131) : gwystl (hostage), Ir.

giall, O.H.G. gixal, and probably, as M. Ernault

suggests, Gaul. Co-gestlm (Rev. Celt. i. 294), Con-

geistlus (Corpus Inscr. iii. No. 4887).

(2) No sure example : bai (vitium), pi. beiau, O.W. bei.

XII. (1) ei (his, her) in the written language.

(2) i (his, her)=Ir. ai, Skr. asyd, asyds. Corn. Piran=Ir,

Ciardn, urkelt. Qveirdgnos.

(3) diu, duw (god)= Skr. devd.

XIII. (1) bud (victoria, Ir. buaid), urkelt. boudi : Ha (exer-

citus), Ir. sluag, urkelt. slougos : tru (miser), Ir. truag,

urkelt. trougos : tut (populus), Ir. tuath, urkelt. touta.

(2) buwch (vacca), pi. bycfiod : cnuwch (coma, Davies),

cmcch (supercilium, frons contracta) : lluwch (dust),

rhwcch (cribrum). In the loan-word diluw=diluvium,

uw represents uv.

XIY. itchel (altus), Ir. uasal, Gaul, uxellos, urkelt. ouzelos,

from *onpselos, cf. Gr. v-^nr/\6^: bugail (pastor) =Ir.

buachaill, urkelt. bou-cdli-s.

Now we can lay down with confidence that, in the Welsh

verb substantive, the forms regularly beginning with be,
1 bo

and boi belong to the root ba
;
that those beginning with bi

and bwy belong to the root blv ;
that those beginning with by

and bu belong to the root bu
; and, lastly, that the absence of

any forms beginning with bw shows that the non-diphthongal

1 Such rare instances of e from u as he-garaf, an-le-gar, He-wel, G.C. 93, and
ledant (erunt) Laws 2. 1. 4. (rightly written bydant in the same sentence) must
be regarded as scribal errors. He-lakar

(
= Ir. su-lbair}, G.C. 93, is Old-Breton,

not Welsh : creman, G.C. 93, is Old-Cornish. DM (folia, sg. dul-eti) cannot

descend from the urkelt. dula in Gaulish irefj.irfSov\a. (cf. Ir. duilk). It is cog-
nate with OaAAw (ex 0o\/co), 6a\\6s, and Lat.^?os.
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forms belonging to \^bu were, as in Irish, toneless proclitics

or enclitics.

The British forms belonging to ^Jba are the following:

Injunctive.

Sg. 1. pi. bom, Corn. *bon.

bych, 2. bock, Corn. *bogh,l$r.bihet.

boi, boet,bo,CoTU. bo, bo-va, 3. bont, Corn. bons.

Here bych exhibits an interesting agglutination of a pro-

noun of the sg. 2, which we also find in the Old Cornish

injunctive sg. 2 from \/biv, namely buc\Ji\,
1 and in the Old-

Irish preterite ma ro-sellaib (si vidisti) Felire, July 4. As sv

in anlaut regularly becomes chw in Welsh and b (/) or s in

Irish,
2 we may safely say that we have here the neo-celtic

reflex of the Greek av, or rather of its enclitic dat. (<rot) or

ace. (o-e).
The Old-Welsh boi 3

(urkelt. baiat?}, Mid. Welsh

boet (G. C. 559) seem optatival forms, the latter with a

primary ending. The 6 in sg. 3 and pi. 1, 2, 3 represents

an Old-Celtic a. Thus bo=bdt, Ir. bd. In the Cornish bo-va

from bd-eve we have the reduplicated pronoun ev-e(v)=.an

Old-Welsh em-em, where em, urkelt. m?o, is the Skr. ima,

which occurs only in the ace. sg. and nom. and ace. dual and
tf

plural. The Br. bihet (urkelt. baseto) seems an s-aorist, the

intervocalic s regularly becoming h. Cf. Skr. forms like

dhasatha (Whitney, 893).

In the imperative the only form which can be certainly

Deferred to \fba is boet (sit), identical with the boet of the

injunctive.

1 In
[h]dn-biie guell (gl. aue) G.C. 1063. Prof. Biihler compares for the

agglutination the Kac,miri tse chhukh (thou art), gatchakh (thou goest).
2
Compare chwl (vos), urkelt. svls, Ir. -si: chwaer (soror), urkelt. svesor, Ir. siur

sm&flur : chwech (sex), urkelt. sveks, Ir. *es- an&fes- (in mor-sesur, tnor-jesur"),
chwant (desiderium), urkelt. wandta, Ir. sant (^svand in (ffF^avSdvea), chwerw

(amarus), urkelt. svervo-s, Ir. serb (i.e. serv). Rhys (Early Britain, 301) has
cautioned us not to confound this Welsh chw from sv with Welsh chw from scv

Ir. c. E.g. chwalu (dispergere, dissipare), Ir. scailim (whence the Lowland
ScotcH to scale) : chwedl (tale), urkelt. scvetlo-n, Ir. seel : chwydu (to vomit),
Ir. sceithtm, urkelt. scvetami : cy-chwyn (to start), Ir. seiitnim : chwyfio (to

move), Ir. scibiitft.

3 hac-bui (gl. excutiendus erit) G.C. 1056.
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Secondary Present.

Sg. bewn, Corn, ben, Br. benn 1
1. pi. beym, Corn, ben, Br. bem-p

Corn, bes, Br. bes 2. Corn, beugh, Br. 6ec/i

bei, Corn, fo, Br. fo 3. Corn, bens, Br. bent.

Secondary Future.

Sg. Br. bihenn 1. pi. *bihem-p

bikes 2. *bihech

bihe 3. ,, bi\Ji]ent

<\/ba is compounded with the prepositions com-ar (W.

cyf-ar] and tu-ar (W. dar], and with the verbal stems

ad(g)na, gwydd (Corn, goth, Br. gouz, urkelt. vida] andpieu.

II. BEN.

I do not think that, as a verb, this root is ever found in

Irish uncompounded. The following instances of its simple

form, which I quoted in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxviii. 82, now

seem to me to belong to benim (I strike), ^bhen :

ss-pret. sg. 3, benais [MS. ben}~\ a digbail rib, gan mo
comairlisi do denam (the loss caused by it, [scil.] not perform-

ing my counsel, has struck against you) Glenn Masain MS.

Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, p. 7, col. 1 :

passive pres. indie, sg. 3, benair fri-cach n-ae an-dede-se

(this pair [of attributes 'generalis et specialis'] is struck

against, attributed to, each of them), Sg. 28b 8.

But it is frequently found compounded with prepositions,

and then has often (e.g. -tesban 'de-est/ -torban 'prod-est')

merely the meaning of a verb substantive. Thus :

cet- secondary pres. sg. 3, no-chetfanad (sentiebat), Rawl. B.

512, fo. 6b 1.

con-cet : pres. indie, sg. 2 : lase oceitbani (cum consentis) : cot-

cet : pres. indie, sg. 2, cotchetbanam.

de-ru : pres. indie, sg. 3, ni-derban, St. Paul II. 13.

1

Here, as in the corresponding tense and person in Irish, the double n seems

due to the primeval accent. enn is urkelt. beuni, just as in Irish binn (iorbeinn)
is urkelt. btani. In each case the pretonic root-vowel is weakened to e.
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for: pres. indie, pi. 3, is i-recomarc forbanait a-r6nda (its

finals end in a dissyllable), BB. cited by Atkinson, Irish

Metric, p. 28. Pass. pres. sg. 3, forbanar, Ir. Texte, p.

567: \mtforbantar, H. 2. 17, p. 134a
: pret. sg. 3, ro-

forbanad, Ir. Texte, p. 567.

for (aspirating)= inrepr), s-upra: pres. indie, sg. \,forfiun (gl.

anclo), sg. 3, for/en, Ml. 64C
, pass. pres. indie, sg. 3,

forfenar, Ir. Texte, p. 567.

tu-ess : pres. indie, pi. 3, tesbanat (deficiunt), "Wb. lld
,
nl-tes-

banat, Pr. Or. 62a.

tu-ru: pres. indie, sg. 3, nl-torban (non prodest), "Wb. 12b .

tu-ru-ru : pres. indie, pi. 73, dtirorbanat (gl. prosunt), Ml.

43b
5.

It will have been observed that, in all these forms, when

the root-vowel has only the grave accent (nebenton), it

becomes a. So in Latin, as Mr. Wharton has pointed out

(Academy, Jan. 24, 1885, p. 67), a radical e when pretonic

often becomes a.

^ben seems to occur uncompounded in the case of several

nouns. Thus : esbatu, gen. a-esbatad (gl. inutilitatis suae),

Ml. cited G. C. 869, 870, urkelt. exbtntot-s, beimm (iter),

urkelt. benmen,
1 where the e of the pretonic syllable has

remained intact, owing, perhaps, to the slender vowel of

1 That this and the other neuter stems in men (G.C. 268-270) were originally

accented on the suffix seems clear from the reduplication of the n in dnmann

(nomina), urkelt. enmena, cemenn (leg. cemmenn) 'passuum,' urkelt. cengmena,

drommann '

terga,' urkelt. drosmena [cf. Lat. dot-sum], iPmetid '

saltus,' leg.

femmenn, urkelt. vlengmena. The difference in this respect from Skr. (Whitney,

1168) is remarkable. So in Herenn, JHPrinn (Hiberniae), Fortrenn (Yertu-

rionos?), lenn (mantle), olann (wool), sdlann (salt), as-lennim (gl. ceno), srennim

(gl. sterto) the double n seems due to the primeval accent: Iveryon-os (W.

Iwerddori), Una (cf. Gaulish AcuVa), voldna (W. giclan), saldno-s. So in the loan-

words echtrdinn, cticenn, muleni>,mastulinni, Sg. 67a,
17 from extruneus, coquTud,

molTna, tnaxculini, words which tend to prove that the accent did not retreat to

the first syllable until after these words had been borrowed, i.e. until after

Christianity had been introduced into Ireland. This accentual (if I may use

the expression) occurs also in Gaulish, e.g. Gobdnni-cnos to be connected with Ir.

ffoba (faber), gen. gotann, originally accented like Skr. vksdn, vibhvdn and cognate

(according to Windisch) with Gr. yo-/j.-<f>6d>. Perhaps also in Lemdnno-s, Cebenna

and Ardvlnna. So in Old-Welsh corsenn (gl. arundo), urkelt. curacastma (Ir.

curchas) and Old-Cornish elinn (novacula), urkelt. altina, and the loan-word

fruinn =frenum.
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the suffix. Bfit 'eine unverstandige oder unrechte That'

(Windisch, O'Clery's bed .i. gniomli, deed) may also represent

an urkelt. bento-s, a passive participle of ben, accented

(seemingly) on the root, not (as in Gr. and Skr.) on the suffix.

I have not found this root in the British languages, except
in bones (bonax), one of the two Cornish forms of the infini-

tive of the verb substantive. The derivative ending (urkelt.

d-tu) is the same as that of kerthes, Beunans Meriasek, 543,

627 (=W. cerdet, pergere), kerhes 9H, powes 1015, kemeras

(
= W. cymryt sumere, Br. quemeret], gwelas (=W. givelet,

videre, Br. guelet] t in inlaut and auslaut regularly becom-

ing s in Cornish. Bones occurs compounded with the prep.

cle (Ir. tu, do) in de-vones (venire), GK C. 577. Here in the

pretonic syllable the root-vowel e has become o.

III. BlV.

The forms belonging to this root often retain their original

meaning, 'to live,' and, unless when used as mere copulas,

are accentuated like ordinary verbs. Verse proves that in

several cases (bia Fel. Ep. 168, bias March 13, blait prol.

308, biasu hi pein, LU. 115), they are dissyllabic. This alone

would make one doubt Windisch's theory as to their origin

from V bu\ but the form biuu-sa, Wb. 16d
,
where the first u

is a vocalised
>,
and the second u is the representative of the

urkelt. o in *6u'6=Lat. vivo, seems to render this theory

impossible.

Present indicative active.

Sg. bluu, btu, blim 1 1. pi. bltnmi, -bwm
bl 2. *bithe, -bit/i

btid, bith, bid\

-bli, -bi,pi > 3.

rel. bits, bis )

hit, blet 2

-biat

rel. bite.

The conjunct form of sg. 3 aspirates (ni-bi chon-dumu do-

de\_y~\gnlmaib, Ml. 35d
17), and must therefore have early lost

its final t.

1 biim il-lepaid immalle fri rig (I am in bed along with a king), LL. 187a .

2 biet da atarcud and, Sg. 198b 6.
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Injunctive.

Sg. beu,
1
bio? -bbeo,

3 bfamm 1 pi. *bimmi, -blamm

bi, bl* 2 *biit/ie,*-beid,-bfd
6

beith
|

f*biait, *beit

-bee, -be, lia 5
\

"
\*-blat, *-bet.

Secondary Present.

Sg. btinn 1. pi. -bfmmis

bfth 7 3. bttis.

I have not found sg. 2 or pi. 2.

Future.

Sg. bia-sa, be 9 1. pi. -piam

blae, bia 9 2. -bteid, -bted

biaid,
10

bieid, bfed \ ( biait,
12

bfeit, biet

-be, -bla, -pla
> 3. \ -blat, -plat

rel. bias n / ( rel. bite, b&ite.

1 cid in-imnid, cid hi-socumail beusn, Ml. 53 15 8.

2 cew mbeo-sa for mm, Eawl. B. 13b 2. Hence the Mid.-Ir. beo-mm with

suffixed pronoun, Ir. Texte, p. 391.
3 ro-bbeo-sa fnrt-lZimsiu (may I be at Thy hand) Fel. prol. 273 (Laud 610).
4
guid iar-ffrdul eia-be hi-toss im-dilgud dot-immarboss (though thou be in

silence, pray in a true way for forgiveness of thy sins), Saltair, 1607, 1608. In

Saltair 2035 we find dirsnn .... nach-bisiu fri-cSte i-fm (alas, that thou art

not at market here), erich coro-bl im suidhi se, Ir. Texte, ii. p. 139.

5 co-ni-bbe Sg. 199b 4, ro-bbe 169a 1 (where the bb seems due to the accent) :

am-bennacht ron-bta (may we have their blessing), Fel. Jan. 13.

6 na-bid uamnaig (be ye not timid), Saltair 4830.
7 ro-m-bith oroit let, a Maire ! LH. 19b (Goid.

2
148). This occurs with a

suffixed pronoun, bltho-m-na, but I have here mislaid my reference.

8 In Middle Irish a deponential blar occurs : biarfuiridhe dano ic ernaidhe tti

aithisce, H. 2. 17, p. 128b .

9 ba-tuicse amal-biae .... co-rTae int-usce do-brugait (it is optional how thou

shalt abide until the water shall reach thy neck), Saltair 1599. nocobld nacein

.... sunn i-pein darmSssese (thou shalt not be long here in pain after me),

Saltair 2043.

10 biaid each dTb ina-thegdais (each of them shall abide in his dwelling) ,
Saltair

1952, and see ibid. 5859, 6255, 8201, 8202.
11 cach-t,ueb lbi,fil, bias (every saint who has been, who is, who shall be) Fel.

Ep. 289 (Rawl. B. 512), where the verse proves that lias is not only dissyllabic,

but accented on the penult. So in the line is barr oir bias fort chind, LU. 131b .

In prose : doberthar diyal for-cech-rdin\_n'\ pectha bias leu (vengeance will be

inflicted on every portion of sin which they shall have), Ml. 24 2, cindas bias,

Sg. 40" 15.

12 linit fot .... dirbi imdai archangel (abundant hosts of archangels will be

under thee), Saltair 835.
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With infixed pronouns are made forms expressing 'habebo'

and ' non habebo.' Thus : sg. 1, manim-be set sirhettla (un-

less I shall have the way of long penitence), Saltair 2086 :

sg. 2, nod- bia (leg. notbla) mo sochraitesea, H. 2. 17, p. 129a
:

rot-bla-grdd, rot-bla onoir (thou shalt have rank, thou shalt

have honour), Saltair 3354 : nit-bid . . . ngdomna mac nlsrael

(thou shalt not have a crownprince of the children of Israel),

ibid. 6007 : with pi. nom. rot-blat limm dinige (thou shalt

have honours with me), ibid. 5845, sg. &, rom-bia mac ....
diam-ba comainm Seth (he shall have a son, whose name shall

be Seth), better rambla 4175, rodt'nbla ndm (he shall have

heaven), ibid. 811. PI. 2, nocho-for-bia dirchra biid no etctig

(ye shall not have perishing of food or raiment), ibid. 4062.

With suffixed pronouns we find in Middle-Irish the forms

bia-t aithrech, a Guaire (thou wilt be repentant, O Guaire), LU.

116", biatsa, LB. 205b, 1. 43 : is hefordccaib Patraic ina churp,

ocus bids \bies, Eg. 93] ann cubrath (he it is whom P. left in

his body, and he will live therein till Doom), Rawl. B. 512,

fol. 26a
2, where the suffixed s seems identical with the

suffixed s in leis, etc.

Secondary Future.

The only person of which I have found examples is sg. 3,

Rothdirnger[f] d 'A'bram .... ram-biad tir btthdlless (he

promised to Abraham that he should have land ever his

own), Saltair 2792.

Perfect.

Of this tense I have only found sg. 3 and pi. 3. Sg. 3, ro-bbi,

Sg. 45b 1 (where the bb is due either to reduplication
x or to the

accent) : PI. 3, ro-beotar, LU. 62a
. When the bl is post-tonic,

it becomes M (bai), be (bae). Thus : ni rubi, Wb. ll c
,
v. 11=

m-rubai, Sg. 7d 3
;
Ml. 20d

4; ni-robe, Wb. 18d 2=m rdbae, Ml.

28d
. So in Middle-Irish : o na rdbi ifus in-ldech (since the hero,

Potiphar, was not at home), Saltair 3194; mind i-rdbi tdlland

ddrgoir (a diadem wherein was a talent of red gold), ibid.

6728
;

co rdbi in-rianfeth roblaith (so that the sea-breeze was

very gentle), ibid. 7616. PI. 3,
<
indat-eside asberat,' or
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Citchulftinn,
' nach moo HI do C7taib imbethaid oldds robeotar-

som dib?" ("Are those," saith C., "they of whom men say

that there is no more of the Ultonians alive than have lived,

(i.e. got their lives, from them ? "), LTJ. 62a,
a

1. 16.

Passive pret. sg. hu rubith a nel impe (when its cloud was

around it, the ark), Ml. 82d 11. Verbal nouns: blth, blthiu.
1

Of these forms the most remarkable is the injunctive sg. 1

blam (W. bwyf), which is used as a future, and which occurs

in IIItan's hymn to Brigit, 1. 8 : Blam-sder cech-inbaid lam-

noib do-Ldignib (I shall be safe always with my saint of

Leinster), in the Felire, Ep. 165 (Laud 610) : Blam-rdith-sa

dia-rdithsiurn nod-geba cachdia (I. will be surety for the

security of him who shall repeat it every day), and in LTJ.

61a
,
blam cu-sa do imdegail do chethra (I will be a hound to

protect thy cattle). This is a middle-form =Gr. /3eio/uat (ri

/3e/o/tiat why should I live any more? Iliad XXII. 431). The

fut. sg. 2 biae is=Gr. /3e?7, Iliad /2 131. As to the preterite,

the pi. blat points to an urkelt. blcesonto with middle-ending.
This root is compounded with the following prepositions :

ar: pret. sg. 3; bore ari-n-ro-be (quia nobis superfuit), Wb.
29d

: Secondary pres. sg. 3
;

dodirchechain Scathach do

iarum anni ari-dm-biad (S. then foretold to him what

should remain for him), Rawl. B. 512, fo. 117 b. 1.

ar-a : pres. indie, sg. 3 arabl, Ir. Texte, p. 262, 1. 22, arabl

.i. is ferr, O'Dav. Secondary pres. pi. 3, arabttis (gl.

instabant), Ml. 43d 15.

cit-a: pres. indie, sg. 3, intan cHa-m-be (cum sen tit), Ml. 36b
,

pi. 3, cita-biat iarum in-cndmai in-foc/iaid (sentiunt postea
ossa tribulationem), Ml. 22d

, cita-biat chliiasa (sentiunt

aures), Sg. 3a 1 : injunct. sg. 3, cita-m-be (gl. sapere), Ml.

36b
. Secondary pres. sg. 1, ceta-biinn (gl. sapiebam), Wb.

12C
, cita-m-benn (gl. cum* primum sapere uolui), Ml. 44.

etar : pret. sg. 3, ond aes tuaithe eter-ar-ro-bce (from the

laymen among whom he lived, interfuit), Wb. 28b.

Secondary pres. sg. 3 : asbert side, in eterbiad a gnlmu acht

tise&doib co cesferdetad? Asbert each, eter-da-biad, LU. 60b.

1 These occur only in the nominal prepositions fo-bilh(n), fo-blthin 'propter,'
G.C. 659.
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fo : fo-m-bia (gl. vitiare), i.e. quod vitabit, vitiet, Ml. 15a 11.

fo-ro : pres. indie, pi. 3, forfiat son (perficiant hoc), Ml. 23a 19.

for: inj. pi. 3, for don itge Britge bSt (may Brigit's prayers be

upon us
!), Brocc. h. 89, a curious instance of tmesis,

1

Put. sg. 3, issed dinm forbfa
2 cobrath (it is a name that

will abide for ever), Ir. Texte, p. 567 (where it is placed
under the verb forbenim), with infixed relative: in-cech-

uair for-m-bta farn-dail tiaimm diiib ([it is] at every hour

that ye shall have your share from me), Saltair 3511.

Secondary pres. sg. 3, forblad a hainm Herind cobrath,

(that his name would abide in Ireland for ever), LU. 61a
.

imb (in ?) : fut. sg. 2 : im-be eirr oengaile (thou wilt be a

champion of duelling), LU. p. 125, 1. 13.

remi: boaire remibl boairechaibh (a cowchief that takes pre-

cedence of cowchiefs), Laws, iv. 316, 1. 5.

tu-for : fut. pi. 3, doforbiat (gl. peruenire), Ml. 27a 10.

In the British verb substantive the Welsh injunctive sg. 1

bicyf, Corn, bei/f, is=Ir. biam, Gr. fteioftai. The Cornish injunc-
tive sg. 2 (bnc[h~\, bey, by], pi. 1 (bijyn, beyn, been), 2 (byugh,

bcugh], 3 (byns) also come from \/blp, the original long i being

represented by y and e as in scryfis, gwyr, gn-yn, my, but also

screft/s, me. The Welsh imperative sg. 3 bit, pi. bint, corre-

spond to the Ir. blith, *biat=>$kr. glvatu, glmntu. Lastly,

Cornish makes from this root a secondary preterite as follows :

1 So as runa rindid for ass-r-indid rfina, Fel. Jan. 12 (cf. as rindid, gl. retulit,

Ml. 58a 8) : da ro ecitha clot for cia rocloi cdtha, Eawl. B. 512, fo. 25a 2. ro ?/

was mdchad for romachad or mass, O'Dav. s.v. Mas (Mac Firbis' copy). Prof.

Thumeysen (Eev. Celt. vi. 139 note) has noticed another tmesis in Sg. 204a b

de-biath nom Choimdiu, coima, which he renders correctly by
" Que le Seigneur

me preserve du jugement !

" But I venture to think that this excellent Celtologue
is wrong in referring the verb cdima to conoim '

servo,' V av- The m would then

be unaccountable. Coima stands (quite regularly) for cum-ema, and is the

reduplicated a-injunctive of con-emim, V'yam. This root occurs in composition
also with the prepositions air-fu, di and tu (arfoimim, dTtiu *di-yam-tion, and

do-emim). In coima (ex cumema) the accent is on the first syllable, because coima

is here used as an imperative (the verbal vocative). So when the s-injunctive is

used as an imperative, the accent is on the first or only syllable, e.g. comeir from

conZirgim, (air from dodiriccim.

2
In'forbTq log farn-imarbos (ye shall have the reward of your sins), Saltair

1148, and foibia forn-eittire jein (ye shall have your own hostage), ibid. 3503,

fnrbta stands for for-b-bia, where the first b represents the infixed pronoun of the

second person plural.
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Sg. If/en, bean, 1. pi. *byen

byes 2. byeugh

bye, bya, bea \
7 7 r o. *oyens

re-bye, re-bee, re-bea )

i/biv occurs in composition with the prep, ban (=Skr. sam

and the verbal root gwydd (urkelt. rid to know). Thus lien-

pi/ch gu-ell=O.-CoTn. \Ji\an-biic\Ji\ guell (valeas melius) : /,//-

meint ac a icypicyfi (tantum quantum ego scio, i.e. gicydd-

bwyf), G. C. 574.

IY. BU.

In Irish, as may be expected, no present is formed from

this root. Here the recent remarks of Prof. Alfred Ludwig
l

may usefully be quoted: Anders steht es mit der verbal-

wurzel bhu. JBei diser 1st es klar und unz \veifelhaft, dass

ihre verwendung als wurzel fiir
' sein

'
in der bedeutung des

wachsens, als der altern, ihren grund hat.
' Gewachsen sein

'

ward als ein ' sein
'

schlechthin aufgefaszt, und ' wachsen '

als ein
' werden '

eine vorbereitung zu einern (relativen)
'
sein.' Daher finden wir in den beiden altesten sprach-

familien kein praesens dises verbs in der bedeutung seiu :

griech. $wo, nach der weise diser sprache, die die einfachen

wurzeln transitiv faszt, bedeutet : ich lasze wachsen (vgl.

eng. cottongrower), und erst 7re0u/eor und aor. e<f>vv werden

als verba des seins verwendet, selbst dise jedoch fast nur

poetisch. Eine erinnerung an das stadium der concreten

bedeutung hat das altere Sanskrt darin bewart, dasz es bhu

im sinne von '

gedeihen, guten fortgang haben' (im gegensatz
zu pard-b/iu wie deutsch wesan, farwesan) ganz gewonlich

verwendet, obwol daneben '

bhavati/ etc., vollig einem '

asti,'

er ist, gleichbedeutend als regelmaszig vorkommt, ja
'
asti

'

u. a. durch die analogen formen von bhu oft glossiert wird.

So zeigt gegeniiber dem griech. Averts, dessen bedeutung

ganz allgemein ist, das entsprechende Ssk. bhutth die anwen-

dung irn sinne '
trefliche beschaffenheit

'
dasz namlich eiu

ding das vollkomen geworden ist, was es seiner natur nach

1 Die mit b- beginnenden formen des verbum substantivum in den germanisehen
sprachen, aus den Bitanngsberichten der konigl. bohm. Gesellsctiaft der Wissen-
schaiten. For a loan of this brochure I am indebted to Prof. Max M tiller.
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werden sollte. Auch der italische sprachstamm, obwol ftt-

dort schon ganz abstracte bedeutung erlangt, zeigt keiii

prasens, da fuam, fuiam als aorist zu faszen 1st.

In Irish, the only quotable formations from this root are

(so far as I know) the following :

Pret. sg. 1, ba samlaid sain rosnaus\_s~]a in farrci co mboi

isin phurt (it was thus I swam the sea till I was biding in the

port), LU. 114 b
,
30. Sg. 3, bdi, bdi, tie (Saltair 3169), bdi,

rel. bole. Here bui and its variants arerrSkr. babhuva, and

the relative boie is= boi-{--e, urkelt. yo=Skr. ydt, the nom.

and ace. sg. neut. of yds.

Aorist sg. 3, -bit,
1
-bo, -pu, -po, pi. 1 ro-bumar, Ml. 43 b

6,

ro-bummar Ml. 62 d
5, -bommar. Here bu is = Skr. a-bhut,

and buma-r, bummar, bomma-r (with a deponential ending) is

=Skr. a-bhuma.

As bu (bo) aspirates (nipu sirsan LL. 252a
, com-bo-chomsolus,

FB. 2, ropo thol, G. C. 181), it must at an early period have

lost its final t. Being always used as a mere copula, bu, of

course, is toneless. Thus : gor-bo-ma! cach-mdige m6ir Joseph

(so that Joseph was lord of every great plain), Saltair 3431,

where note also that the c of the toneless co has sunk to g :

nlr-bu din[n~]liin la-Dia ndil (it was not despicable in dear

God's eyes, lit. apud Deum carum), Saltair 4207 : nirbo dre-

chrothail dermar (it was not . . . enormous), ibid. 4226.

Fut. sg. 3, bud amlaid so efrdiu dognethi ernaigthi (it will

be thus, then, that ye will make prayer), L.B. cited O'Don.

Gr. 442, in form Skr. bhavate third sg. pres. indie, middle.

Passive pret. sg. 3, both, roboth, IT. Texte, p. 398.

Inf. buith. This might possibly be referred to the root ba.

But as the gen. sg. of the compound cetbuith is cetbutho, Sg.
25b 7, we may safely equate it with the Gr.

(f>vcri<;
from (JJVTIS.

Future infinitive both : both dun i-fochitli (futures esse nos

in tribulatione), sg. gen. buthe, Ml. 39 a
5; buithe, Ml. 53 d

15,

ace. butt, Ml. 46 10, 47 8, dat. do buith, Ml. 46 19. As

1 In nl-bbu (non fuit) S<?. 6a 9 the bb are due to the primeval accent. So perhaps
in the perf . ro-bboi Sg. 178b 4

;
but here the bb may represent the old reduplication.

Prof. Zinimer ''lasst robu aus roboi entstehen, ein mir unbekannter lautiibergung,
'

Thurneysen, Deutsche Litteraturz. No. 32, col. 1162. The form nirbuo, Ml. 8b*>

4, seems a mistake for nirbo.
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the pres. sg. 1, when suffixed to other verbs, expresses the future,

so this verbal noun (bofh, urkelt. buta, W. bot, Corn, bos, Br.

bout), formed from the present stem, also expresses the future.

Future participle passive buthi, buithl, urkelt. butivo-s, ba

buthiy Ml. 29 a
8. This, like all other such participles, is to

be compared with Latin formations in -tlvus.

The preterite bdi, boe, with the help of pronouns and

negative particles, expresses 'habui' and 'non habui.' Thus:

M-m-bdi (=ni-n-b.) sdmdi [leg. sdmai~\ la-Sephe (he had no

rest as to Ziphaei), Saltair 6384
;
nlmbbdi suidi sdigthi sid ond

didchi doluid Ddild (from the night on which D. went he,

Saul, had not the peace of a sought seat), ibid. 6399 ;

nisnibdi [MS. nirmbai] bin l
(he had no sin), ibid. 3279 :

plural nismboe sdere no sdergrad (they had neither freedom

nor free rank), ibid. 3662
;
rosmbdi cennach fochetdir (they

forthwith had buying), ibid. 3544
; nisgluais, rosmbdi inna-tdss

fri-rde dd-ldthi (it, the sun, moved not itself, they had it

silent lit. in its silence for the space of two days), ibid. 5107.

The b of the 1 sg. subjoined forms the so-called b-futures

(e.g. riccub, forchdnub, bendachub, dorlmiub] stands for a pre-

historic -bit, -Jo=Lat. -bo.

The root bu occurs compounded with cet in the verbal noun

cetbuith, gen. cetbutho, p. 239, supra.

In the British languages the formations from \/bu are

more numerous. Thus :

Present and Future.

Sg. bydaf, Corn. by]afy Br. bezaf 1. pi. bydwn, Corn, byiyn,

Br. *bezom-p

bydy, Corn, by^yth, J$r.*bezez 2. pi. bydwch,Gorn. by^engh,

Br. *bezit

byd? Corn, byth, Br. bez 3. pi. bydant, Corn, by^ons,

Br. *bezont.

These forms all come from an urkelt. stem buya, identical

with the stem of Lat./zo, the y (according to Rhys' fortunate

discovery) regularly becoming d. From the same stem the

1 ace. pl.^w, Sanct. h. 7. The double anlaut, b, f, points to an urkelt. stem mini.
* 0.-"Welsk bid in nac [h]en-bid (gl. nulla residit Juv., lit. 'non erit' (henfydd).
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Breton makes an injunctive which also serves as a future.

Welsh has a relic of this formation in sg. 1 and 3, and

Cornish has a trace of it in pi. 2, where Breton uses an

s-aorist bi/iet.

Injunctive.

Sg. bydif? Br. bezif, bizif 1. pi. Br. bizim-p

Br. bezi, bizi, 2. pi. byddwch, Corn, be^ough

bydhawt, Br. bezo 3. pi. Br. bezint, bizint.

Imperative.

Sg.byd, Corn, bytft, Br. bez 2. pi. bydwch, Corn, be^ough

Corn. be$ens,
2 Br. bezct 3. pi. Corn, begems,

Br. bezent.3

Preterite.

Sg. buu-m, bum, Corn, bu-f 1. pi. buam, Corn, buen,

buos-ty Corn. JM 2. pi. bua-u'ch, Corn, bu-gh,

bu, Corn. fow,Br. fowe 3. pi. buant, Corn, bons,

we have obviously (though somewhat disguised by neoceltic

agglutinated pronouns) the urkelt. bouo, bouto, bouo, pi.

bouimo, bouo, boiionfo=Skr. (ba)bhuva, (ba)bhutha, (ba]bhum,

(ba}bhurimd, (ba)bhuva, babltuvus
;
and the non-aspiration of

tn in the W. pi. 1 buam may be explained by supposing that

in urkelt. bouimo, as in Skr. babhwimd, the accent was on

the person-ending).
4

i Skene 184, 185, 187, 189, 190, 191
;
on the last page of the Book of Taliessin

occurs (in a passage not read by Skene) a mlnhtu bydif (Rhys).
3 This and the other Cornish imperatives sg. 3, ending in ens, yns, arts (G.C,

516) have not yet been explained. I suspect we have here a neoceltic agglutina-
tion (to the injunctive sg. 3). of the pronoun which we find suffixed in Ir. tri-it,
treni-it (per eum), O'Clery's treimhid. The urkelt. stem of this pronoun may
have been enti from em-ti.

3 These represent an urkelt. buydnt-u, with suffixed u.
4 This is the explanation of the unaspirated m (or double m) in the 1 pi. active

of Irish verbs, and of double in in the 1 pi. of Irish deponents such as intsam-
lammar (imitamur), laimemmar (audemus), lase conai[r~\lemmar-ni (cum consu-

limus). Ml 18 1. The m in urkeltisch here preceded an accented vowel, and was
therefore left unaspirated or (what is the

f
same thing) was doubled in writing.

So we have do-mmdthi, Ml. 18 C 7. m-mmvrat (non manebunt), Wb. 30, du-
mwfosar-sa (gl. metibor), Ml. 78a , ro-mmebdatar, LU. Ir. Texte 676, do-mmemaid
LU. 19b . Thurneysen is perfectly right in saying (Rev. Celtique, vi. 145),"

la consonne devant la voyelle accentiiee n'est souvent pas aspiree, trop souvent

pour que ce ne soit qu'une faute de scribe, tandis qu'apres 1'accent 1'aspiration est

presque toujours marquee." Therefore always in the British languages, and
originally in Irish, the m of the first person sg. (

= a toneless protoceltic -mi) was
aspirated. The agreement here with Sanskrit accentuation is perfect.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 16
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Secondary Preterite.

Sg. buasswn, Br. bisenn, 1. pi.
Br. *bisem-p

Br. bixes, 2. pi. Br. bisech

buassei, Br. bise 8. pi. buassynt, Br. bisent.

Here buass-wn, buassei, buassynt are probably to be compared
with Lat. fuissem, fuisset, fuissent.

Passive forms are Welsh buicyt ('man war'), byddir, inj.

bydder, secondary pret. buasid. Cornish be$er (drethe may

fether the wel, 0. 46). Breton bezer, part. pret. bed, bezet.

Verbal noun : Welsh bat, Corn, bos, Br. bout, = Averts from

*<tm5, and also bezout, bezaf, which latter forms, says Ebel,

sometimes signify the future.

This root occurs in composition with the prepositions ar-

cant 1

(W. ar-gan, in arganvu 'animadvertit,' 0. Bret, er-cent),

com-ar (W. cyf-ar), tu-ar (W. dar), han (Skr. sam), and gor

(Ir. for, Gaul, ver, irrrep). It is also compounded with the

verbal stems ad-(g}na, Skr. gnd, and gwydd (Corn, goth, Br.

gouz, Skr. md}. In Cornish we find it compounded also

with car, clew, drey I, pieu, tal (of. Br. talvout), ty and whyr

(Br. hoar).

V. ES.

Present indicative.

Sg. iss (is) 3. pi. hit,
2

it.

Here iss (0. Welsh iss, is) is = urkelt. esti, Skr. dsti, eVn,

the t being assimilated, and hit (it)
= urkelt. senti, Skr. sduti.

A trace of the primeval final vowel of it is visible in the

fact that it aspirates (it chethir diet, G. C. 182). Both forms

in Celtic are toneless proclitics. Hence the assimilation of

the t in esti, and the change to h, and eventual loss of the

s in

1 Cf. the Gaulish coin-legend AR-CANTO-DAN(OS), Eev. Celtique, i. 293.
2 Saltair 195, 364, 4066. The hit-e in Sg. 45> 9, with the mark of length

over i, seems a scribal error.
3 So in the case of the toneless preposition and conjunction amal, urkelt.

samala, as compared with the adjective sdmail, and the adv. sdmlid, urkelt.

sdmalis, sdmaliti, Lat. similis, the * is dropped from the toneless syllable. So in

the case of the toneless article (s)ind and relative pronoun (). So in the case

of initial / (v) : eb-dilim(bene nutrio) for feb-dilim : olann (wool], urkelt.

i:old>iri
t
: orddu (thumb), urkelt. vordo(ri) V

'

vardh : remmad (distortion), urkelt.

vrembatu, vrengvatu, A.S. wrencan : ess, W. ycA('ox'), pi. ychain, urkelt. vexon

= Skr. ukshdn : ar, or, ol (inquit), <j ar : athach (breeze), urkelt. valSca, *Jva :
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To express 'qui, quae, quod, cuius, est,' as (see infra) is

generally used. But in Middle Irish, we sometimes find is.

Thus : ni full define A'daim bn is f&rr delb ina-i (of Adam's

family there is no woman whose shape is better than hers),

Glenn Masain MS. 7a
; tre-ldr na cdthrach his Emath (through

the midst of the town which is Hamath), LB. 205b .

The gen. sg. and pi. of the relative pronoun is expressed

by issa, later assa. Thus issa (gl. quorum), Ml. 90 3.

The ordinary suffixed personal pronouns are appended to

iss, and we thus get the forms issum (sum), -issot (es), isit

(sunt). After the conjunction uair the toneless i is lost and

we thus have orsam heolach set senchais (since I am a wise

path of story), Saltair 1786. The independent personal pron.

sib is appended to it, and we thus get itsib (estis, lit. sunt.

vos), Wb. 19C
.

When iss is preceded by the conjunction o, we get the form

os (ex quo est).
1

When iss or it is preceded by either of the conjunctions
ce (eld), 'quamvis/ 'si/ and ma 'si/ the particle u (o) is

generally suffixed. Thus ces-u, clas-u (quamvis sit hie, haec,

hoc), mass-u? tnass-o 3 'si est hie (haec, hoc'), pi. mat-u.

In Breton, also, this particle is suffixed to iss, and we get,

accordingly, the form so 'est/ G. C. 555, with loss of the

toneless vowel. It appears to be identical with the au, o

suffixed in pronominal forms like d-du, doo (ei), occ-o (apud

eum), where the reflex of the Zend demonstrative pron. ava,

Gr. au in auTo?, has long ago been recognized.

When iss is preceded by the demonstrative pronoun saicfi,

sec/i, we get the formula sechis
'
id est/

lingim, urkelt. vlengami, V'velg ; and the loan-words espartain from *fespertin =

vespertiiia and Vlcuin=VulcHni. Here, as in the case of cucenn (coquina),
mulenn (molina\ we see that Latin loan-words must have been introduced into

Ireland before the accent shifted to the first syllable.
1 Ebel (G.C. 488) strangely refers to ^'es the emphatic pronominal formulae

os-me, os-tu (gl. tute, gl. tutemet), os-m. They represent urkelt. uxo-me,
uxo-tva, uxo-nis, where uxo is cognate with vfyov, ttyi. In Ir. os-munud, and in

Gaul. UxxO'pillns, Mommsen, Inscr. Conf. Helv. 222, 352, it seems to occur

compounded with a noun. Urkelt. cs from ps is also, apparently, in W. llachar

(gleaming, glittering), urkelt. laxaro-s, Ir. lassair (flame), urkelt. laxmrix, Lit.

iepsna (flame).
2

Corruptly massa in Middle Irish : massa-thu, Saltair 1189.
3
mato-ftr, Saltair 3497.
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"When it is preceded by the interrogative pron. ce, ci, we

get the forms cit, citne (a contraction of c-it-ind-e), Wb. 6a
,

G. C. 710, 711, and (in Middle-Irish) citni, Saltair 2347,

a contraction of c-it-ind-l.

To iss the toneless adverb am (urkelt. sama) is sometimes

suffixed. We have accordingly, n-iss-am (not so is), nisam-sin

duitsiu (gl. non curaris), Ml. 44b 23.

This root es is generally compounded with the prep, a,

which has been noticed above, p. 222, note 1. We thus have

the following forms :

Present indicative.

Sg. amm 1. pi. ammi 1

ai,
2 at 2. atib,

3
adib, aibar 4

*
( 3 j

ai

rel. am 5

\

'
' "

)
rel. ata, atta, atan, atn^

This and (presumably) the enclitic datum, which will be

considered immediately, are, so far as I know, the only
instances in Old Irish of a compound verb having in the sg.

3 the primary ending. Here amm=.a-smi : ai=a-'si : at=
a-'xi plus t, a neoceltic agglutinated pronoun of sg. 2 : as 1

=a-'sti, with assimilated t : ammi=a-'smesi where -mesi is

= the Vedic man (Whitney, 548) : atib=at (sunt) plus sib

(=svis-svis, W. chicichwi) : at=a-'sdnto, where -dnto is the

Skr. secondary middle-ending dnta : ate=.at plus a relative

pronoun =Vedic yd for ydtii; and, lastly, atan (atn)=at plus

the relative pronoun (s)a-n, identical with the neuter article

in the nom. and ace. sg.

1 The transported n in the isolated ammi, tieulig (sumus gnari), Wb. 14d
,

is a

scribal error.
2 eia do-ai-siu mac (unto whom art thou son ?), LL. 187C 31.

3 atib tiij'ff treithftr [leg. tieitlflr T\ (ye are wretched feeble men), Saltair

7985. O'Clery, perhaps rightly, explains treith by aineolach (ignorant).
4 atbar dasaclitaig fen, Alexander-Saga (LB .), ed.'K. Meyer, 70.
5 huare asw-aquas, nt aqua, tuic and, Ml. 48 19. intan asn-ai>im do-luc, Ml.

48d 5. asberat asn-dia cloine, Ml. 21 C 11. an-asn-esngabthi, 22d 9. ainal am-
arasc, 55a 13. Now we can confidently correct the scribal error in Ml. 27b 13.

Read amal [as]ne dorigeni cechn-duil (as it is He that made every element).
6 an-atn-acailsi (gl. interpellati). Ml. 48a 10. confitetar son ata-n-doini intain

durochratar (these know that they are human beings when they have fallen),

Ml. 91 18.
7 This always aspirates c (e.g. as-choimtig, as-chotarsne, G.C. 182), and must,

therefore, in protoceltic, have ended in a vowel.
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This last form is not in the Gr. Celtica, p. 488, although,

it constantly occurs in the MSS., e.g. it-sib ata-chomarpi

A'brac/mm, Wb. 19 : ata-da (qui sunt minores) Sg. 30. 30b
.

13 : filus ddneu trecenele mdrtre atta-ldgmara le-Dia (lit.
sunt

porro tria genera martyrii quae sunt pretiosa apud Deum)
Cambrai homily : ni-fil chumtubairt ata n-anmman sidi (non est

dubium quin sint notnina haec) Sg. 154b,
where the n of the

suffixed pronoun appears. So in atan-gnlmai (quae sunt

opera), Ml. 42". 21, 23. Here we have the Celtic reflex of

Skr. at/dm. But the aspiration caused by ata in ata-chomarpi,

Wb. 19, and the absence of the transported n in ala-oa,

Sg. 30b
,
shows that in this form we have a suffixed pronoun

which originally ended in a vowel.

All these forms seem proclitics. Thus in Fel. prol. 60 :

at-S cen\_d~\es mdr-som (they are without age like himself, scil.

Jesus), where mar stands for immar.

The root es also occurs compounded with the prepositions

tu-a.

Present indicative.

Sg. -ta, -dam 1 1. pi. -tarn, taim-ne* -dammit 5

-dai, -da'2 2. -tad, -dad

-das 3 3. -tat, -dat, -dad 6

rel. -datae,"
1
-date, -daite.

These forms are referred by Ebel and Windisch to the

root ta
;

but the shortness of the vowel shows that this is

wrong. Almost all seem enclitics. The t of the preposition,

therefore, in most cases sank to d.

\/es also occurs, though rarely, in composition with in.

1 dian-dam chondelc frltsu, a Dee, ni-ta ferr indaas cethir (if I am compared
with thee, God, I am no better than a quadruped), Ml. 91d 8. ni-dam der-

mntac\_h'], ni-dam buidech, Ir. Texte, p. 800.
2

an-dai-siu, mad-da, Ir. Texte, p. 800.
3 So in Breton: deux (est). In the Cornish mar-sus = ^r. innr-deux (si sit),

the former s is from the t of the prep. tu. So in nyn-sus (non est), Br. ne-deux.

* Fel. prol. 157, 161 : in-bith truj,g hi-tdimne : cid na-ttre hi-tdimne.
5 ot-dammit fadessin (quam sumus ipsi), LL. (I omitted to note the page and

column).
6 ar ni-dat gleoir .... arm-beoU (for our lips are not pure), Saltair 1611 :

ni-dat-tlaithi (they are not tender), ibid. 1571. /f nat-luibi for maigib (more
numerous than are nat for indat plants on plains), ibid. 935.

7 in datae (quam sunt), Ml. 43d 17. A form with a suffixed nasal occurs in

Ml. 44b 9 : in-datm-briathra, indalm-bri\a\tkra.
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Thus : pres. indie, sg. 1, ni-ragsa do Hair im-siniu hi-tuistiyud

(I will not go to him, for I am elder in generation), Saltair

1848; sg. 2, a lob, it foimsidfri-sfd (0 Joab, thou art a ....

as to peace), ibid. 6969. Compare eW/u, insum.

Lastly, ^/es is compounded with ro : Thus : rosat (-=roiss

-\-at] glechert fri-ar-lanles (thou art purely right for our full

benefit), Saltair 3574. Carsat (what hast thou ? lit. quid est

tibi ?) : Carsat comairle sin, a ingen ? (what is that counsel

which thou hast, girl?), Glenn Massain MS. p. 3, col. 2=
carsat comairle sin, a rlgan (O queen), ibid. p. 4, col. 1.

Compare irpoei^i, II. A. 70, Lat. prosum.
In the British languages \/es has yielded the following

forms : iss (est), Marlianus Capella 4. a. b, is. With suffixed

pron. iss-id, ibid. 43. b. b. : Juvencus 81. Mid. Welsh sit

(leg. sid), now sydd, ys-ef and V/ 'that is.' Br. so (est)
=

iss-u. With forms of ^i : ys-oed, ys-yd-ynt. Compounded
with the prep, a : oesa-i$s. Corn, eus (us, es), Br. eux.

With pronouns (actually or originally) suffixed to the verbal

prefix a are made forms expressing
'
habeo.'

Sg. Br. a-m-eux, Corn, a-m-b-us 1. pi. Br. honn-eux,

Br. e-z-eux, Corn, 'th-us 2. pi. Br. hoz-eux,

Corn, as-bus

Br. msc. en-dev-eux, Corn, an-gev-es 3. pi. Br. ho-dev-eux

fern, he-dev-eux.

Here in the Corn. sg. 1 and pi. 2 there is a combination

of ybu and i/es, just as in Welsh there is a combination of

^/es and \/i in ys-oed, ys-yd-ynt: In sg. 3 we have com-

binations of the pronoun am with two other pronouns hen-

(Ir. sen, sin) and he (Ir. si). This pron. am, suffixed to the

prep, tu, occurs also in pi. 3, combined with the pron. ho=.

Old Latin 80s, Ir. so in etarru= etar-su,forru=for-su, airriu=.

air-s'u, intiuind-su, seccu=sech-su. This combination of tu

with the pronoun am is also found (with the initial of the

preposition medialised) in Old-Welsh rac-d-am (gl. sibi), Juv.

67, urkelt. (p)ranc-tu-amo. Its stem would be in urkeltisch

tfw0=Skr. dma-s *

he/ which Whitney ( 503) says occurs in

a formula in the Atharvaveda. In pi. 1, the h (if not a
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mere scribal stupidity) was inserted to prevent hiatus :

h-onneux for a-onneus, where onn, Ir. unn (G. C. 333), urkelt.

onsno (onsnu, onnu) seems the dat. pi. of the stem ysme and is

= the Skr. instrumental asma, later asmdbhis. 1 Here Celtic

n corresponds with Skr. m as in Welsh my-n (meus)=Skr.
mama (0. Bactr. mana, O. Bulg. mene).

VI. GAB.

In protoceltic there seem to have been two roots, CAB
and GAB. To the former belong several words in the British

languages, which begin with c, e.g. W. caffael (adipisci), cahel,

cctel, Br. cafout, Corn, cafos, In Gothic the cognate word

(haban) begins with h. To the other root GAB belong the

Irish gabaim, gabdil=the Welsh gafael 'prehensio,' the Old-

Irish verbal forms im-caib, im-cabthi, in-cebthar : the verbal

noun imcnbail, Sg. 203a
8, and the adjective cer-su-cb-uir

(acceptissimam), Ml. 67C
8. This root represents an Indo-

European g/iabh, and is cognate with Latin habeo. The Irish

gabaim often has the meaning
' to have,' e.g. gabaim greim

(ich habe nutzen), 'to take
'

(gaibid cloich n-aili, gaibit engraic

Sg. 200b
10, 204a

7),
'
to take one's way

'

(conair being under-

stood), and with the prepositions for and/n 'to begin.' And
in the preterite active, sg. 1 and 3 and pi. 3 (but only in the

preterite), with or without the help of a pronominal object

suffixed to the prefix ro-, it is frequently used to express
'

sum,'
'

est
' and '

sunt.' Thus : ni arthoin mnd dano gabussa

inso, LU. 74a
;

cein ro-n-gdbus i cdrcair (quamdiu sum in

carcere), G. C. 922 (Glenn Masain MS. l
a
) ; amal ro-n-d-gab

proximitas in ad (as proximity is [implied] in [the preposi-

tion] ad], Sg. 217a 2
; pi. 3, amal ro-n-d-gabsat in-optit (as

they are in the optative), Sg. 190b 6.

Zimnier's explanation of such forms (Kelt. Studien, ii. 64,

note) seems to me both ingenious and probable.
" Im spateren

Latein (Beda z. B.) ist nun esse coepi, coepisti, etc., eine

1
Brugmann, Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxvii. 398. The Irish so-called dat. pi.

in -aib cannot be explained from a dative ending -abhyas, which would have

yielded -nibe in Old-Irish. The ending ai-b represents an urkelt. instrumental

-a-bis, Skr. -a-bhis. The Gaulish matr-e-bo ttamausika-bo, however, proves
that the primeval Celts had a true dative pi.
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gewohnliche umschreibung. Dies cqepi wurde von den Iren

wie Ir. plan pem=poena und sians=sensus ausweisen

cepi gesprochen und als perfect von capio aufgefasst : dern-

nach von ir. gaibim=.capio
^ ein rogabm wie coepi verwendet!

'

tu, do.
2 So in Old-Irish itself the preposition tu when tone-

less becomes do.

VII. I.

This root occurs in Old-Irish in sg. 3 and pi. 2 and 3 of

the present indicative active and in plur 3 of the injunctive

active and secondary present. It is found only in combina-

tion with the pronouns d, ce and dian (cui), nan (qui, quae,

quod non), on, the conjunctions ce, ma (si) whether alone or

followed by the particles nu 3 or nl
,
con (ut), and in (ubi)

ex isn, in-san (Thurneysen), and. the negative particles na,

nl. As in Attic Greek with eT/u, the present has sometimes

a future force.

With ci, ce, we have the so-called neuter interrogative

pronoun cid, ced, which aspirates c, f, and s (cid chenel, cid

folad, Gr. C. 356), and must therefore have ended in a vowel.

It represents an urkelt. cvi-iti, where iti Lat. it.

With dian (cui) we have dian-id (cui est) ;
where id is

urkelt. iti.

With nan we have nan-d (qui, quae, quod non est), a con-

traction of nanid. The same form with suffixed pron. of

pi. 1 : huare ndnd-un-tanaic, Sg. 26b
2.

With on we have id-on (id est), Mid.-Ir. edon, LB. 42* 26,

now eadhdn.

With the conjunction ce we have cid (si est, quamvis, licet,

sit), urkelt. cve-iti, pi. cit (quamvis, licet, sint) = urkelt. cve-

yonti (cf. Skr. yanti) : followed by the particles nu, ru : ceno-d

1 If Zimmer here means that gaibim (rectius gabaim) is etymologically equiva-
lent to capio, he is wrong. The Ir. cognate of capio is cacht, ex cactus, *captv*.

2 The tonelessness of the possessive pronouns explains why the v of var(n)
[written />(), for(n), bar(n], bor(n)], urkelt. vostron, has not been provected to

/. So the toneless var (inquit) ( -J svar) is written bhar (Glenn Masuin MS. 1),
and was certainly pronounced like German war

3 This particle, which is always toneless, is identical with the Greek toneless w.
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(quamvis sit), Sg. 29b 17, 192b
,
ciaru-d (quamquam fuit),

Wb. 12d = ciarid, Sg. 26d 2.

With ma we have pres. indie, sg. 3 mad (si est), urkelt.

md-iti; with suffixed pronoun mddat (if thou art), H. 2. 17,

p. 168a
; pi. 2 mrtc? 1

(si estis, eritis), urkelt. ma ite? Skr. it/id,

Lat. zWs; pi. 3 mat (si sunt), urkelt, md-yonti. Secondary

pres. pi. 3 matis (si essent), urkelt. md yonte (Skr. iydte) plus

a neo-celtic agglutinated pronoun.
With ma-nu, ma-ru, and ma-ni we have manu-d (si est),

maru-d (si fuit) and mani-d (si non est), which of course

aspirates.
3

With con and m we have con-id (ut sit), (Middle-Ir. conad],

and MZ-/C? (in quo, ubi est).

With the negative nd : nd-d* (qui non est), nat (leg. ndth),

G. C. 741, 742
;

cein nadm-Md, Ml. 33a 5
;
huare nadn-digni,

M. 23b 10. With the negative ni : ci-nld-fil, M. 30a 2 = cenid-

fil, Sg. 46a
15.

Impersonal construction: cid-e (gl. de quo sint), Sg. 3a
9.

This root combines with the prep. tu. We have, accord-

ingly, pres. indie, sg. 3, arn-did, arn-did, Sg. 198b 3, 200a
13;

con-did (ut sit, donee), Wb. 12b
;

dian-did (cui est), often

contracted into diant, nant (from *nandid] 'qui, quae, quod
non est,' G. C. 743. Injunctive pi. 3 nandat ^

(qui, quae non

sint), where the -at seems comparable with Lat. eant, Skr. ayan,

though in the Irish word we have, as usual, a middle-ending

(anto}.

To the forms cit and mat the pronominal u (0) is often

suffixed. Thus : cet-u chummascthai (si sunt ea promiscua).

cet-o thoisegu (etsi sunt ii priores), mat-u he ata horpamin (gl.

1 is-lib ata a-rogu tra, mad-ferr (leg. mad-fen-] , cotobsechfider dichosscc alailiu

(est penes vos ergo electio eius, si eritis meliores, instituemini alia institutione),
G.C. 483. In mat coscrach on chath a (if ye go victorious from this battle) mat
seems a scribal error f _>r math.

2 That in protoceltic, as in Sanskrit, the 2 pi. pres. indie, act. ended in a vowel
is clear enough from the aspiration caused by dioiprid in the phrase dioiprid chach

(privatis quemvis), Wb. 9 C
.

3 tnanid-chretid (ad v. si non est (quod) creditis), Wb. 13*. manid-chomalnid

ar-ropredchad duib (si non impletis quod praedicatum est vobis), Wb. 18b .

4 This form aspirates : nad chnnricihar, Ml. 33d 10. nad sluindi, Sg. 25b 13.
5 This form, of course, aspirates : cruth nandat c/iriwsuidigthi sidi len 7 nad

tecJiiaA tinfeA. (quomodo non sunt composita haec eis et non habeiit aspiratiouem),

Sg. 201b.
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si qui ex lege heredes sunt), Wb. 1. "We have already

found this pronoun suffixed to the pres. indie, sg. 3 of ^/as,

and I have proposed to identify it with the Zend demon-

strative ava, Gr. av in av-ro<?.

In the British languages we find in the primary and

secondary presents a complete set of forms belonging to the

root i. Thus :

Present.

Sg- wyf, Corn, off, Br. ouf (of) 1. pi. ym, Corn, on,

Br. om-p

tri/t, Corn, os, Br. out 2. pi. ywch, Corn, oitgh,

Br. ouch (och)

iu,
1

yw, Corn, yu, eu, Br. eu (eo, e) 3. pi. int,*ynt, Corn, yus

Br. int (ynt).

Secondary Present.

Sg. oeditn, Corn, en, Br. oann (vqan) 1. pi. oedem, Br. oam-p

oedyt Corn, es, Br. oas 2. pi. *oed;jch, Br. 0cA

oid,
3
oed, Corn, 0, Br. oe, oa (voa) 3. pi. oedynt, Corn. es,

Br. on.

There are also the passive forms : oedit, Br. oat. In Welsh,

Breton, and Cornish this root is compounded with the prep.

tu (toneless do], of which the t regularly becomes s (g) in

Cornish :

Present.

Sg. twyfy Br. doiff, Corn, sof 1. pi. Br. dom-p
Br. doud-e, Corn, sos 2. pi. Br. c?M<cA

tiw, Br. afew (cfeo), Corn, sew, so 3. pi. Br. dint, dind-y.

Secondary Present.

Sg. toedtcn, Br. doan 1. pi. Br. *doam-p
2. pi. Br. *doach

toed, Br. (/oa, Corn, so, go 3. pi. toedynt, Br. *doant,

Corn.

1 t**-^ pad-iu itau gulat (lit. est id quod est ei patria), Juvencus, cited by
Ehys, Lectures 8

,
226.

2 enuein di Sibellae < Amw, Martianus Capella, llb b
.

3 nut oid guoceleseticc, ibid. 12a b
.
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In Welsh these forms are always preceded by the verbal

particle yt= Ir. aith, urkelt. ati.

It is also compounded with the prep, yt, Corn, es (us, eg,

ug], Bret. ed l =Ir. aith, urkelt. ati.

Present.

Sg. Corn, esof, Br. edoff 1. pi. ydym, Corn, eson, Br. edom-p
Corn, esos 2. pi. Corn, esough, Br. edoucli

3. pi. Corn. usons?

Secondary Present.

Corn, esen (egen), Br. edoenn 1. pi. Corn, esen

Corn, eses 2. pi.

Corn, ese (esa, ege, ego) \ ^ 1 I Corn, esens,

Br. edoa (edo) j I Br. edont.

In Cornish and Breton \A* is compounded with a double

es, ed, and we have Corn, as-ug-y (est) and with prefixed

negative particle, nyn-s-ug-y, nyn-g-ug-y (non est), nyn-'s-es-e

nyn-g-es-e (non erat), Bret, n-ed-ed-y, nen-'d-ed-y (non est).

The parallels in Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit to many of

these forms are obvious. Thus '#/= et/u, Skr. 6mi : wy-t

(with a suffixed neoceltic pronoun) = et<?, Skr. esi, and iu, yw
(with- loss of final

t)
for ui, wy

3 = Skr. eti. Here it will be

observed that in all three persons the root (to use a Skr.

expression) has guna. Not so in the plural. Here ym, urkelt.

imos = Skr. imds, and int, urkelt. yonti = ydnti. Then in

the secondary present we have again the ^twa-strengthening,

just as in the Skr. imperfect sg. Thus Br. oa-nn (=aia-nn)
is = Skr. aya-m (

= a -j- aya-m), oas
(
= ais -(- a neoceltic

assimilated
t]

is = Skr. ais
(
= a-\- ais), oe

( ait] is Skr. ait

( a -\-ait}. But (unlike Skr.) the British verb has the

1 The forms beginning with aed in Gr.C. 552 are simply edoff, edy, etc., with
the otdinary verbal prefix , which, in ez-a-ed-nf, occurs as the second preposition.

2 Beunans Meriasek 1264, 1335. kyn'th-usons 2366.
3 So dryw (soothsayer) for d>-wy,d>ui= drui('dj8, 0. Ir. drui. Rhys (Lectures,

225) tries to bring yw from es-o ' made up of the verbal root es and the pronominal
element o, as in ef-oke

'

: he also tries to bring oedd from esejat, and wyf from
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<7?m#-strengthening also in the plural. Thus oam-p
l = aimd,

oant= aidnto. The d in W. oe-d-wn, oi-d, oe-d-em, oe-d-ynt is

probably, as often, from y, and (e.g.) oid is = aiat, ayat and

oe-d-tvn is = aiuni, aii/uni, where the -uni (to be separated

from the Irish -inn = -ani) remains to me obscure.

This root is compounded with the prepositions dar (Ir.

do-air, tair, urkelt. tu-(p}are = Gr. Trapai], han 2
(Skr. sam,

Gr. avv), and yr, and with the verbal stem pieu (possidere),

which is cognate, perhaps, with Lat. queo, qul-vi. See

examples in G. C. 573, and Rev. Celt. ii. 195, where Rhys

compares yr-wyf (I am), yr-oeddwn (I was), with napei/Ai and

irapijv.

VIII. MAG.

This root (probably cognate with Goth, magan posse) does

not seem to occur in Irish, but is frequently used in the

British languages as a verb substantive in the pres. indie,

sg. 3 and pi. 8, thus :

Sg. "W. mae, Corn, ma, Br. ma. PI. W. maent, Corn. mom.

The verbal prefix y (e) is generally prefixed, and hence

Thurneysen (Keltoromanisches, 30) was led into the error of

supposing that y mae was=ym-ae, belonged to the root ag,

and might be phonetically equated with the Latin ambiyit.

In Breton the following forms seem to exist :

Sg. e-maoun 1. pi. e-maomp

e-maout, emedi 2. e-maoch

e-ma 3. e-maint.

Passive, e-maur.

In modern Welsh mae (like taw) has the force of the

English conjunction that, Rhys, Lectures, 130.

1 for onm-p-ni, where the p is a mere fulcrum inserted between the person-
ending m and the suffix ni.

2 Ebel (G.C. 573) strangely supposes this preposition to be a verbal root or

theme, and translates it by oriri ? It occurs after the preposition o. Corn, and
Br. a, in pronominal forms such as o-hon-af (a me)=Corn. a-haii-af, Br. a-lan-

ouf (de me), o-hon-at, Corn, a-han-as (de te), Br. a-han-ot (ex te), o-hon-awch,
Br. a-han-och (de vobis), etc., G.C. 380, 381.
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Sg. tdu, too
")

7 . ,. > 1. pi. -taam, mm.1

-dau, -do j

tai
|

f ftf/A*, -dathe 2

-rfdt, -rf^ 3
J

P
i -fdarf, -ta*

td 1

,. } 3. pi. *tdat, -tdt
-da \

rel. -ddas, -das rel. -rfafe.

The relative forms are commonly used after the com-

parative : ol-ddas (quam est), ol-date (quam sunt) a-daas,

(gl. quamvis) in-daas. Here the ol seems identical in form

with the conjunction ol (quia).

To express
' habeo

' and its other persons, the third sg. of

this tense in its absolute form is used with suffixed personal

pronouns. We have, accordingly, the following forms:

Sg. tdthum 4 1. pi. tdithiunn* tdthunn 9

tdfhut 5 2. pi. *tdithib

tdthai 6
) ,

.j.n 7
3. pi. talhat

tathus '

]

r

Here the pronominal suffixes of the first and second

persons seem, in form, instrumentals : tdthumm, urkelt.

(s)tdti-mdyd, Skr. (ti)sthati-mdyd, tdthunn, protocelt. (s)tati-

onno, Skr. (ti)sthdti-asma, tdthut, urkelt. (s}tdti-tvdyd, Skr.

(tf)$thati-tvdya. The suffixes of the third person are still

obscure to me.

1 mar [
= tmfwar] tain, Saltair 3493.

2 at lia Greic ol dathe (the Greeks are more than ye are), H. 2. 17, p. 134a .

In the expressions in tir 'ga-dathai (leg. 'ga-dathai] 'cos)/am (the land for which

ye are contending), innt 'ga-dathai 'cosnam, LB. 206b
,
the independent is used

for the dependent form, and the t of the root is sonantised by the (lost) nasal of

the relative.
3 cia

t
dian-dat cellu-siu ? ol se

('
unto whom art thou servant P

'

saith he), LIT.

7l a ; ni-dat coimedaig (leg. coimetaid] inill (thou art not a safe guardian),
Battle of Moira, 170.

4 Pel. prol. 217 (LB.), better taithiumm (est mihi).
5 Fel. July 24, lit. est tibi.
6 'he has,' Laws iv. 310,= thaithi, H. 3. 18, p. 254.
7 ' she has,' Fel. Feb. 5.
8 Ir. Texte, p. 316, 1. 12.
9 Fel. prol. 217 (Laud 610).

1(1 tathad .i. ata leo, O'Cl. Gl.
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habeo
' and its other persons were expressed by fa

with the negative particle nl or nico (Middle Ir. noco) and a

pronoun suffixed to the particle. "We have accordingly :

Sg. nlmtha, nocomtha, nochonomtha x
1. pi. ritnta

nltta 2 2. pi. nipta
3

3. pi. nlsfa, nocosta.*

Optative.

Sg. te,
5

te 3. pi. teeet, teat.
6

Here te for /e = Lat. stet, Osc. sta-*-t, Gr. <rra-ir)(r), and

teat, urkelt. taianto, is = Lat. stent (from *sta-ient), except

as to the person-ending -anto, which belongs to the middle-

voice. The 1st sg. was certainly tea, teo (see the compound
i-teo infra), where the u reflects the -au in Goth, bairau.

Injunctive.

Sg. -td, -da 1. pi. -tan, -dan

-da 2. pi. -dath

-I? -d 3. pi. -tat 8
-dat.

These forms are used as mere copulas, and are toneless

proclitics. Hence the sinking of t to d? The 1st pi. must

have originally ended in a vowel, as it aspirates (ni-dan-

chumachtig, Wb. 14). Here, as in the imperative ban, the

m of the toneless suffix dma has become n.

1 nim-tha for-sdmail sunnse (I have not the like of you here), Saltair 3481.

nim-tha luad ar-an-itar (I have not utterance because of their multitude), ibid.

7290. nochomtha Idbra iSnglan (I have not full-clear speech), ibid. 2088.

nochonomtha-sa, LU. 103b .

2 nltta nl indit-moide (non est tibi quidquam in quo glorieris), "Wb. 2b .

8
niptti nf dom-deolaidecht (ye have not anything for my favour), Saltair 1444.

* tTr Cannain nista dareis an-Vcnaig (Canaan's land they have not in conse-

quence of their blasphemy), ibid. 4734: noco-s-ta maith . . . coiio-s-tl ailus

(they have no good thing until sweat shall come to them), ibid. 1451.
5 co-te mo thorbe-se duib (gl. quid vobis prodero ?), Wb. 12C

;
ca-te imdibe

crist? (what may be Christ's circumcision?), Wb. 27a ; ca-tte didiu far failte-riil

frinn ? (what, then, may be your joy in us ?), Wb. 19d,
where for -siu the scribe

has -sin ; dilig dam cach-cin rom-the (forgive me every crime that I may have),
Saltair 7791.

' asbera frib co-teeet mo bessi-se (dicat vobis qui sint mores mei), Wb. 9a
;

ca-teet diuitiae sund (what may
' divitiae

'

be here ?), Wb. 5
; Pantaieo, Muric,

am-uiorsluaig ca-teat ? (Pantaieo, Mauricius, what maybe their great hosts?),
Fel. Sep. 22.

1 nan-t (nihil esse), G.C. 743.
8

natat-beca, Ml. 18b 6.
9
Thurneysen, Deutsche Litteraturzeitung, 9 Aug. 1884.
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As Ebel remarked (G. C. 922), the root fa is found in the

impersonal construction. Thus : ddr-sldna on-chinaid-se (we

are free, lit. sound, from this crime), where ddr=td-\-ar (for

nar, urkelt. wos^ro=Lat. noster) the nom. or ace. of the pro-

noun of which the possessive ar-n (for narn,
1

protocelt. nostron

=Lat. nostrum} is the genitive. In a negative sentence the

pronoun is suffixed either to the verb or to the negative particle.

Thus : sg. 1 ni'da-m snimach (I am not distressed), Saltair 2382,

pi. 1 ni-dd-r glain (we are not pure), ibid. 1609. ni-dd-'rn-

idain 2
(non sumus idonei), ibid. 3626. Thus again : sg. I

nim-thd Iddm [leg. Idini] (non sum manus), Wb. 12a
, ni-mp-t/id

3

flrion (non sum Justus), Wb. 8d
. ni-m-da sdtech (I am not

satisfied), LU. 60b
;
ni-m-da mac (I am not a child), LU. 62a

.

It takes the accusative : nin-td airli arm-ban (non est nobis

oboedientia mulierum nostrarum), Wb. 31 C
.

This root occurs compounded with the following prepo-

sitions :

ad (cf. Lat. a(d}-sto :

Present indicative active.

Sg. attduf atto 1. pi. attdam

attdi 2. pi. attdaith

attd 3. pi. attdat.

As attdat aspirates (ataat chetnaidi, Sg. 28a
4), it must have

ended in a vowel, which, doubtless, was that of the secondary

middle-ending -to.

The impersonal construction is found : ata-bar ddsachtaifj

fen (ye yourself are mad), Alexander-saga, 70, Rawl. B. 512.

Present indicative passive.

Sg. attdthar 3. pi. *attdtar.

1 The original n is kept in the gen. dual nathar, nar, G.C. 325, Ir. Texte, p.
316 (S.P. ii. lines 1, 14), which is, of course, to be compared with Gr. vwirepos.

2 This is a grammatical error for n'idar-idain : cf. ammi n-eulig, supra.
3 From nl-mb-tha, the b being here (as in sg. 2 of the secondary present of

V*) provected to p by the following t/i, pronounced h. So in impsuide (gl.

obsidio), Ml. 43b 10, where the b of the prep, itub has become p before s, pro-
nounced h. [So in ni-p-ta, leg. w-ph-tha ? (ye have not), Saltair 1444, the v
of the infixed pronoun becomes/ f'ph) before t.\ This mb, generally written mm,
represents the instrumental sg. of the personal pronoun of sg. 1. It is a proto-
celtic mibi, in which the suffix seems identical with that of Lat. tibi, sibi, ibi.

4 isin ce'tmad Madain utdu cosindiu, Eawl. B. 512, fo. 14* 2.
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ar=7rapd, Skr. para: pres. indie, sg. 3, arttia (superest)=
0. Welsh aria (gl. restat).

ar-a : pres. indie, sg. 3, aratJia (gl. relicuum est), Wb. 10b.

dii sg. 3 dita, Ml. 120a 6 : pi. 1, ditaamni, 117b 9 : pi. 3, nl

dithat, 113a
2. 1

for i pres. indie, sg. 3 : barr buide for-do[f\-ta (a yellow

head-of-hair is on thee), LU. cited "Windisch, Ir. Gr. p.

119. immad n-ong\_g~\alarfortd (there remains abundance

of lamentable diseases), Saltair 1453.

imm-tia-ad : A Denmin, cid 'moatai diar-lenamuin (0 Devil,

why standest thou to follow us ?), Saltair 1722.

in i pres. indie, sg. 1, sechanl ittdo (super id quod sum 2
)

Wb 17d
.

;
itu ic-fnthalim immach nan-anmanna (I am.

tending the beasts afield), Saltair 1187. Sg. 2, am hitdi

(id quod es 3
),
Wb. 5b : mased hitdi 'con-iarair (if it be

that thou art seeking them), Saltair 3102. PL 3 : itat

ind (f}ascri grotha ....*' foraithmet ind ferta cosind

faif/iise indiu (the curd cheeses are in remembrance of

the miracle to this day to-day), Rawl. B. 512, fol. 21b
2.

Optative sg. 1 : Ateoch, a nocm-Patraic it\_f~\arrad i/eo

(I entreat, O holy Patrick, that I may be along with

thee), LU. 113b
,
where iteo rhymes with beo-= virus.

tu-ess : pres. indie, sg. 3, testa (deest) Beda Or. 18, better

doesta, Ml. 35d
, denta, Wb. 26d 24. Pret. sg. 3, an-dcesta

[duesta, Eg. 93] diet ais\_s]om (what was wanting of his

age), Rawl. B. 512, fol. 13b
1. Robdi mor mbroin . . .

intiy fdblth testa uadib an-degthoisech, H. 2. 17, p. 155b
.

pi. 3, is annsin testatar Castor ocus Pnlluic, ibid. 140a
.

fu-di-css : pres. indie, sg. 3, ma dudesta nl (si quid desit), Wb.
25a

. an-dudesta^ anl dodcsta (id quod deest), Wb. la
. 2b'

c
.

remi: pres. indie, pi. 3, remitaat (gl. praesunt), Wb. 25.

It also occurs, compounded with cenmi 4
), in the adverb

1 For these and other unpublished forms from the Milan codex I am indebted

to Prof. Ascoli's great kindness.
2
Ebel, G.C. renders this by 'super id in quo sum.'

3
Ebel, G.<"1. renders this by 'id in quo es.

*
Apparently = cenmo+ei, where = d'r. <M. Other prepositional compounds

with this ei are ianni, rrmi (remi. Ml. 67b 11, 73b 2), seclnni, tarnii, treii, wliich

come respectively from ei-armo-ei, remo-et, secomo-et, tarni'ei, trem'ei. So itiimi

is from ambi-t i.
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cennritha (unless it is, except), G. C. 706, Mid. Ir. cenmotha,

Saltair 140. Of this the form centna (Mid. Ir. genmo) seems

a contraction, the aspirated t, as often, disappearing. The

pi. cenmothdt (O. Ir. *cenmithaf) is quoted by O'Donovan

Gr. p. 266, and occurs in the Saltair, 521, 3417, 3421. A
contracted form cenmthat occurs in the same poem, 399.

It is also compounded with im (urkelt. simi, Lat. simi-li-s)

in imtd (leg. iintha) 'so is' Senchas Mar. III. 30, nimthd (not

so is), Fel. prol. 97, 129, 137, 185, pi. nimthdt (not so are),

Fel. prol. 77.

Lastly, this root occurs with reduplication in the verbs

sfasaim (urkelt. sistami),ar-sissinr, assissiur (=ad-sistiu-r), ar-

dssinamr, and the nouns sessam (urkelt. sistamo-s) a standing

and dirissem, tdirissem (for air-sistem, tu-air-'sistem). Here

the s of the original anlaut is preserved in the syllable of

reduplication, and, in this respect, Irish agrees with Latin and

Greek (aisto, (o-Jlarrj/jii), and differs from Sanskrit (tisthami).

In the fern, noun hiress, iress (faith), urkelt. (p}arasista, a

similar reduplication seems to have occurred. In the m of

the negative prefix in dm-airess the influence of the primeval

p is traceable.

The only trace in the British languages of the use of ^/fa

for the verb substantive is the so-called Welsh conjunction

taw, as to which Davies remarks : 'Taw, etiam Deraetis est

idem quod Mai, Quod, quia, quoniam.' So Rhj^s (Lectures
2
,

130), where, after remarking that mae means 'is' and that

mai is a proclitic with the force of the English conjunction

that, he says :

' the same use of a verb as a conjunction occurs

in taw '

that,' commonly used in South Wales instead of mai :

taw is obsolete as a verb.'

Compounded with ar and with its a shortened in the

post-tonic syllable, we have \/td in the Old Welsh aria (gl.

superat). Compounded with yt : Corn, yta, ytowns.

W. aefyll (stare, Corn, sevel, Br. sevell, so/
1

(stato =: Corn.

so/}, saif (stabit, Corn, sef), saf (statio) f. Corn, saf, Br. sad

seem to stand for sextamiallo,-, sestama, sestamit, scstama. Corn.

saffie (steterat), sefsys (stetisti), sevys (stetit), sevys (levatus),

seveuyh (state) belong to the same root.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 17
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The obscure and imperfect Irish verb doctiisin means
' which exists/ and is probably compounded of the prepo-
sitional prefixes tu and con, and the root stan, whence the

Greek SUO-TT/I/O? cW-a-T^z'o?, lit. 'in a bad state/ thence

'wretched.' Of this ^/stan the Teutonic ^/stan-d may be

a weiterbildung.

X. YAL.

Present Indicative.

Sg. 1. pi. failmet
3

failJellJel? filjuili\ (failet? filet*

rel. file j
'

I rel. file.

This (so far as I know) is the only instance in Old-Irish

of an independent simple verb having the secondary ending
in sg. 3. Here fail is = an urkelt. vali(t), cognate, but not

identical, with Lat. valet, and failet is = an urkelt. middle-

form valento. They respectively express the English there is

(Fr. il y a) and there are. As fail aspirates,
6

it must have

lost its final consonant at an early period. The relative form

file also aspirates when sg.
7
and, doubtless, likewise when pi.

The sg. form is probably =.vatt(t)-yo* the pl.tali(t)yd. Ebei

(Gr. C. 491) says that these relative forms are not found after

neuter nouns. Such nouns, he thinks, are always followed

by fel, feil or fil. This is one of the few mistakes made by
that master. There are five instances of file used with a

neuter nominative by the accurate glosser of the Sanct Gall

Priscian.8

The sg. fail occurs with a dual subject.
9 It also occurs

1 mfel tSithar n-ant, Ml. 48C 29.
2

dotiagat muir go fuil iitd, Ml. 45d 12.
8

nl-failmet dariti airmitein (we are not above respecting tliee). Saltair 6320,
where the independent form is (as often in Middle- Irish) used for the dependent.

* Saltair 345, 493, 497, 501, 502, 927.
6 ibid. 477.
6
nifail chumscugud, G.C. 182.

7
file choibnius, (J.C. 182.

9 ainm n-inclmisc ceneitil iss-ed file In Laitntoiri larhesi n-aitherrechtaichfhi

la Grecu, Sg. 30b 6. is dialI femva. file fair, 93b 2. ar iss-<d file do hodie,
140a 3. masu TO file iarnijc/iul, 148b 9. taresi indi as infimas^fe hodie, 200b 3.

9
fail di chailtig (there are two nuns), Brocc. h. 105. fail (fit, fail) da retlainn

(there are two stars), Felire, March 3.
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with a neuter plural.
1 All forms are regularly followed by

the accusative (Or. C. 922). Thus: rii-fil aimsir (there is no

time, nom. sg. aimser), nl-feil titlu (there are no titles, nom.

sg. titol).

With fail, as with ta, we find the impersonal construction.

Thus : for-sn-am-fil (on which I am), Corm. s.v. an
;
huair

nachat-fil-siu (since thou art not), Ir. Texte, p. 285, 1. 4
;

inbaid inad-fail, LL. 62a
;

ci nin-fil (quamvis non siinus), "Wb.

16b
; for-8-dan-fil (on which we are), LL. 201b

53; nachi-b-feil

(quod non estis), fil-us (sunt), nls-fil (non sunt), ms-fail, Ml.

44b 12
;
airin in-das-fiI (the place in which they are), LL. 62*.

Fail, like ta, is used with a negative prefix to express 'non

habeo.' The prefixes employed are ni and nico. Thus nlm-

fail bith inna-heisleis (he does not neglect me),
2 Saltair 2562,

nichar-fail tide/it na dagblad (we have neither raiment nor

good food), ibid. 1560.

Injunctive.

Only the 3 sg.fel,feil,Jil is quotable.

These simple forms, when used as mere copulas, seem to be

proclitics.

The root val enters into composition with the prepositions

ad ((nth ?) and tu.

Pres. indie, sg. 3, atar-fail cen-duine tren (we are without

a strong man), Saltair 3761.

Pres. indie, sg. 3, dofil Crist cona-soscehi (adest Christus

cum evangelic suo). This compound is used for the im-

personal construction. Thus we have con-dum-fel (ut

essem), con-dat-fil* (ut esses), da-dot-fail* (es), oon-dib-feil

(ut sitis).

October, 1885.

1
fail Ids secht nimi (there are with Him seven heavens), Saltair 629. fail

leis noiii-grad, Saltair 639, where the MS. has, corruptly, .ix. ngraid.
3

Literally :
' there is not to me being in his neglect.'

3 Klsinn do'rdt .... ot-mormaigib con-dafjil . . . fo-bithphianaib ('
it is

not we,' says Eve to the Devil, 'that put thee forth from thy great plains, so that
thou shouldst be under eternal pains 'j, Saltair 1739.

4
dadotfail fodein toimdig im-bithphein (thou thyself art .... in eternal

pain), Saltair 1747.
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IX. INFLUENCE OF ANALOGY AS EXPLAINING
CERTAIN EXAMPLES OF UNORIGINAL L

AND E. By Dr. FREDERICK STOCK, M.A.

(Read at the Society's Meeting, on Friday, June 5, 1885)

THIS paper is occasioned by Prof. Skeat's Notes on Etymology
read before the Philological Society Nov. 7th, 1884, treating

among other words of the following : Listre, legistre, de-

cretistre, divinistre, sophister, alchernister, barrister, chorister,

roister, cartridge, partridge, treasure, philosopher, coffer,

order, Londres, lavender, provender, jasper, culprit, bride-

groom, hoarse, corporal ; could, myrtle, manciple, participle,

principle, syllable, treacle, chronicle, canticle.

Prof. Skeat somewhat incautiously stated in his paper

(p. 3) that :

' To those who tell us that we 'cannot explain
the r in this word (divinistre), we have merely to reply that

we are not called upon to do more than to declare it to be

intrusive,'
1 and again (p. 6),

' But in the words manciple,

participle, principle, syllable, the / is certainly intrusive.'

There is throughout the President's paper no due recog-

nition of the possible influence of Analogy on these words.

The school of philology, in which I have been trained,

teaches me in the case of any word or inflexion, whose

etymology is wanted, first to apply known phonetic laws.

If this application is unsuccessful, then, and this second only
in order of application, not in importance, to see if there

is any evidence or probability of the influence of analogy;
and only when both these processes fail to give a satisfactory

result, and when there is no possibility of onomatopoeia, to

put aside the word or form as not explained in our present
state of knowledge.

It will hardly be expected from me that I should attempt
to give an exhaustive account of the influence of analogy in

checking or combating or changing the results of purely

1 The italics are my own. F. S.
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phonetic development. Analogy works in most cases, if not

in all, consciously and frequently with apparent caprice,

whereas organic change takes place unconsciously and

regularly. Analogy attacks words generally one by one,

and brings them over by degrees to the dominating or

favourite form. Organic change, on the other hand, affects

all examples of the same sound in a dialect at once. It

represents indeed a phj^sical change in the organs of speech.

But analogy working thus in consciousness has such a vast

field of conditions or environment, that it is impossible in

one short paper even to attempt to treat the subject ex-

haustively. The possibilities of analogy are almost as infinite

as the possibilities of mental operation, and I shall be com-

pelled to confine myself to a bare suggestion of its most

important and frequent manifestations.

The influence of Analogy as affecting words and inflexions

I take to be a lateral contagious influence of words and

inflexions already in a dialect upon other words and inflexions

either already in that dialect or introduced from without

deflecting such words and inflexions by their contagious
influence from the form which would be taken, or which has

been taken, in the course of organic phonetic development.
It may be compared with the influence of a society in its

larger or smaller groups upon the inherited character of

its individual members
;
or with the influence of a contagious

disease, if this is preferred, on hereditary tendencies.

This analogical influence manifests itself in the following

among other conditions. A. There must always be mental

proximity for the incidence of efficacious analogy. This

proximity may be more or less close and does not admit of

classification except as greater or less in degree.

a. There may be more or less resemblance in form. This

resemblance again can only be classified as greater or less.

b. There may be the influence of numerical preponderance,
the number of actual occurrences in usage being reckoned

and not the number of words only. One common word

may influence hundreds of less common words.

c. There may be the influence of some peculiar fitness or
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suitability of the dominating word or words for the vocal

organs of the speaking population. One form may become

fashionable or popular.

d. There may be some special and perhaps fortuitous

(possibly historical) influence, which determines the potency
of an analogy, which would not otherwise have been

dominant.

Of course these classes of influences are not mutually
exclusive. Several of them may, and most frequently do,

work together ;
the only one, which seems to be invariably

present, being the first influence, viz. mental proximity

similarity of idea or of function.

This A. will work in conjunction with any or all of the

four marked a, b, c, d. I will endeavour to illustrate my
meaning by examples.

1. Mental proximity (A) (past tense of the same verb)

works with similarity of form (a) and some influence of

suitability (c) or caprice (d) not quite clear to me in

levelling the persons of the past tense of the verb to ride :

Anglo-Saxon : ic rdd, ^u ride, he rdd, we, ge, hie ridon, now

running in Modern English 'I rode
(
= rdd), thou rodest, he

rode, we, you, they rode.' I say the capricious influence is

not quite clear to me, for in German the weak form of the

same tense of the cognate verb is selected to oust the strong
forms of the preterite tense of Hten, the medieval German

forms reit, rite, rcit, riten, ritet, ritcn, being represented in

modern German by rift, rittst, ritt, ritten, rittet, ritten. A, a, b.

Examples of this kind may be multiplied almost in-

definitely in English, German and French, and doubtless in

all languages ;
the origin ma}' have been ' sheer blundering/

but the result is great convenience, and use has established

and authorized the forms as they are.

2. Mental proximity (A) (formation of plural) has worked

in conjunction with numerical preponderance (b) and some

peculiar suitability (c} in extending one form of the Anglo-
Saxon plural, the ordinary inflexion for the Norman-French

plural, over many of the English nouns which previously

employed a different inflexion: e.g. instead of 'book' pi.
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'beek,' which would be the hereditary representative of boc

pi. bee, we have 'book' pi.
' books.'

Similarly the weak form of the past participle and the

weak conjugation of verbs generally has extended their

dominant influence over many verbs originally strong.

A, b, c.

3. It seems to be a recognized fact among the authorities

that four (I suppose common) Old Slavonic verbs, jesmi,

vemi, daml, jaml, have dominated all the first persons singular
of all the classes of conjugation in the modern representatives

of Old-Slavonian, so that they now all end in m. A. a, b, c.

4. Delbriick in his "Einleitung in das Sprachstudium
"

instances the curious analogy of duabus as influencing the

dat. and abl. plural of such words as dea, filia, mula. Del-

briick explains this influence as a case of mental proximity
with fair resemblance in form, in which the analogy of

dnabus (no numerical preponderance) only becomes potent
under the influence of a fortuitous circumstance, the necessity

of dissimilation from the dat. and abl. plural of deus, filim,

mulus, etc. I can partially parallel this case with an instance

from Pfiilzisch, the dialect of the Rhenish Palatinate, more

particularly of the villages between and in the neighbour-
hood of Heidelberg and Mannheim. The literary German
u is in this dialect i, so that Fuss pi. Fusse becomes Fuss pi.

Flss. The word Fisch would by phonetic development have

the plural Fisch, and would not be distinguishable from the

singular, but there is frequently among the fishermen of the

Neckar a necessity to distinguish between the singular and

plural of fish
;
and in looking round for an analog)

7

they
have seized upon Fuss, Fiss, and its class and have made
a new singular Fusc/i, so that the declension now runs

sg. Fusch, pi. Fisch.

If any one smiles at this and thinks scorn of such vulgar

formation, I would remind him of Mr. Ellis's sentence
' We that read history, make history, more especially in

words.'

By which I understand Mr. Ellis to mean : If we get to

understand the influences at work in changing language in
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untutored dialects now, we have a fair chance of obtaining

a clue to the influences at work in those good old times before

Philology was known. Those who call the working of

Analogy 'sheer blundering' or 'vicious spelling' or by any
other abusive epithet, seem to assume that, in the formation

of such words as '

syllable
' and '

could,' those employing the

words have a knowledge of the antecedents of these words

and are, in a word, etymologists, instead of being, as they

really are, in 999 cases out of 1000, absolutely ignorant of

the ultimate origin of these words and only desirous of

collating new words with words already in their possession,

and of simplifying actual inflexions.

I now proceed to consider the examples of intrusive r and

/ treated of in the President's paper, and to strive to give the

explanation which the President declared to be uncalled for.

I will first of all dispose of those forms which I do not

propose to attempt to explain from the point of view of

analogy.

Listre. If this word is from lector, the r is not intrusive.

R in such a position is regularly retained in French of all

periods, and it seems supererogatory to suggest its theoretic

removal in order immediately to reinstate the letter as

intrusive.

'

pastor
' makes pdtre

'

pejor
'

pire

'pictor' ,, peintre

The n probably from the analogy of peindre, or possibly

the form pinctor existed already in Low Latin from the

analogy of pingere.
' traditor

'

traitre

' cantor
'

chantre

With regard to the s, although this does not fall within

the province of this paper, it may possibly have been added

to exhibit the quantity of the vowel *. If so, this s is the

result of analogy.

Coffre, ordre, Londres. I do not propose to explain these

words by analogy. I consider the n as a possible phonetic

explanation, and compare diacre from diaconum.
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Hoarse. Prof. Skeat himself recognized this form as
" due to a misunderstanding of the vowel-sound, which

led to a vicious spelling," and I was at first inclined to

explain the Middle English form hors, now hoarse, as

influenced by the analogy of the Middle English hors,

the quadruped. But Mr. Sweet tells me that the form hers

is to be found in Dutch
;
and Dr. Murray instances a form

hears in Lowland Scotch, so that we are almost compelled
to give up this explanation from analogy. As I find

the form iidss in Old Norse and know that an original rs

frequently appears in Old Norse as ss, I am now inclined

to postulate the existence of the form with rs in the original

Teutonic language, either as existing side by side with

the form without the r, or as itself the earlier form.

The explanation of this r by analogy falls to the ground,
and with it the explanation (falsely so called) of the r as
*
intrusive.'

Fronde, jaspre. I have no explanation to offer here for the

r in these words, nor for the r in culprit. It is not by any
means certain that culprit is derived from culpatum. The

Dictionary examples of culprit are, comparatively speaking,
few and uninstructive.

Myrtle. I believe this word to be derived from a Latin

form myrtilhtm, through Old French myrlil.

I now proceed to consider the words in which I hold that

analogy has more or less exerted its influence.

Could. Obviously influenced by the analogy of should

and would. A, ,
b.

Prof. Skeat in his paper (pp. 5, 6) says :
"
Putting aside

the intrusive I in could," by which I understand him to

signify that he regards the analogical influence as too obvious

to need comment.

Cartridge. This word seems to have first come into

English in an architectural sense connected with the curl

or scroll on the capital of a pillar. It seems to have been

derived from the French cartouche of the same meaning.

Being a word introduced and used by workmen, there

is no wonder that the word should be influenced by the
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analogy of known English words, and by popular etymology
made into carthoitse on the one side and into cartridge on the

other. The introduction of the second r was facilitated by
the analogy of charter, chartre, for which a form cartre had

existed in English.
The *

cartrage
'

or '

cartridge/ in the sense of a small

receptacle for gunpowder, was introduced into English later,

also from the French, which had it from Italian. The r of
' charter

' and of '

cartridge
' was again efficient in intro-

ducing an r after the t, and the popular form cartrage was

formed with a termination rage appreciated by the common
folk. But alongside of this form a literary form seems

to have been maintained from the first with the exact French

spelling cartouche.

I do not explain the r of chartre or cartre by analogy

(Prof. Skeat explains it now from chartula). The termina-

tions -rage, -ridge, and -house are, however, instinct with

analogies. A, a, b.

Partridge. The second r in this word appears in French.

In explaining perdrix I proceed thus : perdicem allows the

dr to be transposed, and becomes pcdriccm. There is evidence

of this form in French of the fourteenth century pietris.

Perdicem and Pedricem might suffer 1 contamination and

become perdricem. This would give in French perdris or

perdriz. Or the contamination may have taken place in

French
; perdiz and pietriz evolving perdriz.

I look upon the spelling perdrix as due to the learning of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which discovered

that the Latin had an x in the nominative case. Perdrix

would phonetically have become perdres. The earlier English
form seems to have been partrycke, with a suffix known in

O.E. hevenenche. The suffix was exchanged for ridge, to

which it was sufficiently similar to invite analogical change.
I imagine the form partryche was made from French perdriz

at a time when the z was still pronounced sharp in Norman
French perdrits. The contamination is a result of mutual

analogy. A, .

1
Compare jeeinoris from jtcinis and jecoris (Delbriick).
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Corporal (noun). Prof. Skeat recognizes this as an ana-

logical formation in imitation of corporal (adj.). Our

President does not, however, approve of this analogical

influence. He calls it
" a misunderstanding of the vowel-

sound, which led to a vicious spelling." There is some

excuse, however, for us English in this matter. The

adjective corporel was in use in French in the twelfth

century, and the corresponding form corporal in English
at any rate as early as the fourteenth century. The word

corps (de garde, etc.) was frequent in French in military

significations.

The analogy was bound to be strong in French as well as

in English ;
but stronger in English because of the foreign

Arowel-sound a in caporal and because of the approximate

inaudibility of the r in corporal at the close of the sixteenth

century, when the noun seems to have been introduced into

English (1579, Digges Stratioticos, p. 84.
" The corporal

is a degree in dignitie above the privat souldior ").

The noun corporal has met with some favour in French,

according to Littre, as a variant from caporal, which was

introduced from Italian in the fifteenth century. There

seems to have been another corporal in use in English at the

close of the sixteenth century, possibly in the sense of an

aide-de-camp, or personal attendant of the general corporal

of the field. A, a, b.

Bridegroom. Bridegroom was probably influenced by
the analogy of the word groom in English when goom
ceased to have an independent intelligible existence. Grome

at any rate seems older in the language than bridegroom.

The word groom may itself be an analogical formation

either in Norse from which it may have been introduced

into English or in English itself. A, a, b (occurrence).

Lavender and provender I look upon as influenced in

English by the analogy of lavender, a washerman, and

provender in the sense of prcebendarius. A, a, b, c. I hardly

regard this explanation as sufficient.

Philosopher. Of this word Prof. Skeat says in his

Dictionary :
" Here the r is a needless addition, as the
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French word was philosophe, correctly answering to Lat.

philosophus and Gk. <tA.6<70(/>o<?." I look upon this word

with its, to an English ear, meaningless termination e, as

attracted to the numerous class of English words denoting

agents in er, baker, fiddler, harper, etc. A (agency), a, b.

Tresor. I think this word was influenced by the great

numerical preponderance of words in French with initial

ire over those in te especially by the great frequency of

the occurrence of compounds of trans = tres, and by the

possible popular etymology of trtsor as 'beyond gold, more

than gold.' A, not quite clear, probably associated with the

popular etymology suggested above : a, b, d (or same as or

gold).

The other examples of intrusive r, legistre, decretistre,

divinistre, sophister, alchemister, barrister, chorister, rustre,

roister, may be all included under one class. I proceed to

attempt an explanation of them from the point of view of

analogy.

Before the introduction of the termination -iste into French

from Latinized Greek words in ~ista(m], such as evangeliste,

psalmiste, the termination -stre was very common in French.

1. Nostre, vostre being in very common use were a host in

themselves.

2. Astre from Lat. -astrum, -astram became a favourite

French termination.

3. The two words tnaistre and ministre, being also very

common, formed a point of starting to facilitate the formation

of doublets in -sfre to the nouns in -ste.

The words leyiste and sophiste and others were then

attacked laterally by the analogy of maistre and ministre,

assisted by the words nostre, vostre, and by the French

adjectives in -astre.

I am inclined to think, but I have not been able to verify

this, that the termination -istre and -ister thus acquired in

Eng. and Fr. the character of an understood termination

expressing agency, which might be added to other words

(like -dtre for adjectives), and that we thus get the forms

barrister, divinistre and decretistre. Such a form would be
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likely to become popular in English, because of the existence

of the agent terminations in -stere, formerly feminine.

Prof. Skeat in his Dictionary says of huckster,
" The A.S.

distinction in gender between the terminations er and ster

was lost at an early period, so that the word was readily

applied to men."

The hypothesis of this analogical influence led me to

suppose that some other words of obvious Greek origin

might be also influenced by the same analogy. I accord-

ingly looked up psalmiste and evangeliste in Littre, and,

although I could only find the form psalmiste quoted by
Littre, I found that evangelist-re occurs in Rutebceuf (thir-

teenth century).

I am inclined here to make an excursus on the procedure
in this kind of development. I do not think it has been

sufficiently elucidated or corroborated by ordinary English

philologists. The process is the following.

A termination is developed in strict accordance with

phonetic rules in the case of one or more words. It is then

found to be a convenient and useful termination, and is

applied to other words or roots, which in and of themselves

would never have developed such a termination. I take as

an illustrative example the words in -8a7ro9 quoted by Dr.

Weymouth in his paper this evening (Accent in Sanskrit

and Greek, June 5th, 1885), and explained by him as all

derived from ablatives in -8 followed by the preposition airo,

and taking on adjective terminations. The real explanation
is probably the following :

The termination -Savnfc was formed originally in 7roS-a7ro'-9

and a\\o-S-a,7r6-<;, in the case of which there is some evidence

or probability of the ablative forms TroS, a\\oB. There is,

however, no such probability in the case of T^ieSaTro'?, Vfi,e&a7r6s,

TravroScnros or TrjXeScnros. The probability is that the words

T?;A.eSa7ro9, iravTobaTTos, ji/ieSaTro?, v/ieSaTTo? were formed on

the analogy of the forms in common use, TroSaTro?, aXXoSavrd?.

(I do not claim credit for this as an original explanation. I

cannot find in my notes and papers my authority, or i would

quote it.) Similarly Wildner in German is formed on the
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analogy of Gartner, Bogener (Behaghel), the termination -ncr

being felt as the suffix. Every one recognizes the influence

of analogy in cases in which the influence has been very wide-

spread, as for instance in the growth of the termination

-/W///0 in Italian, and in the spread of the plural in $ in

English, and of the weak conjugation of verbs. It is just,

however, in cases like these of the less widely-spread termi-

nations -ister, -Sa7To<?, -ner, that the initial working of analogy
is most characteristic and instructive, and least frequently

recognized.

I now proceed to the cases of intrusive /.

Syllable. I look upon this / as the result of the influence

of the common Romance adj. suffix -able, cuvcnablc, reasonable*

The termination was also well known in nouns, e.g. table,

stable. A, a, b.

Manciple, participle, principle, are formed on the analogy of

disciple, people, and helped by such words as temple,

example, and by the moderate frequency of the termination

el and le in Old English, as well as in many Romance suffixes.

A (nouns), a, b, c.

Treacle (triacle found in O. Fr.), chronicle, canticle, are

formed on the analogy of article, miracle, tabernacle, etc.

A (nouns), a, b.

I believe I have now gone through Prof. Skeat's examples
of intrusive r and /. It is quite

*

possible that our President

accepts the position that these intrusions were caused by

analogy ;
and I am quite certain that he could furnish very

much stronger arguments and examples to corroborate this

position than I can. It is indeed most probable that I,

working only with very ordinary means of reference at my
command, and not acquainted with the bibliography of the

discussion of the words, have missed in many cases the actu-

ally efficient cause of the analogical influence. I feel con-

fident, however, that there has been analogical influence. I

accept no exceptions to phonetic laws except such as are

caused either, firstly, by the lateral influence of analogy, or

rather by the influence of the language or dialect as a whole
1 Prof. Skeat does accept this position. F. S.
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or in its grouped parts, upon individual words or forms, or,

secondly, by the influence of onomatopoeia.

I must apologize to the Society for having; presumed to

attack its President's language. I cannot adequately express

my gratitude as a student to Professor Skeat for his Dic-

tionary. No one can over-estimate the gratitude I felt to

Prof. Skeat for bringing out a Dictionary which reached the

end of the alphabet in my student period. There are so

many lexicographical efforts, which have reached the middle

of the letter A or the end of C, or perhaps have arrived in

different parts at the middle of the letters G, M, and O

respectively, that it was an almost unheard-of privilege to

read what a great modern scholar had to say about a word

with initial a?, y, or z.

I must however contend that in our President's Dictionary
the operations of Analogy have met with scant respect, and

that in the paper which I have attempted to criticize this

evening the operations of Analogy have been thrust aside

when they might at any rate have been investigated, whether

they furnished a clue to the explanation of intrusive r and I

or not.

X. SOUND - CHANGES IN MELANESIAN LAN-
GUAGES. By the Rev. R. H. CODRINGTON, D.D.,

of the Melanesian Mission, Fellow of Wadham College,

Oxford.

(Bead at the Society's Meeting on Friday, 19 June, 1885.)

1. IT is necessary at the outset to define the field occupied

by those Melanesian languages concerning the sound-changes
in which I am about to speak. I do not undertake to survey
all the languages in Melanesia, nor indeed all which are

spoken in the part of Melanesia with which I am acquainted.
Those which I am to consider occupy the north part of the

New Hebrides, the Banks' Islands, the Santa Cruz Group,
and the Solomon Islands so far as Ysabel. To these must be

added Nengone, one of the Loyalty Islands (commonly called

Mare), Fiji, and Duke of York Island, between New Britain
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and New Ireland. For illustration I shall venture further

as far as Malay and Malagasy, and in the Eastern Pacific

to the Polynesian languages.
2. It is very desirable, I think, in the next place, to make

it understood how very small, generally speaking, are the areas

which are occupied by each of these Melanesian languages
and dialects. It is natural, when the names of languages are

heard, to think of them as occupying some considerable

space, and the changes therefore of sounds as being met

with at some distance. But in Melanesia we meet with

some of the greatest changes within extremely small limits :

some of the most distinctly different languages occupy a

very small field indeed. A few examples will make this

more clear than much explanation. The little island of

Mota, in the Banks' Islands, has its own language, with very
little dialectical difference within itself. Mot-lav, that is, Great

Mota, is part of an island seven miles off, with inhabitants

in every respect identical except in language. A Mota man
cannot say an h, Motlav is full of them

;
a Motlav man

never uses p, but mb instead, which is never used in Mota.

In the same group again, in Vanua Lava, an island twelve

miles long, there is a district, the greater part of the island,

in which t drops, and is represented by an almost imper-

ceptible break
; yet, though this is the greater part of that

island, the thousand people perhaps who do this are quite

singular among the natives of that part of Melanesia in

dropping their t. In another island of the same group, Santa

Maria, there is a small district containing a few villages

called Lakona, in which the language seems so strange to

the other inhabitants of the island that it is taken for

granted that no one will ever learn it. In the New Hebrides

at Omba, Lepers' Island, the people on one side of a ravine

use k, which the people of the other side of the ravine never

use, but always ngg. I will add only the difference between

Wango and Fagani in San Cristoval, of the Solomon Islands,

only three miles apart, yet every h of Wango is fin Fagani.

3. I must say that I have not been able, except in the

very narrowest limits, to discover a law of sound-change
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between one language or dialect and another. Mota has no

h, as Motlav has
;
how then is the Motlav h represented in

Mota ? By s, of course. A great number of words have h

in Motlav, and s in Mota. But the rule cannot be made, as

between Samoa and Maori, that one has h and the other s.

Many words have s in both Mota and Motlav. It strikes

one as a singular change that in Espiritu Santo n takes the

place of m in very common words
;

but then it does not do

so in every case
;
natan na ima '

eye of the house
'

is a door,

m in the very common mata has become n, in the common
word ima it remains. In the same way n turns to I in

Alite, but only in some words
;

/ to dh in Bugotu, but only
in some words. One can say that in Lepers' Island every
k of Lombaha is ngg in Walurigi ; in Saddle Island every
k in Motlav is ngg in Yolow

;
that every Mota p is mb

in most of the Banks' Islands
;
that every h of Wango in San

Cristoval is / in Fagani ;
that in some dialects t before i is

palatalised and turns to tch. If the change between any
two dialects extends so far as to be regular between two

sounds in each, it is a wide rule for Melanesia
;
as when one

can say, that every g and h of Florida are respectively h

and s in Yaturanga, on the neighbouring coast of Guadal-

canar. It must be understood then, that generally, as

between one language and another, changes of sound take

place in some words, not in all.

4. Again, I must explain that in using the word Sound-

change, I am not meaning that in my view there has been

always historically a change from one sound to another in

Melanesia. In Florida they say koko, in Bugotu popo for
'

above,' in Florida kukua, in Mota pupua, for
*
ancestor.' So

in Maori an ear is taringa, in San Cristoval karinga. It

does not appear to me possible to say that one sound is

changed from the other, or that one is older than the other.

But when in Nggao, close to Bugotu, one finds them say fofo,

or in Espiritu Santo to say salinga, I think there is a change
which has actually taken place from p to /, and t to s. It

appears to me that one must allow an equal right, within

certain limits of course, to sounds which interchange, and

PMl. Trans. 1885-6. 18
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not contemplate any genealogy or fixed succession of them

in time. In Melanesia one meets with natives who read

and write their own language, and perfectly hear and

pronounce a distinction between p, b, and v, yet who, as in

Pentecost in the New Hebrides, use quite indifferently^^,

bev, vev, for ' to say.' In Fate one finds equally fisa and

bisa
'
to speak ;' in the Sesake sentence taca varan e parau qi'i,

the high hill is very high, two forms of the word are given

side by side. In Santa Cruz it was most bewildering, when

the language was first being learnt, to find ' ten' for example
first called naplu and then napnu,

' I
'
at one time ninge and

at another nike, with continual changes of the same kind.

Of course it occurs to suppose that it is now b and now p,

for example, because of assimilation to near sounds or by
influence from them : in some cases this can be found, as in

the Sesake sentence above
;
but on the whole I cannot make

it out. It follows therefore that one takes certain sounds as

equivalent without further question ;
and I must confess that

to me no notion of priority between themselves whatever

attaches to such sounds as b, v, tc,f, historically.

That changes do occur in our own days is very certain,

more or less permanent, probably, according to circumstances.

Mr. Fison described to me the invasion of Fiji by p. In

the same way Mr. "VVhitmee relates how k forces its way
into Samoa. 1 There are still in Norfolk Island a few old

Pitcairn women, who, by inheritance from Tahitian mothers,

cannot say r but always use /. In the Tahitian of the present

r alone is used. Many years ago I went to Wan go, in San

Cristoval, with, a native of Malanta, who two or three years

before had known the place. After he had been ashore, he

told me with surprise that the Wango people were all saying

f for h. That fashion has gone by ; it arose from a visit

1 "The introduced^ bid? fair to drive out the v from the Bau Fijian. I

have striven against it in vain with my students they persist in writing pale
for vale in spite of innumerable scoldings."

Mr. Whitmee says of Samoan,
" A person now visiting Samoa would hear

k used by most of the natives in their ordinary conversation in place of t. But
this is a recent change. It is difficult to say how this change commenced, but

its spread has been noticed, and every attempt has been made to arrest it, but

without effect."
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some of them had made to Fagani, three miles off, where

f is used, and it became the correct thing to speak like one

who had travelled and seen the world. These changes, I

suppose, are always going on, and I see no more reason why
the Fagani people should not take to their neighbours'

fashion and call their place Hagani, than there was for the

Wango people taking to the/.

5. I use therefore the word Sound-change for the varia-

tions, interchanges, which are the substitution of one sound

for another with which it has a natural affinity. I will give

an example in a very common Melanesian word for '

rat,'

which has three consonants. This is in Sesake kusuwe, in

Mota gasuwe. in Lakona wohow, in Motlav gohow, in Malanta

'asu/ib, in Wango gasuhe, in Fagani gasufe, in Yaturanga

nggasuve, in Savo kitzi. These may be arranged to show the

changes in each consonant.

kusuwe kusuwe kusuwe

gasuhe (hard g) gohow gosug
nggasuhe kuzi gasuhe
gasuwe (peculiar g) ... gasufe
'asuhe ... nggasuve
wohow

No one can doubt the identity of the words, though the

difference between gasufe and icohow is so considerable.

6. I should mention also by way of illustration some few

of the changes which occur when Melanesians use foreign

words, and it will be sufficient to give a few examples of the

transformation of English words. In Florida they have

neither/ nor j\ Fiji they pronounce Pindi. They have not

u; and substitute their g ;
an Englishman named Wilcox

became Gilikakusu. The Santa Cruz people substitute t for

both s and h
;

the distinction between ' box ' and ' bucket
'

comes to very little, bakoti and baketi or banggeti. These are

slight matters, but probably useful to observe.

7. I ought to add one thing more
;

that in one region
there is an indistinctness which is different from variation in

sound. In Ulawa principally I believe that they do not

know whether they sound v or b, t or d, k or g, r or /. Yet

they have both / and r in their language, and decidedly
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assert that their own island is Ulawa not TJrawa. In Wango
they say that, properly, they have only r and no /

;
and a

man who makes the statement will go on to call his wife

Laulaha instead of Rauraha. This is worth mentioning,
but it is outside my proper subject, which I will now
endeavour to approach in some detail

; premising that I shall

deal only with consonantal sounds.

Gutturals. Changes and Variations
; k, hard g, ngk, ngg,

g (peculiar), break ', ng, h, w.

1. The sound of hard g is rare in Melanesia
;

it is heard

in Wango, San Cristoval, in Anaiteum, where it is written c,

and in Nengone. In Fiji it is sounded in some words, but

always written k. The change from k is seen in the Fate

kari '

boy/ Wango gari ;
Fate kapu

'

fire,' Anaiteum cap: In

Nengone the suffixed 1st person singular pronoun, very

commonly ku, is go.

2. Nasalization of k is very common, and marks the dis-

tinction of some dialects : in Lepers' Island k, which is used

regularly at Tavalavola, becomes regularly ngg at Walurigi ;

aka, angga
' a canoe

'

;
in Saddle Island, Banks' Islands, there

is the same difference between Motlav and Yolow, which

replaces k with ngg ; ongg for ok '
canoe.' In Santa Cruz k

and ngg are indifferently used, ko or nggo. In many of the

languages, however, k and ngg are equally at home, some words

regularly having k, some ngg ;
as Florida has nggan

'

boy.'

There is the much rarer sound of nk, or ngk, as in 'sinker';

it is heard both in Fiji and Pentecost in the word waqa,

wangka 'canoe' ;
and it is not thought worth while to employ

a distinct symbol for it.

3. The peculiar sound very common in Melanesia, which

is here symbolized by g, no doubt is a change or variation

from k; iga 'fish,' is the common Polynesian ika. I cannot

answer for the sound in the New Hebrides south of Fate,

in which island it is present, but is not recognized in print

as distinct
;
in Fiji also it is not recognized. In the Loyalty

Islands the English Missionaries use x for it. In all the

rest of the Melanesian languages known to me it is present

and very characteristic : except in a few dialects of the Solomon
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Islands, where it is represented by a break. It is necessary

to attempt to describe it as something of a guttural trill, not

quite the same in all words, and taken sometimes by hearers

for k, sometimes for g, sometimes for r. It is easy some-

times to miss it, and in Wango and elsewhere they do not

pronounce it. As k has become hard g with them, so the

Melanesian g appears only as a break; Florida bage 'bow'

gabu 'blood/ are in Wango ba'e, 'abu. This no doubt corre-

sponds to the break left in Samoan by the falling out of k
;

'a'ao l hand '

is the Melanesian kakau
;
but I am not aware of

any example in Melanesia of the dropping of k.

4. In Ambrym, Santa Cruz, and Duke of York, ng replaces

unmistakeably a common k. In Ambrym characteristically

the two sounds are indifferent, either gene or ngene may be

said for 'to eat'
;
in which no doubt g stands for a remoter k.

In Ambrym, Santa Cruz, and Duke of York, the suffixed first

person singular pronoun, almost universally k, becomes ng.

5. The change between Florida and Yaturanga of g and h

is certain
; every Florida g is Yaturanga h

; gai, hai '
tree.'

The same change, irregularly, is common enough ; Espiritu

Santo gau
'

tree,' is Motu, New Guinea, hau. And g in this

word, as an example, is equivalent to k ; it is kau in Sesake,

as in the Maori rakau ; the change or variation is the

same as in the same word in Malay and Malagasy, kayu
and hazo.

6. In Mota one dialect is fond of replacing the g of the

other with w
; taglr and tawur '

behind,' and ug and uw ' to

blow.' To this corresponds the Florida substitution of g for

the ic which they cannot pronounce ;
a Mota word wotvut they

pronounce gogutu. In Mota and Fiji words the change of

k and w is seen
; Fiji kumete '

bowl/ kune '
to conceive/ are

plainly the Mota wumeto, wune.

Dentals. 1. As in the case of the hard g, the media d

is not common in Melanesia. There is a doubt in some

languages whether t or d should be written
;
a pure d is only

known to me in Nengone, Pentecost, Wango, and Bugotu.
It is most common to strengthen d with n. In the same way
t is strengthened with n in Fate, and in Tasiko. The close
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sympathy between n and d, on the one hand, and d and r, on

the other, causes very interesting transitions from r to n,

from n to t, and from r to t. The word for 'blood,' in

Malagasy ra, is dra in Malay, dra (= ndra) in Fiji, ndara

and nara in the Banks' Islands
;
so the Polynesian rau is

Mota na-ui 'leaf.' In Pak the Mota manui 'nose,' has

become metigi\ in Mota gina and gita are two forms of the

same expletive; Malay kita, Florida gita, Motlav gind, the

inclusive first person plural, come down to the Mota nina.

In Pak the passage of n to t results in the remarkable

appearance of the Malay panas, Maori mahana, Malagasy

mafana, in the reduplicated vavat
;

as the Mota naui '

leaf,'

has become togi in Pak. The common rua '

two,' has in Api
become tua.

2. There is a modification of t, and less distinctly of d, in

Lakona and the Torres Islands. The contact of the tongue
and the teeth or roof of the mouth is incomplete, and a sort

of vibration follows, which has been written tr. We mark

it by a change of type ; tatun,
'

man,' in Lakona, tomtom,
' to

think,' in Lo. These words are in Mota tanun and nomnom,
and in other Banks' Islands tongues tondun, ndomndom.

3. In a part of Vanua Lava, in the Banks' Islands, t is

regularly left out ; the Mota matig
'

cocoanut,' is me'ig ;

tauwe 'hill,' is '0; vit 'star,' vi'. At the beginning and

end of a word nothing represents the dropped consonant, but

in such a word as me'ig there is a certain break. In this

language t comes in to represent n or nd of the neighbouring

tongues. In the Solomon Islands also t is dropped; ba'u

Wango, pa'u Saa and Nggao, stand for the common word

for
' head

'

batu.

4. There is another change of t which is remarkable,

because it is the only change in which I have been able to

see anything of a geographical character. Before i particu-

larly, but also before u and e
t

t turns into tch, ts. This is

found in Api, Ambrym, Espiritu Santo, Lakona, Urepara-

para, Torres Islands, and Santa Cruz : the same is probably
indicated when the sound of / in Anaiteum is said to be that

of '
te in righteous.' Thus the word which is tita

'

two,' in
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one part of Api, is chua on the N.W. coast
;
in Ambrym

a word has been written tiene and chene
;
in Espiritu Santo

tatua ' man/ becomes tatsua
;

in Lakona telinga
'

ear,' is

jelngan ;
in Ureparapara t before i and u regularly becomes

ch, chichi for titi, qutuchi for Mota qatui; in Torres Islands

a word which if no vowel follows it is it becomes ichi when
i is added

;
tate if the next word begins with * becomes tach.

In Santa Cruz according to their way of speaking a word

has indifferently t or ch
;

tetiki or techiki
;
but words common

elsewhere with t have with them ch
;

echo,
'

one,' is e tea.

To represent this sound we employ j.

5. Occasionally s appears for a common t: the numeral

vat
' four

'

is in Lakona vas
;
tava in Wango is the Mota sava.

6. The most singular change is found in Rotuma of t to/;
ta 'man,' becomes fa; talinga

'

ear,' faHang ;
mata 'eye,' maf;

mtu '

stone,' hof.

Labials. In these sounds it appears to me particularly

inappropriate to speak of change with regard to Melanesian.

languages; p, b, nib, v, w, interchange freely, and, as has

been said, to some extent are used indifferently. This I take

to be characteristic of the family of languages. If one takes

a vocabulary of languages of the Malay Archipelago, such

as given by Mr. Wallace, one finds a very common word for
' moon '

in the following shapes : Malay bulan, Javanese

wulan, Saparua phulan, Bouru fhulan, Amboyna hu/an, the

Malagasy being volana. Under the word 'fruit' there are

similarly Malay bua, Javanese tcotcoan, Bouru fitan, Ceram

mtan, Amboyna huan
;
with which correspond Malagasy voa,

Maori hua, Samoa fua. A Melanesian vocabulary shows not

indeed a strict correspondence, but the same sort of variation
;

vula, wula, hula,
' moon'

; buwa, vua, woa,fua, hua, 'fruit.'

It is very common in Melanesia to support b with m, and

sometimes also so to strengthen p ;
a labial is kept in that

way from turning into a semivowel or becoming explosive.

As therefore the range from p to h is very common, so the

change from p to m is not unknown
;

the Florida word malei
'

place,' is the Bugotu bale, and it may be reasonably thought
that the Malay pulang

'
to go back,' is the Mota mulang.
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Nasals, It has been shown how n and d are connected

and interchange, and how in this way the same word appears

with r, t, and n
;
as the common word rau ' a leaf,' drau in

Fiji (ndrau), nau in Mota, togi in Vanua Lava.

There is a change of n to ng in Melanesia which is not at

all common
;

such however is clearly seen in the Florida

ngara 'blood/ which must be the Mota nara, that being

again, as has been shown, the Malagasy ra.

In some Melanesian languages the n sound, as in Spanish,

is a favourite modification : such is the case in Bugotu, in

which, for example, the suffixed third person singular

pronoun, which is almost universally na, becomes na.

In Santa Cruz the interchange of / and n is common, and

like other changes of the same character in that language

confusing ;
but it cannot be taken as a change of n to /.

Such a change, however, is characteristic of the language of

Alite, an islet on the coast of Malanta. There the most

common words which are everywhere found with n have /;

such as malu ' a bird
'

for manu, baila
'

large,' for paina used

a few miles off. This change is of course another form of

that from n to r
;
and in this way d and I come to appear in

variations of the same word.

The change of m to n is remarkable in Espiritu Santo.

There words which are elsewhere very common with m
appear with n instead; the very common manu 'a bird'

becomes nanu
; lima '

hand,' Una
;
mata '

eye,' nata.

What appears to me the most interesting change from m
is that to ng. There are in a great part of Melanesia two

sounds of m, the second being of a more nasal character.

The breath passes for a little through the nose ;
the sound

is held and delayed a little in the nose before the lips open
with the sound of m. We now use the change from Roman
to Italic, or vice rersa, to express this sound in print, but it is

instructive to observe that natives wishing to express it in

writing their own language have combined ng and m. Ac-

cordingly it is found that this m changes frequently to ng ;
a

word commonly used for ' house
'
in the Banks' Islands is,

in some form, ima, which is the same with Javanese uma,
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Malay ruma
;

arid as the m in the latter words becomes m
in the Banks' Islands words uma, ima, im, em, so m becomes

in other Banks' Islands dialects ng, and a house is eng in

Ureparapara. It is in this way that the presence of two

forms of the same word in Fiji is to be explained, lima '

five,'

and liga, line/a,
' hand.' In the islands where m is sounded,

the word is always lima, not lima, so that it naturally passes to

linga. Thus in Maori also ritna is
'

five,' and ringa is
' hand.'

Liquids. The interchange or indifferent use of r and / is

too much a matter of course to be dwelt upon ;
the changes

from them are interesting to y and dh. I only know one

region in which r becomes y, two islands of the Banks'

group. In Motlav children never pronounce r, but as they

grow up they begin to say it
;

in a neighbouring district of

the same island no one says r, every one substitutes y for it
;

Motlav children and Bun men say yon, boyos, for ron, boros.

In Ureparapara (as the island is called at Mota) it is a

matter of dialect, some use r some y, some say moros, some

mot/os, some paner, some paney ;
their island is Norbarbar or

Noybaybay. A direct change of r to dh I only know in a

very small district of Saddle Island, of which Motlav is part.

There they said idhesei, inggedh, when their neighbours use

eresei, ingger. But this is parallel with the change of I to dhy

which prevails in Bugotu in Ysabel. There a great number

of words which have I in Florida, and elsewhere, have dh

instead
;

the very common word for house, for example, in

Florida vale, becomes vadhe, the Florida bolo
' a pig

'
is bodho.

But the word for house is very well known with r
;
the

Maori whare. So also the Florida bolo is boro in Duke of

York Island. Thus the change of r, I, dh, is very plain in

that region ;
and it is easily seen to extend further

;
the Mota

nora 'yesterday,' is in Florida nola, in Bugotu nod/iff, in

Nggao, again, nora. This change also is found in Fiji; for I

cannot but believe that cagi= d/iangi is the same with San

Cristoval and Maori rangi, Malay langit, Mota lang, although
the signification varies between sky, rain, wind, and the

atmosphere generally.

Sibilants. The interchange again of s and h is a matter
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of course. Both are absent in Santa Cruz and Duke of York

Island. "When Santa Cruz people first came to Norfolk

Island, great amusement was caused by their attempts to

pronounce the names of the scholars from other islands,

Sasaka, Wehuhu, in which were these unwonted sounds.

Changes of s to ch and dh are found
;
in Yaturanga Savo

becomes Chavo
;

in Fiji c=dh often represents s and h in

other languages. The change to z is slight, and found, for

example, in kuzi, the Savo form of the word for ' rat
'

given above.

Aspirates. The change of h tof at Fagani has been men-

tioned. At Lakona and in the Torres Islands there is a

tendency that way. The most interesting variation is found

in Florida, where in the greater part of the country h is

used, but in one district z regularly represents it, and in

another dh. The negative is thus taho, tazo, and tadho. The

people who use z and dh have no difficulty in pronouncing h
;

it is merely the fashion in their place to say tazo and tad/io,

a variation which education is already beginning unfor-

tunately to efface. The connexion of //, /, v, w, b, has been

already shown in the varying forms of the common word

for fruit, in Melanesia hua and fua in San Cristoval, hua

and vua in Malanta, woo, in Mota, in Malay bua. So we

have haka, faka, vaka, waka, paka, for a ship ;
and the Duke

of York winaga
'

food,' is the Fate rinanga, the liinag and

sinaga of the Banks' Islands.

It will have been well understood, no doubt, that these

changes of consonantal sounds in Melanesian languages are

not exhibited as peculiar and exceptional phenomena. If

they were such, they would have less value than I suppose

they have. It is not for me to bring examples of similar

changes in languages much better known than these to

philological students, or even in the language which we

speak ourselves. To bring forward fresh examples of what

is known, to enlarge a little the field in which philology
exercises itself, is all that I venture to attempt.
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XI. NOTES ON ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY. By the

Rev. Professor SKEAT, LL.D.

(Bead at the Society's Meeting, on Friday, November 6, 1885.)

Blaze, a white mark on a horse's forehead (Scand.). Bailey-

gives "Blaze, (in a Horse), a white Face," ed. 1745. The

word is somewhat older
; Ogilvie gives a quotation from

Cowley, but omits the reference. It may have been borrowed

from Dutch, but is more likely Scandinavian
;

from Icel.

blesi, a blaze or white star on a horse's forehead, Swed. bids

or bldsa, Dan. bUs. Of. Du. bles
;

O.Du. bksse (Hexham) ;

G. Bldsse (Fliigel). The point to which I wish to draw

attention is, that it is not the primary word blaze, a flame,

but a secondary form, which ought to show vowel-change,
so that we should expect to find a Mid. E. bles, and a mod. E.

bless or bleeze. This fact is pointed out by Kliige, who

gives the G. Bldsse, sb. paleness, also a blaze, as derived by

vowel-change from the adj. blass, pale, M.H.G. bias, pale,

bald, orig.
'

shining/ closely allied to the M.H.G. strong

neuter sb. bias, a blaze, cognate with A.S. blcese. The sense
' bald

'

in M.H.G. well illustrates the word blaze, as applied

to marks made on trees by chipping away the bark. The

word for * flame
'

is spelt both blase and blese in the

Promptorium. I would therefore explain blaze, in this

sense, as a phonetic spelling, in which the a denotes the

sound of the M.E. e or ee.

Bluff. I wish to record an early example of this word.

"When we came abreast of the bluff-head, ... we edged

away from it
"

; 1699, W. Dampier, A New Voyage, iii.

137. Of. E. Fries, bluffen, blaffen, in Koolman.

Bonfire. Whether bonfire is really bone-fire, we may leave

to Dr. Murray. I make a note of two very pertinent quota-

tions. In Golding's tr. of Ovid's Metamorph. bk. vii. ed.

1603, leaf 87 back, there is an account of a plague ;
and it is

said of the dead bodies :

" So either lothly on the ground vnburied did they lie,

Or els without solemnitie were burnt in bone-fires hie."
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Again, in the first part of Marlowe's Tamburlaine, Act iii.

sc. 3, we read :

" Now will the Christian miscreants be glad,

Ringing with joy their superstitious bells,

And making bonfires for my overthrow.

But, ere I die, those foul idolaters

Shall make me bonfires with their filthy bones."

Booty, plunder. In my Dictionary, I have derived booty

from the corresponding Scand. forms, such as Icel. bjjti; and

I find that Kluge takes the same view, supposing that the

word was confused (as it probably was) with boot, profit.

But I am now quite certain that this view is wrong ;
and

that we took the word, not immediately from Scandinavian,

but mediately or at second-hand, through the French. The

history of the word proves it. It is not used, that I know

of, in Middle English, but appears soon after 1500. When
first borrowed, it had the exact F. form, viz. butin. Examples
are given, s.v. buten, in Croft's index to Sir T. Elyot's
" Governour." Palsgrave has both forms, with and without

the final n. Thus he has :

" I parte a butyne or a pray taken

in the war, Je butyne
"

;
and again,

"
Boty that men of

warre take, butin" The loss of n occurs again in our adj.

haughty, M.E. hautein. Hence our booty is from the F.

butin, explained as ' a booty, prey
'

by Cotgrave ;
and the F.

butin was of Teutonic (probably of Scandinavian) origin.

See bottino in Diez. Wedgwood cites Palsgrave, and hints

that the word is French, but does not say so explicitly.

Botargo, a cake made of the roe of the sea-mullet (Ital.).

This word is given by Nares. It so happens that the word is

mentioned in Rabelais in company with "sausages" ;
but there

is no evidence that a botargo was made like a sausage ;
it was

a kind of hard cake. Capt. Smith, in 1614-5, speaks of "
dry

fish, greene fish, Sturgion, Mullit, Caviare, and Buttargo
"

;

ed. Arber, p. 240. In 1614, he says that "Cape-Blank,

Spaine, Portugale, and the Leuant, [serve] with Mullet and

Puttargo," p. 197. I think the explanation
"
sausage

"
is

due to confusion with the Span, botarga, one sense of which
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is
" a kind of large sausages

"
;
whereas I doubt if there is

any very close connection. Cotgrave gives the F. pi. form

botargues ;
Littre gives botargue, and (rightly, as I think)

says that the word is Italian, and therefore not necessarily

Spanish. Florio (1598) gives the very form botargo, 'a

kind of salt meate made of fish vsed in Italy in Lent.'

Torriano (1688) gives the fern. pi. form botarghe,
' a salt

meat made of the hard rows of the fish cefalo,' i.e. mullet.

I find no such use of the word in Spanish ;
and I think

therefore that we may safely put the word down as Italian.

The modern Ital. form is buttarga, explained by Meadows as
*

sturgeons' eggs pickled.' Littre refers us to this modern

Ital. form, but it is better to take the old form botargo at

once. As to the etymology of the Italian word, I find no

suggestion. Mahn refers the Span, botarga to the Lat.

botulus, a sausage ; but, as I have said, there is nothing to

call in the Spanish form.

I will, however, venture on a guess which seems to me

reasonable, viz. that botargo may have been named from the

fish itself. Torriano gives us cefalo as the fish's name, which,

of course, means 'big-head,' from Gk. K6(f>a\ij. Now botta,

says Florio, is
' a kind of fish called a Millers thumbe, or a

gull,' and bota is
' a fish that grunteth, called a mole-bout.'

All that is now wanting is evidence to show that botta can

mean a mullet
; meanwhile, we find that the miller's thumb

is also called a bull-head, and that the Ital. botta can even

mean a toad, no doubt from its swelling itself out
;

cf. Lat.

botulus, a sausage, with whi<jh I do not deny that there may
be an ultimate connection. Cf. Du. bot, a plaice ;

Florio's

mole-bout (above) ;
and E. halibut, which show how vaguely

fish-names can be used. The G. butte means a flounder.

Meadows' Ital. Diet, gives a form which throws some light

upon the suffix also. Besides buttarga, he gives bottarga,

bottarica, a sort of cavaire [i.e. botargo~\. This suggests that

botargo was formed from bota by adding the compound suffix

-ari-co, which I suppose occurs again in Balearic.

I find a note, that in Shaw's Travels we are told that

mullets are caught remarkably large on the Northern coast
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of Africa, in the kingdom of Tunis. This again connects

botargo rather with Italy than with Spain.

Box, Christmas. The word box in Christmas box no longer

conveys any obvious meaning. It was an actual box, made
of earthenware, in which apprentices collected pence from

customers at Christmas ; when sufficiently filled, it was

broken to get at the contents. See the account in Brand,

Popular Antiquities, ed. Ellis, i. 494. Brand quotes from

Mason's Handful of Essaies, 1621 : "he never doth good till

his death
;

as an apprentice's box of earth, apt he is to

take all, but to restore none till hee be broken "
; and in

another parallel quotation, dated 1642, we find :

" like the

Christmas earthen boxes of apprentices."

Braid, full of deceit (E.). In a well-known passage in

All's Well, iv. 2. 73, nearly all the modern editors explain
the word braid as deceitful,

* since Frenchmen are so braid.'

But the fact is, that the M.E. braid is a sb., not an adjective,

and means deceit, trick, art, fraud
;
and no one has made

any attempt to show how it can be an adjective, as it obviously

is, in this passage. The fact is simply, that braid is here a

contracted form of braided, and braided of course means
' furnished with tricks, full of deceits,' which is much stronger

than merely
'
deceitful.' This contraction of words ending

in -ded is familiar to all who have read Middle English

attentively ; and was long ago noticed by Sir F. Madden in

his note to 1. 347 of Will, of Palerne, which I have reprinted.

He notices the occurrence of comaund for comaunded, gerde

for girded, and adds that it occurs frequently in the Wycliffite

versions of the Bible. Modern English has spread for the

past participle, not spreaded ;
so also led, not leaded

; read,

not readed. The same occurs with words ending in -ted,

shortened to t
;

as in alight for alighted, and so on. The

contraction can take place when t or d is preceded either by
another consonant or by a long vowel, but not otherwise.

Home Tooke actually took braid to be the past participle

of the verb bray, to pound ;
and explained braid to mean

bray'd, i.e. pounded, and so '

compounded.' This forced

meaning is quite unnecessary.
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It is material to observe that the form braid for braided

actually occurs in the pp. of the verb, viz. in Sir Gawayn and

the Grene Knight, 2069 :

" The brygge watz bmt/de down,"

i.e. the draw-bridge was braided down, let down suddenly.

It thus appears that Shakespeare has used -braid for

braided improperly ;
it should only be contracted when it

is really a past participle, not when used adjectivally. A
good early example of this adjectival use of words ending in

-ed is Chaucer's gatided, i.e. furnished with gauds. Of.

beard-ed, horn-ed, gift-ed.

Build. I have shown that our build is the A.S. byldan,

derived by vowel-change from bold, a dwelling. I have

also considered the A.S. bold as borrowed from the Icel. bol,

a dwelling. But I find another account of bold in an article

by Sievers on the Noun-suffix -tra, printed in Paul and

Braune, Beitrage, v. 529. He says bold is for *bolfi-, by
metathesis for *0//-=A.S. botl, a dwelling (cf. Bootle in

Cumberland and Lancashire). This *bopl- or botl is due to a

Teutonic *bo-f>lo-, or *bo-firo-, a form in which we recognize

the Teut. base BU-, and the Aryan suffix -tra. This brings us to

the root I have already indicated, but accounts for the suffix

differently.

To appreciate Sievers' view, his other examples must be

examined
;
we have a sure parallel in the case of needle, of

which another form was neeld ; for this neeld certainly

contains the Aryan suffix -tra.

Cad. It has not been yet noticed that this term is more

than 200 years old. Brand, in his Antiquities (ed. Ellis, iii.

86), quotes an example in which a cad means an attendant

spirit. Quoting from Osborne's Advice to his Son, 8vo.,

Oxford, 1656, p. 36, he remarks that Osborne compares a

wife or husband to a cad. Unhappy marriages
" must needs

render their sleepe unquiet, that have one of those cads or

familiars still knocking over their pillow." This refers to

the belief that ghosts disturb sleepers by keeping up a

constant knocking. I remain of opinion that cad is the

same word as the Scotch cadie. In Michel's Critical Inquiry
into the Scottish Language, 1882, p. 183, we read :

" The
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cadies, an interesting class of people, who acted both as

commissionaires and watchmen, at times lent a helping hand

to the hangman in the discharge of his duty. Their name

was originally the same with F. cadet, which is also English."
See cadet' in Littre", where the familiar and ironical uses of

the word are exemplified. A cadi/ who became assistant-

hangman lent his name to reproach.

Carnival. I have already shown that Littre seems to have

misunderstood the word carnelevarium, which meant a time

of feasting, and not of fasting. The mistake arose with

Ducange, or rather with Charpentier, the writer of the supple-

ment. He explains Carnelevarium as a day of fasting ;
but

at once proceeds to give an example in which the term was

applied to Quinquagesima Sunday, which was a feast-day.

He quotes a passage beginning :

" De ludo Carnelevar. In

Dominica dimissionis carnium "
;

etc. Here we see the

source of confusion. Lent is called dimissio carnium, very

properly ;
and the Sunday preceding Lent was called the

"Sunday of the fast." But it always was, and still remains

true, nevertheless, that " the Sunday of the fast
" was itself a

feast-day ;
and carnelevarium, taken alone, means precisely

the same as carnelevamen, explained in Ducange as
' a day of

revelry
'

(Bacchanalium dies) ;
and as carnelevale, given as

another name for Quinquagesiraa. The Lat. levare means to

solace, please, comfort
;
and all its derivatives partake of this

meaning. Ducange further refers us to Fitzstephen, where,

however, the word carnelevaria appears rather to refer to

Shrove-Tuesday, which was a feast-day also. See the pas-

sage quoted in Brand's Antiquities, ed. Ellis, ii. 61, note.

Brand refers to Pegge's edition of Fitzstephen, 1772, p. 74.

The very same passage is given at p. 214 of Thorns' edition

of Stow's Survey of London, and his various readings are

worth notice. His text has Carnivale, translated by 'Shrove-

tide
'

;
but the various readings give the forms Carnivalia,

Carnilcvaria, and Carnehvari. The word carnivalia is un-

meaning, and I believe it to be merely a popular corruption

of carnilevaria, the syllable le being dropped, and the suffix

-aria turned into -alia.
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Cinchona. I have shown, in my Supplement, that the

right spelling is Chinchona, named from the Countess of

Chinchon. I have now to add that, according to Pineda's

Span. Diet., Chinchon is a small Spanish town, in the pro-

vince of New Castile. The town is, in fact, so small that it

is not marked in Black's Atlas.

Cobra, a snake. (Port. L.) In a translation of Buffon's

Nat. Hist., 1792, ii. 277, the snake is called 'cobra di capello,

or hooded serpent.' Cobra is neither in Johnson nor Bailey.

Webster gives cobra de capello. Ogilvie gives cobra de capello,

with cobra di capello and cobra da capello as alternatives.

Cassell's Diet, has cobra capella, cobra capello, cobra de capello,

cobra di capello, and informs us that cobra di capello is right,

because capella means a chapel, and not a hood. But it is

important to remark that cobra di capello is not only wrong,
but impossible, for the simple reason that the phrase is

Portuguese, and the word di is Italian. The word de might

stand, as that is the Portuguese preposition ;
but the right

form should surely be do (masculine). Do in Portuguese
means 'of the'; whereas de only means 'of; cobra do

capello is
' snake with the hood,' and is correct.

I have to add that none of these Dictionaries give the

etymology of cobra ; nor can I find it in Diez or Littre
;

nor, indeed, anywhere else. But it is simply the Lat.

colubra, a snake, used by Horace, Ovid, and Juvenal. Capello

is the O.F. chapel (F. chapeau] ;
see chaplet in my Dictionary.

Coca, a plant. (Span. Peruvian.) I have already spoken
of cacao, which is Mexican, and of cocoa, which is Portu-

guese. Coca is distinct from both, and is Peruvian. It is

described in Pineda's Spanish Dictionary, who refers us to

J. Acosta's Natural History of the West Indies, lib. iv.

c. 22, p. 252. See also Joyfull Newes out of the newe

founde Worlde, by J. Frampton, 1577, fol. 101, back. The

Span, spelling is coca, but the Peruvian is cuca, of which form

the Span, word is a corruption. This is certain from the

description by the Peruvian Inca Grarcilasso, in his Royal
Commentaries of Peru, bk. viii. c. 15. Rycaut's translation

speaks "of the Herb which the Indians call cuca, and the

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 19
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Spaniards coca." I cannot find that Mahn has any authority

for saying that the word is also Mexican. The plant grows
wild in Peru.

Contraband. I have marked contraband as Italian, and I

think the quotation in Littre justifies this, as it says the term

was used by the Venetians in the sixteenth century, and the

French form is already in Cotgrave. The Spanish form is

precisely the same, but it is not given in Minsheu (1623),

and only appears in Pineda's Span. Dictionary (1740). There

is an early example of it, however, in Howell's Letters

(Sept. 8, 1623), where he mentions "
ropa de confrabando,

prohibited goods," Letters, sect. 3, let. 6. Here ropa is a

Spanish form, the Italian has roba. The form contrabandist^

a smuggler, is certainly Spanish ;
the Ital. has contra-

bandiere.

Cowslip. I have explained this as originally cow-slop, the

literal sense being
' the droppings of a cow.' Mr. Magnusson

points out to me that the Icel. word for the flower is ku-reki,

i.e. cow-droppings, and that the Icel. word was borrowed

from the A.S. cu-slt/ppe, the latter part of the word being
translated in order to preserve the meaning. Odd as this

may seem, it is matched by the prov. E. cow-daisy, which

does not mean the flower, but the circle of cow-dung, also

called cow-blake, cow-clap, cow-plat, cow-shard, cow-sham ; see

Halliwell. Another prov. E. name for cow-slip is cow-strippUng

or cow-stropple, lit. cow-dribblings, or the last milk drawn

from a cow by pressure. See strip, strippings, stroakings, and

strop in Halliwell.

Creel, a kind of basket. (Gaelic.) M.E. crel, with long e.

"
A. basket and

iij
kreles

"
;

Wills and Inventories, Surtees

Soc., i. 224
; A.D. 1564. Spelt creill in Laing's Select

Remains of Scottish Poetry, King Berdok, 1. 25
;

also in the

Ballad of the Wooing of Jok and Jenny, st. 7. See also

creil in Jamieson. The etymologies in Jamieson cannot be

right. It is a Gaelic word, spelt craidhleag by Macleod and

Dewar, who explain it by 'a basket, a creel.' O'Reilly

quotes
'

craidlag, a basket/ from Shaw's Gael. Diet. I

suppose it is allied to cradle.
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Crow-bar. I give the usual account, that the crow-bar was

probably named from some resemblance to the crow's beak.

The old name was simply crow, without the bar ; see under

Prise, p. 320. Cotgrave has :

"
Corbin, a crow

;
bee de

corbin, a chirurgeon's toole, called a crowes-bill."

Crowd. The verb to crowd answers to M.E. crouden, to

push. The related A.S. word is given by Ettmiiller and

Leo as *creodan. I wish to point out that this form of the

infinitive is theoretical ; and I entirely fail to discover any

possible reason why the A.S. infinitive should not have been
JL */

*criidan, in perfect accordance with the M.E. form. There

are only two examples of the verb in all A.S. literature.

One gives us crydeb as the 3 pers. sing, present, and the

other gives us cread as the past tense. Both of these could

easily come from an infinitive *crudan, precisely as we get
the 3 pers. sing. pres. byhb, short for bygeb, and the pt. t.

bdah, from bugan, to bow. The only related word is the

O. Dutch kruyden, to push, given by Hexham; now spelt

kruijen, by loss of d. Now, precisely as the O. Dutch buygen,

to bow, answers to A.S. bugan, so the O. Du. kruyden must

answer to an A.S. crhdan. After writing this note, I found

that Stratmann has already made this suggestion.
Davit. The etymology of this nautical term is uncertain.

It is very remarkable that Capt. Smith (Works, ed. Arber,

p. 793, A.D. 1626) spells it Dauid, and prints it in italics as

if it were a man's name. He speaks of "the blocke at the

Dauids ende." Perhaps this is the right solution, though
we cannot tell what relation this David was to Davy Jones.

Dr. Fennell called my attention to the above passage.
Dell. I have wrongly marked this word as O. Dutch,

whereas it occurs in A.S., though ignored by the Dictionaries.

The A.S. form is del, neuter sb., dat. delle, also dcelle ; this

del is clearly from a stem *dal-jo, and only differs from dale

in having a different stem. I find beet del and of barn dcelle

in Cartularium Saxonicum, ed. Birch, i. 547
;

to deopan delle,

id. ii. 71
; and even the compound dellwuda, i.e. a dell-wood,

id. ii. 232.

Doiley. I find a MS. note by Pegge, that "
Doyley kept a
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Linnen-draper's shop in the Strand, a little West of Catharine

Street."

Doll. In my Supplement, I have partly come round to

the view that doll, as a child's toy, is the same as the name

Doll, and so short for l*orothy. The great difficulty is the

want of evidence. It is therefore important to observe as

Mr. Symthe Palmer has already done that Jamieson gives

the Sc.
"
doroty, a doll, a puppet, as

' a dancing doroty' \ also,

a female of very small size." There can be no mistake here.

Michel, in his Critical Inquiry into the Scottish Language,

p. 351, refers us, for an example of doroti/, to "Destiny,"
vol. ii. p. 92

;
and remarks that doroty is from the F.

Dorothee. Littre gives F. dorothee as a name for a kind of

dragon-fly. If this be right, a doll is, literally, a gift of God.

Doublet. Note that Halliwell has singlet, q.v.

Duds, shabby clothes (Scand.). Duds is a prov. E. word,

in Halliwell. It is introduced as a cant term for clothes in

Beaumont and Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, v. 1, being borrowed

from Harman's Caveat, where we find "
dudes, clothes

"
;
see

Furnivall's edition, p. 83, col. i. Skelton has :

" In dud

frese ye war schrynyd, With better frese lynyd," ed. Dyce,
i. 121; where dud freze is coarse frieze. It occurs in the

fifteenth century.
"
Birrus, vel birrum, i. grossum vesti-

mentum, Anglice, a dudde
"

; Wright's Vocab. ed. Wiilcker,

568. 18. Jamieson has several examples of it. In one of

these it is spelt dudis, and I have just quoted dudes. I have

no doubt that the vowel was originally long. Hence it is

the same as Sc. cloud, a woman's cap ;
Devonshire dowd, a

night-cap (Halliwell) ; and hence also the prov. E. doud;/,

dowdy, ill-dressed, shabbily dressed. The word is probably
of Scand. origin ;

but is only preserved in the Icel. dif^i,

swaddling clothes. Jamieson quotes the sense " indumentum

levioris generis." The prov. E. duds also means rags ;
and

dudman is a scare-crow made of ragged old clothes. It is not

improbable that the root is the Aryan DHU, to shake, re-

presented in Icel. by dyja, dua (pt. t. dtfSi), to shake, used of

shaking spears, or shaking the locks ; whence the idea of

flapping or ragged clothes. With duds we may also connect
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Icel. dff&a, to swathe, wrap up, prov. E. duddle, to wrap up

warmly and unnecessarily, to coddle
;

and the old word

duddles, bundles of dirty rags, in Pilkington's Works

(Parker Soc.), p. 212. Wedgwood has already connected

duds with the idea of shaking or flapping ;
and derives duds

from the verb dodder or dudder, to shake. The truth is

rather, that this verb and duds are both from the same

Aryan root.

Duffer, a feeble, inefficient person. (Scand.) This slang
term is really Scottish, being the Lowl. Sc. do/ifart, duffart,

stupid, spiritless, inefficient. Jamieson illustrates itself

sufficiently, and rightly connects it with douf, a stupid

fellow, dowf, dull, flat, melancholy, inactive, hollow, inert
;

which is nothing but the Icel. daufr, i.e. the Scand. form of

E. deaf. A nut without a kernel is called in E. a deaf nut,

in Scotch a dowf nit. The number of related words is large.

Already in Gothic we find afdobnan, to become dumb or

silent, from daubs, deaf
; Icel. dofna, to become dead (as a

limb), to become dull (as the mind), from daufr, deaf; also

dofi, torpor, daufleikr, sloth, daufingi, a sluggard, a duffer
;

Du. doof, deaf, dof, faint, dull, heavy, hollow-sounding, dof,

the low sound of oars, a hollow sound
;

Dan. dov, deaf,

dove, to blunt, dull
;
Low G. doov, deaf, empty, sad, dull

;

duff, dull-sounding, dim -coloured, etc. The u is shortened

from ou, which again is from the Icel. au or o, Dan. and

Swed. 6. The alliance with E. deaf is thus concealed. The

suffix, in Scotch, is the same as the E. -ard, as in slugg-ard,

drunk-ard.

Ease. The etymology of the F. atse is a well-known crux.

Prof. Mayor has, however, sent me a note to say that the

Low Lat. form was agius. He writes :

" In the Archiv fiir

lat. Lexikographie, ii. 112, published early in 1885, you will

find agius, cited from the Poetse aevi Carolini i. 427. 5 :

*

agius inter frondentes lauros habitans.'
''

This is obviously
a note of considerable importance ;

the form corresponds to

that of Ital. agio, but it is remarkable that the Low Lat.

agius seems to be here an adjective, not a substantive, and to

mean '
at ease

'

or '

at liberty.' (I ought, perhaps, to add
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that I have not verified the sentence
;

it will be necessary to

make sure that agius does not here represent, as it often does,

the Gk. ayios, holy, a saint.) Now supposing agius to be an

adjective, it seems to me possible that it is, after all, a

derivative of the Lat. verb agere ; it might mean 'free to

act.' It is worth noticing that there is an Ital. adj. agevole,

meaning nimble, easy to be done, whence agerolezza, ease,

facility. This Ital. agevole is just the Low Lat. agibilis,

precisely as credevole is the Lat. credibilis. And seeing that

the Ital. agevolezza, meaning precisely
'

ease/ is a mere and

obvious derivative of agibilis (and therefore of agere), it

really does seem extremely probable that agius is another

derivative of the same verb. The change of sense from
' free to act

'
or '

acting readily
'
is not difficult

;
for there is

a verb agiare, to render at ease, to accommodate, from which

the sb. agio could be evolved. Considering the known

difficulty of the word, this solution is worthy of examination.

The difference between agius and agibilis is merely this, that

the former has an active, and the latter a passive sense
;

the one is
'

acting readily,' and the other is
'

readily done.'

Moreover, there is no difficulty about deriving a word in

-ius from a verb. Hoby derives lud-ius, a stage-player, from

ludere, to play ;
and exim-ius, select, excellent, from eximere,

to except, take out.

Eddy. Examples of this word at any early period are so

scarce that I make a note of the occurrence of ydi/t an eddy,

in the Buke of the Howlate, written about 1453
;

st. Ixiv.

1. 827.

[The bard, being dirty]
" Socht wattir to wesche him thar out in ane ydy"

Eery, Eerie. The meanings of this word are given by
Jamieson, who shows that the earliest sense was ' timid

'

;

hence, affected by fear of the spiritual world, melancholy,

strange. He refers to Douglas, who has the spelling ery,

meaning timid
; see Small's edition, vol. iii. p. 166, 1. 1.

Cassell's and Ogilvie's Dictionaries both refer us to the A.S.

earh, sluggish, cowardly, but make no attempt to trace the

word's history. I believe, however, that this is the right
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solution, and I can supply some of the missing links. The

A.S. earh became M.E. ar^, arh, are}, arje, etc., with great

varieties of spelling ;
see Stratmann and Matzner. Amongst

these varieties we find three instructive forms. In the Moral

Ode, 1. 20 or 19, Dr. Morris (Specimens, part i.) gives the

spelling Ar}e for the nom. pi., with the sense 'slack' or

<

remiss,' from the Trin. MS. The Jesus Coll. MS. has

Erewe. But the Lambeth MS., as printed in Morris's Old

Eng. Homilies, First Series, p. 161, 1. 17, has Er^e. "We

next come to an important passage in the Cursor Mundi,
1. 17685, where we find the precise form and sense required.

Here the Gottingen MS. has "Joseph, be noght eri," i.e.

Joseph, be not afraid. It would appear that the final vowel

is due to the vocalisation of the final guttural ;
the final -ge

of the plural gave a final -]e in the plural, easily weakened

to -ie, and hence the singular in -i or y. If this be not quite

right, the Dictionary-slips will help us out. Meanwhile, I

think this etymology may be accepted. It is just mentioned

by Jamieson as a possibility ;
but the other etymologies (if

such they can be called) which he suggests, are all out of

the question. It is certainly not allied to G. Ehre, A.S. drt

honour
;
nor to Icel. ogn, terror

;
nor have I any faith in the

Irish earadh, a refusal, fear, distrust.

Estreat, a true copy. I have explained this
;

it is merely
O.F. estrete, Lat. extracta. But I have to add that Mr.

Stevenson, of Nottingham, tells me that the M.E. word is

streets, and observes that it is in the Prompt. Parv., where

Mr. Way, who so seldom erred, has quite missed the point,

misprinted the article, and given a wrong note. It should

run thus :

"
Streete, catchepoKs bok to gader by mercy-

ments "
; i.e. an estreat, a catchpoll's book to collect fines by.

Exhaust. Exhaust was at first a past participle, as its form

shows. See Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ed. Croft, ii. 59.

Feeze, Feaze, Pheeze. The word pheeze in Shakespeare
is explained by Schmidt as 'to tease

'

or 'annoy.' He adds

that some explain it by
'

beat/ others by
'
drive.' Webster

explains it by
'
to whip with rods, to beat, to worry, to tease.'

There is absolutely no reason for explaining it by
' to whip.'
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The proper sense is
'
to drive away,' or '

to put to flight
'

;

precisely the A.S. fesian, M.E. fesen ;
see fesen in Stratmann,

who gives ten examples ;
and see Nares. The explanation

'
to whip

'

arose with Hearne, who so explains it in a passage
in Rob. of Brunne's tr. of Langtoft, p. 192, 1. 1, and in

another passage at p. 274, 1. 14. In both places it obviousty

means to put to flight, or drive away. The etymology is

wrongly given both in Webster and Ogilvie. Webster con-

fuses it with another modern wordfeaze, to unravel. Ogilvie

separates the two, but refers Shakespeare's feeze to F. fewer,

to whip. I may add that three good examples of feese,

to harass, worry, and hence to punish, occur in the York

Mysteries.

The etymology is, accordingly, from the A.S. fesian,

a dialectal variation of fysian, to drive away. Again, fysian

is a by-form of fysan, the usual form
;

and fysan is derived

by vowel-change from the adj.fus, prompt, quick. Thus the

original meaning of feeze, as a transitive verb, is to cause to

be quick, to make any one flee hurriedly. We may explain
the phrase "I'll pheeze his pride" in Troilus, ii. 3. 215, by
"

I'll drive his pride away
"

; or, as we should now say,

"I'll take down his pride." The phrase
"

I'll pheeze you
"

in the first line of the Taming of the Shrew, means, literally,
"

I'll make you run away pretty quickly ;

"
but, in the

mouth of Christopher Sly, it is a mere vague and unmeaning
threat.

Fester, a sore; as a verb, to rankle. (F. L.) I have shown

that the verb to fester occurs in P. Plowman. In my
Dictionary, I have argued in favour of the supposition that

the word may be English ;
and Mahn does the same. Wedg-

wood refers us to the Walloon s'efister, to become corrupt, to

smell badly. I have now no hesitation in saying that we

are all wrong ; and the solution is easy when once suggested.
It is a French word, and derived, quite regularly, from the

Lat. fistula. The proof may be seen in Godefroy, who has

at last recovered for us both the noun and the verb. The

verb is festrir, to fester, as in "la plaie commence a festrir,"

the wound begins to fester; it'also occurs actively, in the
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sense '
to cover with wounds/ The verb is derived from the

sb., which is much commoner, and spelt in various ways,
such as fistle, festre, feste, feske, fesque, etc., meaning an

ulcer, or festered wound
;

as in " Moult boins surgiens est

ki set warir de festre," i.e. he is a very good surgeon
who knows how to cure a fester. The form fiestre also

occurs, and this may in a measure account for the fact,

already proved by me, that the former e in E. fester was

sometimes pronounced long. The derivation is obviously, as

I have said, from Lat. fistula, whence also F. fistule, which

Cotgrave explains as
" the running sore called an issue or

fistula." Fistula becomes F. festre and E. fester, just as

chartula gives F. chartre, E. charter, and the pi. ace. glandalas

gives F. glandres, E. glanders.

The change from i to e is also regular ;
with festre from

fistula compare sec from stccus, ferme from firmus, etc.
; see

Brachet, Hist. Fr. Grammar.
The result is, accordingly, that in the original French, the

verb is derived from the sb., and this will give the true sense

of the word in English. We must take the sb. fester to

mean "a running sore," and hence derive the verb. At the

same time, it would seem that it was, in fact, the verb which

came first into use in England, and still seems to be the

more important.
Fetish. We find "

Fetisso, which is a kind of god," in W.
Dampier (1699), A New Voyage, vol. ii. pt. 2, p. 105. Our

fetish answers to the F. fetiche ; whereas fetisso answers to

the Port, feifyo, whence the F. word is borrowed
;
as already

explained.

Feuter, to lay the spear in rest. (F. Tent.)
" His speare

he feutred" ; Spenser, F. Q. iv. 4. 45. The verb is derived

from M.E. feuter, a rest for a spear ;

" With spere festened

in/cuter" ;
Will, of Palerne, 3437 (cf. 3593). O. F. feutre,

felt, a piece of felt (Cotgrave); older spelling feltre, a rest

for the lance, of which numerous examples are given in

Godefroy. (It is remarkable that this sense is not in Cot-

grave, nor in Littre, being now quite lost.) The derivation

seems to show that the lance-rest was lined or fitted with
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felt
;
in fact, the F. feutre means anything made of felt, as a

hat
;
and the same is true of the Span, fieltro. The F. feutre

also means a kind of packing or padding, and feutrer is to

stuff or pad a saddle. Thus the E. sb. fenter is simply
' a

pad.' We find also Port, feltro, Ital. feltro, felt. All these

are obviously of Teutonic origin ;
from the word which

appears in E. as felt ; cf. Du. nit, Swed. and Dan. filt, Gr.

filz ; see Felt in my Diet. I have there remarked that the

A.S. felt has not yet been exemplified ;
it occurs, however,

in Wright's Vocab. 120. 5" Centrum, uel filtrum, felt."

Diez remarks that the r in feltro is excrescent, as is often

the case (he says) after t. If we have to account for it by

analogy, no doubt some reason for it can be produced.

Mahn, in Webster, gives nearly the correct account, but

further imagines that the word was influenced by the Lat.

fulcrum, which is quite needless, and in no way helps us.

Feuterer, a dog-keeper. (F. Low. Lat. C.) In M.E. I

can only find the entry :

"
Fedorarius, a fewtrer

"
; Wright's

Vocab. 582. 29. Whether this is the same word, is not

quite certain. The word is tolerably common in Tudor-

English, and is used by Ben Jonson, Every Man out of his

Humour, ii. 1, where Carlo calls Puntarvolo "a yeoman-

feuterer" because he stands holding his dog. It occurs again
in Beaumont & Fletcher, and in Massinger ;

see Nares.

There is a clear example in Massinger's Picture, Act v. sc. 1,

quoted by Nares and in Todd's Johnson, where " an honest

yeoman-feuterer" is explained to be "just such a one as you
use to a brace of greyhounds," etc.

The word is certainly a corruption of veuterer, and Phillips

is right in equating it to a Low Lat. veltrarius, though he does

not tell us where to find this form, which does not seem to

be in Ducange. The Low Lat. veutrarim occurs in the Close

Bolls, 5 Hen. III., m. 7 (vol. i. p. 462) ;
see N. & Q.

6 S. xii. 370. I suppose that veuterer really stands for

veutrer, by a slight confusion
;

it is derived, by adding the

suffix -er of the agent, from O.F. veutre, later form vaultre,

explained by Cotgrave as " a mungrell between a hound and

a maistiffe, fit for the chase or hunting of wild Bears and
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Boars." The mod. F. vautre is in Littre. The oldest O.F.

form is veltre (see Burguy), the same as Ital. veltro, a grey-
hound (Florio). Diez, Scheler, Littre, and Burguy all

derive veltre from Low Lat. ace. veltrum ; and they are agreed
that this is another form of the word which appears as

rertagm in Martial, 14. 200. 1, and also as vcrtaga, vertraga,

rertagra, all meaning
'

greyhound
'

;
see Lewis and Short.

.ZElian says the word is Celtic (see Diez) ; and, in fact,

Williams
1

Corn. Diet, gives
"
guilter, a mastiff." A curious

trace of the Low Lat. word occurs in Wright's Vocab. 812.

43, where we find :

" Hec vettria, a lese of grehowndes." A
similar etymology is given in Mahn's Webster

;
but Mahn

suggests an alternative etymology from Gr. futterer, one who

provides with fodder, quite forgetting that E. words are

seldom borrowed from High German, and that this quite

fails to account for the diphthong eu. It is notorious that

terms of the chase are commonly of F. origin. The change
from initial f to v is common. The contrary change, from

v to /, is rare
;

but there is a clear example in the word

fitches, which occurs three times in the A.V. of the Bible,

and is put for vetches ; from O.F. veche, Lat. ufcia. All

students of Dante remember the famous word veltro (Inf. i.

101). Wedgwood gives the same etymology, but is very brief.

Fly, in the sense of ' coach.' With respect to this word,

we must not forget that Sir W. Scott, in 1818, spoke of " the

ancient Fli/coaches
"

;
see the beginning of chap. 1 of the

Heart of Midlothian.

Furl. I have shown that furl is a corruption of fardle. I

find an excellent example in Golding's Ovid, ed. 1603,

leaf 138, 1. 3.

"Anon the Maister cryed 'strike the topsayle, let the maine

Sheate flie, and fardle it to the yard/ Thus spake he, but

in vaine.'

Wedgwood cites from Bailey the spelling farthel, with

the same sense. Cf. "He that should fardle-up a bundle or

huddle of the fooleries of mans wisdome, might recount

wonders ;" (1603) J. Florio, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, b. ii.

e. 12
;

ed. Morley, p. 278, col. 1.
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Gamboge. I have called this word a corruption of Cam-

bodia. It is now obvious to me that it is not an E. corruption,

but the necessary form of the name in French. In mod. F.

the name for gambog* is gomme-gutte, but Littre notes the

adj. gambodique, meaning
'

belonging to gamboge.' The
true E. word is not gamboge, but cambodia, though it is now
obsolete. This appears from a notice of "the yellow

purging Gum, which we thence call Cambodia." This

follows upon a description of the country of Cambodia, by
"W. Dampier (1699), A New Voyage, vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 105.

Gavial, the crocodile of the Ganges. (F. Hind.) This

name is given in Webster and Ogilvie, and the English

Cyclopaedia gives Gavialis as a genus of the Crocodilida},

including Gavialis Gangeticus, the Gavial or Nakoo. The

form gavial is French, and is given by Littre. Ogilvie says

it is the name of the animal in Hindostan
;
and there we are

left, to make what we can of it. By help of Prof. Cowell, I

learn that it is not the Hindustani name, but only a French

travesty of it (unless the French took it from us, in which

case it is an English travesty of it). The Hindustani name
is ghariydl, a crocodile ; spelt with a peculiar r, so difficult

for a European to pronounce, that v has been substituted for

it
;

see Platt, Hind. Diet., 1884, p. 934. Platt also gives

the Hindi and Bengali forms, which are much the same.

Some connect it with a certain Skt. word meaning
'

plate
'

;

but Prof. Cowell thinks that this connection is only true of

the Hind, ghariydl, a plate of brass for beating time, which

may be merely a homonym, and not the same word. There

are some splendid specimens of gavials in the South Kens-

ington Museum.

Geek, a dupe. (Du.) The word is well known as occur-

ring in Twelfth Night, v. 351. Mr. Wright's note is :

" In

Anglo-Saxon gedc, Mid. E. geke, is a cuckoo, and this is

always said to be the origin of our word
;
but the cuckoo of

real life is anything but a dupe." It is, however, a fact,

hitherto unnoticed, that geek is not related to A.S. geac in

any way whatever. In the first place, the A.S. geac did not

become geke in M.E., but \eke or yeke, more correctly \eek.
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It is very rare, but a quotation for it is given by Halliwell,

p. 951. In Shakespeare, the alliteration in 'geek and gull'

shows that the g was hard. I do not think that geek will be

found in Middle-English at all. The word furnishes one

more example of the fact to which I was, I believe, the first

to draw attention, viz. that the number of Dutch words

imported into Tudor-English was considerable. The word is

not E., but Dutch. Hexham's Du. Dictionary (1658) gives :

"
Geek, a Foole, a Foole in a play, or a Sot

; Gecken, to

Mock, to Flout, or to Jest
; Geckernye, Foolerie

;

"
etc. It

is precisely the same word as the G. Geek, with the like

sense. The G. Geek is quite distinct from G. Gatich. Kluge

gives the M.H.G. forms gee, gecke, meaning 'fool*
; and, as

cognate words, the Du. gek, Dan. gjek, a fool, Icel. gihkr, a

pert, rude person. Thus the word is formed on a base GEK-,

which distinguishes it from G. Gauch, Icel. gaukr, a cuckoo,

from the base GAUK, strengthened form of GEUK. It is

quite true that the Icel. gaukr produced the Scottish gowk,

M.E. gouk and gok, and that gouk sometimes means a

simpleton ;
but this is a mere coincidence and proves no

relationship.

Hatchet. The F. hachette is a dimin. of hache. This, with

Diez and Littre*, I have derived from the G. hacken, to cut.

I believe this is now doubted. There is an O.F. hapiette, a

hatchet (Roquefort), and a Low Lat. hapiola, a hatchet.

These suggest a Low Lat. *hapia, which would produce the

F. fern, hache, precisely as the Lat. apium, parsley, has

produced ache. If this be right, we must refer hache 'to the

O.H.G. happa, a sickle, or rather to some by-form of it. Of.

also F. happe, a hook, from happa itself. Further light is

desired.

Hay. I have given the etymology of hay from the A.S.

Mg, which is the form occurring in the A.S. Gospels. But
it answers rather to the form heg, which is also found.

Examples are :

"
Foenum, heg

"
; Wright's Yocab., ed.

Wiilcker, 278. 30. "
Fenile, heg-hm," i.e. hay-house ;

id.

237. 36. It occurs also in Alfred's tr. of Beda
;

see

Bosworth and Toller's A.S. Diet. In Matt. xiv. 19, we find
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the 0. Northumbrian heg, Mercian hoeg ; cf. Icel. hey, Dan.

and Swed. ltd.

Hobbledehoy, a lad approaching manhood. (F.) Jamieson

gives this form, and says it is French, but does not fully

explain it. Halliwell says that hobledehoy occurs in 1540, in

Palsgrave's Acolastus. He also remarks " Tusser says the

third age of seven years is to be kept under Sir Hobbard de

Hoy." I wish to correct this, as he has quite misunderstood

the passage. Tusser, in his Husbandry (E.D.S.), sect. 60,

says as follows :

" The first seven yeers, bring vp as a childe
;

The next, to learning, for waxing too wilde
;

The next, keep under sir hobbard-de-hoy.'"
1

That is, Sir Hobbard de hoy is to be kept under
;

under-

standing by the term a lad who is over 14, and under 21

years of age. I wonder that no one has yet quite hit off

this phrase. Jamieson suggests that the first part of the

word is the F. hobreau (in Cotgrave) ;
but he forgets an

important fact, viz. that hobreau must of necessity have been

spelt hobrel in 0. French, though this form does not appear
in Littre. We might suppose hobble to represent hobbrel,

but we can do still better
;
for Godefroy gives the very form

hobel,
" oiseau de proie." Hobrel, later hobreau, is a mere

variant of this, and means, says Cotgrave,
" the hawk termed

a hobby; also a mungrell, or halfgentleman, one whose father

or mother were of mean parentage." Roquefort says only
" a poor gentleman

"
;

and see hobereau in Littre. This

agrees well enough with Cotgrave's explanation of marmaille,

which he says means :

"
young rascals or scoundrels, the frie

of the vulgar, a troop of lewd, idle, or unprofitable hober-

dihoies" Hobble, taken alone, is one of low birth, one of the

vulgar fry. The youthful age of this particular kind of

vulgar or mongrel scoundrel is implied by the epithet de hoy,

i.e. of to-day. Hoy is clearly the O.F. hoi (Burguy), now

spelt hui; the Span, form remains hoy still. The O.F. hoi is

Lat. hodie, short for hoc die. Hence hobel de hoy is a vile

fellow of to-day, a young upstart. Hobel is a diminutive
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of O.F. hole, a hobby, and is allied to the E. hobby, a

sparrow-hawk, a hawk of small size and inferior kind, whence

it passed into a term of contempt. It was even applied to

girls ;
for Cotgrave also gives obereau without the initial A,

and explains it as
" a hobby (Hawke) ; also, a young minx,

or little proud squall." See hobby (1) in my Dictionary.

Hockday, Hoke-day, the second Tuesday after Easter. (E.)

For examples of hoke-day and hoke-tide see Brand's Popular

Antiquities, where there is an excellent article upon the

subject. The derivation usually given is, as might be ex-

pected, from the G. hoch Tag, or Hockzeit. Even Mahn
knows no better. It is little short of disgraceful that Old

English should ever be derived from modern German
;

of

course, we are not informed by what channel the word

reached us, nor why the Gr. Tag was turned into day, or

the G. Zeit into tide. It is obvious that we must either treat

the word as English, or, at any rate, as Scandinavian, or else

give it up. I shall endeavour to show that it is English.

Our best guide will be the history of the word. la

modern books, the vowel is treated either as short or long ;

but it was originally long, and the more correct form is

hokeday. The shortening of vowels is not uncommon
;

a

good example is supplied by rood, which is the same word as

rod
; here, as in hokeday, the vowel was originally long.

Brand gives three quotations from Matthew Paris
;

in all

three it is spelt hokedaie ; Matthew of Westminster also has

hokeday ; so also hokedai in the Monasticum Anglicum, in an

instrument dated 1363, and in other authorities
;

all cited by
Brand. When we come down to A.D. 1450, we find the

spelling hok-day. Thus the history shows that the old name
was hokeday, with a long o, and that it occurs in Matthew

Paris, who died in 1259. This takes us back to 1250, long
before the period when Englishmen first became acquainted
with High German.

We have next to find the meaning. All the extracts

show that the day was kept as a boisterous whole holiday,
devoted to sport and rude merriment. I shall assume that it

meant '

day of sport,' and see what comes of it.
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We have next to turn it into A.S. This is easily done ;

for the modern hook, though an unrelated word, answers to

M.E. hok (with long 0), and A.S. /toe. Hence the A.S. for

hokedai must be *hoc-dceg. Now I take this *hoc to be the

very word which Ettmiiller gives as the supposed original

whence was formed, by adding a suffix, the tolerably common
A.S. hocor, hocer, mockery, derision, M.E. hoker, mockery

(used by Chaucer). And it is at this point that German
comes in to our assistance, in a very different way from that

which is in vogue amongst those who derive Anglo-Saxon
from German. The Old High German has the exact counter-

part, the true cognate form, of this missing A.S. */wc. The

O.H.G. is huoh, variously spelt huah, huh, M.H.G. huoch,

hutch, huh, duly given by Schade as meaning originally
'

laughter,' and hence mockery, derision, and (I would add)

sport. Schade suggests an ultimate connection with Lat.

cachinnm, laughter, Gk. Ka%deiv, Skt. kakh, to laugh, from

the imitative root KAK, to laugh. My proposal is, ac-

cordingly, to explain *hdcdceg as laughter-day, day of fun

and mockery, and hence to derive hokeday.

In support of this, let me just say that the day was one

not merely of sport, but of actual mockery and derision.

The hoke-tide included hoke-Monday and hoke- Tuesday, the

latter being also called hoke-day. The Monday was for the

men, and the Tuesday for the women. " On both days the

men and women, alternately, with great merriment inter-

cepted the public roads with ropes, and pulled passengers to

them, from whom they exacted money, to be laid out in

pious uses." The gist of the sport was to heap derision on

the unoffending passer-by. At some places the men used

to " hoc the women on Monday, and contra on Tues-

day." This is a plain proof that actual mockery, or

as we should now call it
'

horse-play,' was the real business

of the season, as shown by the verb to hoc.

If this derivation may be allowed, we may at once go a

step further, and explain the festival once common at harvest-

home in East Anglia, and known as the hoky, hawkie, hocky,

or (corruptly) horkey. Here again we start from the form
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hoky, which is simply the adjective of hoke, answering to an

A.S. form *hocig. The connection is proved by the use of the

word hock-cart in connection with this feast. Herrick, in his

Hesperides, has a poem called "The Hock-cart, or the Harvest

Home." It was also called the Hockey-cart. The long o

reappears in the spelling Hoacky in the lines in Poor Robin's

Almanack for August, 1676 :

"
Hoacky is brought home with hallowing,

Boys with plumb-cake the cart following."

At the harvest-home, it was usual to distribute cake to the

poor. This was called the Hoky-cake or Hockey-cake. All

these particulars are given by Brand. The hoky was not

necessarily accompanied by horse-play ;
but it was incum-

bent on all to make as much noise as possible, by loud

shouting and promiscuous singing, a drummer or taborer

accompanying the hock-cart.

The connection of hockey or hoky with hock-day or hoke-day

is suggested by Mahn
;
but he refers us, for both words, to

the G. hoch !

A precisely similar variation of vowel-sounds is shown in

the name of the game hockey, hawkey, or hookey ; formed in

precisely the same way from the homonym hoc, a hook
;

see

my Dictionary on the word.

Hopscotch. The origin of this word, as the name of a

game, is given by Brand, in his Popular Antiquities, ed.

Ellis, ii. 440. It is an unmeaning perversion of Scotch-

hoppers, which is the old name in Poor Robin's Almanack

for 1677, where poor Robin tells us " the time when school-

boys should play at Scotch-hoppers." Why the hoppers

should be Scotch, we have yet to learn. Perhaps it was

a Northern game. Jamieson alludes to the game of Scots

and English, which I suppose was what is now called ' the

tug of war/ In my early days, the '

tug of war ' was called

French and English.

Inveigle. I have shown, in my Supplement, the proba-

bility that inveigh is nothing but a corrupt form of the late

M.E. aveugle, to blind, to cajole. My theory of the word is

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 20
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this. The etymology of the F. verb aveugler, to blind

(=.*ab-oculare), was not obvious, and so it vas thought that,

the prefix was not av-, but #-. Precisely the same remark

applies to the F. acant, which was certainly misdivided as

a-vant, as proved by the words vanguard, vambrace, and vamp.

Now en- was a common F. prefix, which had a peculiar

force, nearly equivalent to E. be-
;

so that, e.g. Cotgrave
translates F. en/ranger by the E. to be-fringe. Hence it

.seemed a much more reasonable prefix to put to a word

which was to be used to mean '
to befool

'

;
so that a F.

enveugler may easily have been used for aveugler, and so an

E. en-veugle for a-veugle might arise, and be further converted

into invegle or inveigk ;
we must remember that F. aveugler

was also spelt avegler. I should not have adduced this

speculation, if it were a mere theory ;
I rather draw atten-

tion to it because it is a fact, that such a corruption actually

took place in Anglo-French. In William of Wadington's
Manuel des Peches, ed. Furnivall, 1. 10639, we really find

the word enveoglir, to blind
;
which is an obvious corruption

of aveoglir. This form is not noticed by Godefroy ;
and I

must observe that this most important book, for which we

must all be grateful, is extremely imperfect. I constantly

fail to find in it words that must have certainly existed. The

mod. E. inveigle is derived from the Anglo-French enveog/ir.

Moreover, this singular corruption is not confined to this

particular word. There are at least two similar examples,

viz. in the verb to impoverish and in the sb. impoathume. In

the former case, the O.F. verb was apovrir or appovrir ; but

the Anglo-French forms were enporrir and empovrir. For

the references, see Impoverish in the Supplement to my
Dictionary. Again, the sb. aposteme became apostume, impos-

tume, and imposthume ;
see Aposteme in Part II. of the New

English Dictionary. Here the initial a of the Gk. UTTO was

actually turned into im-
;
as if from Lat. in.

Jupon, a kind of overcoat. The jupon is the same as

Chaucer's gepoun or gipoun, C.T. 75, 2122. In the latter

passage, Dryden writes jupon; Palamon, 1304. The F.

forms in Cotgrave are yippon, jupon, a short cassock ;
from
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Juppe, a cassock. The latter is the same as Ital. giubba,

Span, aljuba. Minsheu's Span. Diet. (1623) has: "
aljubon

Morisco, a Moorish cassocke
; aljuba, a kind of long Moorish

cassocke comming below the knee." The word is Moorish, i.e.

Arabic. From Arab, jubbat, explained as " a waistcoat with

cotton quilted between the outside and lining ;

"
Rich. Diet,

p. 494. So Diez, Scheler, and Littre. HalliwelPs additions

to Nares give an example of the shorter form jup, a petticoat.

Kelpie, a ghostly water-horse. (Gael.) Jamieson says of

kelpie: "lean form no idea of the origin of this term,

unless it be originally the same with ca/f; kelpie being
described as a quadruped, and as making a loud bellowing
noise. This, however, it is said, rather resembles the neighing
of a horse." Further light is thrown upon the matter by a

passage quoted by Brand
;

see his Antiquities, ed. Ellis, ii.

513. Graham, in his Sketches of Perthshire, 1812, p. 245,

says :

"
Every lake has its kelpie, or water-horse, often seen

by the shepherd, as he sat in a summer's evening upon the

brow of a rock, dashing along the surface of the deep, or

browsing on the pasture-ground upon its verge." We thus

see that the kelpie is a kind of horse, that makes a loud

bellowing or neighing sound, and browses beside a lake. It

is highly probably that the word is Gaelic. There is a Gaelic

word which seems to me sufficiently near it to be worthy of

notice. Macleod and Dewar give the Gael, calpach, colpach,

"a heifer, a steer, a bullock, a colt;" colpa, "a cow or horse."

The Irish is colpa, colpach, "a cow, heifer, bullock, steer,

colt"; O'Reilly.
Kennel

(1). I have said that a kennel for a dog answers

to Low Lat. canile. This word is not in Ducange. It

occurs, however, twice in Wright's Vocabularies, ed.

Wiilcker, 198. 29; and 380. 38. "Canile, domus canis,

hunda hus "
;
and "

Canile, hunda hus."

Kraal, a village, in S. Africa. We sometimes see mention

of a Caffre kraal. Webster says it is pronounced with the

aa as a in father, or else like the E. crawl. He calls it a

Dutch word, but suggests that it was borrowed from a native

language. It occurs to me to suggest that the word was
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probably Portuguese, and that, whereaj the Du. kraal was

borrowed from a word used by the natives, the natives them-

selves may have borrowed it from Portuguese ; just as we

find the words fetish and assegai to be of Portuguese origin.

I therefore suggest the Port, curral, an enclosure for cattle,

a fold for sheep, the true sense being enclosure. This would

be a very natural word to apply to the African village ; and,

in fact, Webster explains Du. kraal to mean "
village,

enclosure, park." The Spanish form is corral, meaning a yard
or enclosure, especially for cattle, near a house

;
and this

word corral is not uncommon in English books.

The Span, corral is extended from corro, a ring of people

formed to see a show
;

corro in Portuguese means an area in

which to bait bulls. Diez thinks that this sb. was developed
from the Span, phrase correr toros, to run bulls, to hold a

bull-fight. If so, the etymology is from Lat. currere, to run.

Lagoon. I have given this word as Italian, but I believe

we shall find that, as a fact, we first took this word from the

Spanish laguna. Thus Dampier says (A New Voyage, 1699,

i. 241)
" The mouth of this Lagune is not Pistol-shot wide."

And again, in vol. iii. p. 8, speaking of a city near Santa

Cruz, he says
" This City is called Laguna from hence : for

that word in Spanish signifies a Lake or Pond." Thus the

English got their experience of the use of the word lagoon

from the W. Indies, and not (as I supposed) from Venice.

Lanner, Lanneret, a kind of falcon. (F. L.) These words

are given in Nares
;
lanner occurs in Skelton's Philip Sparowe,

1. 565
;

lanret in the Prompt. Parv. Lanneret is merely the

diminutive form. From F. lanier,
' a lanner

'

; Cotgrave.

From Lat. laniarim, a butcher
;

or properly, that* which

tears and rends. The canine teeth are sometimes called in

E. the laniary teeth. The verb is laniare, to tear, from the

sb. lanius, a butcher. The root of lanius is uncertain, but

there is probably a connection with lacerare, to lacerate.

The etymology of lanner is given in Webster
;
but I intro-

duce it here because it enables me to solve the difficult word

lanyard.

lanyard. I have shown that the d in this word is
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excrescent, and that the M.E. lander occurs in the Catholicon

Anglicura, with the sense of 'thong' ; also, spelt layner, in

Trevisa's tr. of Higden, v. 369. I might have added that

the pi. layneres occurs in the Knightes Tale, 1. 1646. It is,

of course, the F. laniere, a thong, explained in Cotgrave.
The difficulty lies solely in the fact that the origin of this

F. word is unknown. Littre shows that it can hardly be

from Lat. lana, wool
;
and it is difficult to see how it is

derived from Lat. laniare, to tear. And here he leaves the

problem, just where I have left it myself in my Dictionary.

Yet the etymology is really simple enough, when once the

connection is perceived. Cotgrave gives the pi. lanieres with

the sense 'hawks' lunes,' i.e. thongs for fastening a hawk to

the wrist. Now the preceding entry in Cotgrave is lanier,
' a lanner/ where a lanner is a kind of hawk. I submit that

we have here the missing connection. The hawk was named

Icmiarim, 'the render,' from laniare, to tear; hence the adj.

laniaria, scilicet linea, the line belonging to the hawk, a

thong for a lanner, afterwards extended in use so as to

include thongs of all kinds. All that we need to alter is the

order of the meanings as given in Cotgrave. I would take

la-mere, a hawk's lune, first : and hence deduce the other

senses, viz. 'a long and narrow band, or thong of leather;

also, a leathern string to hang keyes at.' Hence lanyard can

be safely referred back to the verb laniare and the sb. lanius.

In further illustration of the excrescent d in lanyard, let me
remark that even the word lanner, a hawk, occurs with a

final d.
" Lanards and goshawks, sparhawks, and ravenous

birds
"

; Lingua (old play) ;
in Hazlitt's Old Plays, ix. 379.

Lilt, to sing, to dance, to jerk, to spring. This word occurs

in Middle-English, though the Dictionaries do not say so.

Yet it is used by Chaucer in his House of Fame, pt. iii. 1. 133

(1. 1223), where the Tanner MS. has :

" And many floyte

and liltyng-horne," i.e. and many a flute and horn that makes

lively music, or horn to dance to. Again, in the Houlate,

st. lix. 1. 761, we find: "the lilt-pype and the lute, the

fydill in fist." The Dictionaries give no etymology that I

can find. However, the word is probably Scandinavian, and
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allied to our lull, to sing to sleep. Cf. Norweg. lilla, lirla,

to sing in a high tone (Aasen) ;
Old. Swed. lylla, to lull

to sleep, given by Rietz under lulla, which is still used in.

the same sense. Rietz also notices the dialectal Swed. lilla.

The connection with lull is proved by the Du. lullepijp, a

bag-pipe. Hexham gives the O. Du. lullen,
" to keepe the

tune in a song ;
den lul, the resounding in a song ;

een lulle-

pijpe, a bagg-pipe." The t in lilt seems to be excrescent,

or is, in any case, a suffix. The primary sense is to sing

cheerfully, then to play dance-music.

Lither, pestilent. In 1 Henry YI. iv. 7, is a passage where

Talbot sees the body of his son borne before him, and, being
himself severely wounded, speaks thus of his own death.

" Thou antic Death, which laugh'st us here to scorn,

Anon, from thine insulting tyranny . . .

Two Talbots winged, through the lither sky,

In thy despite, shall 'scape mortality."

Here Dyce says it means yielding, in which he follows Nares
;

and he adds that it cannot mean lazy or idle, as it has been

wrongly explained. Here he has a fling at Staunton, who

suggests this explanation. But Staunton is much nearer the

truth, as will appear. Nares says lither is soft, yielding,

pliable; the comparative of lithe. He then quotes this

passage, and four others. In the last passage of the five, he

admits that the sense is
'
idle

'

;
in all the other cases he is

wrong, as the context proves. The second passage speaks of
'
lither legs,' i.e. lazy legs ;

the third passage speaks of a
'
losel lyther and lasye,' i.e. a scamp who is idle and lazy ;

the fourth passage speaks of ladies daubing their
'
lither

cheekes,' i.e. their sickly cheeks, with paint. Nares also

gives litherness (with two examples) meaning laziness or

weakness. The upshot is, that there is not the faintest

pretence for connecting lither with lithe. They are totally

distinct words, from different roots. Lithe is A.S. li'Se;

whereas lither (with short
')

is A.S. ly*6er. Lither means

bad, evil, lazy, idle, sickly, and the like. As applied to air,

it means stagnant, pestilent or deadly ;
this is the precise
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sense intended in the passage under consideration, and fits

the context. The two Talbots will escape from death, because

they will take wings, and fly beyond the stagnant or deadly

sky immediately above them, to the regions of heaven. A
passage in Piers Plowman, C. xvi. 220, is curious. A wafer-

maker says that he wishes the Pope's bull had power to cure

the pestilence, and that it would "
letten this lather eir, and

lechen the syke," i.e. hinder or put a stop to this pestilential

air, and cure the sick. I protest against the usual ex-

planation of lither, adopted by Dr. Schmidt, because it is

quite uncalled for, and very clumsy. If the i were long,

then lither could not mean yielding, as asserted, but must

mean ' more yielding,' i.e. it must be in the comparative

degree, contrary to common sense. It is true that compara-
tives are sometimes used in the sense of ' rather

'

;
but the

sense
' rather yielding

'
is here ridiculous. Halliwell gives

prov. E. lithy as meaning (1) pliant, supple ; (2) heavy,

warm, as applied to the weather. He does not say how this

form is pronounced. It is probable that lithy (with long i),

is allied to lithe ; and that lithy (with short
')

is a mere

error for lither, i.e. stagnant, muggy. It is much to be

regretted that compilers of prov. E. glossaries so often take

pains to conceal the pronunciation of the words.

Loon (1), Lown. I have shown that the final letter in this

word was formerly not n, but m. There is a curious con-

firmation of this in the fact that the O.F. form (borrowed
from a Teut. source) was lomme. This O.F. word is ignored

by Burguy, Roquefort, and Cotgrave ;
but it occurs in Le

Mystere de Saint Louis, p. 188, col. 1. The passage is cited

by Michel in his Critical Inquiry into the Scottish Lan-

guage, p. 371.

Marchpane, a sweet cake, made with almonds and sugar.

(F. Ital.) Marchpane occurs in Romeo and Juliet, i. 5. 9,

and is well illustrated in a note by Furness. It is also given

by Nares. The word does not seem to be much older than

1560. It was borrowed from the O.F. marsepain, now spelt

massepain, which see in Littre". The French word was bor-

rowed from Italian. Florio, ed. 1598, has :

"
Marciapane, a
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/

kind of banquetting meat called a marchpane
"

;
also spelt

by him marzapane. Pane is bread, from Lat. ace. panem.
The origin of marza is unknown. Mahn guesses it to be

from Gk. iia^a, barley-bread, which may confidently be

rejected, as that word is the origin of the F. masse, E. mass
;

and barley-bread is very different from almond-cake. Another

guess, is that it is from a maker's name, such as would result

from turning the Latin Martins or Martia into Italian. This

is probable, but, from the nature of the case, cannot well be

verified. That such a thing is possible is shown by the

English word sally-lunn, which is a kind of tea-cake named
after a woman who sold it. The Ital. form shows that it

cannot possibly be from the Lat. name Marcus, as suggested
in Nares.

Milliner. That the word milliner originally meant a seller

of '

Myllain bonets
'

is generally accepted ;
see Palmer's

Folk-Etymology. But I here note that the right reference

to the passage which proves this, is to The Privy Purse

Expenses of Henry VIII., ed. Nicolas, p. 337, quoted in'

Croft's edition of Sir T. Elyot's The Governour, vol. ii. p.

19, note b. Here the seller of '

Myllain bonets
'

is named
'

Chrystopher Myllonere.'

Minx, a pert, wanton girl. This word occurs in Twelfth

Night, iii. 4. 133. Mr. Wright, in his note on the line (1.

114 in his edition), says it is "of very certain meaning, but

uncertain etymology
"

; and shows that it occurs in Cot-

grave, s.v. Gadrouillette, and again, s.v. Obereau. Cotgrave
calls it

' a feigned word, appliable to any such cattle.' In

my Dictionary, I have suggested a connection with the

O.Du. minneken, my love
;

but I add, that this does not

account for the x. I have now another derivation to pro-

pose, in which I have much more faith. I still hold that it

was a cant word, introduced, as so many were in the Tudor

period, from the Netherlands. It is precisely the E. Friesic

minsk, also found in Low German (Bremen dialect), though
the usual Dutch spelling is mensch, as in High German.

Koolman also gives the West Friesic minsche, O. Fries.

minscha, mod. Fries, minsk, so that there is plenty of authority
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for the vowel i. The point of this derivation lies in the

precise equivalence of the terras. As to the sense, Koolman

explains that all depends upon the gender. If the word is

masculine, it means a reasonable being ;
but if neuter, it is

applied to the female sex only, though not altogether (as he

says) in a bad sense
;

as wat wil dat minsk, i.e. what does the

creature want ? The Bremen minsk is chiefly used of a

woman, especially if one speaks of her with a touch of

contempt ;
the phrase sik beminsken means to marry, i.e. to

be-minx oneself. In German der Mensch means ' the man '

;

but das Mensch means ' the wench, the hussy.' As to the

further etymology, see Men*ch in Kluge.
Mob. That mob is a contraction of mobile is most clearly

shown by the fact that Dryden writes mobile in his Don

Sebastian, Act i. Sc. 1
;
whereas in Act iii. Sc. 3 of the very

same play, the word is mob. The date of this play is 1690.

Nares points out that it is spelt mob in 1692. Mr. Terry

observes, in N. & Q. 6 S. xii. 406, that the form mob

occurs in John Wilson's Belphegor, licensed Oct. 13, 1690, at

p. 380 of the reprint in 1874. Since then, a still earlier

example has been pointed out by Mr. A. Wallis, in N. and

Q. 6 S. xii. 501: "
Belfond, sen. The Mobile! That's

pretty !

"
Shadwell, Squire of Alsatia, 1688, 4to. p. 3;

whilst at p. 59, Sir William says to the rabble "
Here,

honest Mob." It is spelt mobile, says Mr. Wallis, in

the preface to A Satyr against Commonwealth, London,

1684, fol. Hence the earliest date yet found is 1688.

Moidore
; see Moy (below).

Moy, a piece of money. Nares shows that moy is twice

used by Pistol in the sense of '

piece of money
'

;
see Hen. V.

iv. 4. 15, 22. Mr. Wright says that "Douce pointed out

that moidore was of Portuguese origin, moeda (=moneta)
d'ouro [money of gold], and that it was unknown in Eng-
land in Shakespeare's time. He himself derives moy from

the French muy, niuid, a bushel." I do not accept Dyce's
conclusion. There is no necessity to explain it with

reference to the particular Portuguese coin called the

moidore. It is simply the general Portuguese term moeda,
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meaning
"
money, coin, or specie

"
; Vieyra. This general

term is far older than the derivative moeda d'ouro. Pistol's

speech occurs in his dispute with his French prisoner, so

that moy is, in all probability, a French modification of the

Portuguese moeda. That there must have been such a modi-

fication is obvious from the word moidore itself. I have

given the usual derivation of moidore from the Port, moeda

d'ouro, which is the Port, name for that coin
;
but I now

believe this to be a mistake, and that the word was not

borrowed by us from Portuguese directly, but came to us in

a Frenchified form. It is clear to me that the syllable -dore

is precisely the French d'or, a translation of the Port.

d'ouro. And in the same way, the syllable moi- is a French

pronunciation of the Port, moeda. The word moidore is not

in Littre, but that does not prove that it was never in use.

I have little doubt that it must have been in use for a short

time at least, probably about the year 1700. Similarly moy
or moie may easily have been a French cant term for money,
modified from the Port. word. There is at present a Brazilian

gold coin, called simply moeda, worth 1 15s. Id. See Engl.

Cycl. art. Money, col. 736.

Mundungus, ill-scented tobacco. (Span.) This curious

word is somewhat famous for its occurrence in 1. 21 of that

excellent poem by Philips called The Splendid Shilling,

written in 1703
;

see Johnson's Dictionary. Bailey says

that it was applied to anything having an offensive smell.

Mundungus is a Latinised form of the older term mundungo, a

name for ill-scented tobacco, used in 1689
;

see Nares. It

can hardly be doubted that we borrowed the word from the

Span, mondongo, which properly means hog-puddings or

tripes, a strong-smelling dish sold to the poor. I find a MS.

note by Dr. Pegge, in which he refers us to the Life of

Gusman de Alfarache, 1622, fol., p. 39, and part ii. p. 274.

Mondongo is probably allied to the Span, mondejo, the paunch
of a pig or sheep stuffed with mincemeat. And, though the

suffixes offer some difficulty, both of these words are almost

certainly founded upon the verb mondar, to cleanse, to peel,

to pick bones, from the adj. mondo (Lat. mundus), clean. It
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is rather curious that this Lat. word should have produced a

derivative with so widely different a meaning. The spelling

mundungus may have been due to an association of idea with

fungus.

Ombre. We get a probable date for the introduction of

this card-game into England from a hint given in Brand's

Antiquities, ed. Ellis, ii. 450. " The Spanish game of ombre

is supposed by Barrington to have been introduced into this

country by Catharine of Portugal, the Queen of Charles II.,

as "Waller has a poem On a Card torn at Ombre by the

Queen." The title of this poem is incorrectly given ;
it

appears among Waller's epigrams, with the title "Written

on a card that her Majesty tore at Ombre." Queen Catharine

came to England in 1662
;

she ceased to be Queen in 1685.

One. Already spelt won in the fifteenth century. See

Zupitza's note to 1. 7927 of Guy of Warwick ;
and 1. 12 of

Sir Amadas, ed. Weber.

Paddock. I have said that paddock, an enclosure, is a

corruption of parrock. This is proved by the fact that

"Parrocks" in the hundred of Twyford, Kent, is now-

known as Paddock Wood, where there is a railway station. See

Archseologia Cantiana, xiii. 128
; Hasted, Hist, of Kent,

8vo. v. 286.

Pall-mall. I have treated this word under Mall (2) in my
Dictionary. In the Supplement (also under Mall (2) ), I

give the reference to N. & Q. 6 S. vi. 29, where Dr. Chance

proves, at any rate to his own satisfaction, that the Italian

palla-magUo meant ball played with a mallet, and therefore

mallet-ball or '

mall-ball.' But it is at any rate certain that the

word was not so understood in England. Perhaps wrongly,
we took it to mean the converse, viz. ball-mallet, or mallet

for playing at ball. This is shown by a quotation in Brand's

Popular Antiquities (see Pall-Mall in the index), which gives
a reference twenty years earlier than any I have as yet
observed. Brand says, "In a most rare book, entitled the

French Garden for English Ladies and Gentlewomen to

walke in, 1621, in a dialogue, the lady says :

' If one had

paille-mails, it were good to play in this alley, for it is of a
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reasonable good length, straight and even.' And a note in

the margin informs us : 'A paille-mal is a wooden hammer
set to the end of a long staffe to strike a boule with, at which

game noblemen and gentlemen in France doe play much. '

Brand even gives an earlier quotation, dated 1598, which

alludes to palle-rnaille as being a favourite exercise in France,

and says that it had not, at that date, been introduced into

England. The game was therefore introduced later than

1598, and earlier than 1621. Torriano, s.v. MagHo, says :

" also as Pallamaglio
"

;
but he omits Pallamaglio in its due

place. In the English index he explains pall-mall as yioco

di palla maglio.

Paramatta. See Parramatta.

Parramatta. I have already explained that parramatta is

a kind of cloth, named from Parramatta, in New South

Wales. I have spelt it paramatta hitherto, with one r, as it

is given in Black's Atlas. But a correspondent who lived there

for two years tells me that it should have a double r ; also,

that it is a native name, and signifies 'place of eels.' On my
asking which part of the word meant '

place,' I am told :

" It is a safe guess that parra means *

eels,' and matta means
'

place
'

;
for Parramatta is on a river (of the same name),

and Cabramatta, some ten miles distant, is not. Water in

Australia, except in rivers, is very scarce."

Pheeze. See Feeze.

Pickaback. To carry a person pickaback is to carry him on

one's shoulders
; see Halliwell. The old form of the word is

pickapack (Webster) ;
or pickpack (Nares). Pick is the old

form of pitch, and means to throw
;

the pack is the pedlar's

pack. To carry pickpack is to carry in the way in which a

pedlar pitches a pack, i.e. upon the shoulders. I find an

example in The Rehearsal (1671), Act iv. sc. 1
"
Eat/es . . .

With empty arms I'll bear you on my back. Smith. A
pick-a-pack, a pick-a-pack," i.e. in the manner of pitching a

pack. The former =on, in.

Pilcrow, a paragraph mark. (F. L. Gk.) A pikrow is a

rather common old word, signifying a paragraph, and was

particularly used of the mark now printed ^f. This mark
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was formerly used to denote the beginning of a new para-

graph or section of a book or poem, and is common in MSS.
It is sufficient to refer to Way's note on the word Pylcrafte

in the Promptorium Parvulorurn, and to Nares, s.v. Pi/crow.

Wedgwood gives the etymology, but too briefly. Nares

says :

" Minshew supposes it to be corrupted from para-

graphus ; but what process, it is not easy to guess." This is

quite right ;
it is, in fact, a doublet ofparagraph ; and I will

now show the full process, which may well be said to be

difficult to guess.

First of all, the Lat. paragraphic became F. paragraphe.
This is given by Cotgrave, who has : "paragraphe, a Para-

graife, or Pillcrow
;
... as much as is comprehended in one

sentence or section." The next form is paragraffe, just cited

as an E. word from Cotgrave. After this, the middle a was

dropped, and an excrescent t added at the end. This is

quoted by Way from the Ortus Vocabulorum :

" Para-

graphss, Anglice, a pargrqfte in writing." The next step is

the corruption from pargrqfte to the form pylcrafte in the

Promptorium. This is rather violent, but we must remember
that the change of r to / is the commonest of all changes in

every Aryan language, that the prefixes par- and per- were

convertible, and that the change from per- to pil- occurs in

the common English word pilgrim, in which per- passes into

pil- through the F. pel- in pelerin. This shows the precise

process ; pargrqfte became *pergrqfte, then *pelgrafte, then

*pilgrafte, and finally pilcrafte, With c for g. The change
from g to c easily took place when the original form had
become entirely obscured. After this, a further corruption
took place, from pilcrafte to pilcroiv. This was due to mere

laziness. The excrescent t was again dropped, giving pilcrqf,

and then the -craf became -crow. Hence we get the full

order of successive forms, viz. paragraphe, paragraffe, *pargrqf,

pargrafte, *pergrafte, *pelgrafte, *pilgra/te, pilcrafte, *pilcraf,

pilcrow. Not all of these forms are found, but a sufficient

number of them appear to enable us to trace the complete

process ; at the same time, it is highly probable that some of

these steps were passed over by a sudden leap. We may
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assume, as sufficiently proved, that pilcrow and paragraph,

words used with precisely the same meaning, are mere

doublets.

I have already given this explanation of pi/crow in my
Dictionary, s.v. Paragraph; but as my account, like Mr.

Wedgwood's, is extremely brief, it seemed worth while to

draw it out in full.

Curiously enough, the story does not end here. There

is yet a third form of this unlucky word. Some people

dropped the medial -ag- in par-ag-raph, thus bringing the

two r's together, and forming paraph or paraf. This also

appears from the Prompt. Parv., which gives :

"
Paraf of

a booke, or paragraf, Paraphus, Paragraphus." The Old

Spanish also has parafo ; see Minsheu and Percyuall ;
the

modern Span, has parrafo, as well as paragrafo. The form

paraffe occurs also in the Cathoiicon Anglicum ;
and I take

the opportunity of pointing out that Mr. Herrtage is wrong
in identifying this with the F. paraffe or paraphe, given by

Cotgrave and Littre. The distinction is rather subtle. The

M.E. paraf and Span, parrafo are both masculine, and

represent the Gk. Trapd<ypa(f)o<i, a paragraph-mark ;
but

Cotgrave's paraphe is feminine, and represents the Gk.

irapwypatyrj, a marginal note. This is why the meaning of

the F. paraphe is not '

paragraph
'
at all, but a flourish or

subsignature under a man's signing of his name.

Plot (1), a conspiracy. I have stated my belief that plot,

in the sense of '

conspiracy/ is short for cowplot, used in the

same sense. It may be fairly objected, that this is not

possible, on the ground that an accented syllable is never

lost
;

so that the short form of complot would rather be

comp than plot. But I should answer to this, that the

accent of complot may have been variable, as some examples

suggest ;
at any rate, the verb seems to have been sometimes

complot, with the accent on the latter syllable. Shakespeare's

use of the word is remarkable. In Rich. II. i. 1. 96, we have :

" That all the treasons for these eighteen years Complotted

and contrived in this land
"

;
and only four lines lower :

" That he did plot the Duke of Gloucester's death." In the
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same play we have both words in one line :

" To plot,

contrive, or complot any ill," i. 3. 189.

It has been suggested to me by Dr. Fennell that plot is

really short for platform, the use of which word is very
curious. This I could hardly admit, if it were not that I

had found plotfonn used as an occasional variant of it. Plot-

form occurs in Dodsley's Old Plays, ed. Hazlitt, viii. 423, in

the sense of contrivance
;

" A sudden plotform cornes into my
my mind." Collier's note says :

" In Sir John Oldcastle, by

Drayton and others, first printed in 1600, it is used with the

same meaning as in the text, viz. a contrivance for giving
effect to the conspiracy.

' There is the platform, and their

hands, my lord, Each severally subscribed to the same.'
'''

I

again find p/otforme for pMforrne in Gascoigne's Works, ed.

Hazlitt, ii. 304. Nares gives examples involving the phrases :

" I am devising a platform in my head " " went and dis-

covered the whole platform of the conspiracie." We thus

see that platform meant much the same as plot, and that

plotform was a variant. Platform also meant a ground-plan,
and I have little doubt that it was confused with the totally

different word plat or plot, a patch of ground ;
this would

tend to cause the second syllable to be dropped. As at

present advised, my belief is that the modern E. plot, a

conspiracy, is the result of confusion
;

and that it was

influenced by all three words which I have mentioned, viz.

the verb to complot, the sb. platform, and the sb. plot of

ground. What was the proportional relative efficacy of

these three words in producing the new word plot, it is for

the Dictionary-slips to determine. When the words complot,

platform and plot (of ground) have all been thoroughly
worked out, we may be confident that the true mode of

formation of plot, a conspiracy, will appear.
Porter. That ' London porter

'

is so called from being
drink for porters, who require to use great strength, has

always been accepted. My object now is merely to supply
the date.

In Timbs' Curiosities of London, p. 59, is a useful notice

of the London Breweries. Timbs remarks that " the great
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increase in the [brewing] trade appears to date from the

origin of Porter." He then quotes the following:
" Prior

to the year 1730, publicans were in the habit of selling ale,

beer, and two-penny, and the thirsty souls of that day were

accustomed to combine either of these in a drink called

half-and-half. From this they proceeded to spin
' three

threads,' as they called it, or to have their glasses filled from

each of the three taps. In the year 1730, however, a

certain publican, named Horwood, to save himself the

trouble of making this triune mixture, brewed a liquor

intended to imitate the taste of the ' three threads,' and to

this he applied the term entire. This concoction was ap-

proved, and being puffed as good porters' drink, it speedily

came to be called porter itself." Quarterly Review, 1854.

In the Gentleman's Magazine, November, 1785, p. 958,

porter is said to have been first brewed by Ralph Harwood,
at the place afterwards called Proctor's Brewhouse, on the

East Side of the High Street, Shoreditch. This information

is repeated in the same, in Part I. for 1819, p. 395, where

some lines are quoted written by Gutteridge, a native of

Shoreditch parish. They begin
"
Harwood, my townsman, he invented first

Porter, to rival wine, and quench the thirst," etc.

It would seem, then, that the inventor's name was really

Harwood rather than Horwood.

Prise, Prize, a lever. I have suggested that the phrase
'to prise open a box

'
is due to the use of prise in the sense

of ' a lever.' This sense I took from Halliwell. It is con-

firmed by the actual occurrence of M.E. prise in this sense.

"We find it in the legend of St. Erkenwald, 1. 70 ; pr. in

Horstmann, Altenglische Legende, Neue Folge, 1881, p. 267.

The story is that a tomb was found, and it was thought
advisable to break open the lid

; whereupon the workmen

" Putten prises J?er-to, pinchid one vnder,

Kaghtene by J?e corners with crotces of yrne,

And, were ]>e lydde neuer so large, J?ai laide hit by sone."

See also Crowbar above.
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Reveille. I have shown that the difficulty with this word

is, to account for its trisyllabic form, the F. sb. reveil having
but two syllables. The answer is, that it was adapted from

the F. imperative plural reveillez, which was taken into

English as a substantive. The word rendezvous presents us

with a similar instance. I can quote a passage given by
Brand in his Antiquities (ed. Ellis, ii. 176), where the

spelling reveillez occurs. Brand says :
" In the Comforts of

Wooing, p. 62 [we read] : 'Next morning come the fidlers,

and scrape him a wicked reveillez.'
'

I do not know the date

of this book.

Englishmen are commonly not very strong in their French

grammar ;
I have quoted the example of levee in my Supple-

ment, which appears to be a fern, past participle ;
whereas

the F. lever, with the same sense, is an infinitive mood. So

here
;

reveillez was easily misunderstood as a fern, past part.,

and spelt reveillee accordingly. Phillips, in his World of

Words, makes another mistake, in supposing it to be the

infinitive mood. He gives:
"
Reveiller (F. i.e. to awake),

the Beat of Drum in a Morning, that summons the Soldiers

from their Beds, and is commonly called the Travelly ;

"

which is an obvious misprint for Ravelly. The fact is,

therefore, that the F. reveillez was familiarly called ravelly,

and used to mean the same as the F. sb. re'veil. This further

explains the curious pi. form revellies, which I have already

quoted in my Supplement from Davenant's Grondibert. This

reveilles is the plural of reveil'y, and is spelt accordingly.
Rum. I once thought this word might be of Malay origin,

as I have suggested in my Dictionary. But in an article in

The Academy, Sept. 5, 1885, p. 155, Mr. N. Darnell Davis

gives the history of the word. " It came from Barbadoes,

where the planters first distilled it, somewhere between 1640

and 1645." A MS. "
Description of Barbados

"
in Trinity

College, Dublin, written about 1651, says "The chief

fudling they make in the Island is Rumbullion, alias Kitt-

Divil, and this is made of sugar-cane distilled, a hot, hellish,

and terrible liquor." Gr. Warren's description of Surinam,

1661 [1667 ?], shows the word in its present short form.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 21
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" Rum is a spirit extracted from the juice of sugar-canes . . .

called Kill-Demi in New England." Rumbullion is a Devon-

shire word meaning a great tumult, and it may have been

adopted from some of the Devonshire settlers in Barbadoes.

At any rate, it has probably given rise to our word rum, and

to the longer name rumboivling, which sailors give to their

grog. Smollet (1751) has rumbo
;

Per. Pickle, ch. ii.

and ch. ix. Blount's Glossographia, 1681, has "Rum, a

drink in the Barbado's (much stronger than Brandy] which

they otherwise call Kill-devil" Rumbullion is clearly allied

to rumbustical, boisterous, and to rumpus, an uproar ;
also to

romp and rampage. An older form is rampallion, a term of

reproach, meaning rather ' a rioter
' than ' a riot.' Cotgrave

has ramponne, 'a flowt, scoffe, mock,' etc. All are derivatives

of the old verb to ramp, a French word of Teutonic origin ;

see Ramp in my Etym. Diet.

Savannah. I have given the usual account that this is

a Spanish word, of Gk. origin. The Span, word means
'

sheet,' and was hence extended to mean ' a large plain.'

But in a Glossary at the end of a late edition of Oviedo,

savana is included among the list of Indian words, and we

are informed that it belongs to the old language of Hayti
and Cuba. I think this is altogether a mistake. If we

English call any large expanse of water ' a sheet of water,'

surely we may allow that the Spanish expression
' a sheet of

flat land
'

is perfectly reasonable. We ourselves talk of

table- land. That the word savana is old in Spanish, I can at

once prove, with Prof. CowelFs help. The pi. sauanas,

meaning
'

sheets,' occurs in verse 1959 of El Libro de

Alejandro Magno, ed. Sanchez, 1854. This romance was

written in the 13th century, long before the first voyage of

Columbus. Richardson gives a quotation for savannah from

Dampier's Voyages, but his reference is incomplete. I have

found it in vol. i. p. 87 of the edition of 1699.

Scroyles, scabby fellows, rascals. (F. L.) In King John,

ii. 1. 373
;
and used twice by Ben Jonson

;
see Nares. O.F.

pi. escroelles (see dcrouelle in Littre), later escrouelles, which

Cotgrave explains by 'the King's evil.' The term in Shake-
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speare has obtained the force of the pp. escroelle, i.e. afflicted

with scrofula
; people are not very particular in their use of

terms of reproach. Jamieson gives Sc. cruels, scrofula
;
but

Michel, in his Critical Inquiry into the Scottish Language,

p. 157, says that it is written escrolles in the Continuation of

J. Melvill's Diary, p. 657. Diez derives the O.F. escroelles

from a Low Lat. *scrofellce, pi. dimin. of scrofula (see Scrofula

in my Dictionary). Scheler remarks upon the extreme rarity

of the disappearance of an f between two vowels, and there-

fore proposes an etymology from the Low Lat. *scrobellce,

dimin. of scrobs, a dike or ditch, with supposed reference to

the wounds on the skin made by the disease. The former

view, if it be possible, is more satisfactory, and is adopted

by Littre*. Indeed, Scheler himself instances Etienne and

antienne from Stephanm and antiphon, but says these are not

precisely similar examples, being due rather to assimilation

than syncope. He quite forgets that he himself gives the

usual derivation of bias (F. biais) from Lat. bifacem, without

making any difficulty about the matter.

Sennet, a signal-call played on a trumpet. This word

does not occur in the text of Shakespeare, and I fail to find it

in Schmidt's Lexicon. But it is common in the Stage
directions

; occurring in Henry VIII. ii. 4
;

Julius Cassar, i.

2
;
Ant. and Cleop. ii. 7

;
Coriol. ii. 1

;
3 Hen. VI. i. 1.

Mr. Wright has a note on it, in his notes to King Lear, i. 1.

23, showing that it occurs in various forms, such as cynet,

sinet, synnet, signate, etc. In Marlowe's Faustus, ed. Dyce,

p. 91, it is printed sonnet, by that frequent confusion of o

with e of which there are numerous examples in Middle

English MSS. Steevens absurdly derives it from Ital.

sonata ; others say that the etymology is unknown. In

1605, the First Part of Jeronimo begins with the words
" Sound a signate,'' printed signet by Hazlitt. In 1602,
Decker's Satiromastix has :

"
Trumpets sound a flourish, and

then a sennet." It thus appears that it is different from a

flourish, and, as Mr. Wright says,
"

it appears to have been

a particular set of notes . . which marked the entrance or

exit of a procession
"

;
i.e. it was a signal-call, answering to
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a modern bugle-call. First of all, several trumpets would

play a general flourish, and then a single trumpet or cornet

would play a signal-call, to rouse the particular attention of

the audience at the moment when the actors filed in or out.

To me the etymology is obvious. It is plainly the O.F.

sinet, given in Littre as an O.F. spelling of signet, which is

merely the dimin. of signe, explained by Cotgrave as
' a

signe, mark, token, or note.' It comes to much the same as

our signal; and is a doublet of our signet. The sennet was

the signal for entrance or exit, and that is all. The spelling

signate is due to putting a Low Lat. form signatum in place

of signetuni, a very natural mistake. Cf . Ital. segnetto,
' a

seale, a signet, a small marke, signe, or token
'

;
Florio.

The spelling sennet (with e) is due to this Italian form
;

cf.

also F. seigner for signer in Cotgrave ;
Ital. segnale, Span.

serial, for signal, etc. The proper spelling is sinet, of which

cynet, synnet are mere variations
; signate is a Latinised form,

due to a misconception ;
sennet and senet are, practically,

Italianised forms
;
and sonnet is a mere blunder. Thus the

sense and all the forms are accounted for. It has nothing
to do with either sonata or sonnet ; which are quite different

things, and from a different root. The word from sonare is

sonance, as in tucket-sonance, Hen. V. iv. 2. 35.

Shah, the king of Persia. To my article on this word, I

have to add that the derivation of the Persian shah is known.

This monosyllabic word is abbreviated from the 0. Pers.

khsdyathiya, the usual word for '

king
'

in the Cuneiform

inscriptions. The root is the Aryan KSI, Skt. kshi, to rule
;

and the sense is
'
ruler.' The particular form is explained as

being formed with the suffix -ya from a sb. khsdyathi, which

is supposed to have meant 'dominion.' See Schleicher,

Indogermanischer Chrestomathie, 1869, p. 153
; Fick, i. 305.

Skellmn, a cheat. (Dutch.) In HalliwelPs additions to

Nares, the phrase
" a Dutch skelum

"
is quoted from Coryat's

Crudities, 1611. This is an excellent example of the intro-

duction of a Dutch word into English. From Du. schelm,
' a rogue, a villaine,' Hexham. Kluge says the Du. word

was borrowed from G. schelm, a rogue. This is the O.H.G.
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scalmo, scelmo, orig. a pestilence, with the latter meaning of

carrion
;
hence a worthless fellow, rogue, as a term of abuse.

Spree, a frolic. I have said that this word is modern, and

of Celtic origin ;
cf. Irish spre, Gael, spraic, vigour, anima-

tion. I have since met with the suggestion that it is from

the F. esprit, spirit. This I believe to be a pure guess, and

to be wrong. The word was formerly pronounced spray,

which entirely upsets this notion. I should not be surprised

if it should turn out that we owe this word to Sir W. Scott.

Jamieson gives a quotation for the spelling spree from St.

Ronan's Well, which was written in 1825. But he does not

notice a very material fact, that in the Introduction to the

Legend of Montrose, written six years earlier, Scott introduces

the word with the spelling sprays, and in an apologetic way.

Sergeant McAlpin used to indulge in occasional drinking-

bouts, after receiving his dividends. " After such sprays, as

he called them, were over, and his temper once more cool, he

seldom failed to thank God, and the Duke of York, who had

made it much more difficult for an old soldier to ruin himself

by his folly, than had been the case in his younger days."
Jamieson derives spree both from Gaelic and from the F.

esprit ; it did not occur to him that the two derivations are

wholly inconsistent with each other.

Stub. I have given the A.S. form as styb. But there is

also stub, masc., dat. stubbe. I find on pone ellen-stub and of

pam elkn-stubbe ; Cartularium Saxonicum, ed. Birch, i. 316.

Swan-hopping. Under the heading swan-upping, Halliwell

tells us that it means taking the swans for the purpose of

marking them
;
and adds "

Tipping the swans was formerly
a favourite amusement, and the modern term swan-hopping is

merely a corruption from it." It was not exactly an amuse-

ment, but an annual custom which was considered necessary ;

but it afforded amusement to those engaged in it. The

statement, that sican-hopping was originally swan-upping is

constantly repeated, but those who affirm this very carefully

avoid giving any reason for their belief. The proof is

practically given in Hone's Every-day Book, vol. ii. coll.

958-962, where Hone cites a tract dated 1570. In this
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tract, there is mention of " the vpping-daies
"

in sect. 8. In

sect. 15, we find " that the swan-herdes . . . shall rp no

swannes"
;

in sect. 14, "that no person take rp any cignet

unmarked" . . . and in sect. 28, "that the maister of the

swannes is to have for every white swanne and gray vpping,

a penny
"

;
etc. Hence this oft-repeated statement is, for-

tunately, not an invention (as such statements often are), but

true. Vp= take up, is here used as a verb.

Tartan. There is a note on this word, too full to be

neglected, in Michel's Critical Inquiry into the Scottish

Language, p. 75
;

where references are given. He gives

the O.F. form as tirtaine. The ir must have passed into

er, as in the common word her (M.E. hire), after which

the change of er to or is in accordance with the almost

universal rule. The word is at least as old as 1471.

Ted, to spread hay. (Scand.) I have a few words to say

in reply to Mr. Wedgwood's criticisms on my derivation of

ted from the Icel. ttf&ja, to spread manure. His argument is

that teftja simply meant to manure, without any idea of

spreading. I might reply that manure is, as a fact, only

applied to the earth by spreading it. But I would rather

draw attention to facts which he has entirely overlooked, and

upon which I did not enlarge because it seemed to me un-

necessary. If Mr. Wedgwood will consult the Icelandic

Dictionary once more, he will find that, in the closest

possible connection with toft, manure, is the Icel. ta>a,

'hay from the well-manured home-field,' as Vigfusson

explains it. Such is, of course, the true sense of tcc&a, but

Mr. Magnusson informs me that it also simply means '

hay
'

(but not '

growing grass
' when uncut). In fact, Vigfusson

at once proceeds to give the derivative tff&u-verk, 'the

making hay in the infield,' which of course carries with it

the sense of making hay in general, and is simply ted-icork.

Again, the Norweg. toda means (1) manure, (2) manured

land, (3) hay, and even aftermath
;

the verb tedja not only

means simply to manure, but to spread manure over, or (as

Aasen says) sprede gjodsel pact. The connection of the verb

to ted with the Icel. tafta, hay, is surely obvious
;

and if we
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connect it with tafta, we must needs connect it with tcrS.

The idea that the original sense of toft, manure, was ' that

which is scattered,' is not mine, but Fick's
;
see his Worter-

buch, iii. 113
;

and every field testifies that such is the

actual condition in which manure is found. Moreover, the

Icel. ta*& appears in provincial English as tad, tath, or teathe,

manure. The derivative verb is te&ja, used in Icelandic

only in the particular sense of spreading manure, prov. E.

tathe, Lowl. Sc. taid ; but, if it had been wished to express

the sense of spreading hay (Icel. tct&a), the verb would have

taken the same form as before
;

and the fact of the word

occurring in prov. E. as ted is quite enough to show that it

could sometimes have that sense. All the help that Wedg-
wood gives us is to quote the cognate High German forms,

such as zetten, to spread, strew, etc. But these are precisely

the forms which I have quoted already, and there can be no

doubt that the German philologists are satisfied of two facts.

The first is, that ted is a Low-German form
;
and the second

is, that the High-German zetten is precisely the Icel. tefy'a ;

see Fick, iii. 113; Schraeller, Bayerisches Worterbuch, ii.

1159
; Schade, s.v. zatjan. Another allied word is G. Zettel,

the warp of a web, derived by Kluge from zetten, to spread,

to spread out, to strew; and, although Kluge does not

explain the root, he has no hesitation in taking the Teutonic

form of the root to be TAD. The prov. E. ted is now used

also with reference to the spreading of flax
;
but the extracts

already given from Palsgrave and Fitzherbert show that

it was formerly used of hay.
Threshold. Sievers has an important note on this word in

his article on the Noun-suffix -tra, pr. in Paul and Braune,

Beitrage, v. 530. The gist of it is as follows :
" Teut.

*presko->lo-, O. Icel. presk-oldr, A.S. *&resc-otd, *6ersc-old

(see Grimm's Gram. ii. 232, Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxiii. 381,

Fick, iii. 341). The word, being misunderstood, was altered

by popular etymology into various forms, such as 0. Icel.

fireskjoldr, Icel. fireskjoldr, A.S. *&ersc-wold, *&ersc-wald." Thus

Sievers takes the suffix to be nothing but the Teut. ->lo-,

put for -^>ro-, Aryan -tra. One interesting result is that,
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if this be right, the mod. E. thresh-old is the correct form

after all. Compare note on Build (above).

Topsy-turvy. I have already shown that this word is

almost certainly connected with the M.E. torvien, to throw,

and terve, to fall down. This view is strongly confirmed by
the occurrence of the Lowland Scotch verb our-tyrve, to turn

upside down, of which Jamieson gives a capital example
from Wyntoun. I now find another example in the Buke of

the Houlate, st. Ixv. 1. 837, written about 1483. We are

told that the Cuckoo had a fight with a Lapwing (Sc. tuchet)

and that he " Tit the Tuchet by the tope, ourtirvit his hed,

Flang him flat in the fyre, fetheris and all" ; i.e. seized him

by the top-knot, and turned him topsy-turvy.

Tucker, a fuller. (F. 0. Low GK) M.E. touker; spelt

towkere in a various reading of Wyclif's translation of

Mark ix. 2, where the text has fullere. In Wright's Vocab.,

ed. Wiilcker, p. 629, 1. 2, the Lat. fullo is glossed by towkere.

In Piers Plowman, A. prol. 100, the text has tokkeris, and the

various readings are tokkeres, towkers, and toucheris. The

word is really French, and simply means ' beater
'

; being
derived from the verb now spelt toquer, given by Littre ;

Cotgrave has "
toquer, to clap, knock, or hit against." It

is still preserved in E. tocsin, which I have duly explained.

This verb is a mere variant, in fact an older form, of F.

toucher, to touch ; see further, in my Dictionary, s.v. touch

and tucket. I quote the Anglo-French toukier, to touch, in

my Supplement, s.v. touch. This at once accounts for

toucheris in P. Plowman, in the sense of tuckers. I have

only given tucket in the sense of ' a flourish on a trumpet
'

;

I might have added the phrase
' tuck of drum,' i.e. beat of

drum. Jamieson gives some good examples of tuck of drum

under the spelling touk, tuck, to beat
;
he quotes

"
Trumpets

sound, and drums tuck." Sir W. Scott writes it touk of

drum, Heart of Mid Lothian, c. xii. In Douglas's Virgil,

Aen. bk. viii.,
' a mychty touk

' means a heavy blow or

stroke; ed. Small, iii. 166. 29. The Ital. toccare means both

to strike and to touch.

It is usual to derive the F. toucher from the O.H.Gr.
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zucchen. It would seem, however, better to derive it from

the cognate Low G. tukken, to beat, to touch. See this form

in E. Friesic and in O. Dutch. In the special case of

tucker, it can hardly be doubted that the word is ultimately

of Walloon or Flemish origin, and came to us from the

Flemish weavers in the time of Edward III. I bring

forward this word because the Dictionaries say little about it.

Wedgwood assigns it a Celtic origin ;
but a Flemish one is

far more likely.

Typhoon. I have shown that this is a Chinese word, mis-

spelt so as to make it resemble Greek. I have now to add

that the old spelling (before the Greek etymology was

thought of) was either touffon, as in Hackluyt's Voyages, ii.

239, 240
;

or tuffoon, as in Dampier's Voyages, vol. ii. pt. 3,

p. 71. Dampier says :
" I know no difference between a

Hurricane among the Carribee Islands in the W. Indies,

and a Tuffoon on the Coast of China in the E. Indies, but

only the name." In vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 35, Dampier again

speaks of the violent storms called "
Tuffbons" but adds

(Typhones) within marks of parenthesis. The account in

Hackluyt is said to be translated from Italian. Torriano

gives the Ital. form as thiphone.

Vambrace. The etymology of this word, from the F.

avantbras, is well known. It appears from Cotgrave, who

gives :
"
avantbras, a vambrace, armour for an arm

; also,

the part of the arm that extends from the elbow to the

wrist." Properly, a vambrace is the armour on the lower

part of the arm. The companion word is rere-brace, i.e.

armour for the upper part of the arm, answering to an O.F.

arere-bras, which I do not find
;
and I suspect that rere-brace

is Anglo-French only. I find a good example of these

words in the Testamenta Eboracensia, i. 171 " unam loricam,

unum bonum par cerotecarum
\_gloves~\

de plate, cum vam-

brace et rerebrace." The will is dated 1392. A similar

word is vamplate, which see in Nares.

Watchet, light blue. It seems to be generally agreed that

watchet means a kind of light blue. Nares gives examples of

it from Browne, Lily, Drayton, and Taylor ; Richardson,
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from Beaumont and Fletcher, Hackluyt, Spenser, Ben Jon-

son, and Chaucer. Levins has wachet, which Mr. Wheatley

explains by dapple-gray. Phillips says ivatchet is
' a kind of

blew colour/ Todd's Johnson cites from Milton's Hist, of

Muscovia, c. 5, the phrase
" watchet or sky-coloured cloth

"
;

also the line :
" Who stares, in Grermany, at watchet eyes

"
;

tr. of Juvenal, Sat. xiii., which he attributes to Dryden,

though that satire was not really translated by Dryden
himself. The most important quotation is that from Chaucer,

which is probably the oldest. It occurs in the Milleres Tale,

Group A., 1. 3321, where the Lansdowne MS. has ' Al in a

kertell of a liht waehett.' The Cambridge MS. has vachet ;

the Harl. MS. has wachet ; the rest have the weakened form

waget or wagctt. Tyrwhitt derives it from the town of

Watchet, in Somersetshire, for which there is no evidence nor

discoverable reason. The only other etymologies yet offered

are those which originated with Skinner
;
the first is, from

A.S. wad, woad, with a suffix -chet ; the other is, from the

A.S. wmced, make weak (or pale), which would have turned

into iceaked. All three suggestions are so bad that I venture

to make a fourth. My belief is, that the accent was variable;

it is evidently wachet in Chaucer, because it rimes with set.

I further think that the word was French, because we have

the variant waget; because -et is a French suffix
;
and because

the spelling in the Cambridge MS. is vachet, with v. It is, I

think, to be identified with the curious O.F. word vaciet, a

bilberry or whortleberry. Littre gives this word, with two

examples, both of the 16th century. In the latter of these it

is applied to a colour.
" Couleur d'hyacinthe ou de vaciet,"

i.e. colour of the hyacinth or bilberry. Roquefort defines

vaciet as a shrub which bears a dark fruit fit for dyeing
violet

;
it is applied, he says, both to the fruit and the dye ;

and he calls it Vaccinium hysginum. Cotgrave has :
"

Vaciet,

the purple or blue Jacinth, or Hiacinth, tearmed by some

Crow-toes." Plant-names are very vaguely used, but the

evidence is sufficient to show that vaciet could mean a kind of

bilberry, used for dyeing a kind of violet or blue. The form

vachet in Chaucer is older than vaciet, and answers to a Low
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Lat. *vaccetum, i.e. a cow-berry, from vacca, a cow. The

ordinary Lat. vaccinium also means '

cow-berry,' from vacca.

It is interesting to find that the word cow-berry is still in use

in England for a red whortle-berry ;
see Halliwell. Britten's

Plant-names gives nearly 50 names of plants in which 'cow '

forms the first element. My proposal is, accordingly, to

explain watchet as a blue colour obtained from a kind of

bilberry, and to derive it from an O.F. *vachet, Low-Lat.

*vaccetum, a cow-berry ;
from F. vache, Lat. uacca, a cow.

This word vachet is neuter
; closely allied to it is the F.

vachette, feminine, a little cow
;
for which see Cotgrave.

Whinyard, a sword. (Scand. ?) Nares, following Minsheu,

explains whinyard as a hanger, i.e. a kind of sword. It is

not an old word, so far as I can trace it. Minsheu, in

1627, spells it whinneard ; but it is usually whinyard, as in

the play of Edward III. i. 2. 33 (pr. in the Leopold

Shakespeare) ;
and in Ram Alley, 1611, pr. in Hazlitt's

Dodsley, x. 363. The etymologies hitherto proposed are

futile, excepting that in Wedgwood, with which I practically

agree. He takes it to be a corruption of whinger, from the

verb whinge, allied to whine. The difficulty mostly resides in

the suffix. If we may take yard to be the usual E. sb. yard,

then it is best to derive it rather from the primary whine

than from the secondary whinge. The word yard is so often

used in the sense of rod, that I do not see why it may not,

in composition, have been used for a weapon also
;

the only
variation is Minsheu's whinneard, which gives precisely the

same sound, and may be a phonetic spelling. Cotgrave

explains F. braquemar as "a woodknife, hanger, whineyard."
Much light is thrown on the former part of the word by

the Icel. hvinr, a crackling, whizzing, whistling, as of a

whip or missile, especially used of the sound of arrows or of

a blow, and (according to Rietz) of a sword. The Icel. hvina

does not mean to whine (as in English), but to give a

whizzing sound, as the pinions of a bird, an arrow, shaft,

gust of wind, or the like. The Swed. verb hvina is used of

the whistling of the wind, and Dan. hvine is to whistle. In

English, we have the related word whinny, said of a horse.
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We may therefore explain whin-yard as a rod or yard that

whizzes or whistles through the air. It is rather Scand.

than E.

The word whinger also means a weapon ;
for this, Wedg-

wood cites Moor's Suffolk Glossary. I can find no old

example of it. Jamieson has it
;
and in his earliest instance,

relating to the reign of James V., it is spelt whinger. This

is from the verb whinge, to whine, which no doubt also meant

to whiz. Whinge is an extension of whine, probably Scandi-

navian, as it may be traced in Swed. dial, hvinka, kvinka, to

wail, Norweg. kvinke, to whine, wail, Icel. kveinka, to com-

plain. This explains its appearance in East Anglia and

Scotland particularly. Of course it is quite possible to

consider whinyard as formed from a shorter whinyar ; this

leads back to the form tohinny-er, substituted for or equivalent

to whinger. Here, no doubt, the Dictionary-slips will help

us out.

Nares's proposal, incautiously accepted by Ogilvie, to derive

ichinyard from. A.S. winnan, to fight, cannot possibly be right.

This verb and its derivative tcinn, battle, quite lost their

primitive meaning in the Middle English period. Neither is

there any reason for supposing that the initial wh is in this

instance a mere w.

Whisky. This word is spelt whisquy-beath in Sinclair's

Statistical Account of Scotland (1791-99), iii. 525. The

passage is quoted in Brand's Antiquities, ed. Ellis, ii. 286.

This is a very early instance, and gives the word in its full

form
;

Gael, uisge-beatha, water of life, i.e. aqua vitce,

eau de vie.

LIST OF WORDS DISCUSSED.

The following is a list of the words discussed in the

preceding notes. N.B. The words marked (Sh.) are used

by Shakespeare.

blaze, bluff, bonfire, booty, botargo, box (Christmas),

braid (Sh.), build, cad, carnival, cinchona, cobra, coca,

contraband, cowslip, creel, crow-bar, crowd, davit, dell, doiley,

doll, doublet, duds, duffer, ease, eddy, eery, estreat, exhaust,
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feese (feaze, or pheeze, Sh.), fester, fetish, feuter, feuterer,

fly, furl, gamboge, gavial, geek (Sh.), hatchet, hay, hobble-

dehoy, hockday, hopscotch, inveigle, jupon, kelpie, kennel (1),

kraal, lagoon, lanner, lanyard, lilt, lither (Sh.), loon (or

lown, Sh.), marchpane, milliner, minx (Sh.), mob, moidore,

moy (Sh.), mundungus, ombre, one, paddock, pall-mall,

parramatta, pheeze (Sh.), pickaback, pilcrow, plot (1),

porter, prise, reveille, rum, savannah, scroyles (Sh.), sennet

(Sh.), shah, skellum, spree, stub, swan-hopping, tartan, ted,

threshold, topsy-turvy, tucker, typhoon, vambrace, watchet,

whinyard, whisky.
In a former paper, read, Nov. 7, 1884, the following words

were discussed :

(1) listre (under which heading the following words may be

found, viz. accoutre, alchemister, barrister, bridegroom,

canticle, cartridge, chorister, chronicle, coffer, corporal,

culprit, decretistre, divinistre, hoarse, jasper, lavender,

legistre, manciple, myrtle, participle, partridge, philosopher,

provender, roistering, sophister, syllable, treacle, treasure).

(2) andiron, bezique, caoutchouc, con (1), curmudgeon,

saunter, sausage, scan, service-tree, set, spruce, tawdry,
teetotum.

XII. NOTES ON THE REVISED VERSION OF THE
OLD TESTAMENT. By BENJAMIN DAWSON, B.A.

(A Paper read before the Philological Society, on Friday, March 5, 1886.)

IT is matter for sincere congratulation that the Revised

Version of the Old Testament does not grate upon the ear as

that of the New Testament does. The alterations which

have been considered necessary have been made without

injuring the general flow and rhythm, so that the ear would

find it impossible to detect where they have been made, or

to determine whether passages read aloud were taken from

the Authorized or Revised Version. This is as it should be,

precisely what was desired. Of the improvements in R.V.

as a translation of the Hebrew text it is not my purpose to
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speak. He must indeed be a very pessimist who should

think that nearly three centuries have passed without

increasing the possibilities and the probabilities of obtaining

improved renderings of the sense of the books of the Old

Testament. My object is to compare A.V. and R.V. from a

linguistic or grammatical point of view.

Disposing first of all of the hopes and fears expressed in

my former papers, I have the pleasure to report that the

Revisers of the 0. T. have not removed either Coverdale's

"God save the King" (1 Sam. x. 24), or his "three score

years and ten" (Ps. xc. 10). Neither have they interfered

with such idiomatic phrases as
"
going to and fro,"

"
walking

up and down" (Num. xxvii. 21; Job i. 7). They have

moreover in man-child (1 Kings xiv. 10) found a euphe-
mistic phrase more suitable for the ears of an age which, at

least in speech, is purer than the Elizabethan.

In so wide a field as 0. T., subjects for comment are super-

abundant and passages in illustration superfluously numerous ;

the difficulty is that of selection. It will suffice to give one

or two examples of different classes of improvements. Among
useful changes are tenth-deals to "tenth parts," chariot to

"
palanquin," wench to

"
maidservant," looking-glasses to

"mirrors," printed to "inscribed," moist grapes to "fresh

grapes," Absalom's place to
" Absalom's monument." Rela-

tionship is more clearly expressed in R.Y. than in A.Y. in 2

Sam. xxi. 8, and 1 Kings i. 6. In the natural history improve-
ments have been made, though too sparingly ;

the mythic uni-

corn has become "wild-ox" Ps. xcii. 10, den of dragons "dwell-

ing place of jackals" Jer. x. 22. Among grammatical

improvements are " Moses used to take
"

for took Ex. xxxiii.

7,
" the Egyptians were burying

"
for buried Num. xxxiii. 4,

" I saw Absalom hanging in an oak
"

for hanged 2 Sam.

xviii. 10. In this connection may be mentioned the correc-

tion of "
seraphim

" and " cherubim "
for seraphims and

cherubims, as the plural of seraph and cherub. This double

pi. form is a noteworthy instance of the vigour and longevity

of errors. According to Cruden's Concordance, seraphims

occurs twice, and cherubims twenty-seven times in A.V., the
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sing, cherub thirteen times. And although the Book of

Common Prayer gives us " cherubin and seraphin
"

in the

Te Deum, in the Psalms (Ixxx. 1, xcix. 1) it also gives us

cherubims. Shakspere has a sing, cherubin,
" A cherubin

thou wast," Tempest 1, ii. 152, its pi. cherubim occurs in

Merchant of Venice 5, i. 62,
"

still quiring to the young-eyed
cherubins." Wyclif also gives us a pi. in -byns, "on which

thingis weren cherubyns of glorie" Heb. ix. 5, and Chaucer

a gen. sing, in -bynes,
" Thatt hadde a fyr-reed cherubynes

face" Cant. Tales, 1. 626, Prol. Nor are we English alone in

the blunder, in French the sing, is cherubin, pi. cherubins, in

Ital. cherubino, pi. cherubini. Once, indeed, for the sake of

his metre Dante makes the pi. cherubi instead of cherubini,

as pointed out by Alberti in his Italian Dictionary. I am
not aware whether or not the blunder has ever been " run to

earth," but according to Forcellini it would appear that

Jerome and Augustine first used the plural as a sing., either

from inadvertence or on the super grammaticam principle.

The Vulgate uses cherubim as an indeclinable, but cherubos

occurs in some Latin versions in Gen. iii. 24. In the same

way A.Y.'s Anakims is corrected to "Anakim" Joshua xi.

21
; but, unhappily, though treating teraphim as pi. in Gen.

xxxi. 34 and Zech. x. 2, R.V. makes it a sing, in 1 Sam. xix.

13, 16, although a sing, teraph is given in English Dictionaries.

A.Y. generally gives teraphim, but in Zech. x. 2 margin,

teraphims.

It is a great gain in R.V. that verse and prose are

distinguished to the eye. So it is that the division into

verses has been superseded by that into paragraphs. This

amalgamation of verses into paragraphs, though generally
conducive to clearness, may occasionally have the contrary

effect, because the division into verses sometimes, particularly
when aided by the ^[, marks the beginning and end of a

parenthesis, which is more readily lost sight of when the

verses are run together. As an example of this I may
mention Gen. xix. 26, where for no other reason R.V. is not

so immediately clear as A.Y. is. This disadvantage might

easily be removed by some variation in the punctuation, or
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by the plan, adopted occasionally by the Revisers, of repeating
in italics any word likely to promote clearness. Thus in

Gen. xix. 26, Lot's might be inserted, as Ish-bosheth is inserted

in 2 Sam. iv. 1, Ahijah in I Kings xi. 29, to make the meaning
more readily clear. Some of these old verse divisions were

peculiar, e.g. the titles of Song of Songs and of Ecclesiastes

are numbered as v. 1. By leaving a space between vv. 1 and 2

R.Y. indicates the distinction without altering the numbering
of the verses.

These are but samples of the very many improvements to

be found in R.Y. as compared with A.V. To dwell upon
these and similar points at greater length would be superfluous.

It will be more profitable to point out where and how R.Y.

might be still further improved.

By the Appendix we learn that the American Old Testa-

ment Revision Company suggested the substitution of " a

for an, my for mine, and thy for thine wherever followed by h

aspirated." It is surely matter for regret that their sugges-

tion was not attended to. At the time of the production of

the A.Y. the use of an or a, mine or my, thine or thy, before

sounded h, had not settled down to a fixed rule, although it

was settling, the n was disappearing, but had not dis-

appeared ;
witness Spenser's an huswife, an hymne, a homely,

etc.
; Shakspere's an hair and a hair (Tempest, 1, ii. 30 and

217), an hundred (Rich. II. 4, i. 16), and a hundred (Jul.

Cues. 1, iii. 23), an humour and a humorous. The Translators

of 1611 therefore had a perfect right to retain archaic an,

and where change was necessary, to introduce the more

modern a. But the Revisers of 1884 were in a different

position, the use of an at least had completely disappeared

before /* aspirated. They were bound therefore to write an

always, or never, before h aspirated. In the former case,

they would have retained a not-unpleasing archaism, like the

-th for -s in verbs, or ye for you as a nominative, and few

would have objected ;
whereas if they had used a before

sounded h, they would merely have modernized the article as

the Revisers of N.T. have done. They themselves have

acted on this principle in substituting its for his where
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neuter. Now it happens strangely enough that at the time

of the appearance of R.Y. there is similar variety as to the

use of an or a before letters having the sound of u (you}.

Here, if anywhere, R.V. might well have let alone, but this

is one of the cases where change has been made, at least in

N. T. Looking about for examples of the dropping of the

n of an before the sound u, Dr. Murray's contributors not

unnaturally pitched upon a eunuch, Acts viii. 27. Oddly

enough the reference is printed vii. 27, thus forming the

first erratum in the New Dictionary (p. 2, col. 1). Adsit

omen I R.V. quotations can be of little use to lexicographer
or grammarian. R.V. cannot prove the use of the Indef.

Article in nineteenth century, because an high, an hireling,

an hundred are found in O.T., but a high, a hireling, a hundred

in N.T.
;
and worse still, an holy (Lev. xxiii. 35) and a holy

(Lev. xxiv. 9), an house (Job xx. 19) and a home (Ex. xii. 30),

an husband (Lev. xix. 20) and a husband (Num. xxx. 6),

stand ready in O.T. to bewilder the student. The increased

frequency of the use of the compound or periphrastic form

of tenses to indicate imperfect action might be illustrated

by such improvements as " was standing
"

for A.V.

stood 1 Kings xiii. 1
;
but it would be a mistake to quote

B.Y. to prove the nineteenth century use of pi.
" hosen

"

Dan. iii. 21, of " sith" Ezek. xxxv. 6, "afore the harvest"

Isa. xviii. 5,
" Woe worth the day" Ezek. xxx. 2, "can

skill," "could skill" 2 Chron. ii. 7, xxxiv. 12. Nor will

R.Y. much help in the elucidation of the history of other

words, because (the Preface explains) only words previously
used have been allowed to supplant discarded A.V. words.

Another suggestion made by the American Revision Com-

pany has unhappily not been adopted, viz. the substitution

of are or is for be when Indicative. Here, again, the

action of the Translators of 1611 is intelligible. Both forms

were to some extent in use
;

be had not been entirely super-
seded by are or is, although it was becoming antiquated. This

is probably the explanation of The Merry Wives of Windsor,
1

1 The edition of The Merry Wives of Windsor quoted from is the Stanford,
edited by Henry B. Wheatley, F.S.A. (George Bell and Sons) ; of the other

plays, the Clarendon Press Series, edited by William Aldis Wright, M.A.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 22
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1, i. 319, where Slender inquires,
" Be there bears i' the

town ?
" and Anne Page replies,

" I think there are, Sir."

But as in 1884 be had become exclusively provincial, it is

difficult to see the justification for, "These be the words

which Moses spake," Deut. i. 1
;

" And there the weary be

at rest. There the prisoners are at ease together," Job iii.

17 and 18
;

" And some of the king's servants be dead, and

thy servant Uriah the Hittite is dead also," 2 Sam. xi. 24.

And to add to the difficulty of understanding the matter,

sometimes A.V. be becomes R.V. are, as in Lev. x. 14

they be changed to they are, in Lev. xiii. 19 there be to

there are. In the Song of Songs vii. 12,
" Let us see if the

vine flourish, whether the tender grape appear, and the

pomegranates bud forth," becomes,
" Let us see whether the

vine hath budded and its blossom be open, and the pome-

granates be in flower." In this passage, if the Revisers

meant be for an Indie., there is not the excuse of retaining

antiquated be to avoid needless alterations, because be does

not occur here in A.Y. If, on the other hand, the be is

Subjunc., why is hath budded Indie. ? It is true that this

mixture of moods may be paralleled from A.Y., for in

Num. v. 19 and 20,
"

if no man hare," "if thou hast,"
l "

if

thou be," and if "some man hare," occur in strange prox-

imity. These are exactly reproduced in R.Y. with change of

lain to lien ! The explanation is yet to seek.

One of the principles on which the Translators of 1611

acted was the intentional use of synonym and variety of

expression. They did not wish that one word should be

dignified by being introduced into the Bible, and another

degraded by being left out, one log, as they quaintly put

it, being carved into an idol, the other thrown on the fire.

Thus, in Gen. ii. 1 and 2, A.V. gives us,
" Thus the heavens

and the earth were finished and all the host of them. And
on the seventh day God ended his work which he had made."

Here R..V. changes
" ended "

to finished. Some would

1 In the discussion Mr. Sweet said that the use of the indicative thou hast

side hy side with the subjunctive he have was probably due to the desire of

distinctness; in late West-Saxon the preterite subi. of weak verbs takes the si of

the indie, in the same way gif \u hcefdest instead of the older gif }u hafde.
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have preferred the change, if necessary, to have been made

in the other direction
;
these French words are unpleasantly

sibilant to some ears. In Gen. xv. 5,
" Look now toward

heaven, and tell the stars if thou be able to number them "
;

" number "
becomes tell in R.V. Another example of A.Y.

variety of expression is seen in Num. xxxiii. 3 . . ., where

"removed," "departed," and "went from" are used as

synonymous renderings of one verb,
"
encamped

" and
"
pitched

"
of another. R.V. gives us "

journeyed
"

for

removed, pitched, and wentfrom, and "
pitched

"
for encamped

and pitched. Opinions may differ as to whether variety of

expression in a simple narration of daily movements is

preferable to plain repetition, but there can be little doubt as

to which principle is likely to produce a classic translation.

The Translators of 1611 had respect for the English lan-

guage, feared to diminish its vocabulary, thought synony-
mous words should be treated fairly, studied style, gave us

variety, and produced a classic ;
the Revisers of 1884 want

by the use of a different word to indicate a difference in the

Hebrew. The one (the Translators) are thinking of the

language into which the subject-matter is to be conveyed ;

the others (the Revisers) are for ever looking back at the

language from which they have obtained their subject-

matter.

The Preface of R.Y. gives an explanation of the substitu-

tion of meal for meat in certain passages. Though there are

still phrases in common use in which meat means food other

than flesh, e.g.
"
green meat,"

" mince meat,"
" as full as an

egg is of meat," yet it was probably wise to remove meat and

to substitute another word. But when the Revisers retain meat

in some places and substitute meal in others, they break their

own rule of using the same English word uniformly as the

representative of each Hebrew word. The reason they give

us for the choice of meal as a substitute for meat is worthy of

note,
"
By the alteration to

'

meal-offering
'

a sufficiently

accurate representation of the original has been obtained

with the least possible change ofform" Now, whatever may
be thought of meal as a substitute for meat, the reason given
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for the choice of the word will appear to some to border on

the ridiculous because three out of four letters are the

same, forsooth ! while others will be of opinion that like-

ness in form between words of different meaning is a dis-

advantage, not an advantage, to be avoided, not to be sought
for. If it were a question of the emendation of some obscure

passage in which a careless scribe by putting a cross to his /

had made it into a t, and the sense of the passage was

restored by changing t into / (meat into meal], one could see

the force of the argument ;
but that meal is a better sub-

stitute for meat than (say) food, because three of its letters

happen to be the same and none of poor food's are, is an

original but outrageous proposition.

This explanation is one of the most important sentences in

the whole Preface. It is the key which unlocks the mystery
of the flaws in R.V. of O.T. The great aim of the Revisers

seems to have been to minimize their alterations. This aim,

however, albeit praiseworthy, ought surely not to have been

their main object ; or, if so, the question of alterations

should have been approached in a broad, and not a niggling,

spirit, concerned with classes rather than individuals. To

alter his Neuter into its was to make a desirable change,

and the more the instances where the change was necessary,

the more important was the alteration shown to be
;

but

no reasonable man would reproachingly count the number

of instances as so many changes, they would merely form

several examples of one change. Similarly, all the a's before

aspirated h might have been turned into an's, or all the an's

into a's, it matters little which. This would have been

another change, but only one
;
nor ought the direction in

which it was made to depend upon the fact that there would

be eight or ten times as many instances of actual verbal

change by the one plan of securing grammatical consistency

as by the other. Again, in the case of substituting are or is

for be Indie., even if there were some hundreds of verbal

alterations made, there would still be but one change the

disuse of be as Indie. The irregular treatment of these

grammatical points savours of the "
super grammatical^

"
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principle. But surely the Revisers were not super gram-

maticam ; they did owe some allegiance to the English

language and its syntax.

The desire of minimizing the actual number of verbal

alterations is perhaps responsible for the change of overlived

into outlived (Joshua xxiv. 31) not being paralleled by that

of overran (2 Sam. xviii. 23) into outran
; remaining overran

it does not match with outran in John xx. 4, A.V. and R.V.

How is you to be explained in " It was not you that sent me
hither

"
(Gren. xlv. 8) ? The rule in A.V. is to use the nom.

after the verb to be :
"
Thy servant is he

"
2 Sam. ix. 2,

" I

am fie" 2 Sam. xx. 17, "It is /" Matt. xiv. 27. If you

was ever used as a Nom. by the Translators of 1611, the

probable explanation is, that it was introduced as an acknow-

ledgment of the existence of the new-fashioned you that was

already fast supplanting the older ye Nom. The same

principle appears to me the only reasonable explanation of

the occasional use of to have with to go Num. v. 19, and of a

hundred in Isa. xxxvii. 36. But when R.V. follows A.V. in

all these varieties, differences which have lost all meaning

except from an historical point of view, the disadvantage
is easy to see, the advantage hard to divine. 1 This much is

certain, it was not the minuteness of the change of you into

ye that prevented its being made by R.V., witness " thou

wast he "
changed to

"
it was thou

"
2 Sam. v. 2,

" I have

given
"

to " have I given
" Num. xxxiii. 53,

" him "
to

"
it
"

(the ass) I Kings xiii. S>7,
"
King David did dedicate

"

to "did King David dedicate" 2 Sam. viii. 11, "shall" to
"
will

" Num. xxxiii. 56
;

all of which are manifest im-

provements.
On one point, however, R.V. seems to be particular not

to follow A.V. With its usual eclecticism A.V. gives us

examples of the use of the Partitive Article in some passages,

1 My paper, I have been told,
" refers to matters with which the Revisers did

not concern themselves. They thought it no part of their duty to correct the
Authorised Version as a schoolboy's exercise by the help of Lindley Murray."
But surely Lindley Murrayism alone required the change of he into she
when applied to the hare (Lev. ii. 6), and of him into it applied to the ass

(1 Kings xiii. 27).
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but in others introduces some or any :
" I will take of the

spirit which is upon thee
" Num. xi. 17,

"
Bring of the fruit

of the land
" Num. xiii. 20

;
but "

any of his seed
"
Lev. xx.

2,
" some of thine honour " Num. xxvii. 20. R.V. omits

some or any in such passages.

The number of ambiguous passages has been reduced, but

there are still many in R.V. which will not convey any
definite idea to an Englishman's mind. The mixture of

different numbers in the same sentence is a source of be-

wilderment, e.g. ye and thou are strangely mixed in Deut.

i. 20, etc. It may be questioned whether the Revisers have

been very happy in their arbitrary occasional retention of

A.V. orthography, creating an impression of efforts at

Spelling Reform
; horse-leach, caterpiller, judgement (it might

spare an e, of which jubile would be glad, to prevent the

commonalty from making it two syllables to rhyme with

their "fac si-mile.") Some revision of R.V. should take

place for the purpose of assimilating the usage of O.T. and N.T.

on various grammatical and other points ; by a comparison of

Matt. xii. 40 with Jonah i. 17, the whale may still be proved
to be a fish !

The chief characteristics of A.Y. and R.V. may be traced

as the result of what appears to be the distinguishing prin-

ciples adopted by the various companies. The Translators

of A.V. (not distinguishing the different companies engaged
on different parts) aimed at giving the sense of the original

in idiomatic English they desired to make a readable book
;

the Revisers of O.T. wished with antiquarian fidelity to re-

produce A.V.
;
the Revisers of N.T. aimed at making their

English rendering resemble the Greek original as far as

possible.
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GENTLEMEN,
MEMBERS OF THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY,

ON the occasion of our Anniversary Meeting last year, it

was thought desirable that I should omit the Presidential

Address for that time, on account of my re-election
;
and

I gladly acceded to the suggestion that my Address should

be delivered at the end of my second year of office. The idea

that the President should, from time to time, deliver an

Address to the Society, recapitulating the work done, and at

the same time reporting, to some extent, the progress made
in philological studies, has hitherto been much approved by
you, on account of its usefulness

; and, in fact, thirteen

excellent addresses of this character have been delivered to

you on former occasions by my predecessors.
The reflection inevitably arises, that an Address delivered

at the end of two years should, in the natural order of

things, be expected to be nearly twice as full as one that

is given annually. I regret to say 'that this theoretical

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 23
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excellence is, in ray own case, unattainable. My lack of

leisure has long been chronic, and I fear that any Address

of mine would still remain extremely imperfect, even if the

term of two years were increased to ten. I will therefore

candidly confess at once that the most valuable part of

my Address is that which, by the help of the ever-ready

energy of your Secretary, has been very kindly contributed

by others; and, as for my own insignificant contribution,

I have nothing to say beyond asking for it a similar in-

dulgence to that which has so generously been accorded to

me on other and less important occasions.

OBITUARY.

Before proceeding to offer any further remarks, let me

say a few words on the heavy losses which have befallen our

Society since Dr. Murray gave his address in 1884. On

looking at the list of the Members of Council on that occasion,

I find there the names of Henry Bradshaw, Walter R. Browne

and Professor Cassal. The name of HENRY BRADSHAW

is, to me, that of a dear personal friend; and it must be

the same to others amongst you. I do not know that he

ever actually contributed a paper to our Society, but there

must be many here whom he assisted largely, and who feel

that their work would have been much more imperfect

without his help. It is not necessary for me to say more

concerning one who was so widely known and deservedly

famous, and whose loss we so sincerely deplore. Speaking
for myself, and speaking with deep feeling and sincerity,

I can truly say that all my work has really been his work.

It was he who assisted me in reading MSS., in hunting

up the places where they might be found, in tracing varieties

of writing and spelling, and peculiarities as to locality and

date. It was he who helped me to trace allusions, told me

the names of books which would assist me in literary in-

vestigations, and often himself found both the books and the

desired passages. It was he who gave me constant assist-

ance in discussing the rimes and metrical analysis of
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Chaucer's verse
;
and I own that I was disappointed in not

finding any mention of my own name in Prof. Ten Brink's

late work upon the Versification of Chaucer, because I

honestly believe there is some excellence in the work which

Mr. Bradshaw so generously allowed me to call my own.

We all know how profusely, I might say how royally, he

gave his aid. It seems but the other day, though it is really

more than twenty years ago, that Mr. Bradshaw welcomed

me as a student at the Cambridge University Library, and

first began giving me his ready help in the matter of

re-editing the Romance of Lancelot of the Laik, which had

previously been edited by Mr. Stevenson with such strange
carelessness. I can remember to this day the expression on

his face, and the occasional remarks, which alike so plainly
seemed to imply

" I help this man because he seems in

earnest, but he has a great deal to learn if he ever means to

come to any good." Ever since that time, for twenty years,
I have always applied to him in every greater difficulty, and

seldom failed to advance the question in hand. I am sure

you will pardon me for taking up your time while I thus

fully acknowledge my own deep obligations to one whom we
so much deplore.

Of Mr. WALTER RALEIGH BROWNE, a notice will be found

in the Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil

Engineers (vol. Ixxix. 1884-5, part 1), a copy of which was

kindly sent to me by Mrs. Browne. He was born in 1842,

being the third son of the late Rev. T. Murray Browne,
vicar of Almondsbury, Gloucestershire. He took the degree
of B.A. at Cambridge in 1865, on which occasion he gained
a double first-class, being 19th Wrangler and 10th Classic

;

and was elected a Fellow of Trinity College in 1867. He
became a civil engineer, and in 1871 obtained the Telford

premium for a paper
" On the Strength of Lock Gates."

He subsequently wrote papers
" On the Strength and

Properties of Riveted Joints
"

(1872) ;

" On Railway

Rolling Stock "
(1876) ;

and " On the Relative Value of

Tidal and Upland Waters in maintaining Estuaries" (1881) ;

besides a series of articles on the theory of Mechanics, a
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book entitled "The Student's Mechanics," and translations

of Clausius' "Mechanical Theory of Heat," and Schwackhofer's

"Fuel and Water." He also contributed numerous papers to

various magazines. He died at Montreal, Sept. 4, 1884, on the

occasion of his visit to Canada to attend the meeting of the

British Association
;
a sad end to a visit that must have been

anticipated with so much pleasure. He contributed several

papers to our Society, especially one on " Scotch and English

Place-names," and another on " The Origin of Technical

Terms "
; besides taking great interest in the New English

Dictionary, to which he sent occasional contributions. We
must all regret the loss of a fellow-worker at once so earnest

and so industrious.

The name of Professor CASSAL is intimately connected with

our Society, as he was a Member of the Council of the

Society for many years. He passed away after an illness of

only a few hours, on Wednesday, March 11, in last year.

Hugues Charles Stanislas Cassal was born on the 1st of

April, 1818, at Altkirch, in the Departement du Haut Rhin,

his father being a solicitor in that place. He studied law at

Strasbourg, and took the degrees of LL.B. in 1839, and

LL.D. in 1840, in the University of France. Till 1845, he

practised at the bar
;
but at his father's death in that year,

he succeeded him in his business as a solicitor. In 1848, he

was elected Mayor of his native town, and also a Member of

the National Assembly. After the coup-d'etat in 1851, he

escaped arrest, was exiled, and came to England in January,

1852, where he soon began giving lessons in French, whilst

at the same time he studied Sanskrit under Professor Gold-

stiicker. He was introduced by Professor Key to University

College School in 1856, and continued giving instruction in

French there till within a couple of days of his death. In

1860, he was elected Professor of French in University

College, where he remained for a quarter of a century, till

his death. He was constantly employed as an examiner in

the French language, and wrote more than twelve books for

the use of learners. In 1880, he was created Chevalier de la

Legion d'Honneur by the President of the French Republic.
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He greatly endeared himself to friends and students in this

his adopted country, and his almost sudden death was much

regretted.
1 There is a short but important and suggestive

paper by him on the subject of French Homonyms, in the

Transactions of our Society for 1866.

When we look at the list of Officers of the Society for

1885-6, we are reminded that Archbishop TRENCH still

remained among us as one of our Yice-Presidents. His

death took place so recently as two months ago, on the

28th of March. His books on "
English Past and Present,"

and on the "
Study of Words," and his

" Select Glossary,"
are so widely known, even to many who are not philologists,

but take an intelligent interest in the study of English, that

it is needless for me to speak of them at length. The

student who consults them will find them remarkably sug-

gestive and accurate. There is very little in them that will

hereafter require modification, with the exception of his

remarks upon our modern spelling, which were originally

written many years before the appearance of Mr. Ellis's

great work on Early English Pronunciation, and never re-

vised in the light of that addition to our knowledge. It is

necessary to bear this in mind, because irresponsible and

careless critics are never weary of citing certain passages

which seem to them a sufficient refutation of any attempt in

the direction of spelling reform
;

the fact being that it is

grossly unfair to the memory of so good and true a scholar

to quote opinions which he must have seen reason to modify,
if his very important duties had left him adequate leisure for

re-considering them. The most important of his contributions

to our Society were his two papers
" On Some Deficiencies in

our English Dictionaries," read before the Society on Nov. 5

and Nov. 19, 1857, and afterwards published as a separate

work by J. W. Parker. The justice of the criticisms in that

treatise are well known to you all, and have had a marked

effect upon the subsequent history of the New English

Dictionary. It will well repay a careful reading, and I

1 See the account in The Athenceum, March 21, 1885, p. 375.
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think we must all be grateful for such excellent and timely

advice. He also contributed two papers to our Transactions

in 1862.

We have also to mourn the sad, sudden, and unexpected
loss of Dr. STOCK, late Member of our Council. Those of

us who assembled here on the 2nd of April to hear him

read his paper on the Heidelberg Dialect, and were sorry to

hear that he was prevented by illness from attending the

meeting, little thought that his death was even then already

near at hand. He was a brilliant and promising scholar, from

whom we hoped to receive much help. Frederick Stock was

a native of Yorkshire, but educated at Devonport, where his

father, a Baptist minister, lived for many years. His pro-

gress in learning was exceptionally rapid. In 1872, at the

early age of 17 years, he gained the degree of B.A. with

second-class honours in Mental and Moral Science, at the

University of London. In 1879, having already obtained

his M.A. degree, he proceeded to the degree of "
D.Lit.,"

being then only 24 years of age. This coveted degree has

only been conferred on three others, one of whom is our

Member of Council, Dr. Weymouth. Dr. Stock had pre-

viously spent nearly a year at Heidelberg, and had there

acquired, by the exercise of much patient care, an accurate

knowledge of the modes of speech of the peasantry in the

neighbourhood of that town. He has been for the past five

an Assistant Master of Mill Hill School, where his ability

and innate worth were much appreciated.
1 He will be

greatly missed at our future meetings, as well as at Mill

Hill.

THE WORK OF THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The papers read before the Society during the last two

years have been of considerable interest, but they have been

so well reported from time to time in our monthly Abstract

of Proceedings, that I need not say much about them now.

I must not, however, forget to remind you of our especial

1 See The Hendon and Finehley Times, April 16, 1886.
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debt to Dr. Whitley Stokes for the four very important

papers which have thrown a lustre upon my term of office,

viz. his papers on Old Irish Declension, on the Neo-Keltic

Verb Substantive, and on the Old-Breton Glosses at Orleans,

and his Notes upon the work by Curtius on Greek Etymology.
Mr. Lecky has given us three papers, viz. on Irish Gaelic

Sounds, on the Phonetic Theory of English Prosody, and on

Irish-English Sounds. "We are glad to welcome Mr. Lecky
as an earnest worker, from whom we hope for much future

aid. Prince Bonaparte has contributed four papers, viz. on

Simple Tenses in Modern Basque and Old Basque, on the

Neo-Latin names for Artichoke, One More Word about

Artichoke, and Remarks on certain assertions by M. J. Vinson

concerning Basque. The Society's work in connection with

Dialectal and Dictionary work has made excellent progress.

Mr. Ellis gave great satisfaction in May of last year by
his Report upon his work on English Dialects, especially

by his statement that he had been able to resume the

work after much interruption ;
and his very satisfactory

and thorough Report upon Dialectal Work at our last

meeting is still fresh in your memory. Dr. Murray has

given us two Dictionary Evenings ;
and it is a peculiar

pleasure to me to think that my term of office has been

marked by the actual transference to Oxford of our excellent

editor and all his valuable material, as this gives us all

the greatest encouragement, and enables us to hope that now
at last the steady progress of the Dictionary is assured.

Mr. Brandreth has also given us what may be called a

Dictionary Paper, showing us how much may be done in

the way of preparation of the material before it comes into

Dr. Murray's hands. At the same time, Dr. Fennell has

told us something of the progress of his Stanford Dictionary,
which ought hereafter to make a suitable companion volume,

supplementing, in certain directions, the great work by
Dr. Murray. We have also had papers from never-failing
and well-tried contributors, viz. from Mr. Sweet, a former

President, on Old-English Words and Etymologies, on the

Use of shall and will, on the Runes, and on Ten Brink's
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" Chaucer Grammar "
;
from Dr. Morris, a former President,

on Pali Miscellanies, and a criticism upon the York Plays ;

and from our Treasurer, Mr. Dawson, two papers on the

Revised Yersion, viz. one on the Old Testament, and one on

the New. Other papers were written by the late 0. B.

Cayley, on the Conditions of Onomatopoeia, which has been

printed in "Modern Thought"; by Dr. Weymouth, on

Accent in Sanskrit and Greek
; by Professor Postgate, on the

Ultimate Derivation of Essay ;
and by Dr. Stock, on Certain

Examples of Unoriginal I and r, and on the Heidelberg

Dialect. A very interesting and curious paper on the

Melanesian Languages was contributed by the Rev. H.

Codrington, who has since published an important work on

the same subject. Dr. Latham sent some Comments relating

to two languages spoken on the Niger ;
Dr. Sattler, a paper

on the Gender of Animals in English ;
Dr. Stenhouse, one

on Biblical Aramaic
;
and Mr. Standish O'Grady, one on

the Cath Finntraga. I have also on three occasions ventured

to call attention to some difficult English Etymologies, with

respect to two of which Mr. Wedgwood has offered some

criticisms.

I must not conclude this brief sketch of our two-years'

work without alluding to the pleasure which we have all

felt in making up to Dr. Murray the sum which he had so

generously advanced, out of his own private means, towards

the expenses of the Dictionary ;
as well as in sending a

vote of congratulation to Dr. Matzner, of Berlin, on the

completion of his eightieth year.

REPORT UPON "
GHOST-WORDS," OR WORDS WHICH HAVE

NO REAL EXISTENCE
;

BY THE PRESIDENT.

Before proceeding to lay before you the Reports which

have been so kindly contributed to this Address by my
fellow-workers, I shall venture to trouble you, as in duty

bound, with a few words of my own. In considering what

subject would be most suitable or most useful to discuss

on the present occasion, I regret to say that I at once felt
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conscious that the choice was very much limited by my own

inability to deal with any subject fully and adequately. I

was further conscious that, even as regards the study of

Middle-English, to which I have, upon the whole, given

most attention, I had little to say beyond what must be

already extremely familiar to most of my hearers. It thus

became evident that I could do no more than select some

one point, and endeavour to illustrate it with numerous

examples, in the hope that some of the examples may be

new to a few amongst you ; or, at any rate, that the grouping

together of such examples may render them more interesting

than when they have been brought before you, on various

occasions, from time to time.

Of all the work which the Society has at various times

undertaken, none has ever had so much interest for us,

collectively, as the New English Dictionary. Dr. Murray,
as you will remember, wrote on one occasion a most able

article,
1 in order to .justify himself in omitting from the

Dictionary the word abacot, defined by Webster as " the cap
of state formerly used by English kings, wrought into the

figure of two crowns." It was rightly and wisely rejected

by our Editor on the ground that there is no such word, the

alleged form being due to a complete mistake. There can

be no doubt that words of this character ought to be

excluded
;
and not only so, but we should jealously guard

against all chances of giving any undeserved record of words

which had never any real existence, being mere coinages due

to the blunders of printers or scribes, or to the perfervid

imaginations of ignorant or blundering editors. We may
well allow that Ogilvie's Imperial Dictionary is an excellent

book of its class, and that the latest editor, Mr. Annandale,

has very greatly improved it
;

but I cannot think that he

was was well-advised in devoting to Abacot twenty-seven
lines of type, merely in order to quote Dr. Murray's reasons

for rejecting it. Still less can I approve of his introduction

of a small picture intended to represent an "
Abacot," copied

1 In the Athenceum, Feb. 4, 1882.
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from the great seal of Henry VII.
;

it would have been

much better to insert the picture under the correct form

by-cocket.

I propose, therefore, to bring under your notice a few

more words of the abacot type ;
words which will come under

our Editor's notice in course of time, and which I have little

doubt that he will reject. As it is convenient to have a

short name for words of this character, I shall take leave to

call them "
ghost-words." Like ghosts, we may seem to

see them, or may fancy that they exist
;
but they have no

real entity. We cannot grasp them
;
when we would do so,

they disappear. Such forms are quite different, I would

remark, from such as are produced by misuse of words that

are well known. When, according to the story, a newspaper
intended to say that Sir Robert Peel had been out with a

party of friends shooting pheasants, and the compositor
turned this harmless piece of intelligence into the alarming
statement that "

Sir Robert Peel had been out with a party
of fiends shooting peasants," we have mere instances of

misuse. The words fiends and peasants, though unintended

in such a context, are real enough in themselves. I only

allow the title of ghost-words to such words, or rather

forms, as have no meaning whatever.

Instances are not common in modern times
; yet I can

adduce at least two that are somewhat startling. The first

is kime, well known to all readers of Sidney Smith's Reviews.

The original passage occurs in his review on " Indian Mis-

sions," not far from the end
;

and first appeared in the

Edinburgh Review for 1808. " The Hindoos," he says,
" have some very savage customs, which it would be de-

sirable to abolish. Some swing on hooks, some run kimcs

through their hands, and widows burn themselves to death."

For this statement, he was attacked by Mr. John Styles in a

book entitled " Strictures on Two Critiques in the Edinburgh

Review," etc. Sidney Smith replied in a review on Methodism,

printed in the Edinburgh Review for 1809, where he says :

" Mr. Styles is peculiarly severe upon us for not being more

shocked at their piercing their limbs with kimes ... it is for
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us to explain the plan and nature of this terrible and

unknown piece of mechanism. A Mine, then, is neither

more nor less than a false print in the Edinburgh Review

for a knife ;

l and from this blunder of the printer has Mr.

Styles manufactured this Daedalean instrument of torture,

called a kime ! We were at first nearly persuaded by his

arguments against kimes
; we grew frightened ;

.... but

we looked in the errata, and found Mr. Styles to be always
Mr. Styles always cut off from every hope of mercy, and

remaining for ever himself." The article concludes with the

jocose remark that, upon the transmission to India of a

certain order,
" Mr. Styles is said to have destroyed himself

with a kime."

Another extraordinary instance is that of the ghost-verb
to morse. As a substantive, the 'word is real, and means a

walrus, for which it is the Russian name
;
but as a verb, the

word is spectral. It occurs, I believe, in all but a few

editions of Sir Walter Scott's novel of the Monastery, chap,

x., where we have this sentence :

" Hardened wretch (said

father Eustace) art thou but this instant delivered from

death, and dost thou so soon morse thoughts of slaughter ?
"

The word has been lately discussed in Notes and Queries, in

the Sixth Series, ix. 507, x. 34, 97, 195
;
and in the Seventh

Series, i. 199. The question was definitely settled by Mr.

Fenwick, son-in-law of the late Sir Thomas Phillipps, who

possesses the original MS. He says :

" The word nurse is

very legibly written, and there can be no doubt that it is

nurse." This is a most instructive instance, as proving that

a false form, if once introduced, can maintain itself through
countless editions without detection, or at any rate without

correction. Many readers have supposed it to be excellent

Lowland Scotch, and it is not a little curious to find that, in

Notes and Queries, 6 S. x. 97, the reading morse is ex-

plained, upheld, and etymologically accounted for by two

independent correspondents, who refer it to the Lat. mordere,

to bite. One explains it as " to prime," as when one primes

1 Not precisely ;
it is the plural kimes that is a misprint for the plural knives.
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a musket, from O.Fr. amorce, powder for the touch-hole

(Cotgrave) ;
and the other by to bite, to gnaw, hence "

to

indulge in biting, stinging, or gnawing thoughts of slaughter."

The latter says :

" That the word as a misprint should have

been printed and read by millions for fifty years without

being challenged and altered exceeds the bounds of proba-

bility." Yet this very thing has actually happened, and it

is not so very surprising. Many admire what they cannot

understand, and uphold all that is paradoxical. It must be

added that, in a few editions, as e.g. in one printed in 1871,

the word rightly appears as nurse, a reading which may have

been due to a slight exercise of common sense. The cor-

rection is obvious enough to any reflecting mind. I draw

the conclusion that any ghost-word, if of plausible appear-

ance, will be greedily accepted and even defended.

I am not going to say anything now as to the many
vexed, tedious, and interminable questions which arise as to

the correct text of Shakespeare ;
but I think it has long

been an accepted opinion with all editors that the famous

and inexplicable TJllorxa in Timon of Athens, iii. 4, 112, is a

mere ghost-word ;
it cannot be right as it stands. The same

may be true of some other words, but I will not raise

controversy by naming them. But the best examples are to

be found in editions of Middle English poems, many of

which were edited by men who had hardly a passable ac-

quaintance with the language which they professed to ex-

plain to others. The best examples occur in cases where the

editor has endeavoured to be faithful, but was unable to read

the MS. where it presented difficulties. It is well known

that Warton's History of English Poetry contains a con-

siderable number of examples. In particular, there is an

excellent note by Price, in the edition of 1840, vol. ii. p. 71,,

where the frequent confusion of n with u is dwelt upon.

From this note, I extract such ghost-words as the following.

In a passage from Layamon's version of the Brut, Mr. Ellis

gives us the verb drinen, to urge,
" from the Dutch dringen."

It should be " Ther heo gunnen driuen," there did they

drive, or go. In the same author, Mr. Turner gives us the
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adv. nolle
t

said to mean headlong. It should be " And
Walwain gon to uatte" and Walwain began to fall

;
1. 20821.

In another passage, Mr. Turner has evolved a ghost-verb

ulen, to howl, past tense ulode, howled, by supposing u to be

a vowel, when it is a consonant. The u is the consonant v,

and ulode is the dat. case of flood ;
the later MS. has flode.

The line is
" And the leo i than ulode" and the lion in the

flood, 1. 20874. In this case, the form is correct to the eye

that understands it, but was not so to Mr. Turner. The

mistake, though curious, is not a very bad one, as there

really is a M.E. verb houlcn, to howl, with initial h.

In Ritson's King Horn, 1. 1301, we have :

" The ship bygan to cronde

The wynd bleu wel londe."

But londe should be loude, loudly ;
whilst cronde is a pure

ghost-word. Read croude, i.e. to crowd, to push on
;

cf.

Chaucer's use of crouden, and the Norfolk phrase
'
to crowd

(i.e. push) a barrow.' Ritson's Glossary gives the verb

cronde, with the right reference ; but he offers no explanation.

In the same poem, 1. 1485, Ritson prints :

" Onen o the sherte

Hue gurden huem with suerde."

Price rightly alters it to ouen, representing the A.S. vfan,

above, i.e. "above, on the shirt, they girded them with

swords." Stratmann takes oueno as being all one word, but

wrongly, for the A.S. ufenan, to which he refers us, is an

adverb, meaning
' from above

'

;
see John iii. 31, in the A.S.

Gospels. Ritson's Glossary quietly drops the word onen, and

says nothing about it.

The confusion between u and n is doubtless familiar to

you, but it is worth while to say that there are numerous

other ways in which words can be obscured. There is

hardly any letter in the alphabet which has not occasionally

been misread as meaning something else. This I shall show

presently, but I shall first adduce numerous examples from

various sources.

The following are taken from Whitaker's edition of Piers
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Plowman. I give the references to my own edition of the

C-text, which is founded upon the same MS. as that which

he printed. The examples are the more striking, because

he himself emphasizes the pains which he took to be accurate

(see p. xli of his Preface) ;
so that we may be sure that his

real difficulty was his want of familiarity with Middle-

English. I group his misreadings according to the changes
which they exhibit. Some of them may seem extraordinary,

but they are quite explicable when the MS. itself is examined.

When, for instance, he takes a capital C to be a small s,

there is really something like a resemblance between these

letters when c is written on a small scale, in the middle of a

line. Some of them can be seen to be mere printer's errors.

It will be understood that I only mention such mistakes as

have produced 'ghost-words,' or, as we commonly say,

nonsense. I say nothing of real forms used in the wrong
context.

We find then, u for n, in fouk, i.e. fonk, a spark of fire,

7. 335
;

and in reuk, i.e. renk, a man, 8. 8
; and, again,

reuke, i.e. renke, 21. 2. JV^for u, as in "how the day roned"

explained by
" how the day was foul with rain," i.e. rained

j

but we must read roued, i.e. dawned, the word being spelt

rowide in the Trinity MS. ; 21, 128. There is no verb to rone,

though we actually find in the same poem the strong past tense

ron, roen, roen, with the sense of ' rained
'

;
see my Glossary.

Ni for m, as in coniseth for comseth, i.e. commences, begins,

2. 162
; and, again, in conisynges for comsynges, i.e. com-

mencings, 12. 95. There is no verb to conise,
" to teach, to

cause, to con or know," as Whitaker explains it, though this

will not suit the context. In for m, as in loine for lome, i.e.

frequently, 13. 121
;
Whitaker evidently takes loine to be

the French loin, as he explains it by
"
long since." Yet,

however real the form loine may be as a substantive, it is a

mere spectre when it claims to be an adverb, and must be

dismissed accordingly. M for ui, as in dymnede for dymnede,

divined, interpreted, explained, 10. 305
; di/mnen is explained

as meaning
* to dream,' but it is a mere ghost-verb. Mi for

un
t
as in gramitij for graunty, the infinitive of our modern
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verb to grant, 2. 86
; gramity is explained by Whitaker to

be a substantive, signifying
'

grief
'

or '

anger,' but there is

no such word, and the explanation will in no way suit the

context. Mu for um, as in clamupes for claumpes, i.e. cramps,

23. 82
; perhaps a misprint, there being no such word as

clamupe. Unn for erm, as in punniten, explained by
'

punish,'

3. 185
;

the right reading is permuten, permute, exchange ;

there is no such verb as punnite. Ur for ne, as in forbmur,

explained by 'furbisher,' 18. 277; the right reading is

forbusne, an example. I do not deny the existence of the

sb. far'bisher, but I do not allow that it can be spelt forbusur;

I would therefore relegate forbusur to the abode of ghosts,

and not suffer it to haunt our Dictionary. C for t, as in

culde, 15. 150, instead of tulde, dwelt, as shown by the alli-

teration. Here, again, we may admit the reality of culde

in the sense of ' killed
'

;
but we cannot allow it to stand as a

variant form of could, which Whitaker took it to be. The I

in could was not inserted till long afterwards. In 7. 370 the

common word portours, i.e. porters, appears as porcours,

explained as 'pig-drivers.' Conversely, t for c; as in,ytoped,

said to mean 'topped/ instead of '//coped, a bad spelling

of ycovped, i.e. cut, as in four good MSS.
;
21. 12. Ytoped

for '

topped
'

is a false form
;

it could only be ytopped,

with double p. 8 for a small capital c, as in soket for

Coket, 9. 328. Coket is a stamp or seal, and secondarily, a

kind of fine bread marked with a peculiar stamp. Soket is

explained by
'

sucket,' which, according to Webster, means

a sweetmeat. There is another instance where sharter is

printed for Charter, 17. 36
;
but this is of small consequence.

Tt for it, as in wattede for waiUde, i.e. waited, looked about,

1. 16. Whitaker's Glossary explains watte by 'to wander,'

and calls it Saxon ;
but there is no such verb. Again,

suteth is put for sitteth, 17. 340
;
but the form is quite wrong.

Sitteth meant ' he sits
'

in the fourteenth century, just as it

does now. Cc for tt, as in succh (1. 62), explained by 'true,'

as if it were a variant of soth, i.e. sooth, which it cannot

possibly be. The right reading is sutth, a variant of sith,

i.e. since
;

other MSS. have suth, seth, seththe, sith, the last
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of these being common. Another strange alteration is

probably intentional, viz. in 17. 191, where the MS. has
'

chepe or refuse/ i.e. buy or refuse to buy ;
here Whitaker

prints chesse, though his commentary has chese, explained by
'chuse.' The double s produces an impossible form, since

the preceding vowel is long. A very awkward misprint,

though easily made, occurs in 16. 84, where we read that

Christ '

polede for man '

;
of course the p was put by the

printer in the place of the thorn-letter
(J>),

and the verb

intended is tholien, to suffer. The verb polien is a mere

monstrosity. In 18. 118, we are told that priests are not to

ouerhuppe, not to hop or skip over words in saying the

service. The word is somewhat common, but Whitaker did

not know it
;
he therefore inserted an s, giving us ouershuppe,

explained as 'overskip.' Unfortunately, this is an inad-

missible form of ouerskippen, and the resulting ouershuppe is

nonsense.

The mistakes in Wright's edition of Piers Plowman

are very few
;

it is one of his most successful pieces

of work, giving us a very accurate text, and some good
illustrative notes that must have cost him some trouble

to gather together. In two places, viz. in lines 961 and

6186, he has printed maused for mctnsed, a clipped form of

amansecl, i.e. excommunicated, accursed
;
but he has corrected

this in other passages and in the Glossary. There is no such

word as maused. He has, however, produced one very
decided ghost-word, viz. the verb to bouchen. On p. 5 of his

edition, we read of the pardoner that :

" He bouched hem with his brevet, and blered hire eighen."

His Glossary has '

bouchen, to stop people's mouths,' but this

is followed by a query, to show that it was but a guess. I

have shown, from the MSS. and other sources, that it should

be bonched, i.e. bunched, bumped, knocked, smote.

There are some singular 'ghost-words 'in Crowley's edition

of the same poem ; they are given in the Critical Notes sub-

joined to my edition of the B-text. I will just instance

sangtle in 4. 2
; this is put for saugtle, or rather saughtle, to
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become reconciled
;

cf. A.S. sahtlian, to reconcile. Reuk (5.

399), for renk, a man
;

this shows us how Whitaker was

misled as to this form. In 7. 152, Crowley has dimned for

diuined; this shows us the origin of another of Whitaker's

mistakes, and warns us that false forms are very tenacious of

existence. In 10. 279, Crowley has mauzed for mansed
;
this

shows us the origin of Mr. Wright's maused. These are

instances of n for u, m for ui, and u for n
;
but in 6. 156,

Crowley has f for s, and thus gives us dbofted instead of

abosted, i.e. addressed boastfully. There is no such word as

aloft in the New English Dictionary ; but the quotation for

abosted is duly entered under the modern spelling Aboast.

The history of the distinct poem called Pierce the Plough-
man's Crede is a little singular. It was printed both by
Whitaker and Wright from the old edition of 1553. Wright

pointed out the existence of two MSS., but neglected them

on the ground that they were mere late copies of the printed
edition. I discovered that they represented an earlier and

more correct text, containing five additional lines, and I was

also enabled to restore the correct reading in about forty

places. Some of the misprints in the old edition furnish us

with good examples of ghost-words. As usual, we have u

for n, as in the extraordinary form couuen for connen, i.e. con,

know, line 388
;
beuen for benen, i.e. beans, 762. Conversely,

we have n for u ; in 1. 432, the word reufutt was misread as

renfull, and actually turned into rentful by a misprint. Rent-

ful may possibly be a true word, but we should hardly
use it to mean '

full of rents or tears
'

;
it is quite out of

place as an epithet of lean oxen, of which it is said that

" Men myghte reken ich a ryb, so rentful they weren."

Similarly, in 1. 738, the word reuthe, i.e. ruth, appears as

renthe. Further, we have o for e, a very common error ;

this has given us the spectral adverb monelich, instead of

mcmlich, meanly- 108. Many MSS. confuse t with c, and

especially st with sc
; hence the extraordinary statement

about a friar who was "
arayd in red stone," instead of

" rede scone," i.e. red shoes
;
738. F and long s are con-

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 24
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tinually confused also
; hence, in 1. 503, the old edition tells

us that
" the fader of the freers desouled hir soules,"

where the alliteration shows us that the MSS. are correct in

giving us the form, defouled, i.e. defiled
;

' the father of the

friars
'

being Satan himself. We cannot admit the verb to

desoul to be good English, unless we find for it some far

better evidence than this. Y and / (th) are often confused ;

hence the extraordinary statement in 1. 437, that

" at the londes ende lath a litell crom-bolle,"

where the right reading is lay. "We cannot admit lath as a

verb, though it makes a very good substantive. There are

two examples of misprints that have produced words as

enigmatical as the Shakespearian ullorxa
;

these words are

hetheued and folloke, 11. 317 and 648. In 1. 317, it is clear

that the printer meant to print the heued, i.e. the head
;
but

the compositor set up the article the twice, and thus produced
an extraordinary result in the form the hetheued, i.e. the

he[the~\ued, with an intercalated the. Mr. Wright actually

gives hetheved in his Glossary with the sense of ' head
'

;
but

we now know that such a form is a mere illusion. Of the

word folloke he could make nothing ;
and certainly the right

explanation of it is past all guessing. Line 648 runs thus:

" Ther is no waspe in this werlde that will wilfulloker

styngen."

Here wilfulloker is the correct comparative form of wilful,

which in M.E. commonly meant '

willing
'

;
the sense is

therefore * more willingly
'

or ' more readily/ But the

compositor forgot to repeat the syllable ml, and neglected

the final r ; hence the form folloke easily resulted, defying
all explanation till the right reading was recovered. There

are a few more strange forms in this poem which I shall

notice further on.

In the Kingis Quair, as edited by Tytler and the seven

editors who copied him, there are a few words which have no

real existence. Thus in stanza 97 we have the line

"And othir moyt I cannot on avise."
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Here moyt is substituted for the MS. reading mo y*, i.e. mo

that
;

and the meaning is
" And others besides that I

cannot tell of." In stanza 135, the word satoure appears,

which Chalmers actually explained by
'

satyr
'

! But the

MS. has fatoure, the same word as faytour, a deceiver, in

Piers Plowman. The line runs "
Ryght so the fatoure, the

false theif, I say." Mr. Tytler's transcriber twice mistook b

for v, thus producing two curious ghost-words. One is

tavartis (st, 110), which is in the MS. tabartis, i.e. tabards.

The other is yvete, which Mr. Tytler supposed to be a past

participle, meaning
' wetted

'

;
but the MS. has ybete, which

is an infinitive mood, meaning
'
beat.' The passage runs

" As of my teris cummyth all this reyne,

That ye se on the ground so fast ybete." (116.)

In st. 161, we have the inexplicable word Degontit, in the

lines

" That furrit was with ermyn full quhite,

Degontit with the self in spottis blake.

It is perhaps hardly necessary to say that the right word is

Degontit, i.e. spotted, bedropped ;
from O.F. degout, a drop.

In st. 182, we have the line

" Quho that from hell war coppin onys in hevin."

Hence Jamieson inserts the pp. coppin, elevated, in his

Dictionary, and derives it from cop, a top. This sets

grammar at defiance, for the pp. of a verb coppen would be

copped. The right reading is croppin, a variant of cropen,

pp. of the strong verb crepen, to creep. War croppin means

had crept, or may have crept.

In st. 3, we have foringit, which Jamieson adopts, and

explains by
'

banished,' as if from foreign. Such a formation

is impossible ;
the right reading is foringit, condemned.

Mr. Stevenson's edition of Lancelot of the Laik has some

extraordinary and wholly impossible forms. Thus in 1. 1054,
we have the inexplicable adverb vyt :

" The knychtis sheld vyt frome his hals haith ton."

The MS. has ry\ which stands for rycht, right. Here r has
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been misread as v, as again in 1. 700, where vondit, wounded,
was printed as rendif, said to mean '

rent.'

In 1. 2279, his edition has the plural substantive chichingis ;

the line runs

" "Whar that al chichingis goith and cumyth son."

The MS. has almost the same symbol for c and tt as usual

in Lowland Scotch
;
and this mysterious word is easily

resolved into thithingis, a bad spelling of tithingis, i.e. tidings.

The form tithing is Northern, and occurs again in Barbour's

Bruce; see the Glossary. Inl. 2114, he gives us

"Sche sal thi havin, sche sail thined redress."

The sb. havin is, however, a mere illusion. The MS. has r

not 1), and m, not in
;

and the ghostly havin fades into the

common harm.

Even some editions of Chaucer are not free from words of

this class. When Moxon reprinted Tyrwhitt's Canterbury

Tales, he added a reprint of Troilus, in which we find the

line (bk. iii, 1. 775 or 726)
" And maken him an hoione above to call."

Morris rightly has hotvve, and corrects to to a
;
the sense is

" And make for him a hood above a caul," i.e. make a fool

of him, as Tyrwhitt rightly says in his note to 1. 3909 of the

Canterbury Tales. Strangely enough, in another passage,

the very same word is misprinted howen in Morris's edition,

vol. v. p. 20 " Fortune his howen entended bet to glaze,"

i.e. Fortune intended to glaze his hood better for him, i.e. to

befool him still more.

In the 9th line of the Reves Tale, Tyrwhitt gives us :

"
Ay by his belt he bare a long pavade"

The Six-text edition has no other form but panade, as ?n the

editions by Wright and Morris. The word is not in Morris's

Glossary, though given by Wright. Halliwell explains

panade as "a kind of two-edged knife," and refers us to

Wright's Anecdota Literaria, p. 24. I am not aware that

this word has ever been quite cleared up. The nearest

known French form is panart, explained by Roquefort as a
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kind of large two-edged knife,
"
espece de grand couteau &

deux taillans."

Readers of Chaucer will remember the line in the Knightes

Tale, which runs thus :

"
Lyk to the estres of the grisly place."

The word estres means the passages within a house, as

explained by Cotgrave and Halliwell, and (more fully) by
Miitzner. Strange to say, this word has been turned into

efters, by mistaking a long s for /. Halliwell actually gives
"
Eftures, passages," with a reference to Malory, ii. 376.

Accordingly, the Globe edition of Malory gives us the

sentence :

" Pleaseth it you to see the eflures of this castle?"

in bk. xix. c. 7. Of. Notes and Queries, 6 S. ix. Skinner

and Bailey both cite the word in the form efters ;
and so does

Coles. The error might have been detected by observing
that the combination ft does not occur in Latin, and is,

accordingly, not to be expected in French.

Jamieson's edition of Barbour's Bruce exhibits much care,

but is not free from ghost-words. I have given a list of

them in my edition of that poem, p. 776
;
so it will suffice

to say that his allryn is a mistake for alkyn ; belene is for

beleue ; char stands for the auxiliary verb thar ; cleue is the

adverb dene ; enchausyt means enchaufyt, i.e. chafed
; lessyt

means leffyt, i.e. remained
; pantener means pautener, i.e.

rascally, ribald
;

reuk (as in Whitaker's Piers Plowman) is

put for renk, a man
;
skowurand is for skownrand, modern

Scotch scunnering, i.e. loathing ;
the past tense sordid is a

misprint for fordid ; Syvewarm means Fysewarin, i.e. Fitz-

warine
; tyre means eyre, i.e. leather. We may observe that

these errors turn upon the confusion of u with n, of s with f,

of c with t, and m with in. Whilst speaking of Jamieson, I

may observe that I have lately noticed a very surprising

ghost-word in his Dictionary, viz. panfray in the sense of

palfrey. It is obviously a misprint for paufray.

It must be added that Jamieson is, upon the whole, a very
careful editor. The preceding examples are taken from a

poem of great length. If we wish to find more copious
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examples of errors, we have only to consult the editions of

his predecessor Pinkerton, especially the two small volumes

of Ancient Scottish Poems, published in 1786. But I shall

pass over these on the present occasion.

There are some curious examples of ghost-words in

Arnold's very useful edition of "Wyclif's Works, which I

may as well point out. The first is corve, for which we are

referred to Halliwell. But all that Halliwell says is this :

"
Corve, about the eighth of a ton of coals. Boxes used in

coal-mines are also called corves" This proves nothing as

to the occurrence of corve in Middle English ;
the word is, in

fact, illusory. The letter n has been misread as u, and then

printed v. The passage runs thus :

" Alle mensleeris and

brenneris of houses and comes ben cursed opynly in parische

chirches." Corns may sound like a strange plural to modern

ears
;
but it is precisely Wyclif who is the authority for its

use in the sense of corn-fields. In the translation of

Luke vi. 1, we find it said of Jesus, that "whanne he

passide by comes, his disciplis pluckeden eris," or in the

later version, "eeris of corn." 1

Again, the Glossary gives

us founed, foolish, and at p. 131 of vol. i., we find

"
ihesfounede heretikes," with various readings founyd, fond,

and foltid. Of course founede and founyd should be fonnede

&TL&.fonnyd respectively. The form founed is imaginary.
The third example is tharve, to lack. This is somewhat

difficult, because we must distinguish, as Stratmann does,

between the auxiliary verb tharf, I need, an old strong form

with the plural thurven, and the derivative verb tharne, to

lack, answering to the Icel. f>arna, short for fiarfna, now

only used in the reflexive form fiarnask, to lack. Here the

original f has disappeared before the infinitival suffix -na.

Consequently, we find in M.E. the forms tharf, thurve, and

tharne. Tharve is impossible, as shown by the etymology.
"We must therefore alter tharve to tharnc, and read, in vol.

iii. p. 38 "
Nothing is moore pyne than for to tharne the

sight of God," i.e. to lack, to miss. This appearance of the

1
Compare Chaucer's line in the Cant. Tales, B. 3225 " And they brende alle

the cornea in that lond."
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ghost-word tharve in company with the real words tharf,

th/trrc, and tharne is not a little remarkable. It is one more

illustration of the great mistake which an editor commits

when he prints v for what he imagines to be a u, though it

turns out to mean an n.

The Glossary also has bolue, to swell out
;

this may be a

misprint, for the text has bolne at the place referred to, and

bolneden at p. 25, vol. iii. Yet, as Mr. F. D. Matthew points

out to me, we also find bolueden, an impossible form, at

p. 15 of the same volume. Again, there is a difficult word

which at first was read as treryn ;
the glossary suggests

that it should be terryn, to excite, provoke, which is certainly

right. "We may just note that treryn is a ghost-word, due to

the misreading of a contraction.

The usual confusion of t with c occurs in encortif, iii. 36, an

error for encorcif, fatted, as may be seen by consulting

Brimley's Glossary to Hampole's translation of the Psalter
;

and again in flowed, iii. 252, an error for flatted, i.e. floated

about, as may be seen by consulting Morris's Glossary to the

Alliterative Poems. Mr. Matthew called my attention to

the latter example, which, however, I first noted in 1871.

I propose here to call attention to the famous word wayne;
for I have now no doubt that, notwithstanding the numerous

passages in which it occurs, it is purely a ghost-word, as

Stratmann has already pointed out. The original error

seems to be that in 1. 945 of the Alexander Romance, as

edited by Stevenson :

"
[She] waynes out at wyndou and waytis aboute."

Unluckily, the passage is corrupt. It is corrected by the

Dublin MS., which reads :

"
[She] wayfez vp a wyndow and waytes tharowt,"

i.e. she throws up (or open) a window, and looks out of it.

Here the spelling with /at once shows that the n should be u

(=v). "With this alteration of waynes to wayues, the authority
for wayne is gone. The word is very common in this romance,

occurring at least a dozen times. It is variously spelt icafe,

wayfe, and ivayue, answering to waff, waif, and wauff, in
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Jamieson, and to waive, waft, and wave in modern English,

though it must be remembered that waive and wave are quite

distinct words. The senses in the Alexander Romance are

(1) to live, move, cf. E. wave, waft ; and (2) to waive, give

up, put away, send, transmit, convey, deliver, grant, abandon.

Into this carefully prepared trap most succeeding editors

have fallen. Thus Dr. Morris gives three examples of wayne
in his Alliterative Poems, six in Gawain and the Grene

Knight, (though the seventh time it is wayue), and one in the

Ayenbite of Inwit. He justifies his reading by quoting the

line in Stevenson's edition. I have myself printed wayned in

William of Palerne, and justify the reading by quoting Dr.

Morris. I have also printed wayne once in the B-text of

Piers Plowman, with a note that the MS. can be read either

way. In the Troy-boke, edited by Panton and Donaldson,

we have at least seven examples. That is, there are at least

twenty printed examples of a word which never existed. I

fear I must not now detain you with the proof, or it would

not be difficult to show, by help of the examples in the

Alexander Romance, that every one of these twenty ex-

amples of wayne is incorrect, and that, in some at least, the

sense of the word and of the passage in which it occurs, has

been much mistaken. There is no such verb as wayne in

Middle English.
It would be tedious to add many more examples, as the

subject is, unfortunately, almost endless
;

it is the natural

result of an utter want of teaching. The unfortunate editors

have had, for the most part, no instruction in palaeography,

and have never been taught so much as the most rudi-

mentary rules of Middle-English Grammar. I can illustrate

this at once by a word which I lately looked up for Dr.

Murray. HalliwelPs Dictionary contains the following entry :

"
Bewunus, enfolded, entwined.

Sithen on that ilke place

To hang Jewes thei made solace ;

That catelle was wo hegon,

So bewunus was never non.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, fol. 23 [now 24]."
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Every schoolboy ought to know that no English past par-

ticiple ends in us
;
and further, that even for an adjective,

it is a very strange suffix. On looking at the MS., I saw at

once that the MS. had been misread. The word is not

beimnus, but bewuwne. The final us is ne. The final e is

just like other e's on the same page, and different from the

s's. The preceding n might, no doubt be u. This mysterious

ghost-word turned out to be merely the past participle of

the verb to bewin. The whole will become clearer if I state

that the subject of the sentence is the thirty pieces of silver

which Judas obtained for betraying his Master. The state-

ment that " no money was ever so be-won
"

will be readily

assented to. This strange departure from the MS. might
have been prevented either by careful reading, or by a

knowledge of Middle English grammatical forms. It aptly

illustrates the innumerable pitfalls that beset the Dictionary-

maker who wishes to avoid the errors of his predecessors. A
word that has been once coined is ever afterwards held almost

sacred
;

it is repeated by one authority after another, till the

astonished investigator is almost inclined to believe that

there is something in it. After the word abacot has been

proved not to exist, it is still retained, as I have said, in

Ogilvie's Dictionary, with a picture to show what it was

like. I must add one more example of a ghost-word which

I think carries off the prize. This is the word oicery, occur-

ring in 1. 362 of William and the Werwolf, as printed by
Hartshorne. In the MS. the first letter is a stumpy d, and

the word is dwerp, a dwarf.
' But our difficulties do not end when we refer to the MSS.

themselves. We all know that the scribes have something
to answer for, though they by no means deserve the cutting

things that have often been said of them. Of their very
curious freaks, I will just give one example which has come

under my notice lately, involving the strange phrase chek

in a tyde, which is a mere ghost-phrase, and never existed.

In Octovian Imperator, printed in Weber's Metrical

Romances, vol. iii. p. 230, the stanza beginning with 1. 1741

is thus printed :
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" Down he fyll deed to grounde,

Gronynge fast with grymly wounde.

Alle the baners that Crysten founde

They were abatyde ;

There was many an hethen hounde

That they chek yn a tyde.''

I have little doubt that the error is the scribe's, and not the

editor's
;
I think this will appear from the investigation.

In his Glossary, Weber says :

"
Chek, i.e. checked, as in

the game of chess
;
hence metaphorically, killed." This is

all very well for the sense
;

but it is disgracefully bad

grammar. It is quite impossible that the past tense plural

of the verb to click could take any other form than chekked,

with the variants chekkede, chekkeden, chekkid, etc. This

is therefore not the right answer, neither does it throw

the least light upon the mysterious phrase yn a tyde. A
very moderate knowledge of palaeography will solve the

riddle in a moment. It is obvious that the scribe had before

him a word containing the letter m, which he first misread

as in, and secondly miswrote as yn. We have only to

substitute m for the syllable yn, and the resulting final line

appears in the intelligible form " That they chek-matyde."

This easy correction restores at once the grammar, the rime,

the metre, and the sense
;

and I do not think we need seek

any further. There is, as I said, no such phrase as chek yn
a tyde.

I wish to draw attention to a peculiarity of spelling in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, especially in Northern

MSS., which does not seem to be at all well understood. In

the Latin MSS. of that period some doubled letters, viz. such

as possess a long perpendicular down-stroke, are often im-

perfectly formed. They are indicated by doubling the

down-stroke only, without repeating the rest of the letter.

Thus a double p is not written pp, but %p. An editor who

does not know this might mistake the first down-stroke for

one of those peculiar r's that come below the line
;

and this

mistake has been actually made, with the ridiculous result

that the purely modern phrase
" look sharp

"
has been said
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by some that knew no better to have been in use in the time

of Chaucer. I have quoted the passage in my smaller edition

of Piers Plowman, pref. p. xxx, ed. 1879, from Eiley's

edition of Walsingham, vol. ii. p. 33. It is the very famous

passage in which John Balle, the 'crazy priest of Kent/
stirred up the commons of Essex to join Wat Tyler's revolt.

"Biddeth Peres Ploughman go to his werke, and chastise

well Hobbe the robber, and taketh with you Johan Trewman,
and all his felaws, and no mo, and loke scharpe you to on

heued, and no mo." I am indebted to Mr. E. Maunde

Thompson, of the British Museum, for the correction of

this. He tells me that the MS. has not scharpe, but only

schappe, where the pp is made as I have described. The

phrase means "
see [that ye] shape (or form) yourselves

under one head, and not under more than one." Even if

the MS. really had scharpe, the phrase would have to be ex-

plained, grammatically, as meaning
" see [that ye] sharpen

yourselves under one head." The interpretation
" look

sharp
"

leaves the accusative you without any verb to

govern it.

Besides jo, in which the first down- stroke comes below the

line, there are three other letters beginning with a long
down- stroke, but extending above the line. These are b, h,

and k. We can at once dismiss h because it is hardly ever

doubled. There remain b and k, which, if written on the

same principle, appear precisely like Ib and Ik, and are

usually mistaken for them. Hence have arisen several

ghost-words, several of which cause great difficulty. I

cannot at this moment recall more than three examples of

lb= bb. One is galbert, in Jamieson's Dictionary, cited from

Lyndesay's Works
;

it stands for gabbert, a gaberdine.

The second is talbert for tabbart, i.e. a tabard, in Gawain

Douglas. The third is for-gabbed, i.e. scoffed at, in 1. 631

of Pierce the Plowman's Crede. My note on the line says,

"so in B and C [i.e. in the British Museum MS. and the old

printed text] ;
in A [i.e. in the Trinity MS.] it resembles

forgalbed." I was saved from error by collation with the

other texts
;

but I should now say that even A is perfectly
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correct; for when the scribe wrote what seems to be

forgalbed, he meant forgabbed all the same. In 1. 399 of the

same poem, I have gone wrong ;
I say that A has palke, B

has palk, and C has pakke. Of course I now see that the

right reading ispakk or pakke, not palk, as I have printed it.

The line should stand thus.

" Ther is no peny in my pakke, to payen for my mete."

I was induced to print palk, partly through ignorance,
and partly because Jamieson's Dictionary gives polk as the

old Lowland Scotch for a poke or bag. Unfortunately,
Jamieson's word is as ghostly as my own

;
it simply stands

for pouke, a pouch, the apparent I representing a
,
as will

appear to any one, who investigates the whole subject to

the bottom. I will show this presently. We find this

Ik for kk in wholly impossible cases
;

the resulting forms are

mere ghost-words. I give a few examples.
The various editions of Gawain Douglas give us the word

rolkis, which is rightly explained by Jamieson to mean
'
rocks.' He regards the / as an ignorant insertion. But

the old Northern word for ' rocks
' was not rokis, but rokkis

;

and rokkis is precisely what the scribe intended, though the

editors have not seen it.

The Glossary to Dr. Lumby's edition of 'Bernardus de

Cura rei familiaris
'

gives us the form spelk, to speak. But

though the scribe wrote what looks like spelk, he certainly

meant the form to be spekk. He need not have doubled the

final k
;
and if he had only left it as spek, we should not

have had presented to our sight the spectral form spelk.

The same Glossary gives us both icakyr and walkyr in the

sense of ' watchful
'

;
I have little doubt that icakkyr is what

the scribe intended
;
but I have further remarks below upon

this form. Another ghost-word is slalk, to slacken, cited by
Jamieson from Wallace, bk. v. 1. 656, which he informs us is

" metri causa" or in plain English, a false form made in

order to gain a rime. The passage runs thus :

" On othir thing he maid his witt to u'alk,

Prefand giff he mycht off that languor slalk."
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The fact is, that the MS. is quite right, but the editors are

doubly wrong. In the former line, walk stands for ivakk, i.e.

to wake, to be wakeful, to be on the alert
;
and slalk is

intended for slakk, to slacken, as Jamieson rightly explains

it. But this is not the end of the story. The use of an

apparent Ik for kk was a piece of laziness that had very bad

results. The verb to wake, in particular, has a very strange

history. It was sometimes written wakk, or apparently walk,

as we have seen, and rimed with slak. The vowel, originally

short, as in A.S. icacan, was gradually lengthened, and at last

coincided with that in the verb which we now spell walk, but

which, in Lowland Scotch, was spelt walk or wank, the I

being silent, as in Modern English. Hence the apparent Ik

was treated as a real Ik ; the combination alk was treated as

equivalent to auk, and consequently al was looked upon as

equivalent to an. Hence the constant use of walk in the

sense of ' wake '
in the latter MSS., and the three spellings

of the adjective wakrife, walkrife,
1

waukrife, in the sense of
' watchful.' Further, owing to the apparent equivalence of

/ and u before k, we have the astonishing forms golk as a

variant of gouk, a cuckoo, and polk as a variant of pouke,

a pouch or poke. These forms established the apparent

equivalence of ol and ou, and led to the surprising word nolt

for nout, i.e. neat cattle, in Gawain Douglas ;
and in the

same author we find dolf for doitf, i.e. dull
; dolp for doup, a

cavity, a depth ;
hoik for houk, to hollow out

;
wolx for icoux,

variant of wox, pt. t. of wax, to grow ;
also walk for icauk, to

wake, walknit for wauknit, awakened, walkryfe for waukryfe,

wakeful, and walkynaris for waukynaris, awakeners. Still

more surprising is the late form culpis (and even culppis) in

the sense of '

cups
'

;
for this, the only interpretation I can

think of is that the / is intended to lengthen out the u, as in

the M.E. coupe, a cup ; for the modern '

cup
'

is expressed in

Middle English both by coupe, with u long, and citppe, with

u short. Modern Scotch has caup for cup, as in Burns' Holy
Fair. In the same way, I should explain the form palpis in

1 The steps are : (1) wakrif: (2) walkrife (=wakkrife) : (3) walkrife
(=waukrifej : (4) waukrife.
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Gawain Douglas, the sense of which is
'

paps,' as indicative

of a pronunciation resembling that of paupis ;
in fact, paupis

actually occurs, viz. in Sir David Lyndesay's Experience and

the Courteour, 1. 4009.

One result of this investigation is quite certain, viz. that

whether Ik represents kk or not, we know that the / was at

any rate, in a large number of words, absolutely silent as a

consonant, though it affected the preceding vowel. In some

cases, it stood for kk, but in others it practically signified the

vowel u. By way of recapitulation, I would say that Ik

represents kk in the written forms polite, rolkis, spelk, slalk.

In walk, to wake, the Ik at first meant kk, but practically

came to represent uk; and the same is true of the derivatives

walknit and walkrife. L represents u in golk, polk, nolt, doff,

dolp, hoik, ivolx, palpis. Its meaning in culpis is doubtful
;

this strange form may have arisen from confusion of cuppis

with colpis (=coupisj or calpis (=caupis), owing to the M.E.

form being a double one. By way of a moral, I would

recommend extreme caution to any editor of a Scottish text

when he deals with a word containing a combination of two

letters, the former of which is an I.

I now proceed to make a list of the symbols which,

in the foregoing examples, have been misread and con-

fused. The following groups denote the confused symbols :

b, v ; c, t ; d, o ; e, o, s ; f, s ; k, Ir ; m, ui, in ; n, u
; o, d,

e
; p, p (th) ; r, v ; s, C, e, f; y, p (th) . Also mi, un

; mu,

urn; ni, in', rp, pp ; U, it; ur, ne ; unn, erm; fin, rm.

Also Ib, bb; Ik, kk. Yery few of these mistakes result from

the misreading of marks of contraction. If I were to add

examples of this character, the number of ghost-words would

be very largely increased. Editors seem at times to have

been sorely puzzled by such marks. Tytler, in his edition of

the Kingis Quair, usually expands the contractions
;
but he

actually prints qmune for commune, and qmonly for commonly,

because he did not know what else to do with the contraction

for com, which somewhat resembles the letter q. In st. 160,

the fourth line is left imperfect, ending in the MS. with the

common symbol 8f. By way of eking out the line, Tytler
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prints here a Q turned upside down, adding
' the reader's

own ingenuity must supply this mark of abbreviation
; per-

haps it may be for askew or asketcis.' This is the boldest

expansion of a contraction which has ever come under my
notice. It has even been supposed that we are to read

as Q is f

I subjoin a list of the non-existent words or 'ghost-words'

which I have now noticed. I include amongst them some in-

tentional but strange forms, such as golk for gouk. I also add,

in every case, the correct form within marks of parenthesis.

abacot (a bicocket), 351.

abofted (abosted), 359.

allryn (alkyn), 363.

belene (beleue), 363.

beuen (benen), 359.

bewunus (bewunne), 366.

bolueden (bolneden), 365.

bouchen (bonchen), 358.

cbar (tbar), 363.

cbek yn a tyde (chek-matyde),
367.

chesse (chese), 358.

chichingis (thithingis, error for

tithingis), 362.

clamupe (claumpe), 357.

cleue (clene), 363.

conise (comse), 356.

conisyng (comsyng), 356.

coppiri (croppin), 361.

corves (comes), 364.

couuen (connen), 359.

cronde (croude), 355.

culcle (tulde), 357.

culpis (ctiupis ? for coupis ?),

371, 372.

degontit (degoutit), 361.

desouled (defended), 360.

dimnede (diuinede), 356, 359.

dolf (douf), 371, 372.

dolp (doup), 371, 372.

drinen (driuen), 354.

dymnede (dyuinede), 356, 359.

eftures (esteres, estres), 363.

enehausyt (enchaufyt), 363.

encortif (encorcif), 365.

flocced (flotted), 365.

folloke (wilfolloker), 360.

forbusur (forbusne), 357.

forgalbed (forgabbed), 369.

foringit (foriugit), 361.

fouk (fonk), 356.

founed (fonned), 364.

galbert (gabbert), 369.

golk (gouk), 371, 372.

gramity (graunty), 356.

bavin (harm), 364.

betheued (heued), 360.

bolk (houk), 371, 372.

bowen, howne (howue), 362.

kimes (knives), 353.

lath (lay), 360.

lessyt (leffyt), 363.

loine (lome), 356.

maused (mansed), 358, 359.

monelich (menelich), 359.

morse (nurse), 353.

moyt (mo ]7t), 360.

nalle (ualle), 355.

nolt (nout), 371, 372.

onen (ouen), 355.

ouersbuppe (ouerhuppe), 358.

owery (dwerj?), 367.

palke (pakke), 370.

palpis (paupis), 371, 372.

panfray (paufray), 363.

pantener (pautener), 363.

pavade (panade), 362.

pollen (J7olien), 358.

polk (pout), 370, 371, 372.

porcours (portours), 357.

punniten (perniuten), 357.

rendit (vondit), 362.
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rentful (reuful), 359.

renthe (reuthe), 359.

reuk (renk), 356, 359, 363.

rolkis (rokkis), 370, 372.

roned (roued), 356.

sangtle (saughtle), 358.
satoure (fatoure), 360.

scharpe (schappe), 369.

sharter (Charter), 357.

skowurand (skownrand), 363.

slalk (slakk), 370, 372.

soket (Coket), 357.

sordid (fordid), 363.

spelk (spekk), 370, 372.

stone (schon), 359.

succh (sutth), 357.

suten (sitten), 357.

Syvewarm (Fysewarin), 363.

talbart (tabbart), 369.

tavart (tabart), 361.

tharve (tharne), 364.

treryn (terryn), 365.

tyre (eyre), 363.

ulode (correct; u=v), 355.

ullorxa (?), 354.

vyt (rycht), 361.

walk (wakk, later wank), 370.

walkrif (wakkrif, later waukrif),
371.

walknit (wakknit, faterwauknit),
371.

watte (waite), 357.

wayne (wayue), 365.

wolx (woux), 371, 372.

ytoped (ycoped), 357.

yvete (ybete), 361.

SLAVONIC PHILOLOGY; FROM APRIL, 1884, TO APRIL, 1886.

BY W. E. MORFILL, ESQ.

For the following valuable contribution to this Address I

am indebted to Mr. W. R. Morfill, whose name must be well

known to you from his former contributions on the same

subject. We are extremely fortunate in having the assist-

ance of so distinguished a scholar, who carefully watches the

progress of Slavonic Philology with unflagging zeal, and

who is at the same time so ready to communicate to the

Society the results of his researches.

" In the following pages a short account is attempted of

the leading publications in Slavonic philology during the

period April, 1884, to April, 1886.
" In General Slavonic Philology the most important work

has been the Etymological Dictionary of the Slavonic Lan-

guages by Professor Miklosich. 1 This is a book' of the

highest value, and supplies a desideratum. Slavonic ety-

mology has not always met with sober treatment, and it

is to be feared that some of the cherished etymologies of

Slavists, not too scientific, will be found rudely dealt with in

this work. Thus the deity Svantovit, about whom so much

1
Etymologisches "Worterbuch der Slayischen Sprachen, Wien, 1886.
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has been written, is treated merely as a Slavonic rendering
of Saint Yitus, whose cuttus is shown to have been introduced

among the Slavs at an early period. Again, the time-

honoured derivation of Slav from Slovo is rejected. Miklo-

sich thinks that the termination enu in Sloventi, etc., shows

the stem to be the name of a place. He considers that the

Greek ad\d/3os is a mere variant of o-/cXa/3o9, and thus has

but cold comfort for M. Sathas, who is so anxious to get rid

of the Slavonic element in mediaeval Greece, and bases one of

his most important arguments upon this distinction. Other

points in this interesting work I have not space to discuss.

Besides his etymological dictionary, we also owe to Miklosich

a short Comparative Dictionary of Six Slavonic Languages.
1

This, although a useful book, cannot add much to the Pro-

fessor's reputation, as it is very short, and by the omission of

some of the languages does not fulfil the conditions of a

complete Comparative Dictionary of the Slavonic Languages.

Slovenish, Slovak and Sorbish, not to mention others, are

wanting. It is said to have been undertaken at the request
of a member of the Russian Imperial family.

" Besides these important works, I may mention the

survey of the Slavonic family of languages in the introduc-

tion to the course of lectures given by Prof. Baudouin de

Courtenay at Dorpat.
2 The author is already favourably

known by his studies of the old Polish language, and his

works on the obscure Resanian dialect of Slovenish. A
Grammar of PalaBo'-Slavonic for the use of schools has

appeared from the pen of Stoyan Novakovich. 3 Mention

must also be made of the valuable translation of the chronicle

attributed to Nestor, which has been published by M. Louis

Leger, who is now professor of the Slavonic languages at the

College de France : although belonging strictly to the domain

of history, yet its elaborate linguistic and ethnological

1 Dictionnaire abrege de six langues slaves (russe, vieux slave, bulgare, serbe,

tcheque et polonais) , Vienna, 1885.

Uebersicbt der Slavischen Sprachenwelt, Antrittsvorlesung, Leipzig, 1884.
3 Gramatika Staroga Stovenskoga Yezika za srednye shkole kralyene Srbiye,

Belgrade, 1884 (in Serbian).

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 25
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appendices entitle it to mention here. 1 An English trans-

lation of this interesting chronicle is still a desideratum.

"Taking the languages in the order in which they are

generally arranged, we come (1) to Russian. Nothing very

noteworthy has been produced in this language during the

two years which have elapsed since my last survey. Prof.

Jagic, who holds the chair of Slavonic philology at St. Peters-

burg formerly filled by Sreznevski, continues his valuable

articles in the 'Archiv fiir Slavische Philologie/ of which

the ninth volume has just begun.
" An important contribution to our knowledge of the

phonetics of the Russian language is the work of M. Y.

Bogoroditzki on the unaccented vowels in the Russian

language.
2 Prof. Partitzki of Lemberg, already favourably

known by his German-Ruthenish Dictionary and an in-

teresting monograph on the poet Shevchenko, has ventured

on a small volume 3 on the many difficulties which beset the

prose poem on the Expedition of Igor (Slovo o polkon

Igoreve), a monument of the early Russian language,

many of the expressions in which have been great cruces to

scholars. Prof. Jagic in a review of the work does not speak

altogether favourably of it. E. Zelechowski continues the

publication of his Little-Russian Dictionary, which has now

got as far as the letter
' S '

: it is very much superior to

anything of the kind previously published.
"

(2) Bulgaria. From this country there is nothing of

importance to communicate. The principality has been too

much occupied with the struggle for its national existence to

be able to develope considerable literary activity. The

Periodichesko Spisanie continues to appear at Sofia, and

contains interesting articles on Slavonic ethnology and

philology.
"

(3) Serbian. M. Mariakovich has published in a separate

form his paper on the Persian, Arabic and Turkish words

1
Chronique dite de Nestor, traduite sur le texte Slavon-Russe par Louis

Leger. Paris, 1884.
* Glasnie bez oudarenia v' obstcherousskom yazike, Kazan, 1884.
3 Temni miesttza v ' Slove o pl'kou Igoreye. Chast Persha (1st part).

Lemberg, 1883 Cin Little Eussian).
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introduced into the Serbian language,
1 which was read at the

Oriental Congress at Berlin, but the book is far from fault-

less
; part of the subject has been much better treated by

Miklosich in his
' Turkish. Element in the South-East and

Eastern European Languages/
2 which has appeared among

the transactions of the Yiennese academy. In the latter

work many Oriental words besides Turkish are discussed, and

some interesting derivations are given, among others that of

the mysterious Bulgarian word khubav '

beautiful,' which is

shown on good grounds to be of Persian origin. Lord

Strangford made the unhappy conjecture that it was one of the

primitive Uralian roots which the Bulgarians had brought
with them from their settlement on the Volga. The South

Slavonic Academy at Agram continues the publication of its

great Dictionary.
3 This monumental work which may be

compared with that of our own language now being pub-
lished under the editorship of Dr. Murray has not been

interrupted by the death of the well-known Serbian scholar,

Gj. Danicic. It is now being carried on by his former

co-operators. It has, however, only reached its fifth part,

the commencement of the letter d. Professor Nemanic con-

tinues the publication of his Cakavish (i.e. Dalmato-Croatian)

Studies, to which allusion was made in my previous report.
4

The ' Slawo-deutsches und Slawo-italienisches
' 5 of the eminent

Romanist Hugo Schuchardt must be considered a valuable

contribution to the study of Slavonic and German dialec-

tology, but unfortunately the political aims of the writer are

but too apparent throughout the work. The Southern Slavs

have not yet learned to regard Prof. Schuchardt as a friend.
"
(4) Slovenish. The yearly publications of the ' Matika

1 Vocabulaire des mots persans, arabes et turcs, introduits dans la langue
serbe par Louka K. Mariakovich, Berlin, 1882.

2 Die Tiirkischen Elemente in den Siidost und Ost-Europaischen Sprachen,
Vienna, 1884.

3
Bjecnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika ISTa svijet izdaje jugoslavenska

akademija znanosti i umjetnosti.
4 Cakavisch-Kroatische Studien. Erste Studie. Accentlehre. 1 Forsetzung.

Vienna, 1884.
5
Slawo-deutsches und Slawo-italienisches, von Hugo Schuchardt. Gratz,

1885.
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Slovenska
'

of Laibach, which I have received, deal chiefly

with historical and antiquarian subjects, and therefore do

not strictly come within the scope of this notice. The work,

however, by Dr. Kos, 'Spomenica Tisocletnice Metodove

Smrti
'

[Memorial of the Thousandth Anniversary of the

death of St. Methodius], contains some interesting remarks

on the Palseo-Slavonic language and its home.
"
(5) Of the Western branch of languages Polish shall first

engage our attention. A word of astonishment may be

allowed on the expatriation of the Poles from Eastern Prussia

and the cynical attempt at Germanizing them made by
Bismarck. On reading such transactions, it is difficult

to believe that we are living in the nineteenth century, with

its boasted humanitarianism.

"A new grammar of the Polish language has appeared, by
M. Yymazal.

1 The author is a Chekh,
2
already favourably

known by similar works. Last year an excellent new

review was published at Warsaw, which, in spite of all its

political troubles, continues to be a great centre of Polish

literary life. The Philological Studies 3 are edited by
Baudouin de Courtenay, J. Karlowicz, A. A. Kryriski, and

L. Malinowski, all well-known names. Amidst other articles

Nehring writes on the weak vowels used with / and r between

consonants (the same subject which has been treated ad-

mirably by Johannes Schmidt and forms a remarkable

characteristic of the Slavonic languages), and Baudouin de

Courtenay on the '

pathology and embryology of language.'

This review promises very well. Among other articles it

may be mentioned that the work published by Dr. Carl

Abel, which formed the subject of his Ilchester Lectures,

is severely handled by Jan Hanusz. The writer augurs

poorly for the results of Dr. Abel's labours in Coptic, if

he does not know more of that language than he does of

1 Grammatik der Polinschen Sprache zunachst zum Selbstunterricht. Briinn,
1884.

- This is the spelling of this word which I have resolved to adopt just as the
French have invented the word tcheque to escape the ambiguities of diacritical

marks or such a misleading spelling as Czech.
3 Prace Filologiczne. Warsaw, 1885.
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Little Russian. But in truth the Slavonic tongues require

careful study and scientific treatment.

"(6) The Bohemian Casopis or Journal appears regularly,

and contains valuable articles on Slavonic history, ethnology
and philology. It may be said in conjunction with the
' Archiv '

edited by Jagic to represent the highest level

of Slavonic scholarship.
" The controversy on the subject of the authenticity of the

Zelenohorsky and Kralodvorsky Rukopis is still being fought
out in the other literary journals, and Drs. Kalousek and

Jan Gebauer are in the thick of the fray. The latter in

conjunction with Masaryk has attacked these documents

in the Bohemian Athenaeum on the ground that they are

full of soloecisms, such as could only have been perpetrated

at a time when the Old Chekh language was but poorly

understood. Thus the imperfect and aorist tenses are

constantly confused, etc.

"
(7) Sorbish or Wendish. This small Slavonic language

(with its two dialects) manages still to protract its existence.

It is probably too insignificant to arouse the anger of Bis-

marck. The Casopis continues to be published twice a year :

in the second number for 1884 we have an interesting article

by Dr. Pfuhl, entitled 'Some Sorbish words from Altenburg'

(Nekotre serbske slowa z Altenburga). This is based upon
an 'Explicatio Nominum Sorabicorum pagorum prsefecturae

Altenburgensis, 1697,' by M. Abr. Frencelius, which is still

preserved. The question of the nomenclature of the towns

and villages of Northern Germany is a very interesting one,

and a great deal has been written upon it lately, not merely

by Slavs, but by Germans.
" I may mention one philological work before leaving this

language. M. George Liebisch a treats of the Syntax of the

Wendish language in Upper Lusatia (Oberlausitz). It is

only too clear from his book how much it has been modified

by German, just as we see the Welsh syntax at the present

1
Syntax der Wendischen Sprache in. der Oberlausitz, von Georg Liebisch.

Bautzen, 1884.
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day breaking up under the influence ofEnglish. Of Slavonic

studies in our own country there is hardly anything to be

said'. Among us the Slavonic languages,
' aut languent aut

omnino sordent
'

;
an exception, however, must be made, in

the case of the Ilchester Lectures delivered at Oxford, in the

winter term of 1884, by Mr. Arthur J. Evans, M.A. His

subject was ' The Slavonic Conquest of Illyricum.' Mr.

Evans is not only well acquainted with his authorities and

curiously read in all books relating to his subject, but has

personally explored the countries of which he treats. His

lectures, which, it is to be hoped, will be published, form

a genuine contribution to the study of Slavonic ethnology,

and will help to wipe away the stain of our profound

ignorance on these points."

ON THE SONTALI LANGUAGE. B J. BoXWELL, ESQ.

"We are indebted for the following account of the Sontali

language to the kindness of Mr. John Boxwell, magistrate of

Gaya, Bengal. Sontali is one of the Indian languages of the

province of Bengal ;
and perhaps it may give some rough

idea of the geographical position of the people who speak it

if I say that they live near the Ganges, at the distance of

some three hundred miles from the mouth of that river.

"
Sontali is the language of the people called by themselves

Hor, by other nations Sontals. They have been for genera-

tions migrating eastwards from the region of the Vindhyas,
and are now thickest in the Rajmahal Hills. Sontali is

grouped with the dialects of the Kols and other tribes of

Chutia Nagpur, not yet fully investigated.
" The Norwegian missionary Mr. Skrefsrud has written a

very interesting grammar, but his attempt to shape it on

Aryan lines has led him into difficulties. The conjugations,

voices, participles, gerunds, and infinitives of his verbs must

all be discarded. We can use but few of our own gram-
matical terms, and these with caution.

" The sounds correspond surprisingly to those of Hindi.

The principal exceptions are what Skrefsrud calls the semi-
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consonants k', c', t', p', which used all to be written in

Bengali with visarga. Their change before vowels into

g, j, d, b, proves Skrefsrud right.
" The only grammatical genders are animate and inanimate,

shown in the genitive case-suffix, and certain verb-forms.

The masculine and feminine pairs in a and I are obviously

copied from Hindi. Cases proper do not exist. Case rela-

tions are expressed by numerous postpositions attached with

great looseness. With a few exceptions like dapal, reciprocal

of dal '
to strike,' and rianam, desiderative of nam '

to get/

Sontali uses unchanged roots connected by separable abridged

pronouns and other particles. The parts of a sentence are

more closely, and of a word, less closely combined, than in

Aryan languages. Any word or combination of words can

be used as a verbal root, which again, with case-suffixes and

tense and mood particles, can be woven into the semblance

of a long compound word. The peculiar character of the

language can be shown best by analysis of a few sentences.

1. Hec'-en-a-ko,
" venerunt."

Sec', verbal root,
* come '

; en, an aorist tense-sign ; a,

the peculiar
'
final

'

a, of which there is so much to be said :

ko, 3rd personal plural abridged pronoun.

2. Pandu-e hec'-en-a,
" Pandus venit."

Pandu, proper name
; e, 3rd personal singular abridged

pronoun ; hec'-en-a, as in the first sentence. Pandu-e looks

like a Greek, Latin, or Sanskrit Pandu-s; but the analogy
would mislead.

3. Kuri-ko do-ko hec'-en-a,
"
puellae quidem venerunt."

Kuri '

girl
'

; ko, plural suffix
; do, emphatic particle ; ko,

as before
; hec'-en-a, as before. The plural termination of

nouns, and of 3rd personal verbs is the same ko, abridged
form of ako (

they.' Even ' termination
'

is an inexact word.
'

Abridged pronoun
'

is the only correct expression. The

nominative abridged pronoun comes either after the ' final
'

a, as in (1), or before the verbal root, as in (2) and (3). In

the latter case it is attached to the preceding word, as here

to the emphatic particle do.
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4. Hako-ri sap-ko-a, "pisces capiam."

Hako '
fish

'

; n, nominative 1st person abridged pro-
noun

; sap, verbal root,
* catch

'

; ko, 3rd plural abridged

pronoun, accusative, coming between the verbal root and

'final' a.

5. Pandu-ren hopon ih~hotete-e bancao-en-a,

vlos UTT' eftov e<r(bdr)."

Pandu, proper name
; ren, genitive suffix indicating

animate noun following ; hopon
( son

'

; in, 1st personal

pronoun; hotete, instrumental suffix; e, 3rd singular abridged

pronoun, nominative
; bancao, verbal root (loan-word from

Hindi),
' save

'

; en-a, as above, aorist and '
final

'

a.

6. Hola-ko hec'-len on-ko-do oka-en-a ?
" What has be-

come of those who came yesterday ?
"

Hola '

yesterday
'

; ko, 3rd pi. nom. ;
hec'

' come '

; len,

past tense-sign ;
on-ko-do '

they indeed
'

; oka, interrogative

neuter pronoun, used as a verbal root
; en-a, as above.

"Sontali has no relative pronoun. The verb of the relative

clause is without the '
final

'

a. This particle has not been

adequately treated by any inquirer. Skrefsrud renders it by
'
it is,' but he gives no reason for supposing that it has any

such meaning. It plays precisely the same part with the

roots mena and kan, which mean *
to be,' as with all others.

It is present in assertions and questions in principal clauses
;

but is absent from subjunctives, imperatives, and relative

clauses. As a question is an inverted assertion, I think
'

categorical
'

the best term. Hola-ko hec'-len is made up of a

verbal root, tense-sign, nominative plural 3rd person, and an

adverb. It implies, but does not assert, that people came

yesterday. It is impossible to say whether %#ibt ij/covres or

01 %0e9 r)Kov is a more literal translation. Neither is exact,

because in -ko hec'-len there is nothing distinctive of either

participle or finite verb. It is an incomplete verb, having

root-meaning, tense, number, and person ;
but no power of

making an assertion. On-ko-do oka-en-a ? is
'

they what-

became ?
'
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7. Am-em la-akat' gadia-ren-ko hako ba-ko naprak'-a ;

Pandu-hotete-ak-ren-ko gi-ko naprak'-a,
" The fish of

the tank which you have dug are not large ;
those-of-

that-by-Pandu are large."

Am 'thou,' 2nd sing, pronoun; em, abridged from the

same
; la, verbal root,

'

dig
'

; akat', perfect tense-sign ; gadia
' tank

'

; ren, genitive suffix
; ko, 3rd pi. abr. pr. hako '

fish
'

;

ba ' not
'

; ko, 3rd pi. nom.
; naprak'

'

large,' here taken as

verbal root '

to be large
'

; a, categorical particle. Construe

gadia-ren-ko hako ' the fish of the tank,' am-em la-akat'
' which

you have dug,' ba-ko naprak'-a
' are not large

'

;
Pandu-hotete-

ak'-ren-ko 'the- (fish) of-it (the tank dug) by-Pandu,'

gi-ko naprak'-a
' are large.' This sentence, easy enough in

Sontali, defies solution by Aryan grammar. There is an

accidental resemblance to the colloquial English 'the tank

you have dug
'

;
but in Sontali there is no relative pronoun

understood.

8. Behaj-ko at-a Diko-hopon do ; auri-m em-a-ko-re-ko

ruhet'-aka-m-tahen-a, "The Hindus are very trouble-

some
; they continue to scold you till you give them

(something)."

Behaj
'

very
'

; ko, 3rd nom. pi. ; at, verbal root,
'
to be

troublesome
'

; a, categorical particle ; Diko, the Sontal

name for foreigners. Diko-hopon 'the sons of the foreigners
'

;

do, emphatic particle. The second part is very characteristic.

Auri 'not yet'; -m '

thou,' 2nd sing, abridged pronoun;

em, verbal root,
'

give
'

;
a 'to'

;
ko ' them'

;
re 'in,' locative

case postposition ;
auri-m em-a-ko-re eV rw ere ^TTO) aurot?

Sovvai. To all this is affixed the nominative ko before the

verbal root ruhet'
'
scold.' Aka-tahen is a tense-sign, con-

tinuative
;
-m '

thee,' object pronoun, inserted between verbal

root and categorical a; -ko-ruhet'-aka-m-tahen-a 'they continue

to scold thee.'

9. Sadom kombro-akat'-t-in-a-ko,
"
They have stolen my

horse."

Tin is the genitive abridged 1st personal pronoun
'

my.'
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10. In-khon am-em marah-a,
" Thou art greater than I."

Maran '

great,' is used as verbal root. The comparative is

involved in in-khon 'from me/ like Hindustani ham-se.

11. In-ren-ked-e-a-n, "I have made him mine."

In-ren, genitive of in
'

I/ is here used as a verbal root.

12. Oni~e ere-le-n-khan, adi-banc'-in dal-ke-a,
" If he had

deceived me, I should have beaten him severely."

Oni ' that (person)
'

; e, nom. sing. ; ere, verbal root,
' deceive

'

; le, modal sign ; -n, 1st sing, accusative ;
khan

'if; adi-baric' 'very much'; in, 1st sing, nom.; dal,

verbal root,
' beat

'

; ke, modal sign ; a, categorical particle.
" This sentence shows the superiority of Sontali to Latin

logic. In Latin there is but one form for the verbs in

protasis and apodosis of a conditional sentence.
" Our Aryan languages make additions to the indicative

stem for subjunctive and optative, as bhavati, bhavdti, bhavet ;

implying that these moods are something more than in-

dicative. Sontali, with better logic, relegates subjunctive
and relative to the incomplete verb in company with what

are with us participles, gerunds, and infinitives
;
and forms

the only complete and real verb by the addition of the cate-

gorical a.

i. Hec'-len-khan-ko '
si venissent.'

n. Hola-ko hec'-len
'

qui heri venerant.'

in. Hec'-len-ko '
ol yfcovres.'

iv. Hec'-Ien-reak' ' TOV tftcew.'

v. Hec'-len-a-ko

" In v. alone is there a complete verb : but in the whole

five hec'-len has exactly the same force, or meaning : that is,

it has root-meaning and tense, and nothing else. It calls up
the idea of something having come, but is unable to make

any assertion. The difficulty is that in none of our lan-

guages have we any expression for mere root-meaning and

time. We must make our word a participle, or a verb, or a

verbal noun. And therefore Skrefsrud calls hec'-len some-
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times a verb, sometimes a participle, sometimes a gerund.
It is really equivalent to none of these.

"Hec'-len-a-ko is equivalent to 'venerant': but neither the

parts of the spoken word which make up the whole expres-

sion, nor the morsels of thought which make up the mental

judgment, are the same, or even alike. The Sontali sentence

is a whole not to be resolved on Aryan analogy. By its

form it first unites the represented ideas into a mental

picture, and then by a further effort affirms its reality. In

negative propositions the negation is part of the complex
notion. The final assertion is of the reality of the positive

or negative notion. Pandu-ren hopon in-hotete-e bancao-en calls

up a picture of Pandu's son saved by me. Then the cate-

gorical a asserts that this is a fact.

"
Similarly in the first part of (7) the complex notion is

" the fish of the tank you have dug not large." By cate-

gorical a this is asserted to be a fact.

"This pre-eminence of logic accounts for the curious

interrogatives. We ask, who was the founder of Home
; or,

what became of the lost tribes of Israel. But in logic we

admit that the interrogative pronoun, which we rhetorically

make subject, is properly part of the predicate. Sontali

makes the interrogative formally predicative, by using it as

a verbal root. In (6) we might provisionally say that the

subject is holako hec'len orikodo
' the people who came yester-

day/ and the predicate okaena? 'became what?' But we

can go a step further, and say that the whole complex notion

is made up of ' the people,' of ' their having come yesterday,'
and of

'

their unknown state now.' Holako hec'len onkodo

okaen forms the mental picture which contains ignorance,

just as another may contain negation. Categorical a predi-

cates this of reality."

CELTIC PHILOLOGY, 1880-1886. BY DR. R. THURNEYSEN.

The following summary of the progress of Celtic Philology

during the past six years is written by Dr. R. Thurneysen,
of Jena, well known as an excellent Celtic scholar. His
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"
Keltoromanisches

"
is a most useful and valuable book, as

it gives us the latest investigations concerning such Romance
words as were supposed by Diez to be of Celtic origin. In

many cases it would seem that the conclusions arrived at by
Diez cannot be sustained. Dr. Thurneysen's report was

sent to me in German, and I am much obliged to my friend,

Dr. Karl Breul, for the translation here given :

" In spite of the relatively small number of workers in this

special line, Celtic philology slowly but steadily advances,

and in the last six years much progress has been made.

For a detailed bibliography I must refer the reader to the

Revue Celtique,
1 and therefore content myself with stating

here, in general, the different directions in which Celtic

studies have been pursued in recent years. A good review

of the results which have hitherto been obtained is given by
E. Windisch in his article

' Keltische Sprachen,' in Ersch

and Gruber's Allgemeine Encyclopaedie der Wissenschaften und

Kumte, 2nd section, xxxv. p. 132 ff.

" "With regard to Old Gaulish, numerous new discoveries,

which have been especially discussed in various French

periodicals, afford a more accurate knowledge of the Gaulish

system of coinage and many details of Gaulish life. Occa-

sional essays by J. Quicherat concerning questions of Gaulish

philology have recently been collected.
2 Even the Gaulish

Olympus begins gradually to become more distinct. The

accurate mythological researches of EL Gaidoz should espe-

cially be mentioned here.3 H. d'Arbois de Jubainville has

attempted to investigate the Old-Irish mythology as deduced

from Middle-Irish legends and its connection with the

Gaulish, but, as he starts from a somewhat uncertain basis,

the result is rather doubtful.4 On the other hand, the same

1
Edited, from the beginning, in 1870 (Paris), to vol. v. by H. Gaidoz

;
from

vol. vi. Part i. (1886), by H. d'Arbois de Jubainville, with, the assistance of

J. Loth and E. Ernault.
2
Melanges d'Archeologie et d'Histoire, Antiquites Celtiques, Romaines, et

Gallo-romaines, ed. by A. Giry and A. Castan, Paris, 1885.

3 Etudes de Mythologie Gauloise, i. Le Dieu Gaulois du Soleil et le Sym-
bolisme de la Roue ; Paris, 1886.

4 Cours de Litterature Celtique, ii. Le Cycle Mythologique Irlandais et la

Mythologie Celtique ; Paris, 1884.
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scholar has thrown full light upon the similarity between

certain social institutions of the Gaulish and the Irish tribes. 1

Gaulish names have been treated by Quirin Esser
;

2 Gaulish

and Breton phonetics, by H. d'Arbois de Jubainville
;

3 the

declensions of all Celtic languages, by Whitley Stokes
;

4

the relations in which Celtic sounds stand to those of other

Indo-European languages have been examined by Em.

Ernault.5 The Romance words which Fr. Diez supposed to

be of Celtic origin have been carefully sifted by the author

of this paper,
6 before whom H. Schuchardt 7 and G. I.

Ascoli 8 had already spoken in detail on the influence of

the Celtic language on Romance dialects. Ch. Em. Ruelle 9

is compiling a complete list of all works and notes relating

to the Old Gauls.
" The favourite domain of Celtic philology is Ireland, with

its ancient language and its rich literature. The numerous

publications of the last years have furnished much new
material for investigation. In this way the study of the

Irish Ogham inscriptions is facilitated by S. Ferguson's
collection. 10 The facsimiles of Irish MSS. published by J. T.

Gilbert 11 afford a good basis for Irish palaeography. The

Old-Irish glosses, as contained in MSS. of the eighth, ninth,

and tenth centuries, are now almost all printed; only the

editions of the most important glossed manuscripts need be

1 Cours de Litterature Celtique, i. Introduction a 1'Etude de la Litterature

Celtique ; Paris, 1883.
2
Beitrage zur gallo-keltischen Namenkunde, i. Heft

; Malmedy, 1884.

3 Etudes Grammaticales sur les Langues Celtiques ; Premiere Partie
; Paris,

1881.
4 Celtic Declension (Trans, of the Phil. Soc. 1885-6, Part I., pp. 97-201).
5 Etudes Comparatives sur le Grec, le Latin et le Celtique, i. : Le Voyelle

Breve ou
; Poitiers, 1885.

6 Keltoromanisches : Die Keltischen Etymologien im Etymolog. Worterbuch
von F. Diez ; Halle, 1884.

7 In the detailed criticism on "VVindisch's Kurzgefasste Irische Grammatik
;

Zeitschrift fur romanische Philolngie, iv. 124 ft.

8 Una Lettera Glottologica ; Torino, 1881.
9
Bibliographic generale des Gaules

; Paris, in publication since 1882.
10 Fasciculus of Prints from Photographs of Casts of Ogham Inscriptions ;

Dublin, 1881 (Trans, of the Royal Irish Academy, xxvii.).
11 Facsimiles of National Manuscripts of Ireland, selected and edited under the

direction of the Eight Hon. Edw. Sullivan, Master of the Rolls in Ireland, by
J. T. Gilbert ; and photozincographed by Henry James ; four parts, London,
1874-84.
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mentioned here, viz. : the Milan glosses to a commentary of

the Psalms,
1 and the St. Gallen glosses to Priscian,

2 edited

by Gr. I. Ascoli ; the Wiirzburg glosses to St. Paul's Epistles,

edited by H. Zimmer.3 A great many Middle-Irish texts

have been made accessible by the facsimile of the Middle-

Irish MS. ' The Book of Leinster' published by the Royal
Irish Academy, and provided with an excellent index by
R. Atkinson.4 Ecclesiastical literature and legends have been

especially studied by Whitley Stokes, who has published an

Irish homily on * The Tidings of Doomsday'
5 and an Irish

treatise on the Mass,
6 besides two works which tradition

ascribes to Oengus Cele-De, namely, a rhymed Saints'

Calendar 7 and the *

Strophic Psalter,' being a biblical history

in 150 poems.
8 The study of the national heroic legends

has received a new impulse from E. "Windisch's Irische

Texte,
9 which are continued in a second series with the collabo-

ration of Whitley Stokes. 10 Some insight into the develop-

ment of these legends has been afforded by H. d'Arbois de

Jubainville's very valuable list of all MSS. known to him

which contain Irish sagas.
11 The date of the MSS. enumerated

is valuable testimony of the popularity and extension of the

various cycles of legends at different times. The way in

1 II Codice Irlandese dell' Ambrosiana, Tomo i. ; parts 1-3 ; Roma, Torino,

Firenze, 1878-83 (Archivio Glottologico Italiano, vol. v.). Cf. also Note Irlandesi

Concernenti in Ispecie il Codice Ambrosiano ; Milano, 1883.
2 II Codice Irlandese dell' Ambrosiana, Tomo ii. part i. : Le Chiose di San

Gallo ; Roma e Torino, 1880 (Archivio Glottologico Ital. vol. vi.). Cf.

Corrigenda and Addenda, by "Whitley Stokes, in the Berichte der philol.-
histor. Classe der K. Sachs-Gesellschaft der Wissensch. 1885. p. 175, ff.

8 Glossae Hibernicaj e Codicibus Wirziburgensi Carolisruhensibus Aliis,

Berolini, 1881. Dr. Stokes is preparing a new edition of the Wiirzburg and
Karlsruhe Glosses, which will be published by the London Philological Society.

4 The Book of Leinster, sometimes called the Book of Glendalough, published

by the Royal Irish Academy, with Introduction, Analysis of Contents, and Index,

by Robert Atkinson, Dublin, 1880.
6 Revue Celtique, iv. 245, ff.

6 The Irish Passages in the Stowe Missal, Zeitschrift fur vergleichende

Sprachforschung, xxvi. 497. ff.

7 On the Calendar of Oengus ; Dublin, 1880 (Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy ; Irish Manuscript Series, vol. i. parti.). Cf. also Rev. Celt. v. 339, ff.

8 Saltair na Rann; Oxford, 1883 (Anecdota Oxoniensia; Mediaeval and
Modern Series, vol. i. pt. 3). Cf. Rev. Celt. vi. 96, ff., and 371, ff.

9 Irische Texte, mit Worterbuch
; Leipzig, 1880.

10 Irische Texte, mit Uebersetzungen und Worterbuch
; hgg. von Wh. Stokes

und E. Windisch ;
Zweite Serie, 1 Heft; Leipzig, 1884.

11 Essai d'un Catalogue de la Litterature Epique de PIrlande ; Paris, 1883.
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which the older stories were absorbed into the later Ossianic

legends is shown by Kuno Meyer, in his edition of the late

Middle-Irish tale of ' The Battle of Ventry.'
l The classical

subjects treated by Irish narrators have been edited by

Whitley Stokes and Kuno Meyer, the former bringing out

the Trojan War,2 the latter the stories of Alexander the

Great 3 and of Odysseus.
4 I pass over the editions of smaller

Middle-Irish texts by Kuno Meyer, E. Windisch, Whitley

Stokes, Ch. Plummer, Th. Olden, and others. Irish

legendary history has scarcely advanced beyond its dawn
;

light has yet to be thrown upon nearly every detail.

"
By the above-mentioned publications the knowledge of

the Irish language has been very considerably promoted,
and the statements of the Grammatica CeUica and of E.

Windisch's Irish Grammar can be corrected and supple-
mented in many ways. B. Giiterbock and the author of this

paper have endeavoured to facilitate the use of the Gram-
matica Celtica by an index of the Irish glosses and of the

words explained in it.
5 Certain portions of Irish grammar

are treated of in various periodicals by H. Zimmer, Whitley
Stokes, E. Windisch, H. d'Arbois de Jubainville, H. Gaidoz,

the present writer, and others. May I be allowed to add a

remark on such grammatical treatises ? As the literary

monuments hitherto published already show several not

unimportant differences between Old-Irish and Early-Middle-
Irish a matter that, up to the present time, has not suffi-

ciently been taken into consideration I believe that in

future it will be inadmissible and misleading to put forms

taken from four or five different centuries side by side, without

remark, as, e.g. Whitley Stokes has done in his paper on the

Verbum Substantivum,
6 or to explain Middle-Irish forms by

1 Oath Finntraga, or Battle of Ventry ; Oxford, 1885 (Anecdota Oxoniensia
;

Mediaeval and Modern Series, vol. i. pt. iv.).
2
TogailTroi; The Destruction of Troy; Calcutta, 1882. Irische Texte, ii.,

Heft 1, p. 1, ff.

3 Eine Irische Version der Alexandersage ; Leipzig, 1884.
*
Merugud ITilix Maicc Leirtis

;
The Irish Odyssey ; London, 1886.

5 Indices Glossarum et Vocabulorum quse in Grammaticse Celtic editione

altera explanantur ; Lipsise, 1881.
6 The Old Irish Verb Substantive; Zeit. fur vergl. Sprach., xxviii. 55, ff.

The Neo-Celtic Verb Substantive, Philological Trans., 1885-6, pp. 202-259.
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the original Indo-European, with disregard of the Old-Irish,

as E. Windisch has happened to do in his treatise on the Irish

Praesens Secundarium. 1 Just as little can I agree with

H. Zimmer in his endeavour to ascribe to Old-Irish certain

Middle- and New-Irish phonetic peculiarities. In future the

leading tendency ought to be, to keep the different periods of

the language as distinct as possible, and not to confuse them.
" B. Giiterbock has discussed the form which Latin

loan-words take in Irish ;

2 J. Loth has compiled a list

of the verbal forms of all Neo-Celtic languages ;

3 laws

and effects of the Irish accent have been discovered and

explained by H. Zimmer 4 and the present writer. 5 Irish

lexicography has made great progress, especially as far as

Middle-Irish is concerned. In spite of the violent attacks

of H. Zimmer,
6 the glossary of E. Windisch, in his

'
Irische

Texte,' takes the first place, on account of the great mass of

its material. It is supplemented and partly corrected by the

special glossaries which Whitley Stokes and Kuno Meyer
have added to their editions. R. Atkinson also has added to

our knowledge.
7 A. W. K. Miller has undertaken a reprint

of Michael O'Clery's Irish Glossary (1643).
8 In spite of

all this our knowledge of the vocabulary of Middle-Irish

is still very incomplete. In many cases we have, on the

authority of Irish glossarists, to be content for the present

with quite general meanings, such as 'deed,' 'hero,' etc., when-

ever the passages referred to do not enable us to find out the

exact sense of the word. H. Zimmer has rightly cautioned

us against having too much confidence in the Irish glossaries,

especially in those cases in which the modern language gives

1 Zeitschrift fiir vergl. Sprachforschung, xxvii. 156, ff.

2
Bemerkungen iiber die Lateinischen Lehnwb'rter im Irischen, I. Theil :

zur Lautlehre ; Leipzig, 1882.
3 Essai sur le verbe Neo-Celtique ; Paris, 1882.
* Keltische Studien, 2tes Heft ; Ueber Altirische Betonung und Verskunst ;

Berlin, 1884.
5 L'Accentuation de 1'Ancien Verbe Irlandais

;
Revue Celt. vi. 129, ff.

;

cf. 309, ff.

6 Keltische Studien, Ites Heft
; Irische Texte mit "Worterbuch von E. Win-

disch ; Berlin, 1881.
7 Irish Lexicography ; Dublin, 1885.
8 Rev. Celtique, iv. 349, ff.; v. 3, ff.
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a better explanation (Keltische Studien i.). To give only
one example : esc is generally explained by

'

water/ on the

authority of Cormac, who translates it by uisce
;
but it means

a peculiar kind of water, namely
'

swamp
'

;
cf . Gaelic easy,

'a ditch formed by nature, a fen, a bog' (JVIcAlpine). So

the proper meaning of Old- Irish esc-ung,
'

eel,' is
'
fen-

snake.'

" Of late also the Irish metres have been more closely

investigated. H. Zimmer considers the Old-Irish rhythms
to be an Old Celtic and even Old Indo-European inheri-

tance,
1 whilst the present writer thinks he can prove they

were developed from Late Latin rhythms.
2 E. Windisch

has examined some laws of Middle-Irish versification
;

3

Whitley Stokes * and myself
5 have investigated the metre

Rinnarcl. R. Atkinson 6
gives extracts from later Irish

treatises on versification. It is a pity that, notwithstanding
their small compass, these treatises have never yet been

printed, though this would be very desirable, especially for

the sake of their terminology. Kuno Meyer
7 has shown

us how, in later times, the laws of English metre have in-

fluenced Irish versification.

" H. d'Arbois de Jubainville has several times made the

state of legal matters in Ireland the subject of his

investigation ;
thus he treats of the law-book Senchus

J/or,
8 of the Irish judicial proceedings,

9 etc. In 1880

W. F. Skene completed his description of Old Celtic Scot-

land. 10

" For investigations concerning the Brythonic Celts, their

ancient history has also been taken into consideration.

1 Keltische Studien, ii. 155, ff.

2 Eev. Celtique, vi. 336, ff.

3 Rev. Celt. v. 389, ff.
; 478, ff. Berichte der philol.-histor. Classe der K.

Sachs. Gesellschaft der Wissensch. 1*884, p. 221, ff.

4 Rev. Celt. v. 352, ff.
;

vi. 273, ff.

6 Rev. Celt. vii. 87, ff.

6 On Irish Metric
; Dublin, 1884.

7 Battle of Ventry, p. 88, ff.

8 Nouvelle Revue Historique du Droit Fra^ais etEtranger, 1880
; p. 157, ff.,

513, ff.; 1884, p. 31, ff.

9 Rev. Celt. vii. 1, ff.

10 Celtic Scotland; 3 vols., Edinburgh, 1876-80.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 26
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H. 1VT. Scarth describes the reign of the Romans in Britain
;

l

J. Rhys, the Celtic tribes in England during and after the

Roman time
;

2 J. Loth, the transmigration of Brythonic
tribes to the Armorican continent.3 The historians Gildas,

Pseudo-Nennius, Geoffrey of Monmouth, as well as the

Merlin Legends, have been studied in several papers by
A. de La Borderie.4 Old Brythonic history has been treated

by C. J. Elton,
5 and several essays of Edwin Guest on the

subject have been collected and published.
6 F. Sacher has

given a list of the works on Brittany,
7 and H. Gaidoz and

P. Sebillot have given a detailed bibliography of the popular
Breton literature.8

"Amongst the publications of the oldest remains of the

Brythonic dialects, especial mention must be made of the

edition of several Old Breton glosses, by Whitley Stokes,
9

who was indebted to Mr. Bradshaw for the knowledge of

the most important manuscript (Orleans Glosses). J. Loth

has given an alphabetical index of all words of the three

Brythonic dialects which have as yet been found in old

glossed MSS. 10 In Robert Williams the Middle-Welsh

literature has lost an indefatigable editor. He died while

the fifth part [left incomplete] of his Welsh publications was

being printed.
11 In the Cymmrodor J. Rhys and Th. Powell

have published some other Old-Welsh texts. The society

of Cymmrodorion has also issued reprints of Welsh writings

1 Roman Britain
; London, 1883.

2
Early Britain

;
Celtic Britain

; London, 1882.
3 L' Emigration Bretonne en Armoriqne du ve au vii

e Siecle de Xotre Ere
;

Paris, 1883. Cf. A. de La Borderie in the Rev. Celt. vi. 460, ff.

* L'Historia Britonum attribute a Nennius, et 1'Historia Britannica avant

Geoffrey de Monmouth; Paris, 1883. Etudes historiques bretonnes, l
re serie ;

L'historien et le prophete des Bretons, Gildas et Merlin
; Paris, 1884.

4
Origins of English History ; London, 1882.

6
Origiues Celticae

;
and other Contributions to the History of Britain

;
2 vols.

London, 1883.
7

Bibliographic de la Bretagne ou Catalogue general des ouvrages historiques,

litteraires, et scientifiques parus sur la Bretagne ; Rennes, 1881.
8
Bibliographic des traditions et de la litterature populaire de la Bretagne;

Rev. Celtique, T. 277, ff.

9 Old-Breton Glosses
;
Rev. Celt. iv. 324, ff. The Breton Glosses at Orleans ;

Calcutta, 1880, and Zeitschrift fiir vergl. Sprachforschung, xxvi. 425, ff.

10 Vocabulaire vieux-breton ; Paris, 1884.
11 Furdan Padric, Buched Meir Wyry, etc. ; London, 1880.
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of the 16th century; e.g. the catechism (Athravaeth Grist-

nogavl] by Morys Clynoc (1880), and Wyllyam Salisbury's

Dictionary in Englyshe and Welshe. In the same way the

Revue Celtique has given as a supplement a reprint of

Griffith Roberts' 'Welsh Grammar' of 1567 (Paris,

1870-83). Old Welsh poetry still continues to remain in

its mysterious darkness. Let us hope that it will become

clearer by means of the promised new edition of the old

literature by J. Rhys (Clarendon Press). The same scholar

has also taken in hand the explanation of grammatical forms

of the old poetic language.
1 The existing speech in Wales

has been examined by H. Sweet 2 and Th. Powell 3 with

regard to its pronunciation and its borrowed words. The

Welsh-English dictionary promised by Silvan Evans is still

very much longed for. E. Ernault treats of the Breton

language and its dialects in several articles of the Revue

Celtiqite*
'

:l We have now arrived at the end of our review, though

certainly here and there particulars might still be added.

Perhaps, too, seeing how widely-dispersed are the publica-
tions which concern Celtic studies, some important essays

may have escaped my notice, for which I apologize. The

question may be raised, what are the next problems which

Celtic philology has to solve ? I should not like to answer it

in a manner tending to limit research in any way. In every

domain and in all directions new beginnings or fresh progress
can be made. No single field is completely tilled, and many
have not yet been worked at in the least. Every investi-

gation that is conducted in a methodical and critical way
brings to light new results which are often in the highest

degree surprising. The great attraction of Celtic philology
consists in the very fact that every haul of the net, without

exception, brings in a rich spoil."

1 Rev. Celt. vi. 14, ff.

2
Spoken North Welsh ; Phil. Soc. 1885.

3 The Treatment of English borrowed AVords in Colloquial Welsh, ib.

4 Cf. also his Etude sur le Dialecte de la presqu'ile de Batz
;

Saint Brieuc,
1883 (Extrait des memoires de 1'association bretonue).
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For the following conclusions as to the nature of the

languages spoken in China before the advent of the present

Chinese, I am indebted to Professor Terrien de Lacouperie,
who has made an independent and original investigation of

this difficult subject.

THE LANGUAGES OF CHINA BEFORE THE CHINESE. BY

PROF. T. DE LACOUPERIE, PH. AND Lirr.D.

Part I. The Data and their Treatment, 1 12.

I. DATA.

"
1. The languages mentioned in these pages are not all

of them those, or the representatives of those, which were

spoken in the Flowery Land when the Chinese made their

appearance in that fertile country some four thousand

years ago. The Chinese have only occupied it, slowly

and gradually, and their progressive occupation was only
achieved nominally during the last century. Some portions

of the S. and S.W. provinces of Kueitchon, Szetchuen,

Yunnan, Kuangsi and Kuangtung
1 are still inhabited by

broken and non-broken tribes, representatives, generally

cross-bred, mixed and degenerated, of some former races

who were once in possession of the country. Therefore the

expression pre-Chinese languages of China implies an

enormous length of time, which still continues, and which

would require an immense study should the materials be

available.

"
2. Unhappily the data are of the most scanty description.

They consist of occasional references given reluctantly and

contemptuously during their history by the Chinese them-

selves, who were little disposed to acknowledge the existence

of independent and non-Chinese populations in the very

1 The only peculiarities of transcription are the following: a, e, ', o as in

Italian; w = the French ou; w=the French M ;
sh= sch AIL, ch Fr. ;

tch = tch

All., ch Engl.
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midst of their dominion. Though they cannot conceal the

fact that they are themselves intruders in China proper,

they have always tried the use of big words and large

geographical denominations, which blind the unwary readers,

to shield their comparatively small beginnings. Such

indications can be obtained only by a close examination

of their ancient documents, such as their histories, annals,

and the local topographies, where, in the case of the annals,

they have to be sought for in the sections concerning foreign

countries
;

an arrangement somewhat startling, though not

unnatural when we consider the real state of the case from

a standpoint other than the views entertained by the ancient

sinologists on the permanence and the ever-great importance
of the Chinese nation. But the Chinese, though careful to

inscribe in one or another part of their records all that

occurred between themselves and the aboriginal tribes, and

all that they could learn about them, were not enabled to

know anything as to the events, linguistical and ethnological,

which took place beyond their reach. So that displacements

of the old races, as well as the arrival of new ones, have

taken place in the regions non- Chinese, now part of China

proper. Foreign linguistic influences have also been at

work, and of these we have no other knowledge than that

deduced from the traces they have left behind them which

enable us to disentangle their peculiar characteristics.

"
3. Little attention has hitherto been paid to the ethno-

logical and historical importance of the pre-Chinese popu-
lations. Series of short notices from Chinese light works

or illustrated albums, compiled for the sake of curiosity,

about the modern tribes, remnants of these populations,

have been translated into English by Bridgeman, Lockhart,

Clark, Wells Williams, etc., and into German by Neumann.

More elaborate notices concerning the ancient tribes have

been published by Dr. Legge and the late Dr. Plath, with-

Iout,

however, any reference to their parentage with the

modern tribes. But the first who recognized the great part

played by some of them during the Middle Ages was Prof.

Marquis d'Hervey de St.-Denys in a short paper read by
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him at the first Congres des Orientalistes held in Paris in

1873.
"
Nothing has been done in the way of tracing out the

limits of the territories occupied by the different races and

tribes in former times; so that we shall have to draw the

information when required from the materials compiled for

a work still in MS. on China before the Chinese.

"4. The linguistic materials are very meagre, and any

grammar is out of the question. They consist only of 38 mere

lists of words of various lengths. The longest embraces

242 words, the shortest one word only. Their direct value

is unequal, inasmuch as their sources are most curiously

mixed, perhaps more so than in any other linguistic document

hitherto studied. Some of them are made up of the words

occasionally quoted in the Chinese records, from where we

have collected them
;
others are lists made purposely by the

Chinese, and extracted from their local works on topography.
Others again were collected by European travellers, such as

Mr. E. Colborne Baber, Father Suchier, M. Hosie, Father

Desgodins, the late Francis Gamier and others. 1 The pre-

ciseness of the vocabulary of the Lolos of Szetchuen compiled

by Mr. Baber is the best specimen of all.

"
5. As to the vocabularies compiled by the Chinese, their

value cannot be otherwise than indifferent from a scientific

standpoint, and their use for the sake of comparison, lacking

in accuracy, cannot in many separate cases be accepted other-

wise than as provisional data. As a matter of fact, they are

the worst materials that could possibly be placed in the

hands of a philologist. Written with the ordinary ideo-

graphical symbols of the Chinese, they are now read with the

current pronunciation of the Mandarin language. So were

transcribed the 14 intended vocabularies of Chinese origin

which were published some eighteen years ago at Fuhtchou

by the Rev. J. Edkins. We have not here access to the

Chinese originals, and are therefore compelled to trust to

the transcriptions of this zealous but careless missionary and

1 As the references are given further on in every case, it is not necessary to

quote them here.
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scholar
; consequently the original mistakes and misunder-

standings of the compilers, the slips of the pen of the

transcribers, coupled with the Chinese and European mis-

prints, form, when taken together, a not unimportant amount

of possible errors.

"
6. But this is not all. There is another unknown quan-

tity which must not be neglected in our estimates. These

compilations were made in different times and different

regions by different people not speaking the same Chinese

dialect, and we have no information as to the details of

these peculiar circumstances. The bearing of the dialectal

characteristics for the region or the time being, in the

Chinese transcriptions of foreign words and names, has

never been understood until the present day, and I am

afraid, excepting in one case, so far as I know, it has never

been applied. The students of Chinese Buddhism have not

advanced beyond the pre-scientific methods of Stanislas

Julien, though much information could be derived from its

study, coupled with that of the Prakritic peculiarities of

pronunciation of the early Buddhist missionaries in China.

Applied to the ancient geographical notions contained in the

Chinese records I find it invaluable. But it is difficult to

get at the proper information. In the present state of the

Chinese vocabularies of non-Chinese words, we cannot in

the case of those already published go to the source. The

difficulty, however, is only temporary, and personal to us

as far as concerns the present paper.
"

7. For comparative purposes the range of affinities for

every word may run within the variants of pronunciation

offered by the principal Chinese dialects which may have

been used in their case, namely, the Pekinese, the Old

Mandarin, and the Cantonese. They may also run beyond
the phonetic limitations of these dialects, and present such

letters as r, v, and the sonants which generally are missing
in their phonetic systems. Moreover, these dialects are

affected by wear and tear, and as the age of the vocabu-

laries is not ascertained, though they are not generally older

than the twelfth century, there is still present an un-
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known quantity of small amount, which, however, has to

be taken into account. Therefore the probabilities are in

these last respects, that the proportion of affinities detected

in comparing these languages, as shown by the documents of

Chinese origin, is larger than smaller so far as glossarial

similarities are concerned.

II. METHODS OF CLASSIFICATION.

"
8. The means I shall make use of for determining the

respective places of the native dialects in the general classi-

fication of languages are their affinities of vocabulary and

of ideology. The latter is notated with a few figures which

must be here explained summarily, as well as what is

Ideology or, better, Comparative Ideology, and its purpose.
1

"
9. It is concerned with the order of words in the

sentence. The only question with which it deals is the

order of succession, in which the ideas in different languages
must be expressed in order to convey the same meaning ;

for the truth is, that languages are unmistakably framed on

several plans of thought, some of which seem altogether

inexplicable and unintelligible to our minds. Several of

these may be explained by a difference of standpoint : one

language, for instance, considers the word of action as a

passive qualitative of the object ;
while another makes it a

noun expressing the activity of the subject on the object ;

and in the third it is a qualitative of the subject. But all

these subtleties do not alter the fact that all languages, to

express a similar statement, make use of different schemes of

thought, some of which are unintelligible. But where is

the justification for any of these explanations? Are they
not de facto vitiated for this reason that we ourselves intro-

duce the difficulty by our own scheme of thought, which is

but one out of six in existence ? Therefore, we must, for the

present, confine our aspirations to empirical methods of

comparison.

1 Cf. my article in the Academy, 28th August, 1886, and my book, Ideology of

Languages, and its Relation to History (London, 8vo., D. Nutifc).
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"
10. Comparative ideology does away with the inveterate

and unjustifiable prejudice of the Aryan school of philology,

of permanence of grammar, which most of us have been

brought up to regard as one of the fundamental axioms of

the science of language. The fact (still unpalatable to

many) is that grammar does mix, though with greater diffi-

culty than any other elements of speech.

"11. In lecturing last winter at University College on
' The Science of Language with reference to South-Eastern

Asia,' I ventured to show that comparative ideology might
be made a useful . instrument for ethnological research for

the genealogical classification of languages, and the history

of the human mind. With this object in view, I tried to

reduce the difficulty to the most simple facts, considering

only the normal arrangement in different languages of

the proposition, and the respective positions of the noun,

genitive, adjective, and of the object, subject and verb in

the sentence. Though inadequate to satisfy precise require-

ments, and not answering the reality of facts in languages
where the categories of speech are of different development
to ours, the grammatical terms may be used for their

equivalents with the restrictions here indicated.
"
12. In order to render practical the notation of these

simple facts of ideology, and to permit their comparison
on a large scale, I have designed the following formulae : of

Arabic numerals, 1 to 8 for the minor points of word-order,

and of Homan numerals, I. to VI. for the syntactical arrange-
ments.

" The possibilities are the following :

"
a) For the word-order or separate points of ideology :

1. Genitive+ noun
; 2. Noun+ genitive ;

3. Adjective+ noun; 4. Noun+ adjective;

5. Object+verb; 5. Verb+ object;

7. Verb+ subject; 8. Subject+ verb.

By this distribution all the prepositional cases are marked

by the uneven, 1, 3, 5, 7, and the postposing by the even

numbers, 2, 4, 6, 8.
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"
b) For the syntactical order of the subject, verb, and

object, six arrangements are met with :

I. Object+subject+ verb;

II. Object+ verb -f subject;

III. Subject+object+ verb
;

IY. Verb+ subject+ object;

Y. Verb+object+ subject;

YI. Subject+ verb+ object.

" In the arrangements L, II., III. the object precedes, and

in IY., Y., YI. it follows the verb
;
should the relative posi-

tion of the object and subject be taken as the standard, the

above arrangements would also form two series, namely : I.,

II., Y. where the object precedes, and III., IY., YI., where

it follows the subject.

"As to the relation between the separate minor points of

ideology and the syntactical indices, it may not be useless for

practical purposes to remember that

5, 7, imply II. only ;

5, 8, imply I. or III.
;

6, 7, imply IY. or Y., and that

6, 8, imply VI. only.

" So that the ideological indices of any language may be

expressed with five figures only, four Arabic and one Roman.

Description is carried further with the help of diacritical

marks and small additional letters, which it would take too

long to explain the use of here.

Part IT. Aborigines and Chinese, 13-19.

III. ARRIVAL or THE CHINESE.

" 13. The fertility of China, which has earned for the

country the appellation
'

Flowery Land,' and for which it

is indebted to the Loess geological formation, covering a

large part of its area, was always for that reason highly
attractive to the populations wandering temporarily or other-

wise in the cold and barren lands of Central Asia. When
the original Chinese nucleus, consisting of about a dozen
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Bak tribes from the west of Asia,
1 reached the country, some

twenty-three centuries before the Christian era, the region

was already inhabited by several races. Altaic tribes from

the North had come South to the basin of the Yellow River,

and had fallen in with populations of southern origin. The

arrival of the Chinese was no more than a repetition of

previous events, followed by many of the same kind. They
came, acording to all probability, slowly along the north-

west route through the modern province of Kansuh
;

2 but

they could not pass the southern bend of the Yellow River,

as they were prevented from so doing by the stronghold
of former invaders from the north, the Jungs. They were

compelled to turn northwards, and they then crossed the

river about the latitude of Tai-yuen, from whence they
established themselves in Shansi and W. Tchihli, with the

eastern course of the same river as southern boundary, for

several centuries.
" 14. When Shun, the semi-mythical emperor (2043-1990

B.C.),
3 whose deeds form the second chapter of the Shu-King,

made his famous tour of inspection in the South, he did not

go further south than was permitted by the bend of the

Yellow River. The region within this extreme corner (S.W.

Shansi), whence the natives had been dislodged by his

predecessor Yao (2146-2043 B.C.), became the favourite

seat of successive leaders. The sea-shore was not actually

reached before the beginning of the eighteenth century, and

the power of the new-comers began only to be felt south of

the Yellow River under the reign of the great Yii and in a

limited area, though the river had been crossed before his

time under the fourth leader, Kao-sin. But we have not to

relate here the history of the growth, so remarkable, though
so slow, of the Chinese nation, and we are concerned with it

1 Some archaic inscriptions on rocks in Southern Siberia, near Abalansk, on
the banks of the upper course of the Yenissei, are traces of their passage east-

wards. These inscriptions, still undeciphered, are written in Chinese of the most
archaic kind. They were published by J. Spassky, De Antiquis quibusdam
sculpturis et inscriptionibus in Siberia repartis, Petropoli, 1822.

2 The burial-place of their first leader in China was near the modern Ning, on
the common south border of Kansuh and Shensi.

3
According to the chronology built up from the Annals of Bamboo books.
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only so far as we can find some information concerning the

languages of the former occupiers of the soil. We are also

concerned with the Chinese languages only so far as in

ancient and modern times they show traces of influence of

the aborigines.
"
15. The position of the early Chinese emigrants (the

Bak tribes) towards the native populations was peculiar, and

explains away many of the illusions long entertained by their

descendants regarding the supposed greatness of their begin-

nings. Unlike the other invaders from the North, they were

civilized. It is now well shown that in their former homes

in S.W. Asia, west of the Hindukush, the Bak tribes had

been under the neighbouring influence of the civilization of

Susiana, an offshoot of that of Babylon. Through an inter-

course of some length, they, or at least their leaders, had

learned the elements of the arts, sciences and government,

among which the writing, which we are now enabled to

identify as a derivate of the cursive and not of the monu-

mental cuneiform style, was conspicuous.
1

"
16. Their comparatively high culture when they settled

in the Flowery Land, and the better organization which

ensued, soon secured for them a dominant standing and

position over the native tribes, occupying as they were a

lower standard in the scale of civilization. Some tribes

acknowledged readily their supremacy, and were befriended

from the beginning, while others strongly objected to any
interference on the part of the new comers. Their names

1 Cf. T. de L. : Early History of Chinese Civilization (London, 1880, 8vo.).
The Yh-Kiiig, in The Atheneeum, 21 Jan., 9, 30 Sept., 1882. Chinese and
Akkadian Affinities, in The Academy, 20 Jan. 1883. Early Chinese Literature,
ibid. 28 July, 1883. The Affinity of the Ten Stems of the Chinese Cycle with the

Akkadian Numerals, ibid. 1 Sept., 1883. The Chinese Mythical Kings and the

Babylonian Canon, ibid. 6 Oct., 1883. Traditions of Babylonia in Early Chinese

Documents, ibid. 17 Nov. 1883. The Oldest Book of the Chinese and its Authors,
in J.lt.A.S. vol. xiv. part iv.

;
vol. xv. parts ii. and iv. Babylonian and Old

Chinese Measures, in The Academy, 10 Oct., 1885. Babylonia and China, ibid. 7

Aug., 1886. Beginnings of Writing, I. 50
;

II. 114, etc. This discovery,

important for the philosophy of history, of the non-indigeneousness of the Chinese

civilization, and its derivation from the old Chaldaco-Babylonian focus of culture

by the medium of Susiana, is scientifically established in the above publications.

However, in order to make it more accessible than it may be in these scatti'ivd

papers, I will soon put forward all the proofs together in a special book, with

many more facts than those hitherto published.
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appear successively in history in proportion as the Chinese

advanced either by their political domination or by intrusion

as colonists. We cannot here enter into the details of the

inquiry, upon which we have been able to ascertain, in many
cases with probability, their place in a classification. It

requires a study of their modern representatives, coupled

with that of the fragmentary traditions, small historical

facts, and scraps of information gathered about their racial

and linguistic characteristics. An exposition of all these

makes a volume of itself, so that we are compelled to curtail

our remarks more than the comprehensiveness of the case

would require.

IV. CHINESE AND ABORIGINES*

"
17. The policy of the Chinese towards the previous

occupiers of the soil, which was imposed upon them as a

necessity by the surrounding circumstances, and which has so

much contributed to the formation of their national character,

has always been, with few exceptions, strictly followed.

They have, as a rule, always attempted to befriend them,
and they had recourse to coercion and conquest only when

compelled to do so by the aggressiveness of the tribes. It

must be admitted in favour of the latter that the exertions

of Chinese officials in later times, where and when they had

accepted the Imperial protectorate, have often caused them

to rebel.

" As soon as they arrived in the Flowery Land, the

Chinese began to spread individually or in groups according
to their well-known practice of gradual occupation by slow

infiltration. It is by this slow and informal advance of

colonists among the non-Chinese populations of the country,
and their reporting to their government, that some glowing
accounts were got up of the Chinese dominion on large tracts

of country over which they had no hold whatever.
"
18. Should we be satisfied, considering them as repre-

senting the primitive population of the Flowery Land, to

take notice of the tribes as they came successively under
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the Chinese ken in proportion to their advance east and

south, the chief difficulty would consist only in the scantiness

of information
;
but the obscurities and difficulties are com-

plicated by the continuous arrival of northern tribes. They
could slip through the scattered settlements and strongholds

of the Chinese, and those of them who objected to accept the

Chinese yoke were compelled to go southwards, where they
could either swell the number of those banished or of others

who were discontented with Chinese authority, or join the

independent native tribes. Those among these tribes, recently

arrived in the country or not, who were settled among the

Chinese scattered posts and strongholds, or who were in

proximity to their dominion, used to satisfy the proud

authority of the Celestial government by an apparent sub-

mission and acknowledgment more or less sincere of its

suzerainty.
1

"
19. They were divided into small principalities, whose

chiefs generally enjoyed Chinese titles of office or nobility,

and which occasionally, or better frequently, could form an

offensive coalition when their independence was imperilled by
the pressure of the Chinese growth and power. The pressure,

however, became too strong for them and they had to yield

before the Chinese advance, though always attempting by

compromise or open resistance to hold their own ground
on some point or other, more south or south-westwards.

Those who objected to absorption were partly destroyed,

partly expelled, and progressively driven southwards.2 Some

were removed by the conquerors, and many tribes, now broken

and scattered away far apart from each other, were formerly

members of an ethnical unity. Such, for instance, were

the Gyalungs, now on the Chinese borders of Tibet, whose

language isolated there presents such curious affinities with

those of Formosa, of the Philippine Islands and also of the

1 The relative isolation of the Chinese during a long period resulted from the

fact that they were encircled by semi-Chinese or non-Chinese states which,

receiving the outside communications or making them, produced the effect of

buffers, through which the external influence had to pass before reaching the

Middle Kingdom. We are kept in the dark about many of these communica-
tions by the disparition or the non-existence of records of the border states.

2 Cf. T. de. L.
,
The Cradle of the Shan Eace, passim.
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Toungthus of Burma, and whose location would seem

inexplicable, should we not be able to connect it with an

historical event, as we shall see hereafter.

" The majority of the population of Indo-China is made

up of ethnical elements which were formerly settled in China

proper. The ethnology of the peninsula cannot be under-

stood separately from the Chinese formation, and the in-

tricacies of one help pretty often to make intelligible the

complication of the other.

Part III. The Aboriginal Dialects in the Chinese Language and

Ancient Works, 20-61.

V. THE CHINESE LANGUAGE AFFECTED BY THE ABORIGINES.

"
20. The succession of races and the transmission of lan-

guages, two facts which are not correlative, render it difficult

to follow the linguistical history of any country, and often

leave open the question of identity of a race always speaking
the same language. In the present case the earlier data

are ethnological ;
the linguistic information does not exist

beyond that which we can derive from the influence of the

native languages on the speech of the Chinese intruders.
" 21. The language of the early Chinese or invading

Bak tribes was entirely distinct from that of the Aborigines
of China, excepting, of course, the speech of the Northern

tribes, which had preceded them in the Flowery Land and

apparently belonged to the Altaic or Turko-Tartar races.

It was not with the Altaic division that the early Chinese

language was more closely connected, but with the western

or Ugric division of the Turanian class-family, and in that

division it was allied with the Ostiak dialects. Its ideo-

logical indices were probably those which are common to all

the Ugro- Altaic when undisturbed, namely, 1 3. 5. 8. III., but

we have no texts still in existence continuously written with

that ideology.
1

1 Instances of the Illrd syntactical order occur in ancient texts, like survivals,
and as such almost always limited to the position of the objective pronouns
placed before the verb.
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"22. The modern formula is 1. 3. 6. 8. VI. in all the

Chinese dialects, but traces of an occasional older one,

1. 3. 5. 8. I., are found in the more archaic of these dialects,

such as those of Fuhtchou, Canton, and Tungking ;
and

in the Confucian, as well as in the Taoist classics, there

are not a few survivals of the primitive ideology 1.3.5.8. III.

The ring of the Chinese linguistic evolution and formation

is not, however, complete with these three formulae.

"23. In some older texts there are occasional instances

of 2. 3. 6. 7. which are very remarkable. The indices 6. 7.,

which show the postposition of the subject, and imply a

syntax IV. or V., appear in early texts of the Hia dynasty,

about 2000 B.C., namely in some parts of the Yh-King,
1 and

in the ' Calendar of the Hia dynasty.' Now the latter was

compiled at a time when the founder of the said dynasty
advanced like a wedge into the S.E. towards the mouths of

the Yang-tze Kiang, which most likely he reached, but from

whence he was never able to return. The result of this

advance was for a time an intermingling of the language
of the conquerors with that of the previous inhabitants.

As the above calendar, containing useful information, was

written and diffused for the sake of the intermingled popu-

lation, it was necessarily written in the most intelligible

way for their wants
;
and so it happened that the discordances

it presents with the pure Chinese of the time being, must

have corresponded to the linguistic features of the region.

These are peculiar to the Tagalo-Malayan languages, and

cannot be mistaken
;
since the most prominent feature, namely,

the postposition of the subject to the verb, does not appear

1 I have established, I think, beyond doubt that the Yh-king, the most sacred

hook of the Chinese, is nothing less than a collection of old fragments of various

kinds, lexicographical, ethnographical, etc., whose original meaning had been lost

sight of, and which for that reason were looked upon as mysterious, supposed to

be imbued with a deep learning and knowledge of the future, and therefore of

great importance for divination. Through the transformations of writing and the

ideographical evolution which took place after the renovations of 820 B.C. and of

227 B.C., both resulting in the addition of silent ideographical signs to the phonetic
word-characters of antiquity, some continuous meanings were sought for in the

rows of symbols of the sacred book, but unsuccessfully, as shown by the 2200

attempts made in China to unravel the mystery. Ten European translations, all

at variance one with the other, have told the same improbability. Cf. my special

work, The Oldest Book of the Chinese and its Authors, London, 1882-83.
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in the other formations which have influenced the evolution

of the Chinese.
"
24. The postposition of the genitive to its noun, which

occurs not unfrequently in the popular songs of the Book of

Poetry, where it cannot possibly be looked upon as a poetic

licence, belongs to an influence of different origin, and is

common to the Mon and Ta'ic languages. The same must be

said of the preplacement given to the object, an archaism still

preserved occasionally in the S.E. dialects mentioned above.

And for the postposition of the object to the verb, and the

syntactical order of the VI. standard, in contradistinction to

the unadulterated indices of the Ural-Altaic, which it

formerly possessed, there is no doubt that the Chinese

language was indebted to the native languages of the Mon,
and subsequently of the Ta'ic-Shan formations. So that the

Ideological indices 1358 III., 1367 IV., 13581.,
2368 VI., and 1 3 6 8 VI., permit us to follow the rough
lines of the evolution and formation of the Chinese ideology.

1

" 25. The phonesis, morphology, and sematology of the

language bear, also, their testimony to the great influence of

the native tongues. "The phonetic impoverishment and the

introduction and growth of the tones as an equilibrium to

make up deficiencies from wear and tear, are results of the

same influence. In the process of word-making, the usual

system of postplacing particles for specifying the conditions

in space and time common to the Ugro-Altaic linguistic

alliance has been disturbed in Chinese, and most frequently
a system of preplacing has been substituted for the older

one. And, finally, in the department of sematology, we
have to indicate, also, as a native influence on the language
of the Chinese, the habit of using numeral auxiliaries, or

segregative particles, otherwise classifiers, which, if it had

not been altogether foreign to the older state of the lan-

guage, would not have taken the important place it occupies
in the modern dialects.

1 "We must also mention here the postposition of the adverb to the verb, which,

contrary to the Chinese habit, is frequently resorted to in the Taoist books. I
take it as a Taic-Shan influence, to which, as we know, Taoism was much indebted

during its beginnings.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 27
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"26. The vocabularies which, contrary to the usual habit,

have not been first considered, here come at one pace with

the preceding alterations. The loan of words has been ex-

tensive on both sides, native and Chinese, and reached to

a considerable amount.

VI. THE ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES IN CHINESE HISTORY.

"27. The written documents of the Chinese concerning
their early settlements in the Flowery Land are so short

that it would be surprising to find in them any information

concerning the languages of the aborigines. The most im-

portant struggles that occurred between them are noticed

in a few words, but nothing more. It is only in later times,

when the records are more copious, that we are enabled to

draw from them a few linguistic data.
" 28. In the most valuable chronicle of Ts'o Kieu Ming,

a young disciple of Confucius, which accompanies the dry

ephemerides or Tchun isiu of his master, there is a most

positive statement that some of the non-Chinese tribes inter-

spersed with the Chinese in the small area then occupied by

them, were speaking different languages. The statement

concerns only the Jung, a race whose tribes had advanced

into China from the north-west, before and after the im-

migration of the Chinese Bak tribes. One of their leaders,

Kin-tchi of the Kiang Yung tribes, took part in a covenant

between the Chinese princes of the Eastern principalities to

whom the ruler of the non-Chinese state of Ngu 1 had applied

for help against the encroachments of the State, also non-

Chinese, of Ts'u.2 It was in the 14th year of the Duke Siang
of Lu, otherwise 558 B.C. The Jung Viscount Kin-tchi,

previous to his admission to the covenant, said :

" Our food,

our drink, our clothes, are all different from those of the

Flowery States; we do not exchange silks or other articles

of introduction with their courts
;

their language and ours do

1 Now Wu in Mandarin pronunciation. Corresponding roughly to the Maritime

provinces of Kiang-su and Tchehkiang.
2
Roughly S. Honan, Hupeh, Anhui, and N. Honan Provinces.
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not admit of intercourse between us and them." 1 The Jung,
as a race, apparently belonged to that which is represented

nowadays by the majority of the Naga tribes.

"29. Though there is no other allusion to the foreign

languages of the non-Chinese tribes so precise as the pre-

ceding, there is no doubt that the other races did not speak

Chinese. Some of them, like the Jung, were interspersed

with the thin Chinese population, not as intruders, but as

occupiers of the soil. They were more or less completely

under subjection to the Chinese yoke, which they could have

escaped by migrating southwards as so many of their brethren

had done. It is to the influence of the intermingling with

these well-disposed tribes that we must attribute the early

native influence of foreign languages on that of the Chinese.

And we have seen that this influence proved to be that of

idioms proper to the Mon linguistic formation
;
an inference

which other sources of information confirm plainly.
2

"30. Those on the borders organized into states, large

and small, under the Chinese rivalry and influence, were

more important for the people of the Flowery States. Their

independence and occasional aggressiveness compelled the

Chinese to take notice of their languages. While the natives

settled within the Chinese dominion were in the necessity, by
consideration for their power, to learn to speak Chinese,

besides their own language, as was the case with the Jung
Viscount mentioned above, those of the outside were in a

different position. We know, for instance, by the Li-Ki,
z

that during the Tchou dynasty, 1050-255 B.C., or at least

during the second half of that period, there were in the

machinery of Chinese government some special interpreters,

whose title of office varied according to the region with

which they were concerned. ' In the five regions of the

Middle States (or Chinese principalities) of the Y (or Eastern

1 Tso tchuen, Siang Kung, 14th year, I. Chinese Classics, edit. Legge, vol. v.

p. 464.
2 Cf. T. de L., The Cradle of the Shan Race, pass.
3 Dr. J. Legge has just published a complete translation of this important

work, which, finally compiled about the Christian era, is made up for the most

part of older documents.
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barbarians), of the Man (or Southern barbarians), of the

Jung (or Western barbarians) and of the Tek (or Northern

barbarians),
1 the languages of the people were

not mutually intelligible, and their likings and desires were

different. To make what was in their mind apprehended,
and to communicate their likings and desires (there were

officers), in the east called transmitters
;

in the south,

representationists ;
in the west, Ti-tis; and in the north,

interpreters.'
2

" 31. During the reign of the above dynasty, on the

immediate south of the Chinese principalities, was the great

state of Tsu, which had grown into civilization through the

civilizing influence of its northern neighbours. Yet it

remained non-Chinese, in spite of its entrance into the sort

of confederation formed by the Flowery States under the

nominal suzerainty of the said dynasty. It covered the

south of Homan, Hupeh, and a waving and ill-defined territory

all round. Towards the end of the fourth century B.C. the

chattering philosopher Mencius, speaking of a man from

that State, calls him 'a shrike-tongued barbarian of the

south,' and on another occasion he alludes to the languages
of Ts'i (W. Shantung) and Ts'u as quite different from

one another.3

"
32. It was not, however, the first allusion that was made

to the language of Ts'u. In the chronicle of Tso, already

mentioned, in 663 B.C., two words are quoted in support of

an interesting legend similar to others well known elsewhere.

The scene is in Ts'u (i.e. Hupeh).
" A male child was thrown away by his mother's orders

in the marsh of Mung : there a tigress suckled him. This

was witnessed by the Viscount of Yun, whilst hunting,

and when he returned home in terror, his wife (whose son

the child was) told him the whole affair, on which he sent

for the child and had it cared for. The people of Tsu called

1 I have added the information in brackets, in order to make the matter clearer.

Eoughly speaking, the Y- corresponded to the Tagalo- Malays, the Man to the

Mons, the Jung to the Nagas, and the Tek to the Turko-Tatars.
-
Li-Ki, tr. Legge, I. pp. 229-230.

3 III. 1,4, 14; ill. 2, 6, 1.
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'

suckling
'
tou or nou, and ' a tiger

'

they called icu-tn, hence

the child was called '

Tou-wutu,' and he became subsequently

Tze-wen, the chief minister of Tsu. 1

" 33. The nearest approximation to these words are found

in the Ta'ic-Shan vocabularies, where ' suckle or suckling
'

is called dut (Siamese), and 'a tiger' is htso, tso, su,
2 etc.

The connection here suggested by these vocables is further

promoted by this fact that a large proportion of the proper
names of that same State of Ts'u are preceded by tou, which

seems to be a sort of prefixed particle. This is also a

peculiarity of the Tchungkia dialect of some tribes still in

existence in the south-west of China and formerly in Kiangsi,

where they represented the ancient ethnic stock of the State

of Ts'u. And this Tchungkia dialect is Ta'ic-Shan to such

an extent that Siamese-speaking travellers could without

much difficulty understand it. We shall have again in the

sequel occasion to speak of the language of Ts'u.

"
34. On the east of Ts'u were the states of "Wu and Yueh,

covering the modern provinces of Kiang-su and Tcheh-kiang.
The former, which appears in Chinese history about 584 B.C.,

was conquered by its southern neighbour of Yueh about 473

B.C.
3 As could be expected, the Chinese language was not

spoken there, and although we have no record dealing with the

fact, we are made aware of it by the non-Chinese appearance
of their kings' names. This fact has not escaped the atten-

tion of commentators, and one of them, Kin Li-ts'iang, has

remarked that such names as that of Tan-tchih of Yueh
must be read as one single word, in accordance with the

syllabic method of the west.4

" 35. On the other hand, it has also been remarked that

the names of the kings of Wu have decidedly a non-Chinese

1 Of. Tso-tchuen, Tchwang Kung, year XXX.
;

and Siun Rung, year IV.
Chinese Classics, edit. Legge, vol. v. pp. 117-118, 295 and 297.

2
Apparently decayed forms.

3 The State of Ts'u warred against the two states for centuries, and finally

extinguished that of Yueh circa 334 B.C.
4 Chinese Classics, ed. Legge, vol. iii. intr. p. 167, n. 2. The Chinese

scholar means that no signification has to be sought for in each of the Chinese

symbols employed to transcribe these foreign names.
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appearance.
1 The finals ngu, ngao, etc., are singularly sug-

gestive of a known adjective meaning 'great/ and postplaced

according to the genius of the language which would have

belonged to the Indo-Pacific linguistic formation. It is,

again, by the use of characteristic prefixes, that we find a

confirmation of this surmise. Of course it is only in the case

of proper names, as common words do not appear in these

documents. We find Kon prefixed to personal names, KON

Ngu? KON Tsien, of that region mentioned in Chinese records.

"36. But the majority of the names are generally pre-
ceded by wu, written as in wutu '

tiger,' in Ts'u. These

prefixed words are the well-known auxiliaries which are

employed for all living beings in the Taic-shan and other

cognate languages ; -they are occasionally used in some lan-

guages as some kind of articles, but their use is generally
limited to the case of auxiliaries to the lower numerals.

Of the languages spoken in the border states of the south-

west and west, nothing is known during the period of which

we are just speaking.

VII. ANCIENT CHINESE WORKS ON THE OLD DIALECTS.

"
37. The gradual absorption by the Chinese of the

aboriginal tribes interspersed among them, and their pro-

gressive extension on a larger area, made itself felt by the

introduction of foreign words here and there into the general

language, as well as the appearance of provincialisms and

local pronunciations of some words of their old stock. This

fact could not fail to attract the attention of a careful ruler,

jealous of his own power all over the Chinese agglomeration.

In 820 B.C., during a phasis of revival of power of the Tchou

dynasty, a wilful ruler, Siuen "Wang, with the help of a great

minister, tried to ensure for ever the intelligibility of his

written communications and orders to the various parts of

his dominion, whatsoever might be the local variations of

speech in words or in sounds. His important reform, which

',
Dr. Legge, ibid. vol. v. introd. pp. 107, 135.

2 Cf. Mayers, Chinese Headers' Manual, N. 277.
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has left for ever its mark on tlie writing of China, being

repeated on two occasions later on in accordance with his

teachings, has exercised, undoubtedly, a great influence on

the future enlargement of his country by the facility it

afforded to the propagation of the Imperial orders. It con-

sisted in a partial re-cast and simplification of the characters

of writing, in order to give a predominant and extensive

position to the silent ideographs, suggestive of meaning,
which hitherto were not much used coupled in one and the

same groups of signs indicative of sound by syllabic spelling

or otherwise.
" 38. The effect produced, which could not be enforced

everywhere at that time, by impotence of the central authori-

ty, did not keep up, as was expected, the general language
on the same level, nor prevent the introduction of foreign

words : some other means had to be found in order to make

the central government aware of the new words gradually
introduced. The records of the time are silent on the subject.

We only know that the sacred books were explained in the

various states by special men sent for the purpose ;
and we

also hear of the complaints made against the independence
shown by these states individually, in their customs as in

their words.

"39. In the Fung su t'ung, compiled by Yng Shao (second

century A.D.), it is said that it was the custom for the

sovereigns of the Tchou (1050-255 B.C.) and Ts'in (255-206

B.C.) dynasties to send ' commissioners or envoys travelling

in light chariots
' l

yeo hien-tchi she, on an annual circuit of

the empire during the eighth moon of the year to inquire for

the customs and forms of speech (or words) used in various

regions.
2 On returning, these messengers presented to the

Emperor reports, which, at first preserved in the house of

1 The Eev. Dr. W. "W. Skeat reminds me here of the words of the poet :

" where Chineses drive

"With sails and wind their cany waggons light."

Milton, Paradise Lost, iii. 438.

which, however, was not an allusion to these 'light chariots,' still unknown in

Europe, but referred to the ordinary
' wind barrow '

often used in China.
2 Cf. Mayers, Chinese H.M., K. 918.
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Archives, were afterwards scattered and lost.
1 When the

practice began exactly, and what use, if any, was then made

of these reports, containing as they did so many interesting

data for the history of the language, are not stated. But I

have a strong suspicion that one or more parts of the old

dictionary Erh-ya was made by means of help derived from

them.
"
40. The Erh-ya is a work of the Tchou dynasty ;

it is

divided, according to its subjects, into nineteen sections, out

of which the first three stand apart, because of their lin-

guistic importance. The first section, Shi Ku, the author-

ship of which is attributed, perhaps rightly, in part to the

celebrated Duke of Tchou, who, by his genius and adminis-

trative capacities, was the real founder of the dynasty. It

consists of small lists of words arranged according to their

related meanings. The second section, Shi-yen, is also made

up of lists of words, the last of which gives the meaning of

the others : its composition is generally attributed to Tze-hia,

a disciple
2 of Confucius. The following section is made up

of couplets arranged in pairs, with their explanation. This

class of double-words, which are a characteristic feature of

the Taic-Shan languages, are frequently met with in the

popular songs of the Shi-King, or Classic of Poetry ;
and

there is no doubt in my mind that they have crept in there

through the influence of the native dialects of this family on

the speech of the Chinese.
"
41. The purpose of the Erh-ya is said to be a dictionary

of the Classics, but it goes beyond that, and notwithstanding
the loss of some parts of these classics, it contains many
words which do not seem to have ever been used in any
Chinese text properly so called. They are regional words

borrowed from other stocks of vocables, and they could be

expressed in Chinese writing only by the use of homonyms
as phonetic exponents. When the Erh-ya was annotated by

Kwoh-p'oh (276-324 A.D.), this great scholar, well acquainted

1 Though apparently made use of by some scholars, but not preserved in their

integrity and original shape.
2

. B.C. 507.
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with the regional words, was enabled to add not a few

remarks on some correspondence referring to such vocables,

with many examples, in the said dictionary. There are no

less than 928 words, or about one-fifth of the general stock,

which do not appear anywhere else than in the Erh-ya.
1

Therefore, it seems to me that, if it is not an ascertained fact

that the compilers of this work have made use of prepared
lists of local words like those collected by the yeo hien-tchi

she, it looks like it and seems very probable.

"42. But the most important work of its kind, and, I

think, that which is unique in antiquity, is the vocabulary of

regional words compiled by Yang-hiung (B.C. 53-18 A.D.).

The whole title is Yeo hien she tche tsiiieh tai yu shi pieh kwoh

fang yen, generally simplified into Fang yen, and may be

translated :

' The language of former ages from the envoys
in light-chariots, with regional words from various states

explained.' This title would show that the author has used

the lists, or at least some of the lists, made by the envoys
mentioned above.

Much attention was paid to local words about the time of

this author. A countryman of his, Yen Kiiin p'ing, of Shuh

(Szetchuen), had collected more than a thousand words used

in dialects. Liu-hiang, the scholar who was commissioned

to draw up the catalogue of the books preserved in the

1
According to the Wu King wen tze, the Five Kings, or Canonical books, con-

tain only 3335 different word-characters. They are the Yh-King, Shu King,
Shi King, Liki and Tchun tsiu. Adding to these the Sze Shu, or Four books,

namely, the Ta hioh, Tchug ywig, Lun-yu and Meng tze, the total of words
reaches only 4754. The great collection of the Thirteen Kings, Shih san King,
which, besides the preceding, includes the I-li, Tchou-li, Hiao-King, Ko-liang,

Kung-yang, and the Erh-ya, the great total is 6544 different words, including
those which appear exclusively in the latter. Cf. G. Pauthier, Dictionnaire

Chinois-AnnaiMie Latin-Franqais, p. xv n. (Paris, 1867, 8vo. 1st part only

published). The non-existence in the Erh-ya, of modern characters found in

some Taoist books, such as the Tao-teh-king, does not imply that these books, or

the passage where these characters occur in them, have a later origin than the

Erh-ya. A not unimportant cause may be that this vocabulary belongs to the

Confucianists, and therefore that a recension of the books of other schools may
not have been made when its various parts were successively compiled. A more

important cause is that the Erh-ya, and the said books, were independently tran-

scribed from their original style of writing, Ta tchuen into Siao-tchuen and modern
characters. "Whence some differences. Much of the obscurity of the Tao-teh-king

may be explained in that way ; for instance, the symbols H and
Jjl

of the

original were both rendered by Jj^ .
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Imperial collection, and father of Liu-hin, who achieved the

task (B.C. 7), laboured on the same subject. Lin-lu and

Wang ju-ts'ai, engaged in similar studies, made use of what

they called Keng Kai tchi fah, or ' General lists.' Yang-

hiung greatly appreciated these documents, and worked upon
them for twenty-seven years. During the same time he

diligently consulted persons of repute all over the country,
and compiled his work, which contained 9000 words arranged

by order of subjects in fifteen sections.

"
43. It is nothing less than a comparative vocabulary,

and we must recognize in him a predecessor in the science

of language. Unfortunately his book has not been trans-

mitted to us as he left it. As we now possess it, there are

only thirteen chapters and over 12,000 words. It has been

augmented by one-third, and consequently these, or at least

many of these, 3000 words, being additions of instances of

later times, when many changes had occurred in the respective

position of several of the non-Chinese tribes, present many
inconsistencies. A critical edition made by European scholars

might lead to some better readings and emendations. The

Chinese themselves have begun the task. In the Imperial
edition of the present dynasty, the editors have followed the

text preserved in the great collection of the fifteenth century
called Yung-loh ta tien,

1

restoring to order and correctness

the common editions of the work. The most valuable

commentary was that made by Kwoh-p'oh, the same scholar

who annotated the Erh-ya and other works.

Yang hiung was enabled by his efforts to include, in his

vocabulary, words from over forty-four regions,
2
many of

which were Chinese only in name, and others not Chinese

at all, though within the modern area of China proper.

1 It is a collection in 22,877 books with sixty books of Index, preserved in the

Han-lin College, and compiled in A.D. 1407. It contains long extracts from

works which have now disappeared, and it has never been printed. Cf. W. F.

Mayers, Bibliography of the Chinese Imperial Collections of Literature, in China

Review, vol. vi. Jan. -Feb. 1878.
2 Dr. Edkins, who has written a short notice on this work of Yang hiung, in

his Introduction to the Study of Chinese Characters, append, pp. 40-44, to

which I am indebted for several facts mentioned above, quotes only 24 of these

regions, out of which he identifies only seven.
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"44. The dialectic regions which occur the most fre-

quently in Yang-liiung
1

s comparative vocabulary bear the

following names, to which I add a short indication of their

approximate correspondence on the modern map of China :

1. N/W. Ts'in, in Shensi.

2. KE. Ten, in N. Tchihli.

3. C.N. Tsin, in Shansi.

4. C.N. Fen, in W. Shansi.

5. N.E. Zw, in S.W. Shantung.

6. KE. F<w, in S.W. Shantung.

7. C.N". Te0, in E. Shansi.

8. C.K". 7F (anc. Ngu), in KE. Honan and S. Tchihli.

9. C.N. JK, in W. Tchihli.

10. C. Han, in S.E. Shansi and N. Honan.

11. C. So-nei, in Honan.

12. C. Tchen, in C. Honan.

13. C. Tchou, in N. Honan.

14. C. Wei, in S. Shansi and N.'W. Honan.

15. C. JVim 7Fe, south of preceding.

16. C.E. Sung, in E. Honan and "W. Kiangsu.

17. C. Tching, in C. Honan.

18. C. Juh, in C. Honan.

19. C. Ynff, in C. Honan.

20. W. Mien, in S. Shensi.

"All the above regions were names of States of the Chinese

confederation, and were Chinese.
" 45. The following were on the borders and Chinese only

in parts, or non-Chinese at all :

21. S. King, or Hupeh.
22. S. Tsu, in Hupeh and neighbouring region.

23. E. Ha'i and Tai (between), in Shantung.
24. E. Tung Tsi, in N. Shantung.
25. E. Siu, in N.W. Kiangsu.

26. E. Tunghai, in N. Kiangsu.

27. E. Kiang and Hwai (between the), in S.W. Kiangsu.
28. E. Tsing, in N. Anhui.

29. S.E. Wu, in Kiangsu.

30. S.E. Wuhu or Five Lakes, in S. Kiangsu.
31. S.E. Sui-ki, in N. Tchehkiang.
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32. S. Tan-yang, in S. Anhui.

33. S. Yang, in S. Kiangsu and Kiangsi.

34. S.E. Yueh, or Tchehkiang.
35. S. Nan Tsu, Hunan.

36. S. Siang, or S. of Tung-ting lake, C. Hunan.

37. S. Ling, or C.E. Hunan.

38. S. Nan-yueh, or Kuang-tung.
39. S. Kwei-lin, or W. Kuang-tung.
40. S.W. Shun, or Szetchuen.

41. S.W. Yh, or C. Szetchuen.

42. W. Liang, or N. Szetchuen.

43. "W. Lung-si, or S. Kansuh.

44. N.E. ZeA wer, N. of Tchihli and others.

"From the last region of the list, the words which are

quoted are Korean and may often be still assimilated to

modern Korean words.

"46. Some of these regions are specified in history as

those where removal of populations took place before the

time of Yang-hiung, and we do not know how many of the

new data, which he was able to gather, and join to his former

documents, were affected by these events. "We have good
reason to suppose that they were so affected, otherwise no

such regions as those of Mien (20) or of Kiang Hwai (27),

which are virtually included in other names, would have

been quoted as dialectic centres.

" 47. And it is rather curious that the region of Mien, an

old name of the Han river, in Hupeh, should appear distinct

from the region of Ts'u in which it was included, as the

event which made it conspicuous in that respect occurred

long after the overthrow of the said state of Ts'u by
its powerful and successful rival kingdom of T'sin in their

struggle for the empire (222 B.C.). In A.D. 47, some

thirty years after the death of Yang-hiung, the Luy-tsien
Man l and other southern barbarians of the Tu moun-

tains (East Szetchuen ?) rebelled against the Chinese

yoke ;
the rebellion was crushed by a Chinese army, and

seven thousand prisoners were removed to the Kiang-hia

1 Hou Han shu, Nan Man tchuen, Bk. 116.
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region, on the left banks of the Yang-tze, otherwise in the

region of the Mien river, where they developed and asso-

ciated themselves with cognate tribes. Unless a critical

analysis of the words which appear under that Mien label,

in the Fang yen, should prove them to be utterly distinct

from those of Ts'u (which case is not apparent, and not

likely so to be for the reason that all these tribes were

kindred), it will be difficult to know whether they are

interpolations of later date, or data obtained by Yang hiung
about his time, when the word Ts'u as a geographical
denomination was no longer in use or was too expansive in

meaning.
" 48. The other name of region which we have singled out

is less open to criticism. It is that of the countrybe tween

the Yang-tze and the Hwai rivers, which corresponds to the

south of Kiangsu. In 138 B.C. the state of Tung (or Eastern)

Ngou (in Tchehkiang), being repeatedly assailed by that of

Min-yueh (in Fuhkien), removed a portion of the population

of the latter, and expelled them to the northern side of the

Yang-tze in the said Kiang-hwai region. Later on (110 B.C.)

the same country received, with the help of decked-boats from

the south, another population or portion of population from

the Min yueh, at the request of the same Tung Ngou state,

then an_ally of the Chinese, who came to its rescue and saved

it from the attacks of its obnoxious neighbour.
1 These

events, which had certainly attracted the attention of Yang
hiung and others, similarly engaged in seeking for curious

forms of speech, prove, in all probability, that the entries

of words under this title were not extracted from earlier

documents when the region was hardly accessible and little

known.
"
49. The probability already put forward that Yang-hiung

has used, for his compilation, documents of various dates,

including some lists of the Envoys in light-chariots,' is

shown at large by the fact that his geographical nomencla-

1 Han shu, Si-nan Man tchuen, bk. 95. Li tai Ti Wang nien piao tsien han,
fol. 6 and 9?;.
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ture, always excepting the names of new regions, does not

belong to the Han dynasty, but to the Tchou dynasty, and

more especially to the contending states period, namely,
481-255 B.C. It is shown also by several other facts. He
makes use of the name of the state of Tsin in Shansi, which

was destroyed in 436 B.C., and partitioned by the states of

Wei, Han and Tchao, which also appear in his list. The

name of the great state of Ts'in in Shensi, which extended

his power over all the other states in the third century,

appears as a name for the region of Shensi only, and we

meet also with the name of Kwan ' the gate,' which was that

of the capital of the state and the neighbouring region in

the third century. And also the names of Nan-yueh, Kuei-

lin, Siang, which did not exist before the latter part of the

third century B.C.

" 50. All this plainly shows that the words given in this

remarkable work cannot be considered as belonging to the

same period, and that their collection represents several

centuries. Such being the case, the phonetic rendering of

the Chinese symbols employed in the work is a matter of

serious consideration. Chinese symbols were attached to the

rendering of foreign sounds by the successive transcribers

who noticed these sounds, and, consequently, according to

their own pronunciation ; and, as this pronunciation varied

in time, as in space, there is no uniformity of rendering.

This is made apparent by this fact, that differences of pronun-

ciation are often indicated by symbols whose sounds havefor long

been homonymous. However, the best means to start with,

and subject to the least proportion of ulterior modifications,

are the sounds preserved in the Sinico-Annamite, the most

archaic of the Chinese dialects. The only reservation to be

made, is that the hardening and strengthening which this

dialectal pronunciation indicates goes perhaps beyond the

mark, and that half of its strength might be due to local

peculiarity of the dialect.

" 51. A few examples will be better than any further

explanation, and show the average of information which is

to be obtained from this remarkable work :
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" ' Hu l

(a tiger) is in Tcheng, Wei, Sung and Tsu called

Li-fu ;

2 between the Kiang and Hwai and in Southern Tsu

it is called Li-ni? sometimes Udu ;
4 on the east and west of

Kwan it is sometimes called Bak tu.' 5 Bk. viii.

" ' North of Tsin, of Wei, and of the Ho-within, to say

lam 6
(to beat, to kill) they utter tan

;

7 in Tsu, tarn
;

8 in

Southern Tsu and between the Kiang and Siang, K'e?

Kwoh P'oh's commentary : Now west of Kwan, the people

say lam* for ta 10
(to beat).' Bk. iv.

" ' Dzu n
(to confer), lai thu.w Outside of Southern Tsu

they say lai ; Ts'in and Tsin say thu.' Bk. ii.

" ' Tieu 14
(to covet) lam,

15 tan Tcheng and Tsu say
lam. 15 Bk. ii.

"
'Vien 17

(a pole), between Tsu and Wei (anc. Ngu), is

called chu.' 18 Bk. ix.

"
52. These examples will suffice to show how the state-

ments of the Fang yen are arranged, and how far the regional
forms and the non-Chinese words are intermingled. The

insufficiency of the glossarial data of the native dialects does

2 ^ ^. Cf. Cantonese: Lofu. Manyak : Lephe.

s ^ ^1. Cf. Burmese nari ; Kiranti dial. nyor.

4 ^ ^^- -^s in *^e legend quoted above, and some Taic-Shan words.

5
fg |J5. Cf. Sgau Karen: Eautho.

6 ^^ Un, Sin. An. lam.

7
jj|

ts'an, Sin. An. tan. Cf. Outtihn in Shan and Siamese.

8
J^ fan, Sin. An. tham. Cf. Shem, in Annamite.

9
ffi -ff', Sin. An. Khe. Cf. Kha, in Siamese and Laocian, Kai in Tchung

Miao.

10
^J* ta, but was probably tin as suggested by the phonetic.

11
~p y&, Sin. An. dzu.

^
$M ^<* i

'

)
^^n> j^n> ^' ^' ^nn ' nai/'

*

|^ tch'ou, Sin. An. thu.

14
Pp t'ao, Sin. Ann. tieu.

15
f^ ian

> ^' -^nn ' ^am ' ^' Shan, lo
;
Annamite them lam.

16
g| is

1

an, Sin. Ann. tan.

17 H Tuen, Sin. Ann. vien.

,
Sin. Ann. chu. Cf Annamite dieu.
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not often admit of our finding their corresponding words

to those of Yang-hiving, though the reverse happens not un-

frequently ;
but we are more often enabled to trace out the

corresponding words or forms of words in the languages

cognate to the native dialects. On the other hand, the

tendencies exhibited by the phonetic equivalents found in

the examples of the Fang yen, show themselves corre-

sponding to some extent with those existing between the

reciprocal loan-words in Chinese and the said southern lan-

guages. Therefore, the probabilities are, that within China

proper during the slow Chinese conquest, these same equiva-

lents of sound were caused by the reciprocal influence of the

ancient Chinese and the native dialects representative of or

antecedent to these languages.
" 53. An analysis of a large number of the statements in

Yang-hiung's work has shown me some equivalents of

frequent repetition, the most important are the following

in the range of initials :

N.W. and K
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Tcli- = Tr- = Tr-, Bl-

L- = 8h- = 8h-

K- = Ch-, 8h- = 8h-

Hw- = V- = F-

H-,T-- Hw,Ho- = V-

P- = B- = V-

" 55. And also the following equivalents of most frequent

occurrence between the Ta'ic languages and the Mandarin or

Standard Chinese :

Chinese K-, Kw- y
Hw- = V- Taic.

L-, H- = K-, H-

Sh-, J-, = L-

Teh-, S- = Th-, T-

PS F-
t W- = P-

Sh-, Ts- = Pr-

T-, Teh-, 8- - R-

J-, N- = N-

T-K-, K-, H- = Ng-

which appear in the reciprocal loan-words between the two
;

the proportion of their respective loan-words reach a total of

325 out of one thousand words which I have compared.
And these equivalents are also in existence in the broken

dialects of the natives of China according to their respective

relationship, as we shall see hereafter.
"
56. The following list of a few frequent equivalents in

Cantonese and Mandarin Chinese will prove interesting, in

parallel to the preceding :

Chinese Hie-, Kw- =. F-, W-, in Cantonese.

28
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"
57. Also that of a few frequent equivalences with the

dialect spoken at Tcheng-tu (Szetchuen) :

Chinese K- (-e, -a, -u) = Kr- at Tcheng-tu.
Kw- =. K-
N- = L-

N- = N- K -w)

T- =Ng-,N-
Tch- = Sh-

" And a few various ones :
l

Chinese N- = L- at Nanking.
-in = -ing

-ang = -an

J- = L- at Tsi-nan fu (Shantung).
* - = L-

Y- =. J- in Kweitchou.

Teh- Ts- at Tientsin (Tchihli).

Sh- = S-

Sh- = .F- in Kansuh.

J- = -R- in Szetchuen, etc.
2

1 The Cantonese equivalences ( 56) have been noticed in perusing
1 Dr. J. E.

Eitel's Chinese Dictionary in (he Cantonese Dialect, parts i.-iv., Hongkong,
1877-1883. The equivalences in 57 are extracted from Dr. J. Edkins' best work,
A. Grammar of the Chinese Colloquial Language commonly called the Mandarin

Dialect, 2nd edit., Shanghai, 1864, pp. 69-71, 35-37.
2 When the time comes for making a scientific study of the Chinese characters,

and especially of the class of those commonly known as ideo-phonetic, which is by
far the most numerous (circa 1250 A.D. it included, according to Tai-tung, 21810
characters out of a total of 24235), these local equivalences of sound, and such

others which are not given here, will be found of great help in discriminating the

variation of sound, especially initial, in phonetics. Many of the so-called ideo-

phonetics do not deserve this appellation, and ought to be classified differently, as

they belong to distinct systems of making up the characters. There are the com-

pounds where the two or more characters employed have each a part in expressing
the sound, I.) by a rough system of aerology and syllabism as in the oldest

Ku-wen compound signs, II.) by a juxtaposition of two or more phonetic signs,
either a) of different value in order to express a bisyllabic or trisyllabic word
afterwards contracted and crippled into a monosyllable, or b) of homonymous
signs explaining one another phonetically, with or without any ideographical mean-

ing, these types a, b, extending to the intermediary period, viz. of the late Ku-wen
and of the Ta-tchuen style ;

and III.) the phonetic compounds made before and

after the sixth century of our era, and composed of two symbols which both con-

tribute to the sound according to the fan-tsieh method, i.e. by the initial sound of

one and the final of the other. Once all these supposed ideo-phonetic characters

discarded, and not before, it is possible to study the ideo-phonetic compounds,
properly so called, and made of an ideographic symbol suggestive of idea addi-

tional to a character suggestive of sound. But it would be a great mistake to
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"
58. Now let us remember that the court language for the

time being has always exercised a powerful influence in

China. And as this court language is and always was that

of the capital, it changed as often as the capital itself, which

does not mean unfrequently. For instance, with reference

to the present time, the dialect of Peking became the court

dialect since 1411 A.D., under the Ming dynasty, when during
the reign of Tung-loh the court was transferred there and has

there remained since. The Mandshu conquest, and the estab-

lishment of their sway all over China, did not change this

state of affairs otherwise than in this way, that it has helped

greatly to corrupt the former language, and that it is this

rapidly-decaying form of speech which now has the lead over

the other Chinese dialects. Ki, tsi, tchi, are now all tchi
; si,

hi, are now a medial sound usually transcribed hsi, and so

forth. 1 When the N.W. state of Ts'in, the most powerful

principality of the Chinese confederation, conquered the

Chinese parts and some others of the Flowery Land in the

admit bluntly the doctrine put forward by some sinologists, that the ascertained

old sound of a phonetic gives the ancient sound of the words expressed by its ideo-

phonetic compounds. The application of this doctrine thus formulated is simply
disastrous and antiscientific. It leads to the grouping of supposed forms of words
which have never existed, and brings forth this chaotic result, exemplified in some

papers of a well-known sinologist, of typical sounds having each of them all sorts

of meanings, and of any certain thing or idea expressed by many of these apocry-
phal typical sounds. The aforesaid principle is only true when worded and
restricted as follows : The ideo-phonetic characters may have their old sound indi-

cated by that possessed by their phonetic at the time and in the region of their

formation, and in these conditions only. For instance, numerous phonetics with
a dental initial which they have preserved in some ancient, and which exist also

in some of their later compounds, have produced some compounds expressing
sounds beginning with a labial during the period of labialization (cf. $ 58, 59).

Others, originally dental, have passed for ever to the labial series. Phonetics

give us in their compounds such equivalences of sounds as the following : T = K,
T = P, K = L, K = P, K = M, L= D, L=N, JST = D, L = Sh, S=H, etc , but their

relative position here is not suggestive of their historical succession. We find, how-
ever, transitions such as T = S=H=K, K= Tch = S=T, T=Tch = Dj =H=K,
T=Tz = F=P, K=Kw=V=M, etc. Some (if these equivalences are easily

explained by the everlasting degeneration and wear and tear, and some by the
action of easing, which means a facilitation proper only to its authors as a facilita-

tion for some may be an increase of difficulty for others. The regional phonetic
preferences will contribute to the latter explanations. All these do not preclude
the existence which I have been able to disclose of polyphonic characters among
those which the ancestors of the Chinese civilization have brought with them
from S.W. Asia, and also the substitution of characters only homophonous
temporarily, which often took place in the course of history.

1 This is the reason why the use of the Pekinese pronunciation by the European
scholars and officials in China who write about historical and ancient geographical
matters cannot be too strongly deprecated. .
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third century B.C., it brought along with its sway a strong

current of labialization all over the country. The pronuncia-
tion was carried from the teeth to the lips. The capital was

then in Shensi, and remained there during the first Han

dynasty. The same phonetic influence, with perhaps less

energy than in the beginning, was continued until the

transfer of the capital in Honan, with the establishment of

the Eastern Han dynasty (25 A.D.).
"
59. The above tables show that the Ta'ic equivalents and

also the Annamese are older than those of the Cantonese.

The Mon-Annam loan-words from the Chinese have kept the

dental sounds which preceded the labialization, brought in

by the T'sin and Western Han dynasties. And the Talc, in

their migration southwards, have preserved the phonetic

peculiarities which used to characterize the regions of E. and

S.E. China, where we know them to have been settled. Some
more information is given by the same tables, concerning the

multiplication of the written language of China. They show

that the partial polyphony, or better, the variation of initials,

which are frequently met with in ideo-phonetic word-

characters containing the same phonetic element, have arisen

from the various circumstances in time and region of their

formation and entrance in the Chinese vocabularies.

"60. The Fang-yen of Yang-hiung is not the only work 1

in which some information is to be obtained on dialectal forms

and regional words. It is the sole work in existence speci-

ally written on the subject, but occasional indications are

met with in another important dictionary of the same period,

the Shwoh wen. Its author, Hii shen,
2 who lived in the first

century A.D., was like Yang-hiung a great scholar, and, in

addition to the said work, wrote a most valuable treatise on

the ' Different Meanings of the Five Canonical Books.' His

dictionary was only presented to the Emperor after his death,

namely, in 121 A.D., and the just reward of his labours, a

shrine among those sages admitted into the Temples of

1 In the I-hai chu tctiin collection are two works, entitled Suhfang yen, and

Suhfanff yen pu tctfing, which I have not seen.
z A biography of Hii shen has been compiled by Mr. T. Watters, in his excellent

Guide (o the Tablets in a Temple of Confucius (Shanghai, 1879, 8vo.), pp. 98-100.
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Confucius, was granted to him in 1875 only, i.e. eighteen

centuries after his lifetime !
l

"
61. The Shicoh-wen, which contained 9353 words, has

remained the standard work of Chinese lexicographers, and

was in fact the first work deserving the name of dictionary,

as the Erh-ya, of which we have spoken above, was not more

than a glossary, classified ideologically, without definitions.

Hii shen collected in his work all the signs of the S-iao tchueti

style (the Small Seal character) ,
which he considered the best

framed
;
and he gave also about 441 symbols from the oldest

style (Ku-wen] of the writing, which, it cannot be repeated

too often, has nothing whatever to do with the grotesque

pictorial signs, long supposed and always quoted wrongly
as the originals of the Chinese characters, instead of what

they are in reality, corrupted and fanciful forms. 2
Yang

hiung's Fang yen is not quoted eo nomine in the Shicoh wen,

which, as we know, was compiled some forty years after-

wards, perhaps because copies of the work were not yet in

circulation. Hii shen speaks, however, of Yang-hiung in

his introduction as the author of a sort of vocabulary of all

the Chinese word-characters known in his time, some 5340

altogether, entitled the Instructor. 3 Many dialectal forms

and regional words are quoted in the Shicoh wen, many of

which are met with in the Fang-yen, while many others are

not. It looks as if the author was enabled to make use of

some of the same materials as Yang-hiung, supplemented by
later documents.

1 Chinese scholars value the Shwoh wen highly, and many of them have ex-

pended great learning and industry in confirming and illustrating its explanations
and derivations, which are far-fetched and often worthless, so far as they bear on
late and secondary forms, intentionally altered, and not on the genuine old forms of

the word-characters. If anything can be learned from the ancient writing of the

Chinese on their beginnings, it is only from an analysis of the oldest symbols.
Cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, On the Archaic Chinese Writing and Texts (London,
1882, 8vo.), and Beginnings of Writing, 46-5-5 (London, 1&87, 8vo.). Dr.
John Chalmers, author of an epitome of the K'ang hi tze tien, phonetically

arranged, has published an able translation of a late edition of Hii shen's work:
An Account of the Structure of Chinese Characters, under 300 primary forms

;

after the Shwoh ican, 100 A.D., and the phonetic Shwoh wan, 1833 (London,
1882, 8vo.), where the etymological processes remind us singularly of our own

etymologists of the pre-scientific period.
2

Cf. my Beginnings of Writing, I. 48.

*
t)l| 3IE ja Hiun tswun pieit, lit.

'

Teaching collection book.'
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"We have already mentioned the interest displayed

towards these sorts of words by Kwoh P'oh, the great com-

mentator of the third century. .

"
62. By putting together all the data contained in the Erh-

ya, the Fang-yen, the Shivoh wen, and the commentaries of

Kwoh P'oh on the first two of these works, and a critical

arrangement of them by region and by date, as far as it may
be possible from the succession of the geographical nomen-

clature, much light would be thrown on the linguistic history

of China between 500 B.C. and 250 A.D. But such a work

would require a great deal of time, and somewhat long pre-

paratory study, to be successful.

Part IV. The Extinct and Surviving Aboriginal Languages and

Dialects.

VIII. FAMILIES OP LANGUAGES.

"
63. A complete survey of all these languages is out of the

question within the limits of the present work, for two

opposite reasons. Some are known by mere inferences which

require long and complicated expositions, as we had occasion

to show above
( 23) ;

and the data concerning many others,

deficient and unequal as they may be, would, however, form

together a mass of a certain length much beyond our possi-

bility of dealing with in these pages. Therefore we are only

permitted to examine briefly a few of them, in order to show

what sort of documents we have available for study, and to

give a short statement of the facts about the others, together

with the necessary references.
" 64. We shall enumerate them according to their relation-

ship with the two great linguistic stocks to which we find

they belong ; namely to the 1) Indo-Chinese division and its

two branches Mon-Khmer, and Tdi-Shan
;
and also to the

Interoceanic division, Indonesian branch, of the INDO-PA-

CIFIC stock
;
and 2) to the Tibeto-Burmese and other divisions

of the KUENLUNTC stock of languages. A prime distinction

being made between the Pre- Chinese aborigines and the

Pre- Chinese
;
the latter being distinguished from the former,
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for the reason that they have entered into Pre-Chinese lands

in historical times. (Cf. above 1.)
"
65. The fragmentation of tribes from the various original

races, and the subsequent reunion of some of these broken

tribes into new units hybrid in character, have been of

frequent occurrence amongst those remnants of the former

population of the Flowery Land, under the continuous

pressure of the Chinese growth and extension. Therefore

several of the following entries are probably provisional, as

the greater number of the surviving dialects are either mixed

or hybridized when they are not altogether hybrid. The

distinction carried by these qualifications is this, that mixed

implies only a mingled composition of the vocabulary, while

the two other terms indicate the state of the grammar, which

is hybridized when a part of it has been altered by inter-

mingling with a foreign grammar, and hybrid when the

language is the result of a new unit made up of various

sources. 1 Therefore the languages are classified in the follow-

ing pages according to the greater number of their affinities.

IX. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL MoN-TAi DIALECTS.

a) Unmixed and Mixed.

"
66. The PONG ^ or PAN HU ^ 2

fJJ race was pre-

dominant in Central China, i.e. south of the Yellow River,

when the original Chinese or Bak tribes migrated into the

country. Their leader named Pong, about whom various

legends cropped up afterwards, was established in the N.E.

of Szetchuen and in W. Honan, and was friendly with the

Chinese from the outset. In fact, he helped them against the

Jungs of Naga race coming continuously from the N.W.

Many tribes claim to be descended from him, and not a few

worship and venerate his memory. Their generic name was

Ngao
'

powerful/ now degraded into Yao?

1 For the sake of brevity M. = mixed, hybrid is H., and hybridized is Hd.
2 or m.
s As already remarked, the present work being exclusively devoted to languages,

all the historical and ethnological researches and demonstrations are forcibly left

aside.
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" The Pan-hu race was a branch of the Mon race from the

south-west, which had occupied a large part of China before

the arrival of the Chinese, consequently before the twenty-

third century B.C. It is from this branch, and as a result of

their intermingling with Northern, otherwise Kuenlunic

tribes, that the Ta'ic or Shan-Siamese populations have evolved,

some of which, migrating southwards in the course of time

under the Chinese pressure, spread into Indo-China,
1 and

developed into several states.

"
67. The Pan-Jm language is only known through the

inference to be derived from the dialects of the tribes which

have sprung from it. Its main characteristic was its ideology

(2468 VI.), nearly opposite to that of the Kuenlunic

languages (1358 III.). The oldest relics of their speech
are those which were preserved by the Chinese writers of the

Han dynasty, notably in the Annals of the Eastern Han. 2

Some older traces exist in former works, and we have been

enabled to point out more than one in a previous part of

this paper, but they are quoted only with a geographical

indication, and we have to draw our own conclusions as to

the race from whose speech they were quoted ;
whilst in the

present instance the words are quoted with precision as those

employed by the Yao of the Pan-hu race,
3 and this makes all

the difference. These are only a few of them :

Puk-kien, i.e. 'to tie the hair in a knot.'

Tuk-lihy i.e.
'

sort of cloth.'

Tinh-fu (tsing-fii), i.e.
'
chieftain.'

Eng-tu, used in addressing each other.

Pien-kia ' a cross-bow.' 4

Tiao-tsiang
' a long spear.'

Tcho kou ' a dog.'

Tu pei
' a great chief they worshipped.'

"Puk-kien is undoubtedly the same as the Siamese p'uk 'to

1 Cf. below, 116, 117, and The Cradle of the Shan Race.
2 Hou Han Sim, bk. 116.
8 Then in Hunan.
4 The two latter words are not derived from the same source as the others

; they
are given by Fan ch'eng ta in his Kuei hai yu heng tchi (twelfth century).
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tie,' and k'on ' hair.' The tuk-lih cloth was a hair-cloth, as

shown by the Siamese sakalat 1 ' woollen.' Eng-tu is the

Siamese eng 'self and tu 'I.' Tinh-fu is tsing-fu
2 in the

same language. Pien-kia is given in Chinese notices of

the Kiu ku Miao of W. Kueitchou. of the same race as their

own term for a cross-bow
;

3 but in Malay panah is
' a bow

'

according to Crawfurd.
" Tcho kou finds its correspondent in the Kambodian tch

ke.* And as to Tu pei, I suppose that tu is the class article for

proper names and living beings, which we meet in many of

these languages.
5

"68. The YAO-JEN g A also called Fan-k'oh $# ^,6

were an important people of the Pan-hu race, whose name
has been preserved with some alteration in their own appella-

tion. They are now broken up into many tribes, several of

which come under our notice, because something is known
of their language.

"
They have preserved some specimens of an ancient

writing of their own, which was derived from the old

Chinese characters, and of which a specimen has lately

reached the British Museum.7

" 69. The PAN-YAO jg >fg, also called Ting-Pan-yao and

Yao-jen, now removed southwards, are found in Kuangsi
and Kueitchou. We have only of their language a short

list of 21 words and the numerals, collected by a French

missionary,
8 as follows : father, tia

;

9
mother, ma

; son, tonh
;

1 Cf. Burmese thek-ka-lat.
2 Unless it be the Burmese htoung bo, as in ta-Iitoung bo '

colonel,' krek-htoung
bo '

general,' in D. A. Chase, Anglo-Burmese Hand-book, part iii. pp. 51-52

(Maulmain, 1852).
3 Miao Man hoh tchi, bk. iv. f. 6-7. These famous cross-bows of six or seven

feet long, which require three men to string them, appear in a picture of men of

this tribe, reproduced from a Chinese album on native tribes, by Col. H. Yule, in

his Marco Polo, 2nd edit. vol. ii. p. 68.
4 Cf. Lu-tze, degue ; Burmese, tan hkuay ; Mon, ta kwi

; Toungthu, htwe
;

Sgo Karen, 'twi, htwi ; Pgo Karen, twi.
5 Cf. 65, 70, 105, 108, 109.
6 Luh Tze-yun, T'ung k'i sien tchi, f. 8. Ts'ao Shu k'iao, Miao Man hoh tchi,

i. 1
; iv. 14.

7 Cf. my Beginnings of Writing, ii. 176 ;
and my article on A New Writing

from South- Western China in The Academy, Feb. 19, 1887. Also below, 70 n. 3
8 M. Souchieres, in De quelques tribus sauvages de la Chine et de

'

Itido- Chine :

Les Missions catholiques, Lyon, 1877, vol. ix. p. 126.
9 The spelling is French.
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daughter, min-sye ; man, ton mien
; woman, ton mien ao

;

male, tou mien ngou ; female, tong niey ; house, nam plao ;

earth, dao
; water, nom

; fire, teou
; wind, dgiao ; sky, nam

long ; dog, teou klou
; cat, tou mi lorn

; tree, ty dh'eang ; rice,

blao
; bamboo, ^//#o ; hand, pou ; foot, ket sao

; 1, y ; 2, y ;

3, pou; 4,plei; 5,pla; 6, klou; 7,sy-a; 8, yet; 9,dou; 10,

fo/jep ; 100, ya j?<? ; 1000, yat diou. The construction is

stated to be similar to that of the French (2468 VI.).

The vocabulary is Mon-Ta'ic, the numerals belong to the

Mon type. Tou is a visible class-prefix.
" 70. The PAN-Y SHAN-TZE J ^ llj p or '

Pan-y hill-

men,' also called Siao Pan,
1 and MO-YAO J|L f||, are known

in history under the latter name since the sixth century,

when they were settled in Tchang-sha kiun, Hunan,2
i.e. in

Central China, which was still independent. They are now

refugees in the mountains of Kuangsi on the Tungkinese

frontier, and they have been lately described 3

by a mis-

sionary, M. Souchieres, who has collected the following

small vocabulary of their languages: Father, taofa*; mother,

dji ; son, ton
; daughter, mon cha

; man, tou moun
; woman,

tou moun ao
; male, man pha ; female, tong niey ; house, sen

piao ; earth, ngi ; water, nom
; fire, teou

; wind, djiao ; sky,

tou ngong ; dog, tou klou
; cat, tou meou

; tree, ty ngiang ;

rice, biao
; bamboo, tchey lao

; hand, pou ; foot, chey sao
;

1, a
; 2, y ; 3, po ; 4, piei ; 5, pia ; 6, kio

; 7, ngi ; 8, yet ; 9,

dou
; 10, chop ; 100, ape ; 1000, n diou. The language is

Mon, but the ideology is not made visible in any of these

few instances. A determinative prefix or article tou is the

1 Or ' Lesser Pan,' as a distinction from the Pan-yao.
2 In the Sui shu or 'Annals of the Sui dynasty.' Miao Man hoh tchi, i. 8v.
3 De quelques tribus sauvages de la Chine et de I'Indo-Chine, in Les Missions

Cafholiques, 1877, vol. ix. p. 114. Speaking of their costume the author says:" Us portent assez volontiers auteur du cou un fichu brode, auquel ils enfixent

souvent un autre qui pend par devant. Ces fichus sont hrodes, partie en caracteres

chinois, partie en caracteres bizarres, qui se sont transmis de generation en genera-

tion, et dont personne ici ne connait le sens. On voit des caracteres identiques
fort bien brodes sur le bonnet des enfants," etc. Would not these unknown
characters belong to the writing of the Yao jen ? Of. my notice on A new

Writing from South-Western China, in The Academy, 19 Feb. 1887. The tutu

of the Heh Miao are perhaps similar to those bits of cloth they wear in front.

Cf. 68.
4 The spelling is French.
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only characteristic of importance. The construction is

stated to be like that of the French, whence the Indices

2468 VI., and the language is a sister-dialect of that

of the Pan-3
rao.

"71. The LING KIA MIAO %$ tjjfc eg, also called Ling jen,

of S. Kueitchou, speak a cognate dialect to those of the

Pan-yao and Mo-yao,
1 who understand it.

X. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL MON TAX DIALECTS.

b) Hybridized and Hybrids.

"72. The T'UNG JEN jfft A> or Tchuang jen, belong also to

the Pan-hu race. One of their chief tribes, the Huang,
2

appears at a very early date in Chinese history, as they came

in contact with the emigrants when the latter advanced to

the "W. borders of Shantung, where their settlements stood at

first. Under tl\e Chinese pressure they moved southwards

and remained settled and independent in the S.W. of Hupeh
until their subjugation by the state of Tsu in 648 B.C. The

collapse of their conquerors under the successful attacks of

the Ts'in in 222 B.C. made them pass under the nominal rule

of the Ts'in and following dynasties. In 450 A.D. we find

them in open rebellion with the other aborigines of Hupeh,
Hunan, and W. Szetchuen provinces. The Chinese armies

sent to subdue them were repeatedly beaten, and the result

of a protracted struggle was the acknowledgment by the

Central Government of a state of things equivalent to their

independence. The T'ang dynasty repelled them within the

basin of the Wu and Yuen rivers in Kueitchou, from whence

they advanced still further south. "VVe know very little of

their language, i.e. not more than a small number of words.

"73. Fan Tch'eng-ta, Chinese Resident at Tsing-Kiang, the

modern Kuei-lin in N.E. Kuangsi, in 1172 A.D., has given in

one of his works,
3 a description of these tribes, and has

occasionally quoted the following words from their language:

1

T'ung k'i sien tehi, f. 10.
2 Two others were the Wei or Nguei and the Nungs.
3 Kuei hai yii heng tchi.Miao Man hoh tchi, bk. i. ff. 3, 4.
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i P Tchii-hu,
1 'chief (elected).'

$| p Ti-to* '

people.'

^ $ Kia-nu?
'
slave.'

^ ~J* Kid-ting^
'
servant.'

IB ~f H3 ~T Tien-ting tien-ting?
' servant (of a higher

grade).'

>^ Ijfr JPI Ma-tsien pai, same as preceding.

5JHJ "J" Tung-ting,
' a common man.'

Il fi Ma-Ian,
6 ' house.'

jj| #j| Mei-niang,
1 '

wife.'

" Out of these nine words, three at least present Anna-

mese affinities.

"Nineteen words from the language of the same tribe

are provided in the Chinese 'Statistical Account of the

province of Kwangsi
'

:
8

sky, men
; sun, ta icu (ngu) ; moon,

tch'en, loan
; wind, ki

; father, ha
; mother, mi

; elder brother,

pi; younger brother, nung; elder sister, a da; younger

sister, a mi
;
son's wife, p'a ;

mother's father, ch'ia Tiling ;

mother's mother, ch'ia pu ; water, tch'o
; wine, ley ;

drink

wine, keng lau,
; rice, hen

; flesh, no
; I, ku

; thou, tneng.

From this list, the words for mother, elder brother, wine,

drink wine, sun, etc., belong to the Mon-Annam formation
;

the pronouns are Siamese-Shan, otherwise Taic.

"
74. The proportion of Mon-Annam in the two lists com-

prising together 28 words is ten, or more than one- third.

The Chinese symbols employed in the rendering of the

foreign words give them a different complexion from their

inseparable ideographical meanings, which in such cases play
the part of popular etymologies. Therefore it is more prudent

1 Cf. tchao 'king' or 'chief in the Shan language of Xantchao
( 103).

2 Cf. Annamite day to
' menial.'

3 Cf. Annamite gia no ' servant.'
4 Cf. thang, the Annamite appellation for servants.
8 In Ma Tuanlin's Wen hitn fung k'ao, this expression occurs as Tien tze

kia cf. d'Hervey de St. Denys, Ethnographic des peuples etrangert de Matouaxlin,
vol. ii. p. 259.

6
They are on piles. Cf. Luh Tze-yun, Fung A't sien tchi, f. 14i>.

7 Cf. Annamite volon ' wife.' The Blue Miao say Mai xiany for ' father's

younger brother's wife.'

8 Kuung si fwig tchi; extracted by Dr. J. Edkins, in The Miau-tsi, o.c.
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to consider these symbols as meaningless signs and simple

exponents of sounds only.

"Kia- and Ma- or Mei-, which occur two and three times

respectively, look like definitive prefixes. The ideological

indices are not all exemplified ; only the first three are

shown to be 1 4 6, which proves the hybridity of the language
and displays strong Chinese influence, which has led to the

altering of the position of the genitive.
"
75. The MIAO-TZE ft ? of Ta shui tcheng, in S.E.

Szetchuen, speak a dialect cognate to that of the following
Peh-Miao of Kueitchou and Yunnan. 1 A list of 112 of their

words was collected by Mr. Hosie in 1882. Numerals and

pronouns are missing, but the similarities in words are con-

clusive. Class-prefixes are employed, such as lu-
t Inn-, tu-,

and ng-.
' Tea '

is hou cha
;

' hot water
'

is houtliku
;

' cold

water* is houlitsa
;

' to light a fire' is chou toil
;

'
to shut the

door' is ko chung. These instances and some others display

the ideological indices 246.
"76. The PEH MIAO j fg or 'White Miao,' a few

centuries ago in the centre and west of Kueitchou,
2 have

now partially migrated in the S.E. of Yunnan. 3

" A vocabulary of 148 words was formerly taken by the

Chinese in W. Kueitchou.4 While the numerals and many
words belong to the Mon-Khmer family, with which they

prove a deep affinity, not a few vocables are Lolo-Nagas and

Chinese, and an equal proportion, including the pronouns,

is Taic-shan. Determinative prefixes are in use, such as

kai, variously rendered in the Chinese transcriptions by kah,

ke, kai, kiai, etc., and lu or le. The latter is common with

the Seng Miao, Blue Miao, and Hua Miao dialects. The

only ideological indices which can be perceived are 2360,
where the Chinese influence is felt by the pre-position of the

1 Notes of a Journey through the Provinces of Kueichow and Yunnan, p. 31.
2 Miao Man hoh tchi, iv. 4.
3 A. R. Colquhoun, Across Chryse, i. 333, 335, 347, 356, 389, 392, 393

; ii.

302.
* Extracted from the Hing-y fu tchi, or "

Topography of the Prefectural City

Hing-y," by J. Edkins, A Vocabulary of the Miau Dialects.
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adjective more completely than in the Blue Miao and Hua
Miao dialects.

"77. The HUA MIAO ^g ]g according to the Chinese

descriptions are interspersed all over the province of Kuei-

tchou and the N.E. of Yunnan. 1

European travellers have

met with some further south in the latter province on the

borders of Kuangsi.
2 A vocabulary of 112 words without

numerals has been collected in W. Kueitchou at Ta shui

tching by Mr. Alex. Hosie.3

"The words to the extent of 25 per cent, are similar to

those of the White Miao. Prefixed classifiers lu and tu,

also ng-, are in use. The pronouns and other words are Tai'c-

shan and many words belong to the Mon stock. The visible

ideological indices are 2^60.
"
78. The MIAO OF YAOP'U TCHANG, S.W. of Ngan shun

in Kueitchou, is known through Mr. Alex. Hosie,
4 who

collected a list of 110 words, besides the numerals, in 1882.

Their affinities prove the language to be closely related to

those of the White or Peh Miao and Hua Miao, though the

vocables do not offer any apparent classifiers, which are so

conspicuous in the other lists of words. But their absence

may be simply an affair of interpretation. The ideological

indices made visible are 2^60 only.
"
79. The LENG-KY MIAO, or Miao-tze of Leng-ky, in

the north of Yunnan, were seen by the late Fr. Gamier,5

who collected the following thirty-three words from their

vocabulary :

"Sun, tchan to; moon, ka ly ; earth, /<?
; mountain, hcou tao

;

forest, ma le. Man, tsy ne; woman, po; child, to; father, fsy;

mother, na
; daughter, kit

; brother, ty. Rice, kia
;
cook the

rice, a kia. House, tchue
; wood, ke. To eat, lao (kia) ;

to

drink, heou
;

to sleep, tcheou jou ;
to run, mou ke

;
to come,

1 Miao Han hoh fchi, iv. 3; iii. llv.
2 A. R. Colquhoun, Across Chryse, i. 334, 347.
3 Notes of a Journey through the Provinces of Kueichow and Yiinan, p. 31.
4 Notes of a Journey by Mr. Hosie through the Provinces of Kneichow and

Tiinan, pp. 11 and 31 (Parliamentary Papers). Mr. A. Hosie was then H.B.M.
Consul at Tchung-king in Szetchuen.

6
Voyage d?exploration en Indo-Chine, vol. ii. pp. 509-517.
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ya mou te : to call, tchao tchang ;
to sit, ta ta

;
to enter, niao.

1, i
; 2, aou

; 3, pie ; 4, /j/aow ; 5, tchoui
; 6, teou ; 7, AzVw

c/<e^
; 8, ilo

; 9, kia
; 10, ATOM.

" These words evince a strong affinity with the Peh Miao

and Hua Miao dialects, and the only point of ideology which

can be perceived is the position of the object after the verb,

or 6. Class-articles are not apparent.
" The numerals are interesting ; 1, 2, 3, 4 are cognate with

those of the Peh, Hua, Seng Miao, Pan-y, Pan-yao, in their

affinity to the Mon formation
; 6, 8 and 10 also belong to

the older strata of the group ; 5, with its palatal initial, sides

with the Hin, Huei, Souc, Ka, Nanhang and other Cochin-

Chinese dialects of the same formation
;

7 is peculiar, as

made up of two words, chet the second which is Chinese,

and Man similar to the Peh and Hua Miao.

"80. The MIN-KIA TZE 1

Jjji ^ ~p,or Peh-jin ^ J{, now

intermingled with the other population of the neighbouring

region of Tali-fu in C. W. Yunnan and the S.E. of the

Province, claim to have come from S. Kiangsu near Nanking.

They are much mixed in race, and their language bears the

same testimony ;
we have a vocabulary of 110 words, includ-

ing numerals, published by Father Desgodins,
2 and another

series of numerals by the late Francis Gamier. 3
Chinese,

Mosso, Lolo and Tibetan words have been adopted instead of

the original vocables, but the Mon character of the language
is still recognizable in many words, and the positions of the

genitive and of the adjective (2 4) are in accordance with

this indication.
"
Categorical particles are apparently used not as prefixes

but as suffixes only, somewhat as in Chinese. K'u, K'ou seem

to be attached to all names of things high or large, de appears
at the end of words for animals, and qualities. All the

1 The Min kia,
' a race with features more European than Chinese,' Alex.

Hosie, Report of a Journey through the Provinces of Ssu-ch'uan, Yunnan, and
Kueichow, p. 37. Parliamentary Papers, China, No. 2, 1884.

2 Mots principaux des latigues de certaines tribus qui habitent les bords du Lan-
tsang Kiang, du Lou-tee Kiting et Irrawaddy (Yerkalo, 26 Mai, 1872), in
Bullet. Societe de Geoffraphie, Paris, 6th ser. vol. iv. July, 1875.

Voyage d' Exploration en Indo-Chine, Paris, 1873, fol. vol. ii. p. 517.
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numerals as given by Gamier are followed by the particle

-pe, which appears in the vocabulary as suffix of a few words,

gni-pe
'

sun,' uan-la-pe
'

soul/ etc.

" 81. The LIAO $$ tribes ' swarmed out of the centre of

Szetchuen 2 about the middle of the 4th century A.D. They

spread all over the province, and in the 9th century were

still occupying the same centre. Exposed to a regular slave-

hunting by the Chinese when the latter were enabled to

take the offensive and to crush their successive rebellions,

they gradually removed southwards, and extended far beyond
China proper. They have still some representatives of their

race, mixed up with the Lolos in south-west China.
"
82. The language of these representatives is only known

to us eo nomine by five words, as we shall see hereafter.

Besides these we have only a few vocables, quoted here and

there in the Chinese records concerning them, and extending
from the 6th to the 12th centuries, as follows :

1) A-ma a-kai,
' husband.'

2) A-y a-teng,
*
wife.'

3) Kan-Ian,
' house' (always on piles).

4) Mi-pu,
' a fine white cloth.'

5) Tung tsuan,
' thin copper boiler.'

6) Po-neng, 'chieftain.'

7) Lang-ho, or Ho-lang, 'brave man,' with this remark,

that ho means 'man '

in their language.

8) Ti-to* '

People.'

" The first two words are very striking, and remind us

1 Cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, The Cradle of (fie Shan Race, p. 33. Their

various names were formerly Yeh Liao or subdued Liao, and Kot Liao, in the

ninth century; and now, T'u Liao, divided into Hwa- or 'Flowered,' Heh- or
'

Black,' Peh- or '

White,' Ta ton- or '

Long-headed,' Ping tou- or '

Flat-headed,'
Tu Liao in Kwang-si and Yunnan. The Kot Liao were also called Kit- or Ket-

Liao, a name which must be kept distinct from that of the Kit-Lao.
2 Their original name was Ma-hu, in the district of P'itiff shan, Lat. 28 31',

Long. 104 19'.
3 The 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 come from the Peh she or 'Northern History,' A.D.

386-581 ;
cf. Tai Ping yti Ian Cyclopedia of A.D. 983, bk. 796, f. 4. The sixth

word comes from the T^nng shu or 'Annals of the T'ang dynasty,' and the seventh

from the work of Fan Tcheng ta already quoted, where lat>g-ho only is given, with

the remark about ho ' man.' Ho-lang and the eighth word are given by Lull

Tze-yun, T'ung k'i sien tchi, f. 2, and by Tsao Shu-Kiao, Miao Man hoh-tchi,

bk. i. f. 5v. Halang is still the name of a tribe in Indo-China.
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of singularly similar formations in the Burmese languages.

Though I do not find an exactly corresponding Burmese

form, it seems to me that the following examples make clear

a relationship between the Liao and Burmese languages. Of.

Burm. A-kri a-kay
' a chief,' a-t'i a-p'o

'

male/ a-mah
1

female/ a-mro a-huoe '

family/ a-mat ' nobleman' ; in a-mn

a-kay we have apparently a compound of a-mat and of a-kay

(n-kri a-kay}. Kan-Ian, as a name for houses built on piles,

appears in several instances
; notably in the descriptions of

the Nan-Ping Man of S.E. Szetchuen, of Lin-y (Annatn),
of Ho-ling (Java). Kan may be the Chinese word for pole,

pile, cane;
1 Ian is the same word as among the Tchung

Miao, as the Siamese reuan, the Shan hien, etc., for 'house/
"
Mi-pit and tung-tman are Chinese.

"
Po-neng is much like the Burmese buring 'chief, sovereign/

but more closely connected with the Siamese pu nam '

leader,

chief/ The Burmese affinity is less probable because of the

other similarities exhibited in cases 3, 6, 7, 8, and the ideology.
"
Ho-lang?

'

chief/ finds its correspondence in the Anna-
mite ke lam (tan) with the same meaning.

"
Ti-to,

'

people/ is also Annamite, as we have already
seen.

" 83. The ideology of this mixed language, as obviously

shown by these few instances, is not unclear. Should a-mu

in the first word be ' noble
' and the seventh word be ho-

lang, the ideology would be Mon-Taic, so far as shown by
the indices 4 6. The last indice is exemplified in the five

words alluded to above, which I find in Dr. Edkins' 3
lists,

without reference of any kind as to which Chinese authority
he was indebted for them : Elder brother,

4 lucai
;
drink wine,

(than kan
;

eat rice, shan w 5
;

eat flesh, shan nan
; younger

brother, nung ;

6
younger sister, kuei

; father, pa.
"
84. The KIH-LAO in the centre and west of Kueit-

1 Han is in Shan the class-article for houses with stories.
2 Cf. Burmese Yeh-ring.
3 A Vocabulary of the Miau Dialects.
4 Cf. Blue Miao nga ; Kih-lao a-ku ; Miao Tung a k'o.
8 Cf. rice Tchung Miao hau; T'ung heu; Yao hat.
* Cf. Siamese nung.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 29
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chou, divided into a dozen of tribes,
1 and greatly mixed with

the Lolos, speak a language
2
only known to us through a

vocabulary, without numerals, of 87 words collected by the

Chinese in N.W. Kueitchou,
3 and consequently limited

phonetically by their narrow orthoepy.
" Out of 35 words which the respective vocabularies per-

mitted me to compare, 16 prove to be connected with the

Lolo, including six words in common borrowed from the

Chinese, while 15 words out of 25 prove cognate to the Mon

languages, with mere regional differences.4 The ideology,

which has apparently been only slightly touched on, confirms

the glossarial probability of its original Mon connection.

Adjectives follow their nouns: chai Hang, 'millet'; chai rneu,
'
rice

'

;
chai man,

'

glutinous rice
'

;
PU tea,

'
tiled HOUSE '

;

the genitive precedes its noun : kia kitng,
' mother's father

'

;

kia po, 'mother's mother'; the object follows the verb:

nangli,
' eat rice

'

; nang ya,
'
eat flesh

'

; t'sang mei,
'
ride (a

horse)
'

;
ti T'AI,

'

light a fire
'

;
etc. These instances give

1 4 6 as ideological indices
;

5 the position of the subject in

relation to the verb is not exemplified. Class-articles are

used: + before the words of relationship; kai+ before

the names of parts of the body, and also before other words
;

none appears for the living beings, and the system has

remained either undeveloped or has been thrown into

disorder.

" 85. The HEH MIAO M ft, or ' Black Miao '

tribes, so

called from the usual colour of their garments, are scattered

all over the province of Kueitchou
;
the greater number of

them were subdued in 1735, and those who, still independent
not many years ago, were called Seng Miao

"j^f,
or Raw,

i.e. untamed or independent Miao, used to be found in the

western part of the same province. Their language is

known only through Chinese sources, which give us a few

1 Cf. Miao Man hoh tc/ti, bk. iv. ff. 9-10.
2 At P'ing yuen.
3 And published from the Miaofany pei Ian, by Dr. Edkins, o.c.

The pronouns, wet '

I,' mu '

thou,' tigo, kai '

he,' are Mon.
s As the ideological indices of the Lolo class are 1 4 5 8 III., the alteration of

the second indice is most probably a result of Chinese influence (1368 VI.).
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isolated words collected at first by officials,
1 and afterwards

a small vocabulary of 120 words.

" The isolated words are the following :

Ah-mei,
' woman.'

Ma-lang-fang, 'a bachelor's house,'
2

by the Pah-tchai tribe.

Tu-tu, 'an embroidered square on the stomach.' 3

Lo-han,
' unmarried man,' by the Tsing kiang tribe.

Lao-pei,
'

woman,' by the same.

Mei-niang,
'

wife,' by the
fjgj

tribe.4

Tung-nien
' those of same name.'

Ma-lang, 'youngsters.'
5

These words require a few remarks, as they present some

inconsistency resulting from the broken and intermingled

genealogy of all these tribes.

"Ah-mei '

woman,' and mei- in mei-niang, 'wife,' are

similar to the Siamese me 'mother, wife,' and to the Laocian

ime '

mother,' while mei-niang has already appeared as proper

to the Pan-hu race ($ 73). Ma-lang fang is said to be

literally 'young men's house,' so that we have here a Chinese

word,/<m<7, and a pre-position of the genitive.
" 86. The larger vocabulary which has been published by

Dr. Edkins is instructive. There we find some of the same

words as those above quoted : for instance, ami,
' mother '

;

tung men, 'friend.' There are two class-articles, or deter-

minative prefixes : ta- for animals, and 7mo-, ho-, ha-, a-, for

all that is human, -pet or -pa in the above lao-pei,
'

woman,'

1 Miao Man hoh tcJii, iv. 6.
2 As among the Tsing Tchung Kia, the Huang and Nung tribes, all belonging to

the Mon-Taic stock. Among the Heh Miao the custom is peculiar to the Fah-
tchai tribe only. The latter's name is written in the Chinese documents with two

symbols meaning the '

eight stockades,' which is the name of a place probably
derived from the name of the tribe, and in which transcription we may see nothing
more than a foreign graphical folk etymology. The name Pah-tchai is apparently

cognate with the Siamese p'u tchai (Pallegoix, Diet. Ling. Thai, pp. 180, 587),

meaning
' the ancients, grandees.' As to the practice of the Bachelor's house in

every village to stay at night, it is well known in India
;
there we find the dekachang

of the Garos, the dhnngar bnssa of the Bhuiyas, the dhunkuria of the Oraons,
and also among the Paharias-Malers, the Gonds, the Kandhs, etc. Cf. Col. E.
D. Dalton, Ethnology of Bengal, pass.

3 Cf. 70 n. 3.
4 I-uh Tze-yun, Tung Jc'i sien tc/ii, f. 20.
s Ibid. f. 20p.
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and in te-p'a, 'daughter,' seems to be a feminine word of

gender. The numerals are Mon. Tchim NUNG,
'

eat RICE,'

tarn NET, 'carry water,' lieu PU 'ascend a HILL,' pe TEU 'light

A FIRE,' indicate the position of the object after the verb.

Ha-mei-la,
'
first day of the month/ where ha is

'

first
'

and

la
'

month,' shows a pre-position of the adjective and a post-

position of the genitive. The adverse position of the genitive

exemplified in ma-langfang is also evinced by other instances,

so that the ideology of the language is hybridized. The indices

are ^ 6 0. The position of the subject is not evidenced.
"
87. The YAO MIN $j$ J tribes inhabiting the mountainous

region of the N.E. Kuang-si and N.W. Kuangtung provinces,

in the conterminous prefectures of Kuang-yuen and Lien-

tchou, speak a mixed and hybrid language. We have as sole

data a vocabulary of 65 words from Chinese sources, and

extracted from the Kicang si t'ung tchi 1 as follows :

"
I. OBJECTS IN NATURE. Sky, ngang ; moon, fa

; star,

kang ; wind, k'ang ; clouds, kia ling ; earth, lie
; road, kwo

;

fire, tan.

"
II. MAN AND FAMILY. Man, kuei ; father, pa ; mother,

tna, man
;

father's father, pan ;
father's mother, pan man

;

father's elder brother, pi ;
elder brother, Ian pa ; younger

brother, Ian ti
; husband, kinan

; wife, a
;

elder sister, ko
;

younger sister, liau /met; son, tang ; daughter, pi; grandson,

tang slung ;
wife's father, ta

;
wife's mother, tu

;
wife's elder

brother, liau shu; wife's younger brother, tang shu.

" III. METALS. Silver, yen.

"IV. ANIMALS. Fowl, kiai; pig, mien\ dog, Hang.

"V. PARTS OF THE BODY. Hair, pien pi ; eyes, tsi kang

mien; ears, tsi kia pa.
" VI. FOOD, EATING. "Wine, tieu

; rice, hai
; flesh, yen

yen ; vegetables, ts'ai, wei.

"VII. IMPLEMENTS, CLOTHING, ETC. Table, t'aitau
;
bed-

stead
;

t'ai tfsitng ; stool, t'ai hiai
; clothes, au

; petticoat,

teng li.

1 A Statistical Account of the Province of Kuang-si, in Dr. Edkins, The

Miautsi.
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"VIII. AGRICULTURE. Grass, icu.

" IX. PRONOUNS. I, ye ; thou, meu.
" X. NUMBERS. 1, M ; 2, i

; 3, /raw
; 4, s&

; 5, wu ; 6, /mngr ;

7, A&'o
; 8, ping; 9, kung\ 10, sA?'.

" XI. VERBS. Drink, 7zM
; eat, nang ; sleep, jt>a ; die, t'ai

;

bury, y.
" XII. SENTENCES. Eat rice, yen mm

;
take a wife, s/zaw

/w<7 ; marry out a daughter, /z pi ;
have a son, tung tang ;

to face the fire, lo tau.

" 88. The glossarial affinities are composite ;
out of 55

words, 14 or one-fourth are Ta'ic, and their nearest cognates

are in the Seng Miao, Tchung Miao, Kih lao, etc., dialects.

The next elements of importance in the vocabulary are Chinese

and Tibeto-Burmese. The numerals 1, 2, 3, are similar to

those of the Nagas of N.E. India, Khari, Namtang, and

Tablung tribes
; 4, 5, 10 are simply Chinese

; 6, 8, and 9 are

alterations from the same stock nasalized.
" The pronouns are Mon. Only slight traces of class-

articles.

" The ideological indices which can be detected are 1, 4, 6.

The genitive precedes, and adjectives follow their nouns, and

the object follows the verb.

XI. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL MON-KHMER DIALECTS.

"89. From internal evidence, which agrees with the fore-

going facts, the ancestors of the language and civilization

of the Annamites, and partially also of their race, must be

sought for in Central and Eastern China. We hear from

history that the former population of the south, between

the Kuangtung province and Tungking, both inclusive,

was generally displaced by, or intermingled with, half a

million of colonists drawn chiefly from the region of

modern Tchehkiang and its west, by Jen Hiao in 218 B.C.

"90. The traditions set forth at the beginning of the

Annamite history, however completed they may have been

subsequently, conceal under a native dress, several proper
names which read in Mandarin Chinese turn out to be
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familiar to us as belonging to Chinese heroes and to the

aforesaid region of Central China and the South. We can

only allude here to the matter which we have treated at

length in China before the Chinese, where we have shown

as a great probability that they date from the beginning of

the Chinese Empire, end of the 3rd century B.C. Kinh-vuong

vuong,in Mandarin King- i/fnig wang, or 'King of King-yang,'
the name of their first legendary king, is borrowed from

King-ynng, the name of a locality in proximity to the capital

of the Ts'in Empire, Kuan, now Si-ngan in Shensi. He is

reported to be the son of a Chinese Prince by a girl of the

race of immortals (the race of Peng or Pan-hu), near the

ngu lank, Mandarin Wu-ling, otherwise the 'five mountain

ranges,' a name given to the mountainous southern boundary
of the new Empire. The same prince married a wife from

Dong dinh quan, Mandarin Tung ting kiun, otherwise province

of the Tung ting lake (in Hunan, N.), and belonging to the

dragon, otherwise the Lung race, well known in the non-

Chinese ethnology of the country. The king Lak-long, issue

of this union, was the first of a series of eighteen rulers,

the last of whom ended in 257 B.C. At the rate of twenty-

five years a reign, the highest average possible, these specu-

lative data lead to circa 800 B.C. as the probable date of these

beginnings, which therefore would have taken place when the

state of Ts'u in Hupeh and Hunan S. was in full prosperity.
" 91. The boundaries of the kingdom of these early Anna-

mese rulers were, according to tradition, on the east the sea,

on the north the Tung ling lake, on the west Pa and Shn/t,

both names for Szetchuen. The second dynasty goes by the

name of Thuc, in Mandarin Shuh, the name of Szetchuen,

with one ruler whose reign of fifty years ended in 202 B.C.,

when the third dynasty begins. The latter is no less than

that founded by a successor of Jen Hiao, Tchao T'o, a

rebel Chinese general who established his sway all over

the maritime provinces of the south, extending from Fuhkien

to Tungking; it lasted with five rulers until 112 B.C., when

it submitted to the Chinese dominion, which, however, was

merely nominal in some parts, and not at all established
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on the east. It was recognized in Tungking from that date,

with the exception of three years (39-42 A.D), until 186 A.D.,

when a native king, Si-nhip, ruled for forty years. It was

this king who introduced the Chinese literature, and pro-

hibited the use of the phonetic writing hitherto employed

by the Annamites. 1

"92. Two languages are used in Annam. One employed

by the literati only is pure literary Chinese,
2 with the old

sounds of the Ts'in period attached to the written characters. 3

It is the Sinico-Annamite, this very dialect, which, with

a necessary allowance for decay and self-divergence, rightly

deserves the qualification of the most archaic of the Chinese

dialects.4

"
93. It is a curious fact that its existence was not, in the

minds of many scholars, separated from that of the other

language, the vernacular Annamese or Cochin-Chinese, which

belongs, as recognized by John Logan, and though full of

Chinese idioms, to the same family as the Mon or Peguan.
5

"The Annamite has been largely studied, and numerous

are the grammars and extensive vocabularies of this lan-

guage.
6 We need not enter here into details, and it will be

sufficient to state that the ideological indices of the Annamite

are 2 4 6 8 VI.

1 On this writing, cf. Beginnings of Writing, i. 44.
2 A short grammar of this language is given in Notions pour servir a I'etude de

la langue Annamite
, J. M. J. (Tan dinh, 1878), pp. 277-297, and all through

the work.
3 Cf. the foregoing 54.
4 A convenient list has heen made of these sounds : Prononciation figwee des

Caracteres Chinois en Mandarin Annamite, d'apres le manuscrit original du P.

Legrand de la Liraye, Saigon, 1875, College des Stagiaires, 420 pp.
5
Ethnology of the Indo- Pacific Inlands, part ii. ch. vi. sect. 2. The Mon-Annum

Formation, pp. 152-183, in Journal of the Indian Archipelago, N.S. vol. iii. 1859.
6 Grammars and dictionaries, combined or separate, have been published as

follows: Grammars Alex, de Ehodes, 1651; Taberd, 18S8; La Liraye; De
Grammont; G. Aubaret, 1867; Tsuong-vinh Ky, 1867-1884; (J. M. J.) 1878.
Dictionaries De Rhodes (with Grammar), 1651

; Pigneaux Taberd, 1838-1877 ;

Morrone, 1838
;
Aubaret (with Grammar), 1867 ; (J. M. J.), 1877 ;

Des Michels,
1877 ; Rovier, 1880. Dialogues have been published by Ab. des Michels, 1871 ;

Potteaux, 1873. Scientific notices have been written by W. Sehott, Zur der

JBtui'theilung der Annamitischen Schrift und Sprache, in the Abhandl. d. k. Akad.
d. Wiss. Berlin, 1855

;
L. de Rosny, Notice sur la langue Annamique, Paris,

1855
; Abel des Michels, Professor of Annamite in Paris, Les six intonations cf/ez

les Annamites, in Revue de Linyuistique, Paris, 1869 ; Du systeme des intonations

ehinoiies et de ses rapports avee celui des Monitions Annamites, in Journal

Asiatiqur, Paris, 1869, etc. I leave aside mimerous publications on the literature.
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"94. Three writings are now used in Annam. 1) The

chu' nhu *% H|, pure Chinese characters are used only by
the literati; 2) the chu' nom ^ P|fj, proper only to the

Annamite, are -compound characters made of two Chinese

symbols, one ideological mute suggesting the class of objects,

and another phonetic answering to the vernacular sound to

be rendered, their total amounting to some nine hundred ;

3) the chu' quoc ngu ^ H |^, the Roman characters adapted
to the transcription of the language by the early European
missionaries. 1 As the Annamite is spoken southwards as

far as Lower Cochin-China, three dialects, chiefly dis-

tinguished by variants of pronunciation, are recognized, and

cause a great deal of misunderstanding as to the phonetic
value of the aforesaid quaint spelling in Roman characters.

The older pronunciation is that of the north.
" 95. The PALOUKGS, in Chinese Po-lung *$j ^ , speak a

language of the Mon-Talaing family. In the seventh century

(circ. 650 A.D.) they were settled in Yunnan N.W., and were

for a short time, after a violent struggle, subdued by the

Chinese. In the following century they were conquered by
the Shan Kingdom of Nantchao. They are now further south,

forming a part of the hill population between Bhamo and

Yung-tchang, and also along the Shwaili river. We have

two vocabularies of their speech ;
one of 200 words collected

in 1858 by Bishop P. A. Bigandet,
2 which examined by John

Logan,
3
permitted this great scholar to recognize the Mon-

Annam relationship of the language. Another vocabulary
of 168 words was collected by Dr. John Anderson 4 at the

time of his expedition in S.W. Yunnan. The latter list of

words is less saturated with Shan words than the preceding.

The indices of its ideology are 2468 VI., which confirms

the glossarial evidence.

1 On the advantages and disadvantages of these writings, vid. an interesting

paper by M. Landes, Rotes sur le Quoc ngu, pp. 1-22 of Bullelint de la Societe det

Etudes Indo-Chinoises dv Saigon, 1866.
J A Comparative Vocabulary of Shan, Ka-Kying and Pa-laong, in Journal of

tie Indian Archipelago, N.S. vol. ii. pp. 221-229.
3 Notes on Pa-laong, ibid, pp. 233-236.
4 A Report on the Expedition to Western Yunnan (Calcutta, 1871), pp. 400-409

Reprinted in his book, Mandalay to Momien, pp. 464-473.
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XII. THE PRE-CHINESE TAI-SHAN ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES. FORMATION.

"
96. The political unity and the social activity of the

great native state of Ts'u in former Central China, previous

to the foundation of the Empire, and south of the various

Chinese states, have exercised a great influence on the several

uncouth languages spoken there. They have produced

forcibly a tendency to uniformity, which has left traces on

all the languages and dialects which have survived or have

developed from the same nucleus until to-day. Seven

centuries, between the ninth and the third century B.C., were

the length of time during which this tendency was at work,

and we cannot disregard its import, which cannot fail to have

been a most serious one, should we not have found proof of

the fact, nearly at every step in the present fourth part of

this memoir.

"97. We have seen in our foregoing 31-33 that the

language spoken in Ts'u was not a Chinese dialect. And
the statement of Hiung k'iii, ruler in Ts'u from 887 to 867

B.C., saying :

' We are Man-y (i.e. aliens from the Chinese),

and we do not bear Chinese names,'
l

is an unnecessary con-

firmation. The words quoted from Ts'u in the Fang yen
2

are easily identified with the Mon and Ta'ic-shan vocabularies

in equal shares, when they are not simply altered Chinese.

And the most frequent phonetic equivalent is that of k or h

for a Chinese /, still existing in the modern languages.
3

"
98. The linguistic formation which has been the most

enhanced there towards its future achievement in the state

of Nan-tchao ( 103) is that of the Tai-Shan family, which

had begun before the time of the establishment of the afore-

said state, wherever the linguistic elements which have

entered into its composition had been led to intermingling.
The Kareng elements were not unimportant in Ts'u, and there

are reasons for believing that the first nucleus of this state

1
She-ki, Ts'u she kia, bk. 40, f. 3.

2 Cf. 42-52, above.
3 Cf. 55, above.
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belonged to their group ;
l but it was soon left aside by the

successive encroachments of that kingdom, where the Chinese

and other Kuenlunic populations soon vied along with the

Mon tribes, and became pre-eminent, producing the result

we have stated.

"99. NGAI LAO J|[ ^, some of whose descendants bearing
the same name are still found in the S.W. of Annam, were

ancient tribes of China. They owe their origin to an

intermingling of races told in a legend which contains

the two words, and two words only, that we know of their

language.
" 100. In former times the Ti, Mou and Tsiu (tribes)

2 had

their settlements in the mountains and forests of Szetchuen

province. A woman of their race named Sha-yh
' Grain of

sand/ who dwelt on the Lao mountain, came once to a fishing

stream and was touched by a floating log. She became enceinte

and gave birth to a child after ten months. Having borne

ten sons, she plunged the piece of wood into the water, where

it became transformed into a dragon which rose above the

water, when Sha-yh heard the dragon speak thus in his

dragon language :

' Where are the ten sons that were begotten

by me ?
' Nine of the sons seeing the dragon became alarmed

and fled. Only the youngest child, who was unable to leave,

sat with his back to the dragon. The dragon therefore

licked him. In the mother's niao (or Bird's) language
' back

'

is kiu and '
to sit

'

is lung ;
for which reason the boy was called

Kin-lung? Sha-yh took Kiu-lung with her and went below

the Lung-shan or '

Dragon mountain '

where she settled.

And later on, the other brothers elected Kiu-lung as their

1 Cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, The Cradle of the Shan Race, p. 27.
2
Yang shen, in his Tien tsai ki, i.e. Varieties about Tien (Yunnan), f. 6,

makes one single name of man of these three names of tribes mentioned in the

ancient Shan hai King and other works. Tiii was an equivalent of the name of

fa for North Szetchuen. Ti and Mou are well-known ethnic names in the

west of the same province and they are probably the antecedents of Tai Mou
name given to the Shans of Yunnan.

3 This account, beginning with the history of Sha-yh, is given in the Hon-han
shu, bk. 116, A't .A'a/< Man tchuen. A translation was made by Mr. A. "Wylie, in

Revue de I'Extreme Orient, vol. i. 1882
;

cf. pp. 230-231, but this great scholar,

blind as he was already when he made his translation, could not read the Chinese

text.
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king because of his craftiness. 1

Subsequently at the foot of

the Lao mountain 2 lived a man and his wife who gave birth

to ten daughters. Kiu-lung and his brothers respectively

took them for wives, and their posterity was numerous.

Their descendants used to tattoo and paint their bodies with

figures of dragons and wore coats with tails.
3

They multiplied

extensively and branched off into numerous tribes and com-

munities under the rule of smaller kings.

"101. In A.D. 47 their King Hien-lih, who had with him

six smaller kings, sent troops on bamboo rafts which floated

southwards down the Kiang and Han rivers 4 on the Chinese

frontier against the Ltih-to 5
barbarians, who were easily

subdued. But affairs changed for the worse, and in A.D. 51

Hien-lih and others led 2770 families of his tribe, com-

prising 17,659 individuals, to acknowledge the Chinese suzer-

ainty and pay a yearly tribute. It was in the South West,

however, that the Ngai Lao tribes had attained to the largest

development, and that they had settled in the West of

Yunnan, where their political existence was acknowledged as

that of a feudatory state in A.D. 69. 6 In 76-78 A.D. they
rebelled and advanced eastwards against the advanced posts

of the Chinese in S. Szetchuen, but they were attacked by
the Kuen-ming tribes allied to the Chinese and compelled to

keep quiet, their king being slain in the struggle. We hear

no more of them in Chinese records and they entered largely

into the formation of the Nan-tchao state of Yunnan. At

a certain period of the disintegration of this kingdom,
7 some

1 This statement occurs in the extract from the Hou Han Shu, quoted in the

Tai piny yu Ian (a cyclopedia of 983 A.D.) bk. 786, f. 1-2. The Lung mountains
here are most probably the Kiu lung range, which form the northern frontier of

Szetchuen, and whose name is as usual connected with that of the people.
2 The Lao mountain is identified with Kiueh ngan tang, Teh-ngan fu, in Hupeh,

at the eastern extremity of the Kiu lung range mentioned in the previous note.
3 Like the Pan-hu race, who, however, did not tattoo ; this practice was in use

in the maritime provinces of Kiangsu, Tchehkiang, Fuhkien, and still among the

Laocians and Burmese. The Annamites have given it up since A.D. 1293.
4 This statement shows that their or at least some of their central quarters

were then in the Kiu lung mountains, as stated above.
5 Cf. Leu-tai, self name of the Pa-yshans. The Lok-ta'i of the Siamese, 113.
6 Their general chief was Liu Mao, with 77 chieftains; they formed 51,890

families, comprising 553,711 persons.
7
Probably about 899 A.D.
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of them moved southwards, and during more than four

centuries (A.D. 1048 1427) they proved most obnoxious

neighbours to the Annamites. 1 Their name and probably a

portion of this population are still in existence west of the

Annamese province of Thanh hoa. 2

" 102. The foregoing information, lengthy as it is, was

necessary to explain the actual standing of the Ngai-Lao in

history, and as an instance of the fate of many other popula-
tions who have migrated in full or in part to the south, into

the Indo-Chinese peninsula. The two words quoted in the

legend which has grown out of them are the sole remnants

we possess of their language. They are an attempt by
themselves to explain in their own tongue a name of their

mythical ruler which he had derived from the region where

he was settled. This name was Kiu-lung, which, as I have

shown elsewhere,
3

is a variant of that of Kuenlun, and was

applied by earlier populations to anything lofty. It has

travelled far and wide, from Formosa to the Malay peninsula,

with the migration of populations. The parentage of the

Ngai-Lao is pretty well shown by all their particulars to be

Ta'ic, and the evidence of their language, so far as exhibited

by the two words above quoted, confirms this plainly. Kiu
' back' is still existing in the Tsing Miao kiau Me, where kiati

is the class-article
; lung

'
to sit

'
is the Tchung Miao lang,

the Siamese nang, the Shan nang, with the same meaning.
Besides this scanty data, we find some more in their later

history, as we shall see directly.

"103. Under the heading of NAN TCHAO $f fg,
4 we have

a few words casually quoted in the Chinese historical notices

of this state of former Yunnan.

yuen, self royal pronoun (cf. Siamese ku-eng, I myself).

tchang, the servants as called by the king (cf. Siam.

tarn, humble).

1 Cf. P. J. B. Triiong-Yinh-ky, Cours d'histoire Annamite (Sai'gon, 1875-

1879, 12mo.), vol. i. pp. 58, 93, 96-98, 102, 105, 178, etc.

* Hoang Viet dia du chi (Official Geography of Annam, 1829), vol. ii. p. 19.
3 In The Science of Language, chiefly with reference to S.E. Asia (in the press).
* Or ' Southern Prince.'
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tsing ping, mandarins of the first rank (cf. Siam. hsong,

to conduct ; p'ou, army).

shivang, a territorial division. 1

shwang, land measure=5 meu, Chinese.

to shwang, governor of three provinces (cf. Siam. tahan,

officer).

tsong-so, chief of 100 families (cf. Siara. tang-chu, an

honorary title).

tchijen kuan, chief of 1000 families.

tu to, chief of 10,000 families.

tsia-tu, one of the forty-six governors.

kien, circumscription (cf. Siam. kweri).

tchao, prince (cf. Siam. tchao}.

shanp'o to, great peace (cf. Siam. sangat, quiet).

piao-sin, title assumed by the king in 800 A.D. (cf. Siam.

p'aya, governor; tan, just; san, court of justice).

ta-yong, elder brother.

Ta-li, name of a large lake (cf. Siamese t'a le, sea) in

Western Yunnan.

"With due allowance for the ten or twelve centuries which

have elapsed since these words have been written, and the

limitation of the Chinese transcription, the glossarial affinities

show the language to be thoroughly Taic. The two ideo-

logical indices visible, 2 4, point to the same conclusion.

"104. The social and political concentration and activity

of the state of Nantchao, lasting several centuries, have been

after the similar phenomena of the state of Ts'u in Central

China, the most important factors of the remarkable unity

of the Ta'ic family of languages. The Nan tchao was one

of the six states, or Luh tchao, which existed in the west

of Yunnan after the Christian era; five of them consisted

of Lao or Laocian tribes, the sixth being Moso. They
were successively subdued by one of them, Muong .she

tchao, which grew into a powerful state from the sixth to

the end of the ninth century : though reduced in importance,

1 Cf. however Siamese sen, a measure of 20 fathoms or 120 feet
;
while the

ihwang would be a measure of 735 yards.
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and disturbed by the intermingling of tribes of other stocks,

it lasted under the name of the Kingdom of Tali until its

submission by the Mongols at the end of the thirteenth

century.

XIII. THE PRE-CHINESE TAI-SHAX ABORIGINAL DIALECTS.

)
Unmixed and Mixed.

" 105. The dialect of theTsiNG MIAO ^ pa or
' Blue Mi&o.'

who inhabit the centre and W. of Kueitchou,
1
is only known

through a vocabulary of 195 words formerly compiled by
Chinese in the south-west of the province.

2 From European
sources we learn that their language in the prefecture of

Kuei-yang has eight tones. 3

" The numerals, the pronouns, and a large proportion of

the words show that this dialect belongs to the Mon group.

Determinative prefixes are largely used, such as /<?- for

anything flat, ti- for anything pointed, lun- for round things,

tf- for animals. The ideological indices exemplified in the

list of words are 2^60.
" 106. A list of 90 words compiled by the Chinese is all

that we possess of the dialect of the AIS'-SHUN MIAO

^ M IS"'
4
namely, the Miao who inhabit the prefecture

of An-shun in the centre west of the province of Kuei-

tchou.
" The affinities are Mon-Ta'i, with a decided leaning towards

the Ta'i, as shown by the numerals and the pronouns, which

evidently belong to this family. As in all the other Miao

vocabularies, there has been a not-unimportant absorption of

Chinese and Lolo words. The use of determinative prefixes

is revealed by the known tu- before the names of animals.

Ideological indices, 2460.
"
107. The TCHUNG-KIA TZE ffi ^ ^, also TCHUNG MIAO,

1 Miao Man hoh trhi, iv. 4.
2 Extracted by Dr. J. Edkins, in his Vocabulary of the Miau Dialects, from

the Hing-y fu tchi.
3 Rev. Brounton, in China's Million, 1883, p. 62.
4 In the Hing-y fu tchi, and translated by J. Edkins in his Vocabulary of

the Miau Dialect*.
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or Y-JEN, whose own name is Pu-i/,
1

speak a Tai language
so closely connected with the Siamese that Mr. Abrand, a

missionary who had resided in Siam, was soon enabled with-

out great difficulty to understand them in Kueitchou. The

Chinese notices about them state that they migrated north-

wards from the region of Yung, S. Hunan, in the eleventh

century.
2 On the other hand, their traditions say that their

ancestors were originally from the Kiangsi province (E. China),

and the}^ have kept in great respect the memory of Ma

Wang.
3 The latter apparently refers to the same migration

as that reported by the Chinese, but taken from a more

eastern point of departure, where the two provinces are

conterminous. They are now in scattered settlements over

four prefectures of Kueitchou province, and also in the north

of Kuangsi.
" 108. We are indebted to the missionaries who have

furnished the notes with which Mr. E. Lasserteur has written

the article of the Missions Catholiques, quoted in the foot-

notes, for some grammatical information on the language of

those of Kueitchou, and to Deka in Notes and Queries on

China and Japan
4 for eight words of those settled in Kuangsi,

whom he calls Tchung tze.

1 E. Lasserteur, De queJques tribus sauvnges de la Chine et de VIndo- Chine, in

Les Missions Catlioliques (Lyon, 4to.), 1878, t. x. p. 308.
2 At the time of the five dynasties (A.D. 907-959), when Ma yn was king of

Tsu, they migrated from the government of Yung (Yung kuan). Cf. Miao Man
hoh tchi, hk. iv. f. 1. The localization of Yung kuan is not identified, but the
connection of Ma yn as the cause of the migration may aid in the solution of this

little geographical problem. Ma yn ruled over Hu-nan as king of Tsu from A.D.

908 till 951
;
and in A D. 928 he successfully attacked King Nan or south of King

(S. Hupeh), and in A.D. 941 the Man of Ki tchou (N.W. Hunan) were pacified.
His rule had nothing to do south of the Mei-ling and Nan ling, where the southern
Han dynasty was established (A.D. 917-971). Therefore, as the migration of the

Tchung kia tze happened during and under Ma yn's rule, they must have crossed

westwards along N. of the mountain ranges, S. of Hunan
;
and Yung kuan, some-

times written also Yung yng. must not be mistaken for Hung tchou, now Nan ning fu,
in S. Kuangsi. On the wars made by Ma yn, and the dates, cf. Li Tai Ti Wang
nien piao, "Wu tai. Luh tze-yun, writing circa 1650. says in his T'ung &'' sien

tchi, f. 2 (Shwh ling collect, bk. 29), that Ma yn drove away these people until

Tching-tu in Sze-tchuen.
3 " La famille du martyr Jerome Lou de Mao Keou pretend posseder la table

genealogique de ses aieux depuis 1'epoque de leur emigration du Kiangsi au

Kongtcheou." E. Lasserteur. De quelqws tribus sauvages de la Chine et de rindu-

Chine, in o.c. 1877, t. ix. p. 149.
4
Spoken Language of the Miau tsz and other Aborigines, in N. and Q., Hong-

kong, 1867, vol.' i. p. 131.
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The words are the following :

1) no mung 'pork.'

2) to ma '

dog.'

3) to wai '
ox.'

4) to pit 'duck.'

5) to mo 'pig.'

6) to ki
' chicken.'

7, 8) kan ngai
' eat rice.'

" The words 2, 5, 6, and 7 are of Siamese parentage ;

the categorical prefix to needs no comment, and as kan of

kan ngai means '

eat,' the object follows the verb.
"
109. The missionary notice says that in Tchung Kia the

adjective and the genitive follow the noun, unlike the

Chinese, and like the Siamese and Annamite. It has no

declensions nor conjugations, and this usual statement of

persons unfamiliar with comparative philology goes on with

the also usual mis-statement that the same word may be

noun, adjective, vei'b, etc.
;

the position of the words in

the sentence and the use of particles determinate the con-

ditions of space and time of the action. There are tones

and accents which diversify words otherwise apparently the

same. In 'Tchung kia frequent use is made of categorical

prefixes, such as :

Tu- for living beings : tu wen 'man,' tu-kai 'fowl.' l

Dant- or Da- for objects : dant-tcho '
table.'

Leg- or lee- for all that is born from, or produced : leg

sai 'a boy,' leg beng 'a girl.'

Pu- for reasonable beings : Pu-ha ' the Chinese,' Pu-

yak
' the brigands,' Pn-y,

' themselves.'

a- for the proper names. 2

"110. Besides these data, there is a vocabulary of Chinese

origin,
3 of 234 words, compiled in the S.W. and S.E.

1 Which Deka writes to ki, as we have seen ; in Siamese tua /cat, so says the

notice
; in the vocabulary of Chinese compilation, tu kai.

2 Cf. E. Lasserteur, o.c. p. 186.
3 It is one of the vocabularies given by J. Edkins, Vocabulary of the Miau

Dialects, from the Hing-y fu tchi.
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of the province of Kueitchou, which agrees with all the

above statements, without however furnishing any other

basis for extending our knowledge of the ideological indices

of this important language beyond 2460.
"111. The T'U-JEN j^ A> whose settlements extend from

the east and centre of Kueitchou to the west of Kuang-si

provinces, also speak a Taic language.
1 We have a short

notice and a vocabulary of thirty-three words from the same

source as the data about the Tchung-kia, whose original

speech may have been strongly influenced by them. The

Chinese notices say nothing of former residences, and their

name means properly
'

aborigines
'

in its Chinese garb ;
so

far it is not an ethnic, and may have no other signification

than the relative antiquity of residence of these tribes with

reference to that of the others more recently arrived. Here

is the vocabulary with its French spelling, and the com-

parisons of Siamese made by the same author :
2

father tou-peu

mother tou-mei

son tou-lak

daughter lak-sao

man oug-hon

woman lak-mei

male tou-tak

female tou-mei

house an-loun

earth thomh

water nam
fire foi

wind lorn

heaven au-boen

dog ton-ma

cat tou-meou

tree keu-may
haorice

Siamese pho.

me.

luk.

luk-sao.

ong- or khon-manut.

mia.

toua-phu.

toua-mia.

nam.

fai.

lam.

tou-ma.

tou-meou.

tou-mai.

khao.

1 Miao Man hoh tchi, bk. iii. f. 3r, iv. f. 9i>.
2 E. C. Lasserteur, o.c.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 30
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"The Til-Jen language, says the missionary, gradually

mingles with those of the Tchung-kia and of the Miao-tze.
" The construction is similar to that of the French, whence

the indices 2468 VI.

"113. The PAi-Y 1 so called are now chiefly met in the

south and west of Yunnan, where their name has become

the generic appellative of the Shan tribes still living there.

They are undoubtedly, with such transformations in race

and language as have resulted from subsequent inter-

minglings, the descendants of the old Pa
, people of

Eastern Szetchuen and Western Hupeh, known to the Chinese

since 1970 B.C., when 'a Chinese envoy was sent to them

to preside over litigations.'
2 The link can be traced through

ages, and has never been obliterated.

"114. We know nothing of their original language, as

no specimens have been preserved. We only know it from

a recent document. It is a vocabulary compiled by the

Chinese. The teaching of this language along with that

of the Pah peh sih fn,
s another Shan dialect, was added,

after 1644, to those previously taught
4 at the Translatorial

1 Their name is variously written in Chinese now-a-days J|| -0f, ^J ^ >

^lb |?> ^ B^l> & B^l>
etc - I* ought to be written ^ ||.

2 Tchuh shu Hi nien, Ti k'i, 8th year.

s
j\^ "|j ^ $|jf ,

lit.
'

eight hundred wives,' so called, say the Chinese,

from the fact that their Tu-yu or chief had this number of wives, each of them

having a separate encampment. They use to tattoo flowers and birds between
the eyebrows (cf. Luh Tze-yun, Tung k'i sien tchi, f. 7*>). The legend may
have resulted from the name, in its Chinese form, and this form may have been a

play made by the Chinese in transcribing a foreign name. Mr. Ney Elias, in his

Introductory Sketch of the History of the Shuns in Upper Burma and Western

Yunnan, Calcutta, 1876, p. 3, supposes them to be Karens, but the specimen of

their language which has come to us, along with that of the Pai-y, goes against
this view, as it is that of a Shan dialect. The following list shows it plainly :

fa, heaven
; mo, cloud

; lie, sun
; leng, moon

; Kuan, smoke
; faling, cloud's

colour; falany, thunder; fen, rain; naotchanghmg, polar star; nan, star; luklie,

hail; lun, wind; famie, lightning; mokoun, cloud; meinung, snow; meikan.
ice

; nankang, dew
; mn, hoar frost

; lang, rainbow ; nam, water
; menam, river

;

menamfa, river of heaven or milky way ; se, spirit ; pi, devil
; lai, mountain ; liii,

stone; na, field; pahmai, forest; nung, sea; lin, earth; meiiamJciing, lake;
pulatchao, king ; pi, elder brother

; mowg, younger brother
; Ink, son

; lu, head
;

na, face
; du, eyes ; leng, red

;
lu om, blue

;
Men teng, green ; tchau, white ;

dan, black
; ngo, go out

; mao. go in
; mi, have

;
mau mi, not to have, etc.

4 These were the Jutchih, Mongolian, Tibetan, Sanskrit, Bokharan, Uigur,
Burman, and Siamese. Cf. Abel de Remusat, I)e I'Etude des langues etrangervs
chfz les Chinois, Paris, 1811, p. 9 sq. ;

and Terrien de Lacouperie, Beginnings of
Writing, 109, n. 3, and 175.
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Office (of Peking), which had been established under the

Ming dynasty in 1407 A.D. About 1696, by order of the

great Emperor Sheng tsu Jen, or K'ang hi, a large work

in sixteen or seventeen volumes was published, giving the

vocabularies of eight of these languages, leaving aside the

Jutchih and the Mongolian. Pere Amiot, the celebrated

Jesuit at Peking, obtained a copy of this work, which

he sent to Paris, with a Latin translation and a transcription

of the vocabularies from the Chinese, written with his own
hand next to each word. It is from this work l that the little

we know of the Pai-y and Pah peh si-fuh dialects is derived.
" 115. The following list of Pai-y words shows the Shan

character of the language,
2 and its close connection

with that of the other dialect we have just mentioned :

fa, sky ; mo, cloud
; hangman, sun

; leng, moon
; Inn, wind

;

lik, hail
; fen, rain

; falang, thunder
; naotchang, polar star ;

nao, star
; huan, smoke

; molien, clouds' colour
; famiah,

lightning ; lung, rainbow
; la, snow

; mei, dew
; mokui/g,

clouds
; nai, you ; ku, I

; meng, thou
; men, he

; po, father
;

ao, father's elder brother
;
Ink tchai, son

; nong tchai, younger

brother; pi ning, elder sister; nong ning, elder sister's husband;

ku, head
; nu, face

; fai, eyes ;
lut ears

; su, mouth
; ting,

foot
; han, gold ; ngen, silver

; fung, copper ; lyek, iron
;

liien-

nai, green ; pa, white
; lien, black

; Ian, wine
;

kin k'ao, eat

rice
; yang, have

; umyang, not to have
; kanna, before

;

kanlang, after ; kanseh, left
; kanhoa, right ; kanneng, above ;

kantao, below, etc.

" The above list exhibits all the well-known characteristics

of the Ta'i-shan languages, i.e. a large proportion of Mon
and Kuenlunic words, especially of Chinese. But the only

ideological indices illustrated are 2 4 6.
3 The Pai-y have

a writing of their own, apparently connected with the old

Ahom character. A MS. on slips of wood has lately reached

the British Museum.

1
Bibliotheque Nationals, MS. 986.

2 Abel llemusat was mistaken when he stated (o.c. p. 12) that " les Pc-i et

Pn-pe-tsi-fou sont des dialectes plus ou moins corrompus de la langue parlee des

Chinois."
3 Cf. my Beginnings of Writing, 175.
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"
116. Numerous tribes of the Ta'i-shan race have migrated

early out of the present S.W. boundaries of the Chinese empire.

Their first chief seat was at Muanglong, on the Shweili river,

near the modern borders of Yunnan S.W., under the com-

mand of a leader named K'ullyi. This fact, which is

recorded in a Shan chronicle preserved in Manipur, coincides

in a most remarkable manner with the southern advance of

the Ngai-Lao in the first century before 77 A.D., reported
in the Chinese annals of the After Han dynasty.

1 We
cannot follow them in their subsequent development into

numerous states, important and unimportant, in the Indo-

Chinese peninsula;
2 the kingdom of Siam being now the

most important.

"117. Notwithstanding their political divisions, they all,

Shans, Laocians, and Siamese, speak one and the same lan-

guage divided into several dialects slightly divergent one

from the other. We cannot enter here into the description

of their similarities and differences, as we should trespass

the limits assigned to our work. It will be sufficient to

remind our readers that all the probabilities, the amount

of which is nearly equivalent to a certainty, show that the

Tai'-Shan linguistic formation has taken place in historical

times in Pre-China. It has evolved from the intermingling
of southern languages belonging chiefly, though not ex-

clusively, to the Mon type, with Chinese and other languages
of the Kuenlunic family. The mental crudeness of the

former has permitted them to preserve their ideology, and

even to impose it partially on several of the Kuenlunic

languages, such as the Chinese and the Karengs. The Ta'i-

"Shan vocabulary is thoroughly mixed, to such an extent that

one-third of its words are common with the ancient words

1 Hou Han Shu, bk. cxvi. Cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, The Cradle of the Shan
Race, pp. 37, 52

;
Sir Arthur Phayre, History of Burma, p. 12

;
the British

Burma Gazetteer, vol. i. pp. 173-176 (Rangoon, 1880, 4to.).
3 Cf . Ney Elias, Introductory Sketch of the History of the Shans in Upper

Burma and Western Yunnan, Calcutta, 1876. And besides, Dr. J. Anderson's

Report on the Expedition to Western Yunnan, Calcutta, 1871 ;
cf. also Mr. Holt

S. Hallett's Historical Sketch of the Shans, pp. 327-371 of A. K. Colquhoun's
Amongst the SJians, London, 1885. For a classification of these languages, cf.

below, 223, 226.
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of the Mandarin Chinese. 1 It has given up its former

numerals, keeping only, as usual in such case, the words for

one and two, and has adopted the Kuenlunic numerals. 2

The language has developed tones originally as a compensa-
tion by natural equilibrium to the phonetic losses under-

gone in the everlasting process of intermingling.
3 Both

the Siamese and Shan languages have been the object of

serious works, such as grammars and dictionaries, which now

permit their scientific study.
4 Their ideological standard

1 Cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, On the History of the Archaic Writing and Texts,.

London, 1882, p. 8, and Journ. Rny. Asiat. S<>c. vol. xiv. p. 803. I was not

aware then that in 1867 Dr. Schonn had published at Stettin (8vo. 24 pp.),
Das Sinmesische und das Chinesische, a pamphlet in which he points out a certain

number of glossarial affinities between the Mandarin and Hokkien Chinese dialects

and the Siamese. But to be effective, the comparison must bear on the ancient,

forms of the Chinese words, and not on the modern decayed forms. The archaisms of

the Chinese dialects of the S.W. (Amoy, Hokkien) have misled Dr. Forchhammer,
of Rangoon, in his Notes on the Languages and Itialects Spoken in British Burma
(1 884), pp. 5-6, to the exaggerated supposition that these dialects present a larger
number of Shan affinities than the Chinese dialects of the North. I have just
seen in the British Burma Gazetteer, vol. i. p. 176, a footnote by the Rev. J. X.

Gushing, in which he states having recognized many Chinese affinities in the old-

Chinese words. Cf. also 55 of the present work.
2 These similarities, which are the result of intermingling and reciprocal loans,

have misguided many scholars to the wrong view that Chinese and Siamese were

originally cognate. History and grammar show this hypothesis to be baseless.

The author of The Relation of Chinese to Siamese and Cognate JJialects, in The
Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal, vol. x. pp. 276-280, 454-460, has mis-

understood the question at issue.
3 On this question of tones, cf. 237, 238 below, and the works referred to.

The Siamese tones have been studied by the Rev. J. Caswell, in a special Treatise

published in the Simn Repository. The Shan tones are carefully described by
the Rev. J. N. Gushing in his Shan Grammar. Dr. A. Bastian, in his interesting
remarks on the Indo-Chinese Alphabets (Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. 1867), says:
"The chief, and almost the only difference between the spoken tongues of the

Laos and of the Siamese consists in the circumstance that the former know nothing
of the tones the artificial display of which constitutes the delight of a Siamese

speaker
"

(p. 71). In which case the Laocians would be like the people of Ligor,
otherwise Nakhon-sri-Thammarat or Muang Lakhon, who speak Siamese with

an even delivery, without any regard to the tonic accents, or like the Japanese
with regard to the Chinese words they have adopted. But Dr. Bastian stands

alone in this respect. The Rev. J. N. Gushing, who, with his usual accuracy,
could not help making this remark, says nothing about such a striking peculi-

arity. Francis Gamier says ( Voyage d 'exploration en Indo-Chine, ii. p. 495) that a
Siamese individual makes himself understood without trouble wherever Laocian

is spoken, and vice versa. Should the German scholar refer only to the written

characters, he would be right, as the alphabets used by the Laocians have no tonic

marks, nor has the Shan alphabet any, while the later Siamese alphabet is fully
well up in this respect.

4 The best Siamese grammar is that of J. T. Jones, Grammar of the Siamese

Language, Bangkok, 1842. Also James Low's Grammar of the Tha'i or Siamese

Language, Calcutta, 1828, 4to. ; D. J. B. Pallegoix, Grammatica lingua Tha'i,

Bangkok, 1850, 4to. ; L. Ewald, Grammatik der T'a'i oder Siamtsischen Sprache,.
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is 2 468 VI., and also 2 4 5 8 I., as occasionally in

Laocian and Shan, which variation of indices shows the

mixed character of the formation to which they belong.

XIV. THE PRE-CHINESE TAI-SHAN ABORIGINAL DIALECTS.

Hybridized and Hybrids.

" 118. The Lien Miao $jg "pg dialect, otherwise that which

is spoken by the Miao-tze of Lientchou in the N.W. o

Kuangtung province, is known to us through a vocabulary of

some 58 vocables, which has been published with care by Deka
in 1867. l It may prove useful to reproduce it here : Sun,

nai
; moon, lo

; rain, bun bin
; water, ng, ni

; fire, to
; night,

tcong mong ; noon, nai teng ; early, tun to. Man, keng miu,

tarn ming ; woman, sha miu
; child, a kui, ho kdm

; girl, tung

ming ; daughter, tung lung ; son, fam t'ong. Pork, teng koi
;

dog, a ku
; ox, ng ; duck, dp ; pig, teng ; chicken, a kui

;

hand a pu; foot, a fan; ear, a bin
; eye, mori teng ; mouth,

i ti
; rice, a me

;
white rice, tarn po ka

; wheat, md po ; maize,

mi ti
; millet, ma tan so. Handkerchief, so chim

; cloth, te
;

cotton, mo min
; thread, sai. Sickle, nydm to

; plough, i ;

rake, pa ; hoe, kd ng. My son, pu na tan. 1, a; 2, pi ;

3, po ; 4, pe ; 5, pa ; 6, to
; 7, i

; 8, yik ; 9, yau, kit
; 10, ch'it.

Sleep, pui man
; sit, he

; stand, fu kc
; go, mo

; walk, nyang

chit, yang chu. Eat rice, niem nung, chim niing; cross by boat,

ke tong; carry water, tarn nei\ cook rice, chu nong.

Leipzig, 1881. Dictionaries: Dictionarium Latinum Tha'i, ad usum missionis

Siamensis, Bangkok, 1850. 4to.
; Pallegoix, Dictionarium Lwguce Thai sive Siam-

ensis, Paris, 1854, fol.
; (J. Leyden) A. Comparative Vocabulary of the Hartna,

Malayu, and Thai Languages, Serampore, 1810. And for the Shan: J. N.

Gushing, Grammar of the Shan Language, Rangoon, 1871
,' Elementary Hand-

book of the Shan Language, Rangoon, 1880; Shan arid English Dictionary,

Rangoon, 1881. Cf. also L. de Rosny, Qitelques observations sur la Inngue siamoise

et son ecriture, Paris, 1855 ;
W. Schott, Ueber die sogenannten Tndo-Chinesische

Sprachen insonderheit das siamesische, Berlin, 185G; D. Ad. Bastian, Sprachver-

gleichende Studien mit btsonderer Beriicksichtigung der indo-chinesixchen Sprachen,

Leipzig, 1870 ;
Ernst Kuhn, Ueber Herkunft und Sprache der transgangetischen

Volker, Miinchen, 1883, 4to. ; K. Himly, Ueber dieeinsilbigen sprachen des sudbst-

lichen Asiens, pp. 281-295 of Techmer's Zeitschrift fill- Sprachwissenschaft, vol.

i. Leipzig, 1884. And also Prof. G. von der Gabelentz. Sur la possibility de

prouver une affinite genealogique entre les langues diles Indo-Chinoises (IV. Congr.
Oriental, Firenze, 1878, p. 283) ; Dr. Em. Forchharamer, Indo-Chinese Languages
(The Indian Antiquary, July, 1882). Also Brown, Comparison of Indo-Chinese

Languages, Calcutta, 1837.
1
Spoken Language of the Miau-tsz and, other Aborigines, in Notes and Queries

for China and Japan, vol. i. pp. 131-132 (Hongkong, 1867, Svo.).
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" 119. The more numerous affinities of this vocabulary are

common to the Seng Miao, Kih lao, Tsing Miao, and Peh
Miao. Class-articles, if any, are not apparent, excepting for

the parts of the body, whose names in several instances are

preceded by #-. The numerals 1 to 7 are Mon
;
8 is a

variant of the type common to Sheng, Peh, Blue Miao,

Pan-y, Pan-yao and Long-ky Miao. The numerals 9 and 10

are mere variants of the Kuenlunic.

"As ideology, the postposition of the object to the verb

is the only certain point ;
the postposition of the adjective

is also pretty sure, and the preposition of the genitive is

only made probable. The indices will apparently be 1 4 6.

" 120. The HOTHA SHAN tribes, on the S.W. borders of

Yunnan, 'a not very tall people,' speak a Shan dialect,

lately hybridized by Chinese influence. A vocabulary of

179 words including the numerals and four short sentences

have been compiled by Dr. J. Anderson of Calcutta. 1 It is

mixed up of words from neighbouring tribes, Kakhyen and

Li- so, besides the Chinese. The ideological indices 146
only are illustrated in the aforesaid documents.

" 121. This dialect of the Shan is not the only one in this

region which displays proofs of hybridism. The KnAMTi,
2

who have extended into Assam, have been strongly impressed
in race and language by the Kakhyens or Singphos,

3
amongst

1
Report on the Expedition to Western Yunnan via Bhamo, pp. 99-101, 401-409.

2 For the Khamti, cf. William Robinson, Khamti Grammar, pp. 311-318, of

Journ. Asiat. Soc, Beng. 1849, vol. xviii.
;
Rev. N. Brown, Khamti Vocabulary,

pp. 342-349, ibid.
;
Pere Desgodins, Vocabulaire Kham di Mou oua, in Mots

principaux des tongues de certaines tribus qui Jiabitcnt les lards du Lan-tsang

Kiang, du Lou-tze Kiang, et Irrawady, Bullet. Soc. Geographic de Paris, 1872.

Mr. Edouard Lorgeou, who seems to have known nothing of the Khamtis, wrote

about the latter some Remarques relatives au vocabulaire du Mouhoa, p. 28 of

Bulletin de la Socie'te Academique Indo-Chinoise, vol. i. Paris, 1881. Major C.

R. Macgregor has published a vocabulary of 500 Khamti words, along with the

Singpho Vocabulary which accompanies his Singpho Grammar.
3 For the Kakhyen or Singpho. cf. "William Robinson, Singpho Grammar, and

Vocabulary, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1849, vol. xviii.
; J. N. Gushing, Gram-

matical Sketch of the Kakhyen Language, pp. 395-416 of Journ. Roy. Asint. Soc.

1880, vol. xii.
; C. R. Macgregor, Outline Singpho Grammar, and Vocabulary,

Shillong, 1887; P. A. Bigandet, Comparative Vocabulary of Slum, Ka-kying
and Palaong, and J. R. Logan, The Kakying, in pp. 221-232 of Journal of the

Indian Archipelago, Singapore, 1858, N.S. vol. ii.
;
Dr. J. Anderson, a Kakhyen

vocabulary of 250 words, in his Keport, above quoted, pp. 400-408. Also some

grammatical remarks by Dr. Forchhammer, in Notes on the Languages and
Dialects Spoken in British Burma, Rangoon, 1884.
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other tribes of cognate stock. Though their vocabulary is

still strongly Ta'i-shan to such an extent that it cannot be

denied, their ideology, following the admixture of blood, has

deviated from the ideological standard 2468 VI. of the

Tai-shan family, and displays the indices 2458 III., which

show a large adoption of the Kakhyen ideology 1458 III.,

which is also that of the Tibeto-Burman group.
" 122. The Li jen f A, also Wu jen g| A, 1 of the

great island of Hainan, are apparently a mixed population
made up chiefly of refugees from the non-Chinese tribes of

the Chinese continent. The following vocabulary is due to

the exertions of Mr. Eobert Swinhoe :
2

"Heaven, lai fa;
3

sun, tsa ran;
4
moon, leu nan; star, ta

plao;
5

earth, fan;
6

water, nam. 7
Father, pah;

8
mother,

way, pai pai ya ;

9 elder brother, / yong ; younger brother,

ko ong ;
elder sister, k'au

; younger sister, hu ong ; son, ta bo

man; daughter, ta bo pai ko. Bird, tat;
10

sheep, ch'i; cat,

ping nai.n Head, fu u~u, dan, wa la kit gan; eyes, ucha; ears,

m, tsun s/ia, seng sha
; mouth, mom, pom ; hand, tarn

; foot,

k'ok. Eat rice, k'an ka, hi fa; to smoke, lujti; tobacco pipe,

t'auja. Knife, kliu ka; one bow, van rat; two arrows, teu

pun tick
;
man's house, liau po phtngao. I, pun,

12 hau or ho
;

thou, men
; he, pun ; this, pai lieu

; that, pai nei. Many,
tai; few, to; bad, teh tuy. Sixty years, tumfo tai; morning,
leu

; evening, ko fan. Have, dn
; shoot, cheu. Yes, man

;

no, u-ci. 1, ran, M, ctiit
; 2, tow, do, tau

; 3, tsu, su, fu ; 4,

ts'o, san, shao
; 5, pah, ma, pa ; 6, turn, nom, turn

; 7, to, situ,

ten; 8, ho, du, geu : 9,fan,fen,fai; 10, lapoom, pu ut, fu ut;

1 On the Li-jen, cf. Luh Tze-yun, T'ung Hi sien tchi, ff. 10-12.
2 Mr. R. S. handed his notes to Dr. J. Edkins, who inserted the words in his

Vocabulary of the Miatt Dialects.
3 Cf. Siamese fa.
4 Cf. Siamese sawan, heaven.
5 Cf . Siamese daw.
6 Cf. Siamese fun, dust.
7 Cf. Siamese num.
8 Cf. Siamese jo'e.
9 Cf . Siamese p

1

u ying, woman ; me, mother.
10 Cf . bird in Old Chinese and Kareng.
11 Cf. Kareng menyaw, maing-yaw, cat.

12 Cf. Chinese
7J . The other pronouns are Tai-Shan.
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11, la pun icu\ 12, la puk Ian
; 13, la pun pi/i; 14, la pit k'o;

15, la pu ch'i
; 16, lu pu ctiit

; 17, la pu tu
; 18, la pit tau

;

100, lau ran; 1000, longeen. How old are you ? meu pu tala

hoe pone ?

" 123. The glossarial affinities exhibit a Ta'i-Shan parent-

age, which cannot be denied, though the language is certainly

not pure, and shows traces of other influences. In the

numerals, for instance, which are given in two or three

series, similarities exist with those of some tribes of Formosa.

But they are remote, and do not come from a direct relation-

ship ; they are apparently survivals of a former state of

things, previous to their respective migrations, when their

various ancestors had relations between themselves on the

continent.

"From the above list of words, three of the ideological

indices may be inferred. They are 1460. Unfortunately
the fourth indice, that which refers to the relative position of

the subject and verb, is not exemplified.
" 124. The Li are reputed to have known the art of

writing, which they seem to have forgotten. Capt. J. Calder 1

has found near Yu-lin kan some characters scrawled on the

walls of a temple, which I think may have belonged to

the writing of Tsiampa.
2 We know that several migrations

from the latter country to the island of Hainan took place

in the tenth century.
3 In some parts of the island,

' the Li

women carry a piece of lacquered wood, on which are written

several lines of a ballad
;
the writing however is like the

wriggling of worms, and cannot be deciphered.'
4

" 125. Another list of words of a possibly different dialect,

that of the Loi, has been written down in Annam by
M. J. Moura,5 from the mouth of a Chinaman, who had

1 Notes on Hainan and its Aborigines, where a facsimile is given. China

Eeview, 1882, vol. xi. pp. 41-50.
2 Cf. my liegimiings of Writing, i. 45, ii. 235. 236.
3
B'Hervey St.-Denys, Ethnographic des peuples etrangers de Jfalouanlin, vol.

ii. p. 547.
4 B. A. Henry, Lingnam, or Interior Views of Southern China, including

Travels in tlie hitherto Untraversed Island of fla'i/ta/i, London, 1885, Svo.
6 J. Moura, Le Moyaume du Camboclye, i. 513.
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spoken the language some forty years before, and whose

memory was not quite safe :

"Man, nam\ woman, sabo; wife, moa
; body, nga\ hand,

chhean
; finger, scan

; mouth, mok
; leg, kong. Bull, ngeak ;

buffalo, ngak ; horse, hi
; duck, hek. Sky, thoang ; water, tui ;

fire, fed ; cold, koa
; hot, nguon. Formerly, kou

; to-morrow,

maso
; now, 7z

; far, hong ; much, toi. Tree, chheong ;
bam-

boo, ^oa; flower, Ao; house, ?*; wax, wac. Beautiful, phea ;

white, wzc
; blue, suitm ; great, tang. Buy, peeing ; love,

fo<7 ; go, pean ;
be afraid, kea

; drink, c/<m
; break, thoac

;

understand, k/iean; ask, ^Ao
; give, io\ sleep, ma; go in,

seeing ; eat, c/^.
" There are many Ta'i-shan affinities in this list, but there

are also numerous words which differ from the Li dialect.

There are no instances illustrating the ideology.
" 126. But the distinction between the Li and the Loi

is by no means established, and may be simply a local

difference of pronunciation for the same name
;

in the same

way, the differences of vocabulary may be simply regional

peculiarities of one and the same language, unsettled and not

fixed, as becomes to languages without literature or writing.

XV. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL NEGRITOS.

" 127. The languages spoken by the tribes of this dwarfish

race, which formerly were settled in China proper, have not

left any modern representative that we know of. Such tribes

fell in proximity to the Chinese Bak tribes, about 2116 B.C.,

when the latter already immigrated into the Flowery Land, and

advanced eastwards of the great southern bend of the Yellow

Kiver. Some tribes of the same race are spoken of in the fabu-

lous geography of the Shan ha'i king, a few centuries previous

to the Christian era, and in later writers, circa 235 A.D., the

Chinese advanced in the region that is now the S.E. of their

An-hui province, and met there again some of these dwarfish

tribes. 1 We hear no more of them in the Chinese annals \

1 I have collected all the availahle information on the matter in Chinese sources

in a special paper : The Pygmies of the Chintse ; A Contribution to the Study of
the Negrito JRace.
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but Friar de Odoric de Pordenone, about 1330, mentions

them in the relation of his journey.
"
128. Nothing is said of their language, and no landmarks

exist as yet, which may permit us to discover any survival

of its former influence, if any. Their race has shown

frequently a great propensity to give up their own language
and learn that of their neighbours, as they did apparently
in the Philippine Islands

;

l also in the Shan and Cambodian

regions. Elsewhere, in the Malayan peninsula, the Mergui

Archipelago, and the Andaman Islands, their dialects are,

perhaps, more like one another than could be expected from

their respective surroundings ;
but this is not sufficient to

permit any inference as to the original characteristics of the

pristine language of their race. As a matter of fact, the

dialects spoken by the Negrito tribes still in existence form

two like groups widely distinct,
2 and nothing beyond what

we recall below shows exactly which of the two groups was

formerly represented in the Flowery Land. The historical

probabilities are in favour of the group to which the Kamuks,

Canchos, and Tjraos
3
belong; the latter name, Tj'rao, is but

slightly different from the old appellative Tiao-yao, or ' Dark

Pygmies,' of the Negritos of China. But in that case they
must have had their language strongly modified by their

Mon-Khmer and Tcham surrounding neighbours.

1 " The Negrito languages of the Philippines appear, judging from the scanty

specimens in my possession (says the eminent Prof. Georg von der Gabelentz, of

Leipzig), to enjoy grammatical systems very similar in fullness, richness, and in

the phonetic means employed, to those of their light-coloured neighbours.
"-

The Languages of Melanesia, in Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. 1886, vol. xviii. pp.
489-490. Dr. II. Kern, of Leide, in the Bijdragen tot de taal- land- en vol-

kenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indie, 4th ser. vol. vi. pp. 243-264, claims for their

language a character thoroughly Malayo-Polynesian, and largely connected

with the Philippine dialects, with certain admixture from more remote members
of the family.

2 This is shown by their ideological indices, a) Andamanese, 14581. III. ;

Silungs, Samangs, 1458 III., and so far like the Papuas of New Guinea.

b) The Kamuks, Kameits, and Tjrao have the indices 2468 VI. of the Mon-
Tai. Should the Negritos of the Philippines have the same indices as the

Tagala, these would be 2 4 6 7 IV., therefore belonging to the second group.
3 A vocabulary collected from the Kamuck has been collected by Mr. Holt

Hallet and will soon be published. One from the Canchn has appeared in J.

IMoura, Le Camlodge, vol. i. pp. 439-447 ; and one of the Tjrou by E. Aymonier,
in Excursions et Reconnaissances, No. 24 (Saigon, 1885), pp. 315-316.
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XVI. THE PUB-CHINESE ABOIUGINAL INDONESIANS.

" 129. In the second part of the present work,
1 we have

called attention to the striking influence exercised by a special

stock of languages on certain ancient texts in Chinese

character, written at a time and in a region where the

Chinese, in their advance towards the west of China proper,

had fallen into contact with some native tribes, Indonesian

in their customs, and therefore, judging from this influence,

Indonesian also in language. The former population of the

country has been so completely swept away by the Chinese,

that no distinct remains have been hitherto pointed out.

However, we do not despair of hearing of some surviving
tribe of Indonesians still taking refuge in an out-of-the-way
corner of the mountains, such as in the Peiling range, west

of the province of Fuhkien, and having preserved something
of their older language.

2

Anyhow, in the present state of

1
23, above.

2 On the surviving rude tribes of this part, cf. Geo. Minchin, A Race of Men
and Women Living at Pet-ling, in Notes and Queries for China and Japan, 1870,
vol. iv. pp. 121-122. From their reported tradition these seem to belong to the

Pong race. Rev. R. N. Lion, Notes of a Tour in South Chekiang, in The Chinese

Recorder and Missionary Journal, 1875, p. 261. Martini in the seventeenth and
Marco Polo in the thirteenth century had mentioned such tribes. But nothing-
has hitherto been said of their language. The Rev. F. Ohlinger has published

A. Visit to the '

Dog-eared Barbarians
'
or Hill-People IJJ 5pt near Foo chow, in

1886 (ibid. vol. xvii. pp. 265-268), who call themselves Sia-bo, and are apparently
the same as those described by Mr. Geo. Minchin. They claim to have come
from the Canton province. The following triple list of words, to which I subjoin
the so-called Chinese, and the Hakka numerals, come from the above-quoted
article :

ENGLISH. SIA-BO.

tea
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our knowledge, we must be content with the indirect linguistic

proof here mentioned, besides a knowledge of several disjecta

membra, now representatives scattered west, south, and east

of the former Indonesian dialects on the soil of the present

China.
" 130. The geographical position of the GYARUNG, common

on the north borders of Tibet and China, so far apart from

their cognates in language, and also their smaller stature

compared with that of their neighbours, shows them to be

a displaced population. Let us remember that at the time

of the leadership of Shun, when the Chinese made their first

advance into Honan, some tribes hostile to them had to be

removed to the west,
1 and we may accept the Chinese statement

that they are the descendants of these removed tribes, now,

much altered by the surrounding influences. The removed

people were a northern portion of the San Miao, whose

central quarters lay around the Po-yang lake, and also to

the north of the Yang-tze kiang. The descendants of these

Miao now in the S.W. prove in their languages to have

common features with that of the Gyarung, a name which,

ENGLISH.
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by the way, is said to be nothing else than a Tibetan sur-

name.

"131. The chief, and so far as I know the only, data on

their language are those given by Mr. Brian Hodgson in

1853.2 These consist of a vocabulary of 176 words and a

few remarks, given at the same time as six other vocabularies

of Northern Tibet, and also in another paper. The venerable

scholar, to whom we are indebted for so much material about

the little-known languages of that region, was struck by the

complicated system of prefixes and infixes affixed to the

verb in Gyarung similar to that of the Tagala, and in order

to show their relationship, in speaking of the Gyarung verb,

he made use purposely of the statements of Leyden
3 about

the said language spoken in the Philippines.
" 132. Owing to its long continuance under Tataric

influences, the Gyarung has adopted the ideological indices

of the Altaic class, namely 1358 III., as well as something
of the phenomenon known as vowel-harmony by the harmoni-

zation of the prefixed vowel with that of the significative

vocable. And through the paramount influence of Tibetan,

it has adopted the Kuenlunic numerals
; though preserving

its older ones, as is often the case, for special uses of one and

two. But it has preserved eastern features other than the

complicated prefixed system. The numeral auxiliaries, or

segregatives, and the class-prefixes inherent to the former

state of the language, have not disappeared.
" 133. They have been strongly assailed by decay from

wear and tear in unfavourable surroundings, but something
of them remains, and cannot be mistaken. There is no list

1
Though, perhaps a compound of Gya

'

foreign,' in Tibetan, and a native name
Lung or Rung.

2 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. xxii. p. 121, reprinted in

Selections from the Records of the Government of Bengal, No. xxvii. p. 173 (Cal-
cutta, 1857); and in his book on The Languages and Literature of Nepal and
Tibet (London, 1874, 8vo.), part ii. pp. 65-82. And also instances given in his

essay on the Mongolian Affinities of the Caucasians, in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, vol. xxii. pp. 26-76. They display the ideological indices

1358 III.
3 In his paper still valuable, On the Languages and Literature of the Indo-

Chinese Nations, in Asiatic Researches, 1808, vol. x. p. 209. Eeprinted with

bibliographical notes by Dr. R. Eost in Miscellaneous Papers relating to Indo-
China (London, 1886, 2 vols.), I., pp. 84-171.
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given of the segregatives, and only one instance is set forth

by Mr. Brian Hodgson with the statement that they exist

in the language. But the class-prefixes are largely ex-

emplified in the vocabulary, yet the compiler has not con-

sidered them with the attention they deserve. He has not

seen that the present state is one of disorder arising from a

decay not balanced by the usual regeneration resulting from

linguistic surroundings of an identical stock. He has also

only seen some of them. As a matter of fact we recognize
four prefixes to nouns k-, t-, b-, and r-, corresponding in a

rough way, yet not in all the individual cases, to the k- t t-,

p-, and I- of the Miao languages of China. In some cases

the vowel of the prefix has been changed, and even nasalized,

to match with that of the vocable of signification. In cases

of an s initial to the latter, the t prefix has fused into it.

Another alteration is the preponderance taken by the dental

prefix over the others
;
not only superseding the less frequent

r-+ and >-+ by superaddition and the A>+ altogether, but

also showing a remarkable tendency to become mere signs of

parts of speech; the t--}- absorbing all the nouns and the

/>+ remaining with a more extensive field the prefix for

adjectives and verbs. 1

" 134. In glossary the affinities of the Gyarung are with

the Miao (Blue) of Kueitchou, the Tayal of Formosa, and

especially the non-Kareng substratum of the Toungthus of

Burma, all apparently branching off a long time ago from

a former common stock. The resemblances are extensive

with the Toungthus, amounting to 25 per cent, of the

vocabulary, except this important difference, that the latter

under the Sgau-Kareng influence has apparently given up
the use of class-prefixes.

" 135. Another remark may be added in winding-up that

concerns the Gyarung; the monosyllables seem to be strongly

objectionable to its linguistic sense, and almost in every

case where a vocable is diminished to an open syllable by

contraction or wear and tear, analogy or otherwise, a prefix

1
Nearly all the adjectives exhibit the prefix k-, while 75 per cent, of the verbs

have the prefix ta-.
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is sure to be added. A single syllable in this language, as in

so many others, does not present a sufficient basis for the mind

to stand upon and admit from its single sound, the concrete

meaning generally required by a low standard of mental

force. These remarks apply to the so-called monosyllabic

languages of S.E. Asia, at large and in particular.
1

" 136. The TOUNGTHUS of Burma are generally looked upon
as Karengs for all purposes ;

but this handy explanation of

a difficult problem of ethnology has become insufficient. 2

Proofs may be adduced to show that their Kareng character

is not more than a varnish which disappears under the

pressure of criticism. The Sgau-Kareng affinities are ap-

parently loan-words of recent date, and the other Kareng
affinities are words borrowed in common by the Karengs and

the Toungthus from the Mon stock. 3

" 137. They call themselves Pan-yau (also Pa-o), a name

which recalls to mind the Pav-ycw
4

tribes, and also Pan-yu,

the old name of Canton territory. And they claim Thatun 5

as their ancient capital, wrested from them by the M5n-

Peguans ; they declare that its name is derived from Tha-too,

the word for 'laterite' in their language, and of which mineral

the hills in the vicinity of this old city chiefly consist. They
must have come down at an early period, about the Christian

era, into the peninsula.
6

1 On the illusions about monosyllabism, cf. below, 204.
3 On the Toungthus, cf. Dr. Ad. Bastian, Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. 1868.

Erilish Burma Gazetteer, i. 186-188.
3 Dr. Forchhammer, in Notes on the Languages and Dialects Spoken in British

Burma, p. 11. The Rev. C. Bennett, to Rangoon, p. 15, and Mr. P. H Martyr,
of Myauugmya, p. 16, testify in the same place to the mixed nature of the

Toungthu dialect in comparison with the Kareng dialects.
* Cf. above, 69.
6 Situated on a tidal creek opening into the Gulf of Martaban, and formerly

an important sea-port. Cf. Sir Arthur Phayre, History of Burma, pp. 27-28.
Dr. Em. Forchhammer, in his Notes on the Early History and Geography of
British Burma, Rangoon, 1883, vol. i. p. 3, claims the Pali name Saddhamanagara
as the original appellative of Thaton, but this is merely, as in many other instances,
the grafting of a Pali etymology upon a foreign and previous name. We hear of

this port from Chinese sources about the Christian era as Ta-tan, afterwards

corrupted in Chinese phonology into Ta-tsin, and one of the several appearances
of this geographical denomination. About Ta- tan = Ta-tsin, cf. Terrien de

Lacouperie, The Sinim of Isaiah not the Chinese, p. 46 of The Babylonian and
Oriental Record, January, 1887.

6 Albert Fytche, Burma Past and Present, vol. i. p. 341.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 31
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" 138. Their glossarial affinities with the non-Chinese tribes

of China are similar to those of Gyarung, with whom the

large proportion of similar words indicates a close relation-

ship, though remote in time, as we have seen in a previous

page ( 134).
" 139. The TAYAL of Formosa,

1 and probably some other

dialects of the same great island opposite the Chinese coast

of Fuhkien, are entitled to a place in this survey, not because

these dialects, ipsis verbis, were formerly spoken on the

mainland of Pre-China, but simply for the reason that they
are made up greatly of linguistic elements which have been

carried thence to the island. The uninterrupted introduction

of linguistic and ethnical elements from the Philippines, the

Celebes, the Liu-kiu islands, etc., have blended, often beyond

recognition, all the original characteristics. Add to these

the important Chinese influence always proceeding, also the

temporary and casual Dutch, Spanish, Malay influences and

others which, though left undescribed, must never be neglected

when dealing with uncultured tribes; and we may easily

imagine that in some cases the relationship of the broken

dialects of broken tribes must be given up in despair. The

problems are further complicated like those in question here,

when the superimposition and intermingling of languages
take place, for the most part, between dialects and tongues,

variously derived and diverged from branches of one common
stock. 2

"140. In addition to the aforesaid difficulties, we have

still to mention the defective character of the documents

which we have to work upon. A dictionary of the Favorlang

dialect, compiled in the seventeenth century ; grammatical
notices of the same

;
a vocabulary with sentences in the

1 On the Tayal and its group of dialects, cf. M. Guerin, Vocalulaire du dialecte

Tayal ou Aborigine de file de formose, in Bullet. Soc. Geogr., Paris, 1868, xvi.

pp. 466-495
; L'Abbe Favre, Note sur la langm des Aborigines de I' He Formose

et remarqucs sur la precedent vocalulaire, ibid. pp. 495-507. Mr. E. C. Taiutor,
in his valuable paper on The Aborigines of Northern Formosa (Journ. Nfirth

China Branch Rny. Asiat. Soc. 1875, vol. ix. pp. 53-88) has given a vocabulary
of the Kabaran Pepohwan, and also one of the Yakan- Tayal.

2 All these remarks apply as well to the greater part of the languages spoken
of in this work.
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Tayal dialect
;
texts in Favorlang, Side'ic and Old Pepohwan,

with short lists of words from the twenty and odd other

dialects, form the whole of the material at the disposition

of scholars for study.
1

" 141. In the search after the relationship of languages,

historical information and geographical convenience must not

be neglected. The great island of Formosa, in proximity to

the mainland, could not have received its populations exclu-

sively from the outside islands. Whatever facilities the

currents and winds may have given to the numerous migra-
tions which, willingly or unwillingly, have reached its shores

south, east, and north, the nearness of its coasts, in full view

of the mainland, was a sufficient temptation for the inhabit-

ants of the Chinese coast to venture on the journey. The

pre-Chinese tribes of the maritime provinces of China were

addicted to seafaring,
2 and their roving habits were for long

an obstacle to the Chinese advance. When compelled to

interfere because of internecine wars between the local

princes of native states in 110 B.C., the Chinese troops
withdrew as soon as they could,

3

leaving the country
'

vacant/
as they say, or '

to itself,' as we understand it. The soldiers

of the Son of Heaven remained several centuries before

penetrating there again, as it was not before the fifth and

sixth centuries that the country of Fuhkien was seriously

colonized and incorporated into the empire. It was during
this intermediary period that some native tribes, driven

gradually by the Chinese private colonists, were induced to

pass over the channel and establish themselves on the great
island opposite their coasts.

" 142. Shortly after their definitive settlement in the

region of Fuhkien, at the beginning of the Sui dynasty

(circa 593 A.D.), the Chinese were struck by the sight of the

great island and the reports which reached them concerning
it. They undertook two successive expeditions ;

the first of

1 For the detailed bibliography, cf. my Formosa Notes,
*
"They are practised in aquatic warfare, and skilful in the management of

boats," says a report to the Chinese Emperor in 135 B.C.
3 Of. the foregoing 48.
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these, an unsuccessful one, enabled them to learn that the

language of the natives could be understood by the Kiien-lun

men, and consequently led them to take such men as inter-

preters for their second expedition. But there were already
several languages spoken in the island, and the interpreters

could not make themselves everywhere understood. This

is the first intimation that a connection existed between

some of the dialects of Formosa and of the continent, as.

1 have shown elsewhere 1 that the aforesaid Kiien-lun men
were none other than the non-Chinese tribes of the mountain

range north of Kuang-si and Kuang-tung provinces.
" 143. Glossarial affinities and similarities in grammar and

morphology have long permitted the recognition of a re-

lationship between the Favorlang and the Malayan languages.
The Tayal was subsequently admitted into the same group,
and the Philippine languages were those with which the

connection was admittedly the nearest. I shall not inscribe

myself against this opinion, which is well supported, and

with which I agree, though with some restrictions. The

ideological indices of the Philippine dialects, such as Tagala
2

I 6 7 IV., Bisaya 2467 IV., Pampanga 2 4 | 7 II.

IV., are peculiar, and the latter finds its nearest approximate
in the Formosan Sidei'c 2 4 | 7 II. IV. But the Formosan

Tayal and Favorlang, each belonging glossarially to a separate

group, exhibit symptoms of another kind. Their common

indices are 1 4
6 7 V. which, as may be seen, are somewhat

different from those of the Philippines, and their similarities

in words are not restricted to the Tagala-Malayan languages.

They go further than that, and they prove rather extensive,

along with the Pre-Chinese dialects of the great Mon-Ta'i

family, as well as with several Pre-Chinese dialects of the

Kiienlunic stock of languages. Taking them in the order

of their greater number of affinities, we find the T'u-man,

the Kih-lao, the Ngan-Shun Miao, the Blue Miao, the Miao-

tze, the Tchung-kia Miao, the Li of Hainan, and the

Gyarung dialects. The use of prefixes of various sorts, so

1 Cf. my Formosa Notes, Linguistic Division.
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conspicuous in the Philippine languages, and visible also

in Tayal and Favorlang of Formosa to a lesser extent, are

met with in the aforesaid non-Chinese dialects of China,

though perhaps to a smaller extent than they are in reality,

because of the deficiency of documents. They exist on a

large scale in Gyarung, as we have seen in the section

devoted to this interesting language.
" 144. The remarkable ideological indices 6 7, common

to the Formosan Tayal, Tsoo, and Favorlang, and to the

Tagala, Bisaya, and Pampanga of the Philippines, which

refer to the postposition of the noun-subject and noun-object
to the verb, are illustrated in the Pre-Chinese soil by the

influence it has left in ancient texts, as reported in 23 of

the present work. They are not evidenced in the aforesaid

native dialects of China, because the linguistic data at our

disposal stop short at the third indice, and show only the

postposition of the noun-object, without any indication as

to the position of the subject. The ideological indices of

these dialects,
1 1 4 6, or 1

\ 6, agree thus far with those

of the Tayal and Favorlang of Formosa.

Part V. The Pre-Chinese Intrusive Languages. Extinct and

Surviving Kuenlunic Dialects, 145-179.

XVII. THE KARENGS OF BURMA AND THEIR PRE-CHINESE COGNATE

DIALECTS.

" 145. The Karengs of Burma are entitled to a special

entry in these pages. They have preserved some curious

traditions, presenting several characteristics of a peculiar

nature, in which they claim a northern origin and a connec-

tion with China, and a relationship with the Chinese as well.

They call them their younger brothers. However worthless

such traditions may be in Indo-China, amongst nations

deeply impressed with the greatness of the Chinese power,

and rather open to the adoption of traditions from one

another, as I have shown elsewhere, it is nevertheless a fact

that a real connection has existed at a certain time between

1 For the Gyarung, cf. 130-135.
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the Karengs and several of the non-Chinese populations of

pre-China. The evidence, interesting for us here, is that of

the languages which point to a relationship now distant with

some Kiienlunic tongues of the non-Chinese.
" 146. The glossarial affinities and the ideological indices

indicate a formation by itself, on the same principles and

with ethnic and linguistic elements partly similar to those of

the Chinese, though distinct from its infancy and developed

separately. Their individuality and separateness do not,

however, exclude frequent intercourse and intermingling
with the Chinese during the necessarily long period of their

infancy, as they were living in proximity to the Middle

Kingdom. Their formation, according to all probabilities,

took place within the dominion of the non-Chinese state of

Ts'u 1

(1050-223 B.C., in Hupeh, Hunan, etc.), and they were

driven into the south-west at the time of the kingdom of

Nan-yueh
2
(218-206 B.C.).

" 147. Though it is difficult to know precisely how their ori-

ginal dialects were different from their present state,
3 we may

assume with great probability that they were Tibeto-Burman,

and that their distinct and modern characteristics, such as

their five tones and their ideology (indices 1468 VI.) have

been acquired in the course of their evolution, or, better, of

their formation. Their nucleus belonged to the same group
of inchoate dialects which, descended from the north, have

evolved into the Nagas and the Burmese groups of languages.

Kareng ancestral tribes, though arriving in China after

1 Cf. above, 31, 96, and also The Cradle of the Shan Race, p. xxxviii.
2 Cf. below, 194. On their subsequent history cf., with caution, Mr. Holt

S. Hallett, Historical Sketch, I.e. And on the history and languages, cf. Major
Spearman, British Surma Gazetteer, i. 162-173.

3 On the Kareng languages, cf. J. Wade, Karen Vernacular Grammar, with

English interspersed, for the benefit of foreign students, in four parts, embracing
terminology, etymology, syntax, and style. Maulmain, 1861 ;

J. Wade, Karen

Dictionary, Tavoy, 1842 (unfinished) ; F. Mason, Synopsis of a Grammar of the

Karen Language, embracing both Dialects, Sgau and Pgho, or Sho, Tavoy, 1846,
4to. ; P. Mason, Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Society, 1858, 1868

; Brown, On
the Sgau and fwo Karens, in Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. iv.,,

etc. Cf. also E. L. Brandreth, On the Non-Aryan Languages of India, in Journ.

Roy. Asiat. Soc. 1878. And J. R. Lo^an, On the Ethnographic Position of the

Karens, pp. 364-390 of Journal of the Indian Archipelago, Singapore, N.S. 1858,.
vol. ii.
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the Chinese, have slipped through the border states on the

west of their dominion, then exclusively restricted to the

north, and established themselves to the south on pre-Chinese
soil. They came into slight contact with Indonesian tribes,

and intermingled to a large extent with Mon tribes, whence

the ancient absorption into their vocabulary of many words

belonging to the Indonesian and Mon formations. They
received also many words from the Chinese, and also from

the same northern sources as the latter, a circumstance

which has contributed to multiply the Chinese-Kareng

glossarial affinities. Their primitive ideology, of which the

indices were most probably 1358 III., was much modified

by the entrance into their formation of numerous elements

of uncouth Mon-Ta'i tribes, which, according to the usual

case formulated into a law of comparative ideology, have

imposed upon them their ideology of the verb, and their

indices were finally 1468 VI. The development of tones

arose from a similar necessity, as in the case of the Chinese

and other languages. As we have several times explained
their formation, we need not again insist here on the

point.
" 148. The linguistic affinities of the Kareng dialects with

the pre-Chinese languages are various. Their glossarial

similarities are numerous with the Yao, Kih-lao, Ngan-shun
Miao, Blue Miao, and Miao-tze, and the relationship is also

established by an identity of ideological indices 146. But

these affinities, which display a social intercourse and inter-

mingling for a certain length of time, are not however

sufficiently extensive to justify any other connection than

that which is described in the previous section. The only
remnant of the Kareng linguistic formation, distinctly recog-

nizable among all the other broken dialects, is that of the

following T'u Man. Some others may exist, but they are

not represented in any of the scanty documents at our

disposal.

"149. The language of the T'u MAN ^ | is only
known through a list of 102 words collected by the

Chinese at Tan-kiang in Tu-yun fu, south-east Kueit-
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chou. 1 The affinities of words are chiefly Kareng, with a

strong mixture of words belonging to the Tibetan, Burmese,

Chyin, and Kachari-Koch groups, and a few proper to the

Lolo group. The ideological indices which the aforesaid

glossary discloses are 146 only, and these agree also with

those of the Kareng group (1468 VI.).

XVIII. THE JUNGS, NAGAS, AND LOLOS.

" 150. The non-Chinese nature of the language spoken by
the JUNGS, nomads and invaders, has been mentioned in a

former part of this work (III. 28), to which we may refer.

No actual specimen of their speech, ipsis verbis, has been

preserved, to our knowledge, in ancient Chinese documents.

But the names of several of their tribes have been kept, and

some important surviving populations are their descendants,

more or less mixed and unmixed.

The Jungs penetrated into the Flowery Land from the

north-east and east of Tibet, before and after the arrival of

the Chinese civilized Bak tribes. They were therefore in-

truders like the latter, but having gone over to some regions
of the country west and south previous to the Chinese

advance, they are entitled to a place among the pre-Chinese.
2

"
151. Their tribal denominations are singularly sugges-

tive of the same relationship, Burmo-Naga,
3
possessed by

the languages of their descendants. They agree rather

interestingly with the names of the tribes forming the

Western Naga division, as arranged by the late G. H.

Damant a few years ago, in a valuable paper published after

1 Extracted from the Miao fang pei Ian, by Dr. J. Edkins, A Vocabulary of
the Miau Dialects.

2 The late Dr. J. H. Pleyte, of Munich, had collected all the historical state-

ments concerning the Jungs in his memoir, Die fremden barbarischen stamme in

Allen China (Miinchen, 1874, 450-522), pp. 477-495. And Dr. James Legge
had done the same, for the Tchun tsiu period only, in his introduction to his

Chinese Classics, vol. v. pp. 122-135; cf. pp. 123-126.
3 On the Burmo-Naga connection, cf. Capt. C. J. Forbes, On Tlbeto-Burman

Languages, in Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. 1878, vol. x. pp. 210-227; and also his

posthumous Comparative Grammar of the Languages of Further India, a frag-

ment, London, 1881, pp. 52-76.
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his death. 1 For instance, these Naga names are Mao, Jemi

or Yemi, Yang, Li-yang, Rcng, Quoi-reng, and others, while

the tribal names of the Jungs were Mao, Yam, Yun, Jung

(for Rung?), Li, Lo-kuei, etc. And as the complete lists

would include only a few more names on each side, it cannot

be denied that there are some strong similarities between

them. Combined with the linguistic affinities, these show

a real relationship in former times, whatever may be the

divergences occurring in the course of time.

" 152. The LAKA, or LoLO,
2

language of south Szetchuen,

spoken over a large area by a race numbering some three

millions of souls, is that of which we have the most precise

vocabulary. It was compiled with a visible great care for

accuracy in 1877, by my learned friend, E. Colborne Baber,

of H.B.M.'s Consular Service in China. It numbers 200

words, besides the numerals and a few short sentences
;
and

it refers to the region on the left bank of the T'ung river,

an affluent of the Min river in C. Szetchuen.3 Mr. Alex.

Hosie in March, 1883, at Hai-t'ang, also in C. Szetchuen,

but more on the west, compiled a short vocabulary of 75

Lolo words, besides the numerals 4 of a regional variation

of the same language. A list of 80 words, including

numerals, was compiled by the Chinese in the district of

Wei-ning in W. Kueitchou 5 in proximity to Szetchuen,

and these again prove to be a regional variation of the same

language. At Yuen-kiang, in the south centre of Yunnan,
a vocabulary of 140 words, including numerals, was collected

by the late Doudart de Lagre*e, commanding the French ex-

ploration in Indo-China,
6 which is another instance of the

relative unity of this important language, which extends

in S.W. China between 30 and 23 of latitude.

1 Notes on the Locality and Population of the Tribes dwelling between the

Brahmaputra and Nwgthi Rivers, by the late G. H. Damant, Political Officer,

Naga Hills, in Journ. Roy. Asiat. Sue. N.S. vol. xii. 1880, pp. 228-258.
2 Also called Lo-kuei as one of the Jung tribes.
3 Travels and Researches in Western China, pp. 73-78, in Supplementary

Papers, Royal Geographical Society, vol. i. part i. 1882.
4
Report of a Journey through the Provinces of Ssu-ch1

nan, Yunnan, and Kuei

chou, pp. 62, 73 (Parliamentary Papers, China, 1884, No. 2).
8
Hing y fu tchi; transcribed in J. Edkins, Vocabulary of the Miau Dialects.

6
Voyage d? Exploration en Jndo-Chtne, Paris, 1873, vol. ii. pp. 509-517.
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"
153. In Chinese descriptions of this people from former

travellers and officials, a few words have been casually given,

and as they do not appear in any of the above vocabularies,

we give them here together : Nai-teh, 'chief woman'; toiii-

ko, 'bachelor'; tchai-tchu, 'man'; sabohica, 'chief.' Peh,

Peh-ma, or Pai-ma, 'sorcerers'; also Teu-muh, Keng-tsui,

Moh-kuei, Tchoh-kuei, and Heh-tcha, all titles of officials.

" The vocabularies, which show a large relationship with

the Burmese and the Mo-so, exhibit the ideological indices

1458 III. of the Tibeto-Burman group of languages.

There are class-particles and tones
;
these have been noticed

by Mr. E. C. Baber, who has identified them with the

1 3 4 of modern Pekinese, besides the abrupt tone.
" 154. The Laka-Lolos occupy an important position in

the ethnology and history of S.W. China, but space forbids

here more than a few words on the matter. 1 Their name,

formerly Lo-kuei in Chinese, altered into Lu-luh, and now
Lo-lo and Ko-lo, has become a by-name for many of the

mixed tribes which in the S.W. provinces owe their origin

to the intermingling with tribes of the Taic and Mon and

other stocks. The variants in their name have come from

the influence of the Ta'ic-Shan phonology, which makes h

or k equivalent of I in its adaptation of foreign words begin-

ning with the latter consonant. 2 The Laka-Lolos were a

south-eastern extension of the populations of north-eastern

Tibet, which used to recognize the sovereignty of the woman

and, accordingly, were ruled by queens.
3 The Laka-Lolos,

like their brethren the Mosos, have preserved some survivals

of this old custom. They were known to the Chinese S.W.

of the present Shensi in the twelfth century B.C., but we

have no information on their movements towards the south.

Some of their tribes were still in the N.W. of Szetchuen

until the eighth century of our era. But some of them

had reached the present N.E. of Yunnan and the west of

1 Their numerals are Kiienlunic. E. C. Baber (I.e., p. 71) learned that the

first three numerals were formerly tu,fan, yi, but have been changed.
2 Cf. above, 55-56.
3 Their gynecocratic habits gave rise to the numerous stories of Amazons in

Central Asia. Cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, The Cradle of the Shan Race, p. 20.
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Kuangsi, and in the third century they formed part of the

Tsuan state (divided in two, circa 575 A.D.), which was

conquered by Kolofung, King of Nantchao, in 778 A.D., who

drove a great many of them back to S. Szetchuen. 1

" 155. They have swarmed from time to time and mixed

with the neighbouring tribes, and they cover now a large

area as indicated above. They have preserved the knowledge
of the Tsuan writing, which, on the examination of several

specimens and texts, bilingual and others, I have been able

to recognize as alphabetic, and related to the oldest writing

of India. 2

"156. The Y-KiA, a mixed race of Lolos and Chinese, on

the borders of Szetchuen and Yunnan, have a language which

belongs to the same group, so far as we can judge from the

twelve words, including the numerals, which Fr. Gamier has

collected and published from their speech at Ma-shang,
3 as

follows: cato 'take some fire'; tcho tcho 'to eat'; 1, amo ;

2, mi mo
; 3, so le

; 4, lilen
; 5, ngou mo

; 6, tchou mo
; 7, seu

mo\ 8, ha mo; 9, kou mo; 10, tseu mo. With their postfixed

class-articles, these numerals belong to the Lolo-Kato-Ho-nhi

forms. In 2, 3, and 9 the class-article leu is the same as that

added to the Lolo numerals, while -ma of the others is similar

to the -mo of the Ho-nhi, and of the Man-tse (Lolos) in

Garnier's lists.

" Tcho- tcho is the Lolo tzei ts'6 or zozo le (le is final,

frequently used for verbs), though ultimately of Chinese

derivation. And the fact that such a word should be found

there, far away from any European influence and Pigeon-

English practice, shows that the speculations put forward

concerning its origin, as caused by European alteration of a

Chinese word, are not adequate to the fact.

"
157. The Liso, whose name is variously written,

4 and

1 Cf. Tang shu; Tu she, Thing tien; Tdi-ping yu-lan, bk. 701, f. 12. Tue/t

Men lei han, bk. 232, ff. 34-35. Miao Man hoh tchi, bk. ii. ff. 1-4.
2 Cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, On a Lolo MS. written on Satin, Journ. Roy.

Asiat. Soc. vol. xiv. 1882 ; Beginnings of Writing, 38, 226-232
;

also 156-158.
3

Voyage d?Exploration en Lido-Chine, vol. ii. pp. 509, 513, 517.
* Lih-so

-ft &, Li.su % <* fg $!, Li-tckeh $g ^ in the

Chinese sources ;
Leesaw in Dr. John Anderson's report ;

Lei-su in T. T. Cooper's
Travels of a Pioneer of Commerce, p. 337.
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who call a man Letcho, whence probably their denomination,

speak a language cognate to the Burmese, and sister-dialect

to the Laka-Lolo in the north-west of Yunnan. 1

They are

not homogeneous as a race, but specimens of their speech
taken from two tribes of various aspect are similar. A list

of 107 words has been collected by Pere Desgodins,
2 and

another one of 166, with a few sentences, by Dr. John

Anderson,
3 both lists comprising numerals. The ideological

indices illustrated are 1458 III., the standard ones of the

Tibeto-Burman group. The proportion of similar words in

Moso, Laka-Lolo, Liso, etc., and Burmese is very large.

Many adjectives in Liso have -aw as a final. Class-prefixes

seem to be known
;

for instance, parts of the body begin
with pah-, baic-, or bay. In the words for '

woman, wife,

young, hand, man,' etc., la- is the common prefix. Latchoe
'

man,' or better Letcho, would therefore leave -tcho as the

proper name for 'man,' cognate to Lolo ton, which has the

same meaning.
" 158. The Mo-so JH J3j, who call themselves Na-shi, and to

whom the Tibetans give the name of Djia, belong to the

current of migrating tribes from the north, which on the

western borders of China proper have successively, since the

prehistoric period, made their way towards the sunny region of

the south. They are known in the Chinese records since the

eighth century.
4 "We have now a few data on three branches

of them.
" 159. The northernmost and the older branch, in the

N.W. of Yunnan and S.W. Szetchuen, on the borders of

Tibet, has been made known by Father Desgodins. Their

medicine-men have a hieroglyphic writing, of which I have

1 Miao Man hoh tchi, iii. 3.
2 Mots prineipauy de certaines tribns qui habilent les lords du Lan-tsang Idang ,

du Lou-tze-kiang et Irrawaddy (Yerkalo, 26 Mai, 1872) ;
Bulletin de la Kociel4

de Gdoyraphie de Paris, vi. ser. t. iv.

3
Report on the Expedition to Western Yunnan via Bhamo (Calcutta, 187J,

8vo.), pp. 136, 401 sq.
* I have collected all that the Chinese sources say about them, and the infor-

mation of modern travellers, in Beginnings of Writing, part i. 56-82, where
the history, description, writing, linguistic and ethnology, of their northern division

are successively studied.
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published two MSS. 1 The above missionary has printed a

vocabulary of some 200 words of their language, from notes

taken by his colleagues, Fathers G. Biet, F. Biot, and

J. Dubernard.2 The late Francis Gamier, in the records of

the French Exploration in Indo-China, was not enabled to

give more than one word and one sentence from the same

people.
3

" 160. Of the second branch, or MU-TSE, originally from

Wei-Yuen in Southern Yunnan, and now settled in the

Muong Lim territory in N. Indo-China,
4 we have a vocabu-

lary of 151 words, collected by the late Doudart de Lagree,
and published also by Fr. Garnier. 5

"161. The MUSURS, who call themselves Lahu, likewise

originally from China (N.W. Yunnan), and form the third

division, were not known before the last expedition to the

Shan states by Mr. Holt Hallett. 6 This traveller has collected

148 of their words, and a score of their sentences, which I

am preparing for publication. They are settled between

Kiang-hai and Kiang-hoen, consequently eastwards of the

Mu-tze.

"162. The three vocabularies prove to be dialects of one

language, and from the one sentence of the Na-shi and those

of the Lahu, their ideological indices are 1458 III., namely,
Tibeto-Burman. Their glossarial affinities, which concur to

the same position, show moreover that they belong to the

Laka division of that family, with the Lolos, Liso, etc.

" 163. The H'O-NI fn fa, which the Chinese write variously

Ngo-ni, Ho-ni, 0-nhi, and more often Wo-ni ^ jTg,
7

is the

name of a group of tribes and also of a language spoken

1 Ibid, plates i. ii. iii.

2 Mots principaux de certaines tribus qui habitent les bords du Lan-tsang Jciang,
du Lan-tze kiang et Irrawaddy, by 1'Abbe Desgodins, Missionnaire au Thibet

(Yerkalo, 26 Mai, 1872), in Bulletin de la Sociele de Geographie de Paris, vi. ser.

t. iv.
3

Voyage d
1

Exploration en Indo-Chine, vol. i. p. 520n.
4 McLeod's and Richardson'

1

s Journeys, pp. 58, 60 (Parliamentary Papers, 420

Return, East India, 1869).
5

Voyage d 1

Exploration, vol. ii. pp. 508-516.
6
Exploration Survey for a Railway Connection between India, Siam, and

China, p. 8, in Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soe. Jan. 1886.
1 Miao Man hoh tchi, iii. 2.
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in S. Yunnan, which is a dialect of the same family as that

of the Laka-Lolos, Mosso, Khos of Paleo, etc. They have

come from the north,
1 at an unknown date, and now extend

in the Shan states. A list of 125 words, including numerals,

of their language has been compiled hy the late Doudart de

Lagree, in the Yunnan district of Yuen-kiang.
2

" 164. The K'ATO -^ |^ of the Yuen-kiang department,

in S. Yunnan 3
(and probably the same as the Kado of

Burma), speak a language of the Lolo family, closely

connected with that of the Ho-ni, whose name is casually

given to them. A vocabulary of 139 words, including

numerals, has also been collected at Yuen-kiang by the late

Doudart de Lagree.
4 The similarity of words shows the

parentage, but there are no instances of their grammar and

ideology.
" 165. The KHO tribes, generally called K/ias Kho, now

in Indo-China, were formerly in China and claim to be a

colony migrated from the Tien tsang mountain, W, of the

lake of Tali fu in "W. Yunnan. Their language, which

belongs to the Lolo group, is only known through a small

vocabulary of 138 words, numerals included, from which

no indication may be easily drawn of the ideology. It is

due to the devotion of the same chief of the Exploration of

1867, who collected it at Paleo, near the Mekong (lat. 21) .
5

"166. All these languages and dialects constitute a sub-

group by themselves, as they resemble each other more than

any of their cognate languages and groups. And they take

place as a connecting link between the Burmese and Naga

sub-groups.
6

"167. The LU-TZE $g ^, on the two banks of the Lu-

tze kiang, western frontier of China conterminous to Tibet,

1 Some Ho-ni Jean tze tribes are still met with north of Ta-tsien lu on the

Tibeto-Chinese frontier. Cf. the great Chinese map Ta tsing i tung yii t'u, nan
iv. i 5.

2
Voyage rf''Exploration en Indo-CJtine, ii. 509 sq.

3 Miao Man hoh tchi, iii. 2. The No-pi and Heh Po, in the same department,

belong to the same race and speak the same language.
*

Voyage d' Exploration en Indo-Chine, ii. 509 sq.
8

Voyage d' Exploration, ibid. Cf. also i. 373, 392.
6 For the scheme of classification, cf. below, 229, 231.
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call themselves Anungs, or Kanungs.
1 The Tibetan 'name

them Gnia. The name of Lu, similarly written, is known
of old in Chinese history. A tribe of that name was still

settled in Shan-si in 593 B.C., at Lu-ngan, when the state

of Tsin destroyed them as an independent power, and com-

pelled them either to be absorbed or to migrate southwards,

two courses which they partially followed as usual in the

case of other tribes. The Lu-she were not indigenous in

China; they belonged to the Red Tek,
2

who, with the

White Tek, formed the two branches of a people who had

appeared on the N.W., near the seat of the Tchou in S.W.

Shen-si, circa 1300 B.C., and spread afterwards through the

Ohinese states, among which some of their tribes kept their

independence until the period of the civil wars, while some

others penetrated to the still pre-Chinese regions of Central

and Western China.
" 168. The Lu-tze may or may not be the altered de-

scendants of the Lu-she,
3 but the general relationship which

their language discloses seems to indicate that they are.

We have a list of 111 of their words, published by Pere

Desgodins,
4 which shows a strong connection with, or in-

fluence of, Tibetan, as thirty-nine words are similar. The

remaining words are Chinese, Lolo, Moso, Khanti, and also

Kakhyen, with some Khyeng and Burmese connection.

1
They figure as Kunungs on the upper courses of the Nam Tisan and Nam

Dumai or Phungmai, northern affluents of the Irawadi, and the Norkan of Nognum
range, on the map of the country between the Brahmaputra and Upper Irawadi,
in the Journey of an Expedition under Colonel Woodthorpe, from Upper Assam
to the Irawadi, and return over the Pakkoi Mange, by Major C. Reginald

Macgregor, Proc. Royal Geograph. Soc. January, 1887, pp. 19-41.
? The TEK |^, modern Ti, Sin. -Ann. dich. In Ku-wen, or oldest system of

Chinese writing, this foreign name was transcribed
^j ^J* ,

to be read from right
to left. ~Dek Kuen is De-It. This peculiar spelling from right to left with a repetition
of final, shows that this peculiar word belongs to the later period of the Ku-wen

style, when the use of ideographic determinatives was growing and had not yet
reached its mute stage. For the Ku-wen forms of this name, and the graphical
recast (which substituted

>Jl
for

JjJ^
in order to obtain a contemptuous meaning

'

fiery dogs,' and an allusion to this 'Red' division), vid. Min tsi k'ih, Luh shu

t'unff, bk. x. f. 18v.
3 Dr. J. H. Plath, Die fremden barbarischen Stamme in Alten China, in

Sitzungsber. d. philos. philol. Cl. der Akad. d. Wiss. 1874, pp. 457-471.
Mots principaux des langues de certaines tribus qui habitent les bords du Lan-

tsang fciany, du Lou-tze kiang et Irrawnddy, loc. cit.
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The numerals 3 to 9 present the peculiarities of the

Kakhyens. No phrase nor text is given, and we are left

with the short vocabulary for the supply of the ideological

indices. The genitive follows the noun
;

for instance, in the

word for
' door

*

(which, by the way, shows that T. T. Cooper
is right in stating that they do not build houses l

)
nam kiim,

the first word is 'sun' or 'light/ and kum is 'house,' lit.

' the light of the house,' which, apparently, has no windows,

and is simply a hut. The adjective follows the noun : Re-me
' River

'

is
'

water,' as in Burmese, and me '

great
'

as in

Ta'ic
; grame lit.

' sword great
'

;
chiam kien is

' iron hard '

for ' knife.'

"169. The nearest language to that of the Lu tze is that

of the MELAM, who formerly belonged to their tribe, but

now are a part of the Tibetan district of Tsa-rong. A
small vocabulary of 58 words, and a set of nine short

sentences, have been published by the aforesaid missionary,

who states that the languages of the Lu-tze, of the PA-GNY

or Ghien,
2 of the TELUS, and of the REMEPANS, are nearly

the same as that of the Melams, and form a linguistic family

by themselves. We are indebted also to the same zealous

missionary for a few remarks on these tongues, which we
here record.3 In sentences, the subject comes first, then the

direct object, the indirect object, and at last the verb, which

is always at the end. Many words are borrowed from the

Tibetan, but they pronounce all the letters of the written

Tibetan which have disappeared from the usual vernacular

of Tibet. For instance, the Tibetan slop-
'
to learn,' is so

pronounced by them, while it is only lob- in the common

vernacular of Tibet. These languages make use of suffixed

particles and various finals for the cases of nouns and modes

of verbs, but the missionary has not classified them. The

verbal tenses are not well marked
;
however the past is

1 Travels of a Pioneer of Commerce, p. 310. They used knives for money, as

did the ancient Chinese. Cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, The Old Numerals, the

Counting-rods, and the Swan-pan in China, p. 14.
2
Inhabiting Pa-yul or Kiang-yul on the Tibetan borders of Assam.

' C. H. Desgodins, Le Tibet d'apres la correspondence des Missionnaires (Paris,

1885), pp. 372-377.
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characterized by tone (Tibet, thun] or by be
;
the future by

pon-ona ;
the imperative by pon prefixed. When the verb

indicates a movement towards an object, ngal is postposed to

the imperative ;
if a movement towards the subject, jd is used.

The Melam language is not monosyllabic ;
its pronunciation

is not smooth and uniform as in Tibetan
; though not rough,

it comes by jerks ;
each syllable has a stress upon it, so that

when they talk with animation and quickly, it seems that

they are stammering.
1

" 170. The ideological indices are therefore complete,

2458 III. They show an interesting displacement of

the genitive from the usual Tibeto-Burman standard 1458
III., which was most likely that of the language at a former

period, as suggested by its glossarial affinities. The post-

position of the genitive is not probably due to a Khamti

influence, because of the late arrival of this branch of the

Shan race in contact with them. Such an effect of inter-

ference with the ideology of a language requires a protracted

and powerful impression. Therefore it was probably effected

within China proper when Lu-tze and Mon-Taic tribes re-

mained in contact for many centuries.

"171. The Lu-tze, as a part of the Teks, have hardly any
claim to be classified among the pre-Chinese. Like the

Jungs they were invaders, and not aborigines of the Flowery
Land, whose title to that appellative consists in the fact that

the date of settlement goes back to prehistoric times.

Unlike the Jungs, they had not begun to enter into China

previously to the Chinese civilized Bak tribes. But as some

of them after their entrance into China spread over parts of

the country before the Chinese themselves, they may be, for

the sake of convenience, placed among the pre-Chinese.

XIX. THE SI-FAN AND TIBETANS.

" 172. The Si-fan and Tibetan, dialects mentioned in the

following 173-179, belong to the Kiang or Tibetan tribes,

and to those of the Jung tribes, who, during the whole

1 La Mission du Tibet, p. 374. Cf. the remarks of Capt. "W. Gill, below.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 32
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of the Chinese history, were like thorns on the western side

of the Chinese dominion. The history of their early and

incessant raids against the Chinese is somewhat mixed with

that of the Jungs;
1 a confusion which the relationship of

all these tribes easily explains.

"173. The MENIAK, or Menia tribes, south and west of

Darchiendo, on the Tibeto-Chinese frontier, speak a language
which is known to us through two vocabularies

;
one of 185

words collected by Mr. Brian Hodgson.
2 in 1853, and another

of 232 words and a few short sentences collected by Mr. E.

Colborne Baber 3 in 1878, both lists of words comprising the

numerals. There are class-articles, and three tones, namely,
the first and second of the modern Pekinese and the abrupt
tone.4 The ideological indices as disclosed by the instances are

1458 III., in other words the standard type of the Tibeto-

Burmese group,
5 in which it occupies a special position, as it

has been strongly influenced by the Chinese in its vocabulary.
"
174. The SUNG PAN Si FAN ^ $| Uf ,

or ' Western

aliens of Sung-pan ting,' in the N.W. of Szetchuen, on the

Tibetan borders, speak a language known to us only through
a short list of words 6 collected on the spot by the late Capt.

"W. Gill, who has left me his MS. notes on the subject.

man, laru, yarn.
1

woman, mdru.

water, die. Cf. Tibet, tchu, tchab.

mountain, heureux (French). Cf. Tibet, hbrog, 'mountain

pasture/

cold, chaque (French quo). Cf. Tibet, k'yags-.

hot, drogue. Cf. Tibet, dropo.

1 Cf. Si kia,ng tchuen, in Hou Han shu, bk. cxvii.
2 On the Tribes of Northern Tibet and of Si/an, in Journal of the Bengal

Asiatic Society, 1853, vol. xxii. p. 121. Probably the Mi-nok
ijfi}f p^ of the

Nan y tchi, in the Ta'i ping yii Ian, bk. 789, f. 5.
3 Travels and Researches in Western China, pp. 73-78.
4 If there are others, they

are not noticed in the vocabularies. Mr. E. C. Baber
has noticed the 1 and 2, and Mr. B. Hodgson the abrupt tone.

6 As in Tibetan, the negation is placed in the middle of compound verbs, or

before simple verbs.
6 The numerals 1-12 and 20 only have been published by Col. H. Yule in his

JEssay Introductory to Capt. Gill's Journey, o.c.
7 Cf. Mongol era, ere.
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at, zdmdzo. Of. Tibet, bza-ba.

human beings, ngue.

name of a Lama, ndicd.

yes, dari. no, ddmdri.

one, M. two, nye.

three, song (very nasal, o like o in soft).

four, hgherh} five, lina. six, </rw.

seven, femY (French exactly).

eight, gye (e very short), nine, kur.

ten, chithambd.

eleven, kitze. twelve, chunye. thirteen, chusong. fourteen,

chuugurh. sixteen, chudru(k. seventeen, chutenit. eighteen,

chukye.

nineteen, chuque (French que).

twenty, nyiketdmba.

thirty, songitdtnbd.

forty, hghtyitambd.

fifty, knachitdmbd.

sixty, drukhitdmbd.

hundred, chid orjiatdmbd.

" 175. There are no instances which permit any inference

as to the ideology of the language, but the numerals and

1 " The letter r is rolled in a very pronounced manner, a striking contrast to

the way in which this letter is slurred over by the Chinese, who in many cases

cannot pronounce it, as, for instance, at the beginning of a word before a or t,

when the r is changed into I. Yet in other cases they are capable of producing
the sound, as, for instance, in the word i-ran." The lamented traveller has

remarked also about this list of words :
' ' This orthography can convey but a feeble

idea of the astounding noises the people make in their throats to produce these

words." Capt. William Gill, The Eiver of Golden Sand (London, 1880, 2 vols.),

vol. i. p. 378. Similar remarks were made by Mr. E. C. Baber about the Lolos

( 152-154). "The speech of the independent Lolos is harsh, abounding ia

gutturals and strange vibrating consonants. The "Welsh aspirated I frequently

occurs, as in hlopo
'

moon,' but it is not so easy to aspirate an n, as in hnabe
'
nose.' There is a labial sound which might be written bwrbwru, pronounced as

if the speaker were shivering with cold, and which is not difficult to imitate
;

but when the same process of shuddering has to be applied to a lingual, as in the

word '

iron,' which I have despairingly written shu-thdhru, an English tongue is

dumb-foundered. Happily for strangers, these old vocables are freely modified

into much simpler sounds without danger of misapprehension." Travels and
Researches in Western China, p. 72. Compare with the Lolo hlobo ' moon '

;

written Tibetan zlava, Limbu lava, Lepcha lavo, Chepang lame, Pahri nhiba,
Kiranti dial, ladipa, ladiba, ladima, etc.

;
and with the Lolo slni-thdhru '

iron,'
Bodo chtirr, shurr, Dhimal chirr, Garo shurr, Kachari sorr, Kiranti syal, syel,

sel, Thochu sor-mo, Mandshu sele, etc.
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the majority of the words are Tibetan,
1 with differences.

The Lama named Nawa, who gave these data, wrote the

numerals and a few words on the note-book of the traveller,

in the Umin or cursive Tibetan characters.

"176. The language of the OUTSIDE MAN-TZE, in other

words the Man-tze of the outside west of Lifan fu, in W.
Szetchuen, is only known through a few words still unpub-
lished and the numerals, some of which have been published,

2'

which have been collected by the late Capt. "W. Grill when

travelling there. I reproduce them from the stray leaves of

his note-book, which he has left to me :

yes, ngus (like the final ng in '

thing/ joined to English MS)_

no, miak.

man, latzye (the ye very short).

woman, temek (h scarcely perceptible).

water, tecJie.

mountain, kangre (roll the r
;
the ng scarcely perceptible)

cold, ko-ad-rt.

hot, ko-as-ti.

eat, kaz-ye
3
(the e like e in '

yet ')
.

one, drgu* (all the r rolled).

two, nergu (e=ai).

three, ksirgu.

four, gsairgu.

five, wargu.

six, shturgu.

seven, shnergu.

eight, kshargu.

nine, rbergu.

ten, khadrgu.

eleven, khatyi.

twelve, khaner (without the final r).

thirteen, khasi.

1 As rightly recognized by my learned friend Col. H. Yule, C.B., LL.D., in

the above-quoted memoir.
9 The numerals 1-12 and 20 have been published by Col. H. Yule in his Essay,

where he has pointed out their identity with those of the Thochu.
3
Probably ka-zye.

* In the MS. the final gu is goo.
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fourteen, khasia (-sia like Asia}.

fifteen, khonga.

sixteen, khdchou.

seventeen, khashner (without the final r}.

eighteen, khdkshd.

nineteen, khdrgue.

twenty, nesa or nersa (without the r).

"177. A few words, like Shut tang tzai, and a full line

written in the note-book of the traveller, show their writing
to be the cursive Tibetan umin. The short vocabulary is not

uninstructive. The numerals exhibit a superimposition of

finals: -gu, which reminds us of the Chinese -ko, and is a class-

particle, for which some others may be substituted according
to the range of objects enumerated. They are not used

and such is the case with many other languages where

similar co-efficients are employed beyond the first ten

numerals
;
and their utility is to make up for the difficulty

frequent in little developed minds to find a sufficient rest

in a single word which is often a monosyllable. The question
is a very important one, and cannot be more than alluded

to in the present pages. The first nine numerals of the

language under consideration have a final r, which may be

simply an adjective final or a former class-particle of a

general application, now simply enclitic, should not these

numerals be a foreign acquisition. Their similarity is so great

with those of the Thochu on the Tibe to- Chinese frontier,
1

which have every one of them the suffix -ri or -re in full,

that the probability that they are loan-words is very great.

The few other words we know of the language show it to

be altogether distinct from Thochu, and not without some

relation with the Gyarung. It seems that two sorts of class-

prefixes are used, ta- or te- for objects, ko- or ka- for adjectives

and verbs.
" This language is mixed, and the ideology is not apparent.

1 A Thochu vocabulary has been compiled by Mr. Brian H. Hodgson, in On
the Tribes of Northern Tibet and Sifan, in Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society,

1853, vol. xxii. p. 121.
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"178. The LI-FAN HAN-TZE jg! ^ | ^-p, ?.e. the Man-
tze of the town of Li-fan, in N.W. Szetchuen, have a dialect

which is known only through the exertions of the late Capt.

W. Gill. I extract from the stray leaves of his pocket-book^

which he has left with me, the following list of words still

unpublished :
1

yes,
2
pai.

no, nipa.

man,
3
choize, me (the vowel short).

woman, chime.

boy, chibye.

water,
4

tse.

mountain,
5
pse.

cold, pa (like hat without the t).

hot,
6 khsz.

eat,
7
gnddze.

one,
8 chek (like shirt without -rt, but ch not s/t

;
-k scarcely

perceptible).

two, nye (ye not as in die, but like English ye}.

three, se (very short, like English sir, cut short),

four, zshe (same termination).

five, kna.

six, true (like EDglish true, cut very short),

seven, dan, or den, or c?ww.

eight, gyot (g and y joined together, very short, almost like

the English yacht}.

nine, gucli (a very slight guttural sound at the end).

ten,
9
pche.

eleven, pchechek.

twelve, pchenye.

1
Excepting the numerals 1-12 and 20, which hare teen published by Col.

Yule.
2 Cf. Sokpa bi.
3 Cf. Manyak chltoh, Tibet, mi.
4 Cf. Tibet, chhti, Gyarung lichi.
6 Cf . Thochu spyah.
6 Cf . Gyarung fcassi, Manyak chechc.
7 Cf. Manyak gnajen.
8 All the numerals are Tibetan, with slight variants.
9 Cf. written Tibetan Echu.
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thirteen, pcJiese.

fourteen, pchezshe.

fifteen, pcheknd.

sixteen, pchetrue.

seventeen, pchedan.

eighteen, pchegijot.

nineteen, pcheguch.

twenty, nyeshe.

" 179. There is no evidence concerning the ideology in the

above list, with the exception perhaps of the postposition of

the adjective (indice 4). The class-particles or co-efficients

so conspicuous in other lists are altogether absent. A few

comparisons of words which I have been able to point out in

the foot-notes show a relationship with the other dialects of

the region, and not exclusively with Tibetan, as the numerals

would have suggested. It is a Si-fan dialect Tibetanized.

Part VI, Aborigines and Intruders.

XX. PRE-CHINESE PROPER NAMES.

" 180. Researches in Onomastics, as a help to modern eth-

nology, are generally dangerous, and, as far as names of tribes

are concerned, have better to be left aside
;
similarities of sur-

names may be mere coincidences of a temporary character,

which the respective antecedents of the assimilated names

may prove to have been originally dissimilar, while names

may survive and be transmitted through a superimposition
or a succession of various populations. A race may have

disappeared, leaving only some of its names and appellatives.

Therefore such researches limited to an investigation of the

former ethnology of a country cannot be entertained other-

wise than if it is without reference to the modern population.

Among geographical names, those of rivers are well known
as resisting more than others to disappearance, and as being
often interesting survivals. In the case of China they do

not fail to satisfy our expectations under this respect.
" 181. A glance at the map with reference to the names

of rivers is at once suggestive of a plurality of ethnic
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elements in the former population of the country. In the

whole basin of the Yellow River, or Huang ho, the latter

term /to Jpf is applied to all or nearly all the rivers, as Lo-ho,

Huei-ho, Shu-ho, Wen-ho, Hu-to-ho, Ma-liao-ho, etc., etc.

Coming down to the basin of the Yang-tze kiang and the

South, we find another term kiang $ spread everywhere :

Tcheh kiang, Mei kiang, Heng kiang, Kia kiang, Si

kiang, Peh kiang, Yu kiang, etc., etc. North-westwards

we meet with a third word shui
?|C, properly

'

water,' as

Tchih shui, Heh shui, Sin shui, Hung shui, etc., etc., which

apparently are simply the Chinese transcriptions of the

Tibetan tchu. The first two, Ho and Kiang, have now the

accepted meaning of 'river' in Chinese, but they do not

belong to the ground-stock of the Chinese language, which

possessed but one word and symbol for ' a stream/ tchuen Jlj,

and none for 'river.' The same fact finds a confirmation

in the formation of the characters fpf ho, and j| kiang, which

is a late one, and made of the mute ideogram determinative

for '

water,' and a phonetic to suggest the sound. Ho is the

representative of a word cognate to Mongol ghol 'river,'
1 and

kiang, formerly KANG, KUNG, KONG, is a survival of the same

linguistic formation to which belongs the name of the GANGES.

This distribution agrees in its broad lines with the general

arrangement of the populations which have preceded the

Chinese in China, as illustrated all through the present work.
" 182. With regard to the names of Pre-Chinese tribes,

there are several difficulties to overcome, which are by no

means unimportant. The excessive multiplication of small

communities, and the apparent minute division based on

local appellative names of extensive tribes, are only one of

them. I have found about four hundred of such names.

Another difficulty consists in the looseness of the names

indicated in Chinese sources, or by European travellers.

Such names as Lolo, Man-tze, Miao-tze, Si-fan, Tu-y, Tu-jen,

Y-gen, Pen-ti-jen, etc., are vaguely used in different places,

and may be looked upon with the greatest probability, as

1 To be distinguished from the Turki kul ' lake.'
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loose names, indefinite Chinese expressions, mostly con-

temptuous, and altogether devoid of any ethnological signi-

ficance. They were not so loose at the beginning, and real

distinctions of ethnic stocks were meant by them, but the

subsequent interminglings of race, and the ignorance of the

Chinese compilers and travellers, have caused the present

confusion.
" 183. Many names are not genuine names of tribes, and

consist only in qualificatives of a pi'ominent characteristic in

customs, costume, etc., singled out by the original author of

the report, or simply of their geographical location. The

same tribe described by another traveller has often received

another soubriquet, and afterwards has been inscribed in the

later works as a different tribe. So that tribes of one and

the same stock have received different names in different

places from different people, while different tribes of various

stocks have received identical surnames. Such an onomastic

exemplification is not calculated to facilitate the elucidation

of the intricate problems of ethnology involved in the history

of the population of the Middle Kingdom.
" 184. Those of the native names which are genuine are

not, however, always recognisable. They appear in a Chinese

dress, generally distorted to suit the limited capacities of

Chinese orthoepy, and most often have a Sinicised significa-

tion imparted contemptuously to them by the composition of

the Chinese symbols employed for their transcription.
" 185. A few names at the beginning of history have

escaped the scornful stigma. They are mostly those of the

tribes whose power and proximity or interlocation of settle-

ments with those of the haughty Chinese, still weak and

unimportant, had compelled them to respect, such, for

instance, as those of the

Jung 3%, whose meanings of 'weapon,' 'war-chariot,' were

soon extended to that of ' warrior.' l

1 In the quaint Ku-wen spelling it is written
^ji

NGU ' a club,' placed

under jrj, Mo? ' an axe '
? (cf. Min Tsi kih, Luh shu hung, bk. i. f. 11). The same

word was written later on with other symbols, somewhat similar in shape to the

former ones, but not expressive of sound, and purely ideographical, i.e. ffl Ma ' a
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]F^, the 'Great-Bow man,' so translated from the com-

position of the symbol, said to be made of ^ ta

1

great,' and ^ kung
' a bow '

;
but this composition

is not old, and originally the symbol was written

differently.
1

"These names, like those of the Lai, Lu, Lo, etc., probably
one of the native terms for

'

man,' written with indifferent

characters which have no contemptuous meaning, are only
a few of a longer list.

"186. But still longer is the list of the written names

of a contemptuous meaning, generally resulting from the

notation of the native appellatives, written with a selected

Chinese symbol having a meaning of '

animal,' a system

objectionable for the Chinese themselves, as exemplified
in the following :

gl, Ma 'horse.'

HI Man '

ungovernable vermin,' a general name for the

southern non-Chinese tribes,

fij Min ' a sort of serpent,' in Fuhkien, etc.

!qf Miao 2 '

cat,' the central aborigines.

shield,' under ^ kwo ' a spear,' as explained in the Shwohwen, which refers

only to the Siao tchuen or Small Seal characters. Cf. Dr. J. Chalmers, The
Structure of Chinese Characters after the Shwohwan, p. 51, and above, 60, n. 1.

1 In Kuwen it is written
_ Tiiong or Shang 'high,' under f* T'i or Shi

'a. lying body,' suggesting a word like Tit, Tish, Shit, Shish. Something has
remained in the Sinico-Annamite sound dzi. Another Ku-wen form of the same
modern character, and corresponding probably to its actual meaning of '

pacific,'

was written J3 shi, placed over ]~1 ni, or shi-ni, which perhaps was connected

as a collateral antecedent with the modern colloquial expression Sih-nu
( j|l, jfct)

2 As in Tsing Miao, Heh Miao, etc., i.e.
' Blue Miao,' 'Black Miao,' etc., and also

in ' Miao-tze '

^g ^, the famous ' sons of the soil
'

of the ancient Sinologists>

whose error still lingers in all the books concerning China. This wrongful
interpretation is an interesting instance of graphical mythology not unfrequent in

Chinese proper names and historical legends. The ancient interpreters have been
misled by the analysis (always dangerous in modern style) of the modern character

ig ,
which they have supposed to have been originally composed of -*+ '

grass
'

and ffl
'

field,' while they, at the same time, have taken ^ with its meaning

of 'son,' 'child.' Both of these handy hypotheses are worthless. Miao
'jjj,

so written in the Small Seal or Siao tchuen style of writing, was an imitation of an
old pictorial character figuring the head of a cat, and meaning

'

cat,' now written

^" . Tze ^ is only an enclitic of appellatives. As to the reason which caused

the selection of Miao
"jjj"

for the rendering of the name of these tribes, we may
assume that it was twofold : their strongly vocalic language, which the Chinese

could not understand, was to them like the mewing of cats, and they called them-
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Jj
Pa '

huge serpent,' in Szetchuen.

<jj>} 8hu(k
'

silk worm,' also in Szetchuen.

$H IH Lo-lo '

squirrel.'

J= Wu ' crow.'

f! Lung 'dragon.'

%ft Ti(k
l '

fiery dog,' the northern barbarians.

j
Ti '

sort of fish,' west of Szetchuen.

^ Ngao
'

large dog,' the Tibetan mastiff.

And many others.

" Some of these appellatives can still be deprived of their

contumelious garb, such as ngao 'tall,' 'proud,' without the
'

dog' determinative; ti
'

deep root,' without the '

fish
'

deter-

minative. Other curious instances of distortion, at least in

writing, are those of the tribes self-named Yao, written ffl

'serf;' Pu(k, written -p 'slave;' S/tuk 'man,' written 'silk-

worm,' as above, and others.

XXI. GRADUAL RETREAT OF THE PRE-CHINESE.

187. The aboriginal tribes, of the Flowery Land, with

whom the Chinese Bak tribes, advancing through the modern

Kansuh to South Shensi, fell into contact, did not receive

them all in the same way. Some were friendly from the

beginning, others objected to their advance, and the same

thing occurred over and over again in the course of their

history. Small and unimportant at first, the Chinese had

no other superiority than that of their civilization. In their

advance they had to make their way through the native

settlements, either by amicable arrangements and inter-

minglings, or, in case of need, by war and conquest, with, the

help of the friendly tribes. They used to establish advanced

posts and military settlements, around which their colonists

could take shelter when required by the hostile dispositions

of the native populations among which they were interspersed.

As a rule, in the history of their growth and development,

selves Mro ' the people,' or ' the tribe,' a term still used in Indo-China, and which,

the limited orthoepy of the Chinese did not permit them to render otherwise.
1

Ti(k was not at first a contemptuous appellative. Cf. supra, 167, n. 2.
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the advance of their dominion was preceded by the settle-

ments, always increasing, of colonists in the coveted region-
It was their constant practice to drive away their lawless

people, outcasts and criminals, who with the malcontents

and the travelling merchants paved the way to the future

official extension. The non-Chinese communities and states

were in this way always gradually saturated with Chinese

blood. This policy was never long departed from, even when
in later times their power was sufficiently effective to permit
a more effective way of bringing matters to a short con-

clusion.

"
188. Under the pressure of the Chinese growth by slow

infiltration or open advance, the Pre-Chinese populations

gradually retreated southwards
;
some of them were absorbed

by intermingling; others, satisfied with the Chinese yoke, lost

slowly their individuality, and formed part of the Chinese

nation. Others were entrapped to the same end by the

insidious process of the Chinese government, which, be-

stowing on their chiefs titles of nobility and badges of

office, thus made them, sometimes against their secret will,

Chinese officials. Light taxes and a nominal recognition

of the Chinese suzerainty were only required from them

as long as the government of the Middle Kingdom did

not feel itself strong enough to ask more and overcome

any possible resistance. But those of the Pre-Chinese

who objected altogether to the Chinese dominion were

thus gradually compelled to migrate away, either of their

own will and where they chose and could, or, as was the

case in later times, in such provinces or regions left un-

occupied by the Chinese for that very purpose. Numerous

were the tribes who were gradually led to migrate out of

China altogether, as we have had many occasions to show

in the course of this work. 1

" 189. The gradual submission of the Pre-Chinese was

a very long affair, which began with the arrival of the

1 Cf. above, $ 19, 66, 90, 91, 101, 102, 116, 117, 127, 129-144, 146, 154,

160, 161, 164, 167, 172. Also my Introduction to The Cradle of the Shan Race,
and my Formosa Notes (in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for July, 1887).
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Chinese Bak tribes, and has not yet coine to an end,

though the finish is not far at hand. For long the Chinese

dominion was very small, and later on, when very large

on the maps and in appearance, it was, as a matter of fact,

effective only on a much smaller area. The advanced posts

on the borders of the real Chinese domain used to give their

names to regions sometimes entirely unsubdued, though the

reverse has long seemed to be the case, because all the neces-

sary intercourse between the independent populations and

the Chinese government passed through the Chinese officials

of these posts, specially appointed with great titles of office,

for that purpose.

"190. We cannot here enter into the history of the

resistance made by the Pre-Chinese against the successive

encroachments and gradual advance of the Chinese. We
must be satisfied with a mere glance at the names of the

most important of their states and political agglomerations,
or temporary confederations of chieftains and centres of

resistance, with which the Chinese had to contest by as-

tuteness, or sheer force of arms, for conquest or self-defence.

"191. Advancing eastwards the Early Chinese had met

among others :

" The Tsao and Wei, two states of Jungs, around the great

southern bend of the Hoang-ho, which offered a strong

resistance, and were subdued in 2070 B.C.

"The Yu-kivei, on the north bank of the same river, in the

north-west of modern Kai-fung fu, who had yielded earlier.

" The Lai, in the Shantung peninsula, who remained in-

dependent, or at least non-Chinese, until the time of She

Hwang-ti (third century B.C.) ;
this people deserves some

attention, as they were great traders, and their sea-port

Tsih-moh was for long the channel through which much has

been introduced into the Chinese states, from the sea-trade

with the south, during the Tchou dynasty, and perhaps before

that time. 1

"The Yao, Tao, T'ang, Yu, etc., were all names of native

1 On the early knife money of Tsih-moh, cf. T. de Lacouperie, The Coins and
Medals of China in the British Museum, etc., vol. i. pp. 213-225.
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states or regions which were assumed as princely titles by
the early Chinese leaders Yao and Shun during their gradual
advance.

" 192. In the south-east :

" The states of Fang Fung and Hwei-Jci, north of the mouth
of the Yang-tze kiang, against which the great Yii under-

took his memorable expedition, from which he never came
back

( 23).
" The Ngu or Wu, already mentioned 34 above; 1200-472

B.C., conquered by Yueh ( 28, 34-36).
" Yueh (Tchehkiang and Kiangnan) ;

? 601 B.C.-334

B.C., conquered by Ts'u.

"
Min-yueh (E. Fuhkien), ? 402 B.C., conquered by

the Chinese 126 B.C. and given up by them in 105 B.C.

"
Tung Ngou, in W. Tchehkiang and W. Fuhkien, absorbed

by Nan-yueh after 204 B.C.

" 193. In the centre and the west :

" The San Miao, in E. Honan, and southwards to the Tung
ting and Po-yang lakes. At first defeated by the Chinese

under Shun, who banished some of their leaders in the N.W.

( 130), they afterwards took their revenge, and routed the army
which, under the command of the Great Yii, had been sent

against them. Eventually they became friendly for a time,

and their bulk retreated gradually in the course of centuries.

""West of these were the Pong, also Pan-hu
(

66 sq.),

whose state north of Szetchuen and of Hupeh was an ally

and a strong help to the newly-arrived Chinese (since the

twenty-second century B.C.) until the thirteenth century,

when Wu-ting fought against them (circ. 1231 B.C.), and

the overthrow of the Shang-Yin dynasty by Wu Wang, the

founder of the Tchou dynasty, whose party they had

followed in the struggle, circa 1050 B.C. They were the

ancestors of the Ngu and T"of the East
( 34-36). After

the dissolution of the great non-Chinese state of Ts'u (circ.

1200-223 B.C.), mentioned above
( 31-33, 96-98), by

which they had been swallowed up, and their nominal sub-

mission by She Hwang- ti, the founder of the Chinese Empire,

they rebelled in 48 A.D., 221 A.D., etc., and were so strong
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that, in 475 A.D., their ruler was recognized as king of

Siang-}
r

ang, by the Chinese Emperor, over a large territory

extending northwards unto the Yellow River in Honan.

This state was finally overthrown by the T'ang dynasty ;
its

population being partly absorbed, partly expelled in the S.W.
" West of the Pongs were the Pa, known to the Chinese

since the twentieth century, and which with other tribes, an-

cestors of the Ta'i-Shan, were occupying the greater part of E.

Szetchuen and W. Hupeh, until they recognized the suze-

rainty of the Ts'in state, then growing to the Empire (third

century B.C.). They transferred their allegiance to the Han

dynasty, and subsequently rose into rebellion in 47 and 101

A.D., which led to their submission. But the E. Szetchuen

was not made part of the Empire before 1070 A.D.

"West of the preceding were the Ti and Kiang, the latter

being Tibetan, or better Si-fan, tribes ( 173-179), with

whom the Chinese were acquainted in 1240 B.C.

"The Liao in N". Szetchuen
( 81-83) recognized in the

fifth and sixth centuries the supremacy of the Wei and Liang

dynasties, but they fought against the great T'ang dynasty,
and their submission was only nominal. Similar to this was

the position of the
" Nan ping Man, in Kueitchou and Szetchuen, who paid

tribute to the T'ang after 629 A.D., and of the
"
Ngo of Tchungtchou, N. Kueitchou, a people of high

stature, large eyes, white teeth, and swarthy (i.e. not yellow)

complexion. Some tribes of the same race, called Pan-tun Man, 1

and others occupying Yelang, spread over the central region,

connecting Szetchuen, Yunnan, Kueitchou, and Hukwang,had
paid tribute to the Sung small dynasty in the fifth century.

1
They had been so called for forty generations (i.e. 1200 years?) "before the

Han period, which would imply 1400 B.C. In Eastern Szetchuen " the bulk of

their tribes, according to the Ron Han shu, bk. 116, were vigorous and brave.

At first they were several times subjected by the precursors of the Han, when they
practised their national customs, delighting in singing and dancing. When Kao-
tsu (the first Emperor of the Han dynasty, 206-195 B.C.) saw them, he said,
' This is the song of Wu-wang's defeat of the tyrant Tchou-sin (B.C. 1050).' The
latter was the last ruler of the Shang-yu dynasty, and Wu-wang was the founder
of the Tchou dynasty. Tu-yu (A.D. 222-284), in his Tung tien, did not re-

produce this interesting passage, which does not appear either in Ma Tuan-lin's
Wen hien Cung k'ao, which was compiled with the Tung tien as basis.
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" The Kin-tchuen Si-fan (not Miao-tze, as wrongly stated

in the Chinese report), on the upper course of the Tung
river in W. Szetchuen, were reduced only in 1775, after a

most severe struggle and bloody contest.
" 194. In the south the
"
Nan-yueli, with its centre at Pan-yii (Canton), from 204

to 111 B.C., under five rulers, including Tung Ngou (i.e. "W".

Tchehkiang), Fuhkien, Kuangtung, S. Kuangsi, and a part
of Tungking, all along the coasts, until it was partially

(Kuangtung) subdued.
" Nan tan tchou Man, the state ruled by the Moh family, in

N.W. Kuangsi, from 974 until 1212 A.D., when nominally
subdued.

"
Si-yuen Man, in Kuangsi, still independent in 1085.

" 195. In the south-west :

" The Tsen state in central Yunnan and the S.AY., an

offshoot of the state of Ts'u, from 330 B.C., followed by
" The Ngai-Lao (

99 sq.), who, coming from the North,

developed into
" The Luh tchao

( 104), or six principalities which became

the powerful state of
" Nan-tchao

( 103), A.D. 629-860, afterwards the smaller

one of
"

Ta-li, until 1275 A.D., when it was subdued by the

Mongol conquest.
" East of these were the
" Tsuan Man, in E. Yunnan and "W. Kueitchou, from A.D.

9 to 778, when they were absorbed by the Nantchao for some

time; they were still unsubdued in 1127 A.D. ( 154).
"
Tung Sie, in S. Szetchuen,

" Si Tchao, in W. Yunnan, and
"
Tsangko, in E. Yunnan, acknowledged the Chinese

suzerainty in the ninth century.

"The Lolo or Laka
( 152-155) are still independent in

the Liang shan valley, S. Szetchuen.

"Many tribes of S.W. Hunan and N. Kuangsi were sub-

dued and driven intoKueitchou during the Yung-tcheng period

(1723-1735 A.D.). Since the time of the T'ang dynasty,
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and through a conciliatory policy as much as circumstances

permitted, the efforts of the Chinese governments tended to

drive away from their seats all the native tribes towards the

region of Kueitchou province, where these tribes were left

comparatively unmolested. The last important revolt, which

took place in the N.~W. of Kuangtung province, was that of

the Miao-tze of Lien-tchou, in 1830-1832, but it was soon

quelled by the Chinese troops. Numerous men from these

tribes have swollen the ranks of the Tai-ping rebellion,

which was finally crushed with frightful slaughter in 1863,

in Szetchuen. But no general rising of the surviving remains

of the former population of China happened, and their absorp-

tion and gradual disparition are now going fast.

" 196. The Aboriginal Pre-Chinese, though in a low state

of culture, were not however savages, and several features

of their civilization are worth reckoning, inasmuch as there

existed some differences between their various races, under

several respects. They had only embryo writings, such as

knotted cords, cup-marks on cliffs, and rude figures or

paintings ;

l but as soon as they were made acquainted by
the Chinese with a regular writing, especially in the S.W.,

they soon adapted its benefits to their own purposes, as

shown by the cases of the Tsuan-Lolo and Shuikia writings ;

2

and under the incitement from the surrounding knowledge
of writing, some of them could produce an independent

system, like the Mosos did. 3

" In the N.W., the gynecocratic habits of the Pre-Chinese

tribes, whose Laka-Lolo, Mo-so, and Burmese descendants

have preserved some survivals, have had some influence for

a time over the immigrating Chinese Bak tribes, and several

of their leaders in that region were reputed to be bora

fatherless. 4

" In the west, cave-dwellings were the custom, while pile-

dwellings were in use in the East. In the East, also, tattooing,

1 Cf. my Beginnings of Writing, 10, 17, 33, 183, 212, etc.
2

Ibid. 31, 176, 217-212, etc.
;
and above, 68, 70n., 155, etc.

3 Ibid. \\ 64-73, and plates i.-iii.
;
and above, $ 159.

4 We have developed this interesting point in another place.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 33
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pottery, and metallic implements are conspicuous, as well as

burials in egg-shaped coffins of earthenware, several of which

were put together in a larger vase of great size.
( We remark, particularly in the centre, weaving, em-

broidering, a taste for variegated colours, tail-shaped coats,

and dog-eared headdress
; songs of a special rhythm ;

the

five-toned music 1
still preserved in Cochin-china (as in

Scotland) ; marriages by purchase ;
and stone implements :

the peculiar shape of the latter, which has caused them to be

called ' shouldered celts/ and was the antecedent of that of the

early Chinese spade-money,
2 has been met with only in

India (Chutia Nagpore), Pegu, and Cambodia.

XXII. THE CHINESE INTRUDERS.

" 197. It is not one of the least interesting results of modern

researches in oriental history and philology that the Chinese

should now be known as intruders instead of aborigines in

their own country.
3 This blunt statement must, however,

be qualified, as the modern Chinese are a hybrid race, and

their speech is a hybrid language, both of which are the

outcome of interminglings between the immigrants from the

north-west and north and the previous occupiers of the soil

belonging to different races, and especially to the Indo-

Pacific ones.
" This better knowledge, for the benefit of the philosophy

of history, was brought about by a closer examination of

their early traditions, a rigorous identification of the geo-

graphical names mentioned, therein and in the course of their

1 "Which the Kwei taught to the Chinese in the reign of Shun.
2 Cf. my work, The Coins and Medals of China, vol. i. p. 4.

3 Cf. the references above quoted, $ 15, n. 1. Also cf. Prof. R. K. Douglas,
The Progress of Chinese Linguistic Discovery, The Times, April 20, 1880 ;

Further Progress in Chinese Studies, ibid. Aug. 26, 1884
;

cf. also Sacred Hooks

of the Chinese, Saturday Review, June 30, 1883; Chinese and Babylonian Litera-

ture, Quarterly Review, July, 1882
;
T. G. Pinches, The Progress of Assyriology,

Report to the Philological Society, 1882
;
Clement F. R. Allen, The Chinese Book

of the Odes for English Readers, Journ. Roy. Aniat. Soc. 1884, vol. xvi. p. 460 ;

L. Ridult de Neuville, Lesorigines de la civilisation rhioise, pp. 240-241 of Revue

de* questions historiques, Juillet, 1884; Prof. R. K. Douglas, China, 1882, 2nd
edit. 1887, etc.
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history, and the study of many historical statements and

disclosures about the non - Chinese races actually settled

within the borders of China proper, clumsily arranged under

the heading of foreign nations,
1 in the Chinese Dynastic

Annals.
" 198. The early Chinese intruders and civilizers were

the Bak tribes, about sixteen in number, who arrived on

the N.W. borders of China not long after the great rising

which had taken place in S.W. Asia at the beginning of the

twenty-third century B.C. in Susiana. Their former seat was

within the dominating influence of the latter country, as

they were acquainted with its civilization, a reflex of the

Babylo-Assyrian focus.
" The following list is that of the points of civilization which

they imported into their new country from S.W. Asia,

including a few secondary points of later introduction : (i)

The art of writing, (2) from top to bottom and from right to

left as was the practice in S.W. Asia, and (3) not in relief but

engraved, (4) characters derived from those of Babylonia and

still semi-hieroglyphical, with (5) their meanings, (6) their

phonetic and polyphonic values, and (7) their imperfect system
of aerology and phonetism ; (8) probably some written texts

;

(9) the use of lists of written characters arranged (10) phoneti-

cally, and (n) ideographically ; (12) some souvenirs of the

cuneiform or monumental form of writing; (13) the extensive

use of seals, etc.
; (14) the shifted cardinal points of Assyro-

Babylonia; and (15) the symbols to write them, which they
further embroiled during their journey eastwards; (16)

astronomical instruments; (17) many names of stars and

constellations; (18) of twenty-four stellar points ; (19) the

twelve Babylonian months, (20) with an intercalary one,

(21) and a certain use of the week; (22) the erection of

1 The Marquis D'Hervey de St. Denys, Professor of Chinese, College de France,
has first called attention to this latter fact, apropos of his translation of the

chapters of Matuanlin dealing with the foreign nations, in his communication to

the First Congress of Orientalists, on the Ethnographie des Miao-tse,pp. 354-363
of the Memoires dii Congres,\o\. i. Paris, 1873. Eeprinted with additions in

Memoires de la Societe d'Ethnographie, xii. 1873, pp. 109-133 : Memoire sur
V ethnographic de la chine centrale et meridionale d'apres nn ensemble de documents

inedits, tires des anciens ecrivains chinois.
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lofty terraces for astronomical purposes, etc.
; (23) the

machinery of Imperial Government
; (24) titles of dignities,

and (25) the names of several offices with which they
had been made familiar near Susiana

; (26) the system
of twelve pastors ; (27) the concept of four regions, (28) and a

special officer bearing that title
; (29) the political idea of a

Middle Kingdom ; (30) many proper names which, appearing
in their beginnings and once restored to an approximation of

their old form, are easily recognized as similar to some names

used in the aforesaid S.W. Asiatic countries, etc.
; (31) the

cycle of ten, and (32) that of twelve
; (33) several standard-

measures
; (34) the twelve scales of music; (35) the decimal

notation
; (36) the ten periods, etc.

; (37) the wheat, which

is aboriginal in Mesopotamia only ; (38) the arts of clay-

brick building, (39) of embanking rivers, and (40) of making

canals; (41) many words of Akkado-Sumerian and Baby-
lonian civilization ; (42) the use of metals

;
and (43) many

minor notions of arts and science, such as (44) the fire

drill, (45) the use of war-chariots with horses harnessed

abreast, etc.
; (46) the practice of divination and (47) the use

of eight wands of fate
; (48) known tei-ms of good or bad

fortune
; (49) numerical categories ; (50) the symbolic tree

of life or calenderic plant; (51) special emblems on their

rulers' dress; (52) the worship or at least the name of

Utuku (=Tik), otherwise Shamash, as supreme god ; (53) the

six honoured ones, or the six gods of Susiana ; (54) the

ruling idea that events repeat themselves; (55) the lucky
and unlucky days ; (56) the mythical colours of planets ; (57)

the concept of Yn and Yang (not Persian) ; (58) large square

altars, etc.
; (59) the royal canon of Babylonia ; (60) many

peculiar legends therein, etc., etc.
1

1 All these points of identification between the borrowed civilization of the ancient

Chinese and its antecedents of Susiana-Babylonia-Assyria are established more or

less completely, pending a comprehensive work, in my various publications quoted

above, 15, n. 1, and in some papers I have read before the Royal Asiatic Society
since 1880. In 1868 the Rev. J. Chalmers had published a pamphlet on The Origin

of the Chinese ; an Attempt to Trace the Connection of the Chinese with //*'<'' fit

Nations in their Religion, Superstitions, Arts, Languages, and Literature (London,
1868, pp. 78), where desultory comparisons all through Asia and Europe, made
without criticism and proper sources of information, were too extensive and too

loose to have any scientific standing. In 1871 the Rev. J. Edkins published his
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"199. Several items of tins enormous list, including the

Royal Canon of Babylonia,
1 are met with in ancient, but not in

the scanty earliest Chinese texts which have survived the injury
of centuries, simply because earlier works where they could

be found have not been preserved until our time, while

the subject-matters of those which have survived did not

justify their quotation or insertion therein. On the other

hand, the chief characteristic of these affinities between

the early civilization of the Chinese 4000 years ago and the

much older focus of culture of South-West Asia is that they
are obvious imitations and borrowings. They have nothing

original in themselves, and bear in the face that they do

not come from common descent. They present the usual

imperfectness unequally combined with a complete identity

on some points and others which are always the accom-

paniment of acquisitions obtained through a social intercourse

of protracted length, and not from a casual teaching and

learning from books and scholars.

"200. The name Bak (now Peh), of the original Chinese

immigrants, meant 'flourishing, many, all,' and also 'hun-

dred.' But it has not the last meaning in such expressions as

Peli sing
'
all the surnames,' Pch kuan '

all the officials,'

Peli Liao, same meaning, Peh Yueh '
all the outside-borders,'

etc., where no possible reference can be made to any precise

number, since these various items comprise several hundreds,

as in the case of the first three, or only a few, as in the

China's Place in Philology : An Attempt to show that the Languages of Europe
and Asia have a Common Origin (London, pp. 403), a work containing some ideas

and suggestions, but like the preceding, written without the slightest regard for

scientific method. The author started the (impossible) hypothesis that the popula-
tion of Babylonia and the early Chinese did both belong -to one and the same
Hamitio Race, having the same sort of mind, and the same instinctive impulses,
which have produced identical features of civilization. Points of similarity such

as 1, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 50, 51, and others not on our list, were adduced to

support this view, while at the same time the author expressed as his opinion that

the early Chinese in their migration eastwards 3000 B.C. carried away with them
from Mesopotamia, and as a heirloom in common with the Babylonians, the rudi-

ments of their arts and sciences. Since my discoveries published in 1880 and

afterwards, the same scholar has written several interesting articles on the intro-

duction into China, towards the eighth century B.C., of mythology, imagery,

astrology, etc., also derived directly or indirectly from Assyro-Babylonia.
1 Mr. T. G. Pinches and myself intend publishing in the Babylonian and

Oriental Record the Cuneiform text and the Chinese version of this Canon.
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last case. All through the Shu-King or Canon Book of

History, it is employed as a whole though indetermined

number. And as a matter of fact, the well-known ex-

pression Peh sing, above quoted, which appears from, the

beginning of Chinese history, and about which so many
baseless speculations have been set forth, has never meant

the hundred surnames, as was wrongly presumed, and this

for several reasons. The supposition that Peh sing meant

'the hundred surnames' (or families) was based on the fact

that the Peh kia sing or ' the hundred (?) family names/ which,

includes some 460 names, was only compiled under the

Sung dynasty, i.e. after A.D. 960, when the number had

increased largely and much beyond its original figure. But this

admitted, the regular use of the family names does not go
back much beyond the time of Confucius (B.C. 551-479),

and when this list of surnames is carefully sifted, we do

not find more than about sixteen surnames dating as

far back as the beginnings of the Chinese in China; this

small number, however, being only reached if we include

a few family names quoted in the early traditions, and dis-

appearing afterwards. Therefore, as the term Peh sing,
1
i.e.

the 'Bak Surnames,' existed among the Chinese from the

outset as an appellative for themselves, the word Peh, old

BAK, could have, not the meaning of 'hundred,' but perhaps
that of '

all, numerous, flourishing,' as stated above, should

it have been still understood. And the meaning
'

hundred/
which originally was apparently said bar, was only a homony-
mous sound in the limited phonetic orthoepy of the Chinese,

expressed by the same symbol because of the similarity
of sound, real only for them.

"201. Bak was an ethnic and nothing else. We may
refer as a proof to the similar name, rendered however by
different symbols, which they gave to several of their

1 Pak was written in Ku-wen with the old forms of Q Pel with "K" Ke

(mod. hia) placed over, or
*=J

Kao placed below and read P-k. In Ta-tchuen

style Pak sing was written sometimes as a single word &^ sing over and
|=|

Suk (for Muk), or an old form of
"g" Pak, under. In modern writing "g $.
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early capitals, PUK, POK, PAK, all names known to us

after ages, and of which the similarity with Pak, Bale, cannot

be denied. In the region from where they had come, Bak
was a well-known ethnic, for instance, Bakh in Bakhdhi

(Bactra), Bagistan, Bagdada, etc. etc., and is explained
as meaning

'

fortunate, flourishing/

"202. Another ethnical name no less important is that

which is now read J[ Hia, also sha, in several ideo-phonetic

compounds, and which was the proper appellative of one of

the leading tribes of the immigrants when settled in ' a little

bit of territory in the N.W.* It became the name of the

Chinese people. The Ku-wen spellings tell us that its

original full form was something like Ketchi, Ketsu, Kctsi,

Kutche, Kotchi, etc., which, are all graphical attempts at

rendering the exact name with the clumsy acrologic and

syllabic system of the time being. We may take KUTCHE
as an average of all these variants. Now this name is so

much like that of the KASHSHI on the north-east of Meso-

potamia that, without suggesting in any way a relationship

of some kind between the two peoples, there may have

been an affinity of names from a common meaning suitable

to both.
" 203. An analysis of the aforesaid book of the family

surnames, the Peh Ida sing, shows their number to be made

up, besides the original names, of native appellatives brought
in sometimes by the entrance of native tribes into the

Chinese community, but principally from the native names

of regions bestowed upon Chinese subjects as fiefs and

territorial grants. Even the princely names taken by the

early Chinese leaders in the Flowery Land were borrowed

from those of native regions, as they conquered them. But

an examination of all these proper names, tribal and geo-

graphical, would carry us much beyond the limits of the

present work.
" 204. We have little to say here of the early language

of the Chinese Bak tribes, and its subsequent evolution and

development into several important dialects, as the matter

is somewhat precluded by the object of the present work.
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We allude elsewhere to some of its characteristics and to the

formation of its ideology ( 20-26) and tones ( 117, 230).
The explanation of the gap now existing between the book-

language
l and the vernaculars requires some long explana-

tions and demonstration much beyond our scope here.2 The

following scheme, however, gives the list of the most im-

portant languages, dialects, and subdialects, with an indication

of the probable dates of their branching off. It is the first

attempt which has hitherto been made at classifying them,
and thus far must be looked upon with regard to the relative

position of several dialects and subdialects as provisional.

A great deal of work and investigation remains to be done

before such a classification can be completed. The total

number of dialects and subdialects, hiang fan or local patois,

etc., has been roughly estimated to be somewhat similar to

that of the days of the year (360), and though they are not

likely to affect the general lines of the classification below,

it may be useful not to forget that the total figure of the

names entered therein is only one-ninth of the general
number.

" 205. The following table gives the General Historical

Scheme of the Chinese Family of Languages, as referred to

in the foregoing section.

1 A misconception as to the real character of the Chinese language, at first

known in its fictitious book form written with ideographic symbols, now syllabic,
and supposed to be genuine and spoken ; combined with another misconception as

to the non-historical and mnemonic value of the 1720 pseudo-roots of the Hindu
Brahmans analysing their Sanskrit ; both misconceptions understood as justifying
a theory of an early period of monosyllabic roots, while, as a matter of fact, these

are generally late in the history of language, have misguided the greater
number of philologists until the present time, and have for long hindered the

E
regress of the science of language. Our predecessors have erroneously built a

)gical monosyllabism from the monosyllabisms of writing, of decay, and of elocu-

tion, the only ones which have ever existed.
2 The premature death of A. Bazin has prevented him solving this problem, in

which he was greatly interested, as shown by his Memoire sur les Principes gine-
raux du Chinois vulgaire, Paris, 1845, and his important Introduction to his

Grammaire Mandarine, Paris, 1856. I think I am the first to have attempted
the explanation of the phenomenon, in my Beginnings of Writing, i. $ 49-55.



Ancient. Canton. Fokien. Shanghai'.

s

Chinese Branch of the KUENLUNIC stock
( 231).
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" 206. The greatness of the early Chinese rulers, so-called

emperors, and the great extension of their dominion, are

purely mythical, as we have had occasion to show in several

instances. They were simply civilized chieftains struggling
for the good of their followers. Even at the later time of the

Tchou dynasty, during the short period of its splendour

(1050-770 B.C.) which followed its establishment, the power of

the Chinese was still very small indeed. It is true that the

founders of the d}'nasty had acknowledged some eight

hundred barons within and without their dominion, but

many of these were simply native kings and local chieftains.

At the latter date, the Jungs, whom we have mentioned

repeatedly, were powerful enough to kill the Chinese ruler

and cause the removal of the Chinese capital from Tchang-

ngan (mod. Si-ngan fu in Shensi) to Loh (near Ho-nan

fu, Honan). The Chinese agglomerations, which formed

numerous states under the rule, at first absolute, afterwards

nominal, of the kings of Tchou, were much smaller than is

generally supposed. Fourteen of them, mentioned over and

over again in the TcJiun tsiii of Confucius, and in the invaluable

chronicle of his disciple Tso Kiu-ming, were the most im-

portant. And this small importance may be appreciated from

the fact that one of them, the state of Wei, which may be

depended upon as representing an average of their strength,

and whose territory covered about the thirty-sixth part
of the whole Chinese dominion, had not a population much
over 5000 souls, all told, in 660 B.C. Confucius, whose

bravery was not his chief virtue, could not speak without

awe in 500 B.C. on the N.W. borders of modern Shantung
of the distant barbarians, who were simply the Lai tribes of

the Shantung peninsula !
l

" 207. The list of native and pre-Chinese states or political

agglomerations would alone 2 be sufficient to show that the

building of the present Chinese greatness has been the result

of forty centuries of up-hill work seldom discontinued. She

Hwang-ti, of the Ts'in state, N.W. China, the founder of the

1 Cf. above, 191-195.
2 Tso tchnen, Ting kung, tenth year, 2.
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Chinese Empire, was really the first who began the task 221

B.C., and the results of his efforts and conquests, jeopardized

through the weakness of his unworthy successor, were upheld

again by the following Han dynasties (B.C. 206-220 A.D.).

The splits which occurred severally in the course of history

in the succession of the Chinese government, and resulted in

the fragmentation of the dominion between several contem-

poraneous dynasties, have greatly helped, as did the inter-

necine wars and Tartar conquests, the maintenance and

independence of power of the pre-Chinese tribes. For

instance, such times happened in 220-280 A.D. between the

E. Han and the W. Tsin dynasties, in 420-580 A.D. between

the E. Tsin and the Sui dynasties, in 907-960 A.D. between

the T'ang and the Sung dynasties, in 1127-1280 A.D. between,

the Sung and Mongol Yuen dynasties, etc. Provinces once

occupied were given up, and could be recovered only a long
time afterwards, and others were only conquered, either for

the first time or finally, in recent times.
" 208. The Chinese Empire of She Hwang-ti had ill-defined

limits, and did not cover more than two-thirds of the present

China proper. Fuhkien, partly occupied for a few years,

was given up in 105 B.C., recovered in the fifth and sixth

centuries, again the seat of an independent dynasty in the

ninth century, and conquered at last only in 939 A.D.

During the same ninth century the south of modern Tchihli

was abandoned to anarchy by successive emperors, and it

was even a question whether modern Shan si was worth

recovering. Kuangtung, which had been made a Chinese

dependency about the end of the third century B.C., and soon

after returned to freedom for some time, was sinicised much
later.

'

Canton,' said the late Wells Williams,
'
still in the

ninth, century, and even long after, was comparatively a

small place, and the people of that part of the country but

little removed from gross barbarism.' Returning north-

wards, we see that Kiangsi was only conquered in the tenth,

century. Kueitchou, Hunan, W. Szetchuen, S.E. Szetchuen,

Kuangsi, and Yiinnan were not yet subdued in the thirteenth

century. The great T'ang dynasty (618-906 A.D.) has done
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much for the unification of the Empire, which, however,

required stronger hands than theirs. It was the work of the

energetic Mongol or Yuen dynasty, 1260-1367 A.D., continued

by the Mings (1368-1640 A.D.), and on its way to achievement

since the conquest of the present Mandshu dynasty, in power
since 1644 A.D.

XXIII. OTHER INTRUDERS.

" 209. Numerous were the tribes and races who, for the

same reasons as the Chinese Bak tribes, or attracted by
the wealth and civilization of the latter, forced their way
into China, imperilling the existence of its government, often

superseding it altogether over a part or over the whole of

the country, and afterwards disappearing, not however

without leaving traces of their sway in the civilization, the

language, and the population.
" The Jungs, who had partly preceded the Chinese, the

Teks, the Kiangs, etc., have been already mentioned in this

work as having contributed to swell the ranks of the mal-

contents and banished Chinese families,
1 as well as those of the

aboriginal tribes, in pre-Chinese lands. Now we must refer

more particularly to those of the intruders who have exer-

cised an influence of some importance either politically or in

civilization.

" 210. The oldest intruders of this class were the Shang

]$j, whose name suggests that they were traders, while their

traditions indicate a western origin near the Kiien-lun

range, and perhaps a parentship with the Jungs.
2

They

1 Some tribes, interspersed with the aborigines and pre-Chinese, claiming to be

descendants of Chinese, migrated by their own will as malcontents, or by com-

pulsion as prisoners of war or exile. Such, for instance, as the IV ai kia, the

Li min tze, the Peh-erh (ze, the Tch'e tch'ai Miao, the la Lang, and the Sung kia,

all generally in Kueitchou.
2 Their oldest female ancestor, Kien-tik, who begot a fatherless child Sieh,

belonged to the great state of Sung Jjljj ,
which according to the Shtm ha'i King,

bk. xvi., was situated in the wide unknown west. The written character for Sung
is the same as that for Jung j5 }

with the addition of the determinative for

'woman.' Its Kuwen spelling, however, was different. It was written with two

signs TCHung and Man, thus ^g Tcho- or Tchom, read from bottom to top. Cf.

the various Ku-wen forms in Min tsi kih, Lull shu t\wg, bk. i. f. 11, where the

valiants bear only on the inferior character
jj^ ,

which is exchanged with
Ij4 , ft,
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appear on the N.W. of the Chinese settlements since the

beginning of and in the sixteenth century; they upset the

Hia dynasty, took possession of the parts of Shensi, Shansi,

and Honan then occupied by the Chinese, driving the Hia

towards the coast.

"The Tchou
JjUjJ, formerly Tok, who drove away the Shang-

Yn dynasty, established their brilliant rule over the Middle

Kingdom in 1050 B.C.
;
some of them had lingered on the

Chinese borders in Shensi for several centuries. They were

most probably Red-haired Kirghizes, and were not apparently
without Aryan blood among them. It seems so, from the fact

that they were acquainted with some notions derived from the

Aryan focus of culture in Kwarism, which they introduced

into China, and that several of the explanations added to the

Olden texts of the Yh-King by their leader Wen-wang were

certainly suggested by the homophony of Aryan words.2

"The Ts'-iit Jg, or better Tan, as formerly pronounced,
formed an important state on the west of the Chinese agglo-

meration. It grew from the tenth century to the third B.C.,

when, having subdued the six other principal states of the

confederation, its prince founding the Chinese Empire,
declared himself Emperor in 221 B.C.

3 Their nucleus was

and -p, all pointing to a hushing or hissing initial. The name Kien-tiJc has a

great similarity with that of the ancestors of the Turks Hiung-nu, variously
written Kiien-tuk, Kuntik, etc. Sieh or Sie(t 3j#, the written name of the

ancestor of the Shang, means 'great or important writing,' and though this

character has probably replaced an older one, which represented a sort of bird, it

has given rise to the unwarranted conclusion of the Eev. J. Chalmers, that the art

of writing had been only introduced into China by the Shang people. The man so-

called was according to tradition an officer of Shun.
1 Cf. above, 193 n.
2 Such is one, and the most important it is, of the explanations which can be

put forward scientifically concerning the finding of Aryan names in Chinese. "We

must, however, declare that affinities of this sort, which have been eagerly
pointed out by several writers in China with more zeal than discretion, are

for the greater part spurious or accidental. The narrow range of the Chinese

phonesis, and the disregard of scientific method, explain the number of apparent
similarities, which have been unwarrantably indicated by numerous writers.

Another source of introduction of Aryan words into Chinese is that of the native

dialects, which, after having received many Indian words (cf. below, .212, 213),
have furnished numerous terms to the Chinese vocabulary.

3 Some fugitives from Ts'in had fled to Corea in the Han country, where they
were called Shin-Han. Their language, according to the Hou Han shu, bk. 115,
bore a resemblance to that of the Ts'in dynasty ; they called a kingdom, pang

^JJ ;
a bow, hit

jjj]]J ; robbery, kou ^ ;
to pass wine, heng shang fa Jjjt

calling each other, they said tu
fife

all words obsolete in the Han period.
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not Chinese, and made of Jung tribes who absorbed gradually

many Chinese families from inside, and also Turko-Tatar

tribes from its outside borders, the limits of which are not

well known. This state was a channel through which passed,

or a buffer preventing the passage of, any intercourse of the

west with the Middle Kingdom.
"211. After the foundation of the Empire, there was

no longer any barrier to stop foreign intercourse, at least

in the North-West, and the central government could itself

open relations with the outside. The result was the Mission

of Tchang Kien in Central Asia, and by B.C. 115 a regular

intercourse with thirty-six states of Turkestan had been

established. This signifies the entrance into China of many
new items of civilization, new ideas and new words.

"The Jews as a colony entered into China in the second

century of our era; the Nestorians, the Persians, the Ma-

hommedans followed in the seventh. The Persians had

a considerable intercourse with China, from 723 to 747,

when ten envoys reached the Middle Kingdom. Every
one of these races brought something of its own civilization,

and was also the channel through which a certain amount

of western culture was introduced into the Flowery Land.

"212. We know hardly anything of the immigrations which

have taken place in the western and south-western regions

non-Chinese, in former times. In the fourth century B.C. a

native dynasty arose in the country of Shuh, i.e. Szetchuen,

and the fourth ruler, who was the first to assume the title of

King, is stated to have come from India. This important
event was undoubtedly the outcome of the commercial

relations which had existed for eight centuries or more

between the traders of Shuh and those of India. 1 Many
Hindu ideas have penetrated into non-Chinese China through
this channel, and from thence partly into Chinese China.

To the same time and means may be assigned a curious

series of mythological resemblances. The many notions

of fabulous ethnology and natural history, which we know,

1 On this trade, cf. Beginnings of Writing, 1565.
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from Ctesias, Megasthenes and others, as Indian, and the

existence of similar, sometimes identical, notions in ancient

Chinese literature of the same period, especially in the

Shan ha'i King, were due, I think, to the marvellous reports

made in both countries by these travelling merchants about

the intermediary, unknown, and therefore awful regions

through which they had to pass during their journey to

and fro.
1

"213. The imperfect and embellished tradition of the

arrival of a Buddhist missionary Li-fang with seventeen

companions, under the reign of the First Emperor, circa

227 B.C., which subsequently served as a pattern
2 for the

expeditions sent to India by Han Ming-ti (65 A.D.), and

by the Tibetan Srong btsan sgam po (632 A.D.), refers most

probably to an introduction of Buddhism from India in

Szetchuen.

"Archaeological remains of great interest in the shape
of statues and carved caves with Indian emblems, which

are to be met with in Szetchuen, Hunan, Kiangsi and

Tchehkiang, extending like a wedge turned eastwards,

show another current of influence, if not of immigration,
from the South-West. 3

Taoism, at least in its leading

features, was introduced into China from the same quarters,

but nothing remains to show if the two belong to the same

current, and the matter has not as yet been investigated.
" Buddhism was introduced in an effectual manner through

Imperial patronage in 67 A.D. Its great development and

evolution as a religion in the country does not concern us

here
;
on the writing its influence was not unimportant, but

its effect on the spoken language has been very small.

"214. On the eastern side, otherwise the sea-coast, it was

difficult for any immigration to be important enough to have

any lasting influence under any respect.

1 Ibid. 156c n.
2 Ibid. I 91.
3 Mr. E. Colborne Baber has carefully described several of such caves he visited

in Szetchuen (Travels and Researches in Western China, pp. 129-141). All that
I know of the others I have learned from the Chinese topographies. The curious

horse-shoe shape of the Chinese tombs reminds us of the yoni of India, and must,
most probably, be attributed to the same Brahmanic influence.
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"In the south-east of Shantung, the city of Lang-nga,
founded about 500 B.C., which recalls so much to mind the

Lanka, Lankapura of the old Ceylon, the Lang-nga of the

north coast of Java, and seems to have been a settlement

of colonist traders from Asianesia, in a region which was

not yet Chinese, was the channel through which so many
foreign notions have entered into China, that it deserves the

special attention of future inquirers.
" The Japanese in the Middle Ages made several raids on

the coast, leaving behind them nothing else than destruc-

tion. The same must be said of the Bisayas of the

Philippines, who made a raid on the coasts of Tsiuan-tchou

in Fuhkien during the period 1174-1189 A.D. under the

Sung dynasty.
" The Arab traders who frequented the old port of Kanfu,

now embedded near Hangtchou, in the ninth century, have

introduced many items of civilization. But numerous as they

were, they have had no influence on the language, as in the

personal statement of the relation of Wahab and Abu Zai'd,

no Chinaman could speak Arabic in their time. The same

phenomenon, which is worthy of the attention of comparative

philologists, is still experienced in the present day, as Chinese

do not speak Arabic.

"The latest and most important influence for the future

which has ever entered into China by the eastern coasts is

that of the Europeans, which promises to be the greatest

incitement and help to development which the Middle

Kingdom has ever received.

"215. The influence of the Turko-Tatar races has been

considerable. Several of them, spoken of in the previous

pages, belong to olden times. For several centuries after

the Han period, ignorant Tatar dynasties have ruled over

parts of Northern China. The Sien-pi, cognate to the

Coreans, have produced the dynasties of the Former Yen,

303-352 A.D.
;
the After Yen, 383-408 A.D.

;
the Western

Yen, 385-394 A.D.
;
the Southern Yen, 398-410 A.D. ;

the

Southern Liang, 397-414 A.D.; theWestern Tsin, 385-412 A.D.

" The Hiung-nu Turks have produced the dynasties of
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Northern Liang, 397-439 A.D., of the Hia, 407-431 A.D. in

W. Shensi (to be distinguished from the later Si-Hia), and

afterwards the Northern Han, in 951-799 A.D.

" The Tchao Turks produced the dynasties of the Former

Tchao, 304-329 A.D., and After Tchao, 319-352 A.D.

"The Si-fan have produced the dynasties of Tcheng in

Szetchuen, 301-346 A.D. ;
of the Former Tsin, 390-395 A.D.,

After Tsin, 384-417 A.D., both in Shensi. The Tobat Tatars,

who produced the great dynasty of the Northern Wei, 386-

532 A.D., belonged to the same group. They were apparently

acquainted with the Syriac writing, at least about 476-500

A.D., and they had a court language of their own, in which

their ruler Wan-ti at that time (in 486 A.D.) ordered that

a translation of the Hiao king or ' Book of filial piety
'

should

be made. 1 Its use was not abolished before 517 A.D.

"216. The rule of the Northern Wei extended over the

whole of Northern China, with a few regional exceptions in

the proximity of the Yang-tze Kiang. Later on, that of the

Mongol dynasty of the ITitan or Liao, 907-1202 A.D., was

restricted in the north-east. In the north-west, the Si-Hia

or Tangut dynasty ruled from 982 to 1227, until it was

swept away by the Mongols. The Meniak
( 173) are

their descendants. The Kin or Jutchih, the ancestors

of the present Mandshu dynasty, ruled over a larger

area than the N. Wei, from 1115 to 1234 A.D. The

Mongol Yuen dynasty established by Kubilai-Khan in 1271,

and which lasted until 1367, was the first to rule over the

whole of China; its great power did more for the homo-

geneity of the Middle Kingdom than any previous effort.

And at last, in 1644, the Mandshu Ta Tsing dynasty established

its sway all over the Empire, and is still reigning brilliantly,

with all prospect of not coming to an untimely end.2

" 217. These various dynasties brought each of them their

own language, as their names suggest, and restricted as it

was in its use to the court and soldiery, its influence was in

1 Of. my Beginnings of Writing, 164 and n.
3 All these dynasties had special writings made for them, as recorded at length

in my Beginnings of Writing, 101-110, 127-129.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 34
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every case limited, though by no means unreal, as shown by
the alteration of pronunciation and the introduction of words

in the official dialect. With regard to the present Mandshus,
their presence has hurried on the phonetic decay of the

Peking Mandarin dialect, now the official language, on the

path of hissing and hushing the sounds, where it had entered

since the days of the Yuen Mongols. Their small number,
and their habit of living somewhat apart from the population,

restrict the influence of the soldiery, which is felt only in

the proximity of the post-towns over the empire, by the

introduction of a few terms in the vernaculars.

Part VII. Results and Conclusions.

XXIV. GENERAL AND HISTORICAL.

" 218. The results of our survey, however concise it is in

many of its parts, are serious and complex, for the science

of language and for history. The importance on Chinese

soil in former and recent times of the native and intruding

languages, spoken of in the previous pages, is clearly under-

stood when considering how numerous and large were the

various Pre-Chinese states or political agglomerations of

tribes, which existed contemporaneously or superseded one

another, over the whole at first, and more or less extensive

parts afterwards of China proper. The slow growth of the

Chinese from very small beginnings to their present stand-

ing, and the corresponding gradual diminution of the non-

Chinese states and territories, throw still more light on the

whole affair.

" 219. We shall examine the various results we have

come to, with reference to the science of language, under

several respects, such as an increase in the number of

classified languages, and an alteration of previous arrange-

ments, with the formation of an altogether new linguistic

group, that of the Ta'i-Shan languages; and also serious

warnings and teachings about the hybridology of languages,

the non-mechanical character of the pronunciation and the

formation of tones.

"But we must also indicate here some important results,
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for the history of civilization, of our linguistic and other

researches. They show that the Chinese greatness from

antiquity was simply a fabulous legend, and far from being

permanent, is, on the contrary, a modern fact and an im-

portant contingent of the future of mankind; that there

is no such a thing as a great antiquity and purity of type
of the Chinese language, which, on the contrary, is a result

of intermingling; that the Chinese civilization is not the

result of their self-development, but an importation ; and,

therefore, that the theories of monosyllabic languages,

primitiveness of the tonic linguistic formation, and also

the theory of the self-progress of a secluded population,

must be deprived of the supposed conclusive supports which

have always been sought for them in China.

XXV. ADDITIONS TO CLASSIFIED LANGUAGES.

"220. As to the general classification of the languages
of the Indo-Pacific and Turano-Scythic stocks, the results

obtained in the preceding pages produce several new sub-

divisions and groups, and the enlargement of others : the

whole may be resumed in the following lists. We subjoin
to the names the Ideological Indices available, and one

or more of the italicised initials of their general characteristic,

such as Unmixed., J/ixed, J7ybridizec?, hybrid, Developed,

-Evolved, i.e. transformed without progress, and Regressed.
"221. Beginning with the Indo-Pacific stock of languages,-

INDO-CHINESE division or family (I), we have found

a new section
) MON-TAIC including

1) Pre-Chinese dialects (Unm. and M.) :

a. Pang or Pan-hu dial. * . . . . 2 4 6 8 VI.

b. Yao-jen dial.

c. Pan-yao dial 2 4 6 8 VI.

cl Mo-yao dial 2 4 6 8 VI.

e. Ling Kia Miao dial.

2) Pre- Chinese dialects (Hd. and H.) :

a. Tung jen dial. ...'.... 1 4 6

b. Ta-shui Miao-tze dial 4 6

c. Peh Miao dial. 2360
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d. Hua Miao dial 2 2 6

e. Yao-pu Miao dial 2^60
/. Leng-ky Miao dial 0060
g. Min Kia-tze dial. (M. Hd.) . . . 2400
h. Liao dial. * 2 4 6

. Kih-lao dial ..1460
j. Heh Miao dial 2 2 6

k. Yao Min dial 1460
" 222. Of the MoN-KmiER family, or section 5), we have

met with two of its languages, the

1) Cochin-chinese or Annamite (M.) . . 2468 VI.

2) Palaong (M.) . '. 2 4 6 8 VI.

"223. Of the TAIC-SHAN family, we have been enabled

to recognize several members of great importance, inasmuch

as they have shown to us in the most unmistakable manner

its formation, rise and growth. The first section is com-

posed of the Pre- Chinese, subdivided in three subsections

of dialects :

A. Undeveloped:

a. * Chief dial, of Ts'u.

b. % ISTgai-Lao dial.

c. % Nan-tchao dial.

B. Unmixed and Mixed :

a. Tsing Miao dial 2460
b. Ngan Shun Miao dial 2460
c. Tchirag Kia tze or Pu-y dial. . . 2460
d. Tu-jen dial 2 4 6 8 VL
e. Pai-y dial 2460
/. Pah-peh-sih-fu 2460

C. Hybridized and Hybrid :

a. Lien-Miao dial.

b. Li of Hainan dial 1460
c. Loi of Hainan dial.

d. Hotha Shan dial 1460
e. Khamti dial 2458 III.

" 224. The traces of Negritos which were disclosed by us

in the course of our investigation were not sufficient to form.
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any positive idea as to their language, and we do not know
if they belonged to the Himalai'c Negrito-Andaman, to the

Indonesian Negrito-Aetas, or to the Mon-Khmer Negrito
Kamucks divisions, though the first of these three is the

less, and the third the most, probable.
"225. One of the most curious results is the finding

of traces on the pre-Chinese soil of an Indonesian occupation

which has left in situ no living languages representative of

its former standing. These, however, in several disjecta

membra, now hybridized, were driven out of the Chinese soil,

West, South, and East. Therefore the Interoceanic division

of the Indo-Pacific stock, INDONESIAN Section, pre-Chinese

hybrid group, includes :

a. ! Pre-Chinese Indonesian . . . 1367 IV. ?

b. Gyarung or Tchentui (E. Tibet) H. 1 3 5 8 III.

c. Toungthu (S. Burma) H. . . . 1 4 6 8 VI. ?

d. Tayal (N. Formosa) H 1 i 6 7 Y.
" 226. The relative position of these various additions to

our present knowledge of the INDO-PACIFIC STOCK OF
LANGUAGES may be seen from the following general
scheme of the whole stock in its two divisions :

I. INDO-CHINESE.

a.) MON-TAIC.

1) Pre-Chinese dialects (Unm. and M.).

2) (Hd. and H.).

b.) MON-KHMER.

1) Cochin-Chinese or Annamite (M.).

2) Palaong (M.).

3) Talaing or Peguan.

4) Khasi (M.).

5) Khmer and its numerous group (M.).

6) Negrito Kamucks, etc.

c. TAI'C-SHAN.

1) Pre-Chinese (Und., Unm., M., Hd., H.).

2) Ahom group (M., Hd.).

3) Shan group (D.).

4) Laocian-Siamese (D.).
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II. INTER-OCEANIC.

a.) INDONESIAN.

1) Pre-Chinese %.

2) Formosan (M., Hd.).

3) Tagalo-Malayan (D., E.).

4) Negrito-Aetas (M.).

b.) MICRONESIAN (M.).

c.) POLYNESIAN (E.).

(I.)
MELANESIAN (M., H.).

"227. The great Kiienlunic family of the Turano-Scythian
stock of languages was represented among the populations

who occupied some parts of China before the Chinese by
several groups of tribes speaking languages of the Tibeto-

Burmese type, and of the Kareng group.
" 228. The latter Kareng group is divided into a northern

branch in ancient pre-Chinese country, and a southern branch

including the present dialects spoken in Burma. It is the

existence of the Northern and older branch which has been

disclosed in the present work, as follows :

KUENLUNIC, 3) Kareng family, a Northern branch.

a) Pre-Chinese Kareng * . . . (1 4 6 8 YI ?)

b) T'u Man dial. M 1460
" 229. The 4) Tibeto-Burmese family was, and is still, repre-

sented by a large number of languages and dialects, thus, the

f.) Naga-Kakbyen group includes :

b.) Western Naga group
1. Pre-Chinese Jung {.

c.) Eastern Naga subgroup.
1. Pre-Chinese Lu-tze, Hd. . . 2458 III.

2. Melam, Hd 2458 III.

3. Pagny or Grhien.

4. Telu.

5. Remapan.

"The j) Laka-Lolo group, which is altogether newly

recognized,
1
is composed as follows :

a. Laka-Lolo (Szetchuen-Yunnan) E. . . 1458 ILL

1 Cf. my Btginninga of Writing, i. 76.
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b. Y-kia (Yunnan) H 0060
c. Liso or Leisu (N.W. Yunnan) M. . . 1458 III.

(Moso-Nashi (N.W. Yunnan) M. 1 4 5 8 III.

d. Moso 4 Mu-tze (Muang-lim, N. Indo-China) 1458 III.

I Musur-Lahu (Shan country) . 1458 III.

e. Kouy (Siemlap, N". Indo-China) M.

/. Ka-to, Nopi and Heh Po (S. Yunnan) M.

g. Honhi (S. Yunnan) M.
/*. Ka-kho (Paleo, N. Indo-China) M.

"230. The k) Sifan group has also received several

additions which we note in the following scheme with an

asterisk :

1. Pre-Chinese Kiang >K*

2. Meniak 1458 III.

3. Sung-pan Sifan.*

4. Outside Mantze. *

5. Lifan Mantze.*

6. Thotchu.

7. Horpa.
8. Takpa.

" This arrangement is provisional, as we know very little

about these languages, and new information is much re-

quired.

"231. All these additions and the relative position of the

groups to which they belong, are better understood when

examining the following general scheme of the TUKANO-
SCYTHIAN STOCK OF LANGUAGES.

I. S.W. ASIATIC.
> Sumero-Akkadian, etc. + Hd.

II. UEALIC.
1. Ugro-Finnish, D.

2. Samoyed, E.

3. Yamato-Corean, E.

III. ALTAIC.

Turko-Tartaric, E.
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IY. KUENLUNIC.

1) Yenissei Kotte, E.

2) Chinese family, H.

a. Ancient HK

b. Sinico-Annamite dialect.

c. Canton dialects.

d. Fokien. ,,

e. Shanghai

/. Mandarin

3) Kareng family, H.

a. Northern or Pre-Chinese branch.

b. Southern or Burma branch.

4) Tibeto-Burmese family.

a. Bhot group.

b. Nepal.
c. Sikkim ,,

d. Assam ,,

e. Kachari-Koch group

/. Naga-Kakhyen
g. Kuki

h. Arrakan-Chin

'. Burma

j. Laka-Lolo. ,,

k. Sifan

Y. HIMALAi'C.

1) Dravidian, D.

2) Gangetic, M. E.

3) Kolarian, M. E.

4) Negrito-Andaman, &c., M. E.

5) Australian, E.

VI. KUSH-CAUCASIC.

1) N. Caucasian, M. E.

2) Alarodian, M. E.

3) Kushite, &c., M. E.

VII. EUSKARIAN, M. E. And other divisions.
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XXVI. OTHER RESULTS AS TO IDEOLOGY AND PHONETICS.

" 232. Most important results for the history of languages
have come out from the contacts historical and variously

intense, chiefly in Chinese regions, of languages belonging
to the Turano-Scythian and to the Indo-Pacific stocks of

languages. Both were opposed in ideology, as shown by
their respective indices when undisturbed, viz. 1358 III.

for the former, and 2 4 6 IY. VI. for the latter. And an

alteration or divergence from these standards in a language

belonging to one or the other of these two stocks always
occurs when the affected language has been engaged in

this remarkable linguistic struggle. We know from history

in so many cases that such was the fact, that we are

authorized in other cases, concerning which historical testi-

mony is lacking, to draw a similar conclusion. A strong

negative evidence in favour of these views comes from the

fact, most important here, that languages belonging to the

two aforesaid stocks, which cannot have come into the social

contact alluded to, and therefore have not been parties in the

struggle, do not present the same phenomena of divergence
and alteration. Their evolution has not been impressed in

the same way.
" 233. As the variations of ideology, temporary or perma-

nent, have been indicated throughout the present memoir,

among the aboriginal dialects, we need not go over the same

ground again. As a complement, let us recall the altered

ideologies of the Chinese 1368 VI., of the Karengs
1468 VI., and of the Tibeto-Burmans 1458 III., instead

of the original 1358 III. in the Kiienlunic family.
" 234. We have seen, then, the undeniable existence, not

only of languages mixed in their stock of words, but also of

many others hybridized in their grammar, and of some new

linguistic formations hybrid altogether in their vocabulary
and grammar. I shall not insist here on the importance of

the matter, as I have done so in another work on the com-

parative ideology of languages. It will be sufficient to call

attention to this important fact, which finds exemplification
all the world over.
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" 235. Another point which requires due consideration

is that of pronunciation. The scientific achievements lately

obtained in perfection of transcription by several English
and German scholars go beyond human looseness. They
have reached the high level of the respective idiosyncrasies

of the speaker and of the transcriber, above the com-

mon average of speech. The activity of man's speaking

organs, and also that of his ear-sense, have nowhere the

mechanical and permanent precision which their principles

and those of the new school of grammarians imply. Uncul-

tured populations and uneducated men are not naturally bent

in the material of their speech to the yoke of steady

precision which is only the result of a training in educated

social surroundings through several generations. Audition

and articulation of language, except in the higher races, seldom

arrive together at some sort of perfection in their effective-

ness. For instance, we may quote the well-known fact that

the acuity of the ear among the races paying peculiar

attention to the colour and pitch of the vowels exists only at

the expense of precision in the articulation.

" 236. Tribes in a rude state of culture have a looseness

and uncouthness of pronunciation and hearing, which escapes,

in its group's fancies or individual distortions, from any

unflinching law of regularity. The cases and causes of

variance from analogy, relative easing, symbolical strength-

ening or weakening, scorn anything like a formulated law.

The segmentation, dispersion, and migration of tribes grown
from a homogeneous linguistic stock in that state of un-

culture, combined with the complication resulting from the

frequent though often unknown superimposition of races and

languages in a similar condition or otherwise, imply large

divergences of pronunciation apparently inconsistent with

their genuine derivation from common parents. And the

efforts at reducing the whole of the divergences to regular
and somewhat mechanical equivalence cannot lead otherwise

than to numerous confusions and misapprehensions.
"237. After the disturbance of ideologies, the most im-

portant result for all the languages engaged in the struggle,
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a result produced at the same time by the intermingling of

blood, concerns the phonesis. We have called attention to

this fact again and again.
1 The difference of phonetic

peculiarities between the two great stocks was on a par with

the opposition of their ideologies. The Southerners, Mons
and Indonesian, were in possession of elliptic tendencies, and,

above all, of a characteristic nicety of distinction in vowel

sounds. The Northerners or Kiienlunic, on the other hand,

had just a reverse tendency to simplify the varieties of the

vowel-sounds and to unify those of a word, a process leading

straight to contraction and ellipsis. The first case is illus-

trated in the present day in the reports of European scholars

on the extraordinary sharpness of the Khmers at catching
the most delicate nuances of colour in the vocalic sounds. 2

The second is exemplified in the remarkable phenomenon of

the vocalic harmonization which exists among many of the

Uralo-Alta'ic languages.
3 Such were the conditions of the

contest. Neither of the two parties could adopt the preferences

and characteristics of the other. These were reciprocally ob-

jectionable to their physiological possibilities and tendencies.
" 238. A compromise became forcibly the natural outlet

of the contending phonologies in the languages of the inter-

mingled populations. Unable to find, in a difference of

colour of the vowel, the compensation required by the natural

equilibrium of language for the losses in the phonetic stuff

of the words by contraction, ellipsis and otherwise, they have

found, as a physical necessity, this compensation in a differ-

ence of pitch of the vocalic sound, which pitch is simple or

compound according to the peculiar character of the loss

1 For the first time in my Early History of the Chinese Civilization (London,
May, 1880), p. 19. Vid. also my Beginnings of Writing, i. $ 52-53.

2 This is most difficult for European ears, and proves a serious obstacle to those

who go there. Vid. G. Janneau, Manuel pratique de la langue Cambodgienne
(Saigon, 1870), p. v.

3 It was disclosed for the first time hy Dr. J. L. Otto Eoehrig, at length, in

his Researches in Philosophical and Comparative Philology, chiefly with reference
to the Languages of Central Asia, in 1849, presented to the Institut de France.
Cf. L. Dubeux, Compte Rettdu (Paris, 1850), pp. 12-14. And previously in his

J&claircissements sur quelques particularity des languts tartares et finnoises (Paris,

1845), pp. 5-6. A complete exposition of the phenomenon has been given by M.
Lucien Adam, De Vharmonie des voyelles dans les fatigues Ouralo-Alta'iques (Paris

1874), pp. 31-76.
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sustained. This is the simple explanation, which nobody
has hitherto given,

1 of the tonic formation so remarkable in

its outlines, as it has affected languages belonging to the two

great linguistic stocks we have mentioned
;

it does not

properly belong to either of the two, and, as already said

here, only the opposed languages which have come into

social contact have been touched by it. Though the tones

of a language are the most variable part of its phonesis, they
have come to occupy an important position in the economy
of the language. Their use is open to extension by analogy,
want of distinction, imitation, or symbolism, and to diversifi-

cation for the same reasons, besides the phonetic reaction of

the vowel-sound and consonants. As a part of the material

of a language they have to answer to its various requirements
in the same way as the other parts.

2 And they are greatly

responsible for the apparent monosyllabism of the tonic

languages, which has so thoroughly deceived the philologists

of former times. 3

"239. It remains to be noticed that the hold of the tones

on languages is in proportion to their stay within the influ-

ence of the struggle we have described, and the proportion
of intermingling they display in their glossary and ideology.

The Chinese dialects have four tones, in some dialects ex-

tended to eight by segmentation in a lower and upper class
;

the Shan-Siamese have five
;
the Annamites, the Karengs, and

the Kakhyens six tones
;
some of the Miao tribes have eight

1 It is a simple phenomenon of equilibrium, and not the survival of an hypo-
thetic primitive musical language, 'the everlasting song of the soul,' as proposed
by L. de Eosny in De Varigine du langage (Paris, 1869), pp. 36-39. Cf. also D.

Beaulieu, Memoire sur F origins de la Mmique (Xiort, 1859), pp. 5-8.
2 It has been remarked by Brian Hodgson that those languages which are most

given to adding other syllables to the root make the least use of the tones, and
vice versd, where the tones most prevail, the least recourse is had to determinative

syllables. Cf. his paper On the Tribes of Northern Tibet and Si-fan, 1853. Also
E. L. Brandreth, On the Non-Aryan Languages of India, 1878, Journ. Boy.
Aniiit. Soc.

;
and cf. Prof. Dr. Anton Boiler, Die prafix mit vocalischem und

gutturnlem Anlaute in den ein*ilbigen Sprachen (Wien, 1869).
3 The languages of Tibet, Burma, Pegu, Siam, Annam, China, are generally

called monosyllabic, and are still erroneously supposed by many to be living illus-

trations of the imaginary primitive language of monosyllabic roots. Such mono-

syllabism does not and never did exist. In reality there are three sorts of

monosyllabism only one of decay, one of writing, ana one of elocution. It is to

the last and first that the tongues of south-eastern Asia belong, with the complica-
tion of the second in the case of modern Chinese.
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tones
;

the Lolo and the Meniak have three tones
;

the

Si-fan, Li-so, Mo-so, and Burmese only two ;
the Nagas,

the old Jungs of the Chinese, have two
;
and the Tibetan

has hitherto grown two tones. The gradual growth of the

tones is an historical fact which we see still at work in the

present time as in the last instance. It has been demonstrated to

be a fact in Chinese by a native scholar, Twan-yu tsai, of the last

century, whose views have proved to be substantially correct.
" 240. This memoir is the first (and therefore incomplete

and imperfect) attempt at grasping the whole of a subject of

singular importance in history, though hitherto neglected,

and about which hardly anything had been done. Deprived
of all the historical and ethnological data which would have

made the matter less dry, and easier to comprehend by jus-

tifying many an arrangement of these pages, the lin-

guistic information compressed here will strike every one

by its insufficiency and defective character. Materials are

wanting for the study of fifty out of the fifty-five languages
and dialects mentioned therein. My last word cannot be

less than an appeal for help, and nobody will feel more than

I do myself the defects and lapsus of this work. But the

importance of the results obtained must be a strong incite-

ment to further efforts, and the contempt of the Chinese for

the scanty remnants of the former population of their country

ought not to continue to blind the Europeans, who have

occasion of travelling through China, on the scientific im-

portance of these ethnical and philological remains, dilapidated

and hybridized as they may be, of a former state of things

highly interesting for the elucidation of serious problems of

anthropology, linguistics, and philosophy of history. Let

us hope that this appeal will not be a vox clamantis in deserto,

and that our co-workers in China will turn their attention

to these living relics of the past, and gather with due care

the proper materials which are required for their scientific

study, before the not remote time of their complete disap-

pearance under the levelling activity of progressing China."
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Chinese writing.
38. The reform did not answer to expectations.
39. Annual collectors of provincialisms.
40. The Erh ya, the oldest Dictionary.
41. It contains many provincialisms.
42. The Fang-yen, comparative Dictionary of dialectical words.

43. It contains words from 44 regions.
44. 20 Chinese regions.
45. 24 Non-Chinese regions.
46. Variety of their names suggest several periods.
47. The region of Mien.
48. The Kiang-hwai region.
49. Proofs that documents therein are of various dates.

50. Difficulty for the transliteration.

51. Examples of its contents.

52. Relation to modern dialects.

53. Equivalences of sound in the Fang-yen.
54. Equivalences between Chinese, Siuico-Annamite and Tunkinese.

55. Equivalences between Chinese and Tai'c.

56. Equivalences between Mandarin and Cantonese.

57. Equivalences between various regional sounds.

58. Dominating influence of the Chinese court dialect.

59. Chronology of equivalences.
60. Another Dictionary, the Shwoh-wen.
61. Its contents and dialectal bearing.
62. Importance of the three works.

Part IV. The extinct and surviving Aboriginal Languages

and Dialects, 63 144.

VIII. FAMILIES OF LANGUAGES.

63. A complete survey of all of them is out of the question.
64. They belong to the Indo-Pacific and Kiienlunic families.

65. Mixed, Hybridized and Hybrids.

IX. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL M5N-TA1 DIALECTS.

a) Unmixed and Mixed.

6. The Pong or Pan hu.

67. Relics of their language.
68. The Yao-jen or Fan-k'oh.
69. The Pan-yao or Ting-Pan-yao dialect.

70. The Pan-y shan-tze or Mo-yao dialect.

71. The Liug-Kia Miao or Ling jen dialect.

X, THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL M5N-TA'i DIALECTS.

b) Hybridized and Hybrids.

72. The T'ung-jen or Tchuang-jen.
73. Relics of their language.
74. Their Mon-Taic character.

75. The Ta-shui Miao-tze dialect.

76. The Peh Miao dialect, hybridized.
77. The Hua Miao dialect, hybridized.
78. The Yaop'u Miao dialect, hybridized.
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79. The Leng ky Miao dialect.

80. The Min-kia Tze dialect, mixed.
81. The Liao dialect.

82. Relics of vocabulary.
83. It was hybridized.
84. The Kih Lao dialect, hybridized.
85. The II eh Miao dialect.

86. Its hybridized character.

87. The Yao min dialect.

88. Its hybrid character.

XI. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL MON-KHMER DIALECTS.

89. The Annamites from Central China.
90. Their traditions.

91. Their ancient history.
92. Two languages in Annam.
93. The Annamese or Cochin-Chinese language.
94. Three writings in Annam.
95. The Palaoung dialect, mixed.

XII. THE PUB-CHINESE ABORIGINAL TAI-SHAN LANGUAGES. UNDEVELOPED.

96. Linguistical influence of the State of Ts'u.

97. Its principal language was M5n-Ta'ic.

98. Has helped the Tai-Shan formation.

99. The Ngai Lao.
100. The Kiu-lung legend.
101. Their history.
102. Single relic of their language.
103. The Nan tchao language.
104. Influence of the State.

XIII. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL TAI-SHAN DIALECTS.

a) Unmixed and mixed.

105. The Tsing Miao dialect.

106. The Xgan-shun Miao dialect.

107. The Tchung-kia tze or Pu-y.
108. Data of the Tchung tze.

109. Data of the Tchung kia.

110. Data of the Tchung Miao.
111. The Tu-jen language.
112. Grammatical remarks.

113. The Pai-y and Pah-peh sih fu.

114. Recent data.

115. A vocabulary of Chinese source.

116. The Shan- Siamese.

117. Their general characteristic.

XIV. THE PRE-CHINE'SE ABORIGINAL TAI-SHAN DIALECTS.

b) Hylridized and Hybrids.

118. The Lien Miao dialect.

119. Its hybridized character.

120. The Hotha Shan dialect, hvbridized.

121. The Khamti dialect, hybridized.
122. The Li of Hainan dialect, hybridized.
123. Its relationship.
124. Their writing.
125. Another Hainan dialect.

126. Its genuineness unascertained.
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XV. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL NEGRITOS.

127. Historical Traces in Eastern China.

128. Linguistic characteristics of their race.

XVI. THE PRE-CHINESE ABORIGINAL INDONESIANS.

129. Traces of Indonesians in E. Pre-China.
130. The Gyarung of N.E. Tibet.

131. Gyarung compared to Tagala of the Philippines.
132. Hybridized by Tataric influence.

133. Traces of class prefixes.
134. Affinities with the Miaos, Toungthus, and Tagala.
135. It objects to monosyllabism.
136. The Toungthus of Burma.
137. Their name and traditions.

138. Their Gyarung, and other affinities.

139. The Tayal of Formosa.
140. Defective documents.

141. They came from the Pre-Chinese mainland.
142. Connection of their language known to the Chinese.

143. Connection with the Pre-Chinese and Philippines languages.
144. Ideological Indices.

Part V. The Pre- Chinese Intruders. Extinct and surviving

Kuenlunic Dialects. 145 179.

XVII. THE KARENGS OF BURMA AND THEIR PRE-CHINESE COGNATE

DIALECTS.

145. TheKarengs.
146. Their linguistic evolution.

147. Their formation in Pre-China.
148. Their Pre-Chinese affinities.

149. Surviving tribe, the T'u Man.

XVIII. THE JUNGS, NAGAS, AND LOLOS.

150. The Jung invaders, pre- and post-Chinese.
151. Affinity of their tribal names with those of the "Western Nagas.
152. The Laka-Lolo or Lokuei of Szetchuen.

153. Some words in Chinese records and vocabularies.

154. Originally from N.E. Tibet.

155. Their Tsuan writing.
156. The Y-kia of Szetchuen-Yunnan.
157. The Li-so of N.W. Yunnan.
158. The Mo-so of JST.W. Yunnan.
159. Their language and hieroglyphic 'writing.
160. The Mu-tse of N. Indo-China.
161. The Musurs of Indo-China.
162. Their common language and indices.

163. The Ho-nhi of S. Yunnan.
164. The Kato of S. Yunnan.
165. The Kho of Indo-China.
166. They form a special subgroup.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 35
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167. The Lu-tze of the Teks.

168. Their connection with the Kakhiengs, etc.

169. The Melam in S. E. Tibet.

170. Ideological Indices, hybridized.
171. The Lu-tze are Pre-Chinese, not aborigines.

XIX. THE SI-FAN TIBETANS.

172. The Kiang, Jungs and Si-fan.

173. The Meniak.

174. The Sung pan Si-fan.

175. Their Tibetan affinities.

176. The outside Man-tze.

177. Their language is mixed.

178. The Si-fan Man-tze.

179. It is mixed.

Part VI. Aborigines and Intruders.

XX. PRE-CHINESE PROPER NAMES.

180. Researches in proper names.
181. Distribution of Pre-Chinese terms for '

river.'

182. Vagueness of names of aboriginal tribes.

183. Causes of their intricacy.
184. Their Chinese garb.
185. The older names are honourable.

186. The later ones are contemptuous.

XXI. GRADUAL RETREAT OF THE PRE-CHINESE.

187. Aboriginal tribes and infiltrations of the Chinese.

188. Retreat, generally southwards, of the Pre-Chinese.

189. The standing of the Pre-Chinese made not apparent.
190. Aboriginal states and political agglomerations.
191. In the East.

192. In the South East.

193. In the centre and "West.

194. In the South.

195. In the South West.
196. Their native civilization.

XXII. THE CHINESE INTRUDERS.

197. The Chinese were intruders in their country.
198. Their imported civilization from S.W. Asia.

199. Remarks on the list of borrowings.
200. ' Bak' their primitive name.
201. It was an ethnic from S.W. Asia.

202. Hia = Kutche, another primitive name.
203. The ' Peh Kia sing

'

shows their absorption of native tribes.

204. Early Chinese language and modern dialects.

205. General scheme of classification.

206. The smallness of the Chinese lasted long.
207. Their divisions and civil wars.

208. Building the Chinese greatness.
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XXIII. OTHEK INTRUDERS.

209. Many tribes followed the steps of the Chinese Bak tribes.

210. The Shang, the Tchou, the Ts'in.

211. The Jews, Persians, Nestorians, Mahommedans, from the N. W.
212. In the west, in Pre-Chinese lands, from India.

213. Early entrance of Brahmanism and Buddhism.
214. In the east, early and late colonists.

215. Ancient Turko-Tatar dynasties in the north.

216. Later dynasties, from the K'itans to the Mandshus.
217. Their linguistic influence.

Part VII. Results and Conclusion.

XXIV. THEIR GENERAL AND HISTORICAL CHARACTER.

218. They are important and complex.
219. For linguistic and history.

XXV. ADDITIONS TO CLASSIFIED LANGUAGES.

220. For the Indo-Pacific Languages.
221. Mon-Tai.
222. Mon-Khmer.
223. Taic-shan.

224. Negrito.
225. Indonesian.

226. General scheme of the Indo-Pacific stock.

227. For the Kiienluuic family.
228. The Kareng sub-family.
229. The Tibeto-Burmese Naga, Kakhyen, and Laka-Lolo.
230. The Tibeto-Burmese Si-fan group.
231. General scheme of the Turano- Scythian stock.

XXVI. OTHER RESULTS AS TO IDEOLOGY, AND PHONETICS.

232. Existence of numerous mixed and hybrid languages.
233. Produced by intermingling of conflicting ideologies and vocabularies.
234. Several important instances.

235. Imperfection of pronunciation versus perfection of transcription.
236. Permanent causes of divergences.
237. Causes of the arising of tones in languages.
238. They are a natural phenomenon of compensation.
239. Their inequal repartition proves their formation.
240. Conclusion.
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA.

1, 1. 8, read Kueitchou instead of Kueitchon.

4, 1. 2, read 58 instead of 38.

13, 1. 7, read sixteen instead of a dozen.

17, 1. 9, read extortions instead of exertions.

19, 1. 15, read Gyarungs instead of Gyalungs.
23, n. 1,1. 6, after divination insert : They were arranged for that purpose at

the beginning of the Tchou dynasty, with the largely increased addition of

words of fate.

ibid. 1. 12, read impossibility instead of improbability.
28, n. 2, read N. Hunan instead of N. Honan.

31, 1. 8, read Honan instead of Homan.
33, n. 2, after decayed forms insert "Wu was a prefix.

38, 1. 7, read dynasty, consists instead of dynasty. It consists.

41, n. 1, 1. 9, after published) insert The Ta-hioh and the Tchung-yung are

not included in the list of the thirteen classics because they form respectively
the books xxxix. and xxviii. of the Li-Ki.

52, n. 5, add Among the Kacharis Batho is a name of the supreme deity.

93, n. 6, 1. 3, read Truong instead q/"Tsuong.
105, 1. 8, read Tai Shan instead of Mon.

117, n. 1, 1. 13, read many Shan affinities instead q/many Chinese affinities.

130, 1. 1, after Gyarung insert or Tchentui.

136, n. 3, 1. 2, read of Eangoon instead of'to Rangoon.
143, add the following note : I reproduce here the 101, 102, and part of 103,

of my Formosa Notes : The Gyarung glossary exhibits numerous similarities

with the Blue Miao and the T'u Man tribes now in Kueitchou, the Toungthus
of Burma (in which case they extend to 25 %), with the Tayal of Formosa
and with the Tagala of the Philippines. This remarkable connection would
some years ago have proved unintelligible, while in the present day we may
look upon it almost as not unexpected. I have carefully compared the

Tayal glossary with the lists of words available from the Aborigines or Non-
Chinese tribes of the Middle Kingdom, and I have found with several of

them the following proportion of similarities : Tchung Miao, 33 % ;
T'u

Man, 25 %; K'lh Lao, 25 / ;
Loi of Hainan, 25 %; Ngan Shun Miao,

20 % ;
Blue Miao, 20 % ; Black Miao, 15 % ;

White Miao, 10 %, etc.

These figures, with the exception of those concerning the last two names,
which belong to a more distant group, exhibit an undeniable connection and

larger affinity than with the Malayan groups (which ran from 8 to 13
/

only).

154, n. 1, add cf. below 174, n. 1.

169, n. 2, add for Ghien pronounce Dj'ien.
193, n. 1, 1. 3, read Hou Han instead of "Ron Han.
ibid, n. 1, 1. 8, read Shang yn instead q/Shang-yu.
198, n. 1, 1. 18, read 16, 17, 34, 39, 40, 45, 49, 57, insteadof 1, 15, 16, 17, 22,

23, 50, 51.

200, n. 1,1. 2, read yj instead of ^.
219, 1. 18, read civilization of the Chinese instead of Chinese civilization.

230, 1. 10, add M. Hd.
ibid,l. 11, ^M. Hd.
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XIV. THE BRETON GLOSSES AT ORLEANS. By
WHITLEY STOKES, D.C.L., Hon. Fellow of Jesus College,

Oxford, and Correspondent of the Institute of France

(Academie des Inscriptions^).

THE following Old-Breton glosses were found in 1877, by
the late Henry Bradshaw, of King's College, Cambridge, in

a Latin manuscript of the tenth or eleventh century, written,

chiefly, by one lunobrus, preserved in the library at Orleans,

and numbered 193. When I was leaving England for India,

in 1880, he presented me with a copy in his own hand, not

only of the glosses, but of the context of most of the Latin

words glossed ;
and I seize this occasion to express my

gratitude for a generosity as rare as it is precious. In 1881

I printed them privately in Calcutta, with a commentary,
and in 1882 Mr. Bradshaw recollated his transcript with the

MS., and I published the glosses and Latin context in Kuhn's

Zeitschrift, xxvi. 423-497, with the additions and corrections

which Mr. Bradshaw had made.

Since then, these glosses have been noticed by M. Loth in

the Revue Ccltique, v. 104, and republished by him in his

Vocdbulaire Vieux-Breton, Paris, 1884, mixed up with the

Old-Welsh and Old-Cornish glosses and with pseudo-Breton
words like arapred, deric, docondom, ercolim, incorit, latic

(the beginning of the Latin latic (lauiam cla)midem), mined,

pei, tinsot, etc., and accompanied by a commentary which is

largely annexed from mine
;
which contains some remarks

both new and true
;
but which, from misplaced confidence

in O'Reilly's Irish Dictionary, and other causes, is often

exceedingly erroneous.

Lastly, in August of this year (1886), I went to Orleans,

collated all these editions with the original MS., and made

the Latin context, which Mr. Bradshaw had taken chiefly

from Wasserschleben's book,
1

agree with the Orleans codex.

The manuscript and its contents are best described in Mr.

Bradshaw' s own words :

1 Die Irische Kanonemammlung , Giessen, 1874.
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" This manuscript, which may be assigned to the tenth or

eleventh century, contains the following pieces in a very

clumsy and illiterate handwriting :

I. Liber ex lege Moysis ;
extracts from Exodus,

Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy, to be used

as canons still applicable to the Christian Church.

Each extract is headed K (Kdvoav, canon).

II. A paragraph beginning 'Ex Adam in diluuium . .'

III. A paragraph beginning 'Narcisus Hierosolimorum

episcopus.'

IV. Remissiones Peccatorum by Penuffius, from cap. 8

['De diversis poenitentiae fructibus'] of No. 20

of the Collationes of Joannes Cassianus, which is

headed 'De poenitentiae fine etsatisfactionis indicio.

Collatio xx. quae est Abbatis Pynuphii.'
V. A paragraph beginning

' Ex Adam usque ad

Ninum . . .'

VI. Four extracts about divorce, from Hennas, St.

Matthew, St. Paul, and the Law of Moses.

VII. A piece containing in prose and verse the ' virtutes

quas Dominus dominica die fecit.'

VIII. An earlier scribe's subscription beginning
' Pro me

frater oraueris
'
in four rhyming lines.

IX. A discourse on the text 'Discite a me quia mitis sum.'

X. Collectio Canonum Hibernensis
;
the A-text in 65

books. Wasserschleben gives 67 books, but his

9 and 10 properly form one book, and his 23 is

only found in the St. Gallen manuscript.
XI. Canons beginning

'
Si quis homicidium . . . ,' here

called 'Excerpta de libris romanis et francorum.' ]

XII. Canons beginning
' Marina animalia,' here and

commonly headed ' Canones Adamnani.' 2

" All these pieces occur in precisely the same order, only

copied by a more intelligent scribe, in the Book of Naeloc in

Paris MS. Lat. No. 3182, which may be attributed to the

1 Printed in Wasserscbleben's Die Bussordnungen der abendlundischen Eirche,
Halle, 1851, pp. 124-136.

3
Ibid. pp. 120-123. Also (with corrections) in Haddan and Stubbs'

Councils, etc., v6l. ii. p. 111-114.
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eleventh century. The Orleans manuscript is very clumsily

written, and some of the words are very troublesome to read

satisfactorily."

There are no glosses on the extracts numbered I., on the

paragraphs numbered respectively II. and III., on the piece

numbered VII., or on the scribe's subscription numbered

VIII. But glosses (in which three handwritings are trace-

able) are found on all the other pieces.

The glosses are 322 in number,
1 but of these no less than

109 are only portions of the words intended by the glosser.

Thus 37 consist of only the first two letters, 30 of only the

first three, 24 of the first four, 11 of the first five, 1 of the

first six, and 6 of the first seven. Similar abbreviations are

found in the Old-Breton and Old-Cornish glosses already

published by Zeuss.2
Thus, Old-Breton dadlt (gl. curia) for

dadl-ti, doguomisur (gl. geo), and didanuud (gl. elicio), respec-

tively for doguomisuram and didanuudam, guparth (gl. remota)
for guparthol, torguisi (gl. fido) for torguisiol, and nim (gl.

seriem) for nimer. 3 So Old-Cornish emmeni (gl. babtuta
' buttermilk

')
for some derivative from emmenin '

butter/

ara (gl. aratrum) for arater, and heuei (gl. non difficile)

for heueith.

These 109 abbreviations do not, of course, add much to

our knowledge of Old-Breton, but the remaining 213 glosses

are of great value, not only from the point of view of the

lexicographer, but also from that of the grammarian.
It may be convenient to gather together the grammatical

forms presented by our glosses, and arrange them in the

order followed by the Grammatica Celtica :

The Noun : The plural distinguished by internal i (Z.
2

283-284) is exemplified by meir 79, cerpit 100, meic 169,

commin 232. Plurals made by external i (Z.
2
284) are desi

6, cenemi 130. Plurals made by ou (Z.
2
287) are huisicou 28,

dalou 90, diprou 110, testou 184, and neuidteruo, olguo, 7, 119,

1 There are, besides, eight glosses, of each of which only the first letter is

written. See infra at Nos. 6, 10, 13, 29, 132, 170, 199, 248.
2 See Prof. Ehys, in Kuhn's Beitrage vii. 237.
3

Unless, as may be conjectured, nim, Z.2
1065, should be read rim. See

infra No. 45.
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for neuidterou, olgou. The adjective ocer makes its plural

(occrou 274) in the same way. A plural in iou is guiniou 246.

A plural in -iau for -iou is ruiau 222. Plurals in -ion (Z.
8
290)

are the nouns brientinion 183, orion 193, gtiorccrdorion 211,

drosion 230, the adjectives amcantocion 280, bleocion 281, and

the unique form in -inn, bliniun 210. Plurals in -ed (Z.
2
293) :

lored 132, and coined 136, if this be complete.

An interesting collective form (Z.
2

294) is loos 218.

The numerals are represented by un in tin-blot, 65, 66, and,

perhaps, on 4.

Pronouns : abs. pers. pron. 1st pi. used enclitically,

docordomni : abs. pers. pron. of 2nd sg. ti, used enclitically,

dino-ti, 25. Suffixed pers. pron. of 2nd sg. (Z.
2
380), cent-et,

and perhaps the absolute possess, pron. of 3rd sg. masc. e-rie.

Suffixed possessive pron. of 1st person sg. (Z.
2
389) i-m 58

;

of 2nd person sg. perhaps i-th 32. Relative (Z.
2
392) a dorn

203. Interrogative (Z.
2
401) pi co . . . 140.

Verb (Z.
2
506-606): Act. pres. indie. 3rd eg. without

ending or inflection : ampar (gl. habet), ial (gl. soluit) 156,

insobKn 164, a dorn (gl. triturantis) 203, gro (gl. crocitat) 243,

dotietue (gl. desistit) 261, doguolouit (gl. redegit, leg.

redigit). "With dental ending : fleriot (gl. redolet) 231
;

cospitiot (gl. titubauerit) 171 ; deponent : inruetir 164. 1st

pi. docordomni (gl. arcemus) 221
;

2nd pi. guotroit (gl.

demulgitis) 199
;

3rd pi. imyuparton (gl. se abdicant)

256.

Future : 2nd sg. dinoe (gl. discoperies) 13
;
3rd sg. ni

inu 14
;
3rd pi. decmint 145.

Imperative, 2nd sg. nac tu 122, guotric (gl. difer) 242,

dino-ti, 25.

Secondary present and future : eli (gl. redoleat) 89, compri

(gl. comparauerit) 303, if this gloss be complete ; dogur-
bonneu (gl. rogauerit) 52. The form admosoi (gl. qui inro-

gauerit maculam) 31, may be a conjunctive.
Perfect sg. 3, arim-rat 60.

Preterite : the s-preterite 3rd sg. is exemplified by gno-

tegtiis (gl. conpiscuit) 161, timit (gl. sparsit) 106b, and toreusti
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(gl. atriuit) 275 : the tf-preterite 3rd sg. by the irregular

verb doit 307.

Passive (Z.
2
529-531) : pres. indie. 3rd. sg. testoner 93,

dispriner (gl. depretiatur) 248. Preterite 3rd sg. strocat (gl.

tractus est) 115.

Participles (Z.
2

532) : pret. inlenetic (gl. interlitam) 67,

dieteguetic (gl. distitutus) 186, anfumetic 219, edeiunetic

290, and perhaps em-gruit 309 and toguat 305
;

future :

inaatoe (gl. ineundum) 133.

Infinitives or verbal nouns (Z.
2
535-537) are : bitat 165,

scarat (gl. diiudicari) 313, dilucet 36, guenoc 229, arton (gl.

latrare) 198, guomonim (gl. pulliceri), silim (gl. tuitionem),

demguescim (gl.conflictum) 38, 56, 285, methlaom (gl. confitari)

131, perhaps guodces 201.

Anomalous Yerbs : s 'est' 153, nit 'non est' 133, per-

haps im ' sumus '

182, edo '
erat

'

69, na-bu l non fuit
'

219,

the ^-preterite (already cited), doit (gl. sustullerit) 307, and

the participles em-gruit 309, and in-aatoe 133.

Adverbs (Z.
2
615) : introc 113, inmor 154.

Prepositions (Z.
2
666-698) : di 229, a 101, 109, 119, 123,

191, 238, 255, 318, ar 266, in 250, 263, 278, with loss of the

nasal before s, i, 64, with change of i to e, en, 7 : dan 195,

vant (in cent-et 289), foY 'usque ad' 182, hep 167b.

Negative particles (Z.
2
751, 752) : ni 13, 14, 25, 148

;
na

50, 219, 221, 224.

Derivation (Z.
2
817-852) : of vowels, goui 47, niguid 50 :

of liquids, air 283, rigl 258, dal 90 : in -ol ex -d/ : gutharol

209, bostol 275 : eriolim 76, guomonim 38, se7ww 56, guescim

285, cenem 130, guedom 301, methlaom 131, limnn 51, /on 8,

/few 78, eltroguen 20, w?7m 260, brientin 183, mVon 198,

neuidter 7, guirhter 190, cerdor 212 : of spirants, iwes 278,

coguenou 19 : of tenues, e& 220, 5/0^ 66, incoint 72, m7A 24,

94, foY 165, scarat 313, maciat 308, guiliat 214, guoliat 215,

wntulet 178, glanet 255, rfomol 196, gupartolaid (-aid for -M)
149, flflfoc 107, &feoc 213, 281, 0w<?0e 229, anscantoc 280,

C0&0C 247, e/^c 68, ic 59, milintric 179, motrep 23 : of

medials, /oer/ 205.

Composition (Z.
2
888-892) : Noun with noun : teg-rann
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250, guel-cet 234, mun-cul 138, and perhaps bit-tier 238 and

guelt- (t) oguat 305. Adjective with verb: trom-dcn(nas) 75.

Compounds with particles (Z.
2
893) : Negative particles : an-

yiio . . . 173, an-scantocion 280, en-bit 172, em-siu 139, em-guer
. . . 141, di-hicet 36, di-liu 57, di-comit 250, dis-prener 248. In-

tensive particles (Z.
2
895) : guor-cerdorion 212, gur-linmn, 51,

giu'-clut, 220. Inseparable particles (Z.
2
897) : <rt-te/ 30, rf-

z 31, athrecl (=at+trecl) 266, em-drit 239, em-gruit 309,

. . . 217, ar-cogued 135, ar-luth 315, er-guinit 48, -

76, er-dirh 220, er-cor 259, co-guenou 19, co-spitiot 171,

co-gued 126, co-guelt 284, co-hndit(ioc) 291, com-min 232,

com-nidder 24, 227, com-elia . . . 228, com-pri 303, do-cordom

221, di-lucet 36, di-noti 13, 25, guo-monim 38, guo-teguis 161,

guo-troit 199, guo-tric 242, gu-for(n) 10, gu-partolaid 149,

gur-prit 95, gur-stli(nnim) 200, gur-re 273, in-lenetic 67, z-

0foe 133, HW 144, 146.

Compounds with two or more inseparable particles (Z.
2

906-908) : con-t-ulet 178, com-ar-guid(it) 58, dar-guid 261,

dar-cen-neti(c) 17, dar-leber 296, di-et-eguetic 186, t-es-toner

93, du-ti-men 44, com-co 287, ad-guo 151,

do-yiio-louit 80, do-guor 37, do-gur-bonneu 52, ar-im-rat

60, guo-d-ces 201, gu-d-co-guod, 126, im-gu-parton 256, f/o-^/-

e-e 261, th-im'-dam-guas . . . 181, d-em-giiescim 285, (W^-

com(-b)it 250.

The glosses now published also throw some light on Old

and Middle Breton phonetics. The chief instances in which

they do so are mentioned in the Breton index and more fully

in the commentary.
The following list of the more important contractions

used in this commentary may be useful :

*BM.' Beunans Meriasek, London, 1872.

'Buh.' Buhez Santez Nonn, Paris, 1837.
'
Cart. Red.' Cartulaire de 1'abbaye de Redon, Paris, 1863.

' Cath.' Le Catholicon de lehan Lagadeuc, ed. Le Men,

Lorient, 1867.
' Corm.' Cormac's Glossary. Text, London, 1862. Trans-

lation, Calcutta, 1868.
'
Cr.' The Creation, a Cornish Mystery, Berlin, 1863.
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' D.' Passio Domini in Norris' Cornisli Drama, Oxford, 1859.
'
Davies.' Antiquae Linguae Britannicae . . . Dictionarium,

Londini, 1632.

Tel. 5
Felire Oengusso, the Calendar of Oengus, Dublin,

1880.
' Horae.' Middle Breton Hours, Calcutta, 1876.

<Ir. Gl.' Irish Glosses, Dublin, 1860.
' Juv.' The Old Welsh glosses on Juvencus, Kuhn's Bei-

trage iv. 385.

<LB.' LebarBrecc. Facsimile, Dublin, 1872, 1876.

'LL.' Book of Leinster. Facsimile, Dublin, 1880.

'LIT.' Lebar na hUidre. Facsimile, Dublin, 1870.

'Lux.' The Old-Breton glosses at Luxemburg, printed
as Old-Welsh in Grammatical Celtica, pp. 1063-5.

' Mart. Cap.' The Old Welsh glosses on Martianus Capella,

Kuhn's Beitriige vii. 385.
' MJ.' Le Grand Mystere de Jesus, ed. H. de la Ville-

marque, Paris, 1865.
'
O'Cl.' O'Clery's Glossary, Louvain, 1643.

' P.' Pascon agan Arluth, a Middle-Cornish poem, Berlin,

1862.

'PB.' Poemes Bretons, ed. H. de la Villemarque, Paris,

1879.
'
R.' Resurrectio Domini, in Norris' Cornish Drama.

'

Seintgr.' Y Seint Greal, ed. Robert Williams, London,
1876.

'Sg.' Le Chiose irlandesi del codice di San Gallo, ed.

Ascoli, 1880.
' Skene.' The Four Ancient Books of Wales, Edinburgh,

1868.

*Z.2 ' Grammatica Celtica, ed. Ebel, Berlin, 1871.

I. Liber ex lege Moysis.

a. FROM EXODUS.

1. mi (gl. sopula), MS. p. 2. The context is: "perfor-

auitque aurem eius sopula" (Exod. xxi. 6). Here perforauit

stands for perforabit, sopula for subula, and mi for minauet
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=mcnauet Oath-, now mtnaoued or minaoued 'an awl,' W.
mynawyd, Corn, benewez (Lhuyd), Ir. menad.

2. guo (gl. industria), p. 2. The context is : "Si quia de

industria occiderit
"
(Exod. xxi. 14, where the Vulgate reads

'per industriam'). We have here the first syllable of some

word compounded with the prep, guo, Ir. fo, Graul vo,
1 and

cognate, perhaps, with the Mid. W. goual Z.2
845, now

gofal 'cura,'
' sollicitudo

'

(Davies), from guo and mal=
Corn, mal 'will/ 'desire,' Mid. Br. mall 'impatience' : cleuet

troz heuz ma mall ham leff, PB. 42
;
mall creff ho deveux, 272.

With mal) go-fal Prof. Bugge compares /^eXXw, //.eXer?;,

Curtius, G. E. No. 466.

3. ar (gl. expetiaerit).

4. on (gl. arbitri), p. 2. The context (Exod. xxi. 22) is :

"Subiacebit damno quantum expetierit maritus mulieris et

arbitri iudicauerint." Ar may be the beginning of a verb

cognate with 0. W. di-erchim ' ad poscendum,' W. erchi
'
to

ask,' arch '

petitio,' Corn, arghaf
'

mando/ 0. Ir. arco, all of

which have, according to Windisch (Kuhn's Beitr. viii. 1),

lost initial p and are cognate with Skr. praqna, Lat. preces,

Goth, fraihna. But perhaps it is the first syllable of a verb

compounded with the prep, ar : cf. No. 312.

on is probably the first syllable of some word like *onma-

wm'0w=the modern unvanerien 'arbitres,' 'conciliateurs,' from

unvan (unvan ha leal, PB. 148 ; unvanou, PB. 275), where un

(=W. un, Ir. oen) is the unaugmented form of the numeral

found in composition (un-liu 'unicolor,' ung-colon 'unicors')
Z.2 315. The change of u to o is found in in on-vret (gl. idem)
Berne 53 (ms. ni onuret),=a Welsh yn un-fryd (Rhys), and
in the augmented form of this numeral in Cornish onon, onan,

Z. 2
315, onen, BM. 3935.

5. cis (gl. adustionem), p. 3. The context (Exod. xxi. 25)
is :

"
pedem pro pede, adustionem pro adussione, uulnus pro

uulnere." This seems to be the equivalent of, or cognate

with, the Mid. Br. quis
2

(now kzz), 'recul,' 'retour/

1 In Vo-lergensis, Gliick, Keltische Namen, 89.
2 Oar quis

'

retro,' Cath.
;
oar he quis

' sur son recul,' PB. 255 ; voar ma quis,
Buh. 12, 52.
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' arriere
'

;
kiza (

reculer,'
'

retourner,' and to mean here
'

retaliation,'
'

returning of like for like.' M. Loth prefers

to compare the Welsh cis ictus, verber, plaga, alapa,

Davies.

6. desi (gl. acervos), p. 4. The context (Exod. xxii. 6) is :

"Si egresus ignis . . . conprehenderit aceruos frugum." Desi

is the pi. of das=Q.W. das (o das gl. acervo, Juvencus, p. 45),

Mod. W. das '

acervus, proprie ut vulgo sumitur segetis, foeni,

vel similium/ Davies
;

Ir. dais f. gen. dire do daise arba,

1 Senchas Mor, 166, .i. it cruaich arba, ibid. 170. The A.S.

tass seems cognate, and from this, or some similar Teutonic

form, comes the French fas.
1 The umlaut in desi of the a of

das is noteworthy. So infra, in brientin, centet, ceple, cerpit,

dar-leber . ., di-eteguetic, er, guescim and res. . .

Over "dotauit" (Vulg. dotabit) in the phrase "dotauit

earn" (Exod. xxii. 16) p. 4, is written c, which is, perhaps,
the initial of some verb cognate with the modern Welsh

cynnysgaethw (cynnysgaeddu, Davies)
' to endow.'

7. enneuidtcruo (gl. nouorum), p. 6. The context is :

"
sicut precipi tibi in tempore mesis 3

(Vulg. mensis) nouorum

quando egresus es de egipto
"

(Exod. xxiii. 15). Here en

for in is the preposition, elsewhere in these glosses in or i ;

and neuidteruo is for neuidterou, the pi. of neuidter=W. newydd-

der '

newness/ 'novelty.' Here neuid, later neuez, is Corn.

newytli, Ir. nue, Gaul, novjo, nevjo, Skr. navya, the /becoming
dj, and then d, as in many British words. For the umlaut

in neuid of the o of *noguid, cf. Erneb, infra No. 286=
Arnobius. For the writing uo for ou compare olguo infra

No. 119, dadluo (gl. antropas) MS. Hatton, 42, and O.W.
crummanhuo (gl. scropibus) Juv. 77.

8. Ion (gl. adeps), p. 6. The context is :

" nee remanebit

adeps sollempnitatis mese usque in mane" (Exod. xxiii. 18).

This is the Breton equivalent of the 0. Ir. loon, loon (gl.

adeps) Sg. 70a, 125a, whence lonaichti (gl. adipati, crassi)

1 It is sad to see Littre here quoting the non-existent Gaelic tas and the
Breton verb dastumi '

amasser,' where das, for daz, is a compound prefix from
do-at, Ir. doaith, Z."~ 906, 907.

2 Over 'mesis' is written 'g.' Mr. Bradshaw plausibly conjectured that this

means '

genitive case.'
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Ml. 20a. I conjecture that initial p may have been lost and

that TT\OVTO<J may be cognate.

b. FROM LEVITICUS.

9. diblo (gl. infitias), p. 7. Context :

" Anima quae . . .

rem perditam inuenerit et infitias [Vulg. infitians] insuper
iurauerit [Vulg. pejeraverit]

"
(Lev. vi. 3). Diblo seems the

pi., or the beginning of the pi., of some word meaning

duplicity (fallacia). M. Loth renders it by *le double,

doublement,' which makes no sense. But he may be right
in referring diblo to Lat. duplum, as nimer from numerus.

10. gufor (gl. clibani), p. 7, in marg. r. Context :

" siue

clibani siue scitropes [chytropodes 'pots with feet,' Yulg.]
destruentur" (Lev. xi. 35). This seems to be the first five

letters of *guforniou, where gu is the common prefix guo

(Ir. fo, UTTO), here implying diminution,
1 and forniou is the

pi. of forn (Corn., forn gl. fornax vel clibanus), W. fficrn,

Ir. sorn, a loan from the Lat. furnus. The meaning would

then be ' small ovens,' and it will be remembered that the

clibanus was portable and smaller than the furnus.

Over '

scitropes
'

is written t, the initial of *trepediou pi. of

*treped, now trebez
'

tre"pied,
'
ustensile de cuisine qui a trois

pieds,' Corn, tribet (gl. andena), W. trybedd, all borrowed

from Lat. tripes.

11. .i. eidguin (gl. aucupio), p. 8. Context :

" Si uenatione

aut aucupio caBperis feram aut auem" (Lev. xvii. 3). The

gloss seems to stand for eidn-guinot, where eidn fromethin is=
*zn 'oyseau' Cath., Corn, et/ien, O.Br. etn (in etn-coilhaam gl.

auguro, Z.2
1053), O.W., pi. cetinet, Ir. en (all cognate with

Trero/iat, pattrin, penna, fedara), and guinot is a loan from

the Latin venatus. So in Old Br. guinod-roitou (gl. plagae)

Berne 56.

12. co (gl. indegenis), p. 8. The context is: "tarn de

1
Compare the W. go-afael

' a slight hold,' go-air
' a half-word,' go-bant

' a

little dingle,' go-fram
' a feist,' gn-drem

' a glance.' So in Irish : fo-dhdla .i.

mionchuiseanna ()'Gl.,fo-dhord
'

murmur,' ih. fo-chas 'slightly curling,' O'Don.
Gr. 277, fo-dhaoine

'

peasantry,' 4 MM. A.D. 1152, fo-chrodh
' small cattle,'

ibid. A.D. 1336, fo-lard 'hardling,' fo-gheag
'

hranchlet,' O'Don. note to

4 MM. A.D. 1336. An Old-Irish instance is fo-chenele (subgenus), species, "WT>.
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aduenis quam de indegenis lauabit uestimenta sua
"

(Lev.

xvii. 15). Here we have the first syllable of the pi. coguenou,

infra No. 19.

13. nidinoe (gl. non discoperies), p. 8. Context: "turpitu-

dinem matris tuae non disco[o]peries" (Lev. xviii. 7). This

gloss must be compared with one lower down, ni dino-ti (gl.

non discoperies) No. 25. It stands for ni dino(g)e, where ni

is the negative particle, later ne (Z.
2

751), and dinoge is the

2nd sg. pres. (fut.) of a verb cognate with "W. dinoethi (
to

make bare' (Seintgr., p. 400), Ir. dmochtaim, Lat. denudo

(from *de-nugdo], cognate with Goth, naqvaths, Engl. naked.

M. Loth thinks that dinoe is a 2nd sg. of a fut. act., while

di-no-ti is 2nd sg. imper. with suffixed pron.

Over * feditatem
'
in the passage

" nee reuelabis feditatem

eius
"

(Lev. xviii. 19), p. 9, is written b, which probably
stands for *6m'wfer=Mid. Br. breinder 'putredo' Oath,

cognate with W. bracn 'rotten,' Ir. bren (gl. foetidus). And
over ' coitu

'

in the phrase
" coitu femineo

"
(Lev. xviii. 22)

is written c. The same letter is over '
coire

'

in the phrase
" Jumenta non facies coire cum alterius generis animantibus

"

(Lev. xix. 19).

14. ni inu (gl. non demoretur), p. 9. Context: "Non
demoretur merces [Vulg. 'morabitur opus'] mercennarii (sic)

apud te usque in mane" (Lev. xix. 13). As to ni see No. 13

supra. The only word possibly cognate with inu is Ir. anaim,

but, as M. Loth says, the i of inu renders the rapprochement

very doubtful.

15. free (gl. uabulabuntur), p. 10. Context: "Nee libertate

donata uabulabuntur [Vulg.
'

vapulabunt ']
ambo "

(Lev.

xix. 20). Free must be the first syllable of some verb

borrowed from Lat. frico.

16. res (gl. radatis), p. 10. Context: " Nee radatis [Vulg.

radetis] barbam "
(Lev. xix. 27). This seems the first

syllable of the 2nd pi. fut. (*resit ?] of the verb *rasam=
Mid. Br. razaff

'

raire,'
'

radere,' Cath.

17. darcenneti I rd (gl. ariolis), p. 10. Context :
" Nee

ab ariolis aliquid sciscitamini
"

(Lev. xix. 31). Here we seem
to have the Breton cognate of the Irish do-aur-chanim (gl.
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sagio), tairchital
'

prophetia
'
Z. 2

880, tarchetlid '

soothsayer.*

For dar is=do+ ar, Z.2
906, and in the rest of the word,

which I would read darcenneticion, with the accent on the

second e,
1 we certainly find the root can. The second n may

be due to the accent. The modern diougdn (=do-guo-can) and

the W. dar-o-gan (do-ar-guo-can] are formed from the same

root. The rd, i.e. ran (part), seems, as M. Loth says, to gloss

aliquid. It is=Ir. rann from *radnd.

18. loit (gl. cano), p. 10. Context: " Coram cano capite

consurge" (Lev. xix. 32). This is the Mid. Br. loet, Oath.,

Corn, luity loys, W. llwyd, Ir. Hath, an Old Celtic *leta, which

Rhys would connect with Skr. palita.

19. coguenou (gl. indegena), p. 10. Context :
" sed sit

inter uos quasi indegena" (Lev. xix. 34). This is a com-

pound of co and guenou, a deriv. in av (Z.
2
833-834) of

the Breton cognate of Ir. fine, fin, fin-gal
'

parricidium/
which again is cognate with A.S. wine '

friend,' O.Sax. wini,

O.N. vinr.

20. .i. ettroguen (gl. nouerca), p. 10. Context: "et qui
dormierit cum nouerca sua" (Lev. xx. 11), Corn. altruan,^W.

elldrewyn. In Middle Breton this word seems to have become

itronn or itron 'lady,' the fern, of autrou ' lord
'= Corn, altrou

(gl. victricus), W. atttraw 'god-father/ root al, whence also

Ir. alim, altram and d-altc.

Over '

nuro/ in the passage
"

si quis dormierit cum nuro

suo
"

(Lev. xx. 12), p. 11, is written g, the initial of guhid,

Mid. Br. gouhez, Corn, guhit, W. gicaudd.

21. col (gl. nefariam rem, Lev. xx. 17), p. 11. This is the

W. cM?/'culpa/ 'peccantum,' Ir. co/, gen. in chuil (gl. piaculi)

ML, cited by Muratori, Antt. Ital. iii., col. 871. In the Collatio

Canonum, Bibl. Nat. MS. Lat. 12021 we have 'piacula .i.

abscenia [leg. obscoena] .i. caul. It may be cognate with Lat.

culpa, or, if initial s has been lost, with Teut. Vskal, whence

schuld.

22. aimseudeticad (gl. reuelauerint), p. 11. The context is :

" eo quod turpitudinem suam mutuo reuelauerint
"
(Lev. xx.

1 cf. 0."W. elles-h-eticion, Mart. Cap. 8aa, where the h seems due to the

accent on the following syllable.
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17). I conjecture that this difficult gloss (which is clear

in the MS.) is intended for mutuo reuelauerint, and that it

should be analysed thus : a-im-seudeticad, that the initial a is

a new form of the possessive pron. of the 3rd pi., that the im

here, as in im-guparthon 256, is from ambi, the preposition

signifying reciprocal or mutual action (Z.
2
898) ;

and that

seudeticad is a scribal error for seiideticaid, and this for

*seitheticaith, a derivative (like "W. gweledigaeth
'
vision

')
of

a verb cognate with Lat. specto. For eu=ei see eules 88.

For dth see eidguin 11, gupartolaid 149; for ad written

for aith see guad(ani) 206. The meaning of aimseudetica[f\d

would thus be ' their mutual inspection.'

Another conjecture is that the initial a is the common
verbal prefix, and that imseudeticad (for imseitheticat] is the

pret. pass, of a verb *imseitheticam. The meaning would

then be, 'they were mutually inspected.' M. Loth also

thinks that -ad may be for -at
;
but he renders am-seudeticad

"se viser, se frapper re*ciproquement," supposing an infinitive

in -eticat and a seudio, seuthio=saithio from sa#/*=sagitta.

This seems very doubtful.

23. motrep (gl. matertere), p. 11.

24. comnidder uel nit (gl. amite), p. 11.

25. nidinoti (gl. non discoperies), p. 11.

The context is :
"
Turpitudinem matertere et amite tuae

non discoperies" (Lev. xx. 19). Here motrep=mozreb Oath.,

now moereb, Corn, modereb, pi. modreped, W. modryb, is a

derivative from the lost British representative of the Irish

muthir, Lat. mater. Long o for a is found here, as in Nos.

154, 222, 236, 274, and 311 infra.

comnidder is=:W. cyfnither f.
' cousin-german' from *com-

nepter : cf. avetyios, naptar. The same word occurs infra

No. 227, where it glosses consubrinis. The digraph dd=W.
th is remarkable : dd for infected d occurs in the meddou of

the Cornish vocabulary and see Z. 2 139. In like manner bb

seems to stand for v in Kobbrantgen, Z. 2
137, and cc for ch in

the "Welsh laws and the Gaelic of the Book of Deir. On
the Ogham inscriptions cc, it and dd are the regular repre-
sentatives of ch, th, and dh respectively. So in Latin loans

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 36
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from Greek we have acceruns=?A^epav, littera for *Sidepa,

&Kp06pa, stmppus from crrpo^o?. (Havet.)
nit is=nith (gl. nepte) infra No. 94, later nyz, Corn, noit,

"W. nit/i, Ir. necht, Lat. neptis, and other words cited by
Curtius, G. E. No. 342.

ni dinoti v. supra No. 13. Here, as M. Loth points out,

we hare an imperative (di-no) followed by the pronoun (ti)

of the 2nd person sg.

26. darguid (gl. pithonicus), p. 11. Context: "Yir siue

mulier in quibus pithonicus" (Lev. xx. 27). If we compare
this gloss with darleber (gl. pithonicus) infra No. 296, we
see that dar here stands for tu-ar-, and darguid is cognate
with the W. der-wydd, pi. derwyddon, druides, sapientes,

vates, Davies, a derivative of the root YID.
27. ere (gl. sicatricem, leg. si cicatricem), p. 11.

28. huisicou (gl. papulas), p. 11.

29. inpit far (gl. inpetiginem), p. 11. The context is: "Si

fractum si [ci]catricem habens, si papulas aut scapiem uel

inpetiginem, non offeretis ea domino "
(Lev. xxii. 22).

In ere we have the first three letters of creith, pi. creithi

(gl. ulcera), Lux., later with the singulative -enn, crezenn

(Cath.), now kleizen, W. creithen, Ir. credit.

huisicou is the pi. of huisicenn, later kuysiguenn
'

ampulla,'
*

pustula,' Cath., now c'houezigen, W. chicysigen, also gwysigen
= Corn, gusigan, borrowed, according to Prof. Rhys, from

Lat. uesica. Other instances of hu from v may be hoari

'jouer'=W. chicarae (also gwarae), huerzin 'rire' Cath.

=: chiverthin (also gicerthin], hoanenn '

puce' =W. chwanncn,

NHG. wanze, and hueurer '
feburier

' = W. chwefror
' Feb-

ruary,' from a low Latin * Vebrarius (Rhys, Arch. Cambrensis,

v. 55). The Mid. Br. hoalat 'carpere' (cf. Lat. vellere)

and the W. chwa 'aura' (root VA, Fick,
3

i. 759) may also be

instances of this change.

inpit must be a loan from inpetigo, and far (if not = tar

'venter,' infra No. 91) probably stands for the adj. *tardol =
W. tarddawl '

issuing,'
'

springing,' cf. tarddureinyn (gl.

impetigo), Davies. The Mod. Br. cognate is tarza.

Over '

scapiem,' i.e. scabiem, is written t, which stands for
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*truscenn, now trousken, 'croute qui se forme sur une plaie,

ecaille legere qui survient sur le peau,' Ir. trusci (gl. scabiem),

Parker, 134.

30. attal (gl. uicarium), p. 12. Context: "Qui percuserit

animal reddet uicarium" (Lev. xxiv. 18). This seems the

Welsh atdal '

repayment,' and is compounded of the particle

at-, later az-, Corn, as-, W. at-, Ir. aith- (Z.
2
UOO) = Gr. en,

Skr. ati, and tal, probably cognate with Br. talvout, valoir,

payer, infra 156, Ir. taile (gl. salarium), and Gr. reXo?

'tax,' 'duty/ Prof. Bugge reminds me of O. Welsh atail

(gl. vicem referre).

31. admosoi (gl. inrogauerit maculam), p. 12. The context

is :

" Qui inrogauerit maculam cuilibet ciuium suorum "

(Lev. xxiv. 19). We have here a verb in the third sg.

conj., compounded with the preposition ad. The root is

obscure. M. Loth compares W. mics (foetidus), Ir. mosach

(spurcus), Gr. /*ucro?. For the termination compare the

following Old Welsh forms cited by Evander Evans : creddoe

'credat,' gulcdichuy
'

dominetur,' cothvy 'laedat,' digonwy
'

faciat,' cancy
'

amet,' rodicy
(

det,' sijllwy
'

videat,' catwy
*
servet.'

32. ipn (gl. ualere), p. 13. The context is: "Si statim

ab uno incipiente [Yulg. anno incipientis] iubelei [uoverit]

agrum, quanto
1 ualere potest redimere, tanto sestimabitur"

(Lev. xxxvii. 17). This gloss is obscure. Possibly here,

as in Nos. 96, 131, 266, 315 infra, the p is miswritten for

/, the A.S. sign for th (cf. gurpait gl. fusam, Lux., leg.

gurpait, gurthait gl. fusum) and the n (if not for *nimeram,
later niveraff, nivera ' nombrer ')

should be read n, i.e. v, the

vocalic infection of b (barn, bri ?} or m (mennoz ?). The

gloss would thus mean " in thy estimation,"
2 and ith, later

ez, is the possessive pron. of the second sg. suffixed to the

prep, in, Z.2 389.

33. pus (gl. punderabitur), p. 13.

34. arga (gl. obelos), p. 13.

1

Manuscript qn<Jo.
2 Cf. the Authorized Version (Lev. xxvii. 17) : "If lie sanctify his field from

the year of jubilee, according to thy estimation it shall stand."
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35. ampar (gl. habet), p. 13.

The context is :

" Omnis sestimatio siclo l sanctuari pun-
derabitur siclus 2 .xx. obelos habet" (Lev. xxvii. 25). Here

pus (for puis) is the first syllable of the 3rd sg. fut. pass, of

the Old Bret, verb equivalent to Mid. Br. poesaff
'

peser,'

Oath., now poeza, poutza, W. pwyso, loans from Lat. pensare.

So Ir. piss Corm. from pensum, as cts from census. The Corn.

poys, Ir. pes (in pes-bolg] are also from pensum.

arga stands for argant
'

argenti,' Cath., Corn, argans, W.
ariant, arian, Ir. argot, Gaulish Arcanto-dan(os] apyvpoKOTros

Argento-Tatnm, Z. 2 845.

In ampar we have, perhaps, a loan from the Provencal

amparar, emparar
'

saisir,'
'

prendre
'

(Fr. s'emparer), Burguy
III. 282. M. Loth says :

" Le sens seul du passage

proteste centre une pareille interpretation," but gives

nothing better.

. c. FROM DEUTERONOMY.

36. dilucet (gl. anathema), p. 14. Context :

" ne fias ana-

thema "
(Deut. vii. 26). This may be the infinitive or verbal

noun of some verb compounded with the privative particle

di- Z. 894, and meaning 'to deprive of light' (W. Hug 'lux/

'lumen'), 'to excommunicate.' Compare the Ir. gloss

coindel-b(d)thadh, lit. 'candle-extinguishing' (gl. anathema),

Ir. Gl. No. 845, the phrases sith bditte coindel 4 MM.
A.D. 1225, iar ndenamh easccaoine 7 bathadh coindell ibid.

A.D. 1233, and the ceremony of excommunication described

in a MS., about 1190, published by Martene.3 The root is

LUK, Curtius G. E. No. 88.

37. .i. doguor (gl. concupuerit, Vulg. connubuerit, Deut.

xxii. 28), p. 15, the first two syllables of some verb {^doguor-

uedam ?) compounded with the prepositions do and guor (so

do-gur-bonneu, infra No. 52) cognate with the modern gourvez;

1

Manuscript siglo.
2
Manuscript siglos.

3 Twelve priests stand round the bishop with lamps or torches in their hands,

and after the conclusion of the sentence they cast them on the ground and

stamp out the light beneath their feet. Smith's Dictionary of Christian

Antiquities, i. 641.
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gourvew
'
se coucher,' Corn, groicethe, ~W. gor-wedd

'
to lie,'

'
to recline.' Loth omits.

38. guomonim (gl. pulliceri, Yulg. polliceri), p. 15. The

context is :

" Si nolueris [altered into non abueris] pulliceri

absque peccato eris
"

(Deut. xxiii. 22). This is an infini-

tive, compounded with the prep, guo, Z.2 904, and cognate
with the W. gofun 'to vow,' and, as Prof. Bugge thinks,

mun '

hand,' the Ir. mo it (oath) Conn., from *monti. The

gloss guomone (gl. territorio) infra No. 249 may be connected,

if, as Bugge conjectures, it originally meant VTro^elptov. For

the termination in -im, cf. Old Bret, diprim (gl. essum) Lux.,

hepcorim Berne, 44, silim and demguescim infra Nos. 56, 285.

39. din (gl. conflatilem, Vulgate conflatile), p. 15.

40. er (gl. domini), p. 15.

The context is :

" Maledictus homo qui facit sculptile et

conflatilem abominationem domini" (Deut. xxvii. 15).

Here din is the first three letters of dinouet ' fusus
'

Cath.,

W. dineu ' effundere
'

(Davies), Gr. aw.

er may possibly be a loan from the Latin herus, better

cms. 1 But more probably it stands, as Prof. Bugge thinks,

for *erluid= arluth, "W. arhvydd, arglwydd. Compare ir . . .

infra No. 46.

IV. Remissiones Peccatorum.

41. alo (gl. admisorum), p. 17. The context is: "admi-

sorum scelerum remissio obtinetur." "See," says Mr.

Bradshaw,
" Joann. Cassiani collationes ed. Lugd. 1606, 8vo.

p. 549. The passage is said to be from Isaiah xliii., accord-

ing to the Septuagint." Here alo may stand for the pi. of

the past participle (aloisetic ?} of a verb = W. allicys

'efFundere' (Davies). M. Loth compares a non-existent W.
alu

l

produire, commettre.'

42. moid (gl. finicum), p. 17. The context is: "Etsi

fueri[n]t peccata uestra ut finicum ut nix dealbabuntur."

Here for 'finicum' (i.e. phosniceum 'purple-red') the printed

1
Brugmann in Kuhn's Zeitschrift xxiii. 95. It stands for *esus (the fera. esa

= era actually occurs) .
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copies have 'coccinum,' as in Isaiah i. Prof.Bugge conjectures

that the ignorant glosser took ' finicum
'

to be a derivative

of fenum, foenum, and that moid is the beginning of a word

which (like Old Fr. mole, Span, meda ' haufe garben,' Lomb.

mcda ' haufe heu,' Ital. meta ' misthaufe ') comes from the

Lat. meta (cf. fenum in metas extmere, Col. 2, 19). This

conjecture is confirmed by the gloss
' fenicium : acerbum

(i.e. acervum) feni hrec, in a "Werden MS. of the tenth

century (Germania xiii. 480). Other Old-Breton examples
of oi from e are Ploi-lan, Hael-moini, Hoiar-scoit, Z. 2

97, and

see No. 18 supra. For d from Latin t, cf. soudan, rad,

infra Nos. 64, 177.

43. ma (gl. labis), p. 18.

44. dutimen (gl. exquoquitur), p. 18.

The context is: "Nonnunquam misericordiae etfidei merito

labis exquoquitur [leg. labes excoquitur] uitiorum." Here

ma are the first two letters either of *macl=. Lat. macula, W.
magi, or of *mann = W. mann ' a spot

'

(pi. manneu, Seintgr.

269), cognate with, or a loan from the Latin mendum.

dutimen (for *dtitimener?) seems, as Mr. Bradshaw suggests,

connected with the dodimenu (gl. decre[s]cit) of the Luxem-

burg glosses. The t may stand for an infected d, and the

Latin diminuo (whence diminuaff, Cath.) is either cognate

with, or the source of, both the verbs just quoted. The

modern Welsh difanw
'

despicable,'
'

dwindling,' may, as Prof.

Rhys says,
1 be connected.

Y. The Paragraph
' ex Adam usque ad Ninum'

45. ri (gl. summa), p. 19. The context is :

" Summa autem

ab Adam usque in Stilliconem anni .v. milia. cc. ccc. Ixxx. ii."

Here ri stands for *mw=W. rhif 'numerus,' O.-Ir. do-rimu

'enumero/ from a root-form ra-=dr in O.-Ir. dram, Curtius

G. E. No. 488. For long i from <J, cf. Win, No. 210 infra=
Skr. gldna (Bugge), n'^Skr. raja and see No. 165 infra.

1 Revue Celtique i. 161. M. Loth connects "W. dy-ddyfnu to absorb, to abstract

(Pughe), and dyjnu to suck.
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VI. The Four Extracts about Divorce. From Hermas.

46. ir (gl. quatinus), p. 20. The context is :

"
Interrogaui

deinde eum et dixi ei Domine quatinus pro patientia tua

mihi indulgere cepisti." Mr. Bradshaw referred to Hermae
Pastor (ed. Cotelerius in the Patres Apostolici) Mand. 4, sect.

4 :

' Domine quoniam patienter me audis, etiam hoc mihi

demonstra.' M. Loth equates ir with W. yr (ad quod ? i.e.

quamvis) Z. 2 736.

IX. ' Discite a me quia mitis sum.'

47. goui (gl. conpescat), p. 23. The context is :

"
Vitamque

nostram a prauitate compescat." This gloss must, as Bugge
thinks, be intended for 'prauitate,'

1 and be derived from gou,

now gaou
'

faux,'
'

tors,' Corn, gow, "W. gau, Ir. gdo, go, which

have been compared by Fick with ryavaos and the Hesychian

ryavadSa?
'

tyevBrjs ;
but which seems more probably cognate

with ^a/
r
o9, %avvos. For the ending compare glisi

'

livor,' W.
tlodi 'paupertas/ Corn, berri 'pinguedo.' M. Loth omits this

gloss.

X. The Cottectio Canonum Hibernensis.

48. erguinit (gl. molirentur), p. 25. The context is:

" Porro episcopus non ab uno, sed a cunctis comprovin-
cialibus sepiscopis ordinetur, ne aliqui[d] contra fidem unius

tirannica auctoritate molirentur" [Wass. moliretur~\. This

seems a verb in the 3rd sg. pres. conj. act. and is, like er . . .

(gl. mollimur), er . . . (gl. moliuntur) infra Nos. 127, 152,

compounded with the prep, er from ar, Z. 2 900. Prof. Bugge
compares W. arwyn

' violent passion/ givyn
'

rage/ a violent

impulse of the mind: 'lust/ Vedic vena verlangend, Verlangen,
venati. For the termination in it compare the Irish forms

in -ed, -id, Z.2 445. M. Loth, however (perhaps rightly),

regards erguinit as a noun, glossing the idea of 'tirannica

auctoritate molirentur.'

1 The gloss is sometimes over the wrong word. Thus in p. 23 .i. behemoth
stands over enoc in the passage : Tune conseruasti duas animas, enoc et leuitan

;

where it ought to be over leuitan. So often in the Berne glosses.
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49. siel (gl. signaculum), p. 25. The context is : "Datur

ei (sc. episcopo) et anulus propter signum pontificalia honoris,

vel signaculum secretorum, sacramentorum ne indignis qui-

busque sacramenta Dei aperiantur
"

(i. 6). Here siel (like W.

sel, Ir. seula) is a loan from Lat. sigillum, with the regular loss

of g between vowels, which we shall find in aatoe, brientinion

infra Nos. 133, 183, and in the loan-word straal, No. 194.

It is spelt syel in PB. 245. The Catholicon has, more

accurately, siell.

50. na niguid (gl. non neophitum), p. 25 in marg. r. The

context is :

" Nemini cito manus inpossueris. Idem [scil.

Paulus, 1 Timoth. iii. 6] Non neophitum ne in superbiam
elatus putes se

"
(i. 7). Here na is the negative particle

used dehortatively (Z.
2

752), and niguid (from *noguid),

later neuez, is= Corn, neicyth, O.W. neguyt Z. 2
128, now

newydd, Ir. nue, Gaul, nevios, novios, Lat. Noiius, Goth, niu-

ji-s, Skr. navya, the d regularly representing dy, where, as

often in Greek, the d is a parasitic growth before y (j). See

Rhys, Revue Celtique, ii. 115, Curtius G. E. 5 522 et seg.

51. gurlimnn (gl. diliniti), p. 25.

52. dogurbonneu (gl. rogauerit), p. 25.

The context is :

" Nunc uero sepe cernimus, plures ordi-

nationem facere, non quos ecclesiae elegit, sed quos vel

ipsi amant vel quorum sunt officiis deliniti, vel pro quibus
malorum quispiam rogauerit" (i. 7). The former gloss may
either mean 'very smooth,' or may stand for gurlimnetic^

the pret. part. pass, of a verb compounded with the prep.

guor, Z.2 905 (cf. "W. gorlyfni], and the Breton equivalent

of the Welsh llyfnu or llyfnau 'to smooth,' a derivative of

the adj. %/w=Ir. slemain 'lubricus' Z.2
777, cognate with

o-Xi/3-pos.

do-gur-bonneu is compounded (like the verb supra No. 37)

with the two prepositions do and guor (=Ir. do-for-, tor-}.

The b is possibly written for an infected m, and if so, the

verb may be compared with the "W. goft/n
' to demand,'

'
to

ask,' Corn, gocynnadoiv
' a demand.' If the b is original,

compare "W. bwnneiaid (prayers) cited by Richards, Ir.

bonnae, Rawl. B. 512, fol. 13a. 1, and the Old Irish at-boind
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4 he proclaims, inhibits,' ad-bonnar .i. urfogarthar, O'Don.

Supp. to O'Reilly's Dictionary.
53. es (gl. honestatis), p. 26. The context is: "Huius

sermo debet esse . . . plenus grauitatis et honestatis" (i. 8).

This must be only the first syllable of some word, perhaps

estim, cf.
" estimaff g. estimer cuyder, /. estimare Cath. tie

raffestim," MJ. 2326.

54. comarde (gl. colligam, leg. collegam), p. 26. A
square dot between the a and r was read i by Mr. Brad-

shaw. The context is: "Ut episcopus in eclesia consensu

prespiterorum sublimior sedeat
;
intra domum uero colligam

se prespiterorum esse cognoscat
"

(i. 10). The same .word

occurs in No. 97 : comarde (gl. collegium). It seems, as M.

Loth says, to be cognate withW. cyf-aru, cyf-arddu (co-arare).

It is also cognate with Ir. com-ar (tillage in common), Laws i.

126, ii. 158, and Br. kev-erer.

55. tiguotrou lau MS. ti guo trou lav (gl. supellectilem),

p. 26 in marg. 1. M. Loth reads -Ion, but the a is clear.

The context is :

" Ut episcopus uilem suppellectilem . . .

habeat
"

(i. 10). Here, as in htigutre (gl. utensilia) infra

No. 71, the ti is =. reyo?, Ir. teg, tech : guotrou for guotraou

seems the pi. of a compound of the prep, guo, here (as in

No. 10 supra) implying diminution, and of tra a thing.

As to lau (hand), see infra 70.

56. silim (gl. tuitionem), p. 26. The context is :

" Ut

episcopus tuitionem testamentorum non suscipiat
"

(i. 10).

This is cognate with the Mid. Br. sellet
' tueri

'

Cath., Corn.

sytty, W. sylwi, syllu
' to observe/ Ir. sellad. For the termi-

nation -im see above, No. 38.

57. diliu (gl. fuscetur), p. 28. Context: "ut nulla re-

legionis reuerentia obscuritate x fuscetur
"

(i. 13). Here di-

(as in di-lucet supra, No. 36, di-com(b)it, infra No. 259) is the

common privative particle, Z. 2
894, and liu is 'colour,' W. lliw,

Corn, liu, lyw, Ir. li, cf. Lat. liveo, licor, lividus. Perhaps the

gloss is only intended for
'
obscuritate.' But it may be the

beginning of a verb translating fuscetur.

58. imcomarguid (gl. expertus sum), p. 28. The context

1 MS. abscuritate.
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is :
"
Quern prae ceteris hominibus expertus sum Deum

colentern"
(i. 14). The gloss seems to mean 'in my ex-

perience
'

: im (later em, Z.2
672) being the preposition in

with the infixed possessive pronoun of the first person

singular, and com-ar-guid (for comarguidit) being W.
kauancydyt 'historia,' Z. 2

906, now cyf-ar-wyddyd. Compare
the Cornish lowenna tekca gothfy ihesu ov map kevarwouth

vgy warnaf ow pygy
' the fairest joy thou knowest make my

son Jesus experience, who is praying unto me,' D. 1043-4.

M. Loth, however, compares the "W. ymgyfarwyddo 'to ac-

quaint oneself/

59. iac (gl. suspite), p. 28. The context is :

" De eo

quod elegit episcopus successorem ipso uiuente et suspite"

(i. 17). Here iac stands for iach = yach 'sanus' Cath., Corn.

iach (gl. sanus), W. iach, cognate with Ir. tec, Gr. a/co<?,

a/ceia-flai, Delph. efatceladai,. Our iac for iach, accordingly,

stands for *iac-co, and this, M. Coelho (Rev. Celt. vi. 483)

connects with Ptolemy's 'Ia/c/ea, now Jaca, the name of a

town in Hispania Tarraconensis. Other instances in these

glosses of c written for ch are meic No. 169 and maciat No. 308.

60. arimrat (gl. functus est), p. 28. The context is :

"Narcisus, qui prius sibi [leg. ibi] functus est pontificatus

officio" (i. 17). This seems to be compounded with the

prepositions ar and im, and to stand for ar-im-rat. If so,

we may compare the Welsh ymroddi (to resign oneself),

dym-roddi (to resign). The simple rat (which M. Loth reads

rot) is= Ir. rat for *ro-dad (cf. Skr. dadami, Gr. SiS(o/j,t), the

3rd sg. s-pret. of a reduplicated stem.

61. ender (gl. euidentissimis, i. 17 MS. euidentis simis),

p. 29. Context : "Euidentissimis reuelationibus euocauit.

This seems to stand for en derch 'in view,' W. drych, Ir.

derc. See infra No. 220.

62. guasco. This is written in the right margin of p. 29

opposite the line ending
'
vitae deces-,' in the following title :

"De eo quod debet electio bonorum post obitum obseruari et in

exitu uitae decessoris episcopi" (i. 18). It is probably intended

to gloss
' exitu uitae,' and stands for guascotenn^the modern

gicaskaden 'defaillance,' 'evanouissement.' Loth reads guasce.
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63. er (gl. prefuit), p. 29. Context: "Etpostea Laudiciensi

seclesiae praefuit
"

(i. 19). This is the first syllable of some

verb compounded with the prep, ar-, er-, Z. 2 900. So infra

No. 82, er (gl. preerant).

64. i soudan (gl. in hebitudinem, i. 20), p. 29. Context :

" Si quis episcopus [in] infirmitatem aut in hebitudinem

sensus incederit." The i is of course, with loss of the liquid,

the preposition in (as in ihepcorim Berne, 44, and Old Welsh

hi hestaur Z.2
117), and soudan is the Mid. Br. souzan 'sur-

prise/
'

etonnement,'
'

frayeur soudaine
' PB. 265, connected

with soez
'

stupor
'

Cath., soezaff
'

stupere,' Corn, sawthenys
1

surprised,' D. 610, and all borrowed from the Latin subi-

taneus or subitare,
" re quapiam insolita et subitanea percelli,

expavescere,' Du Cange. For the vocalisation of b, cf. diglo,

No. 148. For d= Lat. t, cf. moid . . . supra No. 42 and

rad(ou) No. 177.

65. unblot (gl. similaginem, ii. 7), p. 31 (wrongly
' 32 '

in

the MS.

66. unblot (gl. simila quae leg. similago, ii. 7), p. 31.

Here blot (now blend, bled) is
'
flour

'

;
W. blawd

;
but the un-

is obscure. Can the cardinal un ' one
'

be used here instead

of the ordinal first, the first or finest flour ? Compare the

Ir. aon .i. oirdheirc '

conspicuus,' O'Cl., aon-bharr Manan-

ndin, O'Curry, Children of Tuirenn, 163. Prof. Bugge com-

pares the A.S. use of an in an-getrutn
' cohors eximia,' and

the Old-Norse einsmurning 'unguentum praestantissimum.'

Davies renders similago by eil-blaicd 'second flour.' With
blot cf. Old Corn, bloteit (gl. spumaticum) Z. 2

1061, blot

(gl. farina) Z. 2 1080. Either cognate with Corn, blodon

(gl. flos), O.Ir. bldth, the Latin flos and other words men-

tioned by Curtius G. E.5 No. 412, or (as Loth suggests) for

*mldt, ^/mel.

67. inlenetic (gl. interlita), p. 31. The context is: "quae
. . . euangeliorum mola interlita, et spiritu separata" [Wass.
inter litteram et spiritum separat] (ii. 7), and the glosso-

grapher has taken the scribe's blunder (interlita instead of

inter litteram} for the past participle passive of interlino and

translated it accordingly. Our gloss is compounded of the
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prep, in (Z.
2

905) and lenetic, the pret. part. pass, of a verb

cognate with Ir. lenim 'adhaereo,' Lat. lino, Gr. a-\iveiv

uXeifaiv Hesych. and other words quoted by Curtius, G.E.

No. 541. The termination -etic (now lost in Breton, though,

kept in Welsh) occurs also in dieteguetic, anfumetic infra

Nos. 186, 219, hanter-toetic Lux., utgurthconeti(c) Berne, 58,

deh-louetic MS. Lat. 12021 : a plural craseticion occurs in

Lux. Ebel compares Latin adjectives, such as dediticius,

J'acticius, suppositicius.

68. eleuc, eleac ? (gl. uitule), p. 32. The context is :

" Si

sanguis uitulorum et irchorum et cinis uitule sparsus redemit

peccata hominum
"

(ii. 8). The gloss is on the margin with

reference-mark. It seems cognate with W. elain 'cerva,'

Ir. elit
'

capreolus,' Gr. e'X.a</>o?. But the termination -euc ex

-de is peculiar, and Prof. Bugge would analyse the gloss

thus : e-le-uc, where e for eh- is the negative prefix, Z. 2
894,

le = Mid. Br. lue, W. llo
'

calf/ and -uc for -oc, Z.2 849. The

gloss would thus mean '

calf-less,'
' a cow that has not had a

calf.' M. Loth compares the W. elaicch (indulgence) Spurrell.

69. ,,edo (gl. erant, leg. erunt), p. 32. The first letter of

the gloss is, said Mr. Bradshaw, not clear. The printed
context is :

" Primitie omnis populi Israel sacerdotis erunt
"

(ii. 11). M. Loth says that the first letter is probably h, and

that the gloss stands for hedo '
etait.' It seemed to me a

mere reference-mark, like two commas.

70. lau (gl. pectusculum), p. 32. The context is :
" Pec-

tusculum et armum dextrum tulli a filiis Israhel
"

(ii. 11,

citing Num. xviii. 18). As lau means 'hand' (0. W. lau

7i? 117, now llaic, Corn, lof, lef, Ir. lampalma, iraXa^t]

Curtius, G. E. No. 345), this must be the first part of a

compound, the second part of which means '
breast.' Com-

pare the do ucht na dernainne (gl. pectusculum), literally,
'
to

the breast of the palm/
71. htigutre (gl. uttensilia, ii. 11), p. 32. Context: "Item

non Aron portabat tabernaculum et uttensilia eius." This

gloss has been already noticed, supra No. 55. The prefixed

h is also found in hguet No. 180, hgurstli No. 200. It may
perhaps be a mere reference-mark. The gutre a pi. of gutra.
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72. incoint (gl. quesitus), p. 32. M. Loth reads incorit.

The context is : "sicut [is,] qui inui[ta]tus renuit
; quesitus

refugit sacraris preesse altaribus
"

(ii. 13). This seems cognate

with the Mid. Br. queiniff, now keini, W. cwyno, Ir. coinim,

the glosser having mistaken '

quesitus
'
for '

questus.'

73. gur (gl. ultro), p. 32. The context is :

"
sic autem

qui ultro ambit . . . procul dubio repellentus" (ii. 13).

Here gur (for guor), Corn, war, oar, Ir. for, from u(p)er=-
Gr. virep, Lat. s-nper, Skr. upari, is the first syllable of some

adverb to me unknown.

74. guir (gl. sedatium), p. 33. The context is: "Quia
Aron summebat partem uniuscuiusque oblationis siue prin-

cipis siue famuli et sedatium communis [leg. commune] de

substantia omnis mortui dantum [leg. dandum] est" (ii. 15).

The Latin word seems to mean 'pretium sepulchri.' The

Breton stands, perhaps, for guirth = W. gwerth
'

price,'

Corn, gwyrthy
'
to sell/ Goth, mirths, Eng. worth. M. Loth

would connect it with Latin vertere, saying that, in the

British dialects,
"
gwerth signifie plutot rente qneprix."

75. tromden (gl. peruolauit), p. 34. The context is :

"Mox ad eum Lincuntius, diuina expertus beneficia, per-

uolauit"
(ii. 24). The gloss is obviously, like Old W. cein-

micun Z.2
892, compounded of an adjective and a verb : trom

isn^the modern trumm 'prompt,' 'diligent,'
'

expeditif.'

See infra No. 265. The den may stand for dennas (where d

is an infected t] from tenna 'tirer,' 'retirer,' en-em-denna
'
se retirer,' Corn, ym-denne.

76. eriolim (gl. editui), p. 36. The context is: "leuitea

Lmo anno custodes sacrorum habe[b]antur in lege : sic et in

nouo editui seclesiarum in senectute sunt"
(iii. 5). It seems

the peritonic pi. of a noun meaning
'

guardian,'
'
sacristan.'

For its formation cf. cenemi infra No. 130. M. Loth, how-

ever, reads ercolim, which is palaeographically impossible,

and explains this as an infinitive,
'

garder, defendre.'

77. .i. aqua lostr (gl. aquiminilem), p. 37.

78. lien (gl. manutergium), p. 37.

The context is :

" De manu archidiaconi accepit urceu-

leum [leg. accipit urceolum] cum aqua et aquiminilem [leg.
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aquamanilem], id est scipum [leg. scyphum] et manuter-

gium" (iv. 3). Here aqua is a Latin gloss on the aqui of

aquiminilem, and lostr is a Breton loan from Lat. lostratio=
Imtratio, intended to explain -minilem.

lien (also in Cath.) = W. lliein, Z. 2
823, now lliain

'
lin-

teum,' 'mappa,' Corn, lien in lien dui-lof (gl. manutergium
vel mantile), -lien gueli (gl. sindo) pi. lyynnyou, Ir. lene 'shirt.'

These words are doubtless connected with 0. Norse lesni, and

lerept : see Hhys, Rev. Celt. vii. 242.

79. .i. meir (gl. actores templi, vi. 1), p. 38. This is the pi.

of meter = Corn, mair (gl. praepositus), maer butt (gl. dispen-

sator), O.W. morion (gl. actores). The modern Breton is,

according to Legonidec, mear or maer, pi. meared. The Ir.

equivalent is maer, pi. n. maeir 'stewards,' ace. maeru,

O'Don. Gr. 84, all borrowed from Lat. maior ' a house-

steward.'

80. doguolouit (gl. redegit), p. 38. The context is :

"Sic exorcista redegit in sua diligentia totius regni Dei

secreta" (vi. 1). This is a verb in the 3rd sg. pres. indie,

act. compounded with the prepositions do and guo Z. 2
907,

like the verbs do-gito-misur(am), do-guo-renniam, do-uo-louse,

Lux. The British and Irish cognates are W. llyw (ruler,

rudder), llyicedu (to direct, to steer). The pres. indie, sg.

was probably doguolouitam, just as the dodiprit (grassatur) of

the Luxemburg glosses points to a dodipritam. The if- ending
occurs only in absolute (and uncompounded ?) verbs. 1

81. di (gl. inergominum, leg. inerguminurn, vi. 2), p. 38.

The Cornish gloss sack diarol (gl. detnoniacus)z=W. sack

diawl suggests that we have here the beginning of the Old

Breton word corresponding with dyaul
'
le diable

'

Cath.

82. er (gl. praeerant, vii. 1), p. 38. See above No. 63.

83. an (gl. sugestionem), p. 38. The context is :

" ad

sugestionem archidiaconi tradat ei episcopus claues

scclesia3
"

(vii. 3). So infra No. 86, an (gl. sugessionem),

1 Studies in Cymric Philology, Arch. Cambrensis, April, 1873, p.
dies en

ff
hit 'escapes,' pcre'id

'

remains,
'

treugid* perishes,' tricid 'star
rrrnwjc /1 /j4/!/?1'/>V// ' wlot-c * rI'V/-i /^l^l T^T-n^- li-vrv ^m/I ftnnintit ft\nr\tvr

146. He
... ... . 'starves,' tyvid

'grows, chwareid 'plays.' The Old Bret, loan-word acupet (occupat) seems

regarded as a simple verb.
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No. 85, anno (gl. sugerendum), and No. 162, anno (gl.

persuadentum). These fragments of words are clearly

connected with the Mid. "W. annoc (yr hunn aoed yn
eu hannoc wy, Seintgr. p. 296) now annog 'hortari,'
*

suadere,'
'

incitare,' annos '

incitare,'
'

instigare,' and per-

haps with the Old-Irish andud, *ad-annaim (ad-r-andad, Fel.

Oingusso, April 5, B).

84. inean (gl. triforium, ix. 1), p. 39. For the meaning-
less

' triforium
'
the printed text has ' ceroferarium

'

(candle-

stick, taper-bearer) in the following context: "ab archidiacono

accipiat (scil. acolytus) ceroferarium cum cera ut sciat se ad

accendenda ecclesiae luminaria mancipari
"

(ix. 1). I take

our gloss to stand for in cantoelkr, where in (for inn, ind) is

the article (as, perhaps, in No. 72 supra) and cantoeller, now

cantoler, is=W. canhicyllyr 'candelabrum' (DaviesJ, a de-

rivative from *canliwyll borrowed, like Corn, cantuil, from a

low Latin *cantela for candela.

85. anno (gl. sugerendum), p. 39. The context is: "accipiat

et orceulum uacuum ad sugerendum uinum in eucharitiam
"

(an empty pitcher to furnish wine for the eucharist) ix. 1.

See above No. 83.

86. an (gl. sugessionem generis), p. 39. The printed text

has: "per successionem generis" (ix. 2), but the scribe and

glosser seem to have meant suggestionem, as in the quotation

supra No. 83.

87. coson (gl. canora), p. 40. The context is: "Yox autem

eius non aspera, nee rauca vel disonans sed canora (printed

text: clara) erit" (ix. 2). Our coson, like "W. ci/son, is

borrowed from the Lat. consonus, the n (of a toneless

syllable ?) disappearing before s, as in i soudan supra No. 64,

cosoin infra No. 304, and in musur 'mensura,' cusul 'con-

silium,' Z. 2 117.

88. eules (gl. medoliam), p. 40. The Latin word should,

of course, be ' melodiam.' The printed context is :

" habens

sonum et melodiam sanctae religioni congruenteni
"

(ix. 2).

Our gloss seems cognate with the modern W. eilocl, eilic,

eilyw
'

music,'
'

melody,' as eusin is = W. eisin and douo-louse

is connected with W. llais. The Old Welsh pret. part. pass.
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ellesheticion (gl. mela) in Mart. Cap. 8, a a, seems to come

from a different root.

89. .i. eli (gl. redoleat, ix. 2), p. 40. The context is: "neque
musica vel theotrali arte redoleat." The glossographer seems

to have believed in some connection between redoleo and

oleum, for eli is cognate with W. elio
'

ungere.' For other

instances of his crass ignorance, see supra No. 67 and infra

Nos. 95, 191, 220, 309, and the note to No. 118.

90. dalou (gl. andronas, x.), p. 40. Context :

" Clericus per

plateas et andronas certa et maxima sui officii necessitate

ambulet." This gloss stands for dadlon or datlou : cf. dadluo

(gl. antropas, leg. andronas) Bibl. Bod. MS. Hatton 42,

dadlou (gl. curiae) Cotton MS. Otho E. xiii. pi. of dadl

(gl. concio) Eutych. 3.6 8a
. Corn, dathel in dathel-uur (gl.

concionator), 0."W. datl (gl. foro), Ir. ddl. M. Loth remarks

that the dental in the group tl was early assimilated, and

compares Gallon in a charter of A.D. 834 from Cation. The

Latin word glossed is the ace. pi. of andron 'compitum,
locus publicus ubi viri, ol avSpes, invicem confabulantur,'

Ducange.
91. cormo for. This gloss is written in the left margin

of p. 40, but without a reference-mark. The context is :

" Clericus inuidens fratrum prouectibus [printed text : pro-

fectibus] donee in hoc uitio est, degradetur" (x.). Here I

conjecture that cormo = cormo (gl. emulamenti, i.e. emolu-

menti?) Lux., that tar is here, as in the Berne gloss, 'venter/

that our gloss 91 means '

advantage, or indulgences in diet,'

' relaxations in fasting,' and that it is intended to translate

'provectibus.'

92. doilux (gl. promens), p. 40. The context is :

" Clericus

inter epulas cantans, fidem utique non edificans, sed auribus

tantum promens
1

) excummunis sit" (x. 1). I suspect that

doilux stands for doilits, just as the name Dilex (Cart. Red.,

p. 333) is for DUes? and is a loan from the Latin '

delicias,'

which the glossographer supposes to be understood after

1 The printed text has '

pruriens,' another reading is
'

placens.'
2 And to go further back, Comux Caelexti for Comits Caelestis, Ehys' Lectures

188, 189-204; milex, xancto for miles, sancto, Corssen 297, 298.
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'promens.' I cannot, however, account for the u. Prof.

Bugge compares the Mid. Lat. eluciens= eliciens, dilutnit'=

dilituit (Loewe, Prodromus, 429), and dilyciae Schuchardt,

Yocalismus ii. 231. M. Loth regards doi as for do-e, do-eh,

do-es, and las as connected with do-uo-louse (gl. depromis)
Lux. and go-lou. He renders doilux accordingly by

' raani-

festant,'
' mettant en lumiere.'

93. testoner (gl. ineuitabili), p. 40. The context is :

"Clericus qui indictum ieiunium rumpit absque ineuitabili

necessitate, uilior habentus est" (x.). This seems, as M.
Loth says, to be the 3rd sg. pres. indie, pass, of the verb

doner (venitur) compounded with hi and es. The t of toner

is due to the provecting power of s. For the termination

compare dispriner, infra No. 248.

In p. 40, penultimate line, dictor mortis is glossed by the

Latin '
.i. clericus.' Out of this M. Loth has made a Breton

deric.

94. nith (gl. nepte, x.), p. 41. Context : see above, No. 24.

95. gurprit (gl. superstitiose), p. 43. The context is : "hoc

carnalem delictum, quod committunt, etiam uindicare quadam
superstitiose temeritate nituntur

"
(xi. 5), compounded of

gur, guor 'super,' Z. 2
905, and prit for brit=lT. Ireth 'judg-

ment,' Corn, bris, brys. So Ir.for-bann, compounded offor=gur
and bann '

law,' seems to mean ' a superstitious rule.' For

the change in gurprit of rb to rp see Rev. Celt. vii. 148.

96. guerp (gl. stigmate), p. 43. The context is: "illico

stigmate leprce percusa est" (xi. 6). This may, possibly, be

the Breton equivalent of the Ir. ferb .i. bole docuirither for

aiyid duine iar n-dir no iar ngubreth
' a blister that is put on

one's face after a satire or a false judgment,'
l Cormac : fearb

cluiche
' a rounded lump of a stone,' Petrie's Tara^ p. 155.

But more likely here, as in No. 32 supra and Nos. 131, 209,

266 and 315 infra, the p is miswritten for/, the A.S. th. If

so, we may compare "W. gwartli
'

reproach,' and the Latin

vereor, verenda, Curtius, G. E. No. 501. The word is omitted

by M. Loth.
1

Compare Theocritus xii. 24 (if/e^Sea (Sij/fcy virepQfv apairjs OVK ava^ffta] and
Fritzsche's note. Prof. Bugge compares the modern Breton gwerbl

' bubon '

with
this IT. ferb.

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 37
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97. comarde (gl. colligium), p. 43. The context has :

" Idem collegium sanctae eeclesiae vii. annis proiciatur
"

(xi. 6). See above, No. 54.

98. cot (gl. agresti), p. 44. The context is :

"
et agresti

mellae pascebatur" (xii. 2). Here o stands for oi or oe as

in Nos. 25 and 218, and our gloss is the first syllable

of an adjective *coefoc=Mid. Br. coadec Cath., W. koedawc

'sylvester' Z.2
849, now coedog, derived from coat

' nemus '

Cath., Corn, cuit (gl. silva), Lat. bu-cetum, and Goth, haithi.

99. ar (gl. coibere), p. 45. The context is: "Nihil prodest

coibere exteriorem hominem, et interiorem dampnare" (xii.

4). The gloss is the first syllable of some verb compounded
with the prep, ar, Z. 2

900, which, like Ir. ar, air, W. ar, er, yr,

Gaul, are in Aremorica, has lost initial^, and is cognate with

Trapo?, Skr. puras,
1 Goth, faiira, faur, Engl. for.

100. cerpit (gl. vehiculis, xii. 5), p. 45. Context: "Neque
uehiculis et equis uehuntur." This is the pi. of the Breton

equivalent of W. cerbyd, which is cognate with Ir. *carpeth,

whence ace. pi. cairpthiu, and the derivative cairpthcoir
'

charioteer.' The Ir. carpat is = Lat. carpentum.

101. amor (gl. fastu), p. 45. The context is: "Multi cleri-

corum ieiunant fastu superbise nihil largientes egenis" (xii. 7).

Here a may be the prep, used to indicate the ablative and wor

(now meur] 'great,' the first syllable of some compound. See

in-mor infra, No. 154. "
Peut-etre," says M. Loth,

"
est-ce

simplement le latin amor ? Par amour de 1'ostentation."

102. .i. seal (gl. carduumque, xii. 8), p. 46. This gloss

is exactly the W. y-sgallen. The Cornish askellen (gl.

card [u] us) and Mid. Br. ascolenn
' chardon

'

have an initial a,

which I do not understand. M. Ernault compares Gr.

OTCO'AI;/ZO?
' an edible thistle.'

103. ie (gl. curatusque), p. 46. The context is :

" Curat

uulnera delinquents abstinentia, curatusque [leg. curatosque]

sanctificat ieiunium" (xii. 9). Here ie is the first two letters

of iecheticion, pi. of the pret. part, passive of a verb (now

iac'haat) derived from iach, supra, No. 59.

1 A trace of the original (genitival ?) s has heen observed in Irish by Prof.

Bugge, who brings errach 'spring,' from *persako, and compares N. II. G. frith ling
and Danish for-aar.
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104. ar (gl. arduam), p. 47.

105. distrit (gl. austeram), p. 47.

The context is :

" Hie uitam arduam et austeram gerebat"

(xii. 15). Here ar seems the beginning of some word

cognate with Ir. ard, Gaul. Arduenna, Lat. arduus, and

dixtrit (for distrith l

)
is a loan from Lat. districtus

'

strict,'

*
severe.' So striz Oath, comes from strictus. M. Loth

prefers to connect distrit with W. irytliyll (lascivus). But

this is for drythyll= Ir. dretel, as trum is for drum =
(iugum montis)=Ir. druimm.

106. acomloe (gl. insolubile), p. 47. The context is :

" De
abstinentia insolubile a cibis statuunt Roinani, ut Christ!

aduentus sponsi nullas nostri ieiuni soluendas leges inueniat"

(xii. 15), and this gloss is in the right margin with a reference-

mark. Here a-, for an-, is the negative prefix, and corn-foe is,

as M. Loth points out, cognate with the Ir. comloighthe (which

seems to mean a set-off, compematio), di-lgud (forgiveness),

and the simple verb logaim (I forgive, remit).

lOQa. sci (gl. sciphos, plenos uino) p. 47.

1066. tinsit (gl. sparsit),p. 52. Context: "Concubina Saulis

sparsit tunicam super corpora nepotum Saul." Cognate with

"VV. tynu (to pull), reivto and other words cited by Curtius,

No. 230. For the termination compare toreitsit 275.

107. haloc (gl. lugubri), p. 52. The printed context is :

" Quidam puer moriens visus est matri non una vice in veste

lugubri sitiens et esuriens
"

(xv. 6). Our gloss means '

foul,'

and is=W. halawg, Ir. salach (gl. sordidus) : cf. also Corn.

haJou (gl. stercora), 0. Ir. sail (gl. labe), Sg. 52a, 4, and the

O.H.GK salo triibe. Other instances of Breton h from s are

hir, hun, hep (No. 167b) and hent, Z.2 123.

108. pre (gl. instanter), 53. Context :
"
Quecunque

manus tua potest facere, instanter operare
"

(xv. 8). This

seems the first syllable of an adverb cognate with Mid. Br.

presant
'

presens/ Cath., W. presennol 'instans.'

109. adis (gl. aspertione), p. 55. Context: "testimoiiium

1
Compare nit, supra, No. 24, and gttpartolaid, arton, infra, Nos. 118, 149,

198, for nith, gupartholaid, art/ion. So -weten, Doitanou, Z. 3 152. So Corn.
bruit for bruith, Z.2 151, guhit for guhith.
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redemptionis iniquitatura populi aspersione sanguinis anima-

lium "
(xvi. 12). Here, as in No. 101 supra, a is the pre-

position indicating the ablative. The dis may be the first

syllable of some word like *discain or *disceiniat, cognate with

"W. caen, ysceiniad
'

aspergo,' or like *disperfa, cognate with

the modern spar/a
'

asperger.'

110. diprou (gl. acitamenta, xvii. 11), p. 58. The context

tells how one of the sons of an artifex (smith ?)
" dedit

acitamenta eius in oblationem ecclesise." In MS. Hatton

42,
' acitamenta

'

(' i.e. acutamenta ')
is explained by the Br.

cl[o~]ou 'clavi.' But our diprou is the pi. of dipr=ihe modern

dibr 'saddle/ pi. dibrou, W. dibr, and, as Prof. Bugge suggests,

the glossographer here seems to have taken acitamenta for

*equitamenta,
' means of riding,' from equitare. Conversely

in the middle ages Equitania was often written for Aquitania,

see Schuchardt, Yocalismus, i. 213.

111. soeul (gl. fiscum), p. 59.

112. er (gl. conpetita), p. 59. The context is :

" Etiam

illud hac lege sancximus, ut si quse domus vel agri vel

quaelibet praedia ex bonis christianorum ac parentum
nostrorum praeceptis ad fiscum sociata fuerint, si qua etiam

ab aliquo conpetita sunt . . . haec omnia in ius antiquum
reuocari precipimus

"
(xvii. 15).

Here soeul seems=W. swllt 'solidus/ 'thesaurus/ 'fiscus'

(Davies), Corn, sols (gl. pecunia) from Mid. Lat. solta Z.
2

154, soldus for solidus (minimus), whence also Ital. soldo, Sp.

sueldo, Fr. sol, sou. The triphthong oeu is curious. Should

it be oue=the ue of sueldo? M. Loth brings soeul from an

imaginary Latin *segillum, or rather *segulum, the accented c

being lengthened !

er is the first syllable of some verb to me unknown. Com-

pare ar (gl. expetiaerit) 3, and ar (gl. conpetiit) 312.

A little after this (p. 60) comes a passage beginning,
" Transamundus uandalorum rex," and over the last syllable

of " uandalorum "
is written gua. This probably stands for

*guandal or *guannal-=.' Vandalus.'

113. 1. introc (gl. obnixe), p. 62. The context is: "Quidara

clericus in aliena seclesia moriens illic sepultus est, propinquia
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autem ejus corpus petentibus non est dimissum, sed obnixe

retendum est
"

(xviii. 7). The meaning of the gloss seems
'
vel obnoxie,' for introc may ~be=int-droc an adverb formed

(like W. yn ddrwg 'male') from the prefix int-=avri, and the

adj. droc, later drouc, Cath.= W. dncg, Ir. droch. Compare
the Mid. Br. enta 'igitur, ergo,' lit. 'probe,' Cornish into,

' bene
'

from int-da Z. 2 200.

114. bel) (gl. tumuli), p. 63. The context is: "Cum

peccata gravia deprimunt, non ad absolutionem, sed ad

dampnationem tumuli in eclesia ponuntur
"

(xviii. 8).

The copyist perhaps meant bep, bep (see No. 32 supra)

for beth, bed, the first syllable of *bediou, now beziou,

pi. of bed, now bez, Corn, beth, W. bedd '

sepulchrum,' cognate,

according to M. d'Arbois de Jubainville, with Lat. fossa from

fodio. If beb be the true reading, cf. the Irish beabh tomb,

grave (O'Reilly), and perhaps /3eo/iio?.

115. strocat (gl. tractus est), p. 63. Context: "Nocte

media cum tumultu ab eclesia et ligatus pedibus tractus

est" (xviii. 8). This should, as Prof. Bugge conjectures,

be scrocat, the 3rd sg. pret. pass. (Z.
2
531) of some verb

borrowed from a Mid. Lat. ex-crocare ' mit einem haken

ausziehen,' Fr. croc
'

hook/ whence Mod. Br. krok or kr&g.

He compares the Mid. Lat. incrocare
' an einem haken

aufhangen (Lex Salica). His etymology reminds me of

Juvenal's '

Sejanus ducitur unco' (x. 66). M. Loth com-

pares a non-existent Ir. strdcaim, je tire, je pousse.

116. aco (gl. adeundis), p. 65. Context: " De alienis

prouinciis adeundis ad iudicandum" (xx. 5). Here a may
be the preposition indicating the ablative, and co the first

syllable of some verb.

117. amsobe (gl. fingunt), p. 66.

118. .i. iecol (gl. alienigena), p. 66. The context is:

"Judices sunt .xv vii. gentilis in sua

gentilitate, ut Deorum iudicium Minerve et Neptum [leg.

Neptuni] de contentione regionis apud Cicropem actum

cronica 1

fingunt; vir [leg. viii] alienigena, ut Moises con-

silium ab illo alieni gena cognato suo suscipit
"

(xxi. 2).

1 This word is glossed by pri, i.e. proprium nomea ! So in p. 157 emticis is

glossed by pri \
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Of the first of these glosses I can make nothing. I con-

jecture that iecol (if not a corruption of lethro) may be cog-

nate with ieth) later yez, now iez
'

dialecte/
'

idiome,' W. iaith

'lingua, dialectus, idioma '

(Davies), from *yaldi, which

Siegfried connected with the O.H.G. jehan
'

fateri, affirmare'

(Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik, iv. 668), and Gliick with the

Gaulish river-name lactus 1 and the Latin jacio. Should this

conjecture be right, our gloss would properly mean I8to-

7X0)0-0-09, and may well be used for a\\6(j)v\os.

119. a olgno (gl. indagatione), p. 67. The context is:

"Tribus modis iudicibus iudicandum, natura, hoc est, indaga-

tione rerum, et similitudine praecedentium, et ex uerbis scrip-

tures
"

(xxi. 6). Here a is the preposition indicating the

ablative, and olguo for olgon (see No. 7, supra) is the pi. of

olg=ol (gl. indago), infra, No. 132, now enl, henl, "W. ol

'

vestigium/ Corn, ol, oolt, Or. 1763, pi. oloic, allow, Cr. 1748.

All cognate (as Prof. Rhys suggests) with O.H.G. fotgon,

N.H.G. folgen, A.S. folgian, O.N. fylgja, the original p having
been lost in the Celtic forms. For the loss of g after /, cf.

W. io/=Ir. l>olg, Gaulish bulga 'saccus' and hel
' venari'=

Ir. selg.

120. im (gl. iurgiorum, xxi. 7), p. 67. This is probably
the first syllable of the Br. cognate of W. ymsen or ymserth.

121. am (gl. e diverso, xxi. 7), p. 67. I cannot explain

this. Prof. Bugge comparesW. amryw diverse, sundry, Z. 2 897.

122. nac tu (gl. nee . . . adquiescas), p. 68. The context

is :
" Non sequeris turbam ad nialum faciendum, nee in

iudicio adquiescas sententise plurimorum
"

(xxi. 10, citing

Exod. xxxiii. 2, 3). Here nac (later na, Z. 2
753) is the

particle used in expressing double or multiplex negation

(here seems * and not
'),

and tu is the 2nd sg. imperative of

a verb = the modern tuat
'

prendre partie,' from tu Ir. ioib

'
side.'

123. aolo is written (p. 68 left marg.) without a reference-

mark, opposite the line "De peruerso iudicio non faciendo

temere" (xxi. 11). Mr. Bradshaw conjectured, with much

1 I believe there is a river leithon in Breconshire.
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probability, that it refers to 'judicio,' and compared the

gloss aolguo (gl. indagatione) supra No. 119.

124. arlu (gl. proibuit), p. 68. Context: "Omni modo non

proibuit iudicandi facultatem
"

(xxi. 11). This gloss is, no

doubt, a fragment of a verb cognate with arlup, leg. arluth

(gl. pedicam), infra No. 315. It probably stands for ar-ludas,

third sg. pret. act. of the Breton equivalent of W. ar-luddias

'to intercept,' 'to hinder,' which Prof. Bugge connects with

Skr. rodha 'obstruction' (root rudh), Zend apa-raodhayeiti.

125. fan (gl. uolubiles), p. 69. The context is :

" Non

oportet iudices aeclesiae uolubiles esse
"

(xxi. 12). The

same word glosses the singular
' uolubilis

'

infra No. 299,

and the fan in No. 125 doubtless stands for fanion. We
may, perhaps, connect this word with Goth, spinnan, spann,

for a Breton f occasionally comes from sp : thus felch,

(nr'X.dy'Xvov, Ir. selg, faezaff
' vincere

'

(Skr. spag?}, fazyaff
'

spatiari.'

126. gudcoguod (gl. reprehendendi), p. 69. Context : "De
.iiii. principalibus modis reprehendendi (car. lee. pervertendi)
iudicium (xxi. 13). This seems, as M. Loth says, to be a

compound of gud (also in gud-naiol infra No. 206 and guod-ces

No. 201), -=.guo-\- od and coguod (leg. cogued?) in arcogucd

'noxa,' 'laesio,' infra No. 135= "W". argywedd 'noxa,' 'laesio,'
'

accusatio/ Davies.

127. er (gl. mollimur, leg. molimur), p. 69 : see above

No. 48.

128. di (gl. discutit, xxi. 14), p. 70.

129. do (gl. dispenset, leg. dispensat xxi. 14), p. 70.

In these three glosses we have the first syllables of verbs

respectively compounded with the prepositions ar, di, and do.

130. cenemi (gl. causidicorum, xxi. 15), p. 70. This seems

the plural of a derivative from cen = Corn, chen (gl. causa) .

M. Loth, however, thinks it stands for *cesnemi, and com-

pares the Ir. cosnam (contentio).

131. meplaom (gl. confutari), p. 70. Context :

" cum
errorem suum senserint confutari" (xxi. 15). This is

an infinitive in -om, of the a-conjugation, like douohinuom

and linom, Lux. In the first syllable of the word, as in Nos.
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32, 96 supra and Nos. 209, 236, 315 infra, the p seems mis-

written for /, the A.S. sign for th, and the mcth which we
thus attain is the Old Breton form of the Mid. Br. mezz
'

honte,'
'

uergoyne
'

Oath., Corn, meth, ~W. meth ' a miss,'
'
abortion.' The laom is the infinitive of a verb cognate with

Ir. laaim 'I drive,' 'cast,' e-A,a&>, Curtius Gr.E. No. 661.

Our gloss would thus mean 'to put to shame.' M. Loth

thinks that meplaom stands for *mebalom, translates it by
* avoir honte,' and compares "W. mefl dedecus.

132. ol lored (gl. indago, xxi. 15), p. 70. As to ol

v. supra No. 119 : lored may be the pi. of *lor = Ir. lorg
'
track.'

132a. di (gl. forinsecus). The context (xxi. 15), p. 70,

reads: "Negutiorum sectatores forinsecus [Wasser.forensiion]

eloquentiam propter proximi dilectionem in saeculari negutio
diserere debent." Over the t of Negutiorum (sic), the scribe

has written e. I cannot explain either of these fragments.

As to the di, Prof. Bugge thinks the glosser may have meant

some word corresponding with "W. dyeithr (stranger).

133. ni tinaatoe (gl. non ineundum est, xxi. 21), p. 72. In

nit (="W. nid) we have a combination of the negative ni and

a fragment of the verb substantive, and in-aatoe is = the

prep. m-{-the fut. part, passive of the irregular verb monet
'

ire,' of which the present (af for an/), the preterite (aez), the

future (a/it/),
the secondary present (rthenn), the imperative

(aet), and the pret. participle pass, (aet) are from the root

AGr. In aatoe (ex *agatoe), as in siel supra No. 49, the g is

lost between vowels. Cognate are ayco, Skr. agarni, Lat.

ago, O.Ir. atom-aig (ad-dom-aig] 'adigit me.' For the ter-

mination -atoe compare the Old Breton names Bcnitoe,

Portitoe, Z. 2
532, Corn, caradoic, casadoic, W. caradicy, Skr.

-tamja.

134. acorn (gl. disceptantes, xxi. 21), p. 72. I cannot

explain this.

135. .i. arcogued vel iniquos (gl. niciuos, xxi. 26), p. 73.

The context is :

" De iudicio clericorum ut non sit apud
niciuos aut apud infideles." This 'niciuos' (for which the

printed text has 'iniquos') seems a mistake for 'nociuos,'
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and our arcoyued may stand for arcoguedolion, pi. of *arco-

guedol, a derivative from *ar-co-gued = "W. argyicedd
'

noxa,'
'

laesio,' Davies. The root may be the Ir. er-choit
' noxa '

:

so arachoat '

quod nocet
'

Ml. 31d
;

co arcoi (gl. ad nocen-

dum) Ml. 46d. Prof. Bugge doubtfully connects the Skr.

root -vyadh, vidhyati.

136. corned (gl. minas, xxiv. 1, citing Eph. vi. 9), p. 75.

This gloss seems one of the so-called plurals in -ed.

That these were originally collectives is maintained by
Prof. Bhys, Eev. Celt. ii. 117, 118, who cites the Old

Bulgarian use of the fern, bratija 'brotherhood' as the plural

of bratu '
brother.' As British d often comes from dj, and

this from /, we may compare not only bratija, but the Greek

oxytons Scop-id, dvdpaic-td, f^vpf^rjK-id, veoTT-id, and Skr.

gav-yd
' a number of cows,' Curtius, G.E.5 609.

137. couled (gl. oculum), p. 75.. Context: "Non ad

oculum servientes" (xxiv. 2, citing Ephes. vi. 6). Accord-

ing to Prof. Bugge, this may stand for co-vied, where co is

the preposition, later que- in que-vaes
'

ager,' Z.2
902, and vied

a mutation of bled=W. blaidd 'look.'

138. muncul (gl. lenticulam), p. 75. Context: "Samuel

lenticulam olei accipit et fudit super capud Saulis
"

(xxv. 1,

citing 1 Reg. x. 1). This is a compound of mun (neck) =
Ir. main, and cul (slender) = Ir. coil, and means a slender-

necked vessel.

139. emsiu (gl. abitionis), p. 76. This must be the 'abu-

sionis
'

of the printed text :

" Nonus abusionis gradus est rex

iniquus" (xxv. 3). Here as in No. 141 infra, em- seems the

negative prefix am- Z. 2
893-4, and No. 22 supra, the a being

infected by the following i. As to siu, it seems connected

with W. sywino
'
to turn or use continually,' Ir. soud (gl.

conversio), root su, whence Latin sucula, 1 M. Loth analyses
thus : em-8-ium, where em = ambi, s= es= ex and turn is the

infinitive of the root i.

140. pico (gl. qualiter), p. 76. The context is :

" sed

qualiter alios corrigere poterit, qui proprios mores, ne iniqui

1 M. de la Villemarque cites an Old French si
'

tare, default
'

(sans nul si =
Br. hep si), as to which I can find nothing in Diez, or elsewhere.
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sint, non corregit?" (xxv. 3). In pi we have the old form of

the Mid. Bret, interrogative pronoun^, Z.2
401, Corn.^y, Ir.

cz'a= Lat. qiris, Urnbr. pis, Gr. ri-9. In co we probably have the

beginning of some word like *cogued^W. cyicedd 'conformity.'

141. emguer (gl. piacula), p. 76. Context :
"
Propter

piacula regum . . . semina eorum ne regnarent, extinxit

Deus "
(xxv. 3). I cannot explain this gloss. Possibly it

is pi. of a compound of the prefix am and some cognate

of the Welsh gwyr
'
fresh.'

142. pis imfer (gl. pithonistarum), p. 76. The context

is :
"
magorum et pithonistarum et auguriorum super-

stitionibus non intendere" (xxv. 4). With pis ... I

would connect the Corn, pystry
'

witchcraft/ pystryor

'wizard,' and the Irish pisoc (pisoc), of which the n. pi.

occurs in a gloss on the Senchas Mor (Laws, i. 180) : Fuba

n-imda .i. pisoca isin lepuidh
' charms in the bed '

(to render

a man impotent ?), and again fromadh felmais .i. fromadh na

pisoc 'to prove the enchantments.' The Mid. Br. pistri
' veneficium

'

may also be connected. The stem-word seems

to Prof. Bugge the Lat. pyxis, a box for medicine or poison :

pyxidem veneni alicui tradere (Cic.), venenum in aureani

pyxidem conditum (Sueton.), partos gladio vel pyxide
nummos (Juv.). Hence also the Ir. pios 'a cup.' The t in

pis-t-ri is = the d in pyxida. The second word, imfer, is

obscure. It may possibly stand for imfernus
= the mod.

ifernuz 'infernal,' W. uffernol. Compare in the Berne Vergil,

fo. 122a
,
imferno (gl. ereboque) and imfernali (gl. aperto) in

the line Tantum effata furens antro se inmisit aperto. The m
before/ may be compared with the Gaulish bnmtiom Frontu,

the Lat. im fronte, C.I.L. i. 1104.

143. tros (gl. tirannide), p. 77. The context is :
" melius

est pauci temporis legitimum regnum quam tirannide longi

temporis" (xxv. 7). tros must be the first syllable of the

Breton cognate of W. trawsedd, tratcsder or trawsineb 'op-

pressio, iniquitas
'

(Davies), a derivative from traws =. Lat.

trans. M. Loth thinks tros is for *toraus, related to tori.

144. rac (gl. proferebat), p. 77. The printed context is :

" Surrexit Judas Galileus, qui asserebat eos . . . tributa non
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reddere" (xxv. 91). This gloss is the first syllable of some

verb compounded with the prep, rac, Z. 2
678, 679, Corn, raff

in rag-leueris
'

antedictus,' W. rhag. Compare the Br. rac-

loriou (gl. proscenia) Berne, 28, and the gloss rac (gl.

obtimantes, i.e. optimates) infra No. 146.

145. decmint (gl. adecimabit), p. 78. Printed context :

" sed et segetes vestras et vinearum reditus addecimabit
"

(xxv. 12). This must be the 3rd pi. (a mistake for the

3rd sg.) of a Breton verb equivalent to the W. elegymmu
'addecimare/ decum, dcgum

'

decimae,' Z.2
821, Corn, dege,

Ir. dechmad.

146. rac (gl. obtimantes), p. 79. The printed context is :

"et increpavi optimates et magistratus" (xxv. 14). See

above No. 144.

147. er (gl. celebroo), p. 79. The context is: "huius inter

omnia celebrao dictum fertur, perdidisse diem, in quo nihil

boni fecisset" (xxv. 14). This, no doubt, is the first syllable-

of erdirch
'

conspic\ius'=erdirh, infra No. 220.

148. ni diglo (gl. non deglobare), p. 80. The context

is: "Boni pastoris est pecus tundare
[i.e. tondere] non

deglobare" (i.e. deglubare, xxv. 16). Ni is the nega-
tive particle and diglo is borrowed from the Latin word

which it renders. The b is vocalised as in soudan No. 64 supra.

149. gupartolaid (gl. praeuilegia), p. 81 in marg. Context :

" cum praevilegia singulorum non possunt legem facere com-

munem" (xxvi. 2). This seems to be a derivative from

*guparthol, MS. guparth (gl. remota) Lux., pi. giipar(tJiolion)

gl. remotis, infra No. 208, and cognate with the verb imgu-

parton (gl. se abdicant) infra No. 256. I take our gloss to

stand for gupartholaithou, pi. of *gupartholaith, where -aith,

later -aez, ez, is=Corn. -aid (in ruifanaid
'

regnum,' medhecnaid

'medicina'), later -eth, O.W. -aid (in utolaidou gl. natales),

later -aith, -acth, Ir. -acht ex -acta, Z. 2
846, 847. The ground-

form gu-parth is, of course, from the prep, guo and parth,

which is either a loan from the Lat. pars, or, as is more

probable, = Ir. scert, scarf, cerdd in descert (des-scert) [="W.
deheu-barth~\

'

south,' tiiai-scert
' the north/ di-scart din inn-

ecin fil fornd, LU. 63 b, cerdd chuind
('
Conn's part/ the
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northern half of Ireland, usually leth Cuinn} Amra Choluimb-

chille, 130 all from the root S1TARD, Rhys, Rev. Celt.

ii. 333-334.

150. com (gl. sortiendum), p. 81. The context has: "non

viribus sortiendura [leg. sortientium] et maxime ethicorum"

{xxvi. 3). This is the first syllable of some verb compounded
with the prep, com, Z. 2 902.

151. adguo (gl. secuit), p. 83. Context :

" Fineas meri-

tricem cum uiro suo una secuit, ut cito mortem finerent"

(xxvii. 5). Here we have the first two syllables of a verb

compounded with the prepositions at and guo, Z.2 907.

152. er (gl. moliuntur, xxvii. 8), p. 84. See above, Nbs.

48, 127.

153. is. This word, the 3rd sg. of the verb substantive,

is written (p. 84) over the first a of ' uanitas
'

in the phrase
"
que ista uanitas est" (printed text "Quae est vanitas ista"

xxvii. 8). 'Est' is written with the usual contraction, so

may (says Mr. Bradshaw) have been overlooked by the

scribe. Is (=Ir. is, est, e'crr/) occurs often in Old Welsh, Z.2

553. It seems the Corn. es. The Mid. Br. em, Corn, eus,

us, appear to be different words.

154. inmor (gl. multo), p. 85. The context is :

"
quamuis

multo maius quam in ueteri testamento
"

(xxvii. 9), and

our gloss begins over the o of ' multo.' It is, like the Ir.

inmar (gl. magnopere), inmaire '

bigness/ compounded of

the particle int, Z.2
615, 616, supra No. 113, and mor

(mar), whence O.Br. dermorion (gl. inormia) Lux., Corn.

maur (gl. magnus), W. mawr, Ir. mar, Gaul, mdros. Not

in Loth.

155. see (gl. discertam), p. 85. The context is: "a cetero

corpore discerptam manum" (xxvii. 9). This gloss seems

the first three letters of the pret. part. pass, of the verb

equivalent to the modern skeja
'

CQuiper' squeiaff, Cath.,

hanter squeiget
'

demy couppe/ Cath. As the lingual sonant

spirant / (written i and g} often comes from a dental (egenn
' ox '=W. eidion, eureuyou 'nuptials,' pi. of euret, nigal

' to

fly,' W. neidio, and the loan-words rouejou, O.Br. roitou

=retia, pinigen, stleja, etc.), we may, perhaps, connect skeja
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(O.Br. *scetam, *scitam) with sci-n-do, o-^lBrj,
Curtius G.E.

No. 295.

156. tal (gl. soluit), p. 85. The context is :
" Cain

primus homicida .vii. uindictas soluit
"

(xxvii. 10). Here

tal is the 3rd sg. pres. indie, act. of a verb=W. talu>

Corn. taly. Compare the noun at-tal 'repayment' supra

No. 30. In Mid. and Mod. Br. the root is compounded with

bout : tali-out
'
valoir.'

157. guo (gl. motulauit), p. 86. The context is: "Zacharias

. . . nouem mensibus motulauit," i.e. mutulauit 'remained

dumb '

(xxvii. 11). This is the first syllable of some verb

compounded with the prep. guo.

158. gu (gl. prodens, xxvii. 20), p. 89. This may be the

first two letters of some form of the verb equivalent to the

modern gicerza (gwerzaff, Cath.)
'

vendre,'
'

livrer,'
'

trahir,'

W. gwerthu
' vendere.' Compare guir . . ., No. 74.

159. coel (gl. aruspicem, xxviii. 10), p. 92. This stands

for coelioc (colioc, infra, No. 247), Corn, cJmillioc (gl. augur),

whence cuillioges (gl. phitonissa), O.W. coiliaucc (gl. augur)
Mart. Cap. 2. a b., all derived from coil (O.W. pi. o coilou, gl.

auspiciis), Z. 2
1657, Ir. ce7=O.N. heill

'

omen,' 'auspicium.'

See infra, No. 293.

160. crap. This is written in the margin of p. 93, without

a reference-mark, opposite
'
a conuiuio chatolicorum separetur.

De aeclesise reos obstinanter non defendente' (xxviii. 11, 12).

I think this must mean 'a prohibition.' Davies has

(s.v. craff
'

harpago,'
'

fibula,' Fr. agrafe] an ' Arm. crapaf
' anchoro

'

(leg.
' anchorare

')
: cf. Corn, grabel 'a. grappling-

iron,' Fr. grappin, Eng. grapling. Legonidec has kraban
1
serre.' The Welsh cognate is crap

'

raptio,'
'

prehensio,'

Davies. The Irish grabbad .i. bacdil no tairmesc ' a stopping
or prohibition,' H. 3. 18,

1

p. 515, seems to suggest the

meaning of our gloss. All appear connected with the Ital.

grappare and the other Romance words which Diez 4
17' 2

brings from O.H.Gr. krapfo. To crap belong the Mid. Br.

scrap ( excrap)
'

objet d'un rapt' PB. 243, and scrapat 'to

scrape,' Cath.

1 A manuscript in the library of Trinity College, Dublin.
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160a. In the margin of p. 93, opposite the line : sanguinis

particeps fiat ... Si enim dominus eos in ergastilo retinuit,

is scrib with a stroke through the upper part of b.

161. guoteguis (gl. conpiscuit), p. 93. The context has:
" Christus mali facientes in templo flagellis conpiscuit et

eiecit
"

(xxviii. 13). This is the 3rd sg. s-preterite of a

verb compounded with the prep, guo and the O.Br. equiva-

lent of Mid. Br. tevett
'

tacere,' W. teici. Compare the O.Br.

taguel in taguelguiliat (gl. silicernium) Eutych. Z.2 1053=
Corn, tercel, W. taicel, IT. to (1.) 'silent,' (2.) 'silence*

(fearr to labhra, O'CL), from the root tus, Fick 3
i. 602,

Skr. tushyati. Our gloss seems to mean ' he put to silence

(by scourging) the evildoers in the temple.' The termination

-in (swallowed up in Middle Breton by the commoner -as) is=

the Corn, -ys, "YV. -is, infecting the preceding vowel, Z. 2 523.

162. anno (gl. persuadentum), p. 94 in 1. marg. The con-

text has: "Non ad reorum defensionem facta est aeclesia, sed

iudicibus persuadentum
"

(xviii. 14), and Mr. Bradshaw says
that " this -turn for -dura is very common in most of the

Brittany MSS. I have seen." See as to the gloss, Nos. 83,

84, supra.

Over funer is written b. Context : Salamowe dicente et ne

egestate conpulsus funer.

163. gnd. This is written, p. 94 1. marg., without a

reference-mark, opposite the line " De eo quod intersit

[leg. idem sit apud Deum] utrum paruum an magnum quis

furatur" (xxix. 2). This seems intended to gloss 'furatur'

and is probably only the beginning of a verb (gud=guo-od ?).

164. inruetir .i. inso blin. Written in the r. margin of

p. 95, without a reference-mark, opposite the words in the

following passage beginning with 'iuue-nes' and ending with
' habet-.'

" Vacca .iiii. quoque utilitates habet, immolatur,

consolatur senes, nutrit iuuenes, arat in Palastina. Ouis

siuiiliter .iiii. utilitates habet" (xxix. 4). If, with Prof.

Bugge, we regard soblin as cognate with W. syflyd 'to move,'

'to stir,' we may, I think, refer our gloss to 'consolatur.'

Insoblin would then be the 3rd sg. pres. indie, of a verb

synonymous with inruetir, which seems a deponent, also in
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the 3rd sg. pres. indie., meaning
'

incitat/ compounded with

the preposition in, and radically connected with W. rheu
'
to move/ rheuedd '

activity,' N.H.G. regen.

i 165. bitat (gl. resicaret), p. 95 in marg. r. The context

is: "Nam Salamon . . . addit tria super legem, ut resicaret

uitia populi" (xxix. 5). This seems an infinitive like scarat,

bidio, radically connected with the W. bidog 'ensiculus/
'

gladiolus,'
'

scia/ Davies, which is, I suspect (like the Ir. bith

' a wound,' O'CL, ro-bith ' he slew,' LU. 58a
), connected with

Skr. ghata, the b coming from gv as often. Prof. Bugge
adds, doubtfully, Church Slav, biti schlagen, Alban. bie

schlage (Bezz. Beitr. viii. 189).

166. Vinniaus dicit (xxix. 8), p. 96. " The printed text,"

says Mr. Bradshaw,
" from the St. Gallen MS., has Vinni-

anus. All the Brittany MSS. have, the older ones 'Vinniaus/

the later ones ' Vinniauus.' The Cambrai MS. (eighth century)
has '

Vinniaus.' So also the Vienna MS. The name ' Vin-

niau
'

occurs in the Redon cartulary as ' Vinniau '
or

'

Viniau/ and in the invocations in the Breton litanies as
'
see. Guiniaue.'

" The Schaffhausen Vita Columbae, p. 53b,

has Vinniauo, for which Bishop Reeves (p. 104 of his edition)

prints Vinniano.

167. tal(gl. dependunt), p. 102. The context is: "Sinodws

ait : Quicumque filli a parentibus suis causa diuini cultus

abscedunt, nee debitam reuerentiam dependunt, anathema

sint" (xxxi. 15). Here tal stands for talont, 3rd pi. pres.

indie, act. of the verb, whence comes tal (gl. solvit) supra
No. 156.

167b. hep (gl. secus), p. 104. Context :

" Lex dicit, pater

non potest dare hereditatem filio dilecte secus filium odiossae."

This, like Ir. seek, is cognate with Lat. secus for *sequm.

167c. is p. 105 written over omnis. Context :

" Lata est

mihi omnis potestas in celo et in terra."

168. brat. This is written in p. 107, 1. marg., opposite the

following passages from Numbers xxvii. :

" Filie Salphath
. . . accesserunt ad Moisen . . . dicentes : pater noster

mortuus est non habens filios . . . cur priuamur hereditate

ius?" (xxxii. 19). This is the modern brad '

trahison/
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*

troinperie/ Corn, bras,
1 W. brad,

2 0. Ir. mrath Ml. 1,

33rd, ar in mrath (gl. pro proditione) Ml. col. 301, mraithem-

nachtae (gl. iniquae simulationis) Ml. 133 a., conu-merad (gl.

lit proderetur) Ml. 24 c. The Old French, barat (whence

Eng. barratry] is, apparently, of Celtic origin. The rise of

br from mr is also exemplified by bro = 0. Ir. mrug, cognate
margo, marka, etc. With mrath, brad, etc., Prof. Bugge
compares a^aprciv, rj^porov, a/Spord^o}. For the develop-

ment of meaning he compares Lat. via decipi des weges

verfehlen, decipere, betriigen.

169. tneic (gl. ratas), p. 107.

170. ra (gl. stimulation es), p. 107.

The context is :

" Auctores seclesiae hie multa addunt, ut

feminso her[ed]es dent ratas et stimulationes [leg. stipula-

tiones], ne transferatur hereditas ad alienas
"

(xxxii. 20).

Here meic is written for meicli, the pi. of mach=W. mack

'vas, vadis, praes, fidejussor, sponsor, adpromissor, vid. an

hinc mechdiern
'

(Davies), Corn, myghtern. Mach is, doubt-

less, as Davies suggests, the first element of the well-known

Old Breton title machtiern, which occurs in Cart. Red., p. 6 :

'Ermor episcopus, Machtiernn in Poutrecoett.' Compare
also the Old Welsh di-guor-mechis ('

testatus est
')

Z. 2 907.

ra (like racl infra No. 177) stands for radou, pi. of *rat

Ir. rath f

surety.' Borrowed, apparently, from Lat. ratum

in phrases like ratum aliquid facere, habere, ducere.

Over 'dent
'
in the passage just quoted is written </, which

probably stands for the 3rd pi. pres. conj. act. of guervell
1

appeler
'

Cath., now gervel.

171. cospitiot (gl. titubauerit), p. 108. The context is :

" Heredes mortuorum sic iudicentur : si alter habuerit

testes, adhibeant, si non habuerit, [aetas] uidenda et

nobilitas et ordinatio et ratio : si autem titubauerit, aut

sorte aut ueritate . . . aut iudicibus ueris . . . interpre-

tentur" (xxxii. 23). Co-spitiot is compounded with the

1 The vn earn y fue teuJys par may cothas yn oiv bras,
' to a rock he was cast

so that he fell into my perfidy,' E. 2333, 2334, where Norris renders bras as if it

were brus 'judgment.'
2 Hence Mid. "W. bratwr 'proditor,' Z. 2 828 and bradouc (gl. insidiosi), Kuhn's

Beitr. iv. 423.
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prep, con, Z. 2 901. The termination resembles that of W.

beidyaict 'he will challenge,' Skene ii. 307, "W. methawd 'it

will fail,' ymchoelawd 'it will turn/ Z. 2
516, Udhawt '

erit,'

gwasgarawt
' will scatter,' Evander Evans, Arch. Camb.

April, 1873. The simple verb is, like the W. yspeidiaio
' to

make an interval,' a denominative from *jp#=0orn. spys,

W. yspaid, borrowed from Lat. spatium
' a space of time.'

The Mid. Br. espet (en berr espet 'in brevi spatio
' PB. 82)

is from the low-Latin espatium.

172. enbit (gl. debilis), p. 108. Context: " De debitis

dimitendis illi, qui debilis est aut inops
"

(xxxiii. 3). This

must, I think, be the W. ynfyd
'

stultus, insanus, ineptus,

demens, amens,' Davies, Ir. oinmid (gl. sotus). If so, the b

of enbit is written for infected m, as, possibly, in dogur-

bonneu supra No. 52. The privative particle here used

resembles the Ir. in-, Z. 2 860.

173. anguo (gl. inequalitatem, xxxiii. 3), p. 108. The an-

is, of course, the negative prefix, see infra No. 280. The

guo- is either the beginning of some word or (as M. Loth

thinks) = Ir. fo .i. cuma, O'Cl.

174. guos. This is written in the r. margin of p. 109,

without any reference-mark, opposite the first seven words

of the following passage: "Romana dicit: Quatuor comitantur

debita, ratae (MS. rate), stipulationes, testes idonei scriptio"

(xxxiii. 4). The gloss guos (gl. ratas) infra No. 185 shows

that our guos refers to '

ratae.' It is either borrowed from

Lat. vas, or stands for gi(ost!ou = t1ae modern gicestlou 'gages,'

pi. of giccstl, Corn, gwistel (gl. obses), W. gwystl, from *ved-tla,

cognate with a-Fe6-\ov.

175. erie (gl. pernoctauit), p. 110. The context is: "si

pauper est, non pernoctabit apud te uestimentum eius
"

(xxxiii. 10, citing Deuteron. xxiv. 12). I suspect that this

is a gloss on ' uestimentum eius
'

(omitted by our codex)
rather than on 'pernoctauit (-abit ?).' If so, the e is the

possessive pron. 3rd sg. masc., Z. 2
386, but the rie . . .

remains obscure. Can it stand for rei (as uo for ou, supra,
Nos. 7, 119) the first three letters of *reit=W. rhaid, Mod.

Br. ret now ret, red 'needment,' Corn, reys ?

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 38
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176. molin (gl. molara, xxxiii. 10), p. 110. This is Mid.

Br. melin Cath., now milin, Corn, melin (gl. molendinum), "W.

melin, Ir. muilenn. All apparently borrowed from Lat.

molina, as begin, Ir. cuicenn, from coquina, and Ir. ruingcnn
f a plane,' from runcina.

177. ro? (gl. stipulation es, xxxiv. 6), p. 112. See No. 170,

supra.

178. contulet (gl. colligas), p. 114. The context has :

"Bassilides quidam inter colligas suos" (xxxv. 4). This is

apparently the same word as the cuntullet (gl. collegio),

pi. cuntelletou (gl. collegia), of the Luxemburg MS., as to

which see Z.2
901, and Rev. Celtique, i. 362, Corn, cuntellet

(gl. congregatio vel concio) Z. 2
901, 1068, Mid. "W. kynnnllaw

'colligere.' M. Emile Ernault compares the Mod. Bret, kutnill

'cueillir.' From the prepositional prefixes con-tu and the root

ul, whence also Ir. com-ul, com-ol, tin-olaim (Loth).

179. milintrie (gl. stupris), p. 114. The context has:
"

si quispiam adultene [conjunctus] perpetuam cum ea

permanendi fidem polliceatur ;
tollerabilius est non implere

sacramentum quam permanendi (sic) in stupris flagitium
"

(xxxv. 5). This probably stands for milintricion (or -ion ?),

pi. of *milintric, a derivative from milin (gl. prostitutam),

infra, No. 260. Compare the Old Breton names Milan,

Milun, in the Redon Cartulary. The root seems mil, Fick,
3

i. 173, whence fieiXia, the Lith. meilus f

lovely,' and other

words cited by Curtius G. E. No. 464. 1

The suffix trie may perhaps be compared with the Lat.

tricio in meretricium, etc.

180. nguet or hguet Mr. Bradshaw thought the latter

(gl. secundum), p. 114. Context: "Item iuramenta peruersa

retrorsum uertantur. Secundum cum, etc." The printed

context (xxxv. 5) is: "Tria juramenta solvenda sunt, primum,
cum quis male facere jurat . . . secundum, cum quis incaute

iurat non putans peccatum tertium : si mulier, etc.

Prof. Rhys suggests that the true reading is guet, i.e. eil

gueth : cf. an eil guez
'

vicissim,' Cath., "W. am er ei/l yuyt

1 To these perhaps may be added the Tr. milide, an epithet for heaven in the

Scela lai bratha, LU. 336.
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'

pro altera vice,' ar eil weith ' secunda vice/ Z.2 732. M. Loth,

however, thinks that guct stands for guetig (apres), now

goude, W. gwedy.

181. th irn dam guas (gl. se ...... contrixerit; leg.

constrinxerit), p. 114.

182. bit panim (gl. usque), p. 114 in 1. marg.
The context is :

" Si quis uirorum uotum uouerit aut se

iuramento contrixerit non faciat uerbum irritum sed omne

quod promisit inpleat. Item lex mulier si iuramento con-

strixerit et rl. usque ait." But Wasserschleben-has "Si

mulier sita in aetate puerili in domo patris se juramento
constrinxerit et reliqua usque ait Si pater statim ut audierit

contradixerit, uota eius et iuramenta eius irrita erunt"

(xxxv. 5).

In th-im-d-am-guas we have four particles, di, im (as] in

imguparton, infra No. 256), the reflexive particle, later

em Z.2
892, do and am=.dam now signifying inchoate action,

Z. 2 906. The final syllable guas stands for some form of the

modern verb gwestla ;
and M. Loth completes it thus :

diim-dam-guastlot (se sera lie par VOGU par serment ?).

In bit panim (gl. usque, i.e. usque ad) bit is the later let,

bed Z. 2
698, Corn, bys, W. behit, bet, byt.

pan seems the modern pan or pann
'

lieu,'
'
endroit.' The

im may be ="W. ym, yd-yrn
' sumus.'

183. brientinion (gl. ingenuis), p. 116. Context: " De

captiuis ingenuis in eodem sabbato liberandis
"

(xxxvi. 3).

This is the pi. of brientin=.Corn. bryntyn 'princeps,' Mid.

W. brcenhin, brcnhin, Z. 2
845, Gliick K. K 129, from

*brigentin, a derivative from *brigant, "W. bryeint, breint
*

privilegium,' now braint. As to the loss of g between

vowels, see Nos. 49, 106, 133, 164 supra, and Nos. 194, 218,

229 infra.

184. testou (gl. stipulationes), p. 116.

185. guos (gl. ratas), p. 116.

The context is :
"
accipe stipulationes et ratas et signa

forinsecus" (xxxvi. 5, citing Jeremiah xxxii. 11). Here
teuton is the pi. of test, Corn, tist, test^ W. tyst, a loan from

Lat. testis. As to guos for guostlou, see above, No. 174.
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186. dieteguetic (gl. distitutus), p. 118. The context is :

"
Populus a principe distitutus dixit, quis ibit ante nos ?

"

(xxxvii. 2). I would analyse this word thus: di-etegmtic.

Here di is the common prepositional prefix, Z. 2
903, 900,

and eteguetic is the pret. part, passive of some verb cognate
with W. adaic, now gadaw (linquere), Davies.

187. aior (gl. anchora, xxxvii. 3), p. 118. Aior, Mid. Br.

heor Cath., now heor or eor, is a loan, like W. angor, Corn.

ancar, Ir. ingor, from a Low-Lat. *
angora for ancora (Loth),

as congordiam for concordiam. For the loss or vocalisation of

the guttural nasal in inlaut compare Mid. Br. ael
'

angelus,'

aciel
'

evangelium/ ciuellenn
'

cingulum/ iuin
'

unguis
' = Ir.

ace. sg. ingin, moe ' coma ' = Ir. mong, nouen '

unguentum,'

stocaff 'clinare/ W. ysticng, toeaff 'iurare,' Ir. tongad, spoe
1

spongia,' and perhaps the Mod. Br. s-t-laon
'
eel

' = O.H.Gr.

slango, now schlange. Compare the change in Welsh of ng

to w, Rhys, Rev. Celtique, ii. 192.

188. or (gl. maleus, leg. malleus, xxxvii. 3), p. 118. This

is for ord now horz^=. 0. Corn, ord (gl. malleus) Z.2
1061, W.

g-ord with prefixed g from v, Ir. ordd (gl. malleus). In Old

Celtic it is perhaps represented by the first element of the

name Ordo-iices.

189. guiJp (gl. madeficandum), p. 118. The printed con-

text has :

" Ros sit ad madefaciendum "
(xxxvii. 3). This is

the beginning of guilpitoe, the fut. part. pass, of the verb

whence roguHpias (gl. olivavit) Lux. The modern infinitive

is glebia or glibia, a derivative from #/<?& = Mid. Br. gimp

(glitipyadur
'

humectatio'), O.W. gulip, Kuhn's Beitr.

iv. 405, now giclyb
'

humidus/
'

madidus,' Corn, gleb, Ir.

flinch. The root is VALG according to Tick,
3 778. I think

it is vliq, whence also Lat. (v}Iiquidus.

190. .i. gitir/iter (gl. austeritate), p. 119. The context

is :
" cum austeritate imperabant eis, eo quod non esset

pastor bonus
"

(xxxvii. 4). This is an abstract noun formed

like blinder (gl. segnitia), by adding -ter to some adjective,

Z.2 829. What this adjective is remains doubtful. Guirh

may stand for *guirch, and if this is by metathesis for guichr,

we may compare O.W. guirhir, guichr (gl. effrenus, gl.
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effera) Kuhn's Beitr. iv. 398, W. gwychr
'

alacer,'
' strenuus.'

Or if the c is a g provected by the t of the suffix, we

may bring guirhter from the Old Br. guerg (gl. efficax)

Eutych.
191. ablin (gl. faustu), p. 119. The context is:

" Et

cunctos fastu superbiae paruipendunt
"

(xxxvii. 4). The

glossographer seems to have regarded 'fastus' as meaning
'

fastidium,' in which case we should read a blin(der}, or

'fastigium,' for blin (now blin 'bout,'
' extremite

')
is=rCorn.

blyn, W. blaen l

cuspis,'
'

extremitas,'
'
sumraitas.' The a is,

of course, the preposition indicating the ablative. There is

a castrum Blaen in a 12th century charter, Cart. Red.

page 291. A third hypothesis is suggested by M. Loth,

who enters ablin in his Glossary under a and translates it by
'

orgueil.' If so, we might think of the Di-ablintres.

192. ceple (gl. reprehensibiliter, xxxvii. 5), p. 119. Con-

nected with cabins
'

coupable
'

Cath.,
' criminans

'

Davies,

Corn, cabel, W. cabl ' calumnia.' All from a Med. Latin

cabilla, classical cavil/a. For the change of b to p in loan-

words compare the Mid. Br. chapl
'

cable,' campr
'

chambre,'

divempraff
'
to dismember,' canap 'cannabis.' Meplaom^ 131,

for mebalom, is (if Loth be right) an example of a similar

change in a native word.

193. orion (gl. oram), p. 119.

194. straal (gl. calamidis), p. 119.

The printed context is :
" abscidit oram clamidis [leg.

chlamydis] ejus" (xxxvii. 5). Here orion is the pi. of or

(Ir. or, dat. sg. ur), a loan from, or cognate with, Lat. ora,

and straal (not
' straul' as Loth reads it) is like Corn, strail

(gl. tapeta), "W". ystraill, a loan from Lat. stragulum, the g,

as usual, disappearing between vowels, and the post-tonic u

becoming a.

195. dan (gl. sub), p. 119. This is written over the sub of
" subiectione

"
(xxxvii. 6). It is the Corn, tan (in the oath

tan ow fetli), the W. dan from tan. In Middle Breton this

preposition appears only when compounded with the prepo-

sitions di or en : di-dan, en-dan, dindan = di-en-dan, Z. 2 680 :

dindan poncz pilat, Horae. The Latin tenus may be cognate.
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196. .1. domot (gl. ritum), p. 120. The context is :

"Quicunque uenerit contra ritum \_mr. lee. decretum] p[ri]n-

cipis, ab ecclesea abieciatur" (xxxvii. 6). This is the W.

dcfawd, defod
'

mos/
'

consuetudo,' Davies, cognate either

with 0e/xi5, dhama(n], Goth, dom-s (Eng. doom) and the other

words cited by Curtius, Gr. E. No. 309, or, as Prof. Bugge

conjectures, with 0. Welsh dometic (tamed). So Old Norse

temja means not only zahmen, but gewohnen, iiben.

197. tcs (gl. decreto), p. 121. Context: " Qui contra-

edixerit decreto principis" (xxxvii. 18). This is the first three

letters of testamant, Cath., a loan from Latin testamcntum.

197 a. no (gl. non quaesito), p. 122, I cannot explain. It

is omitted by Loth. The context is :

"
si autem corripuerint

licet non audiant non qzmesito.

198. arton (gl. latrare), p. 122.

199. guotroit (gl. demulgitis), p. 122.

The printed context is :

" Canes muti non possunt latrare,

uos demulgitis lac ovium et comeditis eas" (xxxvii. 22,

citing Isaias lix. 10). Here arton is for arthon, cognate
with the Mid. Br. harzajf 'aboyer,' Cath., now Jiarza, "W.

cyf-arth, Davies. Pughe has also arthal, arthiad, arthaw and

arthu. The ending -on seems to stand for -an. In Middle

Breton we have only -en, Z2
. 536, as in autren, antren.

guotroit is the 2nd pi. pres. indie, act. of a verb=the Mid.

Breton gozro 'mulgere' Cath., now goro, W. godro, and

compounded of the prep, guo and tro, which latter seems

cognate with the Ir. trdgud (ebbing, exhaustion).

Over ' abutimur
'

in the phrase
"
quorum abutimur donis

"

(xxxvii. 22) is written m, which I cannot explain.
. 200. h gurstli (gl. informetur), p. 123. The printed text

has :
"
Decernimus, ut discat, quod doceat, reformetur quod

teneat" (xxxvii. 23). This seems compounded with the

prep, guor, like gurlimun, gurprit, supra, Nos. 51, 95. The

stli may be the beginning of q, verb cognate with O.W.

stlinnim in glan-stlinnim (gl. famine sancto), Juv. 5, istlinnit

'loquitur,' Juv. 4=O.Ir. sluindid.

201. gnodccs (gl. hodio habentes), p. 124. Context :

"crudeles, hodio habentes bonum" (xxxvii. 30, citing
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2 Timoth. iii. 3). Here guod- is= the prep, prefixes guo-\-od

(cf. Ir. fo(d) in focrefo-od-gare], and ces may stand for

*ceseion=^W. caseion, pi. of casai 'a hater,' cognate with cas,

Corn, cds '

hatred/ Mid. Br. caset
(
to hate' Cath., W. cassau

'odio hahere,' Davies, Ir. cats .i. mioscais no fuath, O'Cl.

M. Loth thinks the gloss complete, and renders it by hair.

202. im (gl. Paulus, xxxvii. 36), p. 125. This name is

prefixed to 1 Corinth xii. 21, 22: "Non potest dicere

caput pedibus," etc. Perhaps our im is the first syllable of

impossiblMJ . 9b, 120a, and is intended to gloss 'non potest.'

203. adorn (gl. triturantis), p. 126. The context is: "Non

alligabis 6s bouis triturantis in aera [leg. area]," xxxviii. 1,

citing Deuteron. xxv. 4. Here a is the relative pronoun,
Z. 2

392, and dorn is the 3rd sg. pres. indie, act. of a verb

dornaff
' bastre' Cath., now dourna='W. dyrnu 'triturare,'

'

flagellari.' All derived from dorn, Corn, dorn, W. dicrn

'

pugnus,' Ir. dorn. Hence also Mid. Br. dornat '

manipulus
'

Cath.

204. litisiu (gl. lixa), p. 127. Context :

" Ut lixa per
cinerem humidum et sordidum fluens lauat, et non lauatur

"

(xxxviii. 5). So lisiu (gl. lixa) Eutych. Z. 2 1054 and Cath.,

now lisiou
'

lessive,' 0. Corn, lissiu, Z. 2
1063, W. lleisw, both

loans from Lat. lixivium (Fr. lessive}. Other instances in

Breton loan-words of s from x are flits
'

flux,' nos '

nox,'

es-freizf(ff
'

exfrigidare,' estren '

extraneus,' bisest
'

bisextus,'

and perhaps escis, infra No. 264.

205. in. lin loed (gl. in lacuna sordida, xxxviii. 5), p. 127.

Here in is the preposition ; lin, now lenn, is=Corn. lin, W.
llyn 'lacus,' 'stagnum' [Ir. linn'], which Davies compares
with \tfj,vi), and loed is now louz

'

sale,'
'

malpropre,' et selon

quelques-uns 'vilain,' 'laid,' Corn, lowse Cr. 158, loicz

'mouldy,' Lhuyd, Arch. Brit. 281. Our loed seems to stand

(with regular loss of intervocalic g] for logedo-s, a derivative, as

M. Loth has seen, of the same root as the Ir. loghaim (I rot).

206. gudnaiol (gl. minus erudiens), p. 128. The context is :

" Melior est docta sapientia noil minus erudiens, quam sancta

rusticitas" (xxxviii. 7). This seems, as Prof. Loth suggests,
a compound of gud=-guo-od (supra No. 201) and *gnaiol, a
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deriv. in ial from the root gnd. He thinks that guo- here

implies diminution, as in gu-forn, supra No. 10, and trans-

lates the gloss by
' un peu moms instructif.'

207. con (gl. sustulit), p. 129. The Latin word should be
'

sustollit.' Context : "Lectio diuina indoctum aodificat, doctum

corripit, pauperem sustulit, regem humiliat, purificat

animam," etc. (xxxviii. 13), and our gloss seems the first

syllable of the 3rd sg. pres. indie, act. of the Old Br. verb

corresponding to the Mid. Br. quen-derchett, cognate with

W. cynnal
'

sustinere,' a cyn et dal, Davies : cf. quendelch
'

conserve,'
'

garde,' ecel merch a quendelch guerchdet
' like a

maiden that guards her virginity,' PB. 13
;

ez quendelch roen

tir e guiryou
'
the king of the earth keeps his words

'
P.B. 40.

In the same page, 1. 8, g is written over '

extollit/ and

1. 10, n over ' minus.'

208. gupar (gl. remotis, xxxix. 3), p. 131. Context :

"In cellulis procul a conspectu hominum remotis." See above

No. 149.

209. guparol (gl. theorica), p. 131. Context: "In sola

contemplatione theorica uiuentes perseuerabant
"

(xxxix. 3).

This adjective (which glosses
'

theoricam,' infra No. 240)

seems compounded of the prep. gu(o), and a derivative of a

root Jcar or sKar, whence also Ir. etar-cert (interpretatio) .

210. .i. bliniun (gl. tebefacti), p. 131. M. Loth, wrongly,

blinion. Context :
" Sed continue tebefacti dum pristinos

mores ac uita resecare contempnant." The printed text has

"eorum . . . qui . . . continue tepefacti
"

(xxxix. 3). This

seems the plural of blin (gl. inerte) Lux., pi. blinion (gl.

inertes) Lux.=Skr. glana 'fordone,' Prof. Bugge. Compare
blin (gl. tepore), infra No. 268, which probably stands for

blinder, Mid. W. blinder fatigatio
'

Z. 2
829, or some other

abstract derivative. The word blin or blen, which forms part

of several Old Breton names,
1

may be cognate.

211. ad (gl. lacesi, leg. lacessiti, xxxix. 3), p. 132, the first

syllable of the pret. part, passive of some verb compounded
with the prep. at.

1
Blen-lini, Blen-lisset, Ekn-littet, Blen-limtet, Blen-luet, Blin-liuet, Treublen.
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212. .1. guorcerdorion (gl. circumcillionum), p. 132. Con-

text: "V. genus est circumciilionum sed [leg. sub] habitu

raonacliorum vagantur circumferentes hiphocrisin, circum-

uenientes prouincias," xxxix. 3. This is the pi. of

guorcerdor 'vagabond,' where gfWor(=Gaul. ver-) is the

common intensive prefix Z. 2
895, 896

;
the ending -or,

as in ousor (gl. opilio) Berne 10, is from dr, Z. 2
830,

and cerd is the base of the verb crcdam, leg. cerdam

(gl. vado) Eutych. 6a.=W. cerddaf, Z. 2
1053, and the

verbal noun querset, Cath., now kerzet= W. cerdded 'in-

cedere,' 'ambulare,' Davies, Corn, kerd (gl. iter), Ir. ceird,

all cognate with 0. Saxon acridan '

schreiten,' Curtius G. E. 5

No. 71.

213. .i. bleoc (gl. criniti), p. 132.

214. guiliat (gl. tonsa), p. 132.

215. guoliat (gl. comata), p. 132.

The context is :

" Alii criniti incedunt, ne uilior habeatur

tonsa sanctitas quam comata
"

(xxxix. 3). Here bleoc stands

for bleocion, infra No. 281, pi. of bleoc, better bleuoc = bleuhec 1

'

plein de poil
'

Cath. = Corn, bleuak, "W. bleicog
'

crinitus,'

Davies. It is an adj. derived from bleu (also bleitou gl. iubis,

Lux.), pi. of bleuenn 'poil' Cath. = W. blewyn. Compare
O.W. bleuporthetic (gl. lanigerae) Z. 2

1055, Corn, bleu

yn pen (gl. capillus), bleu en lagat (gl. palpebrae). The

root seems bhlugv, whence the Latin fluere, fluxi (from

flugvere, flugv-si), con-fluges and the Lucretian fluvidus. The

primary meaning of bleu would accordingly be '

something

flowing/

guiltiat, guiliat foT*guilliat, pi. guiltiatou (gl. ton suras) Lux.,

seems an abstract noun meaning
' the state of being shorn.'

For the termination see Z.2 840. Our gloss is cognate with

0. Corn, guillihim (gl. forceps) Z.2
1062, W. gicellaif

' a pair of

shears,' and perhaps Ir. doellaim, -tellaim, 'I steal,' protoceltic

tu-vellami, and Latin vello. M. Loth adds that the Bretons

still say, not "couper la barbe, mais 1'arracher (lemelar barv)"

guoliat for guoltiat, also an abstract noun, meaning
'
hairi-

1 Here the h is due to the accent on ec.
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ness,' is derived from *yuolt
'

coma/ Corn, gols (gl. cesaries),

W. gwaltt, Ir.folf, which Prof. Rhys would connect with Gr.

Xdcrto? ex /
r
\aTto9. See coguett (gl. lanitium) infra No. 284.

216. guad (gl. deterrimum, xxxix. 3), p. 132. This stands

for giiadam, an irregular superlative of drouk ' malus.' Prof.

Bugge conjectures that the stem-word may be the Latin

vapidus, whence, according to Gr. Paris, the Fr. fade. But

the Mod. "W. gwasa, gwaethaf, Corn, guethe D. 1130, Br. giceze

'pessime' MJ. 196, 2, seem to show that our guadam stands

for yuaitham ex *vactamo, *vaptamo, and is therefore cognate

with, but not borrowed from, vapidus.

217. imco (gl. agitet), p. 132.

218. .i. loos MS. lois, with o written over i (gl. latro-

nibus), p. 132.

The context is :

"
Agustirms : Quis nauem agitet si guber-

nator abscedat? Quis ab insidiis luporum custodit cues, si

pastoris cura non uigilet ? Quis latronibus et furibus resistet,

si speculatorem non habeat ?" (xxxix. 4).

im-co is the first two syllables of a verb compounded
with the preposition im, perhaps with a reflexive meaning,
Z.2

898, and the prep, con, and possibly identical with W.
cynnhyrfu 'agitare

'

ex cyn-tyrfa 'conturbare.'

In loos, if this be the right reading, the -os may be=
the -icys, -is (ex -enses ?) forming collective substantives in

Mid. "W". and Mid. Breton, such as W. monu-ys, Lloegncys,

Br. bedis '

homines/ literally
' mundi (bet) habitatores/ Irois

1

regionis habitatores/ ploeys
'

plebani
' from ploe

'

plebs/

Z. 2 294. In lo I see the equivalent of Xo'^o?
' an ambush/

' the lurking-place of robbers.' The "Welsh cognate seems to

exist in the Ogam part of the bilingual inscription on the

Llanvaughan stone, Trenaccat lo, i.e.
' the bed/ or '

grave/
'of Trenacatus (Tringad), son of Maglagnus (Maelan).'

1

The root of lo (the Gaulish loga-n in the Todi inscription) is

lagli, as to the existence of which in the Celtic languages see

Curtius, G. E. No. 173 and Rhys, Rev. Celt, i. 373. For

the loss of the g between vowels, see above No. 49.

1 See as to Maelan and Trivgad, Rhj-s' Lectures on Welsh Philology,
2nd edition, 380.
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219. nabu anfumetic (gl. non suspectionis), p. 133 in

r. marg.
220. gurckit crdirh (gl. mail euidentis), p. 133.

The context is :
" abbas ita degenerauit ab opere Dei ut

mereatur . . . fornicationis cremine non suspectionis sed

mali euidentis honerari" (xxxix. 7). For the last three

words the printed text has " male videntis onerari."

In na-bn (as in gloss No. 221) the na is the negative par-

ticle used in a relative or subjunct sentence Z.2
752, and bu

must be the 3rd sg. pret. of the verb substantive. It is

identical with the "W. bu, Z. 2 561. The Middle Breton forms

are bone, boe, the Cornish bue, Z. 2
563, 562.

M. Ernault thinks that anfumetic may be = Fr. enfume (a

low Latin *infumatus), and compares the proverb il n't/ a pas

de fumee sans feu. For the prefix an- = 0. Fr. en- cf. ancli-

naff, ancontroff, anserret, antechet, antren, Cath.

In the second gloss, gurclut erdirh '

very notorious, evi-

dent,' gur as in gur-limnn, supra 51, is for guor, IT. for, Gaul.

ver, virep, s-uper, and chit is=clot in 0. Br. Clot-ri, Z.2 889=
Clutonx, Ir. cloth, Gr. K\VTOS, Curtius No. 62. The second word

erdirh, for er-dirch, is exactly the Ir. airdirc, erdirc 'con-

spicuus,' from the root DERC, Skr. darg,
Curtius G. E. No. 13.

The simplex is found in the phrase en hanu derch an guerches

'in the clear (or bright) name of the Virgin,' PB. 173, cf.

O. Sax. torht 'splendens,' O.H.G. zorah-t 'hell/ 'deutlich.'

The assimilation of e to i in dirc~derti is noteworthy.
221. na docordomni (gl. non arcemus), p. 133. The con-

text is :

"
Illos uero, quorum abbatem de mensa sanctorum

propter infamiam non arcemus" (xxxix. 7). As to na see

No. 219. The -ni (later ny), Lat. nos, Zend nao, is the pers.

pronoun of the 1st pi. (Z.
2
374, 380, Curtius G. E.5 No. 444)

here used as an enclitic. Between the m of the termination

of the verb and the n of the suffixed pronoun, a p was, in

Middle-Breton, inserted as a fulcrum (cf. in Mid. Br. colum-

p-ncnn
'

columna,' dam-p-nqff
'

damnare/ hym-p-n
'

hymnus
'

and in mediaeval Latin som-p-nus, sollem-p-nitas for somnus,

sollemnitas). The ni (ny} then dropt off and left the verbal

ending -omp. The verb do-cordom, or perhaps docordam, is
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compounded with the prep, do and its root seems kor, cognate

with Gr. Ki'pa), Lat. curtiis. M. Loth's Breton 'docondom'

and "irl. docannaim 'je pousse' (Corm. Gl. addenda)," are

both imaginary.
222. .i. roiau (gl. soffosoria), p. 133. The context is:

" aratra trahentes et sofosoria (car. lee. fossoria) figentes

teme." Our gloss means 'spades.' It is the pi. of ro, and is

equivalent to the modern W. r/iaiciau, pi. of rhaw 'rutrum,'

'ligo,' 'palios,' Davies. I think this must be cognate with,

or borrowed from, the Lat. ramus; for o from a see No. 154

supra, and for the vocalisation of m, see lau supra No. 70 and

W. ffaw from fdma. In Mod. Breton we have reon
'

pelle
'

(Leon) and ranv 'beche' (Treg. et Cornouaille). The Ir.

rdma LL. 12b. (like Fr. rame) means 'oar.' The -iau for

-iou is remarkable.

223. loco (gl. paulo), p. 133. Context :" De monacho paulo

remissions regulao non admitendo "
(xxxix. 9). This seems

intended for 'remission's,' and if so is the comparative of

boc, buc (gl. putris), pi. bocion (gl. putres), Berne 13, 27
;
for

the loss of the final ch cf. enterafho (gl. inopportunius). But

M. Loth thinks it is perhaps for Low Latin poco^pa uco.

224. na co (gl. non admittat, xxxix. 9), p. 133. As to na

see No. 220. The co- must be the first syllable of some verb

compounded with the prep. con.

In p. 134, antepenult, line, e is written over adhibe, 135

line 1, over hi ,g is written gen. Context :

"
Si autem eclesie

non audierit sit tibi sc et hi 8 et poplicanus."

225. .i. ^>ec, the third letter is a little doubtful (gl. belial),

p. 135. Context: "quae autem societas, lucis cum tenebris

et Belial cum iustis?" (xl. 1). Cf. 2 Corintb. vi. 14, 15. I

suspect we have here the beginning of Lat. peccatum. M.

Loth reads pel.

226. corn (gl. scipho, leg. scypho, xl. 5), p. 136, in 1. marg.
This is = Ir. corn m. 'a drinking cup or horn* Corn, corn

(gl. cornu), W. clywitor corn can ni weler 'a horn will be

heard, though it be not seen,' whence corneyt 'cornu plenum,'

Z. 2 840. Compare, too, Galatian icdpvov ad\Tri<yya Hesych.
and Gotb. haurn.
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227. .i. comniddcr (gl. consubrinis leg. consobrinis, id est

filiis fratris patris, xl.
b'), p. 136, v. supra No. 24.

228. comelia (gl. sodalitates, xl. 13), p. 137, in 1. raarg.

I suspect that this gloss stands for comeliachou, pi. of come-

liach = W. cyfeilliach 'amicitia' Z.2 851. Cognate with "W.

cyfaill, cyfaillt
'

amicus,'
'

socius,'
'

sodalis,' Davies, Ir. ad-

com-aUar '

conjungitur,' ac-comallte (gl. socius, i.e. junctus)

Z. 2
73, 116 n., Corn, chef-ak (gl. artus), Ir. alt 'a joint,'

1

Goth, lithus, Lat. artus, and other words quoted by Curtius

G. E. No. 488. The preservation of the preposition com is

remarkable : cf. cou-arcou, co-archolion Berne 12, 46, where

it is infected or vocalised.

The assimilation of the t had taken place in the ninth

century : Comal-car, Cumalcar, Couuellic (Cart. Eed., pp. 12,

221, 125). But we find, also, in a charter of the ninth

century, Comalt-car (ib. pp. 10, 36, 143, etc.).

229. diuenoc MS. diuenic, o being written over the

second i (gl. in ballinea), p. 137. The context is: "Sunt

qui audierunt, quod lohannis discipulus Domini apud

Effessum, in ballinea lauandi gratia fuisset ingressus et

uidisset ibi Cerintum exsoluisse, continue fertur et discessise

non lotus dicens: fugiamus hinc, et ne ipse ballenece conruant,

in quibus Cerintus lauat, ueritatis inimicus" (xl. 13). This

may be for *di-guennoc, where di is the prep, di (=Ir. du, do,

O.W. di, Corn, dhe], now de or da, and gnennoc is connected

with the adj. gwenn
(

white,' Ir. find, Gaul, vindo-s from

vid-nos, and with the W. verb gwynu, the Cornish verb

gwynna
'
to whiten,'

'
to wash '

(losep the gryst a wynnas y
arrow 'Joseph for Christ washed his legs' P. 233, 1). If

so, our gloss means ' ad lavandum,' the ' lauandi gratia
'

of

the text. The loss of g between vowels is regular. For

the writing n for nn ex nd compare oferen = offerenda and

peden petenda Z. 2 113. For the formation of an infinitive

in -c compare redec 'currere,' Cath.= Corn. resek, W. redec,

and "W. eredic 'arare' Z. 2 535. M. Loth, however, renders

diguenoc by
'

bains/ and then says it comes from di privative
and a deriv. in ioc (?).

1 Also ' a song or strain,' cf. jue'Aos.
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230. drosion (gl. tritura), p. 137. The context is :
" In

tritura arese grana sub paleis premuntur" (xl. 14). This

may be intended for 'paleis/ and must be the pi. of dros,

which seems to be connected with A.S. dros 'filth,' 'lees'

(Ed. Miiller), Eng. dross, N.H.G. drusen, rather than with

N.H.Gr. drasch tritura, 0. Fr. drasche 'hiilsen,'
' schoten

'

Diez, E. W.4 563.

231. .i. fleriot (gl. redolet), p. 137. Context :

" Item rossa,

que redolet, crescit cum spina
"

(xl. 14). This seems the

3rd sg. pres. indie, act. of a simple a-verb=Mid. Br. flaeriaff,

Corn, fleyrye, flerye, from jtfaer
== Corn, flair (gl. odor),

0. Fr. flair. From Lat. fragrare, by dissimilation flagrare,

Diez E. "W. 146. For the termination cf. crihot Lux.

But M. Loth thinks fleriot an adjective meaning
'

odorant,'
'

qui sent,' and a deriv. in -at
' comme priot sponsus, gall.

priawd,' both of which are borrowed from Lat. privdtus.

232. .i. commin (gl. annalibus), p. 138. Context: "Origines

in annalibus Ebreorum ait" (xli. 1). This is the pi. of

corn-man, which is radically connected with Ir. cu-man ' re-

membrance' (ni cuman Urn 'nescio,' Z.2
872) or cumain, and

the modern cuimhne. The root is MAN, whence (inter alia)

comminiscor, commentum, Curtius Gr. E. No. 429. In the

Mid. Br. covff
'

souvenir,' "W. and Corn, cdf (Mod. Br. koun)

the dental nasal has been lost. It is kept in the Corn.

covenek.

233. .i. colcet (gl. agipam), p. 139.

234. guelcet (in marg. gl. agipam), p. 139.

235. .i. brothrac (gl. taxam), p. 139.

236. .i. toos (in marg. gl. taxam), p. 139.

The context is :
" ut episcopo liqueat principi commendare

uestimentum, quo utitur, et agipam et taxam "
(xli. 2).

Here colcet, 0. W. cilchet pi. cilchetou (gl. vela) Z. 1056,

Corn, cilcet (gl. tapiseta, gl. stratorium) Z.2
1063, Ir. colcaid,

is a loan from Lat. culcita, whence also Fr. coite, Engl. coiclte

now quilt.

guelcet, the guket of MS. Lat. 12021, the golchet, gokhedenn

of the Catholicon, now golc'hed, is a compound of guel (feast)
=

"W. gwyl, Ir./<?7/(Loth), and of cet cognate withW. ceden (villus) .
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The barbarous Latin agipa seems a corruption of acupicta
' an embroidered garment

'

: see Ducange, s.v. acupictus.

brothrac seems a loan from the Ir. brothrach. But the

meanings differ, for taxa is
' a purse

' and brothrach is some

kind of embroidered (?) garment.
1 M. Loth says there is a

Mod. Bret, broz
'

robe,' in Vannes broc'/i.

ioos i.e. ids (ex *taus, *tas) comes, like Fr. tassc, from

taxa. For the expression of length by duplication, cf. 0. Br.

guaan Otho E. xiii.

237. iron ca issent. This is written in the margin of

p. 140, opposite the following passage :

" Ut si contigerit

episcopum migrare de hoc seculo, certis exsistantibus rebus,

que sunt seclesiae, sciamus, ne ipse conlapsas deperiant,

neque proprie probantur episcopi, sub occassione perua-

dantu seclesiae" (xli. 5). Mr. Bradshaw says: "If it is a

Latin word, I don't see what the meaning is. Can it be

Breton ?
"

We may perhaps have in it an example of the 3rd pi.

secondary preterite, like responsent, PB. 138.

238. auituer (gl. degente), p. 140. The context is: "De

degente sub censu nihil commendante" (xli. 8). This is

the heading of the following chapter : "Sinodus Hibernensis :

Sicut sine permissu abbatis monachus nihil commendare [to

make a bequest ?
2

] audebit, ita degens sub censu [a lay tenant

paying rent ?] potestatem non habebit donare aliquid in

morte sua, nisi jubente domino suo." The a may be a pre-

position signifying the ablative : the uer seems part of a

compound of which guer, gur supra No. 220 is the second

element.

1 It is glossed brat riogh\_d]a by O'Rody in Hardiman's Irish Minstrelsy, ii. 298 ;

brothrach col-luibnib finnaib im chechtar de, LL. 252 b. dat. sg. cona-brothraig
bosaille, LB. 215 b. dat. pi. roherrad a tech di cholctib 7 brothrachaib, LU. 19 a.

Intan ba urlam la Bricrind denam a thige mair 7 a grianan 7 anerrad diblinaib

do brothrachaib 7 brecanaib 7 cholcthib 7 cerchaillib ' and the furnishing of both
of them with brothrachs and plaids and quilts and pillows,' LU. 99 b. targud
amra isin tig do cholcthechaib 7 brotrachaib, LU. 134 b. ace. pi. sudigthe a

thincur etir cholcthe 7 brothracha, LU. 56 b. Ni cuinceni colcthi no cerchaille

no clumderaigthe no brothrachu no breccanu, LB. 211 a. In each of the last

four citations it seems to mean 'blanket.' Its diminutive brothrachan explains
sabribarra, i.e. sarabarra, Ir. Gl. 180.

'-

Compare "W. llythyr cymyn
' a testament or bequest.'
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The uit, i.e. vit, may stand for bit 'mundus,' the b being
infected (cf. abredahez ' sero

'

from a pret, a-uoez 'palam'
from a-guoez). The bit-uer to which we thus attain would

mean 'a person leading the secular, as opposed to the

monastic, life.' The corresponding Welsh word bydwr means

an accoucheur.

239-240. emdrit gupar (gl. theoricam), p. 141. Printed

context :
" tantum iii aeclesia custodit et nutrit theoricam

etactualem et penitentem" (xlii. 1). Here e-mdrit, or perhaps

eindrit, is written over gupar by a different hand.

As to gupar, see above No. 209.

241. fon (gl. inrogatis), p. 141. Context: "vii. non solum

non suffertis, sed etiam non facientibus inrogatis" (xlii. 4).

This seems the beginning of a verb in the 2nd pi. pres.

indie, act. derived from
i/ow = W. ffon 'baculus/ 'hasta/

Davies, Ir. sonn, protocelt. s(p)undo.

242. .i. guotric (gl. difer), p. 141. The context is: "Si

debitor [inrogandus] vel exigendus est, difer" (xlii. 4).

This gloss is = the '

gutric (gl. difer)
'

of the Cotton MS.

Otho E. xiii., and is connected with W. godrig
'

mora/ trigo
'

morari,' Lat. tricari.

243. gro (gl. crocitat), p. 141. Context :

" Columba . . .

non movet pennam . . . neque crocitat" (xlii. 4). This is

perhaps the 3rd sg. pres. indie, of some verb cognate with Lith.

groju, groti
'

krachzen,' O.H.Gr. crdjan, chrdjan, Mod.H.G.

krahen, Krahe. But the gloss may be an abbreviation,

and M. Ernault compares the mod. Bret, grougousat
' roucouler.'

244. aguetur (gl. diminuitur, under which are two puncta

delentia). The printed context is :
"
quanto de terrenis

deminuitur [scil. ecclesia], tanto de spiritualibus augetur,

et quantum terrena quaesiverit aut contenderit, tantum de

spirit(u)alibus diminuitur" (xlii. 4). This is a mistake for

the Latin augetur, which the scribe intended to replace

diminuitur. See M. Loth, Eev. Celtique, v. 114.

245. tru (gl. humanitatis, xlii. 9), p. 142, is the first

syllable of *trucared, later trugarez =. W. tmgaredd
' miseri-

cordia
'

(Davies), Ir. trocaire, from fro, tru, Corn, tru, Ir. frog,
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truag,
1 and cared. Compare O.W. trucarauc (gl. mitia),

Kuhn's Beitr. iv. 401.

246. guinion? (gl. uinulas, xlii. 9), p. 142, in 1. marg. Plural

of gum borrowed from the Latin vinea, whence also Ir. fine.

M. Loth proposes guinion(ou) pi. of guinion (a little vine).

247. .i. colioc (gl. fascinauit), p. 143. The context is: "0
insensati Galate, quis uos fascinauit?" (xlii. 13), citing

Galat. iii. 1, and our gloss is an answer to this question. It

should be coilioc or coelioc, see above No. 159.

248. disprincr (gl. depretiatur), p. 146. The context is

(xlii. 24) :

" De infantibus in eclesia proiectis. Eadem ait.

Filius in[e]clma adlatus seruus est eadem [leg. eiusdem], nisi

depretiatur." Our gloss is the 3rd sg. pres. indie, pass, of a

verb compounded with the privative particle dis (= di-\-es ?)

Z. 2 894. The simple verb is in Mid. Br. prenaff now prhia
'

acheter,'
'

acquerir/ O. Corn, prinid, Z. 2
1069, Corn, prenne,

W. prynnu, prynu 'emere,' 'redimere,' Davies, Ir. crenim
'

emo,' crithid 'emax.' Here, as in pi, panim, prin, Nos. 140,

182, 295, supra, p has come from kv, k, and our gloss is

connected with the Skr. root kri '
to buy

'

(krina base of the

present).

In the same line, over '

proteruus/ is written g, which

I cannot explain. It can scarcely be the initial of a Br.

equivalent of W. gtcantan (rhuthrau gwyntau gwantan
'

gusts of wanton winds,' Pughe), for this is borrowed from

the Engl. wanton = wan-togen
' schlecht gezogen

'

(Bugge).
249. guomone (gl. territorio), p. 149.

250. m dicomit, and underneath: tegran, p. 149, in r. marg.
The context is: "Si quis episcopus siue aliquis edificauerit

eclesiam in territorio alicuius episcopi, huius seclesia3 conse-

cratio reseruetur ei, in cuius territorio edificata est" (xliii. 2).

Gloss No. 250 is in the margin without a reference-mark,

opposite the line ending with ' in territorio.'

(juotnone seems a compound of the prep, guo and some

formation from o = W. mu-n 'hand': see above, No. 38.

1
Cognate with ffrpfvyo/j.a.1, "Windisch.

_

2 The MS. has guininou, with a punctum delens under the second . The
printed text has '

villulas
'

(var. lee. vineolas vel terrulas) .

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 39
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3VI. Loth completes and translates thus: guomone\f\ 'territoire

domaine.'

The last letter of the second word in gloss No. 250 is

doubtful. I agree with M. Loth in thinking it a t. The

Hedon cartulary suggests that dicomit stands for dicombit.

Thus, in the 264th charter, "data est ista terra in di-

combitione ad Endelgent et semen ejus in sempiternum."
"Yendidit Tanethic terciam partem Brontro ... in alode

et in dicombito" (Cart. 39). So in Cart. 40 'in luh in

dicombito in alode comparato' (Cart. 91),
' in alode et in

conparato et in dicombito' (Cart. 131), 'sine fine, in dicom-

bito, sine ulla renda' (Cart. 133), 'in dicombito sine censu et

sine tributo' (Cart. 146). M. de Courson (p. 752) explains

the phrase by
'
res Ecclesias sic concessa, ut inde nihil sibi

reservet donator.' Dicombit is compounded of the negative

prefix di and combit = Tr. commaid 'partnership/ LL. 106b,

comad Cormac Tr., p. 45, dat. sg. robatar i commaid oc

legund, LL. 278 a.

tegran often occurs in the Redon charters, and means,

according to M. de Courson (p. 755), 'mansus; praedium
cum cella vel habitatione

'

(ti 'domus,' ran 'pars fundi'). Our

teg (also tig in bou-tig, Z. 2
1053) is = Ir. tech, 76709, tegere ;

our ran is for rann, pi. rannou, Lux. Old Breton rannatn

(gl. partior), Z. 2
1052, W. rhan, Ir. rann,

1 whence Corn.

renniat (gl. divisor).

251. bi (gl. fore, xliv. 18), p. 154. Context: "uindicta que
defertur in Herodem propter occissos pueros fore pronontiatur
non propter loca sancta in quibus occissi sunt." This stands

for *bidam or *bidut = Mid. Breton bezafor bezout, Z. 2 564.

252. do (gl. fautrix), p. 155.

253. di (gl. eradicatrix), p. 155.

The context is :
"
Yirginitas . . . innocentiae fautrix,

arnica justitiae, eradicatrix uitiorum" (xlv. 1). Compare
Nos. 128, 129 supra. The di in No. 253 may stand for

*di(jridienneres : cf. the modern dic'hrisienner
'

extirpateur,'

"W". diicreiddiaic
'
to uproot

'
: from gwre-idd-yn, Corn, gnieiten,

1 From randa, radna, sg. nom. fern, of a wo-particip?e from J rad.
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(v) radix, Fpi^a, vaiirt-s, icurz-eL In the Irish fr6m t
LL. 5b,

now freumh, the d has disappeared with a compensatory

lengthening of the preceding vowel.

254. co (gl. dedicauerint, xlv. 9), p. 158. Here we pro-

bably have the first two letters of the O. Br. equivalent of

the Welsh loan-word cyssegru
'

consecrare,' Ir. coisecrad.

255. aglanet (gl. a palliditate, xlv. 10), p. 158. Context:

pallium a palliditate dictum. Here a is the preposition in-

dicating the ablative, and glanet a derivative from glan
'

pur/

'blanc,' Corn, glan, W. gldn 'mundus,' 'nitidus,' 0.~W. o

glanstlinnitn (gl. famine sancto) Kuhn's Beitr. iv. 392. Con-

nected is the Old Celtic river-name Glana, which corresponds
in meaning with the German Hliitra, Lutra, now Lauter,

Oliick K. N. 187 note.

256. imguparton (gl. se . . . abdicant), p. 158. The con-

text is: "et se mundi actibus abdicant" (xlv. 13). Here

im- is the reflexive particle (later em-, Z. 2
899) and guparton

(better guparthori) is either the infin. (cf. arton 198), or the

3rd pi. pres. indie, of a verb cognate with gupartli(ol) gl.

remota, supra No. 149. If the latter conjecture be approved,
the termination -on for the usual -ont is noteworthy, and

may possibly be an example of the nasal infection which the

late Evander Evans pointed out in "Welsh forms like techyn
*

they yielded,' a doyn
*

they came,' a emdygyn
'

they brought

themselves,' rygwydyn
'

they fell,' ry-godessyn
'

they had

offended' (Archaeologia Cambrensis, April, 1874, pp. 121,

122). Of the assimilation of t to n we find a few certain

examples in Middle Breton. Thus cann 'white' (ex canto],

rouanez 'kings' (regentes), tennoer 'tentorium,' n-ouen
'

unguentum,' and see infra No. 289. So in modern Breton

gourvenn
' envie

'

=!Lr.format ex *ver-men-ta.

257. dem or, perhaps, dein (gl. coactaticia), p. 161. Con-

text: "coactaticia uis matrimonium non separat" (xlvi. 7).

Compare dem-guescim infra No. 285.

258. rigl (gl. gilosa i.e. zelosa xlvi. 10), p. 162. The
context is: "Quid ergo, si sterilis ... si luxoriosa, si gilosa,

si iurgatrix et maledica, tenenda sit vel tradenda sit ?
"

This seems the sg. of riglion (gl. garrulis) of the Luxem-
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burg glosses. If so, our gloss is intended, not for '

gilosa/
but for 'iurgatrix' or 'maledica' (cf. No. 291 infra). M.
Loth compares the W. rliuol 'loquacious/ which he thinks

comes from *rigol. This is unlikely.

259. ercor (gl. ictum), p. 163. Context : "ipse ad primum
libi[di]nis ictum uictus cadit" (xlvi. 16). This is the "W.

ergyr
'

impulsus/ ergyr-wayw 'hastile impulsum
'

(Davies),

Ir. crchor, irchor, aurchor or urchor 'a cast/ with which

Prof. Bugge connects Skr. kirati
'
werfen.'

260. milin (gl. prostitutam, xlvi. 21), p. 165. See above

No. 179.

261. .i. dotietue (gl. desistit), p. 166. The context is:

"TJbi fuerit numerus maritorum, ibi vir, qui proprie unus

[est], esse desistit
"

(xlvi. 28). This verb is compounded
with three prepositions. The do-ti may, like the du-ti of

No. 44, stand for do-di. The -ct, as in di-et-eguetic supra
No. 186, stands for at. The stem may possibly be the same

as that of iravofjiai. M. Loth doubts whether the reading is

-tuc or -tue. It is -tue.

261a. deu (gl. edocandi, xlvi. 30), p. 166. I cannot explain

this. Context :
"
nisi forte confesso filio pretium edocandi."

262. brot (gl. zelotipias, spiritus, xlvi. 37), p. 168. Con-

text :
"
quia sacrificium zelotipiae et oblatio inuestigans adulte-

rium." Connected with the modern adjective broud 'tres-

chaud/ 'ardent/ W. bncd, Corn, bredion (gl. coctio). The

Irish noun bruth f

furor/
' fervor

'

(root BHRU, Curtius,

G. E.5 No. 415, whence <j>peap, brunna) is the exact equivalent

of brot. So Welsh aidd ' zeal
'
is = Ir. aed '

fire/ aWos.

263 and 264. inardotas escis (gl. flagitium), p. 169. The

gloss is written in the r. margin with a reference-mark : escis is

below inardotas in a different hand, but with the same mark

repeated. The context is : "Latente commisso virorum non

facile aliquis ex suspicionibus separandus, qui utique sub-

mouebitur, si eius flagitium detegatur
"

(xlvi. 38). Here in

may be the preposition, ardotas a substantive cognate with

Lat. ardor and O. Ir. ardithe (gl. accensus) Ml. 50 d, the

glosser supposing a connexion between flay ifturn andflayro

and escis another substantive borrowed, like Mid. Br. etcits,
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W. csgus, from Lat. excusare. For Breton i from ii, cf. glin

r=Ir. gliin and quil=Ir. cut. For s from x see above No. 204.

The words would thus mean 'in heat of passion : an excuse' ;

but this explanation is a mere conjecture.

265. trum (gl. inoportune, leg. inopportuna), p. 170. The

context is :
"
Inoportuna in euangelio anus, quae canibus se

parem confessa est" (xlvii. 3). This gloss seems= Corn, from,

"W. trwm 'heavy,' 'weighty,' Ir. tr-umm 'heavy,' 'dense'

(circull trom do demnaib, LB. 26 a).

266. .i, araprecl (gl. prodigum), p. 170. The context is :

"
Christus, inquam, prodigum filium reuertentem letus

amplectitur
"

(xlvii. 3). This seems, according to Prof.

Rhys, intended for '

revertentem,' and should be read ar

athrecl= W. ar athrcigl
' on returning,' the p being mis-

written for the A. S. thorn. Here athrecl comes from at-trecl.

As to at- see above No. 30 : trecl is = "W. treigl
'

revolutio/

'obambulatio,' Davies. The root seems tark, whence a-rpciKTOs,

Skr. tarku. M. Loth reads, and tries to explain, arapred,

as he reads, and tries to explain, deric. The cl is perfectly

clear in the MS.

267. seal (gl. ferula), p. 171. The context is :

" Nemo

gladio percutiat uulnus quod ferula mederi ualet" (xlvii. 6).

In a similar passage in MS. Otho E. xiii.
" nee ferula curare

meditetur quisque quod gladio percutiendum
"

the glosso-

grapher renders 'ferula' by altin 'razor.' This suggests that

our seal may be a word, or the first four letters of a word, cog-

nate with, or borrowed from, the Latin scalpellum. M. Ernault

connects it with the Germ, scheere and the scara parua nouacula,

which occurs in one of the glossaries published by Diez.

268. Win (gl. tepore), p. 172, v. supra No. 210. The

context is :

" melior est penitentia breuis reddenda, quam

longa et remissa cum tepore mentis, iniqua [leg. in qua] nihil

stricte agitur" (xlvii. 8).

269. dilu (gl. detestantur), p. 172. Context: "Fructuosa

est paenitentia cum tii detestaris uitia, cum enim infirmaris,

[non tu detestaris vitia], sed uitia tua te detestantur" (xlvii. 9).

Our gloss is the first four letters of a verb in the 3rd pi. pres.

indie, act.
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270. do (gl. prodantur), p. 173. Context: "puplica
lamentatione peccata prodantur

"
(xlvii. 11).

271. cr (gl. praesuramitur), p. 173. Context :

" uenia pec-

catorum presummitur [printed text : prsBsumatur] ab illo
'*

(xlvii. 11).

These are the first syllables of verbs compounded respec-

tively with the prepositions do and ar.

272. .i. bat uel crit (gl. frenesin), p. 174. Context: "De in

frenesin uersis
"

(xlvii. 16). Here 'frenesin' is for 'phre-

nesin
1

: bat is now bad ' etourdissement
'

: the word badou,
1

which occurs in the phrase en badou (curiously like the Prov.

enbada), is either the plural of, or a derivative from, this

word. The Cornish badus (gl. lunaticus) comes from a

cognate adjective bad, which occurs thrice in the plays :

tebel seruont a leuer, mar serf ef bad y vester, ke the honan

ha gura guel
v a bad servant says, if he serves his master

stupidly, go thyself and do better/ D. 2283-5
; eugh

whyleugh thymmo pilat, gothfetheugh ma na veugh bad
1 Go ye, seek Pilate for me, be sure that ye be not stupid/

R. 1773-4
;

whet kerghough thymmo pilat yn y geuer
del fuef badt,

2
y fuf tollys

'

Again fetch Pilate to me, as I

was stupid regarding him, I was deceived/ E,. 1885-7 b.

The absence of the usual changes of t in Breton (through d)

to z 3 and in Cornish to s seems to show that we have here to

do with loan-words. Possibly we should connect our bat with

the Erfurt gloss batat '

ginath/ i.e. gahnt (Diez, E.W. s.v.

badare] and the Mid. Br. bazaillat baailler, Cath. (Rev. Celt.

v. 219).

crit is now cryd
'

fever/
*

ague/ = O.W. crit (gl. timore),

Kuhn's Beitr. iv. 392, Ir. crith
' a trembling/ crith-yalar

(
fever.' In modern Breton I find only kridien

'
frisson

'

: in

Cornish only crys : an houl ny golse y lyw . . . na dor

grys
' The sun would not have lost his brightness, nor

would the earth shake/ D. 3083. A.S. hridhian, hridhe, and

1 en badou ra vech darnouet, MJ. 147 a
; ezay da holl mat dan badou,

Buh. 172 ; a coezas en badou PB. 114.
2 Observe the rhyme with Pilat.
3 See d'Arbois, Mem. de la Soc. de Linguistique, iv. 265.
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the N.H.G. ritte 'fever' (Ed. Miiller) are the Teutonic

cognates.

273. gurre (gl. fulciuntur), p. 176. Context :

"
ecclesia

et regnum a mundialibus constituuntur et fulciuntur
"

(xlviii. 1). This seems a part of the verb which in Middle

Breton is written gourren and explained by
'

levare/
'

attollere/
'

exaltare,' Cath. It is compounded of the prep.

gitor, gur, gour, Z.2
905, and the verb ren '

agere,'
'

ducere/
Cath. So in Corn, gor-re.

274. occrou (gl. hirsutis), p. 177.

275. toreusit (gl. atriuit), p. 177.

The printed context is :
"

alios hirsutis serra dentibus

attrivit" (xlix. 4).

occrou is the pi. of *ocer, a loan from, or cognate with, Lat.

deer. It occurs compounded with the prep, ar in ar-ocrion

(gl. atrocia), Lux. The ending -ou, for the usual plural

ending of adjectives -ion, is noteworthy. M. Loth reads

ocerou (which is wrong), and compares aceruission.

Prof. Rhys thinks that toreusit may be identical with W.
torasai, older *toressit, from tori

' to break.' So M. Loth

brings toreusit from *tordssit. The termination -sit occurs

also in tinsit 106b
,
and seems the same as that of the Old

Welsh preterites quoted by the late Professor Evans (Studies

in Cymric Philology, xix 1

), namely seinnyessyt
'

resonavit,'

pregethyssit 'praedicavit,' kewssit 'invenit/ llochessid
'

protexit/

delyessid
'

tenuit,' prynessid
'

emit,' llygrassyd
'

corrupit.'

276. mormi . . . lostol (gl. bilbina in m. beluina), p.

177. The printed context is : 'alios beluina morsibus

detruncando comminuit "
(xlix. 4). The gloss is written

in the r. margin, with a reference- mark. The end of

the former word is cut off in the binding. Mormi ... is

an adjective derived from mormil ' a sea (mor') beast
'

(Corn, mor-uil gl. cetus, W. morfil] : mil is=W. and Ir.

mil, Gr. prj\ov, with the regular Neoceltic weakening of e

to z,
2 and bostol, better boestol, is another adjective derived

1
Archscologia Cambrensis, April, 1873, p. 152.

2 This is also found in Ir. ri (king)
= Lat. rex, regis: sid 'peace,' cogn. with

Lat. sedo : Ir. sil (seed), W. hil, cogn. with Lat. se-men
;
Ir. sine (silk)

= serious :

Jr. tir, cogn. with Use. terum, teerum', and as Ascoli (Due letters glottologiche,
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from boest, W. bicyst, IT. beist, all borrowed from Latin

bestia.

277. cise (gl. anteriore), p. 183. Context: "in cuius (scil.

Siraonis magi) capite cesaries fuit ab aure ad aurem tonsa

anteriore parte
"

(Hi. 3). I think this gloss must stand for

something like the Old "Welsh cisemic 'primus/ Kuhn's

Beitr. iv. 407, or Corn, quesevin (gl. primas), Mod. W. cysefin.

But possibly it may be intended for '

tonsa,' and stands for

ciselletic, the pret. part. pass, of a verb *ciscllam, now kizclla

= '
ciseler.'

278. .i. iribues (gl. in boba3llo leg. in bouello, liii. 5), p.

185. Here in is the preposition, and bues is = W. buchcs
( locus mulgendi vaccas

'

(Davies) from buch (gl. iuuencae)

Z. 1055 now buwch, Corn buch. For the loss of ch in

inlaut cf. 0. Br. Man = W. bye/tan, and "W. croen ' skin
'

=Br. crochenn, Ir. croccenn. For the termination, compare

(besides buclies] W. llynghes
'
classis

' and dauattes '

grex
ovium/

279. .i. Us (gl. sicatorium), p. 185. The context (which
reads like a translation of one of the so-called Brehon laws

*)

is as follows :

" De gallinis. Hiibernenses dicunt : Gallinae si

deuastauerint messem, uineam [!] aut hortulum in ciuitate

spas circumdatum, [quae altitudinem] habet usque ad mentum
viri et coronam spinarum habuerit, reddet dominus earum,

sin uero, non redet. Si autem foras exierint ultra sicatorium,

dominus reddet, si aliquid mali fecerint" (liii. 9). The Latin

word seems to be for *secatorium, and the gloss is the Mid.

Br. les
'

aula,'
'

curia/ now lez
'

cour/
'

lisiere,'
'

bord/ Corn.

les, Us, "W". lli/s, Ir. Us, les. Old Breton examples of Us are in

the Redon cartulary, p. 874.

466, 467) has
recently written, the Ir. bith info-frith 'a motive' (=per via, cfr.

il ted. wegen e gli usi del sscr. gatf) descends from g
veti and is cognate with Lat.

be-t-ere 'to go.' This suggests that the forms of the Irish verb substantive be-

ginning with hi, be, which I have (supra, pp. 233-237) referred to the root blv

(from g
v
iv] , really belong to the root be from g

v
e. The British forms beginning

with bwy, bi, supra pp. 237, 238, are much better referred to ^ be than V blv

for they show no trace of the v of the latter root.
1
Compare also xliii. 5 De canibm, xliii. 6 De prima canis culpa non reddenda,

and xliii. 8 De pilacibus Hibernenses dicunt: Pilax [a cat] si quid mali fecerit

nocte, non reddet dominus ejus, in die vero nocens, reddet. Cap. 3 of

Book xxxvii. (de bonis principibus) also reads like a translation from the Irish.
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280. .i. anscantocion (gl. insquamosos
b MS. in scam

mossos), p. 187.

281. .i. bleocion (gl. pilosos MS. pilossos), p. 187. The

context is :

" Una caro est, quae loxuriao si [leg. luxuriam

non] gignit, hoc est piscium, sed lex docet aliquos pisce

inlicitos, ut insquamosos
l et pilosos et reliqua" (liv. 8).

Here anscantocion is the pi. of the adjective anscantoc ' not

having scales,' from the negative prefix an and scantoc now
sJcantek

' convert d'ecailles.' The subst. skant is skand in the

Catholicon, but the t is still kept in di-scantctff
'

exsquamare.'
Prof. Bugge conjectures that the stem-word may be a Latin

*sqiiamidum, whence a Romance *scando, represented by Bret.

skant, as candela by cantoelL

bleocion is the pi. of Itleoc supra No. 213.

282. .i. rod (gl. eruginem, leg. aeruginem, liv. 10), p.

187. This is the AV. rhwd, Mid. W. ryt-tyt
'

ferruginosus
'

Z.2 891, whence we should have expected our gloss to be

rot, Ir. rot 'everything red/ Corm. s.v. rotta, rotaide Ir. Gl.

The Eng. rust, O.H.G. and N.H.G. rout, are certainly

cognate.

283. .i. air (gl. stragem, liv. 11), p. 187, is O. Corn, hair

(gl. clades) Z.2
1063, W. aer '

slaughter,' Ir. dr (gl. strages)

Z. 2
17, which Zeuss connects with Ver-agri and Hhys with

aypa. The pi. airou (gl. strages) and the cognate adj.

airolio(n) (gl. uim) and the compound air-maou occur in the

Luxemburg glosses.

284. .i. coguelt (gl. laniticium, leg. lanitium, liv. 11). This

seems a compound of the prep, co and guelt, a formation from

guolt 'coma' supra No. 215. A connection with guelt=Corn.

gwels, W. gwellt 'grass/ 'straw/ gueltiocion, Lux., is unlikely.

285. .i. dem gucscim (gl. conflictum).

286. erseb (gl. arnubium),p. 187. The context is : "Hieroni-

mus autem dicit in conflictu ad Arnubium" (liv. 13).

1 cf. cuncta quae non /talent pinnulas et squamns in aquis polluta erunt,
Leviticus xi. 12. "Wasserschleben gives us ' in scamosos

'

! Conversely, in

xxvii. 10, he prints
' Delamech '

for De Laraech. In LIV. 11 '

corporum' should
be '

porcorura.' Altogether these canons want re-editing. [This note, written
in 1881, referred to the first edition. In the second edition (1885) we still have
Delamech and corporum ]
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demguescim is the infinitive of a verb compounded with

dem = do -j- am, Z.2
906, and guescim cognate with Corn.

gweskel, ~W. gicasgu, Ix.faiscim 'I squeeze
'

(faiscis drecht dib

il-lestar 'he squeezed a part of them into a vessel,' H. 2, 16,

col. 385), and the Mod. Br. gicaska, supra No. 181.

erseb is a scribe's mistake for Erneb, the Breton form

of Arnobius, just as Emrys is the "Welsh form of Ambro-

sias. The occurrence in the same word of e as the umlaut

not only of a, but of 0, is interesting. See Nos. 6 and 7 supra.

287. comco (gl. commestis), p. 187. The printed context

has: " de carnibus comestis a lupis" (liv. 14). The gloss is

only the first two syllables of a verb compounded with the

prepositions com and co, Z. 2
902, 907. Compare W. keuedac,

cyfeddach
'

comessatio,'
*

epulae,' Z. 2 851.

288. air (gl. stragulentur) , p. 188. The printed context

has rightly :
" Aves et animalia cetera, si in retibus stran-

gulentur" (liv. 14). Our glossographer thought stragulentur

connected with strages (supra No. 283) and glossed by the

first three letters of a verb = W. aeru.

289. .i. centet (gl. penes teraet, liv. 15), p. 188. This is =
the prep, cant (later gant) 'cum' with the suffixed personal

pronoun of the 2nd sg. The corresponding form in Mid.

Br. is guenit, "VV. gennyt, Z. 2
686, 685, where the c of cant has

sunk to g, and its t has undergone nasal infection. See No.

256 supra and compare er-cent-bidite Berne No. 33.

290. .i. edeiunetic (gl. desideratrix, Iv. 1), p. 188. M. Loth

reads cdemnetic, comparing Mid. Br. ezomec (egens), Corn.

ethom, Ir. adamna (famine). But his m is clearly in in the MS.

The gloss is certainly cognate with W. eiddunedig
'

desideratus,'

and may be a scribal error for eidunetic, with an active meaning.
291. .i. cohuditioc (gl. gilosus, i.e. zelosus, Iv. 4), p. 190.

The last three letters are somewhat blurred. The context

is : "De uitiis, que adherent innocentise puerorum . .

maledicus, periurus, gilosus, et cetera." I think this gloss

must be intended for
' maledicus

'

not '

gilosus
'

(see No.

258 supra), and would compare the Corn, cuhuthudioc (gl.

accusator) Z.2
1081, "W. cyhudded

'
accusation.' M. Loth reada

cohudic, which is impossible.
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292. lat (gl. crupulara, leg. crapulam, Ix. 2), p. 193. This

is the first syllable of some derivative like Ir. laithirt (gl.

crapula) -Ir. Gl. No. 266, from a word /a=the Corn, lad

(gl. liquor), W. Had (llawen gicyr uicch ben Had 'men are

merry over liquor,' Llywarch Hen), Ir. laith 'ale.' The

Latin latex is cognate : cf. Verg. Aen. i. 686, Ov. Met.

13, 653.

293. co (gl. auguria, Ixiv. 1), p. 197. These are the first

two letters of coilou, coelou pi. of coil. See above, No. 159.

294. bar (gl. caragios), p. 197.

295. prin (gl. sortilegos), 197.

The printed context is :

" Admoneo uos pariter, ut nullus

ex uobis karagios et diuinos et sortilegos requirat
"

(Ixiv. 1).

Caragios is the ace. pi. of caragius = Ducange's
'

caragus,

carajus, sortilegus, praestigiator qui characteribus magicis

utitur, unde vocis etymon.' Our bar (for barou ?) is prob-

ably cognate with Ir. bar 'sage' (Corm. Tr. 28) and Lat.

fariolns, hariohis 'soothsayer,' 'prophet,' root bhar, whence

also <f>dp/jt,aKov.
1

But, according to M. Loth, our bar stands

for barcot (?), pi. of bare (?),
'

wizard,' from the Low Latin

barcus, which (he says) means '

impostor.' I only know of

BARCUS (alph. c wie t) est stultus 1. laudis creator 33 vgl.

bardus 1 laudis Cantor Br., Dief. Novum Glossarium.

prin is the first syllable of some derivative from a com-

pound of prenn
'

tree,' Corn, and "W. pren, Ir. crann, Lat.

quernus : compare the W. coel-brenni in these phrases from

Davies : dewindabaeth coelbrenni (gl. sortilegium), deuin icrth-

goelbrenni (gl. sortilegus). I conjecture that our gloss stands

for prinncoiliocou. See above No. 159.

296. darleber (gl. phitonichus, i.e. pythonicus, Ixiv. 3,

citing Leviticus xx. 27), p. 197. Here dar stands for the

prepositional prefixes do-ar- (compare dar-guid, supra No.

26), and leber for lebemr=.W. lla/arwr or leberiat=Corn.

leveriat 'a speaker.'

297. lim (gl. acummine, leg. acumine, Ixiv. 7), p. 198.

1 If this be right, the resemblance of the first syllable of hariohis to that of

haruspex (root ghar) is accidental, and Curtius, G.E. 5 No. 199, requires correction.
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Context : subtiliore sensus acummine. This stands for *limter,

Mid. Br. lander ' acumen '
Cath. = W. llymder

'

acumen,' a

derivative from Jim, now Jemm = "W. llym
'

acutus,' Corn.

li/m. Hence also the O. Br. lemhaam (gl. acuo) Eutych.
Z2

. 1052 (where it is wrongly given as a gloss on 'arguo')
and the Cornish participle Icmmys, 'acutus' P. 160, 1,

Cr. 2282.

298. strum (gl. satius), p. 203. The context is :

" Satius

<Dst nobis neglegentes praemonere . . . quam culpare que
sunt facta

"
(Ixvi. 18). I cannot explain this gloss. M.

Loth conjectures es-trom or estromach. In the Berne Vergil

(No. 167), fo. 7 b
,
strum seems to gloss

'

copia
'

in the line

Castaneae molles et pressi copia lactis, and may possibly be

=Ir. sruaim (stream), Gr. pevpa.

299. fan (gl. uolubilis), p. 203. The context is :

" De eo

quod omnis iudex volubilis esse in iudicio non debet
"

(Ixvii. 1). See No. 125 supra.

In p. 203, last line, b is written over statuere.

300. am. danica (gl. in munumentis), p. 206. The context

is: "Diciteum [leg. enim], in munimentis tantum saxorum

sublimitatem habere inmobilium
"

(Ixvii. 7). We have here

apparently a derivative in -ic, Z. 2
848, from the compound

preposition am-dan (-=.am-\-tan)
'

circum,' which occurs

frequently in Welsh, as am-dan, ym-dan and dan-ym, Z.2
674,

675. The pi. ending -a is obscure and probably incomplete.

Should we read amdancaiou, and compare caiou (gl. muni-

menta) Lux. ? M. Loth is doubtful whether the gloss is

amdamca or amdanica.

XI. From the
' Si qiiis homicidiiim

'

Canons. 1

301. .i. guedom (gl. bidubio, c. vi., Wasserschleben's c. 4),

p. 207. Bidubium (for vidubium, tidtivmrn ?) is a "
ferra-

nientum . . . quod a quibusdam falcastrurn vocatur, quod
in falcis similitudine curvum sit," Vita S. Leufredi cited

by Ducange. Our guedom is = O. Corn, uiidimm (gl. lig-

msmus) Z.2 1061. Probably, as Zeuss thought, derived from

1 Wasserschleben's Bussordnungen, pages 124 to 136.
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guid 'arbor,' Corn, guit, W. gwydd-en, Ir. fid (fidliba gl.

falcastrum), Gaul, vidu, A.S. vudu. For the termination

cf. tigom
' naevi

'

Lux.

302. dear (gl. inpigerit, c. xiii., W.'s c. 36), p. 207. The

context is :

" Si quis alapam inpigerit." Our gloss is the

first four letters of some verb compounded with the prepo-

sition do-. Prof. Bugge proposes to explain or- as the be-

ginning of a verb corresponding with W. g-orddi 'to impel/
'
to thumb.' Cf. or(d), supra No. 188=W. gord.

303. compri (gl. conparauerit), p. 208.

304. cosoin (gl. consignatum), p. 208.

The context is :

" Si quis seruurn seruamque uel quamlibet

pecodem uel rem aliquam conparauerit et cum ipso consignatum,

si auctorem aut fide iussorem non habuerit de furto se nouerit

conponendum
"

(c. xxiii. W.'s c. 28).

Here compri seems the 3rd sg. fut. conj. of a verb like W.
cymharu, a loan from Lat. comparo. The termination -i is in

Middle Breton -e, Z. 2
519, 520. A like ending in Welsh is

mentioned by Evander Evans, who quotes nodi '

availed,' ceri

'

amabat,' ni iceU ( non videbat.' 1
But, as M. Ernault says,

compri may be incomplete and the near relation of dispriner,

No. 248.

Cosoin is the first two syllables of *cosoinetic, the pret. part,

pass, of a verb borrowed, like W. ci/swi/no
'
to acknowledge/

from a low Latin *consegno, Lat. consigno. The first

four letters of another form of the same verb occur infra

No. 319.

305. .i. gueltoguat (gl. fastigium [herbae]), p. 208. The

context is :

" Si quis animalia uicini sui in herba com-

misserit intacta et manserint in ea, pro animalia duo, unum

scripulum reddat. Si in fastigium [herbae
3
] fueri[n]t capta,

pro animalia .iiii. scripulum unum reddat" (xxv., W.'s

c. 31). Prof. Bugge conjectures that we have here two

glosses, namely guelt (gl. herba) and toguat (gl. fastigium).

The guelt- here (like the 0. Br. adj. gueltiocion
'

fenosis/

Lux.) must be connected with the mod. Bret, gcot, W.

1 Studies in Cymric Philology, Arch. Cambrensis, April 1874, p. 117.
2 Sic Wasserschleben.
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gwettt
'

grass,'
'

sward,' Corn, gicels, the toguat may possibly

be=W. toad 'covering,'
'

roofing,' root tog. Or it maybe
cognate with Ir. tuagaim, from, tuag (a chopping-axe), and

thus mean ' mown.'

306. adi (gl. protullerit, var. lee. pertullerit), p. 208. The

context is :

" Si in messe quantum iurauerit dominus messis

cum alio idoneo quidquid dampni protullerit sine dubio

restauratur" (xxvi. = Wasserschleben's c. 14). This seems

the first two syllables of a verb compounded with the prepo-

sitions at and in.

307. doit (gl. sustullerit), p. 208. The context is :
" Si

quis sustullerit de homine equum aut uacam vel quamlibet

pecodem
"

(xxix. = "Wasserschleben's c. 17). This stands for

doithi and is, like ar-uuo^art (gl. fascinauit, MS. Lat. 12021),

a ^-preterite, from the infinitive doen '
to bear,'

'
to carry

'

(cf. dodocetic gl. inlatam, Lux.). So deuz ' venit
' = "W. dueth,

and aez 'ivit' = W. aeth (ex *ag-t). The root of our doith

(ex *d-oc-t, d-ec-t ?} is AK, one of the many related roots

mentioned by Curtius Or. E. No. 424. In meaning the

Greek TJV&X'&TJV and Ch. Slav, nes-ti
'

tragen
' come nearest.

308. .i. maciat (gl. poractur, leg. machiat, gl. porcator, i.e.

porcarius), p. 208. The context is :
" Si porci in grade

(uel n [i.e. uel glande]) ingressi quotiens capti poractur

reddat (xxx. = Wasserschleben's c. 19). This is the "W.

meicliiad ' swineherd
'

: cf. mochyn, Br. moc'/t, Corn, mogh

'pigs,' Ir. mticc, root MUK, Curtius Gr. E. No. 92. Our

gloss and the W. meicliiad point to a root MAK or MANK.
For the termination compare the Old Breton name Uuinmo-

chiat Cart. Red., p. 37, Anbudiat, ib. 19, and the Middle

Breton dibriat (

eater,' quint/at
'

singer
'
cited Z.2 839.

309. emgruit (gl. questionem), p. 209. The context is:

" Si quis ingenuus furtum fecerit et tustus [var. lect. captus]

fuerit, ipse moritur nullus ab eis [var. lect. a suis] accipiat
1

[var. lect. habeat] questionem" (xxxiv. W.'s c. 21). The

glossographer may, Mr. Bradshaw thought, have mistaken
'

questionem
'

for '

quaestum,' and we may, with much pro-

1 Not in the Orleans manuscript. I have inserted it from the Bigot MS.

quoted by Wasserschleben, p. 128, note 8.
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bability, equate our gloss with amgruit (gl. lucrum) in

MS. Lat. 12021. The word seems a compound of the prep.

am, cm and gruit, connected or identical with the Mid. Br.

groaet, graet, gret, Corn, gruys, gniet/s, gnris, Z.2 597, the

pret. part, passive of ober '
facere.' Compare Lat. pro-fectus

'profit,' sine profectu, Ovid M. 9, 50. M. Loth prefers to

compare IT. frith (' has been found ') and frithi (a waif). In

any case gruit must be a pret. part. pass.

310. coso (gl. consignetur, xxxvi., W.'s c. 23), p. 209 : see

above No. 30.

311. collot (gl. tributatorio, rar. led. tributario, xxxviii.),

p. 209. The Latin word means 'a tribute- gatherer ': cf.

tributare
' tributum exigere,' tribntatio

'

exactio,' Ducange.
Our gloss must, therefore, stand for *colloter= 'W. cyllidur
'

tax-gatherer/ a derivative from collot = W. cyllid
'
tribute.'

This is a loan from Lat. collata (vectigal, tributum, Ducange), or

colldtio 'a contribution,' 'a gratuity collected for the emperor.'

312. ar (gl. conpetiit, var. lect. conpetit, conpetere voluerit,

xlviii.), p. 209. See above No. 3.

313. scarat (gl. diiudicari, lii.), p. 210. Context : si qua
causa ante iudicata a nullo permitamus diiudicari. Cognate
with di-scar (abbastre, Cath.), W. ysgar 'separare,' 'dissociare,'

Ir. scarad, Lith. skiriii,
'

scheide,' and other words cited by
Curtius, Gr.E. No. 76. For other examples of infinitives in

-at see Z 2 535.

314. mas (gl. stagnum i.e. stannum), p. 211. The context

is : "Si quis ancellam alterius adprehenderit fugientem et a

domino suo potuerit euadere stagnum ferrum merito accipiat"

(Ixvi., W.'s c. 59), the meaning of which I take to be that

if any one arrests another's slave-girl who is running away
with some chance of escaping, he is entitled to a certain

weight of tin or iron. (In another MS. printed by Wasser-

schleben, Bussordnungen, p. 134, we find "si ancella fuit,

libras ii merito accipiat, qui capit earn, si servus III stagni

libra unam accipiat," where, for the figure and words

italicised, we should apparently read stanni libram.} Here

mas is= the Old Corn, mas (gl. metallum) Z.2
1061, where

Zeuss cites the Mid. W. mas in kymeint ar vas ticym 'aeque
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ut ferrum candens,' lit.
' the heated mass.' The correspond-

ing Ir. form is mass, ace. sg. maiss n-oir ' massam auri/

Three Middle Irish Homilies, p. 12, all borrowed from Latin

massa, as used by Yergil, Aen. viii. 453, and Ovid,

M. 11, 112.

315. arlup (gl. pedicam), p. 211. Context: " Si quis ca-

ballum alterius tullerit et in pedicam merit suum proprium
reddere precipimus" (Ixix., W.'s c. 63). Here, as in Nos.

32, 96, 131 and 266 supra, p seems to stand for /, the A.S.

sign for th, and, if so, our gloss is a compound of the prep.

ar and lutfi, for hid, which is the root of the verb arlu(das)

gl. proibuit, supra JN~o. 124. As the prep, ar has lost

initial p, Prof. Bugge equates our gloss with Skr. pari-rodha

'hemmung, zuriickhaltung,' which seems right, save that

ar- is the equivalent of puras rather than of pari. M. Loth

believes in the p of the MS. and compares O'Heilly's Inch

'prisoner' (!).

316. er (gl. capitali), p. 211.

317. cir (gl. circo), p. 211.

The (unintelligible) context is :

" Si quis uillam uendere

capitali in circo et uoluerit seu domum seu ortum potestatem
habeat praeter sepes gignunt messes et herbam "

(Ixx., WVs
c. 64).

Here er probably stands for *erpennic = late Corn, arbedncc

Lhuyd 224, "W. arbennig
'

capitalis,'
'

principalis
'

Davies

(Ir. airchinnech], from the prep, ar and pcnnic, a deriva-

tive of penn = Ir. cenn
;
and cir is for cirh borrowed from

Latin circus as "W. cyrchell, Ir. circul, cercol, from Lat.

circuhis.

318. aam (gl. nuto), p. 211. Context: "Si quis legitime

legis uoluntate patrum nuto filiam [rar. Icct. nuptam filio]

iuncxerit" (Ixxv.). The glossographer here regards nuto as

the abl. sg. of nutus. The a is the preposition used to

indicate the ablative, the am- is the first syllable of the Old

Breton equivalent of Welsh amnaid '

nutus,' with which the

Old Br. enmetiam (gl. innuo) and 0."W. enmcitiiou (gl. nutus)

Z. 2
1052, 1056, appear to be unconnected. See, however,

Z. 2 896.
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XII. From the
' Marina Animalia

'

Canons, commonly headed
( Canones Adamnani.'

319. guis (gl. suilis, leg. suilla), p. 212. The context is :

" Caro suilis [var. lect. suilla] morticinus [leg. -nis] cras[sus

uel pin]guis ut morticinura quo pinguescunt sues re[futa]nda"

(vi.). Here guis stands for some adjective derived from guis

=gues Oath., now (jicez, gwiz, Corn, guis (gl. scroffa 'a sow'),

Ir. feis :

da sheanainm ar mhuic mhiadhaigh.
feis (leg. feis) is mada moirdhiamhair 1

).

gen. iomnocht fcise .i. croiceann muice 'a sow's skin,'

Children of Tuirenn, ed. O'Curry, p. 200. The "W. ban-ices,

which M. Loth compares, is of course banw-es, where -es (from

-issa) is the common feminine ending, and bamo is=Ir. banbh.

320. At the end of this piece is the subscription of the

scribe :

' lunobrus scripsit haec sancta, sinoda dicite animam

eius in requiem erit et habitaret in bapo [leg. baradiso ?] sine

fine.' Of him we may well say, as Siegfried said of Pughe,
the Welsh lexicographer, Peace to his stupid ashes !

BRETON INDEX.

(The numbers are those of the glosses.)

a, prep, indicating the
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bostol 276.
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faezaff 125.
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moid . . . 42.

molin 176.
mor- 101, in-mor 154.

mormtl 276.

motrep, mozreb 23.

muncul 138.

n for nn, nd 229, lost

before s 64, 87, 304,

ng lost or vocalised in

inlaut 187.

na, neg. part. 50, 219,

221, 224.

nac 122.

neuidter 7.

ni 13, 14, 25, 148.

ni, pronom. suffix 1st pi.
221.

nigal 155.

niguid 50.

nit ' non est' 133.

nith 94, nit for nith, niz

24*.

niveraS 32.

nouen 187, 255.

from u 4, for oi, oe 25,

60, 98, 276.
5 from a 11, 25, 154,

222, 236, 274, 311;
oo for o 236.

ocer, pi. occrou 274.
oeu 111.

oferen 229.

01 from e 18, 42, 304.

olg, ol 132, pi. olguo
119, olo 123.

onmaner 4.

oo for 6 236.

or, pi. orion 193.

on* 188.

ousor 212.

p in anlaut lost 3, 8, 11,

18, 70, 99, 119, 315,
for b in loanwords 192,
inserted between m and
n 221, from k, kv 248,

295, a provection of b

95, miswritten for th

32, 96, 209, 240, 266,
315.

pan, pan-im 182.

peden 229.

pi 140, pi coffued 140.

pinigen 155.

pis 142.

ploe, ploeys 218.

Ploilan 42.

Portitoe 133.

prenaff 248.

presant 108.

pnnncoilioc 295.

prit 95.

pus . . . poesaff 33.

queiniff 72

quenderchell 207.

quil 264.

r for rr, rs 26.

rac- (gl. proferebat) 144.

rac- (gl. optimates) 146.

raclor 144.

rann 17, 250.

rannam 250.

rat 170, pi. radou 177.
razaff 16.

resii! 16.

ret 175.

rigl, riglion 258.

rim 45.

ro, pi. roiau 222.

rod 212.

rouanez 256.

rouejou 155.

s lost in anlaut before 1

51, before c 212, before

1 245, from x in loan-

words 204, assimilated

to r 26.

seal 102.

seal . . . 267.

scantoc 280.

scarat 313.

scetam, squeiaff 155.

scrap, scrapat 160.

scrib . . 160a.

scrocat 115.

siel, siell 49.

silim, sellet 56.

soeul 111.

soezaff 64.

songeal 219.

soudan, souzan 64.

sparfa 109.

spoe 187.

stlaon 187.

stoeaff 187.

straal 194.

striz 105.

strum 298.

t for th 24, 25, 60, 105,

149, 198, 307, for in-

fected d 335, assimi-

lated to 1 228, to n

256, 289, rt ex rd 149.

taguel 161, 305.

tal 156, talent 167, attal

30.

tar 91.

t&rdol, tarza 29.

tegranw 250.

tennam 75.

tennoer 256.

test, pi. testou 184.

testamant 179.

testoner 93.

tevell 161.

th expressed by d 11, 22,

149, 216: from ct 27.

ti-gutre 71 ; ti-guotrou 55.

tinsit 106c.

toeaff 187.

toguat (?) 305.

toos 236.

toreusit 275.

ireped 10.

trom-denwas 75.

tron ca issent (?) 237.

tros . . . 143.

tracared 245.

trum 265.

truscenn 29.

tuat 122.

u for ui 33, for o 73.

Vinniauus 166.

TTuinmochiat 308.

unblot 65, 66.

uoforou 7, 119.

x for s 92, s from x in

loan-words 204.

September, 1886. WHITLEY STOKES.
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XV. REMARKS ON THE OXFORD EDITION OF
THE BATTLE OF YENTRY. 1 By STANDISH H.

O'GRADY.

THOSE of the following emendations which are preceded by
' MS.' give the true reading of the Manuscript as ascertained

by actual collation. '(Sic)' denotes a MS. reading that needs

correction.

The one day which -was all that I could spare for a

visit to Oxford, unfortunately coincided with the periodical

closing of the Bodleian Camera for cleaning purposes, so

that, having got to work by 10*30 A.M., I was obliged to

leave off at 4'0 P.M. These few hours not sufficing for a

complete and thorough collation of a text which in many
places is more or less defaced, I had to confine myself to

such words and passages as were on the face of them most

likely to be editorial misreadings. From the orthographical

and grammatical point of view the original is exceedingly

corrupt, and, the language being quite modern, teems with

those peculiar errors which must of necessity baffle a con-

tinental scholar. Emendations made upon my own respon-

sibility are distinguished by 'leg.' prefixed. What proportion
of errors so corrected is due to the editor, and what to the

scribe, can only be revealed by completing the collation. In

this edition quite a new departure has been taken, inasmuch

as editorially expanded contractions are not marked by the

use of Italics. It would indeed be more correct to call this a

retrogression to the old uncritical method of editing which

has been so much condemned of late in the Academy, Dr.

Kuno Meyer himself being among the critics.

The textual emendations and the corrections of errors of

1 Anecdota Oxoniensia. Mediaeval and Modern Series. Vol. i. part iv. Cath

Finntrdga, edited by Kuno Meyer from the Bodleian MS. Rawlinson B 487, a
Yellum quarto of the fifteenth century.
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translation have been kept separate, and the figures refer to

the lines of the text as noted in the margin of the printed
edition.

Disquisition and illustration have been avoided, except
where something of the kind was absolutely needed to avoid

obscurity. Indeed, a full rectification of all errors, with the

amount of explanation desirable in the interest of scholars

having a very limited knowledge of the language, would be

quite as bulky and far more tiresome and laborious than

the preparation of an entirely new edition. Where the

matter appears in columns, the left-hand column gives the

reading of the printed edition.

TEXTUAL EMENDATIONS.

Introduction, p. vii infra, in colophon : tSaidhb MS.

'thsaidhb.' sain mhna MS. '
sai mhna.' rl MS. '&rl'=

'
et reliqua.' P. xiii, 1. 22, nirbas (vox nihili) leg.

' nir

lucht.' 1. 24, oireachus (nom.) leg. 'oireachuis' (gen.). P.

xv infra, 1. 3 of quatrain, dele me, which is here impossible.

No Irish reciter could ever have spoken this line as printed.

Omitting the other excerpts in the Introduction, let us

pass at once to the text of

Eawlinson B. 487.

1. 1. oighe,fianaibh (sic) leg. 'oidhedh,' 'fiannaibh.' 2. Duiri

duin (sic) leg.
' Dairi duinn.' 3. forrlamhas MS. *

forlain-

has.' 4. imoro MS. '.'= imorro (passim). 9. Croimgeann

leg.
'

Croimgen.' 19. an adhbar leg.
* a n-adhbar.' 25.

fiaracht MS. 'fiaf
'

leg. 'tiarfaigh.' Here Editor, intending
to expand the contraction into fiarfacht, the T-praet. of

fiarfaighim
' I ask,' has lengthened it into the abstract n.

fern, of the adj. fiar 'crooked.' Such an archaic form as

fiarfacht is, however, inadmissible in a text of this qualify

unless the scriptio plena occurs elsewhere in it. 29. linmdra

MS. 'linmhara.' Here the aspirate over m has been mistaken

for the long accent over a. taibsemacha^nLS. 'taibsamacha' leg.

taidbsecha. The omission of d is due to local pronunciation
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(cf. 1. 46). 30. ara bhadhar (v. niliili) MS. 'arabhadar
'= a

rabhadar. Apart from the printing of a word which does not

exist, this shows an entire misconception of the construction

of the verb when preceded by the relative pronoun governed

by a preposition, and involves an error that would not be per-

petrated by the simplest "native" in Ireland or the Highlands
at the present day. 31. curbadh MS. '

criibadar.' Here the

compendium which denotes r preceded or followed (pro re

nata) by a broad vowel (a, o, ), and is placed over the d, has

been taken for the mark of aspiration, the result being a preet.

pass, instead of a 3rd p. pi. praet. act. 32. cruadhrdmadh

MS. 'cnmdhramhadh.' e/wrawMS. 'imramh.' togharadh (sic)

leg. 'togartha' (fr. tograim). 33. cubaidh MS. ' cubhaidh.'

The rest of this passage must be given at length :

Edition. gur bho cosmhail re MS. gur bho (leg. ba)

ceathaibh gelclu . . ar gorms- cosmhail re ceathaibh gelch-
rothaib no re Tiael aengcal ar lumh ar gormsrothaib no re

ardchlochaib na srotha cubhra- hoael (leg. hael] aengheal ar

cha cneasgeala sin tar eis na ardchloch?M na srotha

laigheang on luathimram cor- cubhracha cneasgeala sin tar

era . . cadur na longa sin sithi eis na laigheang on luathim-

seabchamail int . . . luaimnea- raw co [ru]cadr/rna longa sin

cha oo imraibh na cuan a coir sithi seabchamail (leg. seabh-

. . . innas tarb di maclannaib camla] snfthluaimneacha o

diana digairaidir con . . ti na cimsaibh na cuan a[c] coirim-

dilainn. theacht tar drumclf/f/aib diana

digairaidh (leg. diyaire) conti

na dilainn (leg. dileann}.

In the above passage the imthe of coirimtheacht are defaced,

and the fourth letter of conti is uncertain. This is, however,

all one word in the MS., not as printed ;
and it is probable

that a stroke of abbreviation has disappeared from over the

final ti, in which case leg. contini (recte cointinnt) gen. of

cointinn s.f.
'

strife, controversy.' At any rate conti is a vox

nihili, and it cannot be made to represent confaidh, gen.
of confadh s.m.

'

madness, fury, canine rabies,' a word of
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frequent occurrence in connection with the sea in its anger.

40. mardhucann MS. ' mwrdhuchann.'

MS. ni mochean amh tarrla

re freastal no re fritholamh

na fairrgi forranaighi fuar-

doimne sin . i . nert tonn

ocus tuili ocus trengaithi ag
caitheamh a cainnti ocus a

cirghaili ocus a ceannairrce

risua longaib ocus fos nir

inadh incomhraidh na treabha

taibhliucha sin re seastan na

slat ag a sreangbhualac/A ocus

re coimbeiminigh na crann le

gairbgaethfl/6 ag a cruad-

~briseadh. Ni raibhi . u . (
=

imorro) acusun ann sin long

gan labugwrf, na rugar gan

rangbriseadh, na ub gan

odagitd, na clar gan crithnu-

gud, na tairrngi gan trothlu-

gud, na bord gan brughad,
na brirrlig gan usce, na abur

gan i'oslugud, na teas (leg.

teaghas) gan tuarcain, na tili

gan tuarcain, na as (leg. eas)

gan impodh, na crann gan

cruadludhbadh, na stagh gan
tsduaidhleim (sic), na ruaidh-

breid gan rebadh, na lai-

gheang gan locadh a luath-

siubail re Ian an/fl (///, muna

theagmadh lucht a freastail

ocus a fortachta ina focraibh

da foiridhin.

It would be impossible to give within my available space
an adequate idea of the treatment of this passage. Gram-

41. Ed. : ni mochean amh
tarrla re freastal no re fritho-

lamh na fairrgi forranaighi

fuardoimne sin . i . nert tonn

ocus tuili ocus trengaiti ag
caitheamh a cainnti ocus a

cirgaili ocus accann aircci risna

longaib ocus fos nir madh in

comhraidh na treabha taibh-

liucha sin re seastan na slat ag

a sreangbhualad ocus re coim-

beimnigh na crann le gairbgae-

thaib ag a cmadbrisedh. Ni
raibhi imoro acu-sun ann sin

long gan labugud 'na rugaire,

gan rangbriseadh 'na ub, gan

odugud 'na clar, gan crithnu-

gud 'na tairrngi, gan trotlugud

'na bord, gan brughud 'na

brirrlig, gan usce 'na abur,

gan foslugud 'na teas, gan

tuargain 'na tili, gan tuarcain

'na as, gan impodh 'na crann,

gan cruadludhbadh 'na stagh,

gan sduaidhleim 'na ruaidh-

breid, gan rebadh 'na laigheang,

gan locadh a luathsiubal re

lananftid muna theagmadh
lucht afreastail ocus afortachta

ina focraibh da foiridin.
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mar, construction, alliteration, rhythm, are all set at de-

fiance. This will be more apparent in the translation. No
more need be said at present than that e.g. the conjunction nd
' nor

'

has throughout been mistaken for 'na, the amalgama-
tion of prep, in with the poss. pron. 3rd p. masc. and fern,

sing. Hence every clause in the long sentence has been

bisected, and wrong halves joined to make new units. This

scribe is very chary in his use of the long accent, the want

of which is a great snare to those who have no knowledge of

sound and idiom. I have supplied the accent above, nd, tc

emphasize the difference between it and 'na. The MS. itseh

needs the following corrections. 42. tarrla leg. 'tarla.'

45. coimbeiminigh corrected by Editor. 46. labugud leg.

'ledhbadh.' 47. odugud I take for a phonetic attempt at

oiling ltd =.uathugudh (cf. 1. 703), in accordance with the

pronunciation of the northern half of Ireland, where th

has sunk to the office of a mere lltera prolongations, instead

of representing a very strong aspirate, as in the southern

half. 48. brirrlig leg.
'

birling.' It is as though a careless

English scribe should write brirrig for brig. 50. Cruadludh-

badh leg.
' cruadhlubadh.' The scribe has inserted dh as

a lit. prolong, instead of using the accent. 51. thcagmadh

(sic) is impossible after the conj. muna, leg. teagmadh.
52. foiridhin leg.

*
foirithin.' Here, again, local proii. sub-

stitutes dh for the th which appears in southern MSS. be-

cause it answers to the pronunciation of those that wrote

them. 57. fana lan'seolaige MS. 'fana lanseol.' leg. fa n-a

lauseoltaibh. 58. ar in maithinis na n-dornhun MS. 'a rinn

maithinis na n-domn#cA.' This name is corrupt. 59. sgeilleag

leg. 'sgeilg.' 62. tharba MS. 'tharbha.' 63. docuredh MS.
'do c?Vedh.' 65. domain MS. 'domuin.' 67. sluaig MS.
'

shluaig.' 68. chomhchruinniugud MS. '

chomchniinmugud.'
73. tuirrnadar (sic) leg. 'turnadar.' illathacha phonetic for
'
ildathoc/w!.' 74. a m-bhiadha leg. 'a m-biadha.' 76. a

.n-dubhchonn leg. 'a n-duchann.' 79. mas ead MS. 'maiseadh.'

81. taibart (very barbarous) MS. '
tabairt.' 82. ccithri MS.

*
ceitri.' 85. tigerrne (sic) leg.

'

tigerna.' This scribe has a

mania for doubling the letter r. 92. iar corrchnoc, etc., is
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quite corrupt, The Brit. Mug. MS. Add. 18,946, a very

corrupt one of 1821, throws light on this as well as on

several other passages of Dr. Meyer's text. Having in the

list of harbours and other places mentioned corrchnocdn na

feinne le a rdidhtear cruach mangartain aniu, it gives our

passage thus : is e ait ina raibh an tan sin ar mullach cruaiche

mangartain ina thromchodla, 94. cloidhim (gen. sing.) leg.
' cloidhem

'

(gen. pi.). 96. as eadh MS. ' aseadh.' 98.

dorinnus (barbarous) leg. 'do rinnes.' gidh edh leg. 'gid-
hedh.' To separate such words as these and aseadh (1. 96) is

pedantry, such as it would be to write 't is n't. 105. mar

MS. 'inar,' also Add. MS. ogus sinne indr mndibh, i.e. prep.

in+dr poss. pr. 1st p. pi., instead of the Editor's prep.

mar, which makes no sense here. Such a misreading
shows that one of the commonest and at the same time

most characteristic idioms of the language is unfamiliar

to him. 111. dealbodhmaid barb, for a respectable MS. of

any date
;

a phonetic attempt at the colloquial future of a

derivative verb in -igim, i.e. dealbhoghamaid and dealbJio-

ghainrid, 1st p. pi. fut. of dealbhaighim
' I form or fashion,'

fr. dealbh '

species.' 112. gairfethid (expanded by Editor)

is too archaic, leg.
*

gairfid,' where, perhaps, he has mistaken

an accent over the last i for the mark of abbreviation.

beaiifed leg. 'beanfaid.' 114. mairbhfidhar, phonetic attempt
at a colloquial fut. pass, of marbhaim ' I kill,' peculiar to

certain districts. 118. do ghiabha, barbarous offspring of

scribal slovenliness: leg. 'do ghebhaidh,' 'do gheubhaidh,'
or 'do gheobhaidh.' fa rit leg. 'farit,' Tectefarrat. 122. fa
ris leg. 'faris,' rectefarrais. 124. gusain maidhin leg.

'

gusin

maighin.' cf. Notes, p. 72, 1. 7. 126. oirrleac (no such

word) leg. 'oirleach.' 130. imgan leg.
'

imgoin.' 132. iirr-

lamha a n-aitheda leg. 'urlaidhe anaithmV//*.' 134. a comrac

ar chathbharr leg.
' a comrac an chathbhairr.' 154. ni

tJtic leg. 'ni \h\cfadh' 156. da n-dheachair leg. 'da n-deac-

hair.' 157. tuiti is impossible. 159. licean leg.
'
licean.'

This is only one out of hundreds of cases where ignorance
of pronunciation has led the Editor to mistake the accent

over the i, answering to the dot of the Roman type and
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written character, for the long accent. He has discovered

a new and alarming method of mettre les points sur les i>

which affects the Irish reader as e.g. invincible Imagination

would an English one. 160. tabhradh leg. 'tab//m>/ tabh-

radh is not the imper. pass., but 3rd p. sing, imper. act.,

and what is needed here is the 2nd p. imper. act. 167.

urrmai'sneach leg.
' urmaisueach.' 168. trio leg.

' trid/

169. arar-teilgedh is quite inadmissible, leg. (in a text of

this sort)
' ar ar teilgedh/ 170. faisin leg.

'
fai sin/

174. co fuideadh barb., leg.
' co fuigeadh.' 175. co con-

deuchainmi, dele co, leg.
' co n-deachainnsi.' 176. slani-

cidhe leg.
'

slanice.' 180. a n-gheill, impossible ; leg.
' a

n-geill.' 184. tainic leg.
' tainic/ 194. fian MS. ' nan/

195. iaraidh leg.
< iarraidh/ 200. treithibh MS. <

treitibh/

leg. treitellibh. Add. MS. reads ina d-taoiseachaibh troighlethna.

202. malachghairbha barb., leg.
*

rnalagharbha,' as rightly

written and pronounced to the present day. 203. craebghlasa

MS. 'craebhghlasa,' as now pronounced in S. of Ireland. 206.

thulganacha (sic) leg.
'

tulganacha.' 208. ar barr makes no

sense, leg. with Add. MS. ' tar bdrr.' 212. do tharraing is

3rd p. sing, praet., and not the n. of act., which is needed

here : leg. do tharrang. 213. slechtainn leg.
' slechtfainn/

214. treinfer involves this error,
* salutarunt omnis fortis

homo'; MS. '
trein fir uili'= 'omnes fortes homines/

216. gurabh (sic) leg.
'

gurab/ 217. a n-gheill leg. 'a

n-geill/ 219. slechtain e, no sense, MS. ' slechtaine/ fern

leg.
' fein/ 221. derma MS. ' derna/ da curp am .i. a

croicinn (sic) leg.
' da curp a medhon a croicinn/ Here . i .

=.edhon, not in sense but in sound : it is as though one wrote

hif=hand (cf. 1. 573). 225. Dhanann leg. 'Danann/ 231.

Tuaithe (gen. sing.) leg.
' tuath

'

(gen. pi.). 234. dobh (no
such word), leg. 'dob/ 237. Daghdhaleg. 'Daghda/ timsoch

did (no such words) leg.
' timsochaid/ 238. Sith Bhan Finn

os Feimeanmuidh leg.
' sidh na m-ban finn os Feimean-

muigh/ 245. gura leg.
'

gur/ 247. a ra bhadar (im-

possible) leg. 'a rabhadar/ 251. sleatha leg. 'sleagha/
254. clomraighi leg.

' claenraidhe/ 263. Chnuic an Dois leg.
' chnuic na ii-os

'

(a very well-known hill in the co. Cork,
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called in English Knoclmanoss) . 279. cromgcnn leg.
' crom-

gen.' 289. chamidh = ' coraidh
'

(dat. of cora, gen. coradh,

n. f. a weir). The substitution of a for o in this word is due

to local pronunciation only, as in cas= 'cos,' (a leg), clach
' cloch

'

(a stone), mdr=' mor '

(great), etc. The editor has

here mistaken the word for carraig (a rock). 291. chuipghili

(sic) leg. 'cuipghili.' 298. chucha (no such word) leg. 'chuc-

tha.' bein MS. 'hem,' leg.
'

beim, as just before in this very

line, where beim is printed for beim. 301. osneamh (sic)

leg. 'osnadh.' 309. aencheimh (sic) leg. 'aen cheim.' 322.

cumthaeh (sic) is formed fr. cumtha (cumhtha) pi. of cuma

(cumha)
' a gift,' which is nonsense here

; leg. cumach fr.

* cuma '

(cumha) (grief, sorrow), all well-known words. 324.

ac cliur
(sic) leg. 'cur.' 335. gar leg. 'gur.' 336. moch'solus

(nom.) leg. 'mochsoluis' (gen.). 343. tucseadleg. 'tucsad.'

Scribe was confounding with tug siad. 347. tairraing (sic),

barb, and unpronounceable ; leg.
'

tarrang.' 354. 'gudt

feitheamh MS. '

gud tfeitheamh.' The t is phonetically

transported and has no grammatical value
; leg.

'

got feith-

eamh,' and dele apostrophe, which is out of place here. 370.

cairn (gen.) leg. 'earn' (ace.). 413. proin leg.
'

proinn.'
414. fuider leg.

'

fuiger.' 419. torthocha barb., leg. 'tor-

thacha.' 422. na cleanrath asiar, no such word as asiar ; leg.
* na claenratha siar.' 428. beath barb., leg.

'

beith.' 433.

cuidhleg.
'
cuich.' 440. dob, ail linne, dele comma. 452. anois

leg.
'
anois.' 462. abair leg.

' obair
'

(cf . 1. 289). 463. cean

leg. 'cein.' 466. fa n-dhenann leg. 'fa n-denann.' 472. suil

leg. 'sul.' 479. moidileg. 'moide.' 481. fearseat leg. 'fear-

sat.' coimneart (nom.) leg. 'coimnirt' (gen.). 482. rod MS.
'rod.' 485. imJilibh (sic) no such word; leg. 'imlibh.' innsi

Cirbam . i . mara romoir ruaidh leg.
' innsi cirb a medhon m.

r. r.' (cf. 1. 221). 486. juimdach MS. ' fuinedhach.' 487.

mhoir leg.
' mhoir.' 490. commhnil (no such word) MS.

'comdhail.' 491. ana MS. 'ana.' 498. a m-bhel leg. 'a

m-bel.' 500. leadragh barb., leg. 'leadradh.' 513. dochuaidh

MS. 'do chuaidh.' 518. finbel (wine-mouth) leg. 'finnbhel'

(fair-mouth), referring to colour of beard. 522. fuilfum (no

such word), leg. 'fuileam.' 526. an m-bhiadh leg. 'an
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m-biadh.' 545. thucar leg.
* tucthar.' 554. taebhtheas-

caiglii (sic) would in the South of Ireland be written (as

there correctly pronounced) taebhtheascaighthe (cf. 1. 560),

part, pass., formed after the manner of derivative verbs

in -igim from taebhtheascaim, and colloquially used in-

stead of the regular form teasctha. 555. So mughaighi=
'

mughaighthe.' 563. maigh'sligM is nonsense, leg.
' moir-

shleibhe/ a stock expression in the tales. 569. do Jiarfaig

(cf. 1. 25). 573. a medhon, etc., should have given the key
to abbreviation at 1. 221. 597. nach fail ac fa inncatha

aca leg.
' acfainn catha.' 604. taiseadh leg.

' taiseach/

608. ar dil arsainnti dibh leg.
' ar dil ar sainnti dibh/

612. lamha (nom. pi.) leg. 'laimhe' (gen. sing.). 632. gair

acainteach MS. '

gaira cainteach/ with punctum delens under

final a of gaira. There is no such word as acainteach.

637. ina ra bhadar again MS. '

inarabhadar,' leg. ina rabha-

dar, as spoken to this day. Editor's reading is quite im-

possible. 639. leg. 'eachlach urlair.' 640. comlann (nom.)

MS. 'comlainn' (gen.). 645. ferrlamha (sic) leg. 'ferlaimhe/

655. do dheidhmilid (dat. sing.) MS. ' do deidhmhile<M6 '

(dat. pi.). 663. reachtaignedh (a cpd. subst. in the nom.)
MS. ' reacht aignidh* (nom. and dep. gen.). 664. beth MS.
'

bedh,' in mod. orthography, gdr bh'eadh. 665. fainmum (a

word which the editor is not to be blamed for omitting to

translate) leg. fa nim um (recte ini). 667. tairgsin (sic)

is not the right word here, leg.
'
tairisem.' 669. The

full stop at the end of this line shows at once that the

structure of the passage has been entirely misunderstood.

The sentence ends with curata. A. new one begins at ' ocus

ar n-easbaid.' 675. menmneach barb., leg. 'menmnach.'

679. ligedh (3rd p. sing, imper., or prset. pass.), MS.
'

ligidh
'

(2nd p. pi. imper.), mistranslated accordingly.
681. lesa ra bhadar MS. '

les arabhadar' leg. lets a rabhadar.

690. ro machtaighedar (they contemplated) MS. ' ro innsaig-
hedar' (they attacked). 700. fuilangthi barb., leg. 'fulang-
thi.' The scribe has mixed up the mod. colloq. fuilingim
with the older fulangaim (I suffer), dilann (mod. diolann) is

the pres. of habit of dilaim^ dtolaim (I pay, sell, etc.) ; leg.
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dilenn, mod. dileann, gen. sing, of dile (deluge). 705. dho

leg.
' do/ 716. beannacht (nom.) leg.

'

beannachtan/ or
*

beannachta,' (gen.). 723. urrcar MS. 'urcar/ gur curtha

ais ana bhel, entirely senseless, so that the translation is a

mere guess founded on the context. MS. '

gur certamais ana

bhel.' 724. aidJiche (sic) leg. 'aighthe.' 743. geilide (sic) leg.
'

geilte
'

; faekon (gen. sing.) MS. 'faeleoin' (nom. pi.).

760. einidh leg.
'

einigh.' 761. doghen MS. ' do ghen.'

762. co roistir will not do. The scribe, mistaking 1st pers.

sing. conj. of the deponent verb for a passive, inserted the t,

which in his time was, as now, characteristic of the latter
;

leg. co roiser. 773. cinnfedh (sic) is not the 1st p. sing, fut.;

leg. 'cinnfed.' treasan leg. 'tresan.' 782. di na roitn MS.
* dina roim.' The editor has split dina, gen. sing, of din,

into di (prep.) and nd (conj.). 782. taid (sic) evidently re-

sults from scribal carelessness. It cannot be construed here.

787. inna n-enchath MS. 'ni nanenchath.' 796. donti leg.
* don ti.' 800. chuididhis MS. '

chmdighis.' 810. nochar

tana silcur na tragha MS. ' nochar ta, asilcur na tragha/ etc.

The editor extends ta to tana (thin), and translates ' thickerJ

which seems arbitrary. I would read nochar tiuga silcur

nd tragha o n-a fearaib na faenluighi. 822. an darna fer no

an treaxfear, why separate the one numeral and join the

other ? 828. ar is (where the translation shows that ar

has been taken for the conjunction of same force as oir,

uair
;

and is for the verb, which is impossible here),

MS. '

aris,' which should have the comma after it. The

tr. is guesswork. Neither editor nor any one else could

parse the text as printed. 833. fuitt leg.
*
fuilt.' 838.

cedhleg. 'ced.' 868. billileg.
'
builli.' 871. dighaingach is

coined after the analogy, I presume, of acfaingeach fr.

acfaing, leg.
'

dighainn.' 872. ceartberathach leg.
' ceart-

breathach/ Editor renders ' whose is the birthright,' a

desperate shot at a desperate word, owing, perhaps, to a

fancied connection between the syl. ber and the verb beritn (I

bring forth). The true Te&ding=' righteous in his judgments.'

884. nir becan ni leg.
' nir bee an ni.' 885. geamoidche leg.

'gamoidche.' The first=* gem night, which has not much.
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meaning, and the latter ='101liter's night,' which is quite

intelligible. 887. do bhan- leg.
' do bhainfedh/ or * do

bheanfadh.' 888. bheim is impossible, leg.
' beim

'

;
each im

cosnamh an talman, leg.
' ac imcosnainh na talman.' Talamh

(earth) is of both genders in the mod. lang., gen. m. an

talairnh, gen. f. na talman. Editor gives the gen. f. with

rnasc. art. 890. anmaiimiugiid, a phonetic attempt, which

ought to have been explained in the iud. verb.
; leg. anbfain-

niugud. In these two forms bf (bhf] and m (m/t) alike=.w

(approximately), but the scribe disguises the root of the

word, which is fann (weak). 894. leidkead, another barb,

arising out of the weakened th
; leg. 'leithead,' pron. two

short syll. 907. iachtac leg.
' iachtach.' 914. ca fear de

leg.
' ca fearrde' (fear =\ir,fearr Amelias). 923. is mor na

thu leg.
'

is mo na thu/ i.e. major quam tu, instead of magmts

quam tu as printed. 932. adit ge dho leg.
' acht gidhedh do.'

939. a bos leg. 'abhos' (=a bhfus), as common a word as

there is in the spoken language. 960. mhe leg.
' me.' 962.

tainic snaithi mo sacgal leg.
' tairnic snaithe mo saegail (cf. 1.

1021). Here editor reads a nom. instead of a gen. 970. ar

aengrian leg. 'araen grian,' quite a diff. meaning. 972. eala-

than na fian Eircnn is impossible, leg.
' ealathanna n'an

Eirenn,' which is merely incorrect
;

recte ealadhna fiann

Eirenn. 974. bhean leg.
' bean.' 976. fainne (adj. gen.

sing, fem.), leg. 'fanna' (nom. pi. m. and f.). gos aird

(sic) leg.
'
6s aird.' 977. an choir leg.

' an chorr
'

(according
to mod. usage, which makes no ace.), or choirr, the old ace.

Cor and corr are quite different words, and not interchange-
able, a dha leg.

' a da,' corr being fem. 979. dobeiridh-san,

impossible, leg.
' do beiredhsan.

1

don chuir ra sineadh, how
would the editor parse this ? leg.

* don chuirr a sineadh.'

980. ar aen leg.
' araen.' Ocon fiadh allaid=penes (or

apud) cervum agrestem (for fiadh, primarily a wild animal,

has long been practically restricted to the sig. of deer) :

leg. on coinfiadh allaid=per TO Kwodrjpiov agreste (if I

may coin a Greek cpd.), i.e. the fox, with which we have

to do here. 984. on chonc is out of the question, leg.
' on

chnoc.' 993. is trenchainid, there is no cpd. here, it could not
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be construed
; leg.

'
is tren chainid.' 998. is edh MS.

'
isedh.' 999. luinrtceadh (sic) I can make nothing of,

whether as to form or meaning, and would read ' luinnceach.'

1002. sinnach dhali (sic) leg. 'sinnach. dha li.' 1003. an teis

(sic), rather leg. 'an t-seis.' 1004. damh an Droma Leis

MS. ' damhan droma leis
'

(leg. damhdri). Editor has here

bisected the n. damhan and turned the derivative syll. at the

end into the def. art. in a place where it is inadmissible.

1008. doni MS. 'do ni.' 1013. mac na mhna (sic) leg. 'mna.'

1016. doni tonn thragha (sic) re traigh MS.
' do ni,' and leg.

'tragha.' 1017. segha (sic) leg. 'seghda.' 1020. doni an

tonn 'sa traigh is theas MS. 'do ni an tonnsa traighis theas.'

Here the demonstrative particle sa=so has been taken for

'sa', the short colloquial form of isan, i.e. the def. art.

and prep, in combined, while traighis, the relative of trdi-

ghim (I ebb), has been bisected and its first part turned

into a noun, traigh (strand). There then remains is theas,

which editor gives up. 1022. MS. misdide mo ghne re

feasleg. 'misde e mo ghne re feas.' misdide=' misdi dhe,'

where the dh is merely a colloquial interpolation to avoid

hiatus, and has no grammatical signification whatever. This

use of dh is characteristic of the North. 1024. donid MS.
' do nid.' 1025. leg.

' nocha n-fuil.' 1026. sceil (sic) but

leg.
'
sciath.' 1028. a heo'm, impossible accentuation. 1029.

doni MS. 'do ni.' 1032. nochan full MS. 'nocha nfuil.'

1034. a sciath loghaidh ro gheis : this is a very lame line to

find in close proximity to an Excursus on Old Irish Metric,

especially as the MS. reads quite correctly :

' a sciath alo-

ghaidh ro gheis.' The poem being very short, it may be as

well to print the whole of it here correctly, and as the

language is quite modern, the modern orthography is adopted
and accents given. The lines are disposed and pointed accord-

ing to the Irish usage :

1. Geisidh cuan : ardbhuinne ruadh rinn dha bharc :

badhadh laoich locha dha chonn : isedh chaoineas tonn

re tracht :

2. Luinnceach corr : a seisceann droma dha threan :

sisi ga buaidhreamh do bhi : sionnach dha li ar ti

a h-ean :
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3. Truagh an t-seis : do ghni damhan droma leis :

marbh eilit droma sileann : geisidh damh dileann da

h-eis :

4. Truagh an fhaoidh : do ghni an smolach a n-druim

chaoin :

agus ni neamhthruaighe an sgol : do ghni an Ion a

leitir laoigh :

5. Is saoth Horn : bas an laoich ro luidheadh Horn :

mac na mna 6 dhoire dha dhos : bheith anos is tros(?)

fa a chionn :

6. Truagh an ghair : do ghni tonn tragha re traigh :

os adbath fear seaghdha saor : saoth Horn Gael do

dhul na dhail :

7. Truagh an tres : do ghni an tonnsa thraigheas theas :

mise ro thairnig mo re : misde e mo ghne re feas :

8. Ceatha troma : do ghnid tonna tulcha leis :

mise nocha n-fuil mo mhaoin : 6 ro rnhaoidh an sgiath
ro gheis :

9. Marbh an gheis : dubhach a heoin da h-eis :

mor do ghni domheanma dhamh : an doghra do ghabh
an gheis :

10. Ro baidheadh Gael mac Criomhthuinn : nocha n-fuil

mo mhaoin da eis :

is mor triath do thuit le a laimh : a sgiath a 16 ghaidh
do gheis :

VARIANTS FROM EGERTON 149.

To the Irish reader nothing need be said as to the merits

of this MS. To the English reader it is impossible to give
an idea of its utter worthlessness, for to compare its ortho-

graphy and composition with that of the Yellowplush Papers
would be a grave injustice to Thackeray's immortal hero,

who, at any rate, always makes himself intelligible. Here
we have whole sentences consisting of words that do not

exist at all, and in many instances no knowledge of the

language will suffice even to guess at the meaning. The
MS. is of the year 1828, evidently slowly and laboriously
written by one altogether unfamiliar with the character, and

Phil. Trans. 1885-6. 41
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(in the absence of evidence other than this) ignorant of the

language.
line 2. for an domhain mhoir leg.

' forsan dorahan mhor.'

Here we have a gen. after a prep, that needs the ace. The
most illiterate speaker in Ireland could not make this mis-

take. The editor is responsible, for the MS. has dorn., so he

had his choice. 3. efari/?. MS. 'darba' (recte). 10. docuireadh

(praet. pass.) MS. 'do cuiredf/r' (3rd p. pi. praet. act.) con-

traction=ar mistaken for aspirate here. 16. soindireach MS.
'soinndireach.' 16. seolda MS. 'seolta.' 19. na morgur. MS.

reads ' na mor ,g.'= a morfhairrge (of the great sea). This

contraction, which is somewhat in the nature of a rebus, is

founded upon the names of the letters r and g, and occurs

again at 1. 21, where MS. reads na g (recte fg), and editor prints

na gur without italics, note, or comment, murmhaoiteac MS.

'mearmhaoiteac[h].' 20. murdhubhcach MS. 'murdhubhac[h],'
which is the living word for ' a mermaid,' in some localities

at all events. 24. taoibhf . . . a MS. ;

taoibhfliuc[h]a,' cf.

Hawl. 1. 44, which ought to have been a guide. 29. coimead-

eadha (does not exist), MS. 'coimeadtha' (dele h). 32. mac

mairne MS. ' moirne/ 38. feair MS. '
feoir.' 43. Cuan

dorn MS. ' cuan dor' (recte), i.e. the well-known harbour of

Glandore in the co. Cork. Here editor has read dor (dorn}

for dor. 45. Maoinne (which is not a name at all) MS.
* maine

'

(a very common one). 50. aodha dearg leg. 'aodh

dearg,' i.e. Hugo Rufiis. The printed text makes it Hugonis

Unfits, somewhat of a false concord. 59. sednchoill MS.
*

seanchoill,' in which dele one n. Seanchoill means Old-

wood, while sednchoill-=. Johanniswald. 60. begh MS. 'beg.'

63. landara MS. ' eandara.' 67. iar soin MS. 'iar soin,' both

wrong, leg. iar soin. 68. adubert MS. 'adubt,' should be

extended adubairt in so modern a text. 70. sinn ndr mnuibh

ought to have prevented the serious misreading at 1. 105 of

Rawl. 71. triur .i. MS. 'triur .1.' should have presented no

difficulty : leg. triur inghean. 73. dealbhochdmh, a truly

portentous figment of the scribe. Any editor, however, who

lets such a thing pass must divide the blame : leg.

dealbhocham. 74. fdnuis (sic) leg. 'sanaise.' 75. slunidh (pi.)
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MS. * sluadh
'

(sing.) leg. sluagh. 77. ccathar MS. * ceath-

rar
'

=four persons. 78. tcassadh MS. '
teas

' = teacht.

81. claoidhimh MS. ' claoidheamh.' 85. niorbh fumide MS.
' nior bhfusaide.' 100. agns an t-'sleigh, etc., gives no

sense whatever as printed. MS. '

agus an t-sleigh na laimh

dheis agus tug buille don craoisicc dionnsaighe (sic) builg

na luithrighe/ etc. The 'na shows that the editor mistook

the genitive of the def. art. f. sing, for in (prep.)-J-a pos.

pron., and 'luithrighe' (gen.) for luithrigh (dat.). Here

the th is inserted as a lit. prolong., the correct form being
liiireach (lorica). 103. comhurtha leg.

' comrac.' 108. boi is

too archaic for this text, and is, besides, grammatically

impossible here: MS. 'b/ which is right. 110. iomusa leg.
' iomthusa.' 112. de MS. 'de'=duine. As printed, the

text runs thus :

'
it was Finn's constant custom whenever he

despatched any gods whatsoever to collect intelligence/ etc.

Substitute '

any man '

(hominem), and you have the reading
of the MS. da leg. 'dawo.' 113. for MS. 'f'= fein. 114.

go ni fedrr de a m-blas MS. 'go mfearrde a m-blas.' 116.

mar a rd bhadar MS. ' mar a rabhadar/ right, but dele

accent. 124. brog na righthe=' the shoe of the wrists/ a

curious nomen loci : leg. brugh righ, a well-known little town

and railway station in the co. Limerick, called in English
Bruree-=. ( the king's fort.' 134. chugham is the southern

colloquial form of the prep, co with pron. 1st p. sing., recte

'

chugam
'

: leg. chum, 3rd p. sing, praet. act. of cumaim (I

form, fashion). 138. agus ram MS. '
eadram.' 144. biadh,

impossible here : MS. '
\>udh.' 145. fearra leg.

'
fearrde.'

150. me MS. ' me.' 151. treasf (sic) leg.
'

trasna/ colloquial

form of tarsna. 154. t-amh (does not exist) MS. '

tugamh,' a

local form of the praat. pass, of tugaim (I give), leg. tngadh.

162. bha MS. '
ba.' 163. cordn leg.

'

coradh/ gen. of cora

(a weir), cordn is an illspelt corrdn (sickle). 174. freagros

leg.
'

foiiogras/ cf. 1. 184. 175. mumain MS. ' mumh /

Editor expands contraction into dat. instead of gen. 178. a

g-caith na ndch tabhrain MS. is defective here : leg.
* a

gcath na [a g-comlann] nach tabharfainn.' 182. biadh

MS. '\>adh: 183. da MS. 'do.' 190. dana leg. 'dana.'
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193. sczmhar a dho, what does seim/iar mean ? MS. '
seimh.

ar a dho.' 200. diombaoidheach barb., leg.
' diombuid-

heach.' 220. ro thdibsigheadh leg.
' ro taidhbsigheadh

'

(pra?t. pass.). 221. a muini yhil MS. 'a munighil/ leg.

'a muinil' (pi. of muinedl 'neck'). 223. nkm MS. 'nimh.'

233. anmhaith MS. * an mhaith.' 238. do chomhyhearadar

cardigeacha leg.
' do chomhghaireadar carraigeacha

'

(colloq.

pi. of carraig}. 239. dheandch leg. 'dheanach.' 244. ay its

e beo MS. '

agus e fein beo,' which quite alters the sense.

Here we have another rebus in the form of
,
with a long

accent over e, which being read off gives efe n
(
= e under n)

==e fein. 271. ar an gabhan MS. 'ar angabhan,' leg. ar anya-

bhan[n\. 279. comhrach MS. ' comhf '

leg. comhrac. 293.

nior hasdniyh leg.
' nior theasdaigh.' 296. coruidhe (sic) leg.

'
coraide.' 297. an ti do mharbh fathar i.e.

'
is qui occidit

tui patris
'
for ' he that killed thy father.' leg. t'athair.

307. d'orduig MS. '

d'orduig an t-ardrigh/ which alters

the sense. 309. thddhaih MS. '

thadhaigh,' which is quite

bad enough : leg. thaidhg, gen. of tadhg (Teigue pr. n.). 325.

do chuireadli (3rd p. sing, prset. of habit) MS. ' do chuireadar
'

(3rd p. pi. praet.). 332. tdngadh (no such word) leg
' tanac.'

334. smuain (2nd p. sing, imperat. of smuainim ' I consider,

muse
') gives no sense here : MS. reads f, i.e. 'm ar s'

(
=m

upon s)
= imreas. iorusbcdl MS. '

iorusba,' meant for
'
uireasba.' 336. eadhaime MS. '

eadrw/me,' recte eadtridme

(lightness). Here again the r abbreviation has been mis-

taken for the aspirate. 372. no yo g-cinneamh ar leg.
' no go

g-cinneabh air
'

;
this is the O.I. fut. cinniub. 378. tromulla,

tioyh, unintelligible but for context : leg. 'trommhullachtighe.'
391. carann Fiachradh leg. 'carnn fiachrach.' 395. cnocbdin-

leacach ba choir MS. 'bachoir,' tr. : a hill abounding with white

flagstones and acorns, i.e. covered with oaks. Here bachoir

(gen. of bachar) has been split into a verb and an adj. which

give no sense. 400. do bhraoin yhil nafola (sic) is impossible,

since it is certain that drops of blood are not white, therefore

leg.
' do bhraonghail na fola,' i.e. [filled] with the dripping of

leg.
' ruainne.' 414. a mhais leg.

' a mhais.' 419. ar comh-
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radh leg. 'an comhradh.' 422. ni bh-fuil gno da bh-faidso-

ghuigheacM MS. '

bh-faidsguidheacht,' leg. ni fuil gno da bh-

faidsgeahiidheacht, i.e., 'there is no use in making a long

story about them.' The g has a dot over the middle of the

-, and this Editor has taken for an aspirate. He does not

anywhere translate or explain the word which he thus

arrives at. 424. Idnmharbh (adj.) MS. ' lanmharbhadh
'

(prsot. pass.). 432. rddharc de (the sight of God) MS. '

de,'

leg.
' radharc d-wme

'

(the sight of man). 434. titille (sic) is

nonsense here, leg. tuile (a flood).

The editor prints several extracts from other MSS., and in

these also he discards the use of italics in extending contrac-

tions
;
neither does he translate them. The omission of the

greater part of the Introduction and Notes, as well as of the

Excursus and (so-called) Index Yerborum in their entirety,

would have left space for such a translation. Aided Finn I

have not collated with the Bodleian MS. Laud 610, from

which it is printed, but a hasty glance at the version in Eg.

1782, of which Editor professes to give the principal variants,

discloses a not unimportant oversight at the very beginning,
i.e. Eg. 1782 reads 'for easbwW ona muir,' where the printed
text

(1. 4) has only for easbaid. Again, in ros raenadh
(1. 74)

Editor has wrongly divided rosraenadh (as I suppose it to

stand in his MS.), taking s to be the infixed pronoun instead

of the first letter of the verb
; leg. ro sraenadh, where Eg.

reads ro srdinedh.

Let us now turn to the Translation, of which only a few of

the more prominent errors are here set to rights.

INTRODUCTION.

The Editor gives a precis of the colophon, not a trans-

lation
;
and this is not surprising, since the printed text

contains a misreading which involves a false concord of

some magnitude. It runs, thus :

' written by Finnlaech

Cathasaigh for Sabia, daughter of Teigue O'Malley, i.e. a

sage of a woman in respect of wisdom, hospitality, chastity,

et reliqua.' The editor's introduction of '

CViathasaig
'
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into an English sentence shows that he is as yet unfamiliar

with the regimen of the patronymics with o and mac. A
parallel case would be the rendering of per jEneam periit

Dido by
'
it was through JEneorw that Dido perished.' p.

xvi, 1. 4,
' He takes a leap on his [own] lance' This is not

a case of suicide, but leg.
' he took a leap with the shaft of

his spear.' p. xvi, 1. 18,
' and if they were good news, he

would letter enjoy telling them himself/ leg.
' and if it were

good news he [the messenger] had, it would taste all the

better [to the people] for being published by [Finn] him-

self.' p. xviii, 1. 8,
' above the ground of the harbour,' leg.

' over the edge of the bay.' Confusion between oir
'

edge
*

and uir '

earth, mould.' p. xviii, 1. 12,
' there never was-

known noble or ignoble among us
'

then of whom could

they consist ? leg.
' there is [in this strait] no distinction

between gentle and simple of us.' p. xviii, 1. 14,
' that is of

equal nobility as we are
'

is not English, p. xviii, 1. 15,
' I

shall form a slenderfront with my own battalions and a broad

back,' leg.
' I will form my battalions with a narrowfront and

an extended rear' p. xviii, 1. 16, 'let none of you redden his

arm but against a prince or chief at first, for when the chief

has fallen, the better will his people follow him,' leg.
'

let

none of you redden his hand but upon a p. or ch. to begin

with, for when the chief shall fly, his people will be all the

more likely to follow him.' Here the reading of this dread-

ful Eg. 149
(' thuitfios ')

is nonsense, and must be emendated

to '

theithfios.' p. xviii, 1. 23,
'

nobody ever went from me
to fight whom I did not know would return safely

'

is not

English. Apart from this, leg.
' none ever went from me

into fight or fray but I knew whether he would return in

safety [or not].' p. xviii, 1. 36, 'made a victorious cast

with his golden spear.' In this clause the spear is not men-

tioned, and orchruinn is ignorantly written for urchruinn. leg.
' he made an accurate and successful cast' p. xix, 1. 17,

' C.

M., whose hand was good, if only his words and his deeds

had not
'

leg.
* and that man's hand was good, had it

not been that he so greatly suffered his evil words and his

deeds
'= had he not so greatly given way to his bad tongue and
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his violent temper. Here foilg (leg. 'fuilg') is 3rd p. sing,

praet. offuilg'im, a colloquial form otfulangaim (I suffer), p.

xix, 1. 20,
' a small apple or a great whetstone might have

stood on the top of each hair of his/ leg.
' a little apple

or a big sloe would have stuck upon the end of each

individual hair of him.' This is a stock phrase in the tales,

which is here condensed, the hearers being supposed to know
all about it. The idea is, that when the divine afflatus of

combat came upon the hero, his hair bristled to the extent

that if a sack of apples or of sloes had been emptied
over him, not one would have reached the ground. There

was a technical name for this paroxysm,
'
riastradh.' p. xix,

1. 32,
' there were more of their dead than of their living/

leg.
'
their living were more than their dead.' Slight as the

difference may seem to be, the editor's version suffices to

show that he misunderstands the construction. Here the

prep, in da is not do=de, di, but do itself, p. xx, 1. 31,
' and he [Fergus] tvent through the length of Erinn, and

especially to the house of T. IN".' leg.
' and people were

discoursing of these hostings throughout all Ireland, but

especially in the house of T. N.' Fergus did not go at all,

he was on board the ship. The fact is the editor has no

conception of the construction or even of the vocables of this

sentence. Bhadhm (recte bhdthas, and hence in some MSS.

bhas), and later bhiothas, are praet. pass, of verb subst. (of

which the pres. pass, is atdthar, fut. beidhtear, and part,

necess. beithte}. That is to say, the form is passive, the

meaning simply impersonal, answering to that of French

and German verbs with on and mann. Teacht tar is a meta-

phorical expression of the same order as discurrere, trans-

currere, and has the same meaning as the latter except that

it does not imply the notion of haste. The equivalent of the

colloquial English
' / often heard tell of him '

is,
'
is minic a

chualadh teacht tairis.'

I

BAWL. B. 487.

... 19. 'And this was the cause thereof,' leg.
' and this was

the cause they had [for so doing],' quite a different constr.
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29. '

proud henchmen '

leg.
'

glittering retinues' The

Editor throughout renders '

teayhlach
'

by
'

henchman,' than

which nothing can be more incorrect. The word is derived

from teayh (house) and means household, from the reader's

household to that of the Queen, and no well-regulated house-

hold is entirely made up of " henchmen." As well might
the word '

regiment
'

be rendered by
' drummers '

or '

captains.'

33. so that the white- leg. so that those foaming
skinned foamy streams be- white-skinned eddies in the

wake of the galleys from the

swift rowing were as showers

of u-ldte feathers upon black

streams, or as pure whitewash

upon high castles, and those

ships made hawk-like torrent-

like bounds from the shores

of the harbours, rolling as

they passed over the im-

petuous angry surges of the

deluge uproar, i.e. over the great-waved main and the huge

big-crested billows sullen and black.

The four dots in the printed text are scarcely a fair

equivalent for what has been omitted. The use of cloch (a

stone) to denote a castle is well known. Gorm here means

black, not blue, just as fear yorm means a negro, not a blue

man. Of course it does not mean absolute jet black.

41. There was no welcome leg. no cause for congratu-
forsooth to him who got the lation had those whose lot it

hind the ships from the quick

rowing were like the white-

plumed froth on blue rivers,

or like the white chalk on

high stones, so that ....
those ships over the billowy
main and over the big great-

crested slow blue waves.

service and the attendance of

that angry, cold and deep

sea, with the force of the

waves and of the tide, and of

the strong blasts consuming
their .... and ....
against the vessels, nor teas

the babbling of those ....
pleasant, with the creaking of

was to meet and make head

against that fierce and cold-

deep sea, such was the force

of waves and rushing current

and mighty blast plying their

speech, their fury and their

turbulence against the ships.

Moreover those wet-sided habi-

tations (i.e. vessels) were no
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the ropes that were lashed

into strings, and with the

buffeting of the masts by
the fierce winds that shivered

them severely. There was

not amongst them a vessel

that was not shaken in its

ribs, that was not ....
broken its gear, .... in

its board, shaken in its sails,

rotten, in its side, bruised in

its ... ., without water in its

hold, ripped open in its ... .,

shattered in its . . . ., over-

turned in its mast, severely

bent in its stays .... in its

red canvas, lacerated in its

boats, stopped in its swift

career by the full gust of the

storm, if the people of assist-

ance and help near them had

not come to aid it.

suitable place for converse, by
reason of the yards that were

being flogged by ropes, of the

crashing together of the masts

with the heavy squalls that

shivered them. There was

not there of them a ship that

was not belaboured, nor a

rudder that was not carried

away, nor a prow that was

not partly knocked off, nor a

plank that was not started,

nor a nail that was not-

loosened, nor a gunwale that

was not stove in, nor a galley

that was not making water,

nor timbers that did not gape,

nor a craft that was not

pounded, nor a deck that was

not pounded, nor a vessel that

was not put about, nor a

mast that did not buckle,

nor a stay that was not

swinging in bights, nor tanned

canvas that was not split, nor a launch that did not refuse to

keep her swift course by stress of storm, save where

people that could help and lend them a hand chanced to

come across them and succour them.

I translate ' them
'

instead of '
it

'

at the end, because in

this MS., as in many others, f=-bf (b/if) at times, and the

closing words seem naturally to apply to all the vessels

mentioned. This passage is here rendered as literally as

is compatible with its being understood at all. There are

a few doubtful words in it, thanks to the scribe, and that

he was a man of no care or accuracy is shown by the

repetition of " tuarcain
"

(to pound, batter), which tautology
1s out of all character in a tale of this kind. 53. ' weak-
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ness on the heroes
'

is good Hiberno-colloquial English,
but quite inadmissible here. 57. ' the slanting full-sailing

ships,' leg.
' the ships under their full sails = in full sail.'

Here fdna of the MS., which is fa (prep.) and n-a (poss.

pr. 3rd p. pi. with prosthetic n to avoid hiatus) has been

taken for the pi. of a supposed adj. fan (sloping). Fan
is a noun raasc., meaning

" a slope, a steep declivity" and its

deriv. adj. is fdnac/t, pi. fdnacha. This error creating a

necessity for a second adj., the contracted seal- has been

lengthened into seolaige, intended for pi. of a supposed adj.

seolach, of which, however, it would be the gen. fern. sing.

while in reality it represents seoltaibh (dat. pi.) or seolta (ace.

pi.) of seol (a sail). We have not space to enter into the

uses of fan ; I will only say that neither it nor its adj. can

possibly be made to apply to the heeling over of a ship,

or to a ship at all except in e.g. long le fan, a vessel

going, let us say, over the Falls of Niagara. Instead of

fa n-a some may prefer to read fa na (prep, and pi.

art.) : the matter is indifferent. 58.
' on the goodly

island of the worlds,' cf. emend, to text. 61. ' sense-

less,' leg.
'

irrational.' 76. ' dark conceits,' leg.
' melodies.'

86.
' Henchmen '

again, and passim. These should be pen-
sioned off. 105. 'for thou knoicest that it is not right for thee

to redden thy arms on us, and we women,' leg. 'for thou

hast worthier objects upon which to redden thy weapons,'

etc., that is the sense
;
so far as a lit. tr. is possible it is this,

'
for thou hast a direction in which it would be more just,'

etc. Get up uses of eolus (knowledge). 107. 'and none of

us loves thee less than the other,' leg.
' and none of us [three]

loves the other [two] the less on that account.
1 Not the same

thing at all. 109. 'make a stand against,' leg. 'reach, get

up to.' 111. ' from the stalks of .... and from the top of

watercress,' leg. 'of (=de, ex) occult stalks
(
= stalks of

secret virtue) and of the leaves of watercress.' 118. ' shall

obtain the same as thou,' leg.
' shall have the same along with

thee.' It is evident from the printing of '/a rit
'

that the

expression is not understood, leg. farrat, also farrais and

farro or farru for fa ris and fa riu elsewhere in this text.
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These forms are not explained in the grammars so far as I

know. 147. 'had been true to me/ leg. 'would [but]

keep good faith with me.' 151. 'the day of fighting to-

gether with thee has come for me,' is an abuse of the literal

in translation, which, so far from conveying an idea of the

translator's intimate knowledge of the language, does quite

the reverse, while to the future learner it cannot but be a

stumbling-block. Compare this :

'
il se brula la cervellc' tr.

' he burned himself the brain' Is it not better to render ' he

blew his brains out
'

? Reverse the process, and try
'
il

souffla ses cervelles dehors' The Irish Id bdgha (not bad/ia}=
' a day of battle,' and its force is that of the Scotch ' a day in

hairst'
; consequently render theJime has come for me to do a

day's fighting for you,' or,
'
to lend you a hand,' and so forth.

154. '
it is not he at all, high king, and if it had been he

that has come, it is not for thy people that he comes.' This

is not English, apart from any question of translation.

The king asks :
'
is it Oscar that is yonder ?' Glas answers:

'it is by no means he, high king ;
and were it he, [then]

such of thy people as have escaped would not have escaped.'

Leg. in text agus da m-badh e, a d-tdinic as dod mhuintirsi ni

thiocfadh, according to mod. orthog. Here, amongst other

mistakes, prep, as has been mistaken for the logical

copula as. We may fairly say of this bit : vir autem

quidam tetendit arcum, in incertum sagittam dirigens. 178.

'there is a friend of mine with the fleet,' leg. 'I have a

friend on board the fleet.' This shows that the translator

does not know the difference between ' atd cara agam
' and

' atd cara Horn.'
1 The subtleties of the Irish prepositions are,

amongst others, an everlasting snare to our continental

friends. 189. 'hast thou got tidings ?' This is

not a question, but an exclamatory assertion. 191. '
if they

would preserve our lives,' leg.
'
if they should find (or catch,

or overtake) us alive.' 197. ' ten times twenty fists of a

man in height
'

truly a tall fellow. He " shrinks in the

washing," however, for leg.
' a score and ten fists of man.'

200. ' and the fierce heroes attacked each other in their firm-

sided, rough-skinned, broad-footed, strong-tailed that
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were strong below.' Here the idiom, not reproducible in

English or in German, baffles the editor. It is something
akin to the Fr., e.g.

'
il se battit en heros,' which one would

not like to render ' he fought in hero.' Our passage should

run thus :
* then those fierce warriors attacked each other,

proving themselves champions tough of rib, cruel as the wave,

broad of foot, of manly vigour, solidly planted.' Tdrr (n.

fern.) does not mean either back or tail, but belly, and in a

certain category of ideas, the lower part of it (cf. uses of

inguen}. Tdirrgheal is a frequent ep. of the salmon. Cf. the

first salmon you meet, and mark which is the whiter, his

belly or his back. In 3 Ir. Gl. p. 78, fo a thdirr is most

expressive and concise, representing the "
haughty leper

"

on his belly along the cow's back. '

Broad-footed
' and

'

strong-foundationed' mean that it was not easy to knock

them down. 221. 'of his body forsooth, to wit, of his skin,'

leg. 'of his body in the midst of his skin.' 237. 'and [he

will] gather the Tuatha De Danand to us,' leg.
' and the T.

D. D. will gather together to us,' with verb in pi. 244.

'leman' must retire with 'henchmen.' 251. 'heavy/ leg.
*

bulky.' 256. dele
' the salmon-leap, etc.,' which is out

of O'D. Sup. and should not appear in the text, or indeed in

the book at all. 273. * arise
'
is wrong here, it means simply

4

go.' 277. ' announce battle from them,' leg.
'
for them.'

287. ' Oscar of the great routs.' Editor must surely see that

this cannot be so. There is a defect in the MS. here, and

the verb is missing, but the phrase occurs in full at 1. 477

and Eg. 1. 240
; leg.

' Oscar made a desperate charge.' 288.
*

through a narrow thin rock,' leg.
*

through a close narrow

weir.' 292. * wild hacking,' leg.
* distortion

'

or '

disfigure-

ment.' 311. 'like [that of] fifty horses at a thunderstroke

and at the shaking of the strand,' leg.
' like [that caused by]

fifty horses pounding the shore like thunder and making it

tremble.' 316. 'between them,' leg. 'among.' 338. 'they
did not let go of one another,' leg.

'

they did not retreat

from.' 346. '

for he was a good swimmer and . . . .

'

leg.

'for his own swimming and diving were good.' 371. 'a

cairn of byrnies,' leg.
' a spoil-heap.' Editor's ' cairn of
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byrnies of their accoutrements
'
is what is commonly called

' a bull
'

; you might as well say
" made a heap of hats

of their clothes." 390. ' never did the Fian let a man

challenge them to fight for a longer time without answer-

ing, than him, and it was a hard thing for them to cast

lots when no answer had come forth,' leg.
' the Fiann had

never seen approach them to demand battle a man whom

they more grudged to meet than this one, and they resolved

to cast lots after having shirked the taking up of his

challenge.' 409. *

though your fame goes along with the

kingship of Ulster,' leg.
'

though your expectation does not

attach to the kingship of Ulster' (which is as close as

English admits of), i.e.
'

though none of you be heir

apparent of Ulster [as I am].' 414. 'food or eating shall

not pass over my lips even for the wrongs [done] to you/
This stultifies the whole passage. After *

lips,' leg.
'
to spite

you.' The phrase is very idiomatic, cf. the common saying,
' ar mhaithe leis fein ghnidheann an cat crondn.' 439. ' What
have ye set out for ?

'

leg.
' What has started you ?

' Here

3rd p. praet. act. followed by ace. pron. has been mistaken

for 2nd p. pi. neut. 534. 'so that they were one thousand

and twenty on the place,' leg. 'that by morning he was

thirty hundred strong.' Eg. 149 reads ' he had three

thousand men on the morrow morning.' Here '
maid-in

'

has

been mistaken for '

maigin' 342. '
to the bosom of battle,'

leg. 'just before a battle.' 549. 'and all the youths that

accompanied them (?) were near Cairbre there,' leg.
' and it

was the youths of Ulster that were most numerous along
with 0. there.' For uili of the text leg. Ulad. 566. ' Seven

equal days,' leg.
' seven summer's days.' cf. gamld (a

winter's day). 571. 'how it comes that ye go against the

king of the world and do not redden your arms or many
weapons upon him.' Here ' how it comes that ye go

'
is not

English, leg.
' how ye venture to attack the k. of the w.

since no arms or weapons of any kind redden upon him/
i.e.

' since he is invulnerable.' 597. [that] there cannot be a

youth of them capable of fighting,' leg.
' that they have not

strength to give me battle.' 608. 'we should not give them
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our old (accustomed) satisfaction,' leg. 'we should not catch

(get hold of) as many of them as would satisfy our lust (i.e.

of slaughter). 617. This passage is all wrong, but let this

suffice, i.e. 623. ' There is none of you that is better than the

other, said Fergus. Do now, said Oisin, let forth a vehement

thundering noise against the foreigner.' leg.
' no one of you

is better than another, said F. There will be now, said 0.,

hurling himself like a thunderbolt against the foreigner.'

663. 'now it was .... with the son of the k. of N.

to turn from the slaughter.' This is one of those highly
condensed forms of expression common in Irish. We
must render ' now it was a law of nature to the k. of N.'s

not to turn from the slaughter, but though it was so,' etc.

Here rccJit ainnidh (cf. Zeuss s.v. aicned)the common word

geas (prohibition, taboo). 690. '

contemplated,' leg.
'
at-

tacked.' 712. '

antediluvial,' a good word, should replace
*

antediluvian,' but has not done so as yet. Dile (deluge) is

used in the gen. as a mere intensitive, and cannot well be

rendered in English, cf. such English colloquial vulgarisms
as ' a thundering fine day,'

' a blooming fog,'
' an awfully nice

girl,' etc., ad lib. Not that dileann is a vulgarism, for it is

not so outrageously misapplied. 749. '

broadsword,' leg.
' blade-sword.' 939. ' I shall take possession of the great
world in the east .... whereas ye have fallen side by
side,' leg. 'for I will take possession of the whole world (both)

in the east and on this hither side [of the sea] (i.e. in the

west, for he was speaking in Ireland) since ye have fallen,'

etc. 975. 'the weak ....,' leg. 'the feeble utterances.'

984. ' from one pass,' leg.
'
hill.' 992. ' Small is the want

for me,' leg. 'little wonder is it for me.' 995. leg. the

harbour moans. Rinn da bare is a high red surge.

999. angry was the crane. 1002. the fox of two colours.

1006. The mighty (not "antediluvial"} stag. 1016. The

ebbing wave. 1018. that Gael is gone with him. 1020.

which this wave makes that is ebbing in the south.

1022. this line will not bear lit. tr., it means 'on account

of this my appearance can scarcely be recognized.' 1026.

since the shield that grave forth the sound has broken.
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1028. '
his birds after him,' leg. her. Der Schwan will not

do in English.
The foregoing corrections and suggestions are but a very

modest instalment of what might have been made, and the

Editor's Notes and Ind. Verb, must be treated very much
more briefly still.

NOTES.

77. this
" emendation

"
is wrong. 154. Ditto. 298. yes,

and there is a word ' ben
'

meaning 'a woman/ which is just

as suitable here. 631. This little excursus on proverbs

is altogether out of place here. 680. trtchissi, cf. Zeuss for

cissib= ' cincinnis.' In place of 'heavier than a salted pig
of ten every one of them,' leg. 'heavier than a pig [of

iron] of ten heats [of the furnace] was every one of them.' tinne

t='chalybs,' Zeuss. J3rudamna=bruthdamna, Z>n^A='heat,'

dam>ia=ihe materies or making of a thing. Bruthdamna, then,

:=as much metal as makes a heat or charge for a furnace.

'Head-pieces' does not convey the meaning, leg. 'end-pieces.'

690. Not at all, the MS. has insaighedar. 734. It is also

noteworthy that the correction is as much astray as the text,

leg.
' then the elements of the upper regions responded to

them as they joined battle
'

(not the beings), and this they
did by furnishing their respective omens of all sorts. 736.

"When a man accidentally jumps or falls into a lake and is

drowned, he is not in English said to
' make a wrong leap.'

864. It is well not to be too aggressive. O'Curry's
"
state-

ment," said here to be "wrong" is, on the contrary, quite right.

Dr. Meyer's note is based upon the assumption that tuag has

but one meaning, that of '
axe.' Yet Zeuss gives tuag nime

= 'arcus cceli,' where tuagstuag. See also O'B. Crowe's

Tain Bo Frdich and O'Cl. gloss. The tuaga upon which

Dr. Meyer relies (he could not have selected a worse passage)
are clasps, hooks, fastenings, and so on. 1036. Dr. Meyer
writes '

this is the stereotype close of most of the tales,

etc.' Stereotyped is the word, the other belongs to the

literature of shop windows, e.g.
' a first quality hat.'

Correct also his translation of the last line of the text, and
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read ' thus far then the B. of V.' instead of '
so this is the

B. of V. to here/ which, if it be English at all, is at all

events not worthy of the Clarendon Press.

The * Excursus on Irish Metric
'

having been glanced at

already, we come to the

INDEX YERBORUM,

which indeed is something of an ambitious heading for this

little contribution. Abur, for this I have read adbar, as the

scribe elsewhere writes a for ad, cf . Idbugud infra. Eg. 149

adhbha, which agrees well enough with treabha and teaghas.

Airnem is merely airtnem (fr. art, 'stone') ill-spelt. No con-

nection with dime, 'a sloe.' Aladbennach. This word does not

occur in the text, leg.
'

aladbreac/ a cpd. of two synonymous

adjj. for rhythm's sake, and emphasis; cf. the every-day

expression go mormhor = '

especially/
* above all/ Anairt

is the bandle-cloth, not anart, and the Editor misconstrues

the quotation fr. LL. p. 256. leg. imscing lin anairtgil^

where anairt isundeclined as being the first part of a cpd. adj.

agreeing with lin. He gives the very word immediately
after. Bilar is the spoken word now, and was in the scribe's

time too, apparently. Brirlcch does not occur. Buinne is

not primarily a wave, nor a wave at all except figuratively.

It means a *

spouting
'
or '

squirting forth/ hence buinneach

'diarrhoea.' Cealis not a joint, in the text leg. Gael I should

say. Ciarach leg.
' ciorach/ dor is

' a comb/ not ciar.

Comhachty 'power, force/ in Eg. 149 ' comhacht mhaith do

mhuintir T, m. -ZV.= ' a strong force of T. m. N.'s people/

Fet leg. fet, quite short, mod. fead. Fulracht is not ' blood-

shed
'
but '

blood/
'

gore/
'

carnage/ a noun of quantity.

iflfo<#zc?='leadhbadh' (to beat, flog) from leadhb n.f. (a strip

or thong or patch of old leather), the ugud merely represents

the Northern pron. of final -adh in verbs. Some dictt. give

only leab, as pron. in some parts, the Scottish dictt. have leob.

Liamhnughudli is
' to assign a woman to a man/ * to mention

her name in connection with his/ Minen means a ' smooth

bird'; a ' small bird' is minen. Rugaire. The MS. reads
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'

Tugur
'

or *

Tugar,' plainly. I take it as the English
word rudder, which, becoming rudhar, was then indifferently

written rughar (cf. ragarc for radarc in this MS.). Sanaisi

is a gen. and has no connection with sonas. Very common
in these tales. Seal is not a ' shriek

'

but a '
hero.' sgol

has been written seal on account of the scribe's pronun-
ciation (cf. clack, etc.), as the metre shows. Sndithe

'

a

thread,' tr.
'

my life's thread is spun out.' Ub has nothing
to do with O'R.'s um '

harness,' which is simply a mis-

spelling for ughaim,
'

harness,' especially the '

traces,' present

pi. (in Munster at any rate) ughamthacha (cf. ubh. i. dias

doidltimli). Urlair. Dr. Meyer asks 'can this mean a swift

mare ?
' The word occurs in a sentence where it must of

necessity be a gen., how then can it have to do with lair (a

mare), the nom. of a n. fern., of which the gen. is Idrach?

Urlair is the gen. of a n. masc. urlar (floor of a house), and

the echlach iirlair is a mounted messenger belonging to the

teaghlach (household), the teachtaire siubhail, with whom he

is coupled here, being a foot messenger.
What has been said above will not, I trust, be thought

too severe
; something of the kind appeared to be called for

in the interest not only of the future learner, but of the

Editor himself. A little diffidence is not unwholesome, and

from beginning to end of the book there is not a word

tending to disarm criticism, on the contrary the tone is

throughout quite magisterial.

XVL ON THE DERIVATIONS OF 'CAD,' 'LUTHER,'
'TED.' By HENSLEIGH WEDGWOOD, M.A.

PROF. SKEAT recognizes that the O.E. skellum, Du. and Gr.

schelm,
' a rogue, villain, worthless fellow,' derives its oppro-

brious signification from the sense of a dead carcase, carrion,

pestilence.
" Es stinkt wie ein Schelm "

is quoted by Sanders

from Frisch. The substances which offend us most by their

disgusting smell, as carrion or excrement, are naturally
taken as types to express moral disgust and detestation. So

in Fr. carogne is used to express vehement loathing, in

PMl. Trans. 1885-7. 42
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which sense it is repeatedly applied by George Dandin to

his odious unfaithful wife :

"
CeltsD," says Kilian,

"
quod

foetet cadaveris modo dicunt caronia, et hominem nihili,

indignum qui in ullo sit numero, vulgo vocant carognia,

tanquam cadaver beluse alicujus ejectum, a vitiorum fcetore."

Ket, in the dialect of Craven, is 'carrion'; ketty 'putrid,

stinking' (Atkinson). Ket 'carrion, filth'; hence a term of

reproach, a slut, an untidy person (Halliwell). With these

analogies before us, it is not easy to see why we should go
further afield for the explanation of the familiar cad ' a

blackguard,' than the Lincolnshire cad 'carrion.' Yet Skeat,

with these considerations fully before him, simply ignores

the relation between the two significations, and, without

a hint of the reasons which make him reject, in the case

of cad, the identical metaphor which he admits as perfectly

satisfactory in the case of skellum, schelm, he sticks to his

proposition that cad is the same word with the Sc. cadie (' a

young fellow,' used in a ludicrous way Jatnieson). He

explains the abusive sense of the term by quoting from a

work published in 1882 :
" The cadies, an interesting class of

people, who acted both as commissionnaires and watchmen,
at times lent a hand to the hangman in the discharge of his

duty."
" A cadie," continues Skeat,

" who became assistant-

hangman lent his name to reproach."

But is it true as a matter of fact that the name of cadie, like

E. cad, was ever used as a term of reprobation ? Jamieson

gives no hint of such an application of the term, and Skeat

brings no evidence to supply the link, without which his

explanation remains an instance of that guesswork he so

frequently condemns in other etymologers.

The truth seems to be that cad is a mere variant of the

O.E. quad, quade, qued,
'

evil, bad '

;
the devil, as the evil

one par excellence. Halliwell quotes from the Harleian MS. :

Namly an eyre that ys a qued

That desyreth hys fadrys ded.

That is to say, the heir who desires his father's death is

a cad.
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The special application to the Devil is seen in Robert of

Gloucester, 314, 20 :

Hii bytoke ]>Q qued her soul
;

where the version in the notes has

Hure soules by toke they to the fende.

It is in this sense probably that the word cad must be

understood when applied to a familiar spirit in the passage

quoted by Skeat. "Unhappy marriages," Osborne says,
" must needs render their sleep unquiet, that have one

of those cads or familiars still knocking over their pillow."

The Church regarded all intercourse with familiar spirits as

unlawful, and the spirits themselves as belonging to the class

of demons or devils. Hence may perhaps be explained
Luther's verkadern ' to bewitch

'

(Sanders, in v. Koth).

The same variation between an initial k and qu is found in

the way of spelling the continental equivalents of our cad,

ket
' carrion/ Du. kaet, quaet, keet, eluvies, lutum, stercus,

merda, sordes, Ger. kaat. Kilian. Kaet-haen 'hoopoe,' a bird

supposed, to nest in human excrement. O.H.G. qudt, M.H.G.

kot, kadt (Sanders), E. Fris. quad (Brem. Wort, in v. Gaut)

'excrement, mud, filth.' There can be little doubt that the

Gr. ao? '

bad,' bears the same relation to the widely-spread
root cack, that the O.E. quad, Du. quaed

'

bad,' does to the

foregoing terms, signifying
'

excrement, filth.' The same

interchange of qu and c is shown in the O.E. quodling for

codling, qnoddle for coddle.

There is yet another word in O.E. exactly synonymous
with quade or quede, which may be accounted for on the same

principle, viz. hither, lither, 'pestilent, wicked, bad, ill.' Skeat

quotes from Piers Plowman the wish expressed by a wafer-

maker that the Pope's bull had power to cure the pestilence,

and that it would " letten this luther air and lechen the

sick," i.e. hinder or put a stop to this pestilential air and

cure the sick. The word was frequently joined with quede
in a tautological expression (E.G. 414. 1)

Wyllam ]>Q rede kyng, of wan we habbe]> ysed

Bylevede here in Engelond lupere evere and qued.
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And so in the Owl and Nightingale, 1137. Luther laws, bad

laws. R.G. Now as we have explained the sense of quade,

quede, as fundamentally signifying offensive to the smell, from

E. cad '

carrion,' Gr. quad, kadt, koth '

excrement/ so we may
suppose that luther acquired the meaning of offensive to the

moral sense, from an equivalent of the G. Luder 'carrion.' Es

stinkt wie Luder f
it stinks like carrion.' Sanders. It is not

improbably connected with Breton loudour 'disgusting, dirty';

louz 'dirty, and, figuratively, impure, obscene, infamous.' As

louz is also used as a name of the badger, the fundamental mean-

ing of the word is probably stinking. He stinks like a badger.

To Ted. Prof. Skeat, in his reply to my criticism on his

etymology of ted, does not seem conscious of a material variation

in his view as to the origin of the word from that which he

gave in his Dictionary. In this last he asserts (by the symbol )

that it is directly derived or borrowed from the Icel. tefy'a
'
to spread manure/ from ta$ ' manure.' But in his reply

he charges me with overlooking facts which certainly seem

to point to quite a different explanation.
" If Mr. Wedg-

wood will consult the Icelandic Dictionary once more," he

says,
" he will find that, in the closest possible connection

with toft
'

manure/ is the Icel. tafta
'

hay from the well-

manured home-field/ as Yigfusson explains it. Such is, of

course, the true sense of tafta, but Mr. Magnusson informs

me that it also simply means 'hay.' In fact, Vigfusson at

once proceeds to give the derivative tffSuverk, the making

hay in the field, which, of course, carries with it the sense of

making hay in general, and is simply
' ted-work.' The

connection of the verb to ted with the Icel. ta*a 'hay/ is

surely obvious; and if we connect it with ttf&a, we must

needs connect it with ta>." It is to be regretted that he

does not explicitly inform us what he supposes the precise

nature of the connection to be. From his insisting on the

use of ta>a in the sense of 'hay/ and his assertion that

tcfauverk is simply
'

ted-work/ I can only understand him to

mean that ted, signifying the essential operation in making

hay, is immediately derived from Icel. ta^Sa
'

hay/ instead of

from te^&ja
'
to spread manure/ as asserted in the Dictionary.
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Now my contention is that the E. ted is not derived either

from Icel. teftja
'
to spread manure/ or tcf&a

'

hay,' but that

it is the E. representative of the verbal form from whence

the Icel. ta%>
(

dung, manure,' with its derivatives tafta and

te>ja, is itself derived. Te*&ja only signifies
' to spread

'
in

as far as that idea is involved in the sense of spreading
manure. It is not applied to the spreading of anything
else. It has, moreover, its exact counterpart or descendant

in E. (as Skeat himself informs us) in the shape of the

provincial tathe, Lowland Sc. taid 'to manure.' To ted, on

the other hand, is never applied to manure, being confined,

I believe, to the two agricultural operations of spreading

the mown grass and laying out the flax in the field to dry.

It is the undoubted equivalent of the Gr. zetten, which in

different districts is specially applied to these two operations,

and also in so much more general a sense that it is impossible

to suppose a derivation from a form not found in German

corresponding to the Icel. toft
' manure.'

That there is a radical connection between G. zetten or

E. ted and Icel. toft 1 do not deny, but I believe it to be very
different from that supposed by Skeat. The ultimate source

of all these forms I take to be a representation of the sound

made by the rattling fall of something in small portions,

whether liquid or otherwise, as in Swiss zdttern, to sound

like a violent shower on a hard surface; zdttern, ziittern

'
to let fall in small portions

'

;
Bav. and Swiss zetten, zetteln

' to let fall in a scattered way, to drop, to spill, to ted hay or

flax.' Low G. toddeln 'to fall in small portions,' as corn

from a hole in a sack (Danneil). From this fundamental

idea it would seem that the signification of Icel. tat&

'

dung of animals,' is to be explained in the same way that

we speak of the droppings of a horse. Te>ja
'
to dung,' is

especially said of horses (Jonsson). The primary sense of

ta> is
' the dung of animals.' The idea of manure to be

spread on the land is a secondary application, and conse-

quently can have nothing to do with the formation of

the word.
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XVII. THE ORIGIN OF THE AUGMENT. By the

Rev. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

THE origin of the augment in the Indo-European verb still

remains a mystery. From the time of Bopp solution after

solution has been attempted, but without success. The ex-

planations that have been put forward have either sinned

against phonetic laws or have made assumptions that are

devoid of foundation. The progress that has now been

made, however, in determining the phonology of the older

Aryan languages, more especially as regards the vowels,

and the light that has been thrown upon the formation of

Aryan grammar by the application to it of the theory of

assimilation, have so cleared the ground that the time has

come for proposing another, and, as I hope, more satis-

factory solution of the problem. It is this which will form

the subject of the present paper.

Buttmann and Pott (see Et. Forschungen ii. 73), have

suggested that the augment may be a sort of broken re-

duplication. As e^rrj/ca to etyrijaa, so was it assumed that

eyeipai or OKVO<$ might stand for ^ye-yelpa) or *K.OKVO<S (cf.

Brugtnan in Curtius' Studien, vii. pp. 213 sq.). Bopp put
forward two theories. His first was that the augment was

identical with the privative a. Achorayam, for example,

meant originally
" I am not stealing now," that is,

" I was

stealing." It is hardly necessary to discuss this theory.

The proper form of the privative particle is av- (n), the nasal

reappearing before a vowel, while the vowel of the augment,
as we learn from Greek, is e and not a or n. Bopp's second

theory was adopted by Schleicher and Curtius. This makes

the augment a demonstrative a "that," which in combination

with the verbal stem had the meaning of the German dama Is

or da. But both the demonstrative and its meaning are

figments. There was a demonstrative a in Old Basque, but

there is no proof that there was any such in the Parent-Aryan.

Moreover, the augment requires e and not a. Hoefer pro-

posed to see in the augment the Teutonic get, ge-, but this
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would presuppose the loss of an initial guttural, contrary to

the phonetic laws of Sanskrit and Greek. Benfey also

thought of the German ge-, and suggested for the augment
an instrumental case of a pronominal stem a, while Scherer

identified it with a particle a, to which he gave the significa-

tion "in the neighbourhood of." But these theories fall

upon the same rock as the second theory of Bopp. The

particle a is non-existent, and the vowel of the augment
is e. As for the old theory of Buttmann, we now know that

the initial consonants of Greek and Sanskrit cannot be dis-

posed of so easily as he imagined.
There are two facts connected with the augment which

we must bear in mind before we proceed to investigate its

origin. The first of these is that its vowel is e, like the

vowel of the reduplication, before the latter was assimilated

to the vowel of the root in words like tutupa, tutudi. The

second is that the augment appears only in Sanskrit, Zend,

Greek, and Armenian. Consequently, while on the one hand

it must have been a possession of the Parent-Speech, since it

is found in the Indian and European branches of the Aryan

family alike, on the other hand it could not have been an

inseparable companion of the past tenses. We must explain

the fact that whereas some of the Indo-European languages
retain the augment, others have discarded it, in the same

way that we explain a similar fact in regard to the first

person singular of the Active Present. The Parent-Speech
must have had the option either of prefixing or of dropping
the syllable. While some of the derived languages preferred

the augmented form, others preferred the unaugmented form
;

hence the difference between Greek, Armenian, 'Zend and

Sanskrit on the one side and the remaining Indo-European

languages on the other.

In Greek we can trace the gradual disappearance of the

augment through phonetic decay, helped no doubt by the

action of analogy. In Homer and Herodotos forms with and

without the augment stand side by side. What has happened
in Greek may well have happened in the Parent-Speech.

Here, too, phonetic decay brought about the loss of the
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augment in certain forms which in some of the derived

languages became the type and norm after which all other

similar forms were fashioned. On the other hand, languages

like Greek which preserved the augmented syllable, would

have assimilated the forms which had lost the augment to

those which still preserved it.
1

Now in Greek there are certain cases in which the augment
cannot be distinguished from the reduplication. **Hyov

(Skr. dgam) for e-ayov, or wpro for e-opro, cannot be dis-

tinguished from the reduplicated perfects rj-^a for e-aya or

the Yedic dra (for e-opa). In fact, this must always have

been originally the rule when the verbal stem began with

a vowel. In the Parent-Speech the reduplicated syllable

of a root, the initial of which was a vowel, must always have

been the syllable e. It is possible that it was in these roots

or stems that the loss of the augment first commenced ;
it

is, I think, more than probable that we have to see in them

the origin of the augment itself.

The analogy of the vocalic stems was followed by the

consonantal stems
;
this is the theory I suggest to account

for the origin of the augment. The augment, in short, is

simply the reduplicated syllable of the vocalic stems ex-

tended by analogy to other verbal stems as well.

In the case of the vocalic stems it characterized the perfect

as well as the imperfect and the aorists. In the consonantal

stems, however, this was impossible; the initial consonant

of the reduplicated syllable was too firmly established in

them to be eliminated, and consequently the tense, which

was distinguished by it, retained its primitive form. But no

obstacle stood in the way of differentiating from the perfect

the imperfect and the so-called "strong" aorists (in which

I see old imperfects of the contracted or weakened stem) by

prefixing to them what we now term the augment. The

extension of the augmented syllable to them from the perfect

1 It is of course quite possible that besides the forms which had lost the

augment through phonetic decay, there were also forms which came down from

the older period when the augment did not as yet exist, and which therefore

never possessed it.
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would first have taken place in verbs which began with a

vowel
;
from the imperfect and the aorist of the vocalic stems

it would subsequently have spread to those of the consonantal

stems. In this way, we could best explain why augmented and

unaugmented forms stood side by side in the Parent-Speech.
A reduplicated perfect like e-aya, then, would first have

given rise to imperfects and aorists like e-ayojj, and e-aym ;

and then to other imperfects and aorists like e-fapofj, and

efyepm. The sigmatic aorist would naturally be adapted to

the pattern of the other aorists.

My hypothesis gets rid of an imaginary particle 6, which

cannot otherwise be discovered in the Indo-European lan-

guages, as well as the anomaly of a flectional prefix. It also

brings the reduplicated syllable of one of the past tenses

into a relation with the augmented syllable of the other past
tenses which syntactical propriety would seem to require. I

may add that if the augment were originally an independent

particle, it is difficult to understand how its addition to a

verbal form could have given to the latter the idea of past

time, since unaugmented forms existed with precisely the

same past signification ;
and also that there is no more reason

why the reduplication should not have been differentiated to

express the different grammatical relations of the perfect and

the imperfect, than that it should have been differentiated to

express a perfect in Se&cofca and a present in St'S&>/u. That

there is no inherent incompatibility between the reduplication
and an aorist is shown by the reduplicated aorists of Greek.

My hypothesis is, then, that in the Parent Indo-European
verb the reduplicated syllable of the perfect of vocalic stems

was extended to the other past tenses, which had previously
been without a prefix ;

that from the vocalic stems it passed
to the consonantal stems (where the other past tenses had

either been without a prefix or had possessed the ordinary

reduplication), a means being thus provided for differentiat-

ing the perfect from the imperfect or aorist
;
and that sub-

sequently what had now become the augment e was dropped
in many cases through the action of phonetic decay. It is

very possible that this action was assisted by the fact that
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imperfect or aorlstic forms still survived in consonantal stems

which down to the epoch of Indo-European separation had

not received the augmental prefix.

XVIII. ON THE PLACE OF SANSKRT IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF ARYAN SPEECH IN
INDIA. By J. BOXWELL, H.M. Bengal Civil Service.

THE question of the place of Sanskrt in the development
of Aryan speech in India has been prominently put forward

by Dr. Hoernle and Mr. Grierson in the introduction to

their new Bihari Dictionary. This work has been deservedly
well reviewed in Germany ; but, strangely, their answer to

this interesting question has not been noticed. The subject

has often been touched incidentally, but never, so far as

I know, fully investigated. Hoernle and Grierson give

their opinion with much confidence, but no evidence. Their

verdict is :

" The Sanskrit was only a literary language, but

never a spoken one, in the sense of a vernacular." And again,
" The Gaudians, or modern vernaculars of North India, are

not descended from the Sanskrit in any true sense whatever."

I hope to be able to show good reasons for affirming

the contradictory of both of these propositions. I must first

say what ground-work of fact there is for the theory against

which I contend.

The ancient Aryan of India has no ethnic or territorial

name, like '

Gaelic,'
'

English,'
'
Latin.' "We call the lan-

guage of the Vedas 'Vedic,' as we call that of Homer
' Homeric.' Sanskrt means '

perfected,' and at the time

when it was first used as the proper name of a language,

that language was not a living vernacular. Most of the

extant classical Sanskrt literature was composed in a lan-

guage not spoken as a vernacular at the time. Grammar

was cultivated early, and the standard of composition fixed.

The fatal facility for compounding words soon led to an

artificial style ;
and Sandhi, which at first was a natural

process of assimilation in the mouths of men, was elaborated
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so as to justify Whitney's sentence: "The whole may be

called so far an artificial literature, as it is written in a

phonetic form, which can never have been a truly vernacular

and living one." But Hoernle and Grrierson have extended

universally to the language what is true of the literature

alone. They have without reason gone beyond what Weber

and Whitney have taught us. The unlucky name 'Sanskrt'

led to the wrong diagnosis. The case is one of arrested

development, not of imitative manufacture.

To show clearly what the theory is against which I

contend, I shall quote at length the passages which state it.

Introduction, page 34 :

" The Sanskrit was only a literary

language, but never a spoken one in the sense of a

vernacular."

Note to page 34 :

" Indian grammarians, when speaking
of the Vedic language technically, do not call it Sanskrit,

but chhandas. The former is their technical term for the

scholastic language elaborated on the lines of the Vedic.

At the time of Panini the Yedic language was called

chhandas, while the vernacular language of his time, which

formed the groundwork of what we now call Sanskrit, was

simply designated by the general term Ihdsa. The latter

term therefore does not show, as some appear to think, that

Sanskrit itself was a vernacular language. It may be well

perhaps, to prevent any misconception of the theory set

forth in this chapter, to state distinctly that we use the

term Sanskrit exclusively in its strict and accurate sense

as denoting the scholastic language, elaborated (to follow

a convenient tradition) by Panini." "
Probably Panini is

only the most prominent representative of what was really

a line of grammarians, that gradually accomplished the

elaboration of Sanskrit, by eliminating from the vernacular

all more decayed forms in favour of less decayed ones

preserved in the Yedic, by preferring of two optional forms,

that which happened to be favoured by the Vedic, and by
other such or similar processes."

Page 36 :

" There is however notwithstanding a sense

in which Sanskrit may be said to be the source of the modern
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vernaculars, to which their words may be ultimately traced

up through the Prakrits. For Sanskrit, though not older

than the oldest known Prakrit, and though not in the direct

line of descent of the Gaudians, yet in the main conserves

a form of the Indian Aryan language, which is older than

the oldest Prakrit, and the direct source of the latter, namely
the Yedic

;
and for the present purpose Sanskrit thus affords

a convenient means of carrying up the historical investigation

of the origin of modern words to its legitimate conclusion."

I shall try to show that the Aryan of India was, like any
other spoken language, through the whole of the long Vedic

period, growing into Sanskrt
; and, secondly, that a lan-

guage phonetically and grammatically identical with classical

Sanskrt stands between Vedic on one hand, and the Prakrts

and modern Gaudians on the other, and is the direct source

of the latter.

A few preliminary cautions are necessary. A verbal

and a real question are closely intertwined. The verbal

question concerns the name Sanskrt, its date, and appli-

cation. But the thing existed long before the name. The

real question concerns a form of speech recognized by
well-known marks, and now called classical Sanskrt. To

say that Sanskrt " denotes the scholastic language elaborated

by Panini" is to beg the whole of this question. Professor

Max Miiller says, on the metrical laws of the Rg Yeda,
" The object of the Praticakhya is to register all the facts

which possess a phonetic interest." The burden of proof

is on any man who denies that Panini's action was to register

grammatical facts.

There is no sharp division between Sanskrt and the Yedic

language. There is an enormous distance between an old

hymn of the E.g Veda, and a poem of Kalidasa
;
but this

distance is so bridged over as to leave no wide gap anywhere.
A sort of paleeontological table could be made, and indeed

is partly made in Whitney's grammar, showing the successive

disappearance of old and appearance of new forms. The

process of phonetic decay is seen at work already in the

earliest hymns, as all down the course of Greek, Latin, and
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English. It is supplemented by periphrastic regeneration,
new formation on analogy, and the like. It is by these

processes that Vedic grows into Sanskrt. A table will show
this clearly.

TABLE I. PHONETIC DECAY.
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The loss of a consonant from a conjunct group, as in

gcand cand is very common between Sanskrt and the moderns,
as Sanskrt sthira, Hindi thir

'

firm.' One of the most note-

worthy of all is the loss of r accompanied by cerebralization,

as nart not. Our inclination towards cerebrals is one of the

best- established characteristics of Sanskrt as distinguished
from Vedic, and of the moderns as distinguished from the

ancient language.
The root spag deserves particular notice. The Rg Yeda

has a perfect, an aorist, and a causal from the full form

spag. The present stem is already weakened to pag . Sanskrfc

acknowledges paf, but retains as an adjective meaning 'clear,'

the old past passive participle spasta. This spasta has come

as a tatsama into Bengali, and is often heard in the weakened

form pasta.

It is inconceivable that grammarians should two thousand

years ago have invented a language showing all the symptoms
of natural development, which are only now being recognized
and classified.

TABLE II. PERIPHRASTIC REGENERATION.

Old Italic (unknown), replaced by Latin amatus est

amamini.

Latin amabo ,, French faimerai.

Ikarisyami

,,
Sanskrt kartdsmi.

uvtica uktavdn asmi.
, l N I JL 7 -

(unknown) ,, ,, bodhayum cakara.
7

,, ,, ,, bodhayum dsa.

,, ,, bodhaydm babhuva.

Sanskrt ahathayat Bengali kahiydcchila.

,, kathyate ,, ,, kahd jde.

Table II. teaches nearly the same lesson as Table I. To

invent the use of kartdsmi or ghatitavan with tense-meaning

may seem more within the grammarian's reach
; but, first,

it is a departure from, not an approach to Vedic practice ;

and, secondly, the similar expressions,
' I shall go,'

' ich bin

gewesen,'
'

j'ai aime
1

,'
'

giyacchilam,' are all the work of the
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people acting by instinct. It would be rash to assume that

Sanskrt is a solitary and very difficult exception, rather

than an easy example of a world-wide rule.

If then Sanskrt is affected and works like all vernacular

languages, it can only be because it was in its day a real

vernacular.

But the case is still stronger. Vedic has a complete

subjunctive mood
; great numbers of words unknown to

classical Sanskrt
;
different meanings of words used in both

periods ;
and a very different infinitive mood. Conversely,

very many of the commonest Sanskrt words are unknown
to Yedic of any period. Classical Sanskrt has lost all the

subjunctive mood except a few fossil expressions. It makes

the optative do duty for it. The Vedic infinitive is very like

the Homeric, not strongly differentiated from the verbal

noun
;
used in many cases from many forms

; while the

Sanskrt infinitive is a single case of a single form, the

accusative of the form in -tu. This point is most instructive.

We see Sanskrt as it were divided from Vedic by both

Latin and Homeric Greek. In Homer and the Rg Veda
we hardly know whether the word is a verb or a verbal

noun. Vedic jlvase, ddmane, karman (locative), bharadhyai,

attave, hantos, pltaye, datum, correspond to Homeric vTrjo-ai,

B6/j,evai, Sofiev, <f)epea6ai, op^cfrvl, e'S^TUo?, "jrocnos, jBpwrvv.

Hocnos tcai eSiJTvos differ only in case from pltaye attave of

the Rg Veda. Some of these forms are called infinitives,

and some not
;
and it is very hard to draw the line. Attic

Greek comes next, and Latin follows with more specialized

forms, particularly the supines. And Sanskrt is lowest in

the scale with one infinitive, the form in -turn.

In the meanings of words also there is a gradual change
from the Rg Veda down to classical Sanskrt. In the Rg
Veda hastin is an adjective, from hasfa ' hand.' Mrgas hasll
* the beast with the hand '

denotes the elephant. In classical

Sanskrt hastin has become a substantive with the fixed

meaning
'

elephant
'

;
and from the Sanskrt all the moderns

have hathi
'

elephant.' The argument is here two-fold, and
is the same as that which proves singularis to have been
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spoken in late Latin, as a substantive, meaning
' wild

boar.' In early Latin singufaris is an adjective, and means
'

solitary.' In French sanglier means ' wild boar.' We
know that singufaris does occur in late Latin with the

meaning 'wild boar.' The modern French word proves
that it was a real word in the vernacular of the time.

In the Rg Veda candra is an adjective and means 'bright.'

Mas means moon, for which candramas '

bright moon '

or
'

bright measurer,' is also used. In Sanskrt candra has

become a substantive with the fixed meaning
'

moon,' from

which all the moderns have cdnd ' moon.'

In the Rg Yeda a famous river of the Panjab is the

Qutudri. In the Mahabharata this has become by
" Volks-

etymologie
"

(Grassmann) Catadru 'hundred -channel,'

from which comes the modern Satlaj.

These words have already carried us well into the second

part of the argument, the intermediate position of Sanskrt

between Vedic and the later vernaculars.

In the Rg Veda grabh means '
to take.' Already the word

has suffered from phonetic decay, and some tenses show the

form grah. In Sanskrt the process of wearing bh down to h has

been completed, and the root appears throughout as grab,

which again gives rise to Pall, Prakrt and modern forms.

With the help of Beames's grammar this series comes out

Vedic. Sanskrt. Pali. Prakrt. Modern.

grlhnuti. grhnati. ganhati. genhai. gah ; ginh.

The argument is seen best in the tables, but a few words

of explanation are necessary.
' Vedic '

as applied to a word

has not always precisely the same meaning. Agica
'

horse,'

common to the whole 'Vedic' and Sanskrt period; strlltis

1 with stars,' found only in the hymns of the Rg Veda
;

bhavdsi subjunctive of bltu confined to the Vedic period;

and laglni 'light,' common to late Vedic and Sanskrt, are

all Vedic in somewhat different senses. No cross-section

at any place will divide the Vedic language from Sanskrt,

because the change is gradual, and takes place at different

times with different words.
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TABLE III. YEDIC DIFFERENT FROM THE SANSKRT AND

MODERN MEANING OF THE SAME WORD.

Vedic.

candra, bright.

patra, wing.

paraya, to transport.

prastara, straw bed.

puskara, lotus.

ustra, buffalo.

dasa, barbarian, demon.

rakta, coloured.

ksatriya, lord.

citra, clear

Sanskrt.

moon,

leaf, letter.

to be able,

stone,

pond,

camel,

slave.

red-colour,blood.

man of military
caste,

variegated, picture

Modern,

moon (cand).

leaf, letter (patta).

to be able (purite).

stone (patthar}.

pond (pokhar).

camel (untti).

maid-servant (dasi).

blood (rakat).

man of military caste

(chattrl).

chintz (cit).

In this list candra begins to mean ' moon '

before the close

of the Vedic period. Patra continues to mean '

wing/ but

acquires the additional meanings in Sanskrt. As many
words change both form and meaning in the passage from

Yedic to classical Sanskrt, this table leads up to the next.

In the Rg Yeda rikh alone occurs, meaning
' to scratch.'

In the Atharva Veda the form likh appears, still meaning
'
to scratch.' Later likh means '

to write.'

TABLE IV. SANSKRT INTERMEDIATE BETWEEN VEDIC AND

MODERN FORM.

Vedic.

raghu
rikh

rip

rabh

aram

kurkura

This short list has some points of special interest. In the

Rg Veda raghu is an adjective and means '

swift.' In classical

Sanskrt Raghu has become a proper name of a hero, ancestor

of Rama. Laghu appears in late Vedic and is the only form

in classical Sanskrt. Hoernle derives laghu, laghuka, lahuka,

Phil. Trans. 1885-7. 43

Sanskrt.
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haluk, and quotes a Prakrt lialuam. The history of rikh

recalls that of
<ypa(f).

Kurkura '

dog,' is found iu Atharva

Veda. The Sanskrt assimilation is noteworthy.
Aram in the Rg Veda means '

ready,' and is frequently
used in conjunction with kar 'to mate.' In Sanskrt it

becomes alam, and the substantive alankdra '

ornament,' is a

common Bengali tatsama.

One remarkable word comes under this class. The ancient

root rudh 'to grow,' appears in the Eg Veda also in the

decayed form ruh, from which comes the regular causative

rohaya, the only form found in the Vedas. Classical Sanskrt

forms a new causative ropaya on the analogy of sthapaya.

The Sanskrt ropaya
'
to cause to grow,' is ancestor of the

modern rop applied every day to the planting of rice.

TABLE V. THE SAME IDEA EXPRESSED BY THE SAME WORD

IN THE MODERNS AND IN SANSKRT, AND BY A DIFFERENT

WORD IN VEDIC.

Vedic.

star
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TABLE VI. MODERNS REPRESENT SANSKRT WITHOUT VEDIC

TO CORRESPOND.

Sanskrt.
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These tables tell their own tale, but it may be as well to

repeat the argument. The verb kah '
to say/ is heard thou-

sands of times every day all over North India. The verb

kathay is quite common in classical Sanskrt. Phonetically
kahe ' he says,' represents Sanskrt kathayati

' he says.'

Kathay with all its family is post-Vedic. As the ancestor

of kah it was good vernacular. It is therefore a firmly

established instance of a word undoubtedly post-Yedic

Sanskrt, and undoubtedly the vernacular ancestor of a large

group of modern words. There are hundreds of words in

the same position. The argument from Table III. is similar.

Patra is Sanskrt for
' a leaf.' It is a phonetic ancestor of

patta, common Hindustani for
'

leaf,' and must thus have

been used in the vernacular of the day. But in the sense

of ' leaf
'

it is post-Vedic. Therefore the Aryan of India

passed through the Sanskrt stage on its way to become a

modern vernacular.

As most Latin words are the same for the 800 years

between Livius Andronicus and Justinian
;

so most old

Aryan words are the same for the whole Yedic and Sanskrt

period. And as many French words fail to mark the

difference between later and earlier Latin
;
so many modern

Aryan words fail to mark the difference between Sanskrt and

Vedic. As the difference between praidad and prceda is lost

in French proie ;
so the difference between grmtdhi, grnuhi,

and grnu is lost in Hindi sun. But just as French un, bon,

public, declare that they come directly from unus, bonus,

pubticus, and not from oinos, dtionus, poplicus ;
so Hindi Ukh

'
to write,' declares that it comes directly from Sanskrt

Ukh '
to write,' and not from early Yedic rikh '

to scratch,'

nor even from late Yedic likh
'
to scratch.' Natl '

dancing-

girl,' declares that it comes directly, not from the early form

nart '

to dance,' both Yedic and Sanskrt, but from the late

form nat, which is found only in post-Yedic Sanskrt.

An artificial element is not denied in Sanskrt, any more

than in English, or any other language. As the people

turned (jutudrl into Catadru to get a meaning, so did

etymologists, learned or unlearned, split vidhava into n-dhaca
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on the analogy of vi-grlva or ri-jana ;
invent dliam ' man '

;

and finally make the wonderful sadhava ' woman whose

husband is alive.' So also degraded Asura produced Sura
'

god.' Already in Vedic times something had been done,

not quite like this, but on the way to it. Heal diti (1)
'

confinement,' produced aditi (2)
'

boundlessness,' personified

as Aditi (3), mother of the Aditya (4) ;
or perhaps dditya (3)

personified Aditya (4), called up Aditi (5) to be their

mother
;

whence Diti (6) personified antithesis of Aditi.

But it is not only in India or among pandits that such things

happen. Karfunkel, Billy Ruffian, Sir Roger Dowlas, seam-

stress, ifs
;
scores of well-known words prove that analogy

and striving after meaning, make much of our language,

vernacular and literary indiscriminately. There is nothing
in the influence of grammarians or learned men, any more

than in that of stupid or ignorant men, to deprive a language
of its vernacular character. '

Asparagus
'

is now good
vernacular English.

'

Sparrowgrass
'

is vulgar, not because

it imports wrong meaning, or is made on false analogy, but

because the people whose speech is the standard reject it.

But '

sparrowgrass
' was once good English, as ' Jerusalem

artichoke
'

is now, though both parts of the expression
involve a mistake.

In fact, the more the study of words advances, the more

various do both results and methods appear. Much that

was once thought well-preserved original of the earliest

age, turns out under closer examination to be restoration on

analogy, good or bad. We have to admit that all the languages
we know, both vernacular and in literature, are full of faults

of a kind that used to be thought evidence of a very

exceptional agency.
Dr. Hoernle believes he can explain some difficult Hindi

words by Yedic as distinguished from Sanskrt forms. By a

long and intricate path he traces several Hindi pronouns to

the Yedic pronoun uat : and the common mama to Vedic

mara, contrasted with Sanskrt mriya. The dictionary con-

tains a few Yedic references
;
and beyond doubt Prakrt

devefu and kahehi show either survival or revival of Yedic
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devebhis, and the imperatives in -hi. Hoernle and Grierson

do not expressly base their theory on these cases. In one

passage in his grammar Hoernle speaks of forms preserved

in Vedic, but '
lost

'

in classical Sanskrt. This implies that

classical Sanskrt was a real vernacular, where alone words

can be '

lost/ that is, fall out of use in common speech.

But these cases must be considered. A literature, how-

ever great and however popular it may be, is still but an

imperfect record of the speech of the day. If Icat, marate,

devebhis, and various imperatives in -hi were spoken down

to the age immediately preceding the earliest Prakrt, the

fact that they are not found in our Sanskrt record goes no

way to prove that Sanskrt was not a good vernacular. The

number of words of this kind is very small. They may
have fallen out of fashion. The grammarians may have

had something to do with putting them out of fashion. It

may be a mere accident that they are not in our earliest

Sanskrt record, and this may have prevented their occurring

in later Sanskrt literature.

But whatever the reason may be, they furnish no evidence

that Vedic as distinguished from Sanskrt was the stage of

the vernacular which immediately preceded the Prakrt.

Only one of them looks more ancient than the common

Sanskrt form, the imperative in -hi. But even in the earliest

Yedic times this -hi was absent from all a-stems. Therefore

Prakrt kahehi is a mistaken revival on the analogy of apnuhi,

It does not prove that Vedic grnuhi survived to the Sanskrt

age. Mriyate, devais, and iyat are equally Vedic and perhaps

equally old, with marate, devebhis, and Ivat. That leaf and

marate are not found in our Sanskrt record is something

like the fact that ax and afeard would not be found in the

record of English of our own time.

At the same time it is very doubtful that Hindi mar casts

back to Vedic marate. The commonest form of the root mf
is mar

;
of AT is kar : of dhr is dhar

;
seen in marana, martya ;

karana, karman, kartr; d/iarman, dhartr. Hindi mar, kar,

dhar, are all far more likely to be new formations from the

root apparent in all these common words, than a survival of
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Yedic forms. It should be remembered that Hindi dhar has

no Yedic dhara to rest on.

These stray references to the Yedas have no bearing on

the question. Either Sanskrt was a real stratum of old

Indian
;
in which case every medieval and modern Aryan

word had a Sanskrt ancestor, whether such ancestor can

be found in our record or not : or Sanskrt was not such

a language-stratum. It was a mere grammarians' museum
of casts of old forms, no one of which could have been the

parent of a modern word, any more than a Crystal Palace

plaster megatherium could have been the parent of a sloth.

The character of the differences between Sanskrt and Yedic

proves that Sanskrt grew naturally out of Yedic. The

character of the likeness between the moderns and Sanskrt

proves that the moderns grew naturally out of Sanskrt.

The word-witnesses to the intermediate position of Sanskrt

between Yedic and later vernaculars are very many. As
soon as they have made good their own right to this

place, they bring in with them to the same place both

the very large group of words which are alike in Yedic

and Sanskrt, and also the very small group of words of

Yedic form not found in our Sanskrt record. That is

to say, as soon as the words represented by kathayati

and ghotaka have established the position of post-Yedic

Sanskrt, as a vernacular, they secure a place in the same

Sanskrt vernacular for the very large class of words repre-

sented by agni, and for the very small and doubtful class of

words represented by marate.

It cannot be too strongly insisted on that the question is

linguistic, and not literary. It has nothing to do with style,

or with the date of any composition, or the use of the

name Sanskrt. It concerns single words as they are used in

speaking. Sanskrt, like Latin, lasted as a learned language
for ages after even the Prakrts had ceased to be vernacular.

This in no way indicates that a language grammatically and

phonetically identical with that of the Mahabhiirata did not

form a stratum of the vernacular, intermediate between

Yedic and the moderns.
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A few sentences taken from different periods of the

language will put this in a clear light.

I. Divas rukmas urucaksds ud eti

Durearthas taranis bhrdjamdnas.

Nunamjands suriena prasutds

Ayan arthdni krnavan apdnsi.

R.V. vii. 63.

" The jewel of the sky rises, far-seeing, pressing on to

distant goal, swift, blazing. Now should men,

awakened by the sun, seek their goals, do their

work."

This verse is taken from one of the '

madhyama
'
or oldest

books of the Rg Yeda. Every word is very ancient. The

most remarkable are the subjunctives ayan (eant] and krnavan

lost in classical Sanskrt.

II. Kankatas na kankatas, at/id satlnakankatas ;

Duau iti plusl iti ni adrstds alipsata.

R. Y. i. 191.

" The scorpion is not a scorpion, nor the water-snake

(a water-snake). Both poisonous worms, as I call

them, the unseen (worms) have been covered over."

This is a verse from the end of the first book, where, as

well as in the tenth book, late hymns are collected, very like,

or even the same as the Atharvan songs. This one is a

spell against noxious vermin. The ancient root rip
'
to

smear/ is here Up, as in Sanskrt and in the moderns. Plusl

also appears for an earlier prusl. The metre and sandhi

are Vedic, though late. In every respect this verse is far

on the way from the earliest Vedic in the direction of

classical Sanskrt.

III. Kumbhyam mdgre bibhardsi; set yadd tarn atimrdhai

atha Tearsum khdticd tasydm ma bibhardsi; sa yadd

tarn atimrdhai atha md xamudram abJnjavahdrasi.

Tarhi vai atinastro bhavifdxmf.

Catapatha Brdhmana, Schleicher's Chrestomathie.
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"
First put me into a jar : when I grow too big for it, dig

a ditch and put me into it. When I grow too big

for it, take me away to the sea. Then I shall be out

of reach of harm."

The language is still Yedic, and has many points in

common with that of the Rg Yeda, the subjunctives bibhardai

and ativardhai, and the accusative ma. On the other hand

the future bhacitasmi indicates approach to classical Sanskrt.

IV. Tasmdd bhayaughdn mahato mojjantam mam viqesatah

Trdturn arhasi
;
kartasmi krte pratikrtam tava.

Mahdbhdrata, Schleicher's Chrestomathie.

"Therefore plunging, as I am, into great floods of fear,

thou art especially bound to save me. That done,

I will reward thee."

The peculiar force of prati
' in return/ is found in a large

number of modern tatsamas. Kartasmi advances towards the

modern periphrastic tenses. The second line of this qloka

is remarkably contrasted with Vedic usage, and consonant

with the modern.

V. Vane vicaratdm tesdm ekam jagrdha paksinam.

Nala.

" From among them as they wandered in the wood he

caught one bird."

Here ekam paksinam
' one bird

'
or ' a bird,' comes rather

near the indefinite article, seen more clearly in the next

sentence.

VI. Kapotardjah kathayati
" aham ekadd daksindranye

carann apaqyam. Eko vrddhavyaghrah sndtah kugahastah

sarastlre brute ' bho ! bho !
' "

Hitopadeqa.

The king of the pigeons says,
" One day walking in the

southern wood I beheld. An old tiger after bathing,
with ku9a-grass in his hand, on the bank of a lake,

says bho ! bho !

"
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This is written in a very simple style, and might easily be

good vernacular. The word-witnesses of the first order,

post-Yedic ancestors of common modern words, are kathayati,

altogether post-Yedic, and ekada and ekas, post-Yedic in this

indefinite-article sense. Daksina in the sense of
'

south,'

aranya
'

forest,' are of all but the highest antiquity. Vyayhra,

ku$a, tlra, are not in the Eg Yeda
;
nor the past-participle

snatah, nor does vrddha in the Eg Yeda mean '
old.' The

other words are common to the earliest Yedic and the latest

Sanskrt. The passage therefore, whatever its date, is a good

specimen of the kind of language which as a vernacular

came after Yedic and before the Prakrts.

YII. Tena vihdrah kdrayitum drabdhas. Tafra karapatra-

nddryamdnastambhasya kiyaddurasphatitasya kdstha-

khandadwayamadhye kllakah sutradhdrena sthdpitas.

Eitopadega.

"He began to build a temple. Thereupon a carpenter put
a wedge in between the two parts of the log which

was being cut asunder with a saw, and had been to a

certain extent split open."

This is an example of pandit's artificial style, and is at

the same time an excuse for, and an argument against, the

theory of pandit-made Sanskrt. Of the eleven words, three

are monstrous compounds, hard enough to read, impossible

to speak. But the elements are good vernacular, and Hindi

has incorporated so much of the material, that the whole,

passive construction and all, could be turned into the

vernacular of to-day with hardly a change of one stem.

YIII. JTauno ek bamhan rahal; oke dui beta rahalat. U
bamhan kauno jagya karai lagal : o me ek machari kni

kdm paral : tab u duno betauwan se kahales kl, beta !

Folklore, from Hoernle's Grammar.
" There was a certain brahman. He had two sons. That

brahman began to make a sacrifice. For it he wanted

a fish. Then he said to the two sons,
'

my Sons !

"

Here ek, occurring twice as indefinite article, and kahahs,

come straight from the eka and kathay of No. YI. Kdm
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and paral come from late meanings of barman and pat. This

latter root changes somewhat in this way:
(a) Eg Yeda (like ireropai}

( to fly, to move quickly.'

(b) Sanskrt (like 7rnro>) 'to fall.'

(c) Moderns, 1st,
'
to fall,' but becoming obsolete and re-

quiring another word to help; 2nd, 'to fallout,' 'to happen.'
Karman is, 1st, work done

; 2nd, work to be done
; 3rd,

need. Kdm paral
' need occurred.'

IX. Takhan Cuhar Hal kahait chathinhi je Jiamard ghar me
nahi mde, nahi bahln nahi istrl ; takhan hamard sau

kl laibai ojah indm ? Takhan bole lagali natin,
" rdti

ham sutal chalahu appan sirrl me, sapand me dekhali je

tohard ghar me ek candrahdr chahu ; se indm dah.

Takhan candrahdr dni del,je ham corl kai loilahu keold

garh sail."

Then said Chuhar Mai,
" In my house there is no mother

nor sister nor wife. How therefore canst thou expect

any present from me ?
" The natin replied,

" Last

night I saw in a dream in my tent, that in thy house

there is a necklace. Give me that as a present."

Then he brought the necklace, saying,
" I stole this

from Fort Keola."

This passage, together with the rather free translation, is

taken from the "
Song of King Salhes

"
in Grierson's

Maithili Chrestomathy. Most of the words, represented by
mde (mdtr), rdti (rdtrl], sapand (sifapna), come from old

Indian, that is the same throughout the whole Yedic and

Sanskrt period. Some, like chalahu, can with some difficulty

be traced to Sanskrt sources. Takhan ' then
'

occurring four

times, kahait '

saying,' bahln '

sister,' natin ' woman of the

Nat or dancing caste,' ek 'a' indefinite article, candrahdr

'necklace,' and corl 'theft' bear witness to the post-Yedic

Sanskrt from which this modern Maithili is derived.

We can now see that Yedic and Sanskrt are not two lan-

guages, but one
;
and that Yedic itself comprehends not one

stage of the language but many. Classical Sanskrt is to be

contrasted or compared, not with Yedic as a whole, but with
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any one stage of Vedic. That is, in grammar and phonetic
it constitutes a stage succeeding the last stage of what is

called Vedic. If the great grammarians had lived and

worked in the Brahmana time, the language of the Brah-

manas would probably have become stereotyped as the learned

language for all succeeding ages. But the Indo-Aryan ad-

vanced another stage, lost its subjunctive mood, and suffered

certain other changes, and the language of the Mahabbarata

became the standard.

The extract from the Qatapatha Brahmana is most im-

portant for my present purpose. If the language of the

Mahabharata had an ethnic or territorial name
;

if for

example the word '

Aryan
' had lasted as the name of the

people, and then grown into use as the name of their

language, as in the case of the English ;
there can be no

doubt that the language of the Mahabharata and the lan-

guage of the Qatapatha Brahmana would be included under

the same name; just as the language of Shakespeare and the

language of Chaucer are included under the same name.

To refuse to call the language of the Qatapatha Brahmana
' Sanskrt

'

is something like refusing to call the architecture

of a cathedral '

Early English/ because at the time when the

cathedral was built the term '

Early English
' was unknown.

As Whitney says, in all classical Sanskrt literature,
" there

is of linguistic history, next to nothing, but only a history

of style." That is to say, the Indo-Aryan reached the Sanskrt

stage naturally, by the ordinary course of development. This

stage became stereotyped for learned and literary purposes,

and is still as much used in India as Latin is in Europe.
Whatever claim the Brahmanas and Upanisads have to be

composed in the vernacular of the time, the Epic parts of

the Mahabharata have still better. They are certainly the

successors of the heroic songs in the seventh book of the

Kg Yeda in praise of Sudas, and of the Bharatas.

Luckily, Hoernle and Grierson have told us what they sup-

pose to have been the method of the 'elaboration' or '

creation'

of Sanskrt : and it may safely be set aside as impossible.
" A line of grammarians

" "
gradually accomplished the
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elaboration of Sanskrt by eliminating from the vernacular

all more decayed forms in favour of less decayed ones

preserved in the Yedic, by preferring of two optional forms

that which happened to be favoured by the Yedic, and by
other such or similar processes."

Now this is evidently an effort of despair. If any more

reasonable or intelligible account could have been given,

Hoernle and Grierson would have given it. This fails at

every point. A nation of Paninis could never have raised

any Apabhramsa to the linguistic condition of Sanskrt. The

grammarians, instead of imitating Vedic, are careful to point

out where Sanskrt has left Vedic behind. The decayed
forms are not eliminated, but are there, plain to be seen.

And the pairs of optional forms are most numerous in the

Vedas
;

" the older the richer
"
being the rule for grammar.

In fact if the grammarians exercised any such influence, it

was probably in the opposite direction. Of two optional

forms found in the Vedic they favoured one derais versus

devebhis, dadhmas versus dadhmasi. But they most likely did

nothing more than confirm what was already a popular
decision.

Their rules, also, contain numerous exceptions. These

exceptions are hard facts which unwilling pandits have to

admit. Sanskrt is full of the irregularity which proves it

to be a great natural product, subject to all the thousand

influences which act on the speech of a great people. In

phonetic, grammar, vocabulary, and meaning, the words of

Sanskrt are exactly where tradition places them, between

Vedic and the Priikrts. Vedic grammar is far fuller and

richer
;

so that no difficulty can arise from the complexity
of Sanskrt Grammar. That the vernacular fell from (say)

the Qatapatha Brahmana stage to the Pali stage ;
and that

pandits then lifted it to the Sanskrt stage, between the two,

is incredible.

The dictionary, though only reaching the word ag'manl ,

contains matter enough to refute its own theory.

Akath ' unutterable
'

is described as "
properly a future

participle passive, Sanskrt akathyah, Pall akathyo, Prukrt
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akattho." But the whole of the family of words is post-

Vedic.
" Akan '

to listen,' Sanskrt dkarn." Karna '

ear,' is Yedic

and Sanskrt. A-karnay 'to give ear to/ is post-Vedic

Sanskrt, and must have been well used in the vernacular to

give rise to dkan.
" Akhat lit.

'

uncrushed/ hence ' whole grain/ Yedic

aksatas, Sanskrt aksatam."

Now here we have the theory flatly contradicted by its

authors. Ksan is an ancient root ' to hurt/ making a

past- passive participle ksata, from which comes aksata

'uninjured' all Yedic. From aksata, Sanskrt makes a

substantive aksatam ' whole grain, parched
'

;
a result

not unlike Greek apdpavros. Indeed the series Yedic

aksata, participle,
'

uninjured
'

;
Sanskrt aksatam, substantive,

' whole grain
'

;
modern akhat, substantive,

' whole grain/
would make an admirable addition to my Table No. III.

"
Akamit, tadbhava '

suddenly/ perhaps a corruption of

Sanskrt akasmat." And then akasmat is given in its place

as a tatsama.

These words proclaim that post-Yedic Sanskrt is in the

direct line of their ancestry.

The double argument maybe summed up thus: Classical San-

skrt is distinguished from Yedic by ten chief characteristics.

(1) Disappearance of the Subjunctive Mood.

(2) ,, Yedic infinitives.

(3) certain case-and-person-endings.

(4) old root-forms.

(5) old words.

(6) ,, old meanings.

(7) Appearance of new periphrastic formations.

(8) usages (genitive absolute).

(9) meanings.

(10) ,, words.

Every one of these changes can show a very large number

of examples. Phenomena of this kind occur nowhere except

in the natural development of vernacular speech. Therefore

these changes form a strong cumulative proof that Sanskrt
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grew out of Vedic by natural development. Secondly, by a

vast number of instances Sanskrt declares itself to be in

phonetic, in grammar, in vocabulary, and in meanings of

words, intermediate between Vedic and the later vernaculars.

There is no difficulty in accounting for the genesis of the

theory of which Hoernle and Grierson are such emphatic

exponents. At one time Qakuntala was thought to be a

chef-d'oauvre of an .^Eschylean age. Now Kalidasa has

been brought down to a late date A.D.

Then the claim of the epics and codes of law to a very
ancient date in their present form was successfully challenged.

Moreover, the Prakrts were found well advanced in the

third century B.C. The reaction was inevitable. If Sanskrt

literature is so late; if Prakrt is so early ;
and if Sanskrt

means ' kunstlich
' '

artificial
'

;
the Sanskrt language must

follow the literature into the limbo of shams. But this

reasoning is over-hasty. We know that the Mahabharata

has been quadrupled by successive additions
;
while the Code

of Manu has been altered, cut to pieces and put together

again. The very fact that Sanskrt became stereotyped for

literary purposes makes it impossible for us to give it a

chronology. What we can say with certainty is this. The

phonetic and grammatical condition of Sanskrt fits a time,

later than the Yedas, earlier than the earliest Prakrt, about

the fourth or fifth century B.C. The epic portions of the

Mahabharata may be as old as this time. But the important
fact is that Sanskrt literature of whatever date conserves for

us a language, which is not Vedic, but both later in time

and more advanced in development than the Vedic
;

and

which exhibits a special connexion with the later vernaculars.

I hope that I have brought some evidence to show that

Sanskrt is not more artificial than other languages which

possess a great literature
;

that it grew like them, and

flourished
;

and in its turn gave place, like Latin, to its own
children : while, again, like Latin, it holds a place as a

learned language over a wider area than its children cover

as vernaculars.
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XIX. THE PRIMITIVE HOME OF THE ARYANS.

By the REV. PROF. SAYCE, M.A., President.

BEFORE discussing the special question which I propose to

treat of this evening, I must say a few words in explanation
of what I mean by the term "Aryans." When the researches

of Yon Schlegel and Bopp, of Rask and Grimm, and of the

other founders of scientific philology, had led to the discovery
of a closely-related family of languages all emanating from

the same source and binding together the continents of

Europe and Asia, it was natural to jump to the conclusion

that the speakers of these languages were also bound together

by the common ties of race. It was assumed that as the

Englishman and the Hindu spoke languages that were

derived from the same origin, so too the blood that flowed

in their veins was derived from the same ancestry. The

fair-complexioned European and the dark-skinned native of

India were, it was believed, proved by the evidence of

language to be alike descended from the same primooval

parents. A little reflection, however, showed that such an

assumption was groundless. There are numberless historical

instances which demonstrate that language and race are by
no means synonymous terms. Members of the same race

may speak unrelated languages, and the same language may
be spoken by unrelated races. The Jews have adopted the

languages spoken in the manifold countries to which they

have migrated, and in certain districts have even come to

imagine that an older form of Spanish is the sacred tongue
of their forefathers, while modern English in the United

States has become the mother-tongue of the white European,
the black-skinned negro, and the aboriginal Red Indian.

As I insisted many years ago, language is a test of social

contact only, not of race. It may throw light on the past

relations of tribes and peoples one to another
;

the light

that it throws on the origin of race is little more than a
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will-o'-the-wisp. At the most, similarity of speech can raise

a presumption only in favour of similarity of race. We
may perhaps argue from it that one race has at some period

of its existence intermarried with another
;

to infer more

than this is to go beyond the strict testimony of our facts.

The evidence of language may be a useful ally to the

historian
;
the ethnologist has generally found it a snare and

a deception.

We may therefore lay down at the outset that to confound

a linguistic family with an ethnological family is an error

which has introduced untold mischief both into science and

into politics, and which the scientific philologist is bound

to do his utmost to refute and drive away. We may talk

about an Indo-European family of speech ;
an Indo-European

family in the racial sense of the word has never existed.

The ancestors of the Hindus were not necessarily the same

as the ancestors of the Englishman ;
and if anthropology

can show that the Hindu differs from the Englishman in the

form of his skull and the colour of his skin or hair, it is

quite certain that they were not the same. If the Hindu

speaks a language allied to that of the Englishman, it proves

merely that at some time or other he or his forefathers have

been in social contact with those whose language belonged to

the Indo-European family of speech.

But it is allowed on all hands that the languages of the

Indo-European family presuppose a common parent-speech.

I am not now going to discuss the question as to whether

this parent-speech was as uniform as literary English, or

whether, as I believe, it was already divided into dialects at

the earliest period to which our knowledge of it can extend
;

certain it is that this parent-speech once existed and was

spoken in some corner of the world. From hence it was

carried by migrating bands to other parts of the globe, and

so branched off into the various languages of the Indo-

European group.
Did all the speakers of the parent-language belong to the

same race, and consequently were all the migrating bands

related in blood and ancestry ? Analogy would suggest

Phil. Trans. 1885-7. 44
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a negative answer to this question. But analogy would also

suggest that although the speakers of the parent-language
were probably not all of the same race, the great majority of

them were. They must have lived together in a district of

limited extent in an age when the world was not thickly

populated, and when the relations between different com-

munities of mankind were hostile rather than the reverse.

An examination of the parent-language, moreover, goes to

show that its speakers were on a low level of civilization
;

that, in fact, they had not as yet emerged from the age
of stone, while the country they inhabited was cold and

inhospitable, and therefore not favourable to frequent inter-

course with others. Such strangers as they had among them

would be at all events for the most part slaves or wives

captured in war.

Now it is just the speakers of the primitive Indo-European

language whom I propose to call Aryans, following herein

the example of Dr. Karl Penka. Strictly speaking, the

term is inexact, since the word Arya is derived from the

early literature of those whom neither Dr. Penka nor myself
would regard as the true representatives of the Aryan race

;

but it has the advantage of being short as well as of being

sufficiently indefinite in signification to allow of its being

appropriated to a new use. By Aryans, accordingly, I mean

the speakers of the parent Indo-European language, the

majority of whom, if not all of them, belonged to the same

race.

What was this race, or rather what were the physiological

characteristics which we must assign to the members of it ?

The answer to this question depends in great measure upon
the answer we give to another question ; what, namely, was

the locality from which they spread, carrying with them the

seeds of Indo-European speech ?

Until recently this question would have been answered

without hesitation. The cradle of the Aryan race and of the

Indo-European languages was, it was agreed, some part of

Central Asia, most probably the slopes of the Hindu-Rush.

Not only the course of modern emigration, but the course of
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historical development, has been from the east to the west :

"ex oriente lux," and the germs of religion and culture

have alike been derived by modern Europe from the Oriental

world. Here, according to the Hebrew Scriptures, were the

rivers that watered the first habitation of the human race ;

here, too, was erected that Babylonian tower which caused

the dispersion of mankind 'and the diversity of languages.
The impressions derived from the teaching of theology were

confirmed by the first discoveries of Comparative Philology.

Comparative Philology owes its origin to what has been

termed the discovery of Sanskrit
;

it was the comparison of

Sanskrit with the languages of the west that enabled the

pioneers of linguistic science to lay the foundations of their

new study. And not only Comparative Philology, but

Comparative Mythology, Comparative Religion, and Com-

parative Law owed their first start to the study of Sanskrit

literature. What wonder that the age and importance of

this literature should have been exaggerated, and at the

same time the importance also of the language in which this

literature was enshrined ? The uninstructed public began
to believe that Sanskrit was the mother of all the languages

they spoke, thus taking the place of the Hebrew of an

earlier time
;
and the instructed few assiduously taught that

it was the elder-sister of the Indo-European dialects, and

the norm and type to which they should all conform.

Sanskrit grammar, it was assumed, sometimes consciously,

sometimes unconsciously, must be the most faithful existing

representative of the grammar of the parent-speech, Sanskrit

phonology the pattern of which the Greek or Latin alphabet

was but the degenerated copy. If we would know the

vowel-system of the primitive Indo-European language, we
must keep our eyes well fixed on that of Sanskrit.

There was yet another reason which raised the Sanskrit

language to this high place of honour. Vedic Sanskrit had

been analyzed and classified by the Hindu grammarians as

no other language had hitherto been, not even the language
of the Old Testament. The early grammarians of India had

patiently worked out its phonetic system, and had resolved
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its words into a limited number of dhdtns or roots. In the

process they had elaborated a whole philosophy of speech,

and had made the discovery that the grammar and vocabulary
of their language were alike built up upon those dhatus by
the help of certain syllables or sounds. When the European
founders of Comparative Philology began their work, they
thus found not only a language ready at hand for them, but

a complete philosophy of that language as well. It was not

so much Yedic Sanskrit with which they had to compare the

languages of ancient Europe as Vedic Sanskrit analyzed and

expounded by the Hindu grammarians. We need not be

surprised, therefore, if Bopp adopted the system of the

latter, adapting their nomenclature only to western needs.

The dhatu became a root, the pratyaya a suffix, but the

system itself remained unchanged. The words not only of

Sanskrit, but also of those languages with which Sanskrit

was compared, were formed of roots, bases, and suffixes, and

the root was that which had seemed to the Hindu

grammarian the simplest phonetic element in an allied

group, of words. Here, indeed, the Hindu grammarian had

been content to let the matter rest; not so, however, the

more practical Western, who went on to conclude that the

root had once been a living word to which the suffixes had

been attached by a species of agglutination. It is true that

this manner of envisaging Oriental philosophy in Western

thought brought confusion into the conception of a base

or stem, but the difficulty was obviated by allowing the

original meaning of a base gradually to drop out of sight.

Meanwhile the admiration of the European philologist for

the labours of his Hindu predecessor continued unabated,

and necessarily reacted on the language upon which the

Hindu had worked. Comparative Philology could not be

so unnatural a child as to refuse to the language to which

it owed its birth all the honours that belong to the head of

the family. Sanskrit was the most exact representative of

the parent-speech attainable, and must form the standard by
which all investigations into Indo-European grammar and

vocabulary should be judged.
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It was reasonable to conclude that if Sanskrit represented
more faithfully than the other Indo-European languages
that parent-speech which they presupposed, its original

speakers must have lived nearer to the cradle of the parent-

speech than the speakers of the other languages of the

Indo-European family. The European languages which had

transformed the monotonous alpha of the parent-tongue into

three short vowels were obviously further removed from the

locality in which the parent-tongue had been spoken than

was the language of the Yeda in which the alpha alone

appeared. Comparative Philology thus seemed triumphantly
to confirm the old belief in the Asiatic origin, if not of all

mankind, at all events of that portion of the human race to

which the comparative philologists themselves belonged.

One difficulty only stood in the way of this conclusion,

and it was easily removed. A comparison of the names of

objects common to the eastern and western branches of the

Indo-European family showed that the speakers of the

parent-language must have lived in a cold region. But the

Yeda itself explained the difficulty by indicating that the

Aryan invaders of India had entered it from the cold and

mountainous districts of the north-west, and indeed that

they had never penetrated very far into the burning plains

of the south. What was wanting to complete the explanation
was furnished by the sacred books of Zoroastrian Iran. The

language and contents of these books were beginning to

attract the special notice of scholars, while the intimate

relationship between their language and that of the Yeda
had already forced itself upon the attention of the philologist.

The exaggerated ideas of the antiquity of the Yeda which

had been inherited from, an earlier generation of Sanskrit

students influenced also the students of the Avesta, and an

age and value were assigned to the latter which subsequent
researches have not tended to justify. The result was an

assumption that in the Yendidad it was possible to discover

a trustworthy tradition of the first home and older migra-

tions, not only of the Iranians themselves, but of the Indo-

Europeans in general. The poets of the Yeda were believed
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to be nearer to this first home both in time and place than

any other members of the Indo-European stock, and a

comparison between the language they used and that of the

Avesta proved that the Vedic Hindus and the Avestan

Iranians must have lived together long after their separation

from the rest of their brethren. Now the Vendidad pointed

to the slopes of the Hindu-Rush and the neighbourhood of

the Oxus and Jaxartes as the soil in which " the seed of the

Aryans" was first sown. From hence it was therefore

assumed the various members of the family branched off, the

larger body finding their way to the inhospitable regions of

northern Europe, while the Indo-Iranians still lingered in

the vicinity of their primaeval home.

The evidence of this theory, which sees in the Hindu-

Kush the first starting-point of the Indo-European clans, is

derived entirely, it must be remembered, from the Vendi-

dad. Unfortunately the Vendidad refers only to supposed

migrations on the part of the ancestors of the Persians

themselves, and still more unfortunately the tradition

believed to be embodied in it has been shown by Breal to be

late and worthless. "Airyana-vaejo," the first seed-plot of

the Aryans, may have been near the sources of the Oxus and

Jaxartes, but if so we must find some other testimony for it

than that of the Vendidad.

This other testimony is the supposed fact that Sanskrit

phonology and grammar represent more faithfully the

phonology and grammar of the parent-speech than is the

case with any other Indo-European language, and that

consequently Sanskrit is separated from the parent-speech

by a shorter interval of space and time than any other

member of the Indo-European stock. There is no other

testimony forthcoming upon which the Asiatic origin of tbe

Indo-European stock can be made to rest.

The admission of this origin involves the further admission

that the majority of the stock migrated into Europe. There

were two roads by which they could have made their way
into the west. They might have marched northward of the

Caspian, across the Ural mountains and the frozen and
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cheerless steppes of Russia, or southward of the Caspian and

the Caucasus, through Armenia and Asia Minor. The

existence of Indo-European languages like those of modern

Armenia and of the Ossetes or Iron was believed to indicate

that this easier and more reasonable route had been followed,

more especially as the language of the Ossetes is a Persian

dialect, while Armenian was considered also to belong to the

Iranian family. Indeed it is difficult to understand how
swarm after swarm of emigrants could have poured west-

ward through so uninviting a country as that to the north of

the Caspian. The migrations of barbarous hordes are usually
made in search of food, and this would have been found to

the south rather than to the north of the Caspian Sea.

Nevertheless I pointed out as far back as 1873 long
before I recognized the real significance of the fact that

this could not have been the route adopted by the migrating

Ar}
7ans. The Cuneiform inscriptions of Assyria make it

quite plain that between the Kurdish mountains on the

east and the Halys on the west there were no Aryans in

the days of the Assyrian Empire. The numerous proper
names belonging to this district, with one or two doubtful

exceptions, show no traces of an Aryan origin. It is not

until we reach the Medic tribes on the eastern side of

Kurdistan that we meet with names of an Aryan stamp.
The fact has been placed in a still clearer light by the

decipherment of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Van. They
show that as late as 640 B.C. there were as yet no Aryans or

rather no Aryan-speaking population in Armenia. The

migration of Aryan-speaking tribes into Armenia and the

Caucasus belonged, as the classical writers affirm, to the his-

toric and not to the prehistoric age.

To Dr. Latham beljngs the credit of first questioning the

hypothesis of the Asiatic origin of the Aryans and of

suggesting instead of it that their primitive cradle was

Europe, upon the ground that as Europe was the chief seat

of the Aryan-speaking population, it was reasonable to suppose
that it had been also their original seat. But Dr. Latham
had already been anticipated by a writer who had approached
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the question from an artistic and not a scientific point of

view. As early as 1842 the late Lord Lytton had thus ex-

pressed himself in his novel of "Zanoni": "The pure Greeks,

the Hellenes, whose origin has bewildered your dreaming

scholars, were of the same great family as the Norman tribe

born to be lords of the universe, and in no land on earth to

become hewers of wood. Even the dim traditions of the

learned, which bring the sons of Hellas from the vast and

undetermined territory of Northern Thrace to be the victors

of the pastoral Pelasgi and the founders of the line of demi-

gods; which assign to a population bronzed beneath the suns

of the South, the blue-eyed Minerva and the yellow-haired
Achilles (physical characteristics of the North) ;

which intro-

duce among a pastoral people warlike aristocraeies and limited

monarchies the feudalism of the classic time
;
even these

might serve to trace them back to the same regions whence

in later times the Norman warriors broke on the dull and

savage hordes of the Celt and became the Greeks of the

Christian world." Here the historical instinct of the novelist

had recognized that the pure Greeks of the classical epoch
found their only true parallel in the Northmen of a later

date, whatever may be thought of the truth of his description

of the Kelts as
" dull and savage hordes."

The theory of Dr. Latham and Lord Lytton has been

accepted by the anthropologists of to-day, and it is more and

more commending itself to comparative philologists. Works

like those of Poesche, Penka, and Otto Schrader, written as

they are from different points of view, all converge to the

same conclusion that the Aryan race had its cradle in Eastern

or Central Europe. Poesche would derive it from the Rokitno

marshes of Russia, where it became permanently albinoised by
the climatic conditions of the locality, like the fauna and flora

that still exist there; Penka believes that it must be identified

with the dolichocephalic race of Engis and Canstatt in the

paleolithic age, though the centre from which it dispersed in

the later neolithic period was Scandinavia, that is to say,

Denmark and the southern portion of Sweden and Norway ;

while Schrader has remorselessly swept away the idyllic
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picture of early Aryan life in Asia conjured up by Pictet, and

shown that the records of the parent-language when rigor-

ously questioned set before us a community barbarous and

miserable, with nothing better than stone weapons to protect
itself from the attacks of wild beasts or the skins of animals

to ward off the cold blasts of a northern climate. Where
this climate was situated is indicated by the fact that the

European Aryans were acquainted with the beech, and the

beech does not grow eastward of a line drawn from Konigsberg
to the Crimea. Their further acquaintance with the eel and

the salmon shows that we must not look to the possible beech-

groves of Central Asia, since the eel and the salmon are not

found in the Caspian and the adjacent rivers.

"While Anthropology and Linguistic Palaeontology were

thus passing their verdict on the old story of the Asiatic origin
of the Aryan race, Comparative Philology was also arriving at

the same conclusion. We have seen that the only valid evi-

dence on the philological side put forward on behalf of the

old view was the supposed superiority of Sanskrit as a repre-

sentative of the parent- speech. As long as the Sanskrit d

was believed to be more original than the corresponding three

short vowels of the European tongues, it was reasonable to

maintain that the home of the parent-speech should be sought
in the highlands of Asia rather than in Europe. But the

conclusion was reversed as soon as it was discovered that the

converse was the real fact, and that the vocalic system of the

European languages more faithfully reflects that of the parent-

speech than the vocalic system of India. During the last ten

years a revolution has taken place in the study of Indo-

European Comparative Philology, one part of which may be

described as consisting in the dethronement of Sanskrit. In

the hands not only of the Neo-grammarians, but even of a

scholar like Fick, Greek has taken the prominent place in

philological research formerly occupied by Sanskrit. Greek,
rather than Sanskrit, is appealed to in questions relating to

primitive Indo-European phonology or the primitive Indo-

European verb. The standard of comparison has become
Greek rather than Sanskrit. Fashions change, and it is
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probable that the Keltic languages may hereafter dethrone

Greek as Greek has dethroned Sanskrit, while it is not im-

possible that the Keltic languages may in their turn be

dethroned by Armenian
;
but one thing is now clear, and

that is that the primacy can never again be given to the

Aryan languages that have developed on Asiatic soil. The

single support furnished to the Asiatic theory by Comparative

Philology has been removed from it for ever.

There is, however, an argument which may be appealed to

by the advocates of the old hypothesis, and which, therefore,

it is necessary not to pass over. This is the argument derived

from the linguistic position of Armenian. Armenian was

long regarded as belonging to the Iranian branch of the

Aryan family, and writers like Friedrich Mtiller still view it

in this light. But against this opinion stands the fatal and

conclusive objection that the vocalic system is that of Europe
and not of Asia. It possesses the European a, e, and 6, not

the uniform a of the Asiatic tongues. If its verb shows

traces of an augment like the verb of Sanskrit or Old Persian,

this no more proves it to be of Asiatic origin than does the

augment of the Greek verb. In fact the supposed Iranianisms

of Armenian can be explained in great measure, as Hiibsch-

mann has made clear, by the long-continued influence upon it

of Persian and such Persianised dialects as those of the Kurds.

The Ossetes show how far to the north-west the Persianised

dialects extended. But Armenian itself came from the west.

As I have stated, the decipherment of the Yannic inscriptions

has proved that as late as B.C. 640 at least, there was no Aryan

language in the country afterwards known as Armenia, and

according to the express testimony of the Greek historians

the Armenians were "a colony" of the Phrygians, a testi-

mony which is confirmed by a comparison of Armenian with

the scanty relics of the Phrygian language. The Phrygians,

again, as we learn from the classical writers, as well as from

the researches of archaeology and philology, were originally

a Thracian tribe, which, like the other Aryan inhabitants of

Asia Minor, not excluding the Greeks, must have wandered

from Europe into the neighbouring East. So far as our
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present evidence goes, we may acquiesce in the belief in a

Thraco-Phrygian family of speech, of which Armenian is the

modern representative, and which may have stood in the same

relation to Greek that the Keltic tongues stood to the dialects

of ancient Italy.

As this is not an anthropological Institute, I need not discuss

what are the physiological characteristics of the pure Aryans
or the exact limitations of their original seat. It is enough
to point out that Comparative Philology, in its present

advanced phase, not only does not offer any objection to the

conclusions of anthropology as to the European position of

this seat, but that it is in complete harmony with them. Only
let us not confound the objects and subject-matter of the

two sciences. Comparative Philology knows of languages

alone, not of their speakers. It is probable, nay pretty cer-

tain, that the majority of those who now speak Aryan

languages are not of pure Aryan blood. It is equally prob-
able that this was already the case at the time to which our

oldest historical monuments in Europe reach back. But this

does not affect the question as to the first starting-point of

the Aryan languages and the primaeval home of those whose

language was their common parent. We have seen reasons

for identifying the latter with that particular portion of the

white race which we have termed Aryan, and we have seen

further reason for believing that just as Anthropology traces

back the Aryan race to northern Europe, so too Comparative

Philology tends to trace the primitive Aryan language
to the same locality. What now remains for Comparative

Philology is to utilize the conclusion, and determine how far

the grammar and vocabulary of the several Aryan languages
have been affected by foreign influences the further they have

wandered from their first home. Mr. Wharton has analyzed
the vocabulary of Ancient Greek and pointed out that out of

2833 words only 1580 admit of a probable Indo-European

etymology, while 641 can be shown to be loan-words, leaving
612 still unexplained. What he has done in the case of

Greek must be done in the case of other languages of the

Aryan stock. Like the Normans of a later age, the pre-
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historic Aryan emigrants can have formed an upper caste

only among the populations they subdued and in course of

time must have tended to become absorbed into the older

race. Their languages remained, but interpenetrated by

foreign influences. If Scandinavia were really the earliest

cradle of the Aryan family, it is in the languages and

mythology of Scandinavia that we shall find preserved the

purest forms of Indo-European speech and belief, and in

them we shall find a test whereby to determine the extent of

foreign admixture in Sanskrit or Greek, in Latin or Keltic.

XX. NOTES ON ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY. By the

Rev. Prof. SKEAT.

BEFORE submitting to your notice the following Notes, I

wish to say that such of them as refer to Anglo-Indian
words are taken from Colonel Yule's excellent work entitled
' Hobson-Jobson/ where further information will be found.

Amaze. It is nowhere recorded that the verb '
to amaze'

occurs in Anglo-Saxon.
'

Murray's earliest quotation of the

pp. amased is from the Ancren Riwle. However, the same

pp., spelt amasod, occurs in Wulfstan's Homilies, ed. Napier,

p. 137, 1. 23
;
where we find ' heortleas and earh, amasod

and amarod, mihtleas and afcered,' i.e.
' faint-hearted and

timid, amazed and troubled, weak and frightened.' I may
add that amarod is unrecorded also.

Artichoke. The earliest quotation in Murray is for 1531,

where the spelling is archckokks, pi. ;
and is given only at

second-hand, from a MS. account-book quoted in Notes and

Queries. The following quotation, though a little later, has

better authority, and gives nearly the modern spelling. In

the Privy Purse Expenses of the Princess Mary, ed. Madden,

1831, p. 33, under the date July, 1537, we find :

"
Item,

geuen to a seruante of my Lady "VVeston bringing Artichokes

to my lades grace, viij d."

Atone. The etymology of this word, from at and one, is

well known
;
and Murray shews that it arose from such

phrases as to be at one, to set at one, or to make at one. I

think I can go a step further back. The idiom is due to
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Anglo-French, and is, in fact, a translation. I find the

phrase
"

il ne peusent estre a un," i.e. they could not be at

one, could not agree ;
said of Henry II. and Beket. See Le

Livere de Reis de Angleterre, ed. Glover (Rolls Series),

p. 220, 1. 8. I wish to suggest that many English phrases

are probably mere translations from the French.

Botargo. I wish to make a correction in the notice of this

word in my paper read on Nov. 6, 1885 (Phil. Soc. Trans.

1885-6, p. 284). Devic (Supp. to Littre) shews that the

Ital. botargo is of Arabic origin ;
from the Arab, butarkhah,

with the same sense. The Arab, word is thought to be com-

posed of the Coptic indef. art. bu, and the Gk. ra/?t%o<?, dried

fish (Journal des Savants, Jan. 1848, p. 45).

Cannibal. I have followed the account in Trench's Study
of Words, which says that Cannibal is a corruption of Caribal,

a Carib, and that Columbus uses the pi. Caribales to denote

the Caribs. It is, however, no corruption, but only a dialectal

variation
; and, as a fact, Columbus describes the Caribs as

Canibales also. See the excellent letter by Mr. Trumbull in

Notes and Queries, 5 S. iv. 171. I understand Mr. Trumbull

to imply also, that another legitimate form of the word is

precisely Caliban, as in Shakespeare.
Canoe. The spelling in Hackluyt's Voyages, iii. 646, is

canoa
;
and in R. Eden's Books on America, ed. Arber, p. 66,

we find a mention of "
lighters or small boats, which they

[the natives of Hispaniola or HaytiJ call canoas." This was

printed in 1555, and is probably the earliest use of the word

in English. Eden translates from Peter Martyr, whose

book, in Spanish, was printed in 1511. There can be no

doubt that the Span, canoa was borrowed from the language
of Hayti, otherwise called Hispaniola or St. Domingo. Our

present spelling of the word is really French
;

for in a

French translation of Acosta's Natural History of the Indies,

bk. viii. c. 18, 1 find "canoes ou barques." Modern F. has turned

canoe into canot. We adopted the spelling canoe before 1740
;

for Pineda's Span. Diet, has :

"
Canoa, a boat all of a piece,

called a canoe : Indian." The G. Kahn, a boat, is a totally

different word, though the accidental resemblance is curious.
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Carminative, expelling wind from the body. (F. L.)

Richardson gives a quotation from Arbuthnot, On Aliments,

ch. 5
; also from Swift's poem of Strephon and Chloe, where

the following line occurs " Carminative and diuretic
;

"
the

date of this poem is 1731. It is from the F. carminatif,

which Cotgrave explains by
'

wind-voiding, wind-dissolving,

. . . also flesh-taming.' The Low Lat. carminatiuus, cited

by Ducange, is of later date than Cotgrave's Dictionary.

Littre gives the derivation from Lat. carminare, to card wool,

which Richardson further explains by
'
to cleanse from

gross parts'; and such is doubtless the sense intended.

Mahn's Webster also gives the same explanation. The

etymology is accordingly, from the Lat, carmen (stem car-

mini-}, a card for wool, from the rare verb carere, to card,

which is also the source of E. card, vb., and Lat. cardtius,

a thistle. It is remarkable that the latest edition of Ogilvie's

Dictionary derives carminative from the Low Lat. carminare,

supposed to mean '

to charm,' because such a remedy acts

suddenly, as a charm. This is not a good guess, because it

gives no good sense
;

and this carminare properly means '
to

compose verses.' It is not meant that carminatives compose

verses, or that they charm the patient ;
the sense intended is

that of ridding or expelling, which is merely a figurative use

of the verb carminare that was first mentioned.

Chaudron, entrails. (F.) Macb. iv. 1. 33. The r is inserted

by confusion with F. chaudron, a caldron. From O.F. c/iaudun,

older forms caudun, caldun, entrails (Godefroy). Of. G. Kaul-

daunen, en trails; M.L.Gr.Kaldune. Thought to be of Celt, origin;

cf. W. coluddion, entrails, pi. of colttdd; Irish caolan, pi. cao/ain.

But Mr. Mayhew suggests that O.F. caldun meant ' cooked

entrails'; from a Lat. *calidonem, from calidus. Cf. Span, caldo

de tripas, tripe-broth ;
Polish kalduny, pi. entrails. If so, caldron

is really related.

Cheat. I have given the usual explanation of this, viz.

from the M.E. chete, an escheat. The following quotation,

kindly sent to me by a correspondent, puts the etymology in

a very clear light :
"
They call this art by a new found

name, calling themselves chetors, and the dice cheaters,
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borrowing the term from among our lawyers, with whom all

such casuals as fall unto the lord at the holding his leetes, as

waifs, strays, and such like, be called chetes, as are accus-

tomably said to be escheted to the lord's use." A Manifest

detection of the moste vyle and detestable use of Dieeplay ;

pr. in vol. xxix. of Percy Society's publications (1851),

p. 17.

Cheeta, Cheetah, a kind of leopard. (Hind. Skt.) From
Hind, chttd, the cheetah, lit.

' the spotted.' From the

Skt. chitraka, a cheeta
;
formed with the suffix -ka from

chitra, spotted, variegated, orig.
'
visible.' Again, chitra is

formed with the suffix -ra from chit, to perceive, to know.

See Cheeta in Yule. The word chintz is from the same root.

Cheroot, a cigar. (Tamil.) Colonel Yule tells us that this

word is the Tamil shurutiu, a roll (of tobacco). He gives
several examples of the use of the word in the last century.

Chutny, a kind of hot relish. From Hind, chatni, the

same (Yule).

Cobra. In correction of my note on this word in Phil.

Soc. Trans., 1885, p. 289, 1 have to say that the Port, phrase
is cobra de capello, snake with a hood. See Dr. Chance's

remarks in Notes and Queries, 7 S. ii. 205.

Colleen, a girl (Irish). Irish cailin, a girl ;
dimin. of caile,

a country-woman. So also in Scotch Gaelic.

Cowry. I have given the usual derivation, from the Hind.

kauri, with the cerebral r. Col. Yule shews that another

Hind, form of the word is kau&i, and the Marathi form is

kavadi
;

and all these are from the Skt. kaparda, which

Benfey explains as ' a small shell used as a coin, a cowrie
;

'

also called kapardaka and kapardikd.

Creel. In correction of my note on this word in Phil. Soc.

Trans., 1885, p. 290, I have to say that the right word

is criol, though the mod. Gaelic has only the dimin. form

craidhleag. The O.Irish criol, a chest, a coffer (Windisch),
is the same word. See Notes and Queries, 7 S. iii. 44, where

it is explained that the use of dh in craidhkag is merely

orthographical, to shew that the preceding ai is a diphthong.
In the Prompt. Parv. it is spelt crelle.
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Curry, a relish
; hence, a seasoned dish. Col. Yule

remarks that the word is Tamil
;
from the Tamil kari, sauce.

The Canarese form karil was that adopted by the Portuguese,
and is still in use in Goa. I find that Vieyra's Port. Diet,

gives the word caril,
' the juice of tamarinds

'

;
this is clearly

what Col. Yule calls
' the ordinary tamarind curry of S.

India.'

I have given the word as Persian
;
this is entirely wrong.

Dacoit, a robber. From the Hind, dakait, a robber belong-

ing to an armed gang (Yule).

Laze. I have said that the E. daze is of Scand. origin.

In an article in Notes and Queries, 6 S. viii. 365, I was told

that it is obviously borrowed from the O.F. daser, which

is given by Godefroy and La Curne de Sainte-Palaye with

precisely the sense of the E. word. I was also told that the

evidence for a Scand. origin, as given by me, is hardly

sufficient. After re-examining the question, I see no reason

for altering my opinion. The O.F. daser and M.E. dasen

are certainly the same word, but there is no reason why one

form should be borrowed from the other. Certainly the

O.F. word was not borrowed from us
;
and if the Scand. word

could find its way into French, much more easily could it

find its way into English, which notoriously abounds with

words of Scand. origin. I conclude that the M.E. dasen and

the O.F. daser are alike of Scand. origin, and it would only

have obscured the facts to have mixed up the E. word with

the F. daser, which there was no need to mention. Matzner,

like myself, simply mentions the Scand. words, and leaves

the F. daser alone. On the other hand, I admit that I

hardly said enough in support of the Scand. origin, when I

refer to the Icel. dasask, to be exhausted, and the Swed.

dasa, to lie idle. There is, however, further evidence, as may
be seen by consulting Matzner and others. The Icel. pp.

dasa^r, exhausted by cold, answers fairly well to the E. pp.

dased as used by Hampole. The M.E. dasiberd, a stupid

fellow, can be explained from the Icel. dasi, a lazy fellow, to

which the M.E. berd (beard) has been added. The M.E.

dastard, a stupid fellow (in later E. a coward), is formed
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(with suffix -ard] from the Icel. dtest-r, exhausted. If we

now turn to Aasen's Norweg. Diet., we come closer to the

sense of the E. word. He gives Norw. dasa, to grow faint,

dcesa, to grow faint, to be exhausted with cold or wet
; dcest,

pp. faint, tired out; dceseveder, 'dazing weather' (as we might

say), said of frost and bad weather, which exhausts animals.

Rietz gives the prov. Swed. dasa, to lie idle, and cites the

Danish dialectal words dase, to lie idle, lounge about, dasse,

to flirt
;

also Swed. dial, daaeri, unchastity ; dasig, sluggish ;

daaka, to be slow, go slowly ;
with further illustrations. I

think there is quite enough evidence to shew that the E.

dated was derived from a Scand. word meaning exhausted by
cold or wet, tired out, faint, whence the secondary sense of

sluggish or stupid. The exact relationship (if any) between

daze, dizzy, and doze is not easy to determine. See Koolman's E.

Friesic Diet., s.v. dosen ; Bremen Worterbuch, s.v. dmig, etc.

Dich. "Much good dich thy good heart, Apemantus";
Timon, i. 2. 73. It may be remembered that Dr. Morris

explains dich as being a corruption of dit, i.e. fill
; and, in

fact, dit your would easily turn into dich your. Dr. Schmidt,

however, holds to Nares' explanation, viz. that dich is a

corruption of do it
;
and does not even hint at any difficulty.

Curiously enough, Nares gives no examples of the phrase.

Yet I believe that Nares is quite right ;
that the phrase was

common
;

and that do it was really turned into dit in pro-

nunciation, although we should have expected it to turn into

dot. In any case, dich is a corruption of dit, evidently due

to the frequent use of dit with the words ye, you, or your

following. The only real question is, are we to take dit in

the sense of '

fill, stop up,' as in Early English, or does it

stand for do it ? Here the evidence is altogether in favour

of the latter hypothesis.

In reading Dekker's Works (ed. 1873), I have come across

three examples of the phrase, and I strongly suspect it was

common. Thus, in his Satiro-mastix (Works, i. 204), Sir

Quintilian, addressing a widow, says :

" And much good do't

thy good heart, faire widdow, them." Here the concluding
"them" means "as regards them" ;

i.e. as regards the expen-

PMl. Trans. 1885-7. 45
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sive things of which the widow had been speaking. This very

strange construction occurs again ;
for in the same play

(Works, i. 214) we have: "Mistress Miniuer, much good
doo't you Sir Adam," i.e. much good do it you as regards Sir

Adam, or, I wish you joy of Sir Adam
;
which is the corre-

sponding modern phrase. Thirdly, in the same Works, iii.

281, we have the lines :

" To which proface [preface] with blythe lookes sit yee,
Rush bids this Couent, much good do't yee."

This last passage solves the whole mystery. It is the last

couplet of a series of rimes, and is therefore necessarily a

perfect rime. As the former line ends with sit yee, the latter

ends with dit yee ; shewing that do it, though written as do't

to the eye, in order to preserve its origin, was sometimes

sounded as dit in recitation. Here we have the very phrase
used as a mock form of salutation, as the context shews, and

the phrase was pronounced
" much good dit yee." Of course

this easily turned into dich yee, and so into dich thee, or dich

your ;
the corrupt pronunciation rendered it quite obscure.

The reason for this somewhat strange pronunciation is clearly

this, that the emphasis was on the it, not on the do. The

phrase was used with special reference to something pre-

ceding, which was spoken of as it\ much as if, in modern

English, we were to say,
" I wish you joy of that indeed."

For example, in the last passage, Rush is referring to the

very meagre fare on which the convent was living ;
he then

says a mock grace, giving thanks for certain rich viands that

were not provided, and ironically wishes them joy of their enter-

tainment. The passage in Shakespeare is precisely parallel

to this. Apemantus is at a rich feast. He refuses wine and

meat
;

all he drinks is water, and all he eats is the root of

some vegetable. For the root and the water he says his

grace ;
and ends with " Rich men sin, and I eat root.

Much good do it [i.e. the root] thy good heart, Apemantus!"
This satirical salutation he addresses to himself. The ex-

pression is still in use in the form " much good may it do

you," which is commonly, I believe, meant ironically. An

example of emphasis on a pronoun, in a similar phrase, occurs
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in the parody of 'Locksley Hall' in the Bon Gaultier Ballads:
"
Oh, 'tis well that I should bluster

;
much I'm like to make

of that I

"

Note. I leave this note as I wrote it. But Mr. Ellis refers me to his Early
English Pronunciation, p. 744, note 2, which shews that he was well aware of

this explanation, for it rests upon the incontrovertible evidence of William

Salesbury, who called attention to this phrase as early as in the year 1550.

Salesbury says:
" What yong Scoler did euer write Byr lady, for by our Lady ?

or nunkle iorvncle ? or mychgodi'io for much good do it you ?" The context shews
that the spelling mychgoditio was meant to be phonetic, the second t being
sounded as y. And again, at p. 165 of his work on E. E. Pronunciation, Mr.
Ellis says :

" This much contracted phrase is also given by Cotgrave (1611). who
writes it mu*kiditti, meaning perhaps (mug'ktdtt't), and translates much good may
doe unto yon.'

1 ''

Mr. Ellis further reminds me of the Scottish use of dude for

do it, as in the Court of Venus, ed. Gregor (S. T. S.\ bk. iv. 1. 121. The above

explanation is therefore unquestionably correct, and the M.E. dit, to stop, cannot
be held to have anything to do with Shakespeare's dich.

Dingy, a small boat. From the Bengali dingy, a small

boat; see Yule. (The g is hard).
Drum. It is difficult to tell whether drum (which does not

occur in M.E.) is a native word, or borrowed from Dutch, or

even from Danish. That it is of foreign origin seems to be

proved by the following early example. In the Privy Purse

Expenses of Princess Mary, ed. Madden, p. 140, for Jan.

1544, we find :

"
Item, to the dromslades, v s." Here

drotmlade is a corrupt form, answering to the Dutch trommel-

slager, a drummer, lit.
'

drum-striker,' and the Dan. tromme-

slager, with the same sense. Probably these drummers came

over from the Netherlands, much as German bands come

over now. At the same time, we have to account for the

spelling with d. Now we find that the word for drum was

spelt droon (with n and a long vowel) in 1502, in the Privy
Purse Expenses of Elizabeth of York, ed. Nicolas, p. 2

;
and

there are other examples. This droon seems to be nothing
but the E. word drone (as in the drone of a bagpipe), with a

transference of use from the bagpipe (mentioned by Chaucer)
to the drum. I suspect that it will be found that the Mod.E.

drum is a perverse spelling of drone, by confusion with the

Dutch trommel. This may help to explain the astonishing
fact that Spenser uses the word droome with a long vowel,

and rimes it with roo/ne
;

F. Q. i. 9. 41. Stanyhurst's

Yirgil has the word drumming, p. 87. Drum is no doubt

of imitative origin, like thrum. Wedgwood well compares
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the Icel. ]>ruma, to rattle (whence E. thrum, as upon a piano),

and the Dan. drumme, to make a booming noise, to boom,

and Dan. drum, a booming sound. Nevertheless, I suspect

it will be found that drum was actually suggested by the E.

dron? and the Du. trommel being confused. Of course, too,

the Icel. Ipruma, Dan. drumme, and Du. trommel are all from

the same imitative Teutonic root THROM
;

whilst drone is

from a similar imitative Teut. root, well seen in Goth, drunjus,

a noise.

Fake, to steal. This is a well-known cant word, to be

found in the Slang Dictionary. Like several other such

words, it is probably Dutch. It corresponds to Mid. Du.

facken, 'to catch, or to gripe,' recorded by Hexham.

Curiously enough, this verb answers precisely to the A.S.

facian, to try to acquire, to wish to get, a word employed by

King Alfred. The verb perhaps originally meant '
to

enclose,' and is closely connected with Du. vdk, A.S. fcec,

G. Fach, a word of rather widely extended meaning. The

G. Fach means '

partition, compartment, department ;

'

the

O.H.G. fah has the older sense of '

enclosure, wall
;

'

the

A.S. fcec means ' a space, interval.' See Fach in Kluge, and

fak in Koolman.

Fandango, a Spanish dance. (Span.) The account of this

word iii Mahn's Webster is copied nearly word for word

from Pegge. Dr. Pegge, in his Anonymiana, century viii.

30, ed. 1818 [written about 1780 ?], says :

" The Fandango,

a dance occurring [i.e. mentioned] in Swinburne's Travels, is

not found in the Spanish Dictionary. It was brought from

Guinea by the Negroes into the West Indies, and thence

into Spain." He gives us no authority for this statement,

and it is difficult to know whence he obtained it. Malm, in

Webster, says :

"
It was brought, together with Us name, from

Guinea, by the Negroes into the West Indies," etc. This is

bolder still, though not impossible. Swinburne's Travels in

Spain appeared in 1779, though there may have been an

earlier edition. However, I wish to point out that Pegge is

partly mistaken
; for it occurs in a Spanish dictionary print*

in 1740, viz. that by Pineda. He gives :

"
Fandango,
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dance used in the West Indies." I cannot trace the word

any further. Pegge is probably right in saying that the

word came from the West Indies. Whether it was originally

African, I cannot say.

Fat. Kluge gives further light upon this word in his

articles onfett and feist in his German Etym. Diet., and at p.

96, 1. 1 of his ISTominale Stammbildungslehre (Halle, 1886).

The Gr.fett seems to have been merely borrowed from Low
German at a comparatively late date. The G. feist really

means fattened, and is an old pp., viz. the same as O.H.G.

feizit, pp. of feizan, to fatten, from the adj. feiz or veis, fat.

The Icel. word is feitr. In the same way, he takes A.S.

fdstt (for it appears sometimes with a doubled t]
to be a pp.,

though the word when spelt with one t may nevertheless, I

suppose, be a mere adjective. However, he is right in

marking the vowel of the A.S. word as long. Ettmiiller

does the same. In Bosworth's Dictionary, the accent is

omitted. All the Teut. forms answer to a theoretical Goth,

adj. *faifs, or to a pp. *faitiths, derived from *faits. I see no

reason why it may not be further connected, as in Schade

and in my Diet., with the Gk. TTIWV, and Skt. pivan, fat.

Fever. I have given fever as a word of French origin ;

but this is not right, as it was certainly derived immediately
from Latin. The A.S. form is fefer or fefor, occurring
in Matt. viii. 15, Luke iv. 38, John iv. 52

;
and very

common in the A.S. Leechdoms. Indeed, we even have the

derivative fever-few, A.S. fefer-fuge, from the Lat. febrifuga,

fever-dispelling ; proving beyond doubt that the word was

well established before the Conquest.
Flannel. This form is corrupt, the provincial E. flannen

being more correct. I find mention of a certain "John

Eavens, badger [huckster] of flanen" in an extract from the

sessions records of Wenlock, Aug. 9, 1652
; printed in Miss

Burne's Shropshire Folk-lore, p. 480. This is a useful

piece of evidence.

Fool, in the phr. gooseberry fool. Mahn tells us that this is

derived from the T?. fouler, to trample on, hence, to crush. I

believe that this is a mere guess, and that there is no evidence
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for it. It is quite as likely that it was a sort of slang name,

made in imitation of trifle. Ben Jonson mentions it
;
we

find "your fools, your flawns
;

"
Sad Shepherd, Act i. sc. 2

(not sc. 7, as in Richardson). But Florio, in 1598, explains

the Ital. Mantiglia by
' a kind of clouted creame, called a

foole or a trifle in English.'

Freestone. This word occurs in Shakespeare, in the com-

poundfreestone-coloured, As You Like It, iv. 3. 25. And much

earlier, spelt frestane, in Weber's Met. Rom. iii. 118. I have

had some difficulty in tracing its etymology. The difficulties

lie in ascertaining whether the form is correct or corrupt ;

and again, in finding out what is the meaning of free, if it be

correct. This difficulty existed long ago, for I remember

meeting with the spelling frieze-stone, though I forget where,

as if the derivation were from stone suitable for making a

frieze. In Johnson's Dictionary, two contradictory reasons

for the name are given. The former is, because it can be

dug up freely in any direction, which makes no good sense
;

and the latter, because it can be cut or wrought freely in any

direction, which is practically right. The difficulty is

entirely solved by observing that the word is a mere transla-

tion from the French franche pierre. Cotgrave, as usual,

gives us the correct answer. He gives :

' Pierre franche, the

(soft white) freestone
'

;
and further explains the F. franc by

' without any fault or ill quality.' Littre has :

' Pierre

franche, pierre parfaite dans son espece, qui n'a ni la mollesse

du moellon, ni la durete du caillou,' i.e. a stone perfect in its

kind, having neither the softness of a soft stone, nor the

hardness of flint. We may thus understand free to mean of

excellent quality, without flaw, easily wrought in any direc-

tion. I may add that the expression fraunche piers, meaning
' stones of excellent quality,' occurs in the English Allit.

Romance of Alexander, 1. 4356 : and the expression precious

piers, i.e. precious stones, in 1. 5270 of the same.

Hayriff, Hairiff, or Cleavers, a plant; Galium aparine. (E.)

For this word, see Britten and Holland's Plant-names (E.

D. S.), and Matzner, s.v. hairif, p. 399. It is the A.S.

liege-rife, in the Glossary to vol. iii. of the A.S. Leechdoms.
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Here hege-rife means '

hedge
'

;
what rife means, I cannot

certainly say. But comparison with the Lowl. Sc. wank-rife,

wakeful, cauld-rife, chilly, and wast-rife, wasteful or prodigal,

suggests that -rife is the usual E. rife, abundant, used as a

suffix precisely as we use -ful (=.full). If so, then hege-rife

is
'

hedge-abundant,' that which grows abundantly in the

hedges ; and, in fact, it is exceedingly common in hedges

everywhere. Dr. Prior, Plant-names, s.v. Goose-heiriffe, calls

it hedge-reeve. This is a false name of his own invention, as

shewn s.v. liariff, where he derives it (quite wrongly) from

A.S. refa (reeve) and actually confuses this still further with

reafa, a robber
;

' because it plucks wool from passing sheep.'

It is all wrong.

Hayward, a hedge-warden. (E.) Matzner gives numerous

examples, s.v. haitcard, p. 399. Hay means '

hedge,' but it

is not derived from A.S. haga, as said in Ogilvie, for this

answers to E. haw. Neither is it from the F. hate, a hedge,

though this is the cognate F. word (of German origin). The

right A.S. corresponding form is hege, which see in Bosworth.

Note the three A.S. words, viz. haga, E. haw
; hcge, E. hay-

(in hayward) ;
and hecg, E. hedge. The A.S. nominative

hecg does not occur, but there is such a word, though it is

not given in the Dictionaries. It was a feminine sb., with

genitive and dat. hecge. The gen. occurs, spelt hegge, in the

phrase
"

set j^aare lange hegge sende," i.e. at the long hedge's

end
;

Cartularium Saxonicum, ed. Birch, i. 339. The dat.

occurs, spelt hegge, in the A.S. Chron., an. 547 (Laud MS.).

The most interesting point about the word hayicard is its

survival in the surname Howard, where the vowel-change is

due to the influence of the succeeding w
; just as sty-

wai'd is now steward. The fact of the equivalence of

Howard and Hayward was proved in Notes and Queries,

6 S. v. 94, by a correspondent who investigated the registers of

St. Paul's Parish, Bedford, and found the name of Hayward,
with the variant spellings Heyward, Hogward, He-ward, and

Howard, all the same family. The form Hogward is here

probably due to popular etymology. Even Heywood may be

the same name. Mr. Bardsley, in his Book on Surnames,
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takes Howard to be a variant of Harvard or Hereward, which

requires a far more violent change of form.

Hedge ; see Hayicard (above).

Hernshaw. Godefroy gives examples of the sing, herouncel,

occurring in the Liber Custumarum, i. 304 (14 Edw. II.),

and of the pi. heroncaulx in an account dated 1330.

Hidalgo, a Spanish nobleman. Todd quotes
" an hidalgo, a

gentleman of Spain," from Terry's Voyage to the East

Indies, 1655, p. 169. The account in Pineda's Span. Diet.,

1740, gives the correct etymology. He says :

"
Hidalgo,

formerly fidalgo, and sometimes called hijo d'algo . . that is,

the Son of something, or a Son to whom his Father had some-

thing to leave, that is, Honour and Estate." And Minsheu's

Span. Diet., 1623, has: "Hidalgo, a gentleman, the sonne of

a man of some worth." The full form is hijo d'a/go, and,

still earlier, fijo d'a/go, i.e.
' son of something

'

;
where fijo is

from Lat. ace. filium, son
;

d' is the Lat. prep, de
;
and algo,

somewhat, something, represents Lat. *aliquum, put for

aliquem, ace. of aliquis, some one.

Holt. Kluge shews, in his G. Diet., s.v. Holz, that holt is

not only cognate with the O.Irish caill or coill, a wood, as I

have said, but also with the O.Slav, klada, a beam, wood,

and the Gk. /fXaS-o?, a branch. The Russian word is koloda,

a log of wood.

Hurry. I derive this, as Wedgwood does, from the

imitative word to hurt; a Scand. word meaning to whirr or

whiz. I suggest that this hurr is a mere variant of ichirr. I

now find that Nares actually gives the verb to ichurrt/, with

the sense of '

hurry
'

; with two examples. This clinches

the etymology.

Jane, a kind of fustian. Todd quotes the spelling "jpyne

fustian" from the Talbot Accounts, 1580. In 1589 we

find mention of "
gene fustian

"
;
H. Hall, Society in the

Elizabethan Age, p. 210. Two etymologies have been

suggested : (1) from the town of Genoa
; (2) from that of

Jena. I hold the latter to be impossible. Genoa is spelt

Gene in Hearne's Glossary to Rob. of Brunne, and Chaucer

has iane, a coin of Genoa. In the Libell of Englisch Policye
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(1436), 1. 336, Genoa is spelt Jene
;
and the ships of Genoa

are said to bring to England cloths of gold and silk.

Lancepesade, Lanceprisado, the lowest officer of foot, one

who is under the corporal. The etymology is correctly

given in Nares and in the Dictt., but is insufficiently

explained. The passage that best explains it is in Turner's

Pallas Armata, p. 219, quoted by Grose, Milit. Antiq. i.

262, and in the Notes to Dekker, ed. 1873, iii. 371. The

word was borrowed from French, and is given as lanct-

pessade in Cotgrave, who explains it by
'

lancepesado,

the meanest officer in a foot-company.' The French form

was, in turn, borrowed from the Ital. lanciaspezzata or spezzata

lancia
;

Florio explains the latter by
' a demi-lance, a light

horseman.' In English the word was evidently thought to

be Spanish ;
hence it was turned into lancepesado, as if taken

from Span, lanza pesada, heavy lance, though this gave little

sense. This being unsatisfactory, popular etymology also

turned it into lanza-premdo or prisado, as if it had to do with

Span, presa, a grip, clutch, seizure. We also find lance-

persado in the play of ISir Thomas Wyatt, in Dekker's Works,

1873, iii. 95
;

see further in Nares. Now the Ital. spezzata

means shivered, broken, splintered, being the fern. pp. of

spezzare, to shiver to pieces, lit. to dis-piece ;
from Lat. dis- t

prefix, and the Ital. pezza, a piece, the same word as our

piece. Hence the sense is a dis-pieced lance, a shivered

lance, or demi-lance. As applied to a soldier, it meant one

who had been a captain of horse, but had broken his lance

and lost his horse
;

such a one was admitted into a foot-

regiment, at first as equal in rank with the captain of foot,

but ere long was degraded, and considered as equal in rank

with a corporal, till at last the lancepesade was further

degraded, and ranked as being but a little better than an

ordinary foot- soldier. All this is fully explained in the note

referred to. The substance of this note is quoted by Nares

from Grose, but it is well worth while to draw attention to

the original passage in Turner. Besides which, none of the

Dictt. explain the etymology of the Ital. pp. spezzata.

Launch, a particular kind of long-boat. Such is the
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definition in Todd's Johnson
;
I find no early example of the

use of the word. The dictionaries assume that it is derived

from the verb to launch, but I believe it to be of Span, origin.

The Spanish word is lancha, which Pineda (1740) explains

as ' the pinnace of a ship.' That the word is Spanish seems

to be proved by the numerous derivatives in that language.
Neuman and Baretti give lancha, barge, lighter, long boat,

launch
; lancha de socorro, life-boat

; lanchada, a lighter full

of goods, boat-load
; lanchon, a lighter ; lanchonero, a lighter-

man
; lancion, a kind of guardship in India. Vieyra's Port.

Diet, gives lancha, the pinnace of a ship ; lanchara, a ship so

called. I offer a wild guess that lancha may be a corruption
of lorcha, a small kind of vessel used in the China coasting

trade; and that both words are of Asiatic origin. See

Lorcha in Yule's Glossary.

Lay-figure, in painting. The etymology of lay in this

compound was given by Mr. Wedgwood in Notes and

Queries, 5 S. v. 436. The original word was lay-man, as in

Bailey's Diet., ed. 1735; and this word was used by Dryden
in his translation of Du Fresnoy's Art of Painting, 220,

written in 1694. The passage from Dryden is quoted in

Richardson. The word layman is precisely the Du. Iceman,

a layman, a lay-figure ;
and Mr. Wedgwood is doubtless

right in explaining it as being contracted from lede-man, i.e.

man or figure made with joints. Thus Sewel's Du. Diet,

gives leden, joints, pi. of lid, a joint; ledekant, a camp-bed,
i.e. bed made with joints for folding up ; ledezetter, a joint-

setter, bone-setter. The loss of d between two e's is a

distinguishing mark of Dutch
;

and may be instanced in

teer, for teeder, tender, weer for tceder, weather, Neerland for

Nederland, Netherland. The Du. lid, a joint, is cognate with

A.S. lift, a limb, joint, G. glied (
= ge-lied], Goth, lit/ms,

a limb. The word easel is also of Dutch origin, and seems

to have been borrowed about the same time.

Mandilion, a soldier's cloak. (Ital.-Span.-Arab.-Lat.) It

was once rather common. Nares gives seven examples, the

most interesting being one from Chapman's Homer, bk. x. 120.

The etymology is given in Mahn's Webster
; but, in his
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usual confused way, lie does not tell us whether it is French,

Italian, or Spanish. The form is, however, Italian, as

Nares says. Florio, ed. 1598, gives Ital. mandiglione,
' a

mandillion, a souldiers iacket.' But it has no root in Italian,

and all that is Italian about it is the suffix -one. The rest is

borrowed from the Span, mandil, a coarse apron, which

undoubtedly had also the sense of '

mandilion,' though the

Dictionaries omit it. This we can tell, because the word

found its way from Spanish into French, so that Cotgrave

interprets mandil to mean 'a mandilian, or loose cassock.'

That the word was Spanish is certain, because it is of

Moorish origin, being exactly borrowed from the Arabic

mandil, given at p. 1506 of Richardson's Arab- Diet., where

we find mandil, mindil,
' a table-cloth, towel, sash, turban-

cloth, handkerchief, mantle.' It thus appears that the sense

of ' mantle '

or ' cloak
'

appears in the original Arabic, and

must have thence found its way, first into Spanish, and

secondly into Italian
;

and when once Italianised, it was

lengthened by adding the common suffix -one. Finally, the

Arab, mandil, as Mr. Robertson Smith informs me, is not a

true Arabic word, but merely adopted from the Lat. mantik,

a napkin.
Mane. I have given this word as Scandinavian, because

the A.S. Dictionaries seem not to contain it. But we now

know, by help of Sweet's O.E. Texts, that it is a native

word. The entry
'

jiiba, manu '

occurs in the Erfurt

Glossary, 1. 1182. And I now find, thanks to Mr. Sweet,

that the adj. ge-mone, i.e.
'

having a mane,' is duly entered

in Bosworth and Toller's Dictionary.

Mango. I have given the etymology from the Malay
name mangga, but this is merely the Malay spelling. Col.

Yule shews that we took it rather from the Port, form manga.
Both the Port, and Malay names are unoriginal, being
borrowed from the Tamil word man-kay, where kay means
'

fruit,' and man is the Tamil name of the tree on which it

grows.
Martlet. I wish to point out a hitherto unnoted confusion

and difficulty in the history of this word. I have given
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martlet as a variant of martinet
;
for Cotgrave explains the

F. martinet by
' a Martlet, or Martin (bird) ;

'

and, indeed,

Littre gives F. martelet with the same sense as martinet.

This is the usual account, and is quite right as regards

Shakespeare's martlet, in the Merch. of Venice, ii. 9. 28 ;

and in Macb., i. 6. 5. The bird meant is the House-

martin, the Hinmdo urbica of Linnaeus, and the Cotile urbica

of modern writers, as Prof. Newton kindly informs me.

But as to the heraldic martlet, there is much difficulty. In

modern heraldry, the bird is represented with very short

legs, or none at all
;
and is therefore the Swift, the Hinmdo

opus of Linnaeus, now called the Cypselus apus. Prof.

Newton says it is the airovs of Aristotle, where the epithet

apus (footless) identifies it. The legs are very short, and the

actual drawings of the bird, in blazonry, are fair representa-

tions of it. It is a closely allied bird to the House-martin,

and the same word martlet was doubtless applied to both

these birds. There is no difficulty so far.

But now comes in a strange contradiction, which insinuates

that there has been gross confusion somewhere. For the

very bird which we call a martlet in English heraldry,

distinguished beyond doubt by its short legs, is by French

heralds called a merlette, i.e. a little merle or blackbird. For

example, Littre gives us : "Merlette, terme de blason
;
oiseau

represente sans bee et sans pieds. II porte d'or, a trois

merlettes de sable." Hamilton's French Dictionary has:

"Merlette, her. martlet." Cotgrave's French Dictionary,

ed. 1660, has : "Merlette, f. a Martlet, in blazon
;

"
so that

he seems to distinguish between the martlet of heraldry and

that of Shakespeare. But the surest evidence is that of a

Roll of Arms, which cannot be later than A.D. 1314, edited

by N. Harris Nicolas in 1828 from the Cotton MS. Calig. A.

xviii. At p. 1 we find :

" Le Counte de Penbroc, burele de

argent e de azure, od les merelos de goules ;

"
i.e. the Earl of

Pembroke, barry, argent and azure, with martlets, gules.

This precisely agrees with the dexter half of the shield of

Pembroke College. In this Roll, there are no less than 36

examples of arms containing martlets. The word always
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occurs in the plural, and the Anglo-French plural is almost

always spelt merelos, but we also find mereloz and merlos.

These plurals imply a singular merlot, which is a mere

variant of merlette, hoth forms being diminutives of merle.

Hence we have positive proof that the name of the heraldic

martlet has not only been merlette in France for centuries,

but was merlot or merlette in England more than five cen-

turies ago.

The only guess that seems to me to reconcile these facts,

is to suppose, that the original martlet of heraldry was really

a merlet or little merle
;

that the name, by some confusion,

was altered (in England, but not in France) to martlet, and

the figure of the bird must have been altered with it
;
and

lastly, that the modern French heralds have adopted the

English figure of the bird, whilst retaining the old appella-

tion unchanged.
That the name was actually altered, appears from the

Prompt. Parv., which has "Mart-net, Turdus," i.e. the name
of martnet or martlet was given to the merle, a bird belonging
to the (Linnaean) genus turdus.

The problem is, to find evidence as to the manner in which

martlets were represented many centuries ago. I have

already found something of the kind.

In Neale's Westminster Abbey, ii. 26, I find that the

supposed arms of Edward the Confessor were :

" A cross

patence (sic), between five martlets, or." The picture opposite

shews how this coat is carved in stone
;

the martlets are

there seen as long birds, with tails ending in a single point,

and with long legs. In Fabyan's History, ed. Ellis, p. 224,

there is a picture of the same coat
;
here again, the birds have

long legs, and single-pointed tails, and are not at all like

the martlets of modern times. This goes far to shew that

my guess is correct.

In any case, the fact that the heraldic martlet was called

merlot in Anglo-French, and is still called merlette in modern

French, must be taken into account.

Mascle, in heraldry, a lozenge perforated with a hole of the

same shape. (F. L.) In the Book of St. Albans, A.D.
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1486, leaf ^4, the accusative case occurs as masculas in Low

Latin, mascules in Old French, and mascules in English.

Cotgrave has F. made,
" the mash of a net

; also, in Blazon,

a Muscle, or short Lozenge, having a square hole in the

middest." The mascle represents a mesh of a net, and is

merely the same word as the F. made, from Lat. macula, a

mesh. In O.F., an s was ignorantly inserted before the c,

probably by confusion with O.F. mask, E. male, from Lat.

meucultu ; the spelling mascle occurs before 1350. This s

became fixed in English, and is still written. Still more

curiously, the E. word was retranslated into Low Lat. as

mascula, where the s entirely obscures the true etymology.
Thus mascle is a doublet of mail, as applied to armour, the

latter being the true old form (O.F. maille}. Curiously

enough, there was a variety of mailed armour which

has obtained the name of mawled armour, though I suspect

that this antiquarian term is of no very early date. The

period of maxcled armour was the eleventh century. See

Annandale's Diet.

Mazurka, a dance. Mr. Morfill has kindly suggested to

me that the name properly belongs to the dancer rather than

to the dance
;
for the literal sense of the Polish word Mazurka

is
' a woman of Massovia or Mazovia/ which is the name

of a province of Poland containing the city of Warsaw.

Similarly there is a dance called the Polonaise, which is

French for
' a Polish woman '

;
and the same explanation

applies to Polka, which is the Polish word for ' a Polish

woman,' the masc. form being Polak. Col. Yule, in his

Glossary, notices that Browning twice calls a girl a nautch,

whereas the word really means a dance. This is just the

converse. See Nautch below.

Mulligatawny, a hot soup. From the Tamil milagu-tannfai

lit.
'

pepper-water
'

(Yule). I am told that it is the former

part of the word that means '

pepper,' and the latter that

means '

water.'

Mustang, a wild horse of the prairies. (Span. Lat.) This

word is derived from the Span, word now written mesteno,

but formerly mcstengo, as in Pineda's Dictionary (1740).
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This form is merely adjectival, and signifies
'

belonging to a

company of graziers,' because these graziers catch the

mustangs and use them. The word for '

company of graziers
*

or of shepherds is mesta, which also meant formerly
' a fair

for shepherds'; see Minsheu (1623). The Span, mesta

answers to the Lat. fern, mista (also mixta], a mixed company
or assembly ;

from miscere, to mix, assemble.

Nautch, a kind of ballet-dance by women. (Hind.

Prakrit Skt.) From the Hind, (and Mahratti) ndch, a

dance
; from the Prakrit nachcha, the same. This is from

the Skt. nrtya, dancing, acting ; orig. fut. pass. part, of nrt,

to dance, act. See Yule. Hence the deriv. nautch-girl, a

dancing-girl ;
cf. Skt. nartaki, a female dancer.

Nizam, the title of a ruler in the Deccan. From the

Arab. nidJtdm, government, which the Persians pronounce as

nizam. Though the proper sense is
'

government,' it is used

as a title, as in the phrase nizdmu-'l-mulk, governor (lit.

order) of the empire. From the Arab, root nazatna, he

arranged or governed; see Devic and Richardson.

Nosegay. The word gay means a collection of gay flowers.

There is a good example in Golding's Ovid, ed. 1603, fol.

47, back :

" And (as it chaunst) the selfe same time she was a-sorting

gayes

To make a Posie, when she first the yong man did espie."

Nullah. From Hind, ncila, a water-course (Yule).

Orra, remaining, superfluous. (Scand.) The word orra is

Lowland Scotch. The senses in Jamieson are various, but all

arise out of the notion of remaining, superfluous, spare,

extra, and the like. Burns, in his Jolly Beggars, says that

they assembled for the purpose of drinking
' their orra

duddies,' i.e. their spare garments, which they pawned for

the purpose. Jamieson's suggestions as to the etymology are

worthless. The word is precisely the Dan. ovrig, remaining,

spare, Swed. ofrig, cognate with G. ubrig. And of course

this adj. is from the Dan. prep, over, Swed. ofver ;
cf. G. uber,

A.S. ofer, E. over. Thus orra=over-y. Cf. o'er for over.
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Pin. I believe no reference has ever been given to shew

that this word occurs in A. 8., although the form piim was

given by Somner. Authority for it has been found by Dr.

Lieberraann, who in his edition of an A.S. tract to which

he gives the title of '

Gerefa,' 18, 1. 6, gives us the phrase
' to haepsan pmn,' i.e. a pin, peg, or fastening for a hasp ;

see

Anglia, ix. 265. It was clearly borrowed, as I have said,

from the late Lat. pinna, a variant ofpenna.

Polka, a dance. The word, as Mr. Morfill suggests, properly

applies to the dancer, as the literal sense is a ' Polish woman,'

just as there is a dance called the Polonaise, with the same

literal sense. See also Mazurka. The Polish Dictionary

gives us Polak, a Polish man, with the fern. Polka, a Polish

woman. Cf. also Buss. Poliak', a Pole, Poleka, a Polish

woman. Shakespeare has Polack for
' Pole

'

in Hamlet,

ii. 2. 63, 75
; iv. 4. 23. Littre notes that the polka was

brought to France about the year 1845.

Polo, a game. Col. Yule says :

'
It comes from Balti

;

polo being, in that language, the ball used in the game.'

Balti is in the high valley of the Indus.

Pomander, a globe-shaped box for holding ointments.

(Span. Lat.) One of the earliest examples of this word

is in the Privy Purse Expenses of the Princess Mary (after-

wards Queen Mary), ed. Madden, 1831
; p. xxii. On the

1st Jan. 1518, this princess had many presents, and paid
" to the frenche quenes servant that brought a pomander of

of gold" the sum of 20 shillings. Pomander is often said to

be derived from pomme d'ambre, apple of amber. This is

very unlikely, and I find that it is a pure guess, and there

does not seem ever to have been any such phrase, nor any-

thing to connect it with amber at all. There is no hint

of anything of the kind in Murray's Diet., s.v. amber. In

fact, the origin is the Spanish poma, which Minsheu (1623)

explains by
'

pomander
'

;
and Pineda gives

"
poma, a little

small box full of holes to carry perfumes in to smell to, also

a pomander." The rest of the word is probably a mere

suffix, as seen in the Span, viv-andcro, a sutler, hil-andcro, a

spinner, a rope-walk ;
this suffix -and-ero is, in fact, double,
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due to the Lat. -endus of the participle in -dus, and the Lat.

-anus. The orig. sense of the Span, poma was an apple ;
it

is a fern, form due to the masc. porno, an apple ;
from Lat.

pontum.

Posnet, a little pot. M.E. posnet, Prompt. Parv. and

"VVyclif. The Anglo-F. form is pozonet, which occurs in the

Livere de Reis, ed. Glover, 1865 (Record Series), p. 78.

The z is equivalent to ts, and it can hardly be doubted that

the word is, practically, a diminutive of the O.F. pos t
a

variant of O.F. pot, a pot ;
see examples in Littre. The

suffix is not easy to explain ;
but we may compare the form

pozonet with Low Lat. potionare, to give to drink (Lewis and

Short). Perhaps pozonet answers to a Low Lat. *potionatum.

See Pot below.

Pot. The various Celtic words for pot are of Latin origin,

as I have already said in my Supplement. Littre points out,

still more distinctly, that the Lat. potus, a drink, draught,
was actually used in the sense of a drinking-cup in late

Latin
;

see also Lewis and Short. The word is thus fully

accounted for.

Puggery. From Hind, pagrt, a turban (Yule).

Quiz. In Moore's Life, i. 11, he tells us that his earliest

verses were composed on the absurd devotion of the public

to an extremely popular toy
"
very fashionable about the

year 1789 or 1790, called in French a bandalore, and in

English a quiz" Even ladies played at it out of doors in the

very streets, or, as Moore says,
" Went quizzing on to show

their shapes and graceful mien." This passage is quoted in

Notes and Queries, 5 S. i. 452. It is clear to me that quiz

is precisely the same as whiz, just as the Lowland Scotch

quhirr is the English whirr, which is a closely allied descrip-

tive word. Hence the verb to quiz, to amuse oneself with

another's peculiarities, as with a toy. I believe that quota-
tions for quiz must be sought for shortly after 1790. By
way of example, see the quotation from Colman's Heir-at-

Law in Davies, Suppl. Glossary ;
the date is 1797. It occurs

twice in a play by Holman, called Abroad and at Home, 3rd

edit., 1796 : we find " what a quiz it is" in Act i. sc. 1, and

Phil. Trans. 1885-7. 46
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"my quiz of a father" in Act ii. sc. 4. Again, I find "they've
the impudence to quiz me

"
in the first scene of False Alarms,

by Kenney> a play acted in 1807. I believe the usual story

about the word quiz, as given in Smart's and in Webster's

Dictionaries, to be one of those fictions with which our books

of anecdote abound. It assumes that the word quiz has no

meaning, which is not true ;
it is obviously of imitative

origin. The word whiz was used by Surrey. Mr. Smythe
Palmer tells me that the assumed date for the above story is

1791, whereas the word, according to Moore, is at least a

year older. If there is any truth in the story, all that Daly
did was to extend the use and vogue of a pre-existent word.

We are not bound to believe that he really invented the word.

Rancho, Ranch, a rude hut. (Span. O.H.G.) This

word is in common use in Mexico and California, and

frequently appears in American books, in which it is some-

times cut down to the shorter form ranch. Thus, in Bret

Harte's poem called An Idyll of the Road, we find the lines :

" Thar woz a snipe like you, a fancy tourist

Kem to that ranch ez if to make a stay."

It is obviously borrowed from the Span, rancho, a mess, or

set of persons who eat and drink together, also a free clear

passage. The ranches or rude huts are used for herdsmen or

farm-labourers who lodge there, and mess together, which

explains the reason for the name. The etymology of the

Span, rancho is doubtful
;
but Minsheu's Span. Diet. (1623)

gives an older sense of the word, viz.
' a ranke, an order or

place where every one is to keep or abide'
;
also the derivative

rancheria, with the sense ' a ranke of tents or cabins for

soldiers
'

;
whereas Meadows explains the modern ranchcria

as ' a h\it, or cottage where labourers mess,' which (as said

above) is now the meaning of rancho in N. America. There

is also a derived verb arrancharse, to mess together; as well as

ranchear, to form a mess, to build huts. Diez derives rancho

from the F. ranger, to array, set in order, our range ;
but it

seems to me more likely to have borrowed from the cognate

Provencal renc, also found in the form arrenc, a rank, a row

(Bartsch). It comes to much the same thing. All these
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words (like the English rank, range, and even harangue) are

of Teut. origin ;
from the O.H.G. hring, M.H.G. ring, a ring,

especially a ring of people ; indeed, rancho may have been

borrowed immediately from the O.H.G. word. This etymology
is clenched by the fact that the O.H.G. hring also had the

meaning of a space in the midst of a ring of people (see

Schade) ; whilst in Span, we find the phrase hacer rancho, to

make room, to make a clear space, precisely answering to the

English expression
'
to form a ring.' Monlau, in his Spanish

Etymological Dictionary, states that Scheler objects to the

derivation given by Diez, and proposes another, which seems

to me feeble and uncalled for, viz. from a nasalised form of

the syllable reg- in the Lat. regula, a rule
;
which he thinks

gives a better explanation of the Prover^al renc, as meaning
a row. But we all know that the E. rank constantly has the

sense of ' row '

;
and there is no doubt at all that the

borrowed E. rank, which, in the case of ' a rank of soldiers/

means a straight line, is cognate with the native E. word

ring, which means a circle. Thus it appears that a straight

line and a circle are, in language, identical, whatever they

may be in mathematics. The idea of '

line,' even in mathe-

matics, is common to both; see Euclid's definition of a circle.

Rate, verb, to reprimand. This is short for arate, which

occurs twice in P. Plowman, and means (1) to rebuke (sin),

and (2) to rebuke or reprimand (a person). In one passage,

C. xiii. 35, one MS. has rate. This arate is, after all, merely
a variant of aret, M.E. aretten, to reckon, count, impute, lay

to the charge of, indict. Godefroy shews that the O.F.

aretter was sometimes spelt aratter, whence M.E. araten.

Hence the etymology, as Murray shews, is from Lat. acl-

reputare ;
and this is the real (but unsuspected) origin of E.

rate, verb. I find :
"
Hatter, refer, accuser

"
; Roquefort.

Rum. In my Notes on Etymology, read before the Society
on Nov. 6, 1885, I gave the correct etymology of this

Barbadoes word, which was communicated to the Academy

(Sept. 5, 1885, p. 155) by Mr. Darnell Davis. Mr. Davis

has since written me a letter, in which he points out that the

common name kill-devil, by which the same spirit was also
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known (as shewn in my former article), is obviously the

origin of the French name guildive. This strange form is

given by Littre, who devotes ten lines to its etymology,
and thinks it may have been derived from F. guiller, to

ferment, and dive, a corruption of diable
; but adds that it

is more likely to have been a corruption of a proper name.

Littre's guess is not a bad one, as he has got hold of the

latter half of the word correctly. He also gives us guildiverie

as a name for traffic in rum, and guildicier for a maker of it.

These are manifestly derivatives from the F. word guild-ice, as

Littre tells us. This curious use of guildive as the French form

of kill-devil goes far to prove that the E. rum is, as Mr. Davis

says, a mere shortening of the alternative name rumbo, rumbow-

ling, or rumbullion, the name given to the spirit in Barbadoes.

Sambo, the offspring of a negro and mulatto. (Span.
L. Gk.) Span, sambo, formerly ganibo (in Pineda's Diet.,

1740), signifying
'

bandy-legged/ used as a sb. as a term of

contempt. The men of an African tribe are called Samboses

in An Eng. Garner, ed. Arber, v. 95. From the late Lat.

scambus, representing the Gk. cr/fa/i/Sd?, crooked, said of the legs.

Scabbard. It is necessary to observe that there are two

distinct words with the spelling scabbard. One is the sheath

of a sword, and is derived from the O.Fr. escauber, given by

Godefroy with this precise sense. The other is a popular

corruption of the trade-term scale-board, as duly explained in

Webster's Dictionary. Scale-board is a kind of thin veneer,

and is obviously derived from scale in the sense of a thin

layer, and board. Mr. J. Dixon tells me that a scale-board-

cutter is one who cuts the thin slices of wood of which band-

boxes and hat-boxes are made
;
and he sends me a very apt

quotation from Book vii. of Wiseman's Chirurgical Treatises,

1676. Speaking of splints, Wiseman says, "Some of these are

made of Tin, others of Scabbard, Past-board, and of Wood,
sowed up in linen Cloaths. . . . Those of Scabbards are apt

to bow, and so those of the thickest Pastboard, especially

if they chance to be wet." Part of this quotation is in

Wedgwood. I think the undoubted etymology of this

scabbard helps us with the etymology of the older and mor
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difficult word, and goes far to prove the suggestion which I

have already made, viz. that the O.Fr. escauber represents a

Teutonic form which we may express in English by scale-

berk, where -berk is the same as the latter syllable of hauberk.

Wedgwood has already shewn that there can be little doubt

about the latter part of the word, since we actually find the

E. form scauberke in the Romance of Merlin, ed. Wheatley,

p. 514, 1. 16. See further in my Dictionary. Thus the

sense of scabbard is precisely
' a protection formed by thin

slices of wood/ which well describes what we may suppose

the primitive scabbards to have been. I conclude that the

older word scabbard was a scale-berk, and that the later word

scabbard is a scale-board.

Stalk, verb. The A.S. Dictionaries ignore this verb. It

is therefore well to note that the compound be-stcelcian occurs

in Sweet's A.S. Primer, p. 83, 1. 37. This compound is not

in Bosworth.

Tatter-demallion, a ragged rogue. The word is spelt

tatterdimallian in Howell's Instructions for Forraine Travell,

ed. Arber, sect. 6, p. 37, where he speaks of "
poore French

tatterdimallians" F. J. V., in Notes and Queries, 5 S. vi.

306, quotes a passage from Green's Tu Quoque [1599], as

printed in The Ancient British Drama, ii. 566 " Pah ! the

Italian fashion ! the tattered-demallian fashion he means."

This earlier quotation exhibits tattered as a past participle,

which was easily turned into tatter because demallian began
with a d. I conclude that tattered is used adjectivally, and

therefore demallian is a substantive. The etymology in

Mahn's Webster is, I suspect, wrong. He derives it from

E. tatter, rag, and F. de maillon, said to mean 'of a rag.'

Now I am quite clear that we could not have borrowed the

whole phrase from French, because tatter never was a French

word
;
nor would it have made any sense to borrow such a

phrase as de mail/on, because a man could not have been

called in French a de maillon, any more than we should call

a street Arab an of-a-rag. Besides, the authority for maillon

is Roquefort, a very unsafe guide ;
and he only gives it as an

equivalent of F. maillot, a swaddling clout. Cotgrave gives
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maillon another meaning, from another root. I suggest,

therefore, that demallian was a substantive, prob. of French

origin, coined from the verb desmailler (mod. F. demailler], to

hack to pieces a coat of mail, and secondly, as Godefroy

shews, simply to tear or rend. This verb occurs also in

Spanish as desmallar, and in Florio's Ital. Diet, as dcsmagliare

and smagUare. It is derived from the prefix cfes-=Lat. dis-,

apart ;
and F. maille= Lat. macula, a net, a mesh, also a

coat of mail. The mod. F. mailleton, swaddling-clothes, is

from the same source as maille, as shewn by Littre. More-

over, Godefroy gives an O.F. verb desmailloler, with the

same sense as mod. F. demailloter, to unswathe, undo out of

swaddling clothes. I cannot explain the exact formation of

demallion, but I strongly suspect that it is, as I said, to be

referred to these verbs, viz. ddmailler, to undo the meshes of

a thing or to rend
;
and demailloter, to unswathe. I should

conclude that a demallion meant a person with rent clothes,

or with clothes torn off him, and so nearly bare. This

agrees with the quotation in Todd's Johnson from L'Estrange,

viz.
" As a poor fellow was trudging on a bitter cold morn-

ing with never a rag, a spark that was warm clad called to

this tatterdemallion, how he could endure this cold weather?"

I would throw out the hint that, if my view is right, we

may perhaps some day find a quotation for the sb. demallion

without the qualifying tattered. I see great difficulty in

taking the de to be the French preposition. To conclude,

Captain Smith, in 1629, uses the strange spelling tatterti-

mallion
; Works, ed. Arber, p. 864.

Travertine, a kind of white limestone. (Ital. L.) Traver-

tine is a recognized term in geology, used by Sir C. Lyell

and other writers. It is merely borrowed from the mod. Ital.

travertino (Meadows), whence also F. travertin, given by
Littre. But this Ital. form is itself corrupt, and is philo-

logically interesting for having an inserted r. The former r

is inserted, by anticipation of the r in the second syllable.

Florio gives the word in the form tivertino, explained in the

edition of 1598 as ' a kind of stone to build withall
'

;
and

Torriano, ed. 1688, gives the same form, with the sense of
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' a kind of building marble.' Littre, s.v. travertin, also

notices its use for building. This older form Ticertino

represents the Lat. Tibertinus, an adj. formed from the place-

name Tibur, which is the modern Tivoli, with a like change
of b to v

;
and this place is situated, as is well known, not far

from Rome, on the river Teverone, an affluent of the river

Tiber. Mahn's Webster gives the correct etymology, but

with insufficient detail
; and, as usual, without any references.

Troth. I give no earlier quotation than one from Shake-

speare, and explain it as a variant of truth. But the M.E.

form occurs in the Ormulum, spelt troicw]>e, 1. 1350; whilst the

same poem has the verb trowwenn, to trow, in the preceding
line. It is therefore obvious that troth (trow-tk) is formed

directly from the verb to trow. Again, I give trow as derived

from A.S. getreoinan, getreotcan, to trust; but the form may be

Scandinavian. Cf. O.Swed. troa (Ihre), Dan. troe, Icel. trua.

Tufa, a kind of soft or porous stone. (Ital. L.) This is

a common term in modern geology, but is a false form. The

correct spelling would be ttifo, and the word is masculine
;

but English pays no regard to gender, and it has obviously

been confused with Lat. tufa, a tuft, with which it has no

connexion. It was borrowed directly from Ital. tufo, a soft

or sandy stone
;
which is itself derived from the Lat. to/us,

with the same sense, a word used both by Yergil and Ovid.

Tofus is sometimes spelt tophus ;
and the o is long. Liddell

and Scott give the Gk. form as TO$O<?, but without any
reference

;
and here the o is short. The origin of the Lat.

tofua and Gk. TO</>O<?
is unknown ;

it is probable that they are

alike of foreign origin, and not indigenous in either language.

Vagrant. I have already pointed out that this word is

spelt vagarant in Hackluyt's Voyages, i. 490. I have also

suggested that it was formed from the verb to vagary, used

by Cotgrave and Florio in the sense '
to wander,' which seems

to be directly borrowed from the Lat. uagari. But I have

grave doubts about this matter
;
I now suspect that the verb

to vagary, i.e. to wander, was merely influenced in form by
this Lat. verb, and I even go so far as to question the reality

of the Latin origin of these words. I now believe that the
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verb to vagary was formed, under the influence of the Lat.

uagari, from the adj. vagarant, which may be a correct

spelling. For it seems to me that this vagarant precisely

represents the Anglo-French wakerant, which I have lately

found. In Le Livere de Reis de Angleterre, ed. Glover

(Rolls Series), p. 126, 1. 28, is the sentence " Deus pelerins

perdirunt . . . lour dreit chemin, e alerunt

wakerant ca e la,' i.e. two pilgrims lost their right way, and

went wandering or rambling here and there. It is impossible

not to be struck with the singular resemblance in form

between Hackluyt's cayarant, in the phrase
' a vagarant and

wilde kinde of life,' and the Anglo-French word. Vagarant
and wakerant have both the exact sense of '

rambling,' and

the forms are practically identical, as the French w easily

passed into v, and the k could be weakened to g in such a

position. Now this Anglo-French wakerant occurs in French

also. Roquefort gives two references for it
;

he says that

wakeraunt is used to translate the Lat. uaaa, fern., wandering,
in an old translation of Proverbs, vii. 10

; and, again, in

Jeremiah, xxxi. 22. Of course Roquefort, in his vague way,
derives wakerant from Lat. uogus, but it seems to me obvious

that it is nothing of the sort. A man would never go out of

his way to use so strange a form when he had the Lat.

itaga before him
;
he could have used vagant or vaguant much

more easily. French words beginning with w are usually of

Teutonic origin ; and, though I find no German word which

answers to it exactly, I think the G. wackeln, to totter or

stagger, is sufficiently near. Wackeln answers to the Du.

waggden, to totter, waddle as a duck (Sewel), and our own
word waggle. It would be quite intelligible to say that ' two

pilgrims lost their way, and went waggling about.' Of. also

Wyclif's curious translation of Eccles. xii. 3 "Whan shul

be moued the keperes of the hous, and the most strong men

wayeren" where the Vulgate has nutabunt. Further, in Ps.

cviii. 10, he translates nutantes by wageringe, and in Hosea

ix. 27, he translates uagi by wagerende. I may add that I

have found a third example of the O.F. word, in the phrase
' le laissent li diu aler waucrant,' i.e. the gods allow the
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world to go wandering about, paying no heed to it. See

Chrestomathie de 1'Ancien Franais, by L. Constans. The

Glossary has :
" waucrer [marked as a non-Latin word], errer

a 1'aventure, proprement errer sur mer."

Yet again, in Britton, ed. Nichols, i. 181, I find the

expression
" de wakerours par pays," which Nichols translates

" of vagrants through the country." And again
"
longue-

ment waucrant ca et la,' i.e. wandering long here and there;

Wavrin's Chronicles, ed. Hardy, i. 33. Ducange gives two

examples, both from Froissart, of the infinitive vaucrer, under

the heading Vaxare (though this may be a different word).

It is to be noticed that the present participle of the verb

seems to have been used as a sb. I do not see how the Latin,

forms can explain the r in the E, word vagrant, except on

the supposition that it comes out of the infin. uagari, and was

borrowed immediately. But if it was borrowed immediately,
it then becomes difficult to account for the French suffix -ant.

There is no r in the Lat. ace. uagantem.

Veranda, Verandah, a covered balcony. There is a most

instructive article on the word in Yule's Glossary of Anglo-
Indian terms. It is sometimes said to be Persian, but this

derivation is challenged. There is a Skt. varanda, a portico ;

but this appears to be quite a late word. The evidence shows

that the word is really Portuguese, the Port, word being

varanda., a balcony. This is the same word as the O.Span.

varanda, explained by Pedro de Alcala, in 1505, as meaning
' a stair-railing, fireguard, balcony.' The early occurrence

of the word in Spanish proves that the word is certainly

European. Minsheu, in 1623, gives Span, baranda, varanda,
'
railes to leane the brest on '

;
which shews that the term is

properly applied to a railing breast-high, such as a stair-railing.

Col. Yule is content to shew that the word is European.
I think we may go a little further, and connect it with Span.

vara, a rod, twig, staff, pole, Port, vara, a rod. The suffix

-anda is adjectival, and answers to the Lat. -endtis, originally

the suffix of the fut. pass, participle. See Diez, Gramm. der

Rornanischen Sprachen, 1858, ii. 352, where he actually

instances the Span, baranda, railings, as exhibiting this suffix.
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I think the original sense of baranda was 'railing,' from bara

or vara, a rod, in the sense of '
rail.' Moreover, I think the

Span, vara may fairly be derived from Lat. uara, a forked pole.

Wall-eyed. The derivation of this word from the Icel.

vald-eyg>r, as given in my Dictionary, is proved by the

occurrence of the very spelling icald-eyed in the Wars of

Alexander, 1. 608. Its further connection with the more

correct Icel. form, ragl-eyg^r is proved by the occurrence of

the spelling wawil-eyid and waugle-eghed in the same, 1. 1706.

Windlass. There are two words of this form. I first

consider the windlass used with a rope. It is explained
in my Dictionary as having an intrusive I. This is not the

right explanation. It is the M.E. wyndflas, shorter form

wyndlas ;
both these forms occur in the Prompt. Parv.,

p. 529
;
and on the same page we have icyndas also. Both

wyndel-a* and wynd-as are legitimate formations. The latter

represents Icel. vind-dss, a beam that turns round, from vinda,

to wind, and ass, a beam. The former represents an Icel.

vindil-dss, not given in Yigfusson, but (as Mr. Magnusson
informs me) still in common use in Iceland

;
where vindil- is

the stem of the sb. vitidill, a winder. This windel not only

occurs in Swed. dialects, being defined by Rietz as the

name given to the stick used for turning round a quern or

handmill, but even occurs in the M.E. yarn-windel, a reel for

yarn, in Wright's Vocabularies and in the Prompt. Parv.,

p. 188. The A.S. word is, however, gearn-winde. We hence

see that windlass is simply short for windel-ass, where windel is

a 'winder,' and -ass=Icel. ass, a beam. The suffix -el denotes

the implement, as in spin-d-le, A.S. spin-l, from spin. Now
that this windlass is thus seen to be as old as A.D. 1440, it is

not improbable that the Tudor-English windlass, a circuitous

track, is nothing but an adaptation of the same word, due to

a popular etymology which resolved the word into wind and

lace. If, on the other hand, it be an independent formation,

there is still no great difficulty in actually deriving it (as

above) from wind and lace, the old sense of lace being a noose

or snare (F. lags in Cotgrave, Lat. laqueus}.

Yokel, a country bumpkin. (E.) In Davies' Supple-
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mentary Glossary, we find quotations for this word from

Hood, Dickens, and Blackmore
;
the dictionaries refer us to

Kingsley, but suppress the reference. Ogilvie suggests that

it may be from the verb to yoke, which is not convincing ;

nor do I think it is right. The meaning of the word is

'

bumpkin
'

or '

simpleton.' I would rather, therefore, con-

nect it with the M.E. goke, a fool, which is a Northern form

appearing in Reliquiae Antiques, i. 291, where a man who

complains of the difficulty of learning to sing says :

" I ga

gowlende a-bowte, al so dos a goke," i.e. I go yelling about

like a fool. The form goke answers to the Icel. gaukr, a

cuckoo, Lowl. Scotch gowk, a cuckoo, also a fool. But I take

the form yokel to be native English, from the A.S. geac,

a cuckoo. I am aware that the A.S. geac became $ek in

M.E., as shewn by Halliwell
;
but the double form might

easily result from the shifting of the accent in the combina-

tion gea, precisely as in the case of E. yore, from the

dissyllabic A.S. gedra, as compared with E. year from the

monosyllabic A.S. gear. We might thus obtain a form yokel,

the suffix being adjectival, as in A.S. panc-ol, thoughtful;

indeed, there is a trace of the very word gedcol, in the com-

pound gedcol-modian, to frighten, subdue, lit. 'to make yokel-

minded'; Wright's Yocab., ed. Wiilcker, col. 209, 1. 18. In

fact, Rietz gives us a prov. Swed. gukkel, a foolish person,

which is precisely the right cognate word. He connects it

with the sb. gog, a foolish person, but it belongs rather to

the Ssved. yok, Swed. dial, gauk, a cuckoo. [I may observe

here that Rietz is by no means strong in etymology, and

entirely ignores Grimm's Law.] I suggest, then, that the

mod. E. yokel represents the A.S. adj. gedcol, cuckoo-like,

foolish, from geac, a cuckoo
;
the change of vowel being due

to the shifting of the accent caused by the addition of a

syllable, as in gedra, yore, from gear, a year.

I must allow, however, that this article is, for the most

part, guesswork ;
and we have to face the fact that yokel is

unknown to our early literature.
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LIST OF THE WORDS NOTICED IN THE FOKEGOING ARTICLE.

amaze, 690.

artichoke, 690.

atone, 690.

botargo, 691.

cannibal, 691.

canoe, 691.

carminative (expellingwind from
the body), 692.

chaudron (entrails), 692.

cheat, 692.

cheeta, cheetah (a kind of

leopard), 693.

cheroot (a cigar), 693.

chutny(akindof hot relish), 693.

cobra, 693.

colleen (a girl), 693.

cowry, 693.

creel, 693.

curry (a relish), 694.

dacoit (a robber), 694.

daze, 694.

dich, 695.

dingy (a small boat), 697.

drum, 697.

fake (to steal), 698.

fandango (a Spanish dance), 698.

fat, 699.

fever, 699.

flannel, 699.

fool (in the phr. gooseberry fool],

699.

freestone, 700.

hayriff, hairiff, or cleavers (a

plant), 700.

hayward (a hedge-warden), 701.

hedge, 702.

hernshaw, 702.

hidalgo (a Spanish nobleman),
702.

holt, 702.

hurry, 7u2.

jane (a kind of fustian), 702.

lancepesade, lanceprisado (the
lowest officer of foot, one who
is under the corporal), 703.

launch (a particular kind of long-

boat), 703.

lay-figure (in painting), 704.

mandilion (a soldier's cloak), 704.

mane, 705.

mango, 705.

martlet, 705.

mascle (in heraldry, a lozenge

perforated with a hole of the

same shape), 707.

Mazurka (a dance), 708.

mulligatawny (a hot soup), 708.

mustang (a wild horse of the

prairies), 708.

nautch (a kind of ballet-dance by
women), 709.

Nizam (the title of a ruler in the

Deccan), 709.

nosegay, 709.

nullah, 709.

orra (remaining, superfluous),
709.

pin, 710.

Polka (a dance), 710.

polo (a game), 710.

pomander (a globe-shaped box
for holding ointments), 710.

posnet (a little pot), 711.

pot, 711.

puggery, 711.

quiz, 711.

rancho, ranch (a rude hut), 712.

rate (verb, to reprimand), 713.

rum, 713.

Sambo (the offspring of a negro
and mulatto), 714.

scabbard, 714.

stalk (verb), 715.

tatter-demallion (a ragged rogue),
715.

travertine (a kind of white lime-

stone), 716.

troth, 717.

tufa (a kind of soft or porous

stone), 717.

vagrant, 717.

veranda, verandah (a covered

balcony), 719.

wall-eyed, 720.

windlass, 720.

yokel (a country bumpkin), 720.
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A.

abacot, a ghost-word, 351. [For the

explanation of '

ghost-word,' see

P- 350-1

Abel, Dr. C., his
' Ilchester Lectures'

severely handled, 378.

abofted, a ghost-word, 359.
"Accent in Sanskrit and Greek,"
Dr. WEYMOUTH'S paper on, Proc.

'84-5, xx.

agog (and cognate words), etymology
of, 13.

aichemister
, explanation of, 3.

Alise, the inscription of, 155.

allryn, a ghost- word, 363.
Allusions tojataka Stories inManu,56.
aloof, meaning of, 14.

amaze, first record of, 690.

Analogy, the influence of, in explaining
cases of unoriginal /and ;, 260 et seq.

andiron, derivation of, 6.

Animals in English, on the genders
of, Proc. '84-5, xiii.

Annandale's edition of '

Ogilvie's

Imperial Dictionary,' 351.

Anniversary Meeting, May 15, 1885,
Proc. '84-5, xviii ; May 21, 1886,
Proc. '85-6, xli

; May 20, 1887,
Proc. '86-7, xli.

Aramaean, various renderings of the

name, Proc, '85-6, i.

Ardmore, Ogmic inscription at, 170.

Armenian language may probably de-
throne the Keltic languages, 686.

Armenian language, its linguistic

position discussed, 688.
Arnold's '

Wyclif's Works,' 364.
artichoke, early quotations for, 690.

Aryan languages have lost their pri-

macy, 688.

Aryan speech in India, Mr. BOXWELL'S
paper on, 656 el seq.

Aryans, primitive home of the, Prof.

SAYCE'S article on, 678 et seq. ;

discussion on the same, Proc. '86-7,
xli.

as, ask, asparagus, ass, assets, assist,

assize, at home, atmosphere, atom,
atone, auburn, azure, avoirdupois,
aureole, avoid, derivation of, Proc.

'84-5, viii.

Ascoli, G. I., on the Celtic language,
387 ; on Irish Glosses, 388.

Asiatic theory of the origin of the

Aryans controverted, 685 et seq.

Aspirated letters in Melanesian lan-

guages, 282.

Atkinson, R., his index to
' The Book

of Leinster,' 388 ; on Irish lexi-

cography, 390 ; on Irish metres,
391-

atone, etymology of, 690.

Augment, Prof. SAYCE'S article on
the origin of the, 652 et seq.

Autun, the inscription of, 154.
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B.

ba, the root, in Old-Irish, 214-224;
British forms belonging to, 230.

badger, derivation of, Proc. '84-5,
xiv.

Balance-sheet, 1884, Proc. '84-5, xix
;

1885, Proc. '85-6, xl ; 1 886, Proc.

'86-7, xlii.

Ballinrannig, Ballintaggart, Ballycro-
vane, Ballyhank, Ballywiheen, the

Ogmic inscriptions at, 169-172.
Barbour's '

Bruce,' 362.

barge, apparently connected with

Egyptian and Coptic baris, bari, 75.

barrister, explanation of, 3.

bat, derivation of, 75.

battlement, derivation of, 75.

BAUNACK, Dr. J.,
" The Inscription

of Gortyn," Proc. '86-7, xiii.

Bavai. the inscription of, 158.
Beaumont, the inscription of, 160.

Beech, knowledge of the, a crucial

test concerning the origin of the

Aryan race, 687.

beefeater, origin of, still undiscovered,

75-

belene, a ghost-word, 363.

ben, the root, in Old-Irish, 231-233.
BERTIN, M., his unpublished paper

on " The Assyrian Noun," Proc.

'86-7, vi.

beuen, a ghost-word, 359.

bewray, early instances of, 76.

bewuiius, a ghost-word, 366.

bezique (a game at cards), derivation

of, 6.

Biblical Aramaic, Dr. STENHOUSE'S
article on, Proc. '85-6, i-v.

bilewit
'

simple,' etymology of, Proc.

'84-5, ix.

Bindon, Mr., his notices of Irish

MSS., Proc. '86-7, v.

blv, the root, in Old-Irish, 233-238.
Blaikie, Dr. Balfour, his letters con-

cerning two languages on the Niger.
See LATHAM.

blaze, etymology of, 283.
blue, etymology of, 76.

bluff, etymology of, 283.

Bogoroditzki, V., on unaccented
vowels in the Russian language,
376.

Bohemian literature, recent contribu-

tions to, 379.

bolueden, a ghost-word, 365.
'Book of Leinster,' published by the

Royal Irish Academy, 388.

booty
'

plunder,
'

derivation of, 284.

bonfire, quotations for, 283.

Bopp's discoveries relating to the Irish

language, 97.

borne, a boundary, specimen of replies
received to a request for extracts

relating to, Proc. '86-7, x.

botargo, etymology of, 284, 691.
bouchtn, a ghost-word, 358.

Bourges, the inscription of, 161.

BOXWELL, J., "Report on the Sontali

Language," 380-385 ;

' On the Place
of Sanskrit in the Development of

Aryan Speech in India," Art.

XVIII., pp. 656-677 ; discussion

on his paper, Proc. '86-7, x-xi.

BRADLEY, H., his remarks on the

word hailag, Proc. '85-6, vii
;
on

Dr. Stokes's paper on ' The Old
Irish Verb,' Proc. '85-6, xliii

; his

remarks on Dr. K. Meyer's article

on Old High German syntax, ibid.

xlv
;

his remarks on the name
Eoban, Proc. '86-7, vi

;

" On Gothic
Personal Names," ibid, xi

;
his

remarks on Prof. Postgate's article

on Latin so-called Future Infini-

tives, ibid, xvii
; his remarks on

Prof. Sayce's article on the "
Pri-

mitive Area of the Aryans,"
ibid. xli.

Bradshaw, H., obituary notice of,

344 ;
his labour on the Breton

Glosses at Orleans, 539, and his

description of the manuscript,
540.

braid '
full of deceit,

'

etymology of,

286.

Brandon Mountain, the Ogmic in-

scription on, 172.

BRANDRETH, E. L., his account of

the words Ho Holy, for the Dic-

tionary, Proc. '85-6, vi-viii.

Brazilian origin, Notes upon words of,

by Prof. SKEAT, 89-93.
Brazilian origin of

jaguar, 89.

tapioca, 92.

tapir, 92.

toucan, 92.
breast-summer or bressomer, an archi-

tectural term, 77.
Breton Glosses, Orleans, Dr. STOKES'S

article on the, 539 et seq.

Breul, Dr. K., the translator of Dr.

THURNEYSEN'S Report on Celtic

Philology, 386.

bridegroom, derivation of, 5-

British declension, 130 et seq.

Browne, W. R., obituary notice

345-
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Brythonic Celts, investigations con-

cerning their ancient history, 391.

bit, the root, in Old-Irish, 238-242.

build, etymology of, 287.

bull, used in the sense of 'jest,' ap-

parently from the contempt in which

Papal edicts or '
Bulls

' were held

in England, 78-

Burgundian Library (
= Bibliotheque

Royale), Dr. STOKES'S article on the

Irish MSS. in the, Proc. '86-7, iv.

Burns's '

Holy Fair,' 371.

C.

cad, etymology of, 287 ; note on, by
H. WEDGWOOD, 647-649.

Canair, St., Dr. STOKES'S translation

of the legend of, Proc. '86-7, v.

cannibal, etymology of, 691.

canoe, derivation of, 691.

caoutchouc, derivation of, 6.

carminative '

expelling wind from the

body,' etymology of, 692.

carnival, derivation of, 288.

cartridge, explanation of, 4.

Cassal, Prof. C
, obituary notice of,

346.
catgut, etymology of, 78.

CAYLEY, C. B.,
" The Conditions of

Onomatopoiia," Proc. '84-5, xi.

[This paper had formerly been

printed in Modern Thought, so has

not been published in the Phil.

Trans. ]

"Celtic Declension," article by Dr.
WHITLEY STOKES, 97-202 ; list of

paradigms of, 102 et seq.

"Celtic Philology 1880-1886," Dr.
R. THURNEYSEN'S Report on, 385
et seq.

char, a ghost-word, 363.
charter, etymology of, 78.

Chaucer, specimens of errors in modern
editions of, 362.

chaudron 'entrails,' derivation of, 692.
cheat, explanation of, and further

quotation for, 692.
chek yn a tyde, a ghost-word, 367.

Chekh, this word adopted by Mr.
Morfill in place of Czech, 378.

cheroot, etymology of, 693.

chesse, a ghost-word, 358.

chichingis, a ghost-word, 362.
Child language, a study of, 68 et seq.

China, the Languages of, before the

Chinese, Prof. DE LACOUPERIE'S
article on, 394 et seq.

chopine 'high-heeled shoe,' etymo-
logy of, 79.

chorister, explanation of, 3.

Christmas-box, derivation of, 286.

chutny, etymology of, 693.

Cilgerran, the Ogham inscription at,

167.

cinchona, derivation of, 289.

cipres, cypress, derivation of, 80.

cistvaen, etymology of, 80.

clamupe, a ghost-word, 357.
cleavers 'a plant,' origin of the name,

700.

cleue, a ghost-word, 363.
cobra 'a snake,' etymology of, 289,

693-
coca 'a plant,' etymology of, 289.
CODRINGTON, Rev. Dr. R. H.,"

Sound-changes in Melanesian

Languages," Art. X., pp. 271-282.

coffer, derivation of, 4.

Coin-legends, Gaulish, 165 et seq.

Colias, the inscription of, 152.
colleen

' a girl,' etymology of, 693.
con (to taste, try), reference to, 7.

conise, a ghost-word, 356.

conisyng, a ghost-word, 356.
Connellan's '

Practical Grammar of

the Irish Language,' 98 n.
" Connemara Gaelic," Mr. LECKY'S

paper on, Proc. '86-7, xliii.

contraband, etymology of, 290.

coppin, a ghost-word, 361.
corves, a ghost-word, 364.

couuen, a ghost-word, 359.

cowry, etymology of, 693.

cowslip, etymology of, 290.
creel

' a kind of basket," etymology of,

290, 693.
Cretan dialect illustrated by the

Gortyn Inscription, Proc. '86-7,
xiv.

cronde, a ghost-word, 355.

croiv-bar, etymology of, 291.

crowd, etymology of, 291.
crowds = '

fiddles,' 78.

Crowley's edition of Piers Plowman,'
359-

culde, a ghost-word, 357.

culpis, a ghost- word, 371, 372.

culprit, derivation of, 5-

Cuneiform inscriptions in the Library
at Orleans (a request to Prof. Sayce
to reproduce them), Proc. '86-7, iv.

curmudgeon, derivation of, 7.

curry
' a relish,' etymology of, 694.

Curtius's Greek Etymology, Dr.

STOKES'S paper on, Proc. '85-6, ix.

Cymmrodorion Society, publications
of the, 392.
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D.

dacoit ' a robber,
'

etymology of, 694.
Danicic, Gj , the Serbian scholar, 377.

Davids, Prof. Rhys, on vegha-mtssa-
kena, 48.

Davis, D., his notes on the word rum,
7I3-

davit, etymology of, 291.
DAWSON, B.,

" On the Revised
Version of the New Testament,"
Art. IV., pp. 59-68; "Notes on
the Revised Version of the Old

Testament," Art. XII., pp. 333-
342.

daze, etymology of, 694.
De Courtenay, Prof. B., his survey

of the Slavonic family of languages,

375. 3.7
8 -

De Jubainville, H. d'Arbois, on Old-
Irish mythology, 386 ;

on Gaulish
and Breton phonetics, 387 ; his list

of Irish legends, 388 ;
his article

on the ' Senchus Mor,' 391.
De La Borderie, A., on the early

historians of Britain, 392.
DE LACOUPERIE, Prof. T., "The
Languages of China before the

Chinese," 394-538 [a summary of

the contents of this article is given
on pages 532-537, and a list of

Addenda et Corrigenda on page
538] ;

his remarks on the structure

and evolution of languages, Proc.

'85-6, xliii ; his remarks on Mr.
BOXWELL'S paper on Sanskrit, Proc.

'8o-7, xi.

degontit, a ghost-word, 361.

Dekker, quotations from, in explana-
tion of the contraction dich, 695.

dell, derivation of, 291.
Dental letters in Melanesian languages,

277.

desouled, a ghost -word, 360.
Dialectal work, Mr. Ellis's Reports

on, Proc. '84-5, xiv
;
Proc. '85-6,

xvii-xxxix ;
Proc. '86-7, xxi-xl.

dich (Shaks. 'Timon,'i. 2. 73.), ex-

planation of, 695.
DICTIONARY, THE PHILOLOGI-
CAL SOCIETY'S, Dr. MURRAY'S
Annual Reports on, with thanks
to sub-editors, readers, etc., Proc.

'84-5, vii
; Proc. '85-6, viii

; Proc.

'86-7, ix ; Mr. Brandreth's account
of the words Ho Holy for, Proc.

'85-6, vi-viii.

Dictionary, Stanford's, Report on, by
Dr. Fennell, Proc. '85-6, xiii.

Diez, F., on Romance words, 387.

Difficult and troublesome ,4-words for

the DICTIONARY, list of, Proc.

'84-5, viii.

Dijon, the inscription of, 155.

dimnede, a ghost-word, 356, 359.

dingy 'a small boat,' etymology of,

697.
divinistre (Chaucer's Knightes Tale,

X953). explanation of, 2.

Dixon, J., his remarks on scale-board-

cutter, 714.

doiley, etymology of, 291.

dolf, a ghost-word, 371, 372.
doll, etymology of, 292.

dolmen, derivation of, 8l.

dolp, a ghost-word, 371, 372.
Dominicans = Friars Preachers = listres

= the preaching friars, I.

doublet v. singlet, 292.

drinen, a ghost-word, 354.
drum, etymology of, 697.

duabus, Delbriick's instances of the

curious analogy of. 263.
duds, derivation of, 292.

duffer
' a feeble, inefficient person,'

etymology of, 293.

dymnede, a ghost-word, 356, 359.

E.

ease, etymology of, 293.
Ebel's discoveries relating to the Irish

language, 100
; his imperfect set

of paradigms, 101.

eddy, etymology of, 294.

eery, eerie, etymology of, 294.

eftures, a ghost-word, 363.
ELLIS, A. L, Annual Reports on his

Dialectal' Work, Proc. '84-5, xiv
;

Proc. '85-6, xvii-xxxix ; Proc. '86-7,

xxi-xl
;

his testimony as to the con-

traction dich, 697.
Ellis's (Sir H.) edition of '

Layamon,'
354-

Elton, C. J., on old Brythonic history,

392.

Emlagh East, the Ogmic inscription

at, 170.

enchausyt, a ghost-word, 363.

encortif, a ghost-word, 365.
Endlicher's Glossary, quoted, 166.

English Etymology, notes on, by
Prof. SKEAT, 1-12, 75-89, 283-333,

690-722.

English, illustrations of umlaut in,

Proc. '86-7, vii.

English phrases probably mere trans-

lations from the French, 691.
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English Prosody, Mr. LECKY'S paper
on the Phonetic Theory of, Proc.

'84-5, ii-vi.

Eoban, discussion on the name, Proc.

'86-7, vi.

Ernault, E., on Celtic sounds, 387;
on the Breton language and its

dialects, 393.
Ersch and Gruber's '

Allgemeine En-

cyclopaedic der Wissenschaften und
Kunste,' 386.

es, the root, in Old-Irish, 242-247.
essay, the derivation of, Proc. '84-5,

xxi.

Esser, Q., on Gaulish names, 387.
Este, the inscription of, 146.
estreat

' a true copy,' etymology of,

295.

Etymologies, Critical, 13-19; English,
1-12, 75-89, 283-333, 690-722.

European origin of the Aryans, 685.
Eutychius fragments at Paris, Dr.

STOKES'S notes on the, Proc. '86-7,
iii.

Evans, A. J., his
' Slavonic Conquest

of Illyricum,' 380.

Evans, S., his promised Welsh-

English Dictionary still longed for,

393-

exhaust, derivation of, 295.

F.

fake
'
to steal,' Dutch origin of this

cant word, 698.

fandango
' a Spanish dance, 'etymology

of, 698.

Fardel, the Ogham inscription of,

1 68.

fat, etymology of, 699.

feeze, feaze, pheeze, etymology of, 295.
FENNELL, Dr. C. A. M., his report
on Stanford's Dictionary, Proc.

'85-6, xiii.

Fenwick, Mr., the possessor of Scott's

original MS. of 'The Monastery,'
353-

Ferguson, S., his '
Irish Ogham In-

scriptions,' 387.

fester
' a sore,' etymology of, 296.

fetish, derivation of, 297.

fenter ' to lay the spear in rest,' deri-

vation of, 297.

feuterer 'a dog-keeper,' derivation of,

298.

fever, etymology of, 699.

fidginfain, meaning of, 13.

flannel, a corrupt form for flannen,
699.

Pail. Trans. 1885-7.

Flannery (o Flannaoile), Mr., on Con-
nemara Gaelic, Proc. '86-7, xliv.

flocced, a ghost-word, 365.

fly, in the sense of '

coach,' 299.

fool (in the phrase gooseberry fool),

etymology of, 699.

forbusur, a ghost-word, 357.

forgalbed, a ghost-word, 369.

foringit, a ghost-word, 361.

folloke, a ghost-word, 360.

fouk, a ghost-word, 356.

founed, a ghost-word, 364.
Franciscans = limitors = the begging

friars, I.

freestone, etymology of, 7.
Frencelius, A., 379.

fronde, derivation of, 4.

ft, this combination, not occurring in

Latin, should not be expected in

French, 363.

Fuller, Thomas, originator of orni-

thologie
= ' the speech of birds,' 87.

furl, etymology of, 299.

futtocks =
'

foot-hooks,' 82.

G.

gab, the root, in Old-Irish, 247-8.
Gaelic sounds, discussion on, Proc.

'86-7, xliv.

Gaidoz, H., the mythological re-

searches of, 386.
Gaidoz, H., et P. Sebillot, biblio-

graphy of Breton literature, 392.

galbert, a ghost-word, 369.

gallowglas, etymology of, 82.

gamboge, derivation of, 300.

Garnett, Dr., his paper on the

augment referred to, Proc. '86-7, ii.

Gaulish coin-legends, 165 et seq.

Gaulish inscriptions, 138 et seq.

Gaulish words from Endlicher's Glos-

sary, 1 66.

gavial, the crocodile of the Ganges,
derivation of, 300.

' Gawain Douglas,' the various edi-

tions of, 370.

gay
' a collection of gay flowers,'

quotation for, 709.

Gebauer, Dr. J., 379.

geek
' a dupe,' derivation of, 300.

Genders of Animals in English, Dr.

Sattler's paper on the, Proc. '84-5,

xiii.

Ghost-words, the Rev. Prof. Skeat's

report upon, 350-374. [An alpha-
betical list is supplied on pp. 373"4- ]

Gilbert, J. T., 'Facsimiles of Irish

MSS.,' 387.

47
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glanders, etymology of, 82.

God, Dr. Morris's article on the deri-

vation of the word, Proc. '85-6, xi.

Golden ring, inscription on a, 163.

golk, a ghost-word, 371, 372.

Gortyn, the Inscription of, Dr. BAU-
NACK'S article on, Proc. '86-7, xiii.

"Gothic Personal Names," Mr.
BRADLEY' s article on, /Vw.'86-7, xi.

gramity, a ghost-word, 356.
Greek characters, Celtic inscriptions

in, 146 et seq.

GREGOR, Rev. W., translator of Senor
Machado y Alvarez' paper on a

study of child language, 68.

Gueret, the inscription of, 156.

guildhie, guildiverie, guildivier, Fr.,

714.

gull, to gull, meaning of, 17.

Giiterbock, B., his index to the
' Grammatica Celtica,' 389; on
Latin loan-words in Irish, 390.

Guttural letters in Melanesian lan-

guages, 276.

H.

hailag, Mr. Bradley's remarks on,
Proc. '85-6, vii.

Hallam, Thomas, his special work in

connexion with Mr. Ellis' s researches

on English dialects, Proc. '85-6,
xviii et seq.

Halliwell [Phillipps]'s explanation of

corve is erroneous, 364.

Hanusz, J., on Dr. C. Abel's '
II-

chester Lectures,' 378.

Harte, Bret, quotation from, on the

word ranch, 712.

hatchet, derivation of, 301.

havin, a ghost-word, 364.

hay, etymology of, 301.

hayriff, hairiff, etymology of, 7-
hay-ward 'a hedge-warden, 'etymology

of, 701.
here and there used for "this world
and the next," 54.

hernshaw, early examples of, 702.

hetheued, a ghost-word, 360.

hidalgo
' a Spanish nobleman,' ety-

mology of, 702.

hobbledehoy
' a lad approaching man-

hood,' derivation of, 302.

hockday, hoke-day,
' the second Tues-

day after Easter,' etymology of, 303.
Hoernle and Grierson's opinion of the

Sanskrit language quoted and con-

troverted, 656 et seq.

Hogan, the Rev. E., his contribu-

tions to Old- Irish literature, Proc.

'86-7, v.

hoik, a ghost-word, 371, 372.
holt, etymology of, 702.

hopscotch, etymology of, 305.

Howard, various forms of the name,
701.

howen, howne, ghost-words, 362.

hurdygurdy, origin of, 83.

hurry, etymology of, 702.

I.

i, the root, in Old-Irish, 248-252.
Igor, The Expedition of, an early

Russian prose poem, 376.

Inscriptions (Old-Celtic) in North
Etruscan characters, 138-146 ; in

Greek characters, 146-152 ;
in Ro-

man characters, 152-165.
Intrusive letters in various words, 4-6.

inveigle, etymology of, 305.

Irish-English Sounds, paper on, by J.

LECKY, Proc. '84-5, xv.

Irish grammar, various contributions

to, enumerated, 389.
Irish lexicography, progress of, 390.
Irish metres, investigations of, 391.
Irish MSS. at Paris, Orleans, and the

Burgundian Library, Dr. STOKES' s

report on the, Proc. '86-7, iii-v.

Irish saints, lives of, Proc. '86-7, v.

Irish versions of classical stories enu-

merated, 389.
Island, Stradbally, the Ogmic inscrip-

tion at, 170.

J-

Jagic, Prof., his contributions to

Russian literature, 376.

Jamieson's edition of ' Barbour's

Bruce,' 363.

jane
' a kind of fustian,' etymology of

702.

jasper, derivation of, 5.

Jataka stories in Manu, allusions to,

56 ; traces of, in the Panjab, 58.

jeltron, a corrupt form of shelter, 15.

jereed, jerreed, 'a blunted javelin,'

origin of, 83.

yew's harp, Jew's trump, 84.

junk
' a vessel,' 84.

jupon
' a kind of overcoat,' etymo-

logy of, 306.
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K.

Kalousek, Dr., 379.

Karlowicz, J., 378.

Kelly's
'

Practical Grammar of the

Antient Gaelic,' 99 n.

kelpie
' a ghostly water-horse,' deri-

vation of, 307.
Keltic languages may probably de-

throne Greek, 688.

kennel, derivation of, 307.
Kern, Professor, on veghamissakena,

50.

khubav, Persian origin of the Bul-

garian word, 377.
kilderkin, 84.
kill-devil '

rum,' the origin of the
French guildive, as explained by
Littre, 714.

Killeen Cormac, the Ogmic inscrip-
tion at, 172.

Killorglin, the Ogmic inscription

at, 170.

kitnes, a ghost-word, 353.
Kos, Dr., his 'Memorial of the

Thousandth Anniversary of St.

Methodius,' 378.
kraal ' a village,' derivation of,

307-

Krynski, A. A., 378.

L.

Labial letters in Melanesian languages,

279.
La Condamine, quotations from, re-

specting the word caoutchouc, 7.

lagoon, derivation of, 308.

lancepesade, lanceprisado, etymology
of, 703.

Languages ofChina before the Chinese,
Prof, de LACOUPERIE'S article on

the, 394 et seq.

lanner, lanneret, 'a kind of falcon,'
derivation of, 308.

lanyard, etymology of, 308.
lath, a ghost-word, 360.
LATHAM, Dr. R. G.,

" Comments on
two letters by the late Dr. Balfour

Baikie," Proc. '84-5, xiii. [This
paper is only mentioned as having
been read before the Philological

Society, but not published.]
Latham, Dr., the first questioner of

the Asiatic origin of the Aryans,
685.

lay-figure in painting), etymology of,

704.

LECKY, J., "The Phonetic Theory
of English Prosody," Proc. '84 5,

ii-vi
;
"On Irish- English Sounds,"

Proc. '84-5, xv ; on "Connemara
Gaelic," Proc. '86-7, xliii

; his

remarks on Mr. Sweet's paper on
"The Law of Sound-changes,"
Proc. '86-7, viii.

lector, meaning of, I.

Leger, L., his translation of the

Chronicle of Nestor, 375.

Leinster, The Book of, 388.

lessyt, a ghost-word, 363.

Lhuyd's
'

Archseologia Britannica,'

98 n.

Liebisch, G., on the syntax of the

Wendish language, 379.
////

'
to sing, to dance, to jerk, to

spring,' etymology of, 309.

limehound, etymology of, 84.

limitor, meaning of, I.

Liquid letters in Melanesian languages,
281.

listre, derivation of, I.

lither 'pestilent,' etymology of, 310,

649.
Ik-kk, 370-372.
loine, a ghost-word, 356.

London, l.ondres, derivation of, 5-

"look sharp!" a phrase not in use

in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, 368.

loom, etymology of, 85.

loon, lown, derivation of, 311.

loose, etymology of, 85.

Loth, Prof. J., on verbal forms in

Neo-Celtic languages, 290 ;
on the

transmigration of Brythonic tribes,

392 ;
his edition of the Breton

Glosses at Orleans, 539 et seq. ; his

misreadings of Old-Gaelic glosses,
Proc. '86-7, iii

;
his misreadings of

the Breton glosses, ibid, iv et seq.

Lumby, Dr. J. R., his
' Bernardus

de Cura,' 370.

hither, etymology of, 649.

Lyndesay, Sir D., his '

Experience
and the Courteour,' 372.

Lytton, Lord, quotation from his
' Zanoni

'

concerning the origin of

the Greeks, 686.

M.

MacCurtin's ' Elements of the Irish

Language,' gS .

MACHADO Y ALVAREZ,
"

Titin, a

Study of Child Language," Art. V.,

pp. 68-74.
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mag, the root, in Old-Irish, 253.
Mahlow's explanations of points in

Irish grammar, 101.

Malaucene, the inscription of, 151.
Malinowski, L., 378.
mandilion ' a soldier's cloak,' ety-

mology of, 704.

mane, etymology of, 705.

mango, etymology of, 705.
Manu, allusions to Jataka stories in,

56.

marchpane
' a sweet cake,

'

derivation

of, 311.
Mariakovich, M., on loan-words in

Serbian, 376.
martlet, a confusion in the history of

this word discussed, 705-707.
Masaryk, Dr., 379.
mascle (in heraldry), etymologyof, 707.

ma\elild 'chatterer,' etymology of,

Proc. '84-5, ix.

Matthew, F. D., his emendations of

MSS., 365.
maused, a ghost-word, 358, 359.
Mazurka 'a dance, 'etymology of, 708.
Melanesian languages, sound-changes

in, 271 et seq.

menial, derivation of, 86.

MEYER, Prof. Kuno, his 'Battle of

Ventry,' 389 ;
on Irish versification,

391 ;
his edition of ' The Battle of

Ventry
'

reviewed by Standish H.
O'GRADY, 619 et seq. ;

" On some
Points in Old High German Syntax,"
Proc. '85-6, xliv.

Miklosich, Prof., his 'Etymological
Dictionary of the Slavonic Lan-

guages,' 374, and '

Dictionary of

Six Slavonic Languages,' 375 ; his
' Turkish Element in the Languages
of South-east Europe,' 377.

Miller, A. W. K., his reprint of M.
O'Clery's 'Irish Glossary," 390.

milliner, etymology of, 312.
minx ' a pert, wanton girl, 'derivation

of, 312.
mob, etymology of, 313." Modern English Verb," by H.
SWEET, Proc. '84-5, xii, xiii.

moidore, may, 'a piece of money,'
derivation of, 313.

Molloy's
' Grammar of the Irish Lan-

guage,' 98 n.

Monataggart, the Ogmic inscriptions

at, 169.

monelich, a ghost-word, 359.

Moore, T., his earliest verses were

composed on the word quiz, 711.
MORFILL, W. R., 'Report on Slavonic

Philology,' 374-380 -

MORRIS, the Rev. Dr. R.,
" Pali

Miscellanies," Art. III., pp. 20-58 ;

his remarks on Mazurka, 701, and
on Polka, 710 ; "On the Derivation

of God," Proc. '85-6, xi ;
his remarks

on Mr. Boxwell's paper on Sanskrit,
Proc. '86-7, x

;

" Pal! Notes and

Queries," Proc. '86-7, xvii-xx.

morse, a ghost-word, 353.

moyt, a ghost-word, 360.
mucchen, vb., derivation of, 8.

Muirchu's ' Life of St. Patrick,' Proc.

'86-7, v.

mulligatawny 'a hot soup,' meaning
of, 708.

mundungus 'ill -scented tobacco,'

etymology of, 314.

MURRAY, Dr. J. A. H., his annual

reports on the Society's Dictionary,
Proc. '84-5, vii

; '85-6, vi ; '86-7,

ix.

mustang
' a wild horse of the prairies,'

etymology of, 708.

N.

nalle, a ghost-word, 355.
Nasal letters in Melanesian languages,

280.

nautch 'a ballet-dance,' etymology
of, 709.

Nehring, Prof., 378.
Neilson's

' Introduction to the Irish

Language,' 98 n.

Nemanic, Professor, his
' Cakavish

Studies,' 377.

Neris-les-Bains, the inscription of,

158-

Nestor, the Chronicle of, 375.

Nevers, the inscription of, 157-

New Testament, Notes on the Re-

vised Version of the, by B. DAW-
SON, 59-68.

Newton, Prof., on the scientific

meaning of ornithology, 86.

Niger, Dr. B. Blaikie's letters con-

cerning two languages on the. Set

LATHAM.
Nimes, the first, second, and third

inscriptions of, 148, 149, 150.

Nizam, an Eastern ruler's title, deriva-

tion of, 79-
nolt, a ghost-word, 371, 372.
Norman warriors and sons of Hellas,

Lord Lytton's remarks on their

mutual origin, 686.

North- Etruscan characters, Old-Celtic

Inscriptions in, 138 et seq.
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Northern Germany, the nomenclature
of the towns and villages of, 379.

nosegay, a quotation illustrating, 709.
Notre- Dame, inscriptions on three

Gallo-Roman altars found in, 161.

Novakovich, S., his ' Palsso-Slavonic

Grammar,' 375.
Novara, the inscription of, 141.

nullah, derivation of, 709.

Numerals, tables of Old-Irish, Welsh,
Cornish, and Breton, 188.

O.

Obituary Notices. See Bradshaw,
Browne, Cassal, Stock, Trench.

O'Brien's '
Practical Grammar of the

Irish Language,
'

98 n.

occamy^' alchemy,' 86.

O'Clery, M., his
'
Irish Glossary,'

39.
O' Donovan's ' Grammar of the Irish

Language,' 97 n.

Ogham characters with Roman letter

equivalents, 167.

Ogham Inscriptions, 166 et seq.

O'GRADY, Standish H., "Remarks
on the Oxford Edition of the Battle

of Ventry,"Art. XV., pp. 619-647.
Old Breton Glosses, Dr. Stokes's

editions of the, 392.
Old-Celtic Inscriptions, 138 et seq.
Old English Contributions, by H.

SWEF.T, Proc. '84-5, ix.

Old English MSS., peculiarities of
doubled consonants in, 368.

Old Gaulish, new discoveries in, 386.
Old High German syntax, Dr. Kuno
Meyer on, Proc. '85-6, xliv.

Old-Irish Declension, 97 et seq.

Old-Irish phonetics, 202-214.
Old Testament, Notes on the Revised

Version of the, 333 et seq.

ombre 'a card-game,' etymology of,

3I5-

O'Molloy's
' Grammatica Latino-

hibernica,' 98 n.

one, already spelt won, 315.

onen, a ghost-word, 355.

Onomatopoeia in Pali, 57 > Proc.

'86-7, xix.

Ordinals, table of Old-Irish, Welsh,
Cornish, and Breton, 193.

O'Reilly's
'
Irish-English Dictionary,'

Origin of the Augment, Prof. SAYCE'S
article on the, 652 et seq.

Orleans, Cuneiform Inscriptions in

the Library at, Proc. '86-7, iv.

Orleans, the Breton Glosses at, 539
et seq.

ornithology, double solution of its

origin, 86.

orra 'remaining, superfluous,' deriva-

tion of, 709.

ouershuppe, a ghost-word, 358.

owery, a ghost-word, 367.

P.

paddock, a corruption of parrock, 315.
'Palatal-umlaut' in Mercian, etc.,

Proc. '84-5, ix.

Pali Miscellanies, by Dr. MORRIS,
20-58. The following is the list of
words treated of, arranged accord-

ing to the English alphabet.
dhundarika, 24.

a/a, 22.

dlaya, 23.

anamha, 21.

anda, 2O.

antaggdhika ditthi, 21.

apassena, 22.

dstyati, 23.

atani, 20.

atriccha, 20.

avheti, 22.

bha-k&ra, ya-k&ra, 40.

bhakuti, bhakutika, 41.
bhendu or gendu ? 41.

bhumistsa, 41.

bubbulaka, 40.

cdleti, 31.

catukka, 30.

chadayati, 31.

danda-yttddha, patt&lhaka, 33.

dhammasudhammatd, 34.

diso-disam, 33.

giribbaja, 30.

hirahiram, 54-

hurahuram, 55-

huram, 54.

inofiala, inghela, 25.

kdlasntta, 27.

kamniakarana, kamnia-kdrand,
27.

kampuri, 2"J.

koldpa, 30.

kulanka, kiilaka, 29.

lakuta, 46.

mamsasida, 42.

marumba, 42.

mucchati, muccheti, 43.

mutthassati, 43.

niddhuniya, 34.

nik/iddana, 34.

niminati, 34.
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Pali Miscellanies continued

odahi, 27.

pakkatthdpetva, 35.

paKpa, 37-

pancangulika, 35.

parip&teti, 36.

patim&neti, 36.

patin&S'ka, patisisaka, 36.

patiyamana, cikkhassanta, ucaya-
munn, 38.

ptlikolika, 39.

ponti, 40.

puiynaghata, 39.

puppha-chaddaka, 40.

w/rtY, 45.
saddha, 52.
sambadha, 53.
sankntika or sankutita, 53.

tamatagga, 32.

tamati, 32.

taitaka, 31.

thusotu, 32.

zWrtd', *2/z<z, 26.

uk-k(iceti, 25.

upakiilita, 25

itpasimsaka, 26.

uputa, 26.

uttaribhan^a, 2$.

vaggidi-vata, 46.

vajjha, 46.
vambheti or vamheti, 46.

vegha-missakena, 48.

veramba, 52.

vidamseti, 47.

vilupanatu., 47.

visivtti, 23.

visiyati, 47.
"Pali Notes and Queries," Dr.

Morris's article on, /We. '86-7,

xvii ^/ .rcy.
In the following list of

words the reference is to Proc.

'86-7.

ajja-me tipuriso, xviii.

anikilitazi', xx.

apnlamba, xx.

apubbam acarimam, xviii.

bondi, xx.

inayika, xviii.

kaccfia, xviii.

kadal'ccheda, xviii.

karakara, xx.

kaveyya-mutta, xx.

konca-nada, xviii.

phanam vihacca, xviii.

pisaca, xix.

sankupeti, xx.

soceyya, xx.

uicakkhu, xx.

vyuvata, xviii.

yathavato, xx.

palke, a ghost-word, 370.
Pall-Mall, etymology of, 315.

palpis, a ghost-word, 371, 372.

panfray, a ghost-word, 363.

pantener, a ghost-word, 363.

paramatta, parramatta, origin of,

316.
Parrots and hill-paddy, 58.

Partitzki, Prof., on the difficulties in
' The Expedition of Igor,' 376.

partridge, explanation of, 4.

Patrick, St., Muirchu's Latin Life of,

/Vw. '86-7, v.

pavade, a ghost-word, 362.

Peel, Sir R., a newspaper blunder

concerning, 352.

PEILE, Dr., his remarks on Prof.

Sayce's article
" On the Origin of

the Augment," .Prar. '86-7, ii
; and

on passive r, z'^&/. iii.

Pembroke College, the Arms of,

706.
Penka's theory of the origin of the

Aryan race, 686.

Peruvian origin, notes upon words of,

by Prof. SKEAT, 93-96.
Peruvian origin of

alpaca, 93.

condor, 93.

guanaco, 93.

guano, 94.

jerked beef, 94.

llama, 94.

0<ra, 95.

pampas, 95.

puma, 95.

puma, 95.

quinine, 95.

vicuna, 95.

Pfalzisch, a curious instance ofanalogy
in the dialect of, 263.

Pfuhl, Dr., on ' Sorbish words from

Altenburg,' 379.
PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY, work of the,

348-35-
PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY, Council for

the Session 1885-6, Proc. '84-5,

xviii
;
balance-sheet for 1884, ibid.

xix
; Council for the Session 1886-7,

Proc. '85-6, xli
;
balance-sheet for

1885, ibid, xl ;
Council for the

Session 1887-8, Proc. '86-7, xliii ;

balance-sheet for 1886, ibid. xlii.

PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S DIC-

TIONARY, Reports of progress

during 1884, Proc. '84-5, vii
; 1885,

'85-6,'vi; 1886, '86-7, ix.

philosopher, derivation of, 4.

Phrygian origin of the Armenians,

688.
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pickaback, etymology of, 316.
Pictet's discoveries relating to the

Irish language, 99.
'
Pierce the Ploughman's Creed,'
editions of, 359.

pilcrow 'a paragraph mark,' etymo-
!ogy of, 316.

pin, early origin of, 710.
Pinkerton's ' Ancient Scottish Poems,'

364-

Pisaya (Pali Pisaca), description of a,
Proc. '86-7, xix.

plot 'a conspiracy,' etymology of,

318.
Poesche's supposition as to the origin

of the Aryan race, 686.

Poitiers, the inscription of, 164.

Poles, the recent expatriation of, from
Eastern Prussia, 378.

fallen, a ghost-word, 358.
Polish literature, recent contributions

to, 378.

folk, a ghost-word, 370, 371, 372.
Polka 'a dance,' origin of, 710.

polo
' a game,' origin of, 710.

pomander
' a box for holding oint-

ments,' early examples of, 710.
forcoitrs, a ghost-word, 357.

porter, origin of the name of the

beverage called ' London porter,
'

3I9-

posnet^z. little pot,' etymology of, 711.
POSTGATE, Prof., "The ultimate de-

rivation of essay,'" Proc. '84-5,
xxi

; "On Latin so-called Future

Infinitives," Proc. '86-7, xvii.

fot, derivation of, 711.

Powell, T., Old- Welsh texts published
by, 392 ;

on the existing pronunci-
ation of Welsh, 393.

President's (Rev. Prof. SKEAT) Four-
teenth Address, 343 et seq.

Primitive home of the Aryans, Prof.

SAYCE'S paper on the, 678 et seq.

Prior, Dr. R. A. C., his false name of

hedge-reeve, 701.

prise, prize,
' a lever,

'

etymology of,

320.
Protoceltic paradigms, 183 et seq.

puggery
' a turban,' 711.

punniten, a ghost-word, 357.

Q.

Quicherat, J., on Gaulish philology,
386.

quince, derivation of, 10.

quiz, origin of, 711.

R.

rancho, ranch ' a rude hut
'

derivation

of, 712.

rate, v., 'to reprimand,' etymology
of, 7I3-

reck 'care,' etymology of, Proc. "84-5,
ix.

rendit, a ghost-word, 362.

rentful, a ghost-word, 359.

renthe, a ghost-word, 359.

reuk, a ghost-word, 356, 359, 363.
reveille, etymology of, 321.
Revised Version of the New Testa-

ment, notes on, by B. DAWSON,
59-68.

Revised Version of the Old Testa-

ment, notes on, by B. DAWSON,
333 et seq.

Rhys, Prof. J., the collector of the

British declensional system, 130
et seq. ; Old-Welsh texts published
by, 392 ; on Celtic tribes in Roman
Britain, 392.

Rinnard, the Irish metre, 391.
Ritson's edition of '

King Horn,' 35$-
rivulet, origin of, 87.
Robert of Brunne, quotation from,

illustrating the verb mucchen, 8.

roistering, explanation of, 3.

rolkes, a ghost-word, 370, 372.
Roman characters, Old-Celtic inscrip-

tions in, 152 et seq.

rotted, a ghost-word, 356.

Roovesmore, the Ogmic inscription
of, 172.

Ruelle, C. E., his 'Bibliographic

generate des Gaules,' 387.

rum, history of, 321 ;
further notes

on, 713.

Russian, illustrations of umlaut in,

Proc. '86-7, vii.

Russian literature, recent contributions

to, 376.

S.

Sacher, F., list of works on Brittany,

392.

Salesbury, W., evidence from, regard-

ing the contraction dich, 697.
Sambo, the etymology of, 714.

sangtle, a ghost-word, 358.
Sanskrit, its position in the family of

languages, 68 1 et seq.

Sanskrit, the place of, in the develop-
ment of Aryan speech in India,
Mr. BOXWELL'S article on, 656
et seq.
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Sathas, M., his anxiety to get rid of
the Slavonic element in mediaeval

Greece, 375.
satoure, a ghost-word, 360.
SATTLER, Dr. W., "On the Genders

of Animals in English," Proc. '84-5,
xiii.

saunter, derivation of, 8.

sausage, derivation of, 9.

savannah, etymology of, 322.
SAYCE, The Rev. Prof., "The Origin

of the Augment," Art. XVII., pp.
652-656 ;

" The Primitive Home
of the Aryans," Art. XIX., pp.
678-690 ; his remarks on Dr. K.

Meyer's paper on Old High Ger-
man syntax, Proc. '85-6, xlv ; his

article on the passive r of Italic and
Keltic languages, Proc. '86-7, ii.

scabbard, the etymology of, 714.
scale-board, derivation of, 714.
scan, derivation of, 9.

Scandinavia, the probable home of
the Aryan race, 690.

Scarth, H. M., on the Romans in

Britain, 392.

scharpe, a ghost-word, 369.
Schleicher's discoveries concerning the

Irish language, 100.

Schmidt, J., 378.
Schrader's theory of the origin of the

Aryan race, 687.

Schuchardt, H., his
' Slawo-deutsches

und Slawo-italienisches,' 377 ; on
the Celtic language, 387.

Scott, Sir W., the error of morse for

nurse in his '

Monastery,' 353.
screw (said of a horse), meaning of,

1 6.

scroyles
'

shabby fellows, rascals,'

etymology of, 322.
' Senchus Mor,' the Irish law-book,
39L

sennet ' a signal-call played on a

trumpet,' etymology of, 323.
Serbian literature, recent contributions

to, 376.
service tree, derivation of, 9.

set, derivation of, n.
Shah (Persian), derivation of, 324.
shall scaA. will, Mr. SWEET'S paper on,

Proc. '84-5, xii, xiii.

sharter, a ghost-word, 357.
shelter (and cognate words), derivation

of, 15.

Shevchenko, a Russian poet, 376.
Sibilant letters in Melanesian lan-

guages, 281.

Siegfried's discoveries relating to the

Irish language, 100.

SKEAT, the Rev. Professor,
" Notes

on English Etymology," Art. I.,

pp. I-I2; Art. VI., pp. 75-89 ; Art.

XL, pp. 283-333 ; Art. XX., pp.
690-722 ; "Notes upon Words of

Brazilian Origin," pp. 89-93 ;

"Notes upon Words of Peruvian

Origin," pp. 93-96 ; criticism of,

by Dr. Stock, 260
;

" Fourteenth
Presidential Address," Art. XIII.,

pp. 343-538 ; "Report on GHOST-
WORDS," 350-374.

skellum ' a cheat,' etymology of,

Skene, W. F., his description of Old
Celtic Scotland, 391.

skowurand, a ghost-word, 363.
Skrefsrud's '

Sontali Grammar,' 380.

slalk, a ghost-word, 370, 372.

Slav, derivation of, 375.
Slavonic Dictionary, 377.
Slavonic Philology, Mr. W. R. MOR-

FILL'S report on, 374 et seq.

Slovenish literature, recent contribu-

tions to, 377.

Smith, Sidney, his amusing remarks
on the misprint kimes, 352.

soket, a ghost-word, 357.
Sontali language, J. BOXWELL on

the, 380 et seq.

sophister, explanation of, 3.

Sorbish or Wendish literature, recent

contributions to, 379-
sordid, a ghost-word, 363.
sound (inlet of the sea), derivation of,

18.

sound, to (measuring the depth of

water), 18.

Sound-change, Mr. SWEET'S paper on

the Laws of, Proc. '86-7, vii.

Sound-changes in Melanesian lan-

guages, Dr. CODRINGTON'S paper
on, 271 et seq.

soy, Japanese origin of, 87.

spelk, a ghost-word, 370, 372.

spree
' a frolic,' etymology of, 325.

slalk, v., note on, 715.
St. Dogmael's, the Ogham inscription

at, 168.

St.-Remy, the two inscriptions of,

I 5 I -

Stanford's Dictionary, Dr. FENNEI.L'S

report on, Proc. '85-6, xiii.

STENHOUSE, the Rev. Dr. T.,
" Note

on Biblical Aramaic, with specia

reference to Hebrew," Proc. '85-6,

i-v.

Stevenson's editions of ' Lancelot ot

the Laik,' 361, and the 'Alexande

Romance,' 365.
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Stewart's
' Elements of Gaelic Gram-

mar, 99 n.

STOCK, Ur. Fred., "Influence of

Analogy as explaining certain

Examples of unoriginal L and

R," Art. IX., pp. 260-271.
Stock, Dr. F., obituary notice of,

348.

STOKES, Dr. Whitley, "Celtic De-

clension," Art. VII., pp. 97-201 ;

his Irish paradigms, IO2 et seq. ;

" The Neo-Celtic Verb Substan-

tive," Art. VIII., pp. 202-259 ;
re-

ferred to, 387 ;
various Irish publi-

cations of, enumerated, 388 ; on
Irish Metres, 391 ;

"The Breton
Glosses at Orleans," Art. XIV., pp.

539-618 [an alphabetical index to

these Glosses is supplied on pp.

615-618, and therefore they are not

included in this Index] ;

" Notes
on Curtius's Greek Etymology,"
Proc. '85-6, ix

; his remarks on
Prof. Sayce's article on ' ' The
Origin of the Augment in the Indo-

European Verb," Proc. '86-7, i
;

his remarks on the passive r, ibid.

iii ; his article,
" Notes of a Philo-

logical Tour," ibid, iii ; his trans-

lation of the legend of St. Canair,
ibid. v.

stone, a ghost-word, 359.

stoup, stoop
= ' a cup,' 88.

Strangford, Lord, one of his unhappy
conjectures, 377.

stub, etymology of, 325.

Styles, John,
'
Strictures on the Edin-

burgh Review,' 352.

succh, a ghost-word, 357*
suten, a ghost-word, 357.
Svantovit, the deity, 374.

swan-hopping, account of, 325.

SWEET, Dr. H., his examination of

existing speech in Wales, 393 ; his

paper on " Old English Contribu-

tions," Proc. '84-5, ix
;
his paper

on "The modern English Verb,
with especial reference to shall and

will," Prof. '84-5, xii, xiii ; his

criticism of Ten Brink's Chaucer

Grammar, mentioned, Proc. '85-6,
xi

;
his remarks on Dr. Stokes's

article on "The Old Irish Verb,"
ibid, xlii ; his remarks on Dr. K.

Meyer's article on Old High Ger-
man syntax, ibid, xlv

;
his remarks

on the name Eoban, Proc. '86-7,

vi
;
his article on " The Laws of

Sound Change," ibid. vii.

syvewarm, a ghost-word, 363.

T.

ta, the root, in Old-Irish, 253-258.
talbart, a ghost-word, 369.

tartan, derivation of, 326.

tassel, derivation of, 88.

tatter-demallion, derivation of, 715.
tattoo, origin of, 88.

tavart, a ghost-word, 361.

tawdry, etymology of, 12.

ted, the verb, 'to spread hay,' etymo-
logy of, 16, 326 ; H. Wedgwood's
explanation of, 650.

teetotum, etymology of, 12.

Ten Brink's work on the '

Versifica-

tion of Chaucer,' 345 ; his Chaucer
Grammar mentioned, Proc. '85-6,
xi.

tharve, a ghost-word, 364.

Thompson, E. M., 369.
Thracian origin of the Phrygians,

688.

threshold, etymology of, 327.

THURNEYSEN, Dr. R., his researches
in Irish grammar, 101

;
his Report

on "Celtic Philology, 1880-1886,"

386-393; his
'

Keltoromanisches,'

386-7.
Todi, the bilingual inscription of, 138.

topsy-turvy, derivation of, 328.
tout, explanation of, by S. Pegge, 89.
Traces of Jataka tales in the Panjab,

58.

Trallong, the Ogham inscription at,

167.

Traps for glossary and dictionary
makers, illustrations of, 365-367.

travertine ' a kind of white limestone,'

etymology of, 716.
treasure, explanation of, 4.

Trench, Archbishop R. C., obituary
notice of, 347.

treryn, a ghost-word, 365.
troth, etymology of, 717.
tucker 'a fuller,' etymology of, 328.

tufa
' a kind of soft stone,' etymology

of, 717.

typhoon, derivation of, 329.

Ty tier's edition of the '

Kingis Quair,'

360.

tyre, a ghost-word, 363.

U.

ullorxa, a ghost-word, 354.
ulode, a ghost-word, 355.
Umlaut, illustrations of, in English
and Russian, Proc. '86-7, vii.
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Unoriginal / and r, influence of

analogy as explaining certain ex-

amples of, 260 et seq.
Uralian root, a supposed primitive, 377.

-urum, -uram, Latin so-called Future,

Infinitives, froc. '86-7, xvii.

V.

v, the danger an editor runs who in-

terprets his MS. u for, 365.

vagrant, etymology of, 717.

Vaison, the first inscription of, 146.

val, the root, in Old-Irish, 258-9.

Vallancey's
' Grammar of the Iberno-

Celtic or Irish Language,' 98 n.

vambrace, derivation of, 329.
'

Ventry, The Battle of,' 389.

veranda, verandah, etymology of, 719.

Verona, the inscription of, 145.

Vieil-Evreux, the inscription of, 157-

Vieux-Poitiers, the inscription of, 153.

Vitus, Saint, early introduction of the

cultus of, among the Slavs, 375.

Volnay, the inscription of, 153.

Voltino, the inscription of, 143.

Vymazal, M., his ' Polish Grammar,'
378.

vyt, a ghost-word, 361.

w.

walk, a ghost-word, 370.

walknit, a ghost-word, 371.

walkrij, a ghost-word, 371.

wall-eyed, derivation of, 720.
Warton's '

History of English Poetry,'

354-
watchet '

light blue,' derivation of, 329.

watte, a ghost-word, 357.

wayne, a ghost-word, 365.
Weber's ' Metrical Romances,' 367.

WEDGWOOD, H., "Critical Etymo-
logies," Art. II., pp 13-19 ;

" On
the Derivations of cad, luther, ted,

Art. XVI., pp. 647-651.
Welsh language, recent contributions

to the study of, 392.
Welsh phonetics, 224-229.

WEYMOUTH, Dr. R. F., "Accent in

Sanskrit and Greek," Proc. '84-5,

xx. [Mentioned as being read only,
not published in the Trans."}

Wharton's analysis of the vocabulary
of Ancient Greek, 689.

whinyard 'a sword,' derivation of,

331-

whisky, etymology of, 332.
Whitaker's edition of 'Piers Plow-

man,' 355.

Whitefield, the Ogmic inscription at,

1 68.

Williams, R., his Welsh publications

interrupted by his death, 392.

Windisch, Prof. E., his discovery
concerning the Irish language, IOI

;

his set of Irish paradigms, 102
; his

' Keltische Sprachen,' 386; his

'Irische Texte,' 388; his 'Irish

Grammar,' 389 ; on Middle-Irish

versification, 391.

windlass, derivation of the two forms

of, 720.
Wiseman's '

Chtrurgical Treatises,'

quotation from, on scabbard, 714.

wolx, a ghost-word,. 371, 372.

Wright's edition of '
Piers Plowman,'

358.

Wright's
' Grammar of the Modern

Irish Language,' 98 w.

Y.

Yankee, suggestions concerning, 89.

yokel 'a country bumpkin,' a guess-
work note on, 720.

ytoped, a ghost-word, 357.

Yule, Colonel, his
'

Hobson-Jobson
'

quoted and referred to, 690 et seq,

yvete, a ghost-word, 361.

'Zanoni, 'quotation from Lord Lytton's
novel, concerning the origin of the

Greeks, 686.

Zelechowski's Little - Russian Dic-

tionary, 376.

Zelenohorsky and Kralodvorsky Ru-

kopis, the controversy on the au-

thenticity of the, 379.
Zeuss's discoveries relating to the

Irish language, 99.

Zimmer, Prof. H., his explanation of

a point in Irish grammar, IOI ;
on

the Wtirzburg Glosses, 388 ;
on

Irish accent, 390 ;
his caution

against having too much confidence

in Irish glossaries, 390 ; on Old-
Irish rhythms, 391.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.







PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

MONTHLY ABSTEACT OF PROCEEDINGS.

Friday, Nov. 7, 1884.

The Eev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

The papers read were : 1. "Notes on some English Etymolo-
gies," by the President. 2.

" One word more on Artichoke," by
Prince Louis-LuciE^ BONAPARTE. 3.

" Critical Etymologies,"

by HENSLEIGH WEDGWOOD, M.A. All printed in the Society's
Transactions. The first and third also sent herewith.

Friday, Nov. 21, 1884.

The Eev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

The paper read was :
" On the Neo-Keltic Verb Substantive,"

by WHITLEY STOKES, LL.D. To be printed in the Society's
Transactions.

Friday, Dec. 5, 1884.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

The papers read were: 1. "Pali Miscellanies," by the Rev.
Dr. RICHARD MORRIS. 2.

"
Remarques sur certaines assertions de

M. J. Yinson concernant la langue Basque," by Prince Lours-LuciEN

BONAPARTE. Both printed in the Society's Transactions; the first

also in the Pali Text Society''s Journal, 1884, and sent herewith.

No. 35.
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Friday, Dec. 19, 1884.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

A paper on the Phonetic Theory of English Prosody was read

by Mr. JAHES LECKY. He agreed with Prof. Skeat, Mr. Ellis, and
M. Pierson in rejecting routine-scansion, and in limiting the appli-
cation of the metrical names (trochee, dactyl, etc.) to relations of

quantity. He also agreed with Mr. Sweet's statement of the laws
of quantity in English (Proceedings, March 19, 1880), which had
not been utilized hitherto by any writer on prosody. The follow-

ing propositions in the paper were new :

1. Routine-scansion had been incorrectly described as peculiar to

children and the uneducated, or as the result of imitating bad
reciters. In reality, its wide prevalence, in other languages as

well as English, was due () to all artistic composition being a

departure from familiar prose, and hence having no customary
mode of pronunciation ; (#) to irregular compositions, which, when
read aloud naturally, did not realize the designs in quantity and
stress which the ear was led to expect ; (<?)

to the reader's attention

being drawn away from the sense to the sound, and his pronuncia-
tion thereby becoming artificial. Only careful phonetic training
would eliminate all traces of routine-scansion.

2. The present variety of opinion as to the theory of English

prosody was due (a) to the treatment of the conventional ortho-

graphy as a language in itself, much composition being supposed to

possess form on account of its printed appearance ; though, when
read aloud, it was not felt to differ phonetically from prose ; (b] to

the use of the terms verse, rhythm, metre, line, foot, etc., without

defining their phonetic meaning ; (<?)
to absence of training in the

observation and notation of speech ; (<f) to differences of dialect
;

(e) to the attempt to class together compositions which had no

common element, and to find a principle of unity where none

existed.

3. Most writers on prosody assumed that quantity was of no

importance in English, but that stress must recur at regular
intervals of time (vide Poe, Sylvester, Ruskin, Rockstro, passim).
The two theories were contradictory. Regular recurrence of stress

was only possible when the total quantity of each successive stress-

group was the same.

4. In existing books on prosody the pronunciation was uncertain,
as the examples were given in conventional spelling. Prosody ne-

cessitated a phonetic notation. Broad Romic used in this abstract.

5. The usual marks for quantity were insufficient. Yery long

syllables might be denoted by a vertical macron
( | ), and very short

ones by a turned micron ("-). A circle following a mark to add half,

thus: e~)-(-4-~).
6. Signs for silence were needed. The ordinary points were
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suitable for the purpose ;
the full stop for very long silence, the

comma for very short, the turned semicolon for medium (i).

7. Prosodists assumed that the quantity of an English syllable

depended on the number of sounds it contained
; that, for example,

ask was longer than ass (vide Guest). But in reality these two
words were equal in quantity, the (s) being shortened before the

(k), and still further shortened when the (k) was followed by a

weak vowel as in asking (aasss, aassk, aaskirj). To the laws of

quantity referred to above, it might be added that an initial con-

sonant, an initial weak syllable and a weak syllable followed by a

vowel, were all short. English quantity, however, was not wholly
positional, but partly significant. Thus an attributive noun was

longer than a syllable having no independent meaning. Compare
(sanndraid, fladdgeit) with (sandri, ladgitt). These conditions

partly explained the immense preponderance of monosyllables in

recent formal composition, and the rarity of voiceless consonants at

the end of a line. The influence of stress in shortening a syllable
was traceable in English vocal music as far back as the time of

Pelham Humfrey and Purcell.

8. The rules hitherto adopted by prosodists for the position of

the stress-mark were impracticable. Stress could not be marked
either before or over or after the vowel, because strong syllables

containing no vowel were found in at least one English dialect,
besides foreign languages. Nor after the consonant, when the pre-

ceding vowel was short, because strong short vowels were found in

the final position in French. Nor after the syllable, the terminal

point of which was often obscure. But the initial point of a

syllable was always discoverable, because there the discontinuity of

stress, which caused syllabification, occurred. The proper place
for the mark of stress was therefore before the syllable. This rule

was employed by Mr. Melville Bell and M. Pierson, but without

assigning reasons. It had been arrived at independently by the

present writer.

9. The signs for degrees of stress hitherto used in prosody were

inadequate in number and shape. The following were systematic
and extensible:

(") very strong, (') strong, (-) medium, (') weak, (") very weak.

10. In English prosody, hitherto, the use of the vertical stroke

to divide lines into feet or sections, seemed to have no bearing on

quantity or stress, and to depend on no definable or intelligible

principle. To place the stroke after the strong syllable (which
might be long or short) effaced whatever equality of length might
exist between successive feet or sections, thus :

3

57Sa 'wes
the wes

5

'tann 'weivz
tern waves

'av 'eb

of ebb

6

'irjrj <dei

ing day

This confusion would be avoided by taking the strong syllable as
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beginning the foot, and putting- weak initial syllables before the

stroke as an anacrusis, thus :

westann

4

wevzov

4

ebirjrj

3
o

dei

The foot then became identical with the stress-group. This

principle was adopted by M. Pierson and by M. Gevaert. It could

be applied in the simplest way by omitting the vertical lines and
the marks of strong stress and employing spaces instead, as in

Mr. Sweet's prose notation. The only exceptions to this rule of

strong beginning, were in the cases of syncopation of quantity
and stress, explained below. See Nos. 15, 16.

11. The usual classification of feet as ascending and descending
arose from confounding quantity with stress, and from ignoring the

distinction between the foot and the phrase. A foot could not

begin without stress
;
a phrase might ;

but either might begin with
a short syllable.

12. The technical meanings of verse, rhythm, metre, might con-

veniently be restored. Verse implied the division of a composition
into lines. The line was identical with the grammatical sentence or

with the clause
;
also with the phonetic breath-group or a constant

fraction of the same. In prose, the length of clauses was irregular :

in verse, the length of lines was equal or proportional. Exact

proportion could not be measured by the ear
;

it was enough to

have a less degree of irregularity than in prose. Length or quantity

depended on time
;

the same length of line might result from

different numbers of syllables or of stress-groups. The limits of

the line were marked to a slight extent by alliteration at the

beginning and rime at the end
;
but chiefly by a pause either after

or on the last syllable. But if the lines were run together and the

pauses came at irregular intervals of time, the effect of verse was
lost to the ear. The phonetic line frequently overlapped the ortho-

graphic. The following showed the natural division of a passage
from Tennyson's Ulysses :

' ^o
| log i) |

dei
|
wein

| nz,
'
*6d

|

slou
|

muwn
|
tlaim

| mz,
'

>3
| dijp |

mounz
|
raunnd

' wrS
|
meni

|

voisiz
|

In the original text it was divided thus :

The long day wanes : the slow moon climbs : the deep
Moans round with many voices.

13. JRhythm meant the division of a passage into feet (stress-

groups) of proportional length. This did not require each foot to

contain the same number of syllables nor any proportion of quantity
to exist between the syllables within the foot. Rhythm might also

exist without verse.

14. Metre was caused by the division of the stress-group into
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pulses of equal length. The time occupied by a syllable might be
a multiple or a fraction of that occupied by the pulse. This

required some proportion of length to exist between successive

syllables. Contrary to received opinions, even this condition was
sometimes realized in English, as shown by the fact, that a stress-

group might have a ternary effect when only containing two syllablesr

and a Unary effect when containing three. The following lines from

Browning's Johannes Agricola and from Swinburne's JErechtheus,
furnish examples of each kind :

ternary : Sat
that

baddzan
buds and

sijksth
seeks to

nou
know-

binary :

strorji) |
wosets

|
haennta'Sa

|
saiftan'Sa

|
farouzteik

I

faiaframiz
| fijt

strong [
war sets

|

hand to the
| scythe, and the

|
furrows take

|
fire from his

|

feet

Thus metre, rhythm, and verse were all dependent on propor-
tions of quantity or time, marked off by pauses or by variations

of stress.

15. Varieties of metre were caused () by altering the division

and coalescence of pulses, as in passing from dactyl to anapest :

an

and
deitlis'Sa

dateless the

deitavaua

date of our being

(V) by altering the number of pulses into which the stress-group
was divided (substitution of triplets in binary metre, and of duplets
in ternary). A figure should be put before the exceptional stress-

group, showing how many of the previous pulses it contained,
thus :

anav
'and of

strijmzan^a
streams and the

2daakbijond
dark beyond reaching

(c] by joining the end of one foot and the beginning of the next
under one syllable. This was the syncopation of quantity. See

(wein|nz, tlaim|mz) under No. 12, above.

16. Varieties of rhythm were caused, (a] by altering the phrasing
from basic (beginning with stress) to anacrusic or conversely :

[henssina | sijznav |

kaam
| we^a,

'

'Sou
|

innla3nd
| faawij | bij

(Hence in a
|

season of
|
calm

| weather,
'

Though [

inland
|

far we
|

be

(b) by altering the position of the cesura; (c} by altering the

length of line; (d) by altering the number of stress-groups into
which lines of the same length were divided

;
and (e] by the discord

of rhythms, namely when medium stress fell on the initial syllable

No. 36.

anacrusic

basic

anacrusic
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of the group and strong stress on some other syllable. This was
the syncopation of stress. Example from Swinburne:

'faast
| -fig 'faast

|
bona'Sa

j blsekkpluwmd |
naittwaza

| winndeg | haetjtinoa |
buzam

'First
| -thing 'first

|

born of the
| black-plumed | night was a

| wind-egg |
hatched in her

]
bosom

17. Notice had also to be taken of varieties of speed. By these

processes many apparent irregularities could be brought under rule.

In English, much variety of speed, metre and rhythm was tolerated
;

a new system sometimes beginning with each phrase, and lasting only
for three or four feet. Many compositions had no regularity of length
in either syllables, feet or lines, and were only distinguished from

prose by peculiarities of quality, such as alliteration and rime.

This ambiguous species, neither metre, rhythm, verse nor prose,

might be called Recitative, following a suggestion of Mr. R. H.
Hutton (Essay on M. Arnold's poetry). Below this, again, was
mere orthographic verse, in which form might depend on the

number of syllables or of stress-groups in the line
;
the patterns

aimed at by the writer not being perceptible to the hearer. This

irregular composition was probably due to the imitation of earlier

work, which might have been rhythmical and metrical as pronounced
two or three hundred years ago, and had only lost its quantitative
form through the transformations of the spoken language in later

times. Hence a theory of English prosody should not be based on
Tudor verse, the pronunciation of which was still uncertain. Of
modern verse, the lyrical was most likely to have escaped archaistic

influence, and to embody present feeling as to phonetic form. In

English this feeling was weakened by conventional and orthogra-

phic tradition, as shown by the rejection of such rimes as morn
and lawn, and the admission of such as dove, prove, rove.

18. The usual statement that classical prosody did not depend on

stress, required explanation. The grouping of syllables into metres
was only possible by means of stress, and veiy different metres

could be made out of the same quantities by altering the point
where the stress fell. The sensation of equal feet would not result

from the recurrence of stress at irregular intervals of time. But in

classical metre, the ictus was probably artificial, displacing the

natural prose stress, which latter did not appear to influence quan-
tity. M. Pierson had shown, contrary to the usual assumption,
that iambic and anapestic metres were not always stressed on the

last syllable.
19. No systems of theory were likely to influence the practice of

versifiers, except unfavourably. The only useful application of the

science, then, was to provide a simple, literary notation for all the

kinds of phonetic material employed in prosody.
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Friday, January 23, 1885.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

This being the annual "Dictionary Evening," Dr. J. A. H.

Murray, as editor of the Society's English Dictionary, gave a report
of its progress during the past year.

Dr. Murray said that it was with mixed feelings he rose to

address the meeting. On the one hand he had the pleasure of

announcing that he had come to an arrangement with the Delegates
of the Oxford Press, by which he was to remove to Oxford in a

month or two, in order to be able to give his whole time to the

Dictionary; on the other hand he regretted that the continual

distractions and interruptions he had been exposed to during the

last three months had prevented him from preparing a formal report.
As regards progress, he was actually in B, copy up to baffle

being already in the printers' hands. But to bring out two parts a

year, which the Delegates expected him to do in future, he and his

assistants would have to work three times as hard
;
in fact he did

not see how they were to get through it at all without a good deal

of volunteer help from outside. The subeditors were nearly all

at work still, including four of the original ones, Messrs. Anderson,

Brown, Sheppard, and Smallpeice. Among the others he mentioned
Messrs. Beckett, Bousfield, Miss Brown, Messrs. Britten, Brandreth,

Elworthy, Fitzgibbon, Fayers, Gregor, Hulme (whose name, to Dr.

Murray's great regret, was accidentally omitted in the preface to

Parti.), Henderson, Miss Haig, Jacob, Lyall, Lloyd, Morris, Mount,
Mrs. Pope, Lowenberg, Schrumpf, Sweeting, Tyndall, Warner.
It had been found necessary to re-edit part of the work of some of

the earlier subeditors, and this task had been undertaken by Messrs.

Mount, Gunthorpe, Brackebush, and Rossetti. Among the readers

were mentioned Messrs. Helwich (who had thoroughly worked that

important Northern text, the Cursor Mundi}, Brushfield, Henderson

(with 2400 slips), Kingsmill, Whitwell (who was reading the

Statutes of the Realm), Major (who regularly sent his 50 slips a day,

up to his recent sudden death, which was a great loss to the dictio-

nary), Randall (a regular contributor), Gray (who undertakes the

Spectator, Tatler, etc.), Furnivall (who goes on constantly), Pierson

(of Michigan, U.S.A.), Boyd (of Mass. U.S.A.), Britten, Hulme,
In answer to a question of Dr. Weymouth, Dr. Murray stated that

five-sixths of the whole material had been subedited. Some of this

sub-editing had been done very well
;
much would require to be

done over again. He would be very glad of more volunteer sub-

editors and re-subeditors.

Dr. Murray then proceeded to discuss some of the interesting
and difficult questions that had turned up in connexion with his

work during the last few months. The end of A was particularly

difficult, and there were many difficulties in B as well. Nothing,
for instance, was certain about the origin of bachelor, and until its

etymology was known, it was impossible to classify its meanings
satisfactorily. Some of the most troublesome words were as, ask,

at, back, on account of their numerous shades of meaning : as, ask,
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at have respectively 57, 53, 34 subdivisions, and take up 8J, 7, 3

columns.

as is a weakened form of also (Old English eal-swa literally
'
all so

'),
which first appears in relative clauses.

ask is remarkable for the variety of its forms, some pure English

(oksi, axe), others due to Norse influence (easkien, ask, etc.).

asparagus appears about 1 600, also in the aphetized form sparagus,
which was soon made into sparrowgrass, still surviving as grass in

cookery books
;
the original form asparagus was considered pedantic

in the 1 7th cent.

ass. Not used depreciatorily till the Renascence, probably from
the influence of Greek fables

;
before that it was known only as a

Scripture animal.

assets from assez
'

enough :

'

avoir assez = ' have enough to meet
certain claims.'

assist. The sense of 'to be present,' now considered a mere
imitation of Modern French, is tolerably old, and certainly original.

assize is a very difficult word. Its ultimate source is Latin

assidere. It denoted: (1) sitting of a legislative body, then the

decree of such a body, ordinance, appointment, and then specially
ordinance respecting weights and measures, whence price, standard,

dimensions, whence our ' size
;

'

(2) trial, judicial inquest, periodical

sessions, whence our 'assizes.'

at home. It is remarkable to find how old this modern-looking
substantive is; it occurs in Horace Walpole's diary, in 174-i.

atmosphere was originally applied to the gross air immediately
round the earth, vapours, fogs, etc.

atom was once a measure of time, =M of a second.

atone. There can be no doubt of the origin of this verb from

at one in such phrases as ' we two are now at one,' i.e.
'

reconciled.'

It was a favourite word in theology, where it developed its later

meanings of 'propitiate,'
'

expiate.'

auburn, from Latin alburnus, originally meant '

whitish,' and its

present meaning seems to be due to confusion with '

brown,' in

the spelling awbroun, etc.

azure originally meant deep ultramarine
;

its common sense of
'

light blue' is probably due to its application, as '

sky-blue,' to the

faint blue of the Northern skies, which are not ' azure '

in its

original sense.

avoirdupois. The older and correct form of this word is aver de

pois, literally
' merchandize of weight,' that is, goods sold by weight.

aureole. This word is often used very loosely. It should be

restricted to the gold disk round the head of the early painters.
avoid was originally transitive :

' to avoid things out.' Its sense

history was parallel to evacuate : to ' evacuate the garrisons from a

town' is the original construction of which ' evacuate the town' is a

later reduction.

Dr. Murray would be glad of help with the etymology and orij:

of bale, baboon, bachelor, badge, badger, bad, baffle, bail, ball, bait

bale of dice, bate (burning of).
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Friday, February 6, 1885.

The Eev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

The Eev. M. J. EUiott, Mr. J. M. de Zubiria, and Mr. H. Bradley
were elected members of the Society.
The paper read was: "Old English Contributions," by HEXRY

SWEET, M.A.
1. The E. verb reck ' care

'
is generally referred to an O.E. recan

cognate with O.Saxon rokian, etc., but what we really find is

reccan pret. rohte, reccileas appearing in one of our oldest texts, the

Corpus glossary, recan appears three times in the Pastoral, but in

two of these cases the second c is added above the line, so it is

doubtful whether recan survived in historic O.E. The explanation
seems to be that recan was confused with reccan = '

direct,' 'recount,'
etc.

; compare our ' take account of,' etc.

2. O.E. bilewit '

simple
' seems to have had a long i, for there

are no forms with eo, and Orm writes bil-whit, so the word is pro-

bably to be explained as meaning
' white of bill,' applied first of

all to young birds, and then metaphorically to simple and innocent

people.
3. The M.E. feminine suffix -ild in mapelild 'chatterer,' ff

rue-

child '

grumbler,' etc., can only be explained by the O.E. names in

-hild, which surviving mainly in the poetry, would easily suggest
such parodies as mapelild of Mafihild, etc.

4. The so-called '

palatal-umlaut
'
in Mercian and Northumbrian

heh, berht=W.$. heah, beorht, is probably due to the guttural

quality of the following consonant, which was thus able to absorb

a preceding guttural vowel. The labial f seems to have had the

same influence in hwerfan, which is the regular representative of

W.S. hweorfan in the Corpus Grl. and Yesp. Psalter.

5. The late W.S. y for i in such words as hyre, hyne, ys, -nysse,

hyt, is apparently due to the want of stress in these words, for we
hardly ever find such spellings as syttan in accented words. This

y does not appear before gutturals in such forms as ic, -lie. It

seems to be most fully developed in Western texts, Middle E.

Western texts also showing such spellings as hure, hus (=his),

fiuse
= '

these.'

In the discussion Mr. Wedgwood called attention to the analogy
of French blanc-bec to bilewit. Dr. Murray said he thought Mr.
Sweet's explanation had been anticipated. Dr. Murray also said he
did not believe that the diphthong eo in ceorfan, etc., ever extended

beyond West-Saxon, and that it was simpler to derive carve direct

from original cerfan.

No. 37.
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Friday, February 20, 1885.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

The paper read was :
" On Old-Irish Declension," by Dr. WHITLEY

STOKES.

The process of discovering the true system of the Irish declen-

sions has taken a long time. The native grammarians, not having
the help of comparative philology, were hopelessly at sea. Bopp
was the first to point out that the aspirations and eclipses of the

modern Irish declension are due to the after-action of the old case-

endings of the article
;
and Zeuss, Ebel, Siegfried, Schleicher, Dr.

Stokes himself, together with other scholars, gradually cleared up
the true relations of the Old-Irish noun-stems to those of the other

Indo-germanic languages. The most complete set of paradigms
hitherto published is that in Windisch's Irische Grammatik, but
even it is defective and incorrectly arranged in some respects.
The first part of the paper gave a very complete set of declen-

sional paradigms, in which several Old-Irish nouns and adjectives,
which had hitherto been ignored or misplaced, were put under their

correct declensions. Among the interesting forms brought forward

may be mentioned the vocative sing, of w-stems in -0, as in ' mi
domine Aido? in the Book of Armagh.
The thirty-six extant Gaulish inscriptions, together with the

oldest Irish inscriptions in Ogams, were then given in full, with
translations and grammatical elucidations, and a summary of the

results in their bearing on Old-Irish declension. The relics of the

declensional system of the British languages (chiefly collected by
Rhys) were then compared, and an exposition was given of the

changes which the desinences have undergone in the change from

protokeltic to Old-Irish, mainly on the basis of Windisch's paper
Die irischen .Auslautsgesetze. It was now possible to restore with a

considerable degree of certainty the protokeltic declensional forms,
as far as regards the nouns and adjectives. The following are

examples :

Sing.

Norn, hallos

Gen. ball!

Dat. ballu

Ace. ballon

Voc. balle

Sing.
Nom.. ace.,) JV ,

and voc. '}<%
et

Gen. dligeti
Dai. dligetu

MASC. O-STEMS.

Example: lallos 'member.'

Dual.

balls

ballos

ballabin

ballo

NEUTEK STEMS IN 0.

Example : dligeton
' law.'

Dual.

dligeto

dligetabin

Plur.

balloi (-1)

ballon

ballabis

ballus

ballus

Plur.

dligeta

dligetan

dligetabis
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Norn, celios

Gen. celil

Dat. celiu

Ace. celion

Voc. celie

Sing.

and voc.

Gen. cradii

Dat. cradiu

Sing.

Nom. vatis

Gen. vatayos
Dat. vati

Ace. vatin

Voc. vatis

Nom. bitus

(?ew. bitavas

-Dif. bitu

Ace. bitun

Fbc. bitavas

MASC. STEMS IN 10.

Example : celios
'

companion.'

Dual. Plur.

celi5 celil

celios celian

celibin. celibis

celio celius

NEUTEK STEMS IN 10.

Example : cradion l
heart.'

Dual. Plur.

cradio cradia

cradios cradian

cradibin cradibis

STEMS IN I.

Example : vatis '

prophet.'

Dual, Plur.

vati vateis

vatayos vatayan
vatibin vatibis

vati vateis

vateis

STEMS IN U.

Example : bitu
' world.'

Dual. Plur.

bitu bitaves

bitasas bitun

bitubiu bitubis

bitu bitus

Friday, March 6, 1885.

The Eev. Prof. W. W. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

The papers read were :

1. "Conditions of Onomatopoiia," by the late C. B. CAYLEY, B.A.
2. "On the lievised Version of the New Testament," by B.

DAWSOIT, B.A.

The latter paper has been already issued
;
the former has been

printed in Modern Thought.
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Friday, March 20, 1885.

The Eev. Prof. W. W. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

The paper read was by H. SWEET, M.A., on " The modern

English Verb, with especial reference to shall and will"
The divergence between the I shall go of the 1st pers. and the

you will go, he will go, of the other persons of the plural, does not
seem to have been clearly explained hitherto. The old view that

it is the result of politeness is still maintained in Mason's grammar,
although it has been rightly rejected by Hatzner.
The difficulty of expressing pure futurity in E. is due to the fact

that the original meanings of the auxiliaries are always liable to

crop up, as in I will come as soon as I can
; you shall see what I am

going to do ! It was this difficulty which apparently led the un-
conscious framers of the modern E. verb to assign these two
auxiliaries to diiferent persons. That is, they felt that / shall go
expressed pure futurity less ambiguously than / will go, and con-

versely in the other two persons. Such is actually the case. We
have only to ask ourselves which of two such statements as the

following is the surest guide to futurity : / wish to go to Edinburgh,
next year, or / must go to E. next year. It is evident that a mere

expression of wish need not imply any expectation of its fulfilment

in the mind of the speaker, while his statement of an obligation or

compulsion involves his belief and that of his hearers that it will

be carried out. I shall not only suggests the idea of futurity more

readily than I will, but it also suggests it more abstractly, because we
are far more given to enlarge on our wishes than on our obligations,
and hence / shall go, though not entirely free from the associations

of the original meaning of shall, yet reduces them to a minimum.
In the other persons everything is reversed. We have as little

scruple in stating the obligations of others as in enforcing them, so

that you shall go, he shall go, call forth the idea of obligation, etc.,

primarily, and that of futurity only secondarily. On the other

hand, we do not enlarge much on the wishes of others, because we

only know them by more or less uncertain inferences, and even

when we feel certain about them, we generally state them in an

inferential, dubious, or questioning form : / suppose you wish to do

it, etc. Hence the bare statement you will go hardly suggests the

idea of wish or volition at all, and so is excellently adapted to ex-

press pure futurity.
On these principles we can explain an otherwise puzzling ex-

ception. We say you will be there, I suppose, but shall you be

there ? because our ignorance of the will of others makes it perfectly
natural to question them about it, so that will you be there ? pri-

marily suggests the idea of wish, just like / will go. Enclitic

questions, as in you will be there, won't you ? keep will because they
are questions in form only, not in meaning. The use of should

if he should come is explained in the same way.
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Mr. Sweet pointed out another exception, which he thought had
not been noticed before. We say / expect we shall get there first,

but I expect ice three will get there first, I shall be there, so shall we,
but so ive all will, the rule being that any general quantitative
word intervening between we and the auxiliary changes shall into

will. The all, etc., evidently have the force of a pronoun of the

third person, so we all will being equivalent to so all of us will. An
American would say so shall we all, where shall would be required
in Southern English also.

In the discussion this distinction was unanimously rejected, all

the members present agreeing that the only form in actual use was
we three shall, so we all shall, etc. Mr. LECKT, however, said that

although he, being an Irishman, was not an authority, he certainly

thought Mr. Sweet's statement of current colloquial usage was
correct. Otherwise Mr. Sweet's explanation of the distinction

between shall and will was considered satisfactory. Dr. MURRAY
stated that in natural Scotch speech will was the only auxiliary

used, shall being purely artificial. Mr. MARTLNEAU said that it was
desirable that the history of the use of shall and will in Modern E.

should be investigated in detail.

Friday, April 17, 1885.

A. J". ELLIS, B.A., F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The papers read were :

1. Dr. R. GL Latham's Comments on two letters by the late Dr.
Balfour Blaikie concerning two languages on the Niger, read by
Prof. R. Martineau.

2.
" On the Genders of Animals in English," by Dr. W. Sattler,

read by H. Sweet.

This subject has not hitherto been properly investigated by
grammarians, because of the fewness of their quotations and the

narrow range of their reading, which is besides generally limited to

classical writers, who only mention the commonest animals, while
little or no notice is taken of the language of common life. In the

present paper the attempt is made to collect as many materials as

possible from the widest possible range of writings, the names of

the different animals, mammalia, birds, etc., being arranged in

alphabetical order under the heads of fable, Shakspere, Poetry,
and Prose. The following are the general results obtained.

As neither sex nor gender is expressed by the article, any animal
can be spoken of as it. This is the case even when male or female
are added : A female camel . ... it was one of the most delicate of

its species (Chamb. J.). This use of it is usual in speaking of the

whole species. It is rare in poetry.
In connection with the general expressions animal, bird, fish, etc.,

No. 38.
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either it or he is used, while bird, when mentioned in connection
with eggs, etc., is sometimes feminine : An animal sees a man's

legs long before he sees his face (Buckland). Every bird must
hatch her own egg (Ray Prov.).

Child, infant, baby may both in poetry and prose be spoken of as

it, when the sex is indifferent, otherwise they are either he or she.

Instead of it we find he or she applied to animals as soon as we
take a personal interest in them (Sweet, in Storm's Englische

Philologie).
The usual statement that the bigger and stronger animals are

made masculine, the smaller and weaker ones feminine, is only

partially true
;
for we find the tiniest creatures, such as bugs and

Seas, always spoken of as he : There was one bug in the bottle sur-

rounded by many fleas; every flea he came near attacked him

(Buckland). Excepting, of course, such words as bull, cow, etc.,

the general tendency is to use he, especially with dogs and horses.

Cats and hares are commonly feminine, and in vulgar speech, so are

many others as well. This is a remnant of 17th century usage.
Words of common 'gender are frequently distinguished by such

words as he or she, male or female, birds by cock and hen.

In the discussion the opinion was expressed that Dr. Sattler had
not succeeded in distinguishing between natural colloquial and

literary usage ;
and that there was little use in collecting quotations

to show the genders of such rare animals as aurochses and masto-

dons, in speaking of which an Englishman can only follow the

analogy of his usage with regard to familiar animals. But the

extraordinary industry he had shown in collecting quotations was

duly appreciated, and the hope was expressed that he would pub-
lish his paper in Germany.

Dr. MTJREAY then made some remarks on the derivation of Old
French llaire 'badger,' from Low German blare 'white patch,' and
stated his agreement with Mr. Wedgwood's explanation of badger as

badg-ard 'badge-bearer,' although he was unable to throw any light
on the origin of badge itself.

Friday, May 1, 1885.

HEXRY SWEET, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. A. J. ELLIS, Vice-President, read a report on his dialectal

work since 19 Nov. 1883, see Proceedings for 16 Nov. 1883. Up
till 15 Mar. 1884 Mr. Ellis has worked at preliminary matter. He
has completed his lists of documents or authorities and informants.

He has arranged a new classified Word List, for a comparison of all

different dialectal forms of speech, to which all partial word lists

would be referred. He has made a complete sketch classification

of the 66 dialectal districts into which he divides English, and has
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roughly assigned the distinctive phonetic character of each district,

and has not only marked their boundaries on the small maps shewn,
but has traced them out in words. He has also determined 10

transverse lines, going right across the country, and limiting marked

peculiarities of speech. From these and the districts he has formed
58 regions where particular pronunciations prevailed. These lines

and regions were explained. On 15 March he had been obliged to

re-edit Helmholtz on the Sensations of Tone, and hence had only
been able to work three days a week at Dialects till 28 Aug. 1884,
after which date, till three days ago, he had been obliged to give

up his whole time to Helmholtz. But Mr. T. Hallam had been

very active in journeying over the country, and had collected a

large body of information where it was much wanted. Mr. Ellis

shewed the papers he had sent him. In commencing his work
Mr. Ellis had met with two difficulties, first from deficiency and

secondly from superabundance of material. Of these the latter was
the most important from the great length of exposition which it

entailed. Finding it impossible to reduce the work at first, Mr.
Ellis had determined upon executing it without regard to possibili-
ties of printing, and then when the work was complete to abridge
it to the smallest extent compatible with a proper philological

presentation of the results. He hoped at the first meeting in May,
1886, to be able to give a more precise intimation of the extent of

the work.
Mr. SWEET had been glad to hear that the translation of Helm-

holtz was finished, and that Mr. Ellis was now able to resume his

dialect work. They did not require an exhaustive elaboration of

the information collected by Mr. Ellis
;
in all branches of research

it was best to fix a limit to preparation, and so not delay publica-
tion indefinitely. This work on the English dialects, together
with the English Dictionary, would hand down the name of the

Society to remote ages.
Dr. MTJKKAY was impressed and pleased by the extent of Mr.

Ellis's inquiries and the genuine results he had obtained. Mr. Ellis

had studied English in its illiterate provincial forms, which was
what the younger school of philologists said ought to be done, but
did not do themselves.

Dr. FUKNTVALL said that Mr. Ellis ought not to allow the develop-
ment of his book to be checked by any apprehensions about

expense. The Philological and English Dialect Societies would
be able to afford the printing of 800 pages if necessary.

The second paper was then read by Mr. James Lecky, "On Irish-

English Sounds."

Mr. LECKY said that the dialects of English in Ireland were much
more numerous and more strongly marked than was usually sup-

posed. The present paper dealt with the educated dialect of Co.

Carlow, pointing out the possible traces of Gaelic influence, and

comparing the sounds with those of London-English Many of the
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results to be quoted were due to Mr. Sweet's suggestions and
assistance.

In Irish-English after S, the stops K, T, P lost the breathed off-

glide and became like initial G, D, B in London-E., so that discussed

and disgust were identical in quality. In other positions K, T, P,
when stressed, were followed by a long breath-glide, forced through
a consonant position in the mouth, as the stop was gradually
loosened. In G, D, B this consonant-glide was voiced. These

glides were sometimes called post-aspirates, but inappropriately,
as they were not made by any rustle in the glottis or any vowel
resonance in the mouth. Gaelic speakers, in their English, used
these glides after S and F as well.

Instead of the English ]?, 'S, two peculiar stops were used in

Irish-English, identical with the Gaelic broad T and D, here written

(tt, dd). These sounds were described in a previous paper on Irish

Gaelic Sounds (Proceedings, 1883-4, p. xviii) ;
but in addition it

was now pointed out that they were formed with partial raising of

the back of the tongue, and with a consonant off-glide like the

other stops. They were not necessarily dental, much less inter-

dental, but might be inverted without losing their essential quality.
The back element explained the change of DH into (7) in Irish-

Gaelic. Traces of the slender stops in Gaelic were rare in Irish-

English, as (ki'nt), meaning a weak wretch, from Gaelic (c/ratt),

spelt creat, meaning a corpse, or a shrivelled-looking person.
There were 6 pronunciations of R in this dialect of Irish-English :

1. trilled after broad D, or, when syllabic, after broad T; 2. trilled

voiceless after broad T in same syllable ;
3. smooth voiceless after

K, T, P in same syllable; 4. smooth voiced elsewhere when fol-

lowed by a vowel; 5. inverted and coalescing with previous vowel
when final or before a consonant, as in are, or, err, etc.

;
6. inverted

hitched when the coalescing B, is followed by a vowel. In this last

form the point of the tongue, in returning to the direct position,

scraped along the roof of the mouth. The effect, as in tarry
=

tarred,
resembled a stop, but was distinct from that heard in tardy ;

both

again differing from tarry=stay. There was also a hitched L, as

in early. These inverteds did not appear to be of Gaelic origin,
but would probably all be found in S. Western English.

The broad LL and NJST of Gaelic were found in Irish-English, as

in health and tenth, and had the same back element as the broad T
and D.

All the vowels were retracted. A low vowel, resembling English

(aa), occurred only before coalescing inverted E. Words like halve

had the low-mixed-wide-outer long vowel. The diphthongs (ai, au)
had the first element mixed and narrow, like English err. Another

diphthong (sei) occurred in the single word aye=jes. Among dis-

tinctions lost in England, but kept in Ireland, the following were

quoted : 1 . urn with the low-mixed-narrow-inner-upper vowel,
different from earn with the outer form of the same

; world, her, fir,

fur, shirt, bird, have the inner vowel, and herd, firkin, skirt, birth,
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the outer one. 2. mourn with (00), different from morn with (oo).

3. dazes, candid, with the mid-mixed-narrow-upper vowel in second

syllable, different from daisies, candied, with the mid-front-narrow-

upper. On the other hand, the London-English distinction of affect,

effect, was lost in this dialect of Irish-English. The unstressed

vowel was often omitted before another vowel, as in (dds)= the

ass
;
sometimes it represented the word on as in ('pudata'wun 'said)

=put it on one side. Syllabification was mostly the same as in

London-English, e.g. ('nota'toom, 'noto'tool)=w0 at home, not at all.

The Irish-English sounds were therefore similar to Western

English, but with a strong mixture of Gaelic. The influence of

London-English on individual speakers of Irish-English might alter

the quality of the sounds, but not the number of significant dis-

tinctions. It was a common error to regard the dialects of English
in Ireland as artificial

;
a language was only artificial when not

spoken with ease and intelligibility. The borrowing of sounds was
now recognized by philologists as a natural and not an artificial

occurrence, not as the exception, but the rule in the history of

languages.
Mr. ELLIS said he had noticed Irishmen pronounce the word comic

as (komak).
Mr. BRADLEY said that double consonants often became single in

Irish pronunciation, as (penaif, sa'moar) iwcpenknife, some more. The
scale of possible sounds, he thought, was infinitely divisible.

Mr. SWEET said that the widest 'phonetic distinctions sometimes
became obliterated. In one Norwegian dialect, it was impossible
to say whether the so-called stopped consonants were not really

open, the contact being so slight. Almost infinitesimal distinctions

of sounds must however be analyzed and recorded, for they were
often the beginning of violent changes. The theoretical sounds

assumed in phonetics were arbitrary, but they served a necessary

purpose, like lines of latitude and longitude in geography. Mr.
Sweet agreed that the change of the Gaelic DH into (<y) was inex-

plicable except as due to the back element in the formation of the

broad D. He thought an English phonetician would probably
have assumed that the quality of Irish broad T and D was sufficiently
accounted for by dentality, which Mr. Lecky had shown to be not

the most important element in their formation. This showed the

necessity of having the analysis made by a native.

ERRATTJM, in p. xvi ante, lines 26 and 27 should read as follows :

1 . trilled after broad (dd), or, when syllabic, after broad (tt) ;
2. trilled

voiceless after broad (tt) in same syllable ;
3. smooth voiceless after

No. 39.
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Friday, May 15, 1885. Anniversary Meeting.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, M.A., LL.D., Prezident, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting heing confirmd, the Prezident

stated that the Council recommended the meeting to adopt a Con-

gratulatory Address to its Honorary Member, Dr. Matzner, of Berlin,
on his near attainment of his 80th year, on June 25 next. This

Address had heen drawn up by Dr. Clair J. Grece, the englisher of

Dr. Matzner's Englische Grammatik. It was red by the Prezident,

unanimously adopted by the meeting, and in token thereof signd

by the Prezident, the Honorary Secretary, and the Editor of the

Society's Dictionary. The Prezident undertook to forward the

Address to Dr. Matzner, and the meeting past a vote of thanks to

Dr. C. J. Grece for drawing up the Address.

The Trezurer then red his Cash-account for the Society for the

year 1884. It was aproovd and adopted by the meeting, and thanks

wer voted to the Auditors, Messrs. Danby P. Fry and H. B. Wheatley.
The thanks of the meeting were voted to the Council of University

College, for their grant of the College rooms, rent-free, for the

Society's meetings.
The Prezident then red his paper on "

English Etymologies,"
which has been printed in full, and is sent to members herewith. He
stated that the Council had decided that a Biennial Prezident's
"
Address," with reports from other scholars, should be substituted

for the former Annual Address.

The following Members of the Society wer then elected its Officers

for the ensuing Session, 1885-6: Prezident: The Rev. Prof . W.
W. Skeat, LL.D., M.A. Vice-Prezidents : Archbishop Trench;

Whitley Stokes. LL.D., M.A.
;

Alexander John Ellis, B.A.,
F.R.S.

;
The Rev. Richard Morris, LL.D., M.A.

; Henry
Sweet, M.A.

;
Jas. A. H. Murray, LL.D., B.A.

;
Prince Louis-

Lucien Bonaparte. Ordinary Members of Council: Prof. Alex.

Graham Bell, M.A.
;

E. L. Brandreth, Esq. ;
R. N. Gust, Esq.;

P. T. Elworthy, Esq. ;
C. A. M. Fennell, M.A., D.Lrr.

; Hy. Hucks

Gibbs, M.A.
;
H. Jenner, Esq. ;

J. Lecky, Esq. ;
E. L. Lushington,

LL.D.
;

Prof. R. Martineau, M.A.
;
W. R. Morfill, M.A.

;
A. J.

Patterson, M.A.
;

J. Peile, M.A., D.Lrr. ; Prof. J. P. Postgate,
M.A.

;
W. R. S. Ralston, Esq. ;

Prof. C. Rieu, Pn.D.
;
The Rev.

A. H. Sayce, M.A. ;
Fredk. Stock, D.Lrr.

;
H. Wedgwood, M.A.

;

R. F. Weymouth, D.LiT. Trezurer: Benjamin Dawson, B.A., The

Mount, Hampstead, London, N.W. Hon. Secretary ; F. J. Furnivall,

M.A., PH.D., 3, St. George's Square, Primrose Hill, KW.
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Friday, June 5, 1885.

Rev. Prof. SKEAT, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The papers read were :

1. "Accent in Sanskrit and Greek," by Dr. R. F. "Weymouth.
2. "Analogy as explaining certain examples of Unoriginal I

and r," by Dr. F. Stock.

- The latter paper was occasioned by some notes of the President

read before the Society on November 7, 1884, on the "intrusive"
r and /in the words "listre, legistre, decretistre, divinistre, sophistre,

alchemister, barrister, chorister, roister, cartridge, partridge, treasure,

philosopher, coffer, order, Londres, lavender, provender, culprit,

bridegroom, hoarse, corporal ; could, myrtle, manciple, participle,

principle, syllable, treacle, chronicle, canticle." The President had
somewhat incautiously declared that no explanation of the r and I

in these words was called for except that they were intrusive. Dr.
Stock endeavoured to show how many of these words were the

result of fairly obvious analogies. The paper, after distinguishing
between the conscious working of analogy and the unconscious

operations of phonetic development, and after recognizing the in-

finite possibilities of analogy, proceeded to point out the most

frequent manifestations of analogical influence. These were classed

under (A) necessary : mental proximity ;
and (B) possible : (a)

formal resemblance, (V) numerical preponderance, (c] fitness, (d)
fortuitous influence. Illustrative examples, some taken from

recognized sources and others from the Heidelberg dialect, of

which the writer of the paper has made a special study, then

followed, and the paper closed with a consideration of most of

the words enumerated above, in the light of the principles just
stated. The words omitted were listre, coffre, ordre, Londres,
in which the r was regarded as phonetically explicable. The
words in -istre expressing agents were explained as influenced

by the analogy of maistre and ministre, assisted by the fre-

quency of the termination -stre e.g., nostre vostre, adjectives in

-astre. In English, the termination was likely to be still further

favoured by the presence of the words signifying agents in -stere.

The word perdrix was traced to fifteenth century perdriz, and this

was explained as a contamination of pietriz and perdiz, both of

which forms are found in fourteenth-century French. The form

pietriz is the lineal descendant of pedricem, a form of perdicem
with transposed rd. The words with unoriginal I were similarly

explained.
In the discussion Prof. SKEAT said that the principle of analogy

was perfectly familiar to him, and that, indeed, he constantly taught
it to his pupils, but that in his dictionary and etymological papers
he had to insist so much on the necessity of historical treatment

and the dangers of guessing that he had allowed analogy to fall into

the background.
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Friday, June 19, 1885.

Rev. Prof. SKEAT, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The papers read were :

1.
" The ultimate derivation of Essay," by Prof. Postgate.

Prof. Postgate began with a criticism of the derivation of Essay
as adopted by Prof. Skeat in his Dictionary from "White and Riddle's

Latin Dictionary, showing inter alia that the Grk. egd^iov from

which the original of essay, exagium, was derived, could not be

formed from e' and a<yw as there supposed. By a chronological

investigation it was shown that from the occurrence of the word

exagium in (a) literature, (b} on antiquities, it was possibly as old

as 312 A.D., and that it was first applied in connexion with the

solidus of Constantine, which was taken as the standard gold piece,

and exagium solidi as the standard weight of the coin, ei'd'yiov on

the contrary was not established for earlier than Byzantine Greek,
the passages in Galen, Dioscorides, and Hero of Alexandria being

obviously by later hands. As the word egdywv denoted the sixth

part of loz., in Latin sextula, a solidus weighing -fa of lib. of

gold, a popular etymology turned it into zgd^iov, and this again

through the numeral sign for 6 being mistaken for the abbreviation

of <TT appears in the Greek writers on metrology as <ndryiov.

The origin of exagium is to be sought at home. Both Latin agere,

and Greek a^eiv meant properly
" to set in motion." The derived

meaning of setting a scale -pan or a pointer in motion does not

appear among the extant uses of agere ;
but is vouched for by

ex-amen (ex-ag-men), the moving tongue of the balance, agma, the

eye in which the tongue moves, and the derivative aglnare, to make
one's way rapidly, to turn, to contrive

; aglnator, a petty hawker.

Ex-ag-iu-m is a formation precisely parallel to ad-ag-iu-m from the

root ag (agh}, to speak, in a(g}io say, etc., and means properly
"a weighing to determine something," and then "the weight so

determined, the standard weight." The word lived in mediaeval

Latin down to a comparatively recent period ;
and instances of it

were quoted in various forms, e.g. exagium, A.D. 850, 1099; assazare

Ferrara, 1199; assagium, essagium, 1355, 1357.

Prof. SKEAT said that he accepted Prof. Postgate's views.

2. "On the Melanesian Languages," by the Rev. J. H. Codrington.

Geographically the languages are remarkable ^for the wide diver-

sities they present within a very limited area. Their sounds are

very unstable, such consonants as p, f, v, interchanging at random,
even in the mouth of the same speaker, although there is often a

tendency to favour one particular sound. Sound-changes are often

the result of mere caprice and fashion, or imitation of neighbouring
dialects. In Fiji p is rapidly supplanting v, which is the correct

sound in the written dialect. In one of these languages / was
introduced instead of A by a native speaker merely to show that he

No. 40.
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had travelled, and learned a new sound from the dialect of another

island. In some dialects we find ng interchanging with guttural
trilled r, r with cons, y, r with dh (as in then]. In some dialects t,

etc., are pronounced so loosely, that it is impossible to decide

whether to call them stopped consonants or not. It is hardly

possible to set up any general laws of sound-change between the

dialects, and quite impossible in most cases to settle the historical

priority of one form over another, or to reconstruct the parent

language of the different dialects.

In the discussion Mr. ELLIS said that the contiguity of the

dialects was very remarkable. Mr. SWEET said that the looseness

of the consonant-system was opposed to the general tendencies of

language, and could hardly be original, but was probably a psycho-

logical phenomenon the result of older sound-distinctions having
ceased to be significant. Mr. LECKY identified a peculiar form m
given by Mr. Codrington as a combination of m -f- r) (as in sing\
and found that Mr. Codrington's experience fully confirmed the

views of himself and Mr. Sweet that a practical phonetic alphabet

ought to be syllabic.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.







PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY:

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS.

Friday, November 6, 1885.

The Eev. W. W. SKEAT, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The paper read was: "Notes on some English Etymologies/'

by the President. This paper will appear in Part I. of the

Transactions for 1885-6.

Friday, November 20, 1885.

H. SWEET, M.A., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The papers read were (1): "Notes on Biblical Aramaic, with

special reference to Hebrew," by the Eev. THOS. STENHOUSE, Ph.D.

Aramaic, commonly called Chaldee, and Syriac form the Aramaean

group of the Semitic family of languages. This Aramaean group
of dialects was spoken by the peoples inhabiting the territory
bounded on the N. by Armenia; on the W. by the ranges of

Taurus, Amanus, the rivers Orontes and Leontes, the Libanon and
north Palestine

;
on the S. by the Arabian desert

;
on the E. by

the Euphrates, and north of Irak Arabi by the Tigris.
The peoples called themselves Aramaeans, this name was in use

among the Hebrews
;

the Greeks called them Syrians, shortened
from Assyrians (cf. Noldeke, in Hermes, v. p. 442, fol.) This name

Syrian was adopted by the Christian Aramaeans, when their own
name had become among the later Jews synonymous with
"heathen" see the passages cited by Buxtorf, sub voc. <l

~}$., and
cf. Noldeke, Z. D. M. G. xxv. p. 116, fol. The same usage is

found in the Syriac version of the N.T., where Aramaean is used
to translate "EXXip and lOviKSi-s cf. Acts xvi. 1, xix. 10; Gal.

ii. 14. The Arabs called them Nabatseans, cf. Noldeke, loc. cit.

No. 41.
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The Hebrews had frequent intercourse with Aramaeans cf. 1 Sam.
xiv. 47; 2 Sam. viii. 3 fol.; 1 Kings xi. 23, XT. 18; 2 Kings
viii. 7, xiii. 25, xiv. 28, xvi. 5, xviii. 26. Aramaic was under-
stood by the higher classes in Hezekiah's time (701 B.C.) cf.

2 Kings xviii. 26; Is. xxxvi. 11 and occupied the position of a

diplomatic language in Western Asia. On the removal ot the Ten
Tribes, Aramaic-speaking people were among those settled in the

cities of Israel. The Jews on their return from Captivity were so

closely surrounded by Aramaic dialects that their own language
(Hebrew) gradually died out in colloquial use, though still main-

taining its position as the sacred language. Aramaic influence

may be traced in various books of the O.T. In Daniel, chapters
ii. 4b vii. 28, and in Ezra, chapters iv. 8 vi. 18, and chapter vii.

12-26, are written in Aramaic, also one verse in Jeremiah, viz.

chapter x. 11, and two words in Genesis xxxi. 47. There are also

some Aramaic words and sentences in the K. T.

This dialect may therefore be called Biblical Aramaic. It is

the same dialect as that of the Targums; and must be classed as

West Aramaic, in opposition to Syriac as East Aramaic. The use

of the term " Chald.ee" for this Biblical dialect may be traced to

Jerome (on Dan. ii. 4), or his Jewish teachers (the Massorah to

the Targum Onkelos calls it
" the speech of the Chaldaeans," on

Ex. vi. 5 cf. JSerliner, die Massorah zum Targum Onkelos,

pp. xviii, xix).
"
Syro-Chaldee

"
as a name for Palestinian

Aramaic may likewise be traced to Jerome adv. Pelag. iii. 1.

This term " Chaldee " has unfortunately given rise to the fable

that the Jews forgot their Hebrew in Babylon and brought back
this " Chaldee " with them to Judea ;

and has led to the erroneous

classification of the dialect as East instead of West Aramaic. The
name "Chaldee" arose from a misunderstanding of Dan. ii. 4

;
as

the D^^S are there said to have spoken JT'P'IX. . "Aramaic" and
" Chaldee" were supposed to be identical (cf. Kautzsch, Aramiiische

Grammatik, p. 17 fol.). The Palestinian Jews called all Aramaic

('D1-1D)
"
Sursi," the Babylonian Jews called the language fEn^)

" Arammi." The Aramaic portions of the O.T. are called in the

Mishna and Talmud (D-IDPI)
"
Targum

"
;

the Massorah to the

Targum Onkelos carefully distinguishes between Biblical Aramaic
and Targumic Aramaic. In Josephus and the N.T. " Hebrew "

is

used indifferently for the sacred language and for the colloquial

(cf. Eev. ix. 11; Acts xxi. 40, xxii. 2, xxvi. 14; John v. 2,

xix. 13, 17). The LXX. always translate )"PnX
; by avpia-rl [in

the Prologue to Jesus Sirach ippaurri denotes Hebrew proper].
In our Authorized Version the language is called "Syrian" or

"Syriac"; in the Revised Version "Aramaean" or "Aramaic"
is given in the margin 2 Kings xviii. 26

;
Is. xxxvi. 11

;
Ezra

iv. 7
;
Dan. ii. 4.

As might be expected in Aramaic written by Jews, Hebraisms

occur, e.g. the use of the letter Sin : 'ellek Jer. x. 11
;
Ezra v. 15

Ke
th. : Segolate forms of nouns like melekh, gebher, 'ebhen

;
also the

verbal forms hithg'zereth Dan. ii. 34, (^ithg'zereth Dan. ii. 45),
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yuchal Dan ii. 10, tuchal Dan. v. 16 Ke
th. ;

the use of the same
form in u for the 3 fern, as well as for the 3 masc. plu. peri,

(the Massoretes always require ah for the fern.), rasihom Ezra
v. 10, '"ndsa Dan. iv. 13, 14 Keth. may he mistakes of a copyist.
The Hoph'al forms, and Haph'el (for 'Aph'el) ;

the variation n for

N in the fern. sing, of nouns
; Im for In in the masc. plu. of nouns

(a mistake of copyists) are not to he reckoned as Hebraisms. For
a list of the foreign words see Kautzsch, Aramaische Grammatik,
64 these are chiefly Persian.

In the change of consonants Biblical Aramaic agrees for the most

part with Syriac, as may be seen in the case of the dental sibilants

and mutes. Aram. V=Hebr. Arab. ^ , e.g. #/>!!
' rib

'= Hebr.

V?V
; "iy

'

enemy '=Hebr. ">V, to be connected with the Arabic ^
' to injure,' and not with '\

' to glow
'

(KautzscK) ;
"W '

messenger,

watcher '=Hebr. Ty
;
JH8 'earth '=Hebr. jn ;

VK < wood '=Hebr.
$ 'tree,' this change of Y to V has necessitated the furtherweakening

of V to K in the Aram, word, for an original V in Aramaic cannot

coexist with another W which corresponds to Hebr. V or Arab, ^a .

This rule is more strictly observed in Syriac than in Aramaic, e.g.

Syr. JTIN
' to meet,' Aram. W=^jC ^ ace. to Levy, Targ. "Worterb.

6ub voc. SHU, this form is found only in the Babylonian Targums,

the Jerusalem Targums having the form JHN
, Syriac has also the

form V"iy
' to meet,' the retention of the "V causing the retention of

the X; so also Syr. }6g, Aram. ^=Hebr. J^y.; cf. Syr. NSyx for

tf . Aram. 13 Hebr. V^Arab. 1?, but Aram. L3 = Hebr.

1? (KautzscJi). Aram. ri=Hebr. (D) ^=Arab. c*j, e.g.

lin 'ox'=Hebr. 1&
;
b% 'snow'=Hebr. 3^; rkfi < three '=

Hebr. &?$ ;
3W ' return '=Hebr. 3P

; NXri^. 'grass '=Hebr. K^ ;

3H> 'sit'=Hebr. 3^J; niq 'new'=Hebr. Bhq ;
nt?

' six '=
Hebr. WW. Aram. T=Hebr. T=Arab. j

;
but Aram. T=:Hebr. T

=Arab.
j e.g. JHt

' seed '=Hebr. Xn.J=Arab. c^j ; T^. 'ann'=

Hebr. ^}=Arab. ejj. So KF[ '

sacrifice '=Hebr. n?T ;
an 1

^

'gold'^Hebr. anjj ni? 'scatter '=Hebr. 1J3
; HQ ' breast '=

Hebr. ntn, this word is according to the change of consonants

better connected with Arab. \j^. 'to sit opposite,' VI. 'to make

pairs,' or with ^ j^u (LJ^)
' to hang loosely,'

'

droop,' than with

Hebr. njn 'to divide,'
' see'=Arab.

4_^>-
' to be an augur

'

;
so that

nD would be the two teats, or that which hangs down and then

transferred by a species of synecdoche to the whole breast (cf.

JTautzsch}. Muhlau- Volck connects run with HTPI as the breast-bone.

Gesenius gives ntn '

pectus brutorum pr. pars antica, aspectui
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patens.' In p1=Hebr. p1=Arab. jJu? "West Aramaic has

preserved the emphatic ,
while East Aramaic (Syriac)has weakened

it to T
(P"1T) under the influence of the soft "J. In the Teima

inscription the emphatic consonant has been kept in KDplV.
In Biblical Aramaic a new (present) tense has been already

formed by the use of the active participle with the personal pro-

nouns, e.g. K|>! Mil 'he is revealing,' Dan. ii. 22
;
n3N

;
PO^p-l KTMfip

' I am thanking and praising,' Dan. ii. 23
;
&wn3& ^H^P"^

' we
are not careful,' Dan. iii. 16

;
the pronouns are quite separate and

not fused with the verb as in Syriac. The participle is often used
with effect to denote a continuous action, e.g. in the common,
' answered and said (were saying),' Dan. ii. 7 al. Another (passive)
tense is also formed by the addition of the terminations of the

perf. to the pass. part. Qal., e.g. 3 fern. sing, r\yn* Dan. vii. 27
;

2 sing. masc. Nfl?i?J:l Dan. v. 27
;

3 plu. masc. 12'i

n^ Ezra v. 14.

Besides this the pass, is expressed by the so-called passive conjuga-
tions, and also by the 3 plu. act. used impersonally, e.g. Dan. ii. 30,

t-llTpn*
' but that they might make known the interpretation to the

king,' i.e. 'that the interpretation might be made known to the

king
'

;
and even by the active participle masc., e.g. Dan. iii. 4,

fniptf fO? ' to you they are saying,' i.e.
'

to you it is said.' Biblical

Aramaic possesses an optative or jussive, of which three instances

occur, ^qar^Dan. iv. 16; ^q^K Dan. v. 10; and without

suffix, 'WStfTW Dan. v. 10. It is marked by the loss of the final

Nun, and by the omission of the connective syllable in before

suffixes. These forms occur also in the ancient Aramaic inscription
found in Feb. 1884 by Prof. Euting at Teima in Arabia, viz.

1. 14 ^rnnw and 1. 1 1 l^n\ In Biblical Aramaic the pronoun of

the 2 masc. sing, ended in a (nnJK), for which the Massorah

always requires W$, and which in Syriac became &#, though the

Ntin appears always in writing. Another Q,
ere perpetuum is the

omission, i.e. non-pronunciation, of the Y6d of plural nouns

before suffixes, e.g. mal/cdkh=. t

ihy kings,' for malkaik (malkaika) ;

cf. nvJI Dan. iv. 14; nw^. Dan. vii. 7. In nouns with a fern,

termination in the plu. the suffixes are added to this termination

directly, without the intervention of the ending of the masc. plu.
as in Hebrew, e.g.

1nn3N == 'my fathers,' not *firQK
:
. Further, the

use of ? to denote the direct object may be noted, e.g.
' then

'Aryoch brought Daniel (^N'n^) in haste before the king,' Dan.

ii. 25. Great freedom is permitted in the order of words in a

sentence. The forms of h"ya (to be) with preformative I are

always imperfect, and are used indifferently for the Indie, or

Jussive. They appear to be Assyrian or Babylonian forms, being
found on Assyrian inscriptions, and in Mandaic as well as in the

Babylonian Talmud
; originally, perhaps, these forms had an

exclusively jussive force, analogous to the use of Ii with the Jussive

in Arabic. On this form cf. JTautzsch, Aram. Gr. 47
; Driver,
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Hebrew tenses, 2nd eel. p. 302
; NoldeJce, Manda'ische Gram.

166; Sayce, Assyrian Lectures, p. 91 fol.
; Luzzatto, Idiom des

Thalmud Babli, p. 84.

The word &nj (not N^N), Dan. ii. 5, 8, is the Persian azda
= 'certain,' 'sure'(JVb'AM

-

e, in Schrader, K.A..T. p. 617), an adverb
and not a participle, which in the second instance would not give a
correct meaning, though a verb "118=:' to go away,' really occurs

in Aramaic
;
the word N^ITjN Ezra vii. 23 is a compound of azda

with adra cf. Fried. ttelitzsch in Baer's ed. of Daniel, Ezra,
and Nehemiah, pp. vi, vii

;
and Kautzsch, Aram. Gr. p. 63, with

the references. -1"^ (^^) is not a verbal form, but is connected
with the demonstrative root hdr cf. Philippi, Z.D.M.G. xxxii.

p. 36 n. N"? Ezra iv. 8, v. 4, 11, is better treated as an adverb

compounded of I? and NP (Noldeke), meaning
'

thus,'
' somewhat as

follows,' than explained as a verbal form, whether it be taken for

lpX'25 'as we shall say,' though instances of the loss of "I in this

word frequently occur in the Babylonian Talmud, e.g. NP.
" ' he

will say,' or Syriac npKS for JrHONS ' as if thou shouldst say
'

;
or

for ">!;? ,
Part. Niph.,

' as is being said,' a Hebraism ; or as derived

from the Babylonian amu 'to talk,' 'say' (so Haupt, der keilin-

schriftl. Sintflutbericht, p. 29). W?'? Ezra v. 3, 13, is an infin.

Qal for N32P?, the reading with dagesh in the 3 is the best; and
the phrase is in most other cases transitive. NTO Dan. v. 19, Part.

Aph. of the verb n*r)r=' preserving alive,' as the context requires,
and not ^np, i.e. the Part. Qal of Nnp=' striking,' as is found in

some MSS. and edd. This latter is supported by the Vulgate

percutiebat and Theodotion's e-rvvrev, LXX. is defective. The
form NDP is for NTlft, the yod being elided, and the verb treated

i

as an UV, the form ^DP is hence perhaps merely due to the desire

to compensate for the reduplication of the guttural by a lengthening

of the preceding vowel. In Syriac this verb is treated as an UV, and
in Hebrew too, e.g. Gen. iii. 22, v. 5, *D, and Lev. xxv. 36 Tl.

Dn?5$ (Dh^X) Ezra iv. 13 (the former reading is supported by
good MSS. and edd.) is best connected with the old Persian afdum,
with the meaning 'at length,' 'lastly,' as the R.V. takes it. The
word is usually taken to mean 'revenue,' conjecturally from the

context (as A.V.), some of the older writers connecting it with
Greek TO UTTOTO/JLOV, or aTTOTa/jietov, or airodijfta.

Dr. Schultze in Z.D.M.G. xxxix. p. 47 fol. would read }?&? as a

corruption of the old Persian apdan=' arsenal,' 'treasury,' which

word occurs in Dan. xi. 45 with suffix iJ"]|X. The text in this

passage of Ezra has suffered from transcribers.

(2).
" On the Oxford Edition of the Cath Finntraga," by STANDISH

O'GEABY. This paper will appear in Part II. of the Transactions
for 1885-6.
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Friday, December 4, 1885.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Richard Lange, of St. Petersburg, was elected a Member
of the Society.

Mr. E. L. BRAJTDRETH gave an account of the words Ho Holy,
which he had sub-edited for the New English Dictionary, under
three heads

;
a few of the instances adduced under each of which

were as follows :

1. Previous reading for the Dictionary. Notwithstanding the

mass of material accumulated during some twenty-five years, great
additions had to be made before the meanings could be treated in

any satisfactory manner. Several words were gone through in

alphabetical order, showing that in most cases earlier or later

meanings had been added, and also all the quotations required for

several meanings of words. 'Ho', 3. Thames waterman's call,

all the quotations for which were added by him, from Lydgate,
from Peile's Edw. I.

; whence, later, were derived ' Calais ho,'
'

Spanish main ho,'
' Westward ho,' etc. 8. Calls and cries, all

added by him except two under the first head, a. ho, Naut. (earliest

1670), on moving anything heavy; b. ho . . . ahoy, in hailing
a ship; c. (earliest 1671) to urge on horses; d. ho. added to street

cries
;

e. in an otter hunt
;

f . ho, also to ho, to a dog in shooting ;

g. see ho (earliest c. 1400) on sighting a hare; h. town ho, on

sighting a whale
;

i. tally ho, holla ho, hunting cries
;

k. ho spy,
Rowland ho, cries in games from which also the games derive their

names. 'Hoar' adj. 7. Mouldy, all the quotations added by him.

Hoarse, adj. 1. Attribute of the organs of the voice, all by him.

2. Arrangement of Meanings.
' Hold '

vb. The original mean-

ing was 'to tend, feed' (sheep, cattle, etc.). The meanings are

grouped under two branches, one including
'

watching, guarding,
the staying in a place, etc.

'

;
the other '

grasping,' and the great
number of meanings that have been developed in connection there-

with. '

Holy
'

adj. That given as the first meaning in most

dictionaries, 'pure in heart, righteous, etc.,' in the general sense,

without any special reference to the Christian religion, is a meaning
of much later development. The word was first used for rendering
the Lat. sanctus in the Christian sense, as applied to the Persons of

the Trinity ;
to the Virgin Mary, patriarchs, saints, martyrs ; then,

to the pope, bishops, and others holding religious offices.
'

Hoar,'

adj. Special reference was made to an early use of the word, as a

frequent attribute of the numerous kinds of trees, and of the stones,

noted as marking the boundaries of estates. Such trees were
afterwards designated as '

holy trees, gospel trees.' It was thought
that ' hoar ' had thus acquired some such meaning, besides its no

doubt earlier one of '

gray,' as '

old, sacred from use and association.'

The same word also in the same sense has helped to form a great

many place-names.
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3. Etymologies.
'

Hollock,' a favourite wine of the 16th and 17th

centuries, mentioned by G. Gascoigne, Beaumont & Fletcher,

Taylor the Water-poet, and others. This is the Spanish aloque,
which again is the Arabic nablz khalujci, i.e. wine of the light red

colour of the perfume called khalulc. For this etymology he was
indebted to Prince L.-L. Bonaparte.

' Holt
' meant originally

' wood '

lignum, which is one of the meanings in O.E.
;
the sole

meaning of the Du. hout, and the principal one of the Ger. hoh. It

is also the meaning of the cognate O.S1. Idadd. '

Hog
'

as applied
to a sheep meant originally a castrated lamb. It is so used in

Bishop Hatfield's survey in 1350, and has been continuously used
in the same sense from that day to the present time. It is also

used of a young bullock. This confirms the etymology given by
Prof. Skeat, somewhat doubtingly, from ' hack '

vb., with reference

more especially to '

hog
'

a swine. ' Hobble '

vb. This comes from

*hobban, presumed to be a by-form of O.E. hoppian, which is thus

brought into immediate connection with 'hob '

(of a fireplace), the

original sense of which was 'projection, unevenness;
' and thus

shown to be cognate with a Teutonic hobbdn, from which the

M.H.G. hopfen, Ger. hupfen is derived by Kluge ;
and with the Du.

hobben, hobbelen. He is greatry indebted to Mr. C. Stoffel of

Amsterdam for much useful information regarding this word and
some of its derivatives. '

Hobbly
'

adj., rough, uneven, said of a

road, Du. een hobbelige iveg, points very clearly to the original sense

of the base. '

Hoble,' another derivative, a tool mentioned in

Turner's Herbal, is no doubt the same word as the Ger. hobel,

which again is the O.L. G. hofel, hobbel. Hobynatt, a tool

mentioned in an indenture in the reign of Henry VIII., if not a
mistake for the Du. hobbelaar, a kind of plane, is probably to be
referred to the same root as the preceding word. ' Hobbler.' In a

table of the forces employed in the siege of Calais in 1350, a

certain number of ' hobiners
'

are mentioned. This is no doubt the

original form of the word, and Prof. Skeat's etymology of '

hobby
'

from the Fr. hobin is thus confirmed. '

Hobbledehoy.' He had
collected 24 different spellings or forms of this word, the earliest of

which is
'

hobleclehoy
'

(1540). He thinks that the word may
perhaps be a compound of ' hobblede '

(cf. hobbledygee, with a

limping movement, Halliwell), and '

hoyd
'

(hoyden, hoiden),

notwithstanding that no earlier quotation than 1593 of the latter

word is as yet forthcoming. 'Hockday,' Hokedai (1250), How-
day (1363). What was called 'hokkyng' (1406), referred to

as ludi inhonesti (1450), which took place on Hockdays, meant

binding with ropes men or women, as the case might be, or in one
account of recent date, where it is called

'

hocktying,' it is said that

one day the men tied the young women's ankles, the next they
returned the compliment. Thus 'hockday' and 'hocking,' may
be from hock sb., ho (1300), hoke (1430), O.E. hoh, a heel, hough.

In the discussion, Mr. H. Bradley, with reference to '

holy,'
said that the word hailag occurred in the Bucharest inscription,
which was supposed to be Gothic, where it probably meant sacrum
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" dedicated
"

in a heathen sense, and also that in O.N. poetry the

use of heilngr is such as to suggest that it is not a Christian

importation, but a genuine survival from pagan times.

Friday, December 18, 1885.

The Rev. W. W. SE.EAT, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The paper read was " On the Runes," by H. SWEET, M.A. This

paper will probably appear in Part II. of the Transactions for

1885-6.

Friday, Jan. 22, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

Dr. J. A. H. MURRAY made his yearly Report on the progress
of the Society's Dictionary, which he edits. He lamented the loss

of his able assistant, Mr. Erlebach^ and complained of the trouble

and waste of time involved in training new assistants. He had
not time to settle questions of chronology and the dates of MSS.
He named the readers who continued their help to the work,

many of whom, like Mr. H. H. Gibbs, Dr. Helvig, etc., had sent

in hundreds of slips from Wynkyn de Worde, the " Cursor Mundi,"
old statutes, etc. Former readers had often taken quotations for

only one letter
;

several authors whose names continually turned

up in the A slips never appeared in the H ones. Many books put
down as read had been read only for rare words. American
readers read their own authors carelessly. Among modern authors

Jowett, Emerson, Hawthorne, Lowell, Leigh Hunt, etc., had

hardly been read at all. Spalding's early Troubles in Scotland

needed reading, and the loan of a copy for that purpose would be

very welcome. The modernised editions of the Prayer Book, of

Hooker, of the authors in the Parker Society, ruined the spelling
and history of such words as belief. Modernisation was falsification.

The sub-editing of the slips, in preparation for the editor's work,
had gone on well : at _Z? were Messrs. Mount, Eganthorpe,

Apperson, and Henderson, and Miss Brown
;
at De, Mr. Elworthy ;

at F, Mr. Bousfield and Dr. Brackebusch
;

at Ha, Mr. Schrumpf ;

Ho-Holy, Mr. Brandreth had done
;

at Hu, was Mr. Woods
;

at

Hy, Mr. Peto
; I-Imp, the late Miss Westmacott had died while

working it
;

at I- were Messrs. Sugden and Preston
;

at J, Mr.

Gregor ;
at L, Mr. Hume and Mr. Warner ;

at M, Messrs. Shep-

pherd, Smallpeice, and Lawley ;
at N, Messrs. Hailstone, Phayre,

and Pope ;
at 0, Miss Haig ;

at R, Mr. Jacob
;

at T, Mr. Sweeting
and Mr. Wilson

;
at W, Mr. Beckett and Mr. Tabor

;
but still

more sub-editors were wanted, and readers to hunt out quotations
for them. Mr. Bradley had helped with etymologies. The history
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of many words in B was very difficult, and the development of

their meanings more difficult still. Sometimes sixty or seventy
groups of quotations for one word in its different shades of meaning
had to be brought into the order of that word's development. In
Part III. (forthcoming) the verb be occupies fourteen columns, of

which the histories of the forms alone am, art, is, beth, ben, etc.

take eight. The prefix be- is the toughest part of the work that

has yet been encountered. The two most difficult words are

bear and beat, of his articles on which Dr. Murray read part,

noting specially the curious history of the participles born and borne.

Of bells, there are nine or ten : four substantives, all distinct, and
five or six verbs. Of bays there are fourteen : eight substantives

and six verbs. The prepositions behind, beneath, etc., were very
hard to work out. An editor had also to look out for traps like

bedaver (bed-companion= O.E. beddgefera), beltid, really bell-tide,
or bell-hour, though

"
<et VII beltidum" had been turned by

Church historians into seven belts of Paternosters. The slips
showed that many words had come into existence far later than
was supposed, and that onomatopoeia was still a living principle in

the language. On the proposal of the President, a warm vote of

thanks was passed to Dr. Murray for his able editing of the

Society's Dictionary. In' the discussion Prof. Skeat gave an
account of how his own Etymological Dictionary had been plundered
by recent compilers.

Friday, Feb. 5, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT. President, in the Chair.

Mr. WHITLEY STOKES read a paper, entitled "-Notes on Curtius's

Greek Etymology, 1879," which was originally intended to supple--

ment the Celtic comparisons in the fifth edition of that work, but
was afterwards expanded into a report on the principal Greek

etymologies published since 1879 in Germany and France. The
notes were arranged in the order of Curtius's 664 articles, and the

following extracts from the first moiety are of general interest.

24b
. The Gaulish river-name Sequana is cognate with (o-^/c^ato?

and Sanskrit secana. The modern name Seine has descended, not

from Sequana (which would have given rise to something beginning
with Siev- or Sieg-\ but from Sena (as veine from vena], and is

cognate with the Irish river-name 2?po9 (Ptol. Geoff. II. 2). From
this Sena comes the Senani ("Nautae Parisiaci") of the Gaulish

part of the bilingual inscription found in Notre Dame, and now in

the Musee de Cluny. 29b
. /caXe'w. The Irish cailech (cock, also a .

man's name) here cited comes, like Welsh ceiliog, from calyuco-s,
the gen. sg. of which occurs, spelt Caliaci, on a Gaulish coin and
on an Ogmic inscription. 48. The root of Latin per-cellere seems -

No. 43.
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k\d, whence in Greek K\aacriu, e-K\aadr)v, in Celtic claideb, cleddyf= Sanskrit kha^ga, where the lingual d has descended from Id.

79. Besides Latin cavus^KoFo? (Latin av from ov is as regular as

Latin ov from ev}, there is an Old-Latin cohus, meaning the hollow of

the plow-beam. Hence in-cohare, inchoare, properly to put the pole
into the cohus. 113. o-xrcvo? comes, not from ^/GKV, but from \/s/ir,

whence also Gothic skevjan (to go along). Cf. TO.
fficevr]

"moveables"
as opposed to fixtures. 161. The Hesychian 0o/>/coV Xev/eoV, TroXtoV,

pvaov, has its reflex in the Irish brocc (badger), Welsh broch,
whence the Anglo-Saxon loan-word broc. 189. x^PV^ nas nothing
to do with xet

'p'
It comes from xetPr

]'
i
t XePP1

)'
}

i XcP ff1
}*>

as we see

from the compar. xei
'p
u}V

>
Aeolic "xzppwv Sanskrit hraslyas,

compar. of hrasva (short, little), with which Windisch connects

Irish gerr (short). Sir Henry Maine's remarks (Early History of

Institutions, 217) on x^P7
!
9

) vroxetpioi, and herus (better erm, from
*esus= Zend anhu, lord), require revision accordingly. Irish olc

(bad)= oX<7os, from 0X709, is another instance of the connexion of

the ideas of smallness and badness. 200b . Latin frendere (pro-

perly "to grind," cf. fabam frendere} has nothing to do with

\/XP f*- '>

^ comes from *frednere, -\fghredh, whence English gri-n-d,

grist. 204. The relation between Sanskrit dnta (end) and Gothic

andeis is explicable by Verner's law, if we assume an oxyton antyd
as the source of the Gothic word. 206. The Latin verna does not

come from *ves-na (which would have yielded vena"), but from an

oxyton vesind, verind. Other such traces in Latin of a prehistoric
accentuation are vernus from veserinos=eapivd<?, hornusiroio. dhermos

Oepivos, and nocturnus wKjepivo?. 235. vevxw (
Te'~TeilXa

>

i-Tv^-Q^v, T6-T6w%aTa) comes, in accordance with Grassmann's law,
from -\/0vx, and is cognate with Anglo-Saxon dugu/6, Modern High-
German tugend. Other instances of this law are vrpydw, -v/0P/^>

cognate with Anglo-Saxon braidan, German braten, and irepGw,

\/(>cf>6, perf. ire-TropOa, cognate with Latin forf-ex, Umbrian furfant

(caedunt), Old High-German partu (bipennis, ascia), and in the

East Zend beredu (durchscheidend, Justi), and perhaps Vedic

bradhna, in gata-bradhna. 248. -\f-rvb, Latin tu-n-do. The Irish

tonn "wave" (from tu-n-da], is cognate. So Sanskrit Ihaiigi

(wave) and Lithuanian bangd from \/baiig (to break) and the

English breaker. 292. Latin pedo has nothing to do with n-epco^ai.
It comes from *pezdo, and is cognate with New High-German fist,

01d-JS"orse fisa, English fizzle.
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Friday, February 19, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

Mr. H. SWEET read a criticism on " Ten Brink's Chaucer

Grammar," which will probably appear in the Transactions.

Friday, March, 5, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

The papers read were :

1.
" On the Revised Version of the Old Testament," by B.

Dawson, B.A. (Issued separately with this Abstract, and also

printed in the Transactions for 1885-6, Part I.)
2.

" On the Derivation of God," by Rev. Dr. R.Morris. Dr. Morris

referred the word god not to the root hu ' to invoke,' contending
that the epithet

' invoked one ' was far too abstract a one to have
been evolved in early times. He referred the word rather to a root

hu ' to howl,-' and explained god as originally the name of the

thunder-god. He also disputed the received reference of dyaus,

etc., to a root dw 'to shine,' which he said had no existence;
there is, on the other hand, a root dw 'to howl,' and he would
refer dyaus to this root, the original meaning of the word being
identical with that he assigned to god.

Friday, March, 19, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

Mr. Whitley Stokes read a paper on " The Old-Breton Glosses at

Orleans." These glosses were discovered in 1877 by the late

Mr. Hejiry Bradshaw (whose learning and generosity Mr. Stokes

warmly acknowledged) in a Latin MS. of the tenth or eleventh

century, preserved in the library of Orleans, and numbered 193.

The chief contents of this codex are the three collections of Irish

canons published by Wasserschleben in his Die irische Kanonen-

sammlung (Leipzig, 1885). The glosses are 324 in number: but
of these no less than 109 are only the beginnings of the words
intended by the glosser. These 109 abbreviations do not, of

course, add much to our knowledge of Old-Breton
;

but the

remaining 215 glosses are valuable not only from the lexicographer's

point of view, but the grammarian's. They were published from
Mr. Bradshaw's transcript in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxvi. 425-497.
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They have since been printed, with some additions and corrections,

by Prof. Loth, of Rennes, in his Vocabulaire Vieux-Breton (Paris,

1884), where they are mixed up with Old-Welsh, Old-Cornish, and

pseudo-Breton words such as latic, the first five letters of the Latin

latic(lauiam cld]midem. M. Loth's additional glosses are deric, fol. 40

(gl. dictor mortis erat) and tinsot, fol. 52 (gl. sparsit). Of these, the

former is a mere misreading of the Latin clericus, and the latter is

probably a similar error. He corrects Mr. Bradshaw's readings in

the following instances: 31, adinosoi (gl. inrogauerit maculam), leg.

admosoi; 51, gurlimnn (gl. diliniti), leg. gurlimun; 60, arimnot (gl.

functus est), leg. arimrot
; 72, incoint (gl. quesitus), leg. incorit; 76,

eriolim (gl. editui), leg. ercolim; 132, ol dored (gl. indago), leg. ol

lored (following traces, cf. Irish lorg 'track'); 138, muntul (gl.

lenticulam), leg. muncul, a " slender-necked" vessel; 194, straal

(gl. calamidis, i.e. chlamydis), leg. straul, borrowed from Lat.

stragulum 210, bliniun (gl. tebefacti, i.e. tabefacti), leg. llinion

and cf. Sanskrit gluna; 220, gur clut erdirh (gl. mali euidentis),

leg. gurclut erderh; 221, docordomni (gl. arcemus), leg. docondomni
;

239 eindrit (gl. theoricam), leg. emdrit. M. Loth's commentary on
the Orleans glosses is largely taken from that in Kuhn's Zeitschrift
but he has added some explanations which are both new and true.

For instance: 19, co-guenou (gl. iudegena) is not a plural, but a

derivative in avo, cognate with the fine "family" of the Irish

Brehon laws, and with Anglo-Saxon wine (friend) ; 93, testoner (gl.

inebitabili) is=^tu-es-doner,
"
qu'on ne peut eviter

"
(donet venire).

The guod-, gud-, in 20-1, guodces (gl. hodio habentes), 126, gudcoguod

(gl. reprehendi), and 206, gudnaiol (gl. erudiens), is equal the two

prepositional prefixes guo (Irish fo, Greek VTTO) and od (^Sanskrit
ud, Greek i/<5 in wWe/jos^Sanskrit uttara, Teutonic ut\ which we
also find in Old-Irish focre (announcing)= fo-od-gare. In support
of the connexion (Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxvi. 471) of guiliat (gl.

tonsa) with Latin vello, M. Loth informs us that the Bretons still

say, not "
couper la barbe, mais 1'arracher

"
(lernel ar larv}. On

the other hand, his connexion of banwes ' sow '

(the fern, of banw=
IT. banlti], which he writes ban-wes, with the Ir. feis, is wrong ;

and he has fallen into other mistakes owing to misplaced confi-

dence in O'Reilly's Irish Dictionary. Mr. Stokes concluded by
pointing out the desirability of publishing a definitive edition of the

Old-Breton glosses, including three or four unprinted ones to be

found in the Cottonian MS. Otho E. xiii. (This paper will be

printed in the Transactions for 1885-6, Part II.)
Mr. Hensleigh Wedgwood read a paper on the derivation of cad,

luther or lither, and ted. He contested Prof. Skeat's drawing the

offensive cad from the inoffensive Scotch caddie, a "
golf-boy, an

attendant," and traced it to the Old-English quad, qued,
"

evil, evil

spirit, demon." Luther, lither, "bad, pestilent," he connected with
Breton loudour, "disgusting, dirty," louz "impure, infamous," also

a name for the stinking badger. Ted was rather to be compared
with German zetlen, "to spread hay and flax," than with Icelandic

a, "to spread manure," ta>, "manure," and ta^a, "hay."
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The root was onomatopoeic, an imitation of the sound of small

substances dropping ;
in Swiss zdttern,

" to sound like a violent

shower on a hard surface
"

;
Bavarian zetten,

" to let fall, drop';
ted hay or flax." (This paper is issued separately with this Ab-

stract, and will be printed in the Transactions for 1885-6, Part II.)

Friday, April 2, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

Prof. A. Napier, of Oxford, was elected a member of the Society.
The paper read was by Dr. F. Stock,

" On the Heidelberg Dialect."

Friday, April 16, 1886.

A. J. ELLIS, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The meeting passed a resolution of sympathy with the widow
and family of the late Dr. F. Stock, of Mill Hill, who was ill when
his paper on the Heidelberg dialect was read by Mr. Ellis at the

last meeting, and who had died since.

The paper read was by Dr. C. A. M. Fennell, on the " Stanford

Dictionary of Anglicized Foreign Words and Phrases."

Examination of Mr. J. F. Stanford's materials has proved that

his main object was to provide in a single work such information

as would enable any one who pleased to use it to find out the

meaning of most foreign words or phrases to be met with in English
Literature, and then Mr. Stanford was led on to include words
which had once been foreign, but had become English. These
views are embodied in the Scheme which has been drawn up for

the University. With regard to French and Latin the necessary
distinction between English and Foreign could only be come at by
an arbitrary method, and the Introduction of Printing has been
chosen as the period after which words adopted from French and
Latin are to be regarded as Anglicized, while words adapted by
analogical or other alterations from French and Latin are regarded
as English, and therefore not included in the Stanford Dictionary.
Some words, such as accompany, accustom, ostringer, baluster, seem
to make their first appearance in literature in an adapted form,

though it is reasonable to infer that they had been adopted much
earlier in their native form, but had suffered from the caprices of

English talkers before they found their way on to paper. One
cannot prove that Caxton's accompanye is an exact transliteration

of the French accompagne, though in many cases it would be diffi-

cult to disprove that ny did not = Fr. gnt
and Hi= Fr. II, as in

No. 44.
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billiards. Note Spenser's form balliards (not entered in the Soc.

Die. as a subordinate word), which form seems to involve a trans-

lation of the bill- of Fr. billard.

The elastic use of the word 'Anglicized' in the 'Stanford'

Scheme and Title is defensible, seeing that very few Englishmen
can pronounce foreign words without "making them" to some
extent "

English in form or character "
to quote Dr. Murray's

definition if pronunciation is to be included under the term form.
It is so very difficult to draw the line that the term '

Anglicized
'

may be applied to words and phrases which are pretty generally

recognized as necessary for or useful in the expression of English
ideas (Dr. Murray's Denizens and Aliens, and even such of his

Casuals as are often used).

"Anglicized as to use" is a fair equivalent for Dr. Murray's
" Naturalization as to use

"
(Vol. I. p. ix).

Those rare Casuals which might seem to be excluded by the

term Anglicized in the ' Stanford
'

title are just the words which

appear to be regarded as especially appropriate to the Stanford

Dictionary by Mr. J. F. Stanford and by Dr. Murray and several

other scholars. It would then be waste of time to anticipate
criticisms on this inconsistency, especially as a judicious selection

of these rare Casuals ought to constitute a very useful and interesting
feature of the work. E.g. agapemone as a common noun by Jas.

Martineau, Olago (1649), "The British Amphitrite" (Dryden).
That there is room for such a Dictionary as the Stanford is almost

proved at once by the fact that Webster and Brewer give a Ventrance
for a outrance, and no Dictionary cites the old Anglicized form " to

the utterance."

Treatment of Foreign terms of society and fashion should prove

particularly useful, as ruelles, pet its soins, etourderie, partie quarree,
Ion ton, a quatr'occhi] and of art, as verd antique, aiitico-moderno,

anticaglio, brio.

After discussing the broad lines to be followed with respect to

the inclusion of rare Foreign words and phrases and the provision
of the Scheme which includes words which look like Latin words
or retain a distinctive French sound, Dr. Fennell stated that the

materials collected for himself supplemented and occasionally cor-

rected the Society's Dictionary, and ought in this respect also to

prove a substantial gain to English Lexicography, and gave the

following examples. A correct account of amadavat got inde-

pendently of Prof. Skeat
; quotations for animal, Ben Jonson, EC.

Man out of his Hum. II. iii. Wks. p. 110 (1616),
" there'll be diuers

attempts made against the life of the poore animal [a dog] ;

" an

instance of the adjectival use more than a century and a half earlier

than the Society's Dictionary's earliest instance of the word and
with an unique signification namely Chaucer (1386) Knts Tale,

2749 (Tyrwhitt 2751)
" The vertu expulsif or Animal

|

ffro thilke

vertu cleped natural
|

Ne may the venym voyden ne expelle ;

"
also

an 18 c. instance of animal-kingdom, not to mention an elliptical

use of the plur. adj. different from those of the sb. given in the
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Society's Dictionary dated 1610, Ben Jonson, Alch. I. i. "Wks. p.
607 (1616),

"
your mineralls, vegetalls, and animalls." An in-

stance of amour = '

love-affair,' dated 1523 in Lord Berner's Tr. of
Froissart, Vol. I. ch. xiv. p. 202 (1812),

" the adventures of amours
and of war;" of amour = 'intrigue,' an instance dated 1590 in

Greene's Never too Late, Wks. Vol. VIII. p. 109 (Grosart). On
the whole the Stanford materials afford earlier illustrations than
the Society's Parts I. and II. for about 20 per cent, of the words
with which both Dictionaries deal

;
but in most cases where in this

one particular the Stanford articles have the advantage the words
are less naturalized than animal and amour. For instance Aegis in

the French form Aegide used attributively, 1591 Spens. Complaints,

Muiopotmos, 321. "Then to herselfe she gives her Aegide shield,]

And steelhed speare," etc. [of Pallas] : a fortiori 1702 (Soc. Die.

1855),
" and as (a fortiori} we may argue from it :

" John Howe,
Wks. p. 95/1 (1834): 1807 " A fortiori they [i.e. the ideas]
cannot be established in opposition to a religion already prevailing
in a country:

" Edin. Rev. Vol. 9, p. 302 : abassi 1634 (Soc. Die.

1753)
" Persian Larrees, Abassees, and English Gold ... are here

current:" Sir Th. Herbert, Trav., p. 45 (1677) . . .
" Coins at

this day used, are the Abbassee, in our Money sixteen pence :

"
ib.,

p. 314. This quotation upsets Chambers' statement that the coin

was named from Abas II. as he reigned from 1642-1666, succeeding
Shah Sesi. The coin seems to be named from Abas I. : acharnement

1756 (Soc. Die. 1816)
"
eight Prussian squadrons sustained the

acharnement, which is said to have been extreme of thirty-two

squadrons of Austrians :

" Hor. Walpole, Letters, Vol. III. p. 37

(1857) : ad infinitum 1610 (Soc. Die. 1678) "Nay, to a thousand,
so ad infinitum:

"
B. Jonson, Alch., ii. 1. Wks. p. 619 (1616) :

affidavit 1609 (Soc. Die. 1622) "they haue made their affidauit

against her :

"
B. Jonson, Silent Woman, v. 2, Wks. p. 590 (1616) :

agnomen 1634 (Soc. Die. 1753),
"
Amongst these [Persians] the

Mi/thra, (which some make one with the Cydaris . . .) was not

least in esteem with Kings seeing it gave the agnomen to the

Persian King Chedor-Laomer :
"

Sir Th. Herbert, Trav., p. 145

(1677) -.alias 1465 (Soc. Die. 1672) "your councell thynketh it

were well don that ye gete an allias and a pluries that it myght be

sent don to the scheryf :

" Paston Letters, Vol. II. No. 518, p. 217

(1874): ambrosia 1555 (Soc. Die. 1567) "feigned it to be the

sweet Ambrosia and nectar wherewith the Gods are fedde :

"
B..

Eden, Voyages, Pref. Sig. a 2vo. : araba 1839 (Soc. Die. 1845)
"driving amid the tall plain trees in ardbas, drawn by cream-

coloured oxen :

" Miss Pardoe, Beauties of the Bosphorus, p. 6
;

"
gilded arabas, drawn by swift horses:

"
ib., p. 7 : bacillus 1877

(Soc. Die. 1883)
" such definite organisms as "hay-bacillus :

"
Times,

June 18, p. 6/1 c [This quotation is from the collections of Mr. J.

F. Stanford, who has furnished abundant evidence of the frequent
use of Foreign words and phrases in newspapers] : hymnal 1537
" Item an Imnall prynted and iiij precessionals of parchement :

"

Glasscock, Records of St. MichaeVs, p. 127 (1882), this meaning of
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the word, which is familiar from the title
' The Hymnal noted,' not

being given at all by Webster (1880): tobacco 1573 " In these

daies, the taking in of the Indian herbe called ' Tabaco '

by an in-

strument formed like a little ladell, whereby it passeth from the

mouth into the hed & stomach, is gretly taken up & used in

England :

"
Harrison, Chronology (Harrison's England, Pt. I. Bk.

2, New Shaks. Soc. p. liv. Appendix I.) This quotation seems to

disprove the popular notion that Raleigh introduced tobacco about

1585. It seems that "the smoke of" is suppressed and that the
" instrument "

is a pipe.
Dr. Fennell traced troche through Holland's trosche, trochische,

trochisque to Galen's T/>oxWo9 ;
derived accessory from Legal Anglo-

French
; explained avast by Oudin's "

abasto, suffisament ;

"
quoted

Minsheu for the Spanish camisada
;
and explained that he regarded

plot = "conspiracy" as English, the meaning however being
affected by platform and complot, and he apologized for having
misled Prof. Skeat as to his view in conversation.

The pronunciation of words wholly or partly naturalized will be

indicated as follows : chagrin (shagreen,
-

"), champagne (sham-

pain,
1

'"), hotel (-'), bagatelle ('-"), complot ('"), parole (-"),

menagerie (-y-Fr.,
-'

), chameleon (cameeleon,
-"

), charlatan

(cA-Fr.,"--) t prestige (-ige Fr., -'"), fagade (-yade Fr., -"),

envelope (en- Fr., "-'), potato (-"'), curagoa ('-").
The collection of materials has proceeded satisfactorily up to the

present date, the quality of the slips being very good, as has been

illustrated by the specimens given. More help is, however, much
to be desired, 1, with respect to the Desiderata, of which the first

instalment can be had on application to the Editor (address :

Trumpington, Cambridge) ; 2, with respect to old lists of words

said to be of recent introduction, such as those given by Puttenham,

North, Holland, Dryden, Spectator ; 3, with respect to the

systematic search for new words and phrases in newspapers and

periodicals; 4, with regard to the systematic reading of books,

especially of those produced between 1470 and 1600 A.D.
; 5, with

respect to the contribution of any words or phrases likely to be

included under the scheme, especially early, rare, or exceptional
uses.
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Friday, May 7, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, President, in the Chair.

Mr. A. J. ELLIS, Yice-President, read the following
"
Report on

his Dialectal Work from 1st May, 1885, to 7th May, 1886," here

printed at full :

At last I have the satisfaction of announcing substantial progress
in the preparation of my account of the Existing Phonology of

the English Dialects, forming Part V. of my Early English Pro-

nunciation. I had, as you are aware from my former reports, dis-

tributed English Dialects into six principal Divisions, Southern,

Western, Eastern, Midland, Northern, and Lowland Scotch. The
nomenclature is entirely geographical, for the purpose of avoiding

any reference to an historical, which would be mainly a theoretical

location of the dialects. Such divisions would be liable to shift. I

aim at something permanent, by simply assigning the localities

where different modes of speech actually prevail. The record

which I wish to furnish will therefore have a value for all time,
as the best which, with the assistance of very many co-workers,
could be produced for the latter half of the xixth century.
Now of these six divisions, three are practically completed, and

I produce the MS. The third or Eastern division wants a week's

work, which could not be accomplished in time for this meeting.
When I say that these three divisions are completed, I mean that

in the first draft they are ready for press. Of course a very strict

and careful revision will be necessary, to reduce the whole to one
consistent plan, and not only to curtail redundancies, but possibly
to diminish the great bulk by omitting some points which although
interesting are of minor importance. The temptations for excur-

suses are very great and very frequent. I have attempted to avoid

unnecessary details as much as possible, and to recollect that much
which is interesting to myself, to whom each spot has a history,
often a very lengthy one extending over wr

eeks, months, and even

years, will probably possess but slight attraction for the user of my
book, who wants to pick out the results with the least possible
trouble and cares little or nothing about the way in which they
were obtained.

The extent of territory which these divisions occupy is shewn in

the accompanying maps [these are here omitted because they cannot
be published till the book is completed], which I shall explain pre-

sently, but as they have had to be drawn very hastily, so late as

this afternoon, there must be numerous inaccuracies, and they are

only intended to give you a general idea of my distribution of

phonetic dialects into districts. In my book all the boundaries are

carefully detailed. But before entering upon the results shewn by
my map, I wish to explain the method of work by which these

results have been obtained and co-ordinated.

No. 45.
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METHOD OF WORK.

The first part of my Early English Pronunciation was published
in Feb. 1869. In discussing the xrvth century sound of I, Y in

that part, I had been obliged to refer to dialectal pronunciation,
and on p. 277 note 1 of E.E.P. I mention the names of several

gentlemen who had supplied me with information. Among them
I stated that a lady near Norwich had helped me. This was the

beginning of my dialectal work, and as it occurred in 1868, I have

really already spent 17 years in gathering materials. The lady at

Norwich, Miss Cecilia Day, daughter of the then rector of Kirby
Bedon, near Norwich, dictated to me a series of Nf. 1 words at the

meeting of the British Association there in 1868, which were the

first pieces of dialect that I attempted to write from actual audition.

But even then I had very little conception of the difficulties of the

task which have grown upon me year by year as I found the

necessity of greater accuracy. Among the list of helpers there

mentioned I find the name of Mr. Thomas Hallam, who had already
for some time occupied himself with phonetic researches especially
in relation to the dialects of his native county, Db. Mr. Hallam

subsequently made himself master of my system of writing called

palaeotype, which he writes with extreme care and accuracy, and
I need scarcely say that with his phonetic knowledge, his power to

enter into conversation with labourers without frightening them
into refinements of speech, and his many journeys over all parts of

m. and s. England, and the great liberality with which he has put
his notes at my disposition, he has been a mainstay to my work.
Even during last Easter holidays, leaving home on the Thursday
and returning the following Tuesday, 27th April, he explored for

me the ne. part of Np., e. and w. of Peterborough, s. of lit. and

1 The names of counties being very lengthy and cumbrous will be generally

abridged to the initial and one other letter in the word. Thus for the English
and such of the Welsh counties as are here mentioned, I write Bd. Bedfordshire,
Be. Berkshire, Br. Brecknockshire, Bu. Buckinghamshire, Cb. Cambridgeshire,
Ch. Cheshire, Cm. Carmarthenshire, Co. Cornwall, Cu. Cumberland, Db. Derby,
Dn. Denbighshire, Do. Dorsetshire, Dv. Devonshire, Es. Essex, Fl. Flintshire,

Gl. Gloucestershire, Gm. Glamorganshire, Ha. Hampshire, He. Herefordshire,
Ht. Hertfordshire, Hu. Huntingdonshire, Ke. Kent, La. Lancaster, Le. Leicester-

shire, Li. Lincolnshire, Ma. Isle of Man, Mg. Montgomeryshire, Mi. Middlesex,
Mo. Monmouthshire, Nb. Northumberland, Nf. Norfolk, Np. Northamptonshire,
Nt. Nottinghamshire, Ox. Oxfordshire, Pm. Pembrokeshire, Ed. Radnorshire,
Rt. Rutlandshire, Sc. Scilly Isles, Sf. Suffolk, Sh. Shropshire, Sm. Somerset,
Sr. Surrey, Ss. Sussex, St. Staffordshire, Wa. Warwickshire, We. Westmoreland,
Wi. Isle of Wight, Wl. Wiltshire, Wo. Worcestershire, Yo. York. Similar

abbreviations for all other counties, Welsh, Scotch, and Irish. The points of

the compass are abbreviated to n.e.w.s. with m. mid, and their usual combina-

tions. In the names of Districts and Divisions, I use : B. border, D. district,

E. east or eastern, L. Lowland Scotch, M. mid or midland, N. north or northern,
S. south or southern, W. west or western.

The following abbreviations are regularly used in the report as they will be in

the book : cs. comparative specimen, div. division, dt. dialect test, pal. palaeotype-d,

pron. pronunciation, rec. received, sp. speech, vv. viva voce, wl. word list, wn.

words noted, Ws. Wessex or West Saxon.
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n. of Cb., a district hitherto unexamined, and furnished me with

carefully-arranged details, without which I could not have satis-

factorily completed my account of the E. div. In the same way
he has most kindly filled up numerous blanks by personal observa-

tions, which I could not possibly have made myself, and has hence
enabled me to map out the country with some degree of complete-
ness. But I am anticipating.
At first I tried collecting such words as were spontaneously

offered. But dialect workers, and indeed some philologists, have
a strange propensity, due no doubt to our singular orthography, to

distinguish a word from its sound. A word with them is a collec-

tion of letters which more or less oftener less than more suggests
the sound to themselves, very roughly, and to others still more

roughly or not at all. These letter-groups are then registered, and
if they indicate mere mispronunciations, as they are very incorrectly

deemed, they are treated with scant courtesy and excluded generally
from glossaries. It was therefore difficult to persuade people that

what I wanted was not such dialectal words as are not used in

received speech, but those very mispronunciations that they so con-

temptuously rejected. Few could realise the fact that what I

wanted was the different phases in each part of the country of

words common to all parts. I then tried manuscript lists of words,
which soon became intolerable. So Dr. Murray and myself in

Sept. 1873 concocted a 'comparative specimen' (cs.), containing,,
so far as we then knew, all words likely to be useful. I have had
the satisfaction of hearing from nearly all parts of the country that
" our folks don't speak so." Of course that was intentional. Literary
English was adopted, and it was hoped the translator would put it

into dialectal English. However this was a task my informants

could not accomplish, with rare exceptions. And it is curious with
what an instinct many of those who attempted the versions (and I

got more than 150 of them) managed to avoid the words or phrases.
I particularly wanted and put in others which were comparatively
useless. Still this was the nucleus of my work. I found however
that this cs. was too long. It took two or three hours for me to

write from dictation, and I am really surprised that I got so many
valuable versions.

Next in Sept. 1877 I got out 'word lists' (wl.), adopting the

order and etymologies in Mr. Sweet's '

History of British Sounds,'
for I saw that the only way of comparing words was to refer them
where possible to these Ws. forms and not by the present promiscuous

orthography. I sent out 1650 of these wl. and of 1150 I heard,

nothing more, though all were stamped for return, and 186 were
sent back blank. Of the remaining 314 only 54 were very good^
82 good, 70 middling, which accounts for 206, and the rest were
nowhere. Still these lists have been serviceable in many ways,
and even the worst filled served in some degree to shew a con-

tinuity of pronunciation heard elsewhere. But to fill up one of

these lists from dictation, even in the most rapid manner, took two
to four hours, and in order to get any result at all, the half loaf
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that is better than no bread, I was often obliged to be content

with a comparatively few selected words. And, after all, discon-

nected words presented unexpected difficulties, and my informants
had often to think them back into phrases before they could give
the sounds. The plan of numbering the sounds which I had intro-

duced to save a systematic orthography, proved to be quite unin-

telligible to most people, who could only indicate sounds, each in

his own, usually unexplained and often inexplicable, manner.
This led me in Jan. 1879 to devise my

'

dialect test' (dt.), which
contained only 76 different words separately numbered, and had

long notes attached referring to each, stating the points to be

attended to, and pointing out for each particular case how the re-

quired sound might be indicated. I sent out between 600 and 700
of these, all with stamps for return, and I never heard more of 429,
while 61 were returned blank. I suspect I must have been found
a great bore, and am only too grateful to those ladies and gentlemen
who did take the trouble to answer me.

Besides all these I obtained and continue to obtain from Mr.
Hallam quantities of ' words noted '

(wn.) in different parts of

England, noted from various speakers, either unconsciously or con-

sciously to themselves. In the latter case he has generally been

very careful to ascertain the antecedents of the speaker in order to

judge of the trustworthiness of his utterance. These constitute

some of the most valuable parts of my materials.

The result is that I have a very large number of original docu-

ments, and the trouble is, as I have explained in preceding reports,
to know how to use them. The heaps of cs. wl. dt. and Mr.
Hallam's wn., coming in at once from different parts of England,
without any regard to locality or connection, were very confusing.

Merely to copy them down and leave the work of comparison to

some German professor or student in the xxth century, would be

futile. I pass over the different expedients which I have spoken
of in preceding reports, and come at once to the method I have
used in producing my book now before you.

In the first place every document refers to a given place in a

given county. Hence I established large envelopes lined with linen

such as those on the table, one or more for each county and placed
them in alphabetical order of the names of the counties. Into

the proper county envelope I placed the documents belonging to it,

headed by the name of the place and its distance in miles and
direction from places inserted in the little map of England I have

shewn you,
1 and arranged them in alphabetical order of the names

1 This was done thus: Harrold Bd. (8 nw. Bedford), that is, Harrold in

Bedfordshire, eight miles north-west of Bedford. By this means the exact

position of obscure places, often not entered on any but maps on a very large

scale, was indicated by means of this map, in which one inch represents about fifty-

seven miles. I find Philip's penny county maps extremely convenient. They are

very cheap and they can be scribbled over in any way. But they are on different

scales. Hence I find the cheap six-sheet map with the county boundaries coloured,

originally published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,
about eleven miles to the inch, very useful. I cut each map into four parts,
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of the places. Thus each document could be immediately found
and referred to. Of course all papers relating to the same place

(and there were often many) were fastened together. The next

requisite was to have a standard of comparison in the shape of a

classified wl. I made one containing all the words in my former

wl., all in my cs. and dt., together with several others which
seemed useful. This list contains 971 words. It is arranged in

three parts, (1) the words having direct prototypes in Ws. or Norse,

(2) words not having such, or of doubtful, disputed, or other than

known llomance origin, (3) Romance words. The first part is

arranged by the Ws. or Norse vowel contained, distinguishing whether

long or short or whether followed or not by a consonant in the

same syllable, that is, close or open vowels. Under each such

vowel are placed the Ws. or Norse words, in strict alphabetical
order from the vowel onwards, followed by the English word. A
similar but necessarily less elaborate classification is pursued in

lists 2 and 3. Every word is numbered. This I have had

printed very openly, so that for any particular place I can write

upon the paper the pronunciation of any word in the list. But I

constantly require words not in the list. These I insert in a

proper place with a for ' after
'

or b ' before
' the number of the

adjacent word. My intention is to give the list in a condensed

form at first, and subsequently to put only the pronunciations inter-

preted by the prefixed number, if in the list, and otherwise by the

addition of the ordinary spelling. This list is accompanied by
another in the alphabetical order of the English words, referring

by a number to this list, and containing also the inserted words
with their proper etymologies. This alphabetical list I have found
of the utmost use to me. Of course to pick out the words in, say,
one of Mr. Hallam's lists of wn., or any other examples given,
and even from old word lists, and insert them in proper order in

the new form, is extremely laborious, and I cannot delegate the

work, for I know of no one who could interpret the papers, and
even if I did, I find this work indispensable for the formation of a

proper conception of the system of pronunciation (pron.). I always
ler,rn much from constructing such lists, and hence do not grudge
the many hours' labour which they cause me.

Having then already made a rough plan of the English dialect

districts (D), I know what to expect from any county or part of

a county. When beginning a new div., as lately the E. div., I
see what counties it involves, and sort out the corresponding

envelopes. Then I read through the contents of each envelope.
This gives a general idea of how the dialect district will run. Next
I seize especially upon any viva voce (vv.) information which I have

obtained, or any from Mr. Hallam, Mr. Goodchild or Mr. C.

gum the middle of each only on to sheets of paper, which protects the edges and
allows any two or more to be brought close together, number them and mark
their boundaries on one of the small maps of England, which renders reference

easy. But it is often necessary to refer to Stanford's 24 sheet map with three
miles to an inch, and even larger maps.
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Clough Robinson, and I reduce these, if cs. dt. or wn., to the proper
palaeotype (pal.) form as now used, appending the necessary notes,
and if wl. or wn., to the systematic form of my classified wl. After
this is done for each county, I commence comparing the papers, and
on my county maps mark the apparent boundaries of the speech
forms. This comparison is much facilitated by the new classified

wl. It is by this method that the characteristic forms and the

outlines of each district are obtained. The process is very slow, as

it is an expensive induction of particulars, but it leaves nothing to

the imagination, except in unexplored regions. Incomplete and
insufficient documents are here a great help in indicating how far

a system of speech extends. But it would be useless to pretend
that the lines drawn on the map can be accurate within half a

dozen miles. It is only on some particular boundaries that I have
been able to get anything like a sufficient number of observations

to draw a sharp line of demarcation, as, for instance, in those

admirable investigations of Mr. Hallam on the position of the

Southern boundary of the pronunciation of some as s86m (sz^m),
1 in

itself a most unexpected and hitherto unnoticed phenomenon.
The above points have been dwelt on, because they will serve in

some measure to explain the necessarily slow process of constructing
such an account of English dialects and their purely phonetic

classification, as I propose to give, and therefore I hope will

excuse me, especially as I have been frequently interrupted by
other studies and private business, for the otherwise apparently
inexcusable delay in getting out Part Y. I cannot go to press with

any part till the whole is complete. It would be absurd to publish

anything without the map, and the construction of the map is, in

any div., the last thing that can be attempted. The great alter-

ations in my former schemes which my recent investigations have
made necessary in the E. div. warn me what I must expect in the

very complicated Midland region. But besides all this, the work
must be revised and systematised as a whole. The former parts of

my E.E.P. have already suffered by being produced in sections, and
as the fifth part will constitute a complete treatise by itself, I am
most anxious to make it self-consistent. And now if you please
I will attempt to shew you what I have thus far accomplished.

PnELnfiNABY MATTER.

First let me direct your attention to the map. My preliminary
matter among other things contains an account of the 3 borders

(B.) and the 10 transverse lines. The first border is the N. to S.

B., which passed from Edinburgh with a few sinuosities to the w.
of Do., and was the boundary between Saxon on the e. and Celt on
the w. about A.D. 580. It belongs to a byegone period, and hence is

not marked, but it is useful to remember as explaining to some

1 Sounds in this report are given generally in a makeshift unexplained ortho-

graphy, such as ordinary writers employ, corrected hy the subsequently pal. letters

between
( ), which are known to the readers of E.E.P. Parts I. to 1^.
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extent the difference between the character of our speech to the e.

and w. of that line. The second or Welsh B., the only one marked
on the map, is the present separation of English and Welsh, as

explained in my paper on the Delimitation of Welsh and English in

our Transactions. It may be continued to Ireland, to cut off the se.

corner of County Wexford. It is indicated by a thick line to the
w. of England and s. of Wales. The third or Highland B. belongs
to Scotland. Of the 10 transverse lines which run across England
from sea to sea, and form important distinctions of speech, only
three occur in the map. They are marked by small encircled

numbers 1, 2, 3, at their extremities on the sea, and occasionally
during their length.

Line 1 marks the northernmost limit of the pron. of some as sum

(sam, sam) or even som (som), n. of this line and through the M.
counties the sound is s<5<5m (s^m). The line begins on the River

Dee, passes thro' Sh. Wo. Wa. Np. Hu. and Cb. to pass by n. of

Nf. to the sea. I had thought that this would cut off the M. div.,
and it does so very nearly, but n. Np. and Rt., which are not at all

M., lie to the n. of it. I call this the n. sum line.

Line 2 marks the southernmost limit of the pronunciation of

some as sdtitn (suim). Lines 1 and 2 coincide as far as the se. comer
of Sh. Then line 2 sweeps s. by the Malvern Hills, and afterwards,
marked by a broken line, passes through s. Gl. and n. Wl., and

through n. Ox., cutting off the nw. part of Bu. and joining line 1

again about Thrapston Up. This union of the two lines continues
but a little way, and line 2 goes s. again thro' n. Hu. and n. Cb. to

Nf., and in Nf. cuts off a very extensive region to the nw. All

the border towns on each side of the line have been visited and
examined by Mr. Hallani, and the line was drawn by me from his

observations. Between lines 1 and 2 there is a mixed region in

which not only sum, stiom, (sam, s^m) are heard, but also various

mixtures of them and not unfrequently som (som). Hence I call

line 2 the s. s66m line, and the intermediate district I term the
mixed som region.

This incursion of 66 (ui) on the land of & (a), as it appears, is

really the contrary. The whole country s. of the s. s66tn line 2,

once said s66m (sm) or (s^m) of the difference of these two
sounds it will be more convenient to speak in my next report,
which will begin with the M. and it is really the part s. of line 2
which has changed, by a process perhaps similar to that now heard
in the mixed som region. To this change, which has extended so

widely, and which we meet again in L., no exact date can be

assigned, but it probably did not begin before the xvth century.
The present prevalence of deep ti (a) in place of fine u (a) to the

s. of line 2 may be one of the intermediate forms passing from
6 (o, o) which have been evolved in the transition.

One important consequence for our investigation is that the

change of sum to s66m (a) to (MJ) does not affect the dialect, and
can be at most considered as a local variety. At first I had been
led to consider the change sum to s86rn as a marked difference of
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dialect. The discovery of the som region has entirely changed my
opinion, and got over an immense difficulty in Np.

Line 3, which I term the reverted ur (an) line, is the w. n. and e.

limit of the regular S. mode of producing the r by revei'ting the

tongue so that its tip points to the throat and the underpart comes

opposite to the palate. This makes the central upper part of the

tongue concave instead of convex to the palate, and the effect is

very remarkable. A milder form, which Mr. Goodchild advocates,
is produced by simply retracting the tongue (ar,) and the r of Mr.
Bell and Mr. Sweet, my point-rise (r ), is only a still further degra-
dation of the same, and not I think of the convex (r). Line 3

commences in the Bristol Channel, passes by Gl. and He. to line 1,

which it follows to about Byfield Np. (7 sw. Daventry) and then
runs s. to the border of Ox., which (very nearly at least) it follows

to the Thames. It then runs along that river to the sea. The
reverted ur line forms the n. boundary of the S. div., the whole
of which uses it in ordinary speech.

SOUTHERN DIVISION.

The three divisions are now easily delimited, the S. contains D.
1 to 12, the W. contains D. 13 and 14, and the E. contains D. 15

to 19. There are three outlying districts in the S., D. 1 in Ireland,
D. 2 and 3 in Wales. The first is retained because of its interest

as the oldest English colony which maintained itself as English

among a Celtic neighbourhood, and has only disappeared by fusion

with the much more recent English which afterwards surrounded
it. In my first report I dwelled so much on this D. that I now
pass it over. D. 2 and 3 are English colonies of about the same
date and were considered in my Delimitation of English and Welsh,
and I also adverted last May to the double use of (sum sam) in D. 2

in sw. Pm. at the present day. This could not possibly be attri-

buted to a M. encroachment, and the (swrn) must therefore be a

survival. For D. 1 in se. of Wexford, Ireland, my only authorities

are contained in Rev. "W. Barnes's book on the Dialect of forth ami

Bargy. For D. 2 in sw. Pm. I am able to give a dt. written by
Rev. Joseph Tombs, Rector of Burton (3 n. Pembroke), and another

written in his phonetic spelling by Mr. W. Spurrell, of Carmarthen,
from the dictation of Mr. Thomas, formerly of Castlemartin (6 wsw.

Pembroke), as checked by Archdeacon Edmondes of Warren, close

to Castlemartin, and I add a wl. collected from several sources.

For D. 3 in the peninsula of Gowerland Gm., I am principally
indebted to Rev. J. D. Davies, Rector of Llanmadock, in that

peninsula.
The rest of the S. div. D. 4 to 12, with the exception of Sc., is

on the mainland. The typical form of S. English is to be found in

D. 4, which I call wMS. or western Mid Southern. The way that

I treat any such district is as follows. First I give the Boundaries

in words as accurately as the case admits, shewing the nearest

towns and distance from them, so that the line could be traced on

any map of England. Here the drawing on the present little map,
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which, will when complete form part of my book, must suffice.

Then I describe the Area, in this case all WL and Do.
;
most of

Sm. and GL, the extreme se. of Dv. with small parts of w.Be.

w.Ha. and w.Ox. Next I give my Authorities. This I do by
naming alphabetically according to the counties concerned, also put

alphabetically, the names of all the places from which I have re-

ceived information, distinguishing by
* those from which I have

personally obtained vv. accounts, by f those from which I have
received information by Mr. Hallam always in pal., by J the same
from Mr. Goodchild also in pal., by ||

the same in some systematic

orthography, such as glossic (used by Mrs. Parker, and Mr. C. Clough

Robinson), or one invented for the occasion but explained, and by
those which give no clue to their spelling beyond a presumed
ability to read the usual orthography and ' the light of nature,'

unfortunately the great majority. Only the names of the places
are given, because in the preliminary matter there will be a list of

all these places for each county alphabetically arranged, preceded

by the number of the district to which it belongs, followed by its

distance and direction from a place in the county marked in the

small dialect map, the name of the person furnishing the informa-

tion, its nature and other particulars. Sometimes I have several

documents of different kinds about the same place, from the same
or different people. All this is" duly entered. These '

County
Lists,' as I call them, are written up in slips as the information

comes in. There will also be an alphabetical list of informants

referring to the place and county. Two reasons have induced me
to be thus particular in indicating the source of my information.

First I wished to acknowledge thankfully the trouble that has been
taken by my informants to give me what help they could, and
also to shew their qualifications for the purpose. Secondly, as by
circumstances I have been obliged to rely upon others who may
have, and most probably, if I may judge by my own experience,
in many instances, from a great variety of causes, actually have

appreciated the sounds incorrectly, I wished for my own sake to

point out on whose information I relied. The lists are rather

lengthy, but that was inevitable. Next I give succinctly the

Characteristics of the district by which the genus of the dialect is

recognised. For instance, for D. 4, I enter on the question of

initial (v, z) for ordinary (f, s), giving important lists from Dan
Michel of Canterbury 1440, Mr. Elworthy as contained in his

paper on the Dialect of West Somerset (my D. 10), Rev. A. Law for

WL, and Rev. W. Barnes for Do., so that a complete conspectus of

the usage is obtained, and we become convinced that (v, z) initial

derived from Ws., and
(f, s) initial from Norman words. After-

wards I turn to reverted (E) and its influence on following t, d, n, I,

converting them to reverted (T, B, N, L), and consider the probabili-
ties of these having been the original Ws. sounds, accounting for

the peculiar English
' coronal '

(t, d, n, 1) as distinguished from the

continental
( vt, kd, TO., J). Then I take Ws. A- in open syllables,

which in the n. parts is eea (IB), sinking in Gl. to ee (ii),
and is in
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the s. parts aia (ee). Next I find that Ws. A' was normally ooah

(iia) and has become ooa, oka, oh (UTB, 6v, oo). The treatment of

Ws. JEG and EG as normally (at) with their local varieties is

very important. The treatment of the correlated Ws. I' and TJ' as

uy, uw (a
7

*, a'w) or (aoV, so'w) is dwelled upon. Finally I give the

grammatical constructions ' I be a going, I do go, I have adone,'
and the use of indistinct -en (-n) for him, a well-known remnant
of Ws. ace. hine, and of the local utch (atj) for the pronoun I.

This is by way of introduction. I now go into particulars and
take the six various forms observed.

I., the typical Wl. form in Wl. In this I give first the cs. as

dictated to me by Rev. A. Law, now Rector of Dauntsey WL, to

whose kindness I am greatly indebted, with a classified wl. con-

taining all the words of that cs. Next comes Akerman's fable

of the Hornet and the Beetle as pal. by Mr. J. G. Goodchild from
the dictation of his stepmother, a native of Chippenham, with
numerous notes, followed by a complete wl. also pal. by the same
from the same. And finally a specimen and wl. dictated to me in

1879 by Miss Louisa H. Johnson, daughter of the then Vicar

of Tilshead (8 sse. Devizes), who was a native and had resided

there all her life, about 40 years. I am much indebted to many
daughters of clergymen. The above examples give every possible
information respecting this typical form.

II. The Gl. form is illustrated by comparing three cs., (1) a

vv. from the Yale and Town of Gloucester by Mr. John Jones, who
had known the dialect 50 years ; (2) a cs. from Tetbury written in

her own spelling by Miss Frampton, daughter of the late Vicar,
who answered me such numerous questions that I was able to

palaeotype it
;
and (3) a vv. cs. from Coleford, Forest of Dean, given

me in two visits by Mr. R. D. Trotter, native of Newnham (9 sw.

Gloucester), one of the most perfect examples I have obtained.

III. The e. He. form is illustrated by a comparison of three cs.,

one written by Rev. C. Y. Potts and dictated to me by Mr. Gregg,
Solicitor, of Ledbury ;

another phonotypically written by Mr.

Joseph Jones of Hereford from the dictation of Mr. Herbert
Ballard of Leighton Court, Bromyard (13 ne. Hereford) ;

and the

third written for Prince L.-L. Bonaparte by Miss Anna M. Ford

Piper of Blackway, Eggleton, giving the pronunciation by a series

of rhymes. The last two were reduced to palaeotype by myself.
IV. The important Do. form is illustrated (1) by a vv. dt. from

Mrs. Clay-Kerr-Seymour of Hanford Hall (4 nw. Blandford), a

lady perfectly well acquainted with the dialect, who also obligingly
went over a wl. with me

; (2) by a comparison between a cs. for

Cranbourne (12 ene. Blandford) written by Mr. Clarke, a national

schoolmaster, and read to me by Major-General Michel
;
and a cs.

written for me in systematic spelling by the veteran Do. poet and

philologist, Rev. William Barnes, of Winterborne Came.
V. The important Land of Utch, the only part of the s. of

England where the old ich for I still lingers in the forms utch,

utchee (atj, atjir), which occupies the angular space between the
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two railways that converge at Yeovil, is illustrated by a dt. from.

Mr. George Mitchell, a native of Montacute, and illiterate till 23,

but afterwards a Kensington Vestryman, and his former secretary
Mr. Price, a Yeovil man, but resident at Montacute from his tenth

year.
YL The late Mr. G. P. R. Pulman's Axe-Yarty D., or neigh-

bourhood of the two rivers Axe and Yarty, which in fact represents

general Sm., is illustrated by a wl. dictated to me by himself, and

a cs. and dt. written by him, but pal. by me from his indications,

and other documents.

This D. 4 has been thus fully illustrated because of its typical
character. It has not been broken into subdistricts because the

differences are very minute, and no lines of demarcation could be

drawn, so that it was only possible to give illustrations from dif-

ferent parts of this extensive district.

In D. 5, or eMS., that is, eastern Mid Southern, there is a

decided falling off of dialect, the reverted ur (R) remains distinct,

but the initial (z, v) for (s, f) die off eastward. The line of separa-
tion between this and the last is consequently indistinct, and is

rather arbitrarily drawn from deficiency of information. This D.

comprises a small portion of Ox., most of Be. and Ha., all of Wi.,
and s. Sr. with w. Ss.

I. The w. Ox. form is illustrated by a dt. originally written by
Mrs. Angelina Parker, and pal. by Mr. Hallam partly from her

dictation, and afterwards from information gained on a visit to Ox.,
and by a wl. drawn up from his notes of the pron. of Mr. Brain of

Ducklington, a native aged 81. Witney (9 wnw. Oxford) is in the

mixed som region, Ducklington (2 sse. Witney) is in the pure sum

region.
II. The Be. form is illustrated by a dt. written in glossic from

dictation by Mrs. A. Parker, whose glossic, as tested during per-
sonal interviews by Mr. Hallam, was found to be very good, by
a wl. from Wantage, and by part of a cs. for Hampstead Norris,

pal. from dictation of W. B. Banting, Esq., Hon. Sec. of the New-

bury District Field Club, by Prince L.-L. Bonaparte.
III. The Ha. and Wi. forms are illustrated chiefly by a cs.

dictated to me in 1876 by Mr. Percival Leigh, a native of Scotland,
who was transplanted to Winchester when one month old and has

known the dialect all his life, but it gives apparently rather a

refined form. I have also a wl. for Shorwell (5 sw. Newport Wi.)
drawn up from indications furnished by Mr. Titmouse, national

schoomaster.

IV. The s. Sr. and w. Ss. forms are illustrated by a wl. chiefly

pal. by me from dictation of students at the Whiteland's Training

College, Chelsea, from Ockley (8 sw. Reigate) and Stoke (In.
Guildford). I may mention that through the interest taken in my
investigations by Rev. J. P. Faunthorpe, Principal of Whiteland's,
I have been enabled to take down specimens vv. from many of the

students and teachers at the College, generally natives, or at least

pupil teachers for some years in the schools of the places illustrated,
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and that the information thus obtained has been of the greatest
service to me, in covering ground where I had long despaired of

getting anything on which I could depend. To the above words
from Ockley and Stoke I have been able to add others from Charl-
wood (6 ssw. Eeigate), Wisborough (8 sw. Horsham), and the
Weald of Ss. generally.

This concludes my examination of the great M.S. form of speech,
the direct descendant of the literary Ws. language in which Alfred
wrote and with which I compare all other forms of English. It is,

you will have seen, very different indeed from our rec. sp., which
therefore must have come to us from another quarter.
We now proceed to a transitional kind of speech which forms the

border as it were between S. and M. on the one hand and S. and E.
on the other. This splits into three distinct parts, although the
lines of separation between them are not well marked.

D. 6 or nBS., that is, northern Border Southern, contains

extreme n. Gl., the s. half of Wo., the extreme s. Wa., extreme
n. Ox., and sw. Np. In this complicated region, which has given
me much trouble and anxiety, I find it best to distinguish three

varieties.

I. The Worcester variety is chiefly illustrated by Mr. Hallam's
unwearied work at Abberley, Great Witley, Bewdley, Bengeworth,
Eldersfield, Ebrington, Saleway, and Worcester. At Bewdley he
interviewed an old woman of 95, and at Eldersfield another old

woman of 79. These aged persons are very important to my work.
From Worcester Mr. Hallam was able to give me a dt. from the

dictation of a native.

II. The s. Wa. variety. Here I have not had fully satisfactory

information, although Mr. Hallam visited Stratford-on-Avon, for

my documents from Butler's Marston (12 s. Warwick) and Tysoe
(11 se. Stratford-on-Avon), although good of their kind, had to be

pal. from indications. I have some hopes that Mr. Hallam will be
able to get to this neighbourhood hereafter.

III. The Banbury variety. This is illustrated by a cs. written

in 1875 by Thomas Beesley, Esq., J.P., native, and pal. by me
from his indications and Mr. Hallam's notes of a visit. I have also

a dt. from a Whiteland's student, native of Shennington (6 w.

Banbury), and I am able to give a wl. from Shennington obtained

by Mr. Hallam in 1875 from a London policeman, whom the

Whiteland's student knew, and whose pron. she confirmed. I have
also a long list of words by the uncle of Mr. Beesley before men-

tioned, which I have pal. to the best of my power by help of Mr.

Beesley himself.

This D. 6 shews a falling off of S. characters, but still sufficient

remain to make its connection with the S. and separation from M.

quite clear. For example, the reverted ur (E) generally remains.

This is quite gone in the M. div.

D. 7 or mBS., that is, mid Border Southern, contains most of

Ox. with a very small portion of Be. It is entirely a region
of transition from S. to E. The dial, forms are always uncertain,
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and become practically lost towards the s. part. For my know-

ledge of this region I am indebted to Mrs. Angelina Parker, a
native of Handborough (8 nw. Oxford), author of the Ox. Glossary
and Supplement, who bestowed great pains upon it, acquiring
glossic on purpose. From her I give a cs. and dt. with notes, a

variety of phrases and a wl. The Handborough information was
also checked by Mr. Hallam, who on visiting Oxford was most

kindly received by Mrs. Parker, and afforded every facility of

verifying her information.

D. 8 or sBS., that is, south Border Southern, contains extreme
se. Be., m. Sr. and extreme nw. Ke., embracing London and its

suburbs s. of the Thames. It is the graveyard of the S. dialect.

I give all the indications I could obtain, but they are very
slight, sufficient however to let us write on the tombstone,
"Here lies what once was the Southern dialect." Large towns
are pesthouses for dialect. People come from all parts of the

country and continually change their domicile. Education is

rampant. The artificial speech of literature is the only one not
ridiculed. Still in country places some traces may be found
of Southernisms, if only in such a phrase as / be. At War-
grave Be. (6 ne. Reading) T. F. Maitland, Esq., was able to give
me some decided Southernisms vv. I got others in writing from
Mrs. Godfrey at Hurley close by, and from the late Rev. R. A.
Cannon of Hurst (4 e. Reading). Chobham, Chertsey, Leather-

head, Croydon, yielded practically a negative result. Of course I

did not attempt the wilderness of the town itself.

D. 9, on the contrary, or ES. (that is, East Southern) containing
Ke. and e. Sr. is distinctly a S. dialect, and very well marked off

from D. 5 by a line drawn from the mouth of the Adur in Ss. to

the extreme nw. of Ke. It is in the first place a further degrada-
tion of D. 5, initial (z, v) having been quite superseded by (s, f).

The reverted ur (R) remains quite distinctly. But the peculiar
character of the district is the use of (d) in place of initial th (dh)
in this that the there their theirs them then these those they.
As than thou thee thy thine though thus, are not heard in the

dialect, we can say nothing about them. Mr. Parish in his glossary
indeed asserts that " the th is invariably <Z," but this is not borne
out by my inquiries. Medial d is heard in farming and fur^er, as

elsewhere, and perhaps another. Final th becomes d before a
vowel in smood it, wid it, and adin adout, for within without. But
this nigger-like d-ing of our language is quite recent. Dan Michel
1340 knows nothing of it. In Lewis's Isle of Tenet 1736 it is

mentioned as universal in the Isle of Thanet, whence it has entirely

disappeared, thanks to Margate, Ramsgate, and Broadstairs. Another

peculiarity has also developed itself, namely (w) for (v), which un-

certainly extends to e. Ss., but is rampant on the e. coast of England
as far as the n. of Nf . Three forms are distinguished.

I. e. Ss., illustrated by a wl. from Miss Anna M. Darby of

Markly' (15 n. Eastbourne), and another from Rev. W. D. Parish
of Selmeston (8 nw. Eastbourne), with vv. wl. from Whiteland's
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students from Cuckfield (12 n. Brighton) and Eastbourne, to which
are added words from Rev. W. D. Parish's Glossary, Miss Darby,
and Miss B. C. Curtis of Leasam (In. Bye).

II. m. Ke. is chiefly illustrated by a cs. drawn up by Rev.

Henry B. Berin, then of Biddenden (10 wsw. Ashford), and pal.

by me from dictation of Herbert Knatchbull-Hugessen, Esq., of

Provender, Faversham (9 wnw. Canterbury), who also dictated

to me a considerable wl.

III. For the e. Ke. form I am indebted (1) to Rev. E. W. Ragg,
then vicar of Wingham (6 e. Canterbury), now of Marsworth Bu.
near Tring, who gave me a good wl. for the highlands of Ke., and

(2) to Mr. W. R. Stead, head master of the Folkestone Grammar
School, who, writing Glossic well, gave me the pronunciation of the

Folkestone fishermen, which is rendered in many respects very
remarkable by the absence of (d) for (dh), the presence of an
occasional French u (y), which may be only approximative, in

school, swre, to do, look, the use of (w) for (v), but not conversely,

oy (A') for I, broad I (ai) in name, and other points.
This is the extreme e. development of the S. dialects. We now

go w., where a new element meets us, the influence of a Celtic

population upon an imported Ws. speech.
D. 10 or nWS., that is, northern West Southern, is in w. Sm.,

of which you have heard so much from Mr. Elworthy, and will

hear more, that I need not trouble you with remarks, except to say
that it is illustrated by a wl. cs. and other specimens, all revised

from Mr. Elworthy's dictation.

D. 11 or sWS., that is, southern West Southern, takes in Dv.
and e. Co. as far as a line drawn, with great difficulty and after

much inquiry, from indications furnished by Rev. W. H. Hodge,
then curate of St. Gluvias, Penryn, Co. (1 nw. Falmouth), now
vicar of Manaccan (6 s. Falmouth) from Falmouth to Truro and
then e. of Perran Zabulo to the sea on the n. coast of Co. The
character of speech is the same throughout this region, though it

becomes worn out more and more as it approaches the w. border.

Its main features are first a sound which approaches very nearly to

French u (y L), just as we found in the fishermen's speech at Folke-

stone Ke., and shall find again in Nf., replacing the Ws. 0', and

secondly a very remarkable diphthong replacing Ws. II', which
Prince L.-L. Bonaparte analyses as French oeu in coeur, followed by
French u (oe'y), and Messrs. Baird (Nathan Hogg) and Shelly (of

Plymouth) agree with him. My own careful observations on native

speakers lead me rather to English u in cur followed by the same
imitation of the French u already mentioned. For the first element

the lips are wide open, and then they suddenly dart forward, being

greatly projected to form the second element, pal. (ao'y!
5
), the stress

falling on the first element. But in the word 00 there is a change
of stress to the second element, and the pitch rises upon it greatly.
Thus in now too, we have diphthongs of the same elements, but of

totally different character
;
now has stress on the first element and

a falling pitch on the second
;

00 has a low pitch without stress
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on the first element, and then a high pitch with stress on the second

element. I experimented on these sounds repeatedly with natives.

In n. Dv. I got a capital vv. cs. from a servant of Rev. J. P.

Faunthorpe, fresh from Iddesleigh (16 s. Barnstaple), and a dt.

from the dictation of J. Abbot Jarman, Esq., a native, who also

gave me a large number of words which I have incorporated with
the words extracted from Iddesleigh in one wl.

From s. Dv. I have a cs. together with a wl. both relating to

Dartmoor n. of a line from Plymouth to Kingsbridge (23 ese. Ply-

mouth), from Mr. J. Shelly, a native of JN"f., who has resided 30

years in Plymouth, and especially busied himself with the dialect.

He was one of my earliest dialectal correspondents, mentioned in

that list on p. 277 of my E.E.P. already alluded to, and I am
indebted to him for much assistance during all that time, up to last

winter even. He himself identifies the Nf. with the Dv. so called

French u.

From Devonport I give a w. dt. obtained from Mr. J. Tenny, a

native, and just over the county border a w. specimen by Mr. J.

JB. Rundell, of the Science and Art Department, South Kensington,
also a native of Devonport, representing Millbrook Co. (2 sw.

Plymouth), where he lived when young. Mr. Rundell states that

he found the dialect at Padstow quite similar. From Co. I give
another vv. specimen for Camelford (14 w. Launceston) obtained

from a native Whiteland's student, but the dialect was evidently

wearing out both as regards Ws. 0' and U'. I add two other Co.

dt. written very carefully by national schoolmasters at Cardyn'ham,
and St. Columb Major, but I cannot be quite sure of the interpre-

'

tation I have put on them. This finishes the S. div. proper, on the

w. the dialect having fully died out.

D. 12 or wWS., that is, western West Southern, including w.
Co. and the Scilly Isles, I include in the S. div. for geographical
reasons. But neither of them have a dialect proper. Out of Sc. it

has been thoroughly expelled by education. In w. Co. the speech
is rather nondescript, and its history has yet to be written. It is

amusing from its great variety in different places, from the odd

words employed, and from a remnant of the Celtic which was still

spoken 200 years ago. How the change occurred I have not

learned, but it could hardly have come from the e., as there is

scarcely a shadow of Dv. phraseology, pronunciation, or intonation.

I give an example of it written for me by Mr. Rawlings of Hayle,
and pal. from his dictation in 1876, representing Marazion speech.
A long visit to w. Co. and a separate study of each individual

place would be necessary to give any proper account of its pronun-
ciation, and for the purposes of my investigation such trouble

would be useless, because the speech is certainly a modern mixture,
and not one of those hereditary forms in which we are interested.

WESTERN DIVISION.

The W. div. borders on Wales, indeed encroaches on it, and the

whole div. was once Celtic, though the e. side has been so long
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English that it has acquired a right to be considered dialectal. The
w. side, which is a much more recent acquisition from Wales, is

barely dialectal, it is rather book English with a peculiar intonation

very pleasant to hear, and a few Welshisms of phrase and vocabu-

lary. I have attempted generally only the e. or older English side,

but as I found it impossible to run a line between e. and w. I

include the latter in the W. div. as I did w. Co. in the S. The
boundaries are the Welsh border to the w. and part of the n. sum
and reverted ur lines on the e. It separates into two distinct parts,

though it is rather difficult to draw the line between them, which
must run by or near the n. border of Rd. right across to Bewdley
Wo. (3 wsw. Kidderminster).

D. 13 or SW., that is, South Western, contains the e. of Mo.,
most of He. and Rd., the e. of Br. and a narrow slip of the s. of

Sh. The groundwork is S. English, with all its peculiarities much

impaired. The diphthongal forms for Ws. I', TJ
7

,
or uy, ow (aV, a'w)

are mild and practically literary English. A few words, as uth

(oth) for with, and frurn (frarn) for ripe, forward, are striking. I

am indebted to Prince L.-L. Bonaparte chiefly for collecting speci-
mens of this district from Docklow, Hereford, Lower Bach Farm,
and Weobley in He., and Llanover in Mo. Mr. Hallam also visited

Lower Bach Farm and brought me valuable information which gave
me more confidence in interpreting the other examples. My illus-

trations are (1) a dt. obtained by Mr. Hallam from the sons of

Mrs. Burgiss of Lower Bach Farm (3-J ene. Leominster), (2) some

examples carefully written by Mr. Woodhouse of Docklow (5 ese.

Leominster and only 2 m. from the last place), (3) a wl. including
words obtained by Mr. Hallam from Lower Bach Farm, Hereford,
Leominster and Ludlow with the distinctive words given by Mr.

Woodhouse
; (4) an account of the four peculiar fractures and

diphthongs used in e. Br. given me by Mr. Stead, now of Folke-

stone, but formerly a teacher in Christ's Coll. Br., in such words
as i. larne, ii. toe, and the diphthongs for iii. tome, iv. doicn, with

analysis and list of words
; they are only peculiarly shortened and

as it were clipped forms of the common S. representatives of similar

words. I also give an account (5) of Mr. Spurrell's Cm. English,
which is not dialectal, and (6) of the specimen which Lady Llanover,
at Prince L.-L. Bonaparte's request, read to me, and which probably
resembles the Rd. as much as the ne. Mo. English.

D. 14 or NW., that is, North Western, contains the greater part
of Sh. and a small portion of Mg. This is the dialect which Miss

Georgina F. Jackson has made her own and given such an admirable

account of in her Shropshire Word Boole, to which is prefixed Mr.

Hallam' s elaborate account of the pronunciation in complete glossic,

made under her immediate superintendence and from her dictation.

The speech is a curious mixture of S. and M. forms. The former

is shewn by the use of the ahy (aY) forms in such words as maid.,

snail, WS. JEG, EG; the latter by the constant use of the M.
verbal plural in -n, -en

;
the form we \>in for we are, combines the

S. be with the M. -n. The r is here quite distinctive, it is always
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trilled not only before but after a vowel, although, certainly much,

more weakly in the latter case
;

it is in fact the convex Welsh (r)

and altogether different from the concave southern (R).
For illustrations I give in pal. two specimens from Miss Jackson's

Wordbook fully rendered from her dictation by Mr. Hallam in

glossic, a short passage which she dictated to me in 1873, and a

wl. containing many words I took down from her on that occasion,

and all the words given by Mr. Hallam in his account of the pro-
nunciation, which however are there printed in complete glossic,

and, like all the rest, are here palaeotyped and differently arranged.

EASTERN DIVISION.

This contains D. 15 to 19, extending over 11 counties. To as-

certain anything about the pronunciation of these counties was a

work of great difficulty, for though I got my earliest information

from Norwich in 1868, and a vv. cs. from Ware in 1876, I got my
latest from ne. Np. through Mr. Hallam, since the beginning of

this month. For years the territoiy from London to the Wash
remained a blank in my map. And even when I tried to fill it

roughly in my report in April 1882, I find I was from insufficient

information hopelessly wrong. The reason is obvious. The E. div.

represents the country from which our received literary speech was

elaborated, and people found so little difference between it and

ordinary speech, that they paid no heed to it, or thought that such

diversities were vulgarisms, or even imported cockneyisms the

importation having been really in the other direction. If my dis-

tribution of Eastern pron. do not surprise you, I shall be still more

surprised than I was when a detailed examination of particulars
led me to it, gradually and almost unwillingly.
The main character of the E. speech as distinguished from that

of all others is its great similarity to the received, and especially to

that current in e. London, which is one of its forms. Of course

this is modified respecting Ws. U in the n. part, for the n.

sum line passes through the length of Np. and the s. s66m line

goes some way into Hu. and Cb. and even Nf., as we have learned

from Mr. Hallam's labours. But this makes no change in other

respects. The great character in opposition to S. and W. is the

loss of r or its vocalization after vowels, and its sinking often, if

not generally, to the mere imperfect point-rise (r ) without any
trill, and with a maimed articulation. But this is not a simple

characteristic, for the same habit prevails all along the e. coast of

England as far as North Shields in Nb. at least. Even euphonic r,

or the insertion of an r when a vowel follows ah, au, & (aa, AA, B)
as sol-fa-r-ing, saw-r-ing, the idea-r- of the thing ! is, I find, not

peculiar to the E. div., where it is very marked. I make 5 districts,

not very different from each other, but tolerably distinct. The

peculiar shape of the counties should be noted
;
the long wall of

Bu. to the w. and of Cb. to the east, resting upon Essex, forming a

doorway of which Np., stretching across the top and capped by
Et., is the lintel, while Mi. Ht. Bd. Hu. are loose cobble stonea
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which block up the entrance, and Nf. and Sf. are part of the wall

beyond. That at least is how it has presented itself to me when

trying to understand its relations. The solution is mainly obtained

by regarding Np. not as an undivided block, but as a series of

stones, or, to drop metaphor, not as a simple single dialect, but a

congeries of forms. For this we have been prepared by Miss Baker
and Stemberg in their glossaries, and the extreme sw. Np. has been

assigned to D. 6, which is not E. at all. I have been induced to

clip another portion out of w. Np., to make ne. Np. quite different,

and the main body or mNp. different again. But it was not till

I felt convinced that the change in the pronunciation of u for Ws.

IT, from its S. to its M. form as illustrated by the two pronunci-
ations of put (rhyming to foot or nut}, must be disregarded in

seeking dialectal relations, and must at most be looked upon as a

variety, that I was enabled to incorporate these pieces of Np.
with the respective counties to the s. of them.

D. 15 or WE., that is, Western Eastern, contains all Bu. except
the little bit on the s. which has no proper dialect, as it lies in the

Metropolitan Area,' Then I follow the n. border of Bu. as far as

about Hanslope (10 ne. Buckingham) and cut immediately across Np.,

passing w. of East Haddon to the border of the E. division, a little

s. of the n. border of Np., but its exact position has yet to be

determined by observations along the nw. boundary of Np., as there

is reason to suppose that the speech is affected by the neighbouring
Wa. and Le., which I shall have to deal with in the M. division.

This small included part of Np. will, however, require further ex-

amination. The character of D. 15 is so much like 1). 7, on which
it borders, that I have been fain to take refuge in the county

boundary, which of course means ignorance. But a few miles on

either side the speech is different. The only point which nearly
concerns us is that Ws. A- is represented by a fracture, as (leem)

nearly lay 'em, for lame.

Bu. is illustrated by an example pal. by me from the dictation of

Mr. R. R. Fowler of the Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury, in 1881, by
a vv. wl. by Mr. J. Kersley Fowler (his father), and another from
Wendover from a Whiteland's student, and several words noted by
Mr. Hallam, and also a vv. wl. from Hanslope by another White-
land's student, and a written wl. from Tyringham (13 ne. Bucking-

ham) hy Rev. J. Tarver, rector. The included portion of Np.
is represented by a wl. from the words noted by Mr. Hallam at

Helmedon, Syersham, Blisworth, Watford, and Weedon.
D. 16 or ME., that is, Mid Eastern, is the typical E. district. It

contains all Es. and Ht., except what falls into the Metropolitan

Area, all Bd., all Hu. and the central part of Np. Its character is

generally that A- becomes uy (e, E', a 1

^), and in consequence Ws.
I' is ahy, oy (di, A'). Ws. jEGr, EG- are sometimes distinguished as

having a very long and broad ay in play (EE'&), but are, as often as

not, confused with Ws. A-. Ws. A' is still occasionally ooa (un), but

falls into oha (OB) and thence into (ba, 6w). Hence Ws. U'

becomes aou (E'U) by way of distinction. These characters appear
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pretty general in all the varieties. ~We are principally concerned

with the treatment of Ws. A-
;
where lame becomes nearly lime.

Now it results from Mr. Hallam's inquiries that this vowel in lame

like lime, or (e*) form, is recent, that 50 years ago the regular S.

fracture (&e), like lay'em, was the only one used, and that the indis-

tinct H (B) was changed into an indistinct (z) which developed into

the lime sound, as if we said lay'im for lay'em. We shall find a

parallel case in the M. division. This aay (ei) is I think different

from the ' vanish '

to long a common in the pause in received

English, both in origin and effect, and is distinctly ME.
This ME. is considered county by county proceeding from Ht. to

Bd., and thence to Hu. and Np., and afterwards beginning again
in Ht. and proceeding to Es., where all the characteristics are

exaggerated.
I. Ht. is illustrated (1) by a vv. cs. from Ware by Mr. Roderick,

a native, and a wl. comparing Mr. Roderick's forms with those ob-

served from natives by Mr. Hallam at Ware, Hertford, etc.
;

also

(2) by a dt. from Ardeley Wood End by Rev. C. Malet, then curate,
and by a wl. containing the words noted from old people there by
Mr. Hallam, who made a special journey to the place, which was
recommended to me by Mr. Roderick as a famous spot for dialect

;

and (3) by dt. from Welwyn and Hitchin given nie by C. W.
Wilshere, Esq., of the Frithe, Welwyn, and (4) by words noted by
Mr. Hallam at Harpenden and Hatfield.

II. For the Bd. variety, Batchelor's book, 1809, being written in

systematic orthography, is duly examined, and I have also a vv. cs.

from Bedford by James Wyatt, Esq., and a wl. containing these

and Batchelor's words compared with others given from. Bedford

by Mr. Rowland Hill, and another set observed at Dunstable by
Mr. Hallam.

III. The Hu. variety has a dt. written by Miss Ebden, daughter
of the late Vicar of Great Stukeley (2 nnw. Huntingdon), and
corrected from Mr. Hallam's observations, and also a wl. con-

taining Mr. Hallam's wn. from aged natives there, to whom he was
introduced by Miss Ebden. But the main discovery was the

sudden change in the representative Ws. U from sum to s66m in

passing from Great Stukeley to Sawtry and Holme, only 7 and 8

miles further n.

IV. The Np. variety is illustrated (1) by a cs. pal. by me in 1873
from the dictation of a native, a railway porter then at St. Pancras

Station, whose pronunciation was this year corroborated by the long
resident Vicar, Rev. W. P. Mackesy, together with a wl. formed

upon the cs., and other words and sentences which he gave me,

(2) by dt. from Miss Downes, daughter of the Vicar of Hannington,
and (3) another dt. from the Hon. and Rev. H. T. Tollemache,
rector of Harrington, accompanied by a wl.

; (4) Mr. C. H. Wykes,
schoolmaster of Lower Benefield, 3 w. Oundle, with whom I had
had much correspondence which led to nothing, and who was

highly spoken of for his knowledge of the dialect, and his power
of mimicking the natives, dictated a wl. to Mr. Hallam, and (5)
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these words with many others noted by Mr. Hallam from 12 places
in mNp., are collected in one wl.

V. The Es. variety is illustrated by a vv. cs. from Great Dunmow
by Mr. J. N. Cullingford, native, and a dt. from a native of Maldon,
a Whiteland's student, with a long wl. of the words collected by
Mr. Hallam in a special journey made to clear up difficulties.

The homogeneity of this ME. dialect, considering the straggling
nature of the district, is really quite surprising, though of course

there are small varieties, as my illustrations show.

D. 17 or SE., that is, Southern Eastern, includes Mi. and the

extremities of Bu. and Ht. and the sw. extremity of Es. forming the

Metropolitan Area n. of the Thames. It has no dialect proper, but

quite sufficient traces of dialect to shew that it belongs to the E.

div. as distinguished from D. 8, which is decidedly S. Here the

chief interest centres in London speech. I give an account of a list

of errors in London Speech published in 1817, shewing that there

was not a single example like lout-rice (bowt TE^'S) for boat-race,

and I infer from the absence of any such usage in Sam Weller's

speeches in Pickwick that Dickens was unacquainted with any
instance in 1837, about 50 years ago, when the change took place
in Ht. Yet this is the principal source of fun in Mr. A. W. Tuer's

Kaukneigh Awlmineck 1883, the pronunciation of which I analyse,
and then I give a wl. of the actual sounds Mr. Hallam noted in

London from railway porters and others, and another differently

arranged, containing Mr. Goodchild's account of his own colloquial

pronunciation. I then add an acccount of my hunt after and failure

to discover any hereditary unimported dialect in the rural part of

the Metropolitan Area. I may mention as very remarkable that

this SE. pronunciation colours the whole of Australian speech, as I

learned from a remarkable letter written by Mr. S. McBurney, from

Geelong, Melbourne, and received while I was preparing this report.
D. 18 or NE., that is, Northern Eastern, is another straggling

District, comprising Cb., ne. ISTp. and Rt., which I should certainly
never have thought of uniting if it had not been forced upon me
by examination. It was for the purpose of seeing whether the

nature of the speech in ne. Np. was what I expected that Mr.

Hallam made his journey this Easter, and in four days did a really
wonderful piece of work, having examined 9 places and recorded

the pronunciation of more than as many natives for a sufficient

number of words to shew that ne. Np. had practically the same

pronunciation as n. Cb. and Rt. For years the pron. of this gene-

rally uninteresting district had been a puzzle, and it was thus

brought to light. The principal point for the present investigation
is that the Ws. A- is now simple long d (ee}, without either the

fracture of WE. or the diphthongisation of ME.
Cb. is illustrated by a w. dt. dictated to me in 1879 by John

Perkins, Esq., of Downing College, by another taken from dictation

by Mr. T. Hallam at Sawston (6 sse. Cambridge), and by another

dictated to me by Miss Walker, daughter of the then vicar of

Wood Ditton (3 sse. Newmarket). The rector of March, Eev.
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J. W. Green, also gave me a dt. in his own orthography, but he
considered that Ws. U always had the rec. sound. Herbert J.

Little, Esq., of Wisbech, who gave me a wl., was of the same

opinion, but Mr. Hallam, on repeated visits in 1881 and 1882,
found that March and Wisbech were actually in the mixed som

region. After giving a wl. of Mr. Hallam's results in ne. Np., I

proceed to E,t. and furnish a vv. dt. from the dictation of Mr. T. E.

Cattell, native of Cottesmore, lit. (4 nne. Oakham), then a teacher

in St. Mark's Coll., Chelsea, and another from Miss Kemm, native

of Oakham, R,t., a teacher in Whiteland's Training Coll., who also

wrote and subsequently read to me a complete wl., so that the

little county of Rt. is fully represented, and the substantial agree-
ment of all parts of D. 18 is established.

D. 19 or EE., that is, East Eastern. This comprises the counties

of Nf. and Sf. The distinguishing featui'e of the pron. is widely
known to be the use of a sound approaching, if not reaching, the

French u (ji), which Mr. Shelly at Plymouth, a Nf . man, identifies,

as I have said, with the Dv. sound. Both are descendants of

Ws. 0', when the vowel was still long. In Nf. and Sf., however,
the change is recent. There is no trace of it in the Promptorium
Parvulomtn 1440, which writes schoo, shoe; scole, school; mone,
moon

; sone, soon, and spells brood and broad in the same way
brode. Forby and Moor represent the sound by long u (fu), which
seems to occur only in D. 18 Cb. to do, and in w. Sf., where the

French u (y^ is repudiated. Mr. T. Hallam in his visits to a

very large mimber of places in Nf. never once gives either the

Fr. u (y) or English u (in). In many places he hears only long oo

(uu), in others the diphthong (cm), apparently a remnant of the

Promptorium sound (oo), and in others a lip glide with which he is

very familiar in his own native place, namely (ce'u) or oo (uu)

begun with the mouth wide open, but gradually closing. This is a

sound which arises from (uu), and may often be heard from
educated literary speakers in too, afternoon. It is very unstable,
and leads to French u, English u, and even ow (y, iu, e'u). This

may be the key of the mystery, but it requires further examination.

In the meantime I certainly heard a variant of French u, written

(yt ),
from my vv. authorities in K"f. and Sf., who were not peasants.

Sometimes this (y^ began with the mouth open, producing a lip

glide, English ee to French u (iji), which may also be heard in

America, and approximates very closely to the received pron. of

dew.

In other respects Nf. and Sf. differ little from Cb., which lies at

the borders of both. Of course there are a multitude of little

differences, which Forby and others make too uncompromisingly
into something like general rules. There are also the words bor,

mor, or mawther in general use in a good sense, the first as addressing

males, and sometimes females, of all ages, the second for women
only, the contracted form being applied to quite young girls. The

Promptorium does not recognise bor, but has moder for both mother and

mawther, and it is curious that mother is frequently (modh^) in Nf.
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It has been found best to deal with D. 19 under five varieties.

I. nw. Nf. deals with the part of Nf. in the mixed som region,
and its acknowledgment is in fact due to the great labours of Mr.

Hallam, from whose observations in the neighbourhoods of Swaffham,
King's Lynn, and Hunstanton, I have constructed a wl.

II. ne. Nf., for which I am mainly indebted to the great personal
kindness of the Rev. J. R. Philip Hoste, vicar of Farnham Sr., but
native of Stanhoe Nf. (8 sw. "Wells-next-Sea), who in two very long
visits made on purpose, went through a complete wl., gave me a

dt., and went over Forby's account of Nf. pron. with me. These I

give in full as the most valuable contributions to the subject that

I could make. I also give a dt. by R. S. Baker, Esq., from North
Walsham.

III. s. Nf. is illustrated by a vv. cs. from Mattishall (12 w.

Norwich) by a Whiteland's student compared in notes with a vv.

cs. from Kimberley (10 wsw. Norwich) given me by a former

gardener of Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, a written cs. with elaborate

explanations by Mr. G. A. Carthew of East Dereham (15 wnw.
Norwich), and another written one by Miss Cecilia Day, then of

Kirby Bedon (3 se. Norwich). Also by a wl. of words dictated to

me by the same Miss Day at Norwich in 1868, and by several other

specimens of the dialect then heard, and by another wl. from Mr.
Hallam's observations in 1881-2-3 when travelling over this region.

Finally by a dt. dictated to me by Rev. Dr. Raven, then of the

Schoolhouse, Great Yarmouth, now rector of Fressingfield (8 n.

Framlingham) Sf.

IV. e. Sf. is illustrated by a vv. cs. dictated by Mr. J. B. Grant,
native of Kettleborough (2 ssw. Framlingham), a frequent visitor

at Woodbridge when a boy, and long a resident at Stowmarket, and

by the letter from Kettleborough in Moor's Suffolk Words, which I

have conjecturally palaeotyped and hope to get revised by Mr. Grant.

Then I have a complete wl. for Southwold (12 sw. Lowestoft on

the coast) dictated to me by Miss Mallet, native, a teacher at White-

land's, with numerous short examples, and a dt. from Orford (6 sw.

Aldborough on the coast), by Mr. C. Davis, the son of a native and

a frequent visitor. To these I add a wl. of numerous words from

Moor's examples, which are on the whole very well written, with

the pronunciation added conjecturally by myself.
Y. w. Sf. Rev. C. W. Jones, native, in 1873 dictated to me a cs.

for Pakenham, of which he is vicar. [Since this report was read,

Mr. Jones has obligingly revisited me, to clear up doubts and

difficulties, and this specimen, differing materially in pronunciation
from those of e. Sf., will be given at length.]

Such is my work on the Existing Phonology of the English

Dialects, so far as it has yet advanced. The collection of the

materials has cost a large amount of time and labour, and although
the work must necessarily be always incomplete, yet thanks to the

numerous kind informants whom I have mentioned, and many
others whose contributions though slighter have still been of much
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use to me in the difficult process of mapping out the country, the

result is very much more complete than I ever even dreamed of

when my research Avas commenced. I hope I may have still life

and strength enough to bring it to a conclusion, and that the

remaining three divisions, the M., N. and S., for which my pre-

liminary work is better advanced than it was for the first three

divisions when I commenced preparing them for press, but which
are sure to present unexpected difficulties and gaps, when I once

begin seriously to take them in hand for a final redaction, may next

May be at least as far advanced as the present three, S., "W. and E.,

and that I then may really be able to go to press in the summer of

1887, though when I shall manage to finish the printing is another

matter
;
but if all be well, and I am still able to do my work, I

hope that that may happen in the autumn of 1888.

POSTSCRIPT.

The above being a report addressed to the Philological Society
has reference only to the work which I am preparing for that

Society. This work will enter into a number of minute particulars
and give all the illustrations in palaeotype. It will also necessarily
be very lengthy. For the English Dialect Society I am preparing
a greatly condensed edition under the name of English Dialects

their Sounds and Somes, which will be on a much more popular

plan, and have all the examples (of course much less numerous,)
written in approximative glossic, with which that Society is already
familiar. A special explanation of all the signs employed will be

prefixed, and the same maps of England and Scotland given as in

the Philological Society's edition. This I am writing in divisions

corresponding to those here named, and have already completed the

Southern, Western, and Eastern divisions, each one having been
written immediately after that part of the larger work was finished.

Hence the English Dialect Society's edition cannot be ready till the

other is done. But as the two editions will be quite distinct, the

printing may go on simultaneously, and as the smaller book will be

much easier to print, and pass more rapidly through the press, than
the larger, I have some hope of having it ready at the end of 1887.

The delay in bringing out this edition arises from the necessity of

completing each section of the larger before I can write the corre-

sponding section of the smaller, that is, from the necessity of

knowing precisely what the facts are before I give them in a con-

densed and yet popular form. Although three divisions of the

smaller book are completed, they could not be published separately,
because they are entirely dependent upon the map, which of course

gives the Homes, and must embrace the whole of England. A.J.E.
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Friday, May 21, 1886. Anniversary Meeting.

The Rev. Prof. SKEAT, M.A., LL.D., Prezident, in the Chair.

The thanks of the Meeting wer returnd to Prof. Bugge for the

prezent of his tract Die Ursprung der Etrusker.

The Trezurer red his Cash-acount for the year 1885 (printed on

the oppozit page, xl), and the thanks of the Meeting wer voted

to the Auditors.

The Meeting also past a unanimous vote of thanks to the Council

of University College for the gratuitous use of its rooms for the

Society's Meetings. This was acknowledgd by the Secretary of

the College, Mr. Talfourd Ely, who was prezent at the Meeting.

The Prezident then red from printed slips his Biennial Adress,

which, when ready, wil be sent to Members. Time failing, the lie-

ports of Mr. Morfill on Slavonic, and Mr. Boxwell on Sontali, wer
taken as red

;
a short summary of Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie's

Report on the Languages of the Tribes of China befor the Chinese

occupation was red.

On the propozal of Dr. Furnivall, seconded by Mr. A. J. Ellis,

votes of thanks wer past 1. to the Prezident, Prof. Skeat, for his

Adress, and for his services to the Society and to English Philo-

logy ;
and 2. to the contributors of Reports to the Prezident's

Adress. Theze votes wer briefly acknowledgd by Prof. Skeat.

On the propozal of Dr. Furnivall, seconded by Dr. Weymouth,
the following Members of the Society wer elected as Officers for

the Session 1886-87 -.President: The Rev. A. H. Sayce, M.A.
Vice-Prezidents : Whitley Stokes, LL.D., M.A.

;
Alexander John

Ellis, B.A., F.R.S.
;

The Rev. Richard Morris, LL.D., M.A.
;

Henry Sweet, M.A.
;
Jas. A. H. Murray, LL.D., B.A.

;
Prince

Louis-Lucien Bonaparte; The Rev. Prof. W. W. Skeat, M.A.,
LL.D. Ordinary Members of Council : Rev. G. B. R. Bousfield, B.A. ;

Henry Bradley, Esq. ;
E. L. Brandreth, Esq. ;

F. T. Elworthy,
Esq. ;

C. A. M. Fennell, M.A., D.Ln.
; Hy. Hucks Gibbs, M.A.

;

Prof. J. Greenwood, M.A., LL.D.
; Henry Jenner, Esq. ;

Prof.

Terrien de Lacouperie ;
James Lecky, Esq. ;

Prof. R. Martineau,
M.A.

;
Rev. Prof. J. B. Mayor, M.A.

;
W. R. Morfill, M.A.

;
A.

J. Patterson, M.A.
;
Prof. J. P. Postgate, M.A.

;
Prof. C. Rieu,

Ph.D.
;
The Very Rev. the Dean of Rochester

;
E. B. Tylor,

LL.D., Ph.D.
;
H. Wedgwood, M.A.

;
R. F. Weymouth, D.Lit.

Trezurer : Benjamin Dawson, B.A., The Mount, Hampstead, London,
N.W.Jlon. Secretary: F. J. Furnivall, M.A., Ph.D., 3, St.

George's Square, Primrose Hill, N.W.

No. 46.
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Friday, June 4, 1886.

33. DAWSON, Esq., B.A., in the Chair.

The paper read was by Mr. Whitley Stokes, D.C.L.,
" On the

Irish Verb." [This paper will be published in the Transactions for

1885-6.]
In the discussion Mr. SWEET said there were many examples in

Old English of change of vowels, which had been caused by variation

of stress, as Kluge in Kuhn's Zeitschrift (N.F. 6. 1 : zur altgerm.

sprachgeschichte) had already shown. These changes had gone on
to a greater extent in the Celtic languages than in any other known
group. The Celts never hesitated to separate formations from the
same root till their affinity became unrecognizable. Thus in Irish

toibnim=I hunt, had dosennat for its 3rd pi. pres. indie., tafnetar
for the 3rd pi. perf., toffund for the infin., all the forms being de-

rived from a common basis do -\~svand. Similarly in Welsh there

were the thirty or more ways of forming the singular and plural, the

irregularity being sometimes extreme, as 'potatoes=tatws sing.

tysen. The effect of unrestrained phonetic change was to disin-

tegrate a language, and destroy the symmetrical relations of form and

meaning. In the Teutonic languages this tendency was met by a

reaction in favour of grammatical regularity, a system of vowel change
being carried out with levelling uniformity for many verbs, such as

sing, sang, sung. In some of the Slavonic languages, such as Old

Bulgarian, there were complicated sound-changes, but they did not

destroy the regularity of the grammar. Knowing one form of the

verb, we could construct all the others
;

all the suffixes were added
without irregularity. Mr. Sweet thought that this symmetry
might be due to the influence of a Finnish mixture with the

Slavonic race. On the other hand, the grammatical irregularity in

the Celtic languages, and their habit of compounding and con-

tracting prepositions, might be attributed to the influence of some

agglutinative language such as Basque. These phenomena showed
a want of the power of abstraction. The examples of "

incapsu-

lating
"

in English forniatives like shan't, won't, were very few
;

some having even been abolished in recent stages of the language.
Even when early complexities were dropped in Celtic, new irregu-
larities sprang up in their place.

Mr. STOKES said that there was really no irregularity in these

changes of form. All were due to strict phonetic laws. The
verbs in fact had been greatly simplified in Modern Gaelic by
dropping the independent forms. The simplification of Modern
German might have been caused by the civilization and literary

progress of the people. Mr. Stokes had found no satisfactory

evidence as yet of any pre-Arian influence in the Celtic lan-

guages. Words that were found in only one branch of the

Arian stock could not be assumed on that account to have been

borrowed from pre-Arian sources. Such questions could only be

settled by possessing a complete vocabulary of the Arian mother-

tongue ;
at present, it was only an argument from our ignorance.
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As to the Slavonic simplicity of grammar, he had always understood

that the Russian verb was a marvel of irregularity.
Mr. BRADLEY said that the Teutonic regularity could not have

been due to social culture, as the most regular of the Teutonic
dialects was Gothic, which was also geographically close to the

Turanian stock. He thought that the Kussian verb was only com-

plex in its distinctions of meaning, but not irregular in formation.

The possible influence of pre-Celtic races on Irish had been dis-

cussed by Prof. J. Rhys, in the chapter on ethnology in his book
on ' Celtic Britain.'

Professor TERRIEN DE LA.COTTPERIE said that valuable evidence for

detecting foreign influence in the structure and evolution of lan-

guages could be derived from comparative ideology, a branch of

the science of language that hitherto had been much neglected.
He had compiled lists of ideological indices for over two hundred

languages, and these lists showed that Gaelic and Cymric stood

apart from all the other Arian languages as regards the arrangement
of words in the sentence. In Celtic the verb preceded its subject,
which was followed by the object; the noun preceded the genitive
and the adjective. This was not the usual order either in Basque
or Ugro-Altaic, languages which were long supposed to have in-

fluenced Celtic. But the Celtic order was the same as the Berber.

Moreover, the Celtic habit of prefixing several particles to the verb

was not Arian, Basque or Ugro-Altaic, but was characteristic of

Berber. These facts might be taken along with the recent theory
that the Berbers had come from Western Europe ;

a theory which
was borne out by their fair hair and Caucasian type, and their

custom of raising rude stone monuments, more like those of Western

Europe than of any other part of the world. Some of the Celtic

characteristics might be accounted for by the influence of some
race allied to the Berbers.

Prof. RiEtr said that the Gaelic order was also the Semitic and
the Egyptian. It was supposed that the Phoenicians had relations

with Ireland.

Mr. STOKES said that this word-order was not peculiar to Gaelic.

D'Arbois de Jubainville had shown that it also existed in Gaulish.

It was natural that people learning a foreign language should keep
to their native idiomatic structure. An Irish peasant would say
that he had a bad tooth in the west of his head, meaning the back.

Mr. BRADLEY said that in one language of Madagascar there was
no word for right or left, but a speaker would describe each side by
the actual point of the compass.

Mr. SWEET did not think that the word-order was important as

evidence of historical relationship. The order varied greatly within

one stock, or between the earlier and later forms of one dialect.

One order was customary, another emphatic, but in course of time

the emphatic might come into indiscriminate use and so supersede
the other. In French, at present, the placing of the adjective
before the noun was growing into a regular habit with many writers,
and it might ultimately be adopted as normal.
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Friday, June 18, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. A. H. SATCE, President, in the Chair.

The paper read was by Dr. Kuno Meyer on some points of Old

High German syntax as shown in the translations of Isidore, the

Gospel of St. Matthew, and Tatian's Harmony of the Gospels (ninth

century). This paper will appear in the Transactions for 1885-6.

Dr. MEYER began by pointing out that there were a number of

syntactical phenomena common to all Teutonic languages, occa-

sioned by the peculiar changes in Teutonic inflexion and the vocabu-

lary, implying loss ofIndo-Europeancommon propertyandendeavours
of the language to make good such loss. Such are (1) the replace-
ment of lost cases by other cases, or by prepositional constructions,
the dative fulfilling the functions of the instrumental, and the

genitive those of the ablative
; (2) the replacement of the lost

passive voice and verbal tenses and moods by other tenses or moods,
or by construction with auxiliaries (werdhan, wesan, sculan), or by
compound verbs

; (3) the replacement of the pronominal stem ya-

by the demonstrative tha- and the interrogative hwa-. By the side

of these changes we find a number of old phenomena, especially in

construction of sentences, order of words, and style, which have
been more or less given up by the other European languages, but
are preserved in Teutonic in some cases to the present day. Such
are the paratactical arrangement of sentences, in preference to hypo-
taxis, which where it appears is of the simplest form, merely indi-

cated by juxtaposition, and to be guessed as it were by the context,

perhaps expressed by accent
;
the order of words in its old Arian

form, first the predicate, then the subject. With the advancement
of prose in the separate languages, more elaborate syntactical rules

are developed, still showing in many cases a marked agreement
between the separate languages. While this may partly be due to

the influence of Latin literature and grammar, partly to the direct

influence on each other of dialects politically or geographically con-

nected (such as Low-German and High-German, Old-English and

Norse), the principal of these characteristics must be traced back

in their origin to the capacities and tendencies innate in proto-

Teutonic, and inherited by all its various descendants. Dr. Meyer
then proceeded to enumerate and compare the most important

syntactical forms and functions of the noun and verb in the three

translations
;
to which were added observations on the rendering

of single Latin terms and phrases by the translator of Tatian, whoso
endeavour is to make his version throughout intelligible to the

purely native mind. Among translations specially noteworthy in

this respect are '

hydropicus
'

wazzarsich,
(

purpura
'

gotawelbi,
1

symphonia
'

gistimmi sang,
' chaos

'

untarmerchi,
(

gehenna
'

hella,
' racha '

italo,
' in rama '

in Jidhi,
' osanna '

lob,
'

praeses
'

grdvo,
*

synagoga
'

samanunga or thing,
l vilicus

'

sculdheizo,
' denarius

'

phenning,
' Caesar Augustus

'
ther alwalto keisur, etc. A list of

synonyms taken from the translation of Tatian and the Gospel of

St. Matthew concluded the paper. Such lists Dr. Meyer thought
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were of great importance for dialectal investigations. He pointed
out such translations as that of '

sabbatum,' which is always sam-

baztag in Tatian and resditac in the Gospel of Matthew, just as

Germany at the present day is divided into two linguistic groups,
one of which always uses samstag, the other sonnabend. Similarly
'

propheta
'

is always whago in Tatian, an&forasago in Matthew.
In the discussion Prof. SAYCE said that the paper illustrated the

mixture of native and foreign idioms in the same language. Literary

English had in this respect borrowed largely from literary French.

Having recently to bring out the second edition of one of his works,
he had been obliged to translate the preface from the French
edition. He found he could do this without altering the structure

of a single sentence, the resemblance of style in the two languages
had now become so close.

Mr. SWEET said that all modern languages had been greatly
influenced by Latin, not merely by means of translations, but

indirectly by imitation of Latin sentence-structure. Latin was

long regarded as the model of style and the balancing of periods.
To arrive at the native syntax of Old Teutonic we must begin
with those literatures that had formed a style of their own
before the Latin influence came in. Such were Old English, which
went back at least to 700 A.D., and Old Icelandic to 1200. Even
in Alfred's prose the influence of Latin was very slight, because he
was supplied with the matter by other translators, and reproduced
it in his own words. In the llth century English had a highly
developed native prose style, as in the Chronicle. On the other

hand, the works chosen for examination by Dr. Meyer were, Mr.
Sweet thought, not very useful for the purpose. They were trans-

lations directly from Latin, and they were later than the earliest

specimens of Old English. Some German works of later date

might be freer from Latin influence, and contain more genuine
early idioms. Notker, for instance, inserted a great deal of ori-

ginal matter into his translations. If these works were quoted,

they should always be compared with the syntax of Old English
and Icelandic. Mr. Sweet believed that the historical present
was not quite natural in Teutonic languages either in late or

early times. The present, being also used for the future, was
unsuitable to express the past as well. In the Icel. Sagas, how-
ever, the historical present was habitual, and had probably been
borrowed from Old Irish, together with the animated dialogues and
vivid descriptions of persons, all of which were characteristic of

Celtic literature, but not of Teutonic. Mr. Sweet did not think that
there was anything in Teutonic languages strictly analogous to the
Latin ablative absolute, except when the translators imitated the
Latin idiom directly, as they sometimes did. They did not use
their substitute in the Latin way as equivalent to a sentence.

Mr. BRADLEY said that it was only the present of verbs of motion
that was used for the future, as the Greek erkhomai. He thought
the knowledge of Hebrew possessed by the German translators

remarkable. He supposed it was traditional like that which ap-
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peared in Roger Bacon's works. Some of the idioms described by
Dr. Meyer as due to Latin were, he thought, native Teutonic.

Dr. MEYER defended his method of taking the texts in detail

and treating each period separately. He mentioned that he had

been struck by the extent to which later English writers, especially

Milton, had borrowed Latin idioms.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.







PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY,

MONTHLY ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS.

Friday, Nov. 5, 1886.

The Rev. Prof. SATCE, President, in the Chair.

The PBEZIDENT red two papers: I. On the Origin of the Augment
in the Indo-European Verb. After revewing the theories that

hav been put forward to acount for the origin of the augment,
the Prezident pointed out that its pozession by sum of the Indo-

European languages and not by others indicated the existense of

paralel forms in the parent speech, sum with and sum without
the prefix. Recent reserch has shown that the primitiv vowl of

the augment, like that of the reduplicated syllabi, was e. The

reduplicated syllabi of stems beginning with a vowl was therefor

necessarily ,
and that the reduplicated syllabi was not confined to

the perfect, is proved by the reduplicated preznts and aorists. The

theory was propounded that the reduplicated syllabi of stems

beginning with a vowl was extended by analogy to stems beginning
with a consonant, imperfects or aorists being thus distinguisht from

perfects, just as a difrense of vowl was uzed in Greek to distinguish
the preznt didomi from the perfect dedoka. The augment was,

consequently, originaly the reduplicated syllabi of the imperfects
or aorists of stems beginning with a vowl.

In the discussion Mr. WHITLEY STOKES said that Prof. Sayce's

hypothesis seemd open to serious objection. In the first place
the number of roots beginning with a vowl was much smaller than
of thoze beginning with a consonant, and it was unlikely that the

many shoud hav conformd to the analogy of the few. Secondly,
the hypothesis did not acount for the Greek augments a and e.

The first was found in the Homeric forms a\ro (from a-aa\ro)
and a-^i^da\oeaaav. It was possibly also in the Hesychian
u-/3paxev, u-$eipev, and a-<r/3e<r0e. The e-augment was found in

the Homeric rj-eipev (K. 499) and the post-Homeric v)-j3ov\dju.r)v,

rj-SvvafjLijv, rj-fie\\ov. It miht possibly be the same as the

d-augment, found in nine Vedic forms, namely, ana<j, avar, avrni,

No. 47,
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dvrnak, dvidhyat, ayunak, ayukta, arinak, ardik (Whitney, 585).

Thirdly, fourthly, and fifthly, the hypothesis did not acount for

the dubl augment, for the arbitrary omission of the augment in

Homer, and for the accentuation of compounds like Trap-e-a^ov.
Mr. Stokes believd that suficient materials for a satisfactory theory
of the origin of the augment did not exist. If he wer bound, on

pain of deth, to offer a speculation, it would be that ther wer

originaly three augments: 1. e(=Gr. e, Armenian e, Skr. a), 2. a

(Gr. a), 3. e (Gr. ^, Vedic ).
The common toneless verbal prefix

a in Welsh, Cornish and Breton, was equal to either the first or

the second of theze augments. He was inclined to believ that

they wer all, originaly, prepozitional prefixes. As a paralel fact

he cited the neo- Celtic temporal prefix ro, which was identical

with the Lat. prep, pro ;
and the Irish do, identical with the

prep. do. The dubl augment in Greek seemd paraleld by Midi

Irish forms like ro-fo-ro-daim, L.TJ. 34*, and the accentuation of

7rap-e-ffxov hy that of the Old-Irish as-ru-bart. Jacob Grimm in the

preface to his tranzlation of Wuk's Servian Grammar, and Ebel in

Kuhn and Schleicher's Beitrage, ii. 191, had quoted instanses from

the Slavonic and Teutonic languages showing the use of prepozi-
tional prefixes to express tense-forms. In Polish, for exampl,
Ebel says that almost all simpl stem-verbs ar imperfects, but

becum perfects by compozition. In German, Grimm quotes starb

and verstarb, ich reise and ich verreise morgen. Replying to a

vew exprest by the Prezident, Mr. Stokes did not admit that no

trace of the augment was to be found in Latin ;
the long e of

regelam, audiebam, coud, he thoht, only be explaind by the sup-

pozition that the aglutinated suffix verb had an augment.
Dr. PEILE said ther was another possibl explanation of the

long e of the Latin imperfect, namely that the verbal stem was
in the dativ case

;
and that the long vowl had spred by analogy into

the imperfect of the a stems. He thoht that Mr. Stokes's sugestion
as to the origin of the augment was suported by the evidense of the

form ethelon, from which the preznt ethelo had been evolvd.

Dr. MOEEIS referd to Dr. Garnett's paper on the augment in the

first volume of the Transactions of the Society.
In reply, Prof. SATCE said that analogies which had a widely

extended influense, had been proved oftn to hav arizn from a very
small number of instanses, sumtimes from an izolated case. With

regard to the Homeric alto, it was unaugmented.
Mr. STOKES thoht that if alto had been unaugmented, the of the

root would hav been replaced by the spiritus asper.

II. The PEEZIDENT'S second paper was on the origin of the

caracteristic r of the passiv in the Italic and Keltic languages.
This r, he said, coud not be the s of the reflexiv pronoun se, as

was formerly supozed, sinse the r was found in Oscan and in Old

Irish, where primitiv never became r. Moreover, the long vowel

of se coud not hav disapeard. Following Bezzenberger, Bugge
and other scolars, Prof. Sayce identified this r with an r which is
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found sporadicaly in Greek, Zand and Sawskrt, as a suffix to verbal

stems. In theze languages it was not a sign of the passiv ; but, as

a later development, it was specialy aplied to this use in Latin and
Keltic. Prof. Sayce offerd the following theory to acount for the

fact that in Latin and Keltic this r was not joind to the verbal

stem, but was placed after the personal terminativs. In the
second person singular of the preznt and imperativ, as in leg-\-eri-\-s
or leg-\-er-\-e, the passiv suffix, which Prof. Sayce believd to be er,

imediately followd the stem. This pozition woud, acording to hia

theory, be the primitiv one. By comparing the activ form leg-\-e
with the passiv leg-\-er-\-e, speakers of Latin and Keltic had been
led to analyze the passiv wrongly as lege+re, and to regard re as

a suffix added on to the activ forms as a mark of the passiv. It

was shown that the terminations of legitur, legimur, leguntur, pre-

supoze that the r was originaly sonant in theze forms, from which
we must conclude that the final syllabi of amare had becum sonant
in pronunciation after a preceding consonant. Legor would hav
been formd on the analogy of legitur. The fact that the r of

legitur, etc., was originaly sonant, delt the final deth-blow to the

theory which saw in the r of the Latin passiv the reflexiv pronoun.
Mr. STOKES mentiond the vew that the passiv r was derived

from the root r, to go, and referd to the formation of the passiv in

Sawskrt (the accented yd class) and Bang-all.
Dr. PEILE, while admitting the forse of the argument from the

ocurrense of the passiv r in Keltic, found a difficulty in setting
aside the strong rezemblanse between the Greek UgeBO, Ugesai, and
the paralel forms in Latin.

Friday, November 19, 1886.

HENEY BEADLET, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. WHITLEY STOKES red a paper entitled '
JSTotes of a Filological

Tour.' He first went to Paris and colated Prof. Loth's edition of

the twenty-six Old-Gaelic glosses on the Eutychius-fragments
in the Bibliotheque Rationale, and found that Loth had not only
faild to decifer elevn of theze glosses, but publisht the following
misreadings :

PROF. LOTH. CODEX.

memlligim meinbligim (gl. scato)
del . . . er . . . lemnith ? cleben 1. lemnith (gl. praeses)
Cabast . . . lerrith calaltith 1. lemnith

temnigtith demniguth (gl. munimen)
sortugim fortugim (gl. operio)

Loth also givs derigtith as the gloss on '
desses.' It realy glosses.

'

scalprum.' The glossator himself is sumtimes at fault. He con-

founds, for instanse, opperior (Irish inneutK) with operio (Irish

fortugini), and he mistakes opsono (I cater) for opstino (I interrupt
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by sound, Irish fogrigim, a denominativ from fogur, sound). The
cheef rezult of a new eolation of the Old-Breton glosses at Orleans

is to establish the genral accuracy of the late Henry Bradshaw's

readings, and to relegate to the limbo of verba nihili Prof. Loth's

deric (the Latin clericus misred), ercolim, tinsot, etc. The inscrip-
tion begining

" L. Cornelius magnus Atepomari filius," etc.,

prezervd in the Orleans Muzeum, has been carefuly studied by
Leon Renier in the Revue archeolvgique for 1865. For ' Genaben-
sium ' he reads '

Cenabensium,' with initial c and an apex over

the following e. The reading givn in the Academy for September,

1886, p. 210, col. 2, shoud be corected acordingly. Mr. Stokes

also said that ther wer at least four Cuneiform inscriptions in this

Muzeum, of which one, on a tessera of baked clay, had been thus

tranzlated by MM. Lenormant and Longperier: "Nasitin quam
acquisivit Nabu-kinari anno xn. Marduk-habal-idin regis Babilu,"
where the king named was the Merodach Baladan who in the year
709 B.C. sent ambassadors to Hezekiah to congratulate him on his

recuvery. Mr. Stokes hoped that Prof. Sayce woud vizit Orleans

to copy theze inscriptions. The explanation given in the Academy
for October 2, 1886, p. 227, of the opus maceriale in the copy of

Adamnan's Life of Columba prezervd at Schaffhausen, was contirmd

by a Gaelic gloss on 'trulla,' recently found in the Vatican Library,
and publisht by Prof. Zimmer : Hag iern bis oc denam macre (a

spoon of iron, which is uzed in bilding a maceria]. The names of

Boniface's fellow-martyrs found in the St. Gallen Martyrology wer

interesting. Eoban had been quoted by Forstemann (Altdeutsches

Namenbuch, vol. i. p. 392) from other MSS. So Valthere, Hethelhere

(
= Aethelhere), Scirbalde, Bosan, JIamunde, Vaccare, Gund-uuacre,

Ille-here, Hathu-uulfe, seemd oblique cases of Scirbald, Bosa,

Ha[i^mund, Vaccar (Forstemann's Waccar}, Gund-racar, Illeher,

Hathuwulf. Mr. Stokes then explaind the five Old-Breton glosses
on Yergil which he discuverd at Berne: strum (gl. copia) is= Irish

sruaim (stream), Greek pevfia ; forcas (gl. figere) is, perhaps, a loan

from an Old-French *forchasser (foris-captiare) ;
les-ca (gl. carice)

is a compound of les= Cornish les, Welsh llys (herb), Irish lus, and
c#=Latin carez, from *casex ; heith (gl. praeterea) is from hep-t,

where hep is= Latin seem, and t the remains of a pronoun meaning
ea. Lastly, brostse .i. intertinxerat (gl. discreverat) is the 3rd sg.

2nd p. pres. of a verb cognate with Irish brot (goad), the Sawskrt

bhrshti (point), the Old-English brord (goad), the Old-Norse broddr

(point), and the Latin fastigium, if this be, as sum filologists

suppose, for *farstigium. The corupt Gaelic glosses in the Berne

MS. 258 brecnatin (gl. scinifes, i.e. a/ci^Ws), bolach (gl. impeti-

ginem), and polien, foilem (gl. fulicam, fulica) wer explaind as

standing respectivly for brecnata (Saltair na Hann, 3934), bolgach,
and foilenn Welsh gwylan, Breton goelann, whense the French

goeland, English gull.
The Irish MSS. in the Burgundian Library, or, as it is now cald,

the Bibliotheque Royale, and the English, French, and Latin MSS.
in the same library relating to Irish afairs, hav been notist at
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sum length by Mr. Bindon in the Proceedings of the Royal Irish

Academy, vol. iii. pp. 477-502. He omits, however, to mention
No. 64, the most important of all theze codices, that containing the

elevnth-century copy of Muirchu's Latin Life of St. Patrick,
which suplies the lacunae in the Book of Armagh, and which has

been learnedly utilized by the Rev. Edmund Hogan, S.J., in the

Analecta Bollandiana, BfYixelles, 1882. And in other respects Mr.
Bindon's notice is incomplete and inaccurate.

Besides colating such portions of No. 64 as ar required for the

Rolls edition of the Tripartite Life, Mr. Stokes examind the

following codices :

No. 2324-40. The contents all in the handwriting of Michel

O'Clerigh ar chiefly twenty-eiht Irish lives of Irish saints. Of
theze Mr. Bindon's ' Vita S. Creunatae Virginis

'
is realy a life of

S. Cranatan, and his
' Yita S. Molingi' is a life of S. Molacca.

The liht that theze Lives throw on genealogy, topografy, and
social history has oftn been recognized. They ar also admitted to

be of filological value, and in this codex many of the obsolete

words in the Lives of Patrick, Brigit, Finnchu of Brf Gobann, and
Coimin Fota ar glost. But the poetic beauty of the legends
which theze Lives contain has not been so freely acknowledgd.
It has even led to vulgar travesty. Contrast with Moore's ' S.

Senanus and the Lady
' the reverence, pathos, and imaginativ

power of the legend of which the following is a literal version :

" Canair the Pious, a holy maidn of the Benntraige of the south

of Ireland, betook herself to a hermitage in her own territory.

There, one niht, after nocturns, she was praying, when all the

churches of Ireland apeard to her. And it seemd that a tower of

fire roze up to hevn from each of the churches
;
but the greatest

of the towers, and the straihtest towards hevn, was that which
roze from Inis-Cathaigh,' (now Scattery Island, in the Shannon,
where S. Senan had bilt his church).

' ' Fair is yon eel,' she saith. ' Thither wil I go, that my
rezurection may be near it.' Straihtway on she went, without

guidance save the tower of fire, which she beheld ablaze without

ceasing day and niht befor her, til she came thither. Now,
when she had reacht the shor of Luimnech, she crost the sea

with dry feet as if she wer on smooth land til she came to Inis-

Cathaigh. Now, Senan knew that thing, and he went to the harbor

to meet her, and he gave her welcum.
* '

Yea, I have cum,' saith Canair.

''Go,' saith Senan, 'to thy sister who dwels in yon iland in

the east, that thou mayest hav gesting therin.'
' ' Not for that hav we cum,' saith Canair,

' but that I may hav

gesting with thee in this iland.'
' ' Women enter not this iland,' saith Senan.
' ' How canst thou say that ?

'
saith Canair. ' Christ came to

redeem women no less than to redeem men. No less did He suffer

for the sake of women than for the sake of men. Women hav

givn service and tendance unto Christ and His Apostls. No less
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than men do women enter the hevnly kingdom. Why, then,

shoudst thou not take women to thee in thine iland ?
'

' ' Thou art stubborn,' saith Senan.
' ' What then ?

'
saith Canair. ' Shal I get what I ask for a

place for my side in this ile, and the sacrament from thee to me ?
'

" A place of rezurection,' saith Senan, 'wil be givn thee here

on the brink of the wave
;
but I fear that the sea wil carry off thy

remains.'

"God wil grant me,' saith Canair, 'that the spot wherein I

shal lie wil not be the first that the sea wil bear away.'
' ' Thou hast leav, then,' saith Senan,

' to come on shor.' For
thus had she been while they were in convers, standing up on

the wave, with her staf under her brests, as if she wer on land.

Then Canair came on shor, and the sacrament was administerd to

her, and she straihtway went to hevn."
The codex also contains many religious pieces in proze and verse

of which Mr. Stokes has made a catalog.
Mr. BKADLEY said the paper reminded one of the great need ther

was for a scientific Keltic scool to bring out the real value of the

unexplord manuscripts. In answer to a remark that Eolan did not

look like an O.E'-natne, he woud sugest that it miht very well

stand for E'oba or E'afa. Weak proper nouns ending in a wer
latinized by anus, and formers woud be very likely to get hold of

such names with the thematic n prezervd in the oblique cases. He
askt if the legend of Canair wer a typical specimen of Old Irish

literature ?

Mr. STOKES replied that it was so. The style of Old Irish was

wonderfuly pure and simpl down to the twelfth century, after that

it became detestabl. Dr. O'Grady had told him of a passage in

which one substantiv was acompanied by eihty-sevn epithets.
Mr. SWEET said that the spelling Eoban was corect, as the

dipthong ea in eafa apeard as eo in the oldest texts, such as the

Liber Vitae. He was surprized to hear Mr. Stokes favor the theory
of a primitiv Greek-Latin-Keltic unity. Latin and Gaulish wer

very similar indeed, but Greek stood apart. As regards the difficulty
of decifering glosses, it aroze from the absence of a context. He
had onse met with the word perna, and at first imagind it to be a

curious way of writing the Latin uerna. He afterwards found it

was only an erly form of the English wren.

Friday, December 3, 1886.

A. J. ELLIS, Esq., Vice-Prezident, in the Chair.

The paper red was on " The Assyrian Noun," by M. Bertin. At
the request of the author, the report of the paper is omitted.
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Friday, December 17, 1886.

Prof. SKEAT, Vice-Prezident, in the Chair.

A paper on "The Laws of Sound Change" was red by Mr.
HENEY SWEET. He said that it was now genraly admitted by filo-

logists that sound changes, as a rule, wer exceedingly gradual, and
that the greatest revolutions in language wer only the sums of long
series of slight shiftings of the vocal organs. The orthografies of

ded languages prezervd no record of theze minute variations
;

hense we had to seek the explanation of them in the sounds of

living languages. In filology, as in geology, the past was only
intelligibl by the help of the preznt. Literary professors, who
ignord fonetics, coud offer no explanation of the English plurals
formd by vowl-mutation or umlaut, such as men, geese, mice. At
best they miht surmize that the final * in the erly forms of theze

words, manni, gosi, musi, modified the root-vowl and then disapeard.
That was no satisfactory theory ;

for it did not explain how the

modification came about, or why it produced theze particular
rezults. The fonetic theory was much mor complicated, and was
deduced from recent investigations into the influense of vowls on

consonants, and vice versa, as exemplified in living languages. A
simpl ilustration of this influense was found in the English words
caw and key, where the difrence between the sounds of the initial

consonants was due to the succeeding vowls. If we interchanged
the consonants, the words sounded somewhat like (kjoo) and (kwij).
The reason was that the vowl aw (oo) being formd by a low pozition
of the back of the tung, drew the k back towards the throat

;
while

ey (ij), being a high front vowl, drew the k forward. This in-

fluense had formerly givn rize to the pronunciations (kjaind, gjaad)
for kind, guard. Similar fenomena existed on an imense scale in

Russian, where almost evry vowl perceptibly modified almost evry

preceding consonant. In such a sound group as imi, the * pozition
of the tung was held thruout so that in the m the front and lip

articulations wer combined. The same efect was found in many
Russian words where the final vowl which had produced it was now
lost, as in krovl, pronounced (krofj), where fj is a digraf reprezent-

ing an f at onse dental and fronted. In Russian, morover, the

vowl u comunicated to a preceding consonant the efect cald round-

ing, or compression of the lips and cheeks. Thus gust was pronounced
(gwusj), the^ being simultaneous with the w, and the s with the

j. Sumtimes the infection was arested by a complex sound group.
In krepki

'

strong
'

(plural), the p was normal and not influenst

thru the k by the final i. All these ilustrations led up to the

fonetic theory, due to Scherer, that, in English, manni must hav
becum (manji), where nj stands for the front nasal

;
that this con-

sonant influenst the back vowel a, changing it to the front e
;
that

the final i was dropt as superfluous ;
and that, lastly, the nj reverted

to the point pozition, as n. Similar reversions had ocurd in the
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South Slavonic dialects. That the Germanic vowl mutation was
also the rezult of consonantal influense was proovd by the Old Norse
mutations before the fronted r which replaced older z, as in eyra
from auzo '

ear.' The abuv exampls wer ilustrativ of asimilation,
which sprang from the desire to save space in articulation, and
secure eaz of tranzition. Thus pn became pm, or else mn. Saving
of time was efected by dropping superfluous sounds, especialy at

the ends of words, as when sing-g, with distinct final g, was reduced
to sing. But cases of saving of effort wer very rare or non-existent.

The loss of the trild point r, or its replacement by the trild uvular

gh and x, as in Paris and Berlin, wer perhaps due to economy of

effort. But all the ordinary sounds of language wer about on a par
as to dificulty of production. If children lernt p and m mor eazily
than k and ng, it was not acount of any intrinzic dificulty in the

latter, but becauz the action of the lips was vizibl, and that of

the back of the tung was hidn. The chief cauz of sound change
apeard to be defectiv imitation, or the substitution of aproximatly
similar sounds, as in (fruw) for through. Mr. Sweet would divide

sounds into stabl and unstabl : the former class containing the

labials, which wer separated from all other formations by a distinct

space ;
the latter class containing the tung articulations, all of

which interchanged and ran into each other. In adition to the

abuv organic changes, ther was an important and numerous class

due to gramatical and lexical analogy, and to confuzion of meaning,
as in sparrow-grass for asparagus. Lastly, Mr. Sweet cited cases of

the coexistence of nativ and forin sounds in the same dialect. The
Armenian implosivs, or choke stops, in which clozing and raizing
the glottis suplied the force checkt in the mouth, wer believd to hav
been borrowd from some non-Arian language of the Caucazus. The

genral concluzion to be drawn was that the history of words and
their changes coud not be studied in literature alone, and that all

tru investigation into the forms of language must be founded on

scientific fonetics. In our preznt university system ther was not so

much as a pretence to study fonetics, and the teaching of filology
was therefor deprived of any solid basis.

In the discussion, sevral members objected to Mr. Sweet's theory
that sound-changes wer rarely if ever due to economy of effort.

Dr. FTJBNIVALL cited the abreviation 0' clo\ and Mr. E. L. BEAND-
BETH instanst asimilation and the introduction of the neutral vowl
as cases of weakning.

Mr. SWEET replied that abreviation was saving of time, and
asimilation saving of space, wheras no trace was found of a tendency
to eliminate the exceptionaly dificult sounds of language. Tho

stops, such as t, wer oftn relaxt into open consonants, such as f> ;

on the other hand, the convers change was just as common.
Mr. J. LECKT said he had independently arived at the same theory

as Mr. Sweet that sound changes ar seldom atributabl to saving
of the degree of effort. A fronted m was not necessarily harder

than a simpl labial
;
the simultaneous action of difrent parts of the

mouth miht be eazier than their separate action
; just as we find it
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eazier to move all the fingers at onse in grasping than to move each

finger sepratly in playing muzic. Asimilation vastly multiplied
the number of elementary sounds in a language, and therefor coud
not be described as facilitating pronunciation. The neutral vowl
was just as dificult as any other, for the English variety of it was

rarely lernt by a former
;
and even a nativ coud not, without

fonetic training, pronounce it izolated or accented. The introduc-

tion of the neutral vowl was not due to laziness, but to the dezire

to subordinate sum syllabls to others, so as to weld the sound group
into unity, and make the fraze rythmical. In such a word as

territory, if a real o wer sounded, it woud sugest a divizion into

two seprat words, as terry and tory. Mr. Lecky did not regard
the untrilling of r as an economy, becauz, in the smooth consonant,
ther was the new dificulty of sustaining the point of the tung
without the suport of the palat. This was a changed distribution

of effort, not a saving. He sugested that the explanation of sound

changes miht be found in the asertion of individuality. Each new
generation, feeling itself to be difrent from the preceding one,

unconsciously developt a new pronunciation suficiently distinct to

be caracteristic. Changes in pronunciation wer thus analogous to

changes in art or costume, which coud not, as a rule, be atributed

to economy either of effort, space, or time.

Friday, January 21, 1887.

A. J. ELLIS, Esq., Vice-Prezident, in the Chair.

Dr. J. A. H. MURRAY made his Anual Report on the progress of

the Society's New English Dictionary, which he is editing for the

Oxford University Press. Part III. had left his hands. He hoped
that all the copy for Part IV. woud be sent to press by September
next, so that the Part woud be out by Christmas. The printing
had of course begun now. Part III. contains 8765 words, of which
5323 ar main words. Obsolete words ar stil less than 26 per cent,

of the hole. ' B ' has very few Latin and Greek words, but con-

tains sum of the oldest Teutonic ones in the language, and others

of late origin, sum onomatopoeic, others not ataching themselvs

to any known older roots. The power of word- creation has not

died out : lam, bamboozle, bash, bun, Hash, blight, blizzard, blowse,

bludgeon, bluff, bog, bodge, bogus, boom, bosh, bother, box (a blow),

etc., ar of mor or less recent birth. The etymologies of many 'B'

words ar extremely dificult, and stil obscure, notwithstanding the

help of the best scolars and specialists. Ther ar nearly 1500

fo-words, of which the 850 older and mor important ar treated

sepratly, while the later and ocazional ones, like be-booted,

be-muslined, etc., ar put in classes with one quotation apiece.

But the main dificulty in the Dictionary work is to trace the history

of the development of the meanings of a word, and get them into
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logical order. ' Break ' has 80 meanings. You hav to put the

mass of quotations for theze into classes, then conect them, and

find, as you best can, where to fit in the sense of '
to break a co-

mandment' (violare). You sort your quotations into bundls on

your big table, and think you ar getting the word's pedigree riht,

when a new sense, or three or four new senses, start up, which

upset all your scheme, and you ar obliged to begin afresh, oftn

three or four times. Etymologies ar nothing like the trubl of chains
of meanings. The Dictionary has now 4,000,000 quotations. The
editor oht at least to read theze thru, but, at eiht hours a day,
it woud take him thirty years to do it : it is 80,000 hours' work.
Of course he cannot do this, but must trust other men. Then he
cums on a word like attitude, which proves to be only aptitude.
On turning to that, he finds no notis has been taken of the sense
'
attitude.' He calls for the slips ;

and among the rejected ones

sees sevral of the quotations required. So the aptitude articl has
to be recast, and the plates alterd. Again, the 4,000,000 quota-
tions are both redundant and deficient. No articl three inches long
but has fresh serches to be made for it. Dr. Murray named all the

Sub-editors and Readers who stil continue their work for the

Dictionary sevral hav been at it twenty years and thankt them

hartily for their help, without which the book coud not possibly
be produced. He stil wants men and women who wil take small

portions of the work just in front of Mr. Henry Bradley and his

other asistants, so that all delay in hunting for quotations and

working in fresh slips may be saved. He also needs serchers for

Deziderata, of which a list for Part IV. wil go out with Part III.

The 800 copies of the last list found only six real workers at it
;

and queries in Notes Sf Queries yeeld nothing worth having. A late

request for later extracts for Shakspere's borne, a boundary with
a special caution that none wer wanted for bourne, a brook pro-
duced twelv answers to Dr. Murray, some astonisht that he had
overlookt Milton's '

bosky bourne '

(brook), and others to the

Editor of the Journal, but all for the meaning
' brook.' Folk find

thinking so very dificult. The Dictionary staf was not properly
organized til last October; now that it is so, mor rapid progress
with the work may be relied on. The Society's thanks wer voted

to Dr. Murray for his Report, and for his untiring work at the great
national undertaking under his control.

Friday, February 4, 1887.

The Rev. Dr. MORRIS, Yice-Prezident, in the Chair.

The paper red was on Samskrt as Parent of the Modern Arian
Dialects of India, by John Boxwell. This paper wil apear in the

Tranzactions for 1885-6.
In the discussion Dr. MORRIS said he quite agreed with the

doctrin laid down in the paper, but he thoht that Mr. Boxwell
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had only been 'slaying the slain.' It was surprizing that ther

shoud be any necessity nowadays to prove that Sawskrt was origin-

aly a vernacular. Dugald Stewart maintaind that Sa?skrt was

only an invention of the Brahmans
;
but its vernacular caracter,

its dialectal forms, and its ancestral relation to the Prakrts, had
been shown by Max Miiller, Muir, and others. Goldstiicker had

demonstrated, in a paper red befor this Society, that fonetic decay
had taken place in the erliest form of Samskrt known to us, and

that this change is shared by the modern Arian dialects of India.

The existense of regular fonetic laws in the ancient and modern
Prakrts presupozed a coloquial language. No framers of a purely
artificial language coud invent theze laws. Pall, tho to sum extent

also a book-language, furnishes abundant evidense of having been

onse a spoken language, in its numerous expletivs and comparativ
freedom from cumbrous compounds. All the Prakrts were not

direct descendants of Samskrt. Pali was mor probably in the rela-

tion of a sister dialect, but sprung from a common ancestor. Evry
literary language implied an originaly coloquial stage. The stilted

artificial style of Johnson presupozed coloquial Old English and

coloquial Latin. Dr. Morris did not believ that the so-cald "un-
authenticated roots" in the Dhatupa^a wer the pure inventions

of gramarians. Professor Edgren, in his valuabl paper in the

Journal of the American Philological Society, 1879, mentions sevral

dhuttis that had not then been found in Samskrt literature
;
and

treats them as figments or '

ghost words,' to use Prof. Skeat's term.

But sum of these ' unauthenticated roots
' ar actualy to be found

in Pall. On this subject see Prof. Max Miiller's paper on the

Dhatupa^a, in the Internationale Zeitschrift fur allgemeine Sprach-

wissenschaft (1886, vol. iii. i. pp. 7-14).
Prof. TERRIER DE LACOTJPERIE remarkt that Mr. Boxwell had

neglected to point out one influense of importanse on the tranzition

between the Sawskrt and the modern vernaculars. It is that

which was exercized by the mixt language spoken at the court of

the great Maurya king Piyadasi. This curious combination of

Sawzskrt and Prakrt forms sumwhat heteroclitic and without fixt

rules, uzed for administrativ purpozes, which reminds one of the

Pahlavi as a chancery language has been studied by the well-

known Samskrtist M. Emile Senart, of the French Institute, in his

last articl on " The Inscriptions of Agoka."

Friday, February 18, 1887.

A. J. ELLIS, Esq., Vice-Prezident, in the Chair.

A paper on " Gothic Personal Names" was red by Mr. HENRY
BRADLEY. To ascertain the corect form of Gothic names is very
dificult. The texts of Greek and Roman authors where thez( names

ocur ar oftn uncertain. To interpret the classical spellings we

require to know what sounds the authors asociated with their
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letters, and this necessitated complicated processes of historical

deduction. And, further, the spellings made by formers wer

naturaly very imperfect as atempts at reprezenting the nativ

Teutonic sounds. For instanse, Cassiodorus mentions a Goth named
' Tezutzat.' At first siht this apears quite un-Teutonic. We can,

however, restor what was probably the nativ form by asuming (as
we hav other reazons for doing) that z in Italian Latin of the sixth

century stood for sharp ss, and that tz was intended to sugest the

Gothic
)?.

Thus we arive at a Gothic form,
'

Taihsw-J?ahts,' mean-

ing
' rihthanded thoht.' But the coruptions in the forms of names

wer of many kinds, and no genral rules coud be givn for corecting
them. Gothic personal names wer formd in sevral difrent ways.
The first class consisted of compounds of two words, either sub-

stantivs or adjectivs, such as wer uzual also among most of the

other Arian peoples. It was a common mistake to supoze that

theze names wer genraly intended to be significant. In reality,
the two elements of a name wer often incongruous or even con-

tradictory. Ther wer Teutonic names which ment literaly
'

peace-

spear
'

or '

peace-war
'

;
and they wer to be acounted for by

supozing that the word for '

peace
' had becum so common as

an initial element of names, and the words for '

spear
' and

' war '

so common as final elements, that the absurdity of

combining them was not felt. Virtualy, ther existed two lists

of words; and, by joining together random selections from each

list, personal names coud be formd. In prehistoric times no dout

the '

dubl-list
' names wer significant, and sum of late historical

origin wer also formd with the same intention
;
but the principl

of arbitrary combination was found among the Hindus, Greeks,

Slavs, and Kelts, and had probably arizn even befor the separation
of the Arian peepls. The second class was that of the diminutivs,
which wer formd from the 'dubl-list' class by selecting one element
and adding the sufix -ila. It apeard that a diminutiv coud be made
out of either element of a compound, so that a ful name, such as

'Audamers,' miht be reduced either to ' Audila' or to 'Merila.'

Theze diminutivs wer not merely uzed familiarly, but sumtimes

apear as public and oficial names
; probably, indeed almost

certainly, they wer ocazionaly givn in baptizm. The apostl of

the Goths may hav been originaly named '

piuda-wulfs
'

or
'

Wulfa-reiks,' and afterwards known by the diminutiv ' "Wulfila
'

;

or else the last may hav been his name from the beginning. The
third class consisted of diminutivs obtaind by adding the sufix -an

(nominativ -a] to one element of the ' dubl-list
'

names, especialy to

an adjectiv ;
and the fourth class, by adding -jan (nominativ -ja) to

the preterit stems of strong verbs. The fifth class wer the fonetic

compressions due, perhaps, to childish mispronunciation, like
' Wamba,' which was possibly from ' Wandilbairhts.' The sixth

class, which containd very few exampls, consisted of ordinary
nouns or adjectivs without alteration. Mr. Bradley gave a list of

the elements uzed initialy and finaly, and offerd explanations of

sevral historical exampls. Thus, he regarded
' Pitzia

'

as an
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adaptation of the Greek 'Pythias.'
'

Cixila,' a Spanish name of the

sevnth century, seemd to be from the substantiv \eihsa-, meaning,

perhaps,
' fortune.' Nouns forming the second element in Teutonic

masculin names wer aparently always turnd into the a declension,
whatever their original thematic vowl. Thus, in 'Sunjaifrtyas

'

(for which the normal spelling woud be Sunjafrij?s), the a

replaces u. He woud explain the first element in '

Alaricus,' etc.,

as Alh= l

temple,' Old-English Ealh-. '

Witigis
'

or '

-ges
'

was probably for '

Waihtigais
'= Old-English

'

Wihtgar,' the

reduction of gais to gis being atributabl to weakness of stress
;

while the first element was the common Teutonic wihti=&

thing, primarily, perhaps, meaning
'

fighting,' and hense ' sum-

thing captured in batl.' Gothic nanj>s=' curageous
' was equivalent

to Old-English n6]>, as Grimm had pointed out
; Porstemann, over-

looking this, identified no]> with German noth 'need.' The Spanish
'Gondomarus' probably reprezented not Gothic 'Gun)>amers,'
but '

GunJ?amarhs'
= '

war-horse,' as the termination mers ( famous '

(
= Keltic -mdros 'great') is uzualy Latinized as -mirus. The name

of the founder of the Amaling dynasty,
'

Ostrogotha' (Austraguta),
was probably an ordinary

' dubl-list
'

name, the second element not

meaning 'Goth' here, but bearing the apelativ sense ('nobly
born '

?) which it pozest befor it became an ethnic dezignation.
The first element ocurd in Old-English

' Easterwine ' and Prankish
'

Austrowald,' the second in Old-English
'

Earcongote
' and Gothic

'

piudaguto.' Perhaps Grimm was riht in conecting Athanaric,

Athanagild with a]>na- 'year' ;
if so, it was possibl that ' Jornandes '

(the name givn in sum MSS. to the historian Jordanis) was

properly
'

Jernan];s,' the first element being from the same word as

our 'year.' 'Ataulfus' miht be from *ahta- 'terribl,' cognate with

English awe; Sise, as in '

Sisebertus,' from sigisa- 'victory.'
' Ferdinand ' containd the word corresponding to Old-English

ferh]>
'

life,' for which Wulfila had only the simpler form fairhwa-.
In the discussion Dr. FENNELL remarkt that the conjecture in

the paper with regard to the primitiv meaning of wiliti- sugested a

possibl explanation of the Latin mctima. The theory of compression
had been uzed to acount for certain Greek names.

Dr. WHITLEY STOKES said that a great many Keltic names wer
identical with Gothic ones as regards etymology, meaning, or plan
of formation.

Friday, March 3, 1887.

Dr. Pv. P. WEYMOUTH in the Chair.

The paper red was by Dr. JOHANNES BATJNACK (of the Nicolai

Gymnazium, Leipzig), on " The Inscription of Gortyn." The dis-

cuvery of the inscription known as "The Law of the Twelv Tables

of Gortyn" the date of which is probably about 400-450 B.C.

in adition to the intrest which it pozesses for the student of the

historical science of law, is important as suplying a serious gap
in our knowledg of Greek dialects. The inscription contains mor
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than 17,000 letters, and the list of words comprizes 748 entries.

Our information respecting the Cretan dialect was hitherto chiefly
derived from documents of the third century or later. Of the few
erlier fragments, thoze which ar of considerabl length hav now
been discuverd to hav formd part of the " Law of the Twelv
Tables." One of the most peculiar features of the inscription is

the frequent ocurence of fenomena analogous to the "external
Sandhi" of Sawskrt. The prepozition e'f, which befor a vowl is

writn eK?, uzualy apears as e<? befor a consonant. The forms of

the articl ending in /s commonly drop the v when the next word

begins with a consonant
;
thoze ending in v or in s oftn asimilate

their final letter to a folowing consonant
; e.g. iaQ dvymepas apears

for ras dvytnepas. It is remarkabl that TO always remains without
elizion befor a vowl. From many indications it seems reazonabl to

conclude that in rapid speech the articl was in all Greek dialects

oftn reduced befor initial vowels to the simpl sound of r. The
writer sugested that in the same manner the forms o and

ij
befor

vowls may hav been reprezented by the spiritus asper, and that a

coalescence of the articl with the noun may explain the inorganic

aspiration in words like IWos, jj/nepa, yXios. The Gortyn inscrip-
tion has reveald sevral unexpected peculiarities in the fonology
of the Cretan dialect. The -aa- of the common dialect, whether

arising from -zj- or from -TS-, apears in the ' Tables '

as -TT-, and in

the Fragments as -"-. An original -/-, -<y/-, is reprezented in

Cretan by --. Ther is evidence that TT, SB, 6d, wer nearly alike

in pronunciation ;
the 55, and the initial 5-, when standing for

fij-,

wer probably sounded as ^6. The aspirates % and ar renderd

always by K and ir- is uzualy so writn, but in a few cases is

replaced by T. The digamma is uzualy writn when initial, but
in other pozitions is omitted (except after a, as in FiaFov}. In the

new Fragments F is writn for v in the diphthongs. The Cretan

dialect abounded in asimilations of consonants in the midl of a

word : thus -TT- reprezents -KT-, -TTT-, -or-; 00 stands for -aO-
; -yu/t-

for -0/tt- and -071- ;
-w- for -pv- and -av-

;
-XX- for -v\- and -o-X-.

The fonology of the vowls has litl that is unexpected. The
alfabet having neither

rj
nor w, the length of the vowls denoted

by e and o is oftn quite uncertain, even with all the liht that can

be obtaind from other dialects and from analogy. The Gortyn
' Tables ' and the new fragments agre in frequently having i

insted of e befor o, as in tovra for eovra. The inscription lends no

suport to the theory that the proper names '\Tnrd^pa, '\Tnraala,

stand for *\7nrd>ypa, -affi'a, as v never apears for t; the names ar,

therefor, compounds of VTTO, the dubling of the TT being not infre-

quent in proper names. The prepozition TT/JO'S apears in the

Twelv Tables as wo/m, but in later Cretan inscriptions becums
TTOTJ. With regard to flexion a few points dezerv special notis.

The name of the city, tho not mentiond in the great inscription,

apears from the fragments to hav had the nominativ form rdprvvs.
Ther is nowhere any proof of the existense of the dual in Cretan

;

Svo is inflected as a plural, and agrees with plural substantivs.
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The ending -ev of the nom. plur., found in sum of the later Cretan

inscriptions, is absent from the Twelv Tables and the erliest

fragments. In the great inscription the dat. plur. of the 1st and
2nd decl. ends in s, that of the 3rd decl. in -01

;
but the Fragments

do not obzerv this rule. A markt feature of the Cretan dialect is

that the ending -i/? of the ace. plur. is extended analogicaly to all

substantivs. Especialy noteworthy also is the declension vivs,

vieos, vlvv, viee?, vlderi, vivvs. As to the pronouns, the stem ^o, Fe

apears almost always as combination with OVTO'S (e.g. Fiv av-roi]

when avTo? stands alone it is never reflexiv. The future of verbs

undergoes contraction, as in eVeXevo-et. The reduplication of the

perfect is sumtimes replaced by e, as in e^painai. Other remarkabl

points ar the retention of the preznt sufix in the perfect participl

Sedafifafievav and the OCUrence of the conjunctivs TreTrarae, TT6-

reicvdrat. The paper concluded with a list of the 44 books and

papers which have apeard on the subject of this inscription.
The thanks of the meeting wer voted to Dr. Baunack for his

paper. The only point that gav rize to criticizm was the author's

theory of the origin of the inorganic aspiration, which was genraly

regarded as unsatisfactory.
1

Friday, March 18, 1887.

HENEY SWEET, M.A., Ph.D., Vice-Prezident, in the Chair.

Prof. SKEAT red a paper on "
English Etymologies." He notist

the apearance of Col. Yule's excelent Glossary of Anglo-Indian
Words, which containd many etymologies of genral intrest. He
mentiond, by way of exampl, the Mowing, which ar not in his

own Etymological Dictionary :
'

Cheeta, cheetah,' a kind of lepard,
lit. the spotted animal

;
Hind, citd, Skt. citraka, spotted ;

from the

Skt. cit, to perceiv ;
from the same root is chintz, originaly a ' vari-

gated
'

stuf.
' Cheroot '

(better sheroot\ Tamil shuruttu, a roll (of

tobacco).
'

Chutny,' hot relish
;

Hind, catn'i.
l

Cowry,' Hind.
kauri

;
from Skt. kaparda, a small shell.

'

Curry,' Tamil kari,

sauce, whence also Port, caril.
'

Dacoit,' Hind, dakait, a robber.
'

Dingy' (with hard g\ Bengali dingi, a small boat. 'Mango,' Port.

manga, Malay manggd all from the Tamil man-kay, where kay
means 'fruit,' and man is the Tamil name of the tree producing it.

'Mulligatawny,' Tamil milagu-tanmr, lit. pepper-water. 'JSTautch,'

Hind, nuc, Prakrt nacca, from Skt. nrtya, dancing, acting Brown-

ing calls the dancing-girl herself a 'nautch.' 'Nullah,' Hind, nala,
a water-course. 'Polo,' 'a ball,' and the name of a game, is from

Balti, in the upper valley of the Indus, etc. The word ' verandah'

1 Dr. Whitley Stokes states that this theory has heen adversely criticized hy
Prof. Windisch, who objects that if it wer sound we shoud hav avlip from 6 avfip,

and remarks that the regular use of the articl is not very old, yet in Homer we
find d^)' 'tinrtav. Morover, inorganic aspiration ocurs in many cases (e.g. 6pdta)

where the articl can hav had no influense.
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is now proovd to be neither Persian nor Skt. (tho ocuring in modern
Skt. as a borrowd word), but European viz. Port, varanda, Old

Span, varanda, a railing, ocuring in 1505
; probably from Span.

vara, a rod, Lat. vara, a forkt pole. Other words wer cemented on.

'Atone,' originating in the phrase to be at one, is realy due to a

tranzlation from the Anglo-French fraze estre a tin.
' Cannibal '

is

not a coruption of caribal, a carib, but a true dialectal variant of it;

another variant is caliban.
' Canoe '

is a French spelling, the Span,
word being canoa (from the old language of Hayti) ;

the French
canoe is now spelt canot. The Shaksperian 'chaudron,' entrails

("Macbeth"), is a coruption of chaudon, Old Fr. chaudun, caldun,
entrails (Godefroy), Ger. Kaldaunen

; perhaps of Keltic origin ;

"Welsh coluddion, Irish caolain, entrails. 'Creel,' from 0. Irish

criol, a coffer
(Windisch).

' Daze '

apears in Old Fr. as daser
;
but

both forms are of Scand. origin ;
this asertion was illustrated

copiously from the various Scand. dialects.
' Dich '

in Shakspere's
"
Timon," I. ii. 73, is for dit, and dit is for do it, the emfazis being

on the it
; proovd by quotations from Dekker (confirmd by Mr. Ellis,

who has shown the same in his Early Eng. Pron).
'

Fake,' to steal

(slang), is the Mid. Du. facken, to catch, gripe, and cognate with

Old-English facian, to try to get, a word uzed by King Alfred, cf.

G. Fach in Kluge.
' Fever '

is not French, but the Old-English

fefor, borrowd {mediately from Latin. '

Flannen,' older form of
'

flannel,' ocurs in 1652. 'Freestone' is a tranzlation of Fr. franclie

pierre,
' stone of the first quality

'

;
we find Mid. E. fraunche piers

in the Wars of Alexander, 1. 4356. '

Hayriff
'

cleavers (plant), is

the Old-Eng. liege-rife i.e. hedg-rife, or ' abundant in the hedges.'
'

Hayward,' hedg-warden, is from the same Old-Eng. liege ;
the

name ' Howard '
is a coruption of the same, like ' Steward ' from

sty-ward.
'

Lancepesade,' a certain oficer of foot, was originaly
calld a demi-lance, or broken lance, becauz he had onse been an

oficer of horse
;
French lancepessade (Cotgrave), from Ital. lanza

spezzata, broken lance, lit. 'dis-pieced' lance. 'Martlet' is ahouse-

maitin, or else a swift, but the heraldic French name is merlette, a

litl blackbird; this requires explanation. 'Mazurka' and 'polka'

ment, originaly,
' Massovian girl' and 'Polish girl' respectivly ;

like Fr. Polonaise, they became names of dances. '

Orra,' super-
fluous (Burns), is the'Dan. ovrig, superfluous, cf. Ger. ulrig. 'Quiz,'

the E. name of the toy calld landelore in French, is probably named
from its whizzing noiz

; the mention of it by Moore in 1789 (Life,

i. 11) seems older than the uzual too oftn repeated story about its

originating in a bet. 'Rum,' the spirit, was also calld 'kil-devl';

this is the tru source of the Fr. guildhe, which so puzld Littre.

Ther ar two ' scabbards
'

;

' scabbard ' or scale-board is a thin board

for splints, etc.; the other 'scabbard,' formerly scawberk, is a 'scale-

berk
'

i.e. a protection formd by slices of wood. 'Vagrant' is

probably totaly unconected with Lat. vagus ;
it is the Anglo-French

wakerant, rambling (see also Roquefort), and of Teutonic origin ;

answering to nativ E. waggling. Hackluyt spels it vagarant.
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Friday, April 1, 1887.

A. J. ELLIS, Esq., Vice-Prezident, in the Chair.

PROF. POSTGATE red a paper on " The Latin so-cald Future
Infinitivs in -urum, -uram, etc.," the object of which was to show
that they did not correspond to the finite forms as other infinitivs

of a similar character did, or, in other words, that dixit ilium

uenturum (esse) was not related to uenturus est as dixit fusos (esse}

hostes was to fusi (sunt] hostes. Firstly, the preponderating custom
of Latin of not inserting the esse with theze forms was, on that

asumption, at variance with the fact that hostis uenturus in the

sense of hostis est uenturus, was not a Latin idiom. Again, the

frequent omission of the subject of the fut. inf. was hardly possibl
if the form was originaly participial ;

dixit uenturum in the sense

of dixit se esse uenturum coud no mor hav been said in Latin

than pictum dixit for dixit se esse pictum or dixit se pictum. He
then referd to Grellius (Attic Nihts, i. 7), who quoted a number
of indeclinabl forms, such as the scio meos inimicos hoc dicturum

from a speech of C. Gracchus, and who gave the tru vew that

theze wer realy indeclinabl infinitivs
; futurum, uenturum, and

the like woud then be acuzativs from verbal nouns, like the

so-cald supine in -turn and the Samskrt inf. in -turn, and woud
not differ from fore, uenire, etc., except in the fact that they

originated from difrent cases, theze latter being originaly datival

formations. The subsequent declension of theze indeclinabl in-

finitivs was du to the influense of atraction, a change of which
Latin furnisht numerous exampls, a striking one being the origin
of the gerundiv.

Mr. BRADLEY said that sum of Prof. Postgate's arguments for

his interesting theory seemd capabl of being answerd. The fact

that the finite verb was not omitted in hostis est uenturus, as it was
in hostis (est} fusus, miht be du to the comparativ infrequensy of

the former expression ;
with the infinitiv, on the other hand, the

future participl was common, becauz uenturum esse had to reprezent
in reported speech both uenturus est and ueniet. It had, however,
been proovd that in erly Latin the indeclinabl -turum stood for the

future infinitiv
;

but it seemd eazier to supoze that this was a

neuter participl than that it was a verbal noun. The instanse

of the supine was not quite paralel, becauz we hav independent
evidence of the existense of the verbal noun in -tus, but there is

no trace of any verbal noun in -turns or -turum.

Friday, April 15, 1887.

A. J. ELLIS, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Rev. Dr. RICHARD MORRIS red a paper entitled " Pali Notes

and Queries."

No. 48.
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1. KONCA-NADA. This term, givn in Childers's Dictionary, is

aplicd to the trumpeting noiz made by an elefant. As slha-ndda

means ' a lion's roar,' konca (not in Childers) oht to mean ' an

elefant,' from a root krunc ' to trumpet.' We find such a root only
in Buddhist Sawskrt. See Divyavadana, p. 251,

' hastinah kronc-

anti.' The editors explain kroncati by
' to trumpet,' but sugest

confuzion with krogati ;
but the root krug is itself a weakning of a

root /cruk, of which kruc and krunc ar variants. In the Vinaya we
find konca uzed for the trumpeting of a celestial elefant (nuga),
and in the Milinda for an elefant itself. The root krunc also givs
us Pali konca=Sk. kraunca ' a heron'

;
cf. Sk. kunj-ara

' an elefant
'

from \/kuHJ or kuj.
2. KADALICCHEDA is defined by the editors of the Divyavadana as

a ' kind of sword-cut.' Bodhisattvo .... tan stambhan kada-

llcchedena khandakhandam chettum arabdhah (p. 459, 1. 12).
We hav a similar expression in Pall kallra-ccheja (Milinda-panha,

p. 193). The term kadall is aplied to the soft stem of the plantain

tree, while kallra (Sk. karira) denotes the top sprout of a plant or

tree, cf.
" tada so raja tassa tapassa kuddho hatthapade vamsa-

kallre viya chedapesi
"

(Milinda-panha, p. 201),
' Then the king in

a rage cauzd the hands and feet of the ascetic to be cut off like the

sprouts of the bamboo.'
3. Simultaneously is exprest in Pali, much after the fashion of

sum uninflected languages by the fraze apulbam acarimam '

notbefor,
not after,' or by the compound apacchupurimam

' not after or

befor' (see Jat. iii. p. 289
; Milinda, pp. 40, 295)'.

A procrastinator would be exprest by ajja-sve ti puriso,
" a person

who says 'to-day, to-morrow.'
>:

4. The Sawzskrt root pr apears in Pali, as Dr. Trenckner has

shown, under the form vySvafa^Sk.. vyaprta (Pfili Misc. p. 63),
l

but he does not tel us that this is the case only when uzed in the

sense of '

occupied
' with the locativ. With the ablativ vyuvata=

Sk. vyavrta=' hindered,' from the root vr. Childers does not cite

the form pareti (the causativ of pr\ but it ocurs in Jat. i. p. 498.

5. The fraze PHANAM rmACCA.phanam katvd,
'

expanding the

hood,' is aplied to a snake (Udana, ii. 1). Here vihacca Sk.

vihritya, from the root ^/hr-\-ri, cf. ahacca-pada (Mil. p. 148),
where the first part of the compound=Sk. uhrtya.

6. KACCHA= ' hair of hed,' corresponds to Sk. kaca. It is not in

acordance with the uzual fonetic changes at work in Pall. Other

iregular and inexplicabl forms ar Pall kapalla
2 '

lamp-black
'= Sk.

kajjala ;
Pali ulloka=$k. rallaka '

rag, blanket,' etc.

7. INAYIKA in Childers's Diet, is explaind as
'
detor.' It has

this sense in one passage in the Vinaya, and reprezents Sk. rnika.

In other works it means '
creditor.'

Na hi mayham brahmana paccusamhi inayika
Detha detha ti codenti ....

(Samyutta, vii. 1. 5, pp. 170-1.)

1 Cf. Pali osata=avasata from the root sr+ apa.
z See Vinaya Texts, ii. 50.
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" Not hav I, brahman, (any) creditors who, in the erly
morning, dun me, saying,

'

pay, pay.'
"

8. On the interjectional use of words to suply the place of onoma-

topoeias. We miht uze ' deth and destruction,' or '
fire and fury

'

to convey the notion of sumthing fearful in lieu of imitativ words.
In Pali we hav a story of a demon (yakkha] trying to frihten

Buddha !

;
and he is made to utter the sounds akkulo pakkulo, which

the Commentator says are onomatopoeias. But they ar not so, not

nearly so much as our 'fee fie foh fum? akkulo corresponds to

akulo 'confounded,' and pakkulo (v.L lakkulo}= vakkulo=vyukula,
'

agitated.' Cf .

Atha etam pisacan ca lakkulan c' ativattat! ti.

(Udana i. 7.)
" Then he overcame that demon and the alarm (he made)."

As we hav no full description of a pisaca (or yakkha} in any Pali

text, I quote the following from Dr. Hoernle's edition of the Jaina

Ucfisagaduso (pp. 65-69). P/s6y0= Pali pisaca.
" Of the pisaya form the following is said to he a ful description :

its hed was fashond like a catl-feeding basket, its hairs lookt like

the awn of ears of rice and shon with a tawny glare ;
its forhed

was fashond like the belly of a large water-jar ;
its eyebrows wer

like lizards' tails disheveld, and of an aspect disgusting and hideous
;

its eyes wer protruding from its globular hed . . . . ; its eyes wer

exactly like a pair of winnowing sivs . . . .
;

its noze was similar

to the snout of a ram, and its two nostrils wer fashond like a pair
of cooking stoves with large orifices

;
its beard was like the tail of

a horse, of an exceeding tawny hu . . . .
;

its lips wer pendant

exactly like thoze of a camel
;

its teeth (in length) lookt like

plowshares ;
its tung was exactly like the pan of a winnowing

siv . . . .
;

its jaws in length and crookedness wer fashond like the

handl of a plow, and its cauldron-like cheeks wer hollow and

sunkn and pale, hard and huge ;
its shoulders rezembld ketl

drums
;

its chest (in width) rezembld the gate of a goodly town ;

its two arms (in bulkiness) wer fashond like the shafts of smelting
furnaces

;
its two palms (in bredth and bulkiness) wer fashond like

the slabs for grinding turmeric
;
the fingers of its hands .... wer

fashond like the rollers of grinding slabs
;

its nails wer fashond

like the valvs of oyster-shels ;
the two nipls on its brest depended

like a barber's pouch ;
its belly was rotund like (the dome of) an

iron smelting furnace
;

its navel (in depth) lookt like the rice

water bowl (of a weaver) . . . .
;

its two thihs wer like a pair

(of shafts of) smelting furnaces; its knees wer like the cluster of

blossoms of the Ajjuna tree, excessivly tortuous . . . .
; its

shanks were lean and cuverd with hair
;

its two feet wer fashond

like (large) grinding slabs; the toes of its feet wer fashond like

the rollers of (large) grinding slabs, and its nails wer fashond like

the valvs of an oyster shel. . . . The knees (of this demon) wer

shaking and quaking ;
his eyebrows wer knit and bent

;
his tung
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was protruding from his widely open mouth
;
he wor a chaplet

made of lizards
;

a garland of rats hung around him by way of

adornment
; (he wor) earrings made of mungooses, and a scarf

made of serpents ;
he slapt his hands on his arms and roard

;
and

laft aloud in a horribl manner
;

he was cuverd with various

sorts of hair of five colors."

9. YATHAVATO (not in Childers) signifies
'

truly, exactly,' and

reprezents Sk. yathavat with an inorganic o, cf. Pali upadd and Sk.

apad. (See Theri Gatha, p. 211, 1. 10.)
10. SANKAPETI, in Mahavagga III. 1. 2, is explaind by the

translators of the Vinaya Texts as if the tru reading wer sankappeti
' to arange.' A various reading is sankhupeti (from the root ksi

'to dwel'), which givs us the better sense of ' to setl down.'

1 1 . A-nikllitavl (not in Childers) is from nikllita, the pp. of

V/kil
' to sport, to play

'

(cf . bhuttavi), and signifies
' not having

reveld.' See Samyutta-Nikaya I. 210, p. 9
; p. 10, 12.

12. APALAMBA (not in Childers) is a Vedic term for the hinder

part of a carriage, but also uzed for sum mecanizm to stop a

chariot.

Hiri tassa apalambo || satiyassa parivaranam
Dhammaham sarathim brumi

|| sammaditthi-purejavam.

(Samyutta-Nikiiya. )
"
Modesty is the drag of that (chariot), meditation is its escort,

the law I call the charioteer speeded on by riht-vews."

13. VICAKKHF (not in Childers)=Sk. vicaksu, 'perplext.'
Yam nunaham yena samano Gotamo ten' upasahkameyyam
wcMw-kammaya ti. (Samyutta, iv. 2. 6, 7, pp. 112-3.)

1 4. SOCEYTA. Childers sugests that this term means '

purifica-

tion,' but it has the sense of '

honesty,' cf. Sk. gauca, honest.

Samvoharena . . . soceyyam veditabbam.

(Samyutta, iii. 2. 1, p. 78.)
In buziness matters honesty is to be known, i.e. you may determin

whether a man is honest by his dealings with you.
15. KAVEYYA-MTJTXA, 'drunk with inspiration,' 'drunk with the

spirit.'

Mandiya nu sesi udahu kaveyyamatto.

(Samyutta, iv. 2. 3, p. 110.)

Sleepest thou in sloth, or art thou ' drunk with the spirit
'

?

16. KARAKAKA (not in Childers) = Sk. karkara, cf.
' karakarani.

khaditva '

gnawing the bones of the neck (Jilt. iii. p. 203).
17. BONDI is explaind by Childers as 'body.' It ocurs in Jat.

i. p. 503, for the body of an elefant
;

it is uzed also for the body of

a crocodile in Jat. iii. p. 117. The original meaning was probably
'stock, trunk,' from a root bundk (

= bhundh] to bind, cf. MarathT

bundhd,
' the stock of a tree

;

'

Sk. bandha ' the body,' from \/bandh

(=bhandh). It is probably cognate with English body.
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Friday, May 6, 1887.

The Rev. Dr. RICHARD MORRIS, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. A. J. ELLIS, Vice-President,, read the following "Second

Report on Dialectal Work," here printed at full :

In my first Report of 7 May, 1886, I described ray method of

work, the nature of my preliminary matter, and the treatment
of the Southern, Western and Eastern Divisions. This evening I

have to announce the completion of the first draft for the Midland
and Northern Divisions, that is, for the whole of England, except
a narrow slip of Cu. and the n. slopes of the Cheviot Hills in Nb.

(contractions used for county names &c., as in the first Report),
which belong linguistically to the Lowland Division. This

Lowland Division itself is so far arranged that I am able to give
a sketch of what it will be, but the work on the Midland and
Northern Divisions has proved too great for me to attempt com-

pleting the Lowland. When I realised to myself the impossibility
of getting this part of my book done in time to produce it this

evening, I turned my attention to the Maps of the Dialect Districts.

As the Scotch map is mainly Dr. Murray's, the completion of the

English Divisions enabled me to draw both the maps definitively,
and I now lay them before you, with a Key which will explain
their arrangement. These maps will accompany my Existing

Phonology of English Dialects, forming Part V. of my Early English

Pronunciation, and also my English Dialects their Sounds and

Homes, being an abridgment of the former for the English Dialect

Society, having only a small portion of the illustrations translated

into approximative Glossic.

THE TEN TRANSVERSE LINES.

In my last report I described three of these which entered into

the portion of England then considered.

(1) The n. sum line, or northernmost limit of the pron. of some

as sum (som, ssm) or even som (som).

(2) The s. s66m line, or southernmost limit of the pron. of some

as soSm (sMxm). It is in the space between lines 1 and 2 that the

intermediate form som occurs.

(3) The reverted ur line, or northernmost limit of the general
use of reverted r (R). This line I now begin in Wx. Ireland and
make to pass through Pm. and Gm. in order ta include D 1, 2, 3,

while I have somewhat rectified its course through Wo. Wa. and

Np., chiefly owing to recent observations by Mr. T. Hallam.

No. 49.
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I have now to add seven other Transverse Lines of great import-
ance in the mapping of Dialect Districts.

(4) The s. teeth (tiith) line, or southernmost limit of the pron.
of the def. art. the as a suspended t' (t

r

)
or hissed th (th), not the

voiced th (dh) as in the usual pron. ;
the word teeth conveniently

combines the two sounds. The hiss (th) is the regular sound
between lines 4 and 5, and in most of the intervening space, except
D 24, the suspended (t

v

)
occurs only by assimilation. This line

passes through s. Ch., n. St., s. Db., round s. and e. Nt., and goes
to the sea by w. Li. and s. To.

(5) The n. theeth (dhiith) line, or northernmost limit of the use

of the (dhi, dh^) or the hissed th (th) for the def. art. until we
reach line 7. The pron. the is practically extinct long before we
reach this limit, but still it is in occasional use, and, except in D24,
the hissed th (th) is regular. This line passes over the Isle of

Man, which has the (dht?) exclusively, through m. La., across w.
Yo. and to the s. of the North and East Eidings. It thus forms

the s. boundary of the N. Div.

(6) The s. hoose (huus) line, or southernmost limit of the pron.
of house as hoose (huus), which prevails everywhere to the n. of it.

Like lines 1 and 2, this does not generally limit districts, as in fact

hoose is the ancient pron., and it is only house, or its varieties, which
are obtrusive and aggressive. The line passes n. of the Isle of

Man, through s. Cu. in a zigzag form by n. La., s. We., and n.

Craven in the West Biding of Yo., joining line 4 at the n. of Nt.,
and then running s. of the Isle of Axholme in n. Li., sweeping
round to the sea near Great Grimsby.

(7) The n. tee line, or northernmost limit of the use of suspended

(t] for the def. art., which singular usage is universal between
lines 5 and 7. This line passes in a zigzag through n. Cu., and
then along the n. of Weardale in Du., afterwards bending suddenly
n. to just s. of Sunderland.

(8) The s. sum line, or southernmost limit (proceeding from

Scotland) of the pron. of some as any variety of sum, such as (sam,

sam, soejm), where the last is a singular middle sound developed
between lines 8 and 9 in Nb. This line starts from the n. of the

Solway Firth and goes nearly ene. to the border of Nb., then

suddenly turns s. to meet line 7, which it subsequently follows to

the sea. To the s. and w. of this line, in Cu., sfidm (swjm) only is

heard. To the e. and n. of it, in Nb., up to line 9, both sdtim

(s^m) and the curious (sce^) variety of sum may be noted.

(9) The n. s66m line, or northernmost limit of the pron. of some

as sfidm (sum, si^m). To the n. and w. of this line only sum (sam,

sam) is heard. This line coincides with line 8 till that line deflects

to the s., it then sweeps over the summit of the Cheviot Hills to

the Cheviot Hill itself, after which it crosses Nb. to Bamborough.

(10) The s. L. line, or southernmost limit of true L. pron. This

line coincides with line 9 as far as the Cheviot Hill, then con-

tinues the boundary of Nb. as far as Berwick-upon-Tweed, and

finally skirts the n. boundary of the Liberties of that town.
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MIDLAND DIVISION.

This division, comprising D 20 to 29, embraces the whole middle
of England s. of line 5 and n. of the S. Div. It is by no means

thoroughly homogeneous. We may distinguish an e. part, D 20,
and a w. part, all the rest, but this w. part has also a n. form, n. of

line 4, and a s. form, to the s. of it. Even then the n. part falls

into two. Hence I distinguish a BM or Border Midland D 20,
which is quite isolated, a NM or North Midland group D 21 to 24,
a MM or Mid Midland group D 25 and 26, with an almost isolated

EM or East Midland D 27, of which the connection with the MM
group has almost disappeared, and finally a SM or South Midland

group D 28 and 29. Many of these groups have also numerous
varieties. There is no one general character, except the pron.
s86m (swxm) of some, but this is not peculiar to the div., which is

thus best defined by negatives, as decidedly not N or S, and even

clearly differing from W and E. But the M div. is important in

preserving the change of the old Saxon I', or ee, into long English z,

or (a'i), through an initial deepening of the sound, as
(ii, ii,

^i, i^i, ei, ei, E'J.'),
and then by easy stages to (aeV, a1

*', ai). All

these and other intermediate forms are found in the M. div. The
old E' also passed into (ii), and that changed as above as far as

(E'), but no further, shewing that this was a more recent change
than that of original I'. The change of U' into ow (a'u) belongs to

the N div.; but the numerous surprising changes of ow (a'u), when,

once reached, are remarkably well exhibited in the M. div.

Among consonants r when not before a vowel seems to me
generally untrilled, and nearly if not quite vocalised. The

aspirate is altogether lost. Even educated people seem to be as

much unaware of its existence as we are in honour. The def.

art. varies, as (dhB, dh, th, t
l

) except in the SM group, where

(dliB) only is used.

The chief constructional peculiarity is the use of the verbal

plural in -en, as they live-n, you know-n. This is universal in D 21,

22, 25, 26, occasional in D 23, was formerly found in D 27, is

plentiful in D 28, but in D 29 chiefly survives in contracted forms,
and more in the w. than the e. / am is the regular form, I be is

rare, though the negative Ilen't is more heard. I is and I are are

unused.

In D 21, 22, 25, 26, hoo, in various pronunciations (uu, o?'u, a'u,

4u), is used for she, and in D 24 shoo (shuu, sho, shs) is used.

For girl, wench is the usual word without any offensive suggestion.
D 20, or BM, which is conterminous with the county of Li., has

for its great and peculiar character the large quantity of fractured

vowels it uses, consisting mainly of an indistinct er (with r un-

sounded) tacked on to the received pron. I find it convenient to

treat three Y. (varieties).
V i, s.Li., I illustrate chiefly from Mr. Blasson, a surgeon, of

Billingborough, 12 e. Grantham, who gave me a vv. (vivd voce} sitting.
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V ii, m.Li., I have been able to illustrate from the dictation of Lord

Tennyson and a lady to whom he recommended me, Mrs. Douglas
Arden, daughter of the late rector of Halton Holegate, 1 e. Spilsby,

together with some wn. (words noted) by Mr. T. Hallam.
V iii, which has the peculiarity of using oo for ow, introduced for

archaic effect, but not quite consistently, into Lord Tennyson's
Northern Farmer, old style, I illustrate from vv. communications
from Mr. Peacock, the author of the Glossary, and his daughter.
I have also several other communications.
D 21, or s.NM, covers se. La. and nw. Db., and is I think the

least altered of these NM forms, for which reason I place it first.

Db. was the native county, as La. is the residence county of my
principal M. informant, Mr. T. Hallam, to whom I have been so

much indebted for so many years, and to whose good ear and
unwearied investigations I owe most of my knowledge of the pron.
of Db., La., Ch., St., Nt., Wa. and much of Le. Without his aid

this most interesting region, instead of presenting the orderly

appearance which I hope it will assume in my book, would have
been a nearly hopeless tangle. I wish therefore to record my
great obligations to Mr. T. Hallam for his invaluable assistance

in collecting information and placing it at my disposal. I illustrate

this district by three cs. (comparative specimens) as obtained and
written from dictation by Mr. Hallam, for IStaleybridge, Glossop,
and Chapel-en-le-Frith (his native place), which, to facilitate com-

parison, I have transcribed interlinearly. To this is added a wl.

(word list) of wn. (words noted) by Mr. T. Hallam at Rochdale,

Oldham, Patricroft in La., and Hope Woodlands, Edale, and Peak
Forest in Db. In this District IT becomes ow (a'w, au).
D 22, or w.NM, contains the remainder of La. s. of the Eibble,

and is divided into six V. (varieties). The differences are very
minute, and are illustrated by a wl. for each V

;
four interlinear cs.

for Vi Ormskirk, Vii Bolton, Viii Leyland, Vv Burnley ;
two

interlinear dt. (dialect tests) for Viv Blackburn, and another for

V vi the Colne Valley, as it was 40 years ago, shewing the former

existence of the guttural (kh). U' is here generally (aa, aa1

),
some-

times quite (sea3), and these are the sounds to be usually attributed

to the mysterious La. eaw, invented by the author of Tim Uobbin,
the classical s.La. book. I am chiefly indebted to Mr. T. Hallam
for these, though I have had some other valuable assistance.

D. 23, or n.NM, comprises m.La. known as the Fylde. It is

claimed to be purer than D 21, because it keeps (aw) for the U'

words, itself an immense alteration from (uu). The verbal plural
in -en, although disowned by some natives, is used in contracted

forms. Even (kh) exists with some old people, but is dying out.

This is illustrated by two cs. in parallel cols, for Poulton and

Goosnargh, pal. from dictation by Mr. T. Hallam, and a dt. from

Wyersdale, with a wl. from Poulton, Goosnargh, Kirkham and

Wyersdale, from wn. by Mr. T. Hallam.
With D 23 I associate as a variety the Isle of Man. This of

course is properly a Celtic region, but the English is now almost
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universal, decidedly dialectal in character, and more like the speech
of D 23 than that of any other part of the adjacent coast. The

principal points of difference from the Fylde are the (dhi3) at full

for the def. art. and the total absence of the verbal pi. in -en.

Also in the n. of the island, a dental t (t} is often used for th,

as (^'q) thing. Through an introduction from Mrs. Roscoe of

Kensington, Mr. T. Hallam was able to take down a dt. from two
Manx school teachers at Manchester, Miss Cannell and Miss Cublin,
and subsequently he found other natives there, so that I am able

to give three interlinear dt. from the n., nw. and s. parts of the

island, together with a wl. obtained from these informants.

D 24, or e.NM, comprises that part of Yo. which lies s. of the

n. theeth line 5, containing the large cities of the clothing districts,

each of which, including the neighbouring villages, has its own

peculiarities, so that I have been forced to consider nine Varieties,
i Huddersfield, ii Halifax, iii Keighley, iv Bradford, v Leeds,
vi Dewsbury, vii Rotherham, viii Sheffield, and ix Doncaster. The
numerous comic tales which purport to be in these different

dialects are untrustworthy as scientific guides from want of

proper discrimination of localities, and have various orthographies

perfectly unintelligible (like received English spelling) to those

who are not previously familiar with the proper pronunciation. In
this dilemma I was fortunate in making the acquaintance of Mr. C.

Clough Robinson, author of a Leeds Glossary, a native of the

neighbourhood of Leeds, who had spoken both the Leeds and Mid
Yo. dialects in his youth, had had rare opportunities of consoi'ting
and conversing with the operatives in all these towns, and had
devoted much attention to the different 'phases,' as he styled them,
of Yo. dialects. He only wanted a phonetic alphabet to express
himself in. With this I was able to supply him in July, 1873,
when I taught him the use of Grlossic. For several years after-

wards he did a great deal of dialect work, and, among others, he
sent me seven cs. for the first seven varieties of this district. Each
was written in glossic, each carefully examined by me and sent

back with queries, which he returned with long answers. So far

as Mr. C. C. Robinson's memory served, these were as good

specimens as could be procured. The only objection to the result

is that it was all memory, and not, as in Mr. T. Hallam's case,

written down fresh from the dictation of persons actually using the

sounds. I doubt however whether for this particular district they
could be much improved. Having got an eighth cs. written in

systematic spelling by Prof. D. Parkes of Sheffield for that town,
the pron. of which is practically the same as that of Rotherham,
I give all eight specimens interlinearly ;

and the agreement
between Mr. C. C. R.'s Rotherham and Prof. D. Parkes's Sheffield

is nearly complete. We may observe a verbal pi. in -en appearing
at Huddersfield and Halifax, and also at Rotherham and Sheffield,

which adds to the Midland character of the District, though in the

other varieties this does not appear. The first five varieties are

also illustrated by wl. from various sources, including a valuable
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one for Leeds by Mr. C. C. R. The last, V ix, has a wl. pal.

(palaeotypedj by me from the dictation of Dr. Sykes of Doncaster.

Reduced to the most distinctive elements, D 24 represents 0, 0'

by (oi, ui} as in (oil, spurn) hole, spoon, and U' by (eB, aa) as in

(era, aas) house.

D 25, or w.MM, contains Ch. and the Potteries in n. St. There
are some very marked peculiarities in this district which have been
localised especially by Mr. Hallam. Mr. Darlington, who is now
printing a glossary of s. Ch. with introductory Essays on Grammar
and Pronunciation, using Glossic with great ability and precision,
is also doing good work. The chief characters, which I here express
in palaeotype, are that TJ' becomes (ai} as (<us) house, contrasting

wonderfully with the (aa's, aeaes) of D 22, and (aas) of D 24, and
the usual (a'us, aws) of D 21. The I' becomes (di} varying to

(A'^), with which it is regularly confused by dialect writers
;
this

(di} is always kept distinct from the (ai), so that icehouse would be

(az'saVs). The E' is (a) varying to (eV) in m. Ch. and (E'*) in St.

A- is (ii) in (tiil) tale, except in ne. Ch. and St., where it is (teel}.

And .zEG, EG are (ii), as (tiil, wii) tail, way, except in ne. Ch. and

part of St., where (teel, wee} may be heard. 0' is most frequently

(ce'u}, varying as (a'w) in St., thus (mce'un, ma'wn) moon. For
illustrations I have three dt. from Bickley by Mr. Darlington, two
from Sandbach, and Leek, both by Mr. T. Hallam, and four cs. from

Tarporley, Middlewich, Pott Shrigley (with variants for the Dale
of Goyt Db.), and Burslem, all written from native dictation by
Mr. T. Hallam, followed by wl. for n. and s. Ch. and n. St.

D 26, or e.MM, comprises Db. s. of the Peak, excluding the tail

which runs between St. and Le., and belongs phonetically to D 29.

This is a remarkable contrast to D 21, which contains Db. n. of

the Peak, representing E' by (E'*), I' by (di}, 0' by (a'w), and TJ'

by (aa), as (grE'ra, tdim, kja'wl, daan) green, time, cool, down.
This is illustrated by a cs. from V i Ashford, with variants from
V i Bradwell, Taddington, Winster, V ii As-hbourn (from two in-

formants), V iii Brampton, V iv Repton, from all of which places
Mr. T. Hallam with great pains and trouble obtained versions of

the cs. There are also wl. for each variety gathered from Mr. T.

Hallam's wn.
D. 27, or EM, comprises only the co. of Nt. Sufficient is not

known for me to assume other boundaries, and what is known
with any degree of accuracy is due to Mr. T. Hallam's visits. On
one of these he fortunately found a family at Bulwell, 4 nw.

Nottingham, which could recollect that in 1844 keen, feet, rain,

were called (kjVra, fn'it, riin) as in D 26, and who used a verbal

pi. in -en, for which reasons I group D 27 with D 25, 26. The
marked pron. is that U' becomes (aa), that is, the second element

of the diphthong is (a), and this form is often triphthongised

slightly by prefixing a faint (e), thus (dLeaan) down, where L
indi-

cates faintness. But n. of Worksop the U' becomes (aw). This is

illustrated by a dt. from Mansfield Woodhouse, 2 n. Mansfield,

with variants from East Retford, "VYorksop, Mansfield, Bulwell,
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and Newark. I add a brief extract from a cs. given me by Mr. F.

Miles, the artist, a son of the former Hector of Bingham, as com-

pared with the pron. of the same passage by a retired tradesman as

recorded by Mr. T. H. There is also a wl. of wn. by Mr. T. H.,
shewing great uniformity over the county. One point is remark-

able, considering that Nt. and Li. are conterminous for some way,
namely, the total absence in Nt. of the fractures which are so con-

spicuous in Li., and consequently Nt. and Li. are entirely distinct.

D 28, or w.SM. This is a small district involving a portion of

w. Fl., some of ne. Dn., both in Wales proper, all of detached or

English FL, a small part of n. Sh. and a still smaller part of w. Ch.
It is a district not well known phonetically, but through Mr. T.

Hallam's investigations I have been able to give some account of

it. Its English is thoroughly dialectal, and though not homo-

geneous, is evidently connected with M. habits of speech. The
general characters, which must be taken as a whole (the varieties

referring to different parts), are : A- name (niim, neem). A' stone

(stoon, stuun). E' green (griin) slightly leaning to (grim, grera).
1H night (niit, ns'it), the last chiefly in '

good-night.' I' varies

much, but may be taken as (d). O' noon (n#'un) as observed by
Mr. T. H., but (niun) as felt by others. U is regularly (u^ and
U' is variable, but may be taken as (aw).
Four varieties are considered and illustrated by four interlinear

dt. for the first three and a wl. for each separately, embracing a

great number of places visited by Mr. T. H.
D 29, or s.SM. This is a very extensive district, comprising Sh.

e. of Wem and the Severn, St. s. of Stone, a slip on n. of Wo., the

greater part of Wa., the s. tail of Db. and all Le. It has oc-

casioned both Mr. T. H. and myself great trouble to collect and
coordinate the information, and much remains to be done still about

the outskirts, which must be left to future investigators. Although
the speech of this district is at once recognised in contrast with its

immediate neighbours, it is difficult to fix on any definite cha-

racteristic. It is very homogeneous, and I have been unable to

maintain a division into three parts which I formerly recognised.
I have, however, proposed four varieties, with several subforms to

the first three, which want of space prevents me from considering
in detail in this report. The illustrations are first five interlinear

cs., for V i from Cannock Chase, w.m.St., by Mr. T. H.
;
for V ii

from Dudley, locally in s. St., obtained by Prince L.-L. Bonaparte,
in a carefully-written form which I have pal. as well as I could

with the help of Mr. T. H.'s researches in the neighbourhood ;
for

V iii from Atherstone Wa., pal. by me from dictation
;
for V iv I

have two cs. from Waltham and Enderby, both Le., written by me
from dictation of native students at the Whiteland's Training Coll.,

Chelsea. Also I am able to give 8 interlinear dt.
;
4 for V i, from

Edgmond Sh., Eccleshall St., Burton-on-Trent St., and Lichfield

St., all pal. by Mr. T. H. ;
3 for V ii from Wellington, Sh., and

Darlaston St., both pal. by Mr. T. H., and Coalbrookdale Sh., pal.

by me from the writing of Rev. F.. W. Ragg, and finally for V iv,
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Belgrave Le., from the glossic of Miss C. S. E,llis. Besides these,
I give several small scraps for V i from Burton-on-Trent, by Mr.
T. H., and Barton-under-Needwood, by myself, for V ii from
Darlaston and Walsall St., both by Mr. T. H. And finally, I

give 9 wl. from various sources, 3 for V i, 3 for V ii, 2 for

V iii, and 1 for V iv, the last containing a very full account

of the pron. of Syston Le., taken vv. from Miss Adcock, native, a

teacher at Whiteland's Training Coll. Altogether, therefore, I

furnish a very full account of this interesting region, the Midland
Counties proper.

NoKTHEKJf DIVISION.

This comprises D 30, 31, and 32. It is bounded on the s. by the

n. theeth (dhiith) line 5, and on the n. by the s.L. line 10,

extending from sea to sea. Here again it is not by one form, but

by parts of a combination, that the ear judges of a N. character.

The whole region is distinguished, as regards the L. and M.
divisions between which it lies, by two transitions, first of TJ' from

oo (uu) to oio (a'u) in some form, and secondly of U from 66 (u, u^
to u (9, a). The first is a transition from L. to M., the second

from M. to L. It is in the sw. part, D 31, that the former change
is prepared, and in the n. part, I) 32, that the latter change occurs.

Generally, however, the preparation for ow (a'u) is not recognised.

My informants in D 30 did not acknowledge it, and gave only
TJ'= oo (uu). In D 31, however, the change was very clear, and
extended over D 32, though most persons thought they were really

saying oo (uu). And in D 32 none of the dialect books had prepared
me for the intermediate sound between (a, j), which I write (ce^,
and which came upon me quite as a surprise when I personally
visited Nb. in Jan. 1879. In fact, all dialect books, and most

informants that do not use a phonetic spelling, employ u simply for

both (a, u-^) or (9, u}, and also their intermediates (o, oe^, which of

course has occasioned me immense difficulties in my investigations.

Among the consonants the guttural (kh) may be said to be extinct,

though it is marked in L. The letter r occasions much difficulty.

On the e., when not preceding a vowel, it becomes vocalised or

disappears. It is scarcely perceptible even on the w. In the n.

it becomes uvular, but this is a mere defect of utterance and not

a dialectal character.

D 30, or EN. This comprises most of the North Riding and all

the East Riding of Yo. Its w. boundary is properly the edge of

the hills which sink down into the great plain of Yo. The speech
is wonderfully uniform throughout, yet I have found it advisable

to make 4 varieties, Vi the Plain, Vii the Moors, Viii the Wolds,
V iv the Marshland. My great assistant here, as in D 24, has

been Mr. C. C. Robinson, who was from parentage and education

nearly as familiar with V i and ii as with D 24, witness his Mid.

Yo. Glossary, in which he has used Glossic throughout. It is to

be regretted that illness has obliged him to renounce all dialectal
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work, and that I have not even been able to have his assistance in

the final revision of the work he did for me in 1876. At that time,

however, every specimen, originally written in Glossic, was strictly
examined and discussed as in D 24. In V ii I have received much
other assistance which has helped to check what he sent me. For
V iii and V iv I had to trust to others, and the result is a consistent

whole, in which I therefore feel general confidence.

The great characteristic of D 30, as contrasted with D 31, is the

fractures which are substituted for Saxon A-, A', JE, JE', E-, EA',

0', which sound exactly like ear or air in London with no trill

(MB, eee), of which the first is more common in the n. part, while

either of the two sounds may be used in the s. part. In the case

of A', 0, there is the further alternative of oor as in poor (nun).
The next great peculiarity is the iise of ah (aa) for I', as tahm

(taam) time, waM(waad) wide. In Viii, however, before voiceless

consonants (eY, EY) is heard, but so rooted is the use of (aa) in Yi,
that Mr. C. C. R., who belongs to that variety, and did not profess
to know V iii, could not persuade himself that the other forms ever

occurred. The definite art. throughout D 30 and 31 is simply

suspended (f), and in Holderness Y iii, according to the glossarists,

it entirely disappears. In Y i at Washburn River, according to Mr.
C. C. E., the hissed (th) may be heard. I is (aaz) is the universal

form.

The illustrations begin with 1 interlinear cs.
;

for Y i from

Mid Yo., Northallerton, New Malton, Lower Niddersdale, and
Washburn River, all by Mr. C. C. Robinson, and s. Ainsty, by
Mr. Stead, a native, one of the authors of the Holderness Glossary ;

for Yii, from s. Cleveland and ne. Coast, also by Mr. C. C.

Robinson; for Yiii, from Market "Weighton, pal. by myself from

the dictation of Rev. Jackson Wray, a native, author of Nestleton

Magna, and several dialectal works, and from Holderness by Mr.

Stead. Then follow 4 interlinear dt. all for Y ii, from Danby, by
Rev. J. C. Atkinson, author of the Cleveland Glossary; from

Whitby, by the late Mr. F. K. Robinson, author of the Whitby
Glossary ; for the Moors generally, by Rev. John Thornton, all three

in their own spellings, and from Skelton, originally written by
Mr. Isaac Wilkinson, of that place, and read to me by Mr. J. W.
Langstaff, native, a friend of Mr. I. W., then a student in the

Wesleyan Training Coll., Westminster, and revised by Mr. T. Dawson

Ridley, of Coatham, Redcar. Next follow 3 interlinear dt.
;
for

Y iii from East Holderness, by Mr. Stead
;
for Sutton, 3 ne. Hull,

written in Glossic by Mr. E. French, long resident in Hull ;
and for

Y iv from Goole, by the late Rev. Dr. Thompson, Master of Trinity

College, Cambridge, who had been curate there, and from whose

reading I pal. it. Finally, I have 4 wl., for Y i from Mid Yo., by
Mr. C. C. Robinson, very full

;
for Y ii from Danby in Cleveland,

by Rev. J. C. Atkinson, and from Whitby by the late F. K.

Robinson
;
for Y iii a very full wl., pal. by me from the dictation

of Rev. Jackson Wray; and for Holderness, n. part by Mr. S.

Holderness, w. part by Mr. F. Ross, and e. part by Mr. Stead, the
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three authors of Holderness Glossary for those divisions re-

spectively (who bestowed great pains upon it, and Mr. Stead gave
me his part vv. and interpreted the other parts) ;

and from Snaith,
18 s. by e. York, by Rev. T. "VV. Norwood, 40 years acquainted
with the dialect.

D 31, or WN. This large tract of country comprises s. Du., w.
and m. Cu., all We., the hundred of Lonsdale n. and s. of the

Sands in n. La. and the hilly part of w. Yo. to the west of a line

drawn from the Tee's mouth xip to Croft, and then down to

Middleham in Wensleydale, and Burley-on-the-Wharfe, and to the

n. of the n. theeth line 5. Although there is on the whole great

uniformity and homogeneousness throughout the whole region, I

find it best to distinguish six Varieties. V i consists briefly of

w. Yo., comprising Upper Swaledale and Upper Wensleydale n. of

the s. hoose line 6, and north Craven s. of it, all other points but
the use of ow instead of oo for U' remaining unaltered. V ii

contains all n. La. and extreme s. Cu., all s. of line 6, com-

prising Lancaster, Cartmell, Furness, and Bootle. V iii consists of

We. s. of the watershed, which (as well as Furness) uses the

Danish at instead of to before the infinitive. V iv consists of the

basin of the river Eden in We., n. of the watershed, and e. Cu.
V v consists of w. Cu.

;
and V vi of s. Du., Weardale, and

Teesdale.

In this wild district, which seems among its hills to have pre-
served a much older form of speech than the plains of Yo., I have
been peculiarly fortunate in securing the assistance of Mr. J. G.

Goodchild, of the Government Geological Survey, who was stationed

there for many years, and became familiar with the talk of the

people, and was able to obtain many cs. and wl. which he wrote in

palaeotype with photographic minuteness and the greatest con-

scientiousness. These results also he was able to revise again and

again with his original informants. Finally, he spent many, at

least twenty, evenings with me, going over each cs. and wl.

separately, and finally settling with me the best palaeotypic forms.

I cannot sufficiently express my obligations to him for all the

labour, which he has most liberally bestowed upon this work.
The general character of this district may be taken as follows.

A-, A' are fractures in which each element seems to have the

stress, the first being a deep (i^, verging towards
(e~),

and the

second a high bright (a
1

)
as in French and Italian, thus (n^a'm,

kl^a'z, hz,a'm) name, clothes, home. E' becomes (e'i) consisting of

a short
(e~)

with the stress, and a long or medial (i), and this

termination so usurps the place of the whole that the natives

consider they use simple ee (ii). The I' is (su) as (tazm) time, not

(taam) at all. The 0' is generally (zu). The U' is (MIU), that is,

the first element is a thickened (u] in full, taken very near to (o),

followed by the proper (u). Thus (iu) approaches very near (6u),
and is the principal form under which oo (uu) passes into ow (a'u).

There is another transitional form heard in V vi, where (uu) is

commenced with an indistinct a in idea, the true u being lengthened,
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thus (BU), the effect of which is not unlike the M. ('u). Each
of the three forms (iU, BU, ce'n) is conceived by the speakers as oo

(uu), and each generates ow (a'u).
The principal illustration of this interesting district consists

of 22 interlinear cs., of which the first and last two are added to

shew the contrast with D 30 on the one hand, and the relation to

D 32 on the other. For V i there are 2 cs. from Upper Swaledale
and Wensleydale, wonderful pieces of phonetic writing hy Mr. J.

G. G., the Craven portion being otherwise represented. For Y ii

there is a cs. from Cartmel by Mr. T. H., and another from Coniston,
written by the old postmaster Mr. Roger Bowness, and pal. by me
from the reading of Miss Bell. In the introduction to Y ii I give
Mr. 11. B. Peacock's versions of the Song of Solomon chap. ii.

from Trans. Philological Soc. 1867, part ii., pal. by me from his

key, ibid. p. 11, assisted by two wl. forYii, mentioned below.
Then for Y iii there are six cs. all pal. by Mr. J. G. G. for Kirkby
Lonsdale We., Dent and Sedberg in Yo., and Kendal, Long Sleddale
and Orton in We. Next for Y iv there are six cs. all pal. by Mr.
J. G. G., and some many times revised, for Kirkby Stephen, Crossby
Ravensworth, Temple Sowerby (from the late Mrs. Atkinson),
Milburn, all in We., and Langwathby (from the late Miss Powley,
the Cu. poetess, sister of the above Mrs. Atkinson) and Ellonby,
both in Cu. For V v there are three cs., one pal. by Mr. J. G. G. from
Mr. Postlethwaite for Tveswick, one pal. byme from Mr. Hetherington,
son of the late vicar of Clifton, near Workington (the late Mr.

Dickinson, author of the Cu. Glossary, also sent me a cs. from

Workington, but as I had no opportunity of hearing him read it,

I have used Mr. Hetherington's instead), and one from Holme
Cultram or Abbey Holme, from the dictation of the Rev. T. Ellwood,
of Torver, near Coniston.

The Craven form of Y i is illustrated by quite a unique specimen,
William Seward's Familiar Dialogue for Burton-in-Lonsdale Yo.,
13 ne. Lancaster, printed in 1801, very rare, and lent me by Prince

L.-L. Bonaparte, which Mr. J. G. G. has palaeotyped from the

reading of the postmaster of the place, a contemporary and fellow-

townsman of the author. This will be given interlinearly with
the original spelling, a good specimen of its kind, but utterly

inadequate for the present purpose.
Y vi is illustrated by a dt. from Stanhope, Weardale, by Mr.

Egglestone, author of those excellent dialect books, Hetty Podkins'

Visit to Auckland Flower Show and Letter to the Queen on

Cleopatra's Needle, with the principal variants from three other

dt. (1) for Heathery Cleugh. from Mr. Dalton, the schoolmaster, at

the request of Rev. W. Featherstonehaugh, rector of Edmondbyers,
n. Du.

; (2) for Bishop Auckland, by Mr. J. Wild, master of

the Union Workhouse, at the request of the then vicar, Rev. R.

Long; and (3) from Easington and Hart Du., by Miss E. P.

Harrison, daughter of the vicar.

Finally, I give five wl. (1) for Y i from North Craven, that is,

Burton-in-Lonsdale, Chapel-le-Dale, and Horton-in-Ribblesdale,
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pal. from the dictation of three informants by Mr. J. G. G.
; (2)

and (3) for Y ii, the first for Lonsdale, s. of the Sands, chiefly from
wu. by Mr. T. H., and the second from High Furness, partly from
Mr. T. H.'s collections, and partly from a wl. written by llev. T.

Ellwood, of Torver, Coniston, and pal. by me from the reading of

Miss Bell, whom he especially recommended for her dialectal

knowledge; (4) for Y iii from Dent and Howgill (in Yo., but

practically part of We.), pal. by Mr. J. G. G. from dictation, and
the latter verified by me

; (5) from St. John's Weardale, pal. by
Mr. J. G. G., and from Middleton-in-Teesdale, by Rev. John
Milner, rector, conjecturally pal. by myself.

1) 32, or NN. This comprises a small portion of Cu. about
Carlisle and Brampton, avoiding the northernmost parts about

Longtown and Bewcastle
;
with the n. of Du. and the whole of

Nb. except the n. slopes of the Cheviots, which are L. Six
varieties are recognised, V i n.Cu., V ii n.Du., V iii sw.Nb., V iv

se.Nb., V v ni.Nb., and Y vi n.Nb.
The character is that of transition for II from (w,) through (as^

already mentioned, to (a). In V i we have only (wj), in V vi we
have only (a), the transition therefore is effected in the inter-

mediate varieties. The fractures (^i, U LU) exist, though they were
not always dictated to me, and the former often sinks to (e'ei),

while the latter thickens to (6u] occasionally, so nearly that I often

so wrote it from dictation. The I' generates a diphthong, which I

heard like my own i (aV, a1

?'),
but which is felt by natives as (et,

E'Z). The treatment of 0' varies as (fu, lie, ice^, and never

approaches French u (y), but it is curiously enough written ui in

the Pitman's Pay, the classical dialect book. The A, A' is (a
1

),

the high northern sound, like French and Italian, but it is

written aw in the Pitman's Pay as if it were (A).
In V iii there is a peculiar pron. of A' as oh (00), which seems

greatly to amuse the Newcastle people. The def. art. is always
the. I am and / is (a)m, a)z) are both used, but the latter is most

frequent. At Chillingham and Chatton they pron. the initial Ch.

as (sh), and Chillingham is the only name ending in -ingham which
is pronounced (-iq'em) ;

all others, as Bellingham, Ovingham, have

(-mdjmn) as if written -in/am. The burr or uvular r extends to

Berwick, and to Falstone and Keilder on the n. slopes of the

Cheviots, and uncertainly into n. Du. Although no really dialectal

character, its nature and extent of use are fully investigated.
The illustrations of Y i, Carlisle and Rnaresdale Kb., by Mr. J.

G. G., are given in D 31 in the 22 interlinear cs., because they so

much resemble the rest of Cu. For Y i South Shields Du., Y iv

Newcastle-on-Tyne, Y vi Berwick-on-Tweed, I give three interlinear

cs. pal. by myself from dictation of Messrs. Pyke, Barkas, and
Gunn respectively. For the rest I give 22 interlinear dt., of which
11 were pal. from dictation by myself, and the others pal. from
written instructions and neighbouring analogues.

Finally, I add three wl., one for Y i from Brampton Cu., obtained

by Mr. J. G. G.
;
another for Y ii from South Shields, from the
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glossic of Rev. C. Y. Potts, native
;
and a third for V iii and V iv,

to contrast the sw. and se. Nb., by Rev. George Rome Hall,
of Birtley, 9 nnw. Hexham, and Rev. Hugh Taylor, then of

Humshaugh, 4 m. nearer Hexham, who had been 40 years

acquainted with the speech of the pitmen.
This finishes the five Divisions of England, and thus much I

have complete in first draft now shewn, with the exception of the

preliminary matter, which must wait till the rest of the book is

printed, as constant reference to the printed pages will be neces-

sary. It will contain the maps and key to the same, now shewn,
the cs. and dt. in ordinary spelling, the wl. with all the words
numbered and derivations of the words when known, forming a

key to all subsequent wl., and a reversed alphabetical index of

the words, so far all is ready. Then will follow a new key to

Palaeotype, including all the additional signs and contrivances

which dialectal investigations have rendered necessary, referring
to the pages in which they are specially explained or used, but not

going beyond the requirements of this book. Then there will be

the Alphabetical County List, continually referred to in my book,

giving first the Counties of England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland,
in alphabetical order for each county, and then under the county
the alphabetical list of places whence information has been ob-

tained, with the name of the informant and nature of the informa-

tion, naming the district to which it is assigned, and the page
where it is treated, forming a geographical index to the book. The

slips for this list, so far as it could be completed, are all written,
and have been constantly used. This will be accompanied by an

alphabetical list of informants, referring each to the county and

place simply. This recognition of my informants, without whose
assistance and valuable services I could have done nothing, is

indispensable, and I wish here to express my grateful sense of

their most liberally and cheerfully accorded help, often laborious,

occasionally expensive, and very generally inconvenient to them-
selves.

Not only is Part V, of Early English Pronunciation so far

advanced, but my abridgment of it for the English Dialect Society
has been fully written up to the same point. The preliminary
work here consists of a new key to Glossic as there used in an

approximative form for general dialectal purposes, requiring the

minimum of study to acquire, a matter which I had seriously to

consider, for I find that to even clever and well-informed men

any system of spelling by sound seems utterly bewildering, due, I

suppose, to the unsystematic character of our present orthography.

LOWLAND DIVISION.

This important Division has been partly treated by Dr. J. A. H.

Murray in his Dialects of the South of Scotland, and my first

intention was merely to add a few illustrations. I have had to do

much more, but I have not attempted to treat L. so exhaustively
as the English divisions. Dr. Murray's districts will be preserved,
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but the numbering and positional names of the districts are mine,
and the only changes I make are in the s. border of D ^3, SL.,
next England, and the addition of the Orkneys and Shetlands,
D 4 1 arid 42, which Dr. Murray had omitted.

In order to shew the general relations of all parts of L. with
each other, and with England, I commence with eight interlinear

cs. for D 33, from Bewcastle to Longtown Cu., and Hawick,
Roxburghshire ;

for D 34, from Edinburgh ;
for D 36, from

Stranraer, Wigtonshire; for D 38, from Arbroath, Forfar
; for

D 39, for Keith, Banff
;
for D 40, for Wick, Caithness

;
and D 42,

for Dunrossness, Shetland. The first was pal. by Mr. J. G. G.
;

Hawick was written in pal. by Dr. Murray. Edinburgh, Arbroath,
Keith, were palaeotyped by Dr. Murray from the writing of Mrs.
C. Murray, Mr. Anderson, and the Rev. Walter Gregor ;

and

Stranraer, Caithness, and Dunrossness were pal. from dictation of

natives by myself. These are quite ready.
Then I give five versions of Ruth chap, i., three from Dr.

Murray's book, for D 33 Teviotdale, D 35 Ayr, and D 39

Buchan, contrasted with one for D 25 by Mr. Darlington, for s. Ch.
in the M. div., and another for D 10 by Mr. Elworthy, for w. Sm.,
in the S. div., which admirably shew the difference between the

English and L. divisions. These also are ready written. By this

means all the districts are illustrated except D 37 and D 41, but,
as shewn below, I have succeeded in illustrating these, although
in other ways, and have generally been able to obtain other

specimens for each district, most of which will be mentioned.

D 33, or SL, Dr. Murray's Southern Counties, comprises e.

Dumfries, Selkirk and Roxburghshire in Scotland, and a strip of

Cu. and Nb. in England. This is the district of Dr. Murray's
Dialects of the South of Scotland. His wl. (ibid. pp. 144-149) will

be reproduced, augmented by himself, and rearranged as in my
other wl., with the pron. of every word in pal., an entirely new
feature. This will be, at least in part, contrasted with wl. pal.
from dictation by Mr. J. G. Goodchild for Liddisdale Head,
Roxburgh town, Teviotdale Head and Selkirk. Several sentences

are added, written from dictation in Visible Speech by Mr. A.
Melville Bell, and pal. by me with corrections in a consultation

with himself, his son, and Dr. Murray.
Dr. Murray's Central Group consists of D 34 to 37, and in fact

D 35 to 37 are little better than varieties of D 34.

D 34, or e.ML, Dr. Murray's Lothian and fife, is the dialect

generally thought of when we name L. It has been very slightly
treated in Dr. Murray's book, being as much known to Scotchmen
as received speech is to us, but requires to be explained to

Southrons. It comprises the counties of Berwick, Clackmannan,

Edinburgh or Mid Lothian, Fife, Haddington or East Lothian,

Kinross, Linlithgow, Peebles, and e. Stirling. From those in Italics

I have specimens ;
for Chirnside Bw. a wl. and dt. by Rev. G.

Wilson, Free Church, Glenluce, Wigtonshire; for Mid Lothian some
of Mr. Melville Bell's sentences corrected as before

;
and the
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same for Fife, and the numerals in the same way for Peebles. A
wl. has also been prepared containing all the words in these specimens.
D 35, or w.ML, Dr. Murray's Clydesdale, is the land of Burns,

and differs almost imperceptibly, so far as written evidence goes,
from D 34. It comprises a strip on the s. of Argyll, the n. of

Ayrshire, the s. of Bute, e. and s. of Dumbarton, Lanark and
Renfrew. From Lanark there are Mr. Melville Bell's sentences

corrected as before. From Coylton a wl. and dt. by Rev. Neil

Livingston representing the Kyle district of m.Ayr. Burns' s

Tarn o' Shanter was written phonetically in the alphabet I used in

1847, by Mr. T. Laing in 1848, when he was living in Kilmarnock,
(where Burns's poems were first published in 1786,) in a house

formerly much frequented by Burns. This transcription was
revised by the late Mr. Carstairs Douglas (subsequently a missionary
in China), and six Glasgow students, and was published by me in

the Phonetic Journal for 1848. After being pal. by me with
corrections from other sources, it was kindly revised with me by
R. Giffen, Esq., LL.D., F.S.S., to whom I was introduced by
Dr. Murray, whose Ayrshire translation, Ruth chap, i., he had
also revised. There is also a wl. compiled from several sources.

D 36, or s.ML, Dr. Murray's Galloway and Carrick, comprises
s. Ayrshire, w. Dumfries, Kirkcudbright and Wigtonshire, from all

of which I have illustrations. Mr. John Love, of New Cumnock,
in 1848 read to me Burns's Duncan Gray, which was the first

piece of dialect I ever wrote from dictation, long before I com-
menced dialect work proper, and merely as an experiment. From
Tynron, 14 n.w. Dumfries, there are notes

;
from Kirkpatrick

Durham, Kirkcudbright, a wl. by Rev. W. A. Stark, and from
Glenluce a wl. by Rev. George Wilson. There is a also wl.

compiled from these sources.

D 37, or w.ML, Dr. Murray's Highland Harder, where L. is still

fighting its way into Gaelic, comprises nw. Fife, w. Forfar, e. Perth

and w. Stirling. From Newburgh-on-Tay there is a dt. by
Dr. Alexander Laing, and from e. Perth a dt. pal. in 1881 from
the dictation of three students from Whiteland's Training College,
two native, and one from Manchester that had been 1 3 years at

Perth. Also I excerpted a number of words from a novel called

Enga, the scene of which is apparently laid near Errol e.Pr., and
then pal. them from the dictation of these students.

D 38 to 40 form Dr. Murray's North-Eastern Group.
D 38, or s.NL., Dr. Murray's Angus, comprises e. Forfar and .

Kincardine. The border between D 37 and D 38 is not very

distinctly known, and by Dr. Murray's advice I have placed it a

little more to the w. than on his map, so that the line runs from
a little w. of Dundee through Kirriemuir and Clova, 5 and 15 nw.

Forfar, to join the CB. or Celtic Border (as I now name it) on

the Grampians. From Arbroath, Forfarshire, I have the cs. already

mentioned; from Dundee a dt. pal. by me in 1881 from dictation

of a student at Whiteland's, who had been there 16 years. From

Glenfarquhar, 11 w. by s. Stonehaven, I have a wl. and dt. by Mr.

J. Ross, native, rector of the High School at Arbroath. The chief
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peculiarity of this district is the restriction of the use of
(
f
)
for wh

(kw>h) to the following few words : who, when, where, what,
whose, which, whether, how= why, whitterel a weasel, whorl= a

wheel, called (fa, fe'n, faar, fat, fEs, M, fodher, fuu, fateret, foorl).
Here also begins the curious pron. of short i, which sounded to me
at various times as (i, e, a, a).
D 39, or m.NL., Dr. Murray's Moray and Aberdeen, the central

district of the group, comprises Aberdeen, Banff, e. Cromarty,
Elgin, n. Kincardine, and n. Nairn. From Aberdeenshire I have
some sentences from Mr. Melville Bell, corrected as before

;
for the

Buchan district (now called Deer and Ellon, ne. Aberdeen) not only
the Ruth chap. i. already mentioned, but a wl. by Dr. Findlater,
and to this I have added a selection of words from the novel Johnny
Gibb of Gushetnook, and the tales called Life among my Am Folk,

by the same author, both among the best printed pieces of dialect

that I have met with. From Tarland. 5 nw. Aboyne, 30 ne. Aber-

deen, I have some excellent specimens written in my
" Ethnical

Alphabet" by the late Mr. S. Innes, a local farmer, who died

1866. These were gone over with me in 1883 by Jane Morrison,
a servant of Sir Peter Lumsden, native, fresh from the country,
and who knew Mr. Innes by name. From Keith, Banffshire, I

have not only the cs., but a complete wl. by Rev. Walter Gregor,

pal. by me from his dictation.

D 40, or n.NL, Dr. Murray's Caithness, comprises the ne. of

Caithness, for which I have only the cs. already mentioned.
The Island Groups of Orkney and Shetland were not treated by

Dr. Murray. In fact, they are inhabited by descendants of Norse
who have lost their native language and speak English learned

from Scotchmen with a Norse leaning, so that the whole is a very
strange mixture. These dialects I am able to illustrate very

fairly well.

D 4 1 . The Orkneys keep up their dialect only in the Northern

Isles, and in relation to them Mr. Walter Traill Dennison, of West

Brough, Sanday, Orkney, has written an admirable dialect book,
called the Orcadian Sketch- Book, 1880. In Aug. 1884, he was
kind enough, being in London, to go over his Peter ToraVs Travellye

(=fall-through) with me, and assist me in the wl. I had formed.

D 42. The Nhetlands. Here I have had the assistance of

Mr. Arthur Laurenson of Lerwick, and Miss A. B. Malcolmson,
a native, from whose dictation in 1878 I pal. what Mr. L. had

written, and also the cs. from Dunrossness before mentioned.

All this inquiry arose from my investigation of the sound of

long i in Chaucer, when I appealed to the preservation of the (ii)

sound in English Dialects (E. E. P. Part I. p. 291). It was con-

tinued with the hope of discovering in the dialects some remnants
of older pronunciation. Having now completed my phonetic

survey of England, and glance at Scotland, the question arises,

What are the results ? At the end of my book, after having

carefully reconsidered every point, I hope I may be able to answer
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this question properly. In the mean time a few matters may be

briefly mentioned.

Dialectal pron. like received pron. has altered considerably, and
is altering very fast all over the country. My investigations

occasionally reach back 30 or 40, sometimes 70 or 80, and even
100 years by means of living speech, and hence my term Existing

Phonology must be extended to mean existing during the last

hundred years. But the very oldest living form I have been able

to reach was itself only a recent formation, and implied a previous
succession of changes. Have we any clue as to their nature or

law ? I think we have, but I am not yet prepared to formulate it

concisely. Something may be collected from what follows.

The divisions which I have been led to form from almost purely

phonetic, quite independently of any historical, considerations,

point to at least three distinct aboriginal differences in the speech
of the immigrant tribes, afterwards affected by their contacts with

other habits of speech. These were certainly Southern, Midland,
and Northern. But even these were not uniform, especially the

Midland. The great complexity of pron. at present existing in

North Germany, (whence came the English tribes,) as shewn by
my account of Winkler (E. E. P. Part IV. pp. 1369-1431), makes
this a priori probable, and actual examination of existing forms

confirms this probability. But to secure a standard of comparison
I take the literary Wessex forms. It is scarcely necessary to say
that I do not suppose that the forms I find in the NM. for example
or the NN. were derived from these forms, which belong more

likely to the MS. But that is of no consequence. We may, if we

please, regard these Ws. ("Wessex) forms as simply literary. The

categories of my wl. are those of this literary language, and

it is a great convenience to use them, in place of the utter con-

fusion resulting from following the categories of our modern ortho-

graphy, as shewn by accounts of pronunciation at present

existing.
Now there are great puzzles in the transformation of Ws. into

received speech, and these the dialects help us to appreciate. The
short vowels A, E, I, 0, and, between the transverse lines 1 and

8, II in closed syllables, are possibly now in our dialects what they
were in King Alfred's time. The change of U from (u) to (a) is

explained partially by the existing intermediates already men-

tioned, (o) in the s. and (03^ in the n. When the long A', E', I',

0', U' were shortened in speech, they remained of the same quality
of sound, and when they were not shortened, they were fractured.

Most of the cases of long I in the table on p. 291 of my E.E.P.

are not to the point, as they refer to modern, not Wessex, pron.

They will be considered with many others at the end of my book.

The words could, but, us, are all cases of U' shortened, and hence

preserved in sound (kwd) even in received speech, (bwt, uz). A
short vowel is however often made medial and then long. Thus

Ws. litel became shortened to (bet'l), a form still existent in WL,
and this was lengthened to (biit'l) beetle insect, in ordinary

speech, whereby it became confused with beetle a mallet, derived
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by a regular and recent change from "Ws. betel. Again, shire,
Ws. scire, had a short vowel, preserved in a lengthened form in the
almost universal dialectal (shiir), the received (sha'ie) being quite
recent and entirety orthographical. Such instances are numerous.

The great puzzle, however, in Ws. was the fractures. Grimm
calls only EA, EO, IE, fractures (Brechungen), considering them
to be short, while EA', EO', IE' are termed diphthongs, because

they are long. The distinction is literary, not phonetic. The
puzzle was to know how they were pronounced, especially the
latter. Now our living dialects are full of fractures, under which
1 include diphthongs, because they have the same phonetic cha-

racter of a glide connecting two vowels, either or perhaps both
of which may be long, and either or both of which may have the

stress, which by no means necessarily lies on the long vowel. In
Ws. bread (bread) bread, possibly both elements had the stress,

but certainly the first had it and was short, and the second,
whether it had it or not, was certainly long. The Coniston (nzav)
knave is a precise analogue. It is in D 31 that the fractures are

best preserved with distinct elements. Elsewhere the first element

generally usurps the stress, and the second becomes indistinct, and
then often a curious metathesis takes place, the stress passing over
to the second element, and the first, if

(i, u), is generally conceived
as consonantal, and in the received pron. of one has certainly
become consonantal. This one is I think the only example of a

fracture, not being a commonly recognised diphthong, which remains
in received speech. We had Ws. A'N and the fracture, regular in.

many places with A', was (uim), which by metathesis of stress

became (via'n) now (wan).

By peculiar fracturing also I', U' have fallen into (a'i, a'u), every
step being illustrated in the M. districts for I', and in D 31 for U',
as already indicated. The change of E' into (ii) is also explained
through the common form, not M. only, of (e) leading to

(e'i),

when
(<?)

becomes lost in fact, as it has been long lost in feeling, to

those who say (e'i).
0' is very varied in treatment. We have no (du)

as an analogue to (e'i) so far as I know, but the change from (oo) to

(uu) took place in the xv th century or earlier, as also the change
of E' from (ee) to (ii), and it seems to be upon (uu) as a change
from 0' that there arose those curious forms adumbrating Pr. u,

which serve to explain the Fr. u itself.

The above are merely discursive remarks, shewing pome of the

immediate applications of this investigation within its own limits,

and roughly indicating a few of the points requiring careful

treatment hereafter. And it will doubtless be reserved to some
future philologist, possibly of German extraction, to exploit

my materials properly. But I consider the main value of my
investigations not to be specially English, but generally philological,
as respects related forms of words. We have hitherto had to treat

these as relations of groups of letters rather than groups of sounds.

The third ed. of the first part of Grimm's grammar is a striking

example of what I mean. Now the old writers were clever men no

doubt, but probably no great phonetists at any rate modern writers of
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dialect have not proved themselves to he so. The old writers grounded
their writing on the pron. of Latin in their time. The Dutch and
Germans and Italians have chosen their own interpretation of the

alphabet. They were of course different. The trouble I had with
Winkler's notations (Part IV. pp. 1 371-3) shews the difficulties of in-

terpreting them. Hence we cannot assume the old notation, however
much theoretically rectified and enlarged (as by the introduction of

two forms of E, 0), to he absolutely perfect. The orthography
used by myself is not so. The ears which heard the sounds did

not always hear correctly, and I cannot claim myself to have

always rightly interpreted the data of my informants. But
at any rate I here present for the first time in a uniform

orthography, carefully prepared, elaborated and explained, the

pronunciation of one language in its various forms, extending
over a sufficiently wide area, from Land's End to the Shetlands,
and offering sufficiently striking contrasts, deriving my infor-

mation, not from books of dead authors impossible to verify or

explain by immediate intercourse, but from living men and women
who either themselves speak the dialect, or have had long and

constant intercourse with natural speakers, and who were not only

capable of being interviewed, but have actually been frequently
interviewed or examined on paper in the course of long correspon-
dence till something approaching to certainty had been evolved.

The numerous illustrations therefore which I present are a fund

for future philological investigation, and I shall spare no pains in

giving them correctly to the linguist as I have spared no pains or

labour or time in collecting them, from numerous most obliging
informants.

DATES.

In conclusion, I add some dates concerning my Early English

Pronunciation, of which the present investigation forms a part, as I

wish to preserve them in connection with an undertaking that has

occupied me for so many years.

1848, June, first attempt at writing which made my E. E. P. and

dialectal pronunciation from die- investigations of DialectalPhono-

tation, being Duncan Gray. logy possible, as no new types

1859, Feb. 14, on this (Valentine's) were required.

day I discovered in the British 1867, Feb. Paper to Ph. S. on the

Museum Salesbury's
"
Dictionary Pronunciation of English in the

in Englyfhe and Welfh where- xvi th century, the foundation

vnto is prefixed a little treatyfe of my E. E. P. Oct. Began the

of the englyfhe pronunciacion of MS. of E. E. P.

the letters,'"' 1547, which was the 1868, Aug. First dialectal information

origin of my paper in 1867, and written from dictation at Nor-

hence of the whole of my work wich.

on Early English Pronunciation 1869, Feb. Publication of E. E. P.,

(E. E. P.) and the present inquiry Part I. For dialectal collections,

into dialectal phonology. see pp. 227 and 291. Aug.

1866, Dec. Paper on
"
Palaeotype, or Publication of E. E. P., Part II.

the representation of Spoken 1870, April. Paper on Glossic to the

Sounds for philological purposes Ph. S., printed entirely in Glossic

by means of the Ancient Types," in the Transactions, with Key to

to the Philological Society (Ph. Universal Glossic. This is the

S.). This wes the alphabet alphabet in my English Dialects
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their Sounds and Homes, for

the English Dialect Society, and
it has been used in many of that

Society's publications.

1871, Feb. Publication of E. E. P.,
Part III., with a Notice starting

my systematic enquiry into the

Pronunciation of English Dia-

lects, and giving a table of
"
presumed Varieties of English

pronunciation." In a reprint of

this, widely circulated, containing
a Key to Glossic, and called

"Varieties of English Pronun-

ciation," I suggested the forma-
tion of an English Dialect Society,
which has subsequently done

good work.

1872, April and May, Papers on

Diphthongs to the Ph. S., incor-

porated in E. E. P., Part IV.

1873, Feb. Paper on Accent and

Emphasis to the Ph. S., incor-

porated in E. E. P., Part IV.

May, Paper on Final E to the

Ph. S., to form part of E. E. P.,
Part VI. Sept. First edition

of the Comparative Specimen
(cs.) used for collecting informa-
tion on dialectal pronunciation.

1874, Jan. Paper on Physical Theory
of Aspiration to the Ph. S. incor-

porated in E.E.P., Part IV.
March. Paper on Vowel Changes
in English Dialects to the Ph. S.

Dec. Publication of E. E. P.,
Part IV.

1875, Paper on the classification of

the English Dialects to the Ph. S.

June, second edition of cs.

1876, March. Lecture on Dialects to

the London Institution, when

my first large Dialectal Map was
drawn and shewn, leaving a

blank from the Wash to Sussex.

July to Sep. Going over the

whole of Prince L.-L. Bona-

parte's Dialect Library, and

making extracts for this work.
Dec. The London Institution

Lecture repeated at Norwood.
These lectures were most im-

portant preliminary work for the

investigation.

1877, Mar. Paper on Dialectal Phono-

logy to the Ph. S. Oct. Issue

of my original Word-Lists (wl.)

suggested by the last paper.
1879, Jan. Two lectures on Dialects

at Newcastle-on-Tyne, with the

large map reconstituted and gaps

filled in, whence I got much
information for N. div. Feb.
Issue of my Dialect Test. April
and May, two reports to the Ph. S.

on the state of my investigations.

1880, Oct. Lecture on Dialects to

Working Men's College.

1882, Dec. Paper on Dialects of South
of England to Ph. S.

1882, April. Paper on the Dialects of

Midland and Eastern Counties
to the Ph. S. .

1883, March. Paper on the Dialects

of the Northern Counties to the

Ph.S. May. Lecture on Dialects .

to the College for Men and
AVomen. Nov. Paper on the

Lowland Dialects (Mainland) to

the Ph. S.

1884, April. Paper on the Dialects

of the Lowlands of Scotland

(Insular) and of the Isle of Man
to the Ph. S.

1885, May. I made a report to the

Ph." S. on the Dialectal Work I

had done since 19 Nov. 1883.

1886, May. First Report on Dialectal

Work to the Ph. S.

1887, May. Second Report on Dia-

lectal Work to the Ph. S.

To account for some of the delays
and gaps I may mention that in 1874,

April, I wrote my treatise on Algebra

identified with Geometry, and in June,

my treatise on the Quantitative Pro-

nunciation of Latin, and that in 1875,

June, I published the first edition of

my translation of Helmholtz on the

Sensations of Tone
;

in 1876 my tract

on the English, Dionysinn and Hellenic

Pronunciations of Greek, and in 1881

two papers on the Computation of

Logarithms for the Royal Society

(Proceedings, vol. 31, pp. 381-413);
in 1880, Mar., my laborious History

of Musical Pitch for the Society of

Arts; in 188-5, April, my account of

the Musical Scafex nf I'm ions Nutinnn,

also for the Society of Arts, and in

July the second edition of my trans-

lation of Helmholtz, all works re-

quiring much preparation and often

lengthy investigations, and hence

greatly interfering with other work.

I had also five Presidential Addresses

to prepare for the Ph. S. and deliver

in 1872, 1873, 1874, 1881, and 1882,
each of them occupying much time,

and three of them involving consider-

able correspondence.
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Friday, May 20, 1887. Anniversary Meeting.

The Rev. Prof. SAYCE, M.A., Prezident, in the Chair.

The thanks of the Society wer returnd to the Council of

University College for the gratuitous use of its rooms for the

Society's Meetings. The Trezurer red his Cash-acount for the

year 1886, and the thanks of the Meeting wer returnd to the

Auditors. Yotes of thanks wer also past to the Secretary and to

the Trezurer of the Society, for the asistance they had aforded

in the Society's work. For the Ti'ezurer's acount, see next page.
The PREZIDENT then red his Adress, which was on ' The Primitiv

Area of the Arians.' He suported the vew of Dr. R. Gr.

Latham and Prof. Penka, that this area was not in Asia, as was

formerly supozed, but in Europe, and was probably to be identified

with Scandinavia. The Adress forms part of the Tranzactions for

1885-7.

Dr. FTJRNIVAXL propozed and Mr. ELLIS seconded a vote of thanks
to the Prezident for his able and interesting Adress. In the

discussion that followd,
Mr. BRADLEY said that the Prezident had purified Penka's theory

of its excrescences and absurdities. The fault of Penka's work
was the ocurrence, on almost every page, of some statement filo-

logicaly preposterous, which was uzualy irelevant to Penka's

argument. The Prezident had only adopted Penka's general

concluzion, and had not atempted to localize the original home of

the Arians too minutely. Hense most of the objections hitherto

raizd against the theory disapeard. Mr. Bradley however thoht

that the hard and fast line which existed between the Teutonic and
Lithuanian languages was inconsistent with a North-European
origin of the Arians, and pointed rather to the East of Europe as

their primitiv area.

Prof. RIEIT coud not admit that the Arians wer only in the Stone

Age at the period of their dispersion. They had similar words for

metals, such as silver, iron, gold.
The PREZIDENT replied that Schrader had shown that the primitiv

Arians wer aquainted with metals, but did not uze them for wepons.
The cognate words iu different Arian languages oftn ment different

metals : thus, the word for iron in Sanskrit was equated with the

word for bronz or copper in Greek. The Arians wer probably also

aquainted with iron in the meteoric form.

The Rev. Dr. MORRIS thoht that if Scandinavia had been the

primitiv Arian home, the languages of that country woud be

No. 50.
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nearest to the original type, which was not the case. He was stil

a believer in the old theory of an Aziatic origin.
The PREZIDENT remarkt that Prof. Ehys adopted the vew that

the Kelts came from Northern Scandinavia.

On the propozal of Dr. Furnivall, seconded hy Mr. Ellis, the

following Members wer elected as Officers for the Session 1887-8 :

President : The Rev. A. H. Sayce, M.A. Vice-Presidents :

Whitley Stokes, D.C.L., LL.D., M.A.
;

Alexander John Ellis,

B.A., F.R.S.
;
The Rev. Richard Morris, LL.D., M.A.

; Henry
Sweet, M.A., Ph.D.

;
James A. H. Murray, LL.D., M.A.

;
Prince

Louis-Lucien Bonaparte; The Rev. Prof. "W. W. Skeat, M.A.,
LL.D., Litt.D. Ordinary Members of Council: Rev. Geo. B. R.

Bousfield, B.A.
; Henry Bradley, Esq. ;

E. L. Brandreth, Esq. ;

F. T. Elworthy, Esq. ; C. A. M. Fennell, A.M., Litt.Doc.
; Henry

Hucks Gibbs, M.A.
; Henry Jenner, Esq. ;

Prof. T. de Lacouperie,
Ph.D.

;
James Lecky, Esq. ;

E. L. Lushington, M.A., LL.D.
;

Prof. R. Martineau, M.A.
;
Rev. Prof. J. B. Mayor, M.A.

;
W. R.

Morfill, M.A.
;

J. Peile, M.A., Litt.Doc.; Prof. J. P. Postgate,
M.A.

;
W. R. S. Ralston, Esq. ;

Prof. C. Rieu, Ph.D.
;

Prof.

Ridgeway, M.A.
;
H. Wedgwood, M.A.; R. F. Weymouth, D.Lit,

M.A. Trezurer: Benjamin Dawson, B.A., The Mount, Hamp-
stead, London, N.W. Hon. Secretary .* F. J. Furnivall, M.A.,

Ph.D., 3, St. George's Square, Primrose Hill, N.W.

Friday, June 3, 1887.

A. J. ELLIS, Esq., B.A., Vice-Prezident, in the Chair.

Mr. JAMES LECKY read a paper on " Connemara Gaelic." He
had studied Gaelic in August, 1883, in the island of Achill, and in

August, 1884, 5 and 6 at Renvyle in Connemara. The majority of

the natives of these districts are bilingual ;
but a few are entirely

ignorant of English, and a moderate number, especially of the

younger generation, speak English only. Many parts of the country
are exceedingly interesting, on account of the remains of antiquity
still found there, the mode of life of the people, and the peculiar

scenery. In concert with a fellow-student, Mr. Larminie, the

reader of the paper had collected a number of Gaelic stories, from

dictation of the natives. Of these stories a few resembled those

published by J. F. Campbell of Islay, but others were distinct from

any hitherto known.
The general features of the dialect are, for the most part, the

same as those of literary Gaelic. We had to distinguish six

places at which consonants were formed ;
there being, in addition to
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the four classes, back, front, point, and lip, found in most

languages, two other classes, one intermediate to back and front,

the other intermediate to front and point. Again, several con-

sonants were formed by simultaneous action of two separate parts
of the vocal organs, as back-}-point, back-f-lip, or front+lip. This

was no new principle in phonetics, as it was largely illustrated in

the Russian consonants, and was still more familiar in ordinary
vowels, the English (oo) aive being partly formed by simultaneous

action of back+Hp, and the French (y) u by front+lip. See for a

Melanesian parallel, the Proceedings for 1885, June 19, page xxii,

line 16, where a variety of m, formed by (m) -f- (7), is quoted.
Elision and assimilation were more extensive in this dialect than

in the literary Gaelic. Thus a contraction (mexs) with English t,

was found, meaning
" there should be its knowledge," which

corresponded to the literary m-beidheadh a fhios. Again the

literary chuir se=put he, became almost (^wirsh shree) the r

(palatalized) and the *, really (sh), melting into a sound inter-

mediate to both.

Mr. LECKY had compiled a list of about 30 vowels (not including

diphthongs) and about 60 consonants, which were all distinct in

the dialect. To symbolize these strained the resources of phonetic
notation, especially as no extension of the Roman alphabet by
means of new letters was practicable. All the existing letters had to

be utilized, (q) being best assigned to the velar voiceless sound, and

(k) to the palatal, as has been done by the new German school of

Brugmann and Osthoff. The voiced counterpart of (k) would be

written (g), and the voiced velar stop could only be represented

by (c). This was the old value of (c), and appeared to be the most

practical. With turned letters and a very few digraphs, we could

obtain a rapid and convenient script for noting down Gaelic prose
or poetry.

There was a great need for other workers to record the rapidly

disappearing varieties of spoken Gaelic. It would be best for each

student to take only one dialect and analyze it completely, instead

of wandering through a series of dialects and superficially noting their

salient peculiarities. All descriptions of sounds should moreover
be founded on a physiological analysis, such as that employed in the

works of Messrs. Melville Bell and Sweet. The acoustical method,
sometimes recommended, was impracticable, and the comparison
with foreign sounds as usually practised was inexact and misleading.

Mr. ELLIS thought the Gaelic system of sounds the most difficult

he had ever heard of, more difficult than even the Arabic. In his

article on "Speech sounds" in the Encyclopaedia Sritannica, he had
inserted an account of some of the sounds from information supplied

by Mr. Lecky.
Mr. BRADLEY said that one of the stories read with the paper, that

of "buying a horse's egg," was familiar to him as a popular
English tale.

Mr. FLANNERY read a passage in literary Gaelic to illustrate its

divergence from the provincial dialect. He said that some of the
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translations and explanations given by western natives were
incorrect. Thus, the phrase for "one of a pair of shoes" did not

mean "half a shoe," but meant "the shoe of one side." The
idioms in Connemara Gaelic appeared to be correct for the most

part, but a few were obviously borrowed from English. As regards
the dialects of Irish Gaelic, there were two main varieties, one

being found to the north of a line drawn across Ireland from
Dublin to Galway, the other to the south of that line. The
Connemara dialect had some of the peculiarities of both varieties

;

thus in Connemara, as in the South, poll a hole, rhymed more
to English howl, and not to English hull as in the Northern

Gaelic. On the other hand, the Connemara dialect had the stress

on the first syllable, as had also Northern Gaelic.

Mr. LECKY remarked that much variation of pronunciation
existed even in Connemara. The younger speakers did not appear
to use the double I broad at the beginning of words, while the old

did so use it. He was much indebted to Mr. Flannery for help in

translating the stories.

Friday, June 17, 1887.

A. J. ELLIS, Esq., B.A., Vice-Prezident, in the Chair.

Professor TERKIEN DE LACOTJPEEIE red a paper on "The Pre-

Chineze Languages of China." This paper has been issued as a

report forming part of the Prezident's Adress for 1886. The

paper was followd by a conversation on English idioms.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.
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